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Foreword 
Accurate and timely global crop forecasts are of the utmost importance to all countries in 

managing their most important resource - food. Information about agricultural production 
is crucial to a wide range of decisions by agribusiness, policy makers, resource planners, and 
agriculture technologists. Decisions made on the basis of inadequate information regarding 
the food supply, its distribution, and the expectation from new harvests can have severe eco
nomic and social impact. 

The United States is a major partner in a large and interdependent worldwide network of 
importing and exporting nations. The United States is the foremost grain exporter to a global 
market increasing to meet an expanding world demand. The resupply from new harvests is 
extremely variable within each year and between years. The world's most important food 
grain, wheat, is in the process of being planted and harvested in different regions of the 
world throughout each year. This crop is grown mostly in semiarid regions that have 
marginal weather conditions, where disaster years followed by years of bumper crops art: 
common. Although such organizations as the United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organization (F AO) and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) were char
tered to provide information on global food production, their reports have been heavily 
reliant on information generated by the countries themselves. This information is derived 
from crop survey systems that are often inadequate or, in some cases, nonexistent. 

Aerospace remote-sensing technology emerging from several decades of research is 
beginning to provide a means to economically provide better crop forecasts. 

In 1974, the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) - ajoint effort of the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the USDA, and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) - began to apply this technology on an 
experimental basis to forecasting harvests in important wheat-production areas. Following 
completion of the analysis of data acquired over 3 global crop years, the results were docu
Mented and reported in a 4-day symposium held in October 1978 at the NASA Johnson 
Space Center in Houston, Texas. Prior to the symposium, a team consisting of approx
imately 40 independent university, industry. and government scientists and researchers as
sembled periodically from March through July 1978 at the Johnson Space Center to review 
the LACIE results in considerable detail. These peer-review results were also reported at the 
symposium. 

The material contained in this document consists of the proceedings of the technical ses
sions of that symposium. The overview and peer-review papers are published in other 
volumes. 

July 1979 

ROBERT B. MACDONALD 
Ma(1, ger, LACIE Project 
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Experiment D •• lon 

FORIWORD 

In pneral, experiment desil" refers to the desian 
used to ensure that information collected in an ex· 
periment will be relevant to the problems under in. 
vestiption. It is the complete sequence of steps 
taken ahead of time to ensure that appropriate data 
will be obtained to permit valid inferences concern· 
inl these problems. Ideally. an experiment desian 
should arranp the data cnUec:tion and analysis to 
answer the UP'.. : mental questions as efficiently as 
possible. The principles of lood experimental deslan 
were liven heavy emphasis in LACIE plannin, ac· 
tivities. and every effort was made to learn as much 
as possible liven the available time. money. person· 
nel. and experimental material. 

The pneral theme of the LACIE desi,n consistl:d 
of (t) identify ina the state-of·the·art tec:hnoloay that 
would permit inventory of crops using satellite and 
meteoroloaical data. (2) makin, necessary tests ilnd 
evaluations to develop procedures that used state-of· 
the-art technol08Y and to determine how well these 
procedures worked. and (3) subjectin, the designed 
system to use in a quasi-operational environment for 
final performance assessment and identification of 
needed refinements and improvements. 

The LACIE design activities were structured into 
five major technical components: (1) samplin, and 
a"re,ation. ,(2) growth stage estimation. (3) 
classification and mensuration. (4) yield estimation. 
and (5) accuracy assessment. 

The complexity and interdependency of these 
components and their supporting systems necessi. 
tated that a major part of the overall desi,n be com
posed of the slructurin, and dovetailil'l' of the con· 
stituenl parts into a quasi-operational system lhat 
supported the LACIE objectives while makin, every 
effort to conserve lime. money, perlWnncl. and ex
perimental mllteria!. The purpose of the Experiment 
Desiln Session is to detail the LACIE technical 

daisn. ineludin, the relationships between compo
nenll and (for each component) (I) the initial state
of-the-art methodolOl)' in LACIE. (2) the lest and 
evaluation procedures used to identify or improve 
the state of the art. (3) the performance assessment 
procedures applied to the overall system. and (4) the 
chronolOl)' of the state of the art u it evolved durin, 
Ihe J years of LACIE. 

Throuahout LAClf. Ihe only feasible cost-effec· 
live way to meet project objectives wu to determine 
total wheat produttion over an area by lookin. at 
only a subset of the area. Consequently. LACIE tech· 
nolo,y drew heavily from statistical survey 
melhodolOl)' (supported by a broad base of remote· 
sensin,technoloaY). The paper by Hallum et al. en· 
titled "Samplina. Agreplion. and Variance ESlima· 
tion for Area. Yield. and Production in LACIE" pro
vides an overview of the LACIE samplin. tech· 
nolOlY used in a quasi-operational mode throuahout 
Phases I, II, and Ill. A aeneral description. the fa· 
tionale. desi,n restrictions. and other ~i," charac· 
teristics are liven for the samplin, desi,n and the II' 
areption procedures for estimatin, wheat area. 
yield. and production. alon, with an overview of 
their associated prediction error estimates. Specific 
details are provided in the supportin. papers. 

Crop Development llege latItMtIon 

In the early preparalion for LACIE, it was ap· 
parent that year-to-year variations in the seasons 
made the use of unadjusted crop calendars to di ... 
tin,uish wheal from other crops a questionable pro
cedure. It was f)Jfther recoanized that because yields 
could be drastic~Uy affected by unusual events at 

I 



critical times in wheal development (i.e .• hiah tem· 
peratures at hetdin,) yield models to be developed 
would most likely require a load estimation of the 
true or actual Clevelopment 'lIP of the crop 
throuahout the year. The pap'r by Whitehead and 
Phinney entitled "Growth St. Estimation" pro
vides an overview of the LACIE IfOwth s_ 
estimation technolOl)'. includinl a teneral descrip· 
tion, the rationale, desian restrktions. and other 
desian characteristics. 

One of the LACIE pis WII to estimate wheat 
acreaae usina Landsat as the primary dafllOurce and 
without usina around enumerative data. A funw.· 
mental approach multin, from the LACIE desi,n 
use4 a Machine classification technique to separate 
the whea~ area in each of a number of S. by 6-nauli· 
cal·mile sqmenls. It 'Nil apparent at the outset of 
LACm that a limited amount of manual interpreta
tion would be required for the method to work. The 
paper by Heydorn et al. entitled "Classification and 
Mensuration of LACIE Seaments" provides the 
details of that part of the LACIE deaian. A vastly im
proved technolOlY for the classification of complex 
data structures inherent in multidate acquisition of 
multispectral data has evolved from use of this ap
proach. The m~or result of this evolution is the 
availability of a ncarly optimum man/machine-proc
essina procedure. 

2 

VlelcllltIfMtlon 

The p"per by Strommen et al. entitled "Develop
ment of LACIE CCEA-I Weather/Wheat Yield 
Models" provides details of the desisn used to i~n
tify ;and evaluate yield estimation models oriented 
toward supportin, projcct objectives. Included is 11 

discussion of the rationale. the desiln rC5trictions. 
and the chronoiosy of the evolving yi~ld mudd 
development durin. Phases I. II. and 111 of lACIE. 

An important function in LACIE is the evalua
tion of results obtained at various stages of the ex
periment. The objective of LACIE is not only to 
demonstrate the technological feasibility for cnimat
jnllalie-area wheat production usinlthe LACIE ap
proach but also to produce estimates which satisfy 
certain accura\.y and reliability loals. The accuracy 
assessment effort is desisned to check the acturac} 
of the products of the experimental ollerations 
throu,hout th~crop growing season and to deter
mine whether the procedures used arc adequate to 
a~'comJ'llish the desired accuraq' and reliabilit), ~oals, 
The paper by lIouston et al. entitled .. Accuracy 
Assessment: The Stali~tkal Approach to Perform
ance Evaluation .. LAClE" dcscrihcs Ihe 
methodology iUr <I:.,,\!ssing the accuracy for area. 
yicld, anj production. 

• 
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• Sampling, Aggreptlon, and Variance Eatlmatlon for 
Are., Yield, .and Production In LACIE 

C. R..lla""",," It S. ChhlkQra." A. H. F('I\'"oll." and A. G. 11011$1""" 

CltO, INYINTOItV: A ITATtlTtCAL IUItVeY 

Limited resources, a siron, dcomand for breadth 
and timeliness of cover •• and recent .d\'a~ in 
sample survey methodolOlY are but a few reasons 
that crop inventory efforts have b«ome heavily 
reli.nt on Itatistietl survey meth~loay. This fatt 
comes as no surprise since the task in the majority of 
such elTons 15 to determine the- total crop area from 
iniormation obtained over a suAt of the area-a 
special CIlH of the classical dllinition of a sample 
survey (ref. I). In this case. two Questions arise: {O 
how to select the "part" from the "whole" and (2) 
how to Icneralile from the seiected part to the 
w~ole. The J,roblem is one of 'indi:t,th:1t combina
tion of selection and es1im;t,ion pr'JC«'dures which 
minimizes the cost, ensurinc at the slime time :1 

specified accuracy for the inference from a Pllil to 
the whole. 

Until the last 40 years, little atlention had been 
liven to the problems of how to obtain a lood sample 
and how to draw sound conclusions from Ihe results. 
If the distribution from which one is samp'in. is 
uniform, then practkally any sample will suffice; 
however, in the case of a crop inventor)' wht,re the 
distribution is far from uniform. tile method by 
which the Simple is obtained is critical. and the study 
qf techniques thllt ensure a trustworthy sample 
becomes c",remely imporlant. 

In some casts, it ma)' seem feasible to obtain the 
information desired about a particular population by 
takinca compleie enumeration or census. Adminis
trators accustomed 10 dealina with censuses tended 

lINASA John_ ~iI4:e C~n.~r.llou"t.Jft. le .... 
bltJ(~hecd fle.:lron~~ Complln). tlw~ln. leUi, 
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to be suspicious of samples and reluctant 10 use them 
in place of c:ensuses. AI!hoUlh Ihis attitude no Ion..,. 
persists. it would be worthwhile to list the principal 
advantaaes of sampJin, as compared with complete 
enumeration. 

I. Reduced cost-securin. data from a sman frac
tion of the population costs less than makin, a com· 
plete enumeration. 

2. Greater speed-Oata can be collected and sum· 
marized more quickly with a sample than with a cen· 
sus. 

3. Greater scope-5urveys Ihat rely Of. samplin, 
have more scope and nexibility rqardin, the types 
of information that can be obtained: the ar~a of 
covera,e can be more cxlensive than in ~I census . 

... Greater accuracy-Because personnel of hi,ht.r 
qualitj ~an be employed and liven intensive trainina 
lind because more careful supervision of the field· 
work att processin, of results become! feasible 
when the volume of work is reduced, a sampic may 
itctually produce more accurate results than a com· 
plete enumeration. 

Upon cxllmininlthe various st(:ps required to per· 
form a sample survey litl. I}, it becom~s quite clear 
that samplin, is a pracli,al business that call! for 
several different type~ of skills. fn makinl a crop in
ventory, before s<tmplinltheory can be applied, it is 
necessary l\,i determine "'hi"h crops are to be con· 
sidered, whkh Icolraphical areas are to be surveyed. 
how data measurements arc to be made, and how 
fieldwork is to be oraanized. Althoul" these topks 
are not discussed further in this P •• their impor· 
tance should be eml'hasizcd. Samplin, demands at
tention to all phases of the activ;ty-poor work in 
one phase may ruin a survey in which everythinl 
else is done well. 

The purpose of samplin, theory is to make sam· 
plin, more efficient. It attempts to develop methods 
of samrle selection and of estimation that provide, at 
minimum cost. estimates that <Ire precise enoulh to 
satisfy project objectives. In order to~pply this prin-

-
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cipie, one must be able to predict the precision and 
the expected cost. So far as precision is concerned, 
the maanitude of estimation error in any specific 
situation cannot be foretold since this would require 
a knowledge of the true value for the population. One 
of the more standard ways of judging the precision, 
however, is to examine the frequency distributions 
of the estimates from a sampling procedure that has 
been applied repeatedly to the same population. A 
further simplificlltion may be introduced in situa
tiolls where the sample sizes are large enough that 
there is good reason to expect that sample estimates 
are approximately normally distributed (e.g., for ac
curacy assessment purposes, this is a key assump
tion-and, seemingly, not a bad one-made in regard 
to the distribution of the production estimator dis
cussed later in this paper). In this case, the frequency 
distribution can be established precisely from the 
mean Il and the standard deviation u, both of which 
can be estimated from sample survey theory. If a 
sample is taken by a procedure known to give an un
biased estimate p. of Il with standard deviation cr p., 
then, although the exact value of the error p. - Il is 
unknown, from the properties of the normal dis
tribution, the chances (probabilities) are 0.32 (about 
I in 3) that the absolute error Ip. - Il\ exceeds u;'; 
0.05 (1 in 20) that the absolute error Itt - III exceeds 
1.96 cr~; and 0.01 (l in 100) that the absolute error IA 
- III exceeds 2.58 <T; . 

The preceding discussion assumes u ~, as com
puted from the sample, is known exactly. Actually 
!7f1' like Il, is estimated subject to a sampling error, 
but for large sample sizes, the preceding results still 
hold. 

When estimates are biased, a useful criterion is the 
mean squareu ...:lTur (MSE) of the estimate. In partic
ular, the MSE of p., denoted by MSE(p.) is given by 

MSE (~ I = (variance of ~) + (bias)2 (1) 

In statistical terminology, the term "precision" 
refers to the repeatability of a measurement. "Low 
precision" means that there is wide variation in re
peated measurements of the same object, whereas 
"high precision" means that there is little variation 
between repeated measurements. .. Accuracy, to 

however. refers to the MSE; the smaller the value of 
the MSE, the more accurate the estimator. Thus, low 
accuracy could result from a large-bias term with 
either low or high precision, or from a small-bias 
term coupled with low preci!;ion, as illustrated in 
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figure I. HiSh accuracy results when the bias term is 
small or zero and precision is hiSh. 

In the case of LACIE., where the level of accuracy 
is stipulated. the best sample desian is that for which 
the cost of the survey is minimum. However. if the 
cost of the survey is specified. the best sample desisn 
is that which gives the hiahest accuracy. This rule is 
the guiding prinCiple of classical sample survey 
methodoiocy. 

Ov .... 11 Phlloeophyl Aepectl 
Unique to LACIE 

The first systematic attempt to collect aaricultural 
statistics dates back more than a century to the Cen
sus of 1840 (ref. 2). From thai date forward, an in
creasing volume of agricultural statistics has been 
collected periodically in the U.S. Census enumera
tions every 10 years to 1920 and every 5 years 
thereafter. A rudimentary system of annual 
agricultural estimation was also begun about 1840 in 
the Palent Office. Upon Commissioner Ellsworth's 
resignation in 1845, however, interest in agricultural 
statistics subsided in the Patent Office, and it was nOI 
until after the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) was organized in 1862 that annual intercen
sus estimates were again revived (ref. 3). 

Current monthly reports on crop conditions also 
predated the establishment of the Department of 
Agriculture by a few months. Oranll'e Judd, editor of 
the American Agriculturalist, published summaries 
of crop condition reports submitted voluntarily by 
subscribers to his paper for 5 months, May through 
September 1862 (ref. 3). Judd's efforts were the 
forerunner to the USDA program of monthly reports 
on crop prospects. These reports have been issued 

@2) SMALL liAS 
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l'eIularly durina the ,row'"' season since the first 
pubUration in July 1863, 

Since 1863. crop surveys in the Department 'lf 
"ariculture have expanded al'Mlly until today a IIl1e 
volume of aaricultural estimates is published on a 
periodic basis. :'tlis ';;"~""nlial expansion in the 
volume of aaricultural data has not been paralleled 
by m~or improvements in estimation methods • 
which is somewhat distressina in view of the slanlfi
cant developments in the theory of sample desi,n
particularly ·in the past 40 years. Until recent efforts 
of the Statislical Report!na Service (SRS) and 
lACIE, the typical p~ure has used mailed 
inquiries for ('ollectl", basic data and an assortment 
of techniques for reli~ovinl bias in the transforma
tion of raw data into published estimates. 

A complete evaluation of qricultural statistics 
must embrace such characteristics as breadth of 
covcraae.800srlphical detail of estimates. timeliness, 
and frequency of releases. However. the criterion of 
reliability should probably have top priority over all 
other criteria of evaluation. The choice of methods of 
estimation when the eSlimatina qency is faced with 
limih!d resources and u strong demand for breadth 
Ilnd timeliness of coverllllC may well dichue some 
sucrifice of precision in the estimates. 

At the outset of lACIE. remote-sensin, tech
nolo8)' without supporting ground data appeared to 
offer a cost-clT~ti\'e approach to tI global crop 
estimation system that could provide improved in
formation to USDA and NASA. More specifically. 
LACIE was the first attempt to survey an important 
crop (wheat> on u ILll1e (quasi-global) scale at re
IlClltcd intcm,'als over a wide ranse of conditions. 

Given the project objectives. with specific 
emphasis on large-urea estinlation lmd the relative 
importance of more timcly and more accurate esti
nlilles \)1' foreign production, the It\CIE dcsign was 
restricted to reudily aV8j1able foreign data (e.g .• land
sut imagery. meteorologiclIl datil. National Oceanic 
lind Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) ~:'tellite 
datu. and I,ublished histllriclll dnta for politkdl sub
divisions within I.·ountries), In LldditklO, th~ L\CIE 
s)'stem WLlS designed within a framework of con
straints ofi,.inating fmm severul sources. Exumples 
of thelle constraints are the acquisition frequency 
restrictions specilied b) the NASA Goddard SJHlce 
F1i,.ht Center (GSH') und the requirement that im
plemented clussificlllitln tl.'Chnology be used. Addi
tional considentions were costs. schedule 
milestones. Ilvailuble resources for system imple
mentlltion, the sped lied performuncc criterion,' and 

the volume of Landsst dala thlt could be IIOIed and 
pl'OCtlllOd. 

Some or \he questions \0 be answered II &he outset 
of LAC1E were 

1. Can a sampliRi strate&)' for acquisition of 
Landsat data be desilned to achieve the required ac
curacy with a manqeable dala load? 

2. How can the aeoaraphic wheat distribulion 
~hlractcristics (0"" within ... "at, varilnteS) best be 
determined so as to efficiently sample? 

3. Whit is I aood confipration for the primary 
sampUIlJ unil and what should the samplina frame 
be? 

4. Docs loss of the samplint unit due to cloud 
cover cause excessive errors, such as bias? 

To develop and evaluate the lACIE sur,'ey 
system, the experiment was planned to consider first 
the whea'-Irowina resions of thll United Stales. 
where reliable. independent survey estimates and 
around data would be available. In Phase I, m~or 
emphasis was devoted to identifylns slanifieant 
problems and incorporatin, necessary chanaes into 
the on-line system. 

To simplify the explanation of the lACIE sam
pling and auregation approach. it will be worthwhile 
It this point to define the hierarchical structure of 
the units into which each country is subdivided. 
Each country is considered to be subdivided. first of 
ull. into regions. Resions are the most "coarse" polit
ical subdivisions of a country (e.g., the U.S. Great 
Plains (USGP) is It U,S. "region"). Reaions arc 
further subdivided into lanes. Zones are stales, for 
example, in the United States and subcollections of 
oblasls in the U.S.S.R.; in any case, they are elements 
of the regional-h. wei subdivisions. Zones arc further 
subdivided into strata. In the United States, crop
reporting districts (CRD's) are the strata; they are 
subdh'isions of the stutes. In the U,S.S.R., the strata 
are the oblasts. finllUy. in countries with detailed 
historical data (i.e .• in countries with historical datil 
available at a level below ihe strata), the strata are 
further subdivided into units referred to as substrata. 
No further subdivision is made below the su~strata 

'The lAClf r ... rf\lfml\t\~'I.' I/.lllIt rllf 1I\'\:urll~)' i5 hHl\>uun \·ulln· 

If) III·h"r\'cSll'fll\lu~1111I\ e!iti"'"le~ whl(h IIr ... "lIhin 10 ""'I'I.'I.'nl or 
Ihl.' 1t1:1\1I,1 prlldul:!illn 90 r ... r~'enl Ill' Ihc IImc ThiS is ref ... ned 10 IS 
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level. Examples of substrata are counties in the 
Un:,t~ Slates, shires in Australia, and municipalities 
in Canada. Filure 2 depicts the overall hierarchical 
Sl'\lttute. 

Based on known constraints. a total allocation of 
4800 sample seaments was divided among the 
selected countries using the criteria and procedures 
discussed in the paper by Feiveson entitled "LACIE 
Sample Desiln." 

Although certain engineering constraints affected 
the implementation of the initial I.ACtE sampling 
strateJY. the evidence examined in Phase I indicated 
that these fllctors did not significantly affect ae· 
curacy. The majority of these constraints w-:re 
removed from the Phase III design and are no longer 
inherent in the system. Various sampling and ag· 
gregation problems encountered throughout Phases 
I, II. Iln.j III of LACIE are discussed later in this 
paper. 

In summary. LACIE's task has been to determine 
the total wheat production in an area by looking at 
only a subset of that area; consequently. LACIE 
tl:'('hnology draws heavily from statistical survey 
methudology Which. in turn, is supported by a broad 

base of remole-sensing technology. The remainder of 
this paper is an overview of the initial LACIE sam· 
piing technology used in a qU8si.operationai mode 
throughout Phases I. II, and III. A general descrip
tion will be given of the sampling scheme and the ai
gregalion procedures for estimating wheat area. 
yield, and production, along with a brief discussion 
of their associated prediction error estimates. 
Specific details are restricted to the supporting papers 
in this session. 

SAMPLING, ESTIMATION. AND 
AGGREGATION FOR AREA 

The LACIE sampling technology is designed to 
cost-effectively estimate wheat area and production 
in countries of interest with a predesignated prf".:i· 
sion level. The level of precision is depent!cllt on 
many factors including (1) the configuration and 
geographical extent of the basic sampling unit (sam
ple segment), (2) the sample selection procedure, (3) 
the number and distribution of the sample segments 
(i.e., the allocation procedure). and (4) the aggrega-

SPEt:1F1C STRATA-lEVel COUNTRY GENERAL SPECIFIC SUBSTRATA-LEVEL COUNTRY 
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lion p~edures for estimating whellt area, yield, and 
productIOn, The following sections briefly summar
ize the major aspects of lhe lACIE sampling tech· 
nololY, 

Contltu,atk»n and Geographlca' Extent 
of the Sampling Unit 

The sampling unit used in lACIE is a S· by 6-
naut-cal-mile rectangle. A key factor leading to this 
choice oriainated from GSFC enginecrina con
straints. In particular. initial considerations were 
limited to areas no larger than 2S miles on a side 
since GSFC could not register areas larger than this 
to within ± I-pixel accuracy. Furthermore, GSFC's 
ability to handle a maximum of 4800 seaments 
placed initial restrictions on the minimum segment 
size that could be tolerated. The two most imporlant 
considerations. however, leading to this choice are at
tributable to the analysts' needs and 10 the required 
sampling precision. Initial indications were that an 
urea of 30 square nautical miles was sufficiently large 
10 provide the analyst with a good perspective on the 
variety and distribution of crops within a given 
locality. A smaller seament size hmded to make the 
classification task more difficult to perform without 
evidencing any significant benefits. Retrospectively. 
the 5- by 6·nautical-mile segment has proved to be 
satisfactory in terms of both serving the analysts' 
needs and permitting required sampling precision 
without creating an unmanageable data load. Finally, 
the rectangular configuration was especially amena
ble to computer slorage and munipulation. 

Sample Selection Procedure 

The l ACIE s(lmpling stnltegy depends on 
whether a country has detailed historical data (e.g .• 
United States. Canada. and Australia) or whether it 
hns data al onl)' one levcl smnll\'r Ihnn thc country it
self le.g., ll.S.S.R., China, Argentinll, Brazil, and In
dia). In the lutter ense. a standaru stratified sllmpling 
scheme is employed, whereas in the first situation, 
the sampling strulcgy consists of a two-stnge 
stratified random Saml}lc in which "substrata" 
(smnllcst political areu ror which acreage, yield, and 
crop c~tlcndars nrc published) are the primary sam
pling units. The 5- hy 6·nautical-milc segments are 
the secondary unils 

The slIl1lJlling rmme consisls of the agrkultural 
>lfell wilhin the major whcilt-prllducing regions ,)f a 

country. It is a collection of 5- by 6-nauticul-mile seg
ments in agricultural areas as determined by an 
Hag/non-us" delineation created from landsat imll8-
cry and/or USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 
(F ASJ lund use maps, Each strutum/substratum. 
then, is a collection of segments. Figures 3 and 4 il
lustrate typical strata in countries with and without 
detailed historical dUla, respectively. In Phase I, the 
landsat imallery over some areas to be sampled was 
of insufficient Quality to support the sampling frame 
generation: over such ureas. use was made of existing 
maps (e.g., land use, topographical) to help deter
mine the ltg/non-ag areas. The tendency in areas not 
having quality landsat coverage was to be conserva
tive tmd to retain arcus that were questionable us 
agricultural. (In some cases, only cities and moun· 
tainous I\l'eas were excluded,) Although this ap
J'Iro~tch increases the chances of including all the 
wheat in the sampling frume. il cun result in a higher 
per.:cnhlge of segments with liule or no when' 4IS well 
as ~I higher wheal urea v4Iriancc. This situation im-
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proved in Phase III with the availability ofimproved 
Landsat data coveraae over such areas. 

Alloution of ......... 

Ho('liXmIllUI./ill· ('.\till/mitJlI (~,. Imal ('fIltlllt;r sc"",,',' 
.~i:c'.-At the outset of LACIE. a determination was 
made that more than 600 sample segments would be 
required in the United Stales to achieve an expected 
country-level samplin, error of approximately 2.S 
percent for wheat. On the basis of this determina
tion, a proportional (to the wheat acreage from an 
epoch year) allocation was performed to seven other 
major wheat-producing countries (U.S.S.R., Brazil, 
India, Canada. Australia. China. and Argentina) to 
determine a worldwide (i.e .• eight country) alloca
tion. The resulting segment total was slightly less 
than the oetermined system capacity (because of 
hardware. data manipulation capabilities. etc.) of ap
proximately 4800 segments. Consequently, early in 
the project. a decision was made to perform a world
wide allocation (to the previously mentioned eight 
countries) of 4800 segments, divided among the 
countries in proportion to their wheat acreages in an 
epoch year. Specifically, using the 1972 wheat area 
for the eight countries (obtained from F AS 
agricultural attaches and others). the country-level 
allocations, based on wheat area in thousands of hec
tares, were as follows. 

(nmlfn .'<llIIph' \co..:lllt'I}1\ II fino (11~ (t 

\. U nilcd Slates 637 19138 
2. U.S.S. R. 1949 58492 
3. 8fi1lH 47 1500 
4. India 626 19139 
S. Canada 283 8640 
6. Auslmlia 257 7771.> 
7. China 8\0 24400 
8. Argcnlinil 11.>5 4965 

alloc,,'ed to North Dakota in Phase II, resultina in a 
sianificantly improved wheat area estimate for that 
zone. These results were the primary driver for the 
de(ision lO make a revised allocation over the 
yardstick retion (the USOP in this case) for Phase 
III. Additional motivation for performina a revised 
allocation intluded the (ollowin.: 

1. To reduce the samplina error to approximately 
2.2 percent (i.e., to a point of relative insianificance 
compared to the classification error, then shifl 
emphasis to improvinl the classification procedure) 

2. To make \lse of the improved landsat imaaery 
in an updated samplinl frame 

3. To employ a set of segments allocated such that 
the lACIE production estimate could be expected to 
satisfy the 90190 criterion after aUowin, for errors 
due to sampling. classification. yield prediction. and 
loss of data 
The revised allocation resulted in an increase in the 
total number of sample segments in the USGP from 
431 in Phase II to 601 in Phase III. 

From Phase III to the Transition Year. the alloca
tions changed for the U.S.S.R. and the United States. 
The U.S.S.R. difference resulted from the verifica
tion in Phase III of what had been suspected for 
some time-the U.S.S.R. had been oversampled in 
the initial allocation. Consequently, a revised alloca
tion was made, oriented toward achieving the 90/90 
criterion for the LACIE production estimate, allow
ing for the same errors as in the yardstick region. The 
result was a reduction from 1949 to 1111 segments in 
the U.S.S.R. 

The alteration in the USGP allocation from Phase 
III to the Transition Year was made for purposes of 
testing a "natural" sampling strategy (the details of 
this strategy are included in Feiveson's paper). More 
specifically, it is well known that the level of ac
curacy of an estimator such as that utilized in LACIE 
depends on the sample size and is adversely affe:ted 
by the variability or heterogeneity of the charac o 

Alterations to this allocation were made beginning teristic(s) being measured (in this case, the 
in Phase II which resulted in different ~ountry totals heterogeneity of wheat density and yield). Apart 
for the United States in Phases II and III and for the from in.:reasing the sample size. another means of 
United States and the U.S.S.R. in the Transition effectively reducing this heterogeneity is by improv
Year. In particular, during Phase II, a significant un- ing the stratification. During Phase II of LACIE, a 
derestimate of the wheat area was observed in North methodology was developed to use Landsat imagery 
Dakota. Further analysis indicated that the major and agrophysical data to improve stratification in 
problem was with the sample placement rather than foreign areas. This method ignored political bound
with the classification. Indicated solutions were the aries and restratified along boundaries of areas that 
allocation of additional segments or improved are more homogeneous in agricultural density, soil 
stratification to reduce agricultural area variability, or characteristics. and average climatic conditions. The 
both. Consequently, 20 additional segments were use of this natural sampling strategy domestically in 
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the Transition Year was intended to provide better 
applicability of the yardstick resion as a quantifier of 
foreiln results, The allocation to support this 
strateay resulted in a chanle in the USOP from 601 
seaments in Phase III to 487 seaments in the Transi
tion Year, 

Will,il'-t'OIImry somplt> allOt'olion.--sample sea
ments were allocated to the strata/substrata within a 
country based on weiahts which. in Phase 1. were a 
function of (1) the agricultural area in the stratum/ 
substratum and (2) the within-stratum/substratum 
standard deviation of wheat area from seament to 
segment. Estimates of the former were obtained 
from the sampling frame generated from USDA land 
use maps and from landsat imagery over those areas 
with sufficient quality coveraae. Estimates of the lat
ter were determined by assuming that the per-seg
ment numbers of pixels classified as wheat followed 
the binomial distribution. Under this assumption. 
the within-stratum/substratum standard deviation of 
wheat area from segment to segment is a function of 
the proportion of wheat in the stratum/substratum. 
which was obtained from historical data for an epoch 
year. 

In the revised allocations made in the USGP and 
the U.S.S.R. in Phase III and the Transition Year. the 
allocatiun weights were a function of (I) the 
agricultural area in the substratum/stratum. (2) the 
within-substratum/stratum standllrd deviation of 
small-grains (wheat) area from segment to segment 
in the lJSGP and in the U.S.S.R .. (3) the c1assifica· 
tion error variance. (4) the substratum/stratum yield 
estimate. and (5) the substratum/stratum yield pre· 
diction error. 

The agricultural area in the substratum/strl4H.!n' 
wa'S obtained by the same procedure used in Phase I: 
however, the availability of higher quality Landsat 
imagery over more extensive areas permitted the use 
of a more refined sam~lling frame (or Phase lIl. 

Direct estimation of the within-substratum stan· 
dard deviation of wheal area from segment 10 seg
ment in the U.S. yardstick region (and other 
subslralum-Ievel countries) WllS not possible since 
mosl substrata had insurticient segments. Although 
the approach Iilken in Philse I of resorting to a 
binomiill distribution assumption and using epoch
ye;!f historical wheat dilta to estimate these variances 
seemed to work rcasonilbly well. there were indica
tions flom the Phase II North Dakota study that an 
improvement WilS i1ttainablc by tllking a slightly 
different approach. As II part of the North Dakota 
study. i1pproximatcl~' 40 counties were selected 

throuahout the USGP in an attempt to obtain an im· 
proved estimator of the within-subsu:uum 51andard 
deviation of small .. rains area. The I'roposed ap· 
proach consisted of modelina the rclatio~ between 
the segment.ta-segment standard deviation 01 ,.nan· 
arains area at the substratum-level to that of the seg. 
ment-to-segment standard deviation of agricultural 
area. The rationale for concentl luina on small grains 
as opposed to wheat included the followin •. 

1. At the time. it was impossible to distinguish 
wheat from other smallsrains in Landsat imagery. 

2. Because of the predominance of wheat in the 
areas to be sampled. the belief was that. for allocation 
purposes. repladna unobservable wheat information 
with small-grllins data would be a reasonable 
substitution. (Areas outside the range of variability 
over which the model was developed offered the 
greatest potential for degradation.) 

J. The procedure was repeatable in other 
substratum-level countries. 

Estimates of the other quantities that were input 
it· the allocation procedure are detailed in Feiveson's 
paper. Depending on the resulting allocation weights. 
substrata in countries with substratum-level histori
cal data (United States. Canada. Australia) were 
desitInated as Group I (high sampling rate). Group II 
(low sampling rate). and Group III (not sampled). 
Stratum-level countries (i.e .• those having historical 
data at only one level smaller than the country it
self-U.S.S.R., China. Argentina. India, Brazil) had 
their strata assigned to Group I or Group III only. In 
the United States. where substrata are counties. the 
range of variation of the allocation weights was such 
that to meet the 90/90 criterion in the USGP. it was 
necessary to allocate anywhere from 0 to 5 segments 
to a county. In stratum-level countries. several times 
that number were assigned to a stratum. (For specific 
details of the allocation procedure. see the paper by 
Feiveson.) 

Are. Eetimation 

Until the Transition Year. the methodology for 
the direct estimation of wheat area at the segment 
level did not exist. Instead. a "egmcnt-Ievel winter. 
sNing. or total small-grains estimate was made for 
each llggregablc segment..! Thc area of wheat in each 

- 2( ·crt'Hn~filcrili h.uJ lu be IllCI bef •• r,; illlill~n SCIIOlelll was ap· 
I' flwcd fllr "lIIIrcg.llion I'UrpllSCS. These ,rncriu lIfC dclailcd in the 
l'III'er h) Ikydurn CI aL cnlilkd "C'I.lssilkilliun .111.1 I>knsuralilln 
nf t ACll'. Scgmcl\Is." 
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such qmem was then estimated by usina a "confu
sion crop" ralt"'.ln particular. in Phases 1 and II (and 
Phase III in the U.S.S.R.), the substratum/stratum
level historical ratio of wheat \0 small arains, esti· 
mated from epoch-year data, was applied to the raw 
small .. rains estimate from the Classification and 
Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS). 

Durlna Phase II. development was initiated on an 
econometric confusion crop ratio model that was 
laler evaluated and implemented in the USGP early 
in Phase Ill. This model provided confusion crop 
ratio estimates at the CRO level and made use of a 
considerable amount of near-real-time economic: in
formation. The development and evaluation of this 
model are detailed further in the paper by Umberaer 
el a1. entilled "Econometric Models for Predicting 
Confusion Crop Ratios." 

Given the set !Pil :~ 1 of aureaable segment-level 
wheal proportion estimates covering the area of In
terest, the LACIE wheat area estimate ,.4 of the given 
area of interest is expressible in the most simplified 
form as 

probabilities proportional to size (PPS) (as deter
mined from the wheat area in an epoch )'cllr): thUS, 
some. but nOI all, Group II substrata receive .. sea
menl. 

l. Group 111 substmta-Areas historically having 
very little wheat; thUS, no sample segments arc allo
cated. A 

The Oroup I substratum wheal area c:stimator AI 
is simply the standard stratified samplin, estimator 

wher<' ;," I - the estimate of the mean proportion of 
wheat in the Ilh Group I substratum agrkultural area 
and ell - the Ith Group I subsuatu,m agricultural 
area. 

The Group If stratum wheat area estimator :~I is 
the standard PPS-type estimator (ref. I), which has 
Ihe general form 

A m A A 
All '" 1: Aj/"i (4) 

i=l 
A 

where I, = the estimate of the wheat arca in the Ith 
(2) sumpled substratum and II, = the probability with 

which the Ilh Group II substratum was selected to 

where ,'1 = the estimate of the proportion of wheat 
in the Ith aggregable sample segment and II', - the 
aggregation weight associated with the ith aggregable 
sample segment. In general. 11'1 is a function of the 
epoch-year historical data, the agricultural area in the 
stratum containing the segment, and whether or not 
the segment is used in part of a Group III nttio (see 
"LACIE Sample Design"). With the exception of the 
Group III ratio case, the form of the estimator in 
equation (2) is the same as the standard stratified 
sampling estimator (ref. I). 

SmllumlmhllnlIWII-/cTt·I,'uimal('s.-Stratified area 
estimation is performed on a base of stratum or 
substratum elements (depending on whether the 
countr)' is a stratum- 0\ a substratum-level countr)·). 
In the l.ACIE fmmewtlrk. substrata arc designated 
as Group I (hip,h sampling rate), Group II (low sam
pling r~tc), and Group III (nol s,lmpled), The desig
nations lire made on the basis of a threshold value 
(detailed in the "lACIE Sample iJesign" paper). 
However. Ihe qualitative definitions arc as follows: 

J. Group I substrata-Intensive wheat-producing 
areas y. hich are allocated one or more sample seg
ments. 

1. Group II substrata-Areas which produce 
some wheal; one sample segment is allocated with 

10 

receive a segment. 
The Group III estimator ""11\ of the collection of 

Group III substrata within a given stratum is a ratio 
estimator having the form 

(5) 

where Ill' U II, and Will denote the histori,al wheat 
acreages, from an epoch year, over the associated 

It. A A • 

areas that AI' All' and Alii estimate at some level. The 
level (i.e" either stratum or lone) at which this ratio 
is applied is dependent on the availability of aggregs
ble segments in th~ stratum. Specifically, if there is 
less than a certain threshold (Le., tn date, a threshold 
of three has been employed-see tile paper by 
Chhikara and Feiveson entitled "LACIE Large-Area 
Acreage Estimation") of aggregable segments at the 
stratum level, this ratio is applied at the zone level~ 
otherwise, it is applied at the stratum level. In the 
former case, Ihis simply means .4, and A~t are the 
lotal estimates of wheat area for all Group I and 
Group II substrata, respectively. in the parent zone. 
(Of course, WI and "'II are the associated historical 
wheat acreages over the corresponding areas.) Other
wise, '~I and All lire the total estimates of wheat area 

• 

• 
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for all Group I and Group II substrata, respectively, 
in the pllrent stratum. (Again. W1I\nd WI! are the as
sociated historical acreases.) In either case, ,fill is the 
lolill wheat area estimator of all Group 111 substrata 
(havin" historical wheat Oifca n III in the epoch year) 
in the parent stratum. 

In stnltum-Ievel countries, recall there are Group I 
and Group III strahl only. In this case. the Group I 
and Group III estimators are of the same fOfm as ex
plained previously; however. the stratified area 
estimation is performed on the ba .. e of stratum ele
ments. Moreover. the Group III ratio estimator is ai
Wilys applied at the lone level with one exception: 
the situation has occurred (in Phases II \\nd III of 
lACIE in the U.S.S.R.) wherein one or more lones 
had lillie to no acquired segments at the time of 8g
gregation. In this situation. such lones are mtio esti
mated using a ratio estimator not unlike that dis
cussed previousl}'. whereby stratum wheat area esti
mates from ~urrounding lones (havina sufficient 
segment coveruge) were employed as the basis for 
the ratio estimation. 

/light'r ieI'd t'.\//II/,Iln.-Wheat area cstimates 
above the stratum/substratum base level. such as at 
thc lone. region. or country level. are obtained 
simply by adding the estimates for the strata in
cluded in the urca of interest (i.e .• lonc. region. coun
try. ctc.). In mixed wheat areas, the estima
tion/aggregation procedure is performed separately 
for each crop type (winter and spring whe<lt). To ob· 
tain total wheat. the separate estimates for each crop 
type arc "ggregated. 

YIELD AND PRODUCTION ESTIMATION 

Yield model development and evaluation in 
lACIE hus been primarily the responsibilit)· of the 
('enter for Climatic and Environmental Assessment 
(C(,EA) (a branch of the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administr:ltion (NOAA)). The ~'ield 

models used ill LAClE huw been of an "agromet" 
type (i.e .• have utililed agronomic and meteorologi
cal data as inputs to their ~te\'eJ\lpment und usc) :lnd 
have been plllYllomiul functions of such weIll her 
"<lriablcs as monthly IHecipiHltion and potenti .. 1 
evapotranspiration. Weather variables arc entered us 
departures from long-term norn,,,ls. In general. the 
assumed model form is 

where )' is the vector of historical yields over the 
stratum of interest, X is the matrix of weather data. fJ 
is the weather coefficient to be estimated, snd I is a 
vector of random errors. Consequently, the weather 
coeITI(ienl5 were estimated, by ~, tn the standard 
least squares manner, i.e .• 

(7) 

Yield prediction for the Ilh yield stratum is then 
computed using 

(8) 

where X, is the current-year weather observation vec
tor for the Ilh stratum. Coefficients were estimated 
separately for each yield stratum because aarophysi
cal differences between regions are such that it is 
unlikely the same yield model would hold. 

Some of the assumptions/shortcomings of this 
model are 

I. The assumption of Ihe adequacy of the model 
form 10 predict yield. 

2. The historical yields utilized in the model 
development were those reported by the SRS 
domestically and the FAS in foreign areas; however. 
the wcather dUla came from the various meteorologi
cal stations lind, hence. were not sampled in the same 
manner as the yield data. 

1 InitiallY in lACIE. some yield strata utilized 
common weather data which induced unaccounted
for correlations. Prior to the beginning of Phase Ill. 
an adjustment was made to the yield strata in order 
to correct for this situation. The resulting )'ietd strata 
were no longer necessarily state-level strata; figures S 
and 6 illustrate the new yield slmta in the tJSGP and 
the U.S.S.R. 

An "average" yield estimate is obtained for a yield 
stratum .\ by 

" r" S {IJ) 
s .... ~ 

where A, and P, are the area and production. respec
lively. for thc stralum. The sl,ecilics of the yield 
modeling and (vuluation effort arc documented in 
the paper by Strommen et al. entitled "llcvelopment 
of lACIE CCEA·I Weather/Wheat Yield Models" 
and will not be detailed further herein; the remainder 
of this discussion considers the estimuted yields and 
their associated prediction error estimates as given. 

The lACIE production estimator (depicted in ti,. 
7) is simpl)' the produl't of the yield and acreage (ag-
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'arepled to the "paeudotont" ~l to account for 
tile lack of coinddenee between the yield and .... 
stflta) estimators. An IIlimate of me pfOduotioft in I 
paeudotont il obtained by the product of ill .... 
estimate with its yield prediction, and thelle esti
mates Ire ...... ted to predicllOfte and hiaher level 
production. The form. therefore. of the production 
estimator P for I liven 11'01 of interest is IS follows 

A ~ AA 
p. "ljA, 

I 
(10) 

1\ 

where )'/ - tlte yield estimator for lhe Ith 
pseudozone and Jj - the estimator of wheat area for 
the ilh pseuciOlone, (Specifically, . .fj is the .... te 

) A "pscw.lo.lunc" j~ Ih~ afC. mullinj fron, the inlllr1Cl:lion of 
\I ),itld stratum with the 1ft. Itrata in • 10M. 
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f Ih 'e ' tra lul111 'ubstratum wheat arca c ' timutc in 
the parcnt p cudoLOn ,) 

In l11i d- hea t area, th i prol:edure i pe r~ rmed 
' parn tel ~ r each (' I p t pc, Th\! tota l produ tion i 
btained by addi ng the C til11ate for each crop type, 

ment r the A I rca , ic ld, and pr due-
ti n e timator requirc " e timati n r their re pc -
tive arian e , (Th a urn a C' 'm nt d tail f 
L arc in luded in the paper by II u ton et al. 
ent itled" uracy 'c ment : The tati ' ticul p
pr a h t PerfHmunl:e - aluation in I -, ") The 
following c ,tion ' ummarilc thi pr 'edure, 

VARIANCE ESTIMATION 

Area Variance Estimation 

In ~tratum-le\\~1 ()untr i " thcrc arc rreqlle ntl~ 
I'llough ..,cglllcnh aVililable to permit thc uirc ' t (0111-

I'lItlltion lIr tht: ,>umple \'arian ' I rom ..,cbmcnl to ~cg
l11 l'n l III l'ad1 "lratlll11 , R ~"III Ihal the ' r up III 

AREA 

SEGMENT 
I 

' traw are ralio e 'timated from a iou Gr up I trata 
cv' imr IC , on 'cq uentl y, the wheal area arianc of 
rI r, l Jp III tralllm is 1I func tion of Ih Gr lip I 
varill Ice , The wheat area arian e for hi 'her Ie 1..'1 
c,g , lone, region , or (oull try) arc es 'cn l iull uggre
'at ~ ' 0 ' thc 'Iralul11-lc el uri 111 e ', The Group III 

are app ropria te linear ombina t ion~ of 
Gr up I arian 'C , 

F r ub tralum -I cl Ollntri th v. i th in-
'ub 'tratul11 v. ht:al arca variance c 'limat ion pro
cedure IS om\,; \\ hal more ' mpli ated 'ince ther arc 
mun~ -;ub 'trata \\ ilh lIlllr onc se 'menl. 'lllnmar 
f thc pro 'cdure 1'0110\ ' : thc p irk detail arc in

' Iuded in the paper by hh ikara and Fei c 'on en
ti lle t " Large Area ggr 'gation and Mcan ' quare 
P r\,;di~' l io n Error =stimati n for L ' 1- Yi Id and 
Produ Ii n - l ima lc ', " 

I , Di Id 1I11thc ub trata \ i lh in 'II n int " , 1-
icc l ion ," bll~cd on pri r \\ ithin- 'ub ' tratum va riJIl 'e 
'olnpuled at th ' lime of alln al ion , 

_, Wilhin lht: Ith CIlIII:l' l ion, e 'lill1alC a hlrian 'C 
\ - by rcgrc ~illg ' U ' Iralull1 ~limale-; again t 
hl~lOri 'ul data and rOl11 pul ing lh~ rc..,idllal \ anuncc, 

COUNTY 

ESTIMATE OF AREA. 

YIELD , AND ~RODUCTION 

WHEAT I " 

YIELD 

METEOROLOGICAL 
STATIONS 

PROPORTION 
I , 

: ~4!.' ...... :----------r 
- ------- --- ~---- -
~ ~---- .................. 

~ , _-------J ................. 
"' --- I ...... 

I YIELD ................ 

STRATUM 

AGGREGATED AREA STRATUM x YIELD STRATUM = PRODUCTION STRATUM 

PRODUCTlmJ USGP = L PRODUCTION STRATUM 
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3. AS5i,n the value .... ,2 for the within-stratum 
variance for all substrata in the rth collection. 

The model assumed in the :"eIression fil carried 
out in step 2 is as follows. 

(II) 

where (', - the true wheat acreage in the Ilh 
substratum.', - the historical wheat acrea,e in the 
ilh substratum for an epoch year. and 8, .... random 
nuctuation. Also 

"" C, • C1 + fl 02, 

"" C1 • a + 1fX, + fj + 6; (13) 

" where (', - the LACIE wheat area estimate in the 
ilh substratum and " - the samplin& plus classifica
tion error. 

It is also assumed that the variance of fiT is con· 
siderably smaller than that of .,. (Based on previous 
observations, this appears \0 be a aood assumption.) 

Yield Mean-Square Prediction 
Error Eaum.tton 

Referring to the form of the eeEA yield model 
estimator (see eqs. (6) to (8», the yield mean-square 
prediction error (MSPE) estimator for a given yield 
stratum is the standard 

~f../y" )' 2 • 1.2[1 vT vT\· .\ I' I ! 0 + .'\ I 1.'\ . ' 1\] ( 14) 

where f(.) denotes the expectation opl!rator. 
The variance of the "avera,e" yield given byequa

tion (9) is obtained usin, the approximate variance 
of a ratio between two correlated random variables 
(detailed in the paper by Chhikara and Fei \'cson). 

Production V.rI.nee E,tJmetion 

Two basic assumptions are made in arriving at the 
final form of the LACIE production variance estima
tor. 

1. Selment·lc\,el wheat area estimates are 
mutually independent and unbiased. 

2. Yield estimates are unbiased. are mutuall)' in· 
dependent (at the yield stratum level as opposed to 

14 

the pseudolone level). and Irt inde1'endent of the 
acreaae estimates. 

Under these assumptions, if the 5ummath)n in 
equation (10) is taken over )'ie'" strahl Cas opposed 
to pseudolonat the variance of the production 
estim.uor "is cxpl'C55ible 115 

".("] VIA )v )' I I· I 

tlSt 
"" . where 1(.' ,t and I ( ) " denote the vatlances of the 

acreqe and yield estimators. respectively. of the ith 
yield stratum. and .', and »1 denote the estimator 
means for acre. and yield. respectively. for the Ilh 
yield stratum. The LACIE production variance 
estimator. then. is approximately that obtained by 
replilein, the parameters on the ri,ht side of equation 
(\ S) with their respective estimates. (An addhional 
adjustment of chan,in, the si,n preccdin, the term 
I (,;,) I( )~) to a ."inus results in an unbiased 
variance estimator of ".) Further details are inc:luded 
in the paper by Chhikara and Feiveson. 

SPECIAL PROILEMS ENCOUNTERED 
IN LAC.E SAMPLING AND AGGREGATION 

In an experiment havin, as many constraints and 
complexities as LACIE had. there is the expectation 
from the outset of encou"te!'in, many problems. In 
LACIE. an Accuracy Assessment Subsystem was 
created not only to closely monitor the LACIE esti· 
mates and assess their accuracy but also to expedite 
the surfacinl of various problems and their subse
quent resolutions in order that system impacts could 
be held to a minimum (see the paper ~y Houston 
et a!. for the specifics of the accuracy assessment 
functions in LACIE), Durin. Phases I. n. and III of 
LAC1E. a number of samr,ling and "greption prob
lems surfaced. Fur cxamrlc. by the end of Phase I. il 
was clear that the design as it e)(istcd at that time had 
certain disadvantaltCs such as 

J. The domestic approach did not appear to be en· 
tirely adequate ,lit an indicator of the expected perfor. 
mance levels in foreiln relions; i.e .• the U.S. county 
is a substratum of much smaUer size than the areas 
for which data were available in most foreian 
reaions. 

2. COl1siderablc effort was required to establish 
the de,ree to which all assumptions were sufficiently 
satisfied; moreover. extensive data were required to 
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cvaluate the precision of arell. yield. and production 
estimates. 

Other problems related to sampling and IlIIrep. 
tion that surfaced durin, Phases I. II. or III are dis
cussed in the follow ina paragraphs. 

c.,.., Ty"Estimatton 
In Mlxed .. Whe.t Are.s 

In areas having significant amounts of both sprina 
and winter wheat. there was the question of whether 
anal)'sts should provide estimates of both sprin, and 
winter wheat from every seament or predesi,nate 
,,'uch seament as either a sprin, or a winter wheat sea
m'!nt and provide only one crop type estimate from 
each 'It:Imenl. In Phases land n.the laner procedure 
Wit,; eml~I'~yed; predesi,nation of s,-'Sment5 was ini· 
tially lin Ph':~ I) performed as folloW5. For each 
stratUil1 (CR D in the llnitcd States. oblast in the 
U.S.S.R.). the proportion of allocated seamenls pre
designated as sprin, (winter) was the sale as the 
proportion of spring (wint~r) wheat a" a in the 
stratum in an epoch year: seement labels i i this pro-
pOftion were levied randoml). The results from thili 
approach appeared favorable. 

A decision was made at the end of Phase lito im. 
plement the first procedure: i.e .• the one in which 
anal"sts are required to pass both " sprin, and a 
winier wheat estimate from each seament in a 
mixed·wheat area. llnfortunatel)·. there were several 
mixed.wheat areas in which seaments had almost no 
sprin, wheat or almost no winter wheat. thus forcinl 
the anah'st to look for "a needle in a ha)'stack." In· 
dicalion~ were that more care should be exercised in 
designatillg which strala should be "mixed." 

During Phase 111. the Accuracy Asscssment,roup 
conducted a study \\'hich indicated that a reasonable 
guideline is to designate a stratum as mixed if neither 
crop t)'pe's presence (hisloricall)') is below approx· 
Imatel)' 20 pen:ent of the total wheal area (i.e .. winler 
plus spring). To dale. this procedure appears to be 
working satisfactoril)'; huwever. this issue requires 
further in\·estigalion. 

Nonreepon .. aeC8UH of Cloud Cov., 

It<<ause of atmosphrric effects such as hale and 
cloud cover. l ACI E does not get cm'cralC over evcr)' 
segment on ever)' pass. To counteract this problem. 

the IIIIreption lillie uses a ratio estimator to provide 
cstimates of nOf\!"I!3i1~ii;le areas in the lame manl'er 
as previously discussed for Group III areas. The mil
nhude of the bias induced by non response has been 
monitored in the Accuracy Assessment pfoaram. In
dications arc that the loss of acquisilions from .:loud 
cover was" problem in Phase I; however. tests con· 
dUCled to date indicate thai error arisina from lhis 
lo~s is probably landom with no !tisnilicant bias 
bein. introduced. In foreian .reu where the strata 
are considerably taraer than counties. the bias in
duced by non response is believeJ to be somewhat 
more pronounced (paniculafly at the stralum level) 
but not to such a dearee as to warrant alarm. 
althouah this conelusi()O has nOI been rilOrously 
veri lied. 

As indicated in the first section of this paper. an 
assessment of the accuracy of lhe lACIE production 
estimator requires knowled,e of its variance and 
bias. The variance is computed as has been indicated. 
Althou,h the sumplinlscheme employed in LACIE 
is oriented toward havin, no samplin, bias (except 
that induced by cloud cover and ratio estimation). 
Accuracy Assessment still has the chore of estimat· 
in, the bias induced by ciaullic8lion and yield pre
di~tion. As il result. """III·\o--w"II" afound data in
ventories have been taken over It subsample of the 
sqments in the )'ardstick area for use in C5limalin, 
bias and for Jeneral dillinostic purposes. The .ir 
proach has been to estimate the bias from ,round 
datil laken from a random sUbsampk: of approx
imately one-third of the allocated seaments. (The 
resultin, S\.,m~nts are referred to as "blind sites.'" 
Uowever. until a huser subsample of blind sites is 
available (not a cost-effcctive approach) or until a 
more clever procedure for bias cstimation is found. 
reliable estimates of the maanitudc of the bias will 
continue to be latkin,. 

Instability of Group III R.tlos 

Thc information in the section on areu estimation 
indicates that Ihe Group III cstimatorJm for a .iven 
Group III stratum/substratum has 'he ,cneral form 

IS 
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where A is In adm.lor of. nearby area hlvinl.Um
cien. dltl for I direct atimate and H is the fatio of 
lhe historical wheal Ira in the Group III area to the 
historical wheal Ira in the Ira eslimated by J Con
sequently ,the variance of A"I il 

~, l ~ 
VjA ... ) • R VIA 07) 

Examinllion of the ,raph of 'l;m) (fil. 8, for 
various vllues of V(A) ..... t. thai one should ex· 
petl in.lIbililY in the Group III ratio estimator over 
afell wherein If Ind/or V(..t) are llrae. Thi, S"WlttOft 
wu nOi riaoroutly jnvestilltcd until Pha" III of 
lACIE. At Ihat lime. AccurACY Auasment con· 
du(Ied I.Iudy which ~ to lhe (ondusion thalafeas 
to be used IS a base fOf ratio eslimation of" particu
lar stratum .hould be IClec:led such Ihat 1M m ... • 
nitude of H i5 be ... een I &md 1.5. Ahhou,h lui, ap
proach seem. to perform satisfACtorily. further work 
is .. arranted. 

Poor ......... of Group I ....... " 

Shorlly after completion of Ihe fC\'iscd .. IIO(alion 
in Ihe USGP and before: Ihe first Ph"sc III " .. rep
lion. the 1974 U,S. A,ricultural Census dilla be\:ame 
available and .. ere used in place or Ihe 1%9 census 
dlla 10 update Ihe Crop Assessmenl Subs)'slcm 
(C AS) a.reption data base. No historical d.lta used 
in performinllhe revised aUocalion were relained in 
Ihe data base. ASll resuh. ,umcien, disa,fccment eli· 
isted in a num~1 ot Ihe Group II SUbslrtll" bcl\\ccn 
lhe allccalion and the aareplion "si/Cs" (rec.III Ihat 
a PPS allocation was performed on tile ~'CI"cclion of 
Group IIlubssrata-as a result •• GroUl' II bias llri~ 
unless Ihe Group II allocation and i1"r~lIi(}n 
"sites" (weishls) .. ree) to induce considerable bias 
in the first two ... ,eplions in Phase IU-rilrlituo 

larly in the st.le or Soulh Dakola. 
Further investiplion delermined Ihill Ihe Phltse 

111 .lIocalion of sqmcnts (based on small ltrilin,,
see "lACIE Sample Desi,n" for dc\;tilsl led tn the 
allocation of SClments 10 some ,uunlics \.\ hkh 
hisloricall)' tonl .. in liule or no .. he .. l. SI'\.'\:ilk'III). it 
WilS found th.u 32 counlies desi,n"lcd as (jr":~" III 
counlies should probably hIVe been Gmu,~ I \'r II 
eounlies. whereas 12 Group I ilnd II c"unlies !t.louJd 
have been Group III counties, The main effect uf Ihe 
lirsl error wallo increase bias ilnd varia"~e Ihrou~h 
Ihe use or Group III ralios. The second errm \\ .IS ~\If. 

reeled ~)' redesiJRiltin,lhe appropriale Gmul' I and 
Group II as Group III (or Ihe remainder til' Ph .. se III, 
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" n ..... t II.-It,·, .. """" ......... "." fI,Jm, ..... It f,., 'H_, 
... ..,.. ........ Itilit ,., .... ttl .', J" 

The IM:curacy or sqmenl-Icvcl Cllim'lts varies 
considerabl)' \\ilh thc ~mcnl as a resull 01' i'juch flM:

lors itS crop devclopmenl st ... e at the time of .. n .. I)'sis 
(carl)' !!Cilson. mid!!c'lson. hilf\'CSII. acquiiiilion l'ill· 
lern (Iimin, rel"li\e to ernr biuSlillCcS and number of 
"\Issin, ac"uisilinns). "n"I)'''I effeCl .• lnd M!lImenl 
crfecl Ie:",. field silel, As " rcsuh. various seament 
eslim.l\cs recei\cd b~ CAS ,Ire suflidcnll)' inOK"ural. 
as \0 nul \\ilrrilnl indusiun in Ihe "lllCfI:,.uiun, I>urinp' 
Ph"sc III uf L"'IL " I'weedurc fur threshold,n, 
eilrl)'M!i\i'j(ln t.'SlIm,IIC" \\"" dc\eh'l,ed III di:,lin'l\e 
sclmenls the cstim .. lc" fur \\ hich \\ ere mildc mm'h 
e"rliCf in the ~cilr otnd \\hi~h.~'onscqu.:nll~, \.\crc ~Ol 
reliablc inui\.',lIors uf thc .. ~tual \\ he"l area. in addi· 
liun. iI ~'rt.'Cnjnll procedure \\'ilS developed 10 delect 
scllmentllutlicrs Ih:tl mil)' be duc 10 other rea5tms dc· 
"'riNt.! in mure detilil in Ihe rulh,\\ in, ",lfot,r""ns, 

The (,,\('11' ~~illl ~Iala l'ftI\'C"ln~ for ~fHl' eM 

11177 \\ inler \\ hCilt \\ hen Iht: n,'m,,11 \.'fIIl' ~ .. Icnd"r 
rClIcheu 2,11 on Ihe ftll~rt'"'" llrll\\lh ~'illt:, lh~'''c 
eitrl) .se""un d" ...... ifil..uillih b} (':\ ~1S re'ultc~lln .. "". 
ment I,rorllrtilln e'limiIlC" nlOldc heftlfC 0111 \\ hC;1I IS 
iI sqtnh.'nl \\ .. , Jctcl,tcd b) L\nL These carly. 
scil ... ·n CStinlillCs rcmilin in Ihe uOlI" biltiC omd ilr!: ;Ill
lIrCllilled until rel'I>I\.'cd b) .. 1;lICf '\\.'qulsililln II'lhc'e 
"U""C~'I e"limale" 'Ire diminillcd I'mn1 the ,,"rCllil· 
lion .... more Jilta h\.·~·IIIll;~ il\ 'Ii tl 1'1 It: , Ihe .. uh,cquCI1\ 
a"fct:illed .lre.1 ':,IIIll'I\C' ,hllulll morc "\.'~·~If;II\.'I~ 
rene~'1 the ;1~·lu .. 1 \\ he,lt .. re;l II'fll\ ill\.'J. 111' ~·llur .. \.'. 
enough "~'tlll1cn ... rCfUilln III I'Crnllt an it"rCfalion 
\\ ilh hller;lhl.: \ ari .. n~·e I. I>urin~ Ph., .. \.' III. an em!,iri. 
\.'al ilrl\fl);l~h \\ .... "e\eh,l'.:d III arri\\.' tlhk~'II\d~ al a 

Ihre .. hllid dOlt\.' for \.';h:h "I'II\.' , .'\tlht1ugh !h~' 

Ihre .. h()ldjn~ Ill' Ih\.' e'lrl~ ·'\.'''",'11 ilnlui .. llll1n, h ..... the 
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efTect or reduclna the early ...... bias. the loll or 
seamenll alto increaes the variance. Comequentiy. 
the empirical appfOlCh ."emptea 10 telect the op
tltnal bioIuae for • thrahokl date such that the com
bined contributions or varian« and biat yiektect a 
minimal man-lqUlred erroet the acmae eIIim.te. 
Fiaure 9 ckpicts this approam. 

At .bout the. same time en Phase 111. I screen'na 
procedure wn dcvdoped for the USGP to n., lei
men.. havina hlahl, questionable eIIimatll .. • 
result of such innUtnCeS II bad d_fation or ape 
plkll~ of an erroneous small-srainl-tOowheat "Iio . 
11 YOU dear ffom the problems experieMed in South 
o.kota. for hlmple. that ,he ...... Iion IoIk i. 
very sen"Iive to ICfaIt .tim.tion errors for c0un
ties kxiled in low to maflinal whal-ll'Owina .rea. 
To achieve .n ICCU,.Ie .rea ali milt. it i. desirable to 
Kreen seamen,s whOle estimlte. are pmba.,,1e out· 
liers. Followina i. the procedure developed and ap
plt.:d in Phase m in ,he USGP. 

I. Counth." were ,rouped into four clleaories: 
low. maflinal. medium. and hiah wheat den"IY 
counties. .fa 

2. For each ..... epble sesmdP. the 101 of Ihe 
ralto of the CAMS estimate of wheat pr~nion in 
the sc:amenl 10 thllt of the count)' containin~he sq. 
mern (estimated from the epoch·year data) is com· 
puted. 

l, The distribution of the dlill seneraled in step 2 
is invCSlipted wllhin each CalqGi'y and conndence 
inlerval. are conslrucled about Ihe cal.,)' meanl, 

4, Those seamen IS in a catClOty that lie outs,de 
the cat.,y confidence interval computed in step J 
are declilred outliers. 

The lhresholdin, and screenin, procedures were 
applied in the lJSGP in Phase III wilh quite satisfac· 
tory results. 

Additional problems lhat hav,: I'ot r«cived .hc 
delrec of anention demanded by lhose discussed 
previo",ly and are thus IIwailin, resolulion or 
fUrl her refinement include the follo~in •. 

l. An invesliplion is ncedcd to assess lhe deJrce 
of dependency between ~!'eqe and )·jeld model cr· 
rors followed by Ihe in .. poration of results into the 
production prediction mean·squured error cstimator. 
«Currentl)'. the ",rell'! und )'ield errors are assumed 
10 be independent.) 

2, Crop ",reliC variances are not compulable for 
strlltll hU\'in, only one Illlrepble sc,ment. Cur· 
rentl)·. Ihe variance_ compuled al the time of alloca· 
tion are used for s~h strala; however. in some CIICS. 

II 

L ...... ' -.AlllllltlOlll OAf( 
fIIOIIIILt '"""MOLD ""TIS 

II- 0Pf1llllA\ CMOICt .. ,*"IMOI.D 0." 
FtCil I.: .......... ......., ""'-..... Ilk' *""W ............... ",. 
nit ... ca •• I .... """"' .......... . 

Ihese atima'a are reareuion esdmala. Thi •• itua
tion warr.nll furlher investiption for ,o,,,"'ial 
improvement •. 

1 There i. a problem in alimalin, crop ac:mt.;:s 
over nonraponse arus; i.c .• areas for which little or 
no sa,ellite data are .~ailable and hi.toriea' data are 
either very poor or none)(iSlent Currently. the .,. 
pfOICh ,.ken in LACIE is 10 uS( a ratio estimator 
(the Group III ,'Iuio estimation pr<K.edure) that esli· 
mates 'he trend.l~h.tive to '" epoch year usin. near· 
by. satemte-ac:quiNd data as 11 base in the ratio 
Cltimation. Furtht:r research is needed to improve 
lhi, situMtion. particularly in forei,n areas where lit· 
tIe or no hisloric.1 data are available. 

4. Related coaorts to date in LACIE have' pro
duced • sin,'coeror samplin, Slr.let)' and the associ· 
ated agrqalion and variance estimalion formula· 
tions. "(here is now a need 10 seneralile 10 the cue of 
muluplc crops (work is ~urrently bein, initiated 10 

this end). In parlicular. there is a need for research to 
tkvelop and test It mullil:rop prod~lion eslimation 
pro.:C<iure th.: incorporales various constraints and 
interrelalions between crops includin, Ihe correla
tions between separate ~rop t~'t'C ~real~ estimates. 
Ihe correlislion between acrea,e and )·ield. and in· 
herent constrainls such ilS lhe inequality constraint 
Ihal disallows 10lal crop area 10 exceed the tOlal 
a,ricultural area. 

S. Results from lACIE indicate Ihal. apart from 
incre;asin, the !lamplc SiIC. an infQlo\'ed stratilic.uion 
is anolher mean" of improvin, precision of crop pro
d~lion eslimators. Rccc"II~·. the methodoloa)' has 
been developed for inter!)relin, and synthelilin, 
satellile dala (particl!larl.t' I and .... O. "oils informa
lion. and mCleorolOfic:11 data I" enable an impro\'ed 
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stratift..:ation. The resulting strata are referred to as 
"agrophysical units" (geographic areas having 
definable/comparable agronomic and physical 
parameters which reflect a certain range of 
agricultural use and management). There is a need to 
investigate further the relationship between 
agrophysical \.anit development and both conven
tional soils mapping and soils mapping using satellite 
data to develop methods of improving the utility of 
agrophysical units in large area crop production 
estimation. Emphasis should h placed on the 
development and testing of techniques applicable in 
foreign areas where suitable soils maps and other 
pertinent data are generally not available. 

SUMMARY ICONCLUSIONS 

It was essential that the sampling strategy used in 
LACIE be good enough to support a cost-effective 
system. This has been particularly evidenced by the 
following. 

1. An approximately 2-percent sampling error has 
been achieved in LACIE by sampling only approx
imately 2 percent of the sampling frame. 

2. The sample design in the yardstick region for 
which historical data were aVitilable down to a 
substratum level to support missing data resulting 
from cloud covr.r provided the most accurate esti
mate possible. 

3. The implemented strategy provided data of 
sufficient quantity and quality to support required 
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performance levels and also to satisfy the existing 
constraints. 

4. The allocation scheme appeared to provide the 
most efficient usage of the available data and Ilave 
efficient segment coverage of major producing areas 
and thus improved the probability of an accurate 
estimate. 
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Econometric Models for Predicting 
Confusion Crop Ratios 

D. E. Umberger. Q M. H. Proctor. Q J. E. Clark. b L M. Eisgruber. band C. B. Brasch/err 

INTRODUCTION 

Usin& econometric models to predict annual ad
justments in the ratios of crop acreages is unique in 
economic literature. The more common approach is 
to develop models which attempt to directly predict 
annual adjustments in the planted (or harvested) 
acreage of an individual crop within an area. The 
need for the LACIE was partly derived from the past 
lack of success in devising ways (including 
econometric models) to predict the acreage of wheat 
and other crops in foreign areas. However, the im
petus for developing ratio models arose from a prac
tical problem in the LACIE-the inability to ac
curately classify spring wheat signatures in certain 
areas where "confusion" crops are grown. The ques
tion the ratio modeling effort attempted to answer 
was .. Assuming that accurate and reliable confusion 
crop acreage estimates for an area were made avail
able from remote-sensing sources, could ratio models 
be developed to provide accurate and reliable .esti
mates of the acreages of individual crops?" 

The study which is the subject of this paper was 
initiated by LACIE management to determine the 
feasibility of developing econometric models capable 
of improving the predictive characteristics of histori- . 
cal ratios to a level that would support established 
LACIE accuracy goals. A plan was developed outlin
ing LACIE requirements for ratios. area, coverage, 
prediction timeliness, modeling approach, data 
needs, and resource requirements for developing 

aU.S. Department of Agriculture. Columbia. Missouri. 
bOrelion State University. Corvallis. Oregon. 
cUniversity of Missouri. Columbia. Missouri. 
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operational models ona time schedule consistent 
with providing confusion crop ratio estimates for 
Phase Ill. The task. which was undertaken by scien
tists from the University of Missouri and Oregon 
State University and by LACIE personnel at Colum
bia, Missouri, was begun in January 1977 and com
pleted in July 1977. The results for the United Slates 
and Canada are reported separately (refs. 1 and 2). 

The purpose of this study was to test the 
feasibility of using econometric methods to predict 
annual adjustments in the relative acreages of wheat 
and "confusion" crops in the States of North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Montana, and Minnesota and in the 
Canadian Province of Saskatchewan. "Confusion" 
crops were defined as those crops having similar crop 
calendars, including such spring-planted crops as 
spring wheat, barley, oats, and flax and such fall
planted crops as winter wheat and rye. 

Confusion Crop Problema 

Initially in the LACIE project, it was planned to 
use area samples of Landsat imag~ry to estimate 
wheat acreage for a test region (ref. 3). Regional 
wheat acreage estimates were to be derived from 
Landsat imagery by estimating the proportion of 
wheat acreage to total agricultural land in each seg
ment and aggregating these estimates to the ap
propriate regional level. During LACIE Phases I and 
II (1975 and 1976 crops), however, operational 
difficulties were encf'untered in providing a reliable 
wheat-proportion estimate for sample segments in 
areas where confusion crops were grown. During 
Phase I, it became apparent that LACIE analysts, 
using existing classification procedures, were unable 



to reliably separate wheat signatures from the sig
natures of certain other crops in certain regions (ref. 
3, pp. 1·11 and 2-60). This problem was particularly 
troublesome in those areas where several crops with 
similar stages of plant development are found. For 
example, potential confusion was sus~ted among 
winter wheat, spring wheal, rye, barley, oats, and nax 
signatures in the spring or mixed wheat states (Min
nesota, Montana. North Dakota. and South Oakota) 
of the U.S. Great Plains. Rye, barley, and oats were 
the major crops being confused with spring wheat in 
the Saskatchewan Province of Canada. Similar 
classification-related problems were also suspected 
in the spring and mixed wheat areas of the U.S.S.R. 

During Phase II. the accepted procedure was for 
the lACIE analyst to identify wheat for each sample 
segment where this could be done with a high degree 
of accuracy. Where the existence of confusion crops 
in a segment made the classification of wheat im
possible or of questionable accuracy, the analyst 
would instead provide a proportion estimate of either 
winter or spring confusion crop acreage. Where there 
was possible confusion between both winter and 
spring small grains, a proportion estimate for total 
small grains was provided for the sample spgment. 
Thus. the total set of classification results for use as 
input in acreage aggregations was one of the follow
ing: winter wheat (WW). spring wheat (SW). winter 
small grains (WG), spring small grains (SG), or total 
small grains (GR). 

In cases where a WG, SG. or GR ratio was esti
mated for a sample segment, some procedure was re
quired to obtain an estimate of the desired WW or 
SW ratio prior to aggregating the sample segment to 
the strata level (crop reporting district (CR D) in the 
United States). In Phase II, the procedure was to ap
ply to each segment (with a WG, SG, or GR ratio) a 
substrata level (county in the United States) histori
cal ratio of the proportion of winter wheat or spring 
wheat. The historical ratio was WWIWG or WW/GR 
for winter wheat and SW/SG or SW/GR for spring 
wheat. In general, historical ratios for estimating the 
proportion of winter wheat or spring wheat at the 
substrata level were based on the most recent single 
year of historical data available. County-level Statisti
cal Reporting Service (SRS) data for 1975 were used 
to develop ratios in Minnesota. North Dakota. ani 
South Dakota; 1973 data were used for Montana 
since more recent estimates were not available. In 
Canada. 1971 census data were used. 

Because historical ratios proved to be a source of 
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error in estimating acreales, more accurate estimates 
of current·year confusion crop ratios were desired. 
Econometric models were considered as a possible 
method to reduce the error in historical ratios until 
classification techniques and procedures which could 
use landsat imagery to reliably differentiate between 
wheat and other small grains were developed, tested, 
and implemented. 

Objective 

The overall objective of the ratio modeling effort 
was to develop, test, evaluate. and recommend for 
implementation a method of projecting confusion 
crop ratios for the 1977 crop year to a level of ac
curacy that would support the attainment of stated 
LACIE performance criteria. 

LACIE CONFUSION CROP RATtO 
REQUIREMENT8 

The nature of the LACIE operational system and 
aggregation procedures led to several unique require
ments for econometric modeling. The requirements 
of the LACIE aggregation software often led to com
promises with the preferred methodology for ratio 
model development. These compromises are ad
dressed in the following sections. 

Geotraphic RegiOM Considered 

Potential confusion crops and required ratios 
varied among regions. Based on procedures used in 
Phase III, ratioing methodology was required for all 
active LACIE countri~ (the United States, Canada. 
and the U.S.S.R.). However. because the U.S.S.R. is a 
planned economy and the set of variables that might 
explain significant changes in crop ratios differs 
from that of the other countries. the initial ratio 
modeling effort was concentrated on specified U.S. 
and Canadian areas. Resource limitations and data 
availability were also factors contributing to this 
decision. 

Geographic areas for which ratio models were 
developed to support Phase III estimates were the 
States of Minnesota. Montana. North Dakota. and 
South Dakota (fig. I) and the Canadian Province of 
Saskatchewan (fig. 2). 
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Ideally. the lACIE needed a specific estimate of 
confusion crop ratios for each sample segment in a 
region: however. data did not exist to develop 
models that were capable of providing estimates at 
the segment level. The next larger area size was a 
county or substrata. However, the questionable ac
curacy of county acreage data and the large number 
of models needed presented practical problems for 
developing ratio models at the county level. 

As a compromise between lACIE requirements 
and practical modeling constraints, confusion crop 

FIGl!RE I.-Mlp or u.s. leG&rapblr IftU showlna slatt' trO, 
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fI(;lJRE Z.-Map of Sa~kal('bt'wln !lho"inlt lleOlraphk areas 
tlont's and ('fOP districts) modl'led. 

models were developed for LACIE strata; that is, for 
CRO's in the United States and for crop districts 
(CD's) in Saskatchewan. As a &uide \0 independent 
variable selection, state-level mooels were also 
developed in the United States and a province model 
was developed fOf Saskatchewan. 

Ahhouah preliminary state-level models were 
tested for the United States, alt final models were 
estimated at the eRD level (fig. 1). Canadian models 
were reported for 20 CD's, 9 zones (zones beinl com· 
posed of 2 to 4 CD's), and the province (fig. 2). 

8pec&flcatlon of Contusion Crop R.tIoa 

Confusion crops were defined as those crops 
which could not be reliably differentiated from 
winter wheat or sprillg wheat using landsat imagery. 
Although lACIE analysts were uncertain about the 
precise identity of confusion crops in all areas, the)' 
agreed that wheat, rye, barley, oats, and nax would 
provide a useful basis for testing the capability of 
econometric models in Phase III. Definition of 
specific needs in terms of planted versus harvested 
ratios was not clear at the beginning of the task. 
Where possible, models were devd'lpecl for predict
ing both harvested and planted ratios. For Minnesota 
and Saskatchewan, where historical data on planted 
acreage were not available at the CR 0 level, onl)' 
harvested acreage ratio models were developed. 

The required product for input into the LACIE ag
gregation system was a ratio of winter wheat or 
spring wheat acreage to the appropriate small grains 
acreage dasses. These classes were (I) winter grains 
(including winter wheat and winter rye); (2) spring 
small grains (including spring wheat, barley, oats, 
and nax): and (3) total grains (including both spring 
and winter small grains). In Minnesota, North 
Dakota, and Saskatchewan, it was necessary to pro
ject only two ratios: SW/SG and SW/GR. These two 
spring wheat ratio!> also were required for the mixed 
wheat states of Montana and South Dakota in those 
CRD's where both winter and spring grains were 
grown. In addition, two winter grain ratirls 
(WW/WG and WW/GR) were required for South 
Dakota and one winter grain ratio (WW/GR) was re
quired for Montana. Because no CRD-Ievel acreage 
estimates were available for winter rye in Montana. 
no WW/WG ratio was estimated in that st.lle. Thus, 
168 CRD and 20 CD confusion crop ratio models 
were required (table I). 
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TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

This section analyzes the historical adjustments in 
confusion crop acreage and reviews past efforts to 
develop econometric models for predicting acreage 
adjustments of individual crops. 

AnaI,sI. of HI.torlcal Confusion Crop Data 

The SW/SG ratios for a CRD or CD are a function 
of spring wheat acreage and acreages of barley, oats, 
and flax in the area. Changes in the acreages of any 

" .. --. ----_ ....... __ .. -----

of these crops alter the SW ISG ratios. As shown in 
tables II to VI. annual changes in the SW/SG ratios 
historically have been large. For example. in Min
nesota, the size of the annual changes in the SW/SG 
ratios historically ranged from -53.3 percent (in 
CRD 90) to 353.3 percent (in CRD 20). Changes in 
the SWJSG ratio from 1975 to 1976 ranged from 
-10.0 percent in CRD 30 to 150.0 percent in CRO 
70. Although the range of year-to-year adjustments 
in the SW/SG ratios was generally larger in the Min
nesota eRO's than in other Slales or in Saskatch
ewan, annual changes greater than ± 10 perce" t were 
nevertheless common in all CRO's and CD's. These 

TABLE I/,-Minnesota: Harvested Acreage 0/ Spring Wheal and Spring Grains 
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Grog~ophk 

,,/'to 

CROlO 
CROlO 
CR030 
CR040 
CROSO 
CR060 
CRO 70 
CR080 
CR090 

SWoreo. 
ptfMfto! 
state lotol 

49.2 (47.0 to 68.8) 
.4 (O.l to 0.7) 

o (0) 
30.8 (23.8 10 34.7) 
7.3 (1.6 to 8.3) 
.3 (0.1 10 0.3) 

5.4 (O.S to 5.4) 
4.8 (0.6 to 12.1) 
1.8 (0.5 10 4.0) 

{Calculated/rom rt!.(. 4/ 

1976 data (range.for 196.f.76) 

SG a/'t(/. 
perrento/ 
slale tOlol 

42.3 (35.S to 47.3) 
1.0 (0.7 to 1.3) 

.1 (0.0 to 0.2) 
28.0 (25.3 to 31.9) 
10.4 (9.3 to 11.9) 

I.S (1.5 to 2.4) 
7.4 (5.1 to 9.4) 
4.6 (3.0 10 7.2) 
4.6 (4.6 to 7.2) 

SWlSGoreo 
ratio 

0.640 (0.160 to 0.640) 
.250 (0.030 to 0.300) 
.090 (0.030 to 0.1I0) 
.600 (0.140 to 0.6(0) 
.390 (0.030 10 0.390) 
.090 (OmO to 0.(90) 
.400 (0,0\0 100.4(0) 
.S80 (0.060 to 0.S80) 
.210 (0.030 to 0.210) 

Annuol ('hon1(e 
in SWISG area. 

per('enl 

10.3 (- 38.5 10 62.5) 
-16.6 (-SO.O 10 366.7) 
-10.0 (-50.0 IQ 133 3\ 

15.4 (-16.7 10 60.0) 
25.8 (-62.5 to 200.0) 
12.5 (- 50.0 10 200.0) 

150.0 (-66.7 10 ) 50,0) 
56.8 (-65.0 to 266.7) 
31.2 (-62.5 10 180,0) 
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changes show the problem of using last year's ratio as 
a predictor for the current year. 

The size of the SW/SO ratio for a CRO or CD is 
not necessarily related to the percentaae of the state 
spring wheat acreages accounted for by that CRO or 
CO, but the laraest SW ISO ratios tend to be in those 
CRO's or CD's with the largest spring wheat 
acreages (tables II to VI). The CRO's with the largest 
acreages of spring wheat also tended to have the 
most stable SW /SO ratios. A small error in estimate 
ing the SW/SO ratio for a CRO with a major share of 
the state's wheat acreage can have a large impact on 

the error in the spring wheat acreage estimate for 
that state. Thus, in developing ratio models, it was 
important that efforts be focused on those CRO's 
with the larae spring wheat acreages. In 1976, most of 
Minnesota's spring wheat and sprin, grain acreages 
were concentrated in CRO's 10 and 40 (table 11). 
CRO 10 alone accounted for 47.0 to 68.8 percent of 
the state's spring wheat acreaae (excluding durum) 
during the 1963-76 period. In Montana, CRO's 20 
and 30 together typically account for about 90 per
cent of the spring wheat acreaae with the latter CRD 
alone accounting for more than one·half of the total 

TABLE III.-Monta"a: Harvested Acreage 0/ Spring Wheat and Spring Grains 

Geographic 
arta 

CRO 10 
CaD 20 
CRO 30 
CROSO 
CR070 
CROSO 
CR090 

eRO 10 
CRD20 
CROJO 
CRD40 
CRO SO 
CR060 
CR070 
CR080 
CR090 

SWarta. 
perettlloJ 
state lotlll 

0.6 (0.4 to 1.0) 
30.8 (20.6 to 39.6) 
57.8 (48.8 to 64.8) 
4.5 (1.9 to 5.3) 

.8 (0.5 10 1.0) 

.9 (0.5 10 1.3) 
4.7 (3.2 10 5.7) 

ICllhlaltd from nif, 5/ 

/976 dalll (l'QIIge /or /9tH·76J 

50 arta. 
peIfftIt oj 
slale t011l1 

2.3 (1.6 10 2.4) 
35.3 (32.5 to 44.2) 
43.3 (34.4 ttl 47.4) 
8.3 (5.8 to 9.4) 
2.3 (1.7 to 2.3) 
3.0 (2.5 to 4.5) 
5.6 (4.0 to 6.1) 

SW/SGarta 
rallo 

0.170 (0.114 to 0.243) 
.S43 (0.229 to O.S43) 
.830 \1.1.654 10 0.830) 
.336 (0.119 to 0.336) 
.222 (0.083 to 0.287) 
.184 (0.078 to 0.184) 
.526 (0.369 to 0.594) 

Annuill mange 
In SW/SG arta. 

pnrenl 

-IS.B (-36.6 to 66.5) 
25.4 (-50.9 to 71.4) 
5.7 (-14.6 to 23.1) 

83.6 (-55.0 10 83.6) 
69.5 (-47.9 to 112.9) 
53.3 (-48.7 1061.4) 

.4 (-28.S 10 60.9) 

TABLE fV.-North Dakota: Harvested Acreage o/Spring Wheat and Spring Grains 

{Calculaled Jrom ref 6J 

1976 dala (rangelor I96J·76) 

SWarea. SG area. SW/SG area Annual change 
percent of percent of ralio In SW/sG llrea. 
Slale 101111 slille lotal percenl 

16.4 (15.3 to 18.3) 13.0 (12.510 13.6) 0.877 (0.579 10 0.877) 0.8 (-8.91020.1) 
11.6 (10.8 to 12.5) 11.1 (10.7 to 11.7) .728 (0.502 to 0.728) 5.4 (-13.4 10 20.2) 
11.3 (11.3 to 19.6) 19.3 (18.3 to 20.1) .70S (0.419 to 0.708) 3.2 (- 8.9 to 23.5) 
7.5 (7.5 to 9.6) 6.4 (6.4 to 7.9) .818 (0.576 to 0.818) 4.6 (-11.9 to 12.7) 

12.5 (9.3 10 12.5) 11.2 (10.6 to 11.7) .775 (0.401 100.775) 9.3 (-9.81035.7) 
13.2 (S.5 to 13.2) .13.5 (11.7 to 13.5) .679 (0.293100.679) 6.1 (-10.S to 36.6) 
8.1 (6.6 to 10.8) 6.7 (6.5 to 7.3) .837 (0.584 10 0.837) 3.0 (-18.8 to 33.1) 
7.1 (5.8 to 7.8) 6.6 (6.2 to 7.5) .747 (0.471 100.747) 13.0 (-12.3 1027.9) 

12.3 (7.0 to 12.3) 12.2 (11.1 to 12.5) .698 (0.322 10 0.&98) IS.b (-11.9 to 45. \) 
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CR010 
CR020 
CROlO 
CRD40 
CRDSO 
CRD60 
CRD70 
CRD80 
CRD90 

GffJgraphk 
Orrtl 

CDIA 
CDIB 
CD 2A 
CD2B 
COlAS 
COlAN 
CD3BS 
CD3BN 
CD 4.\ 
CD4B 
CD SA 
CD S8 
CD6A 
CD6B 
CD7A 
CD7B 
CD &A 
CD8B 
CD9A 
CD9B 

SWfWtl. 
PRff'fto.r 
"Ilk totIIl 

17.1 (13.110 18.3) 
31.2 (lB.2 to 49.0) 
26.7 (14.4 to 26.7) 

.1 (0.1'02.2) 
6.2 (6.2 to 14.7) 
5.0 (1.6 to 5.0) 
.5 (0.1 to 0.5) 

2.S (1.0 10 2.8) 
3.0 (1.2 It ... '.\1) 

IOJ (7.7 to IOJ) 
24.6 (24.6 1029.1) 
23.3 (2l.O 10 25.1) 
1.0 (to 10 2 .• ) 
4.4 (4.4 to 12.1) 

18.0 (13.2 10 \8.0) 
.7 (0.6 to 1.0) 

2.5 (2.5 to 4.0) 
14.6 (8.8 10 14.6) 

0.795 (O.'3'J to 0.795) 
.710 (0.460 to 0.780) 
.575 (0.178 to 0.5751 
.384 (0.159 to 0.384) 
.708 (0.294 100.7081 
.140 (O.OlB to 0.140) 
.403 (0.038 10 ~.40l) 
.494 (0.082 to 0.494) 
.102 (0.042 to 0.102) 

. .. ""ua/ (.".".. 
itt SWISG an'4 

pm'('fI1 

19 .• (-22.3 to 2UI 
26.0 (-12.1 to 26.0) 
44.5 (-IH to 53.7) 
29.3 (-29.81067.71 
43.3 {- 20.6 10 26.41 
29.6 {-24.610 SlSl 
38.5 (-67.0 to 112.51 
80.3 1-34.S 10 108.4) 
30.8 (- 28.9 to ~1.8) 

TABLE VI.-5askalchewan: Harvested Acreage of Spring Wheat Qnd Spring Grains 

/Co/ru/all'dfffJm re.{. 1/ 

/976 dala (range for 196.1·76) 

SWarea. SGo"a. SWISG oft'a ..11111//(// <'h<lllJ/t' 

perrenlof perctrll of ralio ill SWISG aft'a. 
srale ralol slalt' 10101 JII'rn'lII 

4.4 (4.4 10 5.4) 4.S (4.4 to 5.1) 0.766 (0.622 to 0.8651 8.0 (- 20.2 to 11.01 
3.3 (2.2 to 3.6) 3.8 (3.4 to 4.0) .677 (0.413 to 0.8301 11.1 (- 40.0 hI .15.61 
4.7 (4.1 to 5.4) 4.0 (3.8 to 4.5) .909 (0.713 to 0.9111 3.8 (-17.5 to 11.31 
6.7 (SJ to 6.9) 5.& (5.0 to 6.4) .904 (0.646 to 0.9321 5.5 (- 23,3 tel 9.4) 
6.7 (6.1 to 10.2) S.6 (5.6 to 7.2) .935 (0.793 10 0.9351 2.6 (-8.9 to 6.51 
3.4 (3.4 to 4.6) l.O (3.0 10 3.6) .&91 (0.762 \1) 0.9)91 3.11 I -134 I\) 7.9, 
4.6 (4.4 to 1.2) 3.& (3.8 to S.9) .932 (0.792 til 0.9321 1.7 (-75 to HUI 
6.4 (6.1 to 9.0) 5.5 (5.5 to 7.1) .913 (0.731 to 0.9441 2.0 1-11.3 \0 115, 
2.4 (2.1 to 4.2) 2.1 (2.1 to 3.3) .8&5 (0.731 to 0.88S1 3.8 (-8.7 to 8.3\ 
3.3 (3.5 10 5.9) 2.8 (2.& \04.1) .930 (0.797 to 0.%01 1.0 (-7.6 \05.IJI 

\).6 '3.S to 6.7) 6.9 (6.0 to 7.2) .745 (0.526100.8281 9.6 (- 29tl III 1tI.6 I 
6.4 <3.9 to 6.4) 7.7 (6.3 to 7.7) .649 (0.379 to 0.7611 1~.7 1-4ltllll .16.11 
&.1 (7.S to 9.n 7.5 (7.3 to &.4) .843 (0.61S 100.9311 b.8 (- 2611 ttl 11.111 
6.0 (5.9 to 7.1) 5.8 <S.B to 6.9) .&16 (0.606 to 0.S88) S.8 (- 23.4 10 16.0, 
6.1 (5.4 to 6.6) S.4 (5.3 to b.O) .170 (0.613 to 0.9441 26 (- 217 to Ib21 
4.9 0.2 10 5.0) 5.0 (4.2 to 5.0) .772 {O.s'l 100.8701 2.7 (- 39.5 to 27.71 
3.8 0.9 to 3.8) 5.0 (2.9 10 S.O) .607 (0.390 100.7671 19.7 (-36.010 19,71 
4.3 (l!l to 4.&) 4.8 (4.2 to S.21 .704 (0.410 to 0.11071 123 (-41 1 hl24N 
4.6 (13 to 5.4) 6.4 (5.5 to 6.6) .568 (0,344 to 0.7411 \S.S \-4114 III 2:1.81 
3.2 (1.7 to 3.2) 4.S (l.s 10 4.5) .548 (0.264 to 0.7291 17.3 (-~O.IIII·ni) 
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acreaae (table 111). In North Dakota, sprin, wheat 
acreaae was more evenly distributed with no CRD 
accountin. for as much as 20 percent of the state 
acreaae (table IV). Most of South Dakota's sprina 
wheat acreqe was pown in the three northern 
CRD's (l0. 20, and 30) with CRD SO accountin, for 
another 6.2 percent of the aereaae in 1976 (table V). 
In Saskatchewan. wheat acrelle is distributed fairly 
evenly amona the CD's with no CD &ccountina for as 
much as 10 percent of the total sprina wheal acreqe 
in the province (table VI), (A more complete set of 
data for the 1963·76 period is available from the 
aUlhors on request as a statistical appendix.) 

Review of Acr. ... RetpOftM Stud" 

The need for models capable of predictin, ratios 
or relative acreages of wheat and other small arains is 
unique to the LACIE project, and no direct prece
dent for ratio modelin, was found in the literature. 
Nonetheless. the ratio problem can be usefully 
viewed as a special case of the aenera! problem of 
predicting how farmers adjust crop acreages in 
response to changing economic and physical signals. 
Several studies seeking to eltplain and predict wheat 
acreage response in the United States and Canada 
have appeared in recent years. A review of these 
studies provided useful background information in 
developing ratio models. All these studies employed 
single-cquation multiple.regression analysis on time 
series data. 

U.S. """eol am'age I'espOIm' s(U(li('s.- Of three re
cent studies of U.S. wheat acreage responses 
reviewed. two were primarily concerned with assess
ing the impact of govern ment policy on wheat plant· 
ings.lidman and Bawden (ref. 8) focused on govern
ment allotment programs and the various incentives 
for program participation (loan rates. direct pay· 
ments. voluntary diversion payments. etc.). Using a 
model to predict national wheat acreage from 1954 
through 1970. the authors concluded that agricultural 
programs exerted a signincant inOuence on the 
amount or wheat acreage planted, whereas lagged 
market price was not an important determinant in 
the .tcreage planted to wheat during the 1954-70 
Ilcriod (ref. 8. p. 3)3). No prediction tests were reo 
ported. but it is not likely that their model would per
form well outside the sample period because a 

,cneral cforland set-aside proaram was substituted 
for the commodity spoeinc allotment proaram in 
1971. 

In an attempt to assess the impact of this chan .. 
in poliey, Garst and Miller (ref. 9) developed a new 
sel of wheal acreaae response models. These models 
are quite similar to those presented by Lidman and 
Bawden, I'C8rcssinl planted acreaae on wheat allot
ment, wheat diversions, and laged price. with two 
dummy variables intended to represent chanaes in 
marketina quota requiremenlS as well as the wheat 
set-aside variable. In aU, three sets of model raullS 
are reported: one for all-wheat states, one for winler
wheat states. and one for all-sprinl-wheal states 
(North Dakota, South Dakota. Minnesota. and Mon
tana). In the sprina wheat model allotments. diver
sions and wheat set-aside variables were statistically 
important, whereas laged price was not. The model 
explained a large proportion of the historical varia
tion in spri", wheat plantinas (coefficient of multi
ple determination Rl areater than 98.0). Nonethe
less. Garst and Miller conclude that "as With the use 
of most models of this Iype, predictions of future im
pacts should be examined with some skepticism. par
ticularly when they rely on data outside the ranse of 
that used in the regressions" (ref. 9, p. 36). 

The third sludy reviewed the development of a 
predictive model as a primary goal of the analysis. 
Using state·level data for North and South Dakota 
for 1948 through )974. Weaver, Morzuch. and 
Heimberger (ref. 10) hypothesize that planted 
acreages of wheat are a function of expected prices 
for wheat and alternalive crops. In a departure from 
other acreage response sludies. they employed index
es or future prices as proxies for eltpected prices. A 
trend intended "to account for any systematic 
changes attributable to changes in technology. rela· 
tive factor prices. and other disturbing influences" 
(ref. 10, p. 8) is also included in the model. Preciic
tions for 1975 and 1976 were generated extra·sample 
and then compared with preliminary official esti· 
mates. The authors concluded that ". . . the equa. 
tions do 110t yield good predictions of planted spring 
wheat acreages in 1975 and 1976" (ref. 1\j. p. 18). Pre
dicted acreage for North Dakota equaled 78 percent 
of the actual acreage in 1975 and 74 percent in 1976; 
for South Dakota. it equaled 74 percent of the actual 
acreage in 1975 and 67 percent in 1976. The authors 
characterize one of their important findings as being 
that. in th..: absence of binding acreage allotments 
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(such as those in effect in the years 1950 and 1954 
through 1964). the acreage planted to spring wheat 
responds positively to the ratio of the expected price 
of spring wheat to the expected price of other crops 
(ref. 10, p. 18). 

The poor predictive ability was not surprisina con- 
sidering the period used to develop the model. Dur- 
ing most of the period, government programs created 
incentives to limit wheat and fscd~a in  acreage, 
During 1971 through 1973, government programs 
became more neutral concerning which crops farm- 
ers planted on their allotted crop acreage but con- 
tinued to provide incentives for limiting total wheat 
and feed-grain acreages. After 1973, the wheat and 
feed-grain programs had essentially no impact on the 
grain industry because market prices were substan- 
tially in excess of target prices. Farmers were not 
only free to allocate "normal" cropland acreage 
among competing crops according to expected rela* 
tive crop prices, but they also had an incenrive to in- 
crease "normal" crop acresge by reducing land in 
fallow and, in some cases, planting crops on land 
usually considered to be marginal cropland. Thus, 
events tn the period after 1973 introdi*ced a basic 
supply shifter in the acreage response fcr,etion which 
was not included in any of the studies reviewed. 

Catta~lian arreagc response sr1rdies.- Four Cana- 
dian acreage response studies were reviewed. 
Schmitz (ref. 11) theorizes that acreage planted to 
wheat is a function of expected price for wheat and 
other crops and of several nanprice variables, such as 
moisture before and during seeding, farm-level 
wheat stocks. wheat export sales. technology, and 
capital availability. (The last two variables were 
represented by a trend proxy in the estimations.) 
Estimation was accomplished by ordinary least- 
squares regression on national-lwel annual data 
from :947 through 1966. In  all, some 24 variations on 
the two basic models are reported. In  no case was the 
correct sign obtained for moisture before end during 
planting or for livestock prices. 

With respect to alternative crops, barley prices 
showed the expected sign but were not statistically 
significant, whereas flax prices were of the correct 
sign and usually significant in the various alternative 
models. Wheat prices were significant in every case. 
as were export sales and, generally, on-farm s t ~ i .  
levels. 

A study by Capel (ref, 12). which was intended to 
provide an efficient low-cost forecast of what 
acreage, employed the simplest form of the Nerlove 
distributed lag model, expressing acreapt- as a func- 

tion of cxpcetcd price. In practice, this amountt fo a 
regression on wheat price and last year's acreage, An* 
nual data for the Canadian prairie provinces front 
1950 through 1%? were used to estimate the model 
coefficients in a doublelug transformation. A test of 
predictive capability was not presented. 

In the third study reviewed, Mcilkc (ref. 13) hy- 
~mthesitcd that Canadian producers nact to two 
different prices in making their production decisions. 
The flm d these is the Canadian Wheat Board 
(CWB) initial m d  adjustment payments combined. 
Initial prymenu ere received on &livery and con- 
stitute a float price. Adjwlmenr payments ate 
usually made in the spring, retroactive to the begin- 
ningof the crop year. Meilke noted that the two pay- 
ments taken together are quite stable. Final pay- 
ments (and advance on final payments, or interim 
payments) are usually made 18 to 24 months after 
pl~nring and are much more variable. As a test of the 
two-price hypothesis, Meilke constructed acreage 
response modets for wheat, barley, and oats; one set 
includes the two variables separately, whereas one 
combines initial and anal payments into a single 
variable. Other variables included marketings of 
wheat as a percentage of production plus on-farm 
carry-in stocks lagged 1 year (a proky for the antici- 
pated restrictiveness of marketing quotas), end a 
dummy variable equal to one in 1970 (representing 
the tower Inventories for Tolaorrow (LIFT) pro- 
gram). Pricc expectations are accounted far by a dis- 
tributed lag formulation (i.e., the lagged dependent 
variable is included as a regressor), 

These equations were estimated using annual data 
for the prairie provinces from 1949 through 1974 by 
ordinary Ieasl-squares regression. All coefficients 
were of the expected sign and had Iargc t=values. 
Meilke interpreted thee results as showing that 
"final payments have an effect on acreage" (ref. 13, 
p. 574). 

The fourth study reviewed, by Meilke and Kramar 
(ref. 14). analyzed individual areage response cque 
tions for corn, oats, barley, soybeans. mixed griin, 
and winter wheat in Ontario. Lag~ed barley yields, 
lagged barley prices, and lagged acreage of winter 
wheat were the independent variables used in the 
winter wheat quation. Predictions of winter wheat 
acreage for 1972 and 1973 using the model were con- 
sidered "adequate," although naive forecasts (made 
by regressing acreages in year t on acreages in year 
t - 1) mve cstimatcs of actuar winter wheat Bcrcagc 
that were about as accurate. The results for other 
crop models were similar. 



RAno MODaL DIVILOPM.NT 
PROCIDURa 

Procedures used to develop and selC\:1 ratio 
models were similar for both the United States and 
Canada. However. because of basic differences in 
aarkultund policies anrJ other factors. the resultina 
models were quile dissimilar. 

The acteqe response lileralure suaaested alterna
tive variables for initial inclusion in the ratio models. 
four cateaories of variables were indicated. repre
sentina chanaes in (I) economic condilions. (2) 
aovernmen t policies. (3) historical crop-livestock 
pluerns.lnd (4) physical condilions such as annual 
dimlUic vlriltions. 

/::n)lwmk ,·Qriable.f.- AII.:lse beina equal, chanses 
in planted Icreaaes of wheat and other smallarains 
should depend primarily on the e"pccted net income 
relltionship of these confusion crops prior to plant· 
h". Of course. the net income per lere from each 
crop is equal to the ,ross income (yield per acre in 
bushels limes the farm price received per bushel) 
minWl costs. Unfortunately, the net incom" farmers 
e"pect to receive for their crops when marketed is 
not directly observable. Time-series cost data are 
aenerally not available for the different confusion 
crops, but the relative costs of producin, the 
different ~onfusion crops ,enerally chanae liule 
from year to year. Thus. chanaes in e)(pCtted aross 
income relationships should be an acceptable 
substitute for net income. further. because small 
grains yields lend to respond similarly to climlttic 
conditions. year· to· year variations in yields are cor· 
related. Hence. price is likely to be the maVOf eco
nomic factor causin, annual adjustments in confu
sion C;"' ,p ratios. 

Unfortunately, neither the yields nor the prices 
farmers upeCI to receive for their crops when 
marketed are directly observable. Future prices are a 
possible pro"y: however. future prices were not 
available for aU confusion crops. More commonly. 
some combination of past prices is used to represent 
e)(pccted prices. a procedure based on the hi""ly 
plausible assumption that past experiences deter· 
mine farmers' price expectations. After setectin, 
historical prices as a basis for farmers' price e)(pecla· 
tions. considerable latitude remains in choosing the 
precise means by which past price information ; 

renecled in the Kraae response model. An obvious 
apprOKh is 10 include prices laaed one or more 
periods as independent variables; however, aI",na
live 5pecinCtltions may be weiatued or unweiahted 
movin. aver.. of priaJI for several periods, • 
measure of relative price chanaes between IWo 
periods. and nonlinear transformalions such as price 
squared or Ih. loa of price. In the ratio modet 
analysis. several allernative price and yield «:ombina
lions were analyzed. 

A",culturdl pt'OINm WlrlGblts.-Both the U.s. and 
Canadian Governments hive taken an &clive role in 
delermlnina wheat production, thouah it milhl be 
fair to characterize this role as an unintended one. 
Most production adjt»tment actiOftl were under
tlken to support ineom. maintenance PfOlflml 
rather than .. production mantpment propaml per 
st. Nevertheless, these proarlml have historically 
played an important role in delerminlna small arlin. 
acreqe adjustments. The Canadian and U.s. pro
araml were sutrlCiently different to justify separace 
treatment here. 

CQllod/on policy: In con trill to the United Slates, 
Canada employs a markednl board II the central 
feature of its wheat propam (ref. IS). The cwa en
joys monopolistic power in both lhe procurement 
and the disposition of all wheat arown in Ihe prairie 
provinces and lhe PeKe River area of British CoIum
I.»ia thll il destined for export or sale amona prov· 
inces (feed wheat excepted). Prior to Auptl,1974. 
Ihe ewa had limilar control over feed wheat, 011', 
and barley l1'0wn in the Canadian West. but its juris
diction has lince been limited to the export market 
for feed arains. whUe the private sector hu been 
allowed to carry out domes~lc feed...,ain trade. In an 
efforl to provide price stability for wheat. ~ts. and 
barley, the ewa employs "price poolinl." Under 
this sYltem. producers receive an initial payment, 
usually well below current market prices. on delivery 
of their crup to country elevators which act II aaents 
of the cwa. A final payment is made based on cwa 
net revenues from marketiq the crop. 

Jolly (ref. 16) hu identified two m~or effects of 
price paolin,. First, because finll payments are not 
,enerally made untit 6 months after the close of the 
marketinl year. and payments are occasionally 
delayed an additional 6 months after that. producers 
must make production and consumption decisions 
on the basis of incomp.ete price infornlation. Sec· 
ond. since the paolin, system averqes out within· 
season price variation. the market mechanism does 
not serve to distribute deliveries over the year. The 
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s«ond effect liva rise 10 an alternative method of 
distributin, crOp deliveries. the Grain Delivery 
Quota SYllem. Under this "Yltem, producers .re 
allowed to markel a porlion uf their total qUOta at 
.ucc:essive intervals. Quota were determined by 
several criteria durin, lhe study period and mosl re
eently by " .. sianed acreaae." which is cSeflned II (1) 
land seeded 10 wheat. OIts, barley, rye, rapeseed,and 
naxseed; (2) land in summer fallow; (3) land in 
miscellaneous crops; and (4) land seeded I. peren
nial for .. up to a maximum of one-third of the 
lotal land in lhe other three caleaories. Chanps in 
quotas are eXl*led to Cluse chan .. in the retllive 
confusion crop ac:reqes. 

The LIFT proaram wu an important departure 
from historical Canadian prOll'ams. Enacted in 
197().71 for 1 year, LIFT was desianed to reduce bur· 
densome wheat inventories which had accumulated 
durin,lhe Ille 1960's. Producers were liven Iitroni 
incentive 10 reduce wheat aereate and. indeed. 
seeded «raae decreased by SO percent from lhe 
1969.70 acreale. 

The attempt to include Canadian policy in the 
ralio models introduces a larae set of candidate varia
bles which mi,ht theoretically be used to explain 
Canadian ratios. Possible variables suaestcd for test· 
ina inch. ~ed initial. interim. lnd tinal CWB pay· 
ments to producers fut wheat. oalS. barley. and rye. 
Minimum support prices for wheat for domestic 
needs; data on the various CWB market;n, quotlls, 
particularly the so-called aeneral quotas and the 
acreage factors ( ..... 1'iously referred to as spedfic 
acrCilIC. assi,ncd ,\Crease. etc.) used to compute 
quotas; and infonnation on diversion I"a)'mcnts 
made under the LIFT proaram y!tre also l'onsidered. 

c.s. {lm.t:ramr The study perioY used in develop· 
ing the U.S. ratio" mooe\s (1%~lhrou8h 1976) in· 
cluded two rather dramaticall)' dirferent agricultural 
policy environments (ref. 11). Within thes¢ pulicy 
perioos. important annual adjustments in farm pro
gram!> were made. Before 1910, wheat production 
was Sln'",I)' innuenced by Ihe U.S. Departmenl of 
Agriculture (USDAl through an acreage allotment 
program. This program was voluntary (unlike its pre· 
decessor prior 10 1%3) in thaI farmers who did not 
comply wjlh their allotments were not fined or 
othcr\o\i'~,,: I'enaliled except b)' being denied access to 
governmenl price and income support pro,rams. 
Economic incentives for compl)'ing with pro,ram 
pn)\'isions were nonetheless slron~, since !'llnicirat· 
ing IHoducers r\.'Ceived !,rice su!'!'ort loans. nlarkel· 
ing certificates redeemuble for ca.'ih, and pa)'nlcnIS 
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for divertin, additional acreaae from their allot
ments, whereas noncomplyinl producers received 
no direc:t beneOts. Similar proarams were applied to 
feed arains such llS corn and barley and. at various 
limes. to oats and na". 

Under the Alflcuhural Act of J 970, bqinnina 
with the 1971 crop. the use of acl'ellt allotments was 
suspended for wheat and feed .rains. Instead. pre> 
ducers were required to keep a certain percentile of 
their lotal cropland aul of production in order 10 be 
eli.ible for pri« supports. However. they were (rcc 
to plant whatever crops they desired on the remain
in, land. Anotments were retained only in the 
limited sense that they were used to apportion 
domestic market in, (tfliticatts. which. to producers. 
were worth the difference between the wheat parity 
price and the averaae market pri« durin, the first 5 
months of the ):lr. A (actor here was the proviSion 
which required II producer to plant allotted wheat 
acre. to maintain the allotment for certificate pur
poses. Compared to earlier proarams, increased 
substitution was allowed between Whli'll and feed 
arlins. In facl. one of the principal aims of abandon
in, the old allotment system W:iS to allow the m"rket 
to allocate land amonl crops. The shift in policy was 
continued by the A,riculture and Consumer Protec· 
tion Act of 1973. leaislation written in the WOlke of a 
widely perceived shift from surplus 10 shorlaJC in 
the world wheat market, The intent oflhis leaislatio'1 
was 10 encourlae expanded productIOn (ref. 15. p. 
19). An innovation of the 1973 "" was the: introduc· 
lion of the lar,el price concept. under which pro. 
ducers were paid Ihe difference between the larJl:t 
price and the averaae market price for the first 5 
months of the marketinl )'ear. As in Ihe )970 aCI. 
allotments were rcta;ned as Ihe basis fur pr"cram 
payments. 

Candidate variables desi,ned to reflect the 
aaricuhural policy environment durin. the early 
years of the 1913·76 period should obviously inclulJe 
alloned acre.t1CS for wheat and compel in. crops. 15 

well as acre.,e diverted for paymenl from those 
allotmen,s. Price SUl"port loan rales. Ihe dollar value 
of diversion payments, and the value of wheal 
marketinl certificates are also relevant. Chanles in 
acrea,e allotments and diversion in"'entives are ex
reCled to have a direcl effect un planted acreales. 
Sinct much of the government's !,rice support ac· 
tivity was conducled throush Ihe nonrecourse loan 
rrotram. levels of Cummooit), Credit Corporation 
KCCI grain stocks ilre another possible ex!'lanaIOr)' 
variable. These same variables (or their equivalentsl 
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miaht allO have a role in explaining ratio adjust
ment.atier 1973, but Iny model incorporalin. them 
should consider Ihe emer,encc of • policy 
specifically intended to reduce the role of the IOvern· 
ment in producers' decisions, 

HI$lOfIC'tlI mIP lI.rnlOck ptllt«ns.- The emphasis 
50 far has been on modelin. fGrmers' responses to 
chanlin, economic Ind IOvernmental poli(y .ali. 
h seems reasonable to U5ume. however, that Ihese 
responses Ire conditioned by historical crop Ind 
livestock pr\.dUClion pallerns. Farmers may have 
difficulty adjustin. to chlnlin, conditions .. fully 
and .. quickly IS they _ould like to adjust. Annual 
adjustments arc limited (I) because farmers are com· 
milled 10 I particular rOlllion Khedule, (2) because 
they hive invest~ in specialized equipment while 
chanpn. croppin, pa"ern, may require additionll) 
machinery invcstmen1s with unknown payoffs, or 
(3) because local ,"-undition. make the mlrketin. of a 
particular crop more desirable than is readily ap
parent from CRD- or state-level data. Furthermore. 
farmers ma)' occasionallv continue a particular pa,
lern of crop production t'rom sheer force of "abit, 
reprdless of the current «.:.,omic silftals they may 
be receivin,. Thus. it was expected that rqional 
cropnivcstu.;!- .. ~nerns miaht tend to constrain 
rather than lead crop adjuslments. In terms of the 
ratio project. the primary means sugested for allow
ina for hislorical production pallerns WIU to indude 
the I ... cd dependent variable as a possible ex
planalory variable. 

Ph,niro/ lo(·tlJr.f,- Some of Ihe most imporlant 
faclors delcrmi"in. acrea,e pallerns are physically 
bastd rather than socially oriented, Two obvious e,,· 
amples arc soils and climate. I nterrelionaa 
differences in normal climatic states are important 
factors explainin, interrecional differences in pro
duction patterns, TOICIher with lhe factor or differ. 
in. soils. interrecional climalic differences help to 
justify the development of ieparatc models for each 
rCiion (CRD or Co) of intCl'cst. 

However. althou,h explainin, iruerresional 
differences. physical fll\:lors arc "ormilll)' somewhat 
less importanl causes of )·ear·to-)'ear chantlCs in (fOP 
a.:reaac, Althou.h vary in, !tOlon, re,ions. for all 
rr&tl;tkal I'UI po~'S. soils .Ire conslant over 11m\:. Cli
mate. on the other hand. 4locs exhibit variation 
through time; and annual climatic (hanlCs (ould 
(On(Ci\ilbl)' help ex"lain annual chan~es in crop 
ralillS. for e""mrle. in areitS where it i .• possible til 
substitute sprinll ~heat fllr winlcr wht:at.tht: SW I(jR 
ratio mi.ht vcr)' well be aff«tcd b)' thc severit~, (If 

winterklll. likewise, weathcr-dellyed plantina dales 
could affcCl production palterns 15 farmers 
suMtitute "ops with I shorter powin, season. Con· 
siderations such a 50iI moislure levefs It planlin, 
could al50 induce producers 10 substitule one crop 
for another, 

Oala needs and collection problems differed be
twt.en Canada and the United Stiles. 

r.c",adia" dola.- Oat. were aVlilabie for II much 
lonacr lime period in Canada. The e~isten" of d.ll 
for all candidate •• riable. allo_cd CO model cacfli
cienls to be admaled over Ihe 1CJ48.49 to 1976-77 
period. Ne.rly all Clnadian "ricultural !talislies are 
lathered on a markelina"year basis. The market in, 
year belins on "",USI I and ends the followinr July 
31. Thus. 1976-77 indicales Ihe year beainnin, 
AU8usi I. 1976. and ('tIdin8 July 31. 1977. However. 
in .~: 1976-77 crop year in Saskatchewan. crops are 
planted in late April and May of 1976. 

Dala were conecled for 1_0 types of vlriablts: 
those sJ'(CiftC 10 particular reaions Ind Ihose which 
can be applied across rqions (ref. 2). Rcsion-spt\:ific 
dala included Co. or lonc·le\,el acre",e cslimiit~ for 
oats. barlcy. rye. mixed ,rains, na". rapeseed. and 
wheat. Nons(t«ific data included on·farm slocks of 
wheal al the beginnin, of Ihe crop year; tOlal wheal 
production; prm for wheat. barley. nax. rapeseed. 
and rye: CWR exports of wheat: marketinp of wheat 
by produc(!(s 10 the CWO from the beainnin, of Inc 
crop yeu to Mafl:h 1: the CWB initial buy in, price 
for wheal: and the CWO sellina pricc for wheal (ref. 
2,. The ell acrea,e. }'icld. and proouclion data were 
(ollectcu from the Saskilh:hcwan Office of Statistics 
(ref. 181. Other d.na are available from national 
rublkations or Statislic!l Canada (refs. 10 10 22,. 

l:.s. ,11110.- The mosl limilin, and dim~ult data 
base to construcl Was the lon.-h:rm histori~al infor. 
million on CRD ilIricultural pro,ram (actors. The 
constrU\:lion of eRD-level alfkultural pro,r<tm 
\'arial\les required .rcpling L'ounly-\cvel data 1>" 
cach lIf sevcral program features. Pro,ranl \.kt .. ils 
varied from )'car tu )·caJ'. and thc mctho41 uf reron· 
ing \'arie41 br "lale. Basic data for con,1 rU~"inllthe 
\arinus ~ricuhural rrllllranl \'ariables were prl'\'idcd 
by thl.! nalional and individual statc offices o( the 
liSJ)A AlIrit.:uhural Slabili/aliun and ("nnscnatiun 
~\'ke 4 ASCSI fur Ihe 1%6-76 rcri.ld. The offidal 
rnlic~' is to maintain ntuional. slalC. an41 county rm-
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sram summaries (or 10 years only. In most cases. 
however. ASCS person net al each stale oflice 
aenerously provided personal copies of pubIi5hP.~ 
ASCS data for 1963 IhroUJh 1%6 (ref". 23 ;0 26). 
Nevertheless, count)' data were nOI available (or 
Minnesota in 1964 and 1965 or f,':, Montana in 1963. 
kause of major differet!'e5 in qricultural pro
aram. prior to 1963 '!ill the e"treme difficullies or 
the impo .. ibilit~ of coIlectin, earlier ~n')'.te\'el 
data, it Wit Jecided to lirnit U.S. dala bases 10 the 
pott.I061 period. 

Another data limitalion WII the IlICk of limt'l)' 
CRD-Ievel price data on ton fusion crops for each of 
lhe rour stlta. Timet)' data were particullarly IKkinl 
for monthly price series at the CRD level. H"wever. 
in those stales where CRl).level crol' I'rices were re
porled, Ihe siz: or lhe differences amon, monthl), 
CRD pri~es wa pnerally small CiC!9S Ihiln 5 per· 
cent). Also, because only IIIIe-level dati are 
published in time 10 meet operational requirem~ls. 
ilite pl'ices were UHd in developin. CR 0 models. 
These prices are published by the USDA Economics. 
51alislie •• and Cooperati ves Servire (ESCS. f ormerl)' 
the SCati.tical Reportin, Service (SRS)}. 

State and national data on quanerl), Ifllin stocks 
for 1961 IhrOUlh 1976 were collected from ESCS 
FOUrCel (ref. 27). Also. CRD dati on mean mOI~;~ly 
precipitation and mean monthly temperatures for 
1961 Ihrouah 1976 were tabulated from N.lIional 
Weather Service (NWS) ~ecords. 

The CRD data OIl Kfeqe. yield. and I'roduetion 
for the individual confusion crops were ICncraJl)' 
available rrom the published dati of the ESCS stale 
OrrlCe, Also. CRD acrea,e da'a for the 1976 ero" )'car 
were notlvailable until the tinll .l.S or Ihe study. 

Prim~rily because of limited historical data. the 
prelimin~ry CRD models wert: estimated usin, datil 
for (l) Minnesota. 1966 throuah 1975; m Mont ... 
1964 lhr. 1975; (3) Norlh Dakota. 1963 Ihrou,h 
1975; and (4) South Dakola. 1963 lhrouah 1975. Oatil 
for 1976 were added before developin, the models 
for predictin, 1977 ratios. Thus, tinal models were 
develOJted usin, 1 J observations for Minnesota. 1 J 
observations for Montlna. and 14 observations clM;h 
for North and South Dakota. 

Multiple rc,rcssior. an"lysis was used for 
parameter estimation (ref. 28). Several statislical 
lcsts were used as aids in selectin, the "best" model 
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frtlm 11 itU", ber of ah~rn."iv~. Since the l'Uf\'o~ uf 
Ihe ratio modelintt effort Willi 10 pmduce prcdil:lilllh. 
Ihe "beSI" mockl is Ihc one wilh Ihe ~rCilI~'i1 l'r~'\liI:. 
Ih·c abilil)" Indkators of a model\ rrcdil:tivc lIbi1ity 
indude Ihe coefficiCl1t of multiple uelcrmin"liun H:. 
the f·test for si~nifj~unce of the overall rCltrcs"ion. 
Ihe consisttncy of coefficiCl11 sil'ls wilh C\:onomic 
theory and olher II priori information. Ihe 1·\'"Juc 
t~'!i of roeffici;:nt si.nificanCt:. the me-.tn r.qu&lrc 
error, and the: Ourbin-Wutson d·slalist". linfor
tunatcly. none of IhC1iC 1C5ls "rovi~ a cnmplctcl~ 
condUlin: indicalor of u n,ode!'s rredictive 
capability,lInd the final choice of a "~I" model re· 
mains partly a maltcr of jud.mcnl. 

The Itncral I'tocedurc for Ihe ratio stUl.l)' W.l'i to 
sp«ify scveral plausible illternillive models usi". 
data lhrouah 1975 and then to evaluatc them b~' Ihe 
availablc slalislkal tcsts. This c"crl:i~e wus SUllrle· 
mcnled by ICneratin. ulr .. ~ml'le predictions lor 
the 1976 crop fluius. Thb uUowed , yeatr. 197b. for 
comra,in. "redicted and oMcrved values. Thc 
models that showed the Irc~lnest promise wcre th,!n 
subjected I" further analysis lAnd refinement untilthc 
ap"artnl "best" model emer.ed. 

Bec.tusc of the lurae number of modcls requircd. 
the oanalysis Was beaun it· dev~lol'inl I'relimin&lO 
SlalC· or I'ro\'ir.ce·levcl Mockls 10 usc as .uides in 
varillble selection for CR () and CO models. These 
prelimin.uy studies were ~Ien~d 10 nArrow the 
ranjC cf possible indcl'endenl \'ariables or mo,",cl 
IAlternluivC5 10 be considered. A "rineiral nuil)""I\! 
for employin, slale· or pro\'incc·lc"·cl uatil WilS thill 
the development of individual models lililured~ III 
e:ach CR 0 or CO would have required mure research 
resources thlln were available und mi.h, have 
resulted in it product thin WilS operution,dl)' cun.ber· 
lOme. 

Instead. the: intention was 10 produ~c rur cOteh 
shue or province • ,cnera! model (for eOteh ratio 
Iype) that would ret,in Ihe gme bask \'ariablcs (or 
till CR O's or CD's while .lIowin,lh-- "Stimtllcs of Ihe 
cOcf:i\:ic: •• iS to vilry. In Ihe eIlrly sl .. ~:·. ~ of the: study, 
Ihis I'rocedurc "'as itlso nC\:cssar)' because CRI) snfJ 
CO data were unavaihtble ror unill)'sis. Itowever. in 
bolh countries. modifications were made al Ihe 
statc/pre-vince '\nd CRO/Cl> level IS Ihe researC'hC'l'§ 
tested .nd co,npared modet reliuh!>. Allhoulh the 
procedures used in Ihe development of the lJ .S. ,tnd 
C.nadian modt'l~ were simihar. e:nou,h differences 
I:)(isled to justif)' the reportin, of eOteh sC1'.~."tel)·. 

COllodioll mlldi'! dc,,'C'llIpmnlf.-ln r~elimin.'ry 
work. the ralio of "prin, wheat to sl'rin'lfains was 
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hypothesized to be a linear function of several eco
nomic, technological, and policy variables (ref. 2. pp. 
33-37). A crop acrease ratio response function for 
Saskatchewan was estimated from a set of variables 
consistina of the annual percent. chanae in (1) the 
price I)f wheal. (2) the prite of rapeseed, (3) the price 
ofrre. (4) the price of barley. (5) the total production 
of wheat Ialtged 1 year, (6) the total on-farm stocks of 
wheat, (7) lhe dummy variable to account for the 
effects of the LIFT proaram instituted in 1970. (8) 
wheat eKports. and (q) the SW ISO confusion crop 
ratio laged I year. A more detailed definition of 
these variables. the preliminary model parameters. 
and the estimated coefticients can be found in 
reference 2. 

From this set of inder,.!h'ent vtU'iables, a forward· 
selection stepwise estim.; _ In procedure (found in 
several computer multiple-restession packaces) was 
used for further analysis ({) select those variables 
which increased the R2, decreased the variance, and 
had the theoretically expected sign. The significance 
of the t·values of the coefficients was ignored 
because a predictive model was desired as the end 
result. (The Canadian and U.S. models were 
developed separately (refs. 1 and 2). The researcher 
who developed the Canadian models argued that 
"since the purpose of Ihis research is to aenerate a 
'predictive' model and not an 'explanatory' model 
(where I-values for individual coefficients become 
highly relevanO,lhere is no compelling reason to test 
for the significance of the coefficients" (ref. 2. p. 35). 
This contention is supported by Johnston (ref. 29). 
More emphasis should be placed on a significant 
F-test and the size of [he overall variance.) 

Additional analysis resulted in two important 
changes: the removal of the dummy variable and the 
dropping of four other variables (the percentage 
change in the price of wheat, rapeseed, rye, and the 
production variable). The dummy variable was in· 
cluded in the first model to account for the effects of 
the LIFT program. Although it was one of the most 
significant variables in that model, dummy variables 
provide problems in a predictive model. Because it 
was desired to be able "to predict the efforts of 
events such as the LIFT program without having 
prior information about parameters on variables 
representing them ... it was deemed desirable to 
test whether a model could be developed which had 
satisfactory predictive capabilities without including 
policy variables" (ref. 2, p. 35). 

Four other variables were deleted from the 
preliminary model as a result of additional work 

done at the lOne leVel. The forward-selection step
wise estimation procedure was applied to each of the 
nine zones (n" 2). and only those variables which 
had the theoretically expected sian .for the coeffi· 
cients in all nine zones were included in the final 
model. As a result of this procedure. the final model 
included only four independent variables-wheat ex. 1" 

ports, on.farm stocks of wheat, the laged dependent 
variable. and the percentage change in the price of 
barley. -;\ 

The final model and a discussion of the relevance 
and the predictive ability of lhe model for Canada is 
presented in the section entitled "Results and Dis
cussion," 

U.s. model development.- Preliminary models for 
each of the four states were developed separately as a 
auide for developing CRe models in each state (ref. 
1). The aeneral procedure used in initial model for· 
mulations involved selectina four or five,9Qlicy. ec0-
nomic, and dummy variables; runnina the reares
sian; and then examinina the computer run. In 
selecting a particular model formulation, emphasis 
was placed on the sianificance of individual t-values 
for rep-ession coefficients, the coetiscient of multiple 
determination Rl, the mean s .. uar~ error. and the 
Durbin-Watsun test statistic. 

The more numerous agricultural program chanaes 
and the much more limited data base available in the 
United States necessitated a different development 
procedure than that followed for Canada. Because a 
maximum of 13 years (1963 throuah 1975) of CRe 
data were available, initial model formulation was 
based on the need for fruplity in the use of indepen
dent variables to maintain a sufficient number of 
degrees of freedom for statistical validity. 

One of the consequences of the short data base 
was the limited ability to make use of a stepwise 
selection procedur~ for choosinl amona parameters. 
Alternative model possibilities and variable formula
tions had to be tested larlely without the benefit of 
this statistical tool. "Curve fiuina." or selectins a 
model which fits the sample data well but has no un
derlying validity. is always a danaer when using 
model selection routines such as the stepwise pro
cedure; this is particularly true when there are a large 
set of candidate regressors and a small sample, as in 
the U.S. study. 

Althouah several combination variables consist
ing of ratios of gross income from the confusion 
crops or ratios of confusion crop prices were tested in 
preliminary model analysis, the best economic varia 
able appeared to be the difference between price 
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series on compelina crops~ for example, wheat price 
minus OIts price. Alsch this reduced the number of 

" independent variables in the model. 
The importance of qricultural at\iUstmcmt pro. 

arams in determinina contusion crop acreaae. the 
hlah freQuent)' of chaR&es tltprGlnlmprovislons 
clwinathe period. md lhe varyinaimpatt amQnl 
states due to different farmer participation rates india 
cated the necessity for findlna a succinct WIY to tap
ture the impacts of proaram chanps. The main task 
WIS to specify variables which could separate the 
past effocts of aaricultural ~djustment pr08,ams 
from economic predi{.10r variables, As the prosrams 
were aeneraUy not important in plan tina c:lecis!ons 
after 1973. no effort was made to develop a variable 
which could predict the impacts of the programs. (In 
1978, it is likely that a Pl'OIf8m variable would aaain 
be needed.) The limited informalron at the CItD 
level md the limited resources precluded a search for 
Stith predictive variables. 

The preliminary model results for the United 
States were ceneraUy disappointing. Numerous com· 
binations of price and gross income variables for the 
confusion etops were tested in these preliminary 
model.; how.:ver, little PfOlfCSS in model develop· 
ment was made until the 1976 eRD data bllSes 
became available for analysis. 

The mJQor problem in the early stases of the study 
was the failure to funy recognize the nature of the 
«onomic: ac:ljustmenl that was occurring after 1972. 
Beainnina in 1972. high export demands caused farm 
prices to substantially exceed price support levels for 
the first lime durinSlhe 1963·76 period. Prior to this 
time. the mosl important factors determining 
acreage adjustments in the United States were poticy 
related. Until the 1976 acreaae data became available. 
the nature of the structural changes lakin. place was 
not reco,nized by the researchers. With the 
availability of 1976 acreaae data. it became obvious 
that farmers were rapi~ly adjusting wheat production 
to the "free market" conditions existing since 1973, 
Their reaction to "free market" conditions became a 
m';or variable in the models developed to predict 
1977 ratios. The nature of the farmers' response to 
"free market" priCes was not readily appllrent using 
the 3 years of data from 1973 through 1975. The ad
justment durinl Ihese 3 years had been unidirec
tional. The nature of the adjustment became known 
as farmers responded to altered price relationships in 
the 1976 cr!lp year. This is in contrast to Canada. 
where pricing policies remained fairly consistent dur
ina the study period. 

Althoush climatic variables and t I,S. grain slock 
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variables were introduced Into sever"" of the models. 
, these ivariabtes did not appear to cause improved pr. 

dlctive capability. How.wer, some oCtile Mft".X· 
.,tuned by dummy varia."es appeared to be dimale 
related. A" more complete discussion of the aherna
tivemudeis tested can be fwnd In !'eference 1~ the 
model forms selected for preml'tin, 1977 ratios are 
presented in section S.2 of that report 

lliauLTI AND DIICUI8IOM 

Because the model variables for the SW ISO ratios 
were identical to the variables for the SWISG ratios 
and because the model variables for predh:tina 
planted-llCreqe ratios (in those stales where pre
dicted) were identical to the variables in the ratio 
models for harvested acreaae. only the linal models 
used to predict the SWISG. WW/WG. and WWIGR 
ratios for harvested acre. are reported. (The mood 
coefficients and the ratio predictions for 1976 md 
1977 for those results not reponed here are available 
from the authors as it statistical appendix.) Although 
the statistical procedures used 10 develop and setect 
fatio models were similar for both the United States 
and Canada, basic differences between the two coun
tries in .ricultural policies and other factors caused 
the model forms for each country to be different 

Result, for Canada 

Mfl(/d .Iorm.- The gcncml form of th~ SW/SG 
ratio ",odel provid",'\J for cuch Ct>. «If c",:h ltln~. ~\Ild 
for the lwovincc was <IS follows. 

wherc 

R CI'-' R 1 ... 1- 1 
+'-;1 S\\,· + "'4 :'liAR 

sw; "'" ,\crcs \)1' spring whe:1! hun'cslcd 
in yellf I in gCOl:tflll1hk unit I. Fur 
exa"'I,I\!. if , equ,lls Ih~ 1977.78 
crol' YClli which begins August 
L 1977, and ends Jul~ )1. Jlmt 
then lhal ",'rol' is ,'hIOICd in 
Alnil and MayoI' 1977, und 1\.\\0 

l'Ie an) llf 20 ('I)'s. 9 lotll.!". or 



the pro\'ince. 
SO! - IOtai acres of sprins arain confu

sion crops (sprins wheat. sprin, 
rye, oats, barley. milled arains, 
and buckwheat) harvested in 
year ,in aeoaraphic unit i 

EXP~w I - exports of total wheat in bulk 
(millions of bushels) from 
Auaust I to March I in crop 
ye~tr' - 1 

SW!-I/SG!-I - the previous year's sprinaconfu. 
sion crop ratio; laged depen. 
dent variable. (followin, 
Nerlove's technique (ref. JO), 
this amounts to a distributed 
I ... ) 

Cl~w 2 
- the total on·farm stocks of 

wheat (millions of bushels) car· 
ried into crop year t - 1; where, 
for predicting the 1977.78 cr~ 
year ratio, the average for CI~w 
is equal to the July 31, 1976, on· 
farm storage. 

EP~~ - the change in price (dollars per 
bushel) of grade 1 Canadian 
western six·row barley, from 
March 1 in crop year t - 2 to 
March 1 in crop year I - l. 

Calculated bv the formula 
( /- 2 /-'1)/ /-2 
"BAR - PRAR POAR' where 

p~~~is the M~fI:h 1 CW8 export 
sellin!! ~Jnce at Thunder Bay in 
.:rop year I - I. 

Tahlc VII· reports-for each CD, lone, and 
Novince-the ordinary least-squares estimates of 
the coefficients for the variables. the t-values for the 
estimates of the coefficient, and the coefficient of 
multiple determination R2 for each equation. Each of 
the rour independent variables has the theoretically 
expected sign in every CD and lone and in the prov
ince model. The sign of the coefficients for the 
change in the price of barley anJ for wheat stocks 
carry-in are expected to be negative, as increases in 
either would be expected to decrease the economic 
returns to wheat production. For example, a rise in 
the price of barley would be expected to cause some 
movement into barley production, When wheat 
stocks are high, an inducement exists for the eco· 
nomically rational producer to shift to another crop. 
The signs on the coeflicients for the lugged depen
dent variable SW:-I/SG1-

' 
and the annual exports 

EXP'i· were positive as expected. An increase in 
export" usually indicates a better pric:e for wheat aftcl 
a tendency for farmers to move Into wheat pfOduc.. 
lion. The laaed dependent variable indicates a ten· 
dency on the part of some farmers to follow recent 
production prlttices, partly because farmers Jive less 
than full credibility to current market sianals. 

Based on an examination of t-values in table VII, 
the most sianilicant variables were the export and 
the lagged dependertt variables, which are aeneraUy 
significant at the I.percent level of probability. The 
least significant variable was the annual percentaae 
chanae in the price of barley. 

The total rearession for every CD, zone, and prov
ince was sianificant at the I-percent level. However, 
the R) values were aenerally low, particularly at the 
zone and CD levels. A low Rl indicates that the 
model does not explain a considerable amount of the 
variation found in the historical SWISG ratio. 
However, the CD's with the smallest RI, CD 4A and 
CD 4B, were also the ones with the smallest variation 
in the historical SW ISO ratios. The variation in zone 
4 durina the last 10 years ransed between O.TIS and 
0.910, compared to 0.312 to 0.656 in zone 9. Thus, 
althouah the model explained little of the total varia· 
tion in lone 4, there was little variation to be 
explained. 

Pl'f!fision and accuracy tests.- Tests were made of 
the accuracy of the model developed to predict the 
SWISG ratio. At the province level, 10 single-year 
predictions f:-om crop year 1967-68 to crop year 
1976-77 were made usina the "best" model and the 
previous year's ratio (lagged ratio). In table VIII, 
these results are compared to the actual ratios for 
each of the 10 years. The predictions with the "best" 
model were made by using data only up to the 
1966-67 crop year for the first year's prediction 
(1967-68). Parameter estimates were then updated 
yearly and a prediction made for each of the follow. 
ing years. 

The "best" model gave a more accurate estimate 
of the actual SW/SG ratio than did the lagged ratio in 
7 of the 10 years (table VIII). The "best" model was 
accurate within 90 percent of the actual ratio value in 
9 out of \0 years. However, the Illgged ratio was also 
at least 9()..percent accurate in 9 of the 10 years, 
Neither the "best" model nor any of the alternatives 
was able '0 readily predict the effects of the lifT 
policy with no prior information on program 
parameters (ref. 2). 

Ten-year tests were not run at the CD level. 
However. a paired difference test (see ref. 2 for pro
cedure) was made between the predicted ratio values 
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of the model for 1976.77 and Ihe predictions based 
on using last year's SW ISO ratio. A calculated 
t-value, based on the absolute values of the weighted 
CD paired differences, shows that the predicted 1976 
SW ISO ratios have less error associated with them, 
and tests indicate they are from a different popula
tion than those predictions based on last year's ratio 
(table IX). Therefore, the ratio predictions from the 
"best" model are concluded to be statistically more 

accuratt! (at the I-percent level of significance) than 
the present LACIE technique of using last year's 
ratio (ref. 2, p. 24). 

Mudd predictions for 1977.- Table X shows the 
1977 predicted SW/SO ratio for each CD, lone, and 
province using the ratio model. In almost all cases, 
the predicted ratio is slightlv larger than the 1976 
ratio. Three of the four predictor variables are 
favorable toward increased wheat acreage in 1977. 

TABLE VII.-Saskatchewan: The Models Chosen to Predict the SW/SG Harvested 
Acreage Ratios for Each Crop District, Zone, and Province 

{Bastd on ".f. 1. toblt II 

Geo/iTaphic Ordinary Itast-squaTts tstimatf's ~f rhf' motif'1 ClJ('mcirnts R.' 
unit (a) 

Constanl C/t-l £Xp l - J I-I sw!-'JsG~-1 
SW SW £PBAR I I 

(a) (a) 

CDIA 0.175 (1.95)b -8.32E-5 (-0.76) 5.28E-4 (2.53) -0.\03 ( -I.S5)c 0.643 (4.91) 66.5 
CDI8 .133 (l.72)b -7.23E-5 ( -.64) 6.84E-4 (3.14) -.IOS ( -1.57)' .620 (5.14) 71.4 
CD2A .401 (3.99)a -1.38E-4 (-2.54)a 4.00E-4 (4.03) - 3.45E-2 (-1.08) .463 (3.80) 71.4 
CD 2B .589 (4.66)a -3.08E-4 (-4.25)3 4.0IE-4 (3.90) - 3.68E-2 (- 1.08) .269 (l.93)b 75.4 
CD lAS .299 (2.99)3 -1.19E-4 ( - 2.78)3 2.63E-4 (3.32) - 2.81 E-2 (-I.C)9) .627 (535) 73.0 
CD3AN .407 (4.01)3 -1.39E-4 (- 2.36)b 3.88E-4 (3.49) -4.lIE-2 (-\.16) .462 (3.69) 66.0 
CD lBS .250 (2.mb -4.84E-5 ( -1.14) 2.36E-4 (3.02) -1.53E-2 (-.58) .665 (4.97) 65.9 
CD 35N .572 (5.60)3 -2.16E-4 (5.46)a 2.74E-4 (4.78) -1.23E-2 (-.65) .324 (2.89) 83.3 
CD4A .149 (.94/ -8.17E-6 (-.45) 2.81E-4 (VI) -4.88E-2 (- 1.27) .750 (3.81 ) 45.8 
CD 48 .408 (3.04);1 -\.24E-4 (-2.72)3 1.76E-4 (2.26)b - 2.80E-3 (- 1.09) .533 (3.76) 62.2 
CDSA .210 (2.76)3 -1.42E-4 ( -1.94)b 6.15E-4 \4.69) -7.45E-2 (-1.75)b .574 (537) 78.3 
CD 58 .169 (2.14)b -1.49E-4 ( -1.37)' 6.94E-4 (3.45) -1.02E-I (-I.S7)' .541 (4.20) 68.3 
CDM .499 (4.72)3 -3.\oE-4 ( -4.52)a 1.96E-4 (3.63) -6.91 E-2 (-1.85)b .367 (3.06) 78.0 
CD68 .403 (4.30)3 -2.48E-4 (-4.07)a 4.45E-4 (4.69) -6.33E-2 (- 2.01)b .432 (3.87) 80.4 
CD 7A .490 (4.06)a -3.57E-4 (-4.21)3 4.14E-4 (3.99) -7.88E-3 (-.23) .388 (3.04) 83.8 
CD 7B .337 (3.92)a -2.27E-4 (-2.83)a 7.22E-4 (5.23) -4.16E-2 (-.93) .403 (3.50) 76.0 
CD 8A .188 (234)b -1.41E-4 ( -1.54)' 5.2IE-4 (3.2l) -9.35E-2 (-1.75)b .546 (4.15) 66.7 
CD8B .355 (3.23)8 -2.89E-4 (-3.14)3 4.4OE-4 (3.02) -1.00E-I ( -2.02)b .440 (3.19) 72.3 
CD~lA .240 (2.54)8 -2.IOE-4 (-2.mb 4.43E-4 (3.02) -\.20E-I (-2.47)b .506 (3.69) 69.7 
CD9i.. .237 (2.13)b -2.59E-4 (-2.07)b 4.92E-4 (2.72) -9.66E-2 (-1.62)' .505 (3.28) 68.2 
Zone I .m (l.78)b -7.15E-5 (-.72) 5. 17E-4 (3.01) -1.02E-I ( -1.7l)b .671 (5.83) 74.1 
Zone 2 .529 (4.49)3 -2.35E-4 (-3.76)3 4.12E·4 (4.25) - 3. 72E·2 (- t.t 5) .324 (2.41)b 72.3 
Zone 3 .388 (4.0\)8 -1.26E-4 (-3.4\)a 2.84E-4 (4.32) -2.14E-2 (-.99) .518 (4.62) 75.8 
Zone 4 .338 (2.24)b -7.47E-5 (-1.61)e 2.20E-4 (2.62) -1.55E·2 (- .55) .57l (3.37) 49.4 
Zone 5 .184 (2.39)b -1.4IE·4 ( -1.57)' 6.54E-4 (3.96) -8.89E-2 ( -1.(7)c .565 (4.80) 73.5 
lon;;: 6 .460 (4.64)a -2.84E·4 ( -4.42}a 4.20E-4 (4.16) -6.62E-2 (-1.95)b .390 (3.40) 79.4 
Zone 7 .447 (4.57)3 -3.07E-4 (-4.26)a 5.67E·4 (5.59) -2.36E·2 (-.70) .357 (3.08) 82.8 
Zone 8 (2.9\)3 -2.18E·4 (_2.52)3 4.78E·4 (3.33) -9.94E·2 (- 2.05)b .496 .272 (3.80) 70.8 

(2.mb (-2.21)b (2.91) -1.11E·I (-2.11)b ~one 9 .240 -2.29E·4 UIE-4 .505 (3.51) 69.2 
Province 323 (3.68)a -1.73E·4 (-3.04)3 4.30E-4 (4.51) -6.28E-2 (-1.98)b .505 ( 4.51) 77.4 

"S.lnifkanl al Ihe I·percenl level 
bSilnilicant ilt the ~~pcrcent le\lel 

'Sllnifu:ant ill the IO.percent level. 
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The price of baric)' declined from 1916 to 1977, the 
lagged variable is larger than in the previous year, 
and wheat stock carry-in is at :t 20-year low. Only the 
wheat export level was less favorable for 1971 than 
for 1976. Data were not yet available to evaluate the 
model predictions for 1971. 

R.suIts for the United 8tm •• 

M()(le/form.- For the United States, a substantial 
number of alternative nlodels were analyzed after 
1976 CRD data became available. but only the "best" 
models were reported (ref. I). Because the model 
variables difTered from state to state, the results for 
each individual state are presented s~paralely. 
Models are presented for SWISG, 'wW/WG, and 
WW/GR ratios for each state where an analysis was 
made. 

North Dakota CRD mode/s.-The North Dakota 
SW ISG models included the following variables. 

sw!·/SG~. = 130 + P1PWO~ + p.,WAD~. + 133D71 t 
I., I.J I - IJ 

where SWI . =- spring wheat acreage (harvested 
t.) 

or planted) for year, in CR 0 i of 
statej 

SG~. -'.J 

PWO'J 

spring grain acreage (harvested or 
planted) for year 1 in CRD j of 
statej 
a 3-year weighted movillg average 
of the difference between the 
season average spring wheat price 
(cent~ per bushel) and the season 
average oats price (cents per 
bushel) received by farmers in 
state j~ that is, 

where PW;- 1 and PO~-I are the 
season average price of wheat and 
oats, respectively, received by 
farmers in the marketing year 
prior to planting. The marketing 
year runs from June 1 to May JI: 
consequenlly, prices for the com
plete marketing year I - 1 are not 

T48L£ V/lI.-A Compar;sol1 Q( the Accuracy of Three Techniques to Predicl 
the SWISG Confusion Crop Ratio for the Province of Saskatchewan. 1967-6810 1976-77 

IBased on ref. J. table 1/ 

rear Actual Lagged Perrent Prediction Percent dif· 
SWISG SW/SG dilff'NmCe based on ferenc{' actllal 

,a,io ,ario aftuall·.t, "bes," modl'l l's. predi,·tion 
(a) lagged based on model 

1976-77 0.782 0.740 -5.37 0.803 2.69 
1975·76 .740 .704 -4,86 .744 .54 
1974-75 .704 .713 1.28 .714 1.42 
1973·74 .713 .688 -3.51 .743 4.21 
1972·73 .688 .631 -8.28 .727 5.67 
1971·72 .631 .602 -4.60 .614 -2.69 
1970-71 .602 .778 29.24 .722 19.93 
1969·70 .778 .813 4.50 .808 3.86 
1968-69 .8U .833 2.46 .7% -2.09 
1967·68 ,833 .824 -1.08 .858 3.00 

• AClual SW ISG ,alio I,,,cd I yo., 
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available prior to planting. All 
prices were assumed to be zero 
prior to 1971. 

WAD;' J - the size of the wheal allotment 
. (hundreds of acres) minus the 

wheat acreage diverted (hundreds 
of acres) in CRO lof state j in 
year I 

071' - a dummy variable equal to I for 
the year 197' and 0 otherwise 

Table XI shows for each CRD the ordinary least
squares estimates of the coefficients for the varia 

abies. the t-values for the estimates of the coeffi· 
cients. and the coefficient of multiple determination 
for each equation. Generally. the sips of lhe c:oecn
clents are consistent with theoretical expectations. 
As expected. an increase in the difference between 
historical wheat prices and oats prices PWO; led far
mers to plant a laraer share of wheat acreaae to small 
arlin acreage. It should be noted that PWO; was a 3-
year weighted movin, averqe of the difference t. 
tween spring wheat prices and oats prices. The 
wei,lus are based on a hypothesis about how farmers 
"'earn" to form expectations about future prices. The 
3-year moving averqe aenerally provided a more si. 
niflcant variable than a single-year laaed price 
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CD 

6A 
2B 
3AS 
SA 
3BN 
S8 
7A 
6B 
78 
2A 
385 
9A 
IA 
88 
8A 
3AN 
18 
48 
98 
4A 

TABLE IX.-Saslca;cheWflll: Paired ComptlriSOll Test of the Difference ilt 
A«uI'llCY Between the "8ftt" Model and lAst Yea,~ Ratio as IWdicIOTS 

of the /976 SW/SG Ratio Jor Eadr Crop DislrictD 

{BosN 011 "f. 1. tabln 11 ami I.l/ 

I'ermIt tliff~ (absoiuw WlllWj 
~1l'Mf 1976 

«1m SWISG ,.",io ami -

Modtl· Ltnt yrar's 
pl'Hktrtl (1975) SWISG 

1976SW/sC ratio 
ratio 

dj d,z 
I 

4.63 6.41 
.22 S.20 
.43 2.57 

1.J4 8.72 
.77 1.97 
.00 13.56 

4.2S 2.53 
3.43 5.51 
5.96 2.59 
.77 3.63 
.75 1.72 

S.99 IS.8S 
.65 7.44 

5.40 10.94 
\.81 16.47 
.79 3.70 

3.84 7.53 
.75 .97 

10.58 14.78 
3.SO 3.62 

Weight. pmtItt SW 
tICfPQRt' ill 

crop district 
x 100 

8.1 
6.7 
6.7 
6.6 
6.4 
6.4 
6.1 
6.0 
4.9 
4.7 
4.6 
4.6 
4.4 
4.3 
3.8 
3.4 
3.3 
3.3 
3.2 
2.4 

[);.ff~ btt_ 
mtHJel.."rdktetl 
error antlltnt 

~a, S tmN ",~ighltd 

by percent SW «"age 
(b) 

-14.42 
-33.37 
-14.34 
-48.71 
-7.68 

-86.78 
10.SO 

-12.48 
16.51 

-13.44 
-4.46 

-4S.36 
-29.82 
-23.82 
-55.71 
-9.89 

-12.18 
-.72 

-13.44 
-.29 

"Test based on the absolute vlluc of tile perc~t error of the two predicted values from the ""tull SWISG ratio. 
bFor lime data. X - 20.00. II Xi - Xl - II 278.99. ~ - HS. Under the hypothesi. of no dinerence. ".: X - 0 lIpin.t II~. T l" 0 with 

, - l.67 for '(.01.19, - 2.539; H. is rejected and the two sets of predi<lions Ire from dirrerent population •. 

----------~-.---.-~ 
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difference variable. The sign of the policy variable 
W AO~J was expected to be positive. This variable 
represents the net effect of the government wheat 
proaram on wheat acreages. The signs of WAD:,} 
were negative in CRD SO and CRD 60 but the t
values of the coefflclents were extremely small. in
dicating the variable could possibly be dropped in 
these two CRO models. The dummy variable repre
sents a I-year increase in spring wheat acreaae due to 
a government policy shift from a diversion program 
(1962 throush 1970) to a set-aside proaram (1971 
thro\l8h 1974). Spring wheat acreage rose substan
tially in 1971. and other variables ,",'cre unable to ac
count for this rise. 

The only independent variable affecting changes 
in the ratio after 1971 was Pw~. Other var iables in 
the model serve simply to specily model structure in 
the earlier years of the 1973-76 period. The relatively 

hiah R2 values indicate that the models explain a 
large amount of the historical variation in the SW ISO 
ratio. 

Milmesola CRD mo(/e/s.- The SWISG model for 
harvested acreage in Minnesota differed from the 
North Dakota model in the use of a lagged dependent 
variable. The model equation was of the form 

sw;'iSGfJ = iJo + iJ1pwoj + iJ2WA°f.i 
+ ~3(SW:'J- l/SG:,i 1) 

The estimated coefficients for the CRD models are 
shown in table XII. 

In most of the Minnesota CRO's. the only signifi
cant t-values for variable coefficients were for the 

TABLE X.-Saskatchewan: The 1977 Predicted Spring Grains Confusion Crop Ratios (SWISG) 
for the Crop Districts and Province 

{8as~d on rt./: 1. lab/~ 141 

GtoRrophic Aflua/1976 Pr~diCIt.d 1970 9(}-/H'rct.nt r:on.lidt.ncf' 9O-pt.TCf'nt ('o"lid~nff' 
IInit SW/SG ratio SW/SG ratio limits .lilr Iht. limits .lOr Iht. 

prt.dicl('d /977 SW/SG pmJictt.d /977 SW/SG 
ratio ratio 
(a) 

COlA 0.766 0.791 0.719 to 0.879 0.634 to 0.947 
COIB .677 .711 .646 to .790 .54910 .873 
CD 2A .909 .910 .827 to 1.000 .843 to .986 
CD 2B .904 .913 .830 10 1.000 .832 to .994 
CD 3AS .935 .941 .8SS 10 1.000 .879 to 1.000 
C03AN .891 .904 .822 10 1.000 .819 to .988 
CD 38S .932 .932 .847 to 1.000 .86910 .955 
CD 3BN .913 .922 .838 to 1.000 .877 to .868 
CD4A .885 .880 .800 to .978 .78610 .975 
CD4B .930 .939 .854 10 1.000 .879 10 1.000 
CD SA .745 .776 .70S 10 .862 .67~ to .877 
CD 5B .649 .678 .616 to .753 .S2b to .831 
C06A .843 .889 .808 to .988 .80310 .975 
C06B .816 .850 .77310 .944 .776 to .925 
CD 7A .870 .908 .825 10 1.000 .82610 .989 
CD 7B .772 .806 .73310 .896 .700 10 .911 
CD8A .607 .638 .S80 10 .709 .512 10 .764 
CD 8B .704 .759 .690 10 .843 .645 to .872 
C09A .568 .627 .570 to .697 .512 to .742 
CD 9B .548 .621 .565 to .690 .47710 .764 
Province .782 .812 .73810 .902 .737 to .887 

'for Ihe predi.led 1977 SW/SG r.1I0 presenled here 10 be w"h,n ± 10 percent of ""lu~I.lh. o<t •• 1 1977 vol ... must r.1I within this r.n .. , 
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price variable. However, except in CRD 30 where 
wheat acrcaae did not exceed 1000 acres, the R~ 
values exceeded 0.83, indicating that the models ex· 
plaiRed a larae part of the historical variation in 
SWISO. When evaluating the results, it should be 
noted tha\ almost 90 perrent of an spring wheat 

acrease is in CRtfs to and 40. Apin, the signs of the 
wheal allotment minus the diverted acreage 'variable 
were inconsistent among eRD's. It is worth nming 
that the barley allotmenl used on st."c dtl'.. in 
Ilreliminary model analysis showed a highly si~nili
cant relationship to the SW/SG ratio. However, dahl 

T4BLC XI.-North Dakota; ThE MOtkls Chost" to Predict the SWISG 
Han'tsltd Acreage Rallos for Each eRD 
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CRD 

10 
20 
JO 
40 
SO 
60 
70 
80 
90 

C/Ift$'ClltI 

(II) 

0.635 (15.24. 
.491 (21.73) 
.509 (12.29) 
.565 (20.86) 
.475 (12.49) 
.4OS (9.49) 
.514 (24.28) 
.449 (14.811 
.337 (9.59) 

"s;p;lIcanl 01 die loper<<nl ..,,<1 
~rKIIIIIlIIIc S~",,"I Ie,ct. 
'sipiflwu a"IIe I~"","I level 

{Btu"" ill part UII "",: I. tabh' 0/ 

8.25E-4 (4.50) 
7.24E-4 (7,36) 
6.48E-4 (163) 
7.77E-4 (b.SSI 
8.86E-4 (5.38) 
8.87E-4 (4.80) 
9.91 E·4 (10.80) 
8.45E-4 (6.38) 
1.02E·3 (6.67, 

6.03E-6 
I.OttE·S 
S.lOE·i 
I.4SE·S 

-1.l8E·/1 
-7.8IE-t! 

103E·5 
. 1.91£·5 

5.24E-6 

(1.311 
(3.23)01 

1.13) 
(HJO)b 

(-.21) 

(-.911 
(9.39)11 
{2.7I,b 

(.751 

G.IS3 (l.S6,b 
.171 (5.()(,I" 

.145 (2 .. 18,b 

.168 (4.09)" 
PI /2.33Ib 

.115 11.82)~ 

.2S3 (8.09)01 

.165 (3.62,iI 

.101 11.95)1: 

TABLE XII.-Minnesola: The Models Chosen 10 Predict the SW/SG HaH'estecl 
Acreage Ratios for Each CRD 

CRD Orllilla~1' Il'a.il·sqllarl'l ('.HimalC'! 01 1M nlf}(/C'1 cYH'.lIki('III.\ 

ConI/alii w-D' ., IJ suUsd 
IJ IJ 

10 0.324 (4.15)11 1.21 E·3 (2.92)b -6.lOE-6 (-0.651 -2.07E·.' ( -\l.07) 
20 7.8IE·2 (2.28)c 6.57E·4 ( 1.96)c 1.95E-4 (.2J) .118 (.35) 

JO 4.49E·2 (2.49)b 3.09E·4 ( 2.JO)c 2.8JE·2 ( 1.67) -304 ( -.67) 
40 .IlJ a.88)b 8.42E-4 11.(8) -1.48E·5 (-.08) .476 (1.59) 
50 -4.Jir 2 ( -2.38)b 1.05E·3 (5.62)1 2.20E·4 (lOmb .426 (2.mb 

60 -8.02E·3 ( -2.(JO)c 2.97E·4 \ 7.8\)11 1.82E·3 \3.77)'1 .274 (2.31)' 

70 -2.66E·2 (-.81) -3.09E-4 (-.74) -1.65E·5 (-.07) 2.86 <3.72)1 
80 -7.9IE·2 ( -1.62) I.S0E·3 \3.52)11 2.7IE-4 (2.28)£ .463 ( 1.58) 
90 -1.60E·2 ( -\.19) 5.58E·4 (US)a 2.27E·4 {2.02)c .313 (1.551 

~ftil1wll lillie I.~" .. nl ", .. I 
bst;nillclnll1l11e Soper«n' I .. el 
Csi,nirlClnl II ,lie 'Ooper«nl I •• cl 

R' 
(cll 

78.1 
89.2 
81.0 
85.7 
9O.fI 
90.(1 
92.4 
85.1 
91.9 

R' 
(a) 

94.1 
83.5 

b61.8 
97.4 
98.3 
9S.b 
90.6 
91S 
95.8 
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on barl2Y allotments were not available at the eRn 
level (ref. l). 

South Dakota eRD mfldels.- The SWISG model 
equation for harvested acreage was 

swt.J!SGfJ '" 110 .. tJ.pwqt .. P;zWAO:J 

.. ~3D65.7ot + ~4D71t 

where 065·70' is a dummy variable equal to I fOf the 
yellrs 1965 to 1970 and 0 otherwise, and 0711 is a 
dummy variable equal to 1 for 1971 and 0 otherwise. 
The dummy variable 065-701 is thoua ... t to represent 
the effa!ts of a change in 80vernment proarams 
which allawed increased substitution between whellt 
and feed-STain plaruings (table XIII). The negative 
sian (in most CRD's on 065-7O f ) indicates a shift out 
of wheal acfeaae during this period. 071 t WIS in
cluded in part to account for a large l.yeaf decline in 
barley acreage in CRD 10. AlthauJh increasing the 
R~ value far this CRO. 071' had a small and incon· 
sistent impact in ather CRO's and probably should 
be dropped from the model. The J.year mavin, 
ave"age of the difference between wheat and oats 
prices was the most significant variable in the model. 
The R2 values ranged from 0.46 in CRO 40 to 0.93 in 
CRDW. 

The WW IWO ratio model consisted of the follow
in, equ.tion. 

ww:J/WGf.i '" "0 + ~t.ww:J-yWG~; I) 

+ "lP~J + "3067' 

where WW~ J - area in winter wheat (hundreds 
· of acres) for ytar I in CaD lof 

aunej 
WO! J - area in winter wheat plus rye 

· (hundreds of acres) for year I in 
CRD lofltatej 

PWWR: j - a J·year welshted mavin, 
· average of the difference be- . 

tween the Slate season averase 
price (cents per bushel) 
received by farmers for winter 
wheat (PWWt) and that 
received for winter rye (PR-j)~ 
that is. 

PWWR: '" 0.5 (pwwt 1 - PR;-I) + 

O.3(pww;-2 - PRr2) + 

TABLE XIII.-&>uth Dakota: The Models Chosen 10 Predict the SW/SG Hafl'tsted 
Acreage RatiOS for Each eRD 

CRD 

WAd. 
IJ 

10 0.471 01.89)· 9.38E-4 (4.89)· 7.lSE·$ (4.22)· - 5.5&£·2 (-1.39) 0.127 (2.Sl)b '74.2 
20 .377 (9,94)' 1.16E·3 (6.38)· 2.S6E·S (4.06)' - 5.07E·2 (- \.l9} 4.2OE·2 (.91 ) ·,:u 
JO ,173 (4.69)8 1.I0E·) (6.20)' .lOOE·S (I,24) -1.4SE·2 ( - .82) l.96E·l (.Oot) 190.9 
40 .190 (3,56)· 5.79E-4 (226,1: 6.33E·S (I.m -3.93E.2 (-.7), $,51E·2 (. ... ) 46.J 
50 .m (4,1\)' 1.Z8E·J (4.661a b.25M (2.14)1: -l.SSE·2 (-.sa) : 10£·2 (.30) '7U 
60 USE·2 (6.07)· 2,89E·4 (1.67)11 5.09£·5 (l.l2) -U2E·2 (-I.lO) -1.2JE·2 (-1.10) 192.9 
70 6,37E·2 t2,JO)b LOSE·) (6.I1)a 3.67E-6 (.59) 2.JOE·2 (.65) -1.80£·2 (- i.SS) 188.6 
80 6,27[·2 ( 1.(4) 1.12£·) 13.85)· 4.t8E·S (l.lO) -2.07£·2 (-.lS) -UIE·2 (-.II) ·76.1 
90 5.36£-2 (7.l0)a 1.16E-4 (l.mb 1.82E-6 (1.07) -2.70£·3 (.21) .. 2.14E·2 (-l..56) b6l.9 

"s.,n1li<.nl at III. 1·~t~CI\' I.,,~I 
"'s.,lUr.:.n, .1.1tt ~1If,"nl It\'fl 
~s., .... r,u,,' 01 ,I\e 10000 .... ·flU It\'fl 
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Prices are assumed to be zero 
before 1971. 

067' - a dummy variable equal to 1 in 
1967 and 0 otherwise 

The model coefficients for harvested acreqe are 
shown in table XIV. The sians of the coefficients are 
all positive IS theoretically expected. Most of the 
winter rye acreqe is in CRD's 20 and 30. The hlah 
R2 for these two CRD's indicates that a larae amount 
of the historical variation WIS explained by the 
models. The economic variable PWWR~. i had a 
hiahly sianifieant to·value in these CRO's. . 

A model for the harvested acreaae ratio of winter 
wheat to total pains (WW/GR) was also developed 
for South Dakota. The equatioq follows. 

WW:)CR:J • ~o + ~1 (WW:';-I/GRU I) 

+ ~lPWW:,1 + 133067' 

where PWW:,J - a 3·year weilhted moving 
. averaae of the state season 

averaae winter wheat price (cents 
per bushel) received by farmers; 
that is, 

Prices were assumed to be zero 
prior to the 1971·72 marketing 
year. 

The mOOel coefficients fUf harvested acrease 
ratios are shown in table XV. Althouah the sians of 
the model coefficients were all theoretically correct. 
the statistical results were inconsistent among the 
CRD's. While the R' value for CRO 30 (a CRO with 
little wheat acreage) showed that the model ex· 
plainrd 90 percent of the historical variation in the 
WG/OR ratio; the R2 value for CR 0 50 (a CR 0 with 
one of the laracst winter wheat Krelles) showed 
that the model explained only 35 per~ent of the 
historical variation in the WW IWG ratio. The 
reasons for this poor performance were not under· 
stood and need further investiption. 

Montana CRD mode/s.-The model equations for 

40 

predicti", the SW/GR ratios were of the followin. 
for.". 

SW/.J/GRD = Po + P1PSWB:.i I + 132069-71' 

+ 13;1WADfJ 

where 

PSW8,--:-1 - the sprina wheat price (cents per 
I.) 

bushel) minus the barley price (cents 
per bushel) laged 1 year. Prices are 
season averase prices received by 
farmers and are assumed to be lero 
before 1972. 

069-71' - a dummy variable equal to -I for the 
year 1969.1 for 1971. and OOiherwise 

The coefficients for the seven Montana CRO 
SW/SG models for harvested acrease are shown in 
table XVI. Of Montana's sprina wheat acreage in 
1976.58 perc.ent was grown in CRO 30 and another 
31 percent was grown in CRO 20 (ref. 5). Except in 
CRO 70, the si,ns of the model coefficients are all 
theoretically correct and their t·values are mostly 
silnificant. The neptive sian on W AO~.i in eRD 70 
is possibly related to the fact that sprinl wheat 
acreaae accounts for about 20 percent of all wheal 
aereale in Montana. Winter wheat is a major crop in 
Montana. and. in all CRO's. harvested winter wheat 
acreases were more than twice the spring wheal 
acreases harvested in 1976. Perhaps a basic problem 
with the SW/SG models is a lack of a variable ac
countinl for winter wheat planting decisions. Also. 
spring wheat plantings may depend partly on the 
amount of winterkill in winter wheat. Data to esti· 
mate winterkill were not available. The R2 values. 
which are typically smaller in Montana than in other 
states. also indicate that an important independent 
variable may be missing from the models. 

Because Montana winter r!'e acreage was not reo 
ported by CRO. the winter.wheat/total-grain model 
was the only winter wheat model developed. The 
model equation for WW/GR follows. 

WW!jIGR~. '" ~o + ~IWW~ - 2 + ~lWAJ)~. I. I., , 1./ 

.-



where 

WW;-2 - the seuon Iverlle winter wheat price 
(cents per bushel) received by firm
ers, laged 2 years. Since I represents 
the lIW'ketlnl year which .n. when 
the crop is hlrvosted and the crop is 
planted the previous fall, the price 
must be _aged two periods. 

067-68' - a dummy variable equal to 1 ror 1967 
and 1968 and 0 otherwise 

The CRD model coefficients for WWIGR ratios 
for harvested acreaae are shown in table XVII. 
Model coefficients have the correct sip in all 
CRD's. However, the Rl value for CRD 20, where 
about one-half of Montana's winter wheat is arown, 
was disappointinJ. The model explained only 57 per
cent of the historical variation in the WWIGR ratio. 

Accuracy test 011976 CRD predlctlons.-A paired 
difference test, similar to the one run on the Cana
dian CD data and described in the section entitled 
"Precision and Accuracy Tests," was made between 
the CRD predictions based on the model for 1976 
and those based on last year's ratio. The telt results 
for the 1976 CRD-harvested acreqes are shown in 
table XVIII. 

The resUlts show that the ratio values predicted by 
the model were doser to the actual 1976 ratio values 

thin were the IIIIOd (1975) ntlo values at the 
l().percent (or hlah ... ) llanll1clnce level in North 
and South Dakota, but not in MinnelOtl and Mon
tana. Neverth .... ln the latter two ltIteI.the model 
predictions were pnerally closer to the actual value 
than were the lIIIed values. 

Model predictions/Of 1977.-The 1977 ratio predlc· 
tions. the associated variance of estimates. and the 
associated variance of prediction are shown in table 
XIX. In contrat to the Canadian models, which pre
dicted that the radio of SW ISO ICreaae would in· 
crease in 1977 from the 1976 values. the U.S. eRD 
models tenorally predicted a decline In the 1977 
SW ISG ratios from the 1976 values. A m~or reason 
for a decline in the SWISG ratios wu a reduction in 
the 1976-77 price of wheat from the previous year. It 
should be noted that the only new information 
n~eded to make 1977 predictions was the estimated 
season averlle prices received by farmers for small 
arains. 

A larae jump in the laaed dependent variable in 
1976 caused an unrealistic prediction for 1977 in 
Minnesota CRD 70 (table XIX). The SWISG ratio 
increased from 0.161 in 1975 (and loss than 0.12 in 
earlier yars) i\l 0.406 in 1976. eRD 70 accounted for 
5.4 percent of the total Minnesota sprin, wheat 
acreaae in 1976, up from 2.2 percent in 1975. Conse
quently. the rather larae predicted ratio for CR 0 70 

TABLE X/V.--SOuth Dakota: 77ft Modtls Chosen 10 PredicI lhe WW/WG Han'tsltd 

CRD 

10 
20 
JO 
40 
so 
60 
iC 
10 
90 

CUflSIQflI 

0.435 (2.mb 
5.2IE·2 ( 1.(9) 

-2.3IE·2 (-US) 
.m (2.79,b 
.310 (1.92)' 

1.29E·2 UI) 
.680 (S.72)a 
.m (1.94)' 
.440 O.Il)b 

"!ilcftlnU"1 o •• 11, 1-per.","1 1e,,1 
~Stt""k.ftl "' .'" S"I",,,'II 1e.,1 
'!iIcft,r""1I1 II I'" 10. ......... 1 1e •• 1 

~ ~ - "-~--~~- --- --~- -=---=- --~-

ACf('a,e Rallos lor Each CRD 

[BllmI Oft".f, I. Iab/# m 

Ordinary Ittnl·squarn nll",.,n ollitt IffOdt>I CfW.{/kinltl Rl 

w"1/w~J 06f. Pw"1J 
o.SO) (2.SI,b 0.124 (3.)3)' 4.32E-4 (2.S4)b '61.3 
.61l ().92)' .216 (3.80)' \.51E·3 (5.43,· • ... 4 

1.146 (4.90" 6.67E·2 (1.73) 1.25E·3 (3.34,- '96.1 
.406 (1.90)' 7.92E·3 (.94) 2J(lE·S (.57) 36.1 
.477 (I .... )' .146 (2.3I,b 1.12E-4 (2.70)b -70.1 
.140 (4.31" .132 (2.71," 1.17E·3 (4.21" '96.0 
.297 (2.mb 1.15E·2 (1.11, 5.9O£·S (.70) '47.5 
.460 (1.64' 3.4IE·2 (1.271 1.72E4 (1.19) 40.9 
.454 (2.42,b 1.63E.2 (1.71' 5.07£-4 ( 1.61) '7I.S 
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CONCWlIONI will not have I lianitkant impaet on lIIte ",WII. 
Neverthelell, in this CIte. the 1976 rado would un
doubIedIy provide I better predictor in CRD 70 tMn 
dleJllOCltlYllue. 

All other·modeIt provided tid ... that 1PptII' 
re.onablt. Tbe amnq_ of all models ca be ... 
bet. when 1m CRD crop ..... atlmIles 
become available. 

The raullI for both the United Slat. and Canada 
show .... econometric model. CIA provlck estimIIfs 
or contusion crop nu. that are more ICCUl'lte than 
hilaericll fIlioI. WbeaiJer dI8e models an tuppOI1 
1heLAOS 90190 accuraq aiterioII. II untenain. In 
the United Stat.. uperimendna with additional 
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rAa£ Xy.-8cNIIII DtIIcoM: "" MotIN Oro.mr fO IW.,,,,, WW~R HGf'IaIfII 
A~ R.,. /tW EtIdt CRD 

/IMH OIl td. I. ,." 1J1 

~ "., ...... ,.,.", -r.".,., C'fId/IrItMtJ 

CouIMt . w~-tA;ar" iJ J "." rwr.J 

1941-2 (1.69) 0 .• ' (I"'~ 6.tote.z (2.I9)C I. ... (J.)' 
2.G5E·2 (2.6S)~ -2.11£·2 (-.Of) U1E-2 (1.02, ' .• 5 (l.G5J" 

-la-l (-1.99)' 2.690 (JAM)1t ,_oJ (U.' -2.10&6 (-., 
Jt6 (1..16) .. (lJ4) .117 (1.71) UII-4 t2.4iitl 
.110 (U1). -.162 (-.25) 5.31£.2 (Jl) 1.I2E·4 (1.24," 

-U1£.J (-2.25)1i 1.610 (4.91'- U2£.l (2.14)., ' .• ,JE", (2.G1,c 
.M2 (J.2.J)1 .49J (2."''' .114 (2.mb U,JE-t (2."'" 
.511 (1.J1~ -.154 (-.29) .m (1.61) USE" (1.51) 

1J1E.2 (2.1.1)' .lSI (1M) 1.25£.2 (l.U)b 1..J2E·5 (lJ9~ = .. till I.,.,... ...... 
II till s....- '-t. 

~II .... I~ ..... 
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20 
lO 
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'70 

• 90 

TA&£ XYI.-MOIIIIIIfII: TIw Modell arc..r 10 I'rtdkt 1M SW/SG HlIlWlwd 
Am. R.,.IOf Ed CRD 

III#IW OIl ,./. I. ,.." 17J 
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".56£.4 UM)· 
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.102 (loOnb 
.... (2.16" 

9.41E.2 (J.OS)b 
S.eME·2 (2.691" 

.119 (J.59)· 

I.JOE'" (5.06" 
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model fJl'mulations could provide improved models 
in some CR D's, particularl), for winler wheal. Im
proved models ma)' also be possible for Ihe Canidian 
CD's. 

The more aurepte province/slalc models oUlper· 
formed individual «:DICRD model •. This resull WM 
e"I*'~afll)' *ause acrtqe statistics Iff baled 
on samplinl procedures and Ihe samplina pr«iaion 

r-tILE ,fVII.-MOIt'lIna: TIw Modr',l1romt to I'rtdlrl'''' WWIGR HIIIW"'" 
"'''"111(' Rllilos lor Ell"" CRD 

eRO 

(OttS/1M1 

(tI; 

10 0.)01 (15.'1) 
10 .266 (l.9I1 
lei .1\" C6.12) 
~ .41S (9.23) 
'70 . 391 <22.72) 
10 .5404 115 .... ' 
90 .412 til.") 

~1'nII1 ... 1It : ,.ct(CIII If.;C\ 

~,n. ... , 0' .1Ie '_."'"lf~ '.,,.IIft. ~. ,lit '\I.ptf •• 'lIlrw, 
• 

/ • .", ott ",t. I. I~ .fll 

Orri"'.,r InIJI'1f/1Mm ,sl.',. of"'" 'ftOfIrI """"if1torIl. 
w.- , It' .• 

J 
D67of1t It'Ad.J 

2.36E·5 (0.321 -3.7JEol c-1.5)) 2.21£'" ( ..... ". 
7.66£'" c2.9I,b 7.50£·2 (.92, 1.26E·' ( 1.19,' 
1.13£ ... (2.mb .. .l7E·2 {l.II)' 2.05E06 0.(0) 

.... 2£ ... (2.79,b 5.I4E-2 (1.01) S.I2£·S (H2,' 
1.2S£'" 11.16)' -1.01£·2 (-.47) 1.64£ ... ,'.$S)' 
5047E ... (4.0'" 9 .• £·2 (2.17)e 2.71M II .411 
1.61£'" (\.34) 5.71E.2 (1.46) 2.63E·5 cU.) 

T.BLl X VIII.-R"ulll of'M PllitW CompIIri!Olt TtSIS 01'''' D([(('mta In A('('uNk'Y .'wt,n 
'he "Bts," Modtl lind UISt Yt'lIrs Rallo as Predictors of lhe 1976 HllfWst,d A,,"au Rillios 

for eRDs by $'11" Dnd R,:ltjdl 

SI(IIf' RIl/iD 

North Pakou SW/SO 9 

MinntlOtl SW/SG 9 

SW/SO 9 
wwrwo 9 
WWIGR 9 

Muntin. SW/SO 1 
WWIGR 7 

Mf'fM WIll«' 01 
wt/tItttd fIIllrttl 
dW,"""" •. ~ 

(bJ 

26.2 

92.' 

79.6 
36.9 
73.6 

11.0 
1'.5 

Sttllldtlftl ""'" 
0/ fIIli"'" 

.u,,"",,". 
Sf 

12.0 

S).o 

31.6 
IB 
II.S 

15.0 
144 

'2.11 

1.75 

d2.S2 
d2 .• 
CUI 

UO 
1.21 

R: 

a,S.l 
tis?? 
bs ... ., .... 
"7.' 
'75,6 
'51.2 
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deelina (rom the pro~ncelltlte 10 the CDfCRD 
1M. Alto, CD Ind CRD dati were nOl "way. 
Ivlilable for predietor (independent) vlrilbla such 
• prica. More lIIftII,e provinctlt'I.e-levet obser· 
vltions hid 10 be substituted for Ihe desired 
CDICItD cilia whk:tt were not .v ..... le. Deelin'na 
AmpUn, precision and the ~ 10 S.tilute 
provincelsllte dati (or CDlCRD data intl'Odlad 
measurement error into the CDICRD modeIl. When 

• lhe independent vI,id ... IF. lubjer:t to measu .... 
menl errors, ordinIFil)' IeIIt-squar. lechniquesliw 
_imales or the model coef't1denll thlt can be both 
billed Ind inconsisttnt. 

1.n minimize operation.. problem., the ame 
vll'i.btes were used in .U CD or CR 0 model. or I 
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LACIE Sampling Design 

A. H. Feiveson,tI R. S. ChhlkafQ,b andC. R. Nil//um· 

INTRODUCTION 

The sampling design used in LACIE consisted of 
two major components, one for wheat acreage 
estimation and one for wheat yield prediction. The 
acreaae design was basically a classical survey for 
which the sampling unit was a S- by 6-nautical-mile 
segm.;nt; however. there were complications caused 
by measurement errors and loss of dala. Yield was 
predicted by sampling meteorological dala from 
weather stations within a region and then using those 
data as input to a previously fitted regression equa
tion. Most of the discussion in this paper refers to the 
at'reage sampling design. since there was considera
bly more freedom in "Ianning for the collection of 
Landsat data (used for acreage estimation) than 
there was for the collection of meteorological data, a 
situation in which one was forced to make use of 
what was currently available. Wheat production was 
not estimated directly; instead. it was computed by 
multiplying yield and acreage estimates (see the 
paper by Chhikara and Feiveson entitled "Large
Area Aggregation and Mean-Squared Prediction Er
ror Estimation for LACIE Yield and Production 
Forecasts"). 

ACREAGE ESTIMATION SAMPLING DESIGN 

Determination of Sampling 
Unit. and Frame 

All informl\tion on current-year wheat acreage 
was obtained through Landsat imagery of a number 
of 5- by 6-nautical-mile segments. These segments 

aNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texas. 
bLock heed Electronics Company. Houston. Texas. 

were the basic sample units for acreage estimation 
and were distributed throughout the wheat &rowing 
regions of LACIE countries. 

Because of various data base engineering con
straints, a maximum of 4800 sample segments could 
be processed within a crop year, regardless of the size 
of the individual segment. Given the maximum sam
ple size of 4800. the physical dimensions of S by 6 
nautical miles for sample segments were decided on 
as large enough for Classification and Mensuration 
Subsystem (CAMS) analysts to obtain wheat acreage 
estimates and small enough to not tax computer and 
manpower resources. Throughout this paper. the 
term "sample segment" refers to 5· by 6-nautical
mile segments actually in the LACIE sample, 
whereas "segment" refers to any S- by 6-nautical
mile area whether or not in the sample. 

The LACIE sampling frame was constructed by 
first covering the wheat growing regions of a country 
by a large grid of 5· by 6-naufkai-mile sc:gments and 
then excluding those segments which appeared to 
have less than S percent agriculture. as determined 
by an examination of previous years' Landsat image
ry. The remaining segments constituted the frame 
from which the actual sample segments were choseil. 

Allocation of Sample. to Countrle. 

In the early years of LACIE, it was decided to allo
cate the maximum 4800 sample segmenfs to 8 major 
wheat producing countries in proportion to their 
most recent wheat production statistics. Two types 
of sampling strategies were used in LACIE-one for 
countries with historical wheat data on a detailed 
level (0) and one for countries with published 
historical data only for fairly large political subdivi
sions (N). In table I, the eight LACIE countries, 
their smallest political subdivision (SPO) fer which 
published historical data exist. and the number of 
samples in the initial allocation are listed. 
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consist'i of the collection of all "pseudo" counties the 
corresponding counties of which lie within that 
CRD. 

Allocation ancI8election of S .... nta 
In 8tretallubatreta 

In the first 2 years of lACIE, sample sizes for 
countries were fixed as shown in table l. Since little 
or nothing was known about the accurl\cy of yield 
predictions at that time. it was decided to allocate 
samples to strata (level N countries) or substrata 
(level D countries) so as to minimize the best a priori 
estimate of the variance of the country wheat acreage 
estimate. 

It is well known (cf. Chhikara and Feiveson. 
"large-Area Aggregation and Mean-Squared Predic
tion Error Estimation for lACIE Yield and Produc
tion Forecasts") that if one estimates a population 
total by stratified sampling over L strata with a total 
sample size of 11. the variance (ignoring the finite 
population correction) of the estimate is minimized 
if III.' the sample size for the kth stratum. is propor
tional to NI.SA' where NA is the total number of seg
ments in the kth stratum from which 111. samples 
were selected at random. and SA is the standard 
deviation of the segment "characteristics" (in this 
case. wheat acreages) within the kth stratum. This 
fact was used in LACIE to obtain allocations to strata 
in nondetailed countri~~. where NA was the number 
of segments comprising {he kth stratum and SA 2 was 
assumed proportional to the "binomial" variance 
PI. (l - Pl.)' where PI. was the historical proportion 
of wheat in the SPD corresponding to the kth 
stratum. Note that it was not necessary to know the 
constant of proportionalitv; i.e .• if ,\i, 0: PI. 1/1(1 -

PI.) In. the optional sampl~ size for the kth stratum 
would be given by 

t I 

II.: = 
IINI.:Pk'1 (, PI.:) '1 

(I) 
I I 

L SI.:,lk} (I PI.:) 
-2 

k' 

except that. in general. I~ would not be an integer. 
For Phases I and 11 of lACIE. f1~ was taken to be the 
nearest integer to 'A' In level N countries. this round
ing could be done with little effect ~ince the value of 

'I; tended to be rather large (between 10 and SO). 
Once "k was computed. flA sample segments were 
selected at random from the NA segments comprisins 
the ~1h stratum. 

In level 0 countries. an attempt to use the preced
ing technique in substrata would produce many 
values of '" of less than 1 or between 1 and 2. As a 
result. the sample sizes II.. as computed in equation 
(l) were used to categorize substrata into three 
groups: Group I. fA > 1.0; Group II. 0.1 E 'A E 1.0; 
and Group III. I" < 0.1. 

The substrata in Group I received N" sample seg. 
ments. selected at random. where fI" was I" rounded 
to the nearest integer. All Group II substrata within a 
stratum were called a "Group II collection." Each en
tire collection received an allocation of segments 
equal to the rounded total of II. within the collection. 
For example. in the United States. if there were three 
Group II pseudocounties (substrata) in a pseudo
CRD (stratum) with respective,,, values 01'0.7, 0.6, 
and 0.5. then the collection of three pseudocoumies 
would receive a total of 2 (rounded value of 0.7 + 0.6 
+ 0.5) sample segments. Once the sample size. say m, 
had been determined for a Group II collection con. 
sisting of AI substrata. the sample segments were 
chosen with a two-stage sampling scheme where. in 
the first stage. m substrata were selected at rand.,m 
with probabilities proportional to their historical 
wheat acreage. then. in the second stage. one sample 
segment was selected at random within each of the m 
chosen substrata (note that III ~ M). 

The Group III substrata were those that would hy
pothetically receive less than a tenth of a sample seg
ment in the optimal allocation and thus were not 
~lmpled at all. Their wheat acre:.lve was instead esti
mated by lirst computing a histurica! ratio of their 
wheat acreage to that of neighboring Group I and 
Group II substrata and theR Jpplying that ratio to the 
current-year estimate for the neighboring Group I 
and II substrata. (For details. see the paper by 
Chhikara and Fciveson entitled "large-Area Ag
gregation and Mean-Squared Predicli\1O Error 
Estimation for LACIE Yield and Production 
Forecasts.") 

For Phase III of l ACI E, some mooilications were 
made to the allocation procedure. Instead .1f assum
ing that within-stratum wheat variances were propor
tional to the binomial PO -- P). where P IS the 
historical proportion of wheat in the stralum. it was 
decided that a "eller approximation would he to 
assume that the whe.1I variance is Ilroportional to the 



small-arain t variance, which could be directly esti· 
mated froCt a regression model using Landsat imag
ery from recent years. The advantage of this pro
cedure lies in the ability of analysts to examine a 
Landsat full·frame color image and to obtain crude 
estimates of smaU..grains (but not wheat alone) pro
portions for all 5· by 6-nautical·mile segments within 
the area covered by the image. 

It is nol feasible to use this capability to estimate 
small-lrains variances for all strata/substrata because 
it is a very time-consuming process and also because 
appropriate data acquisition dates may not exist in all 
areas. It is. however. possible to use full-frame imas· 
ery to estimate the proportion of agriculture for ev
ery seament in the samplina frame and then estab
lish a regression model approximately expressing the 
small-grains within-stratum variance as a funclion of 
the agriculture variance. proportion of agriculture. 
and historical proportion of small grains in the 
stratum. Since aU the preceding determinations 
employ data not from the current year but from re
cent years, there is an implicit assumption that with
in-stratum small-grains variances are about the same 
from year to year, at least for the purposes of sample 
allocation. 

The regression model, also known as th~ "magic 
formula," was developed as follows. Let aj and gi be 
the respective agriculture and smaU-srains propor· 
tions in the Ith segment of a stratum/substratum. 
Then, if'j - gJa;, one can write 

(2) 

Within a region where cropping practices are 
about the same, it is not unreasonable to expect that 
0; and '; are independent; i.e., knowledge about the 
amount of agriculture in a segment provides almost 
no information about the ratio of small grains to 
agriculture in that segment. (Note that for all seg
ments in the sampling frame, aj;at 0.05; therefore, 'i 
is always well defined.) Under independence, one 
can write 

I The lerm "small gmins" refers 10 the cO'm/)irled trol's 0/ 
wheal. barley. oats, ,lOd n'c, 
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Note that £(0/) and Jlor(o,) are directly estimable 
from knowledge of OJ for all seaments. The quantit, 
E(r), although not known precisely. can be approxi. 
mlted by rj - g/ Q,. wbere gi is the historical small· 
grains proportion in the stratum and OJ - £(0,). 
Althouah Vor(',) is unknown. it is assumed that it 
can be approximated by c'~l - 'i)' where c is a 
coefficient between 0 and 1. Under all the preceding 
assumptions. equation (3) can be written 

h 1 1/ r 1 2 were (J't: ... P' ar(gi) , "2 - ~(ai)' and (J' a -

Var(°i)' 
In the United States. c' was estimated by (I) using 

full-frame imagery to estimate Ri directly and thus 
compute (J' / for all segments within 40 selected 
counties (i.e., substrata) and (2) regressing the quan-
.. (2 '1 titles (J'II - f (J' a )/a 1 against 1'(1 .- r) over the 40 

counties to obtain Co It was found that this procedure 
gave a better fit than that obtained by regressing (J' / 

against g( 1 - If). 
Once (' was determined. all, and r were computed 

for aU substrata and (J',./ was estimated using equa
tion (4). Finally, the sample sizes I" were computed 
using the estimate of (f)t' instead of Pk ( I - P,,) in 
equation (I). In other countries, a similar procedure 
is used to estimate (1' /: however. where strata are 
much larger than U.S. counties. the assumptions 
which led to equation (4) are more lik.ely to be false. 

For level 0 countries in Phase III, the definition 
of Group III was changed to be the set S of all 
substrata such that (1) the total historical wheal 
acreage for the substrata in S was approximately 2.S 
percent of the country's historical wheat acreage and 
(2) if SI and "2 were substrata such that SI E Sand S1 
, S, then Sl had (historically) more wheat than Sr' 
The values of 'k in equation (I) were then computed 
only for the substrata remaining after the elimination 
of those designated as Group III. 

Another modification in Phase III was that the 
values of II. were "probabilistically" rounded to in· 
tegers (1/1.) in the sense that if 'I. == m + r, where III is 
an integer and 0 < /' < 1. then "A was randomly set 
equal to m (with probability 1 -- ,., or 11/ + 1 (with 
probability r). This revised rounding proc:!dure made 
tbe total sample size much closer to II than did the 
(lId procedure. 

rindlly. in Phase III. rather than allocate 4800 
sample segments 10 8 countries in proportion 10 their 



production, it was sugested that LACIE should esti
mate for each country the SIlmple size needed to 
satisfy a siven accuracy criterion and use these sam
ple sizes as Ions as the total was less than 4800. This 
procedure was followed in the United States and the 
U.S.S.R. by specifying a desired coefficient of varia
tion (CV) for the production estimate of each coun
try. then calculating the sample size necessary to 
achieve the CV, given errors due to (1) sampling, (2) 
classification, (3) yield prediction. and (4) loss of 
data. Using the best available a priori estimates of the 
magnitude of the errors, one can approximate the 
variance of the production estimate as a function of 
the total sample size n using the optimal allocation 
strategy. The equation can then be solved for n. The 
resulting expression is given by 

where t1 = the total number of sample seg
ments allocated to the area of in
terest 

NiA = the total number of agriculture seg
ments in the Ath substratum/ 
stratum in thejth yield stratum2 

e/ = estimate of segment-to-segment 
variance of the estimated small
grains area within the Ath 
substratum/stratum of thejth yield 
stratum. which is the sum of sam
pling and classification compo
nents. The sampling component 
comes from equation (4), whereas 
the classification variance is an 
estimate:; obtained from previous 
testing of classification procedures. 

t"j = average yield of the jth yield 
stratum over the most recent 2 to 3 
years (Obtained from the LACIE 
yield models if available; other
wise. obtained from historical in
formation. If neither of these is 

2A yield stratum is an area for which wheat yield is assumed 
to be constant. In current usage. a yield stratum is a union of 
acreage strata. 

available. Yj may be obtained from 
soil characteristic maps overlaid on 
Landsat imaaery of the area of in
terest.) 

1j - estimate of the standard deviation 
of the yield estimate in tbe jth 
yield stratum 

L - the total number of yield strata in 
the area of interest 

Lj - the total number of substrata! 
strata in thejth yield stratum 

O'(P) - preassigned value3 of the CV of 
the prodl.:tion estimate 

P - estimate of the total wheat pro
duction in the country/area of in
terest based on historical data 

Aj = estimate of wheat area in the jth 
yield stratum based on historical 
information 

B == a conservative lower-bound esti
mate of the expec~ed sample ac
quisition rate (determined from 
previous experience with loss of 
segments due to cloud cover or 
other factors) 

After determining the total number 11 of segments 
to be allocated to the area of interest. the optimal 
sample size iliA to be associated with the Ath 
substratum/stratum in the jth yield stratum is 
defined by 

[PI IlNik Jeik 2 (>/ + 1/) 
'~k = (6) 

I. t /V;k Jeik 2 ~/ ~. 1/) L 
j=1 k=1 

where [PI denotes probabilistic rounding to the in
teger either above or below. 

3The choice for the preassigned value for the production 
coefficient of variation is dependent on the desired accuracy of 
the production estimate for the area of interest. In this C,lse, ac· 
cura.:)· is measured with respect to the probability space (U of ,M 
where I' operates on ~, the ,,·tield of lebesgue measurable sub
sets of II, the set of percentage deviations from true production. 
For eJ(amllle. if a wuntry estimate is to be made, thc goal is to ob
tain a country productiun cstima.e which is within 10 percent of 
the actual prudllction with a probability oi" at least 0.9. 
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Using these revised procedures, the allocation for 
Phase III was 601 segments for the United States and 
1111 for the U.S.S.R. In the United States, wheat area 
was estimated for a total of8SS counties; 288 were in 
Group I; 164 were in Group II; and 403 were in 
Group III. 

YIELD SAMPLING DESIGN 

In LACIE, wheat yield was not measured or esti
mated on a point or segment basis. The average yield 
for a large area called a "yield stratum" was esti
mated by collecting meteorological information from 
existing weather stations scattered throughout the 
stratum and using the average weather as input to a 
yield prediction regressior: equation. These yield 
strata were typically larger than acreage strata, 
especially in level 0 countries. For example, in the 
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United States, yield strata were about the size of 
states and were delineated such that they were 
relatively homogeneous with respect to climate. soil 
type, and other factors which could affect wheat 
yield. (For details. see the paper by McCrary et al. 
entitled "Operation of the Yield Estimation Sub
system.") 

PRODUCTION 

Wheat production was not sampled or estimated 
directly hut was computed by multiplying yield esti
mates by acreage estimates. (For details. see the 
paper by Chhikara and Feiveson entitled "Large
Area Aggregation and Mean-Squared Prediction Er
ror Estimation for LACIE Yield and Production 
Forecasts. ") 
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LACIE Area Sampling Frame and Sample Selection 

C. J. Llszczil 

INTRODUCTION 

Early in the desian phase of LACIE, it was 
decided not to use a completely enumerated area for 
developin. the samplina frame because much 
wasteful (totally nonqricultural) information would 
be included. The alternative was to del!"Ieate all the 
81ricultural and nonqricuhural "rf'as and to locate 
the sample seaments in the al'i;:ultural areas. An 
agricultural area was defined on full-frame Landsat 
color·infrared (CIR) imqery as an area havin. dis
cernible field patterns. For those sections of a coun· 
try for which there was no imll8ery, operational 
naviption charts (ONe's) were used, and only those 
areas that were definitely nonll8ricultural (e.,., 
mountains, deserts, tundras, and lakes) were elimi
nated as potential sample seaments. In other pans of 
the LACIE countries, some imagery was unusable 
because of cloud or snow cover; both these situations 
required the use of ONe's. 

In later LACIE phases, most of the agricultural 
and nona,ricultural delineations were accomplished 
using full-frame CIR imagery. This procedure 
necessitated movin. 5!>me segm!!nts from what was 
potentially agricultural on the ONC's to "real" 
agricultural as interpreted on the CIR imagery. 

This agricultural area, composed of S- by 6-
nautical-mile segments for each country's smallest 
political unit, was the area's samplinl frame. The 
number of these segments for each country's 
smallest political unit was the pseudocounty. This 
terminology was used for all countries even though 
the smallest political units of some, such as the 
U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic of China 
(P.R.C.), were very large and were oblasts. states, 
etc., instead of counties. 

Constraints were imposed on sample segment 
locations because of the computer hardware avail· 
able for selecting or stripping the sample segment 
data from full-frame da!a. This limited the number 

aL~kheed Elettronics Company. Houston, Te"ils. 

of seamen IS that could be obtained per frame in the 
east-west and north-south directions. 

An additional constraint was imposed. by the 
pth-:rin •• IOrtin&. and strippin. qency, to verify the 
actual acquired seament location and the reaistration 
of subsequent acquisitions of that seament. The 
center point of a seament's first acquisition Will 

specified as bein. within 2 nJutical miles in the 
north-south direction and within 3 nautical miles in 
the east-west direction. The location and realsnation 
of subsequent acquisitions of the same seament were 
specified as bein, within one picture element (pixel) 
of the first acquisition. To guarantee these specifica
tions, a rectan.le of data (approximately 10 by U.S 
nautical miles) enclosing each sample seament had 
to be stripped from the Landsat full-frame imaae 
(100 by 100 nautical miles\. To ensure there was no 
overlap (a hardware requirement), the center points 
of all sample segments had to be separllted by a 
minimum of 10 nautical miles north-south and 12 
nautical miles east-west. 

In some: tances, primarily in those countries 
with small pOlitical units, this minimum-distance 
constraint made it impossible to place the allocated 
number of sample segments in the pOlitical area. 
Fewer segments were thus placed in those countries. 

The procedures for the a.ricultural delineation 
and sample segment location in a LACIE country are 
discussed in this paper. These procedures also con
tain the description of required materials and the 
definition of term:; peculiar to LACIE. 

DETERMINATION 0' AREA 
SAMPLING FRAME 

1 ransparent acetate overlays contalOIOg agri
cultural boundaries within each of the LACIE coun
tries w:re prepared and registered to ONe's. Full
frame Landsat CIR images of the same scale as the 
ONe's 0:1 million) were used to identify agri
cultural boundaries based on discernible aaricultural 
field patterns. 
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The fallowin, preliminary .teps were taken in the 
preparation of the base map overlay. 

1. ONC base maps (1:1 million Kale) were 0b
tained throuah the NASA LACIE Physical Data 
Library (LPDL). All ONe's obtained had to be of 
the lime series and publishinl date to simplify the 
reaistration of the completed overlays. 

2. The availability of ONC bat physical feature 
overlays from the Aeronautical Chart and Informa
tion Command (ACIC) was checked. When avail· 
able. these base overlays should have matched the 
series and date of the \tNC map used in the 
aancdtural and nonqricult. :al delineations. It was 
desirable that these physical feature overlays be in 
some color other than black because of the black 
lines already on the ONC. 

3. The Landsat Clk im.ry .vailable from the 
LPDL and the Clusification and Mensuration Sub-
system (CAMS) was researched. Landsat CIR im~
ery of 9 by 9 inches was used to construct the aar: 
cultural and non.::ricultural overlays. The ~on"l 
analyst determined what imqery was a.sUable to 
comple:e the aaricultural and nonllricuhural w~. A 
request was made to the NASA Systems and 
Facilities Branch to acquire imqery that was not 
already in the LACtE system. Specific requirements 
such as location and dates of usable imqefY. max
imum cloud cover, and imqe quality accompanied 
the request. 

4. After the in-house Clk imqery had been ac
cumulated. it was reviewed for the followin, 
qualities. 

a. Scene number. 
b. Date of imaaery (to determine usability 

with respec. to aaricult"re). 
c. Percentaae of cloud cover and areas co',ered. 

If the cloud coverllc was 1-"05tly over a lake or city 
and not over an aaricultural area (even if the percent
aBe was hiBh), the imalery could still be usable. 

d. Seasonal coverale (with respect to IlIricul
tural area). 

e. lmaae quality. 
f. Multidale coveraae (to enhance interpreta. 

lion). 
After the review, the imaaery was loged and filed 

on an ONC basis. The review parameters for each 
CIR imase were noted in the loa. 
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The purpose of construct!", an overlay of the base 
map phyllcal features (..... streams. rivers. and 
lakes) wu to realsl.r the Lancisat CIR imaaerY to the 
overlay used in colWfUC\ina the qricuhural and 
nonqricultural deJinations. The procedure used 
was as follows. 

1. Control coordinates were marked on an ONe 
base map overlay. These marks were usually made in 
each of the four comers and at the upper and lower 
center points of the ONC. The marks were made 
with a strai,~tedp. and the appropriate aqraphical 
coordinates VI.;.re printed nar each mark. 

2. All m~or physical features (streams. rivers. 
lakes) were delineated or traced on lhe overlay with 
blue ink. Minor features were delineated only if ma
jor features were lackina. so that the CIR imqery 
could be reaislered to the overlay. 

(NOTE: If ONC base physical feature overlay. 
were available from the ACIC, steps 1 and 2 were 
deleted.) 

3. The base map overlay was titled and the date of 
completion was noted. The title on the overlay in· 
cluded the country. ONC map number. map scale. 
and map series and date numbers. 

The aaricultural and nonaaricultural delineation 
overlay was constructed by rcaisterin, the aaricul. 
tural and nonaar!cultural overlay to the overlay of 
the base map's physical features. This was ac
complished as follows. 

!. The Landsat Clk imqery was rcaistered with 
the overlay by alinin, the imaaery to the overlay of 
the base map's physical features. 

2. The aaricultural and nonaaricultural areas were 
delineated by oUllinin, the field andlor non field pat
terns, enclosin. all constructed lines. and markinl an 
appropriate symbol (A for aaricultural or N for non· 
aaricultural) within each constructed area. 

3. All cloud cover rqions. rcaions in which snow 
cover prohibited aaricultural and nonaaricuhural 
delineation, or areas for which imaaery was not 
available were marked. 
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4. Common coordinate marks were matched co 
all adjoinina ONe overlay •• 

S. Alilpiaahural and nonlpiaalcural delineation 
linea were m.1Ched betweeA acUolnina O ... C'I. 

......... forD ........ ofA ......... ... ......,.......ArMI 
The foUowina criteria were UIId in delineatinl 

area II either llriaaltural or nonaariaaltural in the 
construction of the overlay •. 

1. All l'tCOIftiZibIe neld PIlltemS were clusined 
II llriaaltural. 

2. All other areai were clluined I. non· 
aariaalturaJ. 

J. All contipous nonllriaaltural lrea smter 
chin or equal to 4 square miles in size were delin
eated. For India and the P.R.C., where llriculturaJ 
area are present but the neld siza are too .mall to be 
viewed on the imqery .lIricultural WII defined II al1 
areas not meeti.,. the nonIIriaaIturaJ criterion. The 
non .... lculturaJ criterion WII donned a~ includina 
only obvious areas such II mountain.. deserts. 
forests, flood plains. or other physical pomorphk 
phenomena visible in the lmapry. If there WII Iny 
question about whether the area beinl viewed wu 
.. ricultural or nonalricultural. it WI. called 
qricultural. 

4. All 1m.,., used was recorded. 
A loa was maintained of each im.,. used to make 

the llriculturallnd nonqricullural delineations. The 
loa contained the scene number (orbit and row num· 
ber); date of imate scene~ 1m. quality (poor, fair, 
or 1OQd); cloud cover percentaae~ and other com· 
ments. includinl snow cover. unusual features or 
neld patterns. and rationale for decisions made in in
terpretation. This loa renected the im...,y used on 
In ONe bllis and showed all LACIE imqery used 
up to the qricultura' and nonaaric,,!,urat delineation 
completion date. The completed ov~I.!' was indexed 
and distributed. 

If a determination had to be made about whether I 
particular area was qricultural or nonaaricultural 
(other than just described), the delineation was 
based on the rClional lCOI!'aphic: knowledac of the 
area(s) in question. The rationale used in determin
in, the delineation was outlined in the document .. 
lior. that accompanied each individual aaricaltural 

and nonapicullural product. The CAMS senior 
country anaJ)'ItI were consulted on this matter. 

UM'UeIGMINT IILICTION 

The equipment or material required for IIlnple 
seament selettion included the followina. 

I. ONC'. of the COURtry. 
2. A dot matril. to the Kale of the ONC's. spaced 

6 nautical miles in the ... ·west direction and 5 
nautical miles in the north-south direcdon. 

3. An overlay of 100 by 100 n.uticaI miles. to the 
ale of the ONC'" with a center point IUffOUnded 
by a recta. of 5 by 6 nautical miles. surmunclecl by 
• rectanaIe of 10 by 12 nautical miles. The boundaries 
or mislaraer rectlaftlle are drawn out to the .... of 
the Landsat scene of 100 by 100 nautical miles 
(frame boundL\ries). Lines were drawn runni", 
north-south, 10 nautical mil" inside bt»th the east 
and west boundaries of the square of 100 by 100 
nautical miles. producina a rectanaJe 80 nautical 
miles in the east-west direction and 100 nautical 
miles in the north-SOUlh direction. 

4. Lists of randOm numbers covenn, the ran ... 
of I to 10. I 10 20. 1 to 30, etc .• up 10 I to 300. 

5. A data form indicatina zone. stralum, and 
substratum. If there were more than one seament in 
the stratum/substratum. the seamenl lha, WI' 
selected was indicated. Space WIS provided on the 
form to enter the number of aepnents (recgnales of 
5 by 6 nautic.1 miles) in the stratum/substratum. the 
number of secmcnts in nonqriallturaJ Ifill of the 
stratum/substratum. the number of seaments in the 
acncultural areas of the stratum/substratum. the 
number of the Landsat track paninl throuah the 
stratum/substratum, the latitude and Ion,itudc of the 
center of the sel«ted sample seament. and the sprin, 
and winter we,cat sample seamenl. 

The selection procedure consisted of the followin, ' 
steps. 

1. The dot arid was fastened to an ONe. 
2. A stratum/substratum was selected from the 

data form and located on the ONe. Its boundaries 
""ere then drawn on the ONC ovenay. 

'3. The number of sqments in the stratuml 
substratum was counted (a seament was in if its 
center point was in the stratum/substratum) and en
tered on the dati form. If the center point of a sea-
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mena fell e,.I"ly on a bound:ary. a coin was nipped. 
If it came up heads. the seame." was placed in the 
stratum/substratum belnl w\lrke<!; if i\ came up tails. 
the se,ment was placed in the adjacent 
str.tum/substratum. 

4. The number of seaments lhal fell enlirely in 
nonqricu!turalareas was counted and ~ten~d on the 
form. 

S. The number in step" was subtratted from the 
number in step 3. and the difference wu f'Ca)rded on 
the data form. 

6. Starlin. -ith the mOlt nOrihweslem seament 
all seamen15 delermined in step S were numbered. 

7. The lowest random number table thaI included 
Ihe lUI number enlered in step 6 wu selected. 

8. The first unused random number from the ta· 
ble wu used to determine which qment was the 
sample seament. 

As mentioned in the introduction. not aU !'IImple 
seaments w~re locatC\1 because of (Crtain cn,ineerin. 
constraints. These constraints Ind chances in the 
location of a sample scamenl were determinC\i as de· 
scribcu in ti': followin, now-diqram procedures. 

1. Place the center point of the overlay of 100 by 
100 nautical miles on the. eenler point of the samrle 
seament. 

2. Is there another sample seament within 'he: 
rectan,le of 10 by 12 nautical miles? 

a. Ves. Discard newest sample seament and 
return to step 8 of the selection procedure. 

b. No. Proceed. 
3. Are there more than four sample sqmen's be· 

tween the c"tended boundaries of the r«tanale of 10 
by 12 nautical miles runnin, in the east· west 
direction? 

I. V es. Di~llru newest sample seament and 
rtlurn lu step 8 of the selection procedure. 

b. No. Proceed. 
4. If any other sample seamcnts fall within the 

ClSt'~~li boundaries of the rectanlle of 10 by 12 
nl":'i'll miles. move the center point of the overlay 
to the ~~nter points of these SCJf1\ents to determine 

whether lhe new sample seament caU5e5 morc than 
four sample seaments to be within these boundaries. 

a. Ves. Disclrd newest sample seament and 
return to step 8 of the selection procedure. 

b. No. Proceed. 
S. With the (Cnter point of the overlay back on 

the center point of the newest sample seamen., are 
there more than d,hl sample seaments between the 
e"tended boundaries of the fectanale of 10 by 12 
nautical miles runnin, in the nonh1Outh direction? 

a. Ves. Discard newest sample seament and 
rei urn to slep 8 of the selection procedure. 

b. No. Proceed. 
6. If an), other sample seamen15 fall within the 

north-south extended boundaries of the M:tan,le of 
10 by 12 nautical miles. move the center point of the 
overlay to the center points of these seament' to 
determine whether the new sample seament causes 
more than ei.ht sample sesments to be within these 
boundaries. 

a. V ca. Discard newest sample IeIment and 
return to step I of lhe selection procedure. 

b. No. Proceed. 
7. Delermine whether the IeIment is I sprin, or 

winter wheat seament. based on whichever com· 
prises more th,n SO Ji:! "enl of the total wheat area in 
the stratum/substralum. 

•. Record dati (or this sample seament II re
quired on data forms. 

(NOTE: latitude and lon,ilude Ire recorded 10 
dctrcc. and minutes only.) 

9. Return to step 2 o( the sc:lection prlXedure and 
tontinue until the number of allexated sesments for 
a country is selecled and located. 
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LACIE Large-Area Acreage estimation 

R. S. ChhikoraQ and A. H. Feivesonb 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes the procedure for estimating 
wheat acreage for a larae area, given estimates for the 
sample segments. A seament wheat acreage estimate 
is obtained by multiplying its small-grains acreage 
estimate as computed by the Classification and Men
suration Subsystem (CAMS) by the best available 
ratio of wheat to small-grains acreages obtained using 
historical data. The CAMS approach for estimating 
segment small-arains acreages is described in the 
symposium paper by Heydorn et al. entitled 
"Classification and Mensuration of LACIE Seg
ments," and the econometric models used in predict
ing the ratio of wheat to small-grains acreages are 
given in the paper by Umberger et al. entitled 
"Econometric Models for Predicting Confusion 
Crop Ratios." 

In the United States and in other countries with 
detailed historical data, sample allocation was made 
at the substratum level. As a result, the acreage 
estimation in countries with detailed historical data 
requires one level of aggreaation more than it would 
in other countries. The estimation procedure de
scribed in this paper is for the United States, but it is 
equally applicable to other LACIE countries with 
detailed historical data. Also described are the essen
tial features of the estimation procedure for the re
maining LACIE countries. 

The U.S. counties correspond to substrata and 
were grouped into three categories for sample alloca
tion. Those in Group I were allocated at least one seg
ment each, twu-stage probability-proportional-to-size 
(PPS) sampling was used in Group II counties, and 
no sample segments were allocated to counties in 
Group III. In the United States, a stratum (crop re
porting district (CRD» corresponds to a collection 

aLockheed Electronics Company. Houston, Texas. 
bNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. 
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of counties, a zone corresponds to a state, and a 
region , 'rresponds to a collection of states (see the 
paper by feiveson et lil. entitled "LACIE Sampling 
Design" for details). 

Wheat acreage estimates are made for each 
stratum, zone, and region in a LACIE country. 
However, no estimate is made for a zone unless it 
contains at least three segments satisfactorilY pro
cessed by CAMS. A segment wheat acreage estimate 
may not be made in the following cases of non
response. 

1. The sample segment was obscured by cloud 
cover. 

2. Landsat data quality was insufficient to permit 
processing. 

3. Landsat data acquisition was not properly 
registered with the reference Landsat image. 

4. The acquisition and/or processing procedures 
failed to provide an acceptable estimate. 

ACREAGE ESTIMATION 

A CRD (stratum) acreage estimate ~onsists of 
three components. 

1. An acreage estimate is made for the Group I 
counties (substrata) for which segment data exist. (A 
Group I county is treated as a Group III county if it 
does not have at least one seament with an accepta
ble wheat proportion estimate.) 

2. An acreage estimate is made for the entire set 
of Group 11 counties in the CRD if there is at least 
one segment with an acceptable wheat proportion 
estimate in this set of counties. (Otherwise, the 
Group II counties are all treated as Group III coun
ties.) 

3. An acreage estimate is made for tne Group III 
counties, including the Group I and II counties being 
treated as Group III counties. 

The wheat acreage estimates for these three com
ponents are obtained as follows. 

'--:;l~.~ ___________________ IIIIIIiII _____ - -.--" 



Group I counties are treated u strata, and a 
stratified random samplin& estimator is used to esti
mate their wheat aereaaes. The estimate forth. col ... 
lection of Group I counties in the)th CRD is Jiven 
by 

(1) 

where Llj - number of Group I counties in tho 
.,AhCRD 

AIjk - wheat acreaae estimate for the kth 
Group I county in thejth CRD 

The count)' (substratum) estimate is obtained by 

(2) 

where R'Ijk - ratio of the true kth substratum area 
to its .ross pseudosubstratum 
(GPC) area (see the paper by Lisza 
entitled "LACIE Area Samplina 
Frame and Sample Selection" for 
the definition DfGPC) 

Nlik - number of seaments (after exclusion 
of nonagricultural segments) in the 
kth SUb!!l ratum of the)th stratum 
number of sample segments for 
which estimates are available in the 
A.1h substratum of the./th stratum 
estimated wheat 8creaae for the Ah 
sample \IeIment in the A.th substra
tum of thejth stratum 

Groue, :18ubl""t. Eltlrnatloft 

A PPS estimator is used to estimate the wheat 
,creaaes for the Group II c{)lIeclion of substrata. The 
wheat acreaae estimate for the Group U collection of 
substrata in the Jlh stratum is given by 
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whereM3J -

Rt,t-

N2Jl -

'ftljk -

number of sample seaments for 
which aereqe estimates are available 
in the Group n substrata of the jth 
stratum 
rltio of the true *tn Group n 
substratum area to hs OPC area 
number of seaments (after elclusion 
of nonagricultural seaments) in the 
Ath Group II substratum of the jth 
stratum 
wheat «mae estimate of the sample 
SClment belonling to the kth 
substratum in thefth st ·tum (There 
is only one seament aJ.loc.l'd in each 
selected Group UsubstratuI< \ 
probability of selection for the kth 
Group II substratum of lhe )th 
stratum, Jiven by 

(4) 

where W~ - wheat acreaae harvested in the pri
mary eP<h!h year in the kth Group II 
substratum ofthejth stratum 

L2.J - number of Group II substrata in the 
}th stratum 

Group lII.ubl"." Eltlm.tIon 

The wheat acreqe estimate for the collection of 
Group III substrata is obtained by means of a ratio 
estimator. Depending on the number of segments in 
a stratum for which estimates are available, three 
cateaories of Group lit acrease estimates are possi
ble. Categories I, 2, and 1 correspond respectively to 
three or more segments. one or two segments, and no 
segments havins estimates availabie. The ratio used 
for the Group III estimator is the historical wheat 
llcreaaC for the Group m counties divided by the 
historical wheat acrease for the combined Group I 
and n counties. 
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For category t estimates (three or more usable 
segments in the stratum), the ratio is based on 
historical acreages only within the stratum. The 
acreage estimate for the Group III substrata in theJlh 
stratum is given by 

where Ali and A~i are given by equations (l) and (3) 
and WI}' W~. and W3 are the historical wheat 
acreages for Group I. It and III substrata in the 
stratum. respectively. 

For category 2 and 3 estimates (less than three 
usable segments in the stratum). the ratio is based on 
acreages in the zone containing the stratum for 
which the estimate is being made. and the acreage 
estimate for the Group III substrata in the jth 
stratum is obtained by 

(6) 

where a dot (.) in a subscript denotes the summation 
over all the Group I or Group II substrata. whichever 
is the case. in the zone. The reason for differentiating 
between categories 2 and 3 will become evident in 
the section dealing with stratum variance estimation. 

Stratum Estimation 

In the United States and in other LACIE coun
tries with detailed historical data, the wheat acreage 
estimate of each stratum is computed as the sum of 
the Groujl I. II. and III component estimates which 
comprise the stratum. as follows. 

(7) 

In the U.S.S.R. and in other LACIE countries 
without detailed historical data. the wheat acreage 
estimate of a stratum is given by 

(8) 

where Rj - ratio of the actual area to the pseudo 
gross area for thejth stratum 

~ - number of segments (excludinl the 
nonasricuhural segments) in the jth 
stratum 

nJ - number of sample segments for 
which estimates are available in the 
jthstratum 

Ai/( - wheat acrease estimate for the kth 
segment in thejth stratum 

It is required to have ".J at 3; otherwise. no acreage 
estimate for the stratum is made. 

Higher Leve' Eatlmatlona 

The wheat acreage estimate for a lone. a region. or 
a country is obtained by adding estimates for the 
strata included in the lone. region, or country. The 
acreage estimate at the lone level is obtained by 

s 
Arz = L A,z; 

;=1 
(9) 

where S - number of strata in the zth lone. rth 
region of the country 

A~i - acrease estimate of the jth stratum. zth 
lone, rth region of the country 

The acreage estimate at the region level is ob
tained by 

R 

A, = L A,z 
:=-I 

(10) 

where R is the number of zones in the rth region of 
the country. 

The acreage estimate at the country level is 

K 

A = L A, (II) 
r=1 

where K is the number of regions in the countr;,. 
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ACREAG. VARIANCI.ITIMATION . 
1ft countries with detailed historical cia" the prob

lem of acreaae variance estimatiOD involves several 
complexities reswtina from the UIO of a two-staae 
PPS sampliDi scheme for the Group II substrata and 
tJte availability of ODly ODe sample seameDl per 
substntum in most cues. The estimation procedure 
inlUCh countries CODIists of a series of steps to be de
scribed ift the subsections to follow. On the other 
~ it is fairly Itrai&htforward to estimate the 
variance for countries that lack historical data; in this 
case. no direct variance estimate is attempted for a 
stntum containina less than three processed sea
ments. and aU strata beloDi to the Group I cateaory. 

The variance estimate for the Group I substrata 
acreqe estimate is obtained using the variance for
mula for a stratified random sampling. For the jth 
stnlum, it is computed by 

where LV' RIA: N1Jk, and MIJk ar,; as defined 
previously and $fjk is the within-substratum variance 
estimate to be computed accordins to the procedure 
described in a succeeding section. The finite popula
tion correction, Mlj,/ NIJk, is negligible; hence, it is 
not considered in equation (12). 

Group II Sub,trag Variance Eltlmalion 

The variance of the estimate for a collection of 
Group II substrata consists of a within-substratum 
variance component and • between-substrata 
variance component, The first component can be 
e.5\imated in a manner similar to the Group I case, 
but estimation of the second component requires ad
ditional historical acreages for wi Group II substrata 
in each stratum. I Using the Hartley-Rao PPS sam
pling approach described in reference 1, the follow-

lH. O. Hartley and D. A. lamb: Formulas for Variance 
Estimation in Proposed lACIE Samplinll Plan. TechniCliI Report 
10 NASA. 1975. 
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ing variance estimate for the Group II substrata in 
the jth stratum is obtained • 

(13) 

where ~ R~, ~ and "'lJk are as defined 
previously and ~ is the within-substratum variance 
estimate to be computed according to the procedure 
in the succeeding subsection. The Yljk's are the 
Group 11 substrata historical wheat &creases during a 
year other than the primary epoch ye.ar; i.e., 

Y2lk - wheat acreage harvested in the second
ary epoch year in the kth Group II 
substratum in thejth stratum 

Y Zji - wheat acreage harvested in the second
ary epoch year in the h.h Group II 
substratum in thejlh stratum .. 

fT2jk; - probability of having the pair of Group II 
substrata k and i selected in the sample. 
For; .,.k, "'2Jkl is determined according 
to the procedure given by Hartley and 
Rao (ref. I) and is computed using the 
following formula. 

• 
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where M2.J is as defined previously. 

Wlthln-Subatratum Variance Eatlmatlon 

Often, there is only one sample segment in a 
substratum; therefore, no direct estimate of the with
in-substratum variance is possible. If variances for 
substrata are assumed to be equal, substrata are col
lapsed to form a new stratum and its sample variance 
provides an estimate of the within-substratum 
variance. But this technique generally leads to an 
overestimation of the variance and hence provides a 
biased estimate of the variance. Different methods of 
collapsing strata have been suggested by Hensen et 
al. (ref. 2), Cochran (ref. 3). and Seth (ref. 4). 
Another variance estimate is possible using the 
method of Hartley et al. (ref. 5), who suggest the 
regression approach and show that their technique 
may lead to smaller bias in variance estimation as 
compared to the collapsed strata technique. But, as is 
pointed out by Hartley et aI., this technique could 
lead to negative variance estimates, particularly if the 
concomitant variables are not well correlated with 
the stratum means. In an earlier study (ref. 6), ap
plication of the collapsed strata and Hartley-Rao
Kiefer (ref. 5) techniques for variance estimation did 
not seem to provide satisfactory results; the former 
led to overestimation and the latter to negative esti
mates. However. when the Hartley-Rao-Kiefer ap
proach was combined with the collapsed strata ap
proach. where first substrata were grouped into 
groups of substrata as homogeneous as possible and 
then a separate regression was performed for each 
group of substrata, the empirical results were more 
satisfactory. Therefore, the method combining the 

two approaches was adopted for use in LACIE. It is 
based on the assumption that the historical county 
proportions are well correlated with the CAMS esti
mates of seament proportions. The method consists 
of (1) forming homogeneous ,roups of substrata in a 
zone with respect to a priori estimates of within. 
substratum variability, (2) performing regression of 
the CAMS segment wheat proportion estimates on 
the substratum historical wheat proportions, and (3) 
taking the residual mean squared error (MSE) as an 
estimate of the within-substratum variance for each 
substratum in a group. 

Seaments within a zone are grouped inlo collec
tions according to the correspondinl a priori within
substratum standard deviations 'k used in the '>ri,i
nal allocation (see the paper by Feiveson et al.). 
These collections of substrata are required to be as 
homoaeneous as possible, and each must have an 
adequate number of seaments to allow a reliable esti
mate of the variance. The following conditions 
should be satisfied in forming the collections. 

1. No collection should contain less than eight 
segments unless there are less than eight seaments 
available for the zone. This constraint is to ensure an 
adequate number of dearees of freedom for obtaininl 
a reliable linear rearession equation. 

2. All segments in the same substratum shall be 
in the same collection. It is necessary to u~e every 
available seament in a substratum for estimating its 
variance. 

3. The number of collections c shall be given ini
tially by 

c - 1 provided NS < 16 
c - 2 provided 16 E> NS < 24 
c - 3 provided NS ~ 24 

where NS is the number of available segments in the 
zone. If conditions I and 2 cannot be satisfied when 
NS is greater than or equal to 16. reduce the value of c 
by l. This condition is imposed to keep down the 
number of collections to avoid an unnecessarily fine 
grouping of substrata. 

4. If c is greater than 1. the collections should 
maximize the ratio of the between-collection 
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variance CO the w'lhin..collection variance of the fJA; 

to .• let 

(IS) 

where d, is the number of scsments in the Ith coli«· 
6on, 9 rj is the a priori smaU-srains standard deviation 
(see the paper by Fei\'eson et al. and ref. 7) associ· 
ated with the substratum containing the fth segment 
in the Ith collection (note that seaments in the same 
subsUatum have duplicate I r) values), 

d, c 
- 1" - 1 0,_ '" d LJ Uri and fl .. = -;1: fI, 

, (=1 ,=1 

Then. the partitioning of the I d, segments into , 
collcaions should be such that Fis maximized. sub
ject to the constraints specified in conditions 1 and 2. 
If Fis less than I. L'is reduced and Fis r~·omputed. 
This requirement is to form as many homogeneous 
collections of substrata as possible. 

let 9'ii be .he wheat proportion estimate for the 
jth segment of the ith substratum of the t1h collec
tion. and let x,; be the epoch year (historical) wheat 
prOI)Ortion for the ith substratum. It is assumed that 
the segment estimate can be modeled as 

A 
P,ij = a, + P""C'j + f!,ij (16) 

where £ (frij) - dr and Var (frij) - (J't Then. for 
each of the c collections, a regression of Ft'iI on the x,i 
is performed. let S,2 denote the resi<1ual mean 
squared error from the rth regression; i.e .• 

d, A ) 2 
(Pril- I',t 

S 2 = (segment acreage)2 E 
r I = I (d, -- :!) 

(17) 
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where Prj - a, + b,l'" (the predIcted value using the 
regression equation). 

A 
a, = lJr· bx,. 

(18) 

Since by constraint 2. every substratum is associated 
with one and only one collection, the variance S,2 is 
assigned to every substratum having segments in the 
rth collection (whether the substratum is Group I or 
II)~ i.e., SI,1. (or .siik ) - s,2 if the segments in the kth 
submatum of thejth stratum belong to the rth collec
tion. 

Stratum VarianCe Estimation 

For countries with detailed historical data, the 
stratum acreage variance estimation depends on the 
category of its Group III substrata. 

In a stratum having at leastlhree sample segments 
processed, where ratioing is done only within the 
stratum, the variance for thejth stratum acreage esti
mate given in equation (6) is easily seen to be 

(
IV. )2 .' _ 3, , , 

J.-I+ w IV ("1'+""') , II + 2i ' -I 
(19) 

and hence can be estimated by equation (19), where 
estimates of VI; and V~j replace the actual variances 
(see eqs. (t 2) and (13» and where Wlp W2r and W3j 
are as defined previously. 

If the historical acreage ratio W3/( WIj + W2(.) is 
different from that of the current year, it wil in
troduce bias into the estimate; hene!, Jj in equation 
(l9j provides a biased estimate of the stratum 
variance. However, because the historical acreage 
ratios are not expected to show any significant year
to-year variability. c!l.ju~ldon (1 Q) and the others 



below are reprded as providina unbiased variance 
estimates. 

If the jth stratum has at least one but less than 
three seaments processed. the stratum ac:reqe esli· 
mate aiven by equation (6) can be written as 

A (j) .. (I) 
.... 1· + .... 1' 

... W3· 
WI' + W2· I 

where A •• (/) - A._ - .... li 
A2Y) - A2_ - A~ 

(20) 

Since the two terms on the riaht side of equation 
(20) have independent acreaae estimates, the 
variance of Aj can be easily obtained. With variance 
components replaced by their estimates. the stratum 
acrease variance estimate is siven by 

Jf=["I; 
ieS 

where S is the set of indices i. such that the ith 
stratum in the zone has at least one processed sea· 
ment. 

If the./lh stratum has no seamenl processed. the 
whole stratum is in the Group III cate&ory, and the 

variance eslimate for the stratum acreaae estimate " 
,Iven by 

If the country lac:ksdetailed historical data, it has 
larae strata. and the withinooStratum variance estimate 
is directly computed by 

(23) 

where 

Hence. the stratum acrease variance estimate is Qb. 
tained by 

where Rj and ~ are as defined previously. 

v.rt.noe A ..... tIonto .... Zone, 
R .. Ion, Ind Country L ..... 

(24) 

For a zone in a country lackina detailed histoncal 
data. the stratum acreqe estimates are indepen· 
dentJy obtained. Hence. the variance estimate is ob. 
lained by aureptin& the stratum variance estimates 
in the zone, 

(2.5) 
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where V ~ is the variance estimate for the Jlh stratum 
in the :th lone. 

In countries with detailed historical data. stratum 
acrease estimates in a lone are correlated unless all 
Group III ratio estimation is done only within the 
stratum. In ,enerat. the zone acreage estimate given 
by equation (9) is of the form 

(26) 

where S is the set of indices associated with strata 
having at least one processed segment. M is the set 
of indices associated with strata that have at least one 
but less than three segments processed. L is the sel 
of indices associated with strata tilat have at least 
three segments processed, and W is the set of in
dices associated with strata that have no processed 
segments. Since Land M are disjoint sets. making 
the estimates in the two terms on the right side of 
equation (26) uncorrelated. an estimate of the 
variance of the zone acreage estimate is obtained by 

It 3; + jfM jfN ,. t r 
[ 

, Ew)/ + EW3/] 2 

V, = I: I + IV . + IV . E (IV + W) (II 2/ ) 
jfL 1/ U 1/ 2/ 

reS 

[ 

EW3/ + EW3/]2 
+ I + Idl IfN ~ (V . t I' . ) 

" 'ot + t.' ) It 2! L.i \"11 "21. it 
irS 

(27) 

No variance estimation is required for ",-ones that do 
not contain at least three processed sample segments. 

Since zone acreage estimates are obtained inde
pendently. the acreage variance estimates at both the 
regional and country levels are computed by adding 
the zone acreage variance estimates. This procedure 
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holds for all LACIE countries. Specifically, the 
variance estimate at the region level is obtained by 

(28) 

and the variance estimate at the country level is ob
tained by 

" \. = ~ r, 
r=\ 

MIXED WHEAT AREA AND VARIANCE 
ESTIMATION 

Winter or Spring Wheat Eatimatlon 

(29) 

In a mixed wheat area. separate aggregations are 
perfornled for estimating the spring and winter 
wheat acreage estimates as well as their variance esti
mates at the stratum and higher levels. In each case, 
the estimation procedure is the same as that de
scribed in the two preceding sections for each ag
gregation level. Data from sample segments desig
nated as winter or spring wheat segments and the 
historical substratum winter or spring wheat acreages 
are used to estimate winter or spring wheat acreages 
and their associated variance estimates. However. in
puts of 1T21~ in estimating the Group II substrata 
acreages are based on the historical total wheat area 
and are the same in both cases, because the Grou~) II 
substrata for sample segment allocation were 
!1clccted with probabilities thai were determined 
from the hlslorical 10lal wheat area for the collection 
of Group II substrala. 

Total Wheat Estimation 

The total wheat area estimate in a mixed wheat 
area is computed by adding the wimer wheal and the 
spring wheat acreage estimates for the arca of in
terest; i.e .. if .t 1\ ami ..t \ denote the winter and spring 

- ~ -<,-,'- -... ""=""'= 
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wheat acreqe estimates, respectively. the total wheat RIFlRINCla 
acreqe estimate A, is liven by 

(30) 

This is done at the stratum and hiaher levels. 
The two estimates All' and A, are correlated for 

overlappina winter and sprina wheat areas in a lone. 
Thus. the variance of A, is liven by 

(31) 

where the covariance (A,. .• As> can be expected to be 
neaative. If so. 

Accordingly. the variance estimate for the total 
wheat is biased if obtained by addinl the variance 
estimates for the winter and sprins wheat area esti
mates. Instead. if it is obtained by way of estimatins 
the total wheat area directly, a beuer variance esti
mate is expected. The laUer procedure is followed in 
LACIE for the total wheat acreage variance estima
tion in the mixed wheat areas. The procedure is the 
same as described in the third se~lion and is applica
ble to eaeh level of qgregation. 
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Large-Area Aggregation and Mean-Squared 
Prediction Error Estimation for LACIE Yield and 

Production Forecasts 

R. S. C'IIlti/wI'lI" ""rl ..1.11. "dl'C',Mr' 

INTRODUCTION 

In lACIE, larp-area wheat acreap estimates are 
made from the landsat data acquired accordin, to 
the samplin, desi,n described by Feiveson et al. in 
the paper entitled "LACIE Samplina Desi,"." The 
acreqe estimation procedure is described for a sq. 
ment (samplin, unit) by Heydorn and BiueJl in the 
paper entitled "Methods for Seament Wheat Area 
Estimation" and for larae areas by Chhikara and 
Feiveson in the paper entitled "LACIE Larae Area 
Acreqe Estimation." Yield is predicted by establish· 
in, a relationship between historical yield and 
weather data (detailed in the paper by Strommen et 
al. entitle~ .. Development of LACIE CCf A·I 
Weather/Wheat Yield Models"). Thouah weather 
also influences crop acrea,cs in an area and har
vested wheat acreqe and its yield per acre may thus 
be correlated. these are estimated independently in 
LACIE. 

The terminoiosy to be used in the paper is 
basically the same as that employed by Chhik.r. and 
Feiveson in the paper entitled "LACIE Larae Ar,"a 
Acreaae Estimation"; hence. no attempt is made 
here to define spin the terms which have appeared 
in the other paper. 

The yield stratification does not necessarily coin· 
cide with the stratification used for the acre.1t 
estimation. A yield stratum lener.lly consists of 
several acreaae strata and sometimes crosses zone 
boundaries. For example. the Panhandle yield model 
covers some crop reporting districts (CRO's) from 
Oklahoma and some CRO's from Texas. No predic· 
tion is attempted for yield and hence for production 

ILockheed Eletlronicl Company. llouslon. Teu,", 
bNASA JohnlOtl Spl" Cenler. Houslon. Tcus. 

below the yield 51fltlUm level. II is necesSlry to 
define the stratification by which wheat production 
can be estimated efficiently from the liven acrciI,e 
ilnd yield estimilies. Consequenlly, pseudozones ilre 
crealed in iI lone if il is covered by more than one 
yield stralum. A pseudolone is oblained from Ihe in
terseclion of II yield stratum with alone (described 
in ti,. I). 

An eSlimate l of ttac production in II pseudolone is 
oblained by the product of its area estimate and its 

YIELD ITRATUM 

YIELD ITRATUM IOUNDAIIY 

-.-. ACREAGE STRATUM IOUNDAIIY 

'IEUDOZONI IOUNDARY 
-, -'. ZONE IOUNDAIIY 

FIGURE 1.-on~""III .. 1ea '" ........... 

I (:slimillcs refer \() "ore'II!iI~ when (helle are made I"~ior \0 

crull har\'esl lime, 
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yield prediction. and these estimates are .. "reaaled 
to eslimate: lone and hiaher level productions. In 
mixed areas. thi, is done for each ..:rop type (winter 
and sprin, wheaU. The total wheal production is esti. 
mated by addin, the two crOp-typc production esti. 
mates for a lone. a region. and a ,ounu)'. 

'RODUCTION ISTaMATION 

In this section. the I.r.tion formUlas are listed 
for production .(inlluion of a erop type. 

SUppose a zone consists of II pseudoZoneI. GI • ~. 
• • . • (ill' wilh "reate estimates .4:1' "':2- •.•• .4:11 
and yield pred!c:tlOns r: l • t':2" •.• r;/I' respectively. 
Then. the lone production is estimated by 

R .... I ..... '. 

/I 

': • E Az; f: t ,-, 
(1) 

Suppose that a retion consists of R zones with 
production estimates I~I' 1',2' ...• I',H- Then. the 
rea;ional production estimate is obtained by 

Country ....... 

If a country consists of A: rcaions with production 
estimates Pl' 1'2' ...• PI.' then the country produc
tion estimate is liven by 

(3) 
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MUN-SQUARID 'RIDICTION 
IRROR IITIMATION 

Zone 'reclotlon Ift'OI'll""" 

The yield prediction error is estimated for a yield 
.,r'ltum and is available as a standard output from 
the yield prediction a'lOrithm described by Strom· 
men et al. Each pseudozone of a yield Ilratum 15 
usi,ned the yield predictton error as estimated for 
the yield stratum. On the other hand, the ICreate 
estimation error (vari.nce) needs to be estimated for 
a pseudozone. Since stratum ac .... estimates in a 
zone cln be correlated. it is n«mary 10 estimate the 
covariances belween different pairs of pseudozone 
acrealC estimates because these estimates cln also be 
correlated . 

Each pseudozone ac .... estimate is obtained by 
lummin, "reate estimates f(lr strati campri.in, lhe 
pseudozone: i.e .• 

(4) 

where A:I/ is the acrcqe estimate for the Jth stratum 
in the IIh pseudolone. Thus. the variance of A:I is 
,iven by 

J' • E ~ + E E ~k (5) 

ltG, ltG, kfGj 

where ", is the acre. variance estimate for the .ith 
stratum (obtained as described in the paper by 
Chhikara and Feivcson) and t~ is the estimated 
covariance between acrealC estimates for the.llh and 
Ath strata in the zone. The covariance between 
aereap estimates for a pair of strata would depend 
on how the estimates arc obtained for the Itrala. 
This, in turn. would depend on how the Group III 
substrata aerealC for each stratum is estimated. 
When data from alleUI three seaments arc available 
for a stratum. the Cltimate for its Group III substrata 
is based on the data from the Slraltlm alone. Other. 
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wile •• 11 the .v ...... data from lhe correspondina 
zone are used, AC'COI'dinll,., 

(6) 

when·1CI'tIIt lIliIMteI for the Group UlIUbI1 ... I. of 
the jlh and klh litrata 1ft obtained from dall lvail .. 
bIe within each .tratum and Ibut provide inclepon. 
dent IU'IIum acraae _imatea. In olbe: c .... it is 
obtained u foiloWl. 
W~ the .imate for ,be Group IIIlUbttra .. or 

the jib ,,, ... lum is baed on daUi only from the 
"''''lum. 'lih ...... it is obtained for lhe 41h stratum 
uti", tht dall available for the zone in whida tM 
stratum ~iea. 

(7) 

When zone data are UIeCI to obtain ICftIIC eatimates 
for the Group III lUbs.,a .. of the ,oth and 41h llrata, 
the followlna three cues arise. 

I. Wh-m each or lhe}lh and klh lirall hu less 
than three but It leul one Mlfnent Ivailable. 

(8) 

2. When the}lh stratum hu leu than three but at 
lease one seamen. pt'Ol:tSSCd and the kth stralum hu 
no seament processed. 

• 

3. When am or lhe jlh and klh strall has no .... 
men\ procesacoS. 

[ E, ("'u + "'u »2 ,.'fs) 
1f{S} J 
"'3/"',. E ("1/ + Ji'2/) 

+ ______ If.{~~ ______ _ 
(10) 

[ E (WII + "'u )1 2 

1t{S} J 

1fte quantities VII' "21' H'II' W21' _d WI}' and lhe 
let I S) lie defined II follows. 

I. "Ii and "aJ Ire ICreIIt variance estimates for 
lhe Group 1 and Group n subsara ... retplCtivtiy. in 
lhe jlh stralum. 

2. Wv Wlft and W1L are lhe historical wheal 
ICraaet for Group I. Oroup II, Iftd Group III 
substra .. , reapeclivtly. in the jlh SI'aCum. 

3. lSI is the lit of .trall. each of which hull 
IeIIt one seament pr«eued and the wheat propor. 
tien estiIMItd. 

For computation of "Ii and V %J and for In under· 
IlIndina of lhe calelOl'iea of 'lrill. reter to lhe paper 
by Chbikara Iftd Feiveson on ICreap estimation. 
The formula •• ven in equations (6) thrOUlh (10) are 
fairly "raith,rorward and Ire fllily obtaiMi by con· 
sidtrina difrerenl poIsibie pairs of .tra .. in I ,,ont. 

Ac:reap estimates and yield .,redk:tions are in" 
pendently made up to the pltudo~one level. 
AllhQUIh some correlation between (fOp ICreIPS 
and their yields per atre within a pseudozone it 
possible. it i. UlUmed that. pseudozone atr .. ati. 
mate and ill yield prediction arc uncorrelatcd. Also. 
both the acreap estimate and the yield predittion are 
auumtd 10 be unbilNd. Then. the SQUIred predic· 
tion ,rror for a pseudozonc production estimate 
follows rrom the formula for the variance ,,' .,roduc, 
or IWO random variables (rcf. 1. p. 12); .nd an un· 
biased eslimllt of it i. obtained by 
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where V is liven by equali!)n (5). A is lhe ;creqe 
estimate. r is the yield prediction. and U is Ihe yield 
squared prediction error for the pscudomne. 

If wheat production estimales for pteUdozones in 
• zone are uncorrelated. the zone produc:tion 
vlrll"'. is liven by lhe sum of vlrianc:es for the 
pseudozonet. Bowever. correlation between acreap 
.limlles for strl'l in .. zone will probabty res" : in 
some dependence between pseudozorie KfeIIC esti· 
mata. The followi", formula for eltimatinl lhe 
mean·squared error for I zone production ali mate 
,"ounts for such dependcnce~ pseudozone yield pre
dictions for a zone are made independently. As such. 
In estimale of the mean·squared error of the produc· 
tion estimate P for the :th zone is obtained by 

H 

S, 2• E ("IIY'/ + U,,A,,2 - V"U,,) 
i-I 

HI-I 

+ 2 E E 
i-~ I-I 

(12) 

where V, is the estimated mean-squared prediction 
error of the yield for the ith pseudozone, I':, is the 
area variance estimate for the Ilh pseudolone. and 
other quantities are as defined earher. Apin. it is 
fairly' .traiahtforward to derive equation (2) from 
equations (II), (5). and (I). 

If yield .trata in a rcai')n cruss lone boundaries. 
the production estimates for the lones in the retion 
will be correlated. for example, such il the case in 
the U.S. Great Plains. where the Texas Panhandle 
winter wheat yield model coven CRO's from tooth 
Oklahoma Ilnd Te~al and where the Red River 
sprin, wheat )'ield model covers two eastern CR D's 
of North (llfkota and three ,,'estern CRO's of Min
nesota. Thus, acc.:ountin, (or both ""ri"nce "nd 
covariotnce lerms for lhe lones. one derivr.s an est i-
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mile of the mean.squared error of Pr • lhe reaional 
production atimlte. which is liven by 

S 2+ 't" 
" L.I 

(13) 

where St: 2 is tt.e atim.ted mean-squared errOf of P,;. 
the productiO',1 estamlte for lhe:th zone. and SI::'
o if lhe :th !jnd :'th zones hive no yield stratum in 
common, OtherwiN. 

c 
S,u'· E ArIA: Arlit; Uric 

k-I 

(14) 

where Uri. is the mean·squared prediClion error for 
the kth yield IIr.tum estimate commonly applic:ai>le 
to the area estimate A,: for the :th zone and the area 
eslimlte A r:' for the :'th zone. and (. is the number of 
yield str.ta common to both the :th and :'th lones. 

'The estimate of the meln-squared prediction error 
of P. lhe country production eslimate. is liven by 

This compulation of S.' is made lSsumin. lhal the 
rcaional production eslimates ;are uncorrelated. This 
assumption certainly holds with reprd to the estima. 
tion procedure. However, it is possible for the 
rcaion.1 productions 10 be correlated because of 
weather and economic conditions. 

ZONE AND REGIONAL YIELD AND 
ITI 'REDICTION .RROR .ITIMATION 

When there is" sin,le yield model in a lone. the 
yield predict:on and ill mcan-squared prediction er. 

I 

I, , 



ror are obtained as described in the paper by Strom
men et al. In case of more than one yield model in a 
lone, these parameters (Le., yielJ and prediction er
ror) are to be estimated for the lone as well as for the 
higher levels. 

The weighted average yield given by produc
don/acreage is used to determine the combined yield 
per acre for a higher level. Consequently, an estimate 
of the yield for level \ oSl is obtained by 

(16) 

where PI is the production estimate and AI is the area 
estimate for the level (zone, region, or country). 

The exal~t formula for the prediction error of Y
I 

is not tractable because both PI and AI are random 
variables. Only an approxim,uion for the variance of 
this ratio is ronsidered here. However. good approx
imation can be achieved because of the large sample 
property of the acreage estimate AI' its low coeffi
cient of variatir 1, and the fact that A I > O. 

Using the first-order approximation given in 
refert:nce I (Thoorem 5.3), an estimate of the mean
squared prediction erlvr of the ratio estimate r: 
is obtained by 

[ 

S 2 V 2 L Y.v.] 
U = y2 -'- + -'- _ " 

f S p2 Al2 PA 
s '':r S s 

(17) 

where .\2 is the estimated mean-squared prediction 
error of PI' the production estimate~ VI is the esti
mateti variance of AI' the area estimate; t'; is the 
y~eld estimate for the ith pseudozone; and V; is the 
estimated variance of the acreage estimate for the ith 
pseudozone. 

PREDICTION ERROR ESTIMATION FOR 
MIXED WHEAT AREAS 

The mean-squared error estimation problem, 
mainly for the zone and hIgher levels, is discussed in 
this section. Three crop-type pseudozones (pure 

winter, pure spring, and mixed wheat) arc possible in 
a lone of mixed wheat. The yieid predictions and 
their mean-squared error estimates are available sep
arately for the pure winter and pure spring 
pseudozones. On the other hand. a weighted average 
of the two yield predictions. one for spring wheat and 
another for winter wheat. would provide a combined 
yield prediction for a mixed wheat pseudozone. The 
two weights corres('lond to the tWi· crop-type 
acreages. However. it is proposed to usc the acreage 
figures different from lACIE estimated acreages so 
that the assumption of independence between 
lACIE acreage e~timates and yield estimates is not 
violated; hence. the formulas given in the two pre
ceding sections are applicable. To avoid within-year 
dependence. the use of historical acreages i'\ sug
gested. This method, of course, may cause a certain 
amount of bias. Thus, for a mixed wheat 
pse:tdozone. a combined yield prediction and its 
mean-squared error estimate. )':1 and l.J:1' respec
tively. are obtained as follows. 

U.= 
Z/ 

I 2 

AwoUzw
2 + AsoUz/ 

(Awo + A,fo)2 

(18) 

(19) 

where. ' .. ,and ..I,,, are the "istorical (primary epoch) 
year harvested winter wheat and spring wheat 
acreages, respectively, in the pseudozone~ and where 
C: II and C:, are the mean-squared prediction errors 
of the winter wheat and spring whea~ yield estimates, 
respectively, for the pseudozone. 

By obtaining inputs for ('ISeudOlone yields as de
scribed in equations (18) and (19). the mean-squared 
prediction error estimates are computed for produc
tion and yield estimates using equations (12) through 
(15) and (17). 
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Classification and Mensuration of LACIE Segments 

R. P. Heydom,a It M. Blzzell,DJ.A. Quirein.t K. M. Abotteen,bandC. A.Sumnerb 

INTRODUCTION 

A goal in LA: E has been to estimate wheat 
acreage to a given accuracy using Landsat rather than 
ground-enumerated data. In this approach, Landsat 
data are classified into Nheatlnonwheat classes in 
each of a number of randomly allocated areal seg
ments. 1 ne acreage classified as wheat is then 
ml!a5ured in each segment and these segment esti
mates are aggregated to obtain the country estimate. 
For the method to work, a limited amount of manual 
interl>retation is required for each segment. From 
this interpretation, spectral samples of the crop types 
of interest are obtained and used to estimate 
classification parameter values. These parameter 
values specify the classification rule from a given 
family of possible rules. The process of selecting and 
labeling samples for estimating classification 
parameters is commonly referred to as "training" a 
classifier. 

A procedure lor manually training a classifier and 
a method of machine classification were tested in the 
first two phases of LACIE. These tests revealed d 

number of shortcomings; consequently, the ap
proach was redesigned for Phase Ill. 

The theory of the classification methods and the 
fun .... onal steps in the manual training process used 
in the three phases of LACIE are discussed in this 
paper. In addition, the major problems that arose in 
using the earlier approach are discussed to reveal the 
motivation that led to the~' jign for the third 
LACIE phase. 

A problem with both designs was th'lt wheat could 
not be separated from the other small grains. 

3NASA Johnson Space Center. HouSlon. TeJlas. 
block heed Eleclronics Company. Houston. Texas. J. A. 

Quirem is currently with Schlumberger. Houston. Texas; C. A. 
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Although studies now in progress suggest that such a 
separation is possible if Landsat acquisitions at cer
tain critical times in the wheat crop calendar are 
available, conclusive results are not yet available. 
Since wheat estimates were obtained by ratioing 
methods from small-grains estimates, the class of in
terest in the following sections will be referred to as 
small grains. 

PHASE I AND II CLASSIFICATION 
AND MENSURATION APPROACH 

The basic steps that were used in Phases I and II to 
estimate tee small-grains area in a segment are il
lustrated in ~gure 1. That estimate was the result of 
both manual !lnd machine-processing operations. 
The manual ol,erations were required to train a 
classifier; once trained, it classified each pixel (ex
cept for pixels (Iesignated as nonagricultural or under 
cloud cover) as either small grains or non-small
grains. Tho~.! pixels classified as small grains were 
then totak:d to obtain a segment acreage e~timate. 

1-__________ ~CLASSlfICATIOH 

'--_____ -iEVALUATION!-____ --' 

.·IGlIRE I.-Processln. now In CAMS. 
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Aside from certain sereenina operations. the start
Ina point of this method was the analyst labeUna 
operation. The analyst wu required to choose exam
ples of smaU .. rains and non ... man .. rains fields that 
would result in ,oad estimates of the probability dtQ. 
lity of each of these two m.;or classes,' To obtain a 
aood estimate of a class density. two fundamentally 
different selection processes were required. First. the 
dassifteatlon model, as will be discussed later. 
assumes that a liven class can be represented by a 
sum of normally distributed densities. Thus. the 
analyst would first specify the number of such dis
. tributions to be used in the model and then select ex
ample fields (rom which to estimate the means and 
cOvariances of each of these distributions. After the 
analyst selected and labeled these example fields. the 
fields were approximaled by polYlons and the ver~ 
tices of lhesia polYlonS inserted into the computer. 
At this point. the sqrnent was ready to be machine 
processed. 

Certain JJftS within an qricullural scene that are 
not agricultural atea5 ean appeal spectrally very 1imi. 
lilt' to a small ..... ins area on a given date. A rommon 
example of mis is ,rasstand Since these areas are 
aenerafly easy f.:u the analyst to spot. they .re ex
cluded in the labdillJ Pl&~ by aptn bounding 
them by poIyJOIlS and la~lina them "desi,ntlted 
otnel''' or "00." ~ 00 areas are not classified 
but are automatically included in the non-small
grains count. 

A .. mentioned previousi)'. certain screening opera· 
tions are performed. Tbese operations include check· 
in, the imllJCf'Y to en:'lure that it is. in ,he opinion of 
the analyt'l. 11 processable imilJe. Two factors con
sidered in making this decision are imaae ddta 
quality lind the ~rop phenolOlY at the given acquisi. 
tion time. If possible. It is desirable to process an im
• taken within the wh~t phenology intervals of 
planting to emergence, emergence 10 join ling. join.
a", to headinl- llnd ~din.8 to harvest. Anuther 
screenin, operalion is performed to exdude clouded 

'The eSlimoititm uf ill probability density fur IA cla5~ \$ dnne by 
"limillin. parameters (melilU and C<lvllrian ... 'CS\ of n\)I'I1\31 den
sity functiuns. This is 1\.'\.'Ump(ished in In:: dilS1iilier Irainin, pro
'US dls.:u~sed In th~ inuooUl:tion. 

21mages are lIutomatically screened a~ pUrl of Ihe ret! ;tr"lion 
"fOt,.~S lIllhc NAS.<\ Goddard SplI ... -e Flighl Cenler to t'nsure ,hili 
a Jiven SCjment has less Ihan 10-perceni duuded IIrellS A ~,,'Cond 
Sl.'reeninlJ IS done III Ihe N .. \SA Johnson SPill'\! Centlll 10 

doublel:heck the lIutomlitic prlXcss. 
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areas from proccssina.2 This is done by enclosina 
these areas with polYlons and labelina them as 
"desianated unidentifiable" or "OU" areas. 

Followin. the tabelina operation. the entire sca~ 
menl ... the 00 and DU areas. is tlass~ned into 
small .. rains and non-small-,rains areas. The unA 
detlyina model on which these classification deci. 
sions are based assumes that each major class (Le .• 
the small-,rains and non.small-arains classes) could 
be dacribed by a mixture of multivariate normal 
densities. That is, ie/i denotes the class density of 
the kth class, then 

Hk 

Ji-(-):: E I':N('~ ·~n·k .. L 1 0) 
/51 . 

where N(·; ,,~. If) is the I,ll component normal den· 
shy function for the A,1h class. The parameters p~, 
i - 1, 2 •...• mll~ are senoraih- as~umed to be lin" and 
the parameters "" (the number of normal clusters). 
I'f(the melln \'\!Ctor} , and 17(the covaria.,..."e' matrix) 
are eslimated from the training field dall •. 

Once the den!;ities.li and.fi are estimated (the esti
ma.tes Ine denoted by .ft and ,~, respectively) •• he 
classification rulp. for classifying a given pixel x is as 
follows: "Decide x is from d3o;s 1 ,f 1f1 til t x) > 

" ~ _ A ~ , 

frlf.l...x) ilnd from class 2 if "'-l.lj (xl ~ "'3' .-(x)." The 
weights "I and .,,-~ are nonnegative and add to 1. 
Tbeir purpose is to estimAte the prior probabilit~· that 
a pileI is from class I or 2; however. bei:UUS( this 
prior information is generall~' nol known, the 
weights are usually taken to b\! ,t2. 

Certain l)utlier pixels (pix~ls wilhin ;In extremely 
small probltbilil)' density. are th~~holded in the 
classitic.\tion process. These :hresholded pixels are 
subsequently i:ounled as non-small-grains. (The 
details of thresholding arc .,imil<lr to those discussed 
in the section on classilicaticm.) 

The percentage.' of small gwins in i\ segment was 
then estimated to be 

where .-":Iiti is the number of Ilixcls dassified <IS smail 
grains and "'Ill! is the number of pixds in the Dl \ 
areas. (Note that there IIfC 22 932 pixels in a LI\C1E 
segment.) 

.. 
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Before the estimated proportion of smallll'ains in 
a segment was passed to the Crop Assessment Sub· 
system, it was checked by the analyst. Basically. this 
check was made by comparing the seament imagery 
to a classification map. The classirK:alion map is 
another piece of imagery on the same scale as the 
segment imagery with all areas classified as small 
grains appearing clear and all other areas opaque (see 
fig. 6). If the analyst believed that areas were not 
classified as he thought they should be, the segment 
was reworked. Fundamentally, the rework strate,y 
attempted to correct field·labeling errors and to 
select new tiellis that were samples from crop 
spectral distributions not originally sampled in the 
training process. 

In labeling a given field, the analyst would ex· 
amine a sequence of imagery ranaing over times 
which included the major crop phenological stages. 
For the most part, however. machine classifications 
were done on only single-pass Landsat data. Some 
multi temporal classification (in which each image 
pixel is described as a vector of Landsat data from 
more than one acquisition) was done, but. in general, 
such attempts proved to be too difficult to execute 
for all segments. A type of machine ~rocessing caUed 
"no-significant-change processing" was done~ it at· 
tempted to select a single acquisition that would pro· 
vide a good estimate. In this process. the Landsat im
age from a new acquisition would be visually com
pared with the class map from the last classification 
for the given segment. If the analyst decided that 
there was poor aglcement between the two images. 
then the new image would be classified. On the other 
hand. if through this visual comparison it was 
decided thai the previous classification was still valid 
(i.e .• no change). no new classification would be 
made. 

Instances arose where very little wheat could be 
found in a segment. In those instances. the segment 
was hand-counted and no machine processing was 
done. 

PROBLEMS WITH THE PHASE I AND II 
APPROACH 

The Puase I and lltechflique used by the analyst is 
probably better descrihed as an art than as a well
defined procedure. Basically. the analyst Wa5 reo 
quired to interpret colo; imagery and ancillary 
numerical datil to make decisions related to complex 
statistical Questions. such as "How many normal dis-

tributions will tit the data?" or "How many raelds 
shot11d be sampled to determine an accurate estimate 
for a liven distribution?" Given enouah time and the 
ability to execute a trial-and-error process. a sood 
analyst can obtain a reasonably aood answ~r for a 
segment. But in a highly automated environment. as 
LACIE was required to be in order to make estimates 
at regularly scheduled intervals, such an approach 
can be inefficient. Moreover, because of the subjec. 
tive nature of the process and the varying dearees of 
talent among the numerous analysts who partici. 
pated in LACIE, the results can contain considerable 
variance and bias. Some of the specific pitfalls that 
were inferred from the LACIE results are discussed 
in the following sections. 

Selecting and labeling Flelda 

For the machine classification process to work 
properly, the underlying assumptions of the model 
given in e:;uation (l) should be satisfied. This model 
assumes that the data can be statistically described 
by a sum of normal densities. Thus, in his selection 
of lields. the analyst must in effect decide how many 
normal densities are likely to be present. If the deci· 
sion is too high. a large number of parameters have 
to be estimated (i.e., several means and covariance 
matrices); this implies that the number of fields that 
need to be labeled to obtain good estimates is very 
large.llf the decision is too low. it is likely to lead to a 
poor fir of the model no matter how well the 
parameters are estimated. Even if a correct decision 
is made on the number of distributions, a decision 
must be made as to which fields are samples from a 
given distribution. This decision is especially 
difficult when the given distribution has a relatively 
large variance. because samples must then be drawn 
from the extremities (tails) of that distribution as 
well as from the center (around the mean). Samples 
drawn only around the mean will lead to gross under
estimates of distribution variances. It is more natural 
for an analyst to label a sample far from a given dis
tribution mean as beins an observation sampled 
from a different distribution; Le .• one whose mean is 
closer to that observation. 

30ecause the within-field varillncc is generally much I~rger 
Ihan the between-field variance. just choosing large fields is in 
lleneral not the answer. Hence. to estimate a given parumeter. 
several fields are ncede!!. 
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The need to reclassify a segment. perhaps several 
times, to improve the estimate can be a tiltlHOfl... 
sumina process. The amount of rework was not al· 
ways proportional to the size of the area 
misclassified. Even a small area classified incorrectly 
could cause a problem. 

Other examples of inefficiency existed in part 
because of the mechanics of the experiment imple
mentation. A particular example was the reauire
ment to select fields by approximating them with 
poIY80ns. This procedure led to long delays in pre
paring computer cards because batch processing 
rather than interactive processing was used. 

alUll-FIeId V.raul large-field Proceuing 

The Phase I and II procedure was more adaptable 
to areas that contained large agricultural fields. In 
areas where the fields were small (e.g., the spring 
wheat strip-fallow fields in North Dakota), these 
procedures proved to be difficult to implement. In 
general, as the size of the fields decreases, the re
quired number ~f training fields increases. It became 
increasingly difficult to determine the number of dis
tributions in the me :iel and to choose an appropriate 
number of samples from each distribution. 

Mu.ttt.mpor.' Procenlng 

It was well known in the beginning of LACIE that 
much of the information that distinguishes one crop 
from another can be obtained from spectral observa
tions over time. In fact. the analysts worked on the 
premise that, by knowing the crop calendar. it should 
be possible to relate spectral changes to phenological 
crop changes and thereby identify that crop. Unfor
tunately, attempts to machine classify multitemporal 
data were largely unsuccessful. The underlying 
reason for this failure is probably related to the prob
lem of selecting and labeling sample fields. To effect 
a multi temporal cla.isification, an analyst not only 
must make decisions of the type discussed in the sec
tion on selecting al'ld labeling for each image but also 
must account. agail'l by sa'tlpling, for the possible ad
ditional classes and covariance terms that arise from 
the multivariate nature of the problem. Thus, the 
difficulty in choosing good training fields is greater 
in ~uch multitemporal applications. 
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INTRODUCTION TO PROC!DURI1 

Motivated by the problems experienced with the 
Phase I and II design, a second approach. called Pro
cedure I, was designed and adopted in Phase m. This 
design proved to be a Significant improvement in 
terms of both ~timation accuracy and efficient use 
of analyst abilhies. More data could be processed 
with greater accuracy using the same manual 
resources. A key feature in this improvement was 
that the analyst was freed to concentrate on the label
ing function. Machine processing was used to reduce 
the variance of an analyst-derived area estimate and 
to improve labeling accuracy. The classification of a 
segment was treated as a stratification of that seg
ment into "probably small-grains" anr. "non-small
grains" strata. Through the use ('j' " poslstratilied 
estimatioll method, the variance of a simple ran
domly allocated analyst estimate was reduced. 
Moreover, the ability 10 cross-check between 
machine classification and analyst labeling of thl' 
same areas and the introduction of analyst labeling 
aids were elements of the design aimed at improving 
analyst labeling accuracy. 

The analysis of a given segment in Procedure I 
can be described in terms of four iOlerrelated opera
tions. which will be called labeling. classification. 
area estimation, and eva~uation. These operations 
generally follow the sequence illustrated diagram
matically in figur:! 2. Labeling refers to all manual 
functions that result in the assignment of a label to 

certain specilied pixels within the Landsat segment 
image. The purpose of labeling is threefold: (1) to 
provide observations from small-grains and non
small-grains classes that are needed to estimate cer
tain classilier parameter values. (2) to provide obser
vations for a stratified area estimate of small grains, 
and (3) to provide observations for testing the 
quality of the segment estimates. The classification 
operation sorts each pixel in a segment into one of 
two possible classes. The result is a class map. which 
is subsequently treated as a stratification of the seg
ment area into two (not necessarily connected) 
regions. Within the limits of classification error. the 
first region contains pixels primarily of the first class 
and the second region contains pixels primarily of 
the second class. Given this matification, area 
estimation is performed. This is a stratified area esti
mate using a second set of It'beled dots (indepen
dently selected from the set used to estimate 
classification parameters) allocated within the strata. 
Finally, the purpose of the evaluation operation is to 

• 
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nGt:RE: 2.-PrO(;)Ssinl new in Pro4'\'ciure I. 

provide a quality check on the segment estimate and 
to develop rework strategies if required. 

Before an acquisition of a segment is analyzed, it 
is screened. Two types of screening are used. The 
first is a manual screening intended mainly to check 
data quality. including haze distortion and missing 
pixel data. The second is an automatic screening in
tended to select from several possible acquisitions 
the four acquisitions that are likely to alve the least 
classification error. (The details of the acquisition 
selection process are presented in the section on 
mullilemporal estimation.) 

Lebellng 

Of the 22 932 pixels in a LAC1E segment, 209 
(about 1 percent) are selected as a set of candidates to 
be labeled. These pixels. or dots. coincide with a grid 
of every tenth column and every tenth row of the 
segment image. Two randomly and independently 
chosen subsets of dots (called type 1 and type 2 dots) 
are selected for labeling, Mechanically. the labeling is 
done by overlaying a dot template on the scene and 
labeling each scene pixel directly underneath an indi
cated dot on the template. An ex& .. lpie image and the 
templates for type 1 and type 2 dot labeling are 

. shown in figure J. The dOl locations appearing on the 
template have been randomly selected. The same 
template for type 1 dol labeling is used for each im· 
age. Similarly, one template is used for all type 2 dot 
labeling. Use of the same templates does not violate 
the intent thai the dot selection be random because it 
is assumed that each segment is a randomly selected 

observation from the set of all possible LACIE sea· 
ments. 

Not all dots in a LACIE seament necel$arily faU 
within an aaricultural field. Some can raU on field 
boundaries, and more will probably ran near field 
edges so that when a temporal sequence of imaJCS is 
viewed, resistration error will cause the dot to appear 
in different fields on different acquisitions. Since the 
labelina operation is intended to be a process by 
which a liven pixel is assigned a aeneric name (e.g., 
small grains, non·small.grains), it would 'asicalty 
follow that only those pixels that do not raU on or 
near field boundaries should be labeled. This loaic is 
followed in labeling type 1 dots but not in labeling 
type 2 dots. Experiments using accurate labeling in
dicated thllt skipping boundary and edge dots in type 
1 dot labeling produces a classification result not sia
niflcantl, different from the result obtained by in
dudinl these labels. (For lest comparison purposes, 
boundary and edge dots were assigned labels based 
on the majority of material represented by the dot.) 
Moreover, since manual labeling of boundary and 
edge dots is a highly error·prone procf'"S, the decision 
to skip these dots is appropriate. On hIe other hand, 
the type 2 dot labels enter directly into the area esti
mate; therefore, skipping the boundary and edge dots 
could bias the estimate. Thus, in type 2 labeling, the 
analyst must estimate the amount of material in a 
boundary dot and label that dot according to the ma
jority of material present. In the case of an edge dot, 
one acquisition is used as a reference and the label of 
the pixel in that reference image is the one assiJ11ed. 
If the pixel is from an agricultural field, the idea is to 
select a reference image that clearly contains the dot 
and assign the field label to the pixel. Note that the 
field can easily be traced in a multitemporal sequence 
of images. 

The templates in figure 3 are designed to allow for 
skipping. For type 1 dot laOeling, the analyst is re
quired 10 first label pixels appearing under the circle 
symbol, skipping boundary or edge dots. If the reo 
quired number of dots is not labeled, pixels under the 
square symbol are labeled, again skipping over 
boundary and edge dots. Finally. if the required 
number of dots is still not labeled, the triangle sym· 
bol is used. Type 2 dot labeling is similar. Skipping in 
this case, however, is done only if a pixel is in a DO 
or a DU area (as explained in the following 
paragraph). 

Often in a LACIE segment, there are large areas 
which are cl;!arly not agricultural. As indicated in the 
discussion of the Phase I and II apprc<;\ch. these areas 
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are called D lIrca ', Before 1.lbcling the tiv t , the 
anal )" 1 identific ' SUdl llr a ', Thc 'e D area arc 
then ski, pt!d in l'Ia - 'ilkati nand autom:lti 'ally 
a -igned to th e non-"mall -grain ' porti on of the area 
e lim.lIe , Rectllth II th ' purpo!>e of a " ignll1g an an::! 
I the D ca tcg ry i ' III el i l11111atc Irca ' which cuuld 
be pectrally nfu t!d by Ihe dass ilier with a small
grain area, Gra" land ' arc a l:oml11on e 'ampl of 
th i categ ry. 

The lIbel ing opera ti on u 'es roior-infrared ( IR ) 
imagery, numeric.1I Land 'at tli 'play ', ami an illary 
data. Peculiar IU Prot: dun: I are the tr.,j l:ct o r~ pl ot 
and caller plot di spl ay -hown in figure 4, Thesc 
twO di play ' arc intcnded to present two different 
types of "i nformalion " t the Pr eedure I analyst. 
The trajec tor plot i il1l~ntled t 'Uml11Jrile the 
" pccHal pallern" 0 er lime of the crop canopy 
repre en ted by a dol. A parate trajec tory plot i ' 
pre cl1led for ea h of the 209 dot . Knowing th 
nominal pallern of member of the mall-grain la ' 
f r examp le, an analy t can e timate the likelihood 
that a given traje lOry indicate a 'mall -grain 
cia ifieation , \\ herra the traje tor plot can aid an 
analy t in making deci ion about thc labeli ng of a 
pecilic dOl, the caller plot i int nded to aid the 

analy t in c tab lishing the con i tcncy f th e label
ing, The ba ic idea in the u"e I' a ca ller plot i th at 
twO d t whi h arc cry cl e are likel y to be l ng to 
the ame (ia ", Bc th the traject ry 1'1 I anclthe S 'at 
te r plol arl: intentl~ I t be aid.; anti not infallible in
dicator or crop tYI e. I ndcctl , 'ertai n clas e or gra -
displ ' trajel'tori e very ~i m ila r I tho 'C in the -mall
grain cia " . I 0 , ince I 0 spectral (Ia " c ' can be 

ery clo e togcthcr and in facI ha e di tribution 
wit h inlcr 'ecting support , thc concept or proximity 
in a allcr plot doc no t alwa lead to c rrecI 
cia ification , 

B th thc trajec tory plOI and the 'caller pi t are 
plotted again I two co rdin ut _ known a ' brighlnc 
(ab ' ci 'sa ) ana green number (ordi natcl. (For a 
deta i led tli eu i n of Ihe " Cll rc.Jinatc ·, ee the 
paper hy Kauth and Ri 'hardson entitled " ignalure 

xtcnsi n Mcth tis in r r rca "stimul i 11 .") The 
alul: of the"e ' 0 rc.Jinatc · ar~ )htall~ cLi fr 111 an 

affi nc tran , r rmat i n4 o f th~ f ur-di mcn , i n,t! 

~I ur L .1I1d~ .1l - 2 d.Il ,1. thc 1 111 .ltl l'" 
0.1.1.] 1 o (,tl.1lh 11(,', '1 
112.11' IIhl,tKk, 11,""1'; 'Il,' \ li 

t'1(;l Rt: J,-t:'YlIlpll' 'rt'n ~ ~nj I~I'" t ~:I d 1 1I' lI1pl~h", (~) ' ,lllhr,llhll1 lhn eH~Ill't: ' In the "lIdlll,' d,ltd ,titCI Ihl\ 11,111 "lilli " , 

I.lInd'lIl 'l' t' IIl' .. hh ~ I~pl' 1 h 'lIlplll\(' ult'rillid . Ihl "~r" I h'rn - llUIl 111.: 'e,tllr b I' C' illll,lted iI ,1 c,ldl , e'II!elll ,I lid ,ld(UI 'lllIIIl 

plllh', (t' ) T~ pt' 2 h 'rnpllllt" Jlld I ' Il1tclllkJ III IHIIIll ,IIl/C ·re.:nl1e" \ Jlu.: , " ' O.lf,' , lIt! t .. ler .. 
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(single-pass) Landsat data~ i.e., lening x represent a 
vector of values associated with a Landsat pixel, the 
coordinate values J' would be J' - Ax - b, where A is 
a 2 by 4 matrix and b is a 2 by t vector. 

Experiments have shown that much of the infor
mation in landsat 1 and 2 data is concentrated in a 
two,dimensional subspl\ct" of the landsat four
dimensional space 'leI. I). This means that informa
tion displays can be constructed to graphically repre
sent important data characteristics on a two-dimen· 
sional surface (i.e., a piece of paper). The affine 
transformation represents an attempt to rotate the 
coordinate system in that two-dimensional subspace 
to bring out properties of the data related to soil 
brightness and canop~' growth (or green develop
ment). Although there is no claim tha\ this transfor
mation provides a means of measuri'1g these two 
properties precisely (even if ,hey were precisely 
defined), e)(perimenls have shown that tlte represen
talion is reasonable (see the paper by Kauth and 
Richardson). In particular. one finds that the bright-

ness coordinate value for dark soils is lea than the 
value for lip'er soils. As a wheat crop arows. its 
arcen-number value increases until the whoa, 
reaches tbe lOftescent period. After that period. the 
arecn number _reues, presumably because the 
crop is yellowina . 

In Proeedure 1. the distributions of the classes of 
interest (e.,., small pns and non ... mall-&ruftl) are 
approximated by a wei8hted sum of normal distribu
tions. The number of distributions in these sums and 
the estimates of the parameters related to these dis
tributions are obtained Ihrouah a clusterill8 process. 
The alaorithm used for elusterill8 is called lSOCLS 
(ref. 2) . 

ISOCLS sorts the pixel spectral data in the LACI£ 
seamont !nto a sot of clusters, Ind the elemen~ :.;f !l 
cluster are treated as a sample from one normal dis
tribution. As will be explained in more detail later, 
these samples are then used to estimate the 
parameters (i.e., the mean vector and covariance 
matrix) of that distribution. 

The initial iteration of the alaorithm operates on I 
k-means principle (ref. J) aecordins to which clusters 
are formed by .rouping aU points in the seaments Ie
cordina to their distance from a siven set of points, 
called "seed" points. Subsequent iterations ausment 
this k·mcans principle with a spliVcombine lotic in 
which clusters judaed to be too larae are split .0 form 
sm.'lIer ones and clusters jud8ed to be too small are 
combined with existinl laracr cluste~. The main 
operations in the algorithm are shown in fi,ure S. In 
that fiaure, XI' I - 1 •...• II, denotes the ith clement 
of a multispectral pixel vector in a lACIE se&mept. 
(In a typical multilemporal clustering. n is 16 &tad 
there are 22 932 such vectors.) 

There are several parameters that control the 
a1sorithm. (These are indicated by 'quotation marks 
in fiaure S.) The values of these parameters mUSl he 
specified before the operation of the algorithm. The 
first parameter is called NMIN. Its purpose is ~c 
specify the lower limit of the number of points that 
can be in a cluster. Small clusters are eliminated 
because they are hkely to represent isolated sroup
ings in spectral regions of extremely small prob. 
ability densities and therefore are likely to be "out
lier" points from some laraer cluster. Another 
parameter is STDMAX. It specifies the maximum 
sample slandard devialion of the elements of the pix-
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eI vectors in a cluster. In essence, this parameter 
bounds lhe. volume of a cluster and. dependina on 
the dispersion of dar.&. is a partial conlrot on the 
numbel of clusters thai can be formed. The 
parameter DLMIN spocit1es • minimum distance 
between two clusters. This parameter is intended to 
eliminate "fallcl modes" ft.,nl the data (i.~ .• two 
clusters that are more Ukely to contain samples from 
a common unimodal distribulion than from two ..,.. 
arate d!stributions). The number of clusters is deter
mined by cluster sizes and their volum.:s (as ex
plained previously) UP to a maximum number of 
clusters specified by "CO" and also by a specified 
loaic sequence called the "split/combine" sequence. 
An example of a split/combine sequence miahl be 
SSSSCcs. which would requi.re that (ow c~J5ter·sptit
tina operations be done. followed by two combinina 
or;erations. in turn followed by a final split operation. 
The purpose "f includina the split/combine sequence 
is to provide the ataorlthm with additional informa
tion which may be krtown about the clusler structure 
of the data othel than that information which is auto
matically obtained from splittina ar.d combinina 
ope: ations based 01' cluster volume (as measured by 
the standard deviation) I\nd cluster size <as measured 
by the number of samples in a duster). In lhe final 
step of Ihe alaorithm. small clusters are combined. 
wher~ small clusters are defined by the parameter 
P(N) and the number of channels in the data. 

The allOrithm can be run in a so-called "nearest
neiahbor" mode. In this mode, the samples are 
arouped around the seed vectors. the sample means 
and covariance matrices are computed for each 
cluster. and the aI,orithm is terminated. Experi
ments have shown that the nearest·r. .:i,hbor mode 
of operation is somewhat morc predh:table than the 
full-iterative mode (see the paper by Heydarn et al. 
entitl4d t. An Evaluation of Procedure I"). This is 
presumably because the cluster label ina (discussed in 
the followina paraaraph) is more predictable since 
the cluster mC"ans are iikely to be closer to the seed 
vectors than when iterative clusterin. is performed. 
The nearest-nei.hOOr operalion can be speCIfied by 
appropriate senin, of the controlling parameters. 

Once the clusters have been formed. the cluster 
means ar~ compared with each labeled type I dot 
vector. The label or the dol veclor tllal is closest (as 
measured by the Euclidean metric) to a ,iven cluster 
mean is assianed to that cluster. In this way. every 
cluster is automatically labeled from a given set of 
type 1 dots. 
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A Bayesian approach is taken to classify every 
(non·DO and non-DUl pixei in the LAtlE sq
men,,' The approlc;hi. implemented by first 
estlmalina density· functions and prior probabilides 
for the snlal1..,..ms and non-smaU .. rains classes. 
Class density functions are modeled as mhttures of 
normal densities. Thus. the density function for the 
kth dass (where k - 1 denotes the small ..... ln" c:taa 
and k - 2 denotes the non-small .. rains elliS) can be 
expressed as 

nit; . 

1,,(-)· EpfN(-;pf,tf)./( = 1.2 (I) 

1-' 

where N( -; 1'1. It) is the Ilh component normal den
sity function for tht kth class. The prior probabilit)' 
pt. the mean I'~. and the covariance matrix It are 
the parameters that therefore specify the exact class 
density. The parameter set (Pt.I't. It) is estimated 
f (Om all the points whi~n faU in the Ilh cluster that 
has been assianed to t'le kth class in the above-men
tioned labeUnB process. Generally. the prior prob
ability pt is estimated as 

A7 
M=I: . .k 1\ . 

.I I 
J 

where Nt is ~he number of points in the;; ilh cluster 
assilned to the kth class. However. one. :an introduce 
other convex sets of numbers if lhey ale considered 
to be better estimates. The mean 1'1 anj covariance 
matrix 17 are estimated using the \.Sual sample 
estimators. 

Let Jk( .). k - 1.2, denote the estimate of the den
sity function. which is obtained by substitutinJ the 
estimates of the parameters in equation (I). Then. 
the classification rule for assilninl any non-DO or 
non-DU pixel x in the scene to class 1 or class 2 is as 
follows: "Decide x is a pixel from class 1 if ;Ilt (x) 
> Tr~/;('~) and a pixel from dass 2 if ~I';;(X) .. 

STh!s approach III similltr \0 the one discussed earlier in rela
lion 10 equation (II, The main dirrefen~'Cs lire in the way 
paramelcrs are es!imaled. 



I Let the seed vectors be the first estimlte of the clulter meanl, IA I . IA J' . .. 1-1"" I 
+ 

Anion 1CIn. pix.' vectors "i to the ntIfIIt clUlter mean, Il, • uling 
IJ 

tI\t II metric: i. ... for" = (Ill' "2" ... XII) '''1 = ,"lr l-l2/" .. '''lfi r 
i = I.~. .... III. IUch thlt min t I "j - "11 I-~ I "i -", I 

,el. 1 . ... m ;·1 1£ I .. 

t 
t Compute IImpi. clulter Itltilttcs (clulter meanl and covariance matrices). 

+ 
Delttt clulttrI with IIU than "NMIN" 11m"'. 

+ 
Split any clulter hIVing the maximum channellttndard deviltion .,uter than "STDMAX." 
New clulte, mlans .... 

(1'1,. . "i 1.1' I'ct + OJ,. I-Ij ... I' . 1'111)' 

(1'1,' . .Il, I. ,.Ilj, 0j,.Il, _I. ,. .1-1/1, ) 

Clult., not split if the number of clult.rs .xctedl "CO," 

t 

'-"-
Do It ... t "PERCENT" of the dUlters hlVl OJ; .;; "STDMAX" «IIi; • mi. channel 

NO ltandlrd deviltion). or hlVl "ITMAX" ittrltionl been completed? 

i YES 
I As specified by the split/combine lIqutnct. ililplit Or combine required? J 
I 

1 
SPLIT COMBINE 

Split dUlte' if ail > "STOMAX" Combine any two dUlters dOHr - .'" numbe, of clulttrs < "CO," than "DLMIH," Metric. std il 

I ~ 

[1: ,"" "~'r " p( 114 .Il,) 
i-I 1I,/i4 

Split/combine "!qUince completed 

AsOon pl .... to .... _ •• , ........... Combl ....... , dustin 11_ "'.0] 
"",.') + number of chlnnels") with thi dOllSt clUlttr using the p metric, 

.-am:'E ~.-Is()('L~ .Iae,I,hm. 
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AI before. any two convex numbers can be used as 
estimates 01'''1 and "2 if ancillary information indio 
cat .. lh.t these ahemalive numbers would be bener 
estimates. 

The pixels th.t are assianed to DO areas in the 
screenin, process are automatically tabulated with 
those clusified as nc . .,·small .. rains. The pixels 
assianed to DU areas are left unclassified since they 
represent areas under clouds and therefore afe of 
unknown classincation. 

Pixels that are a larae distance away from any 
mean of a small .. rains cluster arc thresholded: i.e .• 
they are not classified as small.rains but rather are 
assi.ned to the nonoSmall .. rains class. To decide 
whether or not a point x should be thresholded. it is 
compared with each small.,rains cluster sample 
mean r j usin. squared metric 

where Si is the sample covariance matrix for lhe ith 
cluster. If d'(x.J:,) exceeds a .iven threshold value 
3· for all indexes i related to the smaU.,rains clUSlcrs. 
then that pixel is thresholded. The threshold is 
selected so thaI Prldl(x. J:i ) > IIi) - 0.01. Because 
d2(x. J:j ) has an F distribution with p and N, - " 
dqrees of freedom. where N, is the sample size (used 
to compute S 4lnd J:/) and p ;s the dimension ali IY of 
the Jl vector: the threshold values are tabula,ed in 
standard references. 

Ar .. I.tlmation 

Tt\e smaU.,rains area estimate is obtain~ by com· 
binin, an analyst's estimate with the machine esti. 
mate. From a statistical samplin, point of view. the 
esti:nate is a stratified area estimL'te where the 
stratification is performed after the typc 2 do\ alloca
;ion (poststtalification) or before the allocation 
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(prestratificltion). In the latter case, the type 2 dots 
are allocaled in proportion to the sttatum sites. 

In LACIE. poststratincation was used since the 
type 2 dots were labeled before II machine ellissitica· 
lion was obtained. Fro," the analyst's point of view. 
lhi" type of allocation is simpler 10 use since the 
same \ype 2 dolS are labeled al each acquiSition. In 
the other allocation. the location of the type 2 dOIS 
wou!' j be a function of the clillsitication result and 
hence would require that. in multitemporal applica. 
lions, the analyst would label more doll. The 
prematincation approach has the advantale that the 
resultin. area eslimator has a sm~lIer variance than 
the postllratified estimalor. However. as thl! number 
of type 2 dots increases. the variances of the tWO 

estimators converac. The eslimator for both the 
poststratitied and the presmuified estimlltes is ,iven 
in the followin, paraaraphs. 

For the case where lhe machine clllssitication pro
duces nonempty strata for both the small-arains and 
the non-small-arllins slfIJ.\um and type 2 dots fall in 
both strllta.(! the estimator is 

the number of type 2 dots called 
class I (smalllrainsl by Ihe anal)'sI 
and classified as class I b)' the 
machine divided by the :'lumber of 
type 2 dots machine clanificd as 
class I 

- tile nu,nber of In>\! 2 dots called 
class I by the analysl and dabi:;,;,j 
as dass 0 (non.small."rains I b)' Ihe 
machine divided by the number of 
Iype 2 dots machine classified as 
class 0 

A - ... ·\IN 
.\'\ - n um ber of pi xels mach i ne 

classitied as class 1 
.V - 22 932 minus the number of DO 

pixels minus the number of ()LJ 

pixels minus :he number of 

bin Ihe rO'llllfOllllied ~lIliC.1\ I~ 1'000~lble nlllill ha\c .m) 1)1'1.' 1 
dUll fall in II ,I"'en \UdiUm In tho: I'rO:~lra\lrled '~'O:. th.: .. 11.".lt,,,n 

." I.'onlwlleu and Ih" ~III nlll h"I'r~n rwlt.kli ':lltIu~h J,II- .Ht.' 

allo\:illc.! 
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thresholded pixels 
" - index denolin, Ihe 10lal number of 

type 2 dots used in lhe estimate 
For the case where the machine dusUication pro

duces an empty au.tum or if no type 2 dol. ran in a 
liven stratum. a simple random sample estimate 
based only un the type 2 duts is used. 

Iv ..... tIon 

Each seament estimale in Procedure I is checked 
in an effort to spot estimates that deviate bl '-rae 
amounts from the true value. If the estimates 'I' and 
flO in equation (3) are a result ofan unbiased process 
(which could be the case if labelina were done by 
around samplin,). then P in equation (3) is an un
biased estimate of the true proportion. Under these 
conditions. (N,' IV) - P is an unbiased estimator of 
the classifier bias (i.e .• an estimator that permiu a 
l~t of the hypothesis lhat the proporl:on ~Iimale 
Ni' IV directly from the classifier is "100 far" from the 
true vah~ ",. This would imply that dassificl\ion er· 
rors of omission or commission or both are larae and 
hence lhat the stratifkation done by the classifier is 
resultin, in an inefficient process. (Sec the paper by 
Iteydorn c\ al. for a discussion (If the relalion be
tween the omission and comminion corrors and sam
plin, efficienc),.) llnrortunat~ly. tHo.cause of labeiin. 
error. the manual labelin, procen is nOI unbh.sed at 
the scament level and. consequtntly. under these 
conditions. the above stalis,ical test mer"':' accepts 
or rejects the hypothesis thai 'he classifier estimate is 
"'00 far" from the analysloCxpC:Cled value, When 
manual labelin. is used. the underl),in, philosophy 
in the evaluation pr~ess is to check th" ~onsistency 
betwctn the machin!: classification and the manual 
labt.:lin,. 

A variety of statistics and visual displays is pro
vided for evaluatin, Ii liven ~slimate. As a result of 
the: ma.:hine classification process. il c1assificali('n 
map. a cluster map. a con..iitio;'lal cluster map. and a 
classification summary are =,roduced. Examples are 
shown in fl,uTes 6 and 7, The das'iification map is a 
,ransparenc)' the size cf a lACIE cia §clmenl im
age in which small-,rains areas are clear !nd non
small-arains areas are opaque. If the ~mall-Irains 
dass is splil into winter small ,rains and sprina small 
g~ains. lh~n the winter-small-grains areas are dear 
and the sprin,-small-grains areas a,': ,ra)', A visual 
evaluation of machine classification performance 
can be made by overlay in, the dassifkation moir or. 

_ 0 c~~,,~~,_£~" ,oL;;;;&~~goQ£:O:'¥~' 

• LAC1E Cll 1m .... Evaluation usina chaslet maps 
and conditional chaster maps is ,limllar proc.. The 
c:ondilion.1 cluster map illimilar to lhe elalincadon 
m.p in thaI lmall .. "inl and nonoJllWll ..... ins ........ 
are clear Ind opaque, rapectively~ however. in addi· 
tion. lrea in the imap correspondina 10 IpIClfll 
dUlttrl whole mean il fanher rrom the doIesl type 
I dot than I ;pecined threshold vllue are printed in a 
color. That colored ...... .1 are then "flaged" for Ih. 
anll),st as !'08ionl where lhe spectral values are not 
repfClCl1\1dve of the spectral values or the type J 
dots. TM .nalYIl can then judie whether the areas 
c:orreapondina '0 these condhional clusters have 
been correctly or incorrectly labeled in the automatic 
dusler.llbelinl procea. The cluster map il a map in 
which an lrea correspondinl 10 a ,iven spectra' 
cluster is asi,ned a distinct color. 

By obJervina the biomau development of I crop 
canopy a' lpecific phenoloaical ..... it is possible 
10 disc:riminate that crop from aenerically different 
crops wilh reasonable accuracy. This fact has mod
Vlled the use of crop calendar predictions in the 
I.belin. process and muhilemporal classificatlon in 
the machine p~\"essin .. Ct)nsequently. Prn,,-edure I 
was desilned to process Landsat IiIta in :. multitem
poral fashion. The basic multitemporal ,trateay is to 
<lcquire Landsat data at least on~ within each or up 
to four time int~i' ~!s of the small'lrains crop calen
dar sede (if the Landaut co\,e:. is not obscured by 
cloud t;cv~r). concatenate the Landsat pixel observa
tions into an n.dimensi.>nal vector (where n could be 
4.8.12. or 16. dependina on the number of Landsat 
acquisitions u'>ed). i\nd classify these vectors as dis
cussc<! previously. 

If F iocedure I is to be used to make sequential 
estimates <as was the case in LACIE where estimates 
were made in the carly. middle. and harvest portions 
of the wheat .. rowin, season), then. since a max
imum of four acquisition, tan be used. it is desirable 
to select thc best set of acquisitions to process. The 
strateay followed in Proc~~dure I is based on the 
assumption that •• 't thc season prOireues. ialer ac
quisition .. will be beller for crop di~rimination than 
the wom of the acquiJitions lhal have already been 
proccsset.l, The slraU,'IY is implemented by estimat
ina a quantity :elated to the classification error that 
would be in.:urred by classify in, the best AI - I of AI 
acquisitions previously prl)Ccssed. The ac~uisitior. 
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, idcrcd t \! th e w r .. l. ,II1U It 1\ repl:! 'cd 111 th e 
mull ("mp I al prO(: in I b) Ihc nc \\ I~ ,Il'4ulred .Il' -
4UI~I(lOn . un \! ampk 01 thl\ .,tr at~g ' , 'on Ilkr 
Ihe I.'a ·c wht:r four i11.'4U1,iIlOn, h:l\ e .tlrcad~ bl:cn 
pro 'c ed <tnd anuther h.I' heen ,11.'4Ulred In ihi .. 
''''ie, ·la.,,,lIil'atlun perf()rm.ln 'C lor e,I h ,omhlna , 
II n f three ,I 'quI 'Ilion from the rour .tlre, ld ~ In Ih~ 
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threl' dots arl' shu ."nl. 

The average Bhattacharyya coefficient is then 
defined as 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The Procedure 1 design is an attempt to efficiently 
merge machine classification and analyst interpreta
tion processes. Efficiency is interpreted in terms of 
both the amount of time spent by the analyst in ob
taining an estimate and the variance of that estimate 
as a function of the number of dots interpreted. 

Given that an analyst can label randomly selected 
dots from an image with reasonable accuracy, a seg
ment estimatt'! can be obtained directly from this 
labeling process without the intervening machine 
classification, The benefit of using Procedure 1 is 
that the classification process will stratify the scene 
into potential small-grains and non-small-grains 
areas and thereby can reduce the variance of the 
analyst's random dot estimate through the stratified 
area estimation process, The more accurate the 
classification process, the lower the variance of the 
estimates. 
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Classification errors are, of course. dependent on 
the observations that are to be classified, and one can 
therefore expect these errors to vary from segment 
to segment and for different acquisition histories of 
the Landsat data. Experiments have shown that the 
variance reduction in using Procedure lover a sim
ple ralldom sampling approach differs considerably 
from segment to segment (.,ee the paper by Heydorn 
et aL,. On the average, however, this reduction ap
pears to be near 0,7 when compared to the variance 
that can be achieved using only the type 2 dots for 
:he simple random estimate. This suggests that im
provement in classification methodology is required, 
assumir ~ that the Landsat data are more than just 
marginally effective in discriminating crop tYPf:s. 

When compared to the Ph!lse I and II design, Pro
cedure 1 provide!> a framework wherein the interac
tion between analyst and machine is more controlled 
and therefore more easily studied. Hence, the Pro
cedure 1 approach offers considerable research po
tential in studying error propagation and a potential 
means of developing improvements for future 
designs. As an example, the mere use of a fixed label
ing grid has provided a means for more accurately 
determining the effect of labeling error on classifica
tion performance since field selection is controlled 
and therefore not confounded in the error, As 
another example, three proportion estimates can be 
computed for a segment estimate; namely, a direct 
machine estimate (as given by A discussed pre
viously), a simple random estimate (as obtained 
from the labeling of type 2 dots), and the stratified 
area estimate. Thus, for each segment analysis, it is 
possible to compare these three estimates and 
thereby study the advantages of machine and manual 
processing. 

As a final point, it should be noted that Procedure 
1 was a design improvement over the Phase I and II 
design both in terms of increasing the number of seg
ments that could be processed (see the paper by 
White entitled "LACIE Applications Evaluation 
System Efficiency Report") and in terms of the ac
curacy of the estimates (see the paper by Potter et a!. 
entitled" Accuracy and Performance of LACIE Area 
Estimates"). 
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LACIE Registration Proc.lslng 

Gerald J. Grebowskya 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic requirements which have been imposed 
on the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
LACIE processing system are 

1. To e;-tract specified test sites (sample seg
ments) from Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) 
data 

2. To apply geometric corrections and perform 
correlations to ensure registration between suc
cessive data acquisitions to within 1 pixel (root mean 
square (rms» 

The processing flow necessary to meet these re
quirements is shown in figure 1. The NASA Johnson 
Space Center (JSC) defines test sites by specifying 
the geodetic latitude and longitude of the site center 
plus the biological window or time window during 
which MSS data acquisitions are to be extracted. As 
indicated in figure 1. the output of the GSFC LACIE 
processing is a digital tape containing sample seg
ments of all four MSS bands. A sample segment con
sists of 117 lines and 196 pixels representing a rec
tangular ground area approximately 9.3 by 11.1 km 
(5 by 6 n. mi.). 

The first step in processing is to determine which 
sa.,lple segments are contained in an MSS image 
frame. The time windows specified for each test site 
are compared with the MSS data acquisition date to 
identify the sites desired. The latitude and longitude 
of each of these desired sites are then compared to 
the MSS image frame center latitude and longitude. 
Any site located within :1'.1 0 of the image center is in
itially assumed to be contained within the MSS image 
frame. For each of these sites. the line and pixelloca
tion within the MSS image frame is determined. 
Valid line and pixel numbers provide the final test of 
whether a sample segment is contained on the MSS 
image frame. 

If available attitude and ephemeris data were pre
cise. the location of the sample segments determined 

aNASA Godddrd Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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as described in the preceding paragraph would be 
sufficient (although a more sophisticated calculation 
than that actually used would be required). However, 
errors in altitude and ephemeris data were originally 
estimated to be as great as ±4.5 km. These errors re
quired the definition of search areas containing 234 
lines and 354 pixels (approximately 18 by 20 km). 
Provided locational errors do not exceed the ±4.5-
km limits. the desired sample segment data will be 
contained within the larger search area. After deter
mination of the estimated :ine and pixel number 
location of a test site, geometric correction coeffi
cients are calculated using Landsat attitude and 
ephemeris data. The line and pixel number location 
is used to extract search areas from radiometrically 
corrected (normal Landsat MSS corrections) MSS 
data. Using these geometric correction coefficients. 
the search area data for each of the four MSS bands 
are geometrically corrected using nearest neighbor 
methods (i.e .• corrections rounded to nearest integer 
pixel). 

For the initial acquisition of a test site. the sample 
segment is assumed to be the center of the search 
area. Based on previous error estimates. the initial 
sample segment may be mislocated by ±4.5 km. 
However. the initial sample segment becomes the 
reference. and subsequent acqui~itions of a test site 
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are extracted to coincide with the initial extraction. 
The location uncertainty of subsequent acquisitions 
is removed by an edae-dependent correlation 
scheme. Durin, initial sample seament extraction, an 
edae deteclior. operation is performed on the sample 
seament data. and the edae data are stored (edae file) 
as the correlation reference for later acquisitions. 
Subsequent search areas are then processed usina the 
same edae detection process, and coincidence of 
edles relative to the reference edae data determines 
the location of the correlated sample seament to be 
extracted. Havina reviewed the aeneral processina 
flow within the OSFC LACIE processin, system, 
the followin, steps will now be described in detail. 

1. Determination of line and pixel location of a 
search area within an MSS frame 

2. Determination of ,cametric correction coem· 
c:ients and application of geometric corrections 

3. Edae det~tion 
4. Correlation by coincidence ot' edge5 

TI8T 81TI LOCATION CALCULATION 

As discus~ed previously. test sites are specified by 
the geodetic coordinates (latitude and lon,itude) of 
the site cenler. The calculation of the correspondin, 
search area locations (line and pixel number) within 
a Landsat MSS frame (computer-compatible tape 
(CCT» requires the paramete:-s listed in table I. The 
diagram in figure 2 illustrates the simple geometry 
assumed in the location calculations. The X and Y 
axes are alined with the scan line direction and the 
orbit plane, respectively. with the minus- Yaxis in the 
direction of spacecraft heading (i.e., spacecraft 
velocity). The origin is chosen to be the formal 
center of the Landsat MSS frame (eCT). The Y1 axis 
is in the direction of north (i.e.. direction of 
longitudinal meridian through the format center), 
and the XI axis is in the direction of east (i.e., parallel 
of latitude throush format center). The orientation 
of north ( Y1 ) and east (XI) is relative to the format 
center orbit plane (Y) and scan line (X), respec
tively. For simplification. it is assumed that parallels 
of latitude and meridians of 10n.,ltude are straight 
lines. It is also assumed that parallels of latitude are 
orthoaonal to the meridian of longitude passing 
through the format center.lgnorinsgeometric distor
tions inherent in raw MSS data, the displacement 
( Y1 ) of a test site relative to the origin is given by the 
arc lenlth R(La - La') on a spherical Earth. Simi
Iltrly. the displacement (XI) of a test site is given by 
the arc length R(Lt} - LtI' ) cos Lo on the circle of a 
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parallel of latitude. Any estimated errors in format 
center location can be accounted for by empirical 
offsets Ai and Bi • The XI'}" coordinates of a test site 
are then siven by the expressions 

TABU J.-Jl1pm PorOnlelersjor 
S"on'/, All'o Locotiol1 

taliludell 
Longitudeb 

Formal center 
latitudea 

longitudeb 

Spa~'eCtaft heading angle 

Earth rotation skew ansle 

Normalized spacel.'rafl 
al1itude chanlec 

Normalized spacecraft 
velocity changed 

Lines per MSSframe (CeTI 

Pixels per MSS line 
(line length) 

Earth radius 
Nominal pixel S(ale 
Nominal line scale 

·N-+.S-b" _ +. w • 
"11.11 - 1/ - II, 
d41 _ I " 

Ii'\! \//" 

1.(/ Vad .. ble 
"ll Variilble 

I,{/' Variable 
I.,. Variable 
h Variable 

(/1.' Variable 

tit Vari,lblc 

~ Variable 

I., 2340 
/'/. 3m 

( '011'\/(/1//\ 

R 63611 
A' O.OS6S 
\1 0.0799 

( III/ 

rilt.! 

r .. d 

rad 
rad 
nlll 

mil 

,!em:nI 

I'cr,,:nl 

lines/frame 
pillc\!IIline 

km 
km/I'i~el 

kmllinc 
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During the early period of operation using Land
sat·1 data, errors in attitude values caused format 
center errors to occasionally exceed the ±4.S·km 
predicted limit. Those errors were found to be 
seasonally dependent, and measurements of known 
ground control points in the imaaery were used to 
determine Ajand Bjfor each month (; - month). 
Subsequently, these empirical data were used to ad· 
just the Attitude Measurement System (AMS) 
model which calculates the Landsat spacecraft at· 
titude. On January S, 1975, the adjusted AMS model 
was incQrporated into the GSFC operational system 
for Landsat-l and Landsat·2 data processing. This 
change reduced format center errors to ±2.5 km, and 
the A I and 8, parameters have been set equal to zero 
in the LACIE processing system. 

As shown in figure 2, the transformation from XI ' 
)'1 coordinates to X, )'coordinates is simply a rotation 
of angle t' - b - :: as given by 

(3) 

r = -\ sin c + Yl cos (' (4) 

The coordinates used are in units of kilometers. 
To obtain pixel and line numbers. the pixel and line 
spacings in kilometers are required. The nominal 
scales 1\ and AI defined in table I are adjusted for 
frame-dependent scale variations. The significant 
contributors to scale variations (±2 percent) are 

spacecraft velocity and altitude and the adjusted 
scales 1(' and M' are accordingly defined as 

(5) 

AI' = M~ + ;;) (6) 

Using equations (3) to (6) and recalling that the X. 
r origin is at pixel PL 12 and line Lf /2. the line (L,,) 
and pixel (Pt,) location of the test site is liven by 

/'f' Y 
l = - -;";T '" 2·' M 

(7) 

(8) 

An adjustment is required in equation (8) to ac
count for Earth rotation. This adjustment requires a 
shift of nan Qt.·in ahe X coordinate to yield the final 
expressions 

Ii. X 
/'=-+ 
c ::! 

y 

Ai' 

r tall a f: 

1\' 

(7) 

(9) 

Within the GSFC LACIE prc.x:essing system, the 
upper left corner of a search is used to extract the 
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search area data. These data are obtained from Lcand 
Pl' as defined previously by simply subuaclin. 117 
tines and 176 pixels. respectively. A final adjustment 
in the pixel location. P - Pr - 176. is required by 
the relationship belween actual video line lenlth and 
the parameters PL and K defined as input 
parameters. The scale faclor, K - 0.0565 km. as 
defined in table I is the pixel spacinl at the nadir 
point. Distances in LACIE al.orithms to be dis. 
cussed later are calculated as true distances on the 
surface of the Earth. For a nominal MSS total scan 
anale of 0.201586 rad, the h)tal scan arc on the sur
face of the Earth i! 185.9 km. Thus. at the defined 
scale. the total of 3291 pixels corresponds to a 
nominal MSS scan line. However. the pixel location 
desired for extraction of a search area must be in 
terms of actual MSS pixels (equally spaced in time. 
not around spacina). Since the mll8nitude of the 
correction is estimated 10 be less than 3 percent. a 
simple scale adjustment by a factor of PL ILL (LL -
actual MSS tine lenath) is considered adequate. The 
upper left corner of a search area is defined by 

i.=L -117 
c 

p:: PI. {p _ 176\ 
U ~ c 'I 

(10) 

(II) 

Ahhouah a detailed analysis has not been pursued 
to define the errors introduced by all the simplifyin. 
assumptions. the successful correlation of sample 
seamenlS within the search areas defined by these 
algorithms indicates sufficient accuracy for the cur
rent GSFC LACIE processing system. The maijor 
problems experienced early in the proaram were er
rors in format center localion. as described pre
viously. 

It is appropriate at this point 10 discuss the use of 
the all-digilal seomearically corrected data (fully 
processed-HOT-PM tapes) which will be available 
from GSFC's Information Proces:;ina Facility 
system late in 1978. These data will be rcsampled to a 
specified map projection (presently Hotine Oblique 
Mercator (HOM) and will include improved loca
tion when around control is available. The orienta
tion of MSS frames relative to the orthogonal coordi-
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nates of the map projettion will be specified and 
fixed. The previously described location calculations 
will then be replaceable by 

I. Transformation from latitude and longitude to 
orthoaonal map coordinates 

2. Rotation of coordinatE'S based on specified 
orientation to horizontal and vertical MSS coordi
nates 

3. Division by 0.057 km of both dimensions to ob
tain pixel and /ine location 

The accuracy of such extractions will be commen
surate with the expected accuracies of the 
seometrically corrected data: ± 1 pixel when ade
quate around contrOl is used Itnd ±44 pixels without 
,round control. Withl·ut around control. the ac
curacy of location will continue to be affected by the 
±l.S-km uncertainty in Landsat attitude values. 

GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS 

Four types of geometric l'Orrections. as defined by 
the diaarams in figure 3. are performed within the 
GSFC LACIE processing system :\s indicated by 
the vectors in figure 3. these are linear corrections 
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with the maanitude of the correction increasin, with 
displacement from the center toward the edses. As 
indicated in fi,ure 3. each correction is defined by a 
sin,le correction coefficient a, b, c, or d. The correc
tion algorithms are defined as 

where a,b,r,d - correction coefficients defined 
later 

F,L - pixel and line number of an ele
ment in corrected data 

r,L' - pixel and line number in uncor
rected data 

P,. ,L,. - pixel and line number of center (as 
determined by eqs. (7) and (9). 
with P,. value from eq. (9) adjusted 
by the factor PL ILL to account for 
actual line lenath) 

As outlined earlier. the aeometric corrections are 
implemented as nearest neiJhbor resamplina. This 
simply means that the calculations defined by equa
tions (12) and (13) are rounded to the nearest in
teaer. The resamplina or aeometric correction pro
cess is really a reformallina process-for each loca
tion P,L in the desired corrected search area array; 
equations (12) and (13) are used to calculate the P', 
L 'location in the ori!!inal array for the pixel value to 
be used. 

Before proceedi.,g with a discussion of the 
aeometric correctior. coefficients, the order of opera. 
tions within the LACIE processin, now (fi,. 1) 
should be recalled. The aeometric corrections are ap
plied to search areas before edse extraction and cor
r.elation. This order was selected to avoid correlation 
errors or sample segment localion errors due to 
geometric distortions. However, this order does con
tribute to registration errors. Consider the special 
case of two data acquisitions with identical,eometry 
(i.e., Q,b,r.c:lequ;al between acquisitions) but different 
location errors in extraction of a search area. The 
calculations of equations (12) and (13) are 

referenced to the search area center element. and the 
location of round-off threshold points <an input pixel 
either repeated or deleted) will be at the same dis· 
placement from search area center for both cases. 
When the sample seaments are extracted. the sample 
seament centers will not necessarily be the same dis
tance from search area centers for each ac"uisition. 
Thus, the round-off threshold points for the two 
sample seaments will not coincide and, in the worst 
case, SO percent of the pixels will be misreaistered by 
1 pixel, although the seometry of the data is identi
cal. These errors cln be eliminated by applyin, the 
aeometric corrections to raw sample seaments after 
correlation is accomplished. Since the present order 
was s~lected to ensure correlation success. a test 
study would be requirtd to determine the effective
ness of correlation before geometric corrections. If 
corrections are necessary before the correlation step. 
the sample segment location determined by correia· 
tion could be used to extract data from the uncor
rected search area at the improved location. and a 
separate aeometric correction could then be applied 
to the sample segment. 

The four aeometric corrections defined previously 
were selected by reviewina the parameters affectin, 
the aeometry of Landsat MSS data. In table II, the 
parameters considered to be sianificant and esti· 
mates of their contributions to re,isnation errors are 
summarized. The error estimates are worst case
opposite extremes of parameter values and at the 
edaes of a sample seament, where errors are areatest 
(refer to fig. 3). The maximum absolute values of the 
correction coefficients usina the worst-case param
eter values are 

101< 0.04 

Ibl <: l).u72 

Ic/< 0.039 

Idl< 0.024 

The impact of each parameter will become evi. 
dent with the presentation of the correction coeffi
cient alBorithms. 

Input parameters required for the calculation of 
correction coefficients are defined in table 111. The 
alona-scan scale coefficient Q is defined as 

K 0-7,)-1 
K 

(14) 
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where /( - 0.0565 km - pixel spacina defined for 
a corrected sample se.ment and K'is the pixel spae
in. in an uncorrected search area. The uncorrected 
pixel spaeina K' is defined bl 

".( Ii,) f(P:.~;) 
1\ Ll. ilt (15) 

where 

and 

(

WISP' ~ 
jJ- A sin -;;;- + B/ + C -- Ill' 

The /3 calculation accounts for the nonlinear MSS 
mirror velocity defined by the parameter values 
listed in table Ill. Landsat-2 mirror parameters have 
always been used under the assumption that Land
sat·l and Landsat-j mirror mechanisms have ap
proximiltely the same characteristics. and any small 
differences will be nealigible over the size of a 
LACIE area. The 'Y (P') calculalio!\s transform from 
scan and pointing angle (roll angle. oR) reference at 
the spacecraft to subt~nded arc angle from nadir on 
the surface of a spherical Earth. The f(PI"P2') 
represents the ground arc length on tbe surface of a 
spherical Earth. The factor PL III in equation (IS) 
adjusts for the use of PL in the /3 calculation (similar 
to previous line length adjustment disc:ussion). It 
should be noted here that the use of /( in search area 
location calculations was another approximation. 
The uncorrected value K'really applies; however. K' 
is not calculated until after search area location 
verifies that the sample seament is contained on the 
Landsat image frame. 
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The along·track scale coefflcier.1l d is defined as 

M 
d=it- 1 (16) 

TABU.: /I.-Maximum Registration Errors Within Q 

Sample Segment 

(UnIXJrreclI:d dalal 

POMmel,., Max. ,.mlT. peTll'nt 

Pixel Lint 

Alona·liCan liCale 
A Altilude < I.b percenl 1.6 
Mirror velocily < I percenl 1.0 
Perlpeclive-Earth 

curvalure < 0.5 percent .5 
Roll < 10 (-0.1 percen\) .1 

Roollum square 1.9 
Translalion of liCan lines 

A Roll (:U.OOJ"'secl < 0.00017 1.3 
rad 

Adjacent orbit (I.t" rOlalion) 1.54 
Rool sum square 2.02 

AlonS·lfack scale 
4 Velucil)' < 0.2 percent 0.12 
APilch (±O.OOJo'lec) < 0.00017 1.0 

rad 
Rool sum ,quare 1.01 

Rotali, n ohcan lines 
Yaw« O.bO .75 
Adjacenlorbil 0.1" rOlalionl 1.31 

Rool sum squlte LSI 
TOlal rOOlllum square 

Wilhoul adjacenl orbils <2.7 
U.in.adjacent orbilS <3.3 

where M - 0.0799 km - line spacinl defined for a 
corrected sample segment and M'is the line spacing 
in an uncorrected search area. The uncorrected line 
spacing M'is defined by 

(17) 

The M' calculation accounts for changes in ground 
distance covered by the fixed number of lines in an 
uncorrected search area caused by spacecraft velocity 
variations from nominal and by spacecraft tilting for. 
ward or back from first to last line of a search area. 
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T.481.1: III.-/H.{inil;on of Tl.'rms 

S,,,,h,,1 ik.llnillfm 1'0111,. VillI 

(il'lIl'rQI 

I',i. Pillel and line number of an element in ~'Orrected data Variable None 

1"'/. ' Pillel and line number ill uncorrected data Variable None 

I'. ,i. Pi"eland line number of center element of Karch IIfea Variable None 

''1'·''2' Phel number. for lirlt and la.t element. in an uncorrected search area line Variable None 

41",41.' Total number of pillel. and line. in uncorrected learch area Variable Quantity 

i.L Number of pillels in II full line of landsat data (actual line lenBth) Variable pillell 

1'1. lenBth of MSS Ican line (nominal line lenath' 3291 pillel. 

U) Spllcecrllft yaw IInale Variable rad (deBI 

" Rotation anale between adjacent MSS orbit frame. Variable r'ld (deB) 

4°R Oiff('ren~'e in roll an,l(' from lir.t to la.1 line of search ar('a Variable rad (del' 

4uI' I)iff('renc(' in pitch anal(' from Iir.1 10 last lin(,1 of s(,arch area Variable rad (del) 

AI Normalil('d \'('Iocil), chanl(' l\- Variabl(' per,,-ent 

" Spacecraft altitud(, Variable km 

R Earth radius ('368 km 

Il MS.~ ~~an anale 10 lit nlldir) Variable rad (deal 

'Y f I" Ar~ IIntlle un Earth correspondina to pi \el I' Variable rad (deal 

i,ollll'Ol'! ,\ISS nllt"'t ",'I"lil,l' "OtOlll,'I.'" 

~, 0,100793 rad 
A ,36954 rad 
H -,2672S rad 
( , ,097588 rlld 
... 17,0903 rad/lCc 

" ,032330 ICC 

Comments made previously resardina the use of /( 
in search area location calculatiol'l'; 4iso iI~t"V to the 
choice between M and M', 

from the first to the last line of a search area. The 
second term represents one component of the image 
rotation correction required to resister sample sea· 
ments from adjacent Landsat orbits. Data acquired 
from lI.;ncoincident orbit paths have an inherent im· 
aae rotati.'m which is corrected in the GSFC LACIE 
processin& system by rotatina the vertical imaae axis 
through this ierm l!!'Id by rotating the scan lines using 
coefficient ('. Normal orbit drifts will introduce this 
imaae rotation; howevf:r. this correction WIlS imple
mented to la\(e ad\'antas~ of the considerable overlap 
of MSS image data between adjacent orbits 8t higher 
latitudes (above SOON). Use l,f datil from Ildj.tCent or· 
bits allows consecutive·day cc.verage of LACIE sites. 

The scan line translation ~norizontal skew) coeffi, 
cient b is delined as 

h= 
II .l OR I, 

J' , I' /\' IT + /\' Sin t 
(18) 

The fir .. t term accounts for translations between 
MSS lines caused by the spacecraft tilting to the side 
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The definition of the rotation anile W will be pre
sented later. 

AI defined in equation (18), the coeffident b may 
be oversimplified. Earth rotation skew would nor· 
mally be accounted for by a correction of this type. 
Early in the development of the GSFC LACIE proc
essi", .~stem, it was decided Ihal an Earth rotation 
correction was not essential for reaiSlration of sam· 
pie seamenlS. The rationale for lhis decision was 
based on the fact Ihat Ihe Earth rotation correction is 
a constant correction for il specified location as in the 
case of any LACIE site. In retrospect. it can be seen 
that this is nOI entirely correct since the MSS sensor 
scans six lines in each mirror sweep. Earth rotation 
introduces translations between mirror sweeps (sets 
ohix lines). not between lines. Since the MSS scan i. 
asynchronous, the location of the Earth rotation be· 
tween mirror sweeps does not remain fixed within 
the sample seamenlS extracted for a test site and will 
contribute to reaistration errors. This correction 
could nOI be made when this effect was recoanized 
since the reference sample seamen IS would have had 
to be reprocessed and Ihe reaistration of si",incant 
p(\·~ions of the lACIE data bllSe would have been 
impacted. A similar (althoush smaller) six·line mira 
ror sweep effect is introduced by the roll correction 
term in equation (18) since it applies a separate cor· 
rection to each line rather than to each six·line 
sweep. 

Within the six lines of an MSS mirror sweep. there 
is an O.OS·pixel offset between lines due to the finite 
samplina interval. Althouah an O.OS-pixel "ffset is 
small. the accumulated effect is a O.4-pixel offset be· 
tween the first and the six,h lin~ of a mirror !Weep 
or equivalently a O.4-pixel offset between Jhe sixth 
line. ,Jf a mirror sweep and the first line of the next 
mirror sweep. This correction is also not accounted 
for by equation (18). These points should be evalu
ated and equation (18) modified in any future 
lACIE processin, system. The scan line rotation of 
coefficient ,. is defined as 

This coefficient accounts for the combined rotation 
of scan lines due to yaw .. 110 adjacent orbit imate 
rotation W. 

The imase rotation angle atl is defined as the rota· 
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tion from an actual orbit path 10 2 fictitious orbit 
path Passinl throu.h the test sile center. This fic
titious orbit pat!! was devised 10 minimize the rota· 
lion required and to avoid the complication of 
referendn. rotation. to the orbit durin, which an in
ilial sample seament was extrl(ted. This imaae rola
tion anile. due to the orbit Pith not passinlthrouih 
sample seamen I (or search area) centers, is defined 
by 

It' • Ian·· I ~n ~ stan .11.) (20) 

where ~s - aeodeliclatitude of IClasite center 
AL - difference in lonlilude between orbit 

path and test site center at aeodetic 
latitude 

Sian conventions used are norah.positive. ii.>uth· 
nelative, east·posilive. and west-nelative. The 
lonailude difference ~L is defined by 

, + flI. ) ,. , (21) 

where L ... - lonaitude o.f leSI sile. L" - nadir 
lon,itude al lIIndsat frame cen ter. and Is. I". and 
3L, are defined by al80rithms 

(22) 

(23) 
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T [ _(Un.;) 
aL, • i440 [n iinT 

(24) 

where I - nominal orbit inclination anale -
80.886-

especiall, willi reprd to the uncenl&!"t, in lhe 1m. 
rotation anile W • The O.S-percent rou.1d-ofT error In
herent in the nearest neilhbot pl'OCe'd and another 
pnnible zO.S-percent error due to dee,.1 pixel cor
rcaation are also prtIInt. An ICCUI'Ilt combination of 
these erroB with the JIOmecric uncertainties of table 
IV has not Nen devised. It it estimlted thai an over
In reailtralil)n amarl()' of:t I pixel (rml) i.,utained 
lhrouah Ihe OSFC LACIE procenin, ,y'lem. 

T - nominal orbit period - 103.267 IDQIDITICTION 
minuta 

.,,' - aeoccntric lalitude of nadir 
- tan·1 ((I -/)ltan.,,) .s· -poccnariclatitudeofleluhe 
- tan'l((I - f)1tan.s J 

1- 1129'.3 
." - aeodetlc nadir 'alilude .5 -acodetiC tat she latitude 

Table IV il a summary of the estimated maximum 
felistration errors in aeome&rically corrected sample 
seament dala. These cstimates are conservative. 

T,cBU: IV.-A/axlmum RtIllJ'rtltlon EI1WS 

IRe .. mpled datal 

I'brllmt'l.., "'fIX. rtnH, """."" 

"'x,.1 Lint' 

AlllftJolI(an Kale - II 

~Allilucle <: 0.02 ren'Cnl 0.01 

Mirror \'ctludly <: OJ pekenc .1 
Ron <: 0.14" .01 

aM lum Iqwm: 2 

TniMlilliol'l of klan linel - " 
~aua: <: 0.00002,1id .IS 

ImlAlC '0"'110" <: 0.4' .sa 
ROOI wm IqUlIrc .60 

Alon"lfild; klAae - J 

'" \'CAA'iI,' <: 0.02 per,'cnl 0,02 

.lPII,h < 0.00001 rlAd .12 
Root .om ~u.ah' .12 

Ro","o" of Klan line" .. I 

'Vaw < 014" 18 

IINIC'ro"'llOn .; 0.4' 52 
RUlli "um IqUlIrC' ,55 

T utal rOl'llOIIm IMlUlltC' <,8 

The correlation of temporally separated MIS GIla. 
.uch u LJ\CIE procasin, requires. i. complicated 
by chanp ... in If.)' level (even contrUI reversal.) 
durin, 1M seasons of Ihe year. A fully III"factory 
method f(lr lreatina these chanps uslna lhe normal 
correlation process (i.e .• pa)-Ievel correlation) hu 
not been deviled. This problem led 10 the OSFC 
selection of an edp detection procesl. It wu 
assumed thtl even thOUlh the MSS sllftaileveJ. for 
fields may cha,. durin,lhe year. il would be po~i. 
blc to detect edps (e .•.• field boundaries) al any 
time. A Iludy (ref. I) was conducted to determine an 
edat: detection process. The edae value Efor pixel,,, 
defined as 

where the lellers Q throuah I represent Ihe MSS pixel 
values al lhe local ions di .... amed in fipare 4 . 

Usin, equation (2S), the edae value Ei, WNlaled 
for each pixel in lhe search areas or MSS bands S and 
7. These lWO bands were selected for ed&c detection 
.fler studies (ref. I) demonstrated lhal some fatur • 
appear besl in band S. olhers in band 7. and lome 
even appaf a edps in band S in one season and 
then in band 7 durin. another seaon, This procedure 
led to Ihe derivation of edae imases which are a com
posite of MSS bands Sand 7 a described later. Afler 
calculation of the edae \ -Iue for each pixel in a 
search area the ed,e uluCI ft'r a band are 
hisla,ramed, A thrtshold edte value is then deHned 
such lhal IS percent of the pixels in a search arca 
have edl' values .,ater than Ihe threshold value, 
All pixel!. i:lvin. edae v.lues 1fC1ler than the 
tbresh,"d Ili;; called Naes and Ihoac wtah edae values 
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below lhe threshold arc: not ectaa. 8inafl' edte im
aaa for MSS bands S and 7 are then conltructed by 
leuinl edaes equal 10 one and nonedaes equal to 
zero. The fin .. ,omposite edae im8ICIl~e obtained 
by a lorical OR protelt; i.e .• a pixel whi,h wal 
dUlilied ~ an edae in either band S or band i il an 
edae in the composite edit im •. The IS-percent 
edae denlity criterion wu selected by testina correla
tion lIuccesl rate fOf several edae density .. alues. 
Usinlthe IS-percent edae denlity for the individual 
MSS band S and band 7 edae hnaps results in a com
posite edae imap denlity on the order or 20 pcrte"lt. 

Durin, operational use of the OSfC LACIE proc· 
CIIinllystem. it wu fCklnd that thil edae detection 
technique wu sensitive to smaU scattered Cloudl. 
Sinc:e th~ threshold edae process selectlthe Itronacst 
cdps and clouds are usually brichter than any other 
taraet.the presence of lmallscau:red cloudl results 
in clOlW edacs predominantly rather 'han in the tem· 
porally invariant around edJCI. A Itudy (ref. 2) was 
conducted to detel'minc solutions to this problem. A 
simple threshold te-t on MSS band S pixel values was 
devised. Before alculatin, the edac vMlue I'or a pixel. 
CKh of the pixels in the J by J array (fi,.4) is com
pared to a defined value. If anyone of tnc 9 pixels is 
:reater than the thrcshtlld value. the edae value il set 
equal to minus I. which climinates it from conttn
tion as an cdae. Althouah the ,loud test il only on 
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band S. a resultant doud cdae detection of minul I 
for a band S pixel il used to eliminate the ~ 
Ipondina band 7 pixel. Sumcienttestlna was not per· 
formed to optimize the cloud threshold value; 
however. the impact of cloud ectaea has been reduced 
usint an operltio,al value of 60. The inveatiplor 
1110 I",mpled to establish a lower threshold level to 
identify cloud ahlldows, whkh would be liven In 
edae value of minus 2. The minu... and minu .. 2 
ectae values usiped to clouds and cloud Ihadowl 
would be useful in identifyin, pixels whi,h are not 
vlUd for LACtE ltnalYlil. The cloud-shadow 
threshold definition is complicated by lhe fact that 
ICtusl around data can have values down to pi)(eI 
level wo, and, thUI, some true around data would be 
identiraed as cloud ahadows. The cloud and cloud· 
Ihadow identification capability has not been imple
mented. Additic;,nal Itudies utilizin. Sun elevation 
considerations were not compleled. 

IDGI CO""ILATION 

The telae detection procesl is applied to ev(. y 
aeometrically corrected search ar~.ln the cue of an 
initial extr~tion (first ac:quisition of a test tile). the 
sample seament is defined II the center ,ortion of 
,he corrected search area and is extracted accord
insly. The correspondin, portion of the composite 
search area ed .. imap is also extracted and stor~ in 
the edit imase file for future correlations. 
W~en a umple BeIfIlent extraction il to be ac· 

complilhed for a previously IICquired test site. the in
itial edae im. of a umple sctPrent il retrieved 
from the cdse imqe file for correlation with the ne
corrected search area. The correlation process c«
siltl of limply countin, coincidence of editS (. 10Ii· 
cal AND operation) between search area and 
reference sample seament edae ifnIICI for every 
possible overlay position. The overlay positions arc 
restricted tlJ those for which no samplc seament ed~ 
piltels f!\11 outside the search area. The location with 
the maximum number of coincident edacs defines 
the center location of the sample seament to be ex
trKted. 

To reduce corlclation processin,time. a rapid cor
rel.tion rejection technique based on parti.1 corrcla
tion estil'\.te5 WII devised (ref. J •. The complete 
correl.tion il performed for only one thirtY-lC4;ond 
of the pouible overhty _Iinements: i.e .• every six
ttenth column and every other row. For ~ach of 
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these alinements, the normalized correlation coeffi· 
cient p is calculated. 

(26) 

where Ne - number of coincident edge pixels 

N E - number of edge pixels contained within 
overlayed portion of search area 

The mean correlation coefficent p is calculated as 
well as the standard deviation (J' about this mean. A 
rapid rejection threshold T RR is then defined as 

rejected and the next alinement correlation is initi
ated. The complete correlation is then performed 
only for alinements that produce correlation esti
mates &reater than TRR .It is estimated that after the 
threshold TRR is defined, only about S percent of re
maining alinements require complete determination 
of the correlation coefficient. Naturally. the aline
ment producing the maximum correlation coeffi· 
cient p determines the location for extractina the 
sample segment from the search area. 

Additional studies (ref. 2) were pursued to deter· 
mine the feasibility of correlating subareas of sample 
seament edge images in order to improve geometric 

. corrections and re&istration. Preliminary results indi
cated such methods are feasible. Further testing and 
analysis would be required before actual implemen. 
tation could be initiated. 

TRR = Ii + 30 
REFERENCES 

(27) 

For all remaining alinements, a correlation esti
mate is determined, using one-ninth of the edge pix
els. The edge pixels in the reference edge image are 
formatted in 16-bit words (16 edge pixels per word), 
and the correlation estimate uses every third word on 
every third line. The correlation estimate for these 
edge pixels is determined using equation (26). If the 
value of p obtained is less than TRR , the alinement is 

I. Nack. M. L.: Interim Report on Temporal Reaistration of 
Multispectral Diaital Satellite Imlles Using Their Edge 1m
qes. Computer Sciences Corporation, NASA Contract 
NASS-II999, Apr. 1915. 

2. Nac:k, M. L.: Final Report (1n Image Registration Research. 
Computer Sciences Corporation. NASA Contract 
NASS·II999. No\,. 1976. 

3. Nack. M. L.: Temporal Recistration of Multispe"ral Dicital 
Satellite Images Using Their Edge Images. AAS paper 1S-I04, 
I91S. 
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Development of LACIE CCEA·I Weather/Wheat 
Yield Modela 

N. D. Strommen. CI C. M. Sakll1llOlO. b S. K. LeDuc,b ad D. E. Umbe,,~ 

INTRODUCTION 

The LACIE required an estimate of wheat yield 
throushout the wheat crowina season. The initial test 
area of the experiment included the winter wheat 
and sprina wheat resions of the U.s. Great Plains. In 
subsequent phases, Canada, the U.s.s.R.., Araentina. 
Brazil, Australia. and parts of India were added to the 
cover •. 

A basic premise behind the LACIE project was 
that there existed considerable technology for yield 
estimation which could be further developed and 
tested for its ability to make accurate. real-time yield 
estimates in a quasi-operational setting. The task of 
developina the initial operational yield models in 
LACIE was assigned to NOAA's Center for Climatic 
and Environmental Assessment (CCEA),I which 
was officially started in November 1974. The U.S. 
Great Plains yield models were scheduled to be in 
operation by April197S. 

MODEUNG APPROACHES 

Crop/climate modeling can be approached in 
many ways. The selection of an approach depends 
primarily on the objective for which that model is 
developed and the data and resources that are avail
able for development. For example. if the primary 
objective is to better reOect the physiological pro
cesses of the crop in response to its environment, the 

aNOAA Environmental Data and Information Service, Wash. 
illllon, D.C. 

bNOAA Environmental Data and Jpformation Service. 
Columbia. Missouri. 

C:USOA Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, 
Columbia. Missouri. 

lIn a NOAA reorpnization durin, 1978. CCEA was made a 
part of a new Center for Environmental Assessment Services. 
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best modelina approach may differ from that taken 
where the objective is to estimate grain yield over 
large areas. 

The various approaches to modeling for crain 
yield may be classified as follows: (1) causal 
(phenoloaical. dynamic, physiological), (2) statistical 
rearession. and (3) analog. Each of these approaches 
has its advantages and limitations. 

Early discussions at CCEA recognized that con
ceptually a crop/climate model should have the 
capability to simulate closel¥ plant development as a 
response to changina environmental elements. The 
estimation of model relationships usina this ap
proach has been done on research data where the 
crop beina modeled was crown either under con
trolled conditions or within a homogeneous environ
ment (refs. 1 to 3). This approacb tries to model the 
biological effects of environment (climate, cultural 
practices. etc.) on crop growth and grain yield. The 
models attempt to specify the complex processes in
herent in plant development and reproduction. 
Many researchers are attemptina to use experimen
tally derived information to model these relation
ships. Statistical procedures are required to estimate 
the coefficients of some of these relationships once 
sufficient data become available. However, the pres
ent lack of data and the uncertain accuracy of much 
of the available data for wide ranges of the environ
ment make the potential gain from such models 
questionable. There are two m/iUor problems associ
ated with this approach in an operational system. 
First, development and adaptation of the causal 
crop/climate model to large areas would require ac
quisition of data much of which is not routinely 
available for many areas of the world. For example, 
soil moisture capacities are not available for all areas. 
Second. knowledge of causal relationships needed to 
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quantify the effects of weather events on biologi
cal/physical processes and ultimately on yield was in
complete at the beginning of lACIE and in many 
areas remains incomplete today. 

Statlstlca' RegreSSion Approach 

The historical regression approach, as it has been 
applied, attempts to "shortcut" the complex biologi
cal processes and to estimate statistically some rela
tionship between observed environmental informa
tion and grain yield. This approach usulll1y has been 
limited to single equation models. Historical data 
series have been the most commonly used sources of 
information to estimate the coefficients of the model 
for large areas. Explanatory variables may be 
seasonal, monthly, daily, or for some other time 
frame. Considerations include environmental factors 
that are hypothesized to significantly affect grain 
yield. These models are usually limited to a few ex
planatory variables. 

Analog Approach 

In the absence of historical data for a region of in
terest, it is sometimes feasible to seek a like area for 
which data are available, to develop a model, and 
then to use that model as a surrogate for the area of 
interest. Unfortunately. exact agricultural analog 
areas are rare, if they exist at all. Prime candidates 
for this type of approach are China and portions of 
Alaska, where reliable records of weather and crop 
yield are not available. The concept of this approach 
is similar to developing a "universal" wheat yield 
model, with selected agronomic and climatic data for 
application to areas where such data do not exist, the 
distinction being that only one specified area is con
sidered in the strict analog model. 

CCEA-' MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Model Philosophy 

Given lACIE's primary goal. that of estimating 
wheat production for the large areas of eight major 
wheat-growing regions, the statistical regression ap
proach of correlating historical yield and climate data 
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offered the greatest potential return within the con
straints of time and data resources. Thus, CCEA's 
decision was to develop models which utilized the 
best currently available data. Monthly weather data 
were readily available for the United States and were 
available with reasonable effort for other geographic 
areas in a form compatible with the yield data. The 
advantages included the availability of sufficient data 
to build these models in the LACIE test areas and an 
established flow of current meteorological data capa
ble of supporting a real-time operational program. 
These data are available from the World 
Meteorological Organization's Global Telecom
munications System (GTS). This is the system 
through which global weather information is 
transmitted and made accessible to all. participating 
World Meteorological Organization members. A 
more detailed account of the GTS is given in the 
plenary paper entitled "The Impact of LACIE on a 
National Meteorological Capability" by N. Strom
men, M. Reid, and J. Hill. 

Mode. Form 

Time and data constraint considerations and the 
promise shown by the models developed by 
Thompson (refs. 4 to 6) led CCEA to develop its 
first·generation wheat yield model, the CCEA-I, 
using the historical regression approach. 

The basic equation for the CCEA·I model is of the 
form 

9 -= constant + .iltechnolOgy trend) + ;( WX) 

where a. WX) includes variables measuring the im
pact on yield of moisture stress and heat stress based 
on mOl'thly temperature and precipitation data. The 
term ]{technology trend) can include variables in
dicating the impact on yield from changes in hybrid 
varieties, fertilization rates, herbicides and 
pesticides, and other management or cultural prac
tices. In the absence of long-term quantitative data 
on these technology variables, time (year) is used as 
a surrogate for technology trend. The basic concept is 
to have the trend term describe the sustained yield 
achieved in the region of interest and let the weather 
term reflect the variation of yearly yield around the 
trend term. The variation of yield on a global scale 
due to weather is believed to be close to 10 percent. 
The variation of yield is often larger than 10 percent 
in many areas, particularly drier areas. Yield varia-
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tion may be less than 10 percent in areas where 
moisture is less restrictive. 

Hilh multicollinearity amonl the predictor varia· 
bles causes statistkal problems in determinina the 
most appropriate variables and also in estimatinl 
their impatt. Two different weather variables-tem· 
perature and precipitation-are hiahly correlated, 
and variables for successive months are also corre
lated because of persistence. Since complete indepen. 
dence is not prattically attainable. one must deter· 
mine a priori what variables have important causal 
relationships. 

The use of monthly meteoroloaical data also 
d~,umes implicitly that particular phenoloaical stases 
occt:r at the same time each year. If occurrence of a 
'~ticuJar stase varies between two calendar months, 
the model may not be able to estimate the impact of 
meteorolOlical conditions durinl one or both of 
tt-tose months. The necessary assumption of an 
ilverase crop calendar is one of the limitations of the 
use of monthly data. 

Truncation 

One of LACIE's requirements was within·season 
estimates; i.e., an estimate before harvest. This re
quirement led to the concept of truncated models for 
making within·season estimates. Separate regression 
equations or truncated models were developed to 
capture information on yields contained in weather 
data available before harvest. If regression analysis 
indicated that weather during periods prior to and 
through a month contributed to the final yield esti· 
mate, a model was truncated for that month. This 
estimate was made without any explicit assumptions 
about weather during the rest of the crop season. The 
implicit assumption is either that weather in later 
months will be similar to that which occurred in the 
period used to develop the model or that much of the 
final yield is determined by conditions prior to the 
time of the truncation. Several alternatives to this ap· 
proach are possible, but the intent in CCEA·I was to 
determine how much information on final yield 
might be available from early-season weather and no 
predictive knowledge of future weather. 

Trend Variable 

--------------------------------------

wheat yield. These are irriptiCin, varietal chanses, 
fertilizer application rates, pesticide us., cultural 
prattices, soil productivity base, and IOvernment 
proarams (e .•. , the land bank proaram). A complete 
series of historical data for all these non weather fat· 
tors does not exist for areas compatible with areas for 
which meteoroloaical data exist. Consequently, the 
effects of these nonweathtr factors cannot be 
statistically estimated with sufficient confidence. 
With little or no data on these factors, it is necessary 
to assume a certain yield based on known practices in 
a liven area and then subjectively specify the trend. 

How a trend term and possible chanaes in direc· 
tion can be specified is illustrated by analyzinl the 
historical yield data series for North Dakota (fia. 1). 
The initial CCEA models were derived from obser· 
vations for the period 1931·74 and were updated each 
year for Phases II and III. For illustration purposes, 
however, the period 1879·1976 is plotted in fllUre 1. 
The yield series shows that yield trended downward 
from 1879 until the drought period of the 1930's. 
This downward trend is partially attributed to two 
factors: (1) soil fertility deterioration with time and 
(2) expansion of wheat acreage to the less humid 
western areas of the state. 

After World War II. an upward trend in yield oc
curred. The period after World War II was a period of 
aradua\ increase in fertilizer application. while during 
the 1950's the meJor impact was the introduction of 
new varieties. Other factors that have led to changes 
in the North Dakota trend include increased use of 
summer fallowing, changes in the location of wheat 
arowing activities. improved weed control, and 
governmental actions, such as beginning or ending 
the land bank program. For North Dakota. at least, 
the yield trend appears to have leveled in 1972. The 
reasons for this 1972 break can be traced to increases 
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in acreaae planted, which increased the use of land 
with lower wheat production potential, reduced the 
percent of wheat 8I'own on fallow, and reduced the 
fertilizer application rates. 

The CCEA·I models were not capable of jointly 
estimating the weather effects, the technology 
effects, and the possible weather·technology interac
tions. An example of this interaction is shown for 
Oklahoma (fig. 2). where the September through 
December precipitation, a significant variable in that 
area, clearly shows a dry period in the 1950's and a 
more favorable moisture regime in the 1960's. The 
abrupt shift in the yield series in the mid·1950's, 
therefore, may not be associated solely with chang· 
int. technology. 

Changes in technology can contribute to rapid 
changes in yield. In Uttar Pradesh, India, for exam· 
pie, yields have increased substantially since 1965, 
although monsoonal precipitation has tended to 
decrease from the early 1960's through the 
mid·1970's (fig. 3). The combination of high. yielding 
varieties and the corresponding increase in irrigation 
and fertilization on acreage planted to high.yielding 
varieties is responsible for much of the increase in 
yield. But would the yield response have been higher 
still had the precipitation trend been on the upswing 
rather than on the downswing? There is no question 
that quantitative relationships between trend 
~hanges and known agronomic and climatic 
v1triability are urgently needed. 

Selection of Weathar Varlabl •• 

In choosing the type of weather variables to in· 
c1ude in the model for a given area, important factors 
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that must be considered are (1) data availability, (2) 
the phenological stage of wheat, and (3) the long. 
term climate for a given modeled area. For example, 
climatically. frequent May storms in the form of 
heavy thundershowers and gusty winds can be detri· 
mental to yield in Oklahoma. Basically, the weather 
variables of a model estimate the effects of moisture 
stress and temperature str-!Ss on yield during various 
assumed average growth stages. As a first approx
imation, precipitation and temperature values were 
utilized as surrogates for moisture and temperature 
stress. 

A soil moisture variable that included a water bal· 
ance might have t-een a better indicator for soil 
moisture stress. However, no reliable soil moisture 
estimating procedures using monthly data are known 
to eJCist 

Variables were initially selected from a priori in
dications that they should be important. The final 
choice of which variables to include in the model de· 
pended on two criteria: (I) most importantly, the 
estimated effect of the variable on yield at the 
assumed phenological stage had to agree with the 
agronomic expectations; i.e., the sign of the coeffi
cient had to be correct; and (2) each variable's coeffi
cient had to be statistically significant from zero, but 
the level of significance was not a set value and at 
times was higher than the usual 5-percent signifi
cance level. The omission of a meaningful predictor 
was undesirable; thUS, variables were accepted that 
might otherwise have been rejected. In addition to 
the applicatiJn of these two criteria, the potential 
candidate vr.riables were plotted with the detrended 
yield to pr.rmit a visual evaluation of their impor· 
tancl'. 
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In addition to the departure from average of 
monthly precipiLttion amounts, two other candidate 
variables were tested as possible moisture stress in· 
dicators in most models. These were (I) the 
difference between precipitation and potential evap· 
otranspiration (PET) and (2) the ratio of evapotrans
piration (ET) to PET. Potential evapotranspiration 
was estimated by Thornthwaite's procedure (ref. 8). 
Conceptually, these variables are moisture supply. 
and·demand indicators, so that when demand (PET) 
exceeds supply (precipitation plus soil moisture 
reserves), the crop is under a measure of stress. The 
ratio of ET/PET has been used as an indicator of 
stress, althoush the form 1 - ET/PET has been 
preferred (refs. 9 and 10). 

In the models for Australia and Argentina, a 
monthly water budget procedure (ref. 11) was in· 
cluded to consider, in part, runoff. A soil moisture in· 
dex called the Z·index is in effect another moisture 
stress variable that uses monthly climatic data and a 
knowledge of the local soil water·holding capacity. 
Sakamoto (ref. 12) used the Z·index in the semiarid 
zones of Australia and found it to be a reliable indica· 
tor of moisture stress and hence a predictor of wheat 
yield for South Australia. The Z·index was not in· 
cluded in the U.S. Great Plains models, which were 
developed before the Australian models. The model 
for Australia with the Z-index responded well to the 
wide fluctuations in the data. A completely indepen. 
dent IO-year (1963·72) test was also run for the 
model developed from the data set of 1940-62. The 
results indicate that the variables selected for the 
Australian wheat yield models were stable for the 
two data sets. 

In some cases, it was also prudent to include pre
cipitation outside the growing period. The total pre
cipitation prior to planting for spring wheat or the 
fall-plus-winter precipitation for winter wheat was 
often used as an indicator of the soil moisture 
reserve. For example, in the Canadian models, the 
monthly precipitation for the period 20 months 
before planting was included in order to consider the 
beneficial effects of summer fallowing. Unfor. 
tunately, an excessive amount of precipitation within 
a short p'.:riod of time often leads to runoff, depend
ing on soil type, slope, and preexisting soil moisture 
levels. Runoff was not considered in the initial 
models. 

To cope with this problem and also the problem of 
evaluating the prf\!ictive capability of the model for 
climatic events outside tile range within which it was 
developed, a censoring procedure was instituted. 

_t s z' .,. M'*'%('W*t 

Values of precipitation and/or temperature outside 
the limits of the data base were adjusted to brin, 
them within the data from which the models were 
developed. In the case of CCEA·I, monthly pre
cipitation values used in the model for the prediction 
year could be no greater than the 90th percentile of 
the historic data, and temperature values were cen
sored to between the 5th and the 95th percentile. 
This means that if the precipitation for the predic
tion year exceeded the 90th percentile, the input 
value reverted to the 90th percentile. 

The temperature stress indicator variable was the 
departure from normal of the mean monthly tem
perature. Althou,h it would have been desirable to 
include mean maximum or mean minimum tem· 
peratures as candidate variables in all the models, 
lack of data and resources did not permit this to be 
done in the allocated time. However, for some cases 
in Canada, mean minimum and mean maximum 
temperatures were included as candidate tem· 
perature varlables, allowing consideration of the po
tential effect of temperature on the length of the 
growing season and the reduction in yield that may 
be produced by untimely freeze. 

Excessively high temperature during the flower· 
ing to heading stages is detrimental to wheat yield. In 
the U.S. Great Plains models, a dichotomous variate 
"degree days above 90°" was developed to consider 
this effect. The number of degrees that the max
imum temperature is above 90° is the daily degree 
days. This value was accumulated for a month and 
plotted with detrended yield to estimate the relation
ship between the two. In all cases, the correlation was 
negative. From the plots, it was observed that if the 
number of degree days exceeded a critical value 
(which differed for different regions), yield was 
reduced; but, if the threshold value was not ex
ceeded, no decrease occurred. 

In the U.S.S.R. winter wheat area. winterkill is a 
major yield.reducing factor in some years. This 
seems to be more of a problem in the U.S.S.R. than 
in the U.S. Great Plains. It was found that in many 
areas of the U.S.S.R., the December.January or 
January·February mean temperature was often a sig. 
nificant indicator of winterkill effect. 

episodic eventl 

An episodic event is defined as an occasion in 
which yield is affected by a relatively rare occur· 
rence, natural or social. Examples of natural events 
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include frost, hail, rust outbreak, nood, cattle tram
plina the crop, etc. (ref. 13). Social events miaht in
clude revolutions or sianificant chanaes in national 
I18ricultural policy which cause widespread chanaes 
in farmin. practices. Generally, episodic events are 
not modeled by the selected set of independent varia
bles. When a particular episodic event was known to 
areatly depress yield, the datum for that year could 
be eliminated from the analysis, and in some cases 
this was done. No known quantitative estimation 
technique is currently available to handle episodic 
events. However, an objective acljustment of yield 
based on historically averaaed damaae or a very IP'OSS 

acljustment as was done for Argentina (ref. 14) is 
sometimes possible. 

DATA 

8tratll8electlon 

For the United States, historic yield estimates 
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
are available at county, crop reporting district 
(CRD), state, and national levels. These estimates 
are made using statistical sampling techniques. The 
coefficient of variation of the wheat estimates is 
about 2 percent at the national level and from 3 to 8 
percent at the state level depending on the statistical 
sampling in use (ref. 15). In most states, the historic 
yield estimates at the state and CRD levels are 
geographically compatible with meteorological data; 
i.e., meteorological data are summarized by state and 
crop district. The compatibility of the historic yield 
and climatic data at these levels minimizes the data 
handling problems for the United States. Comm')n 
boundaries exist for historic yield and meteorological 
data in other resions of the globe, but these data for 
most other global regions are limited to larger areas. 
Therefore. state models were developed in the 
United States, although in some areas smaller strata 
were selected (fig. 4) because of climatic differences. 
In other count ·ies. tht model included that area for 
which the wheat yields were reported. 

, 

CCIA WINTIR WHEAT 
MODEL IOUNDARIU 

CCIA IPIUNQ WHEAT 
MODEL IOUNDARIEI 

FIGVRE ... -Bouadarln 0' realoM ror whlth V.S. wheat yield 
models were developed. 

and precipitation. This information is available from 
the synoptic scale network supplemented by the 
monthly climatic data. These are limited data, and in
dividual stations must often cover large areas. Exten
sion of the limited ground data could be ac
complished subjectively using meteorological 
satellite data. The meteoroloaical satellite data are, 
however, considered most effective in identifying 
areas of no precipitation, noted by absence of clouds. 
For example, the meteorological satellite confirmed 
the extent of the drought in the U.S.S.R. wheat 
resions in 1975. 

Weighting 

In the estimation of yield for a selected area such 
as a state, the weather data for each CRD are 
weighted to obtain a state-level value. The weight for 
each CRD is given by that CRO's percentase of the 
total harvested area in the state. using historical 
acreage. No weighting of area climatic data was re
quired for foreign areas. 

MODEL RE8ULT8 

Operational Dati Flow The results of a 13-year (1965-77) simulated 
operational run, based on the "bootstrap" test, are 

Real-time meteorological data now to support the shown in figure S. Comparisons are made for five 
operational program of LACIE requires summariza- sample states. The bootstrap test is a simulation 
tion of daily maximum and minimum temperatures where the years prior to the prediction year are used 
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In the development of the model. historical CRD 
precipitation and temperature data are used. These 
data come from both the synoptic network (principal 
weather stations) and the cooper.tive climatoioticaJ 
network. In reaI·lime ope~a1ionl. ofIen data from 
only the principal (nrst-orC:.:r) stations are available. 
To test 'f these data (precipitation in particular) can 
be improved usln, a denser network of weather sta· 
tions. data from which are available in a delayed lime 
frame for the United States. these model~ were rerun 
and the results compared with the results usina only 
the synoptic network (ref. 16). The differences be
tween the two estimates were very sman. Thus. 
timeUness and cost consideralions may indicate that 

__ '--_-'-_~_ .......... _--'-__ J the aperationaJ data base should be limited to the 
15 ao 21 ao 40 synoptic scale. 

USDA. IV/ACRE 

FIGLJRE 5.-1ISDA _bot )'ltl. nt'malts "'mIII CCEA mod •• 
otlmalH for If'f(ltd "11fS. 1"'7'7. 

in developin, the coefficients for the equations. Each 
subsequent year adds a year for eslimatina the coeffi· 
cient. For example. in 1971. lhe years 1931 throuah 
1976 were used in recalculating the model coeffi· 
cients whose variables remained unchanged. Produc· 
tion estimates using the USDA acre8le& are com· 
pared in nlure 6. In most test years. CCEA model 
estimates compare favorably with USDA estimates. 
In 1971 and 1974. unusual departures of the observed 
crop calendar from the historical aver8le led to the 
lar&c yield discrepancies in the estimates. The ex· 
perience in 1977 sugests a need to reevaluate the 
trend component of the CCEA·l model. 
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The CeEA·1 models also revealed a potential for 
makin, rvl:l.season estlll~ations. FilUres 7(a). 7(b). 
and 7(c) show an example of this trackina for the 
U.s. Great Plains and the U.S.S.R. Althouah much 
can happen to aller yields for localized areas. the 
results of tbe aareaated yields over larae areas indi
cate that reasonably accurate information is possible 
in certain areas with early-season truncated models. 
The performance of these models over the past tbree 
(1975·1976-1977) crop seasons is evidence that they 
can effectively provide useful real·time forecMts of 
yield for the principal wheat.,rowinl resions of the 
world. 

FUTURE CONS'DERATIONS 

New efforts are currently being undertaken by 
CCEA to improve or complement this initial 
performance. Using tbe 'otic shown in fiJUre 8. the 
CCEA·. models are beina reviewed witb tbe intenl 
to include variables that may better explain the year
to-year variability. This review is the nrst m~or 
attempt to reanalyze these initial CCEA·I models. 

The reader will recall that the CCEA·. truncated 
yield models were developed and operated on the im
plicit assumption that the weather after the time of 
the truncation had only a limited effect on the yield. 
LeDuc. in an unpublished report (ref. 17). investi
pted tWO aiternative approaches. She used the 
CCEA·) truncated yield model for North Dakota 
spring wheat and made estimates in two different 
ways: (I) by assumins normal weather afler a trunca
tion and (2) by using the currenl weather reported to 
the month of truncation. then inputting historical 
data (1932-74) for the remainder of tbe season to oj). 
tain a distribution of possible yields. The result of (2) 
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is the set of histograms shown in ligures 9(a). 9(b). 
and 9(c). Also indicated is the sinale estimate from 
the CCEA-I truncated model as used in LACIE and 
the estimate resulting from (I). From these liaures. 
it is evident that the assumption of normal weather 
(NW) for the remainina ~rop season or the mean of 
the histogram E ( Hj) may provide an estimate closer 
to the tinal observed yield (USDA). This approach 
needs additional investiption for operational use. 

LeDuc (ref. 18) has also reported on a statistical 
phenoloaical spring wheat model for North Dakota. 
which uses the crop reporting district as a basic unit 
and considers the crop calendar as well as a soil 
moisture budget and heat stress term. Steyaert et al. 
(ref. 19) have also developed a procedure to use at
mospheric pressure directly irl larae-area modeling. 
Eventually. other approaches may lead to improved 
models for areas where historical data are not avail
able for model development and to improved ac
curacy over the time-series regression approach. 
However. until improved lona-term weather 
forecasts are available. it is unlikely that these 
models can ~ianilicantly improve estimates of har
vested wheat yields in many of the large wheat
,rowing resions. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The statistical regression approach to crop model
ing. under many conditions. represents an effective 
way to achieve reasonably accurate estimates of 
wheat yields for large areas in several important 
wheat-producing regions of the world. The opera
tional performance during the last three growing 
seasons has demonstrated that. with the current state 
of the art. the historical regression approach is a 
feasible method to convert the now of meteorologi
cal data available into useful wheat yield informa
tion. 

The yield estimates have been provided in a 
timely manner at a low cost. Such estimates supplied 
regularly in an operational system would help pro
vide needed information to government planners. 
agribusiness decision makers. and farmers. The ex
l-'er:en~e of LACIE has provided better insight into 
the problem areas that need further work. 
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Growth 8te,. Eetlmetlon 
V. S. Whl,rhf'Cld. "0. E. ""Inn"y." and W, E. CI'I'QI 

CROPCALINDARMODEUNGAPPROACH 
o 

ldenti(.~tion of wheat by the analyst-interpreters 
requires that they in_ate all the knowledae avail. 
ble to them concernina the appearlftQt of wheat and 
the farmin, prKlim and nMtural events that tan 
,hanae that Ipptaranc:e}One of the tools employed is 
a crop 'Ilendar that describes the p~ ..,ression of the 
crop thrOUlh ckt«tlble and/or qronomically IipiO· 
wn events in its life cyde (i.e .• plantin, dale. date of 
emerpnr:. dale of headina. etc.). This. of course. can 
tNnae from place 10 place and from year to year; 
this calendar is also a function of variety. t.«alizcd 
mean crop calendars for wheal and some confusion 
crops were derived from the dala Ivailable al Ihe 
besinnin, of LACIE for U.s. areas. The local yur-Io
y"r chanaes in ,his crop calendar due to differences 
in weather and the normal era, calendar. for forelan 
areas were no. so well underslood. however. 

Early in the preparation for LAClf. it became ap
parenl Ihal lhese year-Io-year variations in Ihe 
seasons made the use of localized normal crop calen
dars to aid in dislinauishin, wheal from other cropi a 
queslionable procedure. Furlher. it WII r«ornized 
thai because wheal yields (ould be drlbilically 
aff«led by unusual eventl al critical limes in ill 
develop men I (e .... hOI lemperatures al headin,). 
yield models 10 be developed would probably require 
a aood eslimation of the developmera st. of Ihe 
crop Ihrouahou' Ihe crop year for Ihe year of inleresl. 

A literature search WIS performed for candidale 
approaches to adjustment of the ~rop calendar to ac
count ror year·to-ycar weather difference,. Thrcc 
candidates were identiried: the heat unit. I function 
of tema;erature a1one~ the photothermal unit. I fune
lion of temperature and day len,th; and 'he 
Robertson triquadratiC' uni •• a nonlinear 'unction of 

'NASA MtnWJt'l :;PI« Center. HOUlton. Teu. 
bt..ockhftd Ele<:1roni(. Comp.nr. HOUlton. Teu, 
(FOfmerlr will~ NASA Johnson Space Center. (urrenlly -'1111 

Cree Fum .. fer .... ldabo. 

ma"imum and minimum temperalure an~ day 
1en,Ih (ref. I), After comparative latin, on an inde· 
pendent se\ ~f dlla. the RoberlJOn model W31 chosen 
as besl dcKribin, the rate of phenolo,ical dcvelo,,· 
ment of wheat beeaUS(; (I) Ihere t.:"isled eml'iric.I 
and ,heoretical evidence of nonlinear rClJ'Onsa to 
lemperature .nd ~ay le"lth; (2, the number of 
phues and rehlled interval "m,ths in the corre
spondin, Kale appeared g'leanin,fuland convenient; 
and (3) applicalion of the Robertson model to both 
winter and Iprin, wheal had met with ;".:liminary 
success (accuracies 28 to 14 percenl bl:1I~ ihan the: 
heat unit and photolhermal unit models between 
cmeraence and headin.). 

Data required to operate thil model are inllialion 
(I"anti",) <bte. \'uration of dayll,hl (date and 
lalilude dependent'; and daily muimum and 
minimum air temsw,ratures. Plantin, dale can he 
laken as normal Of modeled; dale and latitude are 
known; and mnimum and minimum teml'Ctltures 
can be I.ken from reported maximum ar.d minimum 
values or hi,h an" low hourly values. or Cltimated by 
use of j. or 6-hourly synoptl!: reportl. Sincc no 
equivalent model for winter wheal wu available. a 
contrlk't was Ie: 10 Kanw Siaic UniverlilY to modif)' 
Ihl.! Iprin, wheal modeJ so Ihal it would track the 
developmenl of winter wheat and account for the 
dormancy charl('terislies of thllt crop. 

The followin, error sources .and ronllrainlS in Ihe: 
inilial models were rccoani1ed. 

1. COI:fficientl were derived for 'prin, wheat 
v.rietics used in Canida, The applicability of thcse 
coefOcientl to U.S. Ilnd U.S.S.R. sprin, wheat 
vltrielies .tnd particularly to winler wheal and dwarf 
wheat was questionable. 

2. Use of normal rlantin, dJlles could lead 10 si,
nirieant erro,.. pank-ula,'y in early IQson (before 
and immediately after dormancy for winter wheat). 
Further. even these datcs were questionable in sume 
foreil" MCiS. 

l. The period of vcaet.tt1ve .,owth before ver
n.lization in winter wheat .nd Ih( handlin, of dor
mancy posed definite problems. The initial model 
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did not account for vernalization. and it also showed 
srnradic development to continue during warm 
periods in midwinter. 

4. Reports of daily maximum and minimum tem
peratures were not generally available from foreign 
areas, nor were hourly reports generally available for 
these areas. Techniqups to estimate the daily tem
perature extremes from 3- and 6-hourly synoptic re
ports existed. but they were not available initially. 

It was believed. however. that even these crude 
early models would be preferable to the lIse of the 
normal values and that the use of these crop calendar 
models should lead to their refinement. This did 
prove to be the case. 

MODEL FORMULATION 

Initial Model Form 

The adjustable crop calendar (ACC) developed by 
Robertson (ref. 2) describes the progress of spring 
wheat toward maturity as a function of daily max
imum and minimum temperatures and day length. 
The adjustable crop calendar. as implemented for 
LACIE (ref. 3). is used to calculate the daily incre
ment of development (DID) through sill. physiologi
cal stages of growth. These stages are tabulated as 
follows. 

1> .... e/"pnr(·111 HUf;(' .Ii" 
50 pern'lIl (ll (,niP 

Planling 
Emergence 
Joinling 
Heading 
Sofl dough 
Ripe 

..ICC .WelK" 

1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6,0 

A triquadratic equation is used to cakulate the DID 
within each st:tge. The DID's are accumulated from 
stage to stage. 

The rate equation for each stage may be written as 

DID =~I &1. ao)+ a2~1. aJ] tl~X ~ bo) 

+b2~X·boY~ Cl~N-b~+C2~IV-b~2] 
(1) 
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This may be written more simply as 

(2) 

Each of the increment development terms VI' V2• 
and VJ is examined to see if it is negative; if negative, 
the value of the term is set to zero. 

Since wheat responds differently to the environ
ment during each physiological stage of growth, five 
separate equations are required. The individual 
regression coefficients are given in table I. For the 
techniques used to arrive at the values of these 
coefficien ts. the reader is referred to Robertson's 
original work. 

Dormancy Modeling 

The Robertson crop calendar was developed for 
Marquis spring wheat grown in Canada. Systematic 
bias due to varietal differences in maturation rate 
and to large variation in the length of dormancy was 
observed when the initial model was applied to 
winter wheat. 

To apply the ACC to winter wheat. Feyerherm 
(ref. 4) developed modifications to renect the effect 
of dormancy on winter wheat. Each DID from the 
emergence to the heading stage is multiplied by a fac
tor calculated from the following equation. 

M = 0.5684 + 0.02508 1 (ADTJ) .. 0.0061 39(AAPR ) 

(3) 

The use of normal average daily temperature for 
January and normal annual precipitation was ba<;ed 
on an observed systematic bias in the original crop 
calendar from cold/wet to hot/dry conditions. The 
ADTJterm was found to be related to the length and 
severity of the winter dormancy period. The AAPR 
term was used to compensate for increased develop
ment rate under conditions of increasing moisture 
stress. 

This multiplier was derived for winter wheat 
varieties typically planted in the U.S. Great Plains 
during the early 1970's. For foreign areas where suffi-
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TABLE 1.- Characteristic Coefftcients Developed by Robertsonfor the Spring Wheat Crop Calendar 

COl'ffiril'nt 0.'1'1'/"1'1//('// t ·J/QIlC· or C'nlp 

(il) 

P·E /.".} J.l1 I/·S S·R 

v, - 1 8.413 10.93 10.94 24.38 

V, - 1 1.005 .9256 1.389 - 1.140 

V, - I 0 -.06025 -.08191 0 

44.37 23.64 42.65 42.18 37.67 

.01086 -.003512 .0002958 .0002458 .00006733 

-.0002230 .00005026 0 0 0 

.009732 .0003666 .0005943 .00003109 .0003442 

(. 
l -.0002267 - .000004282 0 0 0 

·P·E - pianlin& 10 emergence; E·J - emergence 10 jointing; J·H .. joinling 10 heading; H·S'" heading 10 sofl dough: 
and 5-R - sofl dough 10 ripe. 

cient information is available on varietal maturities 
to relate them to U.S. varietal maturity classes. addi
tional adjustment factors were derived (ref. 4). 

M (early) = 0.7037 + (0.023445) ADT! 
- (0.006735)AAPR (4) 

M (mid-early) = 0.7613 + (0.018766) ADT! 
-(0.007251) AAPR (5) 

M (mid·late) = 0.7905 + (0.012568) ADT! 
- (0.005733) AAPR (6) 

M (late) = 0.7143 + (O.0096~J) ADT! 
- (0.003536) AAPR (7) 

The equations may be used for varieties similar to 
those shown in table II. 

Occasionally, seasons arose in which the model 
showed jointing occurring before dormancy. Since 
this is physiologically impossible for winter wheat, 
some adjustment was required. Feyerherm suggested 
that if the accumulated DID's exceeded 2.85 (3.0 is 
jointing) on any day before January I, Ihe al:cumu
lated value be reset to 2.80. 

TABU 11.- Winter Wheal Varielies U5('d 10 DePl/e Matu,.ity Oa.\.\('.\ 

Muturity ADT J > .'11' I 

/lurt/wllc,tII.\ 

Earl)' Lancer. Warrier. Hume Triumph da~s \fonon.lknhur. "no.\ 

Mid·early Nebred. Winoka, Winalta s..:nUI da~s Arthur 

Mid·lale Minter Comanche. Pawnee Dual. hlirlield 

lale Kharkof, Yogo. Chc~'cnnc Trumllull. RClko,1\ 

III 
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Spring R •• t.rt Model 

As an alternative to dormancy modeling, the 
possibility of simply restarting the crop calendar 
after dormancy was examined (ref. 5). The normal 
end of dormancy for the U.S. winter wheat regions 
was determined from climatological data by plotting 
the mean monthly minimum temperature against 
midmonth day length at each station. This effort 
results in c1imagraphs like the one shown in figiue 1. 
There are two lines in this figure, one that intersects 
the fall portion of the climagraph and one that inter
sects the spring portion. These lines represent the 
beginning and end of dormancy as defined by the 
following criteria. 

I. When the sum of the development rates for the 
last 15 days becomes less than 0.02 of a unit, that day 
is said to be the beginning of dormancy. 

2. When the sum of the develop men t rates for the 
last 15 days becomes greater than 0.10 ofa unit. that 
day is said to be the end of dormancy. 
The Robertson model was run with the emergence
to-jointing coefficients from actual historical 
emergence dates to obtain the geographic distribu
tion of beginning- and end-of-dormancy dates. 

Climagraphs were prepared for all the synoptic 
weather stations in the winter wheat areas in the 
United States. the U.S.S.R .• and China. These were 
used in determining the climatic analogs and to 
transfer the dormancy criteria to foreign areas in the 
early Phase II crop calendar adjustments. later in 
Phase II. this approach was replaced by the use of 
mean planting dates witlt the Feyerherm multipliers. 
as that method was simpler to use and provided simi
lar accuracies. 

'e 
NNl 

,. /r-}""LY 
APR /' AUO 

MIDIIIOIITH Day 12, M •• / S~PT 
LENGfH. HA /" END OF DORMANCY ! 

FEB ./ ~ct WHEN lUll OF DEVELO .... ENT 
'0 _ (.r: ~ :.0.10 !tOR 15 DAYS 

JAN ,~/ BEG_NINO OF OO_ANC' I 

, Dl~ NOV. ~ WilEN IUM Of DEVlLOI'MENT 
I - . cO.02 FOA 11 OA'S 

• l ~ I ...J 

W ~ ~ ~ ~ M ro 
MEAN MONTHLY MINIMUM TEMPEAA fURE. • F 

.·J(il"RF. 1.-0a) I""lIlh H'r!iU!i minimum lemperalure 
dlmallraph for Dodllf ('il)', Kansas (l7·45· N 99·58' W. 2594-fool 
flt-vallon). 
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Spring Wheat Starter Model 

In order to use crop calendar models, knowledge 
of the plantin, dates is required. Feyerherm (refs. 4 
and 6) considered the effects of temperature and pre
cipitation on accumulated warming/planting (WP) 
days. The general form of the model was as follows. 

TA EO; 32· 

= a (TA - 32)(PRE) 3: < TA < 3~ + I/o. 

= 1 TA ;;;a 32 + I/o. (8) 

His study found that for spring wheat, a ... 0.1. 
Tests of this spring wheat planting model indicated 
no statistically significant precipitation effect. and 
PRE - 1 was ultimately used for operations. 

The date for 50-percent planting of spring wheat is 
estimated from a degree-day-type summation begin
ning on January 19. When the number of accumula
ted warming/planting days reaches 35.5. It IS 

assumed that 50 percent of the crop has been 
planted. 

Stuff and Phinney (ref. 7) developed an equation 
for the daily rate of spring wheat planting based on 
temperature. precipitation. and the normal planting 
date. 

R = ·0.77 + 0.045(T) -- 0.032(P) + 0.053(N) (9) 

Tests on independent data indicated that this model 
did as well as but no better than the Feyerherm 
model already in use, and it was dropped without im
plementation. 

Winter Wheat Starter Model 

Feyerherm (ref. 6) confirmed earlier studies con
ducted at the NASA Johnson Space Center which 
found no agrometeorological variables that showed 
improvement over the use of the normal fall pl'lnting 
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date for winter wheat. Consequently. 10l:al normal 
planting dates for winter wheat hllve been used liS the 
starting date for ACC model operation. It lIppears 
that. with regard to weather in the U.S. Grellt Plains. 
the farmer has a great deal of leewllY in choosing the 
optimum date for fall seeding and the planting date is 
driven primarily by other fal:tors. 

Inclusion of Moisture Variable 

The effect of moisture variation on I:rop develop
ment was studied by Seeley et al. (See paper entitled 
"Prediction of Wheat Phenological Development
A State-of-the-Art Review.") The moisture was 
treated indirectly through tt:e use of rain-days. The 
model is a triquadratic form similar to the Robertson 
model for spring wheat except that the day-length 
variable has been replaced by a moisture variable. 
This new variable is based on the mean frequency of 
rain-days. which is computed on a daily basis by 
means of a low-pass-filter function. 

where RD; th~ weight~d running Ill~an valu~ of 

RD :It day i 

th~ weight~d running 1ll~;l1I v:tlu~ 
of R[) ;It day i I 

an arbitrary constant 

RD. I for:t day with lII~asurahl~ , 
pr~cipi tat ion 

RD. 0 for a day with no !IIcasurahl~ , 
prl'cipitation 

A value of 0.1 was selel:ted for A: and used 
throughout development of this model. This allows 
RD; to account for approximately 95 percent of the 
variation of RD in the past 30 days. 

The form of the new crop calendar model is as 
follows. 

DID =~{RJ) 

+ h1~;' 

wh~ .. ~ RD = th~ \Iaily w~ighted mnning mean 

vahll' of th~ fjlt~r function of Ih~ 

rain-day IlCCllrrCnc~ 

(\ I) 

Results of this approach may be found in the 
paper by Seeley et al. This improvement occurred too 
late for inclusion in the Phase III adjustable crop 
calendar operational program. 

Display of Crop Stage Estimation Results 

It was not until the users (that is. the analyst
interpreters performing labeling) had the oppor
tunity to work with several potential display formats 
that this part of the system could be designed. Dur
ing Phase I. the adjustments were made on the crop
reporting-district level. Several experimentlll formllts 
were considered during this period. The display 
finally developed by Wilcox (ref. 8) employed a grid 
system. The crop calendar models would be operated 
at the grid point nearest the data input (meteorologi
cal station) location. and an objective analysis in
terpretive scheme was employed to extend the esti
mate from the meteorological stations to the sample 
segments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Assessment of the ACC accuracy over the period 
of LACIE operation indicates that the adjustable 
crop calendars used did provide more accurate infor
mation than would have been available using histori
cal normals. The models performed best under the 
conditions from which they were derived (Canadian 
spring wheat) and most poorly for the dwarf 
varieties and Southern Hemispliere applications. 
Refinements introduced into the model during 
LACIE resulted in some improvement in accuracy. 
and the supporti'ng research and development ac-
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tivities have ready for use other modifications that 
appear to provide increased accuracy. An)' major im
provement in accuracy. however. will be dependent 
on (1) Ii reliable starter model and (2) a developmen
tal data set collected over a wide range of conditions 
with the specific goal of supporting development of 
crop calendar models. Recognition of this improve
ment. once obtained. would require acquisition of a 
more reliable test data set. 
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Accuracy Assessment: The Statistical Approach to 
Performance Evaluation In LACIE 

A. G. Houston.a A. H. Fe;veson.a R. S. Chh;kam.b and E. M. Hsub 

INTRODUCTION 

An important function in the LACIE is the 
evaluation of results obtained at various stag~s of the 
experiment. The objective of LACIE is nOl only to 
demonstrate the technological feasibility 0; estimat
ing large-area wheat production using the LACIE ap
proach but also to produce estimates which satisfy 
certain accuracy and reliability goals. The accuracy 
asses3ment effort is designed to check the accuracy 
of the products of the experimental operations 
throughout the crop growing season and to deter
mine whether the procedures used are adequate to 
accomplish the desired accuracy and reliability goals. 
These goals are set out in greater detail in the LACIE 
requirements documents (refs. I to 3). 

ObJective. 

The objectives addressed in the development of 
statistical methodology for assessing LACIE per
formance are as follows. 

1. To determine whether the accuracy goal of the 
LACIE estimate of wheat pfClJuction for a region or 
a country is being met-The LACIE accuracy goal is 
a "90/90" criterion for at-harvest wheat production. 
meaning that the at-harvest wheat production esti
mate for the region or country should be within 10 
percent of the true production with a probability of at 
least O.~. 

2. To determine the accuracy and reliability of 
early-season estimates and estimates made at regular 
intervals throughout the crop season before har
vest-This objective includes a determination of the 
degree to which the 90/90 criterion is supported at 
these intervals during the crop season. 

BNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Te~as. 
bLock heed Elewonics Company, Houston, Texas. 
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3. To investigate the various sources of error in 
the LACIE estimates of wheat production. area. and 
yield; to quantify and relate these error sources to 
causal elements in the LACIE estimation process; 
and to recommend procedures for reducing error 

Such an effort satisfies the need to provide timely 
identification of major problem areas that require 
improvement so that LACIE goals can be met. Once 
a major problem area is identified. it is the respon
sibility of :he accuracy assessment function to relate 
the problem to causal elements in the LACIE estima
tion process and then to make recommendations to 
improve the technology. 

Most of the accuracy assessment investigations 
lire performed in the U.S. Great Plains. which is 
called the "yardstick" region. This region was 
selected because reliable independent estimates of 
wheat production. area. and yield for the state and 
higher levels are available from the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) Statistical Reporting Service 
(SRS. recently renamed the Economics. Statistics. 
and Cooperatives Service) and because ground obser
vations may be obtained at the segment level 
through the assistance of personnel in the USDA 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
(ASCS). However. the studies in the yardstick region 
are used to promote the development of LACIE pro
cedures for obtaining reliable estimates for other 
countries. 

Background 

The LACIE was conducted in three phases. 
Phase I.-During LACIE Phase I. wheat acreage 

in the U.S. Great Plains was estimated. Yield and 
production feasibility studies also were performed. 
but the accuracy assessment effort consisted of 
evaluating only the acreage estimation and aggrega
tion procedures. The specific objectives for LACIE 
Phase I were (I) to develop consistent estimators of 
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the variance of the lACIE acreage estimates, (2) to 
assess the sampling and classification components in 
terms of their respective contributions to the 
variability of a large-area acreage estimate, and (3) to 
isolate the factors significantly affecting the 
classification performance and segment wheat pro
portion estimation by the ~Iassification and Men
suration Subsystem (CAMS). 

The bias in the lACIE acreage estimate for a par
ticular region was estimated by the difference be
tween the lACIE estimate and the at-harvest esti
mate for that region released by the USDA/SRS for 
the 1974-75 crop year. Separate classification and 
sampling error components were estimated, the 
former by comparisons of lACIE proportion esti
mates with ground observations C't-tained from 27 in
tensive test sites (ITS's) in 8 stales and from 30 
ground-observed segments (blind sites) in 2 states 
(Montana and North Dakota) and the latter by com
parisons with county-level data from the 1969 U.S. 
Agricultural Census. Several investigations were per
formed to develop a better estimator of the variance 
of the stratum acreage estimate and to study factors 
important to the processing of segment data for sub
sequent wheat proportion estimation (refs. 4 and 5). 

Phase II.-In Phase II. the accuracy assessment 
group continued to test and evaluate lACIE acreage 
estimates but expanded its efforts to include evalua
tion of yield and production estimates as well. 
Methodology for assessing lACIE performance in 
terms of the 90/90 criterion and for estimating sam
pling and classification error components was 
developed. Detailed error source investigations were 
made employing lACIE proportion estimates and 
ground-observed proportions for ISO blind sites and 
27ITS·s. 

Estimates of the coefficient of variation (CV) and 
the bias were used to evaluate the lACIE production 
estimate in terms of the 90/90 criterion at the U.S. 
Great Plains level. and a sensitivity analysis was per
formed to determine tile effect of various errors on 
the lACIE producti(ln estimate. In the foreign area. 
10 ITS's in Canada were studied and evaluated. 

Phase /l1.-During Phase III. the accuracy assess
ment group continued to enlarge the scope of 
detailed evaluation of lACIE estimates and pro
cedures over the nine-state yardstick spring and 
winter wheat region. Evaluations were also per
formed for the U.S.S.R. and Canada. The investiga
tions made in Phase III were similar to those per-
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formed in Phase II. The relative contributions of 
classification and sampling error components were 
assessed using 212 blind ~ites and 24 ITS's in the 
United States, 30 test sites and 10 ITS's in Canada. 
and the 1974 U.S. Agricultural Census data. In addi
tion, in support of the development of CAMS Pro
cedure I, efforts were made to determine analyst 
labeling and classification omission and commission 
errors. 

STATISTICAL ANAL VSIS OF PRODUCTION 
ESTIMATION 

Evaluation Technique 

A major part of the accuracy assessment effort is 
devoted to determining whether the operational pro
cedures produce an estimator that meets the 90/90 
accuracy goal of LACIE. This accuracy criterion was 
specified by the experimenter to derive technology 
improvements. To describe the criterion in exact 
terms, II is formulated statistically as follows. 

Let Pbe the LACIE estimate of wheat production 
for the region or country and let P be the true wheat 
production of the same region or country. The ac
curacy goal of LACIE is a 90/90 criterion for at
harvest wheat production, which is defined by the 
following probability statement. 

Equation (I) is a statement that the accuracy goal is 
for the LACIE estimate of wheat production to be 
within 10 percent of the true wheat production with a 
probability of at least 90 percent. 

In LACIE. estimation of acreage. yield. and pro
duction is made for large areas. using data from 
many sample segm~nts. Thus. it is assumed that the 
lACIE estimate P is normally distributed. with 
mean (P + B) and variance (J' p2. where B is the bias 
given by 

1\ 
/J::;: I:'(P) P (2) 
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Accordin.ly, the probability statement, equation (1). 
can be expressed 

A 
where Z - (P - (P + B))ICT~ follows the stan4ard 
normal distribution N(O,I). Th~parameler CV(p) is 
the coefficient of variation of P defined by 

A o~ 0' 
CV(P) '" ~Ir:: -

E(P) P+ B 
(4) 

A A 
The term RB(P) is called the "relative bias" of Pand 
is defined by 

It follows that the accuracy goal of LACIE is attained 
if 

"JO.I 1.1 R8(P)j l rv(p) 
cI)[ 0.1 O.~RHt.P)] ~ 0.'10 (6) 

rV(Pl 

where 4» represents the cumulative standard normal 
distribution. The area under th'l. curve in filure t 
contains combinations of CV(p) and RBO') for 
which equation (6) is satisfied. 

Va,IMCe and BlalEltlmaUon for the Wheat 
ProducUon Eltlmate 

To apply the evaluation technique described in the 
previous section. knowledse of the variance CT~2 and 
the bias B of the LACIE wheat production estimate 
~ • .>r a country or Ii resion is required. Since values for 
these parameters are unknown in LACIE. estimates 
have to be obtained. The estimation of the produc. 
tion variance at different auregation levels is de
scribed in detail in the paper entitled "Large. A rea 
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A88regalion and Mean·Squared Prediction Error 
Estimation for LACIE Yield and Production 
Forecasts" by Chhikara and Feiveson. 

An estimate of bias can be obtained from the 
difference between a LACIE production estimate 
and the corresponding USDA estimate of produc
tion. but this estimate is realistic only in the United 
Slates and is based only on a single sample. For 
foreign countries. the USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service (F AS) makes periodic forecasts. which are 
generally for total grain production. using ad hoc 
methods. Although F AS estimates may be used to 
indicate a major problem. they cannot be used for a 
quantitative assessment of bias in a LACIE estimate, 

The 90/90 EvaluaUon 

Given the LACIE estimator fr~ of the standard 
deviation CT pof tbe LACIE production estimator. an 
estimate of CV OJ) is 

(7) 

The computation of ~~is described in detail in the 
paper by Chhikara and Feiveson and is the result of 
the Crop Assessment SubsystCJll (CAS) a88regation 
sortware. An estimate of RB(P) is 

A 
".A B 
RB(P):A: 

P 
(8) 
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where S is the difference between the LACIE pro
duction estimate and the corresponding SRS esti
mate. 

The distribution of the estipl8led valu~of the left 
side of equation (6) tithfV(P) lndJtB(lJ) rep.laced 
by their estimates. CV(P) and RB(P). respectively, 
has been found to be intractable because of pr{)blems 
il} o~tainins a join~ ~is1ribulion of CV <1J> and 
1{'8(P). However. if \.:V(p) > 0.061. there is a fair 
indication that the LACIE ettimate may not satisfy 
the 90~ §.riterion even if P is assumed unbiased. 
Since CV(p) has been found to be very stable at the 
country level (U.S. Great Plains level in the case of 
tile llnited States) and less thap 0.061. one can tr.eat 
CV(l}) as the parameter CV(p) and solve eQ1lauon 
(6) to determine the tolerable values of RB(P) that 
woul~ meet the 90/90 accuracy goal. That is. liven 
cvO). there exist real numbers Ro(Ro < 0) and R, 
(R, > 0) such that equation (6) is satisfied for 

90/90. is rejected if 

max I1(B*) < a (12) 

B.f~.BJ 

where Q is a predetermined significance level. If the 
test fails to reject Ho. it is not immediately inferred 
that the LACIE production estimator is a 90/90 
estimator. (The test has low power since qnl)' one ob· 
servation is available to estimate RB(P).) In this 
situation. the statement is made that "support of the 
90/90 accuracy lOal" is indic:ated; however. results 
obtained from blind-site analyses and other accuracy 
assessment tasks are then considered for further 
assessment of whether or not the 90/90 criterion is 
achievable. 

Comparl80n of LACe! latlm.t •• With 
(9) Reference Sund.rda 

Equivalently. there exist corresponding tolerable 
bias limits Boand B, 

(10) 

where ~ - lRo/O - Ro»P and ~ - (R,/(1 -
R, )]P. where Pis the actual production. 

Suppose next a null hypothesis Ho that the 
LACIE production esti'1'ate is (roil} a 90/90 estima
tor; ~e .• suppose CV(p) == (VO') < 0.061 and 
RB(P) f [Ra.R,] and hence B f IBo.B". To test the 
hypothesis that 110 is true. first fix a value of B. say 
B* f 1~.B". then test the sub~ypothesi! .B.- tr 
Blainst the alternative B tlr. uS'"J the statistIc b
P - PSRS and assuming ll- N(B,9-~2). A "p-valL'e" 
for this test is given by 

given b - N(Ir.~ p2). where b is the observ.ed 
diff(,rence. ft - PSRS' The overall hypothesis. Ho:-'is 

The reference standards to which the LACIE esti
mates are compared are the USDA/SRSestimates for 
the United States and the F AS estimates andlor offi
cial country estimates for forei,n countries. The 
statistic: used for nlakins these comparisons is the 
relative difference (RD) in percent defined as 
follows. 

RD. (lACIE - STANDARD) X 100 (13) 
LACIE 

where LACIE stands for the LACIE estimate of 
wheat production, area. or yield and STANDARD 
represents the correspondin, reference standard esti
mate. This definition expresses the difference be
tween the two estimates as a percentage of the 
LACIE estimate. 

Sisnificance tests or no difference are made only 
at the resion or country level for the LACIE produc
tion, area. and yield estimates of sprill, wheat. winter 
wheat. and total wheat. for a significance test. the 
LACIE estimate (of wheat production, area, or 
yield) is assumed to be approximat~ly normally dis
tributed with unknown mean It and variance 
ulACIE' A test of the hyp~thesis Ho:p. . - ST AN
DARD against the alternative hypotheSIS H. .. :", + 
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STANDARD is then made using this ll8Sumption. 
The test slatistic is liven by 

Z LACIl~ - STANDARP 

• aL"u .. (14) 

which. under the null hypothesis. is approximately 
normally distributed with mean 0 and variance ,. 
The null hypothesis is rejO(led in favor of the alter
native at the a level of silnilicance if 

(IS) 

where :0/2 is the (' - a12) critical point of the stan· 
dard normal distribution. For a - 0.10. :0/2- 1.64S. 
and if I ZI > '.64S. it is concluded that the mean of 
the LACIE estimator is sianificantly different from 
the reference standard estimate. 

ERROR 80URCE8lN LACIR 

Any uncertainty in a LACIE prediction of wheat 
production at the country level is directly related to 
errors in wheat acreaae estimates and yield predic· 
tions at the zone level. These errors are incurred in· 
dependently and. hence. estimated accordingly, 

The yield prediction error is evaluated on the basi'i 
of the residual mean square error obtained by 
resressing yield on weather data for past years. The 
error in country·level yield prediction is assessed by 
taking into account the variability with which 
LACIE acreage estimates are obtained. (See the 
paper by Chhikara and Feiveson.) When extreme 
weather condit;.;.,s prevail. the yield prediction is 
likely to be biased. In addition to makin, a com· 
parison between LACIE yield estimates and the 
reference standard estimates. another evaluation is 
made usina historical data. (For details of this 
methodolo,y. see the paper entitled" Accuracy and 
Performance of LACIE Yield Estimates in Major 
Wheat Producing Regions of the World" by Phinney 
et al.) 

The acreale estimate is subject to both bias and 
variability. Samplin. and classificati"n are the two 
major error components of an acreale estimation ere 
ror. Sampling error contributes primarily to the 

variance of the acreqe estimate. whereas clautnca
tion error is the main contributor to the biu in 
acreale estimate. In leneral. estimated within
stratum variances are input to the variance estimlte 
of a zone acreap estimate and consist of I8mpliRi as 
well as classification variance components. The bias 
is incurred at two levels: seamen. and stratum. The 
s~ment-Ievel bia. is due to the ciauification pro
cedure that first determines the small-arai.ls propor
tion in 8 seament and then convens it to a wheat pro
portior. by applyin, the stratum-level historical ratio 
of wheat to small ,rainl. The stratum-level bias in 
the United States is due to the seament-Ievel biu and 
to the ratio estimation of wheat acrease for Group 111 
counties. (for a definition of Group III counties. see 
reference I or the paper entitled "LACIE Larae-Area 
Acre. Estimation" by Chhikara and Feiveson.) 

The error tOUIUS thaI contribute to the prediction 
err\lr (mean squared error) of a LACIE production 
estimate are outlined in fa,ure 2. Thouah it is desira· 
ble to assess the individual contributions of these er
ror sources. the complexity of their interaction and 
lack of knowledae of true area and yield make intrac· 
table the estimation of all error components and the 
relalion of the components to the overall error. 

Flrat·Order Error 8ourcelnve.tll8t1on. 

First-order errors are those err2rs contributina to 
the LACIE production estimate P. which can be ape 
proximately quantified usina LACIE. SRS. histori· 
cal, and blind-site data. (A "blind site" is a sample 
seament selected from Ihe set of lo\CIE-aliocated 
seamenlS for the purpose of a,,'quirin¥ ground obser. 
vatlons of the true distribution of crop ... ) The el ror 
in Pdepends on its sources in a complex wa)'; thUS. it 
is unrealistic to assume the tOlal error can be written 
as a sum of un correlated random components. In· 
stead. the effect of each component is assessed b~ 
estimating the reduction in the prediction error in P 
achieved by removing thaI error. A major accuracy 
assessment dfort is devoted to the deve:opment of 
statistic a! '11ethodolOlY for estimating the acrease 
bias and its error components. 

E./.I't(" or tampling. "'assf/kaNon. and y'c·1d 
I'ariabilityon tht I'ar/ann' of Ih,' prodl/('Iion c·slimall'.
The effect of a particular error SOLrce is assessed by 
deterrninina the reduction in the production variance 
estimate when the error is eliminated ffllm the com· 
pLJtalion of the variance estimate. Suppose " ~2 is the 
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• l 
I I 

SEG OROUP II 
LEVEL BIAS RATIO ERROM , l 

• • 
DIRECT WHEAT RATIOED WHEAT 

EST BIAS EST BIAS , 
I I SO EST BIAS 

variance of the cGunu)' production estimatc. Thcn. 
as described in the Chhikara and Feiveson paper. 
IT pi can be expressed as 

oj .. I: or +.'! E EOii (6) 
i-I i > i 

where ",1 is the variance of thc ith and jth 
pseudolone production estimates. The variances 
I " ,'I and covariances lIT III can further be expressed 
in terms of acreaac and yield error components. and 
both Ihc acreaae error and the covariance term can 
be further subdivided into samplina and c1assifica
tiun error Clll1lllllOents if the latter can be estimated 
by mean!; of Ihe lollowina procedure. 

To assess Ihe effect of .m error component on the 
production \'arian\:c"',2 and "1/ need 10 be estimated 
with that error component omitted. Suppose Spl. 
Sp,2. SP4 2. Sf1.. 2. and S!tt· 2 are the estimatcs of I' pi 
when the error con"lOncnl omined is none. yield. 
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acre •• samplin,. and classification. respectively. 
Then the; ratios S't2IS~2. S~ ... 1ISf/2. Sf1s 2ISp2. and 
Sftc.2ISpl arc determi"ed to evaluate the sensitivity 
of the production variability to the yield •• creace. 
samplin,. and classification error components. 
respectively. 

"'fC'O ('fro' sou,,:r ina't'sligQlion.f.-Area crror SOli fCC 

investiptions consist of estimatin, bias at thc 
reaional and se,men' levcls and determinin, con
tributions of samplin, and classification crror to se,
ment and re,ional acrease estimation ·:ariability. 

Ellimatin, bias at the resionallevel: The method 
for estimatin, bias described in this ~tion is valid 
for an)' area havin, a !Jlufficienl number of blind sites. 
In the accurac)' assessment of LACIE .. rea estimates. 
it is arplied at the state and hi,her levels. 

The LACIE estimate of wheal acreage .f fer a 
given area can be wriuen 

A ,!!... 
.1 :: '-' 



where ~, is the wheat proportion estimate in the IIh 
LACIE seament. n is the number of processed 
LACIE seaments. and w/ (I - I •...• n) is a known 
wei"'t based on Ihe size of the substratum in whi(h 
the IIh sqrnenl is located. the number of seamenlS in 
this substratum. and the hislori(ftl data of any Group 
III substrata the wheat a(reqes of whi(h are esti
mated by means of the Group III ratio involvin, this 
substratum. 

Correspondin, to the e:timate J is the true 
I(re&,e A. which may be expressed as 

(8) 

where C', is the true wheat a(reaae for the substratum 
(Ontainil.,thc fth se,me,» and w; is the value of the 
weiaht whkh would ,ive perfC(t Group III estimates 
of wheat Kreate for unsampled areas usin, these n 
a(quired seaments. 

The wheat proportion ;:s:im .. :, fur Ih~ Ilh ati
ment (an be expressed by the identity 

n 

"'t)cl + 1: "'1°1 
1=\ 

(21 ) 

Note thlttthe lirstterm. 81, represents It bias (aused 
by the lack of exactness of the Group III ratios (i.e .• 
Mi ,,"M·,". whereas lhe sC(ond term. ~. is the bias due 
to classification, 

The classification bias component ~ is estimated 
by 

A " H, II: m m A 
~ "'.0. ~ ! I 
/ I 

(221 

where m is the number of blind sites in the area con
tainin, n ,';;,ceased seaments. 

~ . ~ 
, i x , 

for the jth blind sileo where '\:, is the ,round-
( t 9) observed proportion of wheat for that se'~nt, Since 

the blind site!! are a random subsampre. ~ is an un. 
biased estimator of ~; i.e .• 

where x, is the true wheat proportion of the ilh se." 
ment. f I ilthe samplin, error. and 3, is the classifica. 
tion error. Since seaments are located randomly in 
subltrata. the lamplin, is unbiased and £(f,l - O. 
However. unbiased classification is not assumed and 

(20) 

where II i is unkn£wn, A 

The bias in A. defined b)' £(,4 - ,-0. is siven Jy 

a-t,tt "',~, " L "".) \ .. , , 
I-I ;"1 

II II 

-E w/_'(t'; + t,. + hi) I: "'t"1 ,.-, 
; a , 

The variance of ~ is 

(25) 

Where 
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Th'. varianl:e i" estimated by repladn, S2 with ill 
estimate 

1. ~'!. w, )2 
m;:i 1 I 

(27) 

An approximate 9O-per.~t I:Onndenl:J interval for 
~ il c:Gnltructed by (Jz - l.6fst. liz + 1.645&). 
where b2 il the estimate of Var(~). 

Reliable l:Ounty.levei data are not often available 
for estimatin, ". the bias due to Oroup 111 ratio 
estimatior.. A,ril:ullural l:enIUl data al Ihe 1:OU~"y 
level are available only every 4 10 S years. the latest 
in 1974. These mOlt rel:ent I:enlUl data are UIed to 
obtain the Group III ratio estimates in the LACIE ... 
Ireption Kheme and henl:e I:lnnOI be used for 
estimatin, ". Therefore. l:Ounty-ieve' SRS esti· 
mates. whl:h are Ihe only independenl estimales 
available. are used for eslimalin, ". It il known Ihal 
Inc SRS estimates are not very reliable at the I:OUnty 
level; therefore. Ihe followin, estimate of " il ob
lained only at the U.S. Great Plainl level and is used 
with I:aulion. 

Because I:urrent SRS I:ounty·level eslimates If:: 
not available QUl'in, the crop year. previous-year 
I:ounly·level SRS estimates are used to obtain the " 
in the equation 

" 
H, • E ('/(W, - wt) (28) /-, 

for each of .he proc:essed LACIE seamenlJ in the 
U.s. Great Plains. Then. &, il estimaled by 

(29) 

where ~RS is the SRS wheat proportion for the coun· 
'ty containin, the Ith seament a"d AslS il the SRS 
wheat area estimate for the U.S. Great Plains. A relia. 
ble estimate of the variance of " is not available; 
thus. for practical purposes. the bill due to Group III 
ratio estimation is considered neallaible if '" is less 
than 2 percent of ASRS' 
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£Stimatina bi .. at the teamenl level: In thil sec· 
lion. the lI.tillkat methodoiOlY for estimatina the 
wheat proponion estimation error expected for the 
CAM5-processed seamer.lI il described. Let Nbe the 
number of scamenll acquired in a reaton (llate or 
hiaher level) and let n be the number of blind .ites 
sel«ted randomly from these N seamenll. For a 
l'tIion.lel ~I represent the wheat proportion estimate 
in the Ith seament an~ let x, represent lhe arounckb
served proponion of wheat in the Ith seament. where 
1- I •...• N. Then. theaver. error "oi.liven by 

I N (A ) ,., ·-~x-x 
o N LI. 1 1 

I-
(30) 

The estim.'e of" 0 is liven by 

(31) 

tettin, D,- ~I - x,.l- 1.2 •.... n. the variance 
of 11 is estimaled b~1 

sl .. (1 
LJ n (32) 

Lower and upper I:OnCidencc limits. respectively. for 
the population aver. difference" Dare ,iven by 

(331) 

where 'l-e/2 is the value of the I - a/2 pereent1ac 
poinl. from the Stucf.ent·s , distribution with (n - I) 
dear- of freedom. correspondin. to the desired 
confidence level oft - a.lf "Dil inferred to be Iii· 
nineandy different from zero. I:Ontribulions 10 the 

~ 
I , 
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bias and mean squared error (MSE) due to small
grains classification error and wheat-to-small-grains 
ratio error are estimated (unless a direct wheat 
classification procedure was used). 

Let ~ and ~j (i - 1.2 •...• n) be the estimates of 'j 
and Xj' respectively. for the ith blind site. where 'j is 
the ground-observed ratio of wheat to sMail grains. Xi 

is the ground-obsep d small-grains proportion. and 
n is the number of blind site ... In LACIE. ~ is the 
forecast ratio of wheat to smull grains. and ~i is the 
CAMS estimate of the small-3rains proportion. 

The bias B and the MSE of the wheat proportion 
estimate obtained after ratioing may be estimated by 

" b = .1 "\""' (~.~. . .) (34) 
11 ~ I r . i 

1= 1 

and 

" " I" I\A 2 MSE = - L- (,.X. -- r. x.) 
II I r I I 

i=1 

(35) 

It is clear that both these errors are caused by two 
factors: the CAMS classification of small grains and 
the estimated ratio of wheat to small grains. The con
tribution of a particular error factor may be assessed 
by the reduction in the bias or the MSE which would 
be achieved if that error factor were omitted. 
Specifically. the following formulas are used in this 
study. 

l. Bias estimate with no ratioing error: 

2. Bias estimate with no classification error: 

"II ~ " B = '-'(~x .... r.x.) (37) n L..J I I I I 
j= 1 

3. MSE estimate with no ratioing error: 

A I" 2 
MSE' =-"\""' (,~ - rx) (38) 

ilL- II II 
1=1 

4. MSE estimate with no classification error: 

A I /I " 
MSE" = - " (r.x ... r .. ,(.)2 (39) 

1/ L- " " i= 1 

These quantities are calculated at the state and U.S. 
Great Plains levels. and a sensitivity analysis is con
ducted to measure the effect of classification and 
ratio er ror on the bias and the MSE for ratioed wheat 
proportion. 

Contributions of sampling and classification error 
to segment and regional acreage estimation 
variability: The variance of the lACIE acreage esti
mate J for a large area (e.g .• a lone) can be written 

A , "\""' .,., 
Var(A ) = V- = L..J II'~ u.-

. , I 
(40) 

I 

where a i 2 is the variance of the acreage estimate for 
the ith substratum (county) and Wi is a weight which 
depends on the size of the substratum. the number of 
segments in the substratum. etc. (For a description 
of the estimation of V2, see the paper entitled 
"LACIE Sampling Design" by Feiveson et al.) 

The variance (T i 2 represents a mean squared 
deviation between the lACIE estimate for the coun
ty wheat proportion and the true county wheat pro
portion. This variance is caused mainly by two fa,'
tors: sampling error and classification error. 

It follows from the assumptions in equation (41) 
that the ith substratum acreage error variance IT ,2 
can be written a i

2 = IT,2 + ,\2(T, 2. where IT, 2 is a 
contribution resulting from classification. and ,\ 2(T \ 2 

is a contribution caused by sampling. To determine 
the effect of no classification error, the variance of 
the lACIE acreage estimate will be calculated using 
pa i 2 instead of a i 2 where p is the ratio 
(,\2(T~2)/«(T,2 + ,\2(T,2). Similarly, the effect of no 
sampling error is estimated by replacing (T 12 by (I -
p)(T/ In the following discussion, the method 
employed for estimating sampling and classification 
variances and the function p is described. 
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It will be assumed that, for some reasonably larae 
area (e.,., a lone), the sampling and <:Iassincation ere 
rors f j and & j have the followina properties. 

'; and Ii; arc uncorrelllied 

1"(£,)'" 0 

1:'( hJ\';) = ~ "X, + 0 (41) 

It is also assumed that there is a linear model relatina 
the current-year county proportion Cj to the histori
cal proportion. which will b~ Jenoted by 1/; i.e., 

(=n+iJ:. +~ , ,I (42) 

where E(,,) - 0, V(C i) - a,,2, COV(C"E j ) -

COV('i'~i) - O. and u and fJ are regression coeffi
cients. 

FrlJm the preceding assumptions and definitions. 
three basic regrl!Ssion models are obtained. 

t. True segment proportion compared 10 histori. 
clli county proportion-From the definition of E;, 

It follows ahut 

X;C+c: 
; i ; 

= Q + /1:. + r. + c. 
I , I 

r(t. )= II:! 
I 'I 

, 
+ II' 

S 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

2. lACIE segment rlloportion compared to 
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around-truth segment proportion-From the (i.;fini. 
tionoU/. 

(46) 

It follows that 

(47) 

(48) 

Writing A-I + A·. one obtains 

(49) 

(48) 

3. LACIE segment proportion compared to 
historical county proportion-From equations (44) 
to (49), 

'" A(Q .. iJ:;) + 0 (50) 

(S I) 

~ 
l 
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As stated previously, it is desirable to estimate p -
(A.2a s 2)/(CT f2+ A2CT s 2). None of the three regression 
models enables an estimate of CT s 2 separately from 
CT h 2; i.e., one can only estimate CT s 2 + CT h 2 , not CT s 2 
alone. If current-year county proportions C, were 
available, CT h 2 could be estimated; but, since this is 
not the case, p. - IA.2(CT s 2 + CTh 2»)/[CT f 2 + A.2(CT oS 2 + 
CT h 2») will be estimated instead of p. If CT h 2 < < CT s 2 
(a reasonable assumption), then p. ~ p. 

The procedure for estimating p. is described as 
follows. Suppose a given zone has m blind-site seg
ments and n ordinary (i.e., not blind site) segments, 
and let the blind-site segments be numbered 1 to m. It 
is assumed that ground-observed wheat proportions 
Xi' i-I, ... , m ar~ available for the blind sites and 
LACIE estimates Xi' i-I, ... , m + n are available 
for an segments. It is also assumed that historical 
wheat proportions Zit i'" 1, ... , m + n are available 
for the counties containing the segments. If CT h 2 < < 
CT s 2 so that p === p., regression models 1 to 3 are 
applicable. 

£(xi)= a + tlZi; V(ri)= 0;; ; = 1, ...• m (52) 

If there is one segment per county, then the errors E j 

and 8( are independent for different values of i; 
hence. the likelihood function of the sample can be 
written 

m 1\ m+n 1\ 

L = n rIf;·xi ) n ,,(Xi ) (55) 
i=l i=m+l 

wherej{Xi'~;> iSAh~joint den~ity of rjand.~ifor i = 
I •...• m and h(Xj ) IS the denSity of fj for I = m + 1 • 
...• m+n. 

The function 

fI Axr~,) 
1=1 

can be expressed 

where J{~AXI) is the conditional density of ~i given 
XI' and g(~) is the density function of XI' Assuming 
errors to be normally distributed, the likelihood 
function L can be specified since 

x o~ expl· fz i (.~ Q /)zJ I 
s .0 

s ;= I 

(56) 

and 

(57) 

Letting Q = - 2 log L and equating to zero the 
partial differentials of Q with respect to all unknown 
parameters. the maximum likelihood equati~ns axe 
obtained for a, /3.9. A.. cre2• and cr/. If~. 11. a. A. 
() c 2, and ~ s 2 represent the solutions of these equa-
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tions. then the invariance theorem for maximum 
likelihood estimation can be used to obtain 

(58) 

as the maximum likelihood estimate of p. The max
imum likelihood equations are nonlinear but can be 
solved using numerical techniques; e .... Newton's 
method. 

Since ~ is a complicated function of the data, it is 
impossible to write down the variance of ~ for finite 
sample sizes m and n. However, the asymptotic 
variance of ~ can be estimated using the information 
matrix, i.e., if 

(59) 

and g( u) is a difff,;r~ntiable function of the parameter 
" ~ 8 Ii. A 2 A 2) th h . vector u - \CI, p, ,A, U t: ' Us • en t e varIance 

of g( u) is asymptotic to 

(60) 

where g' (II) - (0 glo u1' ...• agIo "6) T and T 
stands for the transpose of a vector or matrix. Thus, 
in this case,g(u) - (A2u s 2)/(A2u s 2 + U t: 2) and 

, [ 22(22 g (u)= 0.0.0, 2Ao 0 ~ 0 + 
S t: /I 

2)-2 o • 
c 

(61) 
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To estimate Y, the values (/IL. {~/l, and {z/l and the 
estimated parameters (~, If, t, i, &-c 2 and &-s 2) are 
substituted into the matrix H - (hi! - «(}2 loa 
L)/( 0"1 0 u). Then, equation (60) is Used to obtain 
an approxi~ate variance for ~. Assuming that ~, 
which is the ratio of the with:n-county sampling 
variance estimate to the total within-county area 
variance estimate, also applies to a large area, the 
estimated variances of the reaional area estimate due 
to classification (~2) and sampling (~) are siven by 

1.2 A A2 
11 =(l-p)V (62) 

(63) 

where P'2 denotes the estimated acrease variance for 
the larse-area estimate. Cons~uentlY, the estimated 
CV of a lars~area estimate A due to classification is 
siven by 

A" " CY(AIC)=j 

and that due to sampling is given by 

A" " 
CY(Als)={

A 

(64) 

(65) 

A. " A A 
where (';V(A I () and CV(A IS) are often casually 
referred to in LACIE as the classification CV and the 
sampling CV, respectively. 

Second-Order Error Source Investigations 

A major effort is made in LACIE to study the 
sources of the errors that influence the LACIE pro
duction estimation to ascertain the accuracy of the 
procedures being used and to devise ways of improv
ing these procedures. 

Yield estimation im'estigations.-The purpose of 
yield estimaticll investigations is to determine fac
tors introducing errors into the Center for Climatic 

., 

• 
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and Environmental Assessment (CCEA) yield 
model predictions at the pseudozone levels. For diag. 
nostic purposes, the following plots are developed 
for each pseudozone for each yield truncation. 

1. Precipitation as a function of time of year for 
the current year and for the 3 maximum and the 3 
minimum yield years, as determined from the 
historical data 

2. Temperature as a function of time of year for 
the current year and for the 3 maximum and the 3 
minimum yield years 

3. Means and standard deviations of temperature 
and precipitation as a function of time of year-The 
monthly temperature and precipitation for the cur· 
rent year are plotted on these charts for diagnostic 
purposes. 

The following diagnostic checks are also made. 
1. Calculate sampling error by using meteorologi. 

cal data from the cooperative statiol~ network. 
2. Check the data base at the pseudozone level for 

clerical errors. 
3. Check for episodic weather conditions and 

resultant impact on yield estimates. 
4. Evaluate models: 

a. Ree\'aluate variable selection by adding 
current-y~ar meteorological data. 

b. Perform latent root regression on pseudo
zone data to calculate the most stable variables for 
predicting yield (without allowing for a trend term). 

c. Investigate trend term by performing latent 
root regression without allowing for trend and 
calculating trend on the residuals from the most sta· 
ble fit. 

During LACIE Phases I, II, and III, several in
vestigations were performed to evaluate and improve 
the classification program for estimating segment 
wheat or small·grains proportion. Analyses of 
variance models were employed in several of these 
studies. (See references 6 and 7 and the paper by 
Chhikara and Feiveson entitled "LACIE Large-Area 
Acreage Estimation.") Diostage, analyst
interpreter (AI), segment location, and ground
observed wheat or smaU-grains proportion were the 
factors evaluated for their effect on the variability of 
segment wheat or small-grains proportion estimation 
by CAMS. Studies on omission and commission er
rors in labeling of classes by AI's, as well as those 
resulting from cla~sification algorithms, have also 
been conducted. Evaluations were often investiga
tive in nature and the methodology used was 
generally restricted to plotting and tabulating data, 
fitting data by regression to examine relationships, 

and performing tests of significance for comt'14rative 
analysis. 

The p"ssible sources of error in the classification 
of a segmem for estimating its wheat or small.grains 
pmportion are outlined in figure 3. Most of these fac· 
tors are causative and are called second·order error 
sources. Some of these sources contribute mainly to 
the variation in the segment proportion estimate, 
some sources introduce bias, and others are influen· 
tial in both respect~. Brief descriptions of a few 
useful investigations are presented in the following 
paragraphs. For the actual studies made and the 
scope of second-order error source evaluations, see 
reference 6 and Chhikara and Feiveson's paper. 

Segment-level accuracy inves.'igations.-Accuracy 
of ground-observed proportions oiltSiined by dot 
counting, of CA MS proportion estimation, and of 
crop calendars comprise the segment.level accuracy 
investigations. 

Accuracy of ground-observed proportions ob
tained by dot counting: Two methods are used to 
determine the true wheat and small-grains propor
tions for blind sites; namely, dot counting and com· 
puter digitization. The first method gives wheat and 
small·grains proportions by evaluating the ground. 
observed labels of a subsample of 400 (or more) ran· 
dom dots from the 9- by II-kilometer (5- by 6-nauti· 
cal mile) sample segment. This method produces 
only approximate results. In the second method, the 
Bendix 100 system and computer programs SPATL 
and ML TCRP are used to generate the wall-to-wall 
digitized ground-observed proportions for wheat and 
small grains. In this task, the dot count proportions 
are compared to the wall-to-wall digitized propor
tions to determine the accuracy of proportions ob
tained from the first method. The purpose of this 
task is to validate conclusions about bias due to 
classification that may have been made before the 

FIGURE 3.~ur«s of error/variation In the dasslficatlon er
ror for estlmatinl stlment wheat and smaU-gralns proportions. 
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wall-to-wall ground-observed proportions obtained 
using the second method were available. 

Accuracy of CAMS proportion ~timation: For 
the blind sites, the estimation error (p - P), where P 
is the groul'd-observed wheat or small-grains propor
tion and P is the estimate of P made by CAMS, is 
determined. Two types of studies are performed on 
these errors: (1) analysis of variance/covariance is 
done on the absolute errors to investigate the effect 
of various factors likely to influence the classifica
tion performance (e.g., AI, wheat biostage, segment 
I()~ation, wheat proportion) and (2) a linear regres
sion is performed for the estimation errors on the 
ground-observed proportions, biostoge, field size, 
crop type, etc., to explain the variability in segment 
wheat proportion estimation errors. 

Accuracy of crop calendar: A major reference 
used by analyst-interpreters in their classification 
procedures is the nominal (mean historical) crop 
calendar and the adjustable crop calendar (ACC). 
Since the ACC provides the latest reference informa
tion on the stage of development of wheat in an area 
being classified and estimated, it is necessary to 
determine the accuracy of this reference informa
tion. 

The basic data set for these evaluations is the 
growth-stage data acquired by USDA! ASCS person
nel from ITS's in the United States. fhese growth
stage data are acq'lired in periodic ground observa
tions of the ITS's over the crop reporting districts 
(CRD's). 

Plots are made of the ACC outputs (for the ITS's), 
the me .. n of the ground observations of wheat 
growth stages, and the nominal crop calendar. Confi
dence interval estimates are made on the basis of the 
distribution of the ITS ground-truth observations, 
and whether the ACC results fall within these limits 
is determined. The relationship of the crop calendar 
information to known episodic events of the current 
year, such as drought, is also investigated by the ac
curacy assessment group. 

Pixel-level comparison investigations.-In the pixel
level investigations, the ground-truth data arc com
pared with the AI-labeled pixel data and with the 
cluster and classification maps produced by CAMS. 
This procedure also enables a determination of the 
actual composition (in terms of ground-truth classes) 
of each pixel, of each cluster on the cluster map, and 
of each class on the class map. 

Blind-site data: Blind-site ground observations 
and CAMS data are compared at the pixel level to 
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evaluate the omission and commission errors and 
then to develop a method of assessing the labelina, 
clustering, and classification performance in a quan
titative manner. A ground-truth data processing pro
cedure is used to produce a tape on which the ground 
observations are presented as an image, similar to the 
Landsat imagery and to the cluster and classification 
maps generated by CAMS. Details are given in the 
paper entitled •• Accuracy Assessment System and 
Operation" by Pitts et al. 

Each subclass in the ground-truth data has its own 
assigned gray-scale level on the ground-truth tape. 
The subclasses used are shown in table l. The image 
on the ground-truth tape is registered to the corre
sponding Landsat image. However, the data on the 
ground-truth tape are at a finer resolution. There are 
six subpixels on the ground-truth image for each pix
el on the Landsat image. 

Analyst-interpreter dot (pixel) labeling accuracy: 
To investigate dot (pixel) labeling, the composition 
of each dot is obtained first. This procedure consists 
of determining the representation of the various 
ground-truth classes (table I) among the six subpix
els for each dot on the ground-truth tape. Each dot is 
then given the label of the subclass having the largest 
representation among the six subpixels corre
sponding to that dot on the ground-truth tape. 

Each dot is also given a class name (as dis
tinguished from its subclass name). The classes are 
those used by the analyst to label the dots: spring 
grains (SG), spring wheat (SW), winter grains (WG), 
winter wheat (WW), grains (G), wheal (W), other 
(0), and a class denoted "X" which consists of dots 
that fell on clouds or cloud shadows and therefore 
were unidentifiable. 

Dot labeling accuracy is studied by estimating two 
confusion matrices-one for classes and one for 
subclasses. The class confusion matrix consists of er
rors of omission and commission by the AI and indi
cates the degree of accuracy of the AI labeling with 
respect to the eight classes mentioned. The subclass 
confusion matrix of AI omission and commission er
rors describes AI skill in labeling pixels with respect 
to the subclasses listed in table I. 

Labeling accuracy depends on several factors (fig. 
3). The effect of these factors is evaluated whenever 
feasible and/or critical. Finally, a study is made to 
determine whether the probability of a dot being cor
rectly labeled is higher if the analyst label agrees with 
the classifier label for that dot. 

Clustering accuracy: Three aspects of clustering 
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T.4BL£ 1.-Suoc/asses Used in Accuracy Assessment 
and the Corresponding G,ay-Sra/e LeW!ls on the 

Ground- Truth Tape 

Subdass 

Fields t 10 80 
Alfalfa 
Beans 
Corn 
Samower 
Suullower 
Sudan Brass 
Sorshum 
Soybeans 
Supr beel5 
Winter wheat 
Sprina wheat 
Barley 
Rye 
Flal( 
Oau 
Orass 
Hay 
Pasture 
Trees 
Same as 90 to 108 except: 
Harvested 
Abandoned 
Strip rallow 
Strip fallOW. harvested 
Strip fallow, abandoned 

Water 
Homestead 
Idle cropland. stubble 
Idle ,ropland. co\'er crop 
Idle ,ropl:md. residue 
Idle cropland. fallow 

I to 80 
9C 
91 
92 
9J 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
1)1) 

100 
101 
t02 
103 
104 
lOS 
lOb 
107 
108 

lIS to III 
140 10 IS8 
165 to 183 
190 \0 208 
215 to 23J 
240 
250 
251 
m 
25J 
254 

are studied: cluster composition and purity. cluster 
labeling accuracy. and the cluster confusion matrix. 
The data used are blind-site cluster maps. 

Cluster composition is the set of percentages of 
subpixels in a given cluster that belong to each of the 
major classes, Class is determined by comparing the 
cluster map with the image on the ground-truth tape. 
The major classes are SG. WG. G. O. and Y. where Y 
consists of both designated other (DO) and desig
nated unidentifiable (DU) areas. The "purh)'" of a 
cluster is the percentage of the total number of sub
pixels in the cluster that belongs to tht: class with the "I rgest representation. The composition and purity 
of dusters are of interest since ther indicate the 
capabilit), of the dustcrlng algorithm to separate the 
classes into rclati\'ely "purc" clusters, These quan
tities ;Ire studied as a function of segmcni, stage, and 
acquisition history. 

Cluster labeling accuracy is studied first by assign. 
ing each cluster the name of the class having the 
laraest representation of subpixels. The duster is 
assumed correctly labeled if the label given by the 
labeling logic corresponds to this name. In the case of 
nearest neighbor labeling logic, all incorrect label 
may result from AI mislabeling of the dot used to 
label the cluster or from poor performance by the 
labelina logic. If the identity of the dots that were 
used to label each cluster can be determined, these 
two sources of error are studied separately. Cluster 
labeling accuracy is studied as a function of cluster 
purity, segment, state. and acquisition history. 

Two confusion matrices are estimated for 
clusters-a class confusion matrix and a subclass 
confusion matrix. The clustering confusion matrices 
are evaluated as a function of segment, region, and 
acquisition history. 

Classification accuracy: Classification perform
ance is studied by estimating the classification confu
sion matrices for both classes and subclasses. The 
classes are SO. WG, G. O. X. and T, where T indi
cates pixels which have been thresholded by the 
classifier; subclasses are the same as for dot labeling 
and clustering. 

An important investigation is made to determine 
the effect of crop height and ground cover on 
classification accuracy. In this study. crop height and 
ground cover data acquired every 18 days for tS 
selected wheat fields in each blind site are used. The 
probability of correct classification is computed for 
each of these fields and is plotted as a function of 
CfOP height. Robertson biostage. ground cover. and 
"green number," Means and other relevant statistics 
are calculated at the segment. state, and regional 
levels, 

Intensive test site data: The purpose of ITS data is 
to determine the causes of labeling and classiflcation 
errors that cannot be determined from blind-site 
data, For example. one use for these data is to ex
amine the relationship. if any. between the labeling 
and classification accuracy and errors in th~ adjusta
ble crop calendar. Studies nf accuracy arc made for 
both wheat and small grains if CAMS estimates of 
both arc available. 

To evaluate the dot labeling accuracy. CAMS per
sonnel analyze the imagery and attempt to determine 
the dot labels by pholointerpretation. The labcling 
m:curac)' (omission and commission) is determined 
by comparison with ground-truth labels for e.lCh 
classification. The "18·da~· observation" tic Ids in the 
ITS's arc used to determine the crop growth stage 
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and other agromet activities and hence the cause of 
mislabeling. Whenever a dot falls on an IS-day obser
vation field, CAMS investigates the ancillary data 
from the 18-day observations such as crop height, 
ground cover, stand quality, planting date. irrigated 
or dry land, farming practice, and growth stage for 
correlation with the Landsat data. Each acquisition is 
processed so that the accuracies, as a function of 
growth stage, may be determined: CAMS perform
ance analysis then determines the following for the 
ITS labeling. 

I. Number of ground-truth wheat and other dots 
2. Number and percentage of incorrect labels, for 

wheat, other, and total 
3. Cause of error for each dot 

a. Necessary acquisitions missing 
b. Poor stands 
c. Late planting, emergerce, or development 
d. Strip fields 
e. Analyst error 
f. Confusion crops 
g. Border/edge pixels 
h. Unknown cause 

SUMMARY 

The methodology described in this paper for 
assessing the accuracy of LACIE estimates illustrates 
the detailed and extensive evaluations performed 
during the experiment. This methodology was 
necessary for validation of the implemented wheat 
production forecasting technology. As intended. it 
has allowed the identification and isolation of key 
problems in wheat area and yield estimation. some of 
which have been corrected and some of which re
mair. to be resolved. 
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The major unresolved problem in accuracy assess
ment is that of precisely estimating the bias of the 
LACIE production estimator. This problem will con· 
tinue to be an issue in the United States and more so 
in foreign countries. In the United States, reliable 
ground observations, like those obtained over blind 
sites and intensive test sites during LACIE, can be 
obtained for further assessment of the bias in the 
crop area estimation technology. In the future, if 
reliable yield information at the field level can also 
be obtained together with the crop acreage informa
tion, an improved assessment of the bias in the crop 
production forecasting technology can be achieved. 
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Manual Interpretation of Landsat Data 

C.M.HayQ 

INTRODUCTION 

The LACIE analyst is required to estimate the 
proportion of smallarains in a aiven sampHne unit. 
These samplina units are 5· by 6·nautical·mile areas 
located in accordance with Ii statistical sampain. 
design. The estimation process requires ttl at the 
analyst interpret a I·percent sample of the seament 
area using both Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) 
imagery data and ancillary data. Ancillary data in· 
clude crop calendar summaries, cropping practice re
ports, meteorological data, and other pertinent 
regional datil. 

This paper discusses the manual interpretation 
process that has bet'n developed within LACIE. 
Details regarding the role of interpretation in the 
machine processing approach are discussed in the 
paper by Heydorn et al. entitled "Classification and 
Mensuration of LACIE Se,ments," and the imple· 
mentation of this approach is discussed in th~ paper 
by Abctleen and Bizzell entitled "tile Classification 
and Mensuration Subsystem." 

As will be pointed out subsequently, the 
methodoloay for the interpretation of Landsat and 
ancillary data for inventory purposes is in a state of 
heuristic development tholt ha~ continued throuah 
the 3 years of LACIE. With any heuristic ,~evelop
ment, concepts are formed, methods are dt.veloped, 
resultina problem areas are analyzed, and new 
methods are proposed. Such cycles have certainly 
been experienced within LACIE. This paper, 
however, will not atlemptto document the pro,res
sion of 'housht that occurred throushout these 3 
years but rather will discuss the fundamental con
cepts that evolved. Still, no claim is made that these 
concepts are entirely satisfactory, and, in fact, prob
lems with the methods will be addressed at the end 
of the paper. 

aUniversily or California al Berkeley. 

Jlt"nal photOgraphy msy III tII~ .... 
.. :03 Data Center 

';ioux Falls. SD S1 11 f 

HISTORY OF MANUAL 
INTIRPRITATION IN LACII 

LACII Ph •••• I.nd II 

Thro\llhout LACIE Phases 1 and 11 (1975 and 
1976), the analyst performed two main tasks. The 
first task was to outline representative areas (fields) 
for all spectral classes within a seament on the basis 
of their appearance on the Landsat imaae product. 
The spectral statistics generated from these areas 
were used as trainins for maximum likelihood 
classification. The second lask was to label the crop 
type (wheatlnonwheat) within the selected trainina 
areas. This process of first selectina representative 
trainina areas and then labelinsthe crop type within 
the areas comprised what is called the "Fields Pro
cedure." An analyst took approximately 12 hours to 
process a seament by the Fields Procedure and evalu
ate and possibly rework ti~': results. Half of this time 
was spent selectina and recordina training areas; only 
one-eighth I)f the time was spent actually labeling the 
areas as to crop type. 

LACII PM. III 

By contrast with the Phase I and II procedure, in 
LACIE Phase III (1977), a procedure was developed 
and implemented which incorporated clusterins for 
spectral class definition and train in, statistics aenera
tion. This procedure is called Procedure I. The 
analyst was freed from the time-consumina task of 
spectral class definition and could concentrate solely 
on crop-type labelinl. A new within-seament sam
plinS stratelY involvin, randomly selected sample 
dots (pixels) was another innovation of Procedure I. 
Because the anp'vst now has unly to label sample 
dots as to crop type, his seament processin, time is 
reduced to approximately 3 10 4 hours. In Phase III, 
therefore, the analyst had only one main analysis 
task--croprtype identification. 
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MANUAL INTIRPRITATION PROCISS 

Pe .. peallve on L.nd .. t D ... 

It must be remembered that Landsat data is a new 
type of data which had not been used eltensively 
before LACIE. Landsat's uniqueness, aside from its 
low resolution. small scale. and synoptic coveraae. is 
more si.nific:antly due to Lhe increased spectral 
resolution (compared to conventional photoaraphic 
systems). its reaular periodic coveraae. and the 
di.ital format of the data. It is important to recoanize 
the differences between Landsat data and conven
tional photo.raphic data. Althouah manual imaae in
terpretation procedures that were developed with 
and for conventional photoaraphic imqery still have 
relevance to imqc-formatted Landsat data. they 
need to be modified and restated within the Landsat 
context. Fnnhermore. Landsat data provide addi
tional information not obtainable from photo.raphic 
data. This additional informalion is a function of the 
digital temporal-spectral response data from 
relatively narrow-band (compared to pb?to.raphic 
data) multispectral sensors. 

The AMly.'. Proo ••• : The "Art of 
Probabllltl •• " 

Crop (feature) identification from Landsat (or 
any other remotely sensed, data and ancillary dat3 is 
basically the "art of deatina in probabilities" (ref. 1). 
An analyst must (1) collect information from the 
Landsat data about the characteristics of a feature. 
(2) f .. ctor in additional evidence from a rriori 
knowledae and ancillary data. (3) judge the impor
(dncc and relevance of all the evidence. (4) formulate 
several reasonable workin, hypotheses. (5) test these 
hypotheses apinstlhe evidence. (6) select the most 
probable conclusion. and (7) judae the dcarec of 
probable correctness of this conclusion. In LACIE. 
the mOSI probable conclusion is recorded as a crop
type label for a liven rixel. 

In sim~l,,= terms. thi! !:aerpretation process (called 
labeUns in !.ACIE) consists of two main compo
nents: (I) f~!ure detection and physical charac
teristics determination and (2) feature evaluation in
cludins identification and condition assessment. 
AlthouSh these processes may oc:c:ur sill1ullanoously 
and iteratively. they can be treated feparatel)" for the 
purpose of explanation. Fealure delecllon i~ the action 
of discriminatins a unique feature (!'a field in the 
LACIE case) based on spectral. spatial. and temporal 
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characteristics observable within Landsat multitom
poral-spectnl data. Fealure chartlete"!tles evaluallon 
is the process of assessina the available d:lla by 
analytical means and then syntheslzin, the p~rtinent 
data for the purpose of concludln. the feature's iden
tity and condition state. Feature Idenlljkall(Jlf is the 
action of assianina a name (e., .• wheat. no!'!wheat) to 
the detected feature. Ftature condlllon assessment is 
the more refined identification of a feature such that 
some quality or state (e .... late developins. poor 
stand, harvested) is ascribed to the feature. Correct 
feature identification cannot proceed properly unless 
feature detection has "~rred. Feature detection. 
however. does not ensure feature identification. 
Thus, errors in labelins may result fri>m either (1) 
failure to detect a feature of interest or (2) failure to 
identify correctly a detected feature. 

'e.,. Deteatlon.nd 
Cher.aterlatla. D.termlnellon 

Within LACIE. the feclures that an analyst wishes 
to detect are cropped fields. The feature charac· 
terlsllcs that an analyst must determine are (I) the 
size and shape. the type of boundary elements, and 
the spatial relationships of similarly an~ dissimilarly 
appearinS features; (2) the temporal.spectral pat
terns throushout the srowins season for a liven 
resion; and (3) the maanitudes of the actual spectral 
values within specific time periods correspondins to 
liven crop-type biostases (spectral·temporal charac
teristics). Of t"ese thrc:e characteristics. tlte second is 
the most important to the analYit for ,he detection 
and identification of wheat or any other crop. The 
('ther two characteristics arc necessary when s;snifi· 
cant overlap exists between wheat and confusion 
crops. when key acquisitions art missins or of poor 
quaUty. and/or when any ambiauity exists in the 
data. Obviously, the probability of correctly identify
ins a crop within a liven field will be low if a spectral 
response indicatin, veselation cano~y ~annot be 
dttected durina anyone portion of the srowin, 
season or durins particularly significant veselation 
biophases specific tu siven crop types. 

' •• tur. C ... r.ct.rlatlca !v.IUltlon 
'.;)r Crop Identlflc.tlon 

AlthoUBh site-srecific landsat data enable an 
analyst to detect a feature and determine ils physical 



characteristics. ancillary data and a priori knowledae 
from outside the Landsat data are necessall for the 
analyst to identify and label a detected feature. That 
is. nowhere will one find the word "wheatfield" writ
ten aCr05S a field as observed on Landsat dala. A 
priori knowledae and ancillary data supply informa
tion about what crops are ,rown within a reaion. the 
rate and timin, of canopy development for sp«iflc 
crops. croppin, and cultivation practices employed 
within a rqion or specific to a Jiven crop type. the 
characteristic appeurances of Jiven features on Land
sat data. efC. 

A priori knowle~p..-An analyst pins a priori 
knowledae from past experiences. eduutional back
,roland. specialized tritinina. and specially prepared 
interpretation keys. For example. many LACIE 
analysts were ac oaraphen who hid studied as part of 
their formal education (I) interrelationships be
tween land use and cultural patterns ar.d (2) physical 
environmental paramuers such as climate and soils. 
Since some analysts arew up on a farm, they had a 
firsthand understandina of alricultural cropp;'" 
practices. Still othelS had many years of photoin
terpretation expcri..:nce upon which to draw. With 
such varied back'i·ounds. there was a need to brin, 
all the analysts ((, some minimum level of common 
experience. ThL1J. before the Hart of LACIE. the 
analysts attended an intensive specialized trainin, 
course in Landsat data analysis. wheat physiolo,ical 
d~velopmenl, and rqio.lal croppin, practices rela
tive to small Irains. 

Ancillary data.-In addition to the a priori base in
formation. additional information is required for 
crop-type identification. This additional information 
is by convention called ancillary data in that it con
sists of jeta different from and outside the site- and 
date-srt. ,;;fic Landsat spectral data. 

Types of ancillary data which have been reco,
nized as beinl necessary for crop-type identification 
are (1) crop calendar information includina averqe
normal and year-specific data; (2) historical crop 
proportions for several recent years; (3) reaional 
croppinl practice information such as crop rotation. 
C'ultivation practices. and irrilation practices; and (4) 
occurrence of metcoroloaical events affectinl crop 
development andlor crop spectral response. Each of 
these data t)'pes should contain quantitative descrip
tions of mean normal conditions. as well as the 
variability that can be expected about the normal. 
The variability data ~hould include temporal 
variability (year to year) as well as spatial variability. 

Crop calendar data.--Crop calendar data compose 

the one most Importanlt),pe of ancillary data for crop 
identification from Landsat data and are important 
to all aspects of the crop identification task. Fint. 
before any imaaer)' is acquired. analysis of crop 
calendar data will determine the time periods durlna 
which data should be collected for the particular crop 
or crops of interest. Second, crop calendar data in 
conjunction with historical crop proponion informa
tion enable an analyst to predict pouible confusion 
crops and thus assess the need for auditional confu
sion crop separability information. Third. crop calen· 
dar data serve to set Initial expectations of temporal. 
spectral response patterns for the major crops. Crop 
calendar data contain information about the time 
periodl durin. an averaae year when sianlficant 
staaes in the cultivation and development of a aiven 
crop can be expected to occur. Plantina and harvest
inl dates are often aiven. and information about the 
timina of other intermediate phases such as seedbed 
preparalion. crop emeraence. headin,. or nowerin, is 
ff"".quently presented. 

Crop calendar data availabie to LACIE analysts 
include averaae-normal year data for all major crops 
within an area and a year-specific adjusted wheat 
crop calendar. Fi,ure t is an example of an averaae
normal year crop calendar. In this example. the per
centaae of the liven area underaoina an indicated 
development stace on specified dates is indicated {or 
each major crop. Fi.ure 2 is an example of the year
specific adjusted wheat crop calendar information. 

Relyinlon past experience and a limited number 
of spectral-response-to-arouild-data correlations. the 
analyst must translate around crop calendar data into 
expected spectral responses and imale charac
teristics. For example. from field experience. the 
analyst knows that a healthy small.,rains crop in the 
headed biosta,e has a 9(). to tOO-percent canopy 
cover. The major part of the spectral response from 
such a field will be (rom the vesetalion canopy; there 
will be very little response (rom underlyinl soil or 
surfa('e litter. Therefore, the analyst expects hiah in· 
frared reflectance and low red reflectance (because of 
chl')fophyll absorption) from this field. On a color
infrared (CIR) imaae. such a field should display an 
intense red color. On the other hand. for earlie:
staaes of development. such as emeraence. the soil 
backsround renectance would contribute more to the 
overall spectral response from the field. Thus. a less 
intense red color would appear on the CIR imaae. 

Historical alrlcuilurol stollstlcs.-A sianificant in
put (or crop identification is the mOlt recent year's 
crop acrealC stalistics for the specific resion. From 
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FIGURE 1.-Ex ... pI' of .. ',..,..0 ..... 1 crop cain", 'or Nonh Dakota. 

these data. initial probabilities of occurrence of the 
principal crop types and possible confusion crops can 
be set. 

The historical qricultural st:uistics are an indica· 
tion of the expected percent. of possible confusion 
crops (confusion crops predicted from calendar data) 
present within an area relative to the primary crop or 
crops of interest. In western Kansas. for examllie. 
other 'mallarains (namely. barley. rye. and oats) are 
always possible confusion '-lOPS for wheat. 
Reference to published historical alricultural 
statistics. however. indicates that tlle combined per· 
centaae of cropland occupied by these three crops 
wu approxim~tely I percent. By (omparinl thesco 
percentases with the approximately 45 percent of 
cropland devoted to wheat. the analyst can ha'Ie con· 
fidence that his wheat identifications will. in acneral. 
contain a very low (less than 2 percent) commission 
error (identifyin" these other small'lrains confusion 
crops u wheat). Fiaure 3 is an example of the 
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aaricultural historical statistics provided to LACIE 
analysll. 

Cropp;n, praellet and ,,,vironm,,,,tal ",'alionships.
Relationships between the physical environment 
and the presence of certain crop types can often be 
used effectively in crop identification. Physical 
plframeters that exert sianificant innucnce on what 
crops will be planted within a reaio:'l are climate. soil 
type. and availability of irription water. For I!'xam· 
pie. on the dry.farmed sandy·loam and loamy·fine
sar.d soils of western Kansas. sorahum is planted 
more often lhan wheal. Sor,hum. which is more 
lolerant of water strcss than wheat. ,rows wcll on 
thcse hiahly permeable. low.water·holdina-capac:ity 
soils. However. if irriplion is available and if there is 
supportinl evidence th.t wheat is irriptcd within 
this resion. the possible proportion of wheat within 
these soil .ypcs musl be expected to be equivalent to 
the proportions found on loam soils of lhe area. Ir· 
ription also leads to more crop diversity within an 
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CROP ':AI.F.~IOAR AD.ruS'BIENT 
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Th~se data ~re based on ~h~ Roh~rt~on TriqunJric model to compute biomctcorolo~ic~1 
time. Dau \Iu:put i!ll h)' ern ,"0,\\1. Tht' biol0i:i~· .. 1 !'It:agu of whe:lt an' diviu('d 
illto seven development stag~s: 

I. Plllntin~ 
2. f.m('rltcnc~ 

3. Jointin" 
4. Ilco1dinjt 
5. Soft Doulth (turr-in.: j.!r"l'nl .. h.~'t'i IIlw to y('llow) 
(). liard [)oulth (r i IW I 
7. ltarvC'!'It 

Thc mOOc 1 i!ll dr i vcn hy ,I;, 1 I)· "1:1 H mufti :t 11,1 nil I' 1I:1l1I1I t ,'lI1lwra t ur('!'1 :1 n,1 run f "r "I'll"" t cd 
met !'Itations in tht, I.I\CII~ ,ountrh' .. , 1!'I,'lin .. , ·1,. .. ,Ir" .. n 'I' ("mIll',', ':I'oj.!r"phh':11 
I'llints that shr,w equal uCVt'!0llml'nt sta).!I'!'1 TI"'''I' 1"("ln.'~ arl' ura"·" I" Ihl' 'W:lrl'st 
.= of " u('vl'lopml'n, st:'l:l' 

nGVIE 1.-£ ........ r ,..,-spedflt ...... trap t""" Ill .............. 
to LACIE analystl is shown in fi,ure 4, area than will '>e found in dry.farmed areal. Thus. 

the poslibility of confusion Cropl illreater thin that 
in In adjacent. leu diversified area, An example of 
one typo: of croppinl practice informatioo available 

Full·fram,. Landsat Imag",)',-Thf! usefulness 0: 
the ancillary dall described previously can be si,nifi 
cantly enhanced when the data arc analyzed in con· 
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County/State CASS CO., N. DAKOTA 

Land Use 

A. Total County Area 
B. Total Cropland 

1. Cropland Harvested 
2. Cropland Pastured 
3. All Other Cropland 

C. Woodlands, Woodland Pasture 
n. All Other Land 

Acreage 
UMost Recent Year) 

1,119,296 
947,051 
803,104 

34,123 
109,824 

1,184 
82,157 

Percent of Total 
County Area 

84.6 
71.8 
3.0 
9.8 
0.1 
7.3 

E. Average Field Size (Acres) 
F. Wheat (% Total of County Ar-e-a~)------------------

Conservation Practices (Most Recent Year) 

A. Irrigated Land (% County Area) 
B. Contour (Acres) Strip (Acres) Terrace (Acres) 

---I -----
Crops and Agricultural Lands (Absolute Acreage and % of Total County Area) 

Crops 
(Include All) 

Wheat, All 
Durllm 
O.S.Wheat 
I~. Wheat 

Rarley 
Rye 
Oats 

Fla·xseed 
Soybeans 
Sugarbccts 
Sunflowers 

All Hay 
Alfalfa lIa) 

Most Recent Year 75 Second Most Recent Year 74 
Percent Percent 

Acreage rercent Irrigation Acreage Perr.ent Irrigation 
~~~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~-+~ 

460,700 41.2 447,1100 40.0 
65,100 5 .. 8 45,300 4.0 

394,500 35.2 401,000 35.8 
1,100 0.1 1,500 0.1 

178,600 16.0 129,100 11.5 
3,200 0.3 2,900 0.3 

19,000 1.7 20,200 1.8 

18,100 1.6 20,200 1.8 
87,500 7.8 89,30,) 8.0 
17,000 1.5 18,900 1.7 
71,800 6.4 83,500 7.5 

33,100 3.0 33,600 3.0 
22,100 2.0 21,600 1.9 

nGURE 3.-Example of blstorlcal alrleultural statlstles. 

cert with full-frame Landsat imagery. One factor that 
limits the usefulness of historical agricultural statisti
cal data and environmental relationship data is the 
lack of spatial variability information. Two questions 
arise: how do the crop proportions reported vary 
throughout the reporting unit area, and what signifi-

cance does this variability have for crop-type iden
tification within the area? Full-frame Landsat imag
ery (fig. 5) clearly displays the distribution of major 
land use types ~cropland, rangeland, etc.), as well as 
minor land use differences that may affect local 
(within-segment) crop proportion mixes. 
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Idontifieatlon • US-Jo Sejl1llpnt " 1518 
St1"lta Onr la" 
F\ I~ Lat'IUon ._-.--

UNtVERSAI. l"rRATA OF.~CRIPTORS 

£2!!!!!!l.: Uni ted Stlltft' 

Stat~. CRn: North ~knta,.CRO'~ ~.~,9 

Minnesota. CRD'~ 1,4 

Full Fra",\' Landsat ImltB!'J'.l Numb.!!!.: 

NO: 139ft. Il9~ 14b:! • 1464, 
15R{\. 1M • IM9. 1611. 

MN: ISI4. I" l.~. ISIS, 1519. 

1413. 
lb24. 

1521. 

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE -, Gftn~ I Ol"s~ript ion 

1482, 
lMI. 

1ft 

lSbS, 1584 
1",12 • Ib45 

1841 

Important cash ('rop~ ll1'(, ~prin~ wheat. p"tatol·~. SUJlIU" ht-'eU, and 
I,egume seed are widely illlp"l'ttm, in thl' nOl'thf'ast part llf tht~ str/ltum 
inR is practiced mlllnl)' for wt"t"d ,'ontrol lind f,)1' a"cURlUllftinjl nitrotten 
clover (green manul'e!) i!l Jlrowli wid~ly for s(li I inlprov('ment, 

Ag/Non-A)! Ov('1'I:I)' 

OSF 
Over III)' _. ___________ ._ 

Field Si;l': 

~AJ!...::. Genera I Ot'~!.iJ'.!...!,'.\!~ 

Tt'xtur\' UfiJth/l.ow) 

F 1 h' tl'~':Jt itln 

soybeans, 
tallow
Swc~t 

thE' climat(' of thi~ l'tratum i .. ,'clIItlnt'nt:ti. fhl' ~umml'r t'mlWI';ltUt'C'S ;lr(' 
generally comfortabh' 1~lth V('O' f\!w d .. y~ of hot I1tld humid w('lfth~'r, ~i~ht!'. with 
few exceptions, art!' \,'omfnrtubl)' \'ll(,l. Tht, Iwinh'r ml'lIth~ art' \'old anli dry. wi th 
maximum temperatures risin~ a!lovl' fr,'\':inl-! 0111)' Oil :11\ aVl'rlllo1l' \If I' ,I:lv" t'al.'h 
month. Ilnd nighttim(' lows Jropplll)t hdo" :l'fO apl'l'ollimat('ly half of th,' tim(', 
(See rcprcsentativ(' stat inn~.l 

Prccipitlltion is thl' mo!!t importll1lt (' I IllIat h' fa\'I\'\l' in till' arl':l, fh(' Rl'd 
Rivor Valley lies in an area whcrl' lIght",. amOU1\ts fa II to the W('st lind he.1vi('r 
amounts to th(' ::nst. Sl'Vl'nty-fivc Ill'rel'nt (75".) of the prt'dpitiltion ,In:urs 
durinR tht' gl'owing SenS\lIl (Apri 1 to Scpt('mhcr) and l~ ,'(h'n 1t,'cnmp;lnipJ b)' 
electrical !ltoTms and h(';\\'Y flills in .. short t lm('. I\'int('r precipitation is 
light and i nd i ('utl'S thut hl'IIVY snowfall is th" l':\('('pt ion I'U thcr than tht' ru h'. 
Thc first light snow In tht' (1)1 1 occ:I!!i"o:t1I)' falls in Scptt'mh"l', hilt \I~\lally 
very Jittlc, if Rny, o('~'ur!! until Octoh('r ,w Snv('m"cr, Thl' ll'ltc~t f:1l1 i .. 
generally in April. (St'f' rl'Ilt't'!tcntl1tivl' l'tatlnn~.l 

With tht' f1llt It-rrllin, !'I'rfil\'l' frh-tiCln Iws litth' ('(f(',~t on tht, wind in 
the area, lind thi~ flll't hilS It'd to till' h'\!l'",lary n.,kllt!l bl i ;:::Ird~. Stron)t win,l~ 
with eVE-n liltht sn(lwfall ellU!'(' mUl:h ,It'iftil\~ and hlnwin~ snt'''', rt'J\ldll~ visihil
ities to n("ar It'ro. Fl,rtllnlltt'ly. thl'St' l'\mditions Ol'l'ur nnly lZl-v('ral tim('!! 
dUTinK tlae wintl'r month!!. 

------------------------------------------~ 
FIGURE 4.-E .. ""I, of ~rupplftJ prar"" Inform'lon. 

REPRODucmrr.ITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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FH;Ll HE !'i . -FIlIl-fr.nH' I.lInd~1I1 dalll ror parI ur t' lIslern Norlh Dakola . Tht' small outllnt'd un Is Ib~ ~mt'nl dh·u. M'd In lb. 
IIInltlh' lIIpora' dlllll IIn.'~ ,i~ t'nl1lph' ( 1111 . II , 11I7!'i ; l..ndslIl (rllmr f:-22UI -6"Z I) , 

Another ituation in which full -frame La 1d. lIt im
:Igery i: u 'cful i ' whrrc ('ult i atc l lanel i thinly in. 
h.: rsl crscu umong rung ' lund und other \ illl llnd 
arcas. During l"\.'rt ai n whell l billl hn e , it i - I.l i rticul! 
to di ' tillgu ish 'OIllC whea ttields from nati ve gra s
l ind ra ng~' . When onl y :t "mall areu ( ~uc h as I . ample 
~Cg lll \.' IH is av,\i labh.: for vicwing and only Ie ' -Ihan. 

pt imul11 tempora l-spect ra l data arc I tiluble. I 
numl cr of mis ldcllt i fil'a tiull ' may rcur. Upon 
rd'dcncl" full · fr In1i! imagcry for thc ar\.'u , 
ho\\'c\ cr, th l: .111 a I 'St LI Il obt ai n 1I bctter IPI rec i Il ion 
for th ' tltstributl II ll i' grassland ra n c \\' i th in the 
sa mpk seg l11 ent. In Iddi tion, the c\' tlull ti un or It -
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mo pheric effect in ' cgmenl- izecl urcas i ' dirfi ul • 
an I full · fru ltl data ha c been ~ und hdpful here. 
lIl 'o. 

Multltemporal Data Analysis 
for Crop Identification 

t IIcd prcvi u-Iy in 
.. Fellturc Detec tion and hantc tcri ti ' Dc(ermin a
liun," th e fca tur~ ' - l empor 11 - pc -Ifn i p IIlern 
th roughout the growing ell on i ' thc mos t import Int 
dl l1 r Il'tcri ' lic ro r detectiun und identifil' ili on of cr p 
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type. The procedure used to evaluate this particular 
feature characteristic is called multitemporal data 
analysis. Multitemporal data analysis is based on the 
assumption that. within a specific region, II given 
crop type or group of crops hils a temporal-spectral 
development pattern that is relatively unique. 
Therefore. by monitoring the spectral changes within 
a field throughout the grow:ng season, an analyst can 
identify with a high degree or accuracy the crop or 
crop group grown within a field. 

To demonstrate th\! principle of multitemporal 
data analysis for crop-type identification, a "walk
through" of the analysis of a segment in southeastern 
North Dakota will be presented. The previously pre
sented ancillary data examples will be referred to 
since they are applicablt: to this segment. 

First. from a priori knowledge and ancillary data. 
a conceptual SfWflrai crop calendar for the area must 
be developed. The spectral crop calendar describes 
the expected Landsat temporal-spectral response pal
tern for various crop types found within the ilrea of 
interest. Figure 6 is a graphic illustration of one way 
of portraying such a spectral crop calendar for North 
Dakota. In this particular spectral crop calendar. the 
ratio of 2 times MSS band 7 divided by MSS band 5 
was u)~d as a green vegetation indicator to portray 
the Lands:lt spectral-temporal pallerns correspond
ing to crop canopy and phenological development 
through time. Spe"tral crop calendars are not cur
rently IIvlliiahle to L ACI E analysts directly. 
However. it must be realiled that ever)' IInalyst con
sciously or unconsciousl)' carries the concept of a 
spectral crop calendar within him. Therefore. to 
facilitace the discussion of multitemporal dala 
analysis. part of the speclral crop calendar for North 
Dakota has been presented in concrete form. 

From figure 6. one can see thaI the maximum and 
minimum Landsat vegetation indicator values occur 
lit different timt:S for each of the four crop types 
shown. It is these temporal-spectral differences that 
will enllble the identification of crop types within 
given fields, Notice that the temporal-spel:lral 
differences between some crop groups such as small 
grains (wheat and barley) and ",rge grains (corn) are 
quite pronounced. Therefore. there is lillie risk of 
confusing these two crop groul's within this region. 
given moderately IIdequate timing of Landsat ac
quisitions. Thus. small grains (wheat. barley. oals. 
rye) as a group are expected to be rllirl), consistently 
identifiable within North Dakota. 

The temporal-spectral differcnces between closely 
related crops. however, such as hetween small-grains 

crops (wheat versus barley), lire seen to be more sub
tle. Precise timina of landsat acquisitions will be 
critical to the separation of these two crops. 

Some Landsat imagery will now be examined to 
see how this information can be used for crop-cype 
identification. Figure 7 is a multitemporal sequence 
of Landsat imager)'. The image product displayed 
here is known within L ACIE as Product I. Reilitive 
feature temporal-spectral response characteristics are 
determinable from this imqe product. High near-in
frared response coupled with low visual-red response 
and relatively low to medium visual-green response. 
as is typical of green or actively metabolizing vegeta
tion. appears red on the CIR composite. Relatively 
equal response in all three bands. as may be given by 
bare soil fields. IIppears as various shades of gray. de
pending on overall total reflectance. 

From past experience and the ancilllln' data. the 
image characteristics for wheat lire expected to be as 
follows. From the emergence to the jointing biostage. 
the wheat crop canopy cover increases from 0 to 100 
percent. The landsat vegetation detection threshold 
appears to be approximately 20-percent canopy 
cover. Thus. after a 20-percent canopy cover has 
been achie\'ed on through jointing (May 19 to June 
10. 197b).the wheat is expected to appear on Product 
I as various shades of pink or red, depending on tht> 
amount of canopy cover. From jointing through 
heading (June 10 to 30), the crop is activel}' 
metabolizing and should appear bright red. From the 
heading through the soft-dough biostage (July I to 
26). prior to turning golden. the crop is increasing its 
dry matter percentage, and wheiltficlds tend to 
decrellse their near-infrared renectance slightl)·. This 
slight decrease in infrared reflectance makes wheat 
in this stage appear as a darker red (brick or blood 
red) than in the previous stage. As turning proceeds 
(July 26). infrared reOectance drops drllstically and 
red renectance increases slightly. Whealfields in the 
turning stage appear dull yellow. brown. or brownish 
green on the CIR image product. Aft~r the whe.lt
field hilS been harvcsted (August 7). it will appear 
whitish or yellowish white if stubblc remains in th( 
field. The har\"est~d field may appellr in \'arious 
shades of gray if disking or plowing has occurred. 
The more the tield has b,en plowed. thc less stubble 
there will be on the surface of the soil and the darker 
gray the neld will appear. All small grains go through 
roughl)· the same color SC\luence on the C'lR imag~ 
product. 

Before spccilic field I;lbeling is attempted. thc ex
pectations for this segment must !irst be established 
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FIGURE 6.-1976 spednI rrop tale .... for flu, rore, sprlns 
barley, and aprl ... wballn Cus Counly, North Dakota. 

by referring to the available ancillary data. From the 
nominal North Dakota crop calendar (fig. 1), spring 
wheat. spring barley, and spring oats have very 
closely timed coincident biostages. Significant confu
sion among these small grains can be expected if they 
all occur within the same area. Remembering that 
there is an indication that barley matures and turns 
gol<ten a little sooner than wheat. ont: can look for an 
acquisition around the critical time period and. if it is 
available. attempt to separate wheat and barley on 
the basis of the expected subtle temporal-spectral 
differences. Also from the crop calendar data. it is 
observed that another crop. flax. has some overlap 
with the small grains. Although the calendar indi
cates later planting and turning for flax as compared 
to the small grains, there may be confusion between 
small grains and flax if acquisitions are missing. No 
other summer season crops (corn. potatoes. 
sunflowers. beans. etc.). however. are expected to be 
significantly confused with wheat and the other 
small grains in this area. 

The historical agricultural statistics (fig. 3) indi
cate that. of the possible wheat confusion crops iden
titied from crop calendar analysis. barley is the only 
crop type that occurs in significant proportions along 
with the spring wheat in this area. Analysis of the 
segment position on full-frame imagery (tig. 5) does 
not indicate any conditions that would lead to adjust
ment of expectations from the countywide statistics. 

In figure 7. several fields of various crop types 
have been interpreted and outlined. Crop calendar 
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information for the first acquisition (May 7, 1976) 
indicates that the spring small arains, wheat and 
barley, have just been planted. Spring small-arains 
fields, therefore, should appear as bare soil (dark 
gray to black). Winter wheat is in the tiIIerin. (pre
jointing) stage accordina to the crop calendar, and 
sianificant vegetation canopy is expected (definite 
red color on image). Corn, flax. and other summer 
crops are not yet planted and therefore are still seen 
as bare soil . 

On the second acquisition (May 25), according to 
crop calendar information. spring small grains are 
emerged to (illering. They should begin to show 
some indication of red (dark purple to pinkish to 
red) on the Product 1 image. Winter wheat should be 
jointed and will appear briaht red. Corn and flax are 
just being planted so still appear as bare soil. 

On acquisition 3 (June 11), spring small grains are 
jointed to booted and should have significant vegeta
tion canopy and a definite red color on the image. 
Winter wheat is headed and should be briaht red or 
beginning to darken. Flax and corn are emerging but 
may not have sufficient canopy cover to allow detec
tion of vegetation within these fields as yet. 

On acquisition 4 (June 30), sprina small grains 
should be headed and bright red or beginning to 
darken slightly. Winter wheat is in the soft-dough 
stage and should be showing definite signs of darken
ing. Corn and flax may show signs of canopy 
development but may still not have adequate canopy 
cover present to indicate vegetation on the image. 

On acquisition 5 (July 17), spring barley is startina 
to turn (light greenish or yellowish on image). Spring 
wheat. however. is not yet to the turning stage but is 
still in the soft-dough stage and should show darken
ing on the image. Winter wheat has turhcd and har
vest has started. These fields will appear bright white 
on the image if stubble is still present or darker gray 
if the field has been plowed after harvest. Corn and 
flax are tasseling and blooming. respectively, and 
should appear as some shade of red on tlte image. 

On the last acquisition (August 23), all small 
grains (winter and spring) have been harvested 
(whitish for stubble. gray for plowed field), nax is 
starting to turn (darkening on image). and corn is 
dented (still appears red on the image). 

This example has been presented in simplified 
form to demonstrate the principles involved in 
multi temporal analysis for crop-type idc!ntification. 
It can be seen that small grains have a uni'lue pattern 
compared to other crop types. The Slight difference 
in rate of maturation of spring barley and spring 
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wheat is also demonstrated. Precise optimum timing 
of acquisitions at wheat-soft-dOugh and barley-turn-
109 biostage is critical. An acquisition missing 
altogether at this period or less than optimally timed 
can make wheat and barley separation almost im
possible. Also, the heavy dependence on crop calen
dar data should be noted. As stated earlier, crop 
calendar data is the single most important piece of 
ancillary data in crop-type identification. 

MANUAL CROP IDENTIFICATION 
PROBLEMS 

In Phase I and Phase (( of LACIE, it was found 
that in some regions, the analyst's interpretation er
ror was beyond the tolerance limits. Several problem 
areas associated with each of the two main in
terpretation components, feature detection and 
feature identification, were identified, and the solu
tion of these problems was addressed by LACIE 
through cooperation between the research com
munity and LACIE operations personnel. A detailed 
description of the manual interpretation problems 
encountered and the supporting research efforts on 
these problems is presented in the paper by Hayen
titled "Manual landsat Data Analysis for Crop Type 
Identification." A briefer discussion of manual in
terpretation problems will be presented here for the 
purpose of completeness within this paper. 

Problemlln Feature Detection 
and Characteristics Determination 

As stated earlier, landsat data are used for feature 
detection and physical characteristics determination. 
Thus, the capability of Landsat data products to 
clearly and accurately represent spatial and spectral 
data to (he analyst is of great concern. During 
lACIE Phases I and II, the only landsat data prod
ucts available to analysts were the CIR image Prod
uct I and positive-negative image Product 2. These 
!mage products are good, effective data display for
mats for the extraction of spatial information, such 

. as feature size, shape, relationship to neighboring 
features, and distribution throughout an area. 
However, image Product I can provide only gross, 
relative spectral information about a feature. 
Although gross, relative spectral information is often 
sufficient for crop-type identification using 
multi temporal analysis procedures, numerou~ situa-
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tions were encountered in LACIE Phase I and Phase 
II where the image Product 1 did not represent the 
Landsat spectral data sufficiently for correct crop
type labeling. 

Another crop identification problem related to 
feature characteristics determination is insufficient 
temporal sampling. As stated previously, the tem
poral-spectral pattern throughout the growing season 
is the most significant feature characteristic for crop
type identification. If this characteristic pattern is 
not adequately determined, there is a greater prob· 
ability of confusion between crop types. Two causes 
of insufficient temporal sampling which lead to in
adequate temporal-spectral pattern determination 
are (I) missing Landsat acquisitions because of cloud 
cover or other reasons and (2) periodicity of Landsat 
overpasses. 

Features below the resolution limit of the Landsat 
sensors (approximately 1 acre) cannot be detected. 
Thus, correct crop identification with Landsat-I and 
Landsat-2 data is impossible for fields less than 1 
acre and improbable for fields from 5 to 10 acres. The 
improbability of correctly identifying fields from 5 to 
10 acres is a function of misregistration between ac
quisitions and boundary (mixed) pixel problems. It 
is necessary to determine the spectral changes of a 
field over time fairly accurately. If data points repre
senting a given ground location cannot be overlaid 
from one acquisition to another to a fairly precise 
degree, an accun,te temporal-spectral pattern and 
crop type cannot be determined. 

Problems In Feature Evaluation 

Most of the remaining sources of error in manual 
crop-type labeling in LACIE were a function of in· 
sufficient a priori knowledge or ancillary data or of 
nonoptimum labeling procedures. 

Insufficient a priori know/edge and ancillary data.
One deficiency· in a priori knowledge which had an 
effect on analyst labeling accuracy, particularly in the 
early phases of LACIE, was the lack of adequate in
formation concerning the variability in the temporal
spectral patterns of wheat, small grains, and other 
crop types. A related deficiency was the lack of ade
quate crop-type temporal-spectral separability infor
mation. No specific information about the temporal
spectral patterns of crop types other than wheat was 
available to the analysts. These deficiencies resulted 
in omission errors for wheat and small grains. 
Analysts incorrectly assumed less variability in 
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wheat temporal.spectral patterns than was actually 
present. Thus, interpreted labels were conservative 
with respect to wheat. As the analysts' experience in
creased throuah LACIE. they developed a better 
feelina for the true wheat temporal-spectral pattern 
variability. However. additional variability informa
tion was definitely needed in abnormal situations, 
such as the occurrence of drought, winterkill. or 
other episodal events. Similarly. without specific in· 
formation about the temporal-spectral patterns of 
crops other than wheat. analysts could not 
"doublecheck" their identifications by workina the 
problem in reverse. That is. in addition to responding 
to the question. "Is this pixel wheat?" the analyst 
could have posed and responded to the questions (I) 
"What crop type is this pixel?" and (2) "What crop 
types are definitely not represented by this pixel?" 
Beina able to eliminate certain crop types often 
forces the analyst to ,0 back. reconsider. and change 
his initial answer to the limited question first posed. 
However, since the analyst did not have the other 
specific crop-type data and the needed temporal
spectral variability information. he could not 
doublecheck his initial answer. The result was that 
some wheat was mislabeled or omitted. 

Nonoptimum labeling procedurt.-A large number 
of labeling errors traced to the analyst consisted of 
the labels affixed to misregistered lind boundary 
(mixed) pixels. Misregistered pixels are those that 
jump back and forth between one field and an adja
cent one on successive acquisitions. Boundary pixels 
are mixtures of the signatures from two adjacent 
fields. In LACIE, the analyst affixed a definite crop
type label to a boundary or misregistered pixel. To do 
this, he specified a reference acquisition on which he 
labeled the pixel. He "guaranteed" the pixel label for 
that reference acquisition only, and not for any other 
acquisitions. This led to analyst-credited "mislabel
ing" when the pixel label was not appropriate for the 
majority of the segment's acquisitions that were 
machine processed and subsequently checked in ac
curacy assessment. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper constitutes an attempt to analyze the 
manual interpretation process. Although manual 
crop identification in LACIE did not achieve 100-
percent accuracy, the error in crop identification was 
more a consequence of insufficiencies in the Land
sat, a priori, and ancillary data than totally the result 
of inaccurate or nonoptimum procedures. Situations 

will occur where the "correct" interpretation cannot 
be reached on the basis of the data available for in
terpretation. No procedure, whether it be manual or 
automatic, can consistently reach the correct conclu
sion if the set of necessary and sufficient data is not 
available. The manual interpretation procedures used 
in LACIE were adequate to support the accuracy 
goal for winter wheat and U.S.S.R. spring wheat (see 
the paper by Marquis entitled "Lacie Area, Yield, 
and Production Estimate Characteristics: U.S. Great 
Plains," the paper by Hickman entitled "LACIE 
Area, Yield, and Production Estimate Charac
teristics: U.S.S.R," and the paper by Potter et al. en
titled" Accuracy and Performance of LACIE Area 
Estimates"). In areas where the accuracy goal was 
not met (namely, U.S. and Canadian spring wheat 
areas; see the papers by Marquis and Potter et al. and 
the paper by Conte et al. entitled "LACIE Area, 
Yield, and Production Estimate Characteristics: 
Canada"), the failure to provide adequate acrease 
estimates was at least as equally, if not more directly, 
due to Landsat sensor limitations (resolution limit, 
temporal sampling rate, etc.) as to manual interpreta
tion deficiencies. This does not say that better 
manual interpretation and measurement procedures 
are not possible. Indeed. much research is in progress 
toward such improvements. It does say. however. 
that current procedures are adequate to support a 
technology capable of supplying valuable agricultural 
resource information. 

This paper has s\res~.ed only the logical processes 
involved in interpretation rather than giving a highly 
detailed step-by-step description of analyst pro
cedures. Such a step-by-step description of LACIE 
analyst procedures is available elsewhere (ref. 2). In 
conclusion. the LACIE experience has clarified the 
perception of the manual interpretation process. 
This clearer perception will significantly aid current 
research in improving manual interpretation pro
cedures and developing automated or semiaulu
mated crop-type labeling procedures. 
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System Implementation and Operations 

FOREWORD 

The LACIE Applications Evaluation System 
(AES) was composed of the personnel, procedures, 
aild systems which over a 3-year period operated and 
evaluated the LACIE technololY. This was a very 
diverse activity with three participatin'lOvernme"' 
agencies, utilizing numerous data systems and 
facilities located across the United States. The varied 
system products were integrated to produce the final 
LACIE output at the NASA Johnson Space Center 
(JSC). 

The AES was functionally separated into data ac
quisition and management, area estimation, yield 
estimation, producticn estimation, system opera
tions and control, and efficiency and accuracy assess
ment. This chapter will be directed toward the 
phased implementation of the Larae Area Crop In
ventory Experiment and the manner in which the 
AES was operated and evaluated. 

The acquisition, preprocessing, and storage of data 
for LACIE was probably the most diverse of the 
functions. The collection and processing of Landsat 
data was the responsibility of the NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC). The existing Landsat 
ground processing system was used to obtain the 
Landsat imagery, and the LACIE processing system 
implemented at GSFC provided custom processing 
to produce the S- by 6-nautical-mile segments re
quired by the project. This activity is described in 
.. Acquisition and Preprocessing of Landsat Data" by 
Horn et al. The other major source of real·time data 
was the existing worldwide weather station net
works. This weather information was assembled and 
formatted for LACIE use by NOAA and is described 
in "Operation of the Yield Estimation S14'lsystem" 
by McCrary et al. 

The reformatting, storage, and retrieval of the data 
required in the LACIE project was a mlijor activity. 
A vast amount of digital Landsat data was acquired 
and processed on a daily basis and maintained in 
electronic data bases as described in "LACIE Data
Handling Techniques" by Waits. Ground inventories 
were obtained for about one-third of the U.S. seg-

ments each year. The collection and handlin, of this 
"around truth:' performed for the accuracy assess
ment prQlJ'arn, is addressed in "Ancillary Data Ac
quisition for LACIE" by Spiers and Patterson. The 
m~ority of the nonelectronic data used in the 
LACIE project (e.,., maps, periodicals, photoaraphic 
products, reports) was stored in an extensive data 
library as detailed in "The Acquisition, $tor., and 
Dissemination of Landsat and Other LACIE Support 
Data" by Abbotts and Nelson. 

The element of the AES that had the operational 
responsibility for Landsat data analysis was the 
Classification and Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS). 
The implementation and operation ofeAMS was the 
responsibility of the JSC Earth Observations Divi
sion (EOD). A discussion ofthe phased implementa
tion and operation of CAMS is presented in "The 
Classification and Mensuration Subsystem" by 
Abotteen and Bizzell. The m~or portion of the 
CAMS operation utilized a batch-run capability on a 
larae computer in the JSC Mission Control Center. 
During the latter part of Phase II, an interactive 
capability was implemented on a small computer in 
the JSC-EOD as described in "Concepts Leading to 
the IMAGE-loo Hybrid Interactive System" by 
Mackin and Sulester. This system was used during 
Phase III to develop procedures and operationally 
proce:s 50 segments in the U.S.S.R. This operational 
processing was performed by USDA analysts and is 
addressed in "USDA Analyst Review of the LACIE 
IMAGE-loolHybrid System Test" by Ashburn et al. 
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The NOAA played a m~or role in the project by 
supplying real.time and historical meteorological 
data and developing and operating yield models and 
crop calendars. These activities are ,"(plained in the 
tJaper by McCrary et aI. The yield model results were 
aggregated with the area estimates to produce the 
production estimates. The crop calendar outputs 
were provided to the CAMS analysts to aid in relat
ing expected crop growth stage to the signatures ob
served in the Landsat imaaery. 

The area and yield estimates were input to the 
Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS). CAS was im
plemented by the JSC-EOD during Phase I and oper-
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ated by USDA personnel durin, 'be remainder of 
LACIE. CAS periodically, on a predenned schedule, 
aaareaated the area and yield inputs, produced pro
duction estimates, and aenerated detailed reports to 
document the LACIE estimates. The development 
and operation of the CAS system is described in 
"The Crop Assessment Subsystem: System Imple· 
rnentation and Approaches Used for the Generation 
of Crop Production Reports" by McAllum et a!. 

The various subsystems of the AES were each 
contro!led by a subsystem man ... primarily con· 
cerned with the accomplishment of the objectives of 
that particular subsystem. The coordination of the 
activities of the m~or functional subsystems and the 
collection of the information to provide project man· 
aaement with insilht into the actual operrtil)n of the 
AES as a system was provided by a num~r of coor· 
dinators, including the LACtE operations manaacr, 
quality assurance manaser, facilities manaser, the 
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manaler of the Data Acquisition. Preprocess ina and 
Transmission Subsystem, and the manqer of the In
formation Storale. Retrieval. and Reformattina Sub
system. Descriptions of these coordination activities 
are presented in "LACIE Status and Trackin," by 
Dauphin et al., "LACIE Quality Assurance" by 
Gutschewski, "Operations Reportin," by ~1usarove 
and Dale Marquis, and "EOD Facilities Confiaura
tion Manaaement Offh:e" by Dauphin and Palmer. 

The results of the experiment operaltons were 
evaluated by the Accuracy Assessment System, 
which concentrated on the accuracy of the area. 
yield, and production estimates. The approa.:h and 
the system developed for this assessment is deline
ated in •• Accuracy Assessment System and Opera
tion" by Pitts et al. The efficiency of the experiment 
operation was monitored durin. the three phases of 
LACIE and is discussed in the "LACIE Applications 
Evaluation System Efficiency Report" by White. 
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Acquisition and Preprocessing of Landsat Data 

1. N. Hom," L. E. Brown,b and W. H. AnDnltnb 

INTRODUCTION 

Early in 1974, a development effort was under
taken at the NASA Goddard Space Flipt Center 
(GSFC) to establish a data ~quisition and process
in. system to supp~rt the LACIE. Desianatcd the 
Data Acquisition, Prtproc:euin., and Transmission 
Subsystem at GSFC (DAPTSlGSFC), this system 
was to provide Landsat data inputs to the LACIE 
system at the NASA Johnson Space Cemer (JSC), 
where a joint NASA/U.S. Department of Aariculture 
(USDA)/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration (NOAA) team would perform analyses 
and evaluation in pursuit of LACIE objecti ves. Re
quirements imposed on the GSFC system included 
the followin •. 

1. Tempor.1 reaistration of selected Landsat data 
to within 1 pixel root mean square 

2. Data acquisition, processin., and transmittal 10 
JSC wid:in 1 days 

). Capacity to handle data for 4800 sile locations, 
with multiple coveraae required for 960 sites and 
ruur-time coveraae required for the remainin, )840 
sites 

In response to these requirements, DAPTSIGSFC 
was \.:onfi,ured to operate as In intearal part of the 
established Landsat ,round system at OSFC. This 
system was desilfied to use existin. equipment tnd 
processin, capabilities as much as possible in order 
to maximize hardware compatibility 'And minimize 
software development. An operation team with con
siderable Landsat experience was assembled to sup
port the start of production proc:essin, in January 
1975. The development of that initial system and the 
evolutionary chanaes which followed have consis
tentl) been aimed at providin. in a timely fashion 
the data required bi' the LACIE orpnization. A 
review of system performance since early 1975 sub
stantiates the success this system has achieved. 

IOencral Electric Space Divilion. Beltsville. Maryland, 
bNASA Goddard Space Fli,hl Ccnlcr. Grecnbcll. Maryland. 

LANDIAT OYIRYIIW 

The first E8!th rcsources technoloay satellite, 
Landsat-), was launched in July 1972. Its mission 
was to orbit the Earth and return im.. of the 
Earth's surface. A second Landsat satellite was 
launched in January J975. and a third wu launched 
in March 1978. Each satellite contained a 
mul:ispectral scanner (MSS) and a return beam 
vidicon (RBV) camera system. The MSS (n •• I) con
siSti of an osciUatin, mirror th.t Kanl \he Earth's 
surface horizontally, while the forward motion of the 
spacecraft provide6 vertical displacement. The Land
sat-) and Landsat~2 scanners are four-channel 
systems, while the Landsat-) MSS is :t five-channel 
scaMer. The RBV units (fia. 2) are shuttered camera 
systems. On Landsat-) and Landsat-1., three cameras 
were arran.t:d to provide coincident imaps in three 
spectr,1 bands. The Landsat-) system substitutes two 
panchromatic cameras that are alined to provide ad
joinin. imaaes which have improv~ resolution. The 
spectral characteristics or both sensors arc listed in 
table I. 

The opefltion of an Landsat satellites in collectin, 
im. data is directed and controlled by the Landsat 
Operations Control Center, which is located at 
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TABLE 1.-Sensor Spectral CharaC"ter/sllcs 
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PanchromllK 
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MSS 

O.S 10 0.6 

10.610 0.7 

0.710 u.1 

bo.s 10 0.1 

o.~ 10 0.6 

0.6 to 0.7 

0.710 0 .• 

0.1 to 1.\ 

blU 10 12.6 

GSFC. Once acquired, imaae data are either relayed 
directly to a Landsat around station or recorded on 
the satellite for later transmission. The three primary 
Landsat Iround stations are located in Alaska. in 
Californ:a, and at GSFC; a portable around station 
was also deployed in Pakistan between October 1976 
and September 1977 to assist iI' collectinl Landsat 
imqe data. The around station records the d~tl'. on 
wideband video tapes. and these tapes are then sent 
to GSFC for processinl. The overall Landsat system 
is illustrated in figure 3. 
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At GSFC, MSS and RBV data are processed to 
produce both photOJl'aphic and dial tal data products. 
The processinl involved includes reformattin" an· 
notation, radiometric calibration, and pometric cor· 
rection of various types, dependinl on data and prod· 
uct type. The Landsat data procellinl now is shown 
in nlUre 4. In its current hybrid connlUration, the 
Landsat processinl system produces a film archive 
in 7().millimeter format. This archive is then used to 
IInerate phOIOJl'aphs for Landsat users. Upon re
quest, the orialnal video tape is used to produce 
dilitai products. Copies of the film archive are also 
provided to leveral other data centers for use in 
IIneratinl and diltributinl Landsat data products of 
various types. Future plans at OSFC call for conver· 
sion to a dilital archive, with accompanyinl im· 
provements in imlll processinl capability. More 
thorouah descriptions of various Landsat system ele
ments are provided in the Landsat Data Users 
Handbook (ref. I). 

DAPTa/oapc OVIRVIIW 

In order to meet lACIE rC'Iuirements for Landsat 
MSS data, a dedicated acqui.ition and ~rocessins 
now path Wli established at GSFC within the land
sat ,round "ystem. Althouah many of the proces¥inl 
(unctiona; are similar, throUlhput requiremC'nts and 
time-line constraints dictated that a separate end-to
end now be established. Several elements included in 
this path also perform other landsat functions on a 
shared buis. while other elements are totally dedi
cated to LACIE ,upport. The DAPTS/GSFC system 
is shown in fi,ure S. Comparison of this fi,ure to 
fi,ure 4 illustrates the similarity betwetn the two 
systems. 

Each block in fi,ure S represents a separate pro
cessinl subsystem It GSFC. As shown. GSFC 
receives LACIE requirements on computer tapes (or 
cards). These inputs are processed within the 
aeneral-purpose imaae processor subsystem and a 
test site tape is aenerated. This tape is provided to the 
Control Center in order to schedule Landsat MSS 
coverllae of LAC1E test sites. Unlike most othei 
Landsat coveraae requir:ments. LACIE coverase 
schedulinl does nut include consideration of pre
dicted cloud covc:r talthoulh the c.pability to do so is 
available). Data are recorded on wideband video 
tapes and shipped 10 GSFC as an intqral part or the 
lands.t data now. 

The Control Center leneraleS two romp.ner tapc:s 
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to enable processing and tracking of MSS data. After 
data acquisition has been confirmed. a spacecraft 
location and attitude tape is delivered to the Data 
Services Laboratory (DSL) for processing. This tape 
defines the acquisitiot; dates for which processing is 
to be performed and contains the ephemeris and 
telemetry data· required for processing. A status tape 
for inclusion in the LACIE master file is also gener
ated to report on the scheduling and data acquisition 
activities performed by the Control Center. The 
Control Center uses XDS-Honeywell Sigma 3 and 
Sigma S computers in performing its functions. 

The DSL locates LACIE data within the MSS data 
stream. calculates geometric correction coefficients. 
and performs the image annotation processing re
quired for LACIE data. A copy of the test site tape 
provided to the Control Center is used by the DSL to 
identify LACIE test site data. Detailed descrip.tions 
of the algorithms involved in data location and cor
rection coefficient development are provided in 
reference 2. The resulting annotation data are 
recorded on the LACIE image annotation tape, 
which is then provided to the digital subsystem. This 
annotation tape contains the information required by 
the digital subsystem to extract 10- by Il-nautical
mile "search areas" from the lOO-nautical-mile-wide 
swaths of MSS data. In addition to the annotation 
tape, the DSL also produces a status report tape, 
which provides processing activity inputs for the 
LACIE master file. Processing for the Data Services 
Lab is performed on an XDS-Honeywell Sigma 5 
computer. 

When the video tapes have been received at 
GSFC, the MSS data for LACIE are digitized by the 
MSS preprocessor. Data from the video tapes are 
transferred to a high-density digital tape, which can 
be further processed by the digital subsystem. During 
the transfer process, data quality checks are per
formed, and poor-quality data are replaced by adja
cent data on a line-by-Iine basis. (Replacements of 
this kind result in data being flagged as marginal 
when transmitted to JSC.) Information on MSS 
preprocessing is manually transferred to the DSL for 
inclusion in the LACIE status report tape. 

The digital subsystem processes data from the 
high-density tape, using the LACIE image annota
tion tape as a control. Data for each LACIE site are 
extracted from the high-density tape and transferred 
to nine-track computer-compatible tapes (CCT's). 
Radiometric calibration is performoo during the ex
traction process. Following extraction, each data set 
is reprocessed to permit reformatting, development 
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of a radiometric histogram table. and cloud-cover 
screening. Automatic cloud-cover detection is per
formed within the digital subsystem using a simple 
level-slicing technique. The criterion for rejection 
was set at 10 percent of the pixels in the search area. 
The radiance threshold was initially set at an ab
solute count of 90 in the 0.5- to 0.6-micrometer chan
nel (band 4). However. after several months of 
operation, this level was adjusted to 60 in order to 
more closely match the cloud sensitivity level of the 
temporal registration process. If more than 10 per
cent of the pixels have a count greater than 60. the 
data set is distal\.. ,I; otherwise. it is transferred to 
the search area coml- uter-compatible tape. which is 
provided to the general-purpose image processing 
subsystem. In addition to the search area tape. the 
digital subsystem produces a report tape containing 
inputs to the LACIE master file. 

The general-purpose image processor performs 
the geometric correction and temporal registration 
functions required of DAPTS/GSFC. The data with
in each search area are first geometrically corrected 
through resampling and then registe . .;d with Ine
vious data for the same LACIE site. An edge detec
tion and correlation technique is used to establish 
temporal registration between data sets. This tech
nique involves using radiance gradients wit:lin each 
data set to identify feature edges. such as field bound
aries. (Feature recognition of this type should not be 
affected bv .. .:asonal changes in radiance levels.) The 
edge patterns developed for two data sets are then 
compared statistically to determine a registered 
alinement. This technique :~ illustrated in figure 6. 
and the algorithms involved are described elsewhere 
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in this volume (G. Grebowsky. "LACIF Registra
tion Pr\l\'es.'~intl S)'stenl ") lind in reference 2. The 
results of the cllrrehuilln prm.'ess .trc used to identify 
lind cxtrllct from within the scarc~ area a 5- by 6-
nllutic.I-mile "sl\mple segmenl '. that precisely 
matches prc\'iously processed data. If no prior data 
has bt.-en Ilr(l\'Cssed for a site. the 5- by 6-nuutical
mile slimple segment to be sent to JSC is extracted 
fronl the renter of the search area. The histogram 
data provided on th~ sear·:h area tape are used to 
calculate film recorder parllmetcrs used in JSC pro
cessing. and the extrllcted sample segment is 
trunsferred to Iln output Illpe for transmission to JSC. 
As in other subs)·stcms. Il status report tape is pro
duced for use in updating the LACIE ma.'1ter file. 

In order to support the tCnlllorill registration proc
ess, the ""ntrolling d.lla base for DAPTS/GSFC is 
l11(lintained within the image pmcessor. Each re
Quirement update received from JSC is prO'-'Css\."d 
within the image processor, and the registration 
reference tile is also maintained in this subsystem. 

As a separate function. the image processor up
da:cs the lACI E master file. prO'-'Cssin,. status report 
tapcs from \lther subsystems and from its own 
registrlltion proccssinlt. In addition. requirement up
dnt('s. final dlltll transmission reports. and 
Illlstilfocessing Qualily llnd insreclion reporls are 
"Iso rC\'ordc\1 in Ihe master file, resultin[t in an inte
gratcd end·t~\-end record of DAPTSlGSFC ",,·tivities. 
Thc imnge l'fllccssing subsystcm also produccs 
ma. .. tcr tilc rejlorts in dlltu list form. primurily for 
Ill1lllysis jlurjlOSCS. Gcncml-jlurpose im:l@.e l,rocessing 
in\"~ll\"cs the IlPI~Iiclllion \If nn enhanced XDS· 
Honeywcll Sigma .l coml'\IIcr. 

As I\n ,\ddition 10 the LACIE system shown in 
ligurc 2, .\ master file rctricvnl systcm wus devclol'ed 
to pro\'i«ie lin uddilionlll C.II'ubilit~· to producc Slutus, 
summury, lind lInal~,ticlll reports on DAPTS/OSFC 
ul,crllti41n. Ml\ster lIIe h\PCS pr,)\'ide inpul dlltu to this 
syslem, which ol'cfllIes on the llNIV AC' 1108 ('om
puter "t GSFC' (not II (lllri of Ihe lundslit ground 
s~·slem). 

INITIAL CONFIGURATION 

In J:mUliry IQ75,I>APTSlGSFC wasconligured to 
SUPI'llrt LACIt: through Ihe usc of Ll\ndslll-l. Newly 
.u.·411ired \I:li:1 wer(' It 1 he l\f\lcessed lind Ifllr..~milled 
hl JSt' within' dnys. AI th:1I tillle. \"id",(l 1"1'1.' dlltn 
w·:re Inlllsfcrred to hi~h·dcnsity t:11'e by Ihe init .. " 
Illlllge gcncration subsplem. as the MSS 

preprocessor was not yet operational. Telemetry and 
~Ilhemeris data were provided by the Control Centl!r 
\In separate tapcs. and only a data list could be used 
in producina m8$ter file reports. 

In this initial confiauration. constraints were im
posed on LAC1E site location in order to preclude 
search area extraction overloads in the disltal sub
system. where only one pas throUSh the Landsat 
duta stream was permitted. The im. prO\.'eSSing Slg
nla 3 l'Omputer system. which was originally a part of 
the landsat scene correction (i.e .• pl'CC'ision process
intt) subsystem. did not initial!)' include Il disk 
storage capability; as II result. a tapl··"riented con
trollins data base s)'stem was implem. ·tcd. With 
only research/dc\-elopment study results rely on 
in implementing the temporal feaistration r A'ess. 
I\n interactive registration system was readied to sup
plement the automatic corrdator (or to replace it if 
necessary). Arrangements for daU)' data transmis
sions to JSC involved courier servk'C to a nearby air
port. airfreight transportation to Houston. and 
courier servict pickup and delivery to JSC. 

When production operations began on January 13. 
IQ75, an evolutionary sequenl'e also began. even
tually leading to the system currently in operation at 
GSFC. Some enhancements were Ilctuall)' Landsat 
system improvements. from which the LACIE 
system also benefited. while others were improve
ments specifically intended III upgrude the GSFC 
lACIE support ("flllhility or to meet l\ newly estab
lished lACI!:: requirement. 

SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS 

Lnndsal-2 was successfully launched on January 
22. 1975. and. lifter beintl dec hIred o(lcrational in 
cllrly February. was dc. .. iglll\lcd tll replace landsat-I 
liS the Ilfimc sour,,-c of dahl for lACIE usc. 80th 
salelliles, however. rcmlline" in opefUtion to serve 
the llUldsat user communit}'.lInd processing loads III 
GSFC increased accordint:lr. In March. Ihe MSS 
prcrroccssor bt.'l'ame a\'llilllble 10 SUI'I'ort lACIE 
l'fOCc. .. sing lind lllndslll digital dllll\ rroducl gencnl
tion I'M other users. Thc inlfOltuction of this su,,
system III111wcd the initilll im:lge llCncrt\liun sub
system to he dedkillcd III Ii!Ill I'rodul'lion. This 
l1lodifil':tlion enhllllced the GSFC' l'upllbility III sup
POri two l.1\ll\lsIU s.ltcllites nnd Illso elilllilltlled the 
p(lssibilit~ llr l'~lIll1iCts helw,,-cn lACm prol'\,'Ssing 
;\I,d lllllllsiit fil", Ilrchive ltcnerllliun. 

In November 197b. the lACIE s)'stern at (JSFC 
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apin benefited from a Landsat system enhance
ment. Spacecraft telemetry and ephemeris data, 
which had previously been transmitted ac:ross the 
Control Center/processlna system interface indepen· 
dently, were meraod with video tape information 
into a spacecraft location and attitude tape. Thill 
operational sinlpliflcatlon resulted in tlme-line im
provements for both Landsat and LACIE process· 
Ina. 

Several enhancements unique to LACIE have also 
been implemented since early 1975 and have resulted 
in both increased throuahput and improved perform· 
ance. Early analysis results indicated that the OSFC 
system processed data that were "too cloudy" to be 
useful at J5C. (Excessive snow cover was also con· 
sidered unac:ceptable.) Accordinaly, an interactive 
screen ina function was established within the imaae 
processor to permit operator ~ection of data not 
meetina JSC criteria. In order to expedite processing. 
an overlappina connauration was establiShed. in 
which two data sets would underao processina in .. 
time-shared fashion. In thi~ c:onfJ8Ul'81ion. the data 
from one set are displayed for operator examination 
while the other set is inVOlved in computer process· 
ina. As illustrated in fiaure 7, the two data sets alter· 
nately underao display and processina in staaered 
fashion throuah the several steps necessary to com
plete reaistralion processing. This desian allows early 
~cction of data judged to be too cloudy. provides for 
a later "second look" to handle marsinal cases. and 
maximizes the efficiency of both the operator and 
the computer system throughout the processing se
quence. 

OfIIMTUllJDlSPlAY PUNCTlOIIS t\llNIIIII~4'IIIII'OIIIUQI....oc:naOIl -=oMPUTIII FIINCflOM ------- --_.-., ~.,----- .. ~..--- .-.-.----- . 
SCI\II1II ,., INI'IIT GIOMlTIIIC COMICTION OF 
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Aner 2 years of operation. it became evident that 
ctoudlsnow-cover rejection rates were seasonally de
pendent. Durtna Lho sprina and summer months. 
lower data rejection rates onen could not justify the 
operator/display time involved In the screenl.,. proc· 
ess. Accordinaly. the 1m. processor connauration 
was aaain modillec1 to provide clo~ver screcnina 
as a selectable option. In this present confiauration. 
the on·line screeninB option is selected when ~ec· 
tion rates are hlah Qnd when the data now rate is low 
(i.e., primarily late fall throush early spring). When 
~reenina is not performed on·line, data not moetlna 
JS~ criteria are ~ected as a part of the postprocess· 
ina quality inspection function. 

In a separate enhancement retatinato cloud cover, 
a revised correlation technique WIlS implenlented in 
the summer of 1976 to minimize the adverse effects 
of clouds and cloud shadows. This technique in· 
volved rccoBnition of cloud/shadow areas within lhl! 
data beina processed and avoidan\.'C of these areas in 
correlation processina. Details of this enhan,,-ement 
are provided in the paper by Grebowsky. In October 
1976. GSFC and JSC participated jointly in establish
ins a data link interface for use in transmillingl.and· 
sat data to JSC. The use of this link has improved 
data delivery time considerabl~' Itnd has eliminaled 
the inefficiency and complexity of the courier ser~ 
vice/airfreight interface. 

As the imaae processor ,,'Onfiguration WIlS rctln",-d. 
and improved. initial emrhasis on tape storqc of 
data pvc way to" disk-storage design. Late in the fall 
of 1976. the data base that contained all registration 
refercn,,-e data was established in permanent disk
resident form. The reduction in refercnce datu access 
time which resulted reprcsents a signilicunt imNo\'c
ment in imar.e llroccssing el1icicncy. 

NEW CAPABILITIES 

New requirem.:nts in sUPPllrtintl l.ACIE huve 
been imposed nn GSFC at variuus times uwr the 3 
yellrs 1. ACI E hIlS been underway. Rcsl'llnses til 
these requircments havc resulted in lUIl\'ision or 
several new acquisllion and processing capabilities .It 
GSFC. These new cnpabilities ~ .. ()mbine with pre
viously described s)'stem enhancements to aCCllUn\ 
for the evolutilm'If~· llc\,chlilment til' Ihe curr,,'n\ 
DAPTSIGSH' cllnfigurillilln . 

When produt.·tion l'rtlCessing he~",\ in J'UlU'lf~· 
I Q75. the dalU being IlrtlCessed hild ilL·tUlllly heen :lC
ljuircd sume 3 months curlier. durinll\hl' 1',,11 "I' IQ74 

• 

• 
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Althouah initial DAPTS requirements excluded such 
"retrospe(tive" processlnc, a capability to perform 
retrospective processina was added to the 
DAPTSlOSFC connauration at JSC request. In order 
to minimize the impact of this processina mode. the 
system was modined to accept bulk Imaae annota
tion tapes generated duri", Landsat processin, and 
then 10 perform only the additional calaalations re
quired to produce the LACIE im. annotation 
tapes. Althouah this approach helped. retrospective 
processina remains an expensive capability, particu
larly in terms of throuahput and time. Accordinaly\ 
OSFC has recommended minimal use of this 
capability. 

Several of the constraints (ref. 3) which were im
posed on LACIE site location by the initial 
DAPTSIGSFC connauration were eliminated when 
the DSL and the diaital subsystem were modined to 
allow more than ont pass throuah the MSS data 
stream. As a result of these changes, a search area 
that overlaps another or that violates other location 
constraints can now be deferred and extracted in a 
second pass throuah the data stream. This modinca
tion has permitted JSC to obtain critical data that 
were previously unavailable. Althouah a second pass 
involves rewind and reprocessina delays. it does not 
significantly reduce DAPTSlGSFC throuahput. 

An ac,"'Ompanying enhancement recently installed 
in the DSl eliminates the redundant llfocessing of 
data located within Landsat frame overlap resions. 
Such data, although of no value to JSC, were proc
essed and transmitted to JSC before this "hanIC was 
incorporated. The lime saved in not processing these 
dahl is now available 10 prO\.'CSs other dllli\ that are 
useful. thcreby incrcasing the thrllughput of th~ 
system. 

The initial lACIE concepl called for a comple
mcnt of 4800 sites. with data for most sites to be ac· 
quired on a seh.~ti\lc ba.liis. When JSC Ilnal)'sis plan· 
ning rcvised Ihe rcquirement to invol\-e full·time 
Clwcrage. dala ll\"crlOilds both at GSFC lind JSC werc 
immcdilltcl)' projccted. Accordingl)'. II 

"pseudOl:ovcra~" srstem WIlS established to ,,~rmit 
Ihl! oIcquisilidn of III «bIll !lUI the prun'ssllli uf onl)' It 
Sd~"ll'lI suhset. with the r~maind('r archi\'cd for 
Ilossiblc lillcr usc. This ~,sl"lhl~X:\l\'erage clll'ahilit)' 
was "laced in operalion 10 AUJu.'" 1975 dnd ha.Ii heen 
usc.'d periodically since Ihem 10 focilitate lAC'IE data 
re~uifcnlcnls Ih"jusHncnls. Th.: I'SClldllcovcragc 
':ll':lhilil;< dllCS Illll i""lll\"c lUI)' ttround s)'slcm clc· 
menls c~~'crl Ihc Control Center. for acquisition 
schcdulinS l'urI'USCs. 

After several months of LACI! production proc
esslna. the need to provide additional acquisition and 
precesslna status Information to JSC became ap
parent. In response to this need, a status report Inte ... 
face was established to report on all data which were 
~ected from processlna at OSFC. These reports 
were produced as a byproduct of the LACI! master 
nte update sequence and were transmitted to JSC on 
a "'Iular basis. However. the Incremental nature of 
these reporlS made them difficult to summarlae, and 
In the fall of 1976. a cumulative report interface was 
established to supplemant, and then repla~ the in. 
cremental reports. This cumulative report is actually 
a historical record of the postprocessina quality in
spection activity at OSFC and has been provided to 
JSC since 1916 on a monthly update basis. 

As a part of the reaistration process. the first data 
set processed for each site becomes the reference 
data for use in subsequent reaistration processina. 
Data of poor quality occasionally appeared as 
reference data. leadina to correspondinaly poor cor
relation results. In May 1976. a new capability was 
added to the Imaae proc:essina system which permits 
replacement of such reference dal4 without IOOna 
reaistration. When directed by JSC requirement In
puts. the referen~ data for specified sites are now 
replaced by other data for which reaistration has 
been surcessfully accomplished. thereby maintainina 
reaistration continuity. This capability has since been 
used to Improve correlation results for a number of 
sites sufferina from the effects of poor-quality 
reference data. An additional pneral-purpose imap 
prOl"CSsor enhancement requested by JSC at the 
same time invol"ed manipulation of an annotation 
Olll to indicate the first data set of each "bioloaical 
window" (i.e., acquisition time), for use in generat
inlt appropriate tilm data products at JSC. 

In the summer of 1976. analysts at JSC established 
a requirement for regular landsat imqery to com· 
plement the sample segment data provided via 
DAPTSlGSFC. Arrangements were made with the 
USDA facility in Salt lake City to provide the re
quired imagef)' as a part of their landsllt data dis· 
semination function. In order to \uPPOrl this ar· 
rangemcnt, the landsat processin, system lit GSFC 
was modified to produce a work order that identified 
curh lundsat scene from which one or more lACIE 
sample segments had been extracted. Production of 
Ihis work order ronlinued until late 1977. h)' which 
tinle lISDA "'apabilities had heen urgraded to elimi· 
nllte thc need for Ihis information. 

landsat·) was su,,-ccssfully launrhed on March S, 
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1918. makina nVKhanne1 MSS data available to and b'ansmilted to JSC. The system resronsibh: for 
Landsat users ror the first limo. However, extensive this performance was effectively implemented in It I-
LACIS system modifications would have been year period durin. 1974, " a ~05t of rouahb 
noc:aarr both at GSFC and at JSC in order to han- S600 000. This effort included the research and 
die lbe nfth-band data. As a result. the LACIS developmenl of I heretofore untried reli~tralion 
syslem at OSFC was modifier' to exclude Ihe firth technique whidl has since performed beyond all ex.-
channel ad 10 extret and process Landsat..J data pectalions. Reaislration performance lhroushoullhe 
only from channels 4lbrouah 7. Further modifi .. l.year period of LACIE operations has satisfied the 
lions were made to permit IWCHIleUite acquisition l.pixel root·mean-square requirement established in 
and proceasiq activities. lhereby allowina more fra- .974\ with more than lWO of every three Illlernpts al 
quean coveraae ov. selected LACIE sites. These data reaistration provina successful. nUlwithstandina 
modiflcations were completed in the summer of .he dala cosmetic faults or content inadequacies to 
.978. which the process is inherently susceplible. The 

cloudlsnow rejection rale experienced throua;hout 
the last 1 years has approa~hed 50 percent. as ex-

PUTURIINHANCIIIINT8 pected in mOSI Landsat data use situations. A 
. ~ detailed summary of production processina perform-

ThrouahOUI 1978. the Landsat around system at anee in each year of LACIE operation is provided in 
GSFC has been underaoina (Qnversion from the table U. 
familiar hybrid proteSSina system to a new all-diahal 

. ( canrl8Ul'llion. A ml\ior element in this (Qnversion 
i involves the new master dala processor, which will 

si8llificantly increase the GSFC capability to 
TABU 11.- Dtt PTSIGSfC Prl:!tJl1ftON('f! Su"""af.l' 

pometrically correct and reaister im. data. When 
fully operational. this system is expected to displace JOII. (II/. IV'.'i 'AI. 11J"tI 

the .current DAPTSIGSFC confiluration as the ttl '" '11 

!illlc'/lfl#l !qt. 1'1 ~5 s.'I". 1'I7ft .'ley". IY~' 
source of Landsat data for LAC1E, with standard 1 .... (·,1:· I .... (U. 1 .. .fClI.· 
fulf..frame data repladna the subframe sample sq. '''lUI'' l'IIQwlI ''''i/.\t'1II 
mants currenlly transmitted to JSC. Toward that Qb. 
jeclive. efforts have been underway since mi~ 1977 Numbcroi 1.)10 :u 29b bJ ~b8 

to establish the srouod-c:ontrol-point data base acquisitions 

needed to support master data processor reaisltalion Number of searth JCJ79 IS ['7ft .10 4~1 
in reaions of LACIE interest. Activities are ",so un· afUll eltrac:led 
derway 10 establish the hiah-density tape interface Number or !IIImp~ 2602 10 M~ n 718 
lhrouah which master data processor output will be 5e.mcnts Irllnsmiued 
transmitted to LACfE users and to ac:c:ept and tuJSC 

'.' preprocess Landsat data in this form at various user 
Ra~ of doud snow \<) 52 49 .. 

facilities. Several lonaer ranse plannins exercises ~ 

rejetlioos. per~'Clnl 
have also been undertaken joinlly by GSFC. JSC. 
and other LACIE participants to anticipate and pre- Rate of \.'Urrelillion 14 Q 4 

~ pare for LACIE or follow-on activities in the early rejections. per~'ent 

~ 1980's. Rate or misu:llllneous 12 S 11 
rejeclionl. percent 

, 

PRODUCnGN8UMMARY 

In the final analysis. a summary of LAC1E proc. 
eoina ac:c:omplishmants at GSFC besl indicates the REFIRENCII 
success of the DAPTSlGSFC endeavor. lletween 
January 1975 and May 1978. some 130000 data sets 

I. undsal Dillil llset5 tlandhook Rer,'n 76 sns ,U;II. NASA have been acquired 10 support LACIE. with more 
than 45000 sample sesmenls successfully extracled 

GOOdard Sl'a.:c fliBhl ('cnler, Orecnbell. Md. Sert. 2. 1"b. 
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1 lbc.mas. V, L.: lechlliqan tilled To Re.ister Temporal Data 
Wt;"tI lIave AJricullwal Features, Paper prewnted at NT A 
M~ Symposium. Cleveland. Ohio. Oct. 1974. 

7 -

l. Projl;ct Plan ror the Data Acquisition. Preprocessina. and 
T,anllmiulon Subsystems or the Larle Area Crop Inventory 
ElLpetiment (DAPTSILACIE). Appendix A, NASA God. 
dard Space Flicht Center, Greenbelt, Md .• Mar. 1978. 
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Ancillary Data Acquisition for LACII 
B. E. Splersfland R. L. Paltmonb 

INTRODUCTION 

The desian. implementation. and operational 
functions of the three phases of LACIE required 
several types of data in addition to Landsat 
multispectral diaital data. This paper will summarize 
the types of data required, cover the various collec· 
tion processes. and describe the procedures for ob
taining the data for the user. 

The data required by the users in the project fell 
into four main categories: ancillary data packets, full· 
frame Landsat imagery. intensive test site (ITS) 
ground observations. and blind site data. . 

To aid in the computerized classification process. 
a packet including the following ancillary data was 
needed: 

l. Statistical data for all crops in each ofthe coun
tries for a period of at least IS years at the lowest po
litical subdivision 

2. Agronomic data describin, farmin, and crop 
rotation practices in the wheat growing areas for each 
of the LACIE countries 

3. Soil, topographic. political subdivision. and 
crop density maps for areas of interest in each coun
try 

4. Yearly phenoloaical crop development data for 
each crop in the area of interest for each of the eisht 
countries for at least 10 years 

S. Current-year phenoloaical crop development 
reports plus periodicals and annual statistical reports 
for all crops 

To develop the sampling strategy and to support 
crop assessment. full-frame color-infrared (CIR) 
Landsat imagery needed to be taken throughout the 
crop season. 

To improve LACIE procedures. certain intensive 
test sites in the wheat growing regiol's of the United 

aUSDA Asricultural Stabilization and Conserution Service. 
Houston. Teos. 

bNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Teos. 

States and Canada were selected for which the 
followina data were collected: . 

I. Land use inventories 
2. Periodic crop observations 
3. Solar radiometer measurements 
4. Rainfall 
S. Wheat yield for selected Oelds 
To assess the accuracy of the lACIE results. some 

operational segments in the U.s. Great Plains were 
designated blind sites for which ground truth was 
collected~ this around truth consisted of land use in
ventories and wheat development estimates. 

ANCILLARY DATA PACKETS 

During the design stage of the project. it was 
decided that ground-observed data would not be used 
by the analyst in the computer trainin, classification 
process. Instead. other supporting data would be 
used in the identification of crops used to train the 
classifier. These ancillary data had to be provided for 
each segment of each countr)' being worked. 

The requirements for ancillary data were estab
lished using U.S. data sources as a guide. The ancil
lary data package consisted of 2 years of recent 
statistics on all crops grown in the county where the 
segment was located. a summary of farming prac
tices and crop rotations for the general area. a 
description of the general soil type and productivity. 
a nominal phenological crop calendar for all crops 
grown in the segment. and various large- to medium
scale topographic maps. 

The ancillary data packets felf the United States 
were developed in-house from data that had been ob
tained through various contacts with local. state. and 
federal agricultural agencies. All of the data used in 
the packet preparation had to be e"tracted from the 
reference sources and reformatted or summarized to 
meet format requirements. This t~sk was time con
suming. and the work required close coordination 
between the preparers and the data analyst. 
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Durina Phase I of LACIE, U.s. seaments and a 
few scattered seaments throuahout the other seven 
countries were processed. The ancillary data for the 
foreian seaments were more difficult. Statistical data 
sets could not be found to meet all project needs
they were either nonexistent as in China, incomplete 
as in Russia, or very difficult to obtain as in India. 
Very little had been published about farmin. prac
tices in any of the forei8ll countries, and no 
ph,enoloaical data were available to develop seament 
crop calendars. Small-scale maps were available but 
medium· or larse-scale maps were impossible to aet 
for most of the areas of interest. Many hours were 
spent durina Phase I on developina ancillary data for 
the few forei8ll seamen ts that were worked. 

As LACIE progressed from phase to phase, com· 
promises were made on many of the data require
ments or substitutes were developed to replace im· 
portant items. 

The collection of long-term detailed historiCal data 
of the type required for a sampling approach was a 
paradox. If the data had been readily available, the 
need for the new technololY would not have been ape 
parent~ without the data, an optimum sampling 
strategy to produce an accurate production report 
could not be desi8lled. Therefore, any and all types of 
historical crop data at any political level for the coun· 
tries involved were obtained, hoping that from this 
mixed assemblase of statistics of varying degrees of 
detaillU\d varying degrees of ac.uracy a decent sam· 
pliug strategy could be devised. 

FULL-FRAME LANDSAT IMAGERY 

Full·frame Landsat data had been collected for 
almost 2 years prior to LACIE Phase 1. Landsat data 
had been collecled at least once over most of the area 
defined in the LACIE countries. The U.S. Air Force 
(USAF) operational navigations chart (ONC) maps 
(1:1000000 scale) that were available and useful did 
not show agricultural areas. field sizes. or patterns. so 
a requirement was generated to use black and white 
9. by 9·inch single·band full.frame Landsat imagery 
prints to help delineate the areas of interest. Data 
searches were made and the imagery was produced 
by the Aerial Photograph Field Office (APfO) of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) at Salt Lake 
City, Utah. The Cartographic Section of the Earth 
Observations Division (EOD) of the NASA Johnson 
Space Center (JSC) prepared sectional mosaics using 
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the ONC's as a base. This product was used in denn· 
ina the aaricultural areas, delineatin, the sample 
frame. and develop in, data to be used in the sam· 
pUna strateu. 

When it was discovered that the samplin, strateI)' 
had to be refined and the ancillary (lata could not be 
provided to meet specifications, full·frame CIR 
transparenties were considered and used by the proJ· 
ect. A set of CIR imasery was produced to tover 
each of the wheat-growin& areas. This imacery was 
used to redefine the qricultural and nonagricultural 
areas. This determination was then factored into an 
improved stratification and sampling frame. 

Since the ancillary data were not complete or 
satisfactory, the CIR imagery was also incorporated 
into the analysis procedures and crop assessment ac
tivities of the experiment. A requirement was 
defined to obtain coverBle for at least one full·frame 
image with less than 2().percent cloud cover for each 
LACIE biowindow. The APFO did not have access 
to a statusing system for full·frame coverage that 
would meet the timin, requirements-data within 14 
to 18 days of acquisition. The NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC) implemented a work order 
system whereby they provided APFO with the iden· 
tity of ea.. frame containing LACIE segments. This 
work order was shipped to APFO with the archival 
rolls of 70-millimeter film used by APFO to generate 
the LACIE product. This system provided a method 
to identify in a timely manner the base product, but 
the turnaround was still 21 to 30 days from date of 
acquisition to receipt of CIR imBlery. The system 
still required many manhours of manual labor at the 
APFO to select the frames to be produced. In the 
middle of Phase III, APFO implemented a system to 
generate LACIE full·frame work orders directly 
from an in· house data base updated with a GSFC up· 
date tape received with the roll of film. By the end of 
Phase Ill, LACIE was receiving imagery within 18 to 
25 days from the date of acquisition. 

In addition to the CIR data received to support the 
acre..~e analysis. additional data were also ordered 
from APFO and GSFC to support crop assessment 
situations, such as the drought in the U.S. Great 
Plains that occurred in 1976. The5e data orders were 
included in the work order system by changing the 
criterion from less than 20-percent cloud cover to 
less than SO-percent cloud cover and getting the data 
for each overpass of both landsat I and landsat 2. 
During the three phases of the experiment. over 9000 
frames of imagery were generated by APFO and 
GSFC. 
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INTINSIVI TIST SITIS 

Intensive test sites (ITS's) were selected and data 
collection requirements were established to provide 
8l'ound-observed data for procedural development 
and accuracy evaluation for LACIE. Landsat ex.peri· 
ments conducted by EOD prior to LACIE had 
shown the importance of acquiring sround-observed 
data from areas where Landsat data were bein. taken 
for processing. The experience pined in these proj. 
ects was incorporated into the development of the 
LACIE requirements and collection procedures. The 
size, number, and location of the sites were ~tab· 
lished by the LACIE Intensive Study Area Task 
Group. In addition to the U.S. sit~. 10 sites in 
Canada were made a part of the LACIE ITS pr08l'am 
by using an existing qreement between the Cana. 
dian Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) and the 
USDA. 

Pro<:edures were developed to handle the ITS data 
in such a manner that they could be readily 
reproduced and made ilvailabl~ to users within 1 
week after receipt. The data collected from these 
sites were shared by USDA. NASA. and the CCP.S. 
USDA entered the data in a master data file and pro
vided the project a tape file and printout of the com· 
plete data base at the end of each crop year. 

There were 42 ITS's in Phase I. 37 in Phase II. and 
34 in Phase III. Changes were made between phases 
becaus*: "f changes in workload. Data from 30 of the 
sites were received in each of the three phases. 

Methods of data handling for the ITS's graduall)' 
changed throughout the development of LAC'IE pri. 
marily because of changing participants and scope of 
involvement by each group. During the 1974-75 crop 
year. the USDA LACIE Project Offict" was the 
organization respon:iible for collecting all field obser· 
vation data; however. most of the manqement of 
this function was transferred by contract to the Earth 
Sat~\lite Corporation. This function inckded prepare 
ing data forOls. training USDA and Canadian field 
pers~)nnel. checking data for inconsis~enq' and ere 
rors. and preparing a compilation of the field data at 
the end of the crop year. JSC was responsible for ob· 
taining high·altitvde aerial photography and subse· 
quently preparing all rectified prints and field bound· 
ary maps for ea~h ITS. Cories of all field observation 
data were sent to JSC to be logged and put into a darn 
library for us~ by lACIE personnel. 

During the next two eror yeilrs (197;.76 and 
1976·77). the USDA elected to nlanat~C directly th~ 
field observations program. including pr~}aration (,f 

data forms, production of instruction manuals, and 
compilation of computerized field data. The NASA 
functions continued to be a JSC responsibility, with 
the addition of building and calibratina solar 
radiometer instruments for use at each ITS. The 
types of data reported for each ITS were land use in· 
ventories, periodiC crop observations. solar 
radiom~ter. rainfall, and wheat yield for selected 
fields. The site inventories and periodic crop obser· 
vations were the most important data obtained, and 
these will be described in more detail in the following 
paraaraphs. 

All ITS's received a complete "wall·to·wall" in· 
ventory once every crop year. This task was carried 
out by USDA or Canadian personnel. usually in May 
or June. depending on site location. An addl'ional 
fall inventory was taken at the sites containin. 
winter wheat. The fall inventory of the winter wheat 
sites identified the content and field boundaries f,'r 
all f,lI.planted CfOPS such as winter wheat. barley. or 
rye along with the following information for each 
planted field: acreage. crop and variety being arown. 
irrigation method (if applicable). fertilizer used. and 
planting date. The annotated photographs or field 
maps and tabular data were forwarded to JSC for 
duplication and distribution. The spring inventories 
were scheduled to begin after spring planting was 
complete and before winter wheat harvest began. 
The inventory included the same type information 
as in the fall invent"ry; however. it was for all crop 
types and current land use status within the 'iite. 
During the growing season. high·altitutJe aerial 
photography was acquired over each site. and. after it 
was processed and screened. the imagery was rec· 
tified and scaled. These data were then combined 
with the annotated photographs or field maps and 
tabular data forwarded to JSC by the field personnel. 
and an updated photographic overlay containing cur· 
rent field boundaries and identification was pro
duced. These new photographs. overlays. and field 
maps constituted the data base for the next site in· 
ventory as well as a reference for current·year data 
processir.g. 

The periodic' 18-.day cycle) observations within 
an ITS were sci I ~Ied on the days of the Landsat 
o\~rpass for that site. The observations of approx
imately 50 fields within the site provided a record of 
lhe crop changes for these specific fields throughout 
the growing season. They began with Ihc planting of 
fall croJ's or with spring crop planting wher\! therc 
were no fall crops. and they mntinued th1'llugh Sep· 
tember or spring whea .. han·cst. The field personnel 
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at _h site selected approximalely 50 nelds of which 
about half contained wheat Uld the remainder a 
repraentatlve sample of the other m.,r crOPI 
8I'Own in that sh.. The periodic record of crop 
development throuahout the JI'Owina season in .. 
eluded informatior. luch as plant JI'Owth I~ per .. 
cent around cover. plant helaha. surfa moisture 
conditions, weed arowth. field operations (farmina 
ac&ivilies in PfOlfllS). disa3e or Insect probleml, 
and estimated crop quality ratina. 

Durin, lhe first two project years. lS.miUimew 
color photoarapbs and solar radiom.ter measur. 
ments ... , taken. The phOlOll'aphy was taken at 
eacb selected field on Ihe observation dates. The 
solar radiometer measurements wert made at the 
scheduled Landsat overpass time usina equlp~l 
provided by JSC. This information would permit 
evaluation of atmospheric interference effects on the 
Landsat data beina acquired. Rainfall was recorded 
from a network of aaUlOS spaced throuahout the tesl 
si" and reported wilh the next periodic observation. 
All periodic observation data were forwarded to JSC. 
where they were recorded and duplicated for di ... 
uibution to tbe appropriat. users If'Id to the LACIE 
data library. 

Wheat yield data were reported a' the end of the 
crop year for ~ minimum of 10 of th. observed wheal 
fields. Tbe fields selecled were representative of the 
yield values withi"l lhe particular site. The reported 
dala were yield eslimates by the farmers or the 
USDA rather than actual production fiaures. The 
lack of specific values was due to the fact that the 
harvested procilletion was nOI isolated and available 
on a per-field basis. The estimated yields were 
therefore subjective and of vary in, accuracy. 

aLIND IITI DATA 

The principal objective of the LACIE was to as
semble, operate, and evaluate the remote-sensina 
technolOlY for providinl counuy·levcl wheal pro
duction estimates. A necessary part of this experi. 
ment was to evaluate results and assess errors in 
order 10 ~mprove subsequent operational systems. A 
phased approach was chosen which involved expan
sion in two directions: in the technical complexity of 
the functions performed and in the posraphic size 
and difficulty of the area beina surveyed. The techni
cal evaluation laSks were performed primarily by an 
Ac:curary Asses6menl Team. 

The LACIE Pbase I Accuracy Assessment ae-
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\lvh)' in lhe United Statel concentrated on the 
analysis of the ITS data. In order to better __ the 
LACI! operatiOns, some naular LACI! seamen". 
so-called blind lites, were "around ttuthed. t\ The ox .. 
p .... ion "blind si,," was merely a _ianaHon ape 
pliod to selected ........ table ...... ents for whleb, 
unknown to the anaI)'It, ~ data .... 
acquired for subsequent evaluation purposes. The 
implementation of thil approach occurred late in Ibe 
arowina ... on of LAO! Phase 1 Thus. all of the 
selected lites fell in the northern sprin. wheat 
reaions. 

Hilh"NIOlution ClR aerial photoarapb)' was ac
quired over 29 LACI! sepnenu in North Dakota 
and Montan. in mid-Auaust 1915. Simultaneously, 
field teams were conectin, around information for a 
subitantial portion of these sepnents. These data 
were combined to obtain both field and total stamen' 
around-observed data. 

The Phase I procedure for obtainina these blind 
site around data was rel8th,.y costl)' and cumber. 
some because II involved usina personnel from JSC, 
which necessitated ,ravel and field operation ex
penses. Because of the usefulness of the data. 
however. a mlleh la .... r number of blind sites. with 
wider disuibution. was proposed for Phase II. This 
rct'4uired tbat a new and more cost-effective pro
cedure be developed for obtainina a field data set or 
this larl« maan1tude. 

The new procedure used USDA personnel in the 
counties to obtain the actual field data. This provided 
field observers who were more experienced and 
readily available. The participatina apncr was the 
Aaricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
(ASCS) of the USDA. In addition to providin, a 
lerser data set, this method allowed some of the 
winter wheat sites to be surveyed twice durinl the 
arowina seasor. to evaluate the LACIE technoloaY 
for early-season as well as at-harvest wheat assess
ment. 

Color-infrared aerial photoaraphy was taken for 
the new proc:edilre by NASA aircraft at an altitude of 
20 000 10 2S 000 reel alona two mahalines over each 
proposed site. The developed film was then screened 
and specific frames (usualli' about four per site) were 
selected 10 use for print cnlarsemenlS of the site. 
After the prints were nlade. a frosted plastic.: overlay 
was attached to each print for use in recordin. field 
icientiflCllion dat •. The overlay material was suffi
ciently uansparent to show the field patterns on lhe 
aerial photoaraphic prints and had a &u!t\b'e texture 
to permit writin, on the overlay. 
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The site boundaries were drawn on the overlays 
by JSC personnel and these prints, alon, with ap· 
propriate instructions and examples, were sent to the 
ASCS county offices in the areas where blind sites 
had been seI«ted. The type of data recorded was a 
crop or land use code for each field or area within the 
site. A simple but uniform set of trop tOda was used 
for all sites to simplify data interpretation when the 
prints and overlays were returned to JSC for 
analysis. In addition to identifyin, the erops within 
the site, each ASCS participant was asked to com· 
plete a two-P. questionnaire containin. a few com· 
ments about weather, insect, or disease conditions 
aff«tina the wheat crop within the site. Other items 
intluded were an estimate of the st. of wheat 
development at that date compared to "aver." 
years and a section to identify any special erop or 
land use tOdes used on the overlay. 

In Phase II (1975-76 crop year), there were 40 
early-seuon blind site inv~tories throuahout the 
Southern Oreat Plain. states and 168 blind site inven· 
tories prior to or at wheat harvest. Thirty-seven of 
these late-season inventories were actually revisits to 
sites previously surveyed. This provided an indica· 
tion of the final disposition of winter wheat fields 
identified in the early-scuon inventories. Some of 
these fields were plowed under, arazed by livestock, 
replanted to other crops, or allowed to mature to har
vest dependina on many factors such as stand quality 
of the field. farm in, practites. weather arowin, con
ditions, and economic conditions affectina wheat 
production. 

For Phase III (1976-77 crop year). there were 67 
early-season site inventories and 202 site inventories 
near harvest. Fifty of the late·season inventories 
were repeats of the earlier set of sites surveyed. Two 
chanaes or improvements were incorporated into the 
procedures for the Phase III blind sites. The first was 
to use the NASA R857 aircraft to photoaraph the 
sites from an altitude of 50000 to 60 000 feet. This 
permined complete photoaraphic oovtraae of a site 
on a sinale frame of film. This procedure decreased 
the number of print enlaraements required and 
sin,plified the field survey by havinl only one prin, 
~o annotate. As in Phase 11. frosted plastic overlays 
were attached to the prints to be used by the field ob
servers to note crop codes. The second chanae incor
porated in Ph~ III was the: selection of 15 wheat 
fields within each site and periodic reportina of their 
develnl)ment status. These field reports were 
sch~uled to corresrond with the periodic (every 18 
days) Landsat passes for the ,iven site. Parameters 

such as plant hei,ht, percent ,round cover, and drill 
(or row) splltin, were helpful in correlalin, and In· 
terpretin. the LI'.ndsat imqer), acquired throu,hout 
the arowinasC8Son. 

After receipt al JSC of the annotated print over· 
lays and the questionnaires, these items were 
transmitted to the Acc:urac:y AII_sment aroup for 
preparation for analysis. This included verification 
of crop tOdes and outlinin, of the nelds containlna 
wht.at or other crops of interest. The nexl m~or task 
was to planimeter the photoaraphic: overlays to 
determine the relalive areas of different crop types 
within the site. The thanae in Phase III to the use of 
hiah-altitude photoaraphy and the resultin, sinale 
~rint per site areatly reduced the man hours required 
fOI preparation and also resulted in a reduction of 
computational errors in the utilization of blind site 
data. 

SUMMARY 

The functions performed by lhe data acquisition 
subsystem durina the three phases of lACIE .up
ported the data need. of all other elements of the 
project. The nonelectronic data base consisted of 
statistical data. printed reports, periodicals, around· 
observed data received from intensive test sites and 
operational seaments. and full·frame multispectral 
scanner elR photolraphs. Requirements were 
received as part of an overall project requirements 
document; they were wriUI.'!" into an implementation 
plan; and 'inally they were satisfied within the sub
system or farmed out to be implemented by other 
units of the project. 

Collectina. statusin .. and providinl the data re
quired by LACIE was an enormous task. Require
ments were constantly chanaln, because of the 
dynamic nalure of the project. The volume of data 
handled far exceeded initial estimates. The data pro
vided were used to develop procedures to operate a 
system and subsequently test the results to deter
mine whether it was possible to use remotely sensed 
data to inventory a crop (wheat). . 
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Idaho 
Bannock County ASCS Office 
Franklin County ASC~ Office 
Oneida CountY ASCS Omtc 

Indiana 
Boone County ASCS omce 
Madison County ASCS Office 
Shflby County ASCS om" 
Kan.as 
Elli. County ASCS omce 
Finney Coun.y ASCS Office 
Morton County A3CS om" 
Rice County ASCS Office 
Saline County ASC.s Oflke 

Minneaoti 
Polk County ASCS Office 

Montana 
Glacier County ASCS Office 
Hill County ASCS Office 
Liberty County ASCS Office 
Toole County ASCS Office 

North Dakota 
Burke County ASCS Office 
Divide County ASCS Office 
Williams County ASCS Office 
South Dakota 
Hand County ASCS Office 

Texas 
Deaf Smith County ASCS Office 
Oldham County .\SCS Office 
RandaU County ASCS Office 

Washinlton 
Whitman County ASCS Office 
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Operational BU"g She Data Collectors in the 
ASCS county offices in the states of 

Colorado 
Kin ... 
Minnesota 
Montana 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 
Oklahoma 
South Dakota. 
Texas 

Cooperative Statistica' Reportin, Services from 
the Forei", Apiculturat Service and from the stateJ 
of 

Arizona 
Arkans .. 
California 
Colorado 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Minnesota 
Minouri 
Montana 
Nebruka 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
South Dakota 
Texas 
Washinaton 
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LACIE Data-Handling Technique. 

G.H. Waits" 

ABSTRACT 

The data-handling techniques that were imple
mented to facilitate processing of Landsat 
multispectral data between 1975 and 1978 are de
scribed in this paper. The data that were handled dur
ing the LACIE and the storage mechanisms used for 
the various type<> of data are defined. The overall 
data flow, from placing the Landsat data orders 
through the actual analysis of the data set, is dis
cussed. An overview of the status and tracking 
system that.vas developed and of the data base 
maintenance and operational task is provided. 
Finally, the archiving of the LACIE data is ex
plained. The perspective gained "}' the adoption of 
this data-handling framework will be helpful in ad
dressing these specitk areas of system design in 
future applications. 

INTRODUCTION 

Until recently, far more Earth resources applica
tion data had been collected than could be practica
bly managed and utilized in a cost-effective manner. 
Dunng 1977, 17000 Landsat acquisitions were ar
rayed in mass storage for LACIE. It is always possi
ble to store information randomly or in arrival se
quence and li:r retrieve it by an exhaustive search; 
however, the disadvantages are obvious. It is also 
possible to file all information orderly and search for 
it sequentially. Indeed, there was little other cnoice 
before. direct-access memory was introduced. To 
fully exploit the potential value of the Landsat data 
collected every 18 days, the most rapid, cost-effective 
data-handling methods available must be used. 
Therefore, the LACIE data-handling system evolved 
from existing individual ~ata-processing component 
systems used in varying remote-sensing disciplines. 

) 

aLockheed Electronics Company, Inc., Systems and Services 
Division, Houston, Texas. 

These various information constituents were 
modified, transformed, and irnegrated into the 
LACIE data-handling methodolocW. 

The design of the LACIE data-handling system 
was predicated on the concept of man-machine in
teraction. The objective of the design was to provide 
the LACIE analyst a complete array of analysis and 
interpretation tools to interact with and operate on 
the available data. To fulfill this task, a subsystem 
was created to be responsible for the activt collec
tion, organization, storage, statusing, retrieval, and 
dissemination of remotely sensed data. Although the 
primary use of these data was in direct support of 
LACIE, the preservation of such data for future use 
by various secondary user groups has been ensured. 
This paper briefly outlines the nature of both the 
electronic and physical aids that were utilized to pro
cess Landsat data, the data-processing system 
developed to process these data, the interfaces in the 
use of the information, and the integrated informa
tion system to support the use of the data. 

DATA DEFINITION 

The LACIE data-handling system was developed 
to manage three basic forms of remotely sensed data: 
electronic data, physical data .. and derived data. 

The electronic data entered the system in Landsat 
multispectral digital format on nine-track ~omputer
compatible tapes (CCl's). These data are input 
directly into disk storage to provide interactive dis
play capability and mass storage of an entire crop 
year's Landsat acquisition history. The electronic 
data were primarily handled and statused automat
ically. 

The physical data consisted of spacecraft imagery, 
aircraft photography, field observation data, crop 
calendars, topographic maps at several scales. and 
ancillary summary data. T:lese data were mant •. ll1y 
handled and automatically st3tuSed. Much of the 
phys!cal data was placed into LACIE segment 
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packets for Classification lind Mensuration Sub
system (CAMS) anal~'St utilization. The field obser
vation data and aircraft photosraphy were provided 
to the Accuracy Assessment Subsystem for use in 
evaluatina analyst estimations. 

The derived data apreared as several types of 
comput~r printouts, microfiche, spectral aids, 
classification and cluster map film products. and 
CeT's. The finll! derived data were the wheat propor
tion estimates that were forwarded to the Crop 
Assessment S",bsystem (CAS) for the seneration of 
crop production reports. The Accuracy Assessment 
Subsystem was provided the classification anl.1 
cluster tapes, batch run decks, and statistical results 
output tapes. 

DArA STORAGE 

The principal function of the LACIE data
handling system was to provide a contingent of in
formation as required in a timely fashion, and to ex
tract that information from the electronic and physi
cal data repositories in an orderly and consistent 
manner. The implementation of this objective 
resUlted in the establishment of an on-line mass disk 
data storage system to accommodate the electronic 
Lttndsat imager), and the creation of a 4000-square
foot LACIE Physical Data Library (lPDl) to man
age and store the comprehensive physical data set. 

The electronic storage capability is centered 
around an IBM System 360 Model 7SJ computer. 
The system is located in the Mission Control Center 
(MCC) and consists of equipment which was origi
nally used for the Apollo lunar landing project. The 
core memory of the J60..7S is :..~pplemented with 42 
packs/drives of 7330 disk storage, providing direct
access storage for more than 4200 megabytc:s of data. 
The ~ompanion disk packs are removable and in
terchangeable between the 7330 disks. Each pack 
contains I t disks with 20 recording surfaces, giving 
more than 100 megabytes of data storage. 

Initial requirements for data storage were slighUy 
shortsighted in that a clean and abrupt transition was 
expected for dala acquisition and analysis from one 
crop-growing season to the next. Additionally. no 
provisions were made for maintaining data acquired 
from rrevious years on-line for research and 
development pur~loses. These data were available 
only from stored data tap~, thus increasing the com· 
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plexity and time involved in working with previous 
years' data sets. 

This situation was rectified by expandin, the disk 
stor. space available and building a separate data 
base (or each LACIE crop season. A research data 
base was also created so that data sets not maintained 
for operations would be available for analysis. These 
added nexibilities greatly enhanced ease of access to 
data, minimizing operational problems involved 
with processing such large quantities of data. 

A specialized technical library, augmented by an 
automated stalus and tracking system, was estab
lished to store the LACIE physical data. The com
plexity of the job to be done, together with the huge 
volume of data to be handled and processed, required 
the adoption of a total systems approach and the 
automation of the LPDL. Approximately 3000 
operational segment packets were maintained during 
the third phase of lACIE. Each segment packet con
tained landsat segment film, crop calendars, 
topographic maps at several scales, and ancillary 
summary data. All packets were stored sequentially 
in Iiling ~binets with controlled access. The imple
mentation of this facility is addressed in detail in 
another LACIE symposium paper. 

FLOW OF DATA AND INFORMATION 

It was within this framework that the LACIE 
data-handling system was planned and developed 
into its current integrated information ilnd data
processing system. Perhaps the best way to examine 
the composition of this systerr. is to follow incoming 
electronic and physical data through their processing 
cycle and then describe the trlK:king mechanism 
designed to identify each significant event. A visual 
depiction of the LACIE data flow is contained in 
figure I. 

Inltlll Dlta Order 

Follcwing the project selection and definition of 
the lACIE sample segment location, electronic data 
orders are placed with the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC) via the data transmission line. 
The segment !xations alc dcfjne~ by geographical 
coordinates at the center of the sample area. The 
Landsat acquisition date range-the beginning and 
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the endina of collection periods-is also specified in 
the OSFC data order. 

Concurrently. the seamenl number set is ran
domly distributed over the disk sto ... packs in an· 
ticipation of storina up to 16 Landsat acquisitions for 
each seamene. Experience has shown that an aver. 
of 5 to 6 acquisitions can be expected for each Land· 
sat data order placed with GSFC durina one crop
growth year. 

The supportive products such as tapoaraphic 
maps, crop calendars. and ancillary data are defined 
and ordered as soon as the mnple seamenl location 
is specified. These supportive products and the 
Landsat acquisition film are placed in the LACIE 
analyst packets. which are stored in the LPOL until 
required for analysis. 

Currently. the NASA Johnson Space Center 
(JSC) does not haave the capability to ,enerate full· 
frame 9- by 9-inch imqery from Landsat tapes. Since 
the synoptic: view of the area surroundina the 
LACIE seament is important in makina an accurate 
anai)'Sis. arrangements were made with GSFC to 
send the full-frame negatives to Salt Lake City for 
further processing. Therefore. the initial seament list 
was transmitted to Salt Lake City to support this 
film-processing effort for development of three. 
channel color infrared products. 

Finally. the field observation data collection is in· 
itiated as soon as the "ground-truth" segments are 
identified within the total sesment allocation. This 
task is accomplished by Agricullural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service (ASCS) and ~anadian per
sonnel. Crop inventory data are collected for these 
segments and forwarded to JSC. 

Data ReMlpt 

The Landsat data from GSFC are transmined to 
JSC vii. a communication/image transmission line 
and recorded on nine-track maanetic tapes. All mag
netic tapes ref.."eived by JSC are first entered into the 
storage records and assigned a unique accession 
number. One to five tapc"i were received at JSC each 
day. with the Landsat data arranged in files. each Iile 
containing one sample segment acquisition. Each of 
these tiles consisted of header identification data; 
parameters used in film product generation; and the 
image data. which consisteJ of 117 scan lines with 
196 pixels of data each in four spectral bands. 
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All acquisitions are entered into the image data 
base on the IBM 360-75. Subsequent acquisitions for 
the sample seaments are stored on the same physical 
disk device but not necessarily in sequential order. 
Established indexes allow retrieval and composition 
of data consistinl of up to four acquisitions of the 
same sample seament I'S required for application pro
cessin,. A report of the ~!ored data is automatically 
generated at the time of update, and queries concern· 
ina stored data may be ,enerated at any time. 

The Landsat data. on magnetic tape, are filmed on 
the Production Film Converter (a digital tape-to-film 
conversion device), which produces three different 
three-channel color transparencies for development 
by t~ Photographic l'echnology Laboratory at JSC. 
After development, the film roll is cut into in· 
dividual products and packaged. All film I'rocessed 
in this manner is IOrwarded to the LPDL for inclu· 
sion in the LACJE analyst pack~ts. 

Preparation for Ana'"" 

A status and uackins system (distussed later in 
this pap«) provides II report of all electronic and 
physical data available to support an analysis. When 
a decision is made to analyze a p'Mticular region. a 
packet order list is generated requesting the LPDL to 
transfer analyst packets from 5torag~ to the an.:llyst. 
After the analyst has received the pa~kel, fields and 
dots are labeled and batch run decks are prel'llI'oo by 
incorporating the labels into a sequential input pro
cessing deck. These cards are forwarded 10 the IBM 
360-75 for interaction with the stnred imagery and 
statistical analysis using a Staran array processor 
which is linked 10 the data base. Delails of the 
cla..sificalion and c1usterinb processes are contained 
in other symposium papers. 

.atch Proc .... ng and R •• uJts DIstribution 

Data classification runs (from batch or interactive 
processing) for a:i!a dt'te-rminltLion on the IBM 
360-75 result in output tupc!!. that are used to produce 
color transparencies of cluster and classitic;lIion im~ 
ages. The images are generated on thr, Production 
Film Converter, as were the incoming Lalldsat image 
products in the "Data Receipt" phase. These !latch or 
interactive jobs on the IBM 360-75 system also result 
in sl;;tislical report tapes «(' AMSIC AS Interface 
Tape. CCIT) and microfiche. The celt is further 
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processed on a PDP 11·45 to provide the analyst with 
Type 1 and Type 2 dot label classifications, bias cor· 
rection classification reports, Type 1 and Type 2 dot 
label cluster assisnment. bias correction cluster re
ports, and separability reports. All these result pro
ducts are forwarded to the analyst for evaluation. 
The Accuracy Assessment Subsystem receives all 
batch input decks and all output tapes after opera· 
tions is through with them. 

Anal,lIa Compl.tlon 

It should be clear by now that the LACIE analyst 
spends a great amount of time studying and working 
with the electronic. physical. and derived data to 
gather all the information n~essary to produce an 
area estimate for the CAS to utilize. On completion 
of th\';. analysis cycle, area proportion estimates are 
given to CAS and the analyst packet is returned to 
thc LPDL. 

INFORMATION STATUS AND TRACKING 

!\ description of the information now is not c('m~ 
,,'etc without a mention of the Automatk Status and 
Tracking System (ASA is). The ASATS. as the 
centralized source of information. is the hub around 
which the LAC'IE data revolves. It is built Oil the 
concept of a management tool to trace the now of 
lACIE malerials from collection and data storage 
through the various imagery interpretationl 
mensuration stages and finally to the compilation of 
a crop area and production estimate. 

As the LACIE data collection and data bases ill
crea'lcd in size. the simple sequential ordering of 
units was not adequate to effectively organize and re
port on the information within the system. A 
custom-built software package was designed to solve 
the problems unique to LACIE. The resulting 
system. ASATS, was maintained on a PDP 11-45 
I:ompuler. This s}'stem is discussed in detail in 
anuther !'ailCr. The ASA TS tracks Landsat data, 
from arrival at JS(' 10 com!,letion of the !,rol'cssing 
C)·c1e. ill various designated stations in the LACIE 
data now !'rcviously oiscussed. Figure I indicates the 
status points within ASA TS that were used to gencr
at\' management rc!'orts, !'Ian dilta'processing work. 
and track work assignments. In the earlier dc-velop, 
ment of the system. the ASA TS was a valuable aid in 
determining whethd data were delinquent or lost; it 
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hishliahted problem points in the data flow that were 
subsequently improved. 

DATA BASE MAINTENANCE AND 
OPERATION 

The receipt of all incoming landsat data is 
monitored. all data updates are verified, and data 
storlie levels on the imllery data bases arc observed 
to maintain sufficient space for additional data. This 
monitorina is required since the storlie system is 
configured to allow an average of 5 acquisitions per 
segment (up to a maximum of 16) 10 beslored. Over
flow is captured on an overflow pack: however. the 
system monitoring is intended to prevent this occur
rence. Data base restructuring or data purges are 
sometimes necessary as corrective measures. Data 
are periodically deleted from the system when 
quality is questionable. The cnlirr data bases are 
checkpointed weekly to minimi:~ recovery pro-

cedures in the event of data base failures. Thus, dala 
base intearily i!l maintained at all times. 

DATA ARCHIVES 

At Ihe completion of a project crop year. all 
electronic data resident in the operational data bases 
are unloaded on computer-compalible matlnetic 
tapes. Copies of these tapes are sent 10 the Federal 
Archives and Records Center in Washington. D.C. 
Working copies are retained at JSC for further 
research and evaluation. A directory of all archived 
data is maintained for each lACIE phase or crop 
year. 

The physical data remains in the LACIE segment 
packet as a historical reference tool for the analyst to 
use in subsequent crop years. If a particular segment 
is not used in the next crop year. the segment packet 
is removed from the operational data library and 
placed in an inactive data repository. 
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The Acquisition, Storage, and Dls.emlnatlon of 
Landsat and Other LACIE Support Data 

L. F. AbbolU'l and R. M. Ne/sona 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The Data Research and Control (DR&C) Section 
of the Earth Observations Division (EOD) had been 
in existence for several years prior to the LACIE 
program but was configured to provide remote
sensing da(.'\ support to projects of much lesser mag
nitude. Data available at the onset included aerial 
photography (mainly domestic, but serving as a good 
asset throughout the project to support research 
efforts); a full-frame Landsat and tape file started in 
1972 with the launch of Landsat-I; a visual aid file; 
remote-sensing/Earth sciences reference collections; 
a map/chart acquisition and storage facility; and data 
to support projects such as COtnblight and the Crop 
Identification Technology Assessment for Remote 
Sensing (CIT ARS) compilations. 

The LACIE support requirements, initially out
lined in a number of baseline requirement docu
ments, were eventually consolidated as part of a plan 
adjusted throughout the experiment. Because DR&C 
also supported other EOD projects, the LACIE 
Physical Data Library (LPDL) was established to 
separate LACIE-type tasks from other division sup
port requirements. 

Preml.e 

With 4800 sample segment study site" located 
throughout the eight LACIE countries, it became ap
parent that the total volume of data for Landsat and 
correlated Intensive Test Site (ITS) areas would be 
greater than it had been for any other remote-sensing 
project undertaken by EOD. With Landsat data 

alockheed Electronics Company, Inc., lIouston, Texas. 

being collected a number of times per site throughout 
the wheat growth year, it was apparent that such im
agery could be overwhelming and could easily over
tax the existing manual data-handling systems. 

However, since the overall LACIE effort was in 
three phases, ranging from about 600 active segments 
in Phase I to nearly 3000 in Phase III, it was believed 
there would be ample time to adequately train per
sonnel and develop efficient support systems. Adap
tations were made without an excessive expenditure 
of manpower, time, or facilities as the experiment 
progressed. 

In addition, field measurements data-consi<:ting 
of aircraft remote-sensing and ground data coll~ied 
during Landsat overpasses of ITS areas for research, 
test, and evaluation (R T&E) purposes-would be 
variable and intermittent. It was also expected that 
the rate of data input to RT&E (and subsequently to 
LPDL) would vary with the needs of their programs, 
including material for their supporting research and 
technology (SR&T) contracts. 

LACIE DATA SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 

The overall LACIE requirement for physical data 
handling performed by LPDL is presented in figure 
I. Many of these data are sample-segment dependent 
and require extensive handling and storage. Since the 
data were produced by other organizations, a basic 
function of the LPDL was to interface with these 
organizations, to serve as a central repository of data, 
and to transmit the data to LACIE users as needed. 
The general LPDL function was to research, acquire, 
index, maintain, distribute, track, and control 
LACIE operational data and documents. To execute 
this function, the LPDL W3S required 10 interface 
with LACIE users and NASA support organizations. 
It was represented during the daily LACIE Opera
tions Coordination Center (OCC) meetings, where 
operations problems ~ould be resolved in realtime. 
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SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS trolled input/output mechanisms to make the 
material valuable to many users without excessive 
data duplication or loss of time. The data support 
systems developed for LACIE were designed to 
satisfy this need, in addition to meeting the other re
quirements. 

Sm.tll-size remote.sensing experiments often en· 
tail relatively small amounts of physical data that can 
be stored or filed by the experimenter in a couple of 
filing cabinet drawers. Large.size remote-sensing ex
periments such as LACIE. however. with its re
peated coverage of many parts of the world extend· 
ing over several years, produce a huge amount of 
data. Such systems need a formal management 
method and centralized data repositories with ';on-
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During the Phase III peak level when approx
imately 3000 actual segments were being acquired by 
Landsat, a staff of 20 people was required to main
tain the functions in support of the data depicted in 
figure 1. Housing that many people and providing 
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facilities for stBlinK and storing the data required 
more than 4000 square feet of office/warehouse 
space. 

ANAL yala PACKET PREPARATION AND 
aTATUalNG 

Pecket Development 

The data required for the area mensuration 
analysis of 11 LACIE sample segment needed to be 
assembled. coordinated. stored. tracked, and 
retrieved conveniently. The method developed to 
solve the requirement was the Sample Segment 
Packet, one of which was prepared for each of the 
4800 LACIE sample segment sites. 

Data inserted in each packet by LPDL included 
LACIE sample segment film from Land~at, crop 
calendars, topographic maps at several scales, and 
ancillary summary data. The LPDL was also respon
sible for direct acquisition of available topographic 
maps that covered the LACIE sites. 

Whenever there is a larit volume of data-such as 
that ~ociated with the 4800 sample· segment 
packeb (including the receiving, sorting. and 
oraanizing of thousands of pieces of paper and 
film)-there are bound to be problems. Therefore, 
documented procedures were established to main
tain order, foster lor.~vity, and handle problem 
areas. The packet materials were placed in sturdy, 
large envelope folders that contained sample seg
ment numbers and indexing cards. The packets were 
stored sequentially in filing cabinets with controlled 
access and only checked out and in by authorized 
personnel. 

All incoming production film convener imagery 
was screened on receipt and checked for problems. 
Problem photography was referred back to the pro
duction super ~isors for refilmins. Other data prob
lems were referenced back to the sources for correc
tion. The LPDL handled any map problems, and the 
Data Acquisition, Preprocessing, and Transmission 
Subsystem (DAPTS) was responsible for correcting 
problems with crop calehdars and ancillary summary 
data. 
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I.mpl. I.gment '.oket It.tua.nd Tr.oklng 
I,atem 

The LPDL provided status and tracking data to 
the Autumatic Status and Trackina SYlllem 
(ASATS). During packet development. a coded !<ey
punched statusil1J card for each type of data (mal's. 
crop calendars. and ancillary data) was submitted to 
ASA TS immediately after such material was inserted 
in each packet. When a Landsat acquisition had been 
received 3Ild entered into the IBM 360-7S imagery 
data bases for storage. a statusing card indicating data 
availability at the NASA Johnson Space Center 
(JSC) was prepared and forwarded to ASA T5. 

After Landsat film had been received and inserted 
in the packet. a film.r~dy status card was entered in 
ASA TS. When the packet was released 110m ancil
lary hold and film was rec~ived. LPDL prepared 
anotl1er coded status card indicating that all neces· 
sary data had be".l placed within the packet and the 
sample seament was ready for analysis. These status 
and tracking steps wer~ repeated thro&lghout the 
LACIE program. 

D.ta Coordination and Reporting 

The LPDL coordinated Ihe preparation and track· 
ing of Oat:. Product ReC!uests (DPR 's) for LACIE. 
DPR's prepared b~' the analysts were checked for 
completeness. recorded, approved. and forwarded. 
The returned data was checked for completeness. 
recorded. and forwarded to the requester. DPR's 
ranged from requests for Landsat film products to 
data base queries. keypunch requests. and sp~ial reo 
quests for data search. During Phase Ill. these re
quests averaged over 30 per week. 

P.cket Operation. and Statullng 

Prior to the start of Phase I analysis. sample seg
ment lists were used to create the segml!r.t packets 
.md to generate the process of ordering maps. As 
;·,aps. crop calendars. ancillary summary data. and 
film were received and filed. the sample s~ment in
formation was stalused through manual reports and 
inputs to the Interim Status and Tracking System 
(lSATS). 

During Phase I. 1033 segments were analyzed. 
while 2649 Landsat film sample segment acquisition 
sets were received, Each initial film data set con· 
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sisted of two color composite film transparencies and 
four black and white film transparencies. each of 
which had to be filed in the packets and statused 
ready for analysis. Numerous problems emeraed 
durin, Phase l. While most were solved, several per
sisted due to time pressures and the need for rapid 
responses. These problems are listed below. 

J. Sample seament lists (based on the samplin, 
strategy output) were often not received in sufficient 
time to search. order, status. and file maps in the 
packets without a "crash" program. For example. it 
required I to l months after placina an order to 
receive maps from Canada; 1 to 2 months to get 
maps from the Defense Mapping Agency 
Toposraphic Center~ 2 months from Australia; and 1 
month for large map quantities from the U.S. 
Geological Survey. These time intervals include first· 
class/airmail delivery in the United States and 
airfreiaht shipments from foreign cO·Jntries. This 
situation persisted and was al8l'avated each time 
there was a major relocation of segmen ts. 

2. 'nilial packet handlin~ required that packets 
ready for analysis be removed from the sequential 
files and placed in separate cabinets in order to 
satisfy user needs to examine packet contents and to 
plan daily workloads prior to checkout. In addition. 
packets with data problems were placed in another 
separate cabinet. This method was operationally 
satisfactory to users but was disruptive to the regular 
data handling process. causing a high expenditure of 
manpower time. 

3. All types and formats of 1ata (e.g .• cr)mputer 
printouts, detailed processing results. etc.) were 
saved. causing bulky packets and file cr( wding. 
Direction regarding retention time of such dhta was 
difficult to obtain as there was often a lack of CI msen· 
sus concerning the longevity value of the daui. This 
problem persisted and in fact may be the unfortunate 
byproduct of any large-scale experimental/quasi. 
operational system that handles large and varied 
quantities of data. 

4. At the start of Phase I. input data cards on the 
required data and packet status were created through 
manuill coding and punching. Batch card inputs to 
overnight ASATS updates on status had operational 
problems and breakdowns. Therefore. critical reports 
cn packet data availability and statistics on data now 
and time lines often were prepared through a time
consuming manual process. Since LPDL provided all 
these data and essentially performed most of the 
task., for ASATS. as well as maintaining the manual 
systems and records. manpower requirements for re-

It 
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purtina were exceptionally hlah. This situation was 
eventually solved as the ASATS reportina 
capabilities became reliable. 

In Phae II, the m~or emphasis was to increase 
and diversify the number of segment5 and Landsat 
data acquisitions to be analyzed. Seaments increased 
to 1437 and Landsat data acquisitions to 9211. The 
color composite transparencies and black and white 
products rc. '1'Iained the same. 

By Phae II. computer-aenerated packet-ready 
lists were provided throuah ASA TS, thus eliminatin, 
the need to physically shift packets from cabinet to 
cabinet. Film was sorted and placed in annotated en
velopes, makina it easier for Classification and Men
suration Subsystem (CAMS) analysts to orpnize 
these products sequentially. Early in Phase II. data 
and packet availability cards were still prepared 
manually. Initially. the batch card input to perform 
overniaht update. statusina. and daily output had low 
dependability. and manually recorded data were 
utili'led as necessary. However. as rroblems with 
system dependability were solved, the ASA TS 
became more stable. 

In Phase III, there was a sianificant increase in 
seaments to be analyzed. The number of color com
posites per site increased to three but the black and 
white transparencies were dropped. In addition, 
some sample seaments were dropped; some were 
relocated; and new segmen!S were added in keeping 
with a new sampling strategy. Analyzed segments in
creased to 3006 and Landsat sample segment acquisi
tion sets to 19000. The changes and the additional 
volume began to test the full data handling capability 
of the entire LACIE system. including the LPDL. 

Every effort was made to obtain the sample seg· 
ment relocations lists as soon as possible. since each 
relocated or addeO segment had to be plottetJ on a 
map index to determine the new map coveraae (for 
orderins purposes). This effort required the full 
resources of LPDL to prepare the requisitions and 
provide expeditious handline .m arrival so that maps 
could be available to assist in the analysis effort. 

The CAMS cperational procedures changed. in
corporating Procedure I. Bulky computer printout 
materials retained in the packets caused packet 
storage probl~ms, so that file drawers normally stor
ing 2S packets now could only accommodate to to 
12. Th;s problem was solved by removing an opera
tional packet from the active staging area as it was 
completed for the season and storing it with other 
cyclical records. 

Machine-generated film labels received via 

ASA TS for the film product envelopes were also 
placed on the plastic sleeve used to protect each piece 
of film. The use of the computer-.enerated 
stickyback labels saved considerable time in the 
process of labeUns and statusin, incomina film 
products. 

Prepunched packet data-statusinl cards were now 
prepared in advance for all new or relocated sea
ments. As the seament listinp were entered into 
ASA TS. these cards were prepunched except for 
date. The date was entered automatically a the cards 
were forwarded by LPDL to indicate that the data 
had been received. Thus. while the dall rates 
nearly doubled from Phase II to Phase III, the ever
increasin, automation of the status and trackina 
system often offset to some dearee the impact of the 
increased workload. 

LAND8AT FULL-FRAMESY8TEM 

In 1972. a landsat full-frame data acquisit;on and 
stor. system was initiated by EOD to support 
remote-sensina projec:ts. The film was retained for 
operational usc. while the tapes (after inilial 
analysis) were placed within ... centralized tape li· 
brary for operational storage and retrieval. 

Early in the program. LACIE management stated 
the need for a coordinated Landsat full·frame film 
file with adequllte status and trackins procedures. 
This file was established as part of LPDL. which 
developed a method for coordinating full-frame data 
acquisition and man~:ment. 

Corrected full·frame 9.S·inch·format film imagery 
was stored from both Landsat-I and landsat·2. The 
imag:ry from the multispectral scanner (MSS) onen 
comprised all four bands in black and white 
transparencies and/or prints and in 'lfious color 
combinations. Since a limited quantity of return 
beam vidicon (RBV) data was acquired. there were 
only a few selected frames in the file. The diaital full. 
frame Landsat data was received in the;: form of nine
track computer-compatii)le tapes. 

A Landsat path and row (foctprint) indexing 
system was adopted. with data being filed in standard 
filing cabinets and grouped sequentially by aC'4uisi
tion date. An index card was prepared for each im
age, and film could be checked out only by 
authorized personnel. Manual repcrting procedures 
were developed to provid~ the LACIE OCC informa
tion on the status of full-frame film. 

When LACIE I became operational. tile file was 
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composed of about IS 000 pieces of OIm. mostly 
bla.:k and white ltanlparencies of the four MSS 
bands. Durin. LACIE. approximalely 9200 coJor 
composite acquisitions were received, produdn, a 
total of 2S 000 pieces of film in the full·frame inven· 
tory. 

MAP alARCH AND ACQUlalTlON 

Maps and .:haras depictin, most of the basic: land
associated themes thai covered LACIE areas in the 
eiahl countries were resear.:hed and acquired. where 
possible; see filure 1 for a summary list. These maps 
were obtained from U.S. ,overnment qenc:;es and 
commercial publishiRi orpnizations. In addition. 
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LPDL was lhe repository for specialized LACIE 
maps, mosaics, and overlay. crealed by the EOD 
CartOJl'aphic Laboratory. 

However, a m~r ~ron was necessary to .. rm 
and acquire tOPOII'aphic maps to cover the 4800 
LACIE sites in eilhl countries. The map man ",e· 
menl process is illustrated in fiaure 2. Map orders 
Wf" sen I 10 a U.S. (leo.)loai.:a1 Survey map dislribu· 
t;oU center for l:rse- and medium .. cale U.S. maps~ 
the Defense Mappina Alene)' TopOiraphic Cenler 
for other domestic and foreian m.ps~ and a foreiln 
carlOlI'aphic aaer.ey for nalionally printed maps. 

Each seament packet was provided a 1: 1 000 000 
Operational Navip'ion Chart (ONC). a ~:2S0ooo 
IOPOll'aphic map. and laraHeale maps. U.S. larae
scale maps were 1:62 SOO (IS-foot quadrangle) and 
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1:24000 (7,5.(oot quadranale) scale maps, as availa· 
ble, In foreian areas, they were I: 100 000 and 
1:50000 scale maps, as available, LPOL creat~d a 
map statusin, sheet as a de\'ice to ensure thaI when 
the maps were received the correct combination 
would be assembled. numbered, folded. and inserted 
in the appropriate pa,ket. 

As deseribed in the Landsat systems desi,n paper, 
the best the Coddard Space fli,ht Center 
(GSFC)lLandsat acquisition system could luarantee 
was that the sample seaments were localed within a 
nominal 10. b)' It·mile area. Therefore. to r.nsure 
adequate map coveraae. each seament was provided 
maps that covered a to-mile·diameter circle centered 
at the sample seament coordinate poinl, as plolted on 
a map indell, Consequently. if the coordinates of a 
U.S. segment were located near map bound.tries. the 
p~ke, would require up to four t: 1 000 000 scale 
maps. four 1 :250000. four 1:62500. and nine 
1:24000. After the segments wc.:re sited. \he unused 
maps were return~d and stored. lat~r in the prn. 
,ram. 'ht I: I 000 000 scale ONe maps were removed 
from 'he packet~ and used in a separate file for ~am· 
pIe segment PlotS. 

It was n~cessary to acquir~ a sufficienr number of 
these mups so that n~t only each packet had one 
COJ); of the appropriate map sheet but that there 
were alsl) il few si'ares in the map storage facility. In 
time. maps wer~ cut un or lost and rCJlla:emenll: 
were needed; because a few spares were available. a 
great df:al of time and labor were saved. 

The Map Acqui~ition and StQ'lIIe l-acilit)· rrc
pared an index card for each map. mosaic. and o"er· 
lay received; card data included !he number of copies 
and where the map was used. During the LACIE 
period. the f~i1ity increased from approximately i\n 
11 000 index card, 30 000 m:ip file to 34000 index 
cards and 90 000 maps, ch;,rts, mos4.4ics, and overlays. 
A semial;,omated information retrieval s~'stcm was 
utilized as a manual assist, thus permitting one rcr· 
son to manage the indexing rrocess. The system 
reduced the time required to ,·!Cord data and retrieve' 
information. hut it did not ha\'c the capabililY of pro
ducing map listings. 

LACI! REFERENCEIPROJECT DATA AND 
"~"ORTS 

The LAClt: R~fcience/Prt)ject Data and Reports 
was subdivided into four areas: (a) LACIE I'eference 
and report collections. (b) LACIE ITS data. (c) con· 

tintenc)' data, and (d) records storlie, These arep 
are shown in lI'eater detail in fiaure 3, 

The LPOL interfaced with the users and received 
data and documents on a daily basis. It also provided 
data. reference materials. biblioaraphkal informa· 
tion. and reports for project use. Over 60 000 Items 
(e"c\udtn, maps) were received, filed. and man.,ed 
in this part of the LPOL operation durina the LACIE 
proaram. 'nformation requests for this data varied 
ffl'm 50 to 100 per week. 

Reference and Raport Coltectlon. for LACe. 

Reference information was composed of 
aaricultural and other Earth/environmental science 
texts, statistics. reports. remote-sensin, documents. 
and data. Most qriculturai reference material. apart 
from t'asic informalion sources. was r«eived either 
from the statistical service ofliceli of the federal 
aovernment or dir~t1y from the states. Specific 
LAC1E project-required data was received via 
OAPTS transmittal reports. 

The report coll«tion consisted rrincipally of reo 
ports aenerated by lACIE management and the sub
systems. In addition. ~ala and infcrmati')n ..... as sup· 
plied to offsitc technical invC5tiption centers under 
NASA SI(&T contract~. Reports from these in· 
vcstiaations al~o bccltme part of th~ LACIE rep~rt 
colllXtion. 

The: UR&CflPOl re&l:larly used a termir.1I1 can· 
nected to a RFmc.te CO'~sole (reeon) that provided 
a capability to research I-ibliographicltl data from the 
several librur)' sy'.:·"~ .. s at GSFC'. Additional 
bibl;ographical data were obtained from other librar)' 
sources acmss the country. 

Spec'eILACIE Data 

Data covering LACIE ITS and three "supersites" 
were received throughout the LACIE program; the 
data input reached a peak durin, Ph8!.'~ Ill. T~cse 
data were composed 0f two ba."ic types: lield 
measurements data colll:l'ted O\'er the test sites 
(comprisin, only basic prel'nx:e~isin,. such as film 
development). and dat~\ produce,' from se~'ondarr or 
tertiary prIXessing or dt"eiopmel'!l (such as' color 
land use map overla)') ~c figure J. S,litabe ~;tllrage 
and retrieval s),stems were established for each type 
of data. One L'f the larger tiles was CfC'.ated for the 35-
mm slides (10325 Imases) dCjlicting crop phen:.>lot!y 
in the vadous test tiehls doring all the LACIE 
phases. 
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Contln .. nor Dote 

Continacncy dltl r.omprised all c1uses of material 
for which there \\'u a rapid response requirement. 
Such ~ta wu located. orpnized (often copied), Ind 
filed so thlt short·time retrieval aclion cou!d be in· 
stituted. This concept wu bued on providin, rapid 
support to the buit data now of the LACIE sub
systems. such u CAMS, Ihe Crop Assessment Sub
syslem (CAS), and the Yield Estimation Subsystem 
(YES). Ind &0 the support clements. such IS ASATS. 
The specific methodololY varied with data base size 
and allowable response delay. For example.copics of 
crop calendars and ancillary data were loclted in a 
room next 10 the packel operltions so thlt I replace. 
n.ent was almost instantly available if a crop calen· 
ct.r or ancillary summary were lost. However. Ihe 
map slor. (acilily. because of its size and space reo 
quirements. WIS localed offliite. To replace a mlP 
(assumin, a duplicate was available) required less 
than half a day. Most data, such as LACIE reference 
data. was stored so lhal retrieval coulu ~ compleled 
within 24 hOUl'S, 
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Records slorlle and manqement wa created 
separately for data hlvin, I cyclical or lona·term 
need and for data that had completed their useful. 
ness Ind wtre archived. Cyclical or lon,-ternl data 
could be made re,dily available baed on the ad· 
vanced plannin, and timine need per project; e.' .. for 
Ihe start of each LACIF. phuc. for a plnicular time 
period within a phae, or to supporl an SRclT CO;\
tracl. Dependin, on priorities. available personnel. 
and data volume. most records-type data could be ob
",ined frorr. the filc~ in 1 10 2 days. 

Most ITS data were catcsorized as records and 
stored offiile due to lack of onsite space:. Retrieval 
detion for some of Ihc data. such as the: J5-mm slides 
stored in LPDl. was almost instantaneous. 
Howen'f. for dal, that required process;n •• such as 
copies of aerial photOiraphy, the timinl varied wilh 
the processin, cycle. 

1>al. placed in an archive were basic.II)' "used" 
dala. such as a card deck for i! no-lonlCr,"~ed (om· 
pUla proaranl. Su.:h dala were rc:sun«ted onl), on 
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special request and had a low retrieval priority. The 
data. however. were stored for the life of the project. 

OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES 

The OR&C performed other stardard surport 
services t~roughout LACIE. Of partinlar '"alue was 
a complete worldwide microfilm file of land~at Jala 
utilized intermittently in conjunction wi:h changing 
priorities or countries. The expertise gairled in day
to-day use was employed as rc:quired throughout the 
experiment. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The management of data is an impoJrtant element 
in any remote-sensing experiment or operational 
program. It requires appropriate considerations in 
system p!anning and development, and suitable deci
sions should be made early in a program so that data 
will be readily available when needed. 

During the course of the LACIE program, several 
persistent data handling problems were evident. 
These problems were as follows. 

1. Delays in receiving requirements, which lead to 
a lack of sufficient implementation time to supply 
data when needed (e.g., delays in getting sample seg
ment lists so that maps could be ordered and 
received in time for analysis without a crash pro
gram) 

2. Inadequate user interface plans and require
ments, so that when data were received they could be 
indexed, stored, and retrieved properly to satisfy 
specific users 

3. Difficulty in obtaining system management 
plans and requirements for the retention and dis
tribution of data. LACIE foIlow-on planning, with 
the definition of supporting data successive systems 
requirements, has demonstrated the need for initial 
and updated planning for data retention. For exam
ple, thr blind site data for Phase II oprrations, which 
was utilized later in the program, was essentially lost 
because of inadequate plans. However, the interface 
between requirements and what can be afforded in 
the way of physical storage will contir.ue to prescnt 
problems Lo program planners. Data generated by a 
project the size of LACIE is tremendous, and storage 
space and" associated persunnel requirements ex
ceeded the capability of providing complete storage 
for all data. 
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Such problems can be traced back in part to the 
lack of initial input into L ACIE baseline require
ments documents or into a LACE integratea imple
mentation plan. when: oot only quali.ative tasks but 
also data volume. rate of input. diversification, and 
timing are significant considerations. Therefore. it is 
recommended that for future programs, provisions 
for physical data management be made an early in
tegral function of system development. 

THE FUTURE 

The data collected and stored as a result of the 
LACIE program, cOl'pled with the data initially 
available to support LACIE, constitute a valuable 
data collection structured to support operational and 
experimental remote-sensiilg pro~ams. Much of the 
data can be incorporated into an Earth resources dat", 
base. Elements of the data collection that could sup
port future remote-sensing programs include the 
following. 

1. The Landsat full-frame image files 
2. The microfilm file of aerial and space photo

graphic and multispectral scanner data that encom
passes a large portion of the Earth's surface 

3. The map/chart collection that includes various 
scale maps and charts for a good portion of the 
United States and the LACIE area in foreign coun
tries 

4. Computer-compatible tapes of good quality 
Landsat scenes particularly adaptable to agricultural 
application site research 

S. A collection of basic remote-sensing data, proj
ect data, reference material, and associated publica
tions 

6. Visual aids that can be used in part to support 
presentations on remote-sensing projects 

7. Research acquisition and handling procedures 
for managing data for a high-density remote-sensing 
program that will be applicable to future programs 
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The Classification and Mensuration Subsystem 

K. M. Abolt~~na and R. M. Bizzell" 

The Classification and Men!luration Subsystem 
(CAMS) was responsible for the acreage component 
of the wheat production estimates produced by 
LACIE. The wheat acreage for a region or a country 
was produced from the ilidividual wheat f'roportion 
estimates of 5- by 6-nautical-mi!e sample segments 
using Landsat imagery and supporting historical 
data. To accomplish this task, CAMS implemented a 
processing system to respond to both the accuracy 
and through!Jut requirements of LACIE. 

From an operational standpoint, the most signifi
cant item CAMS had to overcome was the scope; i.e., 
segmei1t volume processing requirements. The ob
vious conclusion from a review of the requirements, 
listed ill the following chart, shows that a significant 
increase in data handling and processing was neces
sary. 

Total segments 
Al:quisilions 

rel:eived 
Peak processing, 

requirements 
per day 

PhOJ(' I Plio.\(' /I Pllos(' 1/1 

700 1700 3 000 
2000 9000 18 000 

161020 351040 '151080 

In Phase I. the state-of-the-art classification tech
nology was assembled into a machine-processing 
system capable of handling the large volume of data 
required to evaluate and improve the technology. 
The design of the initial system was simplified to 
allow for subsequent modifications with minimal im
pact. A significant portion of the operational ele
ments (e.g., data handling, compUl:r card deck 
generation, etc.) was accomplished manually. The 
classification technology implemented consisted of 
classifying Gaussian maximum likelihood per pic-

aLockheed Electronks Company, Houston, Texas. 
bNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. 

ture element (pixel) from defined training fields and 
their associated statistics. However. one major ex
ception existed: the definition, identification, and 
labeling of training fields were accomplished without 
the benefit of ground observations. Never before had 
such a task been attempted on the basis of analyst
labeled satellite imagery. Thus, a key element of 
CAMS was the development of consistent and accu
rate labeling and analysis procedures that used Land
sat and supporting data in a high-volume" high
throughput environment. 

By exercising the first-generation technology in 
Phase I. CAMS personnel identified several key 
issues. During Phase II, answers to many of these 
technical questions evolved. The interrelationships 
between man and machine, technology and opera
tions, and accuracy and throughput started to 
become clearer. Thus, a significant design effort was 
initiated in parallel with the Phase II operations to 
define an improved technology. The result of these 
efforts was the design of an analysis approach called 
Procedure 1. <Procedure 1 is the subject of the paper 
by Heydorn entitled "Classification and Mensura
tion Approach of LACIE Segments.") 

An experimental design to test and evaluate Pro
cedure 1 was conducted during the latter stages of 
Phase II. When these tests showed positive results, 
the tasks necessary to implement Procedure 1 (e.g .• 
software modification. procedures development. 
analyst training, etc.) were initiated and continued 
through the initial Phase III processing period for 
winter wheat (fall-winter. 1976-77). 

The implementation of Procedure 1 into Phase III 
operations was accomplished in two stages. First. & 

concept implemented through analyst procedures 
with minimal software changes was utilized opera
tionally in the processing of spring 1977 winter 
wheat. This period was used to acr.elerate analyst 
training. final system debugging. and on-line testing. 
Finally. beginning with Phase III spring wheat proc
essing (June 1977). the "full-up" Procedure 1 was im
plemented operationally. 
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CAMS OPERATIONS 

1 he training background of the analy t , the 
a ailable data, the labeling I gic, the analy i pro
cedure ', and the overall integration of the e factor 
into the large- 'cale LACIE en ironment are de
s ribed in the following eetion . 

Analvat Training Background 

Y"ried backgrounds among the analyst were re
quired to en ure that all aspects of LACIE were ade
quately covered-photograph interpretation, geogra
phy, agronOl:1Y, mathematics, stati tic, and com
puter cience. rhe analy t were extensively trained 
in image interpretation technique , photographic 
film production, pattern recognition theory , applied 
tatistical techniques, and available data analysis 
y tem . Figure I depict the concept of the opera

tional sy tern utilized by the analy t and the interac
tion of the various functions. 

Available Reference Data 

Reference data (e.g., data on what crop to exp ct 
in u given area and what growth tage to expect for 
the particular acquisition() being anali'zed) were 
a ailable to the anuly '1. Imagery (film product) pro-

ided the analyst with spatial and spectral informa
tion . A machine-pro e sing ystem look the analy t's 
inpu\. clccssified the total egment, and generated out
put product (cia sitication maps, clu ter maps, 
cia ' ification ummarie, etc.) for evaluating the 
processing results. 

For every sample segment, the analyst had a 
packet that contained imagery (film products) , map, 
ancillary data, and previou machine classification 
data. Available reference material not included in 
the packet were weekly meteorological summaries, 
full,frame imagery, and analy t interpretation keys, 

Film prodllcls.-lmagery for the segment includes 
product 1 of all acquisitions during the pa t crop 
year, if collected; and product 1, 2, and 3 for each ac
qUI ition in the current crop year. LACIE product 1 

t,IG RE I.-LA IF PrOCl'durt' I - arut estimation procedure. 
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(or 'imulated rtl 'C-CIlI r im 19\!ry, h \\ n in figure 
tl • i " ' r'lltcd from di 'ital valu ' in eh !nnel I. , 

and 4; olor a ' ignl1lcnt ' an.: blu , grcen. and red. 
re pc Ii I , L J ~ produCI 2 (or pll "iti c-negali e 
imagcry), shown in figure 2 b) , i created fr m 
aluc ' in channel ' 2, J, and 4 10 make in~ rmation in 

channel 3 u uilubt to th nnaty '\. olor a ignmcnt 
in thi pr duel are red for channel 2, blue ~ r channcl 
3, and gre n for channel 4; polaritie ' are rever ed for 
channcl ' J and 4, Product - I and .... generated to 
cmpha iz con trust, lIrc e c IIcnt for field delinea
ti nand cnhan ed 'patial fea tures, Howe r, de
pcnding on the data in the ' ne, contra t i ' som _ 
time ' achieved at the e>'p n e of con ' istent color 
dcpiction of P clral tl lucs. LA I product 3, 
h wn in figure 2 c), i imager de cl ped for Phase 

III ~pccilieally for a more on. i t nl color di play of 
speclrul ' ignalurc . (The magnilude r co lor di tor
Ii n ari _ fr m cene t Tene: the runge of po ible 
dl I r i nidi 'pia d in figure 3.) Pr duct 4 (black 
and·white images of ea h h.lllncl) i used or deleet
in Jatn dropout problcm . et , 

fll{ls.-Mup at sca le of I :24 and 1 :250 000 
WCiC u cful in identifyi ng t pographic feature, 
unu ual ignature. and natural v getation: they als 
en ured Ihe pr per 10 ation r segments, 

..I I/ciliary dara.- n illar. data in lude informa
tion on ropping pructi e und ils ~ r Ihe crop-re
porti ng district R 1)). hi -torica l crop percentag~s 
C r tile p liti til , ub li "i -i n for the preceding 4 or 5 
, car '. and u n minal l'fOP calendar r r the CR LJ 
ba ld on I ·r "Ir av ragc ', ample nominal und lId
j usted nominal Cl' p akndar for RO 0 (Mon
tana) are gi vcn in ligur~s 4(a) and 4(h). re 'l ectively. 

\'c ra~e length of nop tic lopment IUg~, thc 
nominal date. when thes~ ' tage l'cur, and the rei a
Ii e gr wlh tages of olher crop in the area ure pre
entcd. 

Mat'hil/ e' da s(lk rll i llll lat I.-Machine cia 'si fic 1_ 

ti n datu include prcvi u \ hea t acreage e timute 
n the egment IIlU cia ' 'ilica tion I roducrs ror the 

mO'1 recent c timate. 
vuiluble refercn 'e material ' not included in the 

, nalyst 's pa 'kct ure the ~ 11 0 ing. 
1\ ' /' ;"11' 1I/(,I(,CII'o/lIJ.!im/ ,\//IIIIIIfIrt(',\,-Week ly mct~ . 

or. logical Ul11l11 arr~Sr pro id urren t datu n tem-

' .\ " eel- II ll1el \! fI.It'1;1 ' ,I I 'Ul1lnl ur ' of the Ll nll ctl ' lUI.: I' 
p ubl h hc tl ,1\ ,Ill tn lCfIl <i1 nt CI1 l\lf, ln llum fl Ih e ,1\ 1111 11 k ',111 1\ 

,tncl l\ lm " ll hCIt,· Atl mll1 l II J lhm ( \ A ). Ihe U D CIl ll rllll Cll 1 

ul 1\ 'ft 'pllu re (U I ,. ,lIltllhl' ul lOfW I c rOIl .IUIII' Illtl I) ,trl' 

'\ dmtnl'tr,lItll l1 I " ... \ I I " (' 1\ ' I'cr ' Ullnd hJlIl llllllcd JII'C'~ III 
I hC ' I' 'Uill nIMIC' 

nr.UR E 2,-Lllndslll film prodUCh ror Btlllnr ('oun,!. 1011-
'YIIII , IIrquln'd on Jub J, I" (rrorn rd. n, (III I'rodur , , ('(t'

wh'd rrolll dilllrllt '1Ilues III I'IIIIIIIH'I, I. 1, IlIld ~ , (hI I'rudurl 2 
('!t'lIh'd rrolll dlKtrll1 '11'"1" In hlllllll'" 2, .1 , lind J , ( ) "rodll(" .1 
(' rl'IIIt'd rrolll dl&ihl' '1IIut'. In rhllllnt'\ t , 2, lind J . 

I I . ( \ \ I IT\' ().' T I I 
nFrn 111 " I' \1 II It . \ I I.. • H.;\. . . . 
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peraturl.: 111 I pre ipitu ti n, l\ l' r p l' ulcnllar lIdju ' l. 
m nt reflecling Ihc l'urrent Rob n ' n oi mele

rol gkal limc Sl' II ' I3M T ) di ' U<; ell in referencc 
, Ihe gr Wlh "II 'e f \\'hl.:al , Ino I 'ummary r 

'wtc\\ ill l'r p unll wea lher u" c. mcnt~ , 
By . rrcllling thl.: ~u rent )' urs 'pe ' ilic gr Ih 

st.lge I' unll n Ih crup l'akndllrl Iju ·tlHel1\ fig. 5) 
fr I'll thl.: ckl y Illele rologicul ummary, the 
Inal }'!> t Jtlju t the n 111 in,,1 nop alendar t b ' more 
pc ilit' for ;hl.: current ~' car a h wn in figure 4 b) . 

Thi ' int' rmlti n an be ry u eful b cuu ~ epi di ' 
evenl " u 'h as recenl rainfa ll. IIIN cr p ign, lurc', 

il relle ' Ii it) , I1 lribu te ' an incl lerminate mp· 
n nt I Ihe lI \ cr·lgl.: r~neetance value for tin a ' r 
re' n.1I.: I by L.IIlU at. lind the r Oe livily fWd ' il 
diffcr frnm Ihal I' dry . it. Long-. 'rn1 cnl ' , ul'h 
a tlr ughl, J fe I Ih e e pI: led Robert n BM f r 
II heal nnd Ihe ex\ CCI ~ I peel ral ~ ignHlur\: s 

I 11/1/\(/1 ./1111-//'(/1//(' /11 lllg( '/~I ' .-Full-frame imagery 
f all area ' in hi h I · ' cgmelll e~ i - t Ire \ ro

\ i cd to Ihe I, ' t\ J hn on pacc Olcr (J ) ~ lIr 
lime ' du ri ng Ihe sr II ing ' ea ' n I' r anal t u 'c. 0 

fulfill I hi ' r qui remen I. I ud c \ er mu. I be Ie 
Ihan 1 percl.:nt whcn amI al pa ' I.: ' er an area in 
rder t a 'quire usable imagery. Figure 6 i a full -

Cramt: Imll~e r -ample . egment 1-2 in Blaine un-
IY. M nllln ~: . al'quired n Jul}' J, 19 . 

The ' verage of Ihe full frame an be u ' ell r reI
tcr di tinl' ti n be t ee n agric ultural and nOIl
agricultu ral pJllcrn and ignature ' wi th in Ihe eg
ment areu und in til at :l urr undin - the egment. 
Drainagl.: pallcrn , . ream-;. and area of natural 
vege tati n, 'uch a ro\ngcl nll in Ihe .5. Great 
Plai n . are frequentl y e l ' ier to ident ify n full -frame 
imagery . Kn wing the relalion hip of the egment to 
Ihc c unt )' through anal )'. i of the full-frame image 
and agricultural 'wlistic can be ery important t 
the anal I. The ngri ultural lali lic in the anci llary 
ummar ca n be under to 1I beller when Ihe polili al 
'ubdi i -ion!. to which the appl e.g .• . ountic in 
the niled tatl.: ' ) and Ihe 'cgrnen t are viewed 
logelher after plotting on Ihe full-frame imagc. In 
Ih i manner. the anal)1 t can b er e h w Ih eg
men t compare. to Ihe rem ai nder of the c unty with 
rc peet to th Profloni n I' agri ultu ral land in Ihc 
COUIll }' and in the egmcll!. enain rop may be 
grown in mc Hca of a coun l and not in Iher . 

r e ample . dirrerl.:nt cr ps muy be grown along 
n er and Iream rUlh r than on drier hill ide wilh 
p il. 

1/01.1" ( 11/1 rprl'lO llUlI f.' rys.- Two olume ' r 
Annl I Inlerpretation Ke (ref. J) wer a ui lablc t 

184 

'0 PLANTING 40 HlAOINO 
20 MERGENCE 5 0 n UCH 

DORMANC'" (WINY R 60 RIP 
WHEAT ! 

SPRING GROWTH 70 HARV , 
!WINTER WHEAT I 

30 J INT ING IGRE NINO 
UP PERIOD! 

flf,t 'RE 5.- Eumpt" of crop l'1I1"ndlr IIdju'lml'nt rrom Ih .. 
""-('kl, mt'tl'orolor.lral ,ummar) (ham (('f. I>' Th,' nUllllwr, 
rt-r"r 10 Ihl' Robt'rtMln 8MTS IIr"" Ih ~I.II'·' for .. hut . 

Ih l.: ana l), ·t in Pha ·l.:.' 11 and III. olul11e I i ' an 
pcruti nal 0 er iew of wheat and non heal ig. 

nature . • am ple ' ure relati ely general. ~Ind 

n minal ph lophcn log)' ~ r hem i ' illu 'l aled . In 
addition, volume 1 gi e ' e ample ' or. an t ( IU 'e, for. 

me of th aria li n in wh 31 ign . lur . e 11 On 
LlInt\'tll imll"er), . lt i ' u 'ell a' a g nerlltraining md 
in~ rmati n aid. olume II i II reg I nal ke of 

anada and the and i u ell b)' pro-
duclion analy t as a guide in perati ns. 11 i 
de igned I lead \ Ihe orr~ t iden lili alion I' wheal 
and 'mall-grai n ' area , 

\ 



flGl RE 6.-Full· 'rlmr Imllt' of 'I",plt> M'lmt'n! I!'lilin 811 nt' 
OU"!~. \luIIII"I . ar.juih·d "11 Jul) .1 . III . 
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T IIlII 1,- Exl'l' 'Ii'd , {H' lra/ . 1~1I1f1/f(" lor . mal/ 
'r 1;11 • ' I ' ' /111'111 / , .,'( 

/ I ltlllll" 1/ 

f) II, 11 111/., ' /el/II 

\ II III 1'lJnlln COler 'cnl 
M ur 30 '1.1 -no rl'lI h' rell 

pr 22 

)ul 

\ U' 

\ I \ ruu, W " Ih '1U1le 
p·rhup., nl hJn C 
IH,:pJfJ tur> In 

lurnln -red I I tlfl ' 
rell 

Ripe ,1 .1' _ 'r.In c, 
) .:11,1" , W" 1 

II JI\(-" 1.lg':-ldhl" , 
' hll ,IJn 

,\ 1'1/11 ' II I" .1/ 

I'I.tnlln '-no red 

I l1I ~rllcnl-rcli tlr I'ln ~ , 
(Icpcnllrn un pl,ln! 
,'unop 

\ ' , " IIIU\ 'fI'" Ih 
,1 ,1 c-Icd 

II lIn ~ I ur rCJlI} rOI 

hUf\ C'I-' l'Ilu" 
hr" " n ,lIlr\ C 'fl'cn, 
"h,le 

,\ pr blem 01:1' ' 11:1.1 I:.trl~ to L \ I F \\ .1. IhJI Ih ' 
1:lbeli llg lugi\.' ' h ,ulu ~ m )h! .,op lw,li 'alco , Th ' 
" i lh ill-"~ 'Ill nl \ . Irtanllll~ " .1" \ ef) IlIrge. '> nll'lIni ., 
,I gre.11 ,\:> Inl' \\ tlhll1-:,hllC \ ari"hili l} , Tilu , ,orne 
kn \\ ledge ab )UI Ih~ J'l.trJI11I.' I 'r, Iha l arrcl' l U Ihe 

pI.: ' Iral :o.lgnalur .lI1d 1.lhdll1g I gil' had 10 b\.' 
d \ ' Illpcti anu i lllp h.:l11cnl d opera l i nail) , 

he .111.11) I I1Wo;l ' ( Ihluer inldprelal i 11 \ Irt Ihlc ... 
" \ Cf) 111lll' hc \ or"., " ')l'glllell!. 

I KrH wi I' of rl'glonal fTc ' I,>-.,urh ,,'> ' oil ... 
' ropp in' I r:Il'lIre" and dil1l:lI i ' 'O il 1111 11'>-1' .In 
ImpOrt.11l1 :hl C'I I) Ihl: 1111 l'q fela l ll"l pr 'C' , 

_, I' ield "/C In I rl.' ' 1.,1 ,:;, , ;'; in ~1111111- .lilli/or 
.,Irll-fidd , I.: 'lllel1\', n(,;l'l~ I h 'llIl ... illel:u bc 'uu e.1 
Igl1alurc hCl'IJln ''> nl',fl' dllTi 'lilt \U label " h!1 Ihl' 111-

hercn l inl'rc."c III Ihc numh r 01 licld boun lam:" 
JIll! , '..u h,c4uefl Il y, 0 \1 Ihe rc" llluli lI\ (r ami. al. \\ Ilh 
lin in 'rclI .. e 1\1 Ihl: Clumncr llf mi xlure pi c\ , f' i 'urI: l) 
.,how c;o.ampk r 1.lr 'C, Iypi 'ul. lin I mill lich'" 111 
Ihl: I" ', R .md Ihl' l lnil l:lI , Iilll:.., . 

J 1\ ' l\llI"illUn hl.,lur) i Imp manl II', I rC\Cnlll1g 
Ihe Ih.'l'urrClH'C III \'On l'tI,HIIl cfIl l ' .In I I:n'lIrtn' Ihl: 
.I~ 'Uf" IC III nltli ' .lImn of "p' ' tr.11 ,I 'n itl tH\: I i 'urc 
I } . ~ .1:1 l' \ ltmph: )r .In all!UI ... IlIl )11 h,.,lOf) ror ,I ' C '
mel1l In R l 'hluml Olll1l) , urth 1 :1" I t. 1 hI: 
tl.l,hcu Iinc, l n Ihl' p.lrtl.1I ' fOp r.tlcndar II Ihe h lI-

1110:-1 pr noun 
mnnil rc I .\ 'IE W:I' 

Il(u) ). 

c-
r 

c 'C n
I' Ih 

Thc u c r undll:try dUta. lI 'h U~ In Ie Imln ,iea 
uala Ind full -rrame i l11,lg.cr~ . " :I ' InnJrpor.llC I Itl\( 
Ihl: A l ' lahding Il gil' , c\eral l i lllC'" Imin' 

..\ ' I F Olha par.lll1CI r" ~\ hieh \ ,Iril: I region,llI) 10 
.tlT!; 'I .,Ignuturc, \\ crl: Irrig.1I1 )11 ( I' , II (h) I : r,rtilll.I· 
lit"' : planl \ ctril' l le" 11.1111 111 ':, lhl l' ... . ( fig, I 1( ' l. 
plal1llng d '11 illc,' CI\.' In Ihe !,rl' Uh'l' III' . 111 ~ llf .111 01 
Ihl: C r.I ·1 r ,Ih Inh"Ilnll II 'il' had III hi.' 11c\lhll' 
en ugh ll) .Il' ' OUll! f(lf Ihc.:111 \1 hl.:l1 Ihl') \Il'r~' .. igntli
\.'. nl. ' l:\ gCI1i.'ral '/lOU '11 IHII II) hll' UII\I 11 Ihe labi.'ltn' 
prlll'~":' . 

Analysis Procedures 

I ) elhurc Ih.11 r()I1 ' ",ICIlI PUIPlll I'lIr " lIh, c 1lI ' 111 
'\ .llu:t l ion r.I\11~ 1 rolll '·\t'ol. • • 1 ·\l/llrtllh.!u 'l'I ul 
.111:11) "I'> prot'I.'tlme., h:l 1 III t, 11.:\ dope I. 1I111 11.'
l1lenlCU, "nd 111.IIIlI.lincd (rd . -1 In 61 I II "l' Pili
I'CdUfl', h.1 I III hc ,ItI.lpl.lhk 10 nl'\\ ICd11:\)II, ') 
\\ henc\cr dccmcd nl.'\.'1.' , ar) , ~el prll\lu\: \""'1,11:11\ 
rc,ull ' III \11'CI Ihc l \ ' 1\ .1" ' UI.I~' ) ,\Ild 11111 \Ighpul 
g.o.lI ... 

Pha,l' I \ ." prtl1l .lfll) .1 h:nrnlllg ': \I .:rt~ n 'I.' ' 11 
(lnt: "nt: \\ ho\\ \\ \.'11 Ih t: ,1.1I1.'-O)-l lw-,111 k hll ll lllg,I , 
.'tH'nl .Il l h .... llm~ , l uul l \l or III ,Ill () II.'r.t lltlll " 1.'11-
\I1\)\1m .... 1ll III ,,111 '11 .111 , 'gl11 l.'l1 l' \\~'It' pl'lr~·" .... d 
'1Ii l. ' .11ll1 hi '11 Ih roll dlPlIl "'" 11111 "11,1111 \ L' h.ll1l 
r .11 PIli 'ctlurl.:' \\ C r l' 'I\..ttl .lhk I'll' \I'II1 ~ til ,II ~' I'l h 
11\ I I!) , bU I \1'1 UUl'lII11CIlI 'd dCll 11111 11 'It' .ll1d 
.1I1.tI~ ,I., I rol\: Iu;c c\l,t l:d 

l\\ III)PC' (I I .1'1.11),,, " ~ft: IhOll'hl IlI.'(C".II) 111 

Ph."c I 1 hI.! .111.11) "-II1ICq r~'II.·1 ( \ I ). t: I ' 11 111 1111-
.I'C IIl I rprcI.11I 11 Ic(hlli4ll", 1 .1' rC'lhltl'lhle I(l t 
Itl nltl) I Ill:! II 1l'Illl,tI , ,11.111 - 'r.III1' .Irt:d'" llIl 1,lnd,.1I 
film pr dU ' I." dl'l l l1 '''1111 ' " lr.1I11111 ," lil'ld, lur .111 
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~pC(trai sl,natures, and inpuuln. the trlinln. Infor
mltion fur \.'Umputer prm:cssin" The data pl'O\."esslna 
anuly" (l)PA), t!l.rcm in 1,""ern l~olJnhion lheur), 
an.t a\'lIihtbl~ dat" "nlll)'~is systems, was responsible 
for rrcl\.'esldna the: .tllt" and ,·\,,,Iulltlnl the ~sult'J, 

The AI hud m"n~ .Jostact\:.l> l.t O\'ef\.'On,e, The 
'lualit)' of the film products was poor. and color 
representation was inconsistent. The acquisition 
\."t.)VCfllllC \\ "s l'(lor nl"ini)' b",'ause uf resouf\.'C limita
tions at the NASA Goddard Spa~ Fliaht Center 
(GSF(,), More "c'luisition ,"'O\,erlle would hive: b.:cn 
benefichtl at this stqe of LACIE becau,-e no docu
mented whedt key WIIS !lvaill,hle, No current-year 
arowth !ltllle IIdiu!ltments were avttUllble durin, this 
phase either; thus, the sillllllt"rt varillbmty problcm 
was c\lmpounded, 

The inadequacy 1)1' the informalion IIvailublc tu 
the: AI made his labeling task vcry dimcuh, In IIddi
tion, the AI h .. d to Issunle the mllnual drudaery of 
mlln)' of the d.ta handling "asks (ti" 12), The 
8nal),st's ml\jor functions and his Interlattion with 
the llperlltionlll system arc further discussed in the 
fullowin. parllllrllphs, This discussiun cun,,"Cntr.t~ 
un thl: hllsk initilll chllrllcteristi,,'s of the system in 
Phlase I. Impfl)"ements mllde in Phllses II lind III "re 
di!'l:usse,1 suhs~Uenll)·. 

.\'m"'lIi",.:.-Nut ull the IIcquisilinns l'C\,'ei\'ed III 
JSC were ltl:"'epluhle for furlher l'fUceSliintl, The ini
thll S)'st~m implemente,1 lit GSFC to cxtruct LACIF. 
segments, thoullh im1,m\'ed in llller I,hlises of 
l :,\('11:, IIl10wed II suhstnntiul numher of sellmcnts 
wilh eltl:es.~i"'e 1:\0"1.1 CU\'cr, "utn "rollouls (espcl:\"II)' 
with I.llOdsIU-l), Im"l misrellistnuion, The- nn,d)'st 
hud III I'res,,'r~n nil the i""lllery ,10,1 select Illf 
furl her "fl),,'cssintt onl~' th,'~ 'I,,'quisiti\\ns Ihul 
slltisl1,,'d II Im~specificd ,'rilcrion. 

1>':1'''''''''' 111 Il'IIi"",..: /II't'/'J.-The initilll s)'stem 
used Ih,,' 1)'I,klll """sl'oitk"lion l'lllumlches; i.e., il re
quired Ihlll Ihe ,"'"I)'SI idenlit)·, sel,,""'I, ,m,1 Itthel 
arltinintl tiel,ls fur Ihe dllssitier lind lest fields for 
,,'\'lIhmlilln. EII,'h sl'C\.'lrlIl sitlnltture hlld to he rel're
sente,1 In Ih,,' Irillnilltl nelds selC\.'h~lt. Figure 1,1 C!l.

,"'ml,lilies II In,i"',,1 seh.",,'lion uf fields. Sutlkienl SIIIll

"Ies of e!,ch sillnlltUfe IIlso hlld 10 he dcllned so thlll 
sunkicnl shuistks ,,'ould he cllkuhllCd fur Ihe 
,,'h,ssitier. These steps hillt hl be rerciltelll,lf the ICSI 
fields. Thcn, the 'II\lIl)'st h,beled nlilhe seh~cled nelds 
liS whellt or nonwhelll usin", the !i,helinlliollic. 

The problems with this 1I1'I,ruIlCh were numefUUS. 
II WIIS vcr)' llitlkult thr Ihe IlIllll)'st to identif)' ulllhc 
sl'c,'trlll sillnlltures. If suft ..... ient sllmples were not 
1I110CIII~d in the corn:,,'1 pfllportiun 10 the d"s.'ies 

Identified, then subsequent Clilssificlltions w-:ro 
found to be affected, These tasks wc~ very tedious 
unll t'llle-ronsumina an~ detracted Ihe uMI)'!'t from 
his nlost Importanl task - labelin, the si,nalures, 
These l'roblem" h.d the additiun.1 undcsirlthle eff«t 
of indirectly makina nlultitempnral 1lfO,,'cssinlJ 
u"cra'ionaU), ditli~u", if not illlilossible, 

l'Mfa haSt IIpdatlltR,-l)ata bl!l'C updalins the 
CAMS functionallluw was. series uf Illllnu"I"unc
lions to 80 from si.natu~ labelina 10 selnl~1ll 
~1I,ssificllion, The: analyst manually had IU delineate 
on the Imller)' the vertices of ."1 the selt\:tcd fields 
(from 40 to mo~ thltn 1(0). In II sept" .. tl! opeflltion, 
the: vert",-es wcr.: read with a ari,j-cncoded n,,,,nifler, 
~ord~ on keypunch forms, and subs~uentl)' en
tered into the processin, da", base, About h"lfwa), 
throUlh Phase I, " t~hnique that used a semiauto· 
m.ted diSitiler for tic'" Jelineati\ln WIIS dcveloped, 
The output was Ihcn relbrma"~t for ,,'omluuihility 
with the dllt8 tlase, This tusk wllsless tedious hut still 
somewh.n time~Clnsuming, The next HlSk. WIIS to 
con\"letc: 1\1' the: forms, card decks. etc .. nc\:cssllrr 10 

submit Ihe ,lob for mu~'hine pro~'Cssi"g, 
Mal'l,i",' "t'lI( .. 's.~j".I:,......()n ... 'C the ficlds were sue

~'essl'uU)' lo.ded into the dt\hl blse, Ihe l>PA was 
nutified. All mlll:hine pro,"'Cssin~ was interactive. 
Mlln)' t"",,'hniQues were 1I,,('nl,'ted: chtss stntlstks ,IOd 
dusler stlll'stks (obtllined by dusterinlllhc liclds of 
CIlC~ I.""~t'or)') for m"!l.in\um-Iikelihth)d dussiflcu
lion, ll\ultilem1'orlll dllssilklllions, lind sitl-n1lture ex
lensioll runs. I ",lIwII)' IhrtlUllh Ih,,' I,hltsc, hllll.'h 
,,'U1'llbmties IInli stlllislk'II Itlllililluilltions fur silt
n"ture extension were 'Idded 10 thc s~·slem. Thc re
wor~ fIltc in Ilhllse I was 250 l,erl.'CllI; siltn:\tur~ cx
lension ""empts wcre unsul.',,'cssful .11\,1 Ihcrefi\re 
IIhll",loned In PhllSC 11; und Ihe nll\loril)' of the 
t\\ultih~m'")fl\1 ,""IIssifklllluns wus unslllisl'lI"'ltlf)· 
he,,'l,use ul' misrettislnltion IUld .. \I l'rtll.'c,hmll Intl""
intl delil:ienciC!s. 

/:·I'IIIII.lIi"" .,1' 1'!:',\·ltfl.\.--8cl'ore the suhmissinll ,\1' 
Ihe resullulll sellmcnl whc.II l'r"l'orti,," estillulC 
Ihtm the mllchine """ssilic'Itilln, It till,,1 re\'iew "I' Ihe 
ItIlltl)'sis \lUlrut WIIS l.'tmdU,,'led. This WIlS nc
l.'Unll,lished h)' C'''"llininlt Ihe "mhuhililies llf ,,'urrect 
dltssilklllion (P(,(,'s) uf Ihe Itlllll)'st-sek",,'ted lruininlt 
Itnd tesl fields. If Ihe Pc.. 'C's wcre Ithow Ilfes~'1 \ Itlues, 
the propurlion cstinll"&:' WitS dccmcU slltisfIlCltlf~·. 
However, in uudilion, Ihe chissili,,'lItinn 111111' WitS 
"'" nulIlI)' "'orrell,,.::d wilh the ,,'ulur-infrurc,1 imullCn' 
Itl IIscenlll" whether the whcllt "rclis Itnd n,,"whelll 
.uells 1l""Cllrcd to be in tllllld "1u\.'\!menl wilh Ihe 
I:\llsSlticllti\l1\ n"",. 
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MANUAL FUNCTIONS 

"""~;C-'"~-"~ "1 
MACHINE FUNCTlONSj SCREENING . 

[ DATA QUALITY CHECK ] 
I ACQUISITION SELECTION I 

T DEFINITION TRAINING D~' 

E:U~nNG 1 
SPECTRAL CLASS 

DELINEATION AND LABELING 

DATA BAtl 

C DEFINE FIELD VERTICES I 
I PREPARE BATCH JOB J 

MACHINE ;~ 
~==============~~ INTERACTIVE PROCESSING CLASSIFICATION 

I HANDCOUNTS FOR LOW WHEAT I SUMMARY REPORT GENERATION 

EVALUATION F RESULTS 
~~EX~A~M~'N~E~TR~~~N~'N~G=A~N~D='T~E~S~T~~ ~----------------------~ 

FIELDS CLASSIFICATION 
PERFORMANCES 

nCiURE 12.-lnltl.1 d.t. pr.-sslna tasks. 

OveraUlntegratlon of CAMS 
Operatlonllnto LACIE 

PIICl.~c' I.-At the conclusion of Phase I. sevcral 
problems becamc obvious. Most of these were due to 
Ihe operational problems inherenl with the large 
throughput requirements. Technology that was 
straightforward when performinLl remote-sensing ap
plications in a low-key environmell' became very 
cumbersome when applied to a large number of seg
ments. Naturally. these problems were compounded 
by the constraint of there being no llround data for 
thr. genennion of training statistics. More impor
tantly. no ground data were available to evaluate the 
performance of the system during openttions. This 
mode was new but understandably necessary for the 
overall goals and objectives of LACIE. 
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Plla.n' 11.- Because of the problems identified in 
Phase I. it became apparent that new approu"'hes to 
the LACIE environment would have to be 
developed during Phase II. One of the obvious prob
lems in Phase I WItS the segregation of the AI and the 
IlPA. I twas vcry diffkult for each to perform his job 
satisfactorily without a clear unliers'andinLl of the 
other half of the analysis. A successful attempt to 
resolve this I,roblem was made in Phase II when two
man teams were formed in I' cross-tflllni,' : d'forl to 
produce cnd-to-cnd unlllysts. Increased acquisition 
coverage (all clear Ilcquisitions) and improved film 
produ,,-ts were also aids 10 the analyst. Documented 
decision logic procedures came into existence. and 
Robertson growth stllge adjustments were available 
to reline the crop calendars for the current ,,-rop }·car. 

Tr .lining fields were still used to train the 
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FIG RE IJ.-Phase II training neld delineation. (a ) Imalle r~ . (b) ril'ld on·rll.,.. 

cia ifi er, but more emph a i wa pl aced on 
multi temporal signature elec tion when process ing 
was multi temporal. Because this task was very 
tediou and time-consuming, multi temporal proc
e ing was avoided as much a po. sible. Another 
deterrent for multitemporal proccs ing wa a 
mac hine requircment that when more chanl)el were 
used for proce ing, the training sample had to be 
larger to prevent exce ive thresholding, One of th e 
major problems with P;,ase II was the increased 
processing load ( from 700 t~ 1700 segment ). Some 
oper tional effi ciencies had to t.e de eloped and i m
plem.!nted to allow the analys t to increase hi 
throughput. 

A " no ignifi canl change" procedure wa in
troduced in Pha e II 10 expedite proces ing, I f th e 
analy t th ought th at proce sing a new acqui i ti on 
would not igni ficantly change a previou Iy sati sfac
torye timate for the egment , the code wa as igned 
to the new:.t qui i tion, no ma hinc proce si ng occur
red, and the lea ·t ati fac tory e timate was u ed for 
the ag~regati on . In addi tion. because of a la k of 
'ufficiclll amplc, scgment · subjec tiv Iy thought to 
con tai n Ic s th an - perccn t heal were pruce " d by 
handcount ing the indi idua ll y labeled wheat pixel . 
A lthough the e pro ~e hclped reduce thc ba klog. 
the ubjec ti ity in I ed made th cm technica ll un
desi rab le. 

During Pha c II . a data b'I ' mU ll'Igemcnt y tcm 
wa: imp lemented to relic c thc analy t of a ignifi · 
cant port ion of thc da ta base upda ting la k . Th i 
y "tem per formed all f the reforma tt ing rou tine. , 

quality check , and talU and tracking job ubmi
sion . A batch pro es ing capability was al 0 imple
mented: it eli minated all the ;ntera tive proce ing 
excep t for rework (approx imately 25 percent). 

In addition to the analys t' functions, an indepen
dent group of pe: onnel performed a lina l qual i ty 
a ' urance revi" w of each egment analy i before 
submillal f') r sub equent aggrcga tion . The group ' 
primary fun tion wa to en ure that e labli hed pro
ccdure were fol lowcd durin!,: the a n a l y~ i 0 that 
'ub equenl e alual ion ' and probl em- 01 ing la k 
could be conducted on a on i ·tent and cont ro ll ed 
data et. In addi ti on, the group re iewcd the eg
ment III a regional framework to a certai n wheth er 
pecific spec tral signature were co n i -tentl y labeled 

and whether the signature' inter faced with the ag
grega tion fi nd ample all oca tion clcmcnt ' of the pro
jCl: t. The fi nd ing were reportcd to aid in problem 
parti cular to th o e area . 

M any problem wcre re 'o lved in Pha. e II , but 
'ome needed more at ten tion. Labeling was a major 
probl m in Ph a c I: however, with a ),CClr" ex
pericnce, th lInaly ' t gai ncd confidcnce in labeling by 
having a mental whea t key. The uec i. ion logic wa ' 
quitc gcncra l, hower, and Llid n l\ co cr the 

ariabil it of whea t ' igna tu re - undcr difTcrcnt gr \
ing condi tion ' (i .e., drought , wint rkill , dryland, 
croppi ng, irrigatiun) . 

nuthcr problcm arca \ a anal y. t bia . The con
tinued tcnticn y t und rc · tim at~ cau 'cd further 
qucl> tiuning of the a ' umpti n that th e anal )' t cou ld 
ac('ura lcl !:>ampl~ and labl.:! the ~cgl11 nt with (J ill}' 
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imagery for spectral inf rmalion . The das ' ilil.' r de. 
pended on lraining 'ample ' i/es in prop rti on 10 Ihe 
'peetrul ignature aero Ihe entire t:gmcnl. Thi ' 
wa u diflicult lUsk for the Hnul), ·t to uchievc for lIli 
Ihe pos' ible combinations or l11ultitemp ral clu, e 
front imagery .11011 . ol1 ' i teney between analy t 
Wtl ' imp -'i ble ID maintain with thi ' Iype 01' pro
l~ edure . Ir two analysIS were given Iht: allle eg lllcnl 
10 I r ·e'· . Ihl: }' would u c lirfcrenl qualltity and 
por Uhll ;O I1 Iruining fields. and Iheir pr poni n esti . 
IIlule ' could v:try considerably . To begin 10 de elop 
' olul iun ' 10 the unden~ limation probl nt , i l wa ' ob
violl ' Ihal an pp()rtunil,l' 10 asses ' Ihe Land 'al dUlU 
II II 1110re lklaile J level wa ' neres ar)' . 

Pit / .I"C' 111.- lUI ion Iu Ihl.: labeling and bill ' 
pr bkfll ' were the major goals f Phase III. In
lI:rprc lal i n leam ' ere formed so Ihal Ihe in
Inprel ll l ion praces ' cou ld be a wnsensu ' of a group 
or Ihree I Ii "I.' people with diver 'I.' backgrounds and 
I'vel or , pl.'rienrc. 'Upplcllll.'lllal li lm prOduct. 
I r JUCI J (lig. 3) un I Ana lrs t Inlerprel:!li n K y ' . II 
dis 'u 'se I pr iou I), . were a ailable t the analY' 1 
during th i pha ·1.: a labcling aids. 1I0we\'er. a morc 
." TlOU ' signa lure masking dYect due to Ihe film 
gencru l iull pro,'ess was r rrl.:cled ror Phase III. Note 
the fi eld utlin::d on Ihe rolor-i nfru rc I pr dllct in 
ligure 14(al. In (ilm spare. lil tle or no ' ignature 
difference i ' apparen t. N II.: Ihe po i l ion or Ih ' C 

'amI.: lielu - in figure 14(b). which is a sper tral SCa tl l.:r 
pl ot or the a ' lu:J1 dil!itul uala fr 111 Landsat (hannl.:! . 
2 and J. Thlls. to i ll1p ro\l~ the analys t's l aheli n ~ 
capabi ll lr, '!'ectral aids. 'l'a llcr and trajectory plols 
of the Land 'at digi tal U Ila. \ erc made available to 
th e analysl for the firsl l ime. but th t.:r were only ini
tia lly u 'ed a an e alualion 10 I to check dOl label 
ron - j ' tency. The sp~ 'Iral dala \ ere Iransformcd into 
two ariable ·. green number and brightnc ,. (reI" . 7 
an I 8). Figure 15 . h \ S 'Ca lter pl ots r analY' I
labeleu dot ' for egm nl 1.-28. Figurc 16 'hows sa m
ple trajectory plot" for wintl;( \ hear. spri ng wheal. 
and nonwhcal pi cis. 

Thl.: illlplclllt.:ntati n of Plucedure I during Ph ase 
"' I)rigi naled fro m a cluster-baseu proct.'(l ure 
de 'igncd t'or 'mall -lield ' area • . This IHol'cdure w l. 
relined and improved b consideri ng una lys l bill ' . 
machi ne bias, and d'ticicncy. 1\ syslemati ' grid (fig, 
I ) W IS de cJop~d ror dOl labeli ng '0 that ampling 
among anal~t :; t · wuuld he more con. i ' len I and sig
nalLlre 'amp ling more sl:llisti 'ally I curate al'ros .~ the 
whoie sq,;mcnl . Thirty III firt) dOl" arc idcll l ilit'd to 
slart and lahel th l.: rlu 'Ier!> . ll nd another 40 to (10 dOls 
arc labeled alld uscu as a ~lratifieJ areal :,alll plc afler 
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t'lG lIRF: 14 .-R(' llllilln,hip or l.alld~ 1l1 irl1l1'U' r~ 10 Ilu' ~twrlrlll 
~l':l1I1'r pIli!. (III Prndul'l I. (bl S<"a llt'r plot. 

dassifi rll lion 10 correl' t rur machine hillS lIHJ to 
rec/ uce rework '. 

lu. tcri llg is Ile pr res. of grouping pixcl ' ac
cording t , me J is tan~'c mea ' urI: (reI'. 9) . The pixel 
vel' l r ( \' = \'1. \ ] . ... .\'1/' 1/ = number of rilanllcb) "I' 
ellch t' Ihe 2 9J2 pi xels in the segmenl wa ' rOI11-
parl.:d wllh the pi\cI \'c ·tor of cilrll of till' _0 starting 
dol. ( ) = 1'1 I ·~ . ... , I',, ). Eadl pix '1 \~ a~ as~igll(,u 10 the 
dosest ' Ianing dol. 

III 

/11' 1." .. " L II/ - " I 
I I 

where 11/ iii the numher or r h :lnnel~ LI ,\ l'lI 111 ' llI~t l.:r 
ing. 
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WINTER WHEAT SPRING WHEAT NONWHEAT 

ACQUISITION 1: APR . 22, 1977: BMTS OF 2.5 FOR WINTER WHEAT AND 2.0 FOR SPRING WHEAT 
ACQUISITION 2: MAY 28, 1977: BMTS OF 3.5 FOR WINTER WHEAT AND 3.1 FOR SPRING WHEAT 
ACQUISITION 3: JULY 3, 1977: BMTS OF 5,0 FOR WINTER WHEAT AND 4.6 FOR SPRING WHEAT 
ACQUISITION 4: AUG . 8, 1977: BMTS OF 7.0 FOR WINTER WHEAT AND 6.0 FOR SPRING WH EAT 
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fter all pi el ' werc u, sign ~d , Ihe n1 '~lI n und Ihe 
' Iandurd de i Ilion or cuch du 'Ier werc ( mputed ror 
cHch rhal1nc/. Figure 18la) IS a 'ulor-(ode I l'lu ' leT 
mllp of 'cgmenl 15 :teh lu 'Ier i ' II "' igned a 
ul1 iQul: l' lor. hgure 18 b) i ' a conditi nul cJU "ICT 
map. If the di ·tunee between th du ter and the dOl 
th ll t lubdetl i l wn wilhin a spe ' ille I Ihrc ' hold or a 
d I labeled" ,'. " W." or UN" (SI ring wheat. winter 
wheal, or nlHlwhl:utl. Ihe duster wa ' olor-l'oded 
grecn , ryan. r ye llo , re ·pcl"liwly. II' it \ I ' not 
will,in Ihe II re hid, Ihe duster \ a ' as 'ignetl a 
unique co l r. The dU ' ter WI ' th\:11 aUIOnllllic til )' 
labeled hy the d 'l:SI lo t. and the dusler 'Iuti ' I il" ' 
'\en: uSl!d to ' las ' i fy Ihe ·cgment. In da "' iii 'u tion, 
the pr babilil)' of earh pi cl in thc scgment b~ 1 ng
ing 10 each 'Iu ' Ier i ' l"ompulcd. Va lues Ire "ullll11ed 
I Ihc Caleg r)' Ic\e/. Pi. d a'signf11Ctl l is I11 U Ie I the 
nlO ' l liJ..el)' rakgory li nd Ihen 10 the 1lI0 ·t likd y 
duster or stohl"! IS" \ i th in thut n lleg rr . After 
d.lssi lie II ion , I h n.: sholdi I1g is ap i lie I to remo\ e from 
the linal da . ' i lil' ~lIi o n re 'ults pi .\el ' \ ilh a low pr _ 
bahility r bel nging to the as 'ignc I subdas (rcf. 
10). Figure 18(l') is a dassili 'aliOI1 Illap Ilf 'cg l11ent 
L _ . 

Thc analr ·t l imc linc del"Tcaseo br . perccnt ( Iig. 
I ). lie n longer had 10 delineate and digiti/e fields. 
lie si mply labeled the pre. nibed number or tIot .: 
lil led out a proce 's req ul'~ t form : and. aftl:r the 
classi fil."lll ion WlIS comp lete. evaluatcd t hl: resul ts 
lig. 20) . Th..: l: \ ulu:lti n proccss \\ as also Jcsi~nco I 

be more bjel" tl\'c. Thc pd(ent of e rrertlr d .1 'si licd 
laheled dll:> IIll.l the ' ,lrialll"C net\\eell the Illal"iline 
e:> l i l1latc .Ino bias-rorr ctl' I CS t illl~llI; wnc used to 
detcrm i Il l' whl'! her I he resul ts \\ erl' S.r t is"ac t llr~ or 
till 'ati ' fal·lory. less than 10 per 'enl f the :\c\.jul si
t io n ~ Prol'l'S 'cd rcquired rc \\ orL A 'qui 'i tion ' \\lth 
10\\ P . \ Wcrl' l1ladllnc-re\\ rked h . rdabciing thc 
,' Iuslas and rcl"la ·sirying. \"h ~n tilt P s \\ ere 
l1I.lrgin:II and the vari :ll1.-c \\ a.; lar)!c. a d,ll rl' \\ Or J.. 
\\ .1 I erfOT11ll:d hy manu,llIy Ilhdin - more hi III cor
rc ' Iion dOh and recompullng Ihl' hi,,, ,'urrCl' lIl1n eOi ti
mate .Ind \ .IT1.lIh·C. 

The.: im plcmcl1tati,ln of PnlL"l' Ilire I for Ph:" e III 
and , igni lkallt i l1lpTll\ l'l1lelll~ tn Ihl' data 11l:l1l.lgC
I11l'/I 1 ~ Yit tcll1 \\l'rl' major hreaJ..thrllu -h, and .Il' ','UIl I 
ror the hig 'l:st ~U(l"C'" ~ ttr l es til L .\ IF . Th i, '.I~I 
tl1ll r(l\cl1l'n t III the all c.Hlon of ra,J..:., tll mUll and 
111,Il"IIInc Jill \\ ed the .1l·cOlllpIIOihrn'llt or the in 
l"rC;I~e I ~l'ope of Ph.I'(' III \\ l1h 11 1 re(/Ul't lllJ1 in pl'r
fllllll ;lIll·l'. In LIl"I. hl'l':llhl' nlllrl' t.l J.., \\ l're Ir .lIl~ 
fared to the 1lI,l.-hille (lig. ~ I I , the .r11.l1~ 't l"(lull.! I1m\ 
'Olh'cntr,lle 0 11 the 'dhl'/II1 ' fUllcllon :llld . \\ 1111 Ihe 

ir11 l'ro\ cd produl't, . tIn:l hl'ltcr .101 
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~ ______ ~ ____________ {-OOT REWORK 

SUMMARY 

he kc ' ,1 " l:o l1lpl ish!l l ~ nt:. I}r Ihl: (' i\ l ' lIpera
lions Ire rclah.:u l Ihe .I,','umq anulh roughl'ul goals 
or Ih~ basil' A IF OUlpUI requirelll~n l :-. , 

Accuracy Goals 

The a Tur.K) '0 lis <1.:1111: \ ed lIrl: h 'SI d's('nbl:d 111 
Ihe paper by POII~r ~nli l kd " 1\lTUral'~ .\lld P~rf'( r
l1Ian,'c ' hara"I·n:-.IIl'~ (If A ' \I ' n.: I FSIIIII,II " ," 
Il tl\ l \l;r, il !\ht>ultl be emph.I 'ill'u lhal Ihe pl'r-"C '
l1Ienl crror:- 111 hia~ ,lIId \ afl,1II 'C mC.1 ured ag:lln.,1 
ground Irulh del'rl;.I~ed s lgndil' anll~ i"rlll1l Ph . ls~ I I) 
Ph a I.' III. The d' ' rca ' l' III \ ,I fI.II11'l' , 1H1 lcd dunn J 

Ph u!>c /I ,IIIU "lll1tll1ucd illl Pllll:-'l: III , j, ,"tribute Jill 
Ihl' s t Ihill/,IIUHI If rcpc.It.lbk ,ltI,lI~ 'it pro,'l'dllrl'" 
Th c llll~ l'lll1lPllllCIII of' l'rrnr \I hll:h \\ ,I' 1lI.ll1lfc,led 
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MACHINE PROCESSING 
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C STRATIFIED AREAL SAMPLE CALC I 

L..-________ ~: E:ALUATION OF RESULTS (I!' , .'" .~ ........ 
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In rhJ~C I ,IIlU ,nI11C\\ \1,11 111 Ph ,l ' c II h~ unJcrc~!I ' 

mate~ i,e \I, he,ll pruportllln , e"p ccl.11I~ 111 the ~prjng 
\\ hcat rcg,ion" , I' allnnu te I 10 \\ e,l \" nC.,,\.:., In Ihe 
I"hdlnl;t de 'I' liltl IO\!Il' In Pha .. ~ I. Ihe de ,j.,lun Ill'il: 
\\' ,1., r,\lrI~ Imph: : I e , Ihen: \\ ,1'" \ 'r~ lillie ,lIhl\\ ,\1'l\: ' 
fur Ihe IOt,d \11 t hln ,"qllllcl1 l ' l'I1.llLIr ' \ar",hdll} 
Th.., IOg.ll' Il'i1lkd Ii n: ull 111 ~'rror~ of nml'" 1I1 (orr· 
nllllllll,iI "\!n .. lur~' lit \\ he.1l (.dlcd nllllwhe,ll) .II1U 
Ihu:. III Ihc unlJcr~"III11.lllOn llf Ihe Iruc \\ h ',II pro· 
IlI lrtllm 111)\\ ('\ er, Ihc I' ro ... ('.,~ l1la lured dUring Ihl' 
tin,tI I h,"'l' ., 01 LA C IF ,Ind Ihe hiJ" \\ ;1, rcduced 10 
1:1"/,:I1i1i "111 1 11.' \ 1.'1" C l'CP I fllr Ihc 11I\!hl~ l'IIlKen · 
IrJll' U region., (Jr 'l . nn~ "hl' ,iI.llld ~prln' hi\r k:~ . The 
pnm.lr) flll'lllr., Ih .1I hcll' l' lI ' l:pflMI Ihl., UCl'rC.I'>l· In 
til.,., \\erc lHCf'alllmpnl\Cllll'nh IIllhe dC(hlllfllo 'Il', 
Ihc \.' 0111 1"1 1.111\ nor thc AnJI} ,I I nll,'rpr~t,'tllll1 K ~}" 
th l: '11(1 rpm,lIl11n III hgll .ll ,pl'l'lral .1Il1" .lIltl Ihc 
Impkl11~nl.lllon III I' rm:cdur~ I 111111 tlw '. '1 ' 
1I pI.' r,lI 11111 

Throughput Goals 

Thl' .,1 'fllli 'an 'C of Prl)(cJUle I I Ihe ·\1 ,' .11', 
~' Ut. 1 'Y goal call he,1 h\,.' api rCl'i:t lcd \\ hen one rc(all , 
111.11 Ihe 111111.11 nlllll \ .ltlllfl Ic.H.JIfl' III iI' de.,lgfl al1d 
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\\ .1' t 0 ,egl1l~nb .Ind 21 )O.I"qul Ili on . In Ph.t,1.' Il , 
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'l':lCI11C ." "U' ll J' h.md ' Ilmt., .lnd "'\1, ... 'n tli~anl 
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problem. nOled the subltantial number of functions 
bein, performed by Ihe analysl which dealt more 
with dati handlina than wilh dall informalion ex
IrKtion. In llet. the ~ority of his lelment lime 
line wllapent on dall-handU", functions in,lead of 
dall.nalylil. The implementalion of a dala man ... 
ment sy.tem to relieve Ihe analyst of the dati han
dlina. Italuslna. and Ir"kin, WII the lianiOcanl &:On
tribulor to (he ~mpli'hmenl of Ihe seament load
in, and throuahpul lOals. 

The development and implementation of Pro
cedure 1 represtnts one of the fil'll really si,nifaanl 
approaches 10 solvin. some of Ihe m.uor man
machine interactions involved in a larae.sule 
dlll.fie.tion applh:ation. Comparison of naure 12 10 
n,ure 21 readily showl the improvement in the man· 
machine distribution of tasks II realized by the Pro
cedure I ron .. :epl. In addilion. as shown in naure 19. 
the decrease in Ihe IInal)'II's lime spent pc, seamern 
between Phase I and Phase m usina Procedure I i. 
si".:ficant. The payoff comes not ')nl), in more 
thro~pul realized per anll),sI but ",;0 in probable 
improvements in Iccurac)' because 0 I beller alloca· 
lion of analyst lasks, For e"ample. althou,h lhe 
anllyst's total time was reduced from 12 to 14 hours 
to J to 4 hours per sqment. his actual interpretation 
lime was increased from approximatel)' 1 hour to 2 
hours per seament. Thus. the analyst spenl less time 
on clerical tasks and more lime on interpretation and 
labelin,. 

These accomplishments indicate that lACIE has 
indeed been successful. The mistakes made within 
CAMS were many; however. wcithed apinst the 
slase CAMS personnel were in J or 4 )'eurs 1,0, with· 
out .lateoOf·the .. rt t«hnoloa)' b«ltuse of lACIE. 
they now seem trivial or at least worthwhile as c,,· 
perience pined, 

This paper has allempted 10 capture the si,nin. 
canl hiah1i,hls of the total CAMS eJ(perience durin, 
lAC1E, It has betn ver)' difficult for CAMS person· 
nel intensely involved in the daily workinp of 
CAMS with its broad srecUum of lCl:hnolt)Jical and 
operational a.:th'ilies to "broadbrush" a happen in, 

dentl), evihnl. for Ihlle conlribulions repraenl Ihe 
backbone of LACIE and Ihe builders of the pro
.,Im, 10 follow. 
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Concept. Leading to theIMAGE·1 00 Hybrid 
Interactive System 

T. F. Mtlflclnt'and J. M. Suln"'" 

IUt4MARY 

AI LACIE Procedure I evolved from the 
Ousiflcation and Mrnsur.tion Subsyltem Imall· 
felds procedures. it became f!Vidcnt that two com· 
p"tational systems would have merit-the 
LAC'IE/Earth Resources Interactive Processin. 
SYltem baed on a Jar., IBM·360 computer oriented 
for operational UN with hiah computational 
throuahput. and a smaller. hiahly interactive SYltem 
baed on a PDP 11-45 minicomputer and ill display 
Iystem. the IMAGE·lOO. The latter had advantqCI 
for certain phues~ notably. interactive spectral aids 
could be implemented quite rapidly. This would 
allow testina and development of Procedure I before 
ill implementation on the LACIElEarth Resources 
Interactive Processina System. The resultln, 
minicomputer system. called .he Clusincation and 
Mensuration Subsystem IMAGE·IOO Hybrid 
System. allowed Procedure·l o~t'rations to be per· 
formed interactively. except for clusterin .. clasific .. 
tion. and automalic selection of "best" acquisitions. 
which were ofnoaded to the LACIE/E.rth 
Resources Interactive Processina System. This arti
cle comments on thl development and use of this 
new system. 

BACKGROUND 

As Procedure I (p.1) evolved from the CI_ifica· 
tion and Meniuration Subsystem (CAMS) small· 
fields procedures. it became evident lhal mOIl of its 
m';or elements could be easily incorporated into the 
LAC1E/Earth Resources Inter.ctive Processina 
System (LAC1ElERIPS). These induded the use of 

'Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc., Sysacms lAd 5clwkcl 
DiviliDn. ~lOII. Teus. 
~4~ Jotm.on Space Ce,"". Hoaaaon. Te .... 

dots. bias corrections, selection of bat acquisitions. 
clusterina from ltarlina vecton. automatic cluster 
'abelinl. and classification with ,.beled clUlter 
statilla. 

It was .Ito apparent that some functions could not 
be ir.lplemenled Is quiddy Is desired. These in· 
cluded the complete set of spectral aids to usilt in 
Jabelina dots in realtime. In add:tion. an easily used 
rework capability would not be implemented on a 
,imely buil on the LACIElERIPS. where seamentl 
were required to be reclassined by reworkina. 

The (Iverall throuahput lim, line of the fystem 
wa allU a~ inuc. It WIS thouatll lhat. more directly 
interlC!ive i'~ltem would allow .n anal)'st to com· 
plete real-time' 'fraalYlis un the system in , conven
ient way with. shorter d.ta turnaround time. It WIS 

also .pparent th.t I flSl. more direct IYltem would 
allow more e'(perimentalion with P·l. Much tntira 
and deveJop~nent would be necessary to refine lhe 
concepts of P·I; to choose appropriate parameters; 
and. in particular, 10 define Ihe specific spetlr.1 aids 
and pr~ures to be used in analysis. 

IMAGI·100 

At the lime P·I WIS Hina developed. the Interac· 
live Mullispectrallmaae Analysis System model 100 
(IMAGE·lOO). coupled with I Proarammed Olt. 
Processor model 11-45 (PDP 11-45) minicomputer. 
wa used for supportina research in severlllCtivili .. 
in the E.rth Observ.tions Division (EOO) at lhe 
NASA Johnson Space Cenler (JSC). The 1M· 
AGE·IOO. built by the General Electric: Corporalion. 
WIS widely considered 10 be In advlnced syslem 
when the ECoD had acquired it only 2 Y~fI earlier. 
and it had been conMu('Ully upcraded since lhal 
lime. 

Several unique fea:ures of the IMAGE·IOO made 
it ideal for implementi", p.J. hi displlY Iyslem Will 

remarkably flexible and ctrscient; it provickd com-
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plete flexibility in color presentation of images: it 
furnished a movable cursor whose shape could be 
defined in several ways: and it allowed eight themes 
(single-bit images" all of which could be used to 
store and display results of image operations such as 
c1assificati'lns and cluster maps. These bit images 
could be combined in Boolean operations to make 
still others, and the resulb could also be stored and 
displayed as bit images. All bit images could be dis
played alone, in combination 'vith each other, or as 
overlays to a regular image. 

In addition to these capabilities, which probably 
did not exist on any other commercial machine at 
the time, there was a "pixel-alarming" capability. 
This unique feature allowed a pixel (picture element) 
or a group of pixels to be identified in one of many 
ways and then all other identical pixels to be auto
matically identified. Pixels could be chosen by the 
cursor or dentified manually on a histogram dis
played on its graphics screen. Once identified, all 
identical pixels in the scene "Iere alarmed or 
"flashed" in an operation that was apparently instan
taneous because it depended on hard-wired pro
grams. This capability was especially promising for 
the spectral aids visualized for pol. 

The IMAGE-IOO had other advantages. It already 
existed in the Data Techniques Laboratory of EOD 
and hence required no lengthy procuremen t. 
Although used for other projects. it could be dedi
cated tu the needs of LACIE: and, quite importantly, 
in the work force were applications programers with 
the depth and experience to design changes and pre
pare the programs in a very short time. 

DeSigning the Hybrid System 

The decision was made to implement P-I on both 
systems-the ERIPS for production and the IM
AGE-IOO mainly for accuracy-and a large number 
of personnel began working out details for both 
systems. Some of the personnel were involved in the 
finalization of the concepts of pol without regard to 
implementation on any one ~pecific hard
ware/software system. Others worked at the func
tional design of pol as it could be implemented on 
the IMAGE-IOO (concurrently, the same was being 
done for the LACIE/ERIPS). 

Consideration of total run time, admittedly based 
only on educated guesses, suggested that the cluster
ing algorithms in particular would take an inordinate 
amount of time on the PDP 11-45 computer. 
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Although this was never directly confirmed, an early 
decision was made to offload to the LACIE/ERIPS 
the three most lengthy computation~'Jstering. 
classifying, and selecting the best acquisitions. That 
is, these three functions would be performed on the 
LACIE/ERIPS in batch runs, whereas all other 
operations in P-l'were to be run on the IMAGE·IOO 
system. In this sense, the IMAGE·l()() form would 
be known as the CAMS IMAGE-IOO Hybrid Syst~m. 

The most notable feature of the final design WhS 

the spectral aids to be made available to the analyst, 
including both trajectory plots and spectral plots. 
Both would be displayed on the IMAGE-IOO screen 
and be available in real time. They would allow com
plete flexibility of display colors, placement on 
screen, etc. 

The spectral plots, including the Kauth coordi
nates, were to be made available for any two chan
nels. As an example, an analyst might choose to dis
play all pixels in clusters labeled as wheat, with green 
number and brightness as coordinates. Full use was 
made also of alarming-the analyst could encircle a 
dot on the spectral plot with the cursor and it would 
be alarmed on the color-infrared (CIR) image of the 
acquisition, along with all other identical pixels. In 
addition, dots could be displayed in arbitrary colors: 
however, the most useful and most generally used 
display of the dot was in the same colors as the actual 
image being displayed. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM 

The baseline document on requirements for the 
system became available in June 1977. For the next 
month, an implementation design team worked to 
define the configuration of the hybrid system and to 
develop a specification document, which was 
published prior to the design review held on Febru
ary I. 1977. The system was completed and delivered 
on June 2,1977. 

Although multi temporal analysis had existed pre
viously, it was not more convenient. In the new 
system, the labels and types of all dots were retained 
from a given analysis: therefore, analysis of subse
Quent acquisitions could be made with the same set, 
perhaps with minor modifications. This further 
reduced analyst contact time on the IMAGE-IOO 
system. Because the computer required to do the 
large computation loads was no longer actively in
volved in inter active displays, higher volume could 
be realized, if required. 
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The goal of P·I on the hybrid system was to pro
vide for more accurate labeling by use of the interac· 
tive aids. The interactive terminal of the 1M· 
AGE·tOO/PDP 11-45 system allows the display of 
conditional and unconditional cluster maps and 
classification maps and a summary of the dot data 
base with labels for all dots (pixels which fall on the 
grid overlay). The analyst can then display the CIR 
image and the conditional clusters and alarm or flash 
all pixels which fall in a cluster on the CIR. He may 
select additional pixels to label. elect to relabel pixels 
already labeled. or relabel clusters. He may choose to 
display a tr!\iectory plot from the grid for r.~1 acquisi· 
tions. an arbitrary area ("window") on the screen. 
with one pixel's tr!\iectory per window. He might 
relabel bias correction dots. recompute any classifi
cation error. and finally update the data base for use 
in the analysis of the next acquisition. 

IMAGE·l00 

IMAGE-' 00 HYBRID SYSTEM DESIGN 

The functions required for an interactive analysis 
with P·I on the hybrid system are defined in a 
diagram of the normal workflow (fig. I). The three 
types of activities shown are interactive processing. 
using the IMAGE·tOO system; manual (off.line) 
processing; and computations performed on the IBM 
360-75 ERIPS. Independently, segments can be 
rewllrked in the same way. 

Before an analysis. it is np.cessary to either build a 
data base (in the case of stal :up) or update the data 
base when new acquisitions are receiVed. The soft· 
ware modules required for these activities for the hy· 
brid system include imagery update. directory up· 
dale. DO/DU (designated otller /designated uniden· 
tifiable) update, DO/DU offload. dot data file gener
ate. dot data file update, dot data file offload. 

ERIPS 

LABEL DOTS AND 
DEFINE DO/DU 

FIELDS 
~---

UNLOAD DOT 
LABELS AND DO/DU 

FIELDS TO 
LACIE DB 

-- CLUSTER 

VERIFY DOT 
LABELS AND 

RELABEL; BIAS 
CORRECTION 

RETRIEVE 
SUMMARY 

INFORMATION 

CLASS AND CLUSTER MAPS 

RELABEL 
CLUSTER AND 
UPDATE CLASS 

MAP AND SUMMARY 

YES -----
DB· DATA BASE 
DO· DESIGNATED OTHER 
DU . DESIGNATED UNIDENTIFIABLE 

FIGURE I.-Normal worknow or l'AMS IMAliE-tOO Hybrid S)'slrm. 

CLASSIFY 
AND BIAS 

CORRECTION 

SELECT BEST 
ACQUISITIONS 

INTERACTIVE 
RELABEL 
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CAMS/Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) 
statistics file build, and CAMS/CAS data base up· 
date. 

Once the data are available for work, software 
modules are required in the follow ins sequence. 

I. Initiate seament analysis 
2. IMAGE·IOO control 
3. Imase display 
4. Field definition 
5. Dot crosshair 
6. Dot scatter plot 
7. Theme loKi cal 
8. Window erase 
9. Dot selection 

10. Single-dotlabeling 
11. Automatic cluster labeling 
12. Classification map display 
13. Recompute proportions 
14. Cluster map main 
15. Unconditional cluster map display 
16. Conditional cluster map display 
17. Mixed cluster map display 
18. Display report generator 
19. Reports 
These software modules provide for the type of 

display on the screen of the IMAGE·IOO that is 
shown in figure 2. It should be added that. in the 
spectral plot area. the axes normally were Kauth 
green number versus brightness. but greenness ver
sus time or individual bands could also be displayed. 

The system disk and data disk configurations are 
defined in figure 3. It should be noteO that the CAMS 
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IMAGE·IOO Hybrid System software is a complete 
system operating with its own "driver" or "control" 
program and interfaces directly with the hardware 
operating system software, the Resource Sharing Ex· 
ecutive model 110 (RSX·IID). The control program 
can access the image library or other system software 
modules outside the CAMS software, but all com· 
munication or transfer of data or information from 
within the CAMS software to "outside" modules 
must go throush the CAMS "driver" or "control" 
program. 

The data disk shows functionally the arrangement 
of the data files retained in the operating data base. A 
maximum of six acquisitions per segment is retained. 
To load an additional dcquisition, one of the existing 
acquisition~ must be deleted. 

The hardware configuration for which tile soft
ware was developed is shown in figure 4. The interac
tive software modules provide the analyst with all of 
the tools necessary to select, one by one. all of the 
grid overlay dots or pixels; to alarm the pixel in the 
spectral domain and the CIR image; and to show the 
tr<\iectory of the vegetation throush time represented 
spectrally. Knowing the spectral signature of wheat 
and the normal crop planting and growth cycle of 
wheat. the analyst can identify those pixels or dots 
that spectrally represent wheat and label them ac
cordingly with the labeling module. 

When labeling with the IMAGE-IOO is complete. 
the output in a card-image format is sent to the IBM 
360-75 for the clustering and classification process
ing. The labeled dots allow the analyst to check his 
identification of wheat against the computer's ability 
to discriminate between spectral classes and provide 
a ratio of performance. He may elect to relabel the 
dots or pixels and start over; or he may relabel whole 
clusters of pixels. change the classifi~ation, and 
change the statistics which reflect the percent of 
wheat in the segment. 

OPERATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The operational data flow in figure 1 and the proc
ess prior to that operation in figure 5 identify the 
functions performed for analysis of a LACIE seg
ment. 

I. As tapes with segment imagery data are 
received from the NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFCi, they are copieO. One tape goes to the 
production film converter (PFC) and one goes to the 
computer for loading into the data base. 
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2. The film from the PFC conversion is processed 
in the photographic laboratory according to estab
lished standards. It is then forwarded to the EOO for 
combining with ancillary data and forwarding to the 
analyst. 

3. The second tape is used in the computer to up
date the image data base. A report is generated from 
this data base so that segments to be processed on the 
IMAGE·lOO can be flagged and unload commands 
generated. 

4. The unload commands for the image data base 
provide the desired image tape. which is transmitted 
to the CAMS IMAGE-IOO Hybrid System. loaded in 
the data base. and made available by segment acquisi
tion. 

5. At this point, the analyst calls up the new 
acquisition for the 5- by 6-nautical ,;,ile segment. 
deftnes the OOIDU fields. and performs dot labeling. 
He has all of the analyst aids (such as spectral plots. 
trajectory plots, and class and cluster maps from pre· 
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vious acquisitions) at his disposal. These analyst 
decision data on the segment are output from the 1M· 
AGE-lOO system in card format and submitted to the 
IBM 360-75 system for a cluster and classification 
process. 

6. The results of the cluster and classification 
processing output take two forms: the cluster and 
classification are defined in image format. and the 
classification summary information and bias correc
tion data are output in report form on tape. 

7. The analyst may then evaluate his success at 
labeling by overlaying the cluster and class maps on 
the CIR image, evaluating the percent correctly 
classified. analyzing his cluster labels and !\llccific dot 
labels, and using the spectral plots and trajectory 
plots. He may then decide to rework by relabeling if 
necessary, or he can place acceptable final results in 
the data base. 

The data now is controlled and managcd effec· 
tively by the use of standard operational procedures 



J 
'~'. 

and standard job orders. as described in the paper on 
Landsat data acquisition and storage. 

Because the CAMS IMAGE-lOO Hybrid System 
was developed for use by analysts with a wide variety 
of backgrounds, a thorough training program in basic 
analysis. IMAGE-IOO software. and operations was 
required. The training included interpretation 
methods. interpretation of photographs. regional 
analysis. multispectral sensing. and signature 
analysis of agriculture data. 

Generally. analysts who are trained in photo
interpretation found the use of a cathode-ray-tube 
(CRT) display in false color somewhat less desirable 

than photographic imagery; however, the added 
availability of analysis aids. such as spectral plots, 
trajectory plots, and color maps of clusters and 
classes, made the data analysis task easier and, 
hopefully, decreased labeling errors. 

It was found, further, that the increase in automa
tion could speed up the a:'.alysis and provide much 
more flexibility in performing one. The total speed 
of the overall system was found to be dependent on 
logistics control and data handling; and, although the 
analyst's "hands-on" time decreased in this pro
totype system, total elapsed time was governed more 
dramatically by the system data flow. 
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USDA Analyst Review of the LACIE 
IMAGE·1 OO/Hybrld System Te.t 

P. Ashbum. II K. BIllow. II H. L. Hansen. band G. A. MaY' 

INTRODUCTION 

Late in LACIE Phase II, a proposal was submitted 
to implement and test an interactive imqing system 
during Phase III (197!'-77). This proposal was ap
proved, and the initial test of the system was initi
ated in February 1977. The major purpose of the test 
was to provide and evaluate a pseudointeractive 
classification capability during LACIE that would 
provide the project some experience with a type of 
system that the user (U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA» would be implementing. The 
test was also to evaluate a timeliness factor in seg
ment processing. 

Initially, the test was to utilize the classification 
capabilities of the General Electric (GE) Interactive 
Multispectral Image Analysis System Model 100 
(IMAGE-tOO or l·tOO). This was later changed to 
programing and implementing a procedure called 
Procedure 1 (p.l) on the GE 1·100 Hybrid System. 
This procedure called for the labeling of single-pixel 
training fields (dots) using the 1·100 Hybrid System; 
the clustering and classification was to be done on 
the Earth Resources Interactive Processing System 
(ERIPS). Evaluation and minor rework could then 
be done on the 1·100. This total system was called the 
l·tOO/Hybrid System. 

NASA, USDA, and the supporting contractor, 
Lockheed Electronics Company (LEC), cooperated 
in the planning of the test. NASA and LEC were the 
principals in programing and implementing the test. 
USDA supported the test by providing the primary 
operational analysts. Analysts were also provided by 
LEC for instructing the USDA analysts on how to 
use the system and for identifying and correcting 

aUSDA Foreign Agricultural Service. lIouston. Texas. 
bUSDA Soil Conser\lation Service. IloUSlon. Texas. 
cUSDA Economics. Slatistics. and Cooperatives Service. 

Ilou~toll. Texas. 

procedural and system utilization problems that were 
encountered. 

The 1·100 test included operational segments from 
the U.S.S.R. and test segments from Canada and the 
United States. These segments provided the USDA 
analyst with a wide range of geographic conditions 
from which a broadened range of learning ex
periences was achieved. 

In addition to training, the USDA analysts had the 
opportunity to .test and evaluate additional 
capabilities of the interactive imaging system and to 
suggest how the system and procedures could be im· 
proved. A number of problems with hardware, soft
ware, and procedures were identified and corrected 
during this process. 

Finally, the USDA analysts learned that pro
cedural options were needed to work with the widely 
varying climatic, geographic, and cultural conditions 
that exist in the major countries of the world. 

THE TEST 

The USDA 1·100 analysts used essentially the 
same procedure (P-l) as the Classification and Men· 
suration Subsystem (CAMS) analysts; details for 
these procedures are documented in the CAMS 1m· 
age l00lHybrid System Procedures/Requirements 
(LACIE·C00202, JSC-11669, Jan. 1977). The major 
exception was that USDA analysts had at their dis
posal an interactive system that provided a wide 
range of on·line spectral aids that could be used in 
the initial dot.labeling process. They also had an on· 
line capability for relabeling dots and clusters. 

The LACIE sample segments to be processed by 
the USDA 1·100 team were selected from the U.S.ln· 
tensive Test Sites (ITS's) (24), Canada ITS's (10). 
Canada Blind Sites (30). and Kokchetav. U.S.S.R. 
(50). Each of the four analysts had a list of segments 
for which he was responsible. 

The segments were loaded onto the 1·100 disk and 
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the analyst was advised which segments were ready 
for processing. A total of six different acquisition 
dates for the same segment could be loaded and re
tained on the system at anyone time. The analyst 
could call up a segment number and view the Julhm 
date for each acquisition, then select the date to be 
used for processing. 

A color-infrared (CIR) image (both a film product 
and a cathode-ray-tube (CRT) imllle) provided the 
analyst with a visual product of the segment. Space 
was provided under the CRT image for displaying up 
to six different scatter plots. When appropriate, the 
analyst used this space to build a scatter plot for each 
acquisition date. 

The analyst viewed the image to locate and outline 
areas that should be labeled "DO" (Designated Other 
than wheat) areas. He also outlined areas that could 
not be identified because of clouds or cloud shadows; 
these areas were labeled "DU" (Designated Uniden
tifiable). Each pixel falling within these outlined 
areas, including any of 209 single-p;xel fields, would 
no longer be counted in the subsequent processing of 
the segment. The DO and/or DU areas could be 
viewed as a color overlay on the CRT image. After 
the DO/DU definition was completed, the analyst 
proceeded to a single-pixel field selection procedure 
where he requc'ited a selection of 30 or more 
unlabeled single-pixel fields (dots). These did not in
clude any of the pixels contained within DO/DU 
areas already labeled DO/DU pixels. This selection 
was stored in one of the eight theme tracks and 
viewed as an overlay on the CR T image. These 30 or 
more dots were cross-referenced in the scatter plots 
to determine if the entire spectrum of the scene was 
represented. The analyst then began labeling the 
single-pixel fields to establish labels to be used as 
starting vectors for the clustering and classification 
algorithm!l. 

The analyst used two methods for accessing 
single-pixel fields or dots. One was by typing in the 
number of the dot and the other was a cursor selec
tion that required putting a cursor-formed box 
around the dot that represented the field. Either of 
these two methods prompted a display of informa
tion about the dot. including the green number for 
each acquisition date. the raw digital channel values 
for each date. the dot number. the location by coordi
nates of the dot in the scene. and any previous 
analyst or classific:r label for the dot. The dot was 
alarmed in both the CR T image and the scatter plots 
at this time. In addition. all other dots in the image 
with the same radiance values were also alarmed. If 
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the analyst was unsure of a label for a dot, he could 
enlarge the area surrounding the dot for better view
in,. He then labeled the dot as wheat. small grain, or 
nonwheat. If the dot was on the edge of an 
aaricultural field, he could skip labeling that dot and 
proceed to the next dot. This process was repeated 
for each of the 30 or more selected dots in the scene. 
These dots were then designated "Type I" and pro
vided the starlina vectors for the clustering and 
classification algorithms. 

After the first selection of dots was labeled, 
another selection of 40 or more dots was made from 
the unlabeled dots. The same procedure used for 
labelina the Type 1 dots W8.'i used for labeling these 
dots. which were designated Type 2 dots. with one 
exception; no dots could be skipped when labeling. 
The labels for the Type 2 dots were later used to pro
vide a bias correction of the machine classification. 

Computer cards for all labeled dots were gener
ated and sent to ERIPS for processing, after which 
the analyst was notified that the classification results 
had been returned and loaded for the continuation of 
processing on 1-100. 

The analyst reinitiated the segment processing 
and requested to see the cluster results and/or 
classification map. He also checked the percent
correct classification (PCC) for both Type I and 
Type 2 dots. If a pec of 80 percent or higher was 
achieved and if the classification map was satisfacto
ry, the results were deemed suitable for aggregation 
and the results were sent to the Crop Assessment 
Subsystem (CAS). If not. a rework of the data was 
required. 

The rework could take several forms. One was to 
check the analyst label and change it to agree with 
th" classifier label. which would increase the PCC. 
Another form was to change cluster !abels by view
ing the cluster results and map overlay and changing 
the labels of mislabeled or misclassified clusters. 
However. this only improved the PCC if there were 
analyst-labeled dots associated with the cluster. The 
last resort was to add more dots and send the seg
ment back to ERIPS for reclassification. 

This same procedure was used for all subsequent 
acquisitions. Generally. the same labels were used on 
the new acquisitions prior to their classification. 

1·100/HY8RID SYSTEM RESULTS 

The USDA analyst team analyzed segments from 
three countries. Twenty-four intensive le:>t sites were 
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chosen in the United States. These sites were located 
throughout the Great Plains but the majority were in 
the spring wheat area. Forty intensive test and blind 
sites in Canada were selected for processing. These 
segments fell in Alberta. Saskatchewan. and 
Manitoba. The team also analyzed 50 Russian seg
ments located in Kokchetav. 

Since Ihe USDA analysIs were working with an 
on-line interactive imaging s)'stem. they had at their 
disposal a number of capabilities not provided 10 the 
CAMS ,malysts as an on-line system. These on-line 
capabilities-such as interactive dot labeling. class or 
cluster map overlay nicker. and nashing of all dots of 
equal spectral value-were very useful. 

In working with and labeling dots. the multidot 
alarm capability of the 1-100 was a very useful tool. 
allowing the analyst to select a single pixel on the im
agery and alarm within the image all pixels with the 
same spectral value. This tool also helped the analyst 
in determining the spectral confusion that may exist 
within the scene. For example. on a given acquisi
tion. a selected wheat pixel would alarm a pixel that 
occurred in a ha~'field. 

";i,other useful tool of the 1-100 was the eight 
theme tracks. This allowed the analyst to store. at 
one time. different cluster and classification results 
that could then be used to overla)' the Landsat image. 
B)' flashing the different themes on and off. the 
analyst could view the different overlays for com· 
parison and analysis. However. even with these 
capabilities. it was sometimes very difficult to iden
tify the wheat. 

It was ver}' difficult to interpret and analYle the 
Russian segments because of a low soil moisture con· 
dition that existed at seeding. The native vegetation 
was showing moisture stress problems on Ihe first 
acquisitions obtilined in early spring; these condi
lions resuhed in poor wheat emergence and the 
analyst had difficult)' identifying fields of emerged 
wheat. The USDA team nagged to the project the 
poor wheat condition that existed in Kokchetav. 

Very little precipitation occurred ill Kokchetav 
during wheat tillering and jointing. Therefore. much 
of the wheat that emerged produced little vegetatl.e 
growth. As a result. the red signature from healthy 
growing wheat did not appear on the imager)'. This 
made it difficult to obtain a good area estimate of the 
wheat: in some cases. the estimates for these seg
ments were only 2S percent of the previous rear's 
estimates. 

For the Canadian segments. lhe USDA team 
passed direct whC4lt estimates or spring wheat csti· 

mates only. Significant amounts of nax, rapeseed, 
and barlcy are grown in the spring wheat areas of 
Canada, The analyst found the green-number scatter 
plots of the 209 dots to be extremely valuable in sepa
rating wheat from nax and rapeseed. Those dots 
representing nax and rapeseed group to,ether and 
separate from the small grains and other green 
vegetation. The nax and rapeseed tend to appear 
pinkish on the CIR image. which is distinctly 
different from the appearance of wheat. 

No repeatable technique was established for sepa
ratintl wheat from barley. however, At one point in 
the processing. it appeared that these two crops could 
be separated by a pattern that existed in a plot of Ihe 
raw Landsat values for channels 5 and 6. However. 
after applying this phenomenon against ground 
truth. it was determined that no apparent correlation 
existed between the wheat and barley in these two 
channels. 

ANALYST PROBLEM8 AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the process of utilizing the interactive 
1·IOO/Hybrid System. the llSDA analysts identified 
several major and many minor improvements that 
could be made in the procedures and software in the 
sy~tem. Since LEC was the primary contractor in the 
de\clopment of the software. interaction with the 
LEC staff and the USDA analysts became impera
tive. 

After all users of the s)'stem were thoroughly 
familiar with the P-I software. several meetings were 
held to collect inputs on how the system should be 
upgraded, Inputs were provided by LEC system 
analysts and instructors and by USDA anal)·sts. 
Often the same problem was identified by more than 
one of the three users. 

As a result of the meetings on how to improve the 
CAMS 1·IOO/H)'brid System. a long list of recom· 
mendations for improvements was made. ranging 
from correcting spelling in menus and prompts to 
major changes in the different processors. All prob· 
lems that were identified could be divided into five 
categories: (I) wrong capabilities were stressed; (2) 
unnecessary data were provided to the analysts; (3) 
methods were needed to ease the man·machine inter
face; (4) additional capabil;:ies were needed; and (5) 
designer performance necl.ed improvement. 

There were many areas where systems analysts 
could improve the crop analysts' activities. However. 
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in order \0 do so. it was necessary for the systems 
analysts to understand the background of the crop 
analysts. When error messages occur, they can be 
worded for the system analyst or the crop analyst. It 
is. however. the crop analyst who will use and re
spond to them most often. Therefore, these 
messaaes, as well as all others, should be oriented to 
the primary Ulier. 

There was a problem in looking atlilm images and 
CRT imaaes because of an inherent incompatibility 
between the two images. This problem was most ap· 
parent whPrn the analyst was try ina to adjust the 
CR T colors to match those of the IiIm imqes. More 
than S minutes are required to display the entire im· 
qe of a segment on the CRT; this time has to be 
minimized because image manipulation can occur 
frequently. 

Durina processinl. numerous messaaes, menus. 
and prompts were shown to the analysts. Althouah 
some of the messaaes were critical. they were dis
played the same as all other messaaes. Because of 
this great similarity. the analyst c\)uld very easily 
overlook a message that would render invalid every· 
thina he had done. 

Outlininl a field and desianatina it as DO/DU was 
considerably more complex than oriainally antici· 
pated. A prime problem was the limitatic n in the 
number of vertices which a sinlle area could have. 
The analysts often had to break the areas into arbi· 
trary subareas which contained no more than the 
limit of 10 vertices. With a larae number of fields. it 
became difficult to keep track of the names of the 
fields; it would have been SImpler to have been able 
lO place the cursor in the field to identify ii. 

Since an I·IOO/Hybrid System procedure was 
specified. the software could have been desi,ned so 
that one automatically proceeded from one step to 
another in the correct sequence. This step·by·step se
quen"~ could have been accomplished throuah the 
use of global (total) defaults. Similarly, the computer 
software should be streamlined. I? should be 
developed to parrot recoanized procedures. It would 
be advantaseous to make the nonstandard processing 
easy to use. 

Because of the nature of the Hybrid System. it was 
necessary to perform part of the work on the 1·100 
and the remainder on the LACIE ERIPS. T:'e inter· 
facin, problems could have been streamlined con· 
side:-ably. There was also a problem of delay between 
processing and a timely receipt of results. It W8.11 oris· 
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ina"y hoped that the timel .. would be only a day or 
two, but experience indicated lapses of more than a 
week. Because of this situation, the analysts had to 
work with eight or nine scsments at a time. which 
was inconvenient and complex. 

The experience pined from the exercise on the 
1·100 proved to be invaluable to USDA analysts. 
When the Applications Test System (A TS) was 
being desisned. man; of the problem areas were 
avoided. and a more etlkient and user-oriented 
system was delivered. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION8 

The USDA analysts obtained valuable experience 
from the 1·100 effort. The varied wheat conditions 
throuahout the three-c:ountry study area enabled 
analysts to study and become familiar with different 
cultural practices. weather conditions. and farmin, 
methods and with how these factors affect wheat
growina conditions and analysis approaches. 

It soon became apparent that a single analyst proc· 
essin, procedure was insufficient in analyzina Land· 
sat data for the purpose of obtainin, a wheat area 
estimate. Procedure I worked fairly well when used 
in areas having small fields and heteroseneous si,. 
natures from the land cover types within those 
fields. However. since it took an averaae of 3.S hours 
per sample se,ment. it was extremely cumbersome 
and time-consumin, in qric:ulture areas havin, 
relatively lar,e fields and/or homoaeneous spectral 
si,natures. A processin, procedure should be 
developed for a type or specific set of qricultural 
conditions; for example. wilen working in an area 
havin, larse fields. the analyst should use a pro
cedure that takes advantille of such conditions. 

The 1·100 is mainly bein, used as a tiisplay device 
for imqes. classification maps. spectral aids. etc. 1m· 
plementation of P·I on the machine allows for some 
manipulation of the display. All clusterin, and 
classification was done on the ERIPS with the results 
bein, evaluated and minor rework done usin, the 
1·100. Utilizin, the two different systems to process a 
seament resulted in innumerable problems. as men· 
tioned previously. Many of these problems con· 
cerned losistics. but others involved such factors as 
an analyst needin, two or more processin, sessions 
just to initiate and r~mplete the analysis of a sea· 
men\. In analyzing remotely sensed dala. a totally in-
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teractive system is needed to accomplish the lask 
most effiCiently. The system should have the 
tapabilh)' to process I seament from start to finish. 
which includes both ,,1auification and evaluation. 

.; f"'" 4· ;, , ,. £ .••. '"'! +:+"\+;:*:;:4. 

The A 15 is built around such an interactive s),stem 
concept. and lhe experien~ ,.ined on the '-100 bas 
iml*ted the desitln of the S)"lem. 
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Operation of the Yield Estimation Subsystem 

D. G. MrCrory. a J. L ROfl~"'" and J. D. HIli a 

INTRODUCTION 

The Yif'Jd Estimalion Subsystem (YES) was, a 
ill name implies, the operational element of LACIE 
responsible for developin, yield estimation aech. 
niques and usin, these techniques to produce the 
yield estimates necessary for each of the ~roject's 
production reports. However, it. work wu con
siderably broader since YES had the responsibility to 
develop all the project's uses of meteorololical data. 
This paper not onl), describes the operations neces
sary to produce yield estimates but also covers the 
other facets of the 5ubsYSlcm's work. 

THI.U.IVITIM 

O\."I.wof Products 

The yield estimates were the most important 
products "f YES since they were essential for Il,
,reption with acreaae estimates to prepare tt.e proj· 
ect's production estimates. The technical approach to 
yield estimation is described elsewhere in this collec
tion (see the paper by Strommen et al. entitled 
"')evelopment of lACIE CCF.A-I WcatherlWheat 
"ield Models") and will 1I0t be discussed in detail 
here. After the technical approach was established. it 
was necessary for the yield subs)'~tem to apply it to 
the many areas of the world where lACIE would be 
perform in, its investiption::. llhimatc:ly. this wa, !I'I 
produce I total of 4S2 sepl4rate yield models coverin, 
the principal wheat-srowin, areas of the U.S. Great 
Plains. Canada, the U.S.S.R., India. Australia, Brazil, 
and Arlentina. Routine weather data were collected 

-NOAA F.n\'ironmentlll Olllll l"eS lnf'ormlllio;, Scr\'l\:e. 
IlOUIIU" • Tun 

b\lSUA t-'derlti ('WI' l"wrll,," t'UrflUflillUr:. Uuu.lUft. 
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in a t:mely manner to produce the input data neces
sary to operate on a monthly bois the .?08 models for 
the United States, Canada, and the U.S.S.R. durin, 
the three phateS of LACIE. The remainin. models 
were evaluated II part of the project's exploratory 
work. 

The se,ond appli,ation YES made of the 
metcoroloai,al data consisted of operatin, the crop 
calendar models whi,h produced estimates of wheat 
development st. for any particular day of the year. 
These models, which are allO descrIbed in detail in 
this collection (see the paper by Whitehead and 
Phinney entitled "Orowth Sta,e Estimation"), re
quired dail)' mnimum Ind minimum temperature 
reports as input data to monitor the crop's develop
mentthrou,h the ,rowin, season. Estimates derived 
from ot~ervations at 2S00 separate weather reponin, 
stations were provided on a biweekly basis to the 
an.l)'sts who were interpretin,lhe Landsat imllery. 
These estimates of arowth sllle were intended to 
assist the aUllysts in separatin, wheat from other 
crors in the scene. 

In addition to the yield af • .1 crop calendar esti
mates which were objectively derived from th~ 
models. subjective evaluations of crop ,rowin, COI\

ditions were prepared by YES. For each state in the 
U.S. Great Plains and each major whcat-lrowin, area 
in the forei,n countries, narrative summaries were 
written to describe the weather in particulllr and how 
the ,rowin, conditions ma)' have been depart in, 
from normal. These narrative summaries were 
!,ublished weekly to aid the .,I"IYlits ir. identifyin. 
re,ions of abnormal crop de\'\:lopmcnt (and conse
quently abnormal crop I4ppearance) and to doc.·ument 
Ihe conditions under which the project was ",therin, 
ils results. 

Organization of YI8 

The Yield Estimation Subs)!>lem blended the 
abilities of spcdalists who were skilled in 
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mel~orology with those who were skilled in 
agronomy. Personnel were assigned from all three of 
the participating agencies. but. because of the 
reliance on meteorological data. the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
had the lead responsibility for YES. The yield sub
system manager and his staff were located at the 
NASA J{lhn~uli Space Center (JSC) in Houston. 
Texas. and were suppc;fled by personnel at other 
NOAA working lootions in Columbia, Missouri, 
and Washington, D.C. 

The Houston staff was primarily responsible for 
overall management by defining requirements of the 
yield subsystem, evaluating its products, and in
tegrating these products ir:· J the project output. It 
also prepared the weekly 1';\' "orological summaries 
sent to the analyst5' and othe( pr ojv_ t reports detail
ing crop growing conditions. 

At Columbia, the Modeling Division of NOAA's 
Center for Climatic and Environmental Assessment 
(CCEA)I was responsible for extending its yield 
modeling methodology to all areas of interest to 
LACIE and conducting preliminary evaluations of 
model accuracy. Once the yield models were 
developed, this division programed them for routine 
operation on the main NOAA computer located at 
the National Meteorological Center (NMC) in Suit
land, Maryland. A remote terminal at Columbia was 
connected to the main computer by a high-speed data 
transmission line. The crop calendar model, 
developed by contractor personnel supporting YES, 
was also implemented on the NMC computer 
and was operated by commands from the staff at 
Columbia. 

The NOAA Center in Missouri was supplemented 
in its LACIE work by personnel from other project 
components. The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) assigned to that location an agricultural 
economist and an agronomist to assist in the 
development of the yield models needed by YES. 
Contractor support was also available from 
Lockheed Electronics Company, principally in the 
gathering and formatting of historical weather and 
yield data needed by the scientists who were 
developing the models. 

A third NOAA group, located in Washington, pre
pared the real-time data needed for operation of the 

lIn a 1978 NOA.~. reorganization, CCEA beCll.\,,, Il;,rt of a 
new Center for Environmental Assessment Services. 
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models and wrote the general weather/crop assess
ments for each country. This Assessment Division 
of CCEA complemented the Modeling Division by 
providing the processed meteorological data that 
division required. The USDA supported the Assess
ment Division by detailing a foreign commodity 
analyst to work 1 day each week helping to prepare 
the foreign crop assessments. which formed the basis 
of the narrative material provided to the analysts 
reviewing the Landsat data in Houston. . 

Note should be taken of an ad hoc team estab
lished to advise the YES manager on key technical 
matters, particularly in the area of evaluating and 
developing alternate approaches to yield modeling. 
This Yield Advisory Group was composed of two 
representatives from each of the three participating 
agencies and was chaired by a seventh member. Dr. 
E. C. A. Runge, Chairman of the Agronomy Depart
ment at the University of Missouri at Columbia. 
During the project. this group was very effective in 
the preliminary screening of candidate procedures. 

OPERATIONS 

Meteorological Data Acquisition 

The Yield Estimation Subsystem was dependent 
on timely and comprehensive meteorological data 
from all areas, both domestic and foreign, for which 
the project was preparing wheat production esti
mates. To support this project requirement, NOAA 
provided a data base of global weather observations 
which is described in a separate paper within this col
lection (see the plenary paper by Strommen et al. en
titled "The Impact of LACIE on a National 
Meteorological Capability"). The files of daily 
weather observations included data from about 8000 
locations globally with about 2500 of these located in 
the countries of LACIE interest. The reports were 
collected at NOAA's NMC from foreign sources, 
which consisted predominantly of the Global 
Telecommunications System of the World 
Meteorological Organization and the U.S. -\ir Force 
military weather collection network. Oat .. from the 
U.S. Great Plains were available from the domestic 
weather observation collection facilities of the Na
tional Weather Service. The data elements of prin
cipal interest were daily rainfall totals and tem
perature extremes, which were necessary input for 
operation of the yield and crop calendar models. 
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The data available at NMC were placed on a file 
which could be accessed by the remote terminals at 
CCEA's Assessment Division in Washington and 
the Modeling Division in Columbia. In addition to 
the basic observational data available from NMC, a 
limited amount of meteorological data preprocessed 
by the U.S. Air Force was received by the CCEA 
Assessment Division. These data included average 
temperatures and rainfall and estimates of soil 
moisture conditions for the principal crop regions in 
the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic of China 
(P.R.C.) at to-day intervals. These data were for
warded to Washington in table and map form in time 
to be used routinely by LACIE. 

. Yield Estimation 

The wheat yield models operated by YES made 
their estimates from inputs· of average monthly 
weather elements, such as departure from normal 
monthly precipitation or departure from average 
monthly temperatures. This input required that the 
models be operated at the end of each month as soon 
as the data could be assimilated and the values 
derived. For the U.S. Great Plains, 4 working days 
were set aside after the end of each month for the 
CCEA Assessment Division to process the domestic 
weather data and to make the data available to the 
Modeling Division. The models were normally oper
ated on the same day the data became available, thus 
providing the project with yield estimates for the 
United States on the fifth working day of the month. 

Longer periods were needed to process the foreign 
data that had been collected on the NMC data base. 
For the U.S.S.R., 9 working days were used to pre
pare the input data needed for the 33 different 
regions for which models had been developed. 

One might expect that, since daily weather data 
had been routinely collected throughout the month, 
it would be simple to operate the yield models on the 
first day of the next month. This was not the case, 
however, since one additional step was necessary to 
prepare the data for input. The reports placed on the 
daily data base were individual station observations 
representative of point weather. The yield models 
used average weather over the state or zone for 
which the estimate was made and thus required that 
the individual station reports be analyzed to obtain 
average areal values. The analysis was accomplished 
by plotting the individual station data on a map and 
drawing the appropriate isolines. The approximate 
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density of these stations in the U.~. Great Plains is 
shown in figure 1. The analysis was augmented by 
meteorological satellite imagery of cloud patterns. 
Once the data were analyzed as shown in figure 2, 
representative values were assigned to each zone and 
these became the input data for ·model operations. 
The analysis was made by CCEA's Assessment Divi
sion, and the model input data were provided to the 
Modeling Division. That division operated the 
models, reviewed the output, and placed the esti
mates on a file to be accessed by the projat elements 
in Houston. The yields were copied on a portable 
computer terminal at JSC and placed in a secure area 
from which they were available for use in the pre
paration of the routine LACIE production estimates. 

The number of yield models operated varied from 
month to month, depending on the country and on 
whether spring wheat, winter wheat, or both were 
being estimated. During June of Phase Ill, when both 
U.S. and U.S.S.R. spring and winter wheat were being 
estimated, a maximum of S6 models was operated. 

Crop Calendars 

The crop calendars used by LACIE to estimate 
wheat development stages alsol.ltilized the data base 
of daily weather observations available at NMC. A 
selected subset of individual stations was used to pro
vide the daily maximum and minimum temperature 
values necessary for operation of the models. For 
each of those stations, a representative crop develop
ment stage was calculated for each day of the grow
ing season. The density of these crop calendar sta
tions in ,"te U.s. Great Plains is shown in figure 3. 

The models were operated for the United States, 
the U.S.S.R., Canada, and the People's Republic of 
China during LACIE Phase II. Operations in the 
P.R.C. were on a limited exploratory basis. During 
Phase Ill, the spring wheat crop calendar was also 
run for the exploratory inv~stigatior in Brazil, 
Argentina, and Australia. The estii"dtes were up
dated every 2 weeks during the growing season, with 
about half the countries being updated each week. 

Since the crop calendar model operated directly 
on the observed temperature reports, it was not 
necessary for the CCEA Assessment Division to 
preprocess the data. The Modeling Division directly 
accessed the observation files at NMC, updated the 
crop stage estimates for each location, and placed the 
new estimates on file. This file was then accessed 
from JSC to acquire a printed listing of the new up-
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dates. In addition. a magnetic tape was prepared by 
the computer in Washington and mailed to Houston. 

The individual station crop stage estimates at the 
end of the 2-week period were plolted. analyzed. and 
presented to the analysts in the form shown in figure 
4. During Phase Ill. a computer program was 
developed which used the individual station esti
mates to prepare crop stage estimates interpolated in 
both space and time. A crop stage estimate was made 
for each specific Landsat segment location corre
sponding to the date of the satellite overpass. This 
prevented the necessity of subjectivel~' interpolating 
between locations and times on two consecutive 
maps. 

As with any series of estimating equations. a crop 
development stage estimation model or its 
subroutine to estimate planting date may occa
sionally provide troublesome. inaccurate values. A 
procedure was developed in Phase II to allow the 
analysts who were reviewing the Landsat imagery to 
advise YES of obvious inaccuracies in the crop calen
d.lf. This analyst feedback was reviewed by a panel 
of agronomists, plant scientists, and agrome
teorologists. The panel m"de its recommendation to 
the YES m<ln<lger as to what corrections should be 
m"de III the crop c"lendar model for <I station, a 
group of sl<Itions. or " region. These changes in csti-

CHOP fUliIUN$ t.-

TlMPtHA.TliHIS 

n(ilIRt: 2.-T)plcal temJWrllture 1I1I.I)sl~ fur Input tu )'Ield 
mud"l. 

mate of growth stage for each required station for a 
given day were made and documented. and the crop 
calendar model was rerun from that date to predict 
later growth stage estimates. This revised output was 
again reviewed for accuracy and further corrections. 

A specific example of such modifications oc
curred in the 1977 crop year for spring wheat in the 
New Lands area of the lJ.S.S.R. The spring wheat 
starter model indicated planting in this area from 
April 25 to about May 5. Emergence was indicated by 
the analysts to have occurred from May 3 to May IS. 
Mid-June Landsat acquisitions in the area indicated 
very little visible small grains at that time. A growth 
stage of 2.4 was entered as the datum for each station 
where the analyst was able to detect significant areas 
of emerged smali gntins. These operational correc
tions were made and the crop calendar estimates re
mained reusonably accurate during the remainder of 
the crop year. 

Weekly Weathe, Summaries 

Each week. the YES meteorologists at JSC pre
pared narrative weather summaries describing grow
ing conditions and likely crop response. These were 
based on the domestic and foreign assessments writ
ten in Washington by CC'EA's Assessment Division. 
but they provided addition,,1 detail needed tll "id the 
analysts in their interprel"tion of the satellite im
"gerr. These summ"ries also helped the project man
agement to understand the results being obtained, to 
ev"luale problem are"s. "nd 10 develop altern"te 
techniques which would be more apprn~riate for "p
plication to these problem situ"tions. 

The summ"ries consisted of maps "nd ch"rts il
lustrating current crop stages and depicting the dis
tribution of precipit"tion, temperature, soil moisture. 
or other pertinent weather factors. The narrative 
material then described and discussed the growing 
conditions and their likely effect on the li'l>P'S 

development and "ppearance. In some cases. the nar
mtive m"terial included ancillary infornution sUl'h 
as .Igril'ultural .lllal'he reports or other onsite ohser
vations; however, sUl'h d"ta were not widely a\'"ila
ble in a timely man ncr nor wcre these dat" suffi
ciently l'omprehensive, as they usually related only 
to local problem areas. The narrative material was an 
attempt to provide timel)' upd,,\es of crop l'Onditions 
r.lIhcr than to sUlllmuri/c the entire season for each 
region. A typic,,1 weekly upd"te would appl!ar as 
follows. 
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For the wee,", cnding May 29. 1977 

II fA 11ItH: Daytime temperatures dropped 
about 10° after midweek from around the mid 
80's to the mid 70·s. 

Minimum temperatures remained in the high 
50's and low 60·s. dropping a few degrees at the 
end of the week. 

A verage temperatures ran 4° to 6° above nor
mal. 

Adequate rainfall occurred during midweek 
with some excessive .Imounts causing flooding 
in the northeast part of the state. 

II HI'·' L The growing COlldltions in the state 
for wheat continued to be very good. The 
above-normal temperature has caused the crop 
to mature ahead of the normal. but the wheat is 
expected to fill well with the abundant 
moisture. The wheat is all in the heading stage 
with some beginning to turn in the southeast 
and south central. 

The printed summaries were distributed regularly 
to the analysts. Also. oral briefings were presented to 
enable specific areas and potential problems to be 
discusf~d in detail. 

Typical charts prepared for the weatherlc:rop 
assessments are shown in figures 5 and 6.ln addition 
to temperature and precipitation. a soil moisture 
budget was available for the U.S. Great Plains and 
the U.S.S.R. The weekly soil moisture status for the 
United States was depicted by the crop moisture in
dex shown in figure 7. The crop moisture index re
lates the available water to the normal requireme-nts 
of the crops grown in each region. This analysis was 
extremely useful to project scientists who were 
moni\('ring drought and its effect on the appearance 
of wheat in the landsat imagery. 

Other spedalized analyses were used to describe 
local problems and weather episodes. For instance. 
c:Iimagraphs. such as the one in figure 8. were pre
pared to determine the nature of weather trends over 
time at a particular location. In this instance. the 
onset of unusually cold temperatures near the nor
mal wheat planting time in the northeastern 
Caucasus region of the 1I.S.S.R.limited fall establish
ment of the crop. and analysts were alerted to expect 
poor wheat signatures in that area at that time. 

'I)' Pl."'fI~"; 
10'lM(H\il~1 
30· K1INtl~u 
"0 -HlAlllflfu 
!IoO· SO., OUWIt 
a 0 - H4.Hl) llUUliH 
10' RIPE 

ntillRt: ".-Whltrr "hrat crllp staal'S pn'diclfll fllr !\Ia,' I. 
1977. 

n(ilIRt: 5.-Prrcrnt IIf nllrmal prrclpllalilln fllr !\Ia)' 1977 In 
thr ll.S.S.R. 

m 

r------- ~o 
"r~. 
!to~ I ; 

. IV I I VI 

-
~~,----

n(it IRt: 6.-0bsrf\rd wrrkl, "rralr It'mprraturr In thr (,'alla
dian pralrlr prof Incrs, AUlust 2J til 29. 1977. 
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Another type of analysis was used that combined 
the temperature and snow cover data to determine 
areas where critically cold temperatures on a single 
night, without the benefit of an insulating blanket of 
snow, could have caused injury to the dormant crop. 
In figure 9, the analysis for the U.S.S.R. indicates a 
region in the southern Ukraine where conditions 
may have led to cold injury. In that area. analysts 
might expt ~t a weak or mottled wheat signature in 
the spring ~ ecause the damaged fields would not re
spond vigorously to warmer weather. 

The weather assessments and analyses of particu. 
lar episodes nol only supported the analysts but also 
aided YES in assessing its own yield estimates. In 
most instances, Ihe models did not account for 
reduced yields caused by events such as wimerkill 
which occurred on a single day. The models were 
designed to be responsive to moisture or temperature 
stresses which were apparent in the monthly weather 
data. The episodal analysis made it possible to iden· 
tify areas where additional influences on yield may 
have occurred; however. these factors could only be 
described Qualitatively since there were no methods 
to adjust the yield estimates Quantitatively for the 
shorter episodes. 

Project Reports 

In addition to the weeki), weather assessments. 
other routine reports wcre prepured by YES at JSc. 
An overview of the growing-season weather W,\S 

written and included in euch of the Crop Assessment 
Subs}'stem monthly reports which released the proj
ect's estimates. A second section entitled "Yield 
Tracking" was also included to describe the response 
of each individual yield model to the growing condi
lions. The reports provided an opportunit~· to de
scribe the various weather episodes or other prob. 
lems which could affect yield but which might not be 
spccilically accounted for in the models. 

SUMMARY 

The Yield Estimation Subs)'stem demonstrated 
during the three phases of LAC'IE that it is rossible 
10 use the !low of globul OlelcOTological d.l\u and rro
vide valuable inform;ttion regarding global whe.lI 
production. First. il was able 10 establish a clIl1abilit}' 
10 collecl. in 1I timdy manner. detailed weather data 
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from all regions of the world. Second. it was able to 
develop methods for evaluating the data and con
verttOg it into information appropriate to the proj
ect's needs. 

Although the various elements involved in 
generating the products of YES were widely dis
persed geographically. it was possible to coordinate 
their efforts and to provide the needed information 
for integration with other project data. Most notable 
was the utility of the information. particularly the 
objectively derived yield estimates. which were dem
onstrated to be capable of isolating problem areas. 
such as the shortfall in the U.S.S.R. spring wheat dur
ing Phase III. and to do so early in the crop season. 
This information alone has significance to foreign 
commodity anal),sts. but it takes on additional mean-

. 'St mrc 

ing when combined with the LACIE estimates of 
wheat area available for harvest. 

The techniques developed and demonstrated by 
YES to monitor and qualitatively assess the signifi
cant growing-season weather factors have added a 
dimension to global crop assessment capabilities. 
The demonstrated timeliness and available detail can 
provide early warning of significant weather condi
tions and alert analysts to likely effects. Even though 
these effects are not quantified. they can be very 
useful by simply pointing the direction in which pro
duction may depart from normal. The further 
development of these analysis techniques and the 
refinement of the yield models will be major ac
tivities for the group which succeeds the LACIE 
Yield Estimation Subsystem. 
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The Crop Assessment Subsystem: System 
Implementation and Approaches Used for the 

Oeneratlon of Crop Production Reports 
W. E. McAllum, a R. E. Hatch, b S. M. Boatright, (' C. J. Llszcz, d and S. M. Evansb 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary responsibility of the Crop Assess
ment Subsystem (CAS) during the three phases of 
the LACIE was to produce crop reports that included 
estimates of wheat area. yield, and production, as 
well as a specified set of associated statistical descrip
tors. Report preparation and transmission were 
based on a documented reporting schedule which 
was reviewed and approved by project management 
at the beginning of each phase of the experiment. 
Generally, monthly reports were submitted; 
however. proce,tures existed to allow for the 
transmittal of an unscheduled report if circum
stances warranted. Annual reports were used not 
on I)' as a means of documenting the end-of-season 
wheat estimates but also to document results ob
tained by re-creating (simulating) estimates for each 
of the scheduled reports using the end-of-phase 
capabilities (i.e., latest aggregation software and/or 
approved procedural changes). 

Successful performance of assigned CAS func
tions was heavily dependent on input data provided 
by other elements or the Applications Evaluation 
System (AES) and on the aggregation/report genera
tion capabilities (status of system implemen tation in 
terms of hardware and software) available for CAS 
analyst use. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide insight 
regarding CAS operations during the three phases of 
LACIE in terms of sampling strategy. CAS input! 
output data, evolution of aggregation/reporting 
system capabilities, and CAS aggregation procedures. 

aNASA Lyndon B. Johnson SPclce Cenler. Houston, Te)(as. 
bU.S. Departmenl of Aaricullure, Houslon. Tel(as. 
cFord Aerospace & Communications Corporation, Hou.~lOn, 

Teus. 
dLockheed Electronics Company, Inc., Systems and Services 

DiviSion, Houston, Teus. 

SAMPLING STRATeGY 

The term "sampling strategy" is used to encom
pass the entire realm of methodologies involved in 
the definition of the basic samplina unit, the alloca
tion of sample segments to specific political or ad
ministrative units, and the actual geographic location 
of the sample seaments. A Sampling Strategy Team ,. 
(SST) was established as the control aaent for / 
developing and/or modifying sampling allocation 
and location procedures. In addition, the SST was 
responsible for specifying the basic aggregation/ 
expansion framework and the appropriate formula- . ") 
tions for a specified set of statistical descriptors. This - J: 
total group of functions is extremely critical since (1) i' 

the details inherent in the selected sampling sl.rategy 
are primary determinants of expansion methods to 
be used; (2) a determination is made reprding the 
appropriate level at which essentially independent 
estimates of area and yield should be combined to 
estimate production; and (3) the techniques or for
mulations of statistical descriptors to be used in 
evaluating the accuracy and reliability of results are 
specified. Basically, the culmination of these func-
tions determines many of the primary characteristics 
that a software package must possess to adequately 
support an aggregation/reporting function. 

One of the major objectives of the initial sampling 
strategy was to alloc<i te sample segments at the 
lowest (or smallest) political subdivision for which 
historical data were available. For example, segmen ts 
were allocated at the county level in the United 
States and at the oblast level in the U.S.S.R. The ini
tial sample segment allocations were based on the 
total area devoted to wheat production in a selected 
year, hereafter referred to as the epoch year. In 
foreign areas, the most recent available data were 
llsed for allocation purposes; the 1969 U,S. Census of 
Agriculture was used & .. the data source to suppert 
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the allocation process in the United States. The ac
tual location of sample segments was confined to 
asricuhural areas (i.e .• areas havina discernible field 
patterns). as defined by interpretations of available 
Landsat imasery. In addition. seament locations 
could not violate a set of prespecified constraints es
tablished by the NASA Goddard Space Fliaht Center 
(GSFC). These constraints included (I) a minimum 
distance between locations and (2) a restriction on 
the number of segments that are contained in a full 
frame of Landsat data. Supportive data were prl)o 
vided by the Data Acquisition. Preprocessina. and 
Transmission Subsystem (DAPTS) uf the AES. 
More intricate details of the initial samplina strateay 
and modifications durina the three phases of LACIE 
are available in the published requirements docu
ment (ref. I) and are also addressed by other papers 
prepared for this symposium (presentations and sup
portina papers in the Experiment Desisn Session, 
which addresses samplina and aaareaation). 
Country-specifir issues are referred to in several 
papers that report results for individual countries. 

BASIC INPUT DATA TO THE CROP 
ASSESSMINTSUBSYSTEM 

As was previously mentioned. CAS utilized data 
elements provided by other elements of the AES to 
aenerate estimates of wheat area. yield. and produc
tion for specified aeoaraphic areas. The aeneral 
catqories of data required were (I) proportion esti
mates of wheat for each sample seament represented 
by usable Landsat data; (2) yield estimates and 
associated estimates of yield variance for predefined 
aeoaraphic areas; and (3) historical statistics. includ
ina wheat area. yield. and production. as well as area 
for major competing crops ar'Jwn during the wheat
producina season. More detailed discussions reprd
ina these input categ<..ries follow. 

The CAS agreption software was desianed to 
utihiC an estimate of the percentaae of wheat for all 
sample seaments allocated within a country as the 
basis for area expansion. Historical wheat area data. 
specifically that desisnatcd as epoch year data. were 
used in conjunction with available Landsat-based 
estimates to produce a wbeat area estimate for 
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8COaraphic units that we'~ not assianed sample seg
ments in the ori,lnal allocation andlor that did not 
have Landsat data acquired for allocllted sample seg
ments (because of cloud cover. haze. correlation 
problems. etc.). Classification resuits (proportion 
estimates of wheat or small aralns flU a sample seg
ment) were produced by the Classification and Men
suration Subsystem (CAMS) and transmitted to 
CAS for use as input data in the agregation process. 
Each segment-level classification result was iden
tified by segment number and associated with a 
Landsat acquisition date. a date transmitted to CAS. 
an evaluation code. and several classification. 
oriented factors (e.g .• unitemporal or multitemporal 
classification. bi;'i corrections. analyst remarks. etc.). 
Key characteristics were identified and eventually 
implemented as contfol parameters during the evolu· 
tion of the basic aaartption system. 

Methods of transmittina and handling segment· 
level data changed sisnificantly durina the course of 
LACIE. The primary forces that encouraaed chanaes 
were (I) the necessity for accommodating increased 
data loads; (2) a desire to minimize the chances for 
transcription errors; and (3) the development of 
specific inpm formats to support auregation soft· 
ware. In Phase I. seament-level reSl·lts were 
transmitted to CAS via a worksheet prepared by the 
CAMS analyst. It was then necessary for CAS per· 
sonnel to code needed data in the appropriate format. 
to have the dille set keypunched. and to perform 
sufficient checks to ensure that an accurate data set 
was ready for entry into the aareption data base. 
Sisnificantly increased uata volumes were antici. 
pated for Phases 11 and III. and it became apparent 
that data-handling tasks were likely to be a bot
tleneck in report preparation. As input formats for 
the CAS system stabilized. a procedure was estab
lished for CAMS to provide sqment-Ievel results via 
punched cards utilizina a prespecified format. This 
procedure provided the CAS analystlhe capability of 
handlinalarae quantities of data in a relatively short 
period of time. However. data quality checks in 
terms of accuracy and completeness of data transmit
ted were still necessary. 

Confullon Crop R8tlol 

Increasin&ly larae ov~estimates of wheat area 
durin, Phase I alerted LACIE personnel to potential 
problems in seament.level analyses. Subsequent in
vestiptions identified the major problem as the con-
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fusion of wheat with other crops bein, arown in the 
sample seament. The principal source of confusion 
was other small arains crops that had a arowin, 
season similar to that of wheat. Since this crop sepa· 
rability was not an easily resolved issue. project man· 
aaement requir~ CAMS analysts to identify small 
arains (sprin,. winter. or total) for each seament. 
especially in sprin, and mixed wheat areas. until 
reliable techniques and procedures could be 
developed to identify sprin, and/or winter wheat. 
Since samplin, and lIII'eaation procedures and all 
supportina data bases were desianed to estimate 
wheat area. the implementation of small arains 
estimation at the seament level necessitated the 
development of confusion crop ratios that could be 
used to derive the required sprin, and/or winter 
wheat proportion estimat~ for each seament. 

Initia~ly. confusion crop ratios were applied only 
in sprir.~ and rr.ixed wheat areas (e.a .• Minnesota. 
Montana. North Dakota. and South Dakota). This 
procedure was based on the assumption that wir.ter 
wheat classifications and winter small grains 
classifications in the pure winter wheat areas of the 
U.S. Great Plains (USGP) were essentially syn· 
onymous. During Phase III. however. the use of con· 
fusion crop ratios was extended into the pure'winter 
wheat areas. It ;s important to recognize that the rel
ative accuracy of this ratir,ing procedure is heavily in
fluenced by two facte:'!: (I) the dearee to which the 
ratios beinl used reflect the true distribution of crops 
in the current year. and (2) the accuracy of the classi
fication process in terms of includina all confusion 
crops (e.,., small grains) in the segment-level propor
tion estimate. 

At the end of Phase I. confusion crop rl'tios were 
constructed usina !:tate-Ievel historical data for the 
previous L'r"p year. These ratios were then applied to 
.. ~.nent-Ievel small grains estimates prior to aurep
tion. 

The basic approach used during Phase II lor the 
lJ S. Great Plains. the Canadian prairie provinces. 
and the lJ.S.S.R. was to derive needed ratios from the 
most recent data available reported for the lowest po
litical subdivision identified in the allocation 
hierarchy. The four necessary ratios were (1) winter 
wheat to winter small grains. (2) winter wheat to 
total small ,rains. (3) spring \\heat to sprins small 
grains. and (4) spring wheat tCi total small grains. 
Small grains crops considered in Lteriving ratios were 
rye. barley. wheat. oats. and flax. Durin, the 
classification process. the CAMS ;mal)'st identified 
the proportion estimate for a segment as winter 

wheat. sprin, wheat, winter small arains, sprin, 
small arains, or total small arains. In the CAS data 
base update process, the proper ratio was applied to 
obtain appropriate sprin, or winter wheat propor· 
tions. thus creatin, two additional dasses (i.e., 
ratioed winter wheat and ratioed sprin, wheat). 

A task was initiated in December 1976 to use 
econometric modelin, techniques to estimate confu· 
sion crop ratios for the four U.s. Northern Oreat 
Plains states and for Canada. Ratios estimated by the 
developed models were used in Phase III analyses. 
(For further details, see "Econometric Models for 
Predictin, Confusion Crop Ratios" by O. E. Urn· 
ber,er et aI., which is induded in the symposium 
proceedinp as a supportin, paper in the Experiment 
Design Session.) Because of existin, time con· 
strainb,limited resources. and an anticipated lack of 
ne,':ssary supportive data. similar modelin, c.>fforts 
were not attempted for countries havin, planned 
economies. If confusion crop ratios are deemed a 
necessary element of future Landsat-based crill' 
estimation systems. further testina and evaluation 
are needed to ensure that optimal techniques are 
used to estimate any required ratios. 

D.tl Editing Procedur •• 

Durin, Phases I and II. all data received from 
CAMS were residen t in the aaareption data base and 
were used to support 3areptions throu,hout the 
season: i.e .• a seament classification became inactiv~ 
only if replaced by a later classification. Duri", 
Phase III. it was suspected that early-season acqui'Si
tions failed to detect all planted wheat because of 
poor and/or later emeraence. The followina country
specific methods were used to delete the "questiona
ble" acquisitions from the data base . 

I. U.S.S.R. newspapers were used to determine 
wheat tiIIerina dates for oblasts. and segment data ac
quired prior to the established date were eliminated 
from the aaregation process. 

2. In the U.S. Great Plains. rates of chanae in seg
ment wheat proportion estimates were monitored for 
seaments that had multiple acquisitions. At the 
averaae date when the rates of chanae became small. 
the crop-growth staae was estimated. and all segment 
estimates based on Landsat data acquired prior to the 
derived arowth-stase date were excluded from the ag
greption process. 

A screening procedure. which identified outlier 
wheat proportion estimates via comparison of sq-
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menu with similar historical count)' statistics. was 
used in the U.S. Great Plains as a tool for exc:ludin, 
questionable seament estimates from tile aareaation 
procedure. 

Ylelel"'_'e. 

Estimates of wheat yield and the assoc:iat~ esti· 
mates of yield variance were provided by the Yield 
Estimation Subsystem (YES). Phase I was a thlin, 
period for yield mudels; thUS, a schedule for tenerat· 
in, and transminin, yield estimates and variances 
was not ntablished. 8qinnin, in Phase II. ),ield csli· 
mates for active countries were aenerally provided 
on a m(lnthly basis durin, the 81'o\,·in,swon. Yield 
variances were not available for ttle U.S.S.R. and 
Canada until Phase III. 

The CAS aareption software was desianed to 
utilize yield estimates a! the stratum level; e .... the 
Crop Reportin, District (CRD) level in the United 
States. In Phase II. the boundaries of the yield strata 
(area represented by a specific model) were defined 
as CRO's in the United States, as Crop iJistricts 
(CD's) in Canada. and as crop reaions in the U.S.S.R. 
However, the historical data used to develop U.S. and 
Canadian models represented an area laraer than a 
CRO/CO (e.,., several CRO's/CO's or an entire 
state/province). Therefore, it was necessary to adjust 
the computation of yield and production statistical 
descriptors to account for correlations resultin, from 
the definition of model development boundaries 
which did not match the boundaries used to deline· 
ate the area stratum. Input of yield estimates and 
variances was retained at the stratum level in the 
CAS software to avuid extensive (and expensive) 
software modifications. 

Basic variables in the yield models are monthly 
averaacs of specified weather parameters such as 
temperature and precipitation. Thus, yield estimates 
for a particular month would include ".:ather data 
throuah the end of the previous month. The 
schedule for delivery of yield estimates and 
variances was established to allow time ( I ) to include 
the previous month's weather in yield model up· 
dates; (2) to operate the models; and (3) to support 
an established reportin, schedule for wheat area, 
yield, and production. The yield delivery schedule 
adhered to durinl Phases II and III was (1) estimates 
for the United States delivered to CAS on the fourth 
workin, day of Ca4:11 month lind (2) estimates for 
foreiln llJ'C8S delivered to CAS on the ninth workins 
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day of each month. Yield data were transmitted via 
tetephone. tetefax. and mqnetic tape. 

ClOP Ala.aIMINT aU.aYITIM OUTPU~I 

The primary product of the CAS has been crop re
I'orts containin, estimates of wheat area. yield. and 
production for each country that was actively bein, 
worked in a particular phase of the LACIE. The 
teneral format and content of the reports were con· 
trolled by an Interface Control Document (ICD) be
tween CAS and the Information Evaluation (IE) 
,roup (USOAILACIE. Wbhinllon. D.C.) (ref. 2). 
Reports included formatted (omputer outPUll of 
area. yield. and production estimates and a set of 
statistical descriptors (standard errors. coefficients of 
variation. probability of less than 10 percent error. 
and 9().percent confidence intervals-upper and 
lower) aslOCiated witIT each of the included esti· 
mates; output tables were provided at the country, 
reaion. zone, and stratum levels. In addition, lum· 
mary tables of supportive data (seament·level data 
and stratum·level yield estimates) were provided. A 
narrative section of the report was utilized to sum· 
marize results and to present pertinent analysis of in· 
put data with special emphasis on major factors 
responsible for chanles between report dates. 
Modifications were made in the narrative section to 
accommodate special needs, such as an assessment 
of drouaht conditions or an unusual country-specific 
situation. Durin, Phue III, a crop condilion assess· 
ment section was added to all reports in order to 
more adequately hiahliaht unusual circumstances 
that could impact the potential production level of a 
country (e., .• droulht and winterkill). 

Repor'Sohedule. 

As mentioned previoUlily, only estimates or wheat 
area were produced in Phalie I. Thus. the establilihed 
r.:port schedule was based primllrii)' on projected 
lACIE proccssin, capabilities and a Slated require· 
ment for monthly estimates. Phase I reports were 
acnerally prepared on the lUI workin, day of the' 
month. Only an end-of·season report was transmit· 
ted to IE for evaluation purpOliCS. 

In addition to the requirement !(l ,cnerale 
"';onthly estim~tes, reports in Phu~ II and III Wele 
to include esttmi'tes of yield ar.d production. were to 
bemailedpriortocomparableofti4.ialre1 .. ~es b)' 
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USDA, and were to demonstrate an ()perational 
capability to prepare and release crop reports in a 
timely manner. Th:~ total set of requirements, in 
combination with established input data availability 
constraints, resulted in t"'e followin, reportin, 
scenarios. 

I. U.S. Great Plains 
•. Reports should be mailed M liter thin the 

dlY pr«edin, .n official release of domestic esti· 
mites by USDA. 

b. Yield estimates should be received on the 
fourth workin, da)' of the month. 

c. The now of seament classification results 
would continue up to Ind include tl,e scheduled q. 
arqalion date. 

2. U.S.S.R. 
I. Yield estimates should be r«lrived on the 

ninth workin, day of the month. 
b. Phase II reports were scheduled for S to 7 

wnrkin, days followin, receipt of yield estimates. 
c. Phase III report dltes were adjusted to sup· 

port scheduled 1T','<!tinl5 of the F ASlUSDAllI.S.S.R. 
Grain Estimltion Task Force. 

In summary. tialtt schedulin, in terms of report 
release dates and availability of required input data 
necessitated effICient. accurate handlin, of larae data 
volumes as well as a quick analysis and documenta· 
tion of results. 

The followin, summarized the countries covered 
by crop reporll. 

I. Phase I-U.S. Greal Plains: .prin, and winter 
wheat. area only 

2. Phase II-Ll.S. Great Plains: area. yield. and 
production for aprin, and winter wheat; U.S.S.R.: 
area. yield.lnd production for a winler wheat indica· 
tor rcaion and for • IIprin, wheat indicah)r rcaion; 
Canada: area. yield. and production of aprin, wheat 
for the three prairie provinces 

3. Phase Ill-U.S. Great Plains: area. yield. and 
production for sprin8 and winter wheat; U.S.S.R.: 
full counlry eSlimates of area. yield. and production 
fur aprin, and winter wheat 

S.curlty for Commodity latlm.t •• 

Althou.h LACIE was forlT.ally desianah:\! an ex· 
periment. il was rec:oJ"iled Ihallhe ultimate producl 
(i.e .• crop eslimales) should R'll be widely distribuled 
unlil appropriale evaluations were compleled. In ad· 
dition. it was particularly impOrLanI to avoid havins 

experimental results c»nfused with or mistakenly in· 
terpreted ill offici. I releases by ,he lJSDA. 
Therefore, a rommodily data control plln (ref. 3) 
WII implemented to provide n«esslry control 
luidelines. Some of tile salient features of Ihe 
s«urily pro .... m are hiJhIiJhled here; if more detail 
is ;'esired; interested parties are refer~ed to ~he 
referenced document. 

A controlled access area was e!llablished tn house 
required hardware (remote terminals. hardcopier. 
and printer). to provide workspace in which reportl 
could be usembled and prepared for mailin,. and 10 

provide astor. Irea from which material of a sensi· 
tive nalure coull! be distributed in accordance with 
the est.blished comm\Xlity security ,uidelines. 

Two basic protection periods were established to 
cover materials (all reports and briefinp) whi~h con· 
tained lturepted area. yield. or production esti· 
mates. " maximum protection period was defined as 
extendin, from the dale of issuance until Ihe next 
workin, dlY followin, the official release of an eSli· 
r..lte by USDA. For all praclical purposes. access to 
data durin, this pf!riod was limited to CAS. V [S. Ac
curacy Asscum~ll. and project ma'lqement person· 
nel. Durin,:he restricted access period. all controlled 
dala were available 10 lhe LACIE staff in order 10 

support evaluation efforts. the prepara!ion of techni
cal reports. proeram modificalions. Ind olher 
asaianed project.related tasks. The duration of the 
restricted acc~a period was 4 months from the end 
of tne maximum protection period. The cover and 
each paac of all controlled documents were to carry 
endin, dates for bOlh IJroleclion periods. 

IVOLUTION 0' AGOIU!GATION/RIPORTING 
SYITIM CAPAB'LITIII 

Currentl)' existin, capabililies in terms of hard· 
ware and software available 10 support ""replion 
and reportina functions were nol available at the 
be,innin, of LACIE. The CAS ,rew from a 
relatively simple. individulil dependenl S}'Slerol to a 
fairly complex syslem Ihat is us.bll! b)' se\'eral 
trained analysts thai have diverse academic and job 
experience backarounds. This evolution"r)' process 
WI5 slron"y innuenced by Ihe rate at which require· 
ment" were defined and documented. by Ihe lime re
Quired to develop and receive concurrence on slalisli· 
cal formulalionli. and by the qree 10 which project 
personnel understood the characleristics am.I poten· 
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tial uses of available input data. The following sec
tions trace the development of the CAS from Phase I 
through Phase III. It is important to recognize that 
existing system capabilities at any particular point 
during the lACIE experience are necessarily 
reflected in the quality and the quantity of results 
obtained. 

Pha ... 

The CAS development system was designed, 
developed, implemented, and operated on a 
UNIV AC 1110 computt:1 ;ocated in Building 12 at 
the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC). All interfac
ing was through the demand terminals located on the 
second floor of JSC Building 17. 

The aggregation equations implemented were 
those specified in the requirements for the LACIE 
Phase I CAS (ref. 4). These equations were basically 
unchanged through lACIE Phase III, except for a 
logic change requiring a minimum number of ag
gregatable segments before a direct area estimate 
would be made at the stratum level. Otherwise. the 
stratum would be estimated by applying a zone-level 
ratio of the current estimate to historical data. 

The variance estimation equations, the so-called 
standard statistics, were implemented in a like man
ner. However. as data were collected and the 
algorithm was run, the resulting estimates indicated 
some erroneous assumptions concerning the manner 
in which wheat was distributed at the substratum 
ieveL Further studies were conducted (ref. 5), and 
modifications were made to the variance estimation 
equations. These modifications were based on real
time data and reflected new assumptions concerning 
the within-substratum wheat distribution. 

These new standard statistics became available 
late in lACIE Phase I and were incorporated into 
the development system software. 

Near the end of LACIE Phase I, further studies of 
the wheat distribution were conducted to evaluate 
the standard statistics model with respect to the 
latest findings. The assumption that the wheat was 
relatively homogeneously distributed throughout the 
sampled area of a zone was found to be invalid. 
However, usually within a zone, two or more 
substratum groups could be found that were fairly 
homogeneous. Based on these findings. a new model 
was developed, tested, and implemented and then 
was used to recalculate the LACIE Phase I standard 
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statistics (ref. S). This model was then used through
out lACIE Phases 11 and III. 

The development software and data bases were 
converted from the UNIVAC 1110 to the Program
med Data Processor, model 11-45 (PDP 11-45) com· 
puter in JSC Building 17 late in Phase I in prepara
tion for controlled acces .. operations during Phase 11. 
The system was further modified in Phase II to sup
port the operational requirements of CAS. 

Pha .. n Satch Aggreoatlon Softwa,. 

The batch aggregation software was developed to 
bridge a gap between the UNIVAC 1110 system and 
the interactive system. The CAS analysts defined 
data-handling and report requirements for Phase II 
which could not be met by the Phase I software, even 
though it had been converted to run on the PDP 
11-45. These requirements were included in the in
teractive software; but, because of the complex 
nature of an interactive system. they required a 9-
month lead time from definition to implementation. 
The decision was made to design and implement an 
interim system to be executed in a batch mode that 
would support generation of CAS reports beginning 
in March 1976. This system also would have the 
capability of providing Phase II report formats and 
data handling. 

Design.-The batch system was designed to pro
vide the capability of aggregation qualified by date of 
acquisition, date passed to ('AS, biostage. evaluation 
code, Md level of allocation hierarchy. Require
ments also indicated a need to construct a yield esti
mate data base with predefined edit specifications 
and to manipulate that data by making additions, 
changes, and deletions. A similar requirement for 
maintaining a CAMS data base (containing the date 
of acquisition, date passed to CAS, biostage, evalua
tion code, and proportion of wheat in the segment) 
f'xisted with the addition of requiring a limited query 
capability. The Phase II CAS requirements called for 
10 basic report formats with variations of each ac-

. cording to the desired level of hierarch),. Of 'hese 10. 
4 were levied against the interim batch Systl ,no These 
were the area estimate, yield estimate, area-yield
production summary, and production estimate 
reports. 

Summary.-The interim batch system was a useful 
means of meeting early Phase II CAS software re
quirements. One of the major factors in the comple-
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tion of the desian was the cooperation of the CAS 
analysts in freezina new requirements until after the 
system had been declared operational and clarifyin, 
quickly any vaaue or inconsistent areas in the estab
lished requirements. This afforded the desi,ners and 
programers an opportunity to complete their work 
without maijor revisions. 

' ..... 11 Con.olld.ted .,.tem 

The interactive system software was not delivered 
until May 1976 and then only with partial cap!lbility. 
The system was more advanced ift aaaregation and 
statistical estimates. but the data bases and output re
ports were behind the batch system because of the 
lonaer lead time required to inrorporate design 
modifications. To obtain the best of both systems, 
the batch and interactive systems were combined 
into a consolidated CAS system, The batch data 
bases were made complltible with the interactive aa
&regation software through an extract program. The 
results of the ,,"regation were extracted from the in
teractive system and nm through the batch report 
generator to obtain the IE reports. This type of 
operation was continued through Phase 11. 

CA. Interectlve .oftw.re-Ph .... II.nd III 

The software discussed in this section provided 
C AS analysts an interllctive estimation and reporting 
capabilit)' in a single operational system. The first 
system delivery occurred in Mar 1976. Sc!verlll 
modifications have been made since. The final ver
sion (delivered in July 1977) is described below. 

RaJic dc·.~i.~" dc·ci.~i(l".-Thc estimation and report
ing software was implemented on the PDP 11-45 
computer in an interuclive, multiuser environment. 
This n~'\:essilllted Ihe choke of the Resour~'e Shllrill8 
Executive, mudel III> (RSX·III» opefllting system. 
The Fortran Iunguutte WIlS chosen for software imple· 
menlalil)O bel'lluse il WIIS the only Illngulltle :l\'lIihlblc 
on the POI' 11-45 with enough versutilit~· for a com
plrx system. 

Re'luirements were for II softwllrc s~'stem whil'h 
would be uperated b~' the C' AS country lllllllysts. 
Sinl'e the anlllysts' traininll and experience varied 
widely, the inleructiw interfal'c "etween the (' AS 
analyst and the CAS suftware induded It rcllltiwly 
conwlete SCI of tutorial prompts tll ltuidc the 1lnillYSI 

throuah various phases of system ope!cltions. 
The CAS software perfornlS the followina func

tions. 
I. Processin, analyst inputs in response to 

tutorial prompts. 
2. Processinl and storaae of data from ex.ternal 

sources: I.e .• CAMS. yield estimates. historical data. 
and confusion crop ratios. 

" Crop area, yield. and production estimation. 
Ah'" estimates are computed from CAMS and 
historical data: production is computed from area 
estimates and input yield estimates: and 8veraae 
yield is computed at the hilher hierarchical levels by 
dividinb .. ,\)ducti\)n by area, 

4. Computation of standard statistia associated 
with the crop estimates to assess the reliability of the 
estimates. 

S, Aggregation of crop estimates to the various 
hierarchical elements of the active LAC1E countries. 

6, Generation of agregation reports, 
The software is subdivided into functional cate

gories which include batch programs to initialize the 
dillil base: data base manaaement software: dala bllse 
change software: area. yield. and production estima
tion: and rerort generation programs. 

l>ala hast' tlc·.~i.~".-The CAS datil base must in
dude dllta su~h as dassification results for each sam
ple segment (CAMS datil): yield estimate data: 
historiesl arell. yield, and production villues; datil 
describing the hierarchical structure of the country: 
and small gruins historical statistics used to define 
the l"Onfusion crop ratios. In addition to the data files 
and all\)cation filcs. index files lire u. .. ed to aCl'CSS the 
dalu liIes. 

Dual software systems, both blltch and interac
tive. lire used to maintain the data base. The balch 
system initiali/cs or makes lurge-scale urdates to the 
dalll basco The intcrllctive s)'stem is used for smull 
U\ldlltes or diugnostll' chllnges to thc data base. Roth 
systems produce a line \,rioter fI .. ,\:ord of the dalll bllse 
tflltlsltction in the form or II file dump or .1 d:u:\ ":Ise 
chllngc report. 

I>IlICl hCIW wcurity.-The lll'efilting system secures 
the data blls!! thfllugh lIser hlenlitk.l!ion Codes 
(lIl("s) lind pl\sswords. The Imalys! docs not wl)fk 
ltir~~'tl}' with the mllster dll!:1 base, but insteud works 
with his own COl'}', A 1:0l'Y ~lIn he nllll'e lmly .,y in
dividullis with l,"'cess tll the s),stem I,assword llf b)' 
llnillysts with l'lISSWtlfl.is to their own production 
lIle. The IInlll~'st 's ~'(lp~' of the maSler dutn hllsc is 
secured hy the ulllllyst's password. Thus, sevcrul 
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analysts can be working simultaneously. each with a 
secured copy of the data base for the LACIE country 
with which he is working. 

Analysts can add files to the master data base. but 
only individuals with access to the system passwords 
can delete files or change files in the rna-liter data 
base. 

Applicatioll prugram c/esiKII.-Three types of ap
plication programs are in the CAS software system. 
One type includes all programs to perform aggrega
tions: i.e .• the area. production. and yield estima
tions. Another type consists of the report generators. 
The last type is the data base change prograll" •. 

The aggregation programs are split into three 
tasks-area. production. and yield. Yield estimates 
are input for each stratum. and CAMS data are input 
for each sample segment. along with historical area 
data and a set of analyst-specified parameters. Out
p:lts are area. production. and/or yield estimates and 
supporting statistics for the requested hierarchical 
element and all of its hierarchical subelements. 
These outputs are linked to the report generators 
through the application report files. All of the ag
gregation tasks have separate report fill'S for spring. 
winter. and total wheat. 

Two report generators-interactive terminal and 
line printer-use the application report liI~s to pro
duce reports in two different formats. The interac
tive reports are displayed on the cathode-ray tube 
(CRT) with optional line printer output~ information 
is obtained directly from the report l1Ies and dis
playe~1 with a minimum of reformalling. The second 
report generator produces line printer output in a 
lixed format that is not compatible with the CRT 
display; these are intended for use by the IE in 
Washington. D.C. Since this generator gathers infor
mation from many different files for each single re
port. it requires significantly more time to complete 
than the interactive report generator. 

A third report generator obtains needed informa
tion from the data base rather than from the applica
tion report liIes. It outputs yield estimate data using 
analyst-specilied I'arameter~. This generator enables 
the analyst to see only the data which satisfy the 
specified input l'riteria and which are qualified for 
use by the aggregation programs. 

The data base change program is the in teractive 
counterpart of the batch programs for updating the 
data base. This data base change program. together 
with the interactive repurt generator. can be used as II 

diagnostic tool. Temporary data base changes can be 
entered lind aggregation results viewed immedimcly 
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on the CRT to assist the CAS analyst in evaluating 
test aggregations and in complying with requests 
from ACl!uracy Assessment. 

OVERVIEW OF CAS OPERATIONS 

This section provides an overview of the opera
tions within CAS that were necessary to support es
tablished reporting schedules. CAS analysts used 
documented procedures that covered the CAS from 
computer terminal operation to report distribution. 
In general. the procedures guided the analyst through 
data base initialization and maintenance. selection of 
aggregation parameters, computer report generation. 
and preparation of the total CAS report. A new learn
ing situation was encountered whenever technical 
modifications or procedural changes resulted in 
changes to the existing software. 

The CAS operations were initiated in December 
1974 with a test aggregation of 28 segments collected 
in Kansas for crop year 1973-74. This manual ag
gregation was used to verif~' expansion algorithms 
that were implemented to support Phase I area 
estimation tasks. As might have been expected. con
siderable time was devot~'d to development of pro
cedures and documentation of requirement'· early in 
the project. Because of the experimental llature of 
the LACIE. continual changes in proceJures were 
necessary. both to improve the quality of the output 
and to solve unexpected I'roblems. Fi.·,ures 1.2. and 3 
illustrate the technical modifications that were made 
during the three phases of the LACIE and correia!.! 
them in terms of time with CAS system deliveries 
and reports that were issued. 

The following discussion focuses on data bases 
used. aggregation 1I1ethods. time lines required for re
port generation. and analyst interaction with other 
project elements. 

Data Bas.s 

Separate dilta bases were defined for e"ch coun try. 
These data bases were updated with segnlt'llI propor
tion estimates and yield estimates liS required to ob
~ .. jn timely area. yield. "nd production estimates for 
each level in the aggregation hierarchy (i.e .. the 
stratum to the country). 

The primary data base required by the CAS 
system is the allocation data base. which defines the 
country's area aggregation hierarchy. the yield strata. 
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and the location of the sample segments. The alloca
tion data base is initiated when 1\ country is activ:ltei.l 
on the CAS system and requires no updates unless 
the aggregation parameters are modified (e.g., the 
number of segments, agricultural area, total political 
subdivision or hierarchy). The data base contains the 
same data that were used to define the sample for a 
country. The system will not accept other types of in
put data and will Mt aggregate unless the allocation 
data base is populated and the hierarchy is correctly 
defined. 

The historical data base contains space for 15 
years of historical area, yield. and production data. 
Three of these years are dedicated to primary, sec
ondary, and allocation epoch years. which leaves 12 
years for other historical data. The primary e(loch 

MAR 13 UNIVAC 1110 
DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE 

PHASE I A 
KANSAS TEST 

AGGREGATION MAR 19 

PHASEIB 
7·STATE USGP REPORT APR 30 

7·STATE USGP REPORT MAY 8 

year is used for ratio estimating and area statistical 
calculations. These data are us~ for determining the 
maximum. minimum, average, and variance of the 
crop of interest in the hierarchy for reporting and 
analysis purposes. The data base can be updated as 
desired. The primar)' epoch year is required for the 
system to aggregate. 

A confusion crop ratio for each segment is main
tained in a data base to ratio winter and/or spring 
wheat from the CAMS small grains estimates. These 
ratios are used to obtain the ratioed wheat stored in 
the CAMS data base, as previously defined in the 
section entitled "Basic Input Data to the Crop 
Assessmen t Subsystem," subsect ion "landsat 
Data." Ratios can be calculated external to the soft
ware and input for each segment, or the small grains 

TECHNICAL MODIFICATIONS 

STATISTICS AVAILABLE 

7·STATE USGP REPORT JUNE 27 

7-STATE USGP REPORT JULV 28 
GROUPU ELIMINATED FROM AGGREGATION 

CAMS REWORK INITIATED 

9-STATE USGP REPORT AUG 28 
SPRING SMALL-GRAINS RATIOING 

REPORTS 

9-STATE USGP REPORT NOV 19 

1975 1976 

.·IGURE I.-Phase Il'AS Implfmtntalioll/operations !K'fnarlo. 
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historical datil may be input and the software will 
calculate the rati·)s. The system will operate without 
confusion crop ratios in the dllta base. but the ratioed 
wheat estimates will be identical to nonratioed wheat 
estimates because the blanks are interpreted as a 
ratio of one. 

The CAMS data base will ;:.:commodate all the 
sample segment classification results received with a 
classification code of 10 or greater for all segments in 
II countr)'. (Table I lists the CAS classification 
codes.) Five classes are stored-winter wheat. spring 
wheat. winter small grains. spring small grains. dnd 
total small grains. From these classes. two additional 
classes (ratioed winter wheat and ratioed spring 
wheat) are obtained by applying the confusion crop 
ratios to the small grains estimates. In addition. the 
following parameters also arc stored for each 

MAR 4 BATCH SYSTEM DELIVERY 

U.S. CMR APR 8 
U,S.S.R. CMR APR 16 

classified segment: i.e .• date passed to C -\S. date of 
Landsat acquisition, and biostage of wheai develop
ment. The system will not aggregate a zone unless at 
least three aggregatable segments arc available within 
a lower level of the hierarchy. 

The allocation and. consequently. the aggregation 
hierarchy were based on political subdivisions to uti
lize the historical and census data that existe(} for 
these areas. The base level in a country was the 
lowest political subdivision for which detailed 
historical crop statistics were available. The 
hierarchy for each country became (t) United 
States-U.S. Great Plains-state. CRD. county; (2) 
U.S.S.R.--crop region--economic region oblast: and 
(3) Canada-prairie provinces-province. CR D. 
county. This resulted in the United States and 
Canada being substratum-level countries (because of 

TECHNICAL 
MODIFICATIONS 

u,s. CUR APR 28 MAY 14 INTERACTIVE SYSTEM DELIVERY 
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U,S.S.R. CUR MAY 6 
u.s. CMR MAY 7 

U,S.S.R. CMR MAY 19 

JUL Y 29 GROUPIIIN AGGREGATION; 

GROUPI AND nSTATISTlCS 

AUG 31 20 SEGMENTS ADDEO TO NORTH 
U.S.S.R. CMR AUG 27 DAKOTA RETnOOROER 

REPORTS 

CAR· CAS ANNUAL REPORT 
CMR • CAS MONTHLY REPORT 
CUR· CAS UNSCHEDULED REPORT 

CANADA CMR SEPT 1 
U.S. CMR SEPT 9 OCT 1 SELECTlO1II CRITERIA BIOSTAGE AND 

U.S.S.R CMR SEPT 17 EVAlllATlON CODE CAMS/CAS rREPROCESSOR 
CANADA CMR SEPT 24 

U,S. CUR SEPT 28..J t 
U.S. CMR OCT 8.......J 
U.S.S.R. CAR OCT 21 rt 

CANADA CMR OCT 22::J 

NO\' 19 AtLCAS:U' ~EPORTSRATIOEO 
"'HEAT MOOIFIED GROllP n TO 
ZONE LEVEl 

JAN 
REYISED US.S R. AND 
CAN.I\OA "nolO lSTlM.Ans 

.·IGURE I.-PhISI' II CAS Implementation/operations sl'I'Darlo. 



the availability of historical data) and the U.S.S.R. 
being a stratum-level country (because of the non
availability of historical data). 

The area was estimated for the base-level area by 
direct expansion from the segments and was 
summed to higher levels in the hierarchy. For base
level areas with no segments, the area was ratio
estimated using areas with segments available for ag
gregation and historical data. 

The selection criteria for the CAMS data to be ag
gregated assumed that the latest data collected would 
result in the most accurate classification: therefore, 
the latest acquisition data and biophase were the pri
mary selection parameters. The classifications were 
rated satisfactory. marginal. and unsatisfactory by 
CAMS evaluation procedures. and the sati~factory 
and marginal ralings were considered acceptable for 
aggregation. Although the unsatisfactory segments 
were not aggregated. they were carried in the CAMS 

CAS DELIVERY-AREA STATISTICS 
U.S.S.R. THRESHOLDING PROCEDURE 

data base for information. The segment classifica
tions were added to the dala base as they became 
available to CAS or as required to produce scheduled 
reports. 

As the experiment plogrcssed in Phases II and m, 
it became necessary to add the CAMS classification 
date to properly handle segments that were reworked 
in CAMS. The four biowindows were expanded to 
seven crop development biostages (table II) to con
form to LACIE crop calendar outputs. This 
parameter was added to the CAS criteria for selection 
of segments as a single biostage or as a set in order of 
preC.!termined priority. The selection criteria of 
CAMS segmen t data were c1assi fication date. acquisi
tion date, biostage, and classification code. 

The early-season winter wheat area estimates in 
Phases II and III were low because the LACIE 
system identified detectable wheat: i.e., wheat area 
with sufficient ground cover to be detected by 

TECHNICAL MODIFICATIONS 

SMALL·GRAINS RATIO MODELS IMPLEMENTED 

REPORTS 

~977 

CAS DEliVERY-YIELD AND PRODUCTION STATISTICS 

REDESIGNATION OF USGP MIXED WHEAT SEGMENTS 

PROCEDURE FOR SCREENING OUTLIERS IMPLEMENTED 

REVISED U.S.S.R. CAMS DATA 
SELECTION PROCEDURE 

1978 

H(ilIRt: .'.-f'haM' UI CAS huplclUCnlaliull/upenaliulIs M'l'uariu. 
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TABLE [.-CAMS Evaluation Codtsa 

Code /)('miption 

01 Not machine processed-clouds, haze, snow, ett. 

02 

03 

This means that the segment cannot be processed 
thro\llh the system because clouds, haze, etc., make in
terpretation and analysis impossible. 

Not machine processed-confusion crops or other in
terpretation problems 

This code should be used when a segment cannot be 
processed because of interpretation difficulties. 
especially when confusion between wheat/small grains 
and other crops is such that a wheat/small grains esti
mate cannot be determined. The rules for such a deci
sion are to be negotiated between CAMS and CAS and 
included in the CAMS Detailed Procedures. 

Bad data-due to technical problems, not reordered 

In this case, the segment cannot be prll\.'essed due to 
technical problems arising from an unsalisfactory 
histogram, excessive scan·line drnJl. etc· If the segment 
is not reordered. this code is used. 

NOTE: If the segment is reordered. no l'ode should be 
listed and no data sheet should be passed to CAS sinl'e 
the segment will again be sent through the CAMS for 
evaluation. Any segment that cannot bc processed due 
to douds. et':" or technical problems should be passed 
as 01 or OJ. 

OS Not machine Jlrol'Cssed-dormancy 

07 

09 
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In cases where recognition is a problem because the 
crop is in a statc of dormancy, this codc is used. 

Not machine processed-preemergence 

In cases where the acquisition is prior to the criteria es
tablishcd for fall wheat recognition (10 be determined), 
this code is used. 

Nut machine processed-rnuhiple acquisitions 

Codc 09 was developed to lake care of the problem of 
processing multiple acquisitions of a segmcnt at the 
same lime. When mUltiple acquisitions arc available at 
one time. onl)' one segment-which is determincd 10 be 
the bellcr acquisition for interprctation and analysis by 
the CAMS anal)'st-is selected for completc process
ing. Other acquisitions are listed as Code 09 to indicale 
that Ihey have becn rcviewcd but werc nol processed 
thwugh the s)'slcm. This code cnables (' AS to review 
the segmenl results and account for each acquisition 
and how it was evalualed by CAMS. 

Code (Nsrriplion 

10 lJnsatisfactory-unsatisfactory results for segment 

12 

This code is to be used for any acquisition that has been 
processed throuah the system and. based on CAMS 
evaluation procedures, designated unsatisfactory. 

Unsatisfactory-no significant thange 

This code is used when the r. 'W acquisition is evaluated 
to have no significant change from the previous un· 
satisfactory evaluation for the segment. 

14 Unsatisfactory-rework, reevaluated segment 

18 

This code is used when a segment that was previously 
passed to CAS is reworked. 

Unsatisfactory-machine-processed mullitemporill 
analysis 

This code is used whcn more than one al . ,isition date 
is uscd to produce an unsatisfactor)' propurtiun esti
mate. 

NOTE: All 3l'quisition dates used in pflll'Cssing should 
bc listed on Ihe CAMS halualion Form. 

20 Marginal-marginal rcsults for segment 

22 

24 

28 

This code is to be used for any acquisition thai has heen 
prol'Cssed Ihrough the system and, baso:d on CAMS 
cvaluation procedures, designated mar!,llOal. 

Marginal-no significant changc 

This codc is 10 be used when the new anlui~ili()n is 
evaluated to have no signilicant changc from the pre
vious marginal cvaluation for the se~menl. 

Marginal-rework. reevaluated segment 

This l'ode is used when a segment that W,IS IlTc\'iously 
pas.~ed 10 C AS is reworked. 

Marginai-nlachine-pnll.'essed mullilell1poral analysis 

This code is used when more thilO onc ,1(<.Iul';itilll1 datc 
is used hi produce a mar~inal pWl'orlion eSlimale. 

NOTE: All aUluisition dales used in l1Tocessing should 
be listed on the CAMS balualion Form. 

i. 



T4.8U: I. -('ollC'ludi'd 

/Jt'S('riplirlll 

30 SatisfaclOr)'-salisfaclory results fllr segmenl 

This ~'Ude is 10 be used rur IIn)'lIcquisilion Ihal hils b«n 
\lr~-essed through Ihe s~slem lind. based on CAMS 
e\'aluation prOl:edures. designated SIIIisfaciory, 

J2 SalisfIlCIOr)'-no signitiednl changc 

This ~'Ude is 10 be used when the new 1I~'quisilion is 
eVlllualed 10 hll\'e no significanl change from Ihe pre
\'ious SIIlisfaCIOr)' c\'alulliion for the segment. 

34 Salisfaclory-rework. reevalualed segmenl 

This ~"Odc is used when a segmenl Ihat was previousl)' 
rdsscd 10 C AS is reworked. 

311 Satisfllctory-Iess than 5 percenl manulIlI)' (hllnd) 
~"Ounled 

This code is III be used for an)' segmenl in which the 
prllpurtion eSlinl31c is manually ,"tlunted ralher than 
machine prOl:esscd, 

NOTE: This calegor)' w<luld nOI be used if the segmenl 
was a rework segment. Code .14 should be used. 

38 Salisfllcillry-machine-processed mullitemporlll 
analysis 

This code is used when more than one acquisilion date 
is used 10 produce II salisfaclor)' proportion eSlimale. 

40 Segment is lola II)' nonagricultural 

This code is used when the segment is evaluated as 
hllving no agricullure al all; i.e .• no di~"Crnible tield Pili

lerns. 

NOTE: Segments in an agricullural area Ihat ha\'e II 0-
perl"Cnll'TOpuTlion eSlimate arc III be designaled Code 
.10. 

LACIE classification methods. If all wheat is not 
detected early in the season. then the estimates will 
be biased low and will continue to be low until the 
segment data are replaced by later classifications. 
Threshclding procedures to eliminate the early· 
season biased data from the aggregation were imple
mented in Phase 111 in the United States and in the 
U.S.S.R. 

r~81.f: 11.-1 . .401:" Bi(ll\'illcl(/,,·.~ 01111 
Corl't'spothli"N Cmp U('\'('/II1""I'''' BitlflONI'.\· 

8,1111'111.1" .. · 

I. Pl;lntinlt 

I. Crop eSlllblishmcnt 

3. JOlOtinll 
2. Greening 

J. Ucadintt 
5. SoI'l uough 

4. Miliuril), { b. Ripcnlnll 

7. lIanesl 

The CAMS data base is updatcd lIS required to 
maintain the most curren' data avuilable for aggrega· 
tion. Data are selected from this data base for area 
estimates depending upon the type of lIggregation 
desired and the priority of the data selection 
parameters. A data base used for aggregation mll}' be 
saved for future cvaluation and/or reaggregation if 
required by procedure modifilations. 

The yield data base contains a ~'ield estimate and 
associated yield variance for each area stratum. The 
yield data base is updated as the yields are received 
from YES. general\)' on a monthly ba..'iis during the 
growing season. The data base can be updated in· 
teractively or in the batch mode using cards or tape, 
The allocation data base defines the aggregation 
hierarchy for a country. The area strata and yield 
strata that are combined to obtain production are 
identified in the lIl\ocation data base. 

Aggregation 

The LACIE used the same sampling and lIggrega· 
tion techniques through the three "hases of opera· 
tion with some modifications in the allocation 
parameters. The statistics calculations were modified 
to accommodate yield models covering areas larger 
than strata and to adequately consider mixed wheat 
(spring and winter) areas. The historic.tl ratios for 
estimating areas with no segments aVlIillible (Groul' 
III) were changed to use the lone·le\'el histon' rather 
than the stratum if less than three segments were 
available for aggregation. The CAS procedures were 
in a development mode throughout the thrcX phases 
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and were modified to accommodate new techniques 
in sampling and classification as the project 
progressed. Figures I. 2. and 3 show the progression 
of LACIE through the three phases in relation to the 
reports generated. 

During the course of C AS operations. statistic'll 
calculations were modified to accommodate changes 
in the system such as yield model boundaries. 
variances for substrata that are estimOlI!'d wilh prob
ability proportional to size (Group m. and mixed 
wheat areas. (See the presentations and supporting 
papers in the Experiment Design Session which ad
dress sampling and aggregation issues.) These 
algorithms were implemented in an off-line develop
ment system as a test prior to implementation on the 
CAS system. During the implementation.. 'od. ag
gregations were performed on the interactive lo,stem. 
and statistics were produced on the development 
system. 

During Phase II. algorithms and procedure 
modifications occurred faster than they could be im
plemented into the CAS operational system. For this 
reason. operations were carried out on two aggrega
tion systems with the extract software to manipulate 
data between them. This situation actually existed at 
the end of Phase III for thresholding and screening 
of the CAMS data base prior to aggregation. because 
these techniques were not incorporated into the in
teractive system. 

In addition to thresholding CAMS data. a pro
cedure called screening also was used in Phase III to 
identify segment wheat proportions that were 
statistical outliers. The test statistic was the ratio of 
the CAMS estimated wheat proportion to the histori
cal proportion of wheat in that county. If this ratio 
fell outside the 3-standard-deviation limit calculated 
for its grouP. the segment was an outlier and was 
eliminated from the aggregation. This screening pro
cedure was used in the United States in Phase 111 but 
was not applied to the U.S.S.R. because the lowest 
political subdivision for which historical data are 
available is the oblast (stratum). and the procedure 
was not applicable to the larger geographic area. 

The yield was input at the strlttum level and ,=om
bined with the stratum area to u"ltain pr~ ~uction. 

The production was then summed to outain totals for 
higher levels in the hierarchy. The derived yields 
were obtained by dividing the production by the area 
at any desired level in the hierarchy. 

The CAS analyst reviewed the CAMS segment 
data inputs and updated the CAMS data base as re-
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quired to keep the data base current. A preliminary 
area estimate was generated and evaluated about 7 
worldng days prior to a scheduled report. The yield 
estimates were reviewed by the YES and the CAS 
prior to updating the yield data base. The area. yield. 
and production were estimated and reviewed for ac
curacy and reasonableness. If data base errors t')(

isted. they were corrected and a final set of estimates 
was generated. 

Time Line for Report Pre.,aratlon 

The CAS operations time line required 7 working 
days before a report date to update the CAMS data 
base and to prepare an area aggregation. A backup ag
gregation was prepared to submit as a monthly report 
to cover any computer failures that might occur dur
ing the critical period. One backup aggregation was 
submillc:d as a CAS report during Phase II because of 
computer failure. Under special circumstances dur
ing Phases II and III. the lead time was shortened to 
as little as 3 days prior to a report to accommodate 
segment processing and to include the latest data in 
an aggregation. 

Analyat Interaction With Other Project 
Elementl 

The CAS analysts provided feedback to other ele
ments of the AES concerning operational require
ments for segment processing or problem areas iden
tified during the report preparation. Sample segment 
results which produced aggregate area estimates that 
deviated from the expected values (based on histori
cal data combined with current weather information) 
were referred to the CAMS for review. 

Yields that did not follow expected trends were 
referred to the YES for verification. If an evaluation 
of the data resulted in a modification or deletion. the 
appropriate C AS data bases were urdated. 

The CAS analysts also m~: with the Crnn Condi
tion Assessment Team and the YES rer .onnel t(1 
review their inputs to the CAS rcrort. Information 
required to complete a report. such as operations 
processing and evaluation of segment data. were ob
tained from other AES elements. The completed re
rort was delivered to the Commodity Control Office 
for reproduction and distribution. 

j 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The system utilized by the CAS during the 
lAC1E evolved to accommodate the AES require
ments and to fulfill the objectives of the experiment. 
The basic elements of the system remained constant, 
and these elements were n~cessary to make crop 
estimations of the LAC1E type, regardless of the new 
environment in which the system was required to 
orerate. 

The CAS demonstrated that crop reports could be 
produced monthly in accordance with a schedule. 
Additional system improvements in the AES are re
quired to decrease the report generation time to 
fOllow rapidly changing crop conditions that affect 
production. 

The CAS software system Was under configura
tion ~ontrol and required as lon~ as 6 months to 
make changes; as a result. the CAS output did not 
maintain pace with the technology. Since remote
sensing techniques are in a state of rapid develop
ment. syst~;ns should be designed to accept 
modifications more quickly to ensure that the output 
products are up to date. 

.~ .... -.., .... 
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LACIE Statue and Tracking 

V. M. Dauphin. a C. H. Jt//"s$. band J. M. Evt""eb 

INTRODUCTION 

The LACIE production processinl system at the 
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) called for the 
now of electronic' and physical data products In a 
timely and efficient manner. The LACIE data bases 
at JSC included electronic Imapry on the IBM 
360-7S computer in the Data Systems and Analysis 
Directorate (DSAD, Buildin, JO" LACIE crop 
assessment data on the Earth Observations Division 
(EOD) Proarammed Da(a Processor (PDP) 11-45 
support proces~or (Buildin, 17), and physical pro
ducts in the LACIE Physical Data Library (LPOL, 
Buildin, 17). In addition. imaaery tapes were ob
tained from the NASA Goddard Space Fliah' Ctnter 
(GSFC); film products were provided by the JSC 
Production Film Converter (PFe), and crop calen
dars were acquired from the U.S. Deparilhent of 
Aariculture (USDA). The need for data and data pro
ducts 10 be available at liven stations simult:lneously 
dictated that accurate data status be available. 
Further, there was a requirement to measure 
throu,hput rates and perform effic:ency analysis. 
The data manasement method employed to meel 
these requirements is known as the Automated 
Status and Trackin, System (A~ATS). 

The ASATS weJ1llhrOU8h a number of evolutions 
as Ihe LACIE pro,ram matured over four phases in 
the lasl 3.S years. Data nc·ws Chanced as a result of 
modifications to basic data anal)'sis: manlmachine 
interfaces became more complex with t~e advent of 
more machine terminal processina; and the ASATS 
data base arew in size from 4000 blocks (256 16-bit 
words per block' to more than 20000 blocks of datI. 

This pllper will disc\;ss Ihe operalional require
ments. Ihe evolution of Ihe IItalUS and trackin. 
system in mcctin, these requirements. and a defini
lion of Ihe final ASA TS developed to meet the 

OiNASA Juhn.un Sroll'( ('(nlel, lIuu,lUn, 1n"l> 
bl.nd>hecd nC~IrUnll" ('omran)'. In\:,. S)'~len'~ and Scr\'i4:\:1> 

Di\l.ron,lIuu.'un. Tela" 

LACIE needs. Additionally. the lessons learned dur
in, this evolutionary process will be discussed. 

LACI. IT,.TUI AND TRACKING OPERA· 
nONAL REQUIREMINTI 

The LACIE operational elements were charpd 
with the measuremenl and analysis of system 
throuahput in both numbers of sample seament ac
quisitions and limes I'equired to .,rocess these ac
quisition •. Further, there were bueline lOals "ainst 
which proaress was required to be meQiured at or 
between r-redctermined slations in the LACIE pro
cessin. system. Operations also had to identify those 
conditions that deviated from specifications for both 
the numbers of throu,hpul acquisilions and the pro
cessin, times al predetermin~ stalus points and 
then n4 problem areas and assist in implementin. 
solutions. 

In order to accomplish these objectives. a status 
and trackin. system was required with inputs pro
vided by various system clements. Evaluation of the 
level al which trackina should be accomplished and 
the informalion 10 be maintained dicta led thai a 
syslem be developed so thai a larae part of Ihe test
ina. correlatin •• and reportin. could be done in an 
aUlomated manner. 

The dala buCli were plllnned to con lain lIeveral 
types of information, There was a basic accounlin, 
set that was unique to it sample seament or set of se,
ments and subject to very limiled chanac or none. 
The second dala type contained production status 
parameters. which were subject 10 change as a func
tion of data bein, moved in the production system, It 
was rossible Ihat up to 1(' sets of produclion IItatus 
paramelers could e"ist for each ilCcountin. set. Con
siderin, the probability of both standard and varia
tion reportin&; and ('hanses in the stations bein. 
tratked due to chanses in operatin, procedures. it 
wall nccCllsary to allow (or dynamic manipulation o( 
data base definitions, 
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Additionally. capabilities were required. such 81 

the comparison of elements and the use of the 
arithmetic tools of addition. subtraction. multiplica
tion. division. and statistical calculation. 

There WIlS a need to allow for batch update and re
portin,. as well as the capability to perform inter
active queries. Outputs were required in report 
formats as defined by the user at run time or as pre
viously stored for batch operation. There was also 
the need to allow for preproarammed queri~ that 
could be called by the user. 

IVOLUTION OF THI LAC'I DATA MANAGE· 
MINTIITATU8 AND TRACKING SVSTEM 

Ootober to Deoember 1874 

Discussions were initiated reaardinllhe need fo~ a 
status and trackin, system dedicated to ueterminina 
the pro,ress of LACIE data as they nowed throuah 
the analysis ~rocess within the EOD. At this time. it 
WItS 1Cr.~ally believed thaI the machine processin, 
stl\t~s to be provided by the 360-75 computinl 
system milht prove adequate for the purposc. 

January and February 1175 

Further investiaations showed that because of 
data preparation. data quantit)'. and the anal)'sis 
steps involved. the status and trackin, of lACIE 
sample seaments from the machine processinl of 
GSFC imlJCry data tape~ 1o the stora,e of data C'n 

the Earth Resources Interactive Processin, S\~s,em 
(ERIPS) imalery data bases and the PFC-Icneraled 
products was nol sufficient to delermine status dur
in, the analysis process. 

&sed on thc rou,hly bOO LACIE sample sq
ments ordered for Phase I and the plan to analyze 
on: acquisition p.:r biowindnw. it 24O().fiIe data hase 
wilh ninc status stlltions (preselected points in the 
~kta now where products availability was the ke)' to 
the process continuina). some in'eraainl 4() to lI() 
aansactions It da),. was too large to maintain by 
manual processes. 

March 1175 

A decision was made 10 implement an lIutomatcd 
status and trackin" system to support the LACIE 
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proll'am b), June I. 1975. It wt&S obvious that a fully 
operational .tatu. and lrackin,s),sten1 to support the 
requirements that were at the time bqinninlto be 
identified wal difficult-if not impossible-to 
develop. debu,. and acctptance test in sliahtl)' leu 
Ihan the 4 month, remainin, prior to Phase 1 produc
tion. An alternative. proposed by the EOD support 
~onlrarlor. was to utilize the TRAC-8 series of status 
and trackin, systems developed for the Data Reduc
tion Complex (D!tC) in the Inslilutional Oala 
Systems Division (1050). on an interim basis. until 
a system that adequately met all the requirements of 
lACIE could be found and/or developed. It was at 
this point. March 14. 1975. that the lACIE InterirT' 
Status and Trackin, System (lSA T~) was born. 

April to June 1.75 

Because of the limitatious on nnibilit)' within the 
TRAC-8 software. ISATS was implemented with 
three directories. One directory cross.refercnced the 
Data Product Requests (oPR 's) and the lACIE 
sample se.ment numbers and tracked the processinl 
of a sample seament from receipt of data at JS(' until 
the Crop Asscs~.,ent Subsystem (('AS) procedure 
W2: completed. 

The second director)' tracked each data product 
request. whether batch. interactive. or update. until 
all electronic data processin, products were received 
by EOD. 

" third director)'. which Was later drOflJled from 
the requirements. nacked Oiscrepancy Reports until 
the discrepancy was cleared, (This function was 
al'sumcd b)' the Facilities Conli,uration Control 
Ortiee.) 

Initiltll)" inputs to the ISA TS were planned to be 
made on four terminals. Itowever. the only terminal 
put into use WIlS located in the lPDL. the I:ontrol 
point for alllACIE dala products. ISI\ TS went "on
line" for ll\CIE use on June I. 1975. 

June to October 1 175 

The inadequacies of ISA TS became apparen t very 
early in the operation. P.rt of the "roblem was the 
inne)(i'lilil}' of thl! TRA(,·8 software with regard 10 

minor chanBcs in the LACI!: data now and 10 an)' 
new rCfloris re~uired, This was compuunded by the 
fact that there was no input verification and no audit 
ca.'abilit)' for the relatively new users of the s~'stem, 
The rest of the problem was physical aCLoeSS to the 
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computer ,,'ia the one-demand terminal within EOl>' 
At times durin, this period. the ISA TS repo!'ts were 
nannin, 3 104 days aiter the fact: and. while ISATS 
was ~uildinl up and savin, a valuable data base. it 
was not helpful on a real·time basis in accountin, for 
lACIE sample ser,ment data products as the) nowed 
throuah Ihe EOD analysis prClCes.. Before th~ end of 
July. it bC\:amc apparent that ISA TS was not a 
Sltisfactory interim system and another search had 
bqun to find a system more compblible and respon· 
sive to the LACIE needs. 

The support contractor ~ropOied. as a result of a 
capability study. that the LACIE Pha.~e II status and 
trackin, be accomplished on a commelcially lcued 
data b,.e manlllement system known as "COM· 
SHARE/COMPOSIT 77." The proposal. a. finally 
ac.;epted. called for the status and tracki"a of all ac· 
quisitions from rou,hly IS()() sample le,mentt-the 
LACIE Phase II scope-from the time they were or· 
dered from GSfC. IhroUlh JSC processin,. and untii 
sample seament summaries were provided CAS. 
This activity used card input for overniaht batch to 
update the data bale and to "nerale reportli by the 
next mornina containin, data less than 12 hours old. 
The requirements called for nine daily reports (seven 
statistical summaries and two tabular ItCtivity list· 
inp) plus a weekly 'IOd a monthly summ.u)' report. 
Software optimilation was required to .,rovide i I 
status stations for each sample seament ItCquisition 
identified in the lACIE Ph as: II requirements. 

COS! of operating COMSHARE was orilinlilly 
estimated at $4000 per month. Thi~ cstimat~ was 
based on projected data base size and terminal aI:
tivity (connect. line. and central rrO'.:essin, unit 
(CPU) costs). 

ben thoulh I:ost control was recoJlli/ed as a 
problem (special query report!. for orerations were 
eSllmated at 550 per report •• the .. oft ware ncxibilit) 
anu overniaht update of each day's al:tivil), were 
desirable in meetinathe L ACI E operational require· 
ments. and the use of th: system was approved by 
nlan"eemen l. 

October 1975 to M.rch 1978 

Durin, the first 2 weeks of October. the ISA TS 
data base was verified and transferred to the COM· 
SltAREI ASATS. Concurrently. optimi/illlon of the 
software II> meet the requirements of l.ACIF. I'hase 
II began. ISA TS and ASA TS ran simultaneousl)' for 
the !ast 2 wc~ks of October to ensure a currect data 

base prior to full·scale operation on ASA TS alone. 
Additional requirements for LAClt Phase II were 

,cnerated durin, the period from the cross reference 
of Phase I and Ph:ase II data bases. extended repone 
in, capabilities. and additional query capabilities to 
support LACIE performance analysis. These 
modifications were completed. documented. and ac· 
ceptance tested by the middle of March. and the 
system was turned over to LACIE operation. as of 
AI"" I. 197ft. 

April to September 1171 

All of LAClt Pha.,e II Wll.' supported on f.he 
COMSHAR EI ASATS, but the software required 
considerable modification to meet the chanacs in :-e
quirements. The lar,est modificatior. t{' the system 
Willi to support II chanac in the CIa.'i!Silication and 
Mensuralion Subsystem (C' AMS) analysis process. 
This required the addition of one new card format. 
autopunch of five card~. two new reports (daily 
racket order lists and operations throu,hput sum· 
mary •. the aUlomatic update of historical data bases. 
and a more comprehensive input \'erification 
subrouti"e. 

Non,' d the above chanaes came cheaply. In fact. 
the increased operational activity in addition 10 the 
software modification costs slowly escalated ASA TS 
cost" far beyond what had been anticipated from the 
information ori,inally available. In July. upon 
receipt of the LACIE Phase 11/111 status and trlll:kina 
requirements. it became obvious that a "heaper 
me. hod had to be iound to support this function. 

Prior to the COMSHARE/ASATS ori,;nal imple
mentaticn. an EOn machine.loadin, study Willi done 
in the hare that the stutus and trackin, function 
could be doue in-house on its PDP 11-45 computer. 
Unfortunately. the resources were not available. but 
hue June broUJht EOn the possibility of obtaininl a 
second PDP 11·45. which would solve the resource 
problem. &4y AUSU5t. EOD mllnaaement had ap
proved a feasibility study on the duplication of the 
COMSti A R EI ASA 1S function on the second PDP 
11-45. 

October 1178 to Jenuery 1 917 

The lA(IE Phase 11/111 requirements were accep
tance te!ued on the COMSH AR EI ASA TS system 
and turned over to LACI E orcr.tinns "y October 1:Ii. 
1976. Durin& the same! month. a proposal WiiS ml1O.)C 
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to duplicate the function on the PDP 11-45 and move 
the entire operation in-house upon acceptance test
ing. The plan. as presented. would provide all the re
quired features at a significant cost reduction via 
utilization of the newly acquired EOD computer (the 
second PDP 11-45). The plan was approved and 
work besan immediately to modify the PDP
compatible data manqement software. the Regional 
Information Management System (RIMS), to pro
vide an in-house RIMS! ASA TS as a replacement for 
COMSHARE/ ASA TS. 

The RIMS/ASATS replacement ran simulta
neously with COMSHARE/ ASA TS for the last half 
of December to verify the new data management 
software and was acceptance tested in January 1977. 
At that time, formal release of the use of COM
SHARE was made. Average operating costs dropped 
from $20000 per month to $2150 per month and 
have not exceeded $4000 per month since the con
version was made. 

February 1977 to February 1978 

The RIMSI ASA TS has remained the basic status 
and tracking function during this period. Only three 
modifications have been made as a result of changed 
requirements. The first change was made in June 
t971 to accommodate a new data flow that involved 
the Image-tOO ("Procedure I") method of CAMS 
data analysis. The second change was to accommo
date Transition Year requirements for a different 
batch input stream. The last modification was made 
in June 1977 to the in-house RIMS to add data base 
protection and to provide a better arithmetic opera
tor in the comparison of fields. 

As of this writing, no further modifications to 
what has become a very satisfactory Data Manage
ment/Status and Tracking System are anticipated. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

From the initial analysis. It was determined that 
most of the data desired in the accounting data set 
was already available in card format from the Data 
Acquisition. Preprocessing, and Transmission Sub
system (DAPTS) Landsat data orders. This set of 
data became the OAPTS data base. There were addi
tional LACIE operational requirements for this data 
base and an additional ca~d input was devised to add 
to the DAPTS set. A record in this data base was 
generated ea~h time the DAPTS ordered data from 
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GSFC by utilizing the order cards. Also, records were 
updated or deleted by utilizing the cards produced by 
DAPTS operations whenever a segment was changed 
or deleted. 

Additional information pertaining to the segment 
was input manually. This information pertained to 
product availability in the analysis packet. The pro
ducts tracked in this manner were considered critical 
to the analysis, and their absence caused data to be 
held or backlogged until these support products 
became available. 

The data base that contained segment acquisition 
statu~ , 1d tracking information was generated by 
electroOl~ imagery from an acquisition being 
received at JSC and entered into the ERIPS imagery 
data bases. Originally. an update card was prepared 
manually by entering the segment number and ac
quisition date into an update card. This data base was 
called the FLOCON data base after a CAMS subele
ment responsible for CAMS internal operational 
flow control. 

Once segment acquisitions were generated in the 
FLOCON data base by inp\Hting the segment num
ber. acquisition date. and date received at JSC. there 
were several operational requirements imposed on 
ASATS. 

First. the segment was checkeu against DAPTS to 
assure that the data received were valid and thdt they 
were within the biological window dates established 
for analysis. In the initiallSATS. these requirements 
were met by listing the two data sets and comparing 
them visually. In later systems, this became an auto
mated operation. ;-1so in the later systems. a special 
report was formatted for printing information on 
gummed labels. These labels were used by LPOL for 
film and analysis packet identification. 

It was previously stated that inputs were made 
into the DAPTS data base regarding the availability 
of analysis products. Some of these analysis products 
were tracked on an acquisition basis. These were the 
initial film products and selected computer products. 
Once the film products were received in EOD. an up
date was made to the FLOCON data base wntaining 
the date of receipt and a comparison was made to in
formation in the DAPTS data base to determine if 
the key ancillary products were available. If all the 
products were available. the segment acquisition was 
reported to CAMS as available for an .. lysis. Once 
more. in ISA TS this was done manually: it was auto
mated in later systems. 

The report listing segments available for process
ing became known as the CAMS Order Form and 
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was used by CAMS to request data packets from 
LPDL. 

Once the packet was delivered from LPOL to 
CAMS, a card was input to the system denotina the 
dllte analysis bepn. At various stases within the 
analysis cycle. date cards were input to ASA 1S from 
different stations to update the Slatus of the segment 
acquisition. When CAMS completed processina of 
an acquisition, input consisted of a card containina 
the date the results were sent to the CAS, a relative 
biostase indicator, a code relatin, to the process used, 
and an estimate of data quality. This essentially 
dosed the tracking record for a specific acquisition. 

Various reports were required by different LACIE 
elements. Because of changing procedures, these re
port requirement~ were periodically evaluated for 
content and frequency of need, After each evalua
tion, reports were often dropped, the reporting fre
quency changed, or two or more reports were inte
grated to make a single report. 

The data bases were Updllted each night in the 
i'utch mode and the standard reports were run at this 
time, Run streams were set up for batch operations 
for daily, weekly, and monthly reports, The prorer 
run stream was selected by LACIE operations ;ttthe 
dose of business each day, 

Procedures were developed so that lACIE op~ra· 
llOnal eil!menls provided operations with input ~ards 
each afternoon and r«cived their output reports at 
the next morning's o,'etations coordinlltion meeting. 

Special queries were performed by the Operations 
Section on request from lACIE man<lgemenl. Sc.lme 
queries were "canned" i i.e .. preprogrammed and 
maintained on the disk liIe), with arguments for ini· 
ti.llilation and execution being entered interactively 
just prior to butch run time. 

RIMSI ASATS IMPLEMENTATION 

Th~ i\SA TS design is based on achieving mllX· 
imum use of RIMS to perform ASA TS functions. 
The desi(ln provides a stilndard batch upd<lte 
cllpabilit)·, standard reports (both periodic <lnt! 
al,eriodic). an ad hoc report cnpabi litr, lind <Ill lId hoc 
ulldatc cilrability. All dnta bilse trunsactions reflc(t· 
ing LACIE 'lI:ti"il), .Ire entered .IS slandaHI butch 
Ullll;Ite)o. Ad hoc updates IIrc used norm<llly for l'or· 
recting su~h problems .. s when curds arc erronet1usly 
entered into the system. About 20 standard report.; 
currently exist for the system (e.g .. ,l"eket order re· 
"ort, biowilldow open/dose rc,'ort). Ad hoc rel'orts 
:Ire requested I'rl'Quentl)' to meet special needs; they 
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usually ori,inate as one-time reports but sometimes 
become standard system reports. 

The ASA TS software is composed of special pro
cessors bunt for ASATS to facilitate the auditing of 
ASATS data base updates, RIMS commands aug
mented to support '1pecific ASA TS requirements, 
command files (sequences of RIMS commands) that 
will cause the generation of specified reports, data 
base definitions describins the ASA TS dllta base to 
RIMS, and format descrIptions describing input files 
and rerort formats. 

All reports and ad hoc updates are made using the 
Data Manipulation LanguJlte (DML) of the RIMS 
data base management systc:" Standard batch up· 
dates were implemented usin~ data preprocessor 
program and a special data base UI .. lie program (vill 
FORTRAN interface with RIMS), 

The RIMS, which may be used either interactively 
or in batch, provides both II Data l)elinition 
language (DOL) and DMI., DI)l provid~'S for 
defining the data base structure, input formats, and 
output formats, DML provides commands which 
support data base update and data bllSc queries, 

Data base record formllts arc delined in terms or 
field names, field lengths, data type, and whether or 
not thc field is a key. Thc input form <It is defined in 
It'rlllS of field name, field start 10clItion on input 
record, field length, and an input \'eritkiliilJO tn'e for 
a specilll update processor. The OUtl'UI format is 
defined in terms of field nllme, field slart location on 
oUlI'ut rewrd. lind field length. 

The dntl! base Up\.hlh, ~'lIllllbilities indud~ lidding a 
new record or modi'-ying existing records from 
records on <In extern.1I liIe or l'h,IOging the l'ontents 
of a field or fields of 1I record or recoflls within the 
d .. tll bitse. 

Reponing capllbilities indude output of field 
vlllucs, specified text, lind arilhmetiL' wmputations 
flU records in the data base. Form:lls 01' output mllY 
be determined by either n I'redefincd formal or by 
the s~'ntllx of the comm<lnd. The ability hI Sllc\.'it\ 
text "lIows for th\' annOhllion of reports. :\rilhmeti\.' 
lind statistical COOlI,utatinns indude arilhmelil.' c\
pressions involving field "alues and/or nUlllcrical 
litcral \'alues, standartl lte\'i:ltion~. mean 'alll,,''', 
maximum, minimulll, sunmHllion, and \.'Olin! of Ill'· 
currenl'CS for it grouI1 of records. 

(iroU,'S of r~'l:o~ds for upli.\tc ll~ reporting m;l~ bc 
selected by explicit iden lilication III' rc\.'ords, "c~ 
licit! ,,"Iul!, range of I\cy field ,,"Iue,. ;lIl1hmcli\.· rei a
tionshi"s between fields of II fI~corlt ,Ir hi~r .. rdlkal· 
rel<lted records. 10gil';ll rdlll ionsh iI" hCI \",'Cll 
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rec:ords. and/or hierarc:hi~al relatiQnSblp between 
records. ", 

The RIMS provides for deYic:e independence by a 
command that allows for reassianina system mes. in· 
cludina the command me. the data input flIe. the 
messaae file. and the report m~. This feature allows 
flexibility in how the system ~ used. . 

Standard reports are implementw as a file of 
RIMS commands. These fites, when assianed as the 
RIMS command fite. produc:e the desianed report. 
Execution of individual reports during the niptty 
bat~h flln is caused by enterina the file name to be 
executed in a particular flIe. 

Ad hoc: reports are either aenerated from com
mand files or produced interllttively from the ter· 
minal. Ad hoc: updates are aenerally performed in· 
teractively from the terminal. 

The standard batch update proaram provides 
audit reports. tape labels. and punch ~ards that Ire 
reentered into the system in addition to updating the 
data base. The preprocessor program sorts cards in a 
particular order for the update processor, rejects all 
~ards that are exact duplicates. ~ects invalid ~ard 
types, and sepdrates the sorted ~ard imaaes into sepa
rate Iiles by LACIE phase. It also provides audit re
ports for invalid card types. cards a!' input. and cards 
as sorted. 
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Each LACIE subsystem had the responsibitity for 
definition of Its own input. data now, software. and 
output requirements. Only after these requirements 
were dcxumented and approved was the need for ex
tensive status and trackin, realized. In future 
systems. more emphasis should be placed on early 
analysis of preliminary subsystem requirements for 
the definition of data now and slatus points. Further. 
a data manaaement system should be selected very 
early in the effort in order to help ensure that neces· 
sary modilicalions can be ac:complished before the 
laraeted start-up time. 

By the time the LACIE status and tracking 
requirements were identified. the acquisition lind 
throughput of dala were imminent. This led to the 
selection of an interim system with practically no 
data manaaement capability. The next slep laken 
was to a commercial system which gave limitN. but 
increased. flexibility at great expense. Only after a 
lor., experience and dev~lopme"t errorl WitS a 
system realized Ihat provided the required flexibility 
as well as a reasonable optrational cost. 
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LACIE Quellty A88UranCe 

G. L. GUlSchewsktfl 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes and explains the LACIE 
Quality Assurance (QA) Program. It addresses the 
beainninas of QA. the objective and concept of 
LACIE QA. its responsibilities. and its accomplish
ments. 

What did QA do for LACIE? What were the 
methods and rationale of the QA group? This paper 
will provide answers to these questions but will not 
delve into detail on how the QA tasks were per
formed. The reader is referred to the LACIE Quality 
Assurance Program Plan (ref. 1. section 5.0) and the 
LACIE Quality Assurance Procedures for more 
detail on specific tasks. 

The LACIE Quality Assurance Program Plan 
delineates the QA system to include all of the 
organizational elements within LACIE (listed in ref. 
I, section 2.0) and has the goal of assisting all of 
lhese organizations in attaining the highest level of 
performance possible. This paper will descr'lbe the 
extent to which this was done. 

ORIGIN OF LACIE QUALITY ASSURANCE 

At the beginning of LACIE, there were references 
in such documents as the LACIE Project Plan (ref. 
2) on the need for quality control. but no definitive 
statements were made on the direction or 
methodology of this function. This situation 
prompted two Review Item Dispositions (RID's) in 
December of 1974. One of the RID's defined the 
need for a QA plan, and the other defined the need 
for a data quality plan. These two RID's were major 
factors in the decision to establish a LACIE QA pro
gram. 

When the decision was made to have a formal 
LACIE QA program, it became necessary to develop 
a concept as to what type ofQA program would work 

aNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texas. 

best in LACIE. A LACIE QA IfOUP was established 
to develop a LACIE Quality Assurance Proaram 
Plan encompassina all of the LACIE oraanizations 
and to assure that this plan was implemented. The 
size of this QA group (3.S man-year equivalents) and 
the number and diversification of the LACIE 
orpnizations necessitated that each or&oanization 
perform its own QA tasks with the QA group check
ina periodically to assure that the tasks were beins 
performed satisfactorily. Keeping these factors in 
mind. the next step was the actual development of 
the LACIE QA program. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LACIE QUALITY 
AS8URANCEPROGRAM 

In the development of the LACIE QA program, 
the first tasks undertaken by the LACIE QA 8I'oup 
were (1) the preparation of a QA program plan, (2) 
the definition of .QA checkpoints which each 
organization should include in its operations. (3) the 
formulation of operational procedures by each of the 
LACIE organizations, and (4) the compilation of a 
document entitled "LACIE Quality Assurance Pro
cedures." which included all the QA checkpoints for 
each of the LACIE organizations. All these tasks 
were interrelated and were necessary for the develop
ment of a useful QA function which could help the 
LACIE organizations attain the highest level of per
formance possible. Following are comments on the 
four tasks. 

Pre".ratlon of the Plan 

The LACIE Quality Assurance Program Plan (ref. 
1) was required to define the QA functions. 
Whenever a function was defined and ",reed upon 
informally by management. the implementation of 
that function was begun immediately. For example. 
very early in LACIE, it was known that procedures 
and products would be audited regularly; so a set of 
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procedures for auditin. was prepared as quickly as 
practical. Therefore, when a Jiven set of operational 
pl'04:edures was available, QA immediately bepn 
auctitins those pr~ures. Thus, by the time a fora 
mal plan was approved, a larae portion of ~Ie OA 
effort was already implemented, and the eff~lS of 
IOOd quality control had been present for a maUor 
portion of the projr(t. 

When the QA error( started, quality control in the 
project was almost nonexistent; the quality control 
that did exist was not formalized or consistent. The 
def'mition of the LACIE QA checkpoints within 
each orpnizaUoo', operations was a necessar)' first 
step in establishin, formal quality control in the proj
Cltt. This was a cooperative effort between the QA 
orsanization and the other lACIE elements. 

While the QA plan was beinl developed and the 
QA ch«kpoints were being established. the concur
rent effort of writing formal procedures for each of 
the lACtE orpnizations was begun by the organiza
tions. There was reluctance by some organizations to 
write procedures because they did not understand 
the value 'lf procedures in their operations and 
because this task impacted their resources. This 
delayed some of the procedures a~ long as a year into 
the project. However. most of the organizations were 
cooperative and proceeded to write their procedures 
as quickly as they COUld. considering their opera
tional constraints. This task did not end with the first 
writing but continued throughout LACIE as new 
techniques. hardware. and software were developed 
and incorporated into the experiment. 

Complletlon of Procedure. Document 

As the QA checkpoints for each organization were 
established. the QA organization compiled them into 
a seneral document which included the QA prC'· 
cedures for every LACIE orgailization functioning at 
the time of publication. These procedur~ were 
audited, and the results of that audit were included in 
the document. ma~ing it a representative document 
at the time it was compiled. 
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The compilation of a QA procedures document 
was a nec-..ssary first step in· establishing a system of 
quality control for LACIE. This document estab
lished luidelines for writing the operational praa 
ceclures and for checking the output of the various 
oqanizations and provided the mental discipline 
whereby the LACIE oraanization could achieve a 
hiah level of performance. The document was evena 
tually absorbed into the operational procedures as 
they were written. 

While this document was being compiled, the 
LACIE Quality Assurance Program was beinl imple
mented. Therefore, when the LACIE Quality 
Assurance Procedures document was completed in 
July of 1975, the ml\ior portions of the QA program 
were close to full implementation. Some areas of 
responsibility were not fully implemented as quickly 
as others; but, basically, from August of 1975 until 
December of 1977, most of the QA activities were 
being implemented. 

LACIE QUALITY ASSURANCE 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

This section will cover the QA responsibilities of 
all of the organizational elements of LACIE. includ
ing the LACIE QA group. 

Audit. 

The QA group conducted audits of both pro
cedures and products. The audits on procedures were 
conducted to ensure that the procedures were being 
followed or that. if necessary. the procedure was up
dated in a timely manner. The audits on products 
were conducted to ensure adherence to specifica
tions. More simply. QA checked to see if the user 
was satisfied with the product. If the user was not 
satisfied. either a work-around technique was 
devised, the product was upgraded, or both. Also. the 
question. "Is this product really necessary'!" was 
asked. 

Following are several examples of Jlro~ Icm areas 
encountered during QA auditing. 

I. Frequently. there was a slow turnaround on up
dating procedures. This was caused by a lack of 
resources and a formal procedure for updating pro
cedures. Repeated attempts to gel a formal procedure 
for updating procedures approved failed. 

2. At the beginning of the experiment and at 
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various other times durina the experiment, a lack of 
procedures caused unnecessary operational prob
lems. These unnecessary problems were often 
caused by the personnel not bavina a clear definition 
of their duties, and the solution to the problems was 
a good set of proc:edures. 

3. In some situations, tbere was an absence of a re
quired product or the product did not meet specifica
tions. This lack of products or inferiority of a product 
caused some aroups to find alternate solutions, thus 
wasting precious resources. 

4. In the early days of LACIE. at one time or 
another. some of the organizational elements were in 
doubt as to the products they should be providins or 
receiving or where to deliver or receive their 
products. 

As a solution to problems (3) and (4). formal 
product lists and their regular verification were es
tablished. 

The answer to these and similar problems is a 
good quality control system that includes definitive 
procedures. QA checkpoints in the procedures. prod
uct checklists. and audits of the procedures and prod
ucts. The quality control of the procedures and prod
ucts was considered the primary duty of QA. and this 
is the area where the most benefit was provided to 
lACIE. QA accomplished it~ objectives in this area. 

Discrepancy Reporting 

The QA group was responsible for maintaining 
and coordinating a LACIE Discrepancy Reporting 
System. This system was a means of monitoring the 
problems in LACIE; of determining problem areas 
that nceded extra attention; and of statusing. report
ing. categorizing. and documenting the various prob
lems in LACIE. The LACIE Discrepancy Reporting 
System was not all-inclusive of LACIE problems. 
since some problems were never written on Discrep
ancy Reports (DR 's) but were handled via 
memorandum or personal contact. However. a high 
percen tage of operational problems have been docu
mented by the Discrepancy Reporting System. 

Examples of major problem areas in discrepancy 
reporting are as follows. 

I. Division of authority. The many political boun
daries in the LACIE system proved a tremendous 
obstacle to the smooth and efficient operation of the 
LACIE Discrepancy Reporting System. Constant in
teraction by QA with the various groups finally 
resulted in a relatively efficient system which pro-

vided the representative status of LACIE. 
2. Untimely response to DR ·s. Some of the 

organizations in LACIE did not respond in a timely 
manner to DR's, even thouah they might have 
solved the problem in question. The dearee of 
seriousness of this problem varied between oraaniza. 
tions. The QA sroup at times had to check the inter
nal records of some oraanizations and urse them to 
respond to the DR's. This slow response to DR's did 
not help to impress on personnel the usefulness of 
the Discrepancy Reporting System. 

3. Reluctance to write DR's. At the beainnina and 
at the end of LACIE. some of the orpnizations were 
reluctant to write DR 's, and QA constantly had to 
urge personnel to perform this task. 

Te.t CertifiOlltlon 

The LACIE Quality Assurance Program Plan 
defines the acceptance testing function as being ap
plicable to any of the lACIE orsanizations. 
However. the test certification effort of the LACIE 
QA group was concentrated in the Data Techniques 
Laboratory (DTL) of the Earth Observations Divi
sion (EOD) in Building 17 of the NASA Johnson 
Space Center (JSC). However. the LACIE QA group 
was available to investigate other support areas if re
quested by management. 

There were two major reasons why the lACIE 
QA group usually participated primarily in the EOD 
acceptance testing: 

I. Resources. The available manpower in the 
LACIE QA effort and the time necessary to run an 
acceptance test prohibited the QA group from 
monitoring the acceptance tests of organizations out
side EOD. for example. hundreds of acceptance 
tests were run in EOD; some took a few hours, and 
others took several days or more. Generally. support 
organizations external to EOD would test their soft
ware and hardware systems prior to releasing them 
to EOD. 

2. External organizations. Many organizations 
outside EOD were performing acceptance testing but 
had their own QA monitors. These included the JSC 
Ground Data Systems Division (GDSD) and the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 

Three problems related to test certification existed 
at the beginning of LACIE QA: (I) inadequate docu
mentation of test plans and procedures. (2) lack of 
internal testing of software before test scheduling. 
and (3) lack of adherence 10 test plans and pro-
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cedures. These problems were quickly Solved. 
Acceptance tests were required to assure that a 

new hardware, software, or procedural system met 
specifications andlor performed as represented by Its 
manufacturer or oriainator. To install a new system 
or add to an existina workina system without testina 
the new component is to invite total system fallure 
or an immense load of useless data. Thus. to verify 
that the new system or component was ready to be 
part of the operation, the LACIE OI'88nizations were 
required to write a test plan and a test procedure. to 
review and approve them formally. and then to 
adhere to their own test specifications. This pro
cedure assured that a reliable test was performed and 
verified that the new component was ready to be part 
of the operational system. Unfortunately, this pro
cedure was usually opposed; however, to avoid need
less operational problems and sometimes total shut
down of an enlire operational system, the QA group 
had to risidly enforce test plans and procedures. 

Procedurea Revle.a 

Whenever a new or revised procedure was iSSl'ed. 
LACIE QA would review it for its adequacy as a pro
cedure. In addition. the adequacy of the QA check
points contained in the procedures would be 
revieWed. Initially. many of the groups writing their 
procedures did not understand that they should write 
how to ptdorm each task. As a result, some of the 
procedures were inadequate. As these groups came to 
understand the purpose of the procedures. this prob
lem disappeared. 

OlberT.aka 

In addition to the responsibilities just described. 
the LACIE QA function included definins QA re
quirements. sivins status reports of QA activities. 
providins audit reports. assistins the LACIE 
organizational elements on QA policies and pro
cedures. identifying necessary configuration 
changes. and makinc recommendations to manage
ment. 

The QA responsibilities of th~ LACIE orpniza
tional elements exclusive of the LACIE QA II'0Up 
can be stated brieny as follows and are included in 
the LACIE Quality Assurance Program Plan. 

I. Procedures preparation. Each orpnizational 
element was responsible for writing and updating its 
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operationai procedures, includln. the QA in-proceSs 
checkpoints. 

2. Discrepancy reporlin" Each orpnizational ele
ment was responsible for orilinatln, and replyinB to 
DR's relative to Its area of inteNst. 

1. Test controls. Each orpnizatlonal element was 
responsible for testina software. hardware, data now, 
and techniques within their respective areas of 
responsibility. Test plans and procedures' were sub
ject to review. The actual acc:eptance test was subject 
to monitorina by QA. 

INTERNAL QUALITv ASSURANCE SUPPORT 

Four of the orpnizational elements within 
LACIE-the DTL. the GOSD. the Mission Planning 
and Analysis Division (MPAD). and OSFC-re
tained their own formal QA &roup. 

The OTL of the EOD had a one-man QA effort 
which consisted of monitoring the internal DTL Dis
crepancy Reporting System. approvir.g the closure of 
a DR. and approvinc acceptance tests before they 
could be closed. 

Ground Date S,atema Dlvlalon 

The ODSD supported LACIE through the 
LACIE/Earth Resources Interactive Processing 
System (LACIE/ERIPS). This &roup had several 
aspects of QA performed internally. 

I. The IBM Corporation provided some system 
design, wrote the software. tested the software before 
it was made operational. and responded to DR's on 
the software. 

2. The OOSD QA personnel monitored the ac
ceptance tests and the internal Discrepancy Report
ing System in JSC Building 30. 

3. The MPAD provided internal QA support 
(more fully described in the next section). 

Million "annlnland Anal,ala DI,I.lon 

The MPAD provided QA support to lACIE in 
two major modes. 

I. Primary mode. In support of GDSD. the 
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MPAD provided LACIE with independent testinaof 
the LACIE/ERIPS softwarelhardware system. The 
MPAD aoal was to assure that the system met the re
quirements, that the quality of the system output 
products was c:onsistent with the qualitY of the input 
data, and that the system performance remained sta
ble. 

2. Secondary mode. In support of EOD, the 
MPAD provided independenttochnical evaluations 
in problematic tec:hnical areas and in the technical 
performance of operational output. 

Detailed information on the MPAD activities is 
available (ref. 3), but the followina is a brief delinea
tion of the tasks performed by MPAD. 

It,put imag,ry ,"a/ualion 
I. Imagery screening with film. The film comins 

out of the LACIE/ERIPS system was screened daily 
for both LACIE/ERIPS problems and GSFC prob. 
lems. 

2. Imagery screening on the LACIE/ERIPS. The 
imasery was screened on the LACIE/ERIPS pri. 
marily for OSFC problems but also to compare 
LACIE/ERIPS film with the original imagery. This 
task sradually phased out but was replaced by such 
tasks as the development of an automated cloud 
screening capability. 

3. Imagery registration evaluation with film. The 
object of this task was to assess visually, using film, 
the a~curacy of registration between sample seg· 
ments for a given site. This task continued 
throughout LACIE. 

4. Imasery registration validation with the Se· 
quential Similarity Detection Algorithm (SSDA). A 
computer algorithm called SSVA was used to evalu· 
ate selected segments to determine the magnitude of 
misregistration and to detect subtle registration er· 
rors. Written reports were provided on these seg· 
ments. 

Fields de/iniliOl' e,'aluatiun 
I. Fipld definition screening with film. In this 

task. the: production film converter (PFC) product 
12 (field boundary overlay) was used to check the 
field definitions for such errors as overlapping fields 
and misplaced vertices. PFC product 12 was a com· 
puter plot on film of the analyst's fields il' a 
classification. This task was phased out when 
LACIE Procedure 1 became operational. 

2. Field definition screen in, on the LACIEI 
ERIPS. A more detailed analysis of fields definitions 
was performed on those selected seaments being pro
cessed under the Classification and Mensuration 
Subsystem (CAMS) product evaluation procedures 

where anomalies were observed. Using the 
LACIE/ERIPS for this task provided statistical and 
measurement capabilities not available when PFC 
product 12 was used alone. 

So/lwort ronjItknrt ,,,,lIng.-This testina was con
ducted on a reaular basis and consisted of a represen
tative sequence of produclion-oriented operations 
using kno\~n input dala. This was done to determine 
that the same input data processed in the same man
ner will produce the same results on each of the 
LAC1E/ERtPS software systems (versions).lt eslab· 
tished the consistency. reliability, and accuracy of the 
relative systems. 

CAMS produt." ",'Ulualion.-As an independent 
check of the CAMS analysts, selec:ted seaments were 
processed on the LACIE/ERtPS using the field 
definitions of the CAMS analysts. Any errors, such 
as overlapping fields, were delineated in a detailed re
port provided to the EOO. This was an independent 
check on the analysts and the system. This task was 
gradually phased out. 

Problem isolation alUl error alla!J5is.-This task 
consists of the attention to special problems and the 
attendant efforts at possible solutions. Special studies 
may be placed in this category, as Ihey usually were 
performed with a specific problem in mind, on rOo, 
quest and sometimes at the ini~iative of MPAD. 

Qualityassura""" clara bas('.-The MPAD kept a 
... \mputer record of its findings on the data studied 
and could recall ponions of this information from its 
computer. 

Godd.rd Spece Flight Center 

To complete the overall view of the QA being per· 
formed in LACIE. the QA tasks bein, performed 
at GSFC are listed under their general headings
inspection of LACIE sample sesments from imagery 
aenerated on the color film recorder or black and 
white film recorder; inspection and analysis of out· 
put from the General Purpose Image Preprocessor 
(OPIP) line printer and teletype: data retrieval from 
the GPIP line printer; and reporting the LACIE QA 
assessment of these to the Special Projects Group in 
the production control section for the Landsat 
project. 

The actu.tI number of QA data inspections is so 
great that it is impractical to include them in this 
tlocument. However, the following are given as ell.· 
amples to show the thoroughness of QA at OSFC: 
landsat identification, correlation checks. film nag 



checks. cloud pixel checks, edae threshold and edp ceclures at the end of Phase III, the number of pro-
deIlsity checks, alinement checks, SUn elevation and _ural DR .. usuall, wu I .. than 3 peroonl (wiele I, 
Sun uimuth checks, eorreIation parameters report, buil). AI a matter of fact, the number of procedural 
imap data pometr" and pixel dropouts. The reader erron in a liven oqanizational area would drop 
il referred to the OSPC detailed quality lIIurance dr.tically when aood opntional procedu .... were 
procedures (ref. 4) for more detail. provided to those performiq the taks. 

Product Definition 
ACCOIIPUIHIIINTI 

Por each of the three phues of LActE and durina 
The foreaoina sections demonstrate the breadth the Transition Year, each functional element w. n- '.! 

and thorouallness of LACIE QA. Some of the 'Ci..:lts quired to review its requirements and input to • or benents of the LACIE QA proarD p~ discussed LACIE QA a list of all output products and the prod. 
in the followina par .... aphs. ucts required to complete the assianed taks. QA 

would then compile a complete list for LACIE and 
verify the list throuah an audit If a deficient product 

G ... _Control was found. a solution wu .... eed upon by the receive 
in, and the providina orpnizations. If an excess 

As the QA procedures came into etTect, the num· product was found, it was eliminated. Compilina this 
ber of DR's diminished; the reprocessina of com· product lilt was a very difficult task in Phase I, but in ·1 , 
puter tasks diminished; the technical errors the subsequent phases it became much easier. I 

decreased; and, pnerally, the overall efficiency of What was the value of this exercise? First, the 
the orpnizational elements increased. The reliability compilation of these product lists on a reaular basis 
of the LACIE product increased, and the products forced the LACIE orpnizations to review their r. 
became more measurable and more consistent as a quirements on a reaular basis; in fact, this was the 
result of quality control. only review of requirements performed in a formal. 

systematic method. Secondly, the elimination of ex· 
eess products and the attention to problem areas 

Prooeclurea resulted in much more efflcient LACIE operations. 
And, lastly, the actual operational requirements of 

Probably the sinale most important result that the LACIE are documented as products in the product 
LACIE QA troup accomplished was to pressure all lists. 
the orpnizational elements to write procedures and 
keep those procedures updated. In addition to estab-
lishina and maintainina quality control. the docu- DllOrepano, R .... rtI ... 8' ...... 
monted procedures became a tremendous source of 

! . information about LACIE. The documentation of Any system. proaram, or project needs a method 
technical and operational chanses. technical or of documentina. statusina and trackina. and monitor· 
operational mistakes. and historical information is ina its problems and directina the solutions to these 
an invaluable aid in writina LACIE symposium or problems. The method used in LACIE is called the 
follow-on papers und as a reference for future plan- Discrepancy Reportin, System. 
ners. The LACIE Discrepancy Reportina System docu· 

The procedures also saved time and resources. For mented the reported problems. providin, a summary 
example, in the beainnina staats of LACIE. some in- reference. '!)?Cumentin, the problems helped to 
dividuals were spendin, much time and resources avoid rep •.• na the same mistakes. The statusin, and 
trying to determine how to perform their tasks or trackina of discrepancies helped to avoid system 
even what their task was. An evidence of this situa. shutdown by pointin, out problem areas that needed 
tion was the fact that. at the beBinning of LACIE. the immediate attention. Monitorina and directin, the 
DR's pertainina to procedural errors compril'eci more solutions to the various problems assured LACIE of 
than SO percent of the total number of DR ·s. In con- adequate solutions to the problems. thereby improv-
trast. when all the orpnizations had wrillen pro- ina the system's performance. 
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Procluot Definition 

For each of the three ph ... of LACI! and durAna 
the Transition Year. each functional element wu re
quired to review its requirements and input to 
LACI! QA a list of all output products and the prod
ucts required to complete the _ilned taka. QA 
would then compile a complete list for LACI! and 
verify th.lilt tbrouah an audit If a deRdent product 
wu found. a soiution wu apeed upon by the receiv
ina and the provid .... orpnizationl. If an excas 
product wu found. it wu eliminated. Compilina this 
product list wu a very dimcult tak in Phale I. but in 
the IUbMquent ph ... it boeam. much OIlier. 

What \vu the value of thil exercise? First, the 
compilation of these product lilts on a reaular buil 
forced the LACIE orpnizationl to review their r. 
quiremenlS on a r .. ular balil; in fact. this was the 
only review of requiremenlS performed in a formal. 
systematic method. Secondly. the elimination of ex
COIS products and the attention to problem area 
resulted in much more emcient LACIE operations. 
And. I .. tly. the actual operational requiremenlS of 
LACIE are documented .. products in the product 
lists. 

DIIO ...... no' Reporting .,.t .... 
Any ",stem, proaram, or project needs a method 

of documentin" slItusin, and trackin .. and monitor
in, its problems and directin, the solutions to these 
problems. The method used in LACtE is called the 
Discrepancy Reportin, System. 

The LACIE Discrepancy Reportina System docu
mented the reported problems, providina a summary 
reference. Documentin, the problems helped to 
avoid repeatinathe same mistakes. The slltuslna and 
trackin, of diKreplncies helped to avoid system 
shutdown by pointina out problem areas that needed 
immediate attention. Monitorina and directin, the 
solutions to lhe various problems assured LACIE of 
adequate solutions to the problems, thereby improv
in,the system's performance. 

Aooeptenoe T ....... 

An acceptance test of a new system or component 
prior to operation is necessary to prevent the ab
solute operational shutdown caused by the new 
system or to prevent the operational disturbances 

caused by a defective component Thil new S)'Item 
or component could be software. hardw ..... or even 
procedures' in certaln ca.. With a reuonabl. 
amount of telti .... mOlt of the m~or impacts of new 
1),ltems or components can be avoided. This is what 
the LACIE QA acceptance teatinl accomplilhed. 

CONCLUI.ON 

The foreaoina hu ltated simply what the LACIE 
QA proaram did and why. so that both ahe critics and 
the defendm of QA can appreciate the maani&ude of 
ahe tak. Thil paper does not delve deeply into the 
details of QA. Rather. it wu d_ianed to live the 
reader a better understandina of the whYI and 
wherefores of QA and the contributions of the 
LACIE QA effort. 
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Operations Reportl", 

The nlOd for open"ons repor_ bad become ob
viOUIIO die penonnllinvolwd In IIIabHIhlnI. coor· 
dlnati .... and monilOriRl data now in the infancy or 
the LACI! operations in &he fell of :'74. Even 
thOUJh ell aubl)'llem elements were sine>.'feIy In· 
tereI1ed in and concerned with ........ na the a.".. 
of LACIE operations. an effective coordination and 
In_ation function wu required to provide the 
._ion necaary for. smooth operationall)'ltem. 
In fact, the operations c:oordination. inttarllion. and 
mlnapment function required ef'fective operations 
reportina for il to ..aeed. 

Any". a complex data now is constructed. 
individual components will break down. bottlenecks 
wiU occur. and backlop will build. It quickly became 
apparent durina LACIE Phase I that the very simple 
KCOUntin. orllinall), envisioned was not providin, 
sufficient informalion reprdina the status of the 
dati system. While accountability was kept In terms 
of raw numbers for data received from the NASA 
Goddard Space Fliaht Center (OSFC) or for data in 
work. noth!n, was reall), known aboul the con
stituency of thele numbers. For example. if equip. 
ment broke down and I bottleneek omarred, it was 
of course known. What was not known. however. 
was whether the data involved were U.s. seaments. 
U.s.s.R. lIImenll, sprina or winter wheat data. etc. 
The inability to provide appropriate information or 
relevanl statistics. It.:~ alone 8 coherent Stltus. 
t>rompted the need f~r I comprehensive status. 
lrackina. and reportin, SYllem. Thus. operations re
portina beaan with an effort to satisfy • need for im
proved communication amona personnel nol only 8t 
the workina level bUI at the project man-.pment 
level as well. 

One of the nrst aoal1 of operations reportina was 
to ensure that manqemenl understood the blSie 
operational data flow and its attendant data handlina 

'NASA JohlllOllSpllCC Cenlef. HOlllIOO. Tcu,. 
bLockhHd Eleflronln Com,.n,.. 'nc .• IYlle"" and Servleel 

Division. HoullOfI. Tun 

opendona and., juIt u Importendy. die constrain .. 
on dlt operational.,.... LACI! manapment also 
had 10 be .,."... of ICCOIRpUshments. problem 
...... _. Tbis requirement inn .. oed .... tvoIudon 
or opeI'IIlions reporti ... u Svonat, u the need for 
basic operations information at the workina level. 

AI lh_ vlrious requirements became under
s&ood. spectne: data and informa&ion requirements 
were In turn placed on the .ppropriate pans of &he 
operational 1)'IIem. These requirements were the 
drlvina force for the development or the Automaaed 
SlatUlad Tr",kin, $)ostem. ~hich is the subject or a 
separate paper. 

The development of the information require
men .. bepn by identifylna the critical staps in the 
operational dall now. Then the paramews for ,.. 
portina the proareu of LACIE operations and the 
operations staiUS were identified. Specific inform .. 
tion requirements for input into Ihe operations re
portina system were levied on the oper.tion" ele
ments. The operational elements responded to these 
requirements by supplylna Ihe inputs derived from 
manual .ystems or. in some instances. from aulo
mllic sYltems devised by the operational aroups 
themselves. 

Th. prec:edina papers show how involved the now 
of data thro ..... the LACIE system is. The process 
starts at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) with 
the orderina of data to be collected by the S8l~Jlite. 
Once lhe data II raved at OSFC (rom Lar"t.i! 
must underIO 8 number of screenin .. bef'Ke II Is 
ldIipped 10 JSC. 

One of the nrst reportina and statusina systems 
instituted in LACIE was at OSFC. Ori,:nally, Ihe 
hope bad been to have a "full-up"SlatUi and track ina 
system for data in the OSFC S)'ltem much like the 
one .lIblisbed al JSC. For a number of reason. (pri
marily resource). an all-encompauina .yslem that 
could be interropted WIS never implemented. For
tunately. however, it wu poIIi!»1e 10 prioritize the r. 
portina needs from GSFC so that information about 
the key lI'eas WIS available. For ."ample. staaislics 
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have been mtliculCMJy kept lince the nnt dltl 
order in Phue I on the number of acquititionl 
ClpK«raf't hill). rtJectionl for exceuive cloud 
cover. correIltion f.U ...... 'IS d ..... prevlOUlly). 
and qulnty ~ectl. By the end of Phae I •• definite 
plttern had emerpd indicatina thlt about SO percent 
of the acqUilitlonl would be rejected because of 
cloudl. 10 percent beclUll of correlation filiura. and 
about 5 percent because of miYllaneDUi qulllt)' 
rUlOnl. Naturally. theae Itatiltics-particularl), 
those for cloud cover-would vary by ~ and by 
country; on the whole. they provinci a reasonable 
yar.tidl by which to ... performance. If ..... In. 
cant &hort·term deviations were experienced. queries 
would be made to QSFC akine thlt they ..... their 
operations to determine whether problem area 
exls:ed. 

In a pneedlna paper. an account has been liveli ~f 
both the evolution and the deli", of the l .. tUl and 
.rainl IYltem. The evolutionary procaa was ar· 
duous. but by the time sprln, windows had opened 
for Phue II. a viable Iyllem for da .. s .. tutina and 
traina had been developed. In what follows. the 
system will be addressed with more or leu ils cwrent 
confiauration and CJpabllltia and III contribution to 
the manapment of dilly operational activities. 

To those eharpd with manqina the operations 
da .. now. there were several buic pieces of informa· 
tion desired from the IYSIen',. 

I. What is a. JSC (by country and crop type)? 
2. II it in work? If so. where? 
3. How lon, it each phue of proc:euinl? 
4. What seamenll It~ve been in work excessively 

lona? 
S. How old is the data supportinl a production 

estimate? 
Thill questions comprised the ...nee of the 

requiremenll for the S .. tUl and trackina 1),ltem. 
They comprised the balie information required to 
man. the system as well IS that needed to l .. tUl 
hiJher manapment levels concerninl the health of 
the IYstem. 

Po ... tlall)' one of the most valuable reports PIler· 
ated wu one that showed lhe lenath of time each sea· 
ment wa in work at each processina Itation. For e.· 
ample. how lema was it from the dale of acquisition 
until GSFC shipped the da .. to .'SC? How Ionl did it 
take to make 1M rum products and prepare the 
analYlt packet read), for work? How lonl did the 
anaI)'It have the seament in work? These were com· 
pared .... nst a let of predetermi"'led nomin.1 proc· 
_lnl timea. Sepnenll that had been in work a •• 
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liven I .. lion Ion .... than the reference time allocated 
wen automatically prinaed out. • 

From ill encaption. the "Delinquency Report." as 
it wu called. proved to be a valuable man ....... ent 
tool. In .. hue III. It wa common to have 500 .... 
IIIIItIl in anal,.. alone plus anoaher sao to 600 cum
in, in weekly. In all. 2000 to lOOO acquisitions :night 
be on the move throuah the data Row at an), liven 
time. With .hil much active da.. in the system. it 
wa.y for some of it to let sidetracked. The Delin· 
quency Report caualll thue and n ..... them by s ... 
tlon and ........ number. Aflel' a few ilel'ltionl of 
these reports where the individual responsible for a 
liven IlItion had to prepare a response to the Delin· 
quency Report. there WII a noticeable tiat"enina of 
the data now and a tianincant reduction in the size uf 
the report. 

As a footnoae to thi. activity. however. it wa 
found that the Delinquency Report wa a useful 1001 
in man ... na .he dall now onl), II luna IS the l)'ItItn 
raources wert sufficient to meet the proceuinl r. 
quirementl. When the I),stem became overloaded. 
backl. beIIn buildina. the 1),llem became satur· 
ated with data. and the report wu of Uttle value .. 
da.. WII often Itt _ide deliberately to allow for 
proceslina of hlaher priority wamenll. ThUi. it wu 
often possible for lerp blocks of da .. to be -delin· 
quent." 

The ability '0 lor' dall by counly. crop type. and 
acquisition dale proved the .... tat uset of the 
statUi and lradlin. system. Inevillbly. there would 
be breakdownl in lhe Iystlml that processed and/or 
manipulated the data. This wa compounded by the 
fact that. durina Ph ... III. the incomcna now rate of 
data nceecled the analysis capability. The dall WII 
prioritized by country and fed into the statUi and 
Iraina SYltem. In area luch as the U.s.s.R .• where 
the now rate exceeded analysil resources. determi .... 
tlons could be made on how to prioritize the da .. to 
provide the best pouible dala Itt for anal),sil and II' 
...... lion. 

AI the arowina IIIIOn would preJlrlll. there 
would be lOme seaments that the Crop Alltllment 
Subsystem (C AS~ believed had SIli.factor)' ati· 
mates which could be carried forth from me report 
to another and other ...... enll for .. hleh they 
believed either new .. lmates s~ Ad be pneraled or 
old _timates improved. It WII possible to compare 
the CAS needs with what was available in the .lItus 
and trackina system and to f1Ia for the anal),slIlitose 
seamen .. ,hat were to be proc-.d on a priority 
basis. 

• 
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AI undIntancIIq of the Rexiblll" of .... ....... 
and U'ICk .... .,.. pew. man, other ...... up-
..... wert ....... ot'Ien forspedflc .... or 
~ All war ~lD"""'", .... VIrioua ... I ... 
pUll from Olbtr .... "" &ndc ..... IIld prabItms. ... 
Operilloni ec.rclftltion c. .. (OCC) ...... 
Iithed. The purpose of .hI ace WII 10 provide I 
f_ poIn. for lIN a ..... IaforR1lllar .......... 
........ probIemI. IIC.. of .... of .... , . .dtvIduIII 
COIIIpoftIRll .... , eonaprlled ....... Row. He. 
much of &he delllled .. Il!aa ame out or ....... and 
ncIc .... wu IUmmarized inao condie ..,..,. Ie 
provide. III lllnee. ... now arlddq of'" ... 
component In abe .,..... 

AI. vehicle for"lna .... ........, Infortnl
don with which 10 mlnllt the.1I now. a debrieRlil 
.-. held each naomiq in &he ace 10 d __ the 
previous dar" activltiel. Information ellChlnaed 
durin. Ihese .... ion. con.illed of Ihrouahpu& 
st.tistics. problem ...... and ..... ed IOlutionI to 
problema. PerIonnei from .a. mejor fUdClionaI 
area of &he projecl attended Ihae ....... Where 
appropriate. action iteml were liven. lAd tracklna of 
these wu instituted 10 allUre their compleaion. 

The primary ~na ... tUl display. in OCC 
in...,ated the many diverse inpull and reponed the 
SlatUi and proare. of lhe PI'O'tIIilll lIC1ivilies from 
receipt of Ihe data rrom GSFC Ihrouah (Ompleaion 
of the CluIiflC8tion and Mensuration Subsy.tem 
(C AMS) analyli. of ahe data. Sp~ific items "ported 
were receipt of data from GSFC and updaae of Ihe 
JSC dala bale. arra"a' of Ihe film productl III Ihe 
LACIE Physi"aI D.ta Libr.ry CLPDU. aVlliiabililY 
of Ihe dllill 10 CAMS for IInIllYli,. CAMS interpreta. 
lion of Ihe d411 and preplrllion of computer runl. ar· 
rival of computer I'roceuin. dahl prodU('ll. lind 
evaluation of Ihe ton,puter run Ind delivery of esti· 
mates 10 CAS. The quanaity of data that (WId nOI bt 
satisfactorily daMiRed and the rCMOn were 1110 re
poned. In addilion 10 providi", that daily oper .. 
lions reporll.lhe OCC lummarized Ind lIIimilllled 
Ihem inlO lhe weeki)' production reportS Iha' were 
provided 10 LACIE mMftalClMnl. Presided over by 
In optrlllioni man .... lhe dllil)' meetinp were Ihe 
key 10 the operltion of LACIE in ,hili Ihey provided 
a dirKt euhanp of informtlion amon,the workin, 
level personnel directl), responlible for ahe man .. 
men I lind operlllion of Ihe elMla flow. Problems could 
be qui('kly iderllified. Ira&:ked. Ilnd br0Ul'n 10 projcct 
ma~.."cnl·1 IIncnlion if necessary. Often Ihey 
rould be wurked by direct Uli",1'1cn1. furlher.lhey 
provided a medlanilm for "ccpina alilhe fUm1ional 

... apprised of ahe .............. cIIveInp. 
men .. 

Odatr ....., NPOI1I WIll ......... I'roIII dill, 
' .... or ob1Iined fraIn ......... Udiaa 
.,.... n .. included reparII on .... IhrouahPuI 
lime r .......... ,,.. ...... Itt' .... _ ... 
..... of .... apII'IIina .,..... n.e reporII ... 
100II Itmked 10 .... OSFC and CAMS ."..... 
........ olbtr ..... ,.... ahiblted. rtMOIIIbI, 
CORIIIIIa Ii_ within dI .......... ., ........ ThiI 
throuihpul dme repon 0ftIbI .. optrItiou "' ...... 
m .. " 10 r.loniW the proceuina .... line. idendfr 
bo ...... " .. and inidlte correctlw rntaUI'II • 
required. 

In .. didon 10 compilinasumllllf)' .... lIlies .,.... 
on the ....... and track ina .,..... the ace Il1o 
tracked ~. ReportS (DR'.). AI diICUIICId 
_Iier in I paper on qualiI, MIUnftCt (OA). these 
DR .. reprtltllted documented IUIfttIWies or ., 
fai lt.,. in eidler hardware. .... ware. or procedura 
and were cateprized .. criaicll or noncritical. Crtd
cal DR ......... , that &he poIIndal exilled for •• r 
railure in abe LAOE system. pouibly resultina in I 
work "topPlP. These were riIDrouIIy tracked and 
.tatused until .a,isfactory clOleout h.1 been 
accomplished. 

Anolher ~ source of Information comina 
from QA WII the procedure audit. Althouah this 
type of OA deparled .i",incand), from what is 
thouahl of in the ltandard context of product OAt it 
made a substanai,1 contribution 10 ~e overall 
rNnaaemenl of lhe Iy.tem. Bee ..... of lhe mmplex. 
it)' of lhe LACIE operatin. ')'Item. it wu imperative 
Ihll .tandard oper .. in, procedures be develotted for 
_h of the major fU""tional areas. Gena".y ..... 
procedures were built around an operllina IY."'" 10 
thaI adherence 10 Ihem wu neceaar), for proper 
operation 0( the Iystem. The OA audill of personnel 
complian" 10 prOMiures of~ proved enli",teninJ; 
pr""sures tenerated b)' lhese audill evenlually re
sulted in I mum hither quality of documen~lion 
Ihln would hive been lhe CIte otherw". 

Other special reports were lIfterlted internally to 
operationl man .... cnl for ill own Ute. Man), .". 
Ihese reporll were Ihose tenerlted II the beIlnni", 
or near Ihe end of I prcK'lllil'': cycle for Ispeeific set 
of data. They l),p"'llI), detailed the .1I1U1 of dall ac
quisitionl and proceuin. such that sp«ific oper. 
liona! "miniplllnl" were developed 10 prO('Cll Ihe 
dill. Thil llsured an orderl), betinnin. and cndin. 
10 prcxeuin. ct.1I .. ts. 

TM .,... of providin. LACIE manapmcnt wilh 
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the appropriate level of information and ensuring the 
understanding of the data now and the operation's 
accomplishments on a weekly basis were realized 
because of an effective operations reporting system. 
It enabled the progreslt of data processing to be 
measured against the established product goals and 
objectives. It also provided management with a view 
of the problems and pitfalls associated with the 
operations sy"tem, permitting it to provide addi
.ional direction ,0 the operations system. 

The status and tracking system, dialog from the 
daily oce debriefings, and QA reporting armed 
those responsible for managing the data now with a 
significant amount of information. The prC'blem 
then existed of how to distill this information into a 
weekly summary briefing that would keep manage
ment adequately informed of progress, problems, 
and overall :ldherenc~ to production reporting 
schedules. 

Early attempts to brief management by letting the 
numbers speak for themselves produced elaborate 
matrices showing what had been received, what was 
in work. average time in work. etc. To management's 
credit. it withstood this barrage of statistics with a 
measure of restraint. Over a peritJd of time, it became 

__ apparent that while this procedure was historically 
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documenting what had occurred. it was not provid
ina a means of comparing actual versus expected per
formance. In tryina to do this, it was discovered that 
while ihe status and trackina ~ystem did contain all 
the relevant statistics, methodical extraction of 
summarized reports from it was not very refined. 

As the understandi"8 of the capabilities and the 
limitations of the statm. and tracking system 
evolved, so did the rp,portiotg. Confident.'e was gained 
in the ability to correctly interpret and summarize 
the reports, and the number of elaborate charts and 
matrices constructed decrease1. By the middle of 
Phase III. the reporting had ...:ome full cycle~ data 
now information was presented ~sentially in it 

tightly summarized form. consisting of an assess
ment of (I) the 80al. (2) progress to date. (3) 
schedule variations, (4) forecastin~ regarding 
adherence to milestones. and (5) problem areas. 

In retrospect. this portrayal of the status of the 
LACIE data system is so obvious that one must 
wonder how any other course for depicting the infor
mation could have been considered. It must he 
pointed out. however. that synopsizing was more of 
an acquired skill than an exact science and was in 
fact subjected to an evolutionary process throughout 
LACIE. 
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EOD Facilities Configuration 
Management Office 

V. M. Dauphina and R. f. Palmnb 

INTRODUCTION 

During its early stases. the Earth Observation 
Division (EOD) Data Techniques Llboratory (DTl) 
at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) was a test 
bed for experimental software and hardware tech
niques supporting scientific data processing. A 
central control point for management of configura
tion updates and/or modifications did not e,ist. In
diVidual DTL users updated or modified the facility 
at will, within their own projects and assignments. 
This niuurally resulted in nondocumented. un
controlled configurations evolving through software 
updates and modifications by programmers. Attend
ant problems included scheduling conflicts, lack of 
defined procedures, and software processing via un
tested software. 

The requirements of the lACIE project on the 
OTL changed its role from a testing facility to a pro
duction facil!ty. It was paramount that resource 
scheduling and control of laboratory harJwllrC (\Od 
software be implemented. 

PLANS FOR CONTROL 

In May 1975, EOD management lip proved the for
mation of the FllCilitics ConfiguHltilln Munagemcnt 
Oflicc (FeMO). FCMO was to pr0vide process con
trol for LACIE support within the division. The pri
mary t:lsk was to establish standards and procedures 
for l'Cntr:lI DTL configuration control for hardware 
changes, software changes (both system and applica
tion), future modification to established baseli"es, 
temporary changes. and anomaly resolutions. The 
goal of these standards and procedures was to assure 
compatibility uf requirements, plans. and applicu-

aN ASA J\lhnsl\n Si'''cc ("-~ nleL I hm'lilln, T C ,~'s. 
"Ford Aerospacc an,1 ("onlnluniClilions ("ufI'llralilln. 

lIouMon. rc~as. 

lions as interrelated with the multitude of users with
in the framework of well-defined support facility 
resources. This task was later expanded to include 
DTL system operllting software, machine-user iden
tili,ation access control. and documentation of perti
nent information required by in-house processor 
users. Since the DTL was a functioning user fllcility, 
implementation Of c1l1ssic configuration control pro
cedures could not be implemented without interrup
tion of service. Implementation 'had 10 proceed 
firmly. but smoothly, along eshlblished user modes. 

The first step in establishing configurution 
management for the FCMO was the devcl0llment of 
the DTL Software Users Guide. This guide outlined 
DTl processor configuration, defined the s~'stcm 
capabilities available to users developing application 
software. and established system resourl"eS rules and 
limitations. 

Then, while DTl users were absorbing and bl!ing 
tutored in the DTL Software Uscrs Guide, FCMO 
personnel developed a Configuration Man,lllCtllcnt 
Plan (CMP)-the fir:;t step in a c1assk approach
that was reviewed by JSC mllnagement ut periodic 
stages to assure adherence to established agcn~y st,m
dards. 

IMPLEMENTING CONTROLS 

The purpose of the CMP WIIS to nHlint'lin the in
legrity of all OTl production softwllre. Bec;lUsc im
plemcntlltion of the pilln '-'oul<l nut be ilccllmplished 
in one motion because of the continuing multiuser 
nature of the DTl. the plan hull tll be instituted in :tn 
orderly. nondisrupt i\'c lI1:1nner to support the 
LACE project. 

First. system baselines were est.lblished. This \\'IL,\ 

"chieved b)' accepting ull production soft ware ,IS dc 
fllcto IIcceptlince tested. With this baseline cstab
lished. all further chllnges were required to undergo 
acceptance testing liS defined by CMP procedures. 
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The Controlling Organlzatlon 

As the DTL WitS evolving into a real·time, 
multiuser facility. it became apparent that a single 
responsible body was required to control modifica· 
tions. access, and utilization of the operating system. 

This requirement was satisfied with the establish· 
ment of the Systems Management (SM) function 
within the fCMO. As the technical arm of fCMO, 
SM was given the responsibility to maintain and con· 
trol the modifications to all the baselined software 
utilized for "roduction in the DTL. 

In Ildditio to user control, SM continues to pro
vide the foll",,,,ina functions. 

I. Install and maintain the operating system soft
ware. 

2. Investipte system failures and either report 
the failure to the vendor for response or initiate a 
local system correction or workaround. 

3. Install all pertinent operating system correc
tions received from the vendor. 

4. Inform the general user communit), of all new 
features. modifications. problems, and workarounds 
in rtB8rd to the OTL operating systems. 

S. Assisn user identification codes and protecti"n 
codes that c~ntrol access and level of access to 
system capabilities. 

6. Provide analysis support to users experiencing 
problems with either the s)'stem features during soft· 
ware development or acceptance-tested software dur
ing production runs. 

7. Provide system backups and backup pro. 
cedures to allow regeneration of the baseline system 
in the event of total system failure. 

Enforcement of Controls 

To ensure the effectiveness of the SM function. 
fCMO has the power '0 enforce the rules and pro. 
cedures as defined in the C,6P. for instance. if a user 
chooses not to follow est....hed rules or procedures. 
FCMO can refuse ihe user access to the system. This 
system denial may be in the form of refusal to 
schedule an acceptance test. or it may bl! through 
computer lockout of the user via a computer console 
entry. These rules and procedures are necessary to 
avoid one user making modifications to the system 
that would, in effect. put other users of the system 
out of business. Review. coordination. and impact 
anal)'sis of all planned modifications in relation to 
other users is the responsibility of FCMO. 
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Included in the configuration manaaemenl plans 
are acceptance test procedures for quality assurance 
(QA) si8l\0ff for both hardware and software 
modifications. 

UHf Allocations and Identification 

Because of the limited disk data storage in the 
multiuser environment. the amount of block slOrage 
utilized by each user must be defined and conuolled. 
To accomplish this. each system user must file a for
mal request with FCMO via a "User Identification 
Code (UIC) Action form." This form specifies the 
amount of storage required to support each user task. 
The form is submitted to the Data Base Manager 
(fCMO NASA Task Monitor), who approves or dis
approve:' the request. If the task is disapproved, the 
Data Base Manager notifies the requester. If the re
quest is approved, the requester is assigned a unique 
UIC and the allotted storage block. The Data Base 
Manager directs FCMO SM to install the new UIC in 
the system. When this is accomplished. the UIC re
quester is notified and the request for system access 
has been approved and the new unique UIC has been 
installed. Each system user must sip on and enter 
the specific unique UIC to gain system access. 

Because of personnel attrition, transfers. etc., all 
UIC's must be kept current. This is accomplished by 
requesting all system users to renew their UIC and 
computer storage request on a quarterly basis. All 
UIC's not renewed within 10 days after the specified 
renewal time are purged to tape and :-etained for 60 
days. UIC renewal dates are corr.municated through 
an fCMO bulletin. The FCMO bulletin is also used 
to conve)' informati.m ~oncerning newly installed 
hardware and modili~ations to systems and produc· 
tion software. 

SUMMARY 

All OTL configuration management procedures 
and guidelines were implemented b)' the fCMO 
within an 18-month period. This time frame allowed 
easy transition from an unmanaae~ to a managed 
condition. It further allowed users ample time to 
become acclimated to the newly established pro. 
cedures. and it allowed the procedures themselves to 
be "fine tuned" for more effective control. 

Configuration management has improved the effi
ciency of the operational system in the OTt. System I· 
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schedulin. and operational problems have 
diminished to no more thUt an occasional operator 
error. Because of the formal acceptance test pro
cedures, software reliability has improved and users 
have pined respect for system intearity. Finally. 

FCMO trackina of all deliverable documentation 
assures users the documents associated with new 
and/or updated software are available at the time of 
software installation. 
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Accuracy A ••••• m.nt Sy.tem and Op.ratlon 

D. E. Plt./' A. G. HoUlIOll/' G. Btldhwtll'/' M. I. Bender/' M. L. Radu.b W. G. Epplet,c 
C. W. Ahlen.b W. P. Whlte.b R. R. ~ela.b E. M. HIU.b 1. F. Potter.b and N. 1. Cllntonb 

INtRODUCTION 

The LACIE crop estimation system is composed 
of several operational subsystems: data collection, 
classification, yield estimation, crop aareaation and 
reporting. data storage and retrieval, and accuracy 
assessment. The Accuracy Assessment Subsystem is 
responsible for determining the accuracy and 
reliability of LACIE estimates of wheat production, 
area, and yield made at regular intervals throuahout 
the crop season and for investigating the various 
LACIE error sources, quantifying these errors, and 
rr~~ting them to their causes. Timely feedback of 
these error evaluations to the LACIE project was the 
only mechanism by which improvemer. ts in the crop 
estimation system could be made during the short 3-
year experiment. 

Figure 1 illustrates the accuracy assessment data 
now. Estimates of wheat production, area, and yield 
are compared with accurate reference dltta. For ex
ample, in the yardstick region of the nine states in 
the U.S. Great Plains (USGP), the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) Economics, Statistics, and 
Cooperatives Service (ESCS) estimate is used as the 
reference: In areas outside the !..'nited States, the 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service (F AS) and offi
cial country estimates are used as the reference stan
dard. Ira most cases, the LACIE reports are published 
a few days before the release of the corresponding 
ESCS or F AS report. The LACIE estimates and stan
dard error estimates are compared month by month 
to the corresponding reference data as well as to the 
end-of-crop-year reference data to determine 
whether the project accuracy goal of 90/90 (i.e., 90 
percent of the time, the estimate of wheat production 

BNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. 
bLoc:kheed Electronics Company, Houston, TeKas. 
cLockheed Missiles and Space Company, Palo Alto, 

Calirornia. 

~inal pflotography may be IWrc:hased from: 
UOS Data Center 

Sioux Falls. SD 51/, ¥ 

AA IIIPOIITS 

• IOItO EVALUATIONS 
• COIII'AIIIIONS WITH 

MFIIIINCI 
ITANIWIIII 

FIGURE I.-A~u .. ~, •• Slmenl a ... l,sls steps and ft,}... of 
data. 

should be within ± 10 percent of the reference) is 
being met (see the paper by Houston et al. entitled 
"Accuracy Assessment: ..... e Statistical Approach to 
Performance Evaluation in LACIE"). 

To produce timely reports of these results, a brief 
accuracy assessment report called a "quick-look re
port" is published a few days following each LACIE 
crop estimation report. Four times each year, the Ac
curacy Assessment Subsystem produces comprehen
sive reports of the error source studies, which sepa
rate the wheat production error into its component 
parts of wheat area error and wheat yield error. 
These errors are further divided into component 
parts based on field observations (fig. 2). 
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FiJure 3 shows the field data used in accuracy 
assessment. The 29 intensive test sites are special 
DOIlOperatlonal sites on \ 'hieb very detailed data are 
collected elch 18 days. These sites are used for 
Classification and. Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) 
procedure verification and are also used in the quick
look reports to illustrate particular situations encoun· 
tered durina the crop year. Because of the widely 
varyina crop conditions from one county to the next. 
around truth on larae numbers of operational sample 
seaments must be obtained to properly separate po
tential error sources such as classification and sam
plina. The 166 blind sites with their "wall to Wall" in
ventories meet this requirement. Throushout the 
crop year. all elements of the project receive infor
mation resultinl from the blind site studies. 
However. to protect the intearity of the blind sites as 
a testina tool, the around-truth information from the 
blind sites is not released to elements of LACIE 
other than the Accuracy Assessment Subsystem un
til after the year is over. 

BACKGROUND 

Durinl the mid·I960·s, qricullural remote
sensin, experiments were performed usina aircraft 
platforms. Photoaraphs from thw missions were 
used to eonstruct photomosaics. which were used as 
base maps for recording the crop identity observed 

IIQMINT 
IlUCTlON 

I':'f--~ 
INTINIIVI TIlT anu 
' .. DAY OISIJIVATIONS 

• UP TO 10 .... D8 OF 
AU. CROPS 

• COVIll 'fVIII 
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COMPLETE fN'VPITOlY 

• COVER TV" 
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ACQUIIITION GROUfIIO 

TRUTH 
.~ 

_/\ -~ I \ 
I \ 

BLIND SITU 
't·DAY OIIIIRYATIONS 

• •• WHlAT FteIJlI 
.CROPHIIOHT 
• '" GROUND COVER 

nGVRE l.-F1'1d .... Hipdsl ...... 

on the around. An example is the familiar C·l mabt
line multispeclral scanner (MSS) ex.periment con
ducted in Indiana by the Purdue University 
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Senslna 
(LARS) (refs. 1 aacl2), wtakh indudod the recordin. 
of around-truth and ancillary data for about 400 
fields. Field vertices were manuany registered to the 
MSS 1fI,«aie printouts, which were then used to 
construct lest fields in the classification data base for 
evaluation of accuracy. This procedure was not via
ble for LACIE, sinee lbe use of test fields in the 
operational data base would have potentially com· 
promised the results. 

With the advent flf the Landsat spacecraft. around 
truth could be reaistered to the Landsat MSS and 
used several times durinl the crop year so lonl as 
crop rotation" abandonment, etc., did not occur and 
the pass-to-pass reaistration system (see the paper by 
Orebowsky entided "LACIE Registration Process
ins") was accurate to ::t: I pixel. This method was 
used in Crop Identification Technology Assessmenl 
for Remote Sensina (CITARS), I in which six coun. 
ties in the Corn Belt were sampled. with one S. by 20-
statute-mile sample located in each county. To train 
lhe CITARS classifier to distinguish corn and soy
beans from other crops and to assess classification 
accuracy, around-truth inventories were performed 
in 20 randomly chosen quarter sections in each of the 
6 seaments. These data were transferred by image in· 
terpretation to pay-scale printouts or cluste( maps of 
Landsat data. Thus. for these sample segments com
prisina 600 square statute miles. 30 square statute 
miles were inventoried by the USDA Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) each 
18 daY5-5ix times during the arowina season. 

The CIT ARS effectively illustrated the need for 
ground truth to determine error sources in classifica
tion, but the project did not involve larae-region pro
duction estimation and therefore did not include area 
estimation sample error, yield estimation error, or 
the wide ranae or classification error that can occur 
over larae areas containin. hundreds of counties 
with widely varyin. climatic conditions and cropping 
practices. Early in LACIE, the only tool for identify
ina sources of classification error was the :ntensive 
lest site. However. with only 29 intensive test sites. 
none of which were located in Colorado, Oklahoma. 
or Nebraska, this sample did not adequately repr~ 
sent the 9 states of the U.S. Great Plains. containing 

'Task Desian Plan. Vol. I. CITARS. Rep. JSC.()9384. Feb. 
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several hundred seamen IS. furthermore, the inten
.i~e test sites were chosen to include hlah percent
aaes of wheat and !AtlIlt arans and therefore were 
not necessarily representative of the siteR chosen by 
th. LACIE sampliftl strateu. 

To overcome those shortcominas. a pilot eft'orl 
'Was undertaken in Phase I in whieb 29 LACIE sea
menlS in North Dakota and Montana were inven
toried in Auaust 1975. The term "blind site" was 
chosen for these sites beQuse they were part of a 
blind test in which none of the LACIE analySts knew 
the sites chosen or had any information about the 
identity of che fields as determined in the inventory. 
In Phase I, the 29 blind sites were selected randomly 
from the set of about 55 sites in Montana and North 
Dakota with biowindow I art: 2 !&\,;quisitions. Ac
quisition histories as of late July 1975 were used as 
the basis of selection. Proportions of small 8I'ains 
were determined by p1animetry of the around-truth 
annotated photoaraphy. In the Phase I blind sites. 
wall-to-wall around truth was pre,ared by a com .. 
bination of around surveys, aerial inspection from 
liaht aircraft. and interpretation of current aerial 
pholoaraphs. Without visits to all the fields, separa
tion of 08tS. rye. and barley from wheat was not a1. 
ways possible. In Phases n and III. the inventories 
were conducted usina current aerial phot08l'aphs as 
the base map and ground surveys to determine each 
field crop type. 

In Phase II. I J6 blind sites were selected randomly 
from the LACIE crop estimation reports. The seg
ments for the Southern Great Plains were selected 
randomly from the s .. ments used in the february 
1976 Crop Assessment Subsystem monthly report 
(eMit). The June eMit was used for Montana and 
South Dakota winter wheat. and the July CMIt was 
used for the sptina wheat states. These segments 
were chosen so as to re,resent e..aual numbers of sea· 
ments with hiCh as well as low estimates of small 
arain,. Wall·la-waIl ,round lruth was then collected 
for all fields by the ASCS personnel usins current 
aerial phOIOJfaphs as the base map. 

In Phase 111. 166 blind siles were selected ran
domly from the usap seaments so that each crop re
porlina district had approximately one-third of the 
sepnents chosen as blind SileS. This selection was 
made in October 1976 before the crop yea:' com
menced. Wall-to-wall around truth was then col. 
lected for all fields by the ASCS personnel usina cur· 
rent aerial pholOlJ'aphs as the base map. Prcy"ortions 
of all crops were determined by (1) di8iiizini the 
field vertices from the annotated aircraft photo-

araph. (2) reaislerina the data to the Landsat MSS 
1m •• and (3) numerically Intearatina the area or 
each field. To Insure timeay _ment of propor
tion accuracy. the proportions of wbeat and small . 
arMftI were also .timated for both the planted and 
the .-harvest inventories, \lSlna a dot arid overlaid 
on the around-truth annotated photoaraph. 

CLAII"ICATlC* ACCURACY 

A crop estimation system such as LAC)E encoun
ters a wide variety of phenomena that can contribute 
to the classification error (til. 4). The Acaaracy 
Assessment SUbsystem has the task of determinina 
the contribution of each of the components to th" 
overall classitlCation error as well as to the area 
estimation error on the state and national levels. 
Estimates of the percentqe of small arains in the 
LACIE S· by 6-nautical-mile seaments ha~e been 
found to contain errors caused by various SOIJI'CeS, of 
which the most important were (1) abnormal si .. 
nature development due to a variety of causes includ· 
inl late planlina. droutht. cattle arazina. crop rota. 
t!on, disease, and soil variability; (2) inadequacy of 
the Landsat scanner in r~olvinasmaJl fields; and (3) 
mislabelin, of small arains. arasses. pasture, and idle 
fanow "'hen key acquisitions are missina. 

In each of the last 2 years of LACIE. ground truth 
was collected for one-third of the operational sample 
seaments. Approximately 12000 square statute miles 
of around-truth data have been produced (about 
twice the area of the state of New Jersey)-asily the 
larpslamount ever attempted in aarieultural ranOle 
sensilll. The around truth was used to evaluate the 
error sources and magnitudes for 64 000 analyst dOl 

nGVRE 4.-C .... nc._ error compo_ .... 
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labels per crop , .... IIld lb. 1DCUrIC, or ca_ ..... 
IDd cllalt1cadoD of about 14000 000 plaia per , ..... 
Ia order to proceas .......... IIDOUD .. of"" tile 
IfO\IIld-tNth wall-to-wall laventori .... dlaidud 
_ ......... to .... Landlal ..... diai ........ Tbia 
procedure not 0DIr ..... es objective reptllIb1. IX-
periman .. to be perrormed by all ..... but 1110 ea .. 
abies ......,Ult)' of lb. around-trutb data f'rom the 
f1eldwork to the pixel tabellild facilitates rapid. em. 
dlDl correction of ..... 'n the dlaldzed around. 
truth data. Since. arounct.trutb label .. obtained for 
each Landsat MIS pixel, it is ...., til, to compare 
other LACa data produced aI the pixellevellnclud. 
ina the foUow ..... 

1. Landsat data and transformations, such IS 
..... numbor 

2. AnIl)'St labels 
3. Cla&sif1cation maps 
4. Cluster maps 

In addition, data prodw:ecl at the field level can be 
evalwtecl in terms of their effect on the pixel-lovel 
accuracies. Examples include the foilowinJ. 

1. Crop __ development 
2. Yield 
3. Fertilizer effects 
4. Irriaation effects 
S. Croppina practices 
6. Rainfall 
7. Soil type 
a. Atmospheric optical depth 
Thus. many other LACIE II'OUps besides Ac

curacy Assessment find these data important; they 
include classifacation technique development Jl'OUPS. 
spectromel yield model development aroups. and 
spectromet crop development modelaroups. 

The processina of the around truth into cli&itll 
forms and its use in Accuf'lC)' Assessment are illus
trated in filUres S dUa b. A Phase III bUnd site (num
ber 1523 in Minnesota) is discussed in the followin. 
paraaraphs as an example of these processina steps. 

DIGITIZED 
..... JIC _ GROUND· TRUTH 

MAP 

FIGURE S.-c.11ectlea of .... rar 1111l1li ...... _lDt ... lve eN ...... 
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MUU f.-lIIe .r lIeN ... Ie ....... e ........... ... .,. 
This seament WIS randomly chosen from the avail
able blind site seamen.. with aood acquisition 
histories. 

After selection of the blind sites, Landsat imapry 
is used to determine the true position of caeh aite. 
which is plotted on a 1:24 OQO.scale or 1:12 SOkcale 
map for use by aircrews in aequirina the aerial 
1m...,. 

Aerial photoeraphy usin& coIor-infrared film is 
collected for eacb blind site by usina predesilllated 
nilht lines. If possib1e. Oiaht altitudes are areater 
than 14 kilometers to enable sinlle-photoaraph 
e-:werap of the entire site. These photoaraphs are 
enlaraed to a scale of 1 :24000 for flCld use (ns. 7). 

PIe ... 0,...' ..... ,Ie'" ......... Ilia 

If the imapry is of satisfactory quality. trans
parent overlays are prepared (ref. 3) and forwarded 
to ASCS personnel in the appropriate county (see the 
paper by Spiers and Patterson entided "Ancillary 
Oat. Acquisicion for LACIE,,). 

aUnd alte Fie'" Data ,_ .. Won 

Th(l USDA ASCS personnel provide complete In
ventory data based on ground observations. The 
overlay is annotated with the standard crop symbols 
for each field (ref. 3). These inventory packaaes are 
completed by the ASCS personnel and forwarded to 
Ihe NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) 10 be loged 
and traekcd by the Data Acquisilion. Preprocessina. 
and Transmission Subsystem (DAPTS) . 
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F'U;1 ME ,-Alrnarr pho!ourll ph 0' fI •• d ,l it, S('~ IIII'II' 152.1, 
\\ ill..!,. ('G Uill ), 'I IIIIII' W'Y, .I11 11t' I , 101 

Nl.'ar Ihe lill1e I' whea l ell1erg ' n ',,, 15 ficlu ' III 
e,Kh U P blinu 'i ll.' arc l'Ill)Sen nn I annota teu on 
thl.' ulerl.IY by A ' I crsonnel in a ' oruan,'c with 
the following: : bclo\hlvcragc fi elds, 5 .I\t.TI~e 
fi eld ' , anti 5 ,lbU\e-;J\cr,lg' Ii lu ', Th e 1\ I ersoll
lid iden tiry the plant height .In t ground over tIl' 
ea'h or Ihe ' I: fields .Iltlti lillle, Beginning in ,'Iober 
ror II inler 11111: .11 .lnd in LI~ ' rllr spring II h,'al, Ih,'~ 
re\ isi l Ihese I: fields in t'O Ih'Cr I wilh Ihe Lind ' ,II 
I \ t.:rpa ' 'es :iIl Ih.lI l'I,ls:;illClI inll p,' rl'llr l11,lnCC , " 111 be 
related III \1 heal I'icld sl,lnd ', Ub 'en alilln" ,Ire nlll. 
lilluetl unt i l all . 5 I'ield ' .Ire han ' 'slt.:d ur ab,lI1doncd, 
Irl\Clll lries ror the win ler wheal sites .Ire .lIlel11plcd 
tWI," t pl.lOte 1.1Ilt! h.lrvest t.:ll ,bUI onl~ .11l dl .h.ln'est 
IIl\entory i ~ lIbt.lln ,11 k {'or !>pring \1 he,ll bel'.luse 0 1' 

the 'horter grU\I\I1g ry 'Ie, 

Delineating Photographs 

The .I ',Irlllgrajlh il' Llhlll,lIl)ry 0 \ erl" y~ thc 
I hlllogr.lph!> II IIh ,I ~el'\lnd ShCd II " al'CI"I,' " Ill! lI lll 

ll lles l "ll'h lll' Ihe hOlllllgenellll:. ,lre,lS .I~ Irregul :lr 
I 01 ~ g' \n~ II i I h ,N IIr /'e ll cr \ en It'eS, A hon\(lgenellus 
.lIea h.l:. ,I Ul1lr(lrll1 ,'(I I l'r I) I" , (, ' ,llllpk, ,Irl' .I Il llea t 
licIt! , ,I IHIIl L p,hlure, Illl1her "tlfl"d liell! houll d. 
,Ir;" ,Ire .Ippro IllI,tlcd h~ ,I ,,'rtc:. ,;" "I ralghl Ilnl' " 

ASSigning Crop Code and Field Number 

A .. till' p lll ~!! o n, ,Ire hClll' ddll1l'.t tl'U, ~" Il' h Int'I ' 
.r!> ' lgncd .1 d,gll.tI 'oJc lrl'/' 3) 1\ hi 'h III l,e.lll'. ,I p.lr. 

tieular rr p type determined by the field per ' I1nel. 
A li ci t! number i U ' ' igncd f r usc in quulit)' 
tI " urnnl'C und to cnublc emdel1t l'ortet'tion of error ' 
on the in tcrat.:t i c di k datu lile, 

Digitizing Field Vertlce. 

ftef the field hu\'(' beel1 annoiu tcu tnd dcline
tiled n at'c tutc o\'er lay ' , Ih ' P Iygon vertic arc 
mca 'ured and 'lOr d n th e intcftl livc l rafling 
y tern , The vcn i cs arc mca' ured cquen tin"r and 
en~'()ded t gcth r wi th th e field l'f I' code untl num
ber, Thc digitiLed rc 'ult ' arc plol! 'd \ i tll a l inc plot
tcr (fig, 8) fl r quali ty l'hcl'king .1I1d prcpureli for 'Illul 
ou tpul and registration , The ligttilrlli n of thc 200 t 
I 00 tields in a l IE 'ample 'cgmcnt takc ' b t 14 
hour. 1I1ld i ' the t1lljor throughl ut pI' blem in the 
Al'l'ura 'r s 'essmCl1t uhs), tenl. 

Regl.tratlon 

To dc li nc Ih" I:!l'Ol11elril' rclali onsillp ur the uertal 
ph ot gr Iph 10 the anJ ';1l scgmcllt, regi ' tratil)l\ 
l'ocrtiricllt I'llI' eal'h phlll ograph must bc nbt.lil1eu 
(sec the paper by /{ aJer ,llld \ ' (' Ia el1 l ilkd" ,Irtc> 'ra. 
phy: " IF's p:tt ia l P rlll'l'~sor" , Thi:. I' rlx'edur,' 
l'llladed s'le('l ing , to 1_ pOi nt:. Pl' !' ph olograph .\lld 
indcl'elllkl1tly soh ing rllr the l'llcflil'il'l1 t~ or C.tdl 
phulograph lI~ll1g k:t!\1 ' ljU:lfC ', tl dll1lqUl' ~ , \\ h CIl 

. '11 ; \ Mr 11 ,- n "'p"ndl'd ,,,,rl l,, n II( "lind ,It" '.'unlt'll' I ~: ,I 
,h"" ill l! II (,,' rh"1 ,II", "I 11l~1t 1 ,, ' d rwld d,'IIIIO'WII"", 1" 1 '1IIwllt , 
l" IHt rtl l. 

I ; 'J '1: I I\(' til: I I I i \ I I.' 1111: 
()Hllol\.\o. I' I, . 1. 'I' 



mor thun one pholOgr, ph i u 'ed in Ihe in enl r ', 
lic point are nece ar 10 make p inl comm n 10 
b Ih ph tograph 0 ur n Ih ame and al line 
and 'ample po iti n. 

Conye"lon of Field Vertlce, 
to Unlye'NI Formet T.pe 

B aU 'e the LA I imagery and Ihe LA IE OUI
put product ( las ification and lust r map) are in 
uni er al format. which an be read by the oft ware 
of many In tilution , Ihe uni er al formal was u ed 
for Ihe gr und-truth inf rmali n , To perform 
regi tration with accuracy grealer Ihan ± I pi el and 
to as e the effect f b undarie and mixed pi el 
on Ihe cl ' ifi ation pr es, Ihe de i i n wa made 
10 digitize the ground Irulh wilh i ubpi el ~ 01-

pri -ing each Land al pi el (fig. 9) . 
The a curn y .. e menl ftware (ref. 4) read 

the lape c nlaining the field v nice ' nd delermin 
all Ihe ubpi el falling wilhin each field . ach ub
pi cl i ~ as igned digilal code Ihat idenlifie ' Ihe r p 
found in the field b r nlion . ray- ' ale prinloUI ' 
of Ih univ r 'al lape are produced al the pi el and 
ubpixel level . The e prinlout ar checked for ac
urae), b an ographi c Lab ratory , A curacy 

FIELD A 

LANDSAT PIXEL 

FIELD C FIELD B 

GROUND· TRUTH SUBPIXEL 

FIG RE 9.-.: ample of dlai lll ~round Irulh , PI eh I and 3 In' 
t tlml!d II pure. ,,\til pltt' I' 2 lind. In' mlx(·d . 
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A e ment . and AM per 'onnel ug.lin I the 
qualily a ' uran plol and th original, hOlOgraph . If 
a di cr pane oc ur for uny field , Ihe au deler· 
mined, the di k dal,1 file i ' updul d, and u n wpe i 
produced and ch k d for lIC ura } , 

Regl,t,.tlon Acc..I'.cy 

To dal , nly a limiled ' Iud 
regi Ir ' ti on aura y of Ih i pr nt wilh 
large Ii Id in klahoma (1048, im,Irron ount l ) 
and a egment i th mall fi Id in Oak 1.1 
( I 2, Mountrail ounl) were mi rcgi~1 red by 
known amount to determine Ihe number f ground
Irulh pi ellabcl a ignment th at ulll chunge . h 
re ult f r Ihe egment with large field. were a 
foil w . 

I. In II 

o PI cl 
I n I'I~ cl 
I . PIA I 

4 perccnl ll i I .. bcl, III l Oll dUI' 
I' ~r"clliitl Illb~l , III _U'/ dill' 

I percCll1 u l 1. l bcl~ II I liN dill' 

for the cgmcnt with ~mllll fields cr 

I,m ll ( / 111/0.:' 

O. 1'1 ~cl pcrl'cm III 1.ItJCI, 01 _(1'/ dUh 
tOI"\cl t4I'crCI!I1I,III.Ib.:I, ,.1 lUI! ,h 'h 

I . pi cb II) P r,' .. nl ull.Ib.:I, III !Itl/ I. '1' 

o erify thc rqi Irati n it curacy , dl: lai lcd pho· 
intcrpretali n wa don r r all dOh In II ., gm n h 

in klah ma and I egll1 cnt in Nort h 1),lkotJ. wk · 
ing into u c unt thl: . drjard I lel' l ' ligh: 

enter ( ) mi regi ' tra ti n fr III pa.,., to pa".,. 
om pari n with Ihe ground-I r'l th di ~il I I.lJH~ 

, h wed 4-percent di agrecmenl in f kl ahom,1 .md I . 
perc nt di agreement in rth DJk la. In accord
un e with Ihe prc 'cding tabl ' , Ih C ' '.lluc., indi all: 
u rcgi tration ac urile}' f ab UI _ 0., I I cl for th e 
digi tal gr und·truth pr ducl. 

Ground-Truth Tape Image 

igure I -h w ar und·trulh wpe or bl ind ~I t c 
L2J, s imaged nthe lml 'e·1 !I - I ) )'ItmTh 
I- I n reud onl y c cry third lin ' roul1u·truth 
tup : Iheref re, the leld bounduTI':'I ilpJ1t'ar m r 
un en th In the lIf on the di 11U 11,1!,C I- r ' Iari l ·. 
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WILKIN COUNTY , MINNESOTA 

INVENTORY DATE, AUGUS T I , 11177 

• SPRING WHEAT , SALMON PIN 

• HARVESTED SPRING WHEAT , LIGHT PINK 

• OTHER SPRING GRAINS ' PINK 

• HARVESTED OTHER SPRING GRAINS ' GOLD 

• OTHER CROPS ICORN , SUNFLOWER, SOYBEANS , 
SUGAR BEETS) , REO 

• PASTURE, GRASS , HAY, ALF AL FA , BLUE 

• IDLE FAllOW , IDLE COVER CROPS, IDLE RESIDUE , GRAY 

• NON AGRICULTURE (TR E S, HOMESTEAD) , GREEN 

HI.l RF III , -l)i~i li/l' d t:ruulld lru lll n'~I ' Ii' fI' d hi Lllnd"" I IIIIII ~ 
.' r~ (ur 1. .'\( IF " '1: 1111' 111 I :" ~, I'h ~ ,,' III hl i lid , I" " 

nldl1) r Ih ' nllmcrou gr un(\-tP llh ' I u ,~' arc 
lumped t g ther 10 r rm J sUlcr ' Ill : ' , ' " ptl.; tur , 
'rtl " , h Iy . no alfalfa ~Ire all 01 'plu, ed b Ihe' I r 
blu!! r c mpumon. Ihe 'orr ' I ndlng un I al 
u.llu arc h wn in fi 'ure II , 

he I repur Hi n anJ usc 
.I~ \!~ 'Ill enl 'rounu-lrLllh lal C ooe nll rcqu ir that 
the en tire ' ene ha\ e l ' nti 'UOll, in \ enl r) Bcfor' 
liglllhlli n fall ri'lo \ ertlcc~. th e cnl iTl.' 'Ccne I 

made .nl one 1.1Tl1-e Icld con i llinin' Ihe 'TOp 'ode 
repre~Cl1ltng .lre. l~ \\ IlhuUI grnunu b'CnJ l illn ... 1110. 
Ihcreb ' . U ' TOp l 'U Ie I'or c.lch .\I1th .1I pl\d iii 
en ' uTcd , 

Evaluation of Labeling Error. 
and Wheet Pro~ortlon Error 

' il1g Ihe CUI 'ilal 'r uno-Irulh oal .111111 ' I 'I c, 
f labding er ror un II · ~e ... Irc performeLi ruutlnel y I'ur 

all II- bltnd ' ile , 
I , II 'rop pwp rllon urc >l'rcl.ll cO tlh \\ heal 

pr I' rtl on C 11111 ilion r ' ura ' y, 

n,11 '-;1 labcll" , ,1 " lIra ~ )' L d I rlllll1C I r', r .111 
lal ' I ' d dOl , 

, · ,11111 lin ' ,Ircura 'Y i. d Ictfl1in I f'nr all ~ 
d b 111 I r r Ihe ',lIb I Illbelcd h Ih lIn,ll ) I. 

4. II I~to 'fliln Il l' LlI1l1 .11 1.1lt1 fI r whc I ,Ife l'om-
1'-

An C .trllpl ror c 'nH!111 I. .1 I, '1\ Cll in IlIblc I. 
whl 'h : hl W Ihailibelin' II " ura 'r and Ihe m: 'ura 
r C'l llll ll i n r .,mall 

Ihe CII"lln pr 'rl~ 'd 
Mf'TC \ er, i l h nut 

1.' 1Ir,I ' ic." he 'ur I ' ~ .,' ~111 nt 'roup 11l1l I In
\ e'l igillc Ihe . lI"e I' e.l -h mi'.!,lo lin' Cl a dOl In 
Ihb err r 'hara ' ierl/a l l 11 .:1 "Ilculil unal "I u ' C!'> Ihe 
gr und Irulh and Ihe in!'l rll1allon 111 Ihe CJ\ f 
puck I 10 .lIlel11p l II d ' dll ' C Ih 1111 l:thdlll~ r.lu c, 

hl: I.' l'.llI\C., 'an hI,' troupe In l l1 Ihrel' l"II' 'onc 
1. hu:o.l,; 'au, ' Ill' .In,tI) I ' ,Ill J) 'en 1IIIIc 10 

l'orre ' 1. 'u 'h ..... 111 uffl ' jCIl I .\ ' (lUI'1l1 n . b lrder/cdgc 
IOl'atioll~ t 111 In.lrr \\' n ' llI, n'.lr Ihe IImll or , ' n.,)r 
re:.u lUIIOII 

- , Tho' ';l lIsc ' r prC'CI1IIIl'.lbnlrlllal I'nmur'. 
in pr du l inn tllll I' ! 11' ' ncr PF ' J Pr IU 'I I (c,g , 
Ig, Ill. \\ hich ar In 'un ... i" 'n l \\ ilh Ihe l ' pro
. ·oure. Udl u \\ heal n~ld , \\ Ilh ICl1lpor.tI '\llm ' 1.'
(lUCllec ' Ihal de) n II f II \\ Ihe ",hc,1l gTt' \\ Ih ' ~ '1 . 
n nwhe.ll field ., Ih.1I do rollo \\ Ih' \\ he.1l 'rim Ih 

Ii n 

l hI ':lU'l Ih.ll ure mcrely 1I11CrprCIJIIOll r 
dcri 'al error., 

Evaluation of Classification and Cluster Maps 

hc l'IlI" l erin' and ' U equcn\ cl."'lfi ' ,llllln 
r '~ 1I 1 1 I rUf11 ell 'h l ' run 1'1' . I ) .lIl· Iralhlllillcd 

A ' 'UI J ') \ .. , e"1 H!nl nn UI 'I I.II 1.11'1 I Ill' \ _ 
'urll ' y ... e ,m\.'I1\ ' ub,), lelll 'OI11 Purc, .111 Ihl .... 
prodUl' I':t f)r each c\LI il'il',lIl11n. 1'1 1.'1 I ~ PI C'I . \; IIh 
Ihe 'round Irut h III delermlne Ihe .1 ,·ur.lq \\ IIh 
\\ III ' h Ihe . arc pn durell , I'm e .111\1 k . I he da .. ,di .... 
li on 'ill wn in Ii 'ure I ,\:1., l·wllp.lrco 10 Ihe 'rount! 
tTU lh in Ii 'urc 10 I'lhe 4 .. , .,n ... . III - ,[.l1n ,>UOPI\-
1.'1 ... in Ihe :Cenl\ 46 W. \\ erc 'llrrn' lh da.,,,lfil'd ," 
'l1lul! ' (\1110.; : It~l'\\ 1'1.' . (II Ihe -' I .. II I 11-,m.lll- 'r:lln, 
~ubJ11 d. _ I ,ubpl ('I \\ c:re l'orrcl'll~ 'IJ Ille 
.I~ n n·,Ill .tll- 'r 1111' In tJ ·1. C,I 'h ~rl\UIl\j-1I uth ' 1.1", 
1\ In,e I I )UICt!W , (,' ho\\ 1lI\.! ·h I ' .. Ill' '111.111 r.lln' 

" 'I'PII'll ( ", ITr 11/,' 'III,' 
r JI JI: J \ r I ' L • , -, p, 



BIOWINDOW 1, BIOSTAGE 1.6 

PLANTED, APRIL 30, 1977 

BIOWINOOW 2, BIOSTAGE 1.6 

6.5 ro 13· IN. WHEAT, 
JUNE :.1 , 19i1 

BIOWINDOW 1. BIOSTAGE 2.5 

2.5· TO 4.5· 11\' . WHEAT, 
MAY 18. 1977 

BIOWINDOW 2, BIOSTAGE 4.3 

16- TO 30· IN . WHEAT, 
JUNE 23. 1917 

H(,tIH 11.- I.i\ CII· I' hu\\' III 11 11 11 11 " h· I ~2.I , \\ '1. '" ( 1111111), 'II n ll ~'>I' I U , 

,Inu hOI\ much 1\ rull II 11011,,,01,111· 'r lin ,. In Ih l e . 
Jl11plc . mll~1 0.110; , "pring 1\ h,·al .• 1n I b.lrl l!~ " ere ror
rerll '.dleu '>mall '1.lllh. h(~ .;' I\,;r , ' lll11 C 'prln' 

\ he,ll .tIHJ "dh ~ 're ~"llcd nl n·.,mall· 'ruin )ml! 
. 1m . .,unl1l1w r. rol., ... hJ), Inu P,I lure I\ e rl.' cr · 
rUlll:()u~l~ In ' lulled III II e .,nHlII· 'r,lI lh l'ate l r 

I 1 'ure 13 .,huw., Ihl: III .1I11lt1ol Ih,' I. I~ he,ll til'lll , 
In tlrllU .:ic 1..3. rhe,c Iidu Jr ,; u.,~·u III luel1l1l) 
the ,',IU'>C., ur I .. hdin I .Inu d,.."tI} Ill' ,mall 'ram .1 
non· 'I11II1-grtlllh. )nc 1\ .11 In II hi,'\) III I Iidd., .l1Id 
Ihclr crop hl:llhl and ~ruund '(ller Inlorm,tlilln Ill' 

u'>ed I, Itl 11 ' 1 ' rmlnc Ihe lal'tcllllg m: ·ur.1 I III till" 
thut f.dl \\ Ilhll1 thl.' I.' I ILlu., '\ no IH.' r lI' l.' I III Ill· 
\1,!,II'all: I Ill.' d .1 II. ' 0111011 ,Il' \. urll\. I oJ l CJdl 101 Ihl.' I. 
I lclu ... . 111 th e c .11111!c ' l:ltml:l1 l . • tll ihe Ildl' Ihld e . 
;elk-nl .11': · lIr,,\.· ~ (hdh! r thJIl ',I (1C 1 \ \,. I)I) \\ CIH 1\\1I 

IICld, \\h tlh \\ l,:re Iuulld 1(1 tll' l'Ut 1:1 ,I I\"illn III 

po r1~ onul1ed .,UII. I hl' l'n .HUrl:" 01 Ihe \\ he,1l 
Itell!' 111 Ihl .. ""I \\ l:rC nllt luenllhl:d hI Ihe .111.11)'1 
hl'4;iIU'I Ill) dll" lell Ilhln .tn) \\ 11":,,1 liclll tn Ih" 
M CJ til Ihl.' .,ccnc 11 11 ~e\er. Ihe .. c t 'n.tlurc h.ld 
en ou '11 l 'umnhm.tlll ) , •• I\h the \\ hl.'.11 ,",dll .. t '11 , lIl1r~" 



BIOWINDOW 2. BIOSTAGE 4 .3 BIOWINDOW 4. BIOSTAGE 6 .0 

1&- TO lO· IN. WHEAT. 50-PERCENT HARVESTED. 
JUNE 24. 1977 
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POSTHARVEST. AUGUST 17. 1977 
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III r uJUgn IIC I 11 ure avail. bl 10 did In Ih l ili/t:r 
d I rm inal i n or our 'c of dd JlicUl1 n unu 1.1 eI-
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T4HU:. I .-Dol Labe/inK alld I:.' lima led Proporlioll A cCllracv/or FOllr Classiflcaliolls/or 
e}(melll 1523 as Compared to Grolll/d Trulh 

.4('1/11/1/111111 t/1I/('/h""'{Jgl' /:.\//1/1(1/ 1'11 /:.\ /III/{// " /)01 ""« el/l Perrl'lI l P. rt '{'/II 

(If} ) Wrllli/ " 'III'(/( , 'I'r,nc. J.,:ram.\, " '/II' labell'tf ('(lTrc'('/ S/IIIII/· correel 

IJt'ret'''' III r /'111 grallll dllil o/IIc'r fln/,I 

April 30 1.5 . Ma)' I 2. 60 25 Q7 
32 80 76 

pril 30 1.5. June 5 3.5 , 24.0 4~ 0 4 82 85 
June 24 4.3 32 80 76 

April 30 1.5, June 24 4.3 . 24.3 42 2 1 79 3 
Jul y 29 6.0 I 32 93 100 

G round nUl h 20.3 400 

FIG RE 12.-{;omputer-lenerlled clustff and classlficallon maps for blind site selment 1523. Wilkin County. Minnesota . (a) IIron
ditioMI clu.~ter map before assl&nm~nt of dusters to classes; Aucu.~t 17.1977. (b) Condilional duster map: blark - threshold . DO. 
D : )'('11010' - non!lprlnc ~mall lira Ins: Kf('('n - sprlnc mall grains; other - rondltlonal clu ters: AUllu 1 17. 1977. (c) CIIS.~lficatlon 

map: black - threshold: gre('n - spring small Krlllns; orange ... nonsprinll smallarai"_: July 29. 1977. 
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t'l(a Itt: 1J,- Dll!ili,o'llltwunlilrulh n'l! i'ICn' d ".I.and'll! irnMI!
I'r~ fUf '4' krll'd 'prin\: .. lwlIl no·td, In LM: lt' ... ·\:1111· 111 I SU, 
I'tlll'" 1\1 blind .Ih', \\ i lid II ('uUIII). MiIlUC,uIM. It} , 

YIELD ACCURACY 

To ' upp rt thc cva lu'lt ion ur the produl,ti 11 cs t i
mate in mceting the O/QO ni ter i n ( ' e~ lIou ' ton" 
palkr). the yiL'ld es timate ' mu 't be t " ted fur bi I ' , 
I11d th e al'curlley ur the c' timated vari Inecs mu the 
dc tcr rnin~d , ACl'l.~lIey Assc " ment ( 'cc thc papcr by 
Phinn l!Y cl al. cntltled " (cur ICy and P rform mce 
of L IE il.:! I F ' timates in M ujur Wh .Il -Pro lur
ing Regions or th~ Wor ld ") In;s 10 r more YCtW' f 
independent h.'mpera ture and I reei l i tat i 11 data 10 

t t the yield model for each 7 nc ( tate) for III 
monthl y trun ca tion (ref. _), During thc nop ca r, 
tbe Accuracy A ' 'essment grOUI ath:mpts to leter
min~ the error 'ource by in ' tigatin ' th modeling 
error 'ourccs-trend. variab lc 'clection, and tlb i l i t 
IIfl'oelTi ient - t gr ther with thc mca Uielllent er
ror - ur 'c '-tempcrature \I1dprecipi tlli n (fig, IS) , 

T vll luate :hc l'ontr ibuti n of m a' urUll Cn t c r-
ror sources, tcmpcrnturc lind preci pitation ampling 
error ' arc detcrmincd for ' tat· , r r which larg 
deviations frum the E l:stimatc arc ob 'crvcd, 
;llllpling crror is d tcnni l1cd by cumpari ng thc b

jec t i c anll Y' i ' lI si n' th e Icn e network of 
mctc( r logicll i ' tat ion ' (e 01 eTtl ti e network ) with 
th at u ' ing I manuul . yn ptit' lInal si r the 'par c 
11 twork uf fl1eteorologi 'al ' tlll ions (climatic SIlI

tions) u 'cd operati nai l}' b A I · ror cur h riirnat ic 
d i~ tri c l. In thc example c ISC (fig ', 16 and 17). the 
spar 'e nctw rk for kllhomll ga c consi ' tcntl kss 
c ' timutcd precipitlli n thun did thc d~l1sc net\ ork, 
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CHANNEL 3 
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nC;1 Itt: I~ , -S('llllo' r (Jlol uf rhWl1Ilt'i, 211110 1 fUf ~·~nll',.1 ISH , 
.JUIII' 2~, 11/ , fur ,prtn~ .. 11t'1I1 in p .... rI~ dfllilll'd ,,,11 111I1I1Ibe r
tndio'Ml(' u('(' urn' lIri") , 

whkh agrecd clo ' ely with th e , ynopti A IE c. ti-
ll1ate ( tlblc II ) , 

To 'carch lit oth~r Il1Casun': l11cnt error SOur((~ ' , 
th e f11ean lind ' tll ndard dcvi It ion r tempcra turc and 
preci pi tat ion Irc plotted as a funL'li on of l ime y'ar , 
The 'urrcnt - ~' ellr 1l10nthly tCl11penll ll rc an I prel'ipita
tion ar, ai ' plotted on th e 'C 'h Irt ' rllr casc r CO f11 -
pari ' on, 

'vcr:11 t:l 'k ' arc underta " ~ n to rherk for Illodel
ing error SOur~cs , 

I. TempcTlllurl: and I r~dpitaliul1 are plotted \/I;;r
SIIS l11ul1th ror th e J bighc ' t yiell year ' and the 
lowcst yield year fr m the hi 'toric:!1 re orc! , 

, TIll: trenJ tcrm is eva luated by pcrf TIll ing la
tCllt I' ot regrc " ion \ ithout all owing for trend nnd 
calculating trend n the rl:sidllals from thc m st ' ta
ble fil. Thi - procedure hl! the a I an lUge or rCIllO ing 
thc long-term l'hanges o f the t'iimate from the trend , 
but i t has the lisudvallt ugc of !lo t a!lov ing for thc in
t racti ns bct\ een <:limIte anet agri ult tral tech
nolog)" 
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F1GlIR[ t6.-<>bjectiH' anal"sls of Ma,' 1977 Oklahoma 
pseudolone precipitation (In Im:hes) uslna 14 stations. 

F1Gl'R[ 17.-ObjectiH anabsls of Ma,' 1977 Oklahoma 
pseudolone precipitation (1:1 Inches) using 147 stations. 

3. The variable selection is verified by adding the 
current year to the data set and reselecting the varia
bles. Latent root regression on the pseudozone yield 
and meteorological data enables determination of the 
most stable set of variables. An example of this 
result for Oklahoma (table Ill) shows little 
difference between the variables for the LACIE 
Phase III models and the optimum variables for 
statistical stability. 

RESULTS 

The following is a brief description of some of the 
results of using the Accuracy Assessment Subsystem 
during the 3 years of LACIE. More detailed discus
sion of these results can be found in symposium 
papers by Houston et aI., Phinney et aI., Marquis, 
Hickman. and Conte. 

In Phase I, operational estimates or wheat area 
only were made for the USGP. A comparison of the 
USDA ESCS and the LACIE estimates indicated 
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T.4BLt: I/.-Analysis a/Sample Error/or May 1')77 
Precipitation in Oklahoma 

Climatic 
distril't 

South central 
Southeast 
Noah central 
Central 
West central 
Southwest 
Northeast 

State 

aObjective analysis. 

Prl'dpitotion, a 
in. 

Sporsl' lJl'nsl' 

4.68 5.08 
2.31 3.10 
8.05 9.08 
7.34 8.13 
9.01 10.17 
7.33 8.64 
5.13 6.02 

7.71 8.76 

LA('E 
S.l'nop' il' 
0"0(1'11" 

8.90 

support of the 90/90 criterion for winter wheat. Sig
nificant underestimates were found in the spring 
wheat region, the largest in North Dakota. To better 
understand these differences. the blind site program 
was initiated. A statistical comparison of the LACIE 
estimate with the ground-truth data and with the 
ESCS county estimates for 20 blind sites in North 
Dakota indicated that the classification accuracy was 
good and that the source of the problem was sam
pling error (fig. 18). Because of timely feedback from 
Accuracy Assessment. approximately 20 additional 
sample segments were added in Phase II to alleviate 
this problem. 

In Phase II. estimates for all three components
area. yield, and production-were made for the first 
time. The LACIE estimates of wheat production 
were encouraging. An overall accuracy of 90175 was 
achieved in the U.S. Great Plains (i.e., 90 percent of 
the time, the estimate was within ±25 percent of the 
reference). For the winter wheat in the U.S. Southern 
Great Plains, the data indicated that the LACIE and 

T.4HI.f1I1.-0klalwma Yield Model 

1.1111'''' "kl' 
l'arilll>ll'J .It'/"('It'" 

October prt:cipitatiun 
March precipitation 
May precipitation 

Junt: I're,ipitation 
March tt:mperature 
June temperature 

/.-H '/r' "hll'" 11/ 
I'llrilll>l ... "'/I'(', .. d 

AUt(USI-February pre.-ipitation 
March prccipi lation/c\'al'otransiliration 
May prel'ipilalion 
~by prl'cipitation squareu 
Junt: precillitalion 



E • C. II mutcs or " he It Ire.1 \\ ere n I Sigil i lil':lnll y 
ddT:n.:nt. \l OWl'\' 'r, in sumc IUICS. the A IE I.' ' Ii · 
nHII ' W JS higlllr Ih In Ih r: ' Slil1lllC, 1111 in 
\ liter SI:lle ', Ihe l I ' C ' limUIC wa~ I \\IN th III the 
r ('slim II I.' , The Ilrges l diffcrelH:c was in 
0'" Ilhol1l I, wherl' Ihe A IF es tima le or whe:1I arl.'.1 
\\ (\ ' found to be h.s Ih.m th e ' ~lil1lllC , hI.' in· 
\ • ' tiga thln I' _0 ( '" Jltom.1 hlin I ' ill'S indi 'uleu Ih II 
th i.; llirrcrcnrc W:I' tlue It Ih l: misl. hcling r whe II 
s lgn,llurc ' IS n "whl'a l beclIuse of l'urly Irought t Ig, 
19 and Ihe gr.v ing or whell by 'auk , \ itholltthis 
ground-truth il" en tor~' or Illlut 00 ' quarc ' talull' 
mil's, the err r ~( ur " woultl Il l' \ cr h:1\ I.' been i 0-

Lit ' I. ' i\l,,~ n,' inlt:n 'i"e 11.','1 si l 's wert: Im',lIcu in 
O"'''Ilwl1l:l lind Ihl.' I A IE nup eSlimuli III s 'siem 
h,IU not I rl' \ Il1 llo;l) l'SIIIll.lll'l! whe.1l tlcrea!!.e unde r 
drlllll!hl '\IIHllllllll'; 

For sprln!! \\ hl':II , the I'whkl1l Clll'llllntcrcli in 
Illrth n ,I"'OI.I 111 Ph .ISI' I \\ .IS ~llh cd, II , \\ c\ er, III 
11I11lCSl)t:l ,mil ~l nn t ,In,I , Ihe l·~IIIII.II C~ Ill' wh c II ,Irea 

,ln ll pruuuclIllll were hl \\ , \\ hi 'h C,lll:'I' " Ih e I A ' IF 
1',11111 :111.':. for Ihe l l, ', lIrt h'm ,rca l Phl"'s :\Ild the 

ire, lt P I. 'l n~ .I ' :t \I hI Ie t I he o;l!!' tlil"lt)ll y II w~r til tr1 

til' FSCS L'SII I11.II ' , I'llI.'I nlh'll ,I I p ltlhlcl11 III 1\lon 
t,1I1.1 \\ ,!, th" 1111o;\.' I,I"~lri.',lIlll11 Ill' ,I rq -r,IIIIl" licl ll, 
tl1:lt \\ CT' Ill' ) 11,lrrll\\ fllr I ,II1U:.,1t r 'slll Ul1 III (ti!! '0 
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ample egment in the .. Great Plain was in-
crea d to 'ati ' f lhe required anlpl ing u curacy, 
and a new multitemporal ma hine 'Ia: ilication pr -
edure wa inlr riuced. 

A in Pha e I and II, the linal LA I Ph. e III 
winter wheat produ tion e timate for the SGP up
p n ed th e A 1 accura y g al. The LA I e ti
mate of GP pring wh at production . howe er, 
were ignili antl y different from the orre ponding 
reference es timate . Th LA 1 90/90 a cura y goal 
was not upported b the pring wheat production 
e timat primari ly becau c of th e under timati on of 
yield, although area al wa ignilican I undere ti 
mated. A a re ult, the final LACIE IOtal wheat 

GP produ tion e timatc upported a 90/85 cri
terion, marginall mi ing the LA 'I a uracy goal 
of 90/90. 

A in Pha e I . nd Ph e II , th~ final LACIE 
\Winter wheat area e' !Imate for the USGP w not ig
ntlicantl y differ nt (a t th ~ 10-perce nt level) from the 

rresponding USDA 5 S e timate. Th e final 
LA IE spring wheat area e timate for the SGP was 
ignifk ntly mailer than the orresponding ESCS 

e timale, but there was great impro ement in the 
rei ti e di ff rence of thi es timate over the corre
pondi g Pha e I and Pha e II e tim ate . Thi im-

provement i attr ibuted t the implementali n f the 
new das ifi ation procedure, Procedure I. 

Based on the bli nd ite ground-truth inves tiga
tions (for 166 ample egm nt ). the primary ouree 
of error in cl ification (i n both pring wheat and 
winter wheat) wa found 10 be th fili labeling of 
wheat ignaturc a ' nonwheat beca e of (I ) abnor
mal ignature development au ed by late planting, 
drought, grazing, crop rotation , plant ariety, di ea e, 
and/or soil type; m inabili ty to resolve mall fi eld 
u ing Land at imagery ; and (3) lack of Lar.dsa t ac
qui ition for both the po temergen e tage and th e 
ti llering-to-heading tage. In addi ti on to pro iding a 
good under tanding of U.S. wheat labeling ae
curacie , the e ten ' ive blind ite anal y i effort add
ed to the confiden e in the U.S.S.R. cI ificalion ac-
uracy in e th e mall-grai n field in the U.S.S.R. 

are much larger and the field ignatur appear m re 
normal and homogeneou (fig . 21 and 22) than in 
th e USG P (fig. 23) . 

Unlike Pha e I and II , the Phase III LACIE total 
wheat yield e timate wa igni ficant ly differenl from 
the orr ponding J: CS e timate in every month 
be au e f undere timale for both pring and winter 
whea t. The larges t difference oc urred in Oklahoma 
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and Texa winter wheat yield and in Minne ota and 
. lontana pr ing wheat yield . The pring whea t yield 
error were due prim rily 10 tr nd t rill . which failed 
to account for new arietie ' of wh . • ,n Minnes \0 

and ~ r in rea cd ferti li zer u age in Montana durin' 
the pa t year . The winter wheat yield error were 
al 0 due to trend term which fai led to account for 
more wheat a reage being fertilized in the las l two 
decade in Te a and Oklahoma. 

The re ult of LACI E Pha e III produ ti n 
timation indicated th at th e aceura y goal of 90/90 

wa ac hie ed in 'he .S.S.R., where the techn logy 
w ab le to identif th e hortfall in th e pring whea t 
crop 3 month before completi on of harve t and 
a hie d imilar r ' ult in the winter wheat region . 
The initial LACI E e timate in Augu t wa within 6 
per ent of the U.S.S.R. January 28 figure of 92 
milli n metric ton , and th LA I final modified 
e timate relea cd on January 23 was within 1 per
cent. . detailed e ami nation of the condit ion whi h 
led to the .5 .. R. hortfall in ' pring wheat proLlu -
tion and th e re pon e obser ed in the LACI model 
pr ided on lu i e eviden e th at th e LA I E 
fore as t technology did indeed respond for good 
rca n an d in a l imely fas hion . er m t of Ihe 
... R. pring wheat region , warmer than average 

I m ?erature predominated during th e growing 
ea ' on. An in e ·ti ga tion of the Land at data and th e 

yie ld mod ... 1 r pon eat ubregional Ie el indicated 
th aI th e drought ondi tion were learl y ob er able 
ir. the Land at dala and th at the yield model a
curately re ponded by reducing yield timate in the 
affected region . 



3 MAV 1976· PLANTING 4 MAV 1976 · PLANTING 

14 JUL V 1976 · JOINTING TO HEADING 1 AUG 1976 · HEADING TO TURNING 

FJG UR[ 21.-Kustlln.~, l .S .. R. ,,·t:llIrnt 11224, sprillil whut growth stllll'S. 

CONCLUSION 

T li c sme nt ub y ·tem has 
matured through the 3 year - of LA I E. Earl in 
L I ' , the small am unt or ground truth that wa 
a ail:Jblc precluded u~CUrtlle ltIti ti ~a l timate ' or 
umpling unci elas ' ifi~a t ion acura 'y. the program 

cu lminated , c~ ura~ y -sment was not nl yable 
to meet thi goal but wa ' e en able to e aluate com· 
ponent labeling error , uch as b undar efr ct ,ab· 
n rmal - ignatur " and lack r key Landsat a 'qui i· 

tions. Furthermore, the gr und-truth data pr ce ing 
matured through LA I from olle ting datll I' r 
one rop ( mall grain) to colle ' ting, qualit. check
ing, anci archi ing datu ror all 'rop ' in a LA I E am· 
pie cgmenl. Thi datu c lIe 'ti n n t onl)I a i ted 
L I in de termining causal factor but ha - Pfc)' 
idcd an in aluable data et for new -y tem dc el p

ment for other crop, u 'h a ' corn and oybcan , and 
ror the tes ting of new clas ification tcm for 
Landsat dutu. 

I' . II F '\\ 1\': . . \ , 
I P \:' I \ 1\ \' \ I '\.I ' ' 2 9 
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29 SEPT 1976· PRE EML:~GENCE 

29 DEC 1976 · EMERGENT 

FIG RE 22 .-...{)de" •• L. ' . ·.R. Iot'!tmt' nt 7265. winter wheat 
('mef1len~(' . 
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FIG RE 23.-Vuy small ",Intn wbut fields In LA IE ~mC'nt 
IS03. Stanton, Nrbraska. OrtobC'r 26. 1977. 
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LACIE Applications Evaluation System 
Efficiency Report 

Timothy T. WhiteD 

SUMMARY 

The LACIE Applications Evaluation System 
(AES) encountered significant increases in scope 
over the three phases of the project. The increases in 
scope and data load, as well as increased complexity 
and sophistication, were accommodated without sig
nificant increases in operational resources by 
developing and implementing a number of system 
efficiencies. In general, the operation of the AES 
which was expected to be a major implementation 
problem turned out to be a manageable one with data 
timeliness being the only major problem encoun
tered. The timeliness of the data never met the ex
pected goals because of (1) a hiahly fragmented 
system, in which the data accumulated large 
amounts of queue time waiting on delivery to the 
next function, and (2) the staffing for average loads, 
which resulted in backlogs during peak loads. With 
these exceptions, the very complicated LACIE 
system functioned in an increasingly efficient and 
productive manner in a state-of-the-art environment. 
The experience of operating a global remote-sensing 
inventory experiment produced valuable insight into 
the operation of a future system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The operation of the LACIE system required con
stant monitoring and management to keep all the dis
parate functions producing in such a way as to meet 
the operational goals of the project. This required the 
implementation of a number of monitoring and effi
ciency analysis tools, The efficiency monitoring 
function often afforded enough insight into the 
operation of the system to avert the disruption of the 
data now caused by a situation that might arise in the 

operation of a given element. This paper discusses 
the scope of the three phases of LACIE and the 
!'ystem efficiencies which had to be implemented to 
cope with the resulting Landsat data load. The 
methodologies used in system analysis, some of the 
specific data collected, and the inferences of these 
data and their implication on future systems are also 
discussed. 

LACIE PHASE I 

Phase I of LACIE was the most inefficient ph;::;~ 
operationally because a major portion of the avail
abl( resources was being utilized ~or system develop
ment. The scope of Phase I was very modest492 
segments, of which 411 were aggregable U.S, Great 
Plains segments and the remainder were exploratory 
sites distributed over the other LACIE countries and 
intensive study sites. The Landsat acquisitions 
utilized in Phase I were not as complete as those used 
in the later pha'ies. The Landsat data were not col
lected in real time until after April 1. 1975. The data 
from the first of the crop year, September 1974 
through March 1975. were selected manually fnm 
the available Landsat-l acquisitions; and. typicallY, 
only one or two images were selected for each seg
ment. Real-time data were obtained after April I. 
1975. from Landsat-2. This scheme resulted in about 
2400 acquisitions reaching the NASA Johnson Space 
Center (JSC) for processing after the Landsat data 
had been screened for cloud cover and registered. 
The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
operating five shifts per week. produced 50 to 75 ac
quisitions per week and fell well behind the incom
ing data load; turnaround times were running typi
cally 15 days from satellite acquisition to completion 
of GSFC processing. In June 1975. GSFC imple
mented a lO-shift-per-weck operation; backlogs were 
eliminated. and turn!ll'ound times averaged b days. 
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The sianiticanl increase in throuahput from GSFC, 
averlllin, t 70 acquisitions per week durin, the peak 
months of June and Ju.y 1975, inundated the resl of 
the AES, especially the ana.yst capabilities, for much 
of the remainder of Phase l. 

The performance of the preprocess;n. functions 
at JSC improved steadily durin, Phase I as pro
cedures were refined, reachina a nominallurnaround 
lime of S day. from GSFC comp.etion until receipt 
by the LACIE Physical Data Library (lPDl) at JSC 
(2 of the S days were allocated for air transportation). 
The miVor bottleneck at JSC was in the classification 
of the data. The Classification and Mensuralion Sub
system (CAMS) analysts were required to classify 
the first acquisition for each of four predefined 
biowindows. This impacted processina considerably 
in that the acquisition required for processina masht 
nOI have had an adequate sianature or mi,ht have 
contained confusina information which resUlted in 
much rework before satisfactory results could be ob
tained. The interpretation of the imlllery and the 
definition of train ina fields was done by 14 imase 
analysts. The seaments were subsequently classified 
by 29 data processin, analysts, leadin, to very ineffi
cient communications. In addition. unproved 51 •• 
nature extension techniques were beinl atlempted. 
alonl with the implementation of a newly developed 
batch process ina system, which further inhibited the 
data now. 

These situations caused a prolon&ed analyst con
tact time of about 12 hours per classification and a 
sianificant amount of rework of 200 to JOO percent 
(typically two attempts al balch processin& and one 
at interactive rework). Overall. the Phase I CAMS 
processina produced onty about 1100 classifications 
(approximately 1.6 estimates per segment~ see table 
I). The total man-hours required durina Phase I to 
process the acquisitions classified for each segment 
ordered was a rather lensthy 25 analyst hours. which 
includes ,III rework and the prOCC-;3tnS 01 ~",~ .. equenl 
acquisi tions. 

LACIE PHASE II 

The scope of Phase It was increased sisnificantly 
by the addition of 680 U,S,S.R. seaments and 280 
Canadian segments to the Phase I scope. thus raising 
the total 10 almost 1700 segments. 2.S times that of 
P;,ase I, The Phase II dala collection period was ex
tended. amt data were sathered over the entire crop 
season in real time. This produced more than 9000 
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TABU' I.-Phase I Landsat PfOC'fssitrR Summary 

It!!"' 

Seamenll 

AcquililionJ at JSC 

Acqui,ilions nOI pr~lSCd 

Machine-processed Kquililionl 

Balch·reworked acquisilion. 

Interactive-reworked acquisitions 

Time per seamenl 

Averate lime per acquisition 

ElIlim.'e5 per seamen! 

Averale lhrouahpullime 

691 

2400 

1300 

1100 

S40 

'40 

1.6 

12 hr 

4hr 

J hr 

2S hr 

Iflbr 

4Oda)'J 

acquisitions, almost 4 times as many as in Phase I. 
The number of Phase II acquisitions per seamenl in
creased dramatically from the Phase I value of 3.S to 
5.4, p~odUcin& more dat:o: for the system to contend 
with but also more informalion for the analyst to 
utilize in decisionmakina. GSFC implemented a 
nominal 1000hift/week operatina schedule in Phase 
II. The peak processina load in the summer broulht 
back lop of up to a week to GSFC and required the 
system to operate at maximum capacity in June, 
July. and AUlust 1976 (17 shiflS per week were re
quired to handle the workload). This increased the 
averaae weekly output for the month!ll of June and 
July to 370 acquisitions. which was twice as areat as 
the Phase I peak output 

In Phase I. it was noticed that ahhoush initial ac
quisitions were received for some seaments. subse
quent acquisitions were not obtained, This problem 
was diacnosed as bein, caused by bad reference 
scenes. A data manaaement system was imillc
mentcd at GSFC to identify these segments pri
marily by noting the ones for which fewer than the 
average acquisitions were received, The bad 
reference scenes were usually upd'tcd toward the 
end of It phase. allowing the acquisition efficienc), on 
It per-seamen: basis to improve eventually if the seg
ment was kep! for a subsequent phase. 

The data preproctssing at JSC remained 
unchan,cd in Phase II except for two hardware aug
mentations. A direct data j,nk between GSFC and 
JSC was implemented. whkl'l eliminated It:e occa
sional "misdirection" appliw to the data when 
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shipped via ~ommerdal airlines. A sianificant im
provement in the dassifi~ation time on the 
l ACI E/Eauh Res(}ur~es Interactive Processinl 
S)'stem (lACIE/ERIPS) resulted from the imple
mentation or a parallel prO~C5sor which reduced the 
four-channel classification time from 6 to 3 minutes. 
This reduced the rcquired computcr operalions lime 
in Phase II and allowed a significant increase in com
putationill complexity to be added to the system in 
Phase III. 

In Phase II. about one-half of the acquired land
sal data were un processable. As shown in table II. 10 
percent of the Phase II acquisitions were of poor 
quality (caused by the presence of haze. snow. 
clouds. etc.). 16 percent had preemerler.ce or dor
mancy (no wheat signatures). 19 percent were next
day passes acquircd in ovcrlap requires. and 2 per
cent were acquired for s~ments located in non
aaricultural areas. These nonagricultural segments 
were used in the a"regation but were moved to 
agricultural areas for Phase III. 

A number of changes were made in the CAMS 
anal)'st operations to improve operatin, efficiency. 
The Image analysts and data processin, analysts 
were intearated into tcams to improve communica
tion and feedback. ThirtY-SIX team equivalents 
resulted. including about a dozen analysts who per
formed both functions. The procedure of processinl 
only the first acquisition in a biowindow (one or the 
four lACIE data collection windows) was replaced 
with one that required the analyst to analyze and 
process every licquisition. However. the analysts 
were not required to machine process every acquisi. 
tion. If a small percentale of wheat I!xisted in the 
scene (less than SOO resolution or picture elements). 
the picture elements (pixels) would be counted by 
hand. If the analyst could determine that the current 
acquisition under examination had not chanaed siS
nificantly from a previous estimate for the seament. 
a "no change" would be submitted and the previous 
result would be used in the allrcaation. Of the ac· 
quisitions obtained. 17 percent were machine 
classified. 9 percent \' ere hand counted. and 27 p~r
cent were determined to have no significant change 
from a previous estimate, 

A sianificant improvement in the totaillmount of 
time an analys! spent in processing a segment-from 
2S hours in Phase I to 11 hours in Phase II-was the 
result of a number of factors, A tenfold reduction in 
rework resulted from the improved communication 
between the interpretation and tt.e processina of an 
acquisition. an improved oper~tins system. and a 

TAsu.II.-Pho.f(' IIl..ondsol Proc('s.finR Summary 

I,,.,,, .\'1/,",,(" .4"alII'II I,m" 

Seamenl' tb8J 

Atquilitionl at JSC 'ItSO 

Acquililionl screened bUI n .. -I pr~· 
cuedduc to-

Poor ima,e quaiil~ 900 

Precmcr,ente or dormant)' 14S4 

Nc~t-d8~ pall J7j8 

Nona.ricullural 183 

Proportion utimalCI 

ttand-tounled I,quililion. liB 25 hr 

Mathine·proceued a(qui.lllon. ISSS 7 hr 

Atqui.ilion. reworked b)' 
machlt\e proceuina 38CJ 2 hr 

Nil ",nilkanl chanae: 2470 2 hr 

Tlltal time pcr Ile,ment II hr 

A \'crl,c time for m8(hinc 
procellin, 6 hr 

A \'craac lime rer Clllm.IC 4 hr 

F-'liro';SI-:1 pcr Kame .. 1 2.'1 

A VCrllC IhroUlhpul limc .1.1 dI)'~ 

lood quality assurance proaram instituted durinl the 
phase. The analyst contact time for machine 
classification of a st,ment was reduced to 6 hours by 
the implementation of the team approach. improved 
systems and procedures. and experience. The use of 
the no-chanae criterion allowed the analyst to pro
vide an estimate without spendina the time to 
machine pro;:ess the seamen!. This reduced the 
averaae analyst time involved in IJrodudna an .:sti
mate to 4 hours. with an averaae of three estimates 
beina produced for each segment in Phase II. 

LACIE PHASE III 

The Phase III SCGpe WliS much larger than Phase II 
with about 17000 acquisitions for 3000 segments
almost 6 acquisitiuns per segment compared to 5,4 in 
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Phase II and J.5 in Phase I. The biowil'!dows were 
len,thened lIIin in Phase III. openin, earlier to ob· 
tain the acquisitions durin. seedbed preparlltion and 
remainina open lonaer durin, the winter dormancy 
period. The GSFC improved its throuahput by about 
JO percent by eliminatin. the visual screen in. step in 
its procedure. by reducin. the scene extraction con· 
straints. and by relaxin. some quality assurance con· 
straints. With this increued efficiency and operatin. 
17 shifts per week. the GSFC peak output in June 
and July 1977 averaaed 610 acquisitions per week-a 
65·percent increase over Phase II. Even with this in· 
creased capacity. a 2·week backlo. (21.c:iay turn· 
around time) was encountered at GSFC durin. the 
peak processin. perio..1. 

The preprocessin. steps at JSC remained the 
same. althou.h some support resources were in· 
creased. This was required because of the increased 
data load and because a number of new products 
were added to the analyst repertoire. such as cluster 
maps. dot overlays. bias-correction info!'mation. 
areen numbers. spectral plots. feature selection. and 
trajectory plots. The new products increued the 
computer time for a four-channel classification back 
to the Phase I level of 5 to (\ minutes. late in Phase 
III. 8- and 1 6-chan nel multitemporal classifications 
were takin. as Ion. as 10 to 12 minutes. To a larae ex· 
tent. this was caused by the feature selection portion 
of the processin. lo.ie. 

The classification function apin underwent a 
number of chan.es in Phase III. The team concept 
was replaced with about 30 individual analysts who 
were reaionalized into two ar",8s. On~half of the 
analysts were involved in processin. about 600 U.S. 
seaments. and the other half processed 2000 U.S.S.R. 
seaments. The processin. strateay also was chanaed. 
All proportion estimates were to be the result of 
multi temporal machine classifications. requifin. at 
least two acquisitions. with initial processin, bein. 
deferred 'Jntil emeraence was detected. A priority 
system was employed to process the seaments which 
were nceded most for an upcomin'lIIrcption. This 
Phase III processin. strate.y produced 5000 machine 
proccssinp. This represented about 1.7 c1assifica. 
tions for each seament ordered in Phase III. which 
was similar to the 1.6 estimates pcr seament in Phase 
I. Althouah it was somewhat less than tht: 2.9 csti· 
mates encountered in Phase II incl:,din. the no
chanae e;uimates. it was sliahtly more than the 1.4 
estimates per seament in Phase II cxcludin,the no
chanac estimates. 

The Phase III processin. results Ire si10wn in ta· 
ble III. Some differenm between Phase II, and Phase 
III a'~ noticeable. The percent of thl" total acquisi· 
tions "screened and not processed" inc~eased silnifi· 
cantly in Phase III. This occurred for two reasons: 
(I) some Phase III end-of·season acquisitions. which 
were not processed due to rp.source limitations. were 
included in the "not processed" cateaory; and (2) 
back loIS and priority processin. in Phase III often 
caused several unpr~sed acquisition" to be en· 
countered in a packet. Usually only the one expcctt!d 
to produce the best estimate INa clusified and IIje 
remain in. acquisitions were statused as a multiple 
acquisition in addition to any next-day puses en· 
countered. This increase in unprocC5sed acquisitions 
corresponds to a decrease in the percentqe of total 
acquisitions for which estimates were passed in 
Phue III (30 percent) compared to Phue II (S3 per· 
cent). It can also be noted thaI the problem encoun· 
tered in Phase II of havin. leaments located in non· 
qricultural areas was essentiall:' eliminated in Phase 
III. 

TIfHU: /I/.-Phasr /1/ Landsat Pm'('uin/( Summar,r 

Se,menll 

Acqulliliuni .1 Jsr 

A~'quilllion, !il:rcencd bUI nOI 
pr~ellCd dUI: 11_ 

"/In"'," 

16640 

NUl pr(~ .. ellCd 4 041 

Prccmerlen&:c or dormanq J 21 J 

MulUplc Icqui.illtlnl 4 )82 

Non.arh:ullural It. 

Madllne I."JjwrlCd 4 '1811 

RCWdrk .;.10 perl."Cnl 

T ollli lime rer ~Im.:nl 

A~cralC lime per lKllUI,lIlon 

17 

,4l1u/nll/lllf' 

J hr 

S hr 

J hr 
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The implementalion of Procedure I (1'-1) ill 

Phase III made Ihe analysl'sjob C8sier b)' climinalin, 
!'ome m«hanical task" previausly required .nd by 
providin, a number of new pruduc!1 to aid in the 
anllYlil. The .ver. amtlct lime was reduced sia
nin""tl), in Phase III to an ,veraae of 3 houn per 
lIeamenl. ahhou.h olher pO~lionl' of Ihe s)'slem were 
burdened somewhat with Ih~ increased number of 
produels. Another efficicnq' of P·l was the use of 
Ihe stratified areal estimalion prncedure. which 
allowed Ihe analyst to correcl for misdassiliealion 
without reworkina the seamenl. The rework rate in 
IJhlle III was reduced to a neeli.ible levcl. with the 
r~ork encountered consistin, primarily of ba!~h job 
format erron. 

DIMON.TRATION 0' OPIRATIONAL 
TICHNOLOGY 

B«aus: of the scope of LACIE and thl: m.,nitude 
or the data. Ihe rroj, .. t encliuntered iI number of ne'" 
situalions reliu\!d III the develormcnl of is fully 
oreralional r.'mOle·'ens,", s)'slem. The foll"wintl 
~Cl.:ti,,"s "c~;nih\: sOllie of 'hese silu6lliuns. the effi· 
(ienq' monitorintl aSM),'i;!ted with them. thc imror
lan,'c "I' thl.~\! kinLis of dala. and Iheir rcialmnshir to 
future I)'stem •. 

Dete Acquisition 

The order,";:. a'·'luirin,. 'lwltt)' s(reenifltt. e\((jk't
in •• and r'~lslration uf landsat data results in an 
unrredi~table quanlity of dala be(ause of Ihc 
difficulty in forenstina weather I,'ondilions and II-e 
problcms assodalcd with rc.istration, Itllwc\er. illS 
n~'essar)' to \!stimale an appru"imate dal .. Iliad a, a 
fun"lion of lime in order 10 s,'hcdulc rcsour,'c!O, 

A (OmrUler rrcdi(lion model was de\'e1uped to 
cSlin';~ic Ihe number of aI.''lui,illons hi be e"rc(led 
o\cr a "i'cn arca fur a "i\cn lime. wnsilicrin, the 
sitellite plr.meten lind historical weal her infurma
tiun, The landsal a,'Quisilinn frc'luen,·)' for ca4'h 
defined SC¥nlen\ I .. \:,tkulated u,in~ ... inlrk srheri4'al. 
\e4'11If c'lUallll,h and dal,l "u,'h ;1 .. orbil IOdinalion. 
n:l'eal ~'~dc III d,I~" .IOLI rc\oIUlilln ... antJ i",a~c 

fr .tme "lie The latitude .",d lonttitudc III' the larltct of 
Inler,,'l>1 anLi Ihc I'cri(ld of I:me mcr \\'hi~'h Ihe dala 
arc 10 be (akululed arc input. Thc allrililln of' Ihc 
satcllite lft:Quisition". h\!I.'au .. ~ of dtlud I.','\er, \0\ as 

determined usin, the cloud cover data obtained from 
the U.S. Air Force Environmental T«hniQIJ Ap· 
plicationl Center (USAf -I: T AC). The dimatoJoaical 
aver. number of daY5 pcr month with lei. than 2S 
10 30 percCl1t (depcndinl on aVlilable data) cloud 
cover. dosest to Ihe Landsal PIIS time. WII u_ed. 

Althoueh relativel)' simple in str~ture and opera
tion. the model hat provCI1 quite tali.factory for 
cstimalin, the dala 10 be encountered in LACIE
with a couple of caveals, First. the area of CC\,~i. 
musll\c ralhcr larae (e,l .. Imccmplllin,leveral con
tinents), This rrmi\ies an a,'er.in, effect so that the 
arquii cd data o\'er Ihe short period of a month or 
IWO will be accufincl)' eSlimated. If Ihe area for 
which prl!dklions are 10 be: made is • country or a 
small portion of a ,'onlinenl. Ihe predio:tionl lend 10 

be re:al,onable onJ) o\'er II minimum period of6 to 12 
monlhs. Thc model docs nol predict with any ac
curacy the covcra,c 10 bc C"JlCCled over. small area 
Ie .•.• is state) ror II shorl reriod of lime (c .•.• a 
month) because or Ihe "ariabilily of local weather. 

The doud cov~r/acquisilion prediction model OUf
rUI is rcduced to mml'ensate for attrilion ir. the 
S)'slem because or do:~a Quality and b«ause of 1(

'luisitiuns failin, rc,istralinn, Thisaffeels only ab(lut 
l~ rcreenl of the u.u .. acquired by the salellite:, The 
(iSH' pr.l\:essin, roulincl)' resulted in Ih~ follo\\'in, 
outPUI: ~O pc";cnl losl h) douds and snow. 10 per
,'cnl losl 10 rCttistralion. ~ I'er\:cnl losl to quality \:011-

troi. an~ JO rcr~cnl heintt senl to JSC for LACIf. 
rr04.'osin,. 

The 10 rer,'cnl of the land!>., acquisitions losl 
bc(ausc of failure III rCttisler to the reference stene 
mi,hl h\: \:onsidcrcd insi,nineln\. lr somc cues. it 
was, [lut man)' of thc ntisrclti!llrlltioos werc \:8\lScd by 
bad referco(c M:Cr.CS, When thil occurred. I 'I:Imenl 
I.'uuld nI)l be used I'or a"rcption. lince one or two 
lI4'Quisilions o\'cr U ,towin, l'4:riod seldom Illowed 
Ihe anal)'sl 10 I'roduce a reliable estim.te, The lOIS of 
Il""""ble SC¥nlCOIS will ,' .. usc Ihe samrlin, billS 10 
inneas~ or require additionul samples to be ordered 
in subs.:quenl ~'ears tu (oml'cnlatc for thcse 
pwbkots, 

An anal)'sis of the referencc scene problem was 
perforoted hi determine whal did or did not mike I 
:.tuud rcfcrcn,'e ~"'cne, and nu definiti\'c answer was 
uhlal nell, IkIIC( rd·erc,lI.·C \(cn~ stcmcd to be ob
lained carl) '" Ihe ttro\o\ 1Il~ .. cason. but no .:riterion 
was e":.::;ji .. h,,d lur L\('IL This .,rublem was 
h,lndlcd tll'..:rallunall) b~ nlunitorin, the iU.'Quisilion 
h"tuf) ul' Ca4.'h ~ .. meIH and nagin, lhc abnormal 
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ones. This generally occurred after much of the 
growing season had been completed so that the 
changing of a reference scene generally helped only 
in the next crop year, assuming the scene was not 
moved for the next year. Hopefully, the new full
frame registration system being implemented at 
GSFC, which is based on ground-control points in
stead of reference scenes, will eliminate this kind of 
problem from future large-scale remote-sensing in
ventory systems. 

Ont additional issue is related to the acquisition of 
Landsat data; i.e., what are the right data to order 
and/or extract? Initial LACIE plans called for only 
the first acquisition in a biowindow to be analyzed. It 
was quickly realized that crop growth stages could 
not be predicted with any accuracy in real time, and 
the set of acquisitions needed by the analyst spanned 
the entire growing season plus a month or so before 
and after. For areas where winter crops are grown, 
data were collected year-round; for spring crops, data 
were collected for most of the year. It was shown in 
Phase II and Phase III that the early-season or 
preseason acquisitions were the most important in 
observing crop rotation, seedbed preparation, and 
initial crop emergence. In future programs, some 
changes to data collection might be considered. First. 
the data collection might be reoriented to earlier ac
quisition dates to focus more attention on the transi
tion period between crops. This would provide in
sight into planting dates, changes from the last to the 
current year. and initial growth stages of the current 
year's crop. This kind of strategy might entail con
siderable overlap between two crops, whereas the 
current LACIE approach does not allow much over
lap due to data base storage constraints. Secondly, 
since the early-season data are so important-almost 
to the point that, if they are not obtained for a given 
segment. the segment is not usable-a more dense 
early-season segment population might be planned, 
and those segments which do not have an adequate 
early-season acquisition history could be eliminated 
from the system. This approach would be imple
mented easily for winter crops; however, because of 
the shortness of the growing season, it is question
able whether it would be practical for spring crops. 

Analyst Contact Time 

The need for collecting detailed analyst time as a 
function of task was established early in LACIE. 
Midway through Phase II and continued through 
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Phase III, a system was implemented whereby each 
analyst would record the start and stop time for each 
major step in the analysis procedure. These were ac
cumulated and analyzed monthly. A summary of a 
portion of the data collected is shown in table IV. 
The improvement through the implementation of 
pol is clearly shown. The reduction in interpretation 
time resulted in the ease of labeling prelocated dots 
compared to selecting and identifying fiplds and in 
the elimination of the need to extract, reformat, and 
verify field coordinates. These improvements saved 
the analyst almost 4 hours of time. However. pol 
postclassification results included cluster maps, 
spectral plots, etc., which required slightly more 
evaluation time and time to perform the stratified 
areal estimate. The net decrease in analyst contact 
time was 3.3 hours. This saving may have been offset 
slightly by the time used by the additional clerical 
help needed to assemble. status. and distribute the 
additional products. However. since analyst skills are 
critical in such a project, any improvement in analyst 
contact time is a significant asset to the project. 

Two other important observations can be made 
from the analyst contact time and should be kept in 
mind when future project planning is considered. 
The amount of analyst contact time required to ini
tially process a segment depends on the conditions of 
that processing; i.e .• how many and which acquisi
tions are available for analysis and whether the seg
ment had been processed in a previous year. In some 
situations, the analyst may take twice the average 
ti!l'le to initially process a segment. It may be neces
sary for the analyst to become familiar with histori
cal data for the area. to verify the location of the seg
ment, to establish the olanting date for aop calendar 

TABLE IV.-Alla/ysl COI/lact Time'i 

Pha.\(' /I 
Trail/il/K n,'1eI /t,,<" .. till'" 

TaJk Tilll", II,. 

Interpretation 43 

Del Foster .0 

Reformatting .0 

Verification J 

Evaluation .7 

Total 6,5 

Plwlt' 1/1 
H'1I1'I'dwt' I 

Interpretation 

Evaluation 

Jillll'. III 

1.9 

I.J 

.1.2 
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optimum manner. The vast majority of the data !ook 
about 29 days to now through the system. This was 
due to several causes. First. the LACIE system was 
fragmented. with most major com~'onents being lo
cated in geogral'hically separated areas. In addition. 
manual methods were used to transfer data frort' one 
component to another (courier. air transportation. 
mail). A second problem in attaining the throughput 
time was that a number of the processing compo
nents operated only 8 hours per day. 5 days per week. 
Figure I shows the typical now of data in the LACIE 
system, As indicated. 6 of the 29 days were lost due 
to weekends and an additional 10 days resulted from 
overnight holds. The resulting 13-day in-process timl.: 
indicates that. if a 3-shift-per-day 1-day-per-week 
operation could be implemented. the l+day turn
around goal could be attained. 

The nominal 29-day turnaround time was ex
ceeded during the peak processing months (May 
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through August) of each lACIE phase. As shown in 
figure 2, the data acquisition rate for the L.ACIE pro
ject was not uniform. and a lurge innux of datil was 
encountered each summer. Since most of tle lACIE 
components were staffed for the averag(. loads. the 
peak loads caused ml\ior backlogs at GSFC and in the 
cla.'tSification subsystem. These backlogs caused the 
average turnaround time to reach 40 days in Phase 1. 
33 days in Phase II. and SO days in Phase 111 (because 
of the enormous peak encountered in Phase III). One 
major reason that the Phase II turnaround time was 
short compared to Phases I and III was because of 
the implementation of the no-change and hand
count procedures. which produced almost 70 percent 
of all the IIggregable estimates in Phase II. These pro
cedures did not require the additional 1 to lO days 
necessary to submit II batch job and receive and 
evaluate the rcsulls. therehy reducing the average 
turnaround time nll1siJer.lhl~·. 

Several situations elh:ountered in LACIE will 
likely be en!:ountered in future systems. First of all, 
the reliability of each of the various system compo
nents was reasonably gooll. However. with so many 
components in the system. the chances were Ihal at 
any given time one of them wOli!d h.! inoperable. im
peding the now of data. Secondly. if the data process
ing qde is greater than the satellite data acquisilion 
cyde. incoming im.lgcry will very likely have 10 be 
pla!:ed on hold while prcvious acquisitions are being 
comrletcd. therehy illlpal·ting the turnaround time 
of the incoming a!:quisitions. Finally, unless 
resources are dedi!:ated around the do!:k and in suffi
l'ient quantity to meet peak load demands in a fully 
operational rcmote·sensing data processing system. a 
project h'I\'ing si/eahle Sl'nre will mosl likely not 
main lain a real-timc operation during peak acquisi
tion periods. 

~~--------------,----~----------~~-.~~~ 
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Data Processing Systems Design 

FOREWORD 

In general. the remote-sensing data processing 
facilities and software available prior to LACIE were 
primarily suited to the support of essentially "small" 
research users in laboratory environments. In dis
tinction. the LAClE requirements for a quasi-opera
tional high-throughput and high-volume data system 
represented a considerable departure from the 
capabilities of thelie predecessor installations. both in 
capacity and in organization. The objectives of this 
session are to review those key conceptual and 
design issues identified and addressed in the estab
lishment of an effective and economical LACIE data 
processing system. and to extrapolate from this ex
perience toward the computational support of 
analogous future programs. This is accomplished in 
the following papers through focused discussions of 
specific elements of several c!itical subsystems 
rather than an attempt to be exhau!ltive or complete 
in the presentation of all system e:?ments. The 
evolution of the addressed elements from the pred
ecessor installations (where they existed) to their 
ultimate form in the Applications Ev.:luation System 
(AES) is traced. The final papers in the session dmw 
inferences for future study and development. The 
reader is referred to two papers in the "Proceedings 
of the Plenary Session" for the context in which the 
work described in the current session has been per
formed; viz. "The LACIE Applications Evaluation 
System: A Design Overview" and "Data Proccssing 
Systems in Support of LACIE and Future Agri
cultural Research Programs." Additional descriptive 
papers pertinent to the operations of a numher of 
these subsystems can be found in the System Imple
mentation and Opcrations Session elst!where in this 
document. 

Several of the papers in this session pertain to the 
development of the Earth Resources Interactive 
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Processing System (ERIPS). which was used as the 
principal computational vehicle for the Classification 
and Mensu~ation Subsystem (CAMS) of the AES. 
The ERIPS was a representative pre-LACIE capa
bility designated as a facility to be upgraded for 
LACIE support; many elements of the original 
design of this system were subject to revision for 
satisfactory LACIE operations. The introductory 
paper "LACIE/ERIPS Software System Summary" 
provides the necessary background for the other 
papers by outlining the historical development of the 
total system. The paper entitled "The LACIE Data 
Bases: Design Considerations" discusses the founda
tions and behavior of the ERIPS-related mass disk 
data base on which all crop-year imagery and much 
related ancillary data were maintained. The paper en
titled "Man-Machine Interfaces in lACIE/ERIPS" 
tr'!ats the sometimes difficult conversion from the 
research-oriented interactive environment to the 
batch production requirements of lACIE. Finally, 
the paper entitled "Very High Speed Processing: Ap
plicability of Peripheral Devices to Pixel-Dependent 
Tasks" olltlines the solution to the critical problem 
of processing speed char<lcteristic of image analysis 
as implemented in the ERIPS. 

The two papers entitled "Cartography: LAC'lE's 
Spatial Processor" and "Considerations for Design of 
Future Research and Development Interactive Im
age Anal)'sis Sy~tems" specify other signiticant are<ls 
that require future work for the establishment of a 
s:ttisfactory crop inventory s)'stem, 

The final papers in the session ... A look at Com
puter System Selection Crileria" and "Cost and Per
f:.>rmance Characteristics of Data System Contigura
tions for Processing Remotely Sensed Data," assess 
requirements for subsequent inventory systems anll 
techniques for evaluating and satisfying these re
quirements in computing organilations. 
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Cartography: LACIE'. Spatial Proc.s.or 

M. L. RaderD and R. R. VeiaQ 

AISTRACT 

The Cartclraphic Laboratory of the NASA 
Johnson Space Center Earth Observations Division 
is responsible for satisfy ins the spatial processina 
needs of LACIE. These needs include locatina 
agricultural test sites and resisterins around-truth 
data to Landsat imagery. This paper discusses the 
technical aspects of the LACIE cartoaraphic support. 
the unique need for cartography in satellite crop sur
veys, and proposed improvements which would 
enhance the cartosraphic support of future pro
srams. 

TRANSITION FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC 
TO DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

From the outset. LACIE was constrained to use 
Apollo resources that had application to remote sens
ing. The cartosraphic capability was one resource 
which did have significant commonality with remote 
sensing; it was therefore merged into the Earth Ob
servations Division. This transition into remote 
sensing created several problems for the Car
tographic Laboratory. Many skills needed for tradi
tional photographic mapping were unnecessary in 
digital image processing. The concept of an 
electronic resolution element (a pixel, was foreisn to 
the cartographer who was accustomed to continuous
tone photographs. Some cartographers did have ex
perience in automated data processing; however, 
computer processing of digital images was signifi
cantly different from Apollo computer cartography. 
Image processing was a problem of processing lar~e 
data sets, whereas mapping was primarily a problem 
of programing equations. 

Another problem was the obsolescence of the 
electro-optical equipment used in processing photo-

8Lockheed Electronics Company, Houston. Texas, 

'Xt:inal photography may tit AUrl;llaS81. Ira." 
i.;'WS Data Center 
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graphic imagery. Because electronic imaaes such as 
those from Landsat are optimally processed in the 
computer, the need for some of the elaborate car
tographic electro-optical equipment was eliminated; 
however, the burden on the NASA computer 
facilities was increased. 

Notwithstanding these problems, the Car
tographic Laboratory made significant contributions 
to LACIE, including test site location and the 
measurement of LACIE performance. This paper 
will outline these contributions and explore potential 
areas 'or future contributions. 

THE CARTOGRAPHIC ROLE IN LACIE 

The LACIE process flow (fig. 1) involves three 
primary tasks: (1) test site selection, (2) classifica
tion and yield computation, and (3) performance 
measurement (accuracy assessment) of the 
classification and yield computations. The Car
tographic Laboratory has primarily supported 
LACIE operational tasks. including test site selection 
and performance measurement; it has also con· 
tributed to supporting research, including that in 
yield estimation. 

... . ... 
TEST liTE CLASIIf'ICATION 

ACCURACY SELECTION AND I-- AND YIELD I--
LOCATION COMPUTATIONS 

ASSESSMENT 
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Telt Site Selectlo" 

To mea ure world wheat production, it ws 
ne e sary to select a set of tutistically significant te t 
site for the world' wheat-growing region . The Car
tographic Laboratory performed a significant part of 
this task. The first step ws to delineate farming 
regions on 1: 1 000 OOO-scale Operational Navigation 
Churt (ONe's) over major wheal-growing regions 
uch as the U.S.S.R., Canada, and the United States. 

The e farm regions were delineated from mo aic of 
Land at full-frame film products which were at the 
ONC 1: 1 000 000 scale. 

Crop Reporting District (CRD) boundarie were 
also transferred to the ONC map base. CRD's are the 
units for which agricultural stati ti s are compiled, 
such as the county system in the United State where 
a county agent gathers and reports crop data to the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) . Foreign 
countries have similar systems, the boundaries of 
which were also transferred to the ONC map base. 

These data, along with certain meteorological and 
soil data, were then used to determine the strategic 
location of test sites in the wheat-growing regions. 
The Cartographic Laboratory located the center of 
each test site, marked it on the ONC, and interpo
lated the latitude and longitude of the site center. The 
latitude and longitude center was then used by the 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to strip 
out a 5- by 6-nautical-mile Landsat image for the test 
site. 

Me.lurlng LACIE Perform.nce 

To determine the accuracy of the LACIE wheat 
production omputations, it wa nece ary to select a 
limited number of the 5- by 6-nautical-mile LACIE 
test ite where ground truth ould be gathered for 
compari on with the LACIE re ult . The e pecial 
ground-truth ite were de ignated "blind" ite and 
were located throughout the nited State and 

anada , where ground truth could be obtained with
out diplomatic problem . The ground truth i ac
tually a 'et Jr' aerial photograph. annotated in the 
field by U DA Agricultural Stabilization and Con er-
ation Service (AS S) agent a ' to the crop or co er 

type for each agricultural field in the ite. An e am
ple of an annotated aerial photograph is hown in 
figure 2. 

The LA I wa divided into three crop year -
Pha 'e 1, Pha e II, and Pha e Ill. The Pha e J and II 
blind ite were proce ed differently fr m the Pha e 
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FIG RE 2.-Examplt' of an annotatt'd aerial phutotlraph. 

III sites. The wheat area was measured in square 
inches on an X and Y measuring table on the ground
truthed photographs, which were unrectified but 
printed at an approximate scale of \:24000. The 
wheat area was divided by the total blind ite area. 
thereby giving a percentage of wheat ror the blind 
site. This percentage of wheat was then u ed 10 check 
the percentage of wheat computed by the LACIE 
system. However. the error source and magnitude 
were unknown becau e the photograph. were unrec
tified. This lack of rectification could significantly 
affect the wheat percentages. A rectified photograph 
is one in which the geometric distortions cau ed by 
the aircraft pitch and roll have been removed. It i 
printed at a known scale. Figure 3 i an example of 

AERIAL PHOTO 

. . . . . 
· . . . . . · . . . . . 

• • • 
• • • • · . . . 

PHASE t AND n 
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FIG URE 4.-{·onvt'n< lon of ~round Irulh 10 III Irlindll dl_1111 
Iml • . 

how an unrectified photograph might appear with 
re peet to a rectified photograph. 

The Phase III blind ite have been proce sed in a 
much more rigorou manner than tho e in Phase I 
and II . The Phs e III ground truth icon erted to 
pixel-level ground truth; i.e., each pixel ha a crop 
code a igned to it ba ed on its ground-truth crop
cover type. Figure 4 illustrate thi proce , which 
begin by obtaining aerial photography of the ite. 
The aerial photograph are enlarged to a 20- by 20-
inch format (approximate scale of 1:24000) . The 
enlargements are carried to the te t site by a county 
agent, who annotate the crop type of each 
agricultural field on the photograph . The e data are 
sent to the Cartographic Laboratory, where the fields 
are delineated as polygons, the polygon ertices 
measured, and the polygon regi tered and con erted 
to Landsat-type pixel . The radiance Ie el a igned 

FIG URE 5.-fIIm Iml.' of dl,lIll.round Irulh dill . 

FIGllRE 6.-1. ClE dl~~lnrilllon Ind du~It' r mlp" (II l 'nron
dillonil "lllliltr mlp "'fort' l,slllnmt' lIl of du,It'r, 10 diS'" : 
AUlu!>1 I , 1977. (bl Condiliollil du.lt' r mlp: bill''' _ 
Ihrt" hold , 00. DII: )d low - non'prlna mlilltral,,!> : Ilrt't'n _ 
'prine ,mill Iraln,: olht' r - ('ondlllo"al dU'It'r, : UIU,I I . 
1'177 . (t'! nlsstnnllon map: bla,," - Ihrt'shold : ,,"'1' 11 - !>prlnll 
mill IIrll" : orlnlt' - "on.prlna , mill Irlln,: Jul) I II , 19 
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TABLE I.-Approved Symbol LIII 

~/ Dtlrtiptlon Grtly-lCtlie HtlMIIld AbtUldolttd SrrIp /tll/ow Sutp /tl/Iow, Strip /aln. 
inti tlbtlndontd hQlllftttd 

A Alr.lr. 90 lIS 140 165 190 215 
a lar.., 101 126 151 176 201 226 
aN Beans 91 116 141 166 191 216 
C Corn 92 117 142 167 192 217 
CN COllon III 136 161 186 211 236 
FX Flax 103 128 153 178 203 228 
0 Orlll 105 130 IS5 180 205 230 
H Hay 106 III 156 181 206 231 
I/CC Idle cover crop 252 
I/CS Idle cropland 251 

stubble 
IIF Idle cropland fallOW 254 
liRE Idle cropland 253 

relidue 
\ M Millet 112 131 16' 187 212 237 1 

MT Mountains 241 1 NA Non-AI 242 I 
0 Oats 104 129 154 179 204 229 1 
P Puture 107 132 157 18J 207 232 1 PF Problem field 80 j 
R Rye 102 127 IS2 177 201 117 1 

S8 Suprbeets 98 123 148 173 198 223 
SF S.mower 93 118 143 168 193 118 
SO Sudan.,a. 95 llO 14S 170 19S 120 
SR Sorahum 96 121 146 170 196 211 
SU Sunftower 94 119 144 169 194 119 
SW Sprilll wheat 100 l2S ISO 175 lOG llS 
SY Soybeans 97 122 147 172 197 221 
T Trees 108 W IS8 183 lOB 2JJ 
TR Triticale 109 1~4 IS9 184 209 234 
VW Voluntary wheat no us 160 18S 110 2J5 
W Winter wheat 99 124 149 174 199 224 
• Water 240 
X Homestead 250 

to the pixels within a polygon are the numerical crop same characteristics as the blind sites except that 
codes assicned to each cover type (tables I and 11). they are formatted in different sizes (2 by 10 nautical 
Thus, one has a ground-truth image which has one- miles, S by 6 nautical miles, etc.) and ha\'e more 
to-one correspondence with the Landsat imagery ground measurements. The Cartographic Laboratory 
used by LACIE in computing wheat area for that has processed the ITS data and produced 1 :24 ()()(). 
site. A film image of this product is shown in figure scale maps of the field boundaries. The laboratory 
S. This image can be compared to the LACIE has also supported the LACIE yield team by supply-
classification and cluster maps of the same lest site ing meteorological and agrophysic::al data in map 
shown in figure 6. form. Graphic aids for photointerpretation have 

been constructed for the LACIE analyst interpreters. 
Other Support i. 

The Cartographic Laboratory has also provided THE UNIQUE NeED FOR CARTOGRAPHY 
many other support items to LACIE. The LACIE IN SATELLITE CROP SURVEYS 
Research, Test, and Evaluation (RT&'E) group has a 
set of intensive research sites. Designated Intensive Many of the technical problems encountered in 
Test Sites (ITS's), these sites have essentially the LACIE are the same problems which occur in map-
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TABLE I/.-Approved Sptc/a/ Crop Codts 

Grtly· INscription of JrMe Approxlmale 
s('Qlr (a) "Ialill(' 11"0 

IeII('I pmponions 

61 Wheat + small.rains 1:1 
62 Wheat + small.rains (2 or more) 1:2 , Wheal + other annual crop I: I 

(OAC) 
64 Wheat+OAC 1:2 
65 Wheat+OAC 2:1 
66 Wheat + small.rains + OAC 1:1:1 
67 Wheat + IImall.rains + OAC 1:2:1 
68 Wheat + small.rains + OAC 1:1:2 
69 Wheat + small.rains + fallow 1:1:1 
70 Wheat + small.rains + fallow 1:2:1 
71 Wheat + small.rains + fallow 1:1:2 
72 Wheat + OAC + fallow 1:1:1 
73 Wheat + OAC + fallow 1:2:1 
74 Wheat + OAC + fallow 1:1:2 
75 Small.rains + OAC 1:1 
76 Small.rains + OAC 1:2 
77 Small,fains + OAC 2:1 
78 Small.rains + OAC + fallow 1:1:1 
79 Smallarains + OAC + fallow 1:2:1 
81 Smallarains + OAC + fallow 1:1:2 

·CI ... dn'ln.1Ionl 
Whell-... nter or .pfln. 
Sm.1I .r.ln'-r~. rIC. Irl1lule. 00". mille, 
()Ihcr .nn".1 nopJ-banl. tUnOo,,·cr. s.rno","cr,ludln ,'IID. tOrn. ",)kar\. 

aof,hum. nn. "OI,IOft. rea •. mu,tard. etc,: 
.... lIo .. -Idlc/r.llo .. or Idlc rnlduc 

ring applications. An example is the problem where 
there were a number of aerial photographs (as many 
as six) for a single blind site. For Phase III, this cre
ated a problem because some photographs did not 
have sufficient correlatable points to register the 
photographic data to the Landsat image. The Car
tographic Laboratory applied a photogrammetric 
solution (ref. I) in which the photographic overlap 
was used to adjust all photographs simultaneously to 
the Landsat image without requiring control points 
on every photograph. The mathematical analysis in
volved is the same as in mapmaking and uses a 
simultaneous weighted least squares adjustment. 

Cartographers have studied the shape of the Earth 
to improve their mapping product quality. The shape 
of the Earth may significantly influence the data set 
where :l "flat Earth" assumption has been made. 
GSFC has begun using map projections in resam
piing data to improve the geometric quality. GSFC 
also analyzes the geometry of the scanner to reduce 
nonlinear systematic error. Figure 7 graphically iI-

I 
"'OAtH 

.'UilR£ 7.-.:I,tll And .. "Inul" rUII,dhlll" " .. Il'IIII" 

lustrates the scanner and Earth geometry. and figure 
8 illustrates a mapping transformation that projects 
the spheroidal Earth onto a flat plane. The geometric 
analysis of scanners is very similar to the analysis of 
the Apollo 17 panoramic camera. Both sensors have 
rotating optics-the only difference is the recording 
medium (film or detector), which i~ significantly 
different in physical processing but similar in mathe
matical geometric analysis. 

Another area in which cartographic technology 
may apply to remote sensing is in modeling 
geometric error and determining its quantitative 
effect on classification. This technique may be ap
plied to the satellite crop surveys when they begin to 
approach classification accuracies of 95 percent or 
better. The effect (\1' geometric errors on computed 
crop production may become significant at this level. 

THE FUTU~E CARTOGRAPHIC 
LABORATORY 

Hardware Improvements 

The Cartographic Laboratory has greatly 
enhanced its services for the Earth Observations 
Division, but it is expected that much more can be 
done. In particular, the machine interface problems 
created by physical data products such as maps. 
photographs, and ground-truth annotations can be 
reduced by improving the cartographic hardware 
syslem. Using the cartographic subsystem that was 
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desi,ned for a proposed NASA Earth Resources 
Data System (EROS) would alleviate many of lhese 
problems. This desiln (fil. 9) includes hip-speed 
raster scanners which provide a means of rapid com· 
pUler inputs of ,raphics. maps, and photolraphs. 
Hip-resolution black-and·white cathode-ray tubes 
(CRT's) also provide a means of accurate interactive 
measurement on digital imiles created from physi
cal data sources. 

Digital Data I ••• 

Another area in which the Caraolraphic Laborato
ry can make a si,nificant contribution is in develop
inl and implementin& a aeosraphic computer data 
base which could provide digital imaaery, soil types, 
meteoroloaical history or condition. political mem
bership. and all the other data needed to make 
satellite crop survey decisions. Because these data 
have spatial association with the scoid (Earth), they 
can be organized by spatial location (latitude and 
lon&itude). Pointers can be computed to locate data 
in the computerized data base as a function of spatial 
position. 

Autotr.tlon of Te.t Site Location 

One of the most expensive tasks performed by the 
Cartoaraphic Laboratory for LACIE was test site 
location. For future proarams, this process could be 
automated. resultinl in substantial savinp. The 
digital data base would be loaded with the data used 
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in the selection sulneay and the selection process 
could be machine prOl(ramed. This feature would 
produce a superior product and allow for chanles in 
selection strateay without sianificant manpower ex
penditures. It would also provide a means of tcslins 
different samplina allorithms. 

Automation of Ilind 81t. R.glatratlon 

Another area 10 be improved is the regislration of 
,round truth 10 Landsat imagery for the blind sites. 
The current process requires the selection of control 
points thai clin be measured on the aerial photo
sraphs and the Landsat imalery. Because the Ifound. 
truth data are compiled and di.itized as a,ricultural 
field boundaries (poly,ons). it would probably be 
beller to reailler the data usina an ed,e-detection cor· 
relalor such as GSFC uses. Because GSFC has Land
sat boundary maps for the LACIE lest sites (of 
which the blind sites are a subset). correlation of the 
,round-truth boundary maps to the GSFC boundary 
maps derived from the imaler), may be possible. 
This automatic correlation would then provide the 
informalion necessary to generate the relistralion 
coefficients. 

REFERENCE 
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Th. LACIE Data aa •• s: De.lg" Considerations 

INTRODUCTION 

A primar)' purpose of the LACIE Wt&5 to test the 
(O"CCJ)t thaI I.rae llmounll of Landsat dalll (ould be 
analyzed in a rea!-lime environment Previous Earth 
resources computer systems relied on tape media for 
data stor. and retrieval. and the volume of tapes 
n~essary to support a LACIE.,),pe s)'slem seemed 
10 offer insurmountable physkal and administrative 
problems. Thus, it was deC'ided that LACIE would 
implement dircct-acce5~. devi\:es al' the data storltle 
."edia. In this case. all the data would be ilvailaille 
immedililel)' without prior st<l,in" and the physi,-al 
and administrative problems should be minimal. 

This paper presents some of the desian considera
tions involved in implementin, direct-Kce5sstorqe 
devices for LACIE. The concentration is on the 
slOraac and retrieval of imaac data because this pre
~nted the most sir-nificant challcn~. The discussion 
will include a definition of the problem, th~ solution 
mcthodol08)' (or desi.n decisions" the iHitial opera
tion.1 structure. the modific:ations which him: heen 
incorpor.ted, some conclusions. and projections of 
future problems to be solved. 

THEPROILEM 

The tACH: was initial!) set up to assess the 
worldwide production of one iIIricultural crop, 
wheal. The site. or sample seament, is the smallest 
unit of land in\OI\ed in the assessment precess. The 
allal)'!>t or interpreter deternllnes a rercentale of 
\\hcat ~·lInl .. incd in a .. aml,k ,~ment h)' usin~ the 
pattern rccoJnitiul\ alJorithnl'> ,,,ailable in ;;: .. 
tACIt: software. 

To beain the LACIE procc!loS, imotac d,Ha must oe 
requested and received from the NASA Goddard 

Space Fli"'t Center (OSFC). The uta are input to 
the LACIE systcm from the OSFC lape. an addition. 
field .nd dot upd.te cards 1ft input to the LACIE 
system to define or update certain "fietds" and 
"dots" for each imap to be analyzed. 

The LACIE proc::ell allow. the data to be 
statistically analYled by one of two subsystem •• the 
interllCtive subsystem or the batch subsystem. The 
b.uch subsystem is primarily a card-mode emulation 
of the intcractive Nubsy.tem and is more restrictive 
than the interactive mode. 

At the outset, it wu planned to have approx
imately 1200 strata containin. a total of 4800 sample 
seamenb. For each of the 4800 umple seaments. 
ther~ couid be up to 16 acquisitions of data. 

D.ta ....... 

An acquisition is a subKene extrKted from a 
Landsal SI:ene on a ,iven day and composed of four 
lil'ectrill bands. Each acquisition consistl of 117 sc::an 
lines, and each scan line contains 196 pixels. with 
four "alues for each pixel. To be represented in one 
bttnd. each pi ltel requires I byte (eiatu bits). Thus. for 
eil~'h acquisition (If a ~lte. there are 91 728 bytes of 
data. 

117 lines 
!,196 pi"el!lo 
22932 bytes pet band 

x4 hands 

91 728 b~'te\ of data per acquisition 

:n addition to thc actual im. Jatl, there is infor
mation deseribin, the landsat scene from which the 
im. was ~"tracted. This information must be re
lained ""ith the imille for the data to be useful to the 
analysts. This information. 'he header. requires an 
additional 3062 bytes of stor •. The totalstorqe re
quired 10 rela.in a !liinlie imaae is III It'.alt 94 790 bytes. 
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If 11M! deI"e 1110 .tore and acceu 16 acquisitions 
ror _h of 4800 Ilr.\ple sepnenll, Ibe IOlai Ilor. 
requirement is 

94 790 bytes per ICqUisilion 
...... _)(_1~6 acquisitions per site (maximum) 
I 516640 bytes per IUe (maximum) 

)(4800 litel (maxlmut1l, 
7 279 872000 in "or. (maximum) 

In brOid terms. the problem can now be .tlled: 
-Ian an in ..... at .. clala bile wbich CIft hold up 10 
7.3 billion bY&eI of imaae dall aJona wilh Ibe MIOCi· 
II" ReId andlor dot deIlnitions and allc. ... 1ICCtII in 
pitca of ib<H.1 9S 000 bytes. However. this limple 
1tat~I1Co-:t dol';, nOi fully dacribe the problem 
~4CIUH He were additional conttrainllind wpts. 

Since the im. daIa would now inlO the ~,. bile 
over I arowin. season and lince nOi every lite would 
have the entire 16 at_lions (because of cloud 
cover and Olhtr problema rNlin.to dala qu.lity). h 
WII not praeticll 10 delian I dati but which would 
hold the entire 7.3 billion byta. Additional.y, there 
WM no WI, of knowin, beforehand the eXKt dis. 
tribution of Icquisilions to si~es. Some sites, I' year 
end. milht hive no dala liIOC:ilted with them. whiie 
olher siles miv, hIVe the full 16 acquisidonl. Thus, 
it wu necessary 10 deli", I dala bile which would 
allow "Cit ne"ibility in terms of the distribution or 
acquisition. to litll. 

The time dependenC)' of the imap dala acquisi
lion allO implies a need 10 catalOi the data ~ that 
analysu can determine dall availability. 

As imaac data is raved. the analysts must1eter· 
mine whether the data will allow the pluern rccGlfti
don procesl 10 be performed. Onc:t this determina
tion is mlde. ahe analysts must ,repare the addi· 
tional inpuu for the pattern rCCOlfti,jon alaorithms. 
Thae inputl, c:onsistiftj primarily of field and/or dol 
definition I. are directl, related 10 the spccifk sile 
under invaliplion. ThUI, wben the field and do, 
definitions are .tored. they musl be correlated with 
ahe imatery (or which they were developed. This im· 
plia Ihal the c.,alOIina scheme musl allow for cor· 
rdatina the imase da~ with ahe auociated field dat •. 
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Anotber contiderllion wa the protection of • 
I_ croa-referendna dall but. The data c:oftllined 
on &he LAct! dati bill had to be reuon.bly 
IeCured from the i_mlent deleaion of dati by the 
anal,. .. ,hemaelva or the many other users within 
the NASA leal·lime Compu\er Compla (R1CC). 
It wa deened criticll that procedures be deaipltd 
inlO &h. LACIE da'a bile accesses luch th.t human 
or machine error. would not cause complete chaos. 
The protection hid 10 enlure either that errors could 
not occur or tbat, if Ih., did occur, the .,. b3e 
could be restored 10 iu orilinal .tatUi. 

The requiremenu th.t the computer ."alysil 
oper.tiOM performed on abe R TCC computers be in. 
terlCtive operations or simullte Inlerll'tive opera
tion. to live a bitch capability implied additional 
constrainu on the t:.'1 base deli",. It WIS nec:essary 
10 -ian surncien, r •• ~dorn acc.1 capabili', 'nlO the 
data but .",h thl' reque..,led im~ an" fields could 
be retrieved from Ih. (lat4 but in • reasonable 
amount of time. The prfJCeUin. Ihrouahput w_ 
were 30 10 40 sepnenu in a l6-hour period in ,he in
ilial conflagration; the larlll increased to 120 sea
menu per 16 houri ir. I~' confiauralionl. 
These WJtIl mean I that the entire analysi. opera
lion hid 10 now throUlh lhe RTCC computers on an 
aver. of one every 21.5 minutes inilially. and 
finally. one every 8 minutes. Clearly. reuievin. the 
imaaes.nd fields (rom the data bue could not con· 
Il'me an inordinate amount of time. 

The budlCt alloc.ted 10 Ihe accomplishment of 
the desi", and implementation of the dat. bue to 
support LACIE WIS .n additional constraint. The ac· 
tual budJct levels arc not important (0 this discus
lion, but it should be IWted lha' cost effulh;eness 
was an important consideration. 

The i,.".i.1 problem un now be lilted thusly: 
desi.., and implement • .u in~xpens;ve'y as possible. 
an errorproor data base Itructure to support LACIE 
in such a manner u 10 .110w .ny .. "en sesment to be 
processed in ntl mor: than 8 minutes. 

, 
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SOLUTION MetHODOLOGY 

There were two basic designs initially presented to 
solve the lACIE data base problem. One design pro
posed a large multivolume image data base to store 
the image data. a histocy data base to hold the catalog 
data. and a field data base to hold the field defini
tions. The second design proposed multiple image 
data bases, each a single volume. supported by the 
same history and field data bases. The IMS-360 was 
proposed ru, the data base mana~!r, the system soft
ware support for the data bases. The IMS-360 was an 
off-the-shelf product; thus. the cost of developing a 
specialized data base support package was elimi· 
nated. The IMS-360 also offered sufficient data base 
management services to support either of the two in· 
itial designs completely. 

The designers realized that the image portion of 
the I.ACIE data base was the most ccilical because of 
the potential size. As a result, efforts were begun to 
determine realistic size limits. 

Sizing the Data Ba .. 

The first major result of the sizing effort was the 
understanding that the 3000-byte header was largely 
duplicated for each acquisition of a given sample seg· 
ment. Each new acquisition after the tirst one for a 
segment really required only 24 bytes of storage to 
record the differences. This understanding led to the 
first step in a logical design, which is illustrated in 
tigure l. 

_SITES 
s(GMlNT 
HUDERS 

3062 BvHS 

I 
UP TO " 

ACOUISITIONS 
ACOUISITION 

H£AO[RS 
24 8VTtS 

I 
uP TO Ie 

ACQUISITIONS 
IMAGE DATA 
91128BVTES 

FIGURE l.-Simple view or Imille dill base 1000kili str~lure. 

Initial Lotle.1 D •• lln 

The logical design at this point would have an im· 
age data base with the key portion being a :.ingle 
3000-byte header. Each header could have up to 16 
acquisition headers associated with it, and each ac
quisition header would have one data segment asso
ciated with it. The resulting size would be 

4800 sites 
x 3062 bytes 

14697600 bytes of site headers 

plus 

16 acquisitions 
x4800 sites 
76800 sites per acquisition 

x24 bytes ---
I 843 200 bytes of acquisition headers 

plus 

16 acquisitions 
x4800 sites 
76800 sites per acquisition 

x91728 bytes 
7044 710 400 bytes of data 

equals 

7061 251 200 bytes 

Reducing the number of site header records would 
save almost 210 million bytes of storage space. The 
ITEl disks being considered as the storage devices 
for lACIE would each hold approximately 100 
million bytes of data; thus, the reduction in the num· 
ber of site header records stored would cut the 
requirement by two packs. 

The number of disk volumes required to retain 
the image data had been reduced from 73 volumes to 
71 volumes, a 3-percent reduction. This savings was 
not considered significant. Obviously, a better 
estimation of the maximum number of acquisitions 
to be retained would yield a more significant reduc
tion in the maximum data base size. The lACIE 
planning staff determined that the lACIE image 
data base should be of sufficient size to store up to 4 
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acquisitions of data for 3840 shes and up to 16 ac· 
quisitions for 960 sites. 

The new requirement redu\'ed the maximum 
number of acquisitions from 76 800 to 30 720. The 
resulting maximum image data base size would be 

4800 sites 
xl062 bytes 

14697600 bytes of site headers 

plus 

30 720 acquisitions 
~ bytes 
737 280 bytes of acquisition headers 

plus 

30 720 acquisitions 
x 9) 728 bytes 

2817884100 bytes of data 

equals 

2833318980 bytes 

This reduced the number of disk volumes required to 
store the image ddta to 29. 

Securlt, Con.lderatlon. 

The next step in the process was to determine the 
implications of supporting a 29.volume data base 
using IMS-360 as the data base manager. The design
ers were aware that IMS·360 provided for data base 
protection via, extensive recovery utilities. There 
were IMs..360 utilities available (or checkpointing 
data bas~s by copying to tape either the physical or 
the logical structure of the data base. The recom· 
mended IMS-360 procedure for data base recovery 
was to copy the most recent checkpoint tapes to the 
set of disks comprising the data base and then to read 
in the IMS log tapes that were created between the 
time of the checkpoint tape creation and the error oc
currence. 

The error recovery procedures implicit in I MS-360 
had significant consequences relative to the two in
itial data base designs. If a failure occurred on a single 
disk \'olume of the multivolume data base. the time 
required simply to restore the checkpoint tapes to the 
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29 volumes would exceed 4 hours. liven the max
imum possible transfer rate from the tape drives. 
And there was no hope of transferring l billion bytes 
ot' data at the maximum transfer rate. The more 
probable transfer rate of 89 600 bytes/sec suggested a 
recovery time of at least 8 hours. The same single. 
disk failure in the design involving multiple image 
data bases would necessitate the recovery of only the 
disk volume lhat failed and not the other 28 
volumes. In this situation, the recovery time for such 
a failure would be reduced to a liule over 9 minutes at 
the maximum transfer rate and 18 minutes using the 
realistic rate of 89 600 bytes/sec. 

Upon consideration of the time requirements for 
checkpointing and restoring the image data bases 
using the IMS-360 techniques. the design proposing a 
single multivolume image data base was reje-;'led. 
The time required to checkpoint (copy from disk to 
tape) was about equal for both proposals, but the re. 
covery from error situation clearly favored the multi
ple image data base proposal. 

Expending the Multiple Data Ba .. Dellgn 

At this point, the designers began to refine thl! im· 
age data base slructure. They had to define a process 
which would divide the image data into severallMS 
data bases. one data base per disk volume. However. 
it was also necessary to make the structure look like a 
single image data base to the application programs or 
at least provide a method by which the application 
programs could easily gel to the roroper image data 
bases. 

DistribllfioH of Ihe data (I\'ef fill' pack!l.-A master 
catalog or index appeared to be the solution allowing 
the application programs to refer to the desired data 
bases. Knowing that the application programs 
wanted to access image data simply by supplying the 
site number and that the IMS required the address of 
a program control block (PCB), which contained the 
"key" and the data base. the designers were able to 
build It catalog. The application program would 
simply call a subroutine passing the site number, and 
the subroutine would return the address of thc reo 
quired PCB. The application program would then 
issue the proper IMS requesl for the desired sitc. 

The catalog is structured such that allocation of 
sites to data bases is controlled b)' a 10 OOO-byte table. 
in which sites are represented by table pOSition and 
the position content specifies the data base to which 
the site is assigned. Next came the question of how 
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to assign the sites to ellch image data basco It seemed 
simple merely to divide the 4800 sites by 29 packs to 
get the number of sites to assign to each pack, then to 
assign the sites consecutively to a pack. Thus, image 
dahl base I would contain sites I through 166: image 
data base 2 would contain sites 167 through 331: etc. 

However, this very simple assignment technique 
would run into difficulty when "intensive test sites" 
were introduced. Intensive test sites arc acquired 
year·round with no break in the acquisition cycle, as 
opposed to normal production segments whose ac
quisition winaows conform to the crop growing 
season. The intensive study sites are likely to have 
more acquisitions than the regular sites, and, if a 
large number of intensive test sites are allocated to a 
single pack, there is a high risk that mat pack will be 
unable to contain all the required acquisitions. 
Knowing that site numbers would be assigned 
consecutively wi'hin a country' and that some coun· 
tries could contain many intensive test sites, data 
base designers were led to a standard IMS randomiz
ing routine that would randomly assign the 4800 sites 
to the various image data bases. The use of this 
routine would make the proportion of intensive test 
sites and the proportion of sitts for each country 
about the same on each pack (fig. 2). 

Distributioll of the "ata 0" a poc-k.-The same con· 
cerns that existed for the distribution of the data (lver 
the set of packs also applied to distributing the data 
on each pack. Fl"r the sites assigned to a given pack. 
the loading of data acquisitions would be uneven and 
unpredictable. Further. the intensive lcst sites would 
require more space than the normal production sites. 
The same logic that necessitated randomly distribut
ing the sites over the entire set of image data bases 
applied to randomly distributing the sites over the 
blocks on an individual image data base. 

BIf)t:ki"K t"t' imaKt' data.-AI Ihis point. the prob
lem of allocating the sites to the multiple data bases 
and making the structure independent of the ap!llica
tion programs had heen solved. The problems of effi
ciently blocking the data for IMS and the physical 
devices to be used were addressed next. The simple 
logical view. shown earlier in figure I. indicated data 
records of almost 92 000 bytes. Physical records of 
this size are Siml)ly impractical. if only because of the 
buffer size required to transfer the record from disk 
to computer storage. The track size of the ITEL disk 
allows for slightly more than 13 000 bytes of data. 
and. since the device uses track addressing. it seemed 
logical to choose a record size which Was either a 
multiple or a divisor 01 that track size. 

DISPLACEMENT 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

9995 
9996 
9997 
9998 
9999 

~ 

DATABASE 1 
DATABASE 22 
DATABASE 3 
DATABASE" 
DATABASE 2 

DATABASE 29 
DATABASE 4 
DATA BASE 11 
DATABASE 10 
DATA BASE 15 

SITE NUMBER 

o , 
2 
3 
4 
5 

9995 
9996 
9997 
9998 
9999 

FIGllRE 2.-Mutt'r lndn strurturt'. 

INITIAL OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE 

The designers consulted the programers to deter
mine how the statistical routines would be accessing 
the im~e data and learned that the programers in
tended to code routines that would compute statistics 
for up to four acquisitions at a time. line by line 
across all the acquisitions. A logkal data base struc
ture that would match this approach is shown in 
figure 3. 

ACClUISITION 
HEADER 

1 
2 

... ... 

SEGMENT 
HEADER 

... ... 

3 

16 

LINE 
NUMBER 

1 

LINE DATA 
FOR 

ACQUISITION 
1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

... ... 

117 

... ... 

16 

t"iGtIRt: J.-Th\· locka' strurture to matrh prorn!iln& loclr. 
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This logical structure and consideration of buffer 
size combined with the knowledge that 80 percent of 
the sites would have only four acquisitions allowed 
the design~rs to develop a physical structure which 
would look like this: 

Acquisilions 1-4 

li.le 1 i Line 2 line 3 Une "1 Pad 

I bb.'k (M42 byles) 

AppfOlLimalely 30 tfacks of ?no disk spa~-e 

However, for those sites which have more than 
four acquisitions associated with them, the physical 
structure would be 

.~cquisitions 1-4 

line I line 2 line 3 line 111 

59 blocks (380018 byles) 

Acquisilion 5 

. Lines II. ·117 

Acquisition I to. . . Ea~h additional acquisition requires 7.5 tra,I.s 
of 7330 disk space. 

The block size of 6442 bytes was determined to be 
the optimum block size for the actu.-I image data 
based on the buffering within the central processor. 
the characteristics of the 7330's, the characteristics of 
the IMS access method, and the data characteristics. 

However. the blocking factor that was optimal for 
the image data was not optimal for storing and 
retrieving the ancillary data (the site and acquisition 
headers). Combining all the ancillary data associated 
with a given site would require approximately 3500 
bytes of storage. When the storage requirement. data 
base manager overhead, and data poinlers were con
sidered. the optimum block factor for the ancillary 
data was determined to be 4248 bytes per block. 

The means of obtaining the optimum blocking 
f<lctor for each type of data was to deli ne two data set 
groups for each image data base. One d<lta scI would 
contain only image data. and the other data SCI would 
contain the ancillary information. Defining two data 
sets for c<lch image data base also offered an addi
tional advantage. If the data sets were placed on 
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different packs (volumes), the contention for the 
arm on the device could be reduced, thus eliminating 
some wait time rCQuired when the device arm is 
moved from one location to another. This was done. 
and the resulting image data bases were organized as 
shown in figure 4. 

While the structure, both logical and physical, 
matched the applic.llion losic. it turned out to be 
highly inefficient for storase and retrieval. The line 
data for each of the first four acquisitions was scat
tered over 59 blocks of storase, and, while user re
Quests for all four acquisitions could be handled as 
efficien tly as requests for only a single acquisition. in 
a worst-case situation (where there were 16 acquisi
tions available for a site and the analyst wanted the 
last four in inverse order). 5850 aCCe5.lies were re
quired. The operational average for image retrieval 
requests for sites having 16 acquisitions turned out to 
be 760 accesses. Because there is a significant amount 
of centra) processor overhead associated with each 
access, the designers wanted to eliminate any un
necessary accesses. They proceeded to look for im
provements in fhe data base design to accomplish 
this. The current image data base structure is the 
result of the overhead reduction study . 

CURRENT OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE 

The new dcsign differs from the previous one 
only in treatm:!nt of the first four acquisitions. The 
data for each acquisition are placed on the data base 
by line. This procedure puts the lines for each ac
Quisition in a set of )5 contiguous blocks. 

Acquisilil'!1 1 

lines 1·8 lines 9·lh lines 113-117 

15 blocks 1966.30 bytes) 

Acquisition 16 

tines 1·8 lines 1)·16 Lines 11J·117 

15 blocks (1)6630 bytes) 

As a result. the number of accesses required to 
retrieve the first acquisition of the site is only 16. and 
it drops to 15 for every additional acquisition of the 
same site. The logical structure which maps the new 
physical structure is shown in figure 5. 
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D8G2 D8G2 D8G2 
IMAOE DB 01 IMAOE.DB02 IMAGE DBn 

DSO 1 
IMAOEDBn 

080 1 
IMAOE OB01 ••• 080 I 

IMAGE Daln·I, 

DS02 D8G2 0802 
IMAOEDB01 IMAOEDB02 IMAGE DBn 

VOL -IDB001 VOL -108002 VOL-IDBOOn 

nGURE 4.-o.ta Itt allocation for LACIE Imlle data baR. 

FIGURE 5.-Lealrat struttur~ Impl~m~nt~d. 

The first structure incorporated programer plans 
into the data base design. Then, in order to increase 
the efficiency of accessing the data base, the struc
ture was modified. The modified structure did not fit 
with the programer's plans. This problem of incom
patibility between the retrieval logic and the applica
tion logic was resolved by setting up four large-core 
storage buffers for IMS output and application input 
and by modifying the call sequence to IMS. Instead 
of retrieving each acquisition in full before going to 
the next, the application requests each acquisition in 
increments of eight lines, which is a full block of 
data. This allows the application program to transfer 
the image data to a working storage area on a disk in 
the order that fils the processing logic. Only the first 
call in each group of eight is fully qualified with 
cylinder. track. and block. The following :;even are 
se'iucntial calls, which are most efficient for 
IMS-360. 

Croea-Referenclnl 

The necessary cross·referencins is accomplished 
by usina the site number in all the d .. ta bases. The 
site number is the key for the applicaHon program to 
access the imase data bases as well lUI the history data 
base and the field data base. The analysts work with 
one site at a time; the software design takes advan· 
tage of this fact. By knowina which site and acquisi· 
tions are being worked on, the prosrams can access 
all required records for processina . 

Security 

The data bases are also recoverable within a 
reasonable time frame. With a multiple data base set 
for the imaae data, a pack failure requires the recov· 
ery of only that pack and not the entire imase data 
base. Because the data on each imaae data base are 
physically organized to minimize the number of ac
cesses required to retrieve each record, the time re
quired to store or retrieve all records is minimal. As a 
result, a full imaae data base, one volume, can be 
completely dumped to tape or restored from tape in 
apl'roximately 20 minutes. 

Data base security is provided by periodic check
points, where all the data bases are dumped to tape. 
The IMS log tapes created between checkpoints are 
retained. If an error occurs, the recovery procedure 
begins by identifying the data base that is in error. 
Then the checkpoint tape for that data base is 
restored to a disk via an IMS utility. Another utility 
reads all the log tapes, except the one which con
tained the error, for the data base identified as being 
in error. In this way the data base is recovered up to 
the point of the error. The updates that were done 
after the error must be redone. 

Expenelon 

The multiple image data bases also offer an addi
tional benefit. The GSFC/JSC Interface Control 
Document specifies a maximum of 4800 sites with 
3840 sites having up to 4 acquisitions and 960 sites 
having up to 16 acquisitions. These dimensions im
ply a maximum data base size of 31 volumes. In prac
tice, data arrive at JSC at the rate or 0 to 120 acquisi
tions per day. Thus. throughout a crop year, a con
siderably smaller data base can be used to contain the 
image data. However. with such a compact image 
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data base, provisions must be made for a data set 
overnowing its volume. The provisions are twofold. 
First, all image data set groups are cataloged to an 
over now volume (IOBOVF) in addition to their pri
mary volumes (fia. 6). Se«:ond. a procedure has been 
constructed to add volumes and redistribute sites. 

Conceptually. the expansion protess proceeds in 
the following manner. The LACIE image data bases 
consist of a collection of sites and assotiated data 
whose distribution over n volumes is specified in the 
master index. An expansion of the image data bases 
is accomplished by adding k new volumes to the ex
isting n volumes and redistributing the sites over the 
new n +k volume conf18uration. A new master index 
which renects site locations in the new data base con
figuration is constructed by considering number of 
sites, number of acquisitions. and balance. Those 
sites which have new data base assignments are 
unloai.ed to tape. The new index is used to control 
the reloading of the unloaded sites at their new data 
base locations. Finally. the reloaded sites are deleted 
from their old locations. 

D.lly U .. of LACII D.t. a .... 

Now that the development of the LACIE data 
bases has been examined. the day-ta-day use of the 
data bases will be discussed. The LACIE data bases 
are in use approximately 8 hours per day,S days per 
week. A typical day of support will be divided among 
several user groups. Usually, the first portion of a 
production period will be used for data base updat
ing. After the updating is complete, the remaining 
time will be spent in either batch production or in
teractive use. 

The production activities are fairly consistent and 
tend to follow a daily pattern. at least as far as the 
uses of the data bases are concerned. I 

Image data are requested from GSFC to start the : 
LACIE process. This is accomplished via the history , 
update job, which uses card inputs to update the 
history data base and produce a JSC interface tape, a 
history data base query report. and a listing of history 
data base updates. The JSC interface tape is sent to 
GSFC to order image data. 

Receiving the data from GS':C is the second step 
in the process. The dala are input to the LACIE 
system from the GSFC tape and are processed by the 
composition and indexing (C&I) job. The C&1 job 
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may contain card inputs which define the sites to be 
pr~led or excluded from the tape. The C&I job 
updates the history and imlle data bases and eener
ates the daily report. The CAl job also computes a 
"green number" for the lm. being processed. The 
green number is stored o~ the image data base in the 
variable header for the acquisition. 

In addition. the LAClf process requires that 
"fields" and "dots" defined for each imaae be 
analyzed. The field update job uses card inputs to up
date the field data base with the definitions and pro
duce a transaction report. a field report, and a listing 
of field data base updates. A field overlay tape is also 
produced by this job. 

The dot data base utility is used to define and label 
209 pixellocalions per seament. called "dots." Dots 
are used as starting vectors for several of the analysis 
routines. The category (blank if not specified) and 
function for each dot are defined. The dot data base 
utility. which has both complete replacement and 
partial update capabilities. maintains the dots on the 
dl't data base. The dot eLl'a base resides in segments 
01 field data base. Fiaure 7 charts the steps in the 
preparation for an analysis run. 

Now the data is ready to be statistically analyzed. 
I There are two subsystems in place for processing the 

data. the interactive subsystem and the batch sub
system. The batch subsystem is primarily a card
mode emulation of the interactive subsystem and is 
more restrictive than the interactive mode. Figure 8 
charts the analytical process in the batch mode. 
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FIGURE 7.-Preparatlon for an analysis run. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The LACIE data bcase~ have been in use for 
almost 4 years. Data for the crop years 1975. 1976. 
and 1977 have been received and processed; cur· 
rently. the 1978 image data are being received at JSC. 
Throughout this support. the image and ancilla:'y 
data have been efficiently stored and retrieved for 
processing, The processing throughput has been con· 
sistent with design objectives. 

The IMS utilities for data security using the check· 
point/restore methodology have performed as ex· 
pected. Data losses have been negligible. 

By taking advantage of the expandability allowed 
by the multiple image data bases. the most effective 
use of the 7330's has been made. 

FUTURI DATA BASil 

The LACIE data bases met the design objectives 
for the limited environment for which they were in· 
tended. However. there are some limitations to the 
LACIE solution that must be overcome if a data base 
of worldwide and multicrop coverage is to be 
developed. 

The future data bases to support the new environ. 
ments must contain more data. The future Landsat 
will have more sensors with higher resolution to pro
duce more information per unit area of land. Addi· 
tionally. new applications such as air quality. water 
quality. and land use will require new access to the 
data. There will also be new satellites such as Seasat 
and the Soil Moisture Satellite. and analysts may 
desire to combine data from several satellites to ad· 
dress a particular problem. All these concepts in 
combination imply a global data storaae and distribu· 
tion problem that the LACIE methodology has not 
begun to address. 

The rllost apparent shortcomings of the LACIE 
data base design in considering the future applica. 
tions are the noorspace requirements for the direct· 
access storage devices. the overhead required by the 
checkpoint system for data base protection. and the 
overhead associated with reorganizing the data base 

FIGURE 8.-PrOC'fSSln. thf Iml.f In batch mode. 
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if the balance of data to be retained is greater than an
ticipated. 

The solution to the noorspace problem is available 
with current technology. There are mass storage 
devices with storage densities much higher than 
those of the currently used direct·access devices. The 
use of these mass storage devices would require the 
trade-off of some retrieval time. Possibly, a combina· 
tion of direct-access devices and mass storage devices 
would allow rapid retrieval and the on·line storage of 
large amounts of data. Such a combination might use 
the mass storage devices for permanent storage of 
the data and the direct-access devices for immediate 
access to the data. 

This same combination would probably also yield 
some benefits in the areas I)f error protection and 
data recovery. If a staging device were the primary 
source of data available to the analysts, the mass 
storage devices would not be accessible to them. Any 
errors that resulted during the analysis process would 
be confined to the staging device and only it would 
need to be recovered. 

The mass storage devices may offer only a p::r:iut 
solution to the storage problems of the future. To 
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augment the capacity of the mass storage devices, it 
may be necessary to apply data compression tech· 
niques to the data before storing it. The total solution 
may even involve distributed data bases with a net
work capable of transporting data from one 
geographic location to another. 

Assuming the interest in determining worldwide 
multiple crop production continues, the next data 
base challenge will almost certainly involve solving a 
trillion-byte data base problem. 
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Man-Machine Interfac8sIn LACIE/ERIPS 

Barbara B. Dupreya 

INTRODUCTION 

The Earth Resources Interactive Processing 
System (ERIPS) supports the LACIE. There are 
three major man-machine interfaces in this system: 
the use of "menus" for communication between the 
software and an interactive user; the check
point/restart facility to recreate in one job the inter
nal environment achieved in an earlier one; and the 
error recovery capability, which greatly reduces the 
impact of errors which would normally cause job ter
mination. This interactive system has also been 
adapted for use in noninteractive (batch) mode. 

The LACIE/ERIPS software system is a large 
computer program developed by IBM Federal 
Systems Division, Houston, Texas, in support of 
NASA's Earth resources data analysis activities. 
ERIPS executes on an IBM 360175 mainframe in the 
Real-Time Computer Complex (R TCC) in Building 
30 of the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), 
Houston , Texas . A general description of the 
development and capabilities of thi sy tem is pre-
ented elsewhere in the e proceedings (c. L. 

Johnson , "LACIE/ERIPS Software Sy tern Sum
mary"). One of the mo t important aspect of the in
teractive portion of the ystem i the way in which 
the analy i and deci ion making capabilitie of a 
human being are integrated with the peed and ac
curacy of a computer to produce a powerful analysi 
ystem . A ba ic goal of the design of the sy ' tem was 

for it to be "man-rated"-ea y to u e. amenable to 
human direction , and forgiving of human error (by 
both u er and programer ). Thi paper di cu e the 
te hnique u ed in ERIPS to reach thi objecti e. 

The broad objective of "man-rating" the y tem 
led to the de eloprnent within ERIP of three 
capabilitie : the menu- 'tyle u er control interface, 

umM Fede ral b1cm DI ISlun. Huuston. Tc II 
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the checkpoint/restart facility, and the error recovery 
facility . The menus are graphic displays which are 
the user's principal interface with the y tem. Each 
menu presents information concerning the statu of 
the ystem, and it either requests necessary informa
tion or shows current options so that the user can 
make selections as he would from a restaurant menu. 
Checkpoint/re tart allows for recovery from tOtal 
system failures and for return to a previous pOint in 
proce sing after a lapse of time, as from one day to 
the next. The checkpoint/re tart function i partially 
controlled by the user via menu Inputs . Error r,.,.cov
ery protects the re ults of previou proces ing 
whenever a program failure occurs by automatically 
returning the system to prefailure statu. 

The ERIPS user interfaces with the sy tern by 
means of a terminal. This terminal include a 
graphics or conversational screen on which the 
menu are displayed, two image creen (one of 
which displays 16 level of gray, the other either 8 or 
64 color ), a keyboard, and a "joystick" which dri ve 
a cur or indicator to the same relative po ition on all 
three screen . The phy icallayout of the hardware i 
hown in figure 1 and the keyboard layout in figure 2. 

FlG RE ' .-[RIPS Interarllye termin.1. 



nCURE l .-ERIPS k,)'~.,.. 1.)'0111. 

MENUS 

Purpo .. 

The menu interface in ERIP wa riginally tab
Ii hed 10 pr vide an intera live u er with a tutorial 
di ' play of the option availabl al each point 0 ' ir
tera tion and then to re pond to elcction . The 
ERIPS menu al 0 di play vari u type f mage 
and dynami data. They thus provide the u er wilh a 
on iderable amount of lalu information to aid in 

Ih int lIigent el clion of a proce ing pli n. 
Thi i in harp c ntr' ' I 10 Ihe philo ophy of 

tho c inlcra Ii lem - which, lik 5-3 0, depend 
n the user 10 requ I fun tion al will , with 

refercn e t omc c Icrnal do umenlalion u h a!: cI 

u er' guid . That approa h tend ' 10 I ave the u r 
Ii d 10 at lea I three 'et f do umenlation: hi own 
objec tives for thi parti ular ion , n te and 
hard opie 01 Nhat has happen d far, and th 
u er' guide t det rmine what can be d ne ne I. 

Thi i imply 10 large 3 burden to pia e n Ih u er 
of a y ' tem with a man y capabilili as - RIP " 

Other y t m h e u 'ed Ih m nu ncepl , in-
cluding th DRA FT (Oi pIa R tri al and Formal
ting T hni ue) and k lab twar t m from 
whi h orne of the m nu and di play logi wa taken 
( erf.I),buIanunuualfculur fthe RIP ap
pr a h i th wa th m nu ar I gi all link d I 
f rm what i in n - n in rt otr . hi" make 
il as t 'h w Ih u cr nl whal i n d d to n-
tir1 ue al ng Ih path he ha ch n; il al mak ' il 
er ea . t bfl(;k up and -h an alternati e palh , 

3 

Olas»lay Hardware Conalderatlona 

The DR A -T Digital Tele i ' i n quipment 
(OT ) terminal hardware for whi h ~ I P was 
developed ha naturally had a ' ignificanl effc t on 
the implementation of Ihe menu concept. Thi ler-
minal ha Ihe apabilily 10 di pIa lin and u wid 
range f ymb I , but il has no ' al ediling 
capabillt ~a h ymbol or line f di plu mu I be 
pecifi ally dirccted by the oft ware, Forward and 

backward paging and crolling ar al 'o under direci 
control of the y tem oftware. All th e function ', 
and many other ' , are in orp rated into orne of the 
"intelligenl" lerminal y tern ' n w available al a 
relatively low co I: u e of uch terminal ' c uld 
relic e the central proc r of much f th di pIa 
pro ing 0 crhead. 

Another feature of the terminal di splay in 
general i the plit recn. Thi ' i implement d on 
current hardware in limited form . The on er a
tional creen, for in ·tan e, i egmented into the 
menu di play area, the eparately maintained overlay 
for the menu di play, and Ihre n -line Ole ' ag 
areas. Terminal y tem with far more c ten -i e g
mentation capabilities now exi"t and might pr (ita
bl)' be u cd I pro ide a running m ag log,op ra-
tor-generated m • age , a ratch pao area, and 
forth . 

It houlu be n ted, howe er, that the Iran p rt
ability of a menu- riented y' lem an ever I)' 
dimini h d by 100 great a dependence n term inal in
t lIigence, which might n t be om mOn t all the in-
lallation for which Ihe y tem i int nded. A 

" lowe t comm n den Olinal r" mu ' t Ihen b 
tified, and Ihe r quirel11ent of total ontrol 
enlral pr e or ha , hi t ri ca ll , be 11 

e ful (eeJ hn n) . 

Menu Oeflnltlon 

Be ore menu an be u.,cd, the ' must be delined. 
in e di pl ay f a m nu in Iv pr ceo; ' in r· 

h ad and demands u r Inl rueti 11 , Ihe m nu ' 
cope nlU I b wide en ugh to ju Ii iI ' c i I n - . 

Thi mak the 01 nu n 'ept impro ' li al frill 
t m . n the ther hand , th e m nu mu't nIh 

u h a wid r that it 0 c: wh 1m 
it mple it . Wh n th i que<; ti n of 
re '01 d, menu d In ili n L:tn b ·in . 

I he - RIP m nw. n i ·t fe ntrol informati n. 
tillie ntenl _ and d nitrni c 01 nt~ e r fer n c 
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2 for detailed des~riptions.) The control information 
indicates which pOri ions of the s~reen are sensitive 
to inputs and what type of input is expecte<1 for ea~h. 
For instance. it might specify that· particular item is 
expected to have 1 to 4 numeric characters input. 
with a value ranae of 1 \02000 and a default value of 
200 when no input is made. 

The static ~ontents of the menu form ttle constant 
visible display. For instance, the lield men tioned 
above may be underlined and preceded by the wwd 
WEIGHT. 

The dynami~ contents of the display vary durin, 
the course of t"e run and are maintained as an over
lay of the static contents. Input playback. messa.es. 
and various types of formatted output are included in 
this catqory. For instance. suppose the purpose of 
this menu is to show those items within some table 
whose wei,hts are less than or equal to the input 
value and Oaa them to participate in some later pro
ccss. As the user types in the value, ea~h numeric 
~haracter is displayed in the appropriate position on 
the s~reen. When the user si,nals that input is com
plete. the system formats and displays the appropri
ate lists. s~h as the names and wei,hts of the items 
identified. There mi,ht also be some messaae dis
played. su~h as an application message statina "003 
PERCENT QUALIFIED. RETRY OR SELECT 
'ACCEPT' t UNCTION." This messaae miaht ~ue 
the user to retry the menu with a more realistic 
value. 

Inputl 

The intent of the ERIPS menu input scheme is 
threefold: 

I. Minimum keystroke input 
2. Maximum ease of entry 
3. Maximum ease of ~orrection 
Minimum keystroke input is a~hieved primarily 

by establishinl defaults which ~o~respond to the 
most 4'ommonly wanted procelsina. To utilize these 
defaults. the user simply confirms that they are \0 be 
used by not makin, specific inputs before sianalina 
input completion. In many cases. this means that 
only a sinsle keystroke is required for the menu. 

For mallimum case of entry. the focus is on those 
items (Lel.h) which require typed input. When the 
first input on a menu is made. the current menu con· 
trol information is used to form an overlay display. 
This overlay has a special character at the belinnin, 
of e&:h data field to help with use ofthejo)'stick. The 

system also beains to maintain another special 
character (calltrl the alpha cursor) showin. where 
the next typed input chara~ter will 10. When the user 
sianals completion of input for one field. the alpha 
~ursor moves automatically to the nex" This Ifeatly 
simplifies the task of entering lists. Figure 3 illus
trates a menu which has been filled in. entered. and 
rejected and is now awaitinl correction . 

Ease of correction is provided by (I) the ap
pearance of messqes from the various error-check
i", functions (tu be discussed in the next section; 
wMe the input is still disrlayed and available; (2) 
the UIP. of devices such as the joystick. the toule 
switch. and special action keys; and (3) the way 
menus are lo,ically linked 50 that return to the pre
vious one can be requested. 

Altoaether. the ERIPS menu inputs include fields. 
decisiun box". special fun~tion boxes. special action 
keys, joystick and toule switch. and erasures. 

F;c>!d.s.-Field inputs are typed data. entered 
character by character into the positions indicated by 
the alpha cursor. Dependinll on the application. they 
may be alphabetic. numeric (with or without decimal 
point). or some other form natural to that applica
tion. 

IN.:is;')I/ bo.\"C'.f.-When a menu requires process
in, path decisions. there are boxes in the static part 
of the display with associated text to describe the 
paths. The user makes a decision b)' movin, the 
jO)'stick cursor into the box and pointinl the toule 
switch towards the conversationai s~reen. and the 
system displays a plus siln in the I;)ox as playback. 

SM('ia/ fum'lion b,'xf's.-The special function 
boxes are a strip of decision boxes alon, the ri,ht 
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edae of the conversational Kreen. These act like the 
special function keys found on many terminal 
systems, except that here it is possible for a key to 
have a different function on each menu. They always 
lnchade one for return to the previOUS menu and 
alternatives to the end-of·field (EOF) and end-of
transmission (EOT) sl*ial action keys. Dependin. 
on the applications, there may be up to 1 S other func
tions defined~ selection of one of these normally 
brin .. up the first menu for that function. 

Sprclal artion kf'ys.-The terminal keyboard h .. 
several keys which are ~pec:ial menu action indica. 
tors. The EOF key sianals that input for the current 
field is complete (and, if there is no input, confirms 
the default values for the field). The EOT key ends 
any current field and si,nals that all menu input is 
complete and ready to be processed. There are for
ward altd backward space keys, and there are keys 
which dear the areas c:ontainin,the supervisor and 
application messaaes (which also c:lear automatically 
on a timed buis). There are other spec:iala"ion keys 
which deal not with menus but with manqement of 
reports and with debu, 5ervices~ these will be dis
cussed later. 

Joystirk and fOUl' switfh.-Thc joystick/toule 
switch combination ia a very powerful portion of the 
ERIPS input scheme. The joystick drives cursorlll on 
all three screens of the user's terminal~ the toale 
switch, when pointed toward a screen, indicates that 
the cursor has reached a sianificant position on that 
screen. The user points the tOllle switch at the con
versational screen to make decisions; to move the 
alpha cursor to the beainnin, of a field, overridin, its 
automatic placement (and endin, any current field 
without the need for the EOF key); and to identify 
coordinates for line drawinl or other functions. In 
these cases, the match to the points identified in the 
menu control information need not be exac:t but only 
within approximately two charlCter widths in any 
direction. Imaae screen pointin, serves similarly for 
coordinate iden,ification on these screen •. 

£rDSurts.--Cerl&in menu inputs serve as erasures 
of previous actions. Pointin, at a previously sei...cted 
decision box cancels the selection and removes the 
plus ,ian. Pointin, at the beainnin, of a field and typ
in, I blank reestablishes the default for that field, 
while typin, alternative characters corrects the field. 
Bac:kspac:in, when a line-draw in, function is under
way erlSes the most recent line and returns to its 
starlin, point. Even the menu itself is effectively 
erased by use of the "return" special function. Thus, 
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nearly all menu actions can be undone if the user so 
desires. 

Irrore ........ 

The input error-c:heckin, function of ERIPS is ex
tensive and operates at several levels. The system 
conltantly evaluates current status and displays 
meuaaa when lomethin, violates the rules then in 
effect (or (ollows an .bnormai path of which the user 
oust" to be notified). 

The first level of error checkina on menu inputs 
occurs as the), are entered, when they are ~ompared 
with the current set of expectable actions. Types of 
errors noticed in this fashion include tryin. to type in 
too many characters for the rectivin, field, poindn, 
to an area Which was ntlt identified in the control in
formation, or attemptinl to make inputs when the 
keyboard is loaicall)' locked out. Such inputs are i.
nored, an(. ", appropriate mess. is output. 

The second level of check in, occurs when the user 
sianals end-of-input. At this time, the set of inputs 
made (or the menu is checked to scc that all are in 
the appropriate lorm and do not violate any of the 
limits identified in the control information. Errors 
noticed at this level include auemptin, to make in
compatible decisions, makin, no choice when one is 
required, or violatin, the numeric ranac associated 
with a field. A,lin, appropriate messaacs are issued, 
and the system waits for corrected inputs to be made. 

Finally, the inputs are checked alainst the 
dynamic condition of the system" For instance, if the 
user's choice of a processin, palh depends on the ex
istence of data which are Mt available, a mess. is 
aenerated indicatin, that either another pa~b must be 
chosen or the data must be supplied. The user then 
has to respond appropriately, perhaps by return in, 
throu,h the menu sequence to a point at which the 
data can be aenerated, then proceedin, in the re> 
quired fahion until he .... n reaches the point at 
which the error was detected. 

Th..: intent of all this is to be IS foraivin, of human 
error as possible without allowina such errors to 
jeopardize the intqrity of the results. 

Menu UH'n Nonlnt.,actlva Mocla 

The discussion so far has been in terms of interac
tive use, with an analyst al a termirud rcspondin, to 
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che cliaplayl as chey appear. In fll:l. chouah. Ihil I, 
no~ Ihe mode in which Ihe 1)'I1em il mOil oflen UHd. 
The whole menu acheme has been adlpled for ute in 
nonlnaeractive (batch) mode. In which Ihe terminal 
hardwlre il not even conne~ted to the s)'Item. 
Thouah the ",ultin, IYllem il certainly unlike Iny 
developed strictly for balch purposa. il produc:ea 
comparable o.atput. and il Na the dilllnc:1 advantqe 
that IOftware modlncaliOfti ilI'e applied to one let of 
propam. richer m.n 10 two dlvertent ones. thus en
.urina .ynchronizalion and redvcin, implemenll
tion COlli. 

There we IClually two form. of batch mode, both 
dependin, on Input cards 10 control ')'Item proces .. 
ina. The "proc:ess control" balch mode divides Ihe 
poalble ')'Item actionl into those which are IlwaYI 
(or never) to be done and Ihose for which user inputs 
are required. Mlny lIIumptions based on common 
prac:tice hive been made in order to reduce the num
ber of actionl in the lauer let; there arc leu than 30 
types of ;nput cards. c:orrespondina to about as many 
menUl, and nominal proc:etlina for a particular 
aeoaraphic site requires only 3 of these. The UIer cre
ates a control deck for each site 10 be proceued; nor
mally, many .uch deckl are combined to form a job 'I 
input. The off-line process controll)'ltem checks the 
synllx and loaic:al compatibility of the cards .. b .. \I 
lOCI well, it CI)nstrUCIl a scenario for the run. dr.w
in, from user inputs u required. It produces a data 
bue for the on-line system. alon, wilh an abbrevi
ated version of the scenario on • hardcopy printer. 
(Fiaure 4 shows a typical batch deck .nd ill 
scenario.) When the on-line I)'stem uses tI.e data 
base. it repeall the hardcopy scenario as a record of 
activities. appendin, a statUi line which indicates 
success or fa;lure. This hardcopY,toae.her with other 
outputssu'h as mm products, is returned to the uaer. 

The othe!' form. "rqular" batch. demar.ds very 
detailed know!ecSae of the menUi and their now. as 
the inputs mUit aU be specified at the same level as 
for an interactive run. Bcc:ause of thili. it is seldom 
used, but it can provide for accurate repeatability of 
complex input m"uences which do not conform to 
the assumptions made for process control. 

One aspect of runnin, in either batch mode. of 
course. is that nobody is in a POSitiOO1 to act on the 
"displayed" mcsUJCS, so the system cannot .. ait for 
corrections 1.41 ;t would in interactivt mode. Instead. 
the meslJICI as defined are divided into lh~ after 
which no meanin,rul raulll for the lite can be pro
duced ("falal errors") and those which can be treated 
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as warnin ... It should be noted that a falll error en
countered in processin, for one site does notltop the 
job; work continues with the next sile. 

Actlv." Tr.lnt 

The ERIt'S, like any other complex s)'ltem. must 
provide for activity Iracin, to verify that the in
tended processins pith wu taken or to show where 
deviations from the path oc,urred and how that 
affected the outcome. The major me~lIiS of activity 
\facin, in ERIPS are reports and loain •. thou,h 
various other products exist which are outside the 
scope of this discussion. 

Many of the ERIPS functions aenerate reports. 
whkh are formatted for display on the conversa
tional screen. (Fi,ure S shows an ER1PS report.) 
Durin, batch mode operalion, these reports SO to • 
microfiche tape. The interactive \lStr can view them 
whenever ne wants by use of the repor, ,"ecial action 
keys (enter/exit report mode. PIJC for_4l·d. and PIJC 
backward) and the report menu. In either mode. and 
whether the,.. are displayed or :'lot. rrport Plies are 
wrillen to. loa tape when they are formatted. 

Also :>n the I ... tape are the variou.~ application 
menu displays at the timn of sianificanl chanae
thaI ii, exc:ludin, partial input playback bur includin, 
initial appearance, final inpul playback. and sy:ilcm· 
scncrated mcssa,ts and dynamic data. 
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When detailed activity tracin,;, is des~ied, the log 
tape can be processed to create a harlkop}' version of 
how the screen appeared (or would have appeared) 
at various times. (See figure 6 for a typical page of 
delog.) Thi:; processing is generally done for 
troubleshooting and development testing, not opera
tionally. 

CHECKPOINT IRESTART 

The complementary functions of checkpointing 
and restartin, the system are mainly automatic. in
volving the maintenance of disk data sets by ERIPS. 
Checkpoints are taken at predefined points in a pro
gram. such as upon entry to or normal exit from an 
application, and only one checkpoint disk data set 
exists for a terminal at anyone time. The data saved 
for a terminal's checkpoint represents its complete 
environment, so the data can be retrieved to restart 
the terminal. 

One user interface with the restart function is at 
sign-on time. As soon as the user signs on, a menu 
appears which asks whether to restart the terminal or 
disregard any restart data. If restart is requested, and 
the data exist, the user is in effect returned to the 
system environment at the time the last checkpoint 
was taken. This means that if, for instance, a ter
minal session is interrupted to acquire a full dump 
for use in debugging, the job can be restarted without 
havin, to recreate data. 

The other user interface with restart is the writing 
of a restart tape, which can then be specified during a 
later sign-on as the source of the restart data. This 
capability, which is provided as a special function of 
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certain application menus, can be used to save restart 
data which would otherwise be lost when the next 
checkpoint occurred. 

ERROR RECOVERY 

The error recovery function is one of the most i m
porlant and unusual features of ERIPS. Most com
plex software systems respond to serious error by ab
normally terminating ("abending") the whole job, 
leaving the user with the need to start aU over again 
(and maybe again and apin as the same error is en
countered in different dis,uises). Through its error 
recovery procedures. ERIPS drastically reduces the 
impact on the user. 

When a serious system error is encountered, the 
abending process is intercepted by ERIPS software. 
If error recovery is desired, as it generally is. a partial 
dump is produced for debugging later. In interactive 
mode, the interrupted application is notified that 
recovery is needed and it restarts itself. Thus, if the 
user can deduce the cause of the error and avoid it in 
further processing. the session can proceed normally. 
In batch mode. the supervisor finds the inputs for 
the next site and proceeds from there. 
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The error recovery function clln be turned off if 
more information is needed to solve the rroblem. In 
this cliSe. the abending Pl'OCeSS goes to completion, 
producing a full dump and bringing down the job. 
Even then, of rourse, an interactive user can still 
make use of the restart data when he signs on aaain. 

Error recovery can also be specifically forced by 
the user by enabling and depl'cssing the "reset" 
special action key. This is generally done when the 
user r~liles that he has accidentally started some 
process which cannot or should not complete (such 
as specifying the number of a read-only tape for It 

write operation). 

CASE STUDY 

To see how the man-machine interfaces work in 
practice. let us follow an interactive user through l\ 

terminal session. The purpose of this session is to 
define some fields based on an imaae screen displlty, 
to classify the image, and when the results look good, 
to note the field definitions and get a film product of 
the dassification map. Figure 7 iIIustmtes the menu 
flow. 

First, the user signs on for a ,,'old start (no restart 
dllta to be u.. .. ed) Ilnd enters the Pattern Recognition 
application. The imaae selection menu appears, and 
he selects the 1M (Image Merge) spedal function 
bOll The 1M menu appC3rs and a. .. ks for Il site num· 
ber and for the acquisitil'n dates to be merged. For 
purposes of demonstration, suppose thillthe user hIlS 
some trouble entering these dlltll. He tries to Iype the 
tirst character of an acquisition date without hllving 
shown that the site number is finished, so he gets 'l 
terminal control messillc from the first level of error 
checking. After cOffel'ting this, he enters the lilltes 
and selects EOT, signaling the end of the inputs. 
Now the second level of error checking discovers 
that a required field (the nllme to be USl'd in referenl" 
iog thi .. image) was omilled. This clluses the liP' 
pearllnce of Il supervisor meSSllle; the uscr mllkes thc 
correction and selc,,·ts EOT. FiOl'Uy, when the Ill" 
I,liclltion softwllre tries to retrievc the dlltll from the 
Imlltte Dilta Base. it discovers thllt one uf the 1I ... ·Quisi· 
tion dates WIlS invalid. lind an appliclltion messille is 
dispillyed. (The s ... ·reen now looks like figure .l) The 
user corrects this error and seh.'l·ts EOT; this time. 
the terminal control message says, "Menu input IlC· 
,,·erted." The image is merged. amI the menu reap· 
pears in its inilill; state. ready for anuther image to be 
defined. In this cuse. the user selects the IMD (Image 

Manipulalion and Displa),) sllecial fUllclior box, 
usc. .. the IMD menu to cause display of the inultle on 
his grayshade screen. then selects the R I:T (return) 
special function until the Pallern Recognition (PR) 
image selection menu reappear ... The user then en
ters the imll8e name. lind an EOT cuuses llispl,,)' of 
the PR pmcess selection menu. 

The user chooses the Field Selection I,rocess and 
defines fields using the grayshllde screen to CUnlll'l'1 
the points he sell'Cts. Occasiunall)'. the fielu defini. 
tion is rejected b\.'Clluse it has too mllny vertices (in 
which case the user can bllCkslllice. erll .. ing lines so 
thllt a simpler field can be drawn) llf hecllu. .. e it is ;,n 
illegal shape (for instanl."C. it does nol dose and must 
be redefined). In each case,the ,,!,propriate n,cssages 
are output. When all the desirl'd fields have heen 
defined, the user requests Il Field Definition Rerorl. 
which he then views vill the rerurt mode special ac· 
tion keys. 

The next step should be l~e computation uf 
statistics for these fields. bUI suppose the u..'ier forgets 
and requests classification. Hc ;';Olln gets a Illcss.ltle 
that the statistics ure n~lt IIv"i1able; he bl,cks up 10 rl'
quc. .. lthem. then comes b"ck to da. .. sification. When 
he forgets to make his II priori \'I"ue inputs on Ihe al" 
propriale menu Iud returns to it 10 inpul them, he 
encounters what turns out to be IUl I\!,plicalion soft
ware error. Ilis upplicll!ion "bends (as r\.'ported by a 
mc. .. sage on his screen), an I,bbrcvialed lluml' is pro· 
du~·ed. and the PR process selection menu n:"l'pears. 
lie tries dll .. sificlltion ugllin the sume "my. ,Ulll again 
crror rl'Covery occurs when he retries the 1I Niori 
menu. At this point. the user disuhlcs error re~'O\'Cf)' 
(which rl'quil"cs hoth the "ell"blc" "'HI the "switch 
rccovery mode" Slll'Ciulliclioo keys, so Ih"t it willllol 
hlll'l,en Ilccidentlllly) ulld goes thrllugh the se'luence 
IIgain. This lime. the whole jllh "~'Ilds when the er· 
ror is encuuntered. crealint/. II full dUlllp. (Typk:llly. 
the user would just write UI' the I'fllhlem, allli Ihe 
Ilfogrulller resl'onsihle for sol\'illt/. it wlluld fl .... ·re;lIe 
the situution if the uhhreviatell dump "':IS insuff;
dent.) The user then usks the l'lllllputer oper;:' , tll 
feed Ihe job in "guill. 

When the user signs on Iltlain, he fl''lU\.'sls " restart 
using the existing dllll'. Th\.' meft/.cd image. rielll 
definitions. and stlltistks arc retrieved IlUhll1Hlli~·ally. 
Ilnd the user can simpl)' enter the in"'ge Illlllle I'm PR 
Ilnd select dassilkllliun. (This tillle. he is l'arcful tn 
mllke his a rriuri inlluts when the menu firsl Ill" 
pears.) C'lllssilil-lltion Jlm~'eells IllIr mull y . and Ihe 
user requests Ilnd views u l:hL'isificutilln sumlll"ry rl" 
port. Since everything looks t/.ood. he sel\.'Cts the duss 
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Sign·On And Application Contlol 

Color Release ..-. Field Selection , 
Cold Start/Restart Sel. 

~ " 
~ Field Selection Report 

Generation 
Sign·On Identification Restart Options 

J ~ 
Monitor Selection Space Recovery ~ Signature Extension 

~ ~ 
Application Selection 

f \ Classification 
\ 

I \ 

~ 
(Normal End) Classif. Channel Selection , 

PR Initialization J PR Processing Classif. Subclass Selection 

# ~ Rep ort 
PR Image Name ~ Classif. A prioris I ~ 

, t -~ PR Process Selection- ~' 
tI 

, , 
Classif. level Mixture Image Merge , , , , 

I 
, , , , 

I , , , Classif. Field Selection , , 
Image Manipulation , " & Display II' 

, , 
" , 

" , 
" , 

" Class Summary , " , 
" 

I) 
, , 

I 
, , , Class Summary Report 

(Error Recovery/Abend) ,. 
~ 

~ Bias Correction 

~ 
CAMS/CAS Save 

Class Map 

Class Map 

i4+ t 
Classif. Image Tape 

FIGURE 7 • ....c.se study menu now. 
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map function, generates 8 tape from which the 111m 
product can be produced. and finishes the job nor· 
mally. 

This case study, while it is by no means typical. 
has illustrated the way in which the user and the 
ERIPS software interact. At all times. the user has 
been liven both the tools needed to do the work and 
the information needed to control the process. He 
has recovered, with very little pain. from his own ere 
rors and (even more significantly) from a software 
error. 

SUMMARY 

In summary. the maijor man-machine interfaces in 
ERIPS are 

l. Menus to display system status and processing 
path options and to request necessary information 

2. Checkpoint/restart to save results between ter· 
minal sessions, reducing reworks 

3. Error recovery to minimize the impact of 
serious errors 

In implementing these interfaces, several lessons 
of general interest have been learned. First, a highly 
interactive system can be made easy to modify by 
using the menu concept described here. The initial 
cost of such a scheme is high, since it must include 
generalizoo routines for menu definition, manag~ 
ment, and data field input/output formatting. Once 
this has been done, however. the alteration of exist
ing menus and the addition of new ones are simple. 
A bonus is the localization of a terminal-dependent 
code into a small set of routines. allowing software 
transportability and hardware upgrading. 

Second. such a system can be compatible with 
batch mode operations. There are two keys to suc
cess here: careful selection of a set of significant in· 
put types and development of generalized software 
to merge the static and dynamic information and 
feed it into the system. 

Third, provision for a batch mode of operation is 
not optional but imperative when frequently used 
functions involve a large number of interactive 
menus. A possible improvement in the currl!nt 
system would be a means by which an interactive 
user could indicate, at the beginning of each maijor 
process, whether the path assl..mptions made for 
batch mode operations are applicable. If so, the num· 
ber of required interactions could be SUbstantially 
reduced. 

Finally, high-level compil'!r languages such as 
FORTRAN and PLit. while they offer some advan
tages in ease of implementation, are only marginally 
compatible with error recovery as described here: in 
addition, the bulky modules they tend to produce can 
seriously interfere With multiterm!nal interactive 
use. We have found that an assembler language with 
macro capabilities (in our case, Assemblcr-36C with 
the High- Level Assembler Language (HLAL) struc
tured programing macros) is almost as easy to imple
ment and avoids these problems (ref. 3). 

Throughout the ERIPS system, a primary concern 
is to require minimum input from the user after sup· 
plying him with maximum information. while being 
as forgiving as possible of human error. Success at 
this goal plays a ml\jor role in the success of LACIE 
as II. whole, since the usefulness of a system depends 
largely on its usability. 
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LACIE/ERIPS·Software System Summary 

C. L. )O/lIIso"a 

ABSTRACT 

The Earth Resources Interactive Processing 
System (ERIPS) software supports the Large Area 
Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) with the 
analysis of agricultural data sensed lly thp. Landsat 
spacecraft. Its primary function is the <'!assliication 
of the data on the basis of statistical similarity to 
those portions which have been identified by 
analysts. Since its original definition in 1971, ERIPS 
has been used to develop analysis tools related to that 
process. This is a summary of the development and 
capabilities of the ERIPS software system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ERIPS software was develcped by the IBM 
Federal Systems Division, Houston, Texas, to sup
port NASA in its Earth resources activities. LACIEI 
ERIPS executes on an IBM 360175 mainframe with 
an attp.ched Goodyear STARAN 5-500 special-pur
pose processor (SPP) at the NASA Johnson Space 
Center (JSC) Real-Time Computer Complex (JSC 
Building 30) in Houston. It is used to process the 
Landsat data to estimate the wheat growing area in 
several countries. From these estimates, the analysts 
develop their production predictions. 

The LACIE/ERIPS is a large program (approx
imately 240000 lines of code on the 360175 and 
19470 on the SPP) the development of which ac
tually began in 1971, on the basis of the algorithms 
used by the Purdue University Laboratory for Ap
plications of Remote Sensing System (LARSYS) 
(ref. I); it was not associated with LACIE until 1974. 
During its development, ERIPS has evolved from an 
interadive system used as a research tool into a 
system that is primarily used noninteractively on a 
production mode basis. Many capabilities have been 
added to the original ones, and significant lessons 

alHM FCllcral ~;YMcms Division. /louslOn. T cxas. 

have been learned about the implementation of this 
type of system. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Originally, ERIPS was planned as a local version 
of LARSYS which would use available computer and 
display hardware (refs. 2 to 4). LARSYS was chosen 
as the base system because it was a powerful, opera
tionally proven system for the analysis of remotely 
sensed multispectral data. Among its capabilities 
were 

I. Statistical computations of means, standard 
deviations, covariance matrices, and correlation 
matrices for data classes 

2. Separability measurements for distributed 
classes amI the use of these measurements to select 
features (spectral channels) for further processing 

3. Classification of data by a Gaussian maximum 
likelihood algorithm 

4. Performance evaluations of classification 
results 

In addition to requiring these cl~abilities, the 
ERIPS delinition called for use of the available Dis
play Retrieval and Formatting Technique (DRAFT) 
digital television equipment (DTE) terminals as im
age analysis stations, supporting independent users 
concurrently. ERIPS would also provide an error 
recovery capability to reduce the impact of software 
failures (see the paper by Duprey entitled "Man
Machine Interfaces in LACIE/ERIPS"). Finally, 
ERIPS was required to operate in a multijobbing en
vironment, since the Real-Time Computer Complex 
resources were also needed for development of 
manned space-night programs (Skylab and Apollo
Soyuz). This latter requirement led to a budget of 250 
kilobytes for ERIPS, in a JOO-kilobyte region to en
sure some future flexibility. 

Investigation of this system definition showed 
that it would not be cost elTective simply to modify 
LARSYS. First. the existing LARSYS was pro
gramed in FORTRAN. The FORTRAN language is 
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well suited for implementation of mathematical 
algorithms but not for the logical operations that 
were bound to result from interactive multiple-ter
minal usc. The error recovery requirement. in parlic
ular. needed to operate on an interrupt-handling 
basis for retreat to an earlier system environment; 
this capability is nol present in FORTRAN. 

Another difficulty was that. like most compiler
generated programs. the LARSYS modules were ex
pensive in terms of core usage. This characteristic 
was incompatible with the 250-kiJobyte budget. 

Finally. LARSYS fields could be defined only as 
rectangles with two sides parallel to the aircraft 
(satellite) nightpath. Although this configuration 
was acceptable for aircraft imagery ta .. en over large 
agricultural fields. it imposed unacceptable restric
tions on imagery taken over smaller fields from the 
much higher altitudes of the satellites. 

After all these differences were considered. it was 
decided to develop ERIPS as a new system. indepen
dent of LARSYS. which could better use available 
resources (fig. 1). This highly interactive system. 

LARS BATCH SYSTEM 

EXECUTABLE 
SYSTEM 

DESIGN AND 
INTERFACE FORMAL TEST 
COMPLETE COMPLETE 

PURDUE BATCH SYSTEM 
DATA CHECKOUT OPERATIONAL 

TAPE 
PURDUE 

TEST DATA 
RECEIVED 

PDR FOR 
PATTERN 

RECOGNITION. 

ERIPS 
SUPERVISOR 
COMPLETED PATTERN 

RECOGNITION. 

WORK 
BEGUN 

IMAGE MANIPULATION 
AND DISPLAY liMO). 

AND LOAD 

IMD. 
REGISTRATION 

COMPLETED 

LOAD 
APPLICA TlON 
COMPLETED 

PRELIMINARY 
DESIGN REVIEW (PDR) 

FOR EAIPS 
SUPERVISOR PDR FOR ERIPS 

REGtSTRATlON DELIVERY 
TO NASA 

written primarily in assembler language. was subse
quently adapted to accommodate noninteractive 
users also. as LACIE entered its production phase 
(fig. 2). 

Thus. some of the design objectives that have 
helped to shape LACIE/ERIPS are (1) use of the 
LARSYS algorithms; (2) use of existing hardware. 
preferably in such a manner as to allow transpor
tability to other s~ ~tems; (3) support of multiple ter
minal users simultdneously; (4) operation in a multi
jobbing environment; and (5) ability to recover from 
errors with minimal impact. 

Another major decision was made. Since this was 
to be an experimental program used by analysts with 
varying amounts of experience with computer data 
processing. "menus" were chosen as the primary 
man-machine interface (see the paper by Duprey). 
Because of their tutorial activity-prompting ap
proach. menus do not require extensive training 
before production use can be made of the system. 

Finally. the LACIE environment (refs. 8 and 9) 
placed considerable emphasio; on the problem of han-

CLUSTERING 
ADDED TO PATTERN RECOGNITION 

FINAL ERIPS 
SVST.EM DELIVERY 

NO J FMAMJJASO N 0 JFMAMJJASONOJFMAMJJAS 
1971 1972 1973 1974 
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LACIE-3 
• CAMS/CAS 
• SIGNATURE EXTENSION ENHANCEMENTS 
• 64·COLOR CAPABILITY 

LACIE-7(REF.71 
• BIAS CORRECTION 

(CLUSTER AND CLASSIFICATIONI 
• CAMSICAS ENHANCEMENTS 
• DOT SELECTION APPLICATION 
• TWO SETS OF FIELDS 

AND DOTS 

LACIE-5 
• SO·CLUSTER CAPABILITY 

INITIAL LACIE 
SYSTEM - LACIE-1 

• BATCH ENHANCEMENTS 
• CONDITIONAL CLUSTER MAP 

LACIE-2(REF.51 
• IMAGE MERGE 
• INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM DATA BASES 
• PROCESS CONTROLI 

BATCH SYSTEM LACIE-4 
• SPP INTERFACE 

LACIE-6(REF.61 
• SPECTRAL AND 

TRAJECTORY PLOTS 
• GREEN NUMBER REPORT 
• DOT DATA BASE 

LACIE-8 
• ADDITIONAL PLOTS 
• LANDSAT CALIBRATION 
• BATCH ENHANCEMENTS 
• CLUSTERING L2 DISTANCE 

SONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASOND 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

dling the huge volumes of data involved. This led to 
the data base construction which is discussed later 
here and. in more detail. in the \lapcr by Westberry 
entitled "The LACIE Data Bases: Design Considera
tions." 

LACIE/ERIPS HARDWAltE 

The IBM 360175 on which LACIE/ERIPS ex
ecutes has a million bytes of main core storage and 4 
million bytes of large core storage. As functions have 
been added to the system. ERIPS has outgrown the 
original 300·kilobyte region. It now requires about 
500 kilobytes of main core and 1200 kilobytes of 
large core to support two terminals at peak load. 

The LAC1E/ERIPS configuration (fig. 3) includes 
two pairs of DRAFT" DTE terminals. one in JSC 
Building 30 and one in JSC Building 17. Only one 
\lair can be active at a time. Each terminal (fig. 4) has 
(I) a black-and-white conversational scn'cn; (2) an 
image screen that can display 16 discrete shades of 
gray; (3) an 8-color image screen that can display in 
64 colors if the other color screen is not being used: 
(4) a keyboard (lig. 5) with 97 alphabetic. numeric. 

.md special action keys; and (5) a joystick and toggle 
switch to control a cursor on the screens. (The origi
nal terminals shared an eight-color screen and used a 
Grafacon tablet with an associated pen and a footpad 
switch for cursor controL) Each pair of terminals 
also has a conversational screen hard-copy device 
and another device. not available originally. which 
can produce photographic prints of the contents of 
any screen in 64 shades of gray. 

Other equipment in the configuration includes 
eight tape drives (nine-track. 800 bits/in.); an IBM 
1403 printer; an IBM 1443 printer: an IBM 2314-1 
disk storage facility; and. since 1975. the HEL 7330 
disks that contain the Information Management 
System data bases. Finally. there is the SPP (fig. 6). 
This special-purpose parallel processor was added in 
1976. It performs almost all the computations re
quired by several critical applications (statistics. 
clustering. and c1assilication). Since it operates in 
parallel. not 'ierially like the 360175. the SPP has sig
nificantly improved system throughput. For exam
ple. a c1assilkation which took \0 minutes dropped 
to 30 seconds with the addition of the SPP. The 
benchmark case. classifying a four-channel full-
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IBM 360/75 

,----------------, 
I MAIN CORE : 
:11 MILLION BYTES,I . , ~ ________________ 4 

r--~RGECORE_, 
:14 MILLION BYTES': L. _______________ J 

F'IGI Rt: .1.-lAl"IIUERII>S hard lurt· cunfij:unlliun . 

fram image of data fr m Land at. lUke Ie. th tln 
111inute . 

ther cump nent · uf the ' stem besidc ' the PP 
htl c had a ignificant effcc t on L I I RIP 
dc elopment. F r in ·wnce. carefu l management f 
thc allo ati n of c rc I rCQuired. Fi r. I. Ih . peed al 
whi h large c rc peralc ' i nl yab III nC-Ih ird Ihal 
of main corc. Thi ' featurc can rau c high-acce s ap
plica tion. like la. 'ummary and fea lure elec tion 10 

con 'umc far 100 mUl:h l imc lInle. s their storage re
Quirement. are wken alnlo I enl irel. from main 
c re . e nd. therc i ' alway - the possihility of frag
menting th e avai lable storage into n n ' ontiguou: 
:-.cgment. Ihal rann t he u. ed to . ati I' a ore re
que~t. inally. b th terminal can be ncurrently 

cr ut ing a large applil'ati on. Thi . l' ndili n 
becom . even mor ' 'ignificant if more terminal ' are 
II) be . uppor ted. as is intcndc I for the ru turl: . It i 
\ cry hdpful to ha\ c a monitori ng fUIl,t ion. likc Ihe 
:I l V!lnCed ' Iilti ' ti lI ector ut i lit y u ' cd with 

IE/ : R IP '. This utility runs III the hackground . 
recording inf rmulion ab ut lItoruge reques t · und '0 
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n. n"lysi ' of the ' e reet rding . ran pr \ ide warning 
of impending problem ' 'lllhull'llrrel'ti\'e ul'lion ' ,111 

be 1,lken. 
The lerminul been imp rlunl in 

LA I I RIP dc the)' hu er 
little I cui intclligen e. Ihe oftwarc include 
u on iderable am unt f overhead ror di play pr c
C' ing. nch user u Ii n (Iyping :I ehtlr:\clcr r r a 
menu field, f r in tance mu I be inlerpreled by 

RIP . The ' ftware mu I mainttlin all the dalU 
being di pia ed on Ihe Clnver ali nal and imuge 
crecn • in luding any whi h hive b cn lemp rJrily 

di placed Ihe reen uld b .. ,red for an ther 
purp ' c lik~ iewing a report 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
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r uline Ihal control ' all ~ )' 'Iem ' Ii"i lles. It pr vide ' 
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Ihe applkut ion pr gram II ensurl.! · min imal impm:1 
when udding 1IIph ' l\lon ~ I I F / ~ RIP , Ol ' i ' 
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or 64 colors. The user can view a currently loaded im· 
age by surrl)'ing information such as imaLle name. 
first pixel. initial line. and channel number of the 
data to be displayed. IMD places one image line on 
the screen at a time beainnin& at the top. shifting 
down one line as a new line appears. This procedure 
continues until the screen is full. Since most images 
are larger than the amount of aLta allowed on the 
screen. the scroll capability allows the additional im· 
ale data to be viewed. Jmale data lines arc added to 
the top of the screen line by line when the SCROLL 
key is depressed. The JMD application provides 
other services such as an Available Jmale Report. 
which displays the names and characteristics of all 
imales resident on disk. and a Latitude/Longitude 
Report. which gives the latitude/longitude coordi· 
nates for the image clements. 

The registration application enables user control 
of the geographic relationship of picture clements 
(pixels) within an imale. It provides two capabilities. 
First. registration is capable of conforming an input 
image of a given scene to a reference imag( of the 
same scene. Second. it maps an input image onto a 
predefined latitudc/longitude grid. These capabilities 
are important for several reasons. Registration can 
be used to remove image distortion introduced by the 
remote sensor and by the curvature of thc Earth. 
Moreover. two images of the same scene O1roduced 
by two entirely different sensor devices can be 
registered together. This capability makes it possible 
to correlate data from a satellite image with data 
from an aircraft scanner. Images of the same scene 
produced at different times can be registered 
together to permit multi temporal analysis of the 
scene. 

For image-to-image registration. the user iden
tifies one of the two loaded images as the reference 
image. the other as input. The input image is mapped 
to conform to the reference image. The user then 
selects a point on each image which he has deter
mined is common to both. An identification (10) 
number is assigned to the point pair. This step is 
repeated for the desired number of points. Once the 
point set is determined. map generation processing 
takes plac~·. 

In ima~\!·to-liniversal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) registration. the user defines the geographic 
boundary of the output image desired. Each picture 
clement is assigned a latitude/longitude. The mal" 
generation process takes place after all as~ignments 
arc made for the desired number of points. 

Once the user has decided 10 generate a mapping 
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polynomial. the processing for image.to-image and 
image·to·VTM registration is similar. The imallf 
position of each input point is compared to the cor
respondintc reference point. The least sql'.ares coeffi· 
cient for 8 bivariate .'V th-order polynomial is calcu
lated, In image.to·VTM registration. the reference 
I'.>int is a aeographic coordinate. (Sec the section en
titled "Registration" in the appendix for the 
algorithm description.) 

The imille creation application provides the user 
with three different methods of creatinll an image: 
image composition. image difference. and image 
merge. 

Image compositiG~ allows the user to comhine 
two images containing the same numher of lines and 
pixels into one :mage. The most common use of this 
application is to combine two registered imalles into 
one. This combined imag( can then he used for ex· 
periments in multitemporal analysis. 

Image difference allows the user to take the 
difference of two images and form a third image. The 
two images must contain the same numher of lines 
and pixels. For example. if two four-channel images 
of the same scene. !,Ikcn at two different times. werf 
differenced. the resulting imalle would be the area 
that changed during the timelag. 

Image merge allows the user to juxtapose as man)' 
as four separate Images with diff\!rent ;I~'quisiti()n 

dates to create one new image. Resident imag\!s from 
the image data base which are 117 lines and 196 I,ix
els in si/e are used in the process. The res~lting im
age can be as man)' as 468 lines long with 196 pixels 
per line. Tht' channels in this image are numhered 
consccu~ively beginning with I. This capability was 
not available until the LACIE phase of ERIPS. 
LACIE/ERIPS also has a dclog application which 
allows the user to receive a printed copy d the 
menus and reports generated during hi~ terminal 
run. 

Remaining to he discussed is the paltern re,,'ogni· 
tion apl"lication.1t utilizes numerous rrograms to ac· 
quire classified image data. and. be,,'ause of its si/c 
and its importance to thc lACIE'FRJPS system. a 
separate section is devoted tt) II. 

THE PATTERN RECOGNITION CONCEPT 

tJatlern recognition is the largest application in the 
system. Its function is to classify the picture ele· 
ments (pixels) or ,roup elements (fidds) of an im· 
age into classes. Several processing steps are per
formed before the actual classification. first. the user 



anal)'SI defineli areas of Ihe loaded ima,e 10 be proc· 
esst:d and idenlifies the malerials belon,inl to each 
area. These materials nn be of an qricultural nature 
(such IlS wheat. corn. or so)'beans) or any other type 
of ,round data (trees. roads. waler. etc.). Aner Ihe 
fields of an imaae have been eSlabli5hed. statistical 
analysis can be done and the selected area of the im· 
age classified. If the analyst finds the results un· 
satisfactor)·. he may return to any point of the ral· 
tern recognition process to redefine and/or recom· 
pute the data. The analyst can also choose an un· 
supervised type of classification without having to 
train Ihe classifier. The clusterin, alaorithm ex· 
amines all data elements in the area to be classified 
and assi,ns those elements that are spectrally similar 
to the same class or cluster. The user input 
paramelers control the processin, and specif)' the 
d~ree of closeness re~uired. The output clusters can 
then be used b)' classification. 

The subapplications in pattern reco,nition per· 
form separate functions which to,ether accomplish 
the pauern reeo,nition task. Many of the alaorithms 
were taken from LARSYS. but other features and 
algorithms have been added. 

The field seleetion subapplicalion Ii ves the user 
the oplion of determining fields from an imaae and 
aSSigning atlributes to these relds. A field can be 
defined with a minimum ~f 2 vertex points (a I· 
dimensional line field) and a maximum of 10 vertex 
points. Field verI ices are entered on the image screen 
via cursor or lire I)'red onlo the conversational 
screen as line/pixel values. The user can view all cur· 
rent field definitions by displaying the Field Defini· 
lion Report. 

The stalistics program compules Ihe means. stan· 
dard deviations. and covariances for e:)ch class 
defint'tt It' Ihe system that contains at least one train· 
in,lield. It also performs other statislical manipula. 
tions. such as the combining of several classes' 
statistics into one class. Sun angle correction. mean 
level adjustments. deletion of class or field statistics. 
rC'assianments of fields from one class 10 another. 
and the changing of a field's status. (Set the sections 
entitled "Statistics:' "Sun Angle ('orrection," and 
"Mean Level Adjustment" in the appendix for 
algorithm dl!scriptions.) 

Clustering is a method for grouping data into 
homOlenc:ous sets. In lACIE/ERIPS. the clustering 
subapplk~tion partitions a ;:ollcction of pixels into 
subsets which have similar spectral signalures. The 
primary uses of clustering are to assist in defining the 
boundaries of fields. to evaluate fields according to 
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homogeneity of data. to collect homoaeneous data 
for fields from nonhomogeneous areas. and to act as 
a nonsupervised classifier of multispectral data. Two 
algorithms are used to achieve the results. adaptivc 
and iterative. The user has the option to use the one
pass adaptive algorithm or the mUltipass iterative 
al,orithm or a sequential combination of the t\\'o. 
(See the sections entitled "Adaptive Clusterina:' 
"Iterative Clusterin,." and "Clusterin, Report func· 
tions" in the appendix for alaorithm descriptions.) 

In feature sel«tion. an "I'timal subset of channels 
with which 10 classif~' an imatle can be determined. 
This featurc sel«tion process utililes a separability 
measure invol\'intl the Bhallacharna distance. 
Classification time can be lIreatl)' lowered with this 
redu,;:on of dimensionality of the data, although use 
of :he ~PP for classification has made Ihis chara,·· 
teristk far less imp()rtant. The oiHimal channel 
subset retains a sii-nificant percentatte of the sepa· 
rability inherent in all channcls of thc ima,e. After 
c\cry execution of feature selection. a rcsultant best· 
channel subset is made a"ailable to classification. 
The user has the choke of scvera: processintt paths. 
inciudinlI the orittinal ERIPS di"crttence function. 
(Sec the scctions cntitled "Divergence" and "Feature 
Selcction" in the apl'cndix for a1tlorithm descrip· 
tions.' 

Thc classilkation processor in LACIE/ERIPS 
assittns ca~'h pi"cl of a l1i"cn lield to the candidatc 
class the statistics of which that pixel most ncarly 
rel'resents. Classirt,'ation is now done in a mi"cd en· 
"ironment of likelihood densit)· functions, with 
some summations I'crformed to the dass Icvel and 
others to the catel10ry levcl. (S.:;: Ihc sections entitled 
"Classifi~'ation (E R IPS'" and "Classification 
(LAClE)" in the ar.jlcndi" for all10rithm descrip. 
tions.) 

Pallern recol1nition llruduces outputs rel'rcsenting 
the results of the various I'fOl1rams. The rel'ort out· 
I'uts arc in the form of imatter} data.ttral'hic data. or 
digital dat". 

Oassilkation mal's and duster mallS arc outlluts 
of the classified and dllstered imatte. respex'tively. 
Ea~'h data clement is rCllresented hy a symbol on a 
character mal' fach clement can also be rCl'resented 
h}' a lira)' shade or a ,'olor. The ttra~' level or the ,'olor 
is associ.lle·J with the f.'lass that the clcmt:nt has been 
classilied or clustered into. 

Other major rC'ltlrt~ l'flldu~'cd by l'aHcm rc~n~ni. 
tinn are Hias Corn:~'tinn, SrectrJI/Trajechlr~' I'lots, 
Jnd (jr~'Cn Number. Hias corre~,tit)n f.'OIllI'utation~ 

are done for classilkation results and/or clust~rintt 
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results, (See the lettion entiUed "Bias Correction" in 
the appendix for al,orhhm desc;ription.) PIOls ... ~ 
produced for spectral plotl. tabulalions. and trajeclO
ry plots. The spectral plotl provide a tw<M1imen· 
sional plOl of the dotl per acquisilion wilh lheir 
clauification symbols and user·aniancd labels. The 
firlt lwo KauthlThomal coordinales. ,reennesl alld 
bri,htness. are lhe lIlis values. The lWO tabulalion!! 
show as many as four acquisitions per chart. ordered 
by dOl number and by the firll KaulhlThomas ~oor· 
dinate (,reenness value). The trajectory plot is a plOl 
of the KauthlThomas coordinates for each dot in 
each of the ~quilitions. The Green Number Report 
displays the KauthlThomas ,reen number (,reen· 
ness minul aver. soil Ireenness) a5SOl:ialC;.1 wilh 
cluslers and dOls. II is used by Classificalion and 
Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) analysts to moni· 
tor wheal emerlence and droulht conditions. A 
,reenness and bri,htncss value is displayed for each 
cluliler and/or dot for all acquisilions lhal are proc· 
essed. 

The LACIE/ERII'S provides several independent 
subsystems thaI utilize ima,ery data and application 
results. The CAMS/Crop Assessment Subsyslem 
(CAS) interface Subsyslem' ,iVC5 the user the 
capability of usina pallern recoanition results on 
other systems that can receive the tape inputs. Input 
data as well as data leneraled from composition and 
indexin,. statistics. feature selection • .:Iuslerinl. and 
classification are collecled onto disk and lhen Saved 
on lape. These interface lapes are desianed 10 be as 
compatible with other syst.:ms as possible. The dala 
on the tapes is in American Slandard Code for Infor· 
mation Interchanae (ASCII) format. wilh record 
lenlths of 720 bytes. 

Wilh lhe various applications processin, larae 
amounts or data. the need for operating speed 
became a primllry concern in lACIE/ERIPS. There 
were hardware and software constraints which 
• overned time reQuiled to complete execution Th. 
addition of the Goodyear special'JlurJlosc processor 
as i! parallel processor si.nifil:antly redu(ed the com· 
puter time required fOf lACIE/ERIPS operations. 
To support this funl:tion. hardware and software in· 
terfaces between the computers had to be satisfied 
(ref. II). Five software modules were implemented 
in the SPP to interface with the software in the IBM 
360: the stalistil.:s prucessor. the maximum likeli· 

IC" MS/C,\S Inl.:r',,4'I: r"I'C Inl.:r'",,: C"ntl<ll \l''':Unlenl 
JS(,..(NIIOb. JI.hn~on Sllol4'C Ccnlcr. lIoualOn. TC'J~. hb 1'1711. 
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hood dassiner. the mixture density clas.'iifier. iteril' 
live clulterin,. and adllptive clulterin, (fi" 6', Five 
diltinct Ioaical units of input/output (itO) data are 
specified by these applications for communkatic.il 
between th .. host (IBM 360) and the SPP. Three logi· 
cal data units are lTansferred from the host to the 
SP~: the Interface Control Record. the input 
paramelers. and the il1put vectors (imalcry data). 
The remainin, two loti cal units. the output \cclorl 
and the output parameters. are iransrcrrcd from the 
SPP to the hOSI. 

The rC5ult of this system interaction was a sub· 
stanti;d reduction in lolal execution time. Improve. 
ments in performance limes for classification and 
clustering were most important (ref. 12., 

LACIIIIRIPS DATA IASIS 

The lACIE/ERIPS uses leveral dala bases as 
slorqc facilities for the larle volumes of information 
needed to support the system functions. The laracst 
I)'stem update came durinl the I '.l76 crop yeilr. It 
contained six functional Information Manaaement 
System datil bases: hililor~·. imale. fields. process 
control. status track ina. and resulls. These data bases 
eliminated the previous ones developed in support of 
crOI' year 1975. Ourinlthat time. imale tapes from 
the NASA Goddard Space Fliaht Center (GSFC) 
were first introduced. GSFC tapes were multifile. 
univerSliI format lapes containintt preproce!i!ied im· 
alery data acquired from landsal·1 scanners. Since 
many tapes were needed 10 sUl'purl lACIE/E1UPS. 
the concept of an imatte and a lield data base was 
de'lelo(lCd to handle the data on the GSFC lapes. The 
s)'stem stored and processed data collected for 4193 
sam"le scaments with an averaae of 4.5 acquisitions 
per selmen\. A sample seament corresponds to a 
lround area of ahoul 6 by 5 nautkal miles. or 117 
lines b)' 196 I'ixels . 

The histnry data base L'ontains sample lte,menl 
identifil.·alion. GSFC L'()ntrollin~ information. and 
acquisition history. The identification and Gst=r 
,,'ontrollin~ inli.)rmalion indudes the samrk ..c~menl 
II>. I)'pe. (Ounlr)'. WII' 1~·I,e. hiolll¥kal Window. lilm 
nals. and L'olor L'odes. The acquisition history in· 
dudes data quality information. a tape index. and an 
ima.e data hase index. This dala base is ul,dated b~' 
the L'ompo!'ition and indexing suhsystem. It I:ontain!l 
a maximum (If 7 nlillil\ft bytes of data 

The imatlc! data hase contain!> the data on the 
G~fC imager)' tapc!I for an entire growing ~ea~on. 
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Doth header and imaltery arc lItorcd so thai imattes 
~an tte re~c'I'''ltructed in!o the univerllal format when 
unloadintt til ta,)e. A maximum of 4 fouro('hannel im· 
alt~ ill stored for an ordinary samrle qmenl. and a 
muimum of 16 four-(hllonnel jmatl~ ill stored for 
trainintt and intensive study sample qmenls. The 
;matle data base consists of many physical data bases 
because of its site. which is 2.9 billion bytes 01 data. 
ma"imum. Composition and inde"inl also main· 
tain!! Ihi!! riata base. 

The field definition!! for the LACIE/ERIPS !!a",· 
rle seament!! arc !!tored on the field transaction dat2 
base. Infnrmation stored on thill data bdse describC!l 
field locations. field t)·p~. and the catCiory and class 
andlor subclass a!l!lociated with each field. The data 
base also contains default a priori and lhrC!lhold 
values. All data can be retrieved durinl a LACIE ex· 
ecution on a per·seament baSIS to provide data for 
slatistics cOluputations and classification processin,. 
The field tran!laction d,lta base subsystem consists of 
the physical data t,_,~ alon, with the prosrams 
necessar)' to create. update. maintaiil. and report on 
this dala base. 

The proces .. control data ba~e contains informa
tion which defines the processin, to he done in batch 
m()de on each site. Thelie data are writlen cut 10 the 
data base by the process cnnllol subsystem and 
deleted after the site is I"fOcessed by the batch pro. 
du,,·ti()n system. The bat~h I"roduction system reads 
thr proccss conlml data base and lenerates a series of 
~imulaled menu inl"uts in Ihe manner specilied by 
the pro~ess control information. These iril"uls are 
then pa!llscd to the LACIElERIPS supervisor for in· 
put hI Ihe fliUtern re"·Of.nilion applicali!)", The ma"· 
imum !li/c uf Ihis dala basc is 1.6 million b~·lcs. 

Th( !llatus Ira",kinf. and m(nsuration rcsulls d"t;1 
base .. are nut maintaincd. Aftcr their dc\'clurment. it 
wa!> delermined Ihal Ihey did nol mecl Ihc de,;ittn 
ltoals sCI for them. Stalus Ira~'kin~ wa!> devcloped til 

slure a hi!>lury or Irackinlt uf Ihe LAC!t:/ERIPS pro
duction jubs and the pwducts used or I"rndufcd b~' 
the !>~·"I(m. The m(nM.lralion results data base was 
d(!>ittncd 10 "'ontain Ihe re!>ulh oblained eadl time a 
silC wa!> I'fl)ccss..:d Ihroulth Ihe inlera"'li\'c or bal",h 
s)'!>lcm. 

1 he mosl re~'enl dala base to be dc\'dllI1cd. the dOl 
data hase. I.'onlain!> Ihe data for eal.'h Ii\cd sci of 2(W 
I'i\cls or dolS lor ea,,'h saml'le selt:11Cnl I Dob repre
sent e'er), lenth pillcl nn every tenth line of a 
LACIE imalte.llnformation .. tored on this dala base 
indll'alcs Ihe h~'alion of Ihe dill. Ihe ~·alelt()f~·. an,J 
Ihe usa§&!. Oob arc u!oCd an I'a\tern rCCot;nilion ~ 

startin, v"tors, labclirt8 veclors. or bias cnuection 
vectors. 

CONCLUSION 

The ERIPS ha!! undcrttone many chan,cs !lince its 
orilinal implemenlalion in 1972. as can bc !leen in 
Ii,ure!! I and 2. Durin, the proces!I. much t"perience 
has been pined in handlin, larae volumes of dala 
and providin, analysis aids. 

A fundamcnlal desi,n conciu!!ion reached very 
early in the process W'5 that an assemblcr lanlUatle 
with macrocode capabilities. particularly when com· 
bined with a preassembler lhat rCCosnile5 structurintz 
macrocodes lind processes them befOle a55embly. 
hall almm.t all the advantalle!! lind none of the 
drawback!! of the compiler langualeli. Both 
fOR TR A Nand PL I were eliminated from con· 
si~eration as primary implementation lanltuaaes. 
mairtly because of the larie module sites they pro
duced. Also. in these lanttu4taes. the interfac~s with 
the nonstandard 110 packalcs. error reC.lvery. and 
the use of lar.c core stora,e capadly arc cumber· 
some. Thus. the usc of these languales ha!! been 
reslricted to cenain comrutational subroutines 
(FOR TR AN) and formaltinf..ifllensivc rouline!! 
(PLI); the rest of ERn"S is coded in Hish Level As· 
sembler Lanlluaac (IILAl). 

An"lther basic desiSn de(ision whict. has proved 
vcry su(cessful was Ihe devclupment of Ihe nonstan
dard 110 I'a(kattcs. The imattc dircct a(,,'ess method 
provides eflicicnt a",,,'css to Ihe multispc"'lral imatlery 
1.1011.01 on whatever basis it happens to be nceded
whule sC¥mcnls. sl'ccifk channcls. parli"'ular imatte 
lines. even line-skil"pinf. and pixcl-skippint! pallerr.s. 
The extended access method provides Ihe prtl"""ol 
require.J for communication with the terminal hard
ware. Bolh packatte!> have becn su,cessfull~' 

Iran!'lllllrlcd wilh ERIPS \0 olher mainframe! 
disk/lerminal ,,·onfitturaliuns. FRLlERIPS. for in· 
stan",\!. has been implemented on s~\'craj different 
modd~ of IBM .1f10 and .no. under \'arious ul'i.!r.llillf. 
s~~'ems. usin~ .U30 and .1BO-11 disk~. ,lOd wm
munil·Jtinf. wilh Ramlek lerminal hard",are (rd". 
\3) 

i>urinlt the life of Ihe s~ ,Iem. nol all the al'l,lil.'a· 
lion chanttes havl! been related 10 iml'lcmenlalion of 
ne\\ fun,·lion,. Sc\eral al'l'lil.'alions ha\'e di,.tl'
I'l!;\red. fallen into disu!>e. or hewme of Ic!'l' iml'or
lan~·e. Bh.tlla4·har~ ya I.'haininlt. IlIr insl.IO(C. whi~'h 
ul>cd a Bhalla(harna dlslan",\! fUilclion (0 furm 
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"chains" of clusters having similar distance charac
teristics. proved useless for analytic purposes. The 
divergence technique for reducing the number of 
channels to classify was largely replaced by feature 
selection. which has itself been eliminated from the 
common processing path. since the time it consumes 
outweiShs the time saved in c1assitication with use of 
the SPP. Feature selection has thus become primarily 
a reportins tool the analyst can use to retine his in
puts to the rest of the system. Mensuration has dis
appeared from ERIPS, as has status tracking. All this 
is further proof of the need for modularity of system 
structure, which in ERIPS is a natural consequence 
of the menu concept. 

An important shift o( emphasi:. ;n the mode of 
processing has also occurred. Originally. ERIPS was 
purely an interactive system. By 1975. however. a 
noninteractive mode had become imperative. and 
most of the system's work is now of this type. 

Though the experimental phase of LACIE is now 
over. with transition to a multicrop analysis require
ment beginning. the history of ERIPS gives some 
clue to the future of large-scale image processing 
systems. There has been a continual development of 
ways in which the computer can be used to provide 
analysis tools. and there is no reason to believe that 
the last such tool has been found. 
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Appendix 
LACIE/ERIPS Algorithm Descriptions 

The descriptions of algorithms used in LACIEI 
E RIPS contained in this appendix are from reference 
14. 

STATISTICS 

I. Field means for 41 chunnel i and training field,l: 

Nf 
,\I," = _,.1 ~ X,, . 

.1 .,.~ .1\.1 
k'l 

where ,\1'1 is the mean of channel i dO!ta in field ,: 
X,. A I is the I.th pixel valu~ for channel i in field,l: 
und N .. is the number of elements in J Means are 
computed for each channel in the. image, 

2, Field covariilnce matrix clemen!. An clement 
of the covariance matrix for field f represents the 
covariance between a pair (i . .i) of channels for data 
taken over all elements of): Thcse clements ure com. 
puted 

\ 
1',. . =: ~ ,,--- ( .\" ., .) (.\" . I ) 

.1./ .v. t:..... \ J .1\ .1 J.,.; .! 
, " t 

JI . .. \1 . .r.1 J./ 

3. Standard dcviation. The standard deviation (f 1./ 

of channel i for lield f is givcn br 

( I' ... ) l. 
.1,1.1 

4, Corre/ation matrix. The eorrekltion matrix 
(normaliled l'o\"arianl'c) clement is computed for 
each l'ovarianl'C element for all fields: 

5. Class hleans. 
Adding field slutistics to a class 

AI = (!i.) At. + (/:')M 
" P J P (' 

" " 

where I), is the population of the field, Jl
I
, is the 

population of the resulting class, and p. is the 
popUlation of tht' current class. 
Deleting field statistics from a class 

b, Class covllriances. 
Adding a field to a class 

Delcting 'l field from a class 

.\1 ) (.\1 
", , 4' 

) T 1 .\'" J 

DIVERGENCE 

.11 \ 1] c! 

The lli\"er~cnl'c l'aklll,ltilln utililcs a dass distalll'c 
mcasurc Ii.lllnd in Kullbaek \ "Inlllflllatilln Thcnry 
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and Stlltistil:s," For clltSSes ,\. and y in an ,,<hannel 
environment, 

. [I' Ie") I' .1' ,,' t 

FEATURE SELECTION 

Gi"en sub.:lasses ; and.i with melln v«tors M, and 
M

" 
cll\,llrian~'e mlltril'es 1', lind 1', , and II priori 

values tI, Ilnd fI" the BhatlacharHlI distun~'C betw~n 
subdas,'Ies i and .i is eiven us 

1M '(I' + 1') 1M 
.. 1/ I' U 

where Mil - M, .- M
" 

und I, - nunlber of chlmllels 
used, The ns.. .. oduted sell:ulIbilit)' between suhdllsses 
I lind ,I is 

! 
Sii '" (",4;' ~Rii 

CLASSIFICATION (ERIPS) 

MlIxilllum Iikelihoud dllS, .. ifi,,'lIlillll C\'lIlulltes thc 
I.lUluirllti.: fOflll 

where i 1-.1 is Ih,,' delcrmin:ltlt til' tht' \'tl\'urilln,,'c fur 
class A, I~ I is the illH~rsc Cll\',lti,IIlCC tl\:mix.. X is thc 
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vector or pixel values, and M" is the nlelln vector ror 
class /t.;, 

CLASSIFICATION (LACIE) 

The density function used in the llssianmcnt deci
sion ror c1assiryina pixels to a subc:l:lss involves the 
follow in, ,"'Ontribution rrom Illiven subclass 

where X is the v«tor rcpresenlluion of the pixel to 
be classified, A is the cate,o .. ~ identifier, i is the class 
identifier,} is the subdass identifier, (, is the a priori 
fraction correspondin .. to catclory A, ~~ is the num
ber or classes in catqory A. (~is the number or 
subclasSt'S in class i or categ\.u)' A. ,/ is the dimension 
or pixel vector Xt MI.",J is the mean vector or 
subclllSS <A,i,;), and 1'1.",1 is the ~v8rilh\Ce matrillt or 
subdus (A,i,,), 

In the nominlll c.lerllull dassificlItion to Ihe Clltco;o
ry levd. the following sum is ,,'omruled for ulch 
t:lIlegory A: 

The "ixcl is Ihen IIssilmed 10 the subclllss within thlll 
~':'I~or~' whkh hilS the 111ltxin\lll "X,U,f), 

The suhcl:ISS :lSSitlnnlcnts ure su\'cd. together with 
Ih(' fllilowilltt us,,,ud,ued likelihood vlIluc: 

min J .... \ X M \ 1'1'. 1 X t 4,',1 1.,1,1 \ M . "'I A ,f,l \, -, , 

whc~ _ ., is II presel hibulllr ~'UI1\'1!rSIUIl rllt:ltlr. 
Fm lIny ,,\lIcttmy A fur whit:h dlls, .. itkllliun hI thc 

• 

• 

• 
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class level has been specified. N, sums of the form 

tj 
P{X.k.i) :# I: P(X.k.i./l 

j=l 

would enter the overall consideration for largest den
sity sum as stated previously. The specific subclass 
assignment and associated likelihood value would be 
derived in the same manner. 

REGISTRATION 

Two bivariate polynomials relate the points in a 
reference (output) image n. n 10 corresponding 
preimage points in an input image (V.I'): 

" " i 
U=F(X.n ;:: E L ai/Xi)'} 

i~O ;'"0 

n n I 

r (j(x.n L L "ji'\li 
j-(l i~1l 

Th~ least squares method is used to compute the 
coefficients {l1/.h,! front the set of user-designated 
poims of coincidence in the input and reference 
images. 

ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING 

The adaptive clustering algorithm generates 
clusters by cycling once through all fields 10 be 
clustered, assigning pixels in small homogeneous 
strips to cluster centers, which are continuall}' being 
modified by statisticall}' merging the pixel strips into 
the dusters. Afler anal)'ling "II pixels. the duster 
mean ve~h,)fS arc frolcn and the data arc passed 

again to assign the pixels to these fixed cluster cen
ters senerating the final statistics. 

l. Strip formulation. If Y ,( i ) equals the jth com
ponent of the jlh vector to be assigned, and S is Ii 

strip refinement parameter, then the local group or 
strip is defined by vectors V 1+1< I ., 0, 1 •... , I., where 
L is the last S for which 

is valid for all values of i. After generating the local 
subgroup, its mean is computed. 

2. Sequential search. 

:1 I refinement parameters 

Thl! sequential search computes the distance be
tween the mean of the local subgroup and cach of the 
cluster means. The search terminates whenevcr this 
distance is less than R3 -= Ml.RI (0 < .\11 lE n, 
where ,\fi is a control parameter. The cluster means 
are searched in the order of their porul"tions. Three 
outcomes are possible: (a) the subgroup is assigned 
to the first cluster for which the distance is less than 
R3; (b) the subgroup is assigned 10 thc nellresl 
cluster when the distance to the nearest duster is 
greater than R3 but less than R: or (c) Ihe subgroup 
is used to begin a new cluster; that is, the dislan~'e to 
the nearest cluster is greater than R.. Aftef "ssign
ment of the strip-<ascs (a) and (b)-the mean .md 
population count arc updated. 

3. Cluster merging. The cluster merging rr{x'ess 
operates by computing the distance between the. 
nearest pair of cluster means. If this tlistanl·c is less 
than a threshold (: then the two ml.:"ns .lre avenlgcd 
into one. The nCluest distance between dusters is 
recomputed. and the merging prm'css \.'onlinucs until 
all the clusters arc sera rated b)' ('or more. The merg
ing operation is performed when the counter \.\1(' 
of the number of clustered points since the lasl 
merger exceeds the threshold .\.\1 r (s~'sh:rn 
parameter). 

4. Deleting clusters. The lest for deleting clusters 
is made when the counter NECexceeds the threshold 
NET (system parameter); NEe is the number of 
clustered points since the last deletion process, All 
cluslers with less than .V.\IINI points (s~'stem 
parameter) are deleted. 

. .. ~ 



ITIRAnv. CLUIT ... 

. .. Tbe Iterative clusterllll ataoritbm IlIlerates 
c:hIaters by cyellq a variable number of, limos 
dIrouab all nelds to be dustered. On each pass 
dareaah tho data. the eIustor centers ire fixed and all 
pixels now in,smalI homopneous strips are assIaned 
to the fixed dusters on a closeness basis, The pixels 
8I8ianed to a certain duster form new statistics for 
the cluster to be held as fixed ,for , tbe next p •• Only 
between passes may the numb .. 'ot dusters ftuctuate. 
Fewer dusters may result if "combine" 1000c is exer
cised; more if"spUt"lo8ic is performed. Either split 
or QOmbine is done after each pass until the last pass 
wbich determines final statistics. . 

1. Cluster splittina. In splittins a cluster. the chan
nel with the laqest variance (fT}) is determined. If 
the standard deviation fT J excee(ts the threshold TI 
(system parameter), the cluster is split alona channel 
Jalone into two subclusters. Assumins an JV.cbalinel 
veCtor space. let II,. I - t •.•.• N denote the mean 
vector for the initial cluster; Ill" I-I •.. . ,Ndenote 
the mean vector for the tirst subcluster; and M2/t I
I. ~... N denote the mean vector for tbe second 
subcluster. SEP denotes a user-specified system 
parameter definina the separation of the new cluster 
means from that of the oriainal cluster. Then the 
spliltina process senerates the two subclusters II 1 
and II 2 in a manner such that 

2. Cluster QOmbinina. On a QOmbininl iteration, 
each cluster is limited to combinina with at most one 
other cluster. The process beains with computina the 
weiahted distance between a cluster and each of the 
remainina cluster means. When the weiahted dis
tance is less than a threshold T2, the two respective 
means are averaged (welshted aver.) tosether. The 
mean averaainl effectively combines two clusters 
into one cluster for the next pass of the data. The dis-
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taIlce computations and thresholdina continue unlil 
all the ori&inal clusters are tested . 

CLUSTERING REPORT PUNCTIONS 

1. Intercluster Distance Report uses the followin, 
distance formulas to ~a'culate the distance between 
each pair of clusters: 
AdflPl'~'C 
For clusters I andJ and channell .. 

where NC is the number of channels. 
II('rall,,,, 

[

NC 

DIJ= E 
L=I 

where M is the mean and a is the standard deviation. 
2. Cluster match routine. The nearest subclass 

defined in the subclass statistics table to a cluslcr is 
determined by using the malch formula 

where Mil. is cluster I mean for channel / ... \' \J is 
the mean of the Mh subclass in channel I .. and IT 1/ is 
the standard deviation. The distance is calculalcd 
over all channels and the nearest subclass is found. 
The final distance is the square root of the smallest 
D. (Note: The clustering algorithms described here 
are those oriainal1y implemented on (he IbM 360175. 
Some changes have been made '0 lake .ldvantage ol' 
the parallel SPP proccssin~. but the effccl remains 
the same.) 

• 



SUN ANGLE CORRECTION 

If the user has selected the Sun angle correction 
option, the subclass means Il and covariance 
matril .. 'es r will be modified as follows: 

where,,' is the modified mean of the subclass, " is 
the mean of the subclass, I" is the modified 
covariance matrix, r is the covariance matrix of tl . .: 
subclass, and A, and ..12 are diagonal constant 
matrices the elements of which are functions of the 
training segment and recognition segment Sun 
angles. 

MEAN LEVEL ADJUSTMENT 

If mean level adjustment has been specified by the 
user, the following computations must be performed. 
Compute the mean vector 1', for the segment I to be 
processed, and the mean vector for the training seg
ment J. If Sun angle correction for J has not been 
performed, then compute 

The mean level adjustment vector is then 

and the resultant corrected mean vector is 

BIAS CORRECTION 

The following indicates the calculations used In 
bias correction. 

(jIlI/,f/il,l' 

I' 
H 

(' 

.~ 
,0'1 

"'q",~ 

"",I 

The 10lal number of bl.1 correction caleaories. 
The number of pillels considered, For classitkalion 

bias correclion. Ihis is Ihe 10lal number of pillels 
used in classification, minus Ihe number 
Ihresholded-oUI. minus the number in thc calelo
r), under consideration (" A"). For cluster bias 
,"'Orrection, it is Ihe number Qf pillels in clusters 
nOllabeled "A." 

The label of the 11th bias correction cateaor)'. 
The number of phlels C'lassiRed (for classilicatlon 

billS correction) or cluslered (for clusler bias ,,'Or· 
rection) inlo caleaor), ('rr 

The number of pillels classified (ur cluslered) into a 
calCJory olher Ih.m .. A" ur the billS correction tet. 

The number or biai correction veclOrs dassified (or 
cluslered) into c"leaor), (q. 

The number of bias correclion vectors clllssified (or 
cluslered) inlo a categor), olher than "A" or the 
bias ,,-orrection set. 

The 10lal number of bias correction vectors. 
The number or bills correclion veclors labeled (q by 

the user and classified (or clustered) into thc Ilh 
bias correction cBlcgory. 

The number of biBS correction vectors libeled ( ~ b) 
thc user Bnd clanified (or clustereJ) into II 

CBleaOr), other than" A" or the biBS corre<'tion sel. 
1111/.1 dividcd b)' II, (0 if ", - 01, IIcrc. I varics from I 

10" + I. 
Bias ,,'tlrrectcd classified (or clusten perccntllge ftu 

CI\lcgor)' f .• ( 

ptl 

P (eq ) = 100 L (N,/B) (aq ,,) 
r=1 

BillS corrccted classified (or duslert pcrt'Cnlagc for 
clltcp.orics other thim .. A" or the bias ,,'orrectttln 
\:llIegories. 

P 

= 100 -- L P (C q) 
q=1 

Hq Beta ,'aluc: for catep.ur)' I. .( 



QIIUIII;(I' 

If/,' 
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The: I1h component .. I the variance fOf aleBofY (q 
(I varies from Ito I' + I); 0 if ", < 2. Otherwise, 

Variance for ('alegor), (q (unreliable in an)' 1/, < 2). 

BillS percentage fanse, The lower value is 

and the upper \lalue is 

Qllo/llil.l' 

lim) 

. ~-~----,,--.,-.--. 

UncorfC\;teti classified (or ('lusler) percentage for 
caleaory ( If 

Uncorrected classifted (or clusterl rercenlale for 
categories other Ihan .. A" or the bills ~'Orrection 
categories. 

Percentage classified "designated other" (dassitica. 
lion bias correclion onlYI. 

%DO = 100 X number of DO pixels + 8 

Uncorrected percentage of unidenlinable pixels 
(classifkation bias correction on I)') , 

(Wl ) - 100 l( (number of pillels classifieti /)( 
+ number of pille Is Ihresholded-oUI 
+ number of pillels classified or 
cluslered inlo cale80f)' .. A ") -+ 22 932 

i ", 

• 
I 
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Conald.ratlona for D.slgn of Futur. R •••• rch .nd 
D.v.lopment Int.ractlv.lmage Analysis Syst.ms 

1. B. WllklnsonQ 

INTRODUCTION 

The Earth Observations Division (EOO) at the 
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) will be shi'tinl 
emphasis from the quasi-production programs su,,
as LACIE to a more basic research and development 
(R&D) role to provide the necessary technololY for 
the 1980·s. Current workload forecasts for future 
programs show sisnificant increases in the amount 
of imasery data that will have to be processed and 
analyzed. 

An interactive approach to imase analysis pro
vides the responsiveness and adaptability required 
by the multiuser. multidiscipline prosrams of the 
1980·s. An interactive system puts the "man in the 
loop" and provides for almost immediate human 
judgment decisions relative to spatial data. A human 
observer typically makes many decisions during an 
interactive session based on his visual perception. 
The same decisions. however. may become cumber
some to make by way of machine processing. When 
cost. flexibility. and throughput are considered. it is 
apparent that the interactive imase analysis approach 
best meets future requirements. To meet these re
quirements.the Earth observations interactive image 
analysis capability must be significantly enhanced. 

The design of future interactive imase analysis 
systems must consider the chansins nature of the 
problem. An R&D environment requires a highly 
flexible system as opposed to the more limited flex
ibility of a production system. 

Design considerations must include the increased 
processing requirements imposed by th.:- additio" ~ .. 
a thermal channtl to Landsat-3 and the b,:reased 
number of spectral channels with significantly high
er spatial resolution provided by the Landsat-O 
thematic mapper. Other design conside!rations must 
include the rapidly changing technology in memories 

a Lock heed Electronics Company, Houston. TeKas. 

and special-purpose processors. The analyst-machine 
interface and the human factors involved are often 
overlooked~ however. they are considered to be siS
nificantly important for future systems. 

Consideration of these and other factors has 
evolved to a basic conceptual approach for the desisn 
of future imase analysis systems for the 1980's. 

CURRINT INVIRONMINT IN IOD 

The JSC overall capability for processins and 
analyzins remotely sensed data is currently based on 
a number of special-purpose stand-alone systems. 
Each of these hardware/software systems was ini
tially implemented to provide some aspect of the fast 
srowins technoloay for processing and application of 
remotely sensed Earth resources data. The two exist
ing interactive image analysis systems at JSC are 
cateaorized as special-purpose stand-alone systems. 

The two systems are the Earth Resources Interac
tive Processina System (ERIPS) and the Imaae-l00 
system. ERIPS. a multiuser system. provides both a 
batch and an interactive capability. ERIPS provides 
the analyst with 2 high-resolution black-and-white 
displays (16 shades of sray) and their associated con
versational monitors for interactive control via a 
command/prompt menu structure. The analyst is 
also provided with 2 color displays providina a max
imum of 64 colors. Color imagery display and control 
are also provided via a conversational monitor. The 
basic imase analysis hardware is a modified diaital 
television (TV) equipment (OTE) cluster originally 
designed for display and control applications in the 
JSC Mission Control Center. The computational 
capability for ERIPS is provided by an IBM 360-75 
computer and a STARAN special-purpose processor. 
Large-volume storage required by the imagery and 
ancillary data base is provided by as many as 42 high
density disk drives. ERIPS useli a large number of 
special-purpose! software modulp.s to provide the 
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clusterin .. classitlcation. and display manipulation 
capabilities required by LACIE. ERIPS is the pri
mary LACIE "production" system and is desi.ned to 
achieve a hi.h throuahput rate. The software used by 
ERIPS for LACIE production is primarily structured 
for one &pecinc set of tasks or alaorithms and is cum
bersome to use II an RicO tool. The basic hardware 
capabilities of ERIPS are limited when compared to 
more current systems desianed specincally for in
teractive im. analysis. 

The other m~or stand-alone im. analysis 
system is the General Electric Imaae-IOO. The 1m
qe.lOO computational capability i. provided by B 

Di.ital Electronics Corporation (DEC) proaramed 
data processor (PDP) 11·45 computer. The 
Imap-lOO i. a 5-channel interactive system that pro
vides a color display of 512 by 480 picture elements 
(pixels) with as many a 256 intensity i".'els per 
channel. The normal connauration i. to use four 
channels for video and the nfth channel for ,raphics. 
The nfth channel consists of ei,ht I-bit araphics 
planes and therefore provides eisht araphics or 
theme tracks. The Imaae-IOO provides some of the 
more sophisticated display manipulation capabilities 
not found in ERIPS but does not provide the 
throqhput rate required for production. The 1m
aae-100 has had only limited use in LACIE and ha 
been more of an RAD tool in LAC1E. The Imap-lOO 
has been heavily used in the development of new 
procedures or techniques. such as an interactive 
maximum likelihood cJassincation procedure. The 
Imaae-100 is also bein. used for other ~roarams such 
a the Forestry Applications Program (FA!») aa:\d the 
Regional Applications Project (RAP). F AP and 
RAP are essentially pilot projects with heavy 
emphais on RAD and have no m~or production re. 
quirements. Althouah providin. a conn.uration 
more conducive to RAD. the Imaae-IOO is only a 
single.user system and cannot easily be expanded to 
accommodate the increased number of spectral chan
nels that will be used in Landsat·3 and in the Land· 
sateD themalic mapper. The Image·lOO is also 
limited in its computational power; thus, clustering 
and classincalion processes are time-consumin •. 

In summary, the two existinl interactive systems 
are adequate for their current tasks. but this will not 
be the case for the 1980's. 

PUTURIINVIRONMINT IN IOD 

Forecasts for the next 10 years indicate that six 
programs will comprise the ~or workload: LACIE, 
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LACIE Transition. FAP. RAP. the Food Multicrop 
Proaram. and the Joint SoU Moisture Experiment. 
Startin. with nal year 1979. these pro.rams will be 
intearated into one unined proaram: the Global Food 
and Fiber Information System, 

At nnt alante. It may not appear that the 
workload is increasina sianincandy. but this Is far 
from belna the case. The Landsat-3 will have an addi
tional channel for thermal data. whereas the Land
sateD thematic mapper will also have the thermal 
channel and an additional spectral channel or possi
bly even two addltionai spectral channels. The si,
nlncant chanae in the Landsat-D thematic mapper 
will be increased resolutlon-almost three times 
• reater than the resolution of the current Landsat. If 
the number of Landsat acquisitions is usumed to re
main constant. the increase in the number of chan
nels and resolution represents a sevenfold increase in 
data alone. It should be rather obvious that the batch 
processin. and manual photoaraph interpretation of 
nlm seaments. such as in the LACIE proaram. could 
not accommodate the future environment. The 
analyst of the 1980's must be provided with a more 
efficient means of performin. his work. and the im
plementation of a hi,hly nexible interactive imlle 
analysis system will provide the necessary means. 

A future interactive image analysis system must 
provide a multiuser. multiproaram capability. It must 
be a totally intearated system with all users havin. 
fun capability to acquire common imasery data bases 
and to perform clusterin. and classincation pro
cedures quickly. Th,' system should provide the 
capability to perform RAD work and to handle 
quasi-production work efficiently. The hardware and 
software must not be pro,ram·dependent; i.e .• one 
2:: •. :ysis console should not be for LACIE, another 
for FAP, another for RAP, etc. The system should 
be capable of handlin, the variable size data sets of 
the various proarams and should allow the analyst to 
select parametric classincation techniques such as 
maximum likelihood and mixture density or non· 
parametric techniques such as parallelepiped. deci· 
sion tree, and table look-up. Th: future environment 
will be one in which virtually all imlle analysis will 
be performed interactively with the key considera· 
dons bein, nexibility and speed. 

It is projected that future proarams will have a 
much hiaher involvement by the aca 1emic com· 
munity. The increased involvement will probably in
clude tt-~ use of JSC facilities by members of the 
academic community. The future interactive imaae 
analysis systems must be desilned to accommodate 
the divergent back.rounds of the users. Fu~ure 
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systems must have a simplified analyst.machine in· with access times typically less than 500 nano-
terface so that the user may work with the system seconds. The COSl of RAM's was initially quite hl,h; 
after minimal trainin,. It should be ronible for the however, COlts have continued to decrease with In-
user. who has lillie computer experience to work creased availability to the point Ihat RAM refresh 
effectively on dilital imaae processin, and analysis memory Is on the order of 0.5 cent per bll and Is pro-
tasks. jected 10 JO to 0.2 (ent l'er bh within the next year or 

two. RAM refresh memories are rapidly approachl", 

IM'ROYID TICHNOLOGY 

Mloroproo ..... 

Some of the retent imase Ilnalysis system desians 
dre usina microprocessors as ,n intearal part of the 
system. Microprocessors such,. the LSI·II are belnl 
used to provide interactive control and processln, 
and thereby to free the host computer for more com· 
plex operations such as classification and clusterin,. 
Micropro,"-e5Sors are also bein, used as the nucleus of 
an imaae array processor in which entire imaaes in· 
stead of sin,le pixels can be manipulated and dis· 
played arithmetically at video frame rates. It appears 
that the relatively low COSI of microprocessors, 
coupled with faster memory cycle limes. will make 
the microprocessor extremely attractive for use in 
future imale analysis systems. 

M.mory 

Perhaps the "'~:;! si,nificant improvements have 
been in the <irea of refresh memory devices. Initially, 
most imaae analysis systems used video disks to 
refresh the display. The electromechanical video 
disks normally rotated at 1800 or 3600 rpm, which 
provided a memory laten(y of 33 or 16.6 milli· 
seconds. In addition to bein, slow, the memory was 
subject to wear and alinement problems. The vi-leo 
disk refresh memory typically uses fixed read/write 
heads which "ny" a few microinches above the disk 
surface. The heads have a finite life and must be 
replaced periodically. 

The next m~or improvement in refresh memory 
was the use of soljd-state memory for the charse· 
coupled device (CCD). The CCO memory is a serial 
shift reaister and confiauration desi8ned to be plUI· 
compatible with disk refresh memory systems. The 
CCO refresh memory overcomes the problems of an 
electromechanical device but still has the samt 
memory latency characteristics. 

The current state of the art is the random access 
memory (RAM), which, like the CCD, is a solid· 
state device but does not have the latency con· 
strain~s. RAM refresh memory is very hilh speed 

the point at which the card. connectors. and 
switches, rather than the memory chips. become cost 
considerations. 

DI.Ie, Devlcet 

For many )'ear., the limitin, fa~tor in an imap 
analysis system nas been the color cathode-ray tube 
(CRT). The conventional shadow mask color CRT 
has improved over the years In terms of briptnes& 
and more ~onsistent colorimetry because of the new 
phosphors; however,spatial resolution has remained 
about the same. The resolution limitations posed by 
the shadow mask desi,n have prompted other ap· 
proa~hes tu hl,h·resolution color such as the 
multilayer beam penetration tube. The beam 
penetration CRT involves the switchin, of different 
anode vohaaes to excite a particular phosphor layer. 
This approach has had only limited success because 
of the problems encountered when swit~hin, I S· to 
2(}.kilovolt pulses. 

The biucst improvement has been the introduc· 
tion of a hi,h·resolution shadow muk color CRT. A 
,ravure quality shadow mask CRT with a 0.3· 
millimeter pitch (triad spacin,) is currently beina 
produced. This shadow mask provides approx· 
imately five times the dOl density of conventional 
shadow muk CRT's and is bein8 used to provide 
1024- by I 024-pixel ~olor displays. The closer spacina 
of the color triads also provides a display free from 
moir~ pallerns. 

Monitor circuitry has also been improved to keep 
pace with the improved CRT's. This improvement 
has included the use of individual operational 
amplifiers in the conversence circuitry to minimize 
interaction and to increase stability. A major im· 
provement has been in the area of Itabilizina color 
t~mperature by a beam-controlled feedback circuit. 
which automatically adjusts the monitor color tem· 
perature to a fixed reference durin8 each vertical 
blankin8 interval. 

ANALYST ·MACHINEINTERFACE 

The LACIE has provided only a limited amount 
of experience with interactive ima,e analysis 
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IY"""I; howev"... the knowl'" pined illUR1dent 
to provide IUidelines for future 1)'IlIIIII. The analYI'· 
machine interface appears to be an ..... that iI fro
quendy overlooked or tha. iI liven a relatively oO'ti 
priority in the overall l,.temI couiderations. Thil 
interface mUll be carefully colllidered in future 
system deIiJnI becauIe lack of attention to this 
upect willadvenely affect both the productivity and 
accuracy of the im ... analYli. and the claultlcation 
process. 

Perhapl the mOlt frequendy expreaeci concern 
for future interactive Iyllems it in the area of human 
facton. The analysl is not only concerned with the 
implementation of the imaaery dilplay. the ancillary 
information dilplay, and the inaenc:live controls bUI 
alto with the work environment. Consideration 
should be given to reducin, the fatiaue of an analYSI, 
who may typiclily work It an interactive display 
console for periods of 1& Ions II 8 hours. Viewi ... 
conditions are of paramount c:Gnc:ern and will be ad· 
dreaed nrat. 

The television oroadc:astin, industry has Ions 
been concerned wi.h viewin, conditions in control 
rooms where, for critic:al evaluation of picture 
quality, all fac:ton aft'ectina Ihe perception or colora 
and briplness should be closely controlled. The 
analYlis of mullilpeclral sensor data usually involves 
the display of the data in pseudocolor or false c:oIor 
rather than the trUe color used in the brOldc:ut in· 
dustry. The maintenance of the c:t)lors and briahtnesl 
perceived by the analyst is equally II critical because 
of the decisions that musl be made in the cluaif1c:a. 
tion process based on the color perceived. The Cana
dian Broadc:aItin, Corporation has Pff;pa.-:d lI\ .... al 
papers dealin, with the control room environment 
which have been published in the Journal of the 
Soc:iety of Motion Picture and Television Enaineers 
(ref. I). The recommendations made are Iarply ap. 
propriate for consideration in the desian of future in· 
terac:tive imap analysis systems. Some of the perti. 
nent considerations are as follows. 

I. Chromalic:ily of color picture monitor Kreen at 
reference white: The "reen chromaticity al 
reference white should be D6SOO (X -0.313. 
Y -0.329) with a tolerance of :t 200 K lion, the 
dayliahl locus. 

2. Luminance of color picture monitor screen al 
reference white: The Kreen luminance at reference 
white should be 20 % 2 footlambens. 
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3. View'" diltance: Tho viowlna diIwa .. 
quirem ..... differ from thOle of tho ~roadcIItI ... ID· 
dUitry and wlU YUJ dependina on tho .,po or 
analysll beIna performed. 

.. In ...... 1. the anal, .. should be positioned 
10 II 10 view the dilpla)' from • dlltaac:e of DOl a
than one nor arealer than four lim.lh. heiaht or tho 
monitor picture. 

b. The analYIl should be plad 10 dIM bII 
anaIe of view it no peater than W rrom • line n0r
mal to the face of the monitor. 

4. Litht surround: LIab' IUrround II del\ned • 
the llab .. visible 10 the an.',. .. from a plane or from 
behind a plane coincident with. and surroundina but 
nOI includina. the viewlna screen. Litht surround ,. 
qulremen .. are u follows. 

.. Lith' sunound should be provided outIide 
the monitor ac:reen mask and over an ..... 1 Ieut 
elaht limes the l1'li of the monitor screen. 

b. Litht sunound Ihould hive a luminance or 
3 :t: I footlamberll. 

c. Lith' sunound Ihould have I chromatidl, 
matchina the c:oIor monitor ICrten reference white. 
thus providin, a nxed (Olor reference for the Inalyst. 

S. Monitor ac:reen milk: The monitor screen 
should be framed by a narrow blade malte milk. 

6. AnalYlis c:onsole room decor: The viewina 
room in which the analy.is console il loc:ated should 
hive a decor that lives a aenerall, malte imprellion 
without the use of dominant colora. 

a. The ambient lipt on the monitor screea 
should be kept to the Iow.t possible level. Specular 
reflections must be avoided. 

b. Llthlsourca within the room should be of 
a similar color tempenture to lhat of the color moni .. 
tor reference white. 

c. Desk IUrfac:es used by the anal,lt should be 
illuminated with llahlina of the cool white nuores
cenl Iype and Mljusted 10 that the luminance of white 
paper on the desk falls between the limits of 6 to 10 
foollamberll. 

d. The desk .urfac:es Ihould live • aenorally 
neutral malic impression without the use or domi· 
nant (Glori. 

Another problem orten encountered by Ibe 
analyst is thaI or noise. The efflclenc:y and xcuracy 
of an analyst is pea"y diminished when in I nobly 
environment for sianincant periods of time. Back· 
around noise sources pnerally fall into lWO basac: 
" .. riel. machine-induced and human. Mac:hino
induced noise sources may include ain:onditioninc 
sYfllms. blowers. and computer peripherals such al 
lin. printers and disks. Human noise sources include 
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convel'lltions of other workers, telephone conversa
tions, and aenetal office noise. 

It is recommendeu that the analYlil conlOle be 
placed in a room lumciently ilOlated from noise 
sources 10 that a noise criterion of no lreater than 
NC·)' can be obtained. The NC-)' level is based on 
studies performed by Beranek (ref. 2). 

The analyst should have control over the tem
perature of the room in which the analysis conlOle it 
loc.sted 10 that he may adjUit it to luit his personal 
preference without affectinl other areas. 

IhnpItfted O ... rator InterllOtion 

A second major consideration in the analyst
machine interface is the simplUkation of operator 
interKtion. In lookinl at ruture RaD interactive im
• analysil system users, one sees a more diverse 
IfOUP representina numerous disdpllnes with heavy 
involvement from the academic ~'Ommunity. AI the 
multiuser, multiproaram environment projected for 
the 19SO's approaches, it bea)mea apparent that the 
interactive im. analysis system must be a "tooj" 
whh:h can be a.Uy used with a minimum amount of 
tr.inin.. The interactive imap analy. system 
.hould not require the an.lyst to have extensive pro
.... min.lkill. or a detailed knowledae of computer 
architecture. The interaction between the analyst and 
the .ystem should not require the typin. of each 
operator-initiated command. The use of typed com
m.nds should only be required in certain special 
cases such u proaram development. 

A more limplined approach to operator interae
tion il the use of an interactive proceuinl monitor to 
IOvern all terminal interactive proceasin .. In es
sence. the analYlt Ihould have a monitor at each dis
play console that presents. menu frona which the 
analyst can selett optionl and control the pr'lCeain. 
sequence. The monitor on which the menu il dis
played Ihould be considered u a conversational 
monitor because it will )'Iromptthe analYlt and serve 
as the primary communication link with the imap 
analYlisl)'ltem. The conversational monitor should 
be either of the stor. tube type or a hip-resolution 
ru:er lun. The conversational monitor is primarily 
an alpi~ anumeric (AI~j) display. .nd Il*ial anen
tion must be aiven to the display if a ruter scan 
sYltem is employed. Flicker becomes a problem in a 
ltandard Iystem of 52' lines per frame and 30 frames 
per second because of the hip-contrast display 
(typically blaek and white) and the rate at which the 
display il refreshed. Flicker can be reduced to an ac-

L-----;.....-. ........ 

c .. ,.able level by employinla rep<.at-neld dilplay 10 
that. liven pixel Is repeated in both Relds (odd Iftd 
even), thus providi .... a 6O-herlZ refresh rate nther 
'hln I JO.herlZ refreah rate. A repeat-Reid appl'OlC'h. 
althouah attractive from the Ricker reduction lwad
point. means that vertical resolution musa be 
IICrinced. A repeat-Reid displlY ha on ...... f the 
vertical reaolut!on of a non-repeaa-Reld displl)' 10' 
'hat if there are 480 active Ii,. in I 525-line display, 
one would have I vertical reaolution of only 240 
linett, whi~h is insufl'ident for th~ displl)' of small 
alphanumeric charlCters. It is therefore recom· 
mended thlll repett·neld display of 1024 lina per 
frlme be used because it hu lianiRcand)' reduced 
Ricker and the neceuary vertical resolution. 

The anal)'lt should hive the capability to select 
mll'u option- via such devices. lanphacon tablet, 
a trackball, a liahlpit', a Joystick, or limilar devices. 
The menu Ihould hive a hierarchical procestina 
Itructure that uses monitor proarams. proceuinl 
PfOll'aml, and lubproaraml. The ')'Item should in
dude an interaetive processina monitor that controls 
m,~u seneration, interroption and editina, and im
ap display Ind manipulation. 

The desian of the l)'Item should allow the analyst 
to override the computer control of the proceuin. 
and imllt display and manipulation from the con· 
IOle. All mlnual con"oll provided to an anal)'lt 
should provide a positive indication of their statUi 
such u pushbutton indicatOR which illuminate 
when depressed. Vilual indication must also be pro
vided at the console to ensure that the analyst knows 
whether he il opefatinl under computer control or in 
the manual mode. 

Any action initiated by the analyst should result 
in lOme positive visual indication within IS seconds 
that lhe command has been accepted and that proc· 
eain. i. in proares •. 1f the system il "busy" and can
not proceslthe request entered by the analYlt. there 
should be a visual indicalion thai the ~ommand hu 
been acCepled but that processinl will be delayed. 

CONCIPTUAL IVITIIil DR.ON 

The development of an optimum desi", con· 
fi.uralion for interactive im. analysis WOllld re
quire eXlenlive modelin. of each candidate con· 
fi.uration At this poinl in lime. the "hard" require
mentl for a rUlure interactive analysillYllem are nol 
lufficienl to allow any meanin.rul modelin •. The 
main emphasis or this paper is 10 presenl cerlain con· 
cepts lhalshould be addressed ralher lhan a detailed 
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deIip of N:h • .,stem. Two buic .)'Item ..,. 
prolChellhll ilIUllrate lh .. clellan concepti.,. d. 
Kribed in lhe roilDwina IUbIectlODl: • "centralized 
l)'ltem" and • "di.,rlbuted .ylteln." Several factorl 
.u .... ted their con.ideratien: the projected 
workload. the probable .valIabiUt, of • laqe«aIe 
computer such u an IBM J6O. 75, lhe number of im
... anal)'d. termin.l. deaiaMd to idterface with 
mldranae computers such u the PDP 11-70, and the 
evaluation of exiItlna imap anal,. 1)'IIemI. 

Studies pcrf'ormed by the MmE Corporation 
(ref. 3) indicate that a maximum pf 12il1llll-)'IiI 
termina .. would be required in the future. However, 
an initial connaur." m of shc i...... anal,. ter
minals would meet the workload requirementl of the 
arl, 1980',. -."'e conceplual .pproache. are 
therefore bued on • 6·im ... ·.n.ly.i .. termin.1 
CIA 1) connlUfition with ponible expansion to u 
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many u 12 imap anal,. termin .... The conceptual 
approaches aIIo usume the .vaiIabiUt, of the 
ST AlAN parallel processor or oquivaienl device. 

Centrdncl.,. ..... 

The centralized I)'Item concepl u shown in t1pre 
1 emplo)'l a direct interface between the IaqHtale 
computer (IBM J6O. 75 ella) and the 'I1I1II anII)'IiI 
aermin .... In this contlparation, the i .... ,nil,. 
terminals are connected directl, to lhe IeIector chan
nell via model 2701 dall adapter unill. The ..... 
dall storaae fadUt,. and the S'f AlAN proCJeIIOI' are 
in&erfaced to the selector channell with the low· 
speed peripherals connected to the multiplexer chaii
nels. Each se:ector channel (SC) is capable of max
imum dill rales final'" from 1.3 10 i .85 million 
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bytes per second. Each selector channel attaches as 
many as 8 input-output control units and can address 
as many as '56 inpul-output devices. Only one input· 
output device per selector channel can transmit data 
at any given timE, and no other input-outpul device 
on the channel can transmit data until all data are 
handled for the selected device. The centralized 
system could easily interface to as many as 12 imap 
analysi~ terminals; however, system throughput 
becomes a matter of concern. Although selector 
channel bandwidth appears to be adequate. a single 
central processina unit (CPU) is used to perform all 
computations, to control data movement to and from 
the array processor, and to control data movement to 
and from the image analysis terminals. Normal data 
movement on the selector channels does not appear 
to be a problem, but the situation in which two 
analysis terminals may simultaneously request max· 
imum likelihood classification or any other time.con
suming computational process may affect the in
teractive capability of the system. It may well be that 
this configuration would be adequate to provide the 
desired intera.:tive im8Je analysis capability; but this 
adequacy can only be determined by development of 
an accurate model of the projected workload, which 
is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The centralized confIgUration offers the following 
attractive features. 

1. It is straiptforward. 
2. It is the least expensive to implement. 
3. All software is in one computer. 
4. Lower maintenan<:e and operational costs are 

involved. 
Some of the disadvantages of the configuration in· 

clude the following. 
1. No stand-alone capability exists; it is com· 

pletely dependent on main CPU and associated com
munications channels. 

2. Software modifications are required as image 
analysis terminals are added. 

3. Loading may slow system throupput to the 
point of not being truly interactive. 

Distributed a,.tem 
The distributed system concept as shown in figure 

2 employs the use f)f a "control computer" between 
the large.scale computer (IBM J60..7S class) and the 
image analysis terminals. Interface of the mass 
storage facility and the array processor to the larse
scale computer is similar to that in the centralized 
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system. The control computer provides the interface 
to the im. analysis terminals ..,ti to its own tem
porary local mass storage and peripherals. The func
tioning of the distributed system can best be under
stood by a more detailed analysis of tbe control com
puter. 

Control Computer 

The control computer is envisioned as a midrange, 
hiply interactive machine such as a PDP 11-70. Its 
primary functions are interactinl with the analysiS 
consoles, moving data between the other system ele
ments. storins and retrieving bulk data, and monitor· 
ing the overall functionins of the system. The con· 
trol computer also provides minimal computational 
support for the image analysis system. but it is 
assumed that most butk data processin, will be ac· 
complished in the special-purpose processor and the 
IliIrae-scale computer. 

In concept, most of the actions by the control 
computer will be in response 10 inputs from an 
analysis console. The inputs from the analysis con· 
soles may be made via alphanumeric terminals asso
ciated with the analysis consoles. The emphasis in all 
cases will be to provide a near·real-time responlle to 
inputs. In practicality, this means that a response 
must be available to the analyst within a few seconds 
after initiation. To be a truly interactive system, the 
control computer should execute most tasks within 
30 seconds. Complex tasks that may require more 
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than 3 to S minutes for completion should be 
scheduled for deferred or bacqround execution 
while the oonsole is made available for further opera
tions. 

The control computer will proville the capability 
to input data directly from normal computer tape or 
hiah-density digital tape (HOOT). The primary data 
source, however, will be the data base and data base 
manasement system resident in the CPU's of the 
main computational facility. Throuah the data base 
manasement system, the control computer will have 
access to imllery data bases. Transmission band
width limitations, however, make real-time access to 
imagery data impractical. In fact, the size of the im
agery data base is so larse as to make on-line storage 
impractical. The EOD systems and facilities 
workload requirements forecast prepared in April 
1977 shows a LACIE Phase II imagery data base of 
8.S x lOS bytes and a LACIE Phase 111 imagery data 
base of 15.5 x lOS bytes (ref. 4). The numbers 
should not be considered absolute; they are given 
only to indicate the magnitude of the imagery data 
base. 

To operate in a truly interactive mode, the analyst 
will know in advance imagery data requirements in 
an interactive session and will submit a request for 
the required data to be available for the session. The 
control computer will acquire the appropriate data 
bases and download the data into local mass storage 
on a non-real·time schedule. During the interactive 
session, data will be acquired from the temporary 
local mass storage and transferred in realtime to the 
displays and the special·purpose processor. The siz
ing of temporary local mass storage is expected to be 
sufficient to support I-day (24-hour) transactions. 
The availability of temporary local mass storage also 
makes the system semi-independent and much less 
sensitive to communications failures. Additionally, 
most of the interactive image analysis system de
mands on other elements of the data processing 
system can be scheduled at periods of low activity 
and nlore available communications channels. 

No Cll ent system configunttion exactly dupli
cates the proposed distributed system. However, the 
A!mospheric and Oceanographic Information Proc
e~ing System (AOIPS) at the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC) has some similarities (ref. 5), 
and the performance achieved at GSFC may be used 
as a baseline. The GSFC AOIPS uses an IBM 360-91 
for large-scale computatiC'nal capability and a DEC 
PDP 11·70 interfaced to two image analysis ter· 
minals. Each IAT contains five channels of RAM 
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refresh memory and has a dual interface to the PDP 
11-70 in which hiah-volume data are transferred on 
the hiah-speed (HIS) bus and low-volume data and 
control sianals are transferred on the unibus. OSFC 
has determined that the current AOIPS c:onrl8ura
tion us depicted :n rasure 3 will provide from SO to 70 
percent of the total theoretical system input-output 
bandwidth of S.8 meaabytes per second. If it is 
assumed that each refresh memot) will be loaded 
with a 512-line by 512-pixel image. there will be a 
data transfer of 262 144 bytes per channel since a pix
el is 1 byte. If it is further assumed thal the data are 
formatted and stored on a disk such a, :\R RP06 
(which has a data transfer speed of 1..: micro
seconds per byte) a single channel (512 by .). ') re
quires a bandwidth of approximately 0.325 megabyte 
per second. A transfer of four channels into refresh 
memory requires a bandwidth of approximately 1.3 
megabytes per second. The Hkhannel configuration 
of AOIPS requires a bandwil1th of 3.25 megabytes 
per second and nominally provides for the transfer 
of approximately 2 full television images per second. 
An extrapolation of this capability can be extended 
to future systems. Assume a system having 12 image 
analysis terminals. each with 5 refresh memories 
(512 by 512). The theoretical bandwidth excluding 
overhead would be 12 consoles by 1.625 megabytes 
(5 channels), or 19.5 megabytes. If a nominal band
width of 3.5 megabytes is assumed. the system 
throughput would be reduced by a factor of 6. The 
throughput figures assume that on~ console requests 
at a given time and that all data transfers to the first 
requesting terminal are completed before servicing a 
sC\:ond requesting terminal. It should be made clear 
that the throuahput addressed thus far is only for 
movement of data and does not address the time re
quired for computational processes such as classifica
tion and clustering. 

The distributed system is similar to the 
centralized system in that the repetitive operations 
required for classification and dustering will be ac
complished by an array processor such as the 
STAR AN. A detailed analysis ohrray processor per· 
formunre in image analysis applications is not con· 
sidered necessary because several papers addressing 
this topic have been presented in the past 3 years. 

Based on performance achieved with the AOIPS. 
it would appear that II single control computer such 
ItS a PDP 11·70 could support six image analysis ter· 
minals in un interactive mode. The system 
throughput rate would be approximately six times as 
slow but would still provide acceptable response 
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times. It is questionable whether a PDP 11-70 could 
support 12 image analysis terminals, and the use of a 
second control computer to share the load would 
have to be considered. As with the centralized 
system, thorough modeling of the proposed con
figuration is required. 

This configuration offers several attractive 
features. 

1. Analysis terminals can be implemented in 
phases without affecting existing interfaces. 

2. Analysis terminals can operate in an off-line 
mode~ they are not completely dependent on large
scale CPU and associated communications networks. 

3. Most control functions are omoaded to the 
control computer, thus freeing the large-scale com
puter for computationr.1 tasks :md reducing bus 
traffic. 

Some of the disadvantages of such a conrl8uration 
include the additional capital expenditure for control 
computer and increased maintenance and operations 
costs. 

Speclel.Purpo •• Proc ••• , 

In general. the highly repetitive computational 
tasks such as classification. clustering, and other im
age processing algorithms will be performed by a 
special-purpose processor. The special-purpose proc
essor is envisioned to be a high-speed, parallel array 
processor such as the STARAN. This type of device 
is very efficient when a given algorithm must be 
repetitively applied to bulk data. Typically. the 
special-purpose processor will be loaded with data 
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from the main CPU, set into operation, and left to 
run independently until the results are available. The 
resUlts are downloaded into the control computer 
and then routed to the appropriate display console. 
When two or more consoles request operations re
quiring the special-purpose processor simul
taneously, the requests will be queued on a priority 
basis. In all other cases, requests will be processed in 
the order received. It is unlikely that a sufficiently 
large number of analysts simultaneously initiating 
contending requests will cause an unacceptable wait
ing time. 

I.ge Anal,111 Termlnall 

The image analysis terminals will consist of two 
basic components: a display generator and display 
and analysis consoles. The image analysis terminal 
concept is identical for both the centralized and the 
distributed systems and differs only in the display 
generator/computer interface. 

DI.,.a, Generator 

The centralized display generator that services all 
the consoles is the core of the interactive image 
analysiS system. The display generator will contain 
the refresh memories for all consoles and the cursor 
generation, hardware classifier, character generation, 
and digital-to-analog (O/A) conversion circuitry. 
The logical and physical architecture of the display 
generator will be highly modular and will use stan
dardized building blocks. As currently envisioned, 
the standard building block will be a module that 
contains between 1 and 8 RAM refresh memories 
(512 by 512 by 8), computer interface, hardware 
classifier, and video processing circuitry. The exact 
configuration ofthe display generator module will be 
determined by the configuration cf the interfacing 
console. The centralized display generator configura
tion is U1ustrated in figure 4. 

The centralized approach has several advantages. 
I. Each individual terminal need not be imple

mented with a refresh memory for the maximum 
number of channels it is ever expected to handle. 
T.le centralized system can instead be implemented 
with the most likely number of channels that can be 
expected to be in use at any given time. Channels can 
then be added or deleted to a given terminal. based 
on the requirements of the task to be performed. 
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2. The centralized system is also easier to main
tain and service. If any individual channel should 
fail, modules from another channel can be "bor
rowed" while diagnosis and repair are performed on 
the faulty unit, 

3. The centralized concept also simplifies the data 
distribution problem to the console displays. The dis
play generator will output video sisnals that will be 
routed to the console displays via a coaxial cable. The 
consoles can be located as far as several hundred feet 
from the display generator without any degradation 
to the sisnal. For cable runs of less than 1000 feet, 
simple unbalanced cable equalizers can be used at the 
console to restore a nat frequency response and re
ject any low-frequency noise that may be induced in 
the cable run. For longer cable runs, balanced 
transmission techniques can be used. 

4. All other display generator/console interfaces 
are low-speed control and status indicator circuits 
and are not constrained by critical cable lensths. The 
longer cable runs may require amplification and 
redrive circuitry, but this is not considered a m~or 
problem. 

DI..,18, and Anal,I'1 ConlOlel 

The display and analysis consoles will employ a 
modular design consisting of standard modules. The 
two basic categories of standard modules are display 
and control. 

The display modules include a color monitor (512 
by 512 pixels), a conversational monitor (black-and
white repeat field), a high-resolution monitor (1024 
by 1024), and a light table using an iIIuminant having 
the same color temperature as the color monitor.The 
control modules include a keyboard, target or cursor 
control, a display control and status module, func
tion bUllons, and a communications panel. 

The display and control modules are used in a 
building block approach to provide the required con
sole configuration to perform a specific task or func
tion. As programmatic requirements change, console 
modules may be added or deleted as required with 
minimal impact on the overall system. 

Preliminary studies indicate that the consoles may 
fall into four basic categories: analysis console~ 
screening and editing console; registration, mensura
tion, and correlation console; and systems manager 
console. The analysis console is a full capability con
sole with two color displays, a conversational moni
tor, a light table, a keyboard. and appropriate control 
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modules; whereas a screenins and editing console 
may use only a single color display. The registration. 
mensuration. and correlation console capability is 
primarily centered around the high-resolution (1024 
by 1024 pixels) black-and-white display. The systems 
manager console provides the capability to monitor 
the activity of aU consoles. The systems manaaer is 
capable of callin, up any display from any console to 
ensure quality control or to aid in maintenance. The 
systems manager console is the means by which 
system resources are allocated and tracked. 

SUMMARY 

Interactive image analysis systems currently at 

JSC have been used to perform a limited number of 
specific tasks: however. future requirements indicate 
that a more general image analysis capability must be 
provided. The design of such a system will involve a 
thorough analysis of the environment projected for 
the 1980's. The design must address the analyst
machine interface in detail because this is often a 
limiting factor in interactive image analysis systems. 
The design of future systems must involve careful 
evaluation of state-of-the-art technology as well as 
improved analysis techniques. 

In summary, it is not possible to address all the 
considerations affecting the design of future image 
analysis systems; however, this paper has attempted 
to identify those key considerations for a future JSC 
image analysis system. 
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Very High Spet!d Processing: Applicability of 
Peripheral Device. to Pixel-Dependent Tasks 

J. C.LyonQ 

ASSTRACT 

The LACIE was representative of applications 
users of Landsat data: it was distinguished in the 
context of the present paper primarily by the quan
tity of data processed in the project. This data 
volume was anticipated, before project inception, to 
exceed the processing capacity of existing support 
systems, particularly in the performance of LACIE 
implementations of classical pattern-recognition 
functions; viz, iterative clustering and maximum
likelihood classification. This paper describes the 
early options studied in the satisfaction of LACIE 
computational demands and the ultimate selection 
and development of an array processing solution to 
the problem. The economic justification, as a func
tion of required multi temporal Landsat analysis, is 
provided for this approach; the suitability of such 
processors for LACIE and other applications is dis
cussed. 

THE IMAGE PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT: 
PIXEL PROCESSING IN LACIE 

Digital image processing typically involves use of 
computationally intensive techniques in both data 
preparation and data analysis applications. Examples 
of such techniques are geometric and radiometric 
corrections. other filterin, applications. some data 
clustering procedures, and various statistically based 
classifiers. These procedures are characterized by a 
relatively large number of arithmetic operations to 
be executed for each picture element in an image or 
image subset. Since images tend to be composed of 

aNASA Johnson Space Cenler. HOl:slon. Texas. 
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many pixels, the performance of any of these pro
cedures can demand an astronomical number of in
struction executions. Even in relatively limited ap
plications, conventional serial processing devices 
have sometimes proved to be inadequate imaae 
analysiS vehicles, either yielding unacceptable in
teractive response times or monopolizina system 
resources. The result has been a proliferation of 
special-purpose equipment designed to assume the 
processing load associated with computationally bur
densome al.orithms. The implementation of a pro
gramable parallel processor, peripheral to a large 
mainframe, as the solution of the "pixel processing" 
problem posed by LACIE is discussed herein. 

To justify this implementation, the first major 
portion of the paper will be a review of the condi
tions driving the decision to modify the system. This 
review will be effected throush (1) a detailed ex
amination of the behavior of the pre-LACIE system 
when performing a representative computationally 
bound (compute-bound) application and (2) a 
qualitative survey of considered processing alterna
tives to the existing unsatisfactory mainframe per
formance. In the second major section. the perform
ance and economic justification of the selected 
special-purpose devi~e as applied to LACIE will be 
discussed and the aeneral applicability of special 
devices to the general image processing problem will 
be note<:. 

Finally. it should be observed that the basic intent 
of the implementation. to improve system 
throughput in the face of very large data volumes. 
was achieVed. Essentially. in most applications. the 
system performance was converted from a central 
processin, unit (CPU)-bound state to an input-out
put (l/O)-bound state. This conversion, however. ex
posed the (10 and data management/traffic control 
of increaSingly large and diverse data sets as a critical 
problem for future large-scale remote-sensing 
applications. 
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PROBLIM STATEMENT: PRI-LACII AND 
EARLY LACII CAPABILITIIS AND 
LIMITATION. 

.,.tem Deacrlptlon 

In late 1973. the Eanh Resources Interactive Proc
essins System (ERIPS). an existins NASA Johnson 
Space Center (JSC) imaae analysis facility, was iden~ 
tified as the baseline from which the LACIE produc
tion classification system was to be developed. This 
proposed use of ERIPS. which had been conceived 
only as an interactive research tool, was based pri
marily on the existence within the system of much 
suitable applications software, an expandable hard
ware/software confiauration, and schedule con
straints precludins total desian and development of a 
new support system. The choice of ERIPS was 
satisfactory, even if not ideal, but extensive enhance
ments' were required in a number of areas. A block 
diaaram of the system as it existed in 1973 is shown 
in fiaure 1, with later additions for LACIE indicated. 

Of prime concern to the use of this system within 
LACIE was its throuahput, constrained both by fac
tors resolved as described elsewherel and by the 
more fundamental CPU limitation exposed by com
putationally bound routines invoked frequently in 
analysis. Within the principal ERIPS subsystem 
(Paltern Recoanition) to be used by LACIE, the 

INft1IACnvI TlllMlNALi 
CLOCALI 

INTElIACnvE TIIIIIIINALI 
CIIIMOTII 

OAC • OOOOYIAII 
AlllOIPACI COIIPOIIATION 

ON-I.INI DATA lAID 
ca ITt&. ,uo·., 

nGUll '.-tACIt/ElIPS farlllt)'. 

I For a description of these enhancemenll. ICC the followi", 
LACIE Sympuaium papers: C. L. Johnson. "LACIElEIIPS Soft
ware SYltem Summary"; L. E. Weltberry. "The LACIE Dall 
Bases: Daian Consideration."; and Barbara B. Duprey. "Man
Machine Interfaces in LACIE/ERIPS." 
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modules exhibitina this characteristic were iterative 
clusterin, (a derivative of the ISOCLS alaorithm), 
feature selection (a w~i,hted dlveraence routine), 
and maximum-likelihood classification. These proc
essors are described in the paper by Johnson; here, 
the example of maximum-likelihood classification is 
adequate to quantify the extent of the CPU-driven 
problem and will be used subsequently for con
tinuity. 

TlleIRIP. Mulmum-Likelllloocl C ..... ller: 
LAClllmpllodolll 

The objective of maximum-likelihood classifica
tion is to minimize the function: 

where Se is a class constant associated with each class 
C, A;' is the J\tchannel inverse covariance matrix of 
class C, I'e is the J\tchannel mean vector for class C. 
x is the J\Lchannel observation vector (pixel) under 
test, and He is the likelihood measure that the pixel x 
belo~' to class C If He!lii Hk for all k ." c, then x is 
assianeo to class C The essential limitations within 
ERIPS were typical to many classification schemes; 
viz, N IIii 30 and C Ei 20 (in LACIE, N IIii 16 and 
CIIIIii 60). 

Various implementations of equation (1) have 
been adopted at imaae processin, installations; most 
follow rational considerations of maximization of 
processin, efficiency &lven a specific equipment and 
software architecture. ERIPS was no exception; con
siderable attention was paid to code optimization in 
the IBM 360115 computer. The followina steps were 
adopted. 

1. Reformulate equation (1) into a computa
tionally efficient expression: 

N , 

Hc(x) • Sc + E a, E A,,-la/ (2) 
'=1 /=1 

where a I is the standard deviation in channel I of 
class C. The covariance matrix is, of course, lower 
trianaular. This restatement is typical. 

2. Replace orilinal FORTRAN code with assem
bly lanauqe. 
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3, Improve disk access methodoloay-A local 
(ERIPS) disk access method was developed to ex· 
plolt image orpnizatlon characteristics. This pro
cedure. the Imaae Data Accus Method (ref. I). per· 
mitted retrievals from the Imaae storaae medium 
(IBM 2314 disks) at essentially full disk rates and 
thus reduced 1/0 waits at any point to a minimum. 

4. Serialize representation of equation (2) In core 
to avoid CPU cycles in resolution of branch 
addresses. 

5. Exploit relister·to·relister arithmetic and 
eliminate relister-to-storale arithmetic (slower) 
where possible. 

Given ,he pretedinl considerations. th~ c:..ssifiea· 
tion process (eq. (2» was reduced essentially to its 
arithmetic components with minimal system over· 
head or time-consumina addressina and loaleal 
operations. Consequently, the arithmetic required 
for the solution of equation (2) was aiven by 

Adds: (N2 + N + I) C per vector 
Multiplies: 1I2(N2 + 3N)C per vector 

consisti", of the bulk of CPU cycles (0.75 second in 
the ERIPS CPU) used in the classification process. 

The number of operations required on a sinale 
pixel under this breakdown for representative ERIPS 
test cases is shown in table J. Usina a LACIE sample 
seament (for comparison with later sections) consist
ina of 22932 pixels, it can be seen that the number of 
arithmetic operations for this "inner loop" of 
classIfication can approach 100,aiven the LACIE ex
perience of approximately 40 classes defined per 

TABLE 1.-MQXlmum·Llk~/lhood Cltml/lctlllOlf 
Instruction executions Per Pixel In the QUtldratlc Form 

No. of dwlnels 
No.orel ..... 
No. ofaddl 
No. of mulllpUea 

sample seament. 

Vol"'" 

4 4 16 16 16 
10 20 10 20 60 

250 SOO 2890 5780 17 340 
140 280 1520 lO4O 9 120 

Table II affords a more lIobal look at the 
classification processes other than the Inner loop and 
shows the sianiticance of the quadratic form to the 
complete process. It is easily seen that the classifier is 
heavily compute-bound and that necessary 1/0 
operations. represented only in lines I. 2. S, and 6. are 
neali,ible contributors to the process. The "Oen 
stats" entry is associated with the preparation of 
statistics for the classifier from the orillnal trainina 
set, and is, with the quadratic form evaluation, 
almost totally compute-bound. 

To exemplify the limitina time resource. consider 
the problem of classify ina into 10 classes an image of 
7.S million pixels in 4 channels (a Landsat-2 frame). 
This problem would require nearly 4 hours of CPU 
time under the indicated breakdown of the table. 

The timina filures developed here were applied to 
the LACIE anticipated workload; similar values 
were obtained for the other processes which would 

TABLE /I.-IBM 360175 Mtlxlmum-Llkellhood Per/ormtlnce. June J97JD 

I Computtd timings for LACIE stllllMtJ. Mi 

Process Tlme.lIosec C-IO: C-1O: C-IO: C-1O: 
N-4 N-4 N-16 N-/6 

System overhead 3000L 0.351 0.3S1 0.351 0.3SI 
Oall movement (6.49N + 8.82)LP .797 .797 2.583 2.583 
Gcn IIiIS 5.03(!LP 11.535 46.140 11.535 46.140 
Quadrati\: rorm (7.46 + N(4N+ 16.21 )JCLP 31.256 62.512 296.010 592.020 
Store best Q 2.92CLP .700 1.400 .700 1.400 
SlOrebest C 5.9LP .IlS .US .US .1lS 

Tot.1 44.780 m.llS 1lI.314 642.629 

Percent in quadratic 70 56 9S 92 
rotm (pure aHIlpute) 

'1m ... canlainlnl L lin .. f'pilllllllne. N cun ..... with ( ~. 
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contribute slanmcantly to a tYl'lcal LACIE sc:enarlo. 
The conclusion, based on a project peak of 48UO sam
ple seaments, wu that some 60 hours of IBM 360175 
time would be required dally to perform the _Ip
able ERIPS functions. Such equipment time, 
althouah theoreticany available locany within the 
nve 360n5 CPU's of the Installation, wu clearly im
practical (ref. 2). An alternative wu indicated. 

The problem identmed previously, common in 
some dearee to most imap proc:eaina installations. 
can be addressed in several ways. Some of these tech
niques were unsuitable for LACIE application but 
are included here for complelOll... Given a con
strained CPU, the followina alternatives may merit 
consideration under alven assumptions for some 
applications. 

1. Technique improvements/alternatives (soft
ware) 

a. A variety of improvements to the clusinca
tion process time can be achieved without loss of ac:
curacy; the measure of improvement is strictly data
dependent but do .. not aenerally exceed a factor of 4 
or S for the most successful, vector cl_mcation. 
This procedure involves the retention of cl_inca
tion usipment for pixels throuah maximum likeli
hood in an ordered table. Subsequent pixels (vectoR) 
are interroaated for presence in the table. If present. 
the assianment is made on the table clus; if not, 
clusincation proceeds normally. This procedure 
works well on sinale-ac:quisition Landsat imaps in 
.. ricultural areas in which data spread is small and 
duplication of pixels is a frequent occurrence. Unfor
tunately. in multitemporal applications (LACIE). 
the procedure is essentially un'JSable; the likelihood 
of. for example. duplication of 16-c:hannel vectors is 
small in typical imaaes. 

b. Another alternative is the treatment of the 
classification expression (eq. (2» as a runnina sum 
of the calculated components for a pixel (x) against a 
class (C). Periodically in this summina procedure. a 
test of the sum aaainst the best He to dale is made; if 
the runnins sum exceeds this best value. processina 
is terminated on the class and the pixel is advanced 
to examination aaainsl the next class. Typically, the 
performance pin in this approach may be SO per
cent. The total system improvement afforded by this 
technique. however. was inadequate to meet LACIE 
requirements. 
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c. Other techniques which offer varylna 
...... of promise to specinc users u computational 
reduction devices include linear (nxed-polnt) 
clusiners and the parallelpip. cluslner Imple
mented In the Genoral EIKtriC 1 ...... 100 system. 
These techniques cause some dearadation in '.he 
statistical buis of the usianment process (or inror
mation 1011) and in their exlatina forma were un
suitable for LACIE. It is not impouible that better 
understandina of the data may lead to increased use 
of limilar procedures in the future. The performance 
advan .... of such aJaorithms is a function of their 
computational simplicity when compared to max
imum likelihood. 

d. In the data clusterina application (see the 
paper by Johnson) used in ERIPS, a derivative of 
ISOCLS, a larae number of iterations could be re
quired before the desired stabilization of clusters wu 
achieved. In the aarepte. these puses required 
CPU resources nearina those for clusmcation. An 
adaptive clusterina procedure wu adopted~ in this 
procedure, cluster centeR were dynamically mUusted 
and clusters CNited durina a pus, and the results of 
one such pus were input to the iterative clusterina 
process. If the adaptive control parameters are prop
erly chosen. the entry vectors to iterative clusterlna 
can be close approximations to the results of several 
iterative pusea under the same Initial conditions. 
Such intemllnt preprocessina has the potential. 
never successfully adapted to LACIE. of redU(;ina 
ctusterina processina requirements. Similar methods 
continue to imply attractive computational reduc:
tions. 

e. Feature (or channel) selection is often 
employed to identify channels containins maximum 
useful information on the separability of defined 
classes. If the number of channels enterina clusifica
tion can be reduced. the number of arithmetic opera
tions is quadratically reduced ac:c:ordina to equation 
(2). Unfortunately. the computation time associated 
with most viable feature reduction techniques is 
arelt. In antici~ation of later results. it is observed 
that both the diverllnce and the Bhallacharyya dis
tance processors implemented in ERIPS and LACIE 
are burdensome and. as well. computationally intrac
table for meanin,ful development on special-pur
pose equipment. 

f. Finally. it is noted that the most sianificant 
prospects for computational pins are likely to come 
from data compression and from demonstrations 
that the information loss from application of some 
compression procedure is minimal. No such pro-

• 
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cedure. however, hu yet been Ihown applicable 
(workable) in the LACIE type of problem. althouah 
lOme pqreu hu been made. 

2. Equipment modification or exp .... lon 
a. An obvious route to lncreuecl capability i. a 

more powerful malnframe~ however, it will be 
Ihown sublequently that the devices of parqraph 2c 
.erally obviate thil consideration in the relevant 
Ilanal proceaina environment. 

b. Special (nonpro,ramable) hardware hal 
been implemented in numerous inltallations which 
enable performance of certain 1m ... analYli. proc
esses _ntially at 110 ntes. The linaular dilldvan
taae of luch equirment is Its innexibility. The 
characteristic trend within LACIE, recoanlzed at ,~, 
outset. wu continuina alaorithmic modification and 
development of new processlna procedures u the 
project fVOlved. "Boxes" capable of supportina max
imum likelihood. for example. at extremely hlah 
rates would Ihortly have outlived their usefulness in 
the project. althouah this type of equipment can be 
cost-effective In facilities with definable charters 1m
plyina lona-term ltability. The performance of such 
hardware classifiers il. nevertheless. exceptional. 
Several existina devices can perform the full Landsat 
frame d_mcatlon exercise described earlier in less 
than 60 seconds •• iven appropriate 1/0 ports and 
drivers. 

c. The final option to be considered. and the 
one selected for ERIPS auamentation. is division of 
labor. This concept can be realized in th. &eneraJ 
sense by any distributed or networkin, approach to a 
confiauntion; in the present context. however. the 
limitations of the conventional serial processor 
precluded inexpensive solutions to the LACIE prob
lem by use of several serial deyica. The availability 
of proaramable hiah-speect computers of exotic 
architectures oITered another alternative. Tradi
tionally. these devices had their oriainl in sianal 
processina applications such u radar, sonar. and 
pophysical data reduction. Normal applications in
cluded the Cooley-Tukey fut Fourier transforms. 
limultaneous solution of many differential equa
tions. or various imap enhancement or Rlterina 
operations. Several architectural concepts have been 
exploited for dramatic performance improvements 
in these compute-bound applications; in all such 
architectures. the conventional serial CPU is 
replaced by several (or many) arithmeticlloakal 
omits. arranced either in parallel or in serica. More 
complex architectures &enerally derive from these 
two funetional types; however. several implemented 

sysltml can be viewed only t'unctionilly. and not 
n-..arily electronically. II panllel or ..... The 
focus of the aecond portion of thls paper will be the 
UII of one .uch architecture In LACI!. with lO1III 
dilCUllllon of dUTerent approach. for other .pplica
tlonl. 

PINPHIRALPROC ... OR 
'.PL .. DTATIOM 

Projecled LACIE workload models and IIaorithlll 
chal'Ktlrislics were Joindy examined durina 1974 10 
define featuna suitable tor Implementation In II pe. 
ripheral device. The udlity criteridll WII used by the 
inWllilaled aiaOrithm of the maintr.e cpu, • 
direct product of ill CPU requirement per use and its 
frequency of use. It wu concluded that the bulk of 
al.orlthms or cah:ulation. which dealt with 
manipulation. only of .tatistics or data selS in the .. -
.... te were belt left in the mainframe and that all 
proceaea requirina direct pi:--tI O! ..... tions in quan
tity would be transferred to the spedal-purpoae 
device. These proeesses included the followina 
.peclfic modules. 

......... 
The .tatistics module wu invoked both for direct 

computation of tninina field meana and coyariances 
and for eacablishina th_ same measures on the 
a'eIUIll of clusterina runs (u described su_ 
quendy). It wu not anticipated that the LACIE 
.lItiatica processor would be an excessive user of 
sYltem CPU resources. but nther that the in-line 
nature of ill use within clusterina would ter.d 10 com
plicate and reduce emciency of lbe clusterina pro
cedure if statistic:s were lefl in the hOlt mainframe. 
The computations of interest were 

where M is the population of the clus (field) under 
investiption. and the other terms are II defined 
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f/ ~ , 
wlier (foreq. (1».11 wu intended Ihll many (C60) 
IUCh d... be proetlHCl limultaneoUlly; i.e.. AC> 
cumulltions to be made would be performed on 
ReI. in tandem u lbe proceaor Idvanced IhFOUlh 
the 1m ... only once. 

The ldaptive dUlterina Procedure. brieRy men· 
tioned earlier. provided I meant of grouplna .tmUar 
vectoI'I from mlllUrtIIttIIl apace (where IimilarilY 11 
deternlined Ihro ..... I selected .'\LIp_ metric). The 
technique wu never exploited in the LACE produc
tion (batch) sYI •• altho ..... 't wu f'requendy in· 
voked for COIItinuiq .-...reb into data behlvior. 
The adaptive dUlterina llaorithm 11 relatively c0m
plex and. becaUII of ill low lipiflcance to the proj. 
ect. will nOI be delcribed here. However. it II ..... 
mane to not\ii that the alprilhm. u ultimately Imp" 
mated on the paraI1eI p~ chOllft. wu 
modifled ttJIItqlUIIIly to ",ploil parallel flllurel 'n 
the equipment Irchltecture. ElRntillly.1ft llaorithm 
which hid been I aerili. apeclrll d\llterina technique 
wu converted into one which impliddy incorpor. 
laed ,pI"11 dall chlracteristics. 

... f8tIv.c ........ 

The iterative dUlterina ataorithm providel a 
IIII8DI both for ....... ina meuurement vectors to 
dusters and for evolvilll the llIti~ticII delcription of 
the reference clUlters. The II&orilhm determinealhe 
.. distance" of tach meuurement vector (or lilt of 
luch vectors) from the mean vector of eacb dUl!lt 
and uailns each meuurement vICtor to tbe 
"lIIIrtIt" dUlter. The Slltiltica or aU meuuremenl 
vectors IIIlIfted to I pardeular cllll are determined 
and are uted to modify the 00 ...... dusters and 
cluster IlItilticI. When the tub described p" 
viOUlly are accomplllbed. tbe a1aorilhm II con· 
sidered to have uncteraone one .. p...... UlUally, 
several p... Ire executed before the iterative 
clUlterina proceu II terminated. 

The implementation or this ataorithm ulina the 
ptripheral proceaor required interpUI operltions by 
the host. [be prime exprtllion to be resolved by the 
peripheral proceuor wu 
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for each clUltll' cen'~r C If Dr<x) < o.(x) for III It .,. 
c. Ihen x .. ulipeel to C 

The maximum·llkellhood lllOrilhm WII d .. 
scribed earlier. The compUtltionailcemei and the .... 
tendon and .... tion of a dulil1catlon map under 
deRned thrllholdilll conditiona were viewed u ap
propriate for conversion 10 the apedal.purpGII 
device. 

The mixlure denlity (Ium of IlkelihoodJ) 
dulif1cadon IIpritbm illimilar to the maximum· 
likelihood ataorlthm. ne distinction Is a derivative 
or the .. ltatiltica deftnldon made in tIch CIa 
The maxlmum.ukellbood cIuIlf1cation II&orlthm 
... I set of .. statistics (mean and covariances) 
obtained for the population or abe eta. u a whole; 
the mixture clenlily f'unction iI formUlated to lreal a 
clus u I union of independent lUbcI.e •• eacb of 
which iI dacrlbed U I population uvilll a comp1ete 
.. or dus (1UbcIaa) llltistics. This repFlllntation 
tads. under careful preproc-ina and deRnition of 
subcI .... to aeparate I population COftIiltiq or I 
multimodal distrlbudon into several unimodal dil
trlbutions and to improve the performance or the 
clulif1cation ataorithm. Thil IIIoritbm supplanted 
maximum Uk:!lihc>Od u the principal LACIE 
d .. if1er. The computation or the Ukelihood exp,.. 
lion wu compllcated by tbe requirement to compute 
an exponential. Let 

and 
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Tbt ,,..,........ clift ..... ,....., ad ......... 
aace beDcb.arlel conll.llna wllb LACIB 
..................... :a wore IPICIfted lD • com
peddve ....... for propGIII .. lip"'" 1974. In 
MIrcb 1975. award ...... 10 .... Qoodrear Aero
.,.. Corporadaa. wbIcb bad p...-cl a StarID 
.... .,...... .. urlClUnld ." Qoodrear ..... 
LACE ............... proc ••• Dr (spp). TIle SPP 
wulDlllllld lD Da8Ibtr 1975 ad ...... aVlillble 
lot LACIB producdon at ill Marcb 1976. 
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full array processor, the LACIE applications ex
ploited the architecture primarily as a .itrictly parallel 
device. The details of the SPP architecture and 
arithmetic operations are described elsewhere (ref. 
2); it will suffice here to describe briefly the LACIE 
installation. 

In the conflluration of fllure I, an SPP interface 
unit (IV) is the communications link between the 
SPP and the IBM 360175, which shall subsequently 
be identified as the host. The host port is a conven
tional high-speed (to 1.2 Mbytes/sec) IBM 2860 
selector channel. The IV contains, on the SPP side, 
an I/O controller (IOC) interfacing to (1) a buffered 
I/O channel to the SPP control memory· used in 
LACIE for large data transfers (imagery) and (2) an 
external function channel, which generally carries 
control signals governing processing sequences. The 
IV interface to the host is through an interface 
module (IFM), which is a functionally self-contained 
module that corr municates with and transfers data 
to and from the host channel. The module handles 
all control line sequences required for selection and 
command execulior. on the host channel. There are 
two IFM's of identical design, one for each host 
channel. Each can operate independently of the 
other; however, only one can be logically connected 
to the IOC at a time. Again, additional details are 
spetified in reference 2. 

Perform.nee Summary 

The LACIE performance advantages of the SPP 
over the 360175 are functionally dependent on (I) 
algorithm organization (the ability to exploit parallel
ism), (2) number of data channels, (3) number of 
signatures (classes/clusters), (4) number of pixels 
(vectors) per quantum of system workload (job), (5) 
SPP setup time (formatting of vector transfers to and 
from the SPP), and (6) data base retrieval rates. The 
effects of these drivers are mutually dependent and 
difficult in many cases to distinguish. The sampling 
of results provided subsequently will be generally 
treated in term~ of these driving functions, with only 
a few specific comments ill order as they relate to 
computational idiosyncraci~s of the individual 
algorithms. Some preliminary remarks follow. 

l. To repeat earlier comments, a LACIE imagp. 
consists of 22 932 data vectors or as many as 4 sets of 
such (4-channe!~ vectors. A maximum of 60 sig
natures for classification or clustering may be 
defined; practically, these values remain between 30 
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and 40. Other system or aJaorithm delimiters are 
generally exercised across their entire ranae. Exten
sive testina of the SPP software in the production en
vironment confirmed both 10lical and performance 
timina behavior of the system throughout the ranae 
of software specifications. 

2. The historical driver of the 360l1S·based 
LACIE/ERIPS performance was, as stated, the CPU. 
In the SPP confJluration, principal limitations on 
throughput are, in practice, the retrieval functions 
from the imagery storage medium, the IBM 2314 
disks. Only on jobs of significant complexity, 
specifically classification exercises on 12 channels or 
&reater with discrimination of more than 20 classes, 
d,·: ; the system perform in an SPP CPU-bound state. 
Development of an imagery data retrieval technique 
(ref. 1) has ensured optimal exploitation of the disks 
for the peculiarities of the LACIE application, but 
the disks generally remain the system driver. Direct 
access to the imagery on the ITEL 7330 data base 
would permit significant throughput improvements 
for most LACIE jobs; such implementation may be 
made at a later date, as necessary. but current 
performance (although suboptimal because of I/O) 
satisfied existing constraints on resources. 

. 3. SPP arithmetic is field-length dependent in per
formance characteristics. The LACIE applications 
specifications dictated effective equivalence with 
360/15 nOlting-point arithmetic results for purposes 
of continuity; this stringent requirement on the SPP, 
which was achieved, is not statistically justified on 
the basis of measurement vector variance, and legiti
mate results of processing C;;i. be obtained by way of 
shorter fields than those employed with significant 
performance advantage. 

4. In a comparison of pre-SPP and post-SPP tim
ing, the control base was modified to some extent in 
software that could have affected 360175 applications 
performance; that is, certain 360175 system software 
routines were optimized at the time of SPP imple
mentation. These changes could, to some extent, be 
renected in the timing figures given subsequently for 
pre-SPP algorithms, but the figures shown display 
pre-SPP results without such system changes. 
Further, as cited earlier, the adaptive clustering 
algorithm was extensively and theoretically modified 
when incorporated into the SPP; the objective was to 
maximize the benefits of parallelism and to use 
spatial as well as spectral data characteristics. Ti:e 
result has been a technique of im;lroved convergence 
and stability, but no dir .. ..ct (timing) performance 
comparisons can be made ~iLit pre-SPP results. Com-
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ments and conclusions pertinent to eacb imple
mented allorithm are liven in the followin8 
parqraphs. 

St.Ultin 

Statistical processin8 ordinarily occurs fairly 
rapidly in the LACIE system and was included in the 
SPP development for consistency with the notion 
that all pauem-recopition processors of a pixel-de
pendent type would be SPP-resident. Also. the 
ST A TS routine is invoked in the body of ITCLUS; 
SPP implementation reduced organizational com
plexities. LACIE characteristics, bowever. include 
oetasional and numerous small ( < 20 pixel) fields on 
which processina must be performed; SPP perform
ance is severely compromised by system overhead 
on such jobs. Occasionally, SPP ST A TS is sliahtly 
slower even than the 36O/7S' STA TS, but the SPP rate 
has never been less than 90 percent of 360 rates (on 
tasks of 4 to S seconds). On larger fields and on large 
channel set jobs, tbe SPP performance edvantage 
reaches about 3 to 1; but, because the process rarely 
requires more than 20 seconds on the 360 in the most 
complex LACIE cases, 360175 execution would not 
be deleterious to the system . 

Clulterlng 

An adaptive/iterative clustering exercise was 
defined for a benchmark as follows: SOO x 200 (lOS) 
vectors, 16 channels, to be distinguished into 10 
clusters in an artificial data set; results: nonoSPP re
quired 35.1 minutes, SPP required 37 seconds, a per-
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nGURE 4.-Iteratlve elusterlnl tlmlnp. 

formance pin of 57 to 1. Piaure 4 shows typical 
LACIF results for 22 932 vectors. wlder various 
cl"lUlliel set sizes and with impltcitly discriminated 
dusters. Performance lains, less than for the 
benchmark, reneet system overhead penalties for 
smaller data sets but demonstrate the VO constraints 
drivina the SPP on complex applications and siprifi
cant performance improvement (as creat as IS to 1) 
normally experienced. 

C .... lflcatlon 

A classification benchmark was defined as 
follows: MAXLlK, 4 channels, 10 classes, 2340 x 
3240 vectors (7.58 million pixels); results: pre-SPP-
105 minutes, SPP-8.lS minutes, a performance pin 
of 13 to 1. Ficure 5 shows MIXDEN results on 
LACIE imaaes of 22 932 vectors under various chan· 
nel set sizes and defined sianatures. As in clustering. 
system overhead diminishes performance factors on 
smaller seaments of data, althouch the trends are 
clearly VO driven. MAXLlK, essentially identical to 
MIXDEN organizationally, produces timinas ap
proximately 20 percent less for both SPP and non
SPP. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The SPP has satisfied and exceeded performance 
specifications originally detined. The system per
formance can be significantly improved, when 
necessary. by moditications in the host data retrieval 
technology without impact to the SPP software or ad
dition of arrays. Within the LACIE context, the 
most tangible improvements have been in prOl:e.~ses 
(clustering. classification) that were previously 
prohibitively expensive users of host resources. 
Because of host 110 con 'raints, the statistics func
tion on the SPP, as antil ated, offered relatively lit
tle improvement except in exotic test cases involving 
large data sets. 

Table III is a summary of the performance gains 
associated with the SPP. both as a function of SPP 
execution only and in terms of total system 
throughput, for representative LACIE jobs. It is to 
be recalled that some LACIE jobs are neither suita
ble for nor implemented on the SPP but are still con
siderable users of system resources. Such tasks ob
viously should be examined in detail for perform
ance improvements in production environments. 

As anticipated before the SPP procurement. addi
tional requirements, both modifying existing 
algorithms and proposing entirely new analytic tech
niques. were developed for LACIE support. Because 
of serial device limitations. such schemata pre
viously have been useful only on limited amounts of 
datli. 

In summary. the LACIE environment. including 
high throughput requirements in a quasi-production 
system and a'requirements nux in a technologically 
and theoretically developing discipline. demon
strated the cost-effectiveness and utility of a pro
gramable SPP. It has been shown thal the image 
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rlfSL£ III.-LACIE 1hrollghputlmprovemems-' 

{ Tilllt'. st'\'. pt,st'Sm",,'1 

No. of J6017$ WithSPP ROlio On(I'SPP 
rhonMls lasks 

4 ~86 201 1.92 3.6 
8 921 260 3.S4 7.S 

12 1941 323 6.00 IllS 
16 2738 396 6.91 14.8 

• "_mi", 40 c ......... r ... menl; sPP .... rform.nce of ST A TS. tT(,lllS, 
and MtXDEN mocIuIcs. 

processing tasks conventionally considered un
manageable (in quantity) are tractable with such 
devices as describe,t here or available from other 
sources. It is believed that the primary foci of atten
tion in image processing in tile long term should not 
be, in general, the computational tasks. but rather 
data management. storage. and traffic control for 
large numbers of large data sets. 
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A Look at Computer System Selection Criteria 

E. W. Poole. Q F. L. Flowers. Q and W.l. Slanleytl 

ABSTRACT 

The question of computer system selection cri
teria is growilll more complex as the cost of 
centralized systems decreases and the performance 
of distributed systems increases. In many cases, the 
discussions become emotional and evaluations are 
made on criteria which do not address the technical 
merits of a system solution to a specific problem. 

Identifyina the criteria involved in the selection 
process is not difficult. The complexity arises in ob
jectively evaluating various candidate configurations 
against these criteria based on the user's specific re
quirements. This paper describes a process (model) 
which can be used to formalize the selection process. . 
The process consists of two major steps. 

I. Verification that the candidate configuration is 
adequate to meet the user's processing requirements 

2. Determination of an overall system evaluation 
rating based on cost, usability, adaptability, 
availability, etc. 

An Earth resources data system of the future has 
been used as an example in the application of the 
weighting factors to a set of user requirements, and 
the LACIE/Earth Resources Interactive Processing 
System (ERIPS) package at the NASA Johnson 
Space Center (JSC) provides an example of the ap
plied procedure. This approach does not eliminate all 
judgment from the procedure and therefore is still 
subject to some discussion. It does force the discus
sion away from emotional arguments into an orderly 
set of decisions which provides a specific solution to 
the problem being addressed. 

818M Federal Systems Division, Houston, Texas. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Problem Statement 

Discussion of computer system selection criteria 
is complex today and is growing more complex as 
technological advances affect price and performance 
of computing systems. The problem is further com
plicated by the fact that there are few system design
ers or analysts who can speak as experts on both 
centralized and distributed system architectures. Dis
cussions on selection criteria tend to be composed of 
some fact and of some emotion and are of limited 
value. The burden of selecting a computer fstem 
falls to the buyer. His ability to judge the technical 
merits of a particular hardware architecture for an 
application will be tested by many discussions which 
require the use of every available tool to establish the 
relevance of a solution to the problem being ad
dressed. In today's baa of tools, high value is placed 
on historical precedence and on rules of thumb 
derived before the advent of current technology. Ex
trapolating panly applicable models to produce 
evaluation data can magnify the problem by compar
ing unlike quantities as though they were alike in
stead of realizing that the real data point from this ac
tivity is qualitative. 

Identifying the parameters involved in the selec
tion process is not difficult since most system design
ers will agree on what they are. The complexity 
arises in developing the model that will generate the 
weighting factors needed to evaluate candidate con
figurations for solving a particular problem. Since the 
basic question will become more and more common, 
a model which can be used in the selection process 
has been developed. 

3SS 



The parameters involved in the evaluation proc
ess and the impact of the technical approach selected 
on their relative importance to the solution will be 
reviewed. The decisionmakina process is structured 
into an orderly review which provides a specific solu
tion to the problem beina addressed and reduces the 
emotional aspects of this activity. 

Iy.am Selection Prooe .. Definition 

The system selection process is a two-step activity 
in this approach to the evaluation of candidate con
raaurations for the solution of a stated problem (fia. 
1). Step I is the testina of the candidate conrl8uration 
for technical adequacy. This step involves significant 
requirements analysis for effectiveness. The problem 
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(b) Slep II. 
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to be solved must be divided into functional ele
ments which are described in terms of data in and 
out. instructions executed. and overall size. The 
fun«:tions are mapped into processes and the prob
abiHty of a function executina in a process is ad
dressed. The processes are then incorporated into 
workloads which reflect user activities, and workload 
"aselines ltI'e established. 

Candidate conrl8urations are then defined and 
system loadina for the various workload baselines is 
evaluated &pinst them. Acceptable conflaurations 
are retained, and others may be redefined and evalu
ated &pin. Only candidate conrl8urations which sup
port system definitions will proceed beyond this step 
in the process. 

The establishment of the technical adequacy of a 
candidate confiauration in this manner provides a 
system-level solution set, the elements of which can 
be compared usina other selection criteria. Con
fiaurations which do not meet the performance re
quirements or the system definition are eliminated 
from further consideration. 

Step II of the system selection process is the 
derivation of an evaluation ratina for each tech
nically adequate candidate configuration. The most 
important element of this step is the definition of a 
set of well-desc:ribed, detailed selection criteria which 
can be viewed objectively and which specifically ad
dress the user requiremenu to be supported. 

The user of a system who has a requirement for 
real-time processing is concerned with a different set 
of capabilities from that of the interactive researcher 
or the time-sharing inventory CIlntrol administrator. 
Regardless of the user, t;le followina generic criteria 
set will support the derivation of a user-specific 
system selection criteria set. 

1. Adequacy-Does this configuration fulfill the 
requirements? 

2. Cost-Over the life of the system, is the cost 
reasonable? 

3. Adaptability-Is the system capable of growth 
to new applications? 

4. Availability-Is the system maintainable and 
are pilrtial support options possible? 

S. Transportability-Is the system composed of 
standard hardware and software which is generally 
available? 

6. Usability-Can the users, developers, and 
operators perform their activities on the system with 
ease? 

The user-specific system selection criteria set is 
categorized to assist in the weighting process. Each 
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catqory is assianed a weiaht, and subfunctions with
in each cateaory are also assianec: weiahtina factors. 

Numerical evalustion ratinas are applied to the 
various elements of the selection criteria for the ac
ceptable candidate confiaurations. Weipted evalua
tion ralinas are summed for a cateaory, and the 
results are weiahted appropriately. The resultant rat
inas are then summed to produce an overall evalua
tion ratina for a contlauration which can be evalu
ated apinst ratinas of other candi~!e conflaura
tions. Then, based on system availability on a 
schedule consistent with project needs, a selection 
can be made. 

A summary of the methodolOlY is presented in 
the followina section. Detailed descriptions of Steps I 
and II are contained in appendix A and appendix B, 
respectively. A comprehensive example demonstrat
ina the confllUration adequacy step is contained in 
appendix C. This example is an analysis of the 
LACIEIERlPS currently operational at JSC. 

THE EVALUATION PROCEaa 

When attempting to select a data processing 
system to address a particular problem, the buyer 
quickly discovers that the process is very compli
cated. Many factors must be analyzed and evaluated 
to make an intelligent decision. Examples are the 
following. 

1. Architecture-There are usually several 
architectural approaches available to solve a prob
lem. A number of questions must be answered. 
Should the system processina be performed by a 
centralized computer only or should some processing 
be distributed throughout the system? Should the 
system support on-line and batch processing concur
rently? Should remote terminals be supported? If so, 
what kind of communication capabilities are re
quired? How much intelligence should be distributed 
to communications processors? Should the data base 
be centralized or distributed? What kind of data base 
management capabilities are required? 

2. Hardware manufacturers-TI1· (e are many 
datil processing equipment manufacturers, each 
offering a wide range of hardware capabilities and 
options. The buyer must decide whether his job can 
be done with the proposed hardware. For example, 
does each processor have the necessary processing 
speed? Are the main "torage and the auxiliary 
storage of adequate size and speed? Are the on-line 
storage devices of adequate size and speed? Can the 

job be handled with standard interface devices? If 
not, what are the requirements for any special.pur
pose devices? 

3. System software-The vendor-supplied soft
ware, such as operatina systems, utilities, data base 
manaaers, and communications controllers, varies 
widely in functions and capabilities. Some vendors 
otTer limited or no software support for their hard
ware. The buyer must determine whether the ap
propriate functions are provided and the extent to 
which they meet his requirements. 

4. Application software-There are many ap
plication software packaaes available for sale or lease 
which may be suitable for performiq part or all of 
the buyer's data processina. Each package must be 
reviewed to determine the functions a'failable, the 
extent to which they meet the requirements, 
performance and usability characteristics, etc. 

5. Intanaible attributes-There are many intanai
ble attributes of a system that must be evaluated: for 
example, maintainability, reliability, availability. 
flexibility, operability, usability. and ease of tech
nology transfer. 

6. Cost-There is a wide range of costs for both 
hardware and software products. The buyer must 
evaluate cost against the functions provided. the 
functions required, and the functions potentially 
desirable in the future. He must also evaluate cost 
against the intangible attributes mentioned pre
viously. 

To further complicate the process, evaluation of 
various capabilities frequentiy produces an answer 
which is not clearly black or white but rather a shade 
of gray. Evaluations and opinions of several experts 
in different areas are usually required. Even after a 
thorough evaluation is completed. it is often difficult 
to summarize conclusions and evaluation ratinss in a 
manner that can be easily understood by the deci
sionmakina le\'cls of management. 

It is obvious that there is a need for a systematic 
and simplified approach to the problem of computer 
system selection. This paper describes a technique 
for formalizing the process by creating a step-by-step 
sequence of activities. The reader should not mistake 
this technique (model) for an "automatic selection 
program." Human judgment is still required. The 
model simply requires that judgment be made in an 
orderly fashion and .. educes evaluation of various 
elements to a common unit of measure. The end 
result is a single numerical evaluation rating for the 
system. 

The model actually consists of two separate but 
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related models, each havins a different objective. 
The models are referred to as Step I and Step II and 
are defined as follows. 

1. Step 1: Configuration Adequacy-This model 
predicts system performance at a fairly Iross level. 
Based on a predefined workload, loading on each 
system C\)mponent is calculated. Confaaurations in
capable of handlina the workload are either elimi
nated from further consideration or modified until 
they are adequate. All candidate configurations pass
ing this test are then carried to Step II. 

2. Step 11: Evaluation Rating-This model calcu
lates an evaluation rating for the system based on the 
selection criteria defined by the user. The selection 
criteria are carefully structured in a hierarchical 
fashion and a relative importance (wei~ !it) ar.signed 
to each. The user then evaluates each item in the 
lowest level of the criteria hierarchy on a scale from 1 
to 10, thus converting all evaluations to a common 
unit of measurement. The model then calculates the 
weighted evaluation ratina fOl' each element of the 
selection criteria and sums them in a hierarchical 
manner. The final result is a sinlJle numerical evalua
tion rating. 

Each of these steps is discussed in more detail in 
the followin, sections. 

The reader should understand that the models dis
cussed here are neither discrete simulation models 
nor analytical models. Thus. they are not intended 
for detailed system desian evaluation and perform
ance prediction. Instead, they are at a higher level, in
tended to help the user answer those questions he en
counters when trying to select a configuration. The 
models should help eliminate those configurations 
that cannot handle the job and quantitatively evalu
ate the relative merits of those that can. 

atep 1 : Configuration Adequacy 

The first step in evaluating a configuration is to 
determine whether it is adequate to handle the proc
essinglo~d. The objective is to eliminate from con· 
sideration those configurations that do not meet per
formance requirements. Each component of the 
system will be analyzed to determine the adequacy of 
such parameters as processor speed, memory size, 
data transfer rates, and on-line stor. capacity. 
There are three ml\ior activities in this step. 

t. Define workload-Determine the amount or 
processing that must be performed during a specific 
time period. 
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2. Define candidate confllurations-Diaaram the 
confiluration, identifYina each hardWare/software 
component and the characteristics of each. 

3. Calculate system loadina-Compute consump
tion of system resources. elapsed times, and compa
nent utilizations and then analyze total system per
formance. 

Each of these activities is described in &reater 
detail in the followina sections. To understand the 
text, however, it is important that the reader first un· 
derstand the definition of terms used throuahout the 
discussion. Table I contains a list of terms, the defini
tion of each, and examples. A step-by.step detailed 
description of all three ml\ior activities is contained 
in appendix A. 

WorIclOild deflnillon.-The first activity in deter· 
mining conflluration adequacy is to define the 
system workload for typical time periods to be 
analyzed. This workload will act as the yardstick 
against which each candidate confiauration is 
measured. This activity is performed only once and 
the results saved for later use when system loadina is 

TABLE I.-Definition o/Tenns 

Term 

Resource 

Resource usqe 
variables 

Function 

Process 

Benchmark 

Dej1nltiOtl 

An element of the com· 
puter system re-
quired to perform a 
function 

Parameters on whieh 
the amount or 
resource consumed is 
dependent 

A Ioaical user action for 
which resource usqe 
can be defined in a 
manner independent 
of the confi,uralion 

A typical sequence of 
functions that repre
sents the activity of a 
particular user 

A combination ofproc, 
eases (users) thaI is a 
typical representation 
oftlle lotal system 
workload durina a 
specifiC period 

Examples 

Central processina 
unit. direct access 
storqe device. 
memory 

NUIr.ber of fields. 
number of classes 

Clusterina. classi, 
flCation. dot sum
mary 

Production analyst. 
researeher. soft
ware developer 

2 production 
analysIS. t 
researcher. 310ft· 
ware developers. 
elc. 

• 
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calculated. The workload is defined in terms of 
system resources c:onsumed. This definition proc:ess 
is performed in a hierarchy of three levels: functions, 
processes, and benchmarks. A now diaaram depic. 
tina these action» is shown in fiaure 2. 

Function definition: The c:onfIJuration evaluator 
first looks at all work to be performed by the system 
and identifies each loaical user action, called a func· 
tion. The amount of system resources used by each 
function must then be defined in terms which arc in
dependent of a particular c:onfiaumtion. For exam
ple, the processor execution time is defined as the 
number of machine instructions that must be ex
ecuted to perform that function rather than a fixed 
process time. The model converts this value to proc
ess time based on the instruction execution ralC of 
the processor beina analyzed. Similarly, the amount 
of input data and output data is expressed in total 
bytes rather than in some c:onfiluration-dependent 
m~l)surement such as number of records or number 
of tracks. 

In most cases. the amount of system resources 
consumed by a f\!nction is not a constant but ralher a 
variable dependent on certain input parameters. For 
example, the amount of proc:essina performed for 
the "classification" function may depend on the 

DEFINE FUNCTIONS: 

• RESOURCES 
• RESOURCE USAGE 

VARIABLES 

. 
DEFINE rnuCESSES: 

• SET VALUES OF 
USAGE VARIABLES 

• PROBABILITIES 

DEFINE BENCHMARKS: 

• COMBINATIONS OF 
PROCESSES 

• UNIQUE BENCHMARK 
PER WORKLOAD 

FIGURE 2.-Worldoad dt .... I.lon ftow dill""" 

number of nelds, subclasses. and channels (n .. 3). 
The amount of main storqe necessary to execute 
this function may depend on the number of nelds. 
Therefore, resource usqe for these functions must 
be defined by resource usqe variables like those 
shown in the example in flaure 1. 

Process definition: The next level in the hierarchy 
is the "process." The process is a typical sequence of 
functions which represents the activities of a particu
lar user session. The objective is to identify a set of 
"typical" users which can be used to construct the 
total workload. The system evaluator must identify 
all potential users of the system and the charac
teristics of eaeh. For this discussion, a "user" may be 
thousht of as a work session by an individual. If the 
same person uses the system in a sianific:antly 
different manner at various times. then each session 
mialu be represented by a different process defini
tion. For eumple, one user may be a research 
analyst evaluatina various classification techniques. 
One work session may be a batch job run consistina 
of a c:ompile-load-and-lo sequence. At another time. 
the same person may perform some actual classifica
tion exercises in an interactive mode at a display. 
These two sessions would be represented by 
different process descriptions. 

fUNCTION MJQYRCE DEFINITION VARIABLES 

CLASSIFI ~A TlON CPU: 808 000 + (NO. FIElOSI ,(.000 
+ (NO. SUBCLASSES! II (42 600 
+ (NO. CHANNELS! II 250011 

MEMORY' 16700.80 II (NO. FIELDSI 

I/O: 46 250 + 2293211 (NO. CHANNELSI 
+ 2«1 II (NO. SUBCLASSESI 
+ (NO. FIELDSI. 120 II (NO. SUB· 

CLASSESII 

PROCESS 1 - CLUSTERING ALGORITHM RESEARCH 

P~ F, F2 
.7 

BL::o.ICHMARI( A (PEAl( LOADI 

BENCHMARK 8 (AVERAGE LOADI 

" + 3P2 + "'3 + 1&Pfi + ... 

FIGURE l.-Workload dtRalUon ellampl •. 
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After identify ina the processes, the evaluator 
must detc=rmlne the cbal'Kteristics of each. The 
rollowina information must be specified.. 

1. Functions-ldentif)t the functions executed. by 
this process and the order in which they are ex· 
ecuted.. This can be done by a functional now 
diaaram 81 shown in fiaure 3. 

2. ProbabiUties-Since a work session does not al .. 
ways consist of • fixed sequence of functions. the 
evaluator must determine the probability of moviq 
from one function to the next. This information is 
used. by the model to determine the number of times 
euh function is executed. 

3. Parameters-The value of euh parameter in 
the resource usaae variables must be set. For exam· 
pie. the number of fields, subclaSIH, ~'~ilnels, etc., 
must be determined for this user session. 

Benchmark definition: The hishest level in the 
hierarchy of workload definition is the total system 
workload for a specific time period. This is called a 
benchmark. In the model. it is represented as a com· 
bination of processes (users). The evaluator must 
first determine which time periods he wishes 10 
analyze. He would normally select a period that 
represents the avenae workload and another that 
represents lhe peak workload. If so, he will define a 
separate benchmark for euh period. 

Since ailihe detailed information is defined at the 
function and process levels, the benchmark defini
tion is simply a specification of the number of times 
each process is executed. It can be specified as 8 
mathematical expression as illustrated in filure 3. 

Candidate system dej1nltion.-The second activity 
in determinina conraauration adequacy is the defini. 
tion of candidate confiaurations. It \.Onsists of 
diaaramin. the confi.uration. identify ina the hard
ware components. determinina hardware charac
teristics. assianinl maximum utilization values. and 
assianina functions to the appropriate haruware com· 
ponents. Each of these actions is depicted in 
figure 4. 

The candidate confilurations to be evaluated 
would normally consist of the solutions proposed by 
the various respondina vendors. The buyer may. 
however. c!':oose to determine the system architec
ture himself and specify the desired conf'luracion in 
the request for proposal. (n this case. each vendor 
would merely specify the equipment to use for each 
system component. This approach has several disad. 
vantaaes of which the buyer should be aware. 
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CONSTRUCT CONfiGURATION 
DIAGRAM AND IDENTIFV 

EACH HARDWARE COMPONENT 

DEFINE HARDWARE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

ASSIGN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 
UTILIZATION TO EACH 

HARDWARE COMPONENT 

ASSIGN EACH FUNCTION 
TO THE APP~OPRIATE 

HARDWAREOOMPONENTS 

nGVIE ... -c.nllall~lon deflnhlon flew .lqnm. 

1. It diKouraaes individual vendors from seekina 
the besl architecture to address the problem. 

2. It may not allow vendors to propose the hard
ware/software systems containin, :-ecent advances in 
the state of the arl. 

l. It usually results in more expensive' confiaura
tions submitted by vendors. 

Confiauration diaaram: The first action is to 
create a detailed diaaram of the confi,uralion show
ina each system component and its interface with 
olher components. Each component must be iden
tified by its name. model number. eIC. For euh proc
essor. the main stor. size and secondary stor. 
size. if applicable. must be indicated. The diaaram 
must also identify the number and type of each data 
channel. input/output (110) device. terminal. etc. 
Any special-purpose equipment andlor interface 
should be clearly identified. 

Hardware characteristics: The characteristics of 
each hardware component identiflOO previously 
must now be determined. The type of information 
needed includes the followin,. 

1. Instruction ex~ution rate for each processor 
2. Memory speed 
3. Data channel transfer rates 

• 



4. Disk characteristics such as rotation time. 
averap seek tinle. data transfer rate 

5. Display characteristics such as screen size. data 
transfer rate 

Th_ data are used by the model in calculatina 
elapsed execution limes and component utilizations. 

Maximum utilization: To avoid overloadina any 
hardware component. the user may specify a max· 
imum allow,ble utilization percentaae for each com· 
ponent. The model will not allow that component 
utilization to exc:ed tbe input value. Tbe model first 
computes elapsed execution times and component 
utilizations for the specified workload without reprd 
to this maximum value. A check is then made to 
determine wbether tbe calculated value exceeds the 
input maximum. If so. the elapsed times are aeQusted 
to brina the component utilization down to this max· 
imum value. 

Function usianment: By analyzina the confiaura· 
tion and the functions to be performed. the evaluator 
must now -ian each function to the appropriate 
hardware component. Tbis is a trial and error process 
and represents only the initial best estimate of func· 
tion usianment. If the conr.,uration is shown to be 
inadequate. some functions may bave to be 
reassianed. 

System loading calculatlon.-The lut activity in 
determinina conflauration a~uacy is the calcula
tion of system 10adil18 and analysis of the results. 
This procedure includes the calculation of resource 
nnsumption for each process, calculation of total 
resource utilizations and elapsed execution times. ad· 
justment of elapsed times if any resources are over· 
used. and analysis of total system performance. 
These actions are shown as a now diaaram in fi.ure 
5. Each is discussed in detail in appendix A and in 
summary form in lhe followina parqraphs. 

Resource consumption cal~uladon: Tbe objective 
of resource consumi'tion calculation :s to determine 
the amount of each system resource consumed by 
the benchmark beinS analyzed. Resource consump
tion is first calcuhted by fUhction. then by process. 
and finally for lhe total benchmark~ the value of eath 
resource us. variable is calculated u!.ina the 
specified input parameters for each process. System 
overhead is estimated and added to the totals. The 
result is the total active or "busy" time of CIIch 
resour.~e. 

Elapsed tinle/utilization calculation: The evalua
tor is now ready to determine the elapsed execution 

time and resource utilizations. To obtain the total 
elapsed execution time for the entire ben~hmark. 
each function must first be evaluated individu~lly to 
determine stand-alone execution times. This pro
cedure requires estimation of all 110 inactive or 
"wait" time bued on the 110 .aevice characteristics. 
data base desian. etc. It also involves consideration of 
simultaneous use of multiple resource5 that may be 
used by a function. 

The elapsed time for each process can new be ob
tained by simply summina the elapsed times for each 
function in thai p~s. Similarly. elapsed execution 
time for the total benchmark is calculated by sum
mina the times for the appropriate processes. The 
percent. utilization can now be (alculated for each 
system resource b)' dividin. the total busy time (for a 
resource) by the total elapsed time. 

Elapsed lime adjustment If any ff' ..auree utiliza
tion exceeds the maximum value (percentaae) 
specified by the evaluator. then elapsed times for all 
processes usins the overused resources must be in
creased unlil each resour\:e utilization value drops 
below its maximum. A "strctchout factor" is com
puted to determine the amount of the increase for 
each process. Thifi calculation is describetl in detail in 
step 31 of appendix A. After ~I"psed times have been 
aeQus'~' elapsed times for the benchmark and 
resource utilizations must be recalculated. 

System performance analyses: The evaluator can 
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now make a Judament about the adequICY of the can
didate conf1auration by tirst makinl a reasonableness 
check on the resource utilizations. Low utilizations 
ac:rou all workloads mlaht sugest that the con· 
tiauration is overpowered. Maximum utilization" on 
a m~ority of raourc:ea may mean the hardware Is 
not fat enouah. 

If reaource utilizations appear reuonable. the 
evaluator can compare the total benchmark elapsed 
execution time to the predetermined time required. 
Elapsed times of each procea and function should 
also be analyzed. If the conn.uration is judpd to be 
adequate to handle the workload. It is lived for 
further analysis in Step II. If not. lhe evaluator ha 
three allernatlves. 

l. Auament the conn,uratlon in those places 
where resource utilization is very hiah. 

2. Modify assianment of function. 10 system 
components. 

3. Eliminate tbe contiauration from further con· 
Iideration. 

..... 11: Ivaluatlon lett", 

The second step in ,valuatin, a system il to evalu
ate it apinst a set of detailed selection criteria to ob
tain .n overall system ratin.. The objective of this 
model is to reduce the evaluations of all the various 
system elements to a common unit of measurement 
so tbat numerical methods can be used to combine 
them. The evaluation is based on a set of user· 
defined selection criteria represenlin, Ihe require
ments for this system. Evaluation is performed on 
luch items u cost. maintainability. usability. nex. 
Ibility. and operabilily. Only Ibose conrlluratlons 
judpd to be technically adequate in Step I are evalu
ated in Step II. The entire prCk.'esl and the relation· 
ship of Steps I and II are shown in n,ure I. 

Three m.tor activities are involved in this model. 
1. Develop selection criteria-Develop a detailed 

set of criteria apinst whicb each candidate con
fi,uralion will be "'.'uated and determine tbe rela· 
live importance I)f eacb item. 

2. Determine numerical ratinp-Evaluate the 
system apinst eacb element of the selection criteria 
and assian numerical ratinp for each element. 

3. Calculate evaluation ratinl-Calculate the 
weiahted evaluation ralinl for each level in Ibe .elec
tion criteria hierarchy and also for tbe total system. 
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A dllliled dacrlption of th. activities il con
tained In appendix B. The followlnl sections contain 
a summary.level discussion of each. 

S,ltcl_ trltrrltI de. Jlopmml.-The first aetiYity 
in ~tep II i. to develop a dl1alled set of selection cri· 
teria ~inst which each conflauration will be evalu· 
ated. This IClIvity consists of three actions. 

:. Develop Ih. _-specific selection criteria lI.t. 
2. Separate cri~'rla into Clteaories. 
3. Determine the relative imponance of each hem 

and -ian. welahtina faetor. 
This process illl depicted in now-chart form in 

n,ure 6. 
User·specine selection criteria: By analyzinl 

system requirements. the evaluator must develop a 
detsiled set of selection criteria speciflc to his 
system. These criteria are developed by reviewina 
the pIleric set of criteria. selectlna Ihe applicable 
... ~up •• and Iben expandinl Ibem to the appropriate 
delall. The detail is acquired by uaina the hierarchical 
decompo.hion lechnique. Each m~or area i. 
an.lyzed individually and broken down into its ele
ments. each of which is in tum broken down into its 
subelementl. This process is repeated until each 
selection cateBory is decomposed into. set of subele
ments wbich can be clearly evaluated for each can· 
didate conn,ura'ion. There is no restriction on Ibe 
number of levels of decomposition. Tbil bierarchy 
forms tbe loaic:al levels for later combination of 
welahted evaluation r.tl ..... 

Fiaure 7 is an example for an Eanh ruources data 
system. Shown are nve m';or areas of selection cri
teria and several elem~ts of each. Each element 
must be analyzed by subelements before ratin .. can 
be aenerated. Fiaure 8 is an example of criteria ral· 
inp and also of tbe level of the criteria subelements 
that miahl be evaluated. 

Criteria cateaorization: After dennition of his 
selection criteri.. It.e user may find it helpful to 
catelOriz.e them in a different manner. This step is 
optional and simply reorders the criteria set in 1 way 
whicb better rel"tes selection criteria to system re
quirements or simplines Ihe weiahtina process ct. 
scribed subsequently. Fi,ure 9 is an example of cri· 
teria ClleBOria for an Earth resources data sYlLtem. 

Criteria weiahtina: The user is now ready to deter· 
mine the relative imponance of each criterion by 
assianina a weiahtina factor (I percent. of the 
total) to each caleBOry. elemenl. lIubelemenl. etc .• in 
the selection criteria set. startinl at ,"e biahat level 
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DEVELOP aUCTION CRITERIA DETERMINE NUMERICAL RATINGS CALCULATEIVALUATION RATING 

DIWLOP UIIR-lPlClFlC 
IIUCTION CRITERIA 

ANALYZIIACH CRITIRION CALCULATE WEIGHTID RATING 
~ EACH CRmRIA COWONINT 

.PARATE CRITERIA INTO 
CATEGORIQ 

ILlMINATI ALL CON'IGURATIONI 
NOT CONTAINING THI MANDATORY 

IUfIIIORT ITIMI 

IUM WEIGHTED VALUUIV 
CRITERIA CATEGORY 

AatCIN A MIGHT TO EACH 
CRITERIA CATEGORY 

AIIIGN NUMERICAL VALUI TO 
RATING 

CALCULATE WEIGHTED RATING 
POR CRITERIA CATEGORY 

• DIRECT 
• AVERAGI VARIANCE 
• NOT QUANTIFIED 

CALCULATI OVIRALL IVITIM 
RATING 

FlG"IE ,.-I, ...................... . 

in the hierarchy and workina downwa.-d. The weiJht. 
ina flCtOrl an IIIiantd luch that tho total for each 
level in the hierarchy iliOO percell,. That iI. tho sum 
of all \2tepies (top level) mUll be 100. for each 
CIIIIorY. the element weithll total 100. Within each 
element. the tubelement wei&hll total 100. etc. An 
eXlmple or criteria w ..... tina il shown in f1aure 10. 

Numnltal ",'I", dtl,,,,,lnailon.-The second ac
tivity in evlluatin,l conflpration Is to determine ill 
relative merit or value for each criterion. TbiJ pro
cedure roquires analysiland judpnent by the evalua
tor. The relative value of each item mUll be deter· 
mined on I scale from I to 10. Thae dati are then 
used in calculltiq the weiahted val .. for each cri· 
terion. ThillClivity requires thlt the evaluator (1) 
elimiuate any conflauration that does not contain the 
mandatory support itemland (2) IUip I numerical 
htina value for each criterion. fiaure 6 Ihowl these 
actions in now~hlrt form . 

FOR EACH TI<:HNICALLY ADEQUATE CONFiG IVALUATE: 
• COlT 

• INI71AL DEV COlT. (NONRECURRING' 
• ONCI'JITI '~!CU'''''NG -1CJ.YR LIFE CYCLE' 
• CONFiG F'.EXIIILITV 

• EXPERIMI~.TAL FLEXIIILITV 
• NEW TlCttNlQUIlTECHNOLOGY EVAL -ux.elLITV 
• tAlI OF TICttNOLl'3Y ACCUS 

e TECHNOLOGY TRANIPIR 
• RILIVANeI TO UIIR REQI 
• TRANllTION AND OPI COITI 
• IUWORT TICH TO AID NEW USER 

e CONFIGURATION UIAIILITV 
• USER PRODUC1IVITV 
• EVOLUTIONARY DlV CAPABIUTY 
• ON ACCIPTAlILlTV 

elCHEDULU 
• TlMn Y DEV IUfIPORT 
• PLANAI~ CON"IG IXPANIION 

VlG"IE 7.-1 ... ,1 • ., -..,.uk ....... rrhlria fer • 
Earllt '"""" ..... ,.ana. 
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,. CCIIt • ."v. un eveLl1 
2. INTUACTIVIIUIIPORT CNlAIILI"" 

• OYIIllALL IVIffM AIlCHtTlC'l'UA. 
• IJeMNDMILITY 
• AVAlLAltL'TYItMINTIo'NAlILlTV 

J, OINI"M. IUIIPORf CIoP"'LITtU 
• ON"ATIONAL MANAGIMlNT ANO 

'" .. I8ILlTV 
.. IlC'AIIIOIoItUTV 

• 
to 

a 

• ''''''''II'OIIT AlILlTV O' TlCtINOLoov 

, 
• 
I • • • 
• 

10 
10 

to 
10 
to 

• 
10 
II 
10 

nGlJR£ •. -E ...... ., IIfltCdoD rrlCflil .. rln 'Of _ 
E1rt .. mourcn ..... ,.ma. 

Conlipar.tion elimination: There .rc certain func· 
\iotiS and suppon iatms in every data proceuina 
Iyslem wht,h are mandatory. Any Iy.atm not con
tlinin, these items should be considered nonrespon
live. The obj«live of Ihis action .. to eliminate from 
funher consideration any conraauration whieh does 
not contain the m.ndatory items. The evaluator 
m.y. 01' course. allow lhe vendor an opportunity 10 
supply th. minin. capabilities. 

Ratin, value unill1men!: The ev.luator must now 
judie lhe confi,urllion's merit for eath selettion cri
terion. 'lb. f.tina is done on .sca.e of 1 to 10, where 
10 is the be11 or hiahal ratina. Three methods of ar· 
rivin, II (he value Ire described in appendix B. 

l. ilirect melhod-To be used if I ralin, can be 
easily assiJfted wilh no Imbiluity. These radnlS are 
pnerally. but not n«enatily.linear. 

2. Sample variance method-To be \SlId if """" 
ClAnol be dirted, IIIianId to the v.l"" bel ... raced. ....1.,. the IMIhod pl'llUlDtl that all points bel ... 
rated .... YIIld polo.. but probably nOI elutlnt 
points. This preunptlon dolt not preclude the 
__ ment of • i or • 10 ratiaa to • point. but it 
malt. ,. more dimcull, 

l. Not.quanu,ltd method-To;' uaecI If the 
value bel,.. hied illUbjecdve rather than objecllve; 
Ihlt iI •• dlrecl numerical value cannot he _lined. 
r,pictllly. no more dian three rallnas .... uaed. 

~ 
5 
2 

All example or criteria weithti ... and ratina .s con
lIined in Ilpare 8. 

W~""1fd ro,,,,, takW'lItlon .-The nnll.t;"';I, in 
""Valvati", th. ',Item ill" calcula.e w~ted radna 
values for lhe selection cri&eria. Thi. activit, .-abe 
criteria weithtl and retina v.lues determined pre
viOUlly. The output is a weialned ratin, (or each cri. 
terlon and each hierarchieallevel. 

At Ihis point. the evalualion i. a matter of simple 
multiplication and addition. Startina at the low ... 
(.~ement) level in lh. hiera!'1:hy. IN wtiahled r.t· 
in, is calculated for each criltrion by multiply ina the 
weiahl (convCfted from " pereen. to • decimal) 
by abe ratin .. The reaulu are then .ummed to Ihe 
nexi hilhttl level. which is in tum multiplied by that 
weiahtin, (actor and accumulated inlo the nex, hiJh
est level. The process i. repeated unlillhe lOP of the 
hierarchy is rCIIChed and a sinate .,'tem ralina is .. 
lained. An .xample demonstratina this procas is 
shown in fiavre 10. 

.U .... Ally 

The complex world of compuler .yllems selection 
will not suddenly buomc simple. Technoloaical ad
vances will accelerate Ihe trend 10 distribute func
tions amon, nodes of I widely lCauered nctwork. As 
communic:ation devk:cs become more sophisli",ed. 
reliable. and aenerally av.ilable.lhc intensit)' of .ra .... 
menu for centralized venus distributed solutions \0 
a problcm will bqin 10 (ade. 

These chanacl in environment will only serve to 
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CRITERIA WEIGHT RATING WEIGHTED RATING 

1 CATEGORVl 70 7.6 6.2 
A. ELEMENTIA 40 6.3 2.1 

1. SUBELEMENT A 30 8 2.4 
2. SUBELEMENT B 40 2 .8 
3. SUBELEMENT C 30 7 2.1 

B. ELEMENTJI 60 9.0 6.4 
1. SUBELEMENT D 50 10 6.0 
2. SUBELEMENT E 60 8 4.0 

D. CATEGORVlI 30 6.3 1.6 
A. ELEMENTJIA 26 3.6 .9 

1. SUBELEMENT F 80 4 3.2 
2. SUBELEMENT G 1" 2 .2 
3. SUBELEMENT H 10 1 .1 

B. ELEMENTIlB 60 6.B 2.9 
'. SUBELEMENT I 40 9 3.6 
2. SUBELEMENT J 40 3 1.2 
3. SUBELEMENT L 20 6 1.0 

C. ELEMENTBC 26 6.9 1.6 
1. SUBELEMENT M 90 6 6.4 
2. SUBELEMENT N 10 6 .6 

TOTAL SVSTEM 100 6.8 6.8 

FIGURE 10.-Examp)e of wellbted ratlDI ~alrulatloD. 

complicate the problem of the decisionmaker who is 
evaluatins a set of proposed solutions to his com
puter system problem. Since the number of available 
options is growins and the relative importance of 
each of them to the user involved is different. the 
most objective approach possible. to the selection 
process. is demanded. 

The procedure described is not trivial in that each 
step requires sisnificant time and effort to ac
complish. The process provides a focus on the ele
ments of the selection process which are required to 
make an objective evaluation; in particular. the 
system loadins analysis provides a pass/fail evalua
tion of candidate confisurations which will eliminate 
exposure to inadequate system solutions and their at
tendant loss of flexibility and cost overruns. It also 
hiShlishts underuse which misht add unwarranted 
cost. The evaluation ratins requires that project-level 
decision makers be identified and involved in the es
tablishment of the weishtins alsorithms as they ap
ply to the user community which the computer 

c:....-) 

system is beinS selected to support. Parochial con
siderations must be identifiable and capable of beins 
evaluated. l11-defined criteria will be eliminated from 
consideration. 

This procedure ensures an equitable evaluation of 
technically adequate candidate confisurations for a 
computer system application. It lends itself to use by 
buyers for evaluation and vendors for system deter
mination. The system loadins model and a model 
which supports sensitivity analysis of evaluation cri
teria weishtins are relatively simple computer imple
mentations in a prosramins lansuase. 

The need for a formalized computer selection pro
cess based on quantifiable criteria wiJIsrow as the 
number of alternative solutions continues to srow. 
The approach presented addresses this need. It does 
not eliminate all judsment from the procedure and 
therefore is still subject to some discussion. It does 
force the discussion away from emotional arguments 
into an orderly set of decisions which provides a 
specific solution to the problem beins addressed. 
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Appendix A 

Computer Sizing Evaluation Proce •• 

This appendix provides a 36-step instruction set to 
the computer sizing evaluation process. It includes 
sample worksheets and the definitions required to 
apply it to a specific problem. This process provides 
the iC 'hnical adequacy evaluation of a candidate con· 
~~ !lIlt .Ilion described ftS Step I of the c(\mputer system 
s,-.ection process. 

PART I-THE PROCESS 

A. Define Computer Functions and Interfaces 

Step Description 

1 Describe coded functions in terms of data 

2 

input (data base, bytes), instructions 
executed (loop sizes, loop control 
variables, base cost), data output 
(buffers, data bases, bytes), and size 
(bytes, variables controlling size). 

Represent with hierarchical input/proc· 
essing/output diagram and identify all 
variables affecting computer resources. 

DATA BASE 1 INST· c1 + ~(l:(l: + ~n 
(BYTESt 

BUFFER 
(BYTESt 

____ ~WHERE 1: REPRESENTS 

LOOPS AND C IS THE BASE 
COST ClNSTRtkTIONSt DATA BASE 3 

(BYTES) 

SIZE = C, + 8M 

WHEREBl.d 
DATA BASE 2 IS VARIABLE 
(BYTES' AND C1 ~S 

THE BASE SIZE 

DEVICE (AS 
SPECIAL· 
PURPOSE 
PROCESSOR I 
(MATRlxt 

3 Repeat steps 1 and 2 for all functions to 
be included in the following processes . 

NOTE: Step 1 should include application 
use of operating system services, ac
cess methods, and dllta managers. Any 
operatinl systems or control proaram 
overhead not specifically invoked by 
an application function can be ac· 
counted for in a later step. 

B. Define Processes and Process Res~urce Usage 

Step 

4 

S 

hODE -
o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Description 

Establish flow-chart functional relation· 
ships for a process (m) (function -
nodes in flow). 

NOTE: Refer to Part III for assistance in 
calculating steps Sand 6. 

. Add probability decisions for the desired 
optional paths based on interactive 
analyst decisions. 

START 

q 

TERMINATE 
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where node n represents function n. node ina batch). structure a confiauration 
n + 1 terminates \he process III. lind p that appears to otTer the capacity .... 
and q are probabilities of branchina. quired for \he benchmark workloads 

6 Define a transition matrix usina the prob-
(consider bus loadina for distributed 

abilities of movlna from any present 
systems). 

node (I) to any other node (/) on the 14 Describe each hardware component and 
very next step, and find the utilization data path in terms of the parameters 
of all nodes uslna the theory of used to represent the functions (i.e., 
Markov chains (example in Part III) or bytes transferred per second. Instrue-
another suitable method. tions executed per second. etc.). 

7 Repeat \he steps in c:ateaory B for all pro- tS Assip a maximum utilization threshold 
c:esses to be defined in cateaory C to each hardware component such that 
workloads. there will be spare capacity to handle 

C. Define Workl03d for Computer System 
estimatina errors and peak loadina 
conditions. (Application + system 

Step Description overhead + estimatina continaency + 

8 Identify computer users (includina batch) 
spare capacity for peak loadina - 100-
percent utilization.) 

that would simultaneously be active on 
the computer system. 16 Assip each function within each process 

9 Assip process descriptions (from Partl· 
to appropriate hardware components 
(central processing unit (CPU), direct 

B) that might best describe each user's access storaae device (DASD), etc.) 
activity while active on the computer and assign data now to/from all fune-
system. This step assumes that a tions to a data path. (Use the work 
reasonable test for a computer con· from steps in categories A and B.) 
figuration is the successful execution 
of several benchmark workloads. 17 Repeat this process for all reasonable con· 

10 Specify workload parameters that dictate 
(18uration alternatives. 

how each process within a workload E. Calculate System Loading 
will exercise the functions within the Step Description 
processes; for example, segments of 
data processed, multispectral bands per 18 Select a configuration (from steps in cat· 
segment. egory D) and a specific benchmark 

II Repeat the preceding steps for all pro- (from steps in "atesory C). For exam-
ple, select a centralized architecture 

cesses within a workload and select and a benchmark representative of a (specify) response times for each pro· development and test environment. 
cess. 

19 Compute the consumption of resources 
12 Repeat the preceding steps for all for each function in terms of bytes of 

benchmark workloads that are judged data transferred plus number of in-
reasonable tests of computer con· put/output (110) accesses for data 
figuration suitability. bases, CPU instructions executed, etc. 

D. Define Candidate Configurations Category C defines the workload 
parameters, whereas category A 

Step Description defines the effect those parameters • 
13 By inspection of resources used by pro-

have on utilization of resources. 

cedure and by judging the total NOTE: Refer to tables and discussion in 
workload from multiple users (includ· Part II to aid with the following steps. 
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22 

l r 

---------- . 

Calculate resource busy time (save in ta- 23 Sum tho use of individual computer 
ble A-I) required to support a sinale ex- resources by each function to obtain 
ecution of each function n of process m resources used by process m (table 
within the selected workload. (Use A-II) 
hardware connauration characteristics 

24 Determine stand-alone process elapsed from cateaory D.) 
time by summillJ the serial elapsed 

Usina judament, measured data. or other time component from each function. 
sources. evaluate each function (in-

25 Calculate the aver. utilization of com-dividually) to determine stand-alone 
elapsed execution time. This step in- puter resources for the process m ex-

volves consideration of simultaneous ecutina in a stand-alone environment . 

execution of multiple resources that Use table A-ll as an aid. 

may be UIed by the function. (Use ta- 26 Repeat steps 19 throuah 25 for each pro-
ble A-I as an aid.) cess within the selected workload. 

Calculate the use of computer resources 27 Calculate the instantaneous use (aver. 
by each function n within process m by utiliution) of each computer resource 
muhiplyina the individual resource use in support of the selected workload. 
times by the function node utilization Use table A-III as an aid. 
factors calculated in step 6, catosPry B. 
Update table A-I. 

TABLE A-f.-Function Resource Utilization and Elapsed Tlmlfl 

IFUllrltonn o/plOMSm) 

RI 

R2 

RJ 

$rand-alon, sing" /Unction 

R1 

TI 

T2 

'J.I 

,x«urton 

I) 

\ 
\ 

Ir 

R, ~ 

If W''tlIl' junctioll elapsed lime 

·Where R, - • hardw ... ~ , used by 'un:tlion " 

Serial resourre 
"apsdllm, 

TI 

T2 

T3 - '3.1 - t2.3 

r, - lhe lime R, is in UN for I Ii. "KUlion of J~ 

NOtk 
iltllltalton 
(step 6) 

Unm 
Unm 
Unm 

Conlribulton 10 PfOfYU 

A4/ustd lf4/uslt'd /lIIU'llon 
busytlnw elaps'" time 

'v - unill of lim, _ICe , lime r,o..,'llppGI! fleculion wilh .nolhe, reaoul'l." , or,' ( .. he .. J wu inililla4 poo, 10 ,I 

II"", - uliliulion of fun.lion q by p_" UI,., 61 

2:)11 - 1~lonr '''pled lime fo, • " ... ealllon of Iii 

r; - reaoulCe buoy lime fo, R, for f. wllhon ,_ '" 

F.", - (/.",1.)11 - eliplOd lime tompontnl of ,,,for p_" 
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TABLE ,t4-II.-PMcess Reso~ US"" and T.4BLE ,t4-///.-SYStem Resource USClgt'l 
Elapsed nmf" 

~IIfS RrlOlllrf'I ustd by prormrs 
IRntluln' ullllz.,IOII/of/lfOC'tU mJ lit. 

'fIIOfIc1oad 1\/ I\} I\J 1\, 

Prorrssm A4}1IIIN rrsoum billY II"" .44}1II1N Procoul PII "2 "'3 1\, jlmrllOlls ".bltA"l /lNt1olt 
i/ I} RJ ir rlapsed Procou2 "21 "22 P;l ~, • I_ 

Procoul PJ, P]2 PJl P], 

I, Til' TU' Tu' T,; '1m Procou m Pml Pm2 Pm] Pm, 

12 T21' T22' fU' T2; '2m 
'" '" '" m 

13 T31' T32' f3]' Tl; '3m Total' I", 1"2 IP] IP, 
1 I I , 

Sy.tem Ot ~ OJ 0, 

I" T"I' T"f T,,3' Tn, 'rim 
overbead 

" " " " 
Threshold V. V2 V3 V, 

Total I1i ' If.' If.' IT' I'm value , ' , 2 • 3 I ' Stretdlout SI ~ S3 S, 
Utilization p",. "m2 Pml "mr factor 

'WbeIe procca. - p'_ in IIlIlII«ted -"load 

'Where R, - • _ .... In p_ .. 
R, - all COIIIpUIIf __ OIled." • ...-

1'11/1 - the 1l111iaalioll or problbllil, of .... of .n, _ICC , II, In, 
fIt - • (lIIICIion .n p_ .. p_. 

r .. · - If, bus, lime ror foan"ion " ""hin ,_ Iff 
II', - lhe _1._ ullliUlion of comPUIe, ~UII.'IS b, lhe 

-"load 
1,.,' • lolal R, bus, lime for p_ .. .., - lhe "Ihreollold ~.Iuc" or lhe m • .,mum permlllord iftllln· 

,. "" - 1 r;/IF Iff - IIlilllllloon of I,. or lhe prolNlbolil, th., R, is busy 1&_ IIlo1iUllDn of._fIX! 
4U1l111lhe ueeuII"" or p_ • S, - lhe liretdlaul '.\<If (01 ._ .... , llilord 10 appro'imale proe-

IF Iff - IWld-alone eIIpsord U«IIlion lIme for procca '" 
_ retpQIIM llmel 

0, - lhe frl(l_ of "'iliUlion or _ , 10 be " ... ,ord 'In III~ 
malel for the Itleclord worklOad beina ••• IUlled 

28 Estimate (by means of experience with 30 Calculate a "stretchout factor" (S,) for all 
'i similar systems or a calculation) the overused resources in order to extend 
~ system overhead use of compuler the process elapsed times of all pro-
1 resources to support such system func- cesses usina the resource. See calcula-
., tions as workload and configuration tion in table A-III. 
~ 

manaaement. Add this information 
pillS the process response criteria (step 31 If any resources are overused. approxi· 

11. category C) to table A-Ill. mate the averqe elapsed execution 
time for all processes in the selected 

29 Compare resource utilizations with the workload by recalculating (extendin,) 
maximum permitted utilization of each resource time usina a stretchout 
resources by application processes, factor (S,) for the involved resources 
(Maximum utilization for all processes (f). 
equals threshold utilization less system 
overhead utilization. or m 

[~p, " (v, .. 0,)] 
Ep, m 

S 8< 
1 

ifE P, + 0, > V , V, - 0, , 
I 

m 
for any resource, in the workload of m S, = I irE P, + 0, .0; v, 
processes, ) 1 
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TABLE A-IV.-Funclion ElapmI n""jorSellttH Worlcloatl' 

In II workload._ /Untlion Strial mourr,"apmI tllftl ClIntrlbu'iDIt IOPIOtfM 
fJtMItlon ---------

R, 
lesource 

strelCboul faclor 
(fromt.bles, 

, 

Ir 

s, 

Tt(S" 

T2('2' 

T3S3 - '3.t(St' 
- '2,3($3' 

NodI RftdlcllltMd 
u,'IIItI,,,., ./IInt1lon "trw 
(.,. fj) 

ts.. ...... ""' tar dIRnIllaII or .,mIIaIa . ., Pro.dinl .... die dIIIOIIII. calcullll die ....... __ ......... limen by Ilretd1lna out die lime r, dill 
.... _ .,illMrtar .. I ..... I'uncIlaII.lIKUIioDby iII"IINICIIauI r_n ',Mdl1llllnclinl llI,portioIIol'I"'. lillie " "1IicII-'tpped dIe..-llall 
01 odIer __ • .me 1ft OI_lXIIwnnllil .... 1O die 11ft IlId IINM .... dilpnllil poi •• TJ""'" I - 11O" ..... ~ _. oIooer11pped_ICe 

..... 'IJ C ...... JiI' ... - ..... 1nI1iI .... UCUIian 11ft.,.., ........... redIauI r- "c ....... " - 'if 'u"ln ...... IIItIOW •• nd S, - ',If '/J"ln die 

.. me_umn .. T,I.ln ..... umplelbcnrn In ... Is ....... dIou_ .. ppedllOlll~lof TJ - TJC'JI - 'J •• C'.' - 'UC'J" 

Use tables A-IV and A-Vas aids. 

32 Repeat for all combinations of confiaura-
tions and workloads. 

NOTE: Step 31 uses a stretchout factor to 
force reasonable utilization of 
resources; i.e .• equal to or less than the 
specified threshold value. However. 
some resources queueiq should be ex
pected and the averale process 
response times will (most likely) be 
peater than the final value calculated 
(step 31). Therefore. based on reasona
ble resource utilization (70 percent or 
less) and suided by queueiq theory 
calculations for mean waitins time in a 
queue. 

T" e T 
w 2(1- p) , 

where TIN is time spent waitiq for 
resource. p is the resource utilization 
after step 31 has stretched out proces: 

time. and T, is a constant resource ser
vice time or averaae time per use. The 
averale process time should be 
bounded by the time cal"ulated in step 
31 to twice (2 times) that number. In
dividual process times may well vary 
beyond those bounds. 

F. Readjust Confiaurations 

Slep Description 

33 Compare utilizations to reasonableness 
(low utilizations across all proposed 
workloads sugest lower performance. 
less expensive hardware). 

34 Compare tinal, recalculated averaae pro-
cess elapsed times (table A-V) for all 
workloads to the expected response. 
specified by end-users. For process 
times that exceed expectations. either 
(1) chanae the proposed confiluration 
by increasing resource performance or 
(2) separate multifunction use of 
resources to avoid contention and pro-
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cess e1apsed·time strotchout. (Conna
uration resources with the hlahest 
stretchout factors should be considered 
first.) 

35 Repeat steps in cateaoriea D and E based 
on adjustments from steps 33 and 34. 

36 Retain conflaurations that will handle the 
benchmark workloads satisfactorily as 
candidate conflaurations that can be 
further evaluated on the basi!: of other 
selection criteria, such as cost and 
operations fiexibility. 

TABLE A· V.-Recalculated Process Elapsed nmt'l 

FlllttllOtl ,,1/IffIw, by 

~ --------......................... ----
I'rotm I I'rotm 1 ,,","II J ... ,,","II m 

Recalculated 
process 
lime 

Twiccthe 
process 
lime 

Expected 
response 
Em 

Delta response 
4Em 

n 
'S.~. 
I I 

n 
If. . 
I 2 

n 
IF' 
I 1 

• 'Whe" 1F.,· II Ih. lum of III • fun"ian el.poed um .. fa, P""_ m , .. 

Fn.m' 

n 
IF: ' 
I m 

ll~F.·llllh. mnlmum or the ...... In whl<hlh • ., ...... , .... p."",,",. 
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um .. for _h P_ III 

PART I--'-AMPLI WORKIHIITI 
PORPARTI.I 

Buod on the paramelers specified in tbe 
benchmark workload, the computer resources used 
by any function may vary. For example, the number 
of instructions to bandle a record or data may be 
relatively constant but the total cost or the record· 
processins function will be a multiple of the number 
of input records. Steps 19 and 20 use workload 
parameters plus conflauration rate (speed) charac
teri~tlcs to derive the common unit of time for ex· 
prossina use of computer resources (i.e., resource 
busy time). Record calculations on diaaonal of table 
A·)' 

Step 21 considers the overlap of resource usaae (if 
any) and uses this information to approximate the 
averap function elapsed lime if executed in a stand· 
alone environment (no other interferins activity in 
the computer), Table A·I provides a way to express 
total time T, by resource (CPU, 110 device, etc.) on 
the diaaonal and the overlapped units of time (t~ 
within the row or column for the particular resource 
R. Record units of time that resource R overlapped 
execution time wilh previously considered resources 

. by recordiftl the amount of the overlap to the left of 
the diaaonal if the resource overlapped was first to 
initiate or by recordinl the amount of the overlap 
above the diaaonal if resource R bepn executina 
first. If there are n functions in m processes, there 
will be nm function resource utilization tables (table 
A-I). 

By proceedina alona the diaaonal, calculate the 
"serial resource elapsed time" by subtractinl any 
time tl) that resource , overlapped execution with 
another resource (same row to left of the diaaonal or 
same column above the diaaonal). Table A·III is an 
example for T). Calculate all rows, record results in 
the column labeled "elapsed time," and sum the 
"elapsed time" column. 

Since a specific process m may not use function n 
just once and only once, the function node utilization 
was calculated in step 6, category B. Record the 
utilization factor Unm in the proper column and 
multiply the factor Unm by the resource busy time 
(diagonal) for each row (resource). 

To find an adjusted elapsed·time component for 
the process m, use the factor Unm to multiply the 
stand-alone average elapsed time for function n. 

Steps 23 to 25 require the calculation of process 
elapsed time and the average utilization of each 

• 

• 



resource used by thl procoss if the PI'OClll was IX- qulrtd to suppon conflauration and workload man-
-tina in a stand-alone environmenL Tabll A-II .... eaL 
aida this calculation PI'OClll .• f there are Itt proceu. 
In the workload. there wlU be m p .... resource 

1ft --& tables (tablo A-II). I:P, DIIt stepS UIUIIlI that alven the selected .. 
workload. any mlxlna of resources Is pouible and s,. I lfl: p, + 0, > y, v-o. could occur without orderlna. Also. over any ex- , , 

I 
tended period of time. a IUIwnld utilization of 

: resources would occur and could be calculated for the m 

• combined processes in the workload by summina S. • 1 tfl: P, + 0, < V, , 
P"" for all r's liven Innnite resource capacity. Ob- I 
viously, the data provides only utilization in a stand-
alone environment. However, by summin. all 
averap resource utilizations across all processes, one Record either 1 or the calculated value for the 

• can determine whether or not the workload (the "stretchout factor" S, in table A-III. Il 
combined processes) overloads the computer hard- The followiq is a method for recalculatin. ap- i" 

; 

ware resources. If not. the summed utilizations offer proximate averlle process response time. The 
a reasonable approximation of hardware loadiq (ex- recalculation process requires that both the function 
cludlna operatina system connlUration manqement elapsed times (a tabll A-I calculation) and the pro-
or error manaaement functions). If overloads do oc- cess elapsed times be reevaluated. Table A·IV pro-
cur (i.e., application processes plus operatina system videa a means of structurina the recalculation of 
usaae exceeds the threshold utilization), then dlere function elapsed time. Similar to table A·I, there may 
will be confiicts fOr resources that will surely stretch be nm uses of table A-IV to represent n functions of 
out process averap response til'le. Steps 29 to 31 pro- m processes. If any function of any process does IlOl 

vide an approximate way of evaluatina resource load- use an overutilized resource (i.e., S, - 1 for all r's) 
ina and resultina impact to process response 1 ime. then table A-IV is unneteSSary and the Il\jusled 

Use lable A-III to record resource utilizati"" by function time U"m 1/" may be immediately recorded I 

'" process, to calculate system resource utilization. and in table A-V as the retalculated function elapsed 
to calculate a "stretchout factor" (S,) affectina pro- time F"m'. 
cess response lime for all overused resources. Next. Sum the serial resource elapsed time to obtain an 
use the "threshold value" V, (step 30) for calculatina elapsed time for the particular function n. This 
a multiplier to adjust averaae process response time elapsed-lime fiaure represents a sinale execution in i 

for all resources exceedina the threshold. the selected worklnad environment. Factor the result 

I' The maximum permitted utilization of a resource by Unm or the utilization of function n for process m 
could be reached: first, because the application pro- and record the recalculated function time F"m' in ta-
cessinl required the resource and, second. because of ble A-V. Repeat for all functions usina overused 

'. system overhead utilization 0, resultina from shared resources for each process in the selected workload. :., 

use of the resource to man .. e the workload and the Table A-V is simply a means of recordinl func-
hardware confiagration (step 31). Therefore. the tion elapsed time components of the process elapsed 
stretchout factor for resource , is determined as time in a column. Summation of the columns {ro-
follows: vides a new approximate process elapsed time ( Fm' 

summed for all n functions of process m). I 

m By summina the recalculated function times for a 

E P, process, reduction of the confiluration throuahput 
1 (for the workload beinl considered) has been forced 

S, • V -0 to the extent that resource utiiization is reasonable. , , 
The confiauration can be expected to complete work 
no faster than the averqe process times sugest; i.e., 

• where 0, is the overhead use of resource and , is re- if it takes 20 minutes to handle a segment at each 

J7J 
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analyst station. then only three seamonts per hour 
will be processed at each analyst station. However, in 
performina the precedina calculations, wahina time 
for resources has not been considered. From queue
ina theory, 

where T, is the averap response time for a ~'eIOurce. 
Tw is time spent in a queue waitina for the resource to 
be free, and 1, is the averlle service time the 
resource spends on a request 

It is obvious that Tw - 0 for all previous calcula. 
tions, althouah excessive queueilllshouid be avoided 
by .. nerally expectina resource utilization to be 70 
percent or less and by expecaina processes within the 
workload to use any resource serially within the pro
cess. Nevertheless, some queueina between pro
cesses will occur. If one _umes that resources will 
be usfd in a relatively constant way (i.e., 1, - con· 
stanO, then the foliGWina queueinatheory formula 
applies. 

where Twand T, are as defined previously and p is 
the resource utilization (p - threshold value or less). 
At approximately 7G-per"nt utilization (p - 0.7) of 
any resource. Twis approximately cqualto Tr 

At this point, one could recalculate the "serial 
resource elapsed time" column of table A·IV or 
simply assume that, as an approximation, the 
aver. response time of any process m falls between 
the value already calculated in table A· V and twice 
that value. In table A· V, a row for two times iF",' has 
been left for each process in the workload. I 

If differential response ~E", > 0, then there is a 
confi.uration problem for this workload. Another 
hardware alternative should be considered. More 
specifically, all resources used by process m for 
which ~E", > 0 should be ""mined to determine 
whether there are overutilizations (table A-III) that 
can be solved by futer hardware components or by 
limitin. usaae by other processes and/or the system 
overhead functions. 

If E", falls between if",' and twice that value. then 
I 

there is a potential connauration problem. Proceed 
with Judament. 

Given new approximate aver. process elapsed 
times, utilizations of hardware resources that were 
not overused could be recalculated. Repeat the nnai 
calculation for table A·II usina proceu elapsed times 
from table A· V Instead of 1m to obtain 

for all processes. Recreate table A·III and sum to 
nnd approximate utilization. By inspection. one 
mlaht determine that some resources are clearly un· 
derused. A reducdon in performlUlce (if possible, 
considerina other workloads) could mean a redUCe 
tion in cost. 

PART III-I"'LIMI!NTATION OF IT.S. 
AND. OF PART 1·1 

In any process m that offers the opportunity to re
peat or to skip functions in that process. one faces 
the necessity of calculating the use {or utilization) of 
any specific function (node}. If the function is re
peated, it is reasonable to expect that computer 
resources are used more and the proceu will take 
lonser.lfthe function is skipped, then the opposite is 
true. The following is a simple example with a 
method of calculatina the expected (aver.) utiliza· 
tion of functions within an interactive process. These 
results for utilization U"", for,. functions of process 
m are used in tables A·I and A-IV. 

The solution for function utilization is ncc:essary 
only if a process has probabilistic branchin.: i.e., no 
branches or predeterminable branchin. implies lhal 
each function executed is used once and U"", - 1 for 
all function. (l to n). The example uses a solution to 
a Markov ct:ain~ however. any oth",r means (u 
simulation, a c:.,lculation of probabilities, etc.) would 
be ippropriate. bt the example, there ar~ three func-

• 

• 

• 
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tlon nodes in the procell m plus I aermlnatina node 4 
(II + 1). There are two decision points at which a w-
mlnal user miaht alter the flow throuah the procea. 
Each probability PtJ that the procaa will now from 
node Ito node J on the VOl')' next step must be deter-
mined by judament or from Pill experience 
(measurements). Allianment of transition prob-
abilities is done by .umina that the process II now 
It node I and doddlna (without reprd to and inde-
pendent of put branc:hina) the likelihood or either 
proceedlna to the next function (node) or takina a 
branch. 

In this example (and for all proc._ considered 
by thilS)'ltom lizina procedure). the probability of 

NODI PROCUlm -
o ITART 

, 

2 

4 TlRMINATI 

beIInnina at th" tint function node Ii is one (i.e., PO•I 
- 1). Also. the probability that the process will com
plete and terminate is one (i.e .• P" ... 101 - 1. or. for 
this example. p).4 - 1). A solution can be imple
mented by limply buildina a matrix to represent the 
probat!lity of movina from node Ito node J for all 
combinations of II + 1 n~ and solvina for the 
utilization of each function (l to II). 

IIAMPIrl 
TO NODI 

, I I 14 

'ROM 
, 0 "" ',.1 0 

NODI I 

I '1.' 0 '1.3 
10 
I 
I 

I 0 0 0 
I ' --- ---------r--

4 o 0 0 , , 

In the transition matrix. each row sums to I: 

where I - 1. 2 •...• ..." + 1. Althouah the procea m 
is always ""un at node 1 from a zero node outside 
the proc:as and will terminate at node N + 1. the 
solution for utilization con~ders only the II nodea or 
the process (in this cue. three nodes representina 
three functionl). ',:;-,erefore. in this example. matrix 
P is defi~ w.ii1out either node 0 or node II + 1 
represented. 

o o o 

Vlina the t"lOr)' of Markov chains, the utilization at 
each node is taken from the matrix A defined by 

A • (I - ,)-1 

where A is the resullina matrix. I is tile identity 
matrix (an " by II matrix with all zeroes except for 
ones on the main diqonal), and P il a transition 
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matrix for proceu IN; (1- ,,-1 i. the Inyol'IC of Ibe 
difference belween matrlca 1 and Po 
On~ Ibe mllrix A hu been dewmlned. tI-~ 

utilization of each function (lIIUIIIi... p.... m 
beaiu II function 1) i. Ihe value of Ibe Q)rretpond· 
ina elemenl In row 1 of Ihe matrix A. 

VI • "1.1 

where tlu IIlbe element in the,,'Ih Q)lumn of Ibe nnt 
row of A and, in ........ V. - '1", - V.,. for PI'OClll 
1ft. If mltrix (I - ,,-1 do. dOl .xilt (I.e .• Ibe in· 
VIfII cannot be obtained). _trix P den .... an in
denn". loop IUds Ibat Ibe procea will never termi· 
nate. 

The deleribed procedure livea the expected 
utilization It each node. In CUll for w~lich Ibe max· 
imal 100dlna of the nadel i. imponant. one would 
luament thi. proceclure by calcullli ... Ibe variance 
of the utilization It each node. Appropri"te equations 
for this calcuillion may be found in "F .. ,ile Markov 
Chaiu" by Kemeny and Snell (see bibliOiraphy). 

Appendix 8 
Selection Criteria and Welghtlll(J Proc ••• 

Thi. appendix provides a procell by which 
acceptable conr"uration. can be compared. It also 
dep"ts the authors' application of the procell to an 
Earth resources dala .y.tem. 

PARTI-THIPROCIII 

Once alit of Q)nfi.uration. capable of performi", 
the required workloads il found. it i. neccuary to es
tablish a procell which compares them. Since each 
,"'Onfi,uration can perform the required functions. 
this choice will be made on the buil of IYltem 
characteristics other than technical feasibility. Thil 
appendix presents an approach t" fndi", an evalua
tion ratina and the application of the approach to the 
Eanh resources data sYltem example. 

In lllecti", comparison criteria. it is neceuary to 
have well in mind the characteristics and needs of 
the intended user. Some criteria apply universally 
(e .... cost). whereas others are applicable to only a 
small fraction of userl (e.,.. real·time IUPPon 
facilities'. The weiPls usianed to the various cri. 
leria will also vary from user 10 user. A user with 
very dear-cut applications firmly in mind will place 
JfUt emphasis on the capability of a potential 
system to supr.:;. i ,~~t application and extenlions of 
it. while a user with somewhat ill-defined fUlure 
plans will emphasize adaptability and f1cxibility. 
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In the case of the Earth resources data system ex· 
ample. the intended user is Illumed to have two m .. 
jor uses for the 'Yltem: iii an analYlil tool to evaluate 
alaorithm. and techniques and as a demonstration 
tool to apply already developed aJaorithms and tech· 
niques on a repelitive bail 10 lhow feuibilily in a 
production environment. Since lhese aJaorilhml can
not be known beforehand. thil user also needa aood 
incremental development tools. It il Illumed that 
some of the analYlil and possibly the demonstration 
work will be done interactively. Bued on these user 
characteriltics. three major criteria for evaluati", the 
candidate Iysteml have been IIlected: COIl. interac· 
tive lupport capabilities. and aeneral support 
capabilities. The weithts choscn make COlt equal to 
the sum of the others and make aeneral suppon 
more important than interactive 'upport. corre
spondi", to the Illumed relative utilization. 

When defini", lhe components of each criterion. 
the objective i. a lit of descriptionl of functionl 
andlor fr.-:ililies that are u explicit as possible. The 
definitions PfCIr'lled here should permit an evah ... -
lor to precisely r .le a IYltem on the buis of quan· 
tit_live meuurenaents rather Ihan subjective ....... 
menl. Thc followin, points describe the mechod to 
be used. 

I. Thrce major arcal werc cstablished and 
Yo'IJhted. 

a. COIt-SO-percenl weiahlina 

• 

• 

• 
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b. Intll'Ktive IUPPOft capabilitiea-2().percent 
weiahuna 

c. Oener.1 '''pport cap.bilities-lO.percent ........... 
Each or tb ..... is defined in detail su_ 

quend,. 
2. Willa Ihe eaception of COIl. the II*Ilafible 

components of Ihe 1DIjor ..... were deflned and ... 
weiabted. Spedtlc items were defined lUI would 
permit an evaluator to .... nli. to individual 
components wiabout bavi ... a detailed knowledae of 
bow tbe measured value for lbat component w .. 
derived. 

3. A fllins IYltem of 1 to 10 w .. defined. whert 
10 is the belt flIins &bat can be 1IIiIned. 

Several rA'Ilbodl of llliani... numerical ratinp 
can be uaed. In pnenI. the ~bod cbosen for 
lSIipiq. paniaalar ratins depends primarily on lbe 
numerical val .... that are be!~-I rated. The methods 
to be used are deKribed .. ro1ioWl. 

I. Direet me\bud-To be used if a ralinl can be 
easily IIIiJned to the values belna rated. It should be 
noted tbat tbe ratinp are aenerally linear. thoUlh not 
precisety. 

2. Sample variance method-To be used if ratinp 
cannot be easily aaianed to the values belns raled. 
Balleall). the method presumes that all points beina 
"ted arc valid points bUI probably no, extreme 
poin ... Thil presumption does not preclude the 
ISIianment of a 1 or a 10 tatins to a point. but it 
makes it more ditracult. The method consilts of the 
followina ltepl. 

a. An avente value (mean) il compuced. 

b. The averqe variaMe between the poin .. 
and the mean is computed. 

" ~ (p ._, 2) 
Li At, 
I-t 

VA • -----n---

c. Maximum and minhnum valuea are u
bilmil' ........... 

Mo • '" ... 2 VV; 

d. The ditTenmce between the maximum a.,d 
tbe minim'JIII points is uniforml, dhided into 10 
...ments. and each seamen, is assianed • rali .... The 
ra'i. m., be either increasins or derreaina (e .... 
hither COIl would be n,ed lower). An e"ample of 
thil method foilowi. 

VALUI 

;TXlrrr.ll!T 
The interim calcula'ions that lead to the ratina Kale 
are not shown. However. note that the polnt with ,hfe 
hilber value receiva tbe lowat rati .... The tinal rat
ina would be P, - 8. P2 - 7. ana PJ - 2. 

3. Not-quantined method-To be used if tbe 
value beina rated il subjective rather than objective; 
that il. a direu numeric value "nnot be ... iped. 
Typically. R9 more than 3 values and ratiRlS mould 
be used. .. Ihown in lhe foUowina example. 

£11"" rrqUlfI'd 10 ._M'I ,.'w """11,,,/ 

PART le-cOIT ANALY"I 

• 
~ 
2 

COIl is defined u beina Ihe lotal estimaled COIl 
for • to-year period. includina recurrina and non
reaarrina COItl. The importance o( 1M COlt criterion 
i! inherent in the SO-percent weilhti", (actor, • 
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Aside from the fact that budget limitations are ai- future additional interactive use. Specific items to be 

1 ways an important factor. cost is especially impor- considered are availability of central processiq unit 
tant in this evaluation because of the way it is used. (CPU), memory, and input/output (UO) resources, , 
Each configuration is sized to meet the requirements ease of adaptation of hardware and software to addi-

I of a user workload. Consequently, cost inherently in- tional terminals of a new or different type, and ease 
eludes a number of other functions and/or facilities of connection to remote interactive users. 
that could be used as eVdluation criteria. An example 3. Availability (4().percent weightiq)-This is an 
might be the programing language facilities of evaluation of the probability of error conditions oc- I 1 • " 

different operating systems. This item is not con- curring and how well the system responds to errors. I 1 
sidered outside of the cost criterion because most Specific items to be consider~ are the likelihood of a 
operating systems support the necessary language re- hardware error interrupting a terminal session, the 

'~ quirements. It i" important to determine that all the ease of reconnection, and the amount of processing 
systems to be ('osted are capable of performing all re- which must be repeated after a hardware or software 1 quired functions. The cost criterion does not allow error. 

.. 
" 

the direct trade-off of function for cost. In assigning weights to these internal compo-
, 

Because all dollars expended on a system are treat- nents, it was believed that current usability was of 
ed as being of equal value, no weights are assigned to overriding importance; therefore, the factors making l , 'j 

" 
components of costs. Some examples of the cost the system easy to use and available for use were '! 
items to be included are as follows. weighted most heavily. ,~ 

1. Initial purchase costs 

1 
a. Equipment 
b. lostallation PARTIV--BENERALSUPPORT 
c. Custom and PLJfchased software CAPABILITIES 1 
d. Engineering 1 

\ 

2. Maintenance costs The general support capabilities criteria measure 
a. Software (in-house or vendor supplied) the capability of the configuration to support nonin-
b. Hardwar~ (in-house or vendor supplied) teractive use. The components of these criteria are as 

3. Operation cost follows. 
a. Personnel 1. Operational manageability and flexibility (SO-
b. Expendables (paper, film) percent weighting)-This is an evaluation of how 
c. Electrical power well the configuration allows for control and man-

agement of its resources. Specific items to be con-
sidered are the existence of an operational interface 

PART III-1NTERACTlVE SUPPORT to control access to specific hardware, software, or 
CAPABILITIES data bases; support for new program development 

including testing and incremental release 
The iHleractive support capabilities criteria capabilities; and the flexibility of the system to man-

measure the capability of the configuration to sup- age several changing workloads. 
port interactive analysis activities. The components 2. Expandability (30-percent weighting)-This is 
of these criteria are as follows. an evaluation of the system capability to support ad-

1. Overall system architecture (40-percent ditional noninteractive use. Specific items to be con-
weighting)-This is an evaluation of how well the sidered are availability of CPU. memory, and 1/0 
system is structured to support interactive use. resources to support additional workloads, the ease 
Specific items to be considered are the ease of use of with which additional resources could be added, and 
the analyst/user interface language and how much ease of connection to remote users. The capability of 
flexibility it provides for respolldir g to errors or in- the system to support program development is 
terim results. The adequacy of the system with measured as part of the operational manageability. 
regard to physical accessibility, ease of operation, 3. Transportability of developed technology (20- • 
and response time for interactive use will also be percent weighting)-This is an evaluation of how 
evaluate". well the system can be duplicated and adapted to the 

2. Expandability (20-percent weighting)-This is needs of other users. Specific items to be considered 
an evaluation of the system capacity to support are the proportion of the cost of the system ex-
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pended for spedal enaineerina or Installation support 
a((ivities. the case with which the system Input! 
outJ\ut "nd dat. base formats can bc a~usted to a 
new user, and the Iwaitability of suppon for all soft
ware used within the system, 

Alain, in 155llni"l1 welahts, .,..10 of current use 

has been heavily favored, II is believed th.t the sue
(OSS of a mulliuse system such as the Earth resources 
data system will lreally depend on Its capacity to re
spond to a chanaina environment and to man. 
menl of lhalchanae, 

Appendix C 
Sample Application of the Configuration Adequacy Mode • 

This appendix conlains an cxample of the com
puler Silina evaluation pl'Ol'CSS presented in appen
dix A, It applies the methodololY to solvina 8 hy
pothetical problem thai is related to the Earth 
Resoul'\.-es InteraClive Processina System (ERIPS) 
currently in use at the NASA Johnson Space tenter, 
The hypothetical problem lhal is addressed is 
"Oiven a 'batch production' job, determine the 
elapsed time to complete that job and lcave 40 to 50 
I'el'\.-ent of the ,,-enlral proctSSina unil (CPU) availa
ble for other Itpplications," This eJlaml'le is divided 
into seven parts, e.nd the various PIUls ad~ress 
specific ideas rresented in appendix A, 

PART I-FUNCTION DEFINITION 

The lACUYERIPS h,u~'h produ~titln user en
\'ironment WitS specifielf ItS Ihe taraet for investi,a
tion. It is necesslU) III detine all proce'lsina fun~tions 
nssochued with this environnlenl lind lhe rcsour~e 
usqc vllrh,hles Iln ench. StCl's I 10 3 of Ihe I'rocess 
~ll\'ered in a"l'endi" A nrc dcpicled here, 

A now ~'harl of Ihe baseline cnvironnu:nl I'm
vi\les insillhl Itnd scn'cs dS an Ilid for idcntifyins the 
functi\ln&tl elcments \,f thc s)'stcm. This now chltrt is 
\levclurcd itS Ihouah Ihc ER IPS is a l-entrlliited 
syslem. (:\'en Ihouah il is known lht.lllhc srecilll-pur. 
rose ,m'ceSS\lf (SliP) is pllrl of the "ontigufIltion, the 
c\,m'crn here is unl)' with identif)'in, Ihe functions 
which nlU!'l1 be rerformed llnlf Ihe: ~osl IlssocilllCd 
with those funclions ,'5 the)' relnte to ensurinll thlll 
40 h~ ~O I'e~ent of Ihe hosl (,PU is Ilvl,illtble h) olher 
.iubs. Tltls objc~live l'lln bc ll~~omrlishcd by tftlltin, 
Ihe spr siml,I)' itS Iln input/mltl'ut (1/0) dc\'ice to 
whkh some fun,'liuns wrile Itnd olhers fc.'Illf. Unique 

functions lire identified with doned lines in 
fl,ure C·l, 

Hierarchical input/processing/output (HIPO) 
representations of funclions and Iheir COSI in 
resource variables were developed. Fiaure C-2 repre
sents this activilY, 

PART II-PROCESS DEFINITION 

Steps 4 10 7 of the computer sizina evaluation 
p~ss are depicted in Ihis section. A batch process 
is d~tined for a representative production user, and 
Ih.e probabilil)' of th81 user ex«ulina funclions in " 
particular sequence is taken into ,,-onsideration; then, 
resource utiliution is coml,uted on the basis of the 
probability (tiS, Col). 

PART III-WORKLOAD DEFINITION AND 
SILECTED BASELINE 

Steps 8 to 12 of the conlrutcr silin, eVdlUiltion 
process arc depicted in this s~tion. The worklolld 
deli ned is II batch produ~tion workload, which con
sisted of lhc procc.'IsinS rcl.(ueslcd on Il site. In table 
C·1. the pllfnmeters to be inl,ul It) ell~h funclion with
in the proccss Itrc srecitied. 

PART IV-CONFIOURATION 

Slel's 1.\ 10 t7 llrc depicted in this section. Since 
this exltmplc involve.'I the ,,"swcring of It l.(uc.'Ition 
IIboul (he exiSlinlcontil1ufluion. il is the only (,ltndi· 
dltle conti,uflltion, This s)'siem. with Ihc "rproprialc 
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hardware capabilities, is shown in the conf1auratlon 
block diaaram in flame C-4. All t\mctions are 
assianed to the host CPU and the SPP is simply treat
ed as an 110 device for the reasons discussed earlier. 

PART Y-INITIAL IVITIM LOADING 
CALCULATIONI 

Steps 18 to 31 are represented in this section. The 
system loadina chart presented in table C-II is only 
for the clusterina and products function. It repre
sents the resource requirements of this function for a 
si .... e pass throuah the transition matrix for the pro
cess. Table C-JII represents tt.e elapsed time for a 
sinate pass tbrouah the matrix for all functions con
tained in the process. This same chart must be 
developed for each function cOl'tained in the 
p:'0ces5. 

Resource busy times and elapsed execution times 
for each process function are summarized in table C
III. Resource utilizations were computed as de
scribed in steps 22 to 25. The results of these com- . 
putations show that the expected CPU utilization in 
a stand-alone environment will be 72 percent, which 
exceeds the 50- to 6O-percent guideline (table C-IV). 
Thus, it is necessary to proceed with steps 27 to 31, 
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which involve the stretchout computations. Subse
quent calculations use SO percent as the target CPU 
utilization. 

PARTY~TRlTCHOUT 

The CPU stretchout factor was applied to each 
function in the process as is shown for the clusterina 
process and products function, and a new table was 
developed usina the stretched out a(ljusted function 
elapsed times (table C-V). 

PART YII-8UMMARV 

Usina the data from the stretchout computations 
contained in Part VI, a new table was developed 
which details the results to be expected from the 

. stretchout (table C-VI). Upon completion of the first 
stretchout computation, it appears that the elapsed 
time to complete the batch production process and 
leave 40 to SO percent of the CPU available for other 
jobs has increased from 416.5 seconds to 839.12 sec
onds (table C-VII). This increase in elapsed time 
results in a CPU utilization of 56 percent, which is 
within the 50- to 60-percent target. 

• 

• 
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TABLE C-I.-Benchmark Case Study 

function Process t:OIItfOi plUQmeter 
dem#ptltm 

FED. Imqemerp 3 acquisition 12 channel 
FBJ Sianature extension Xa 

FBJ Field retrieve I raeld 
F84 Field report (both) Both 
Fa Clusterina All channel. RSEO (DO. OU) 
Fa Select Sun anale RSEG 

" Fa Iterative dusterinl LI. dots as startinl vectors 
Fa Cluster report X 
F., Store statistics X 
F., Detailed report X 
F., Distanee table X 
FIl6 Cluster map Conditional 
F., Cluster map Imqetape 
F., Cluster dot report X 
F., Green number report Both 
FBIO Mean/standard report Both 
FBI I Feature selection SepaNbilityacquisition 
FBI I A prioris computation X 
FBI I Feature selection report X 
FBl2 Classification W 10 replacement. all subclass. 

FBl2 Class summary report 
compute a prioris. RSEG 

No overrides 
FBl2 Class map X 
FBl2 Bias correction Both 

'Bl3 SpectraltnUcclOry plots X 

aFunctions marked ~X~ have no p.rameters. 

TABLE C-II.-Function Resource Utilization and Elapsed-Time Table 

Resoul'Cf! Sland-Ql.me SerlQI Contribution to process 
(Q) single junction execution resoUl'Cf! 

elapsed Node AtQusted AtQusted 
SCI SC] MCO CPU time utllizQtion busy time function 

elapsed time 

SCI 48.75 ! 0 
SC2 9.02 1.0 
MCO 9.31 1.0 
CPU 98.53 1.0 

A verage function elapsed lime 165.61 1.0 

"Selcotor <bannel I - SCI. selC<1or channel 2 - SC2. byte multiple.er channel 0 - MCO. ocntral prooessor busy time - CPU. 
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TABLE C-/lI.-ResoUfff Usage and E/~d T1mt 
for Bari Process 

BattIt AtQlIJltd IWf1Ilff# busy ""'" AtQUlttd 
proms /uNt1Oll 

./Iutfriolu SCI SC} Mro CPU tlapwtI ,_ 
FBI US 1.61 0 3.25 S.71 
FBI. 2.63 1.41 0 6.71 10.7S 
Fill 0 .06 0 .IS .21 
FIM 1.01 .07 0 1.94 3.02 
FSS 0 0 0 0 0 
F. 48.7S 9.02 9.31 98.S3 165.61 
FBI 0 0 0 0 0 
F. 0 0 0 0 0 
FIB 0 0 0 0 0 

FBIO 9.SO .OS 0 7.40 16.95 
FBI I 10.81 .Il 0 1S8.74 169.68 
FBI 2 29.9 2.5 6.5 64.9 103.8 
FBI 3 .31 0 0 .47 .78 

Total 103.76 I4.8S 15.81 343.14 476.50 
Ulilizalion .22 .03 .OJ .72 

TABLE C -I V.-System Resourre Usage 

I'tot.ws,J R'JfJum'J UJtd by p~JJj'S 
III ,h, W01ktoad 

I 
SCI SCl Mro CPU 

Balch produC:liona 012 O.OJ 0.03 072 
TOlal .22 .03 .03 .72 t System overhead .00 .00 .00 .15 ! 

~ Threshold value .70 .70 .70 .SO 
F Slrelc:hout faclorb I I I 2.06 

'Wllh <ummllACIE .,lIem. inlerlChve IlIOn .nd balCh produclion .re mUluoll, 
eadUlive. 

bS - o.7ir - lOb. CPU lUi -151 . 

, 
i 
! 
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TABLE C-V.-Funr:lon Elapsed Time for Selected 
Worle/oad 

R'IOUff# Singl, /UIIrIicIII Serial COIItrtbution 
6U1 ... /_ l'Xtrution (ill a wOI'Idoad) moum' rllprotl'U 

l'lapud 
SCI SC} MCO CPU rim, Nodt RfftI#ru, 

ullll· low 
:Qtion ./Iutf· 

1I0Il 

,,"'" 
SCI 41.75 

• SC2 9.02 
MCO 9.31 
CPU ;;02.97 
Resource 270.05 1.0 

slrelchoul 
faclor 

TABLEC-VI.-Modif/edSystemResourre Usage 

I'rortswJ in th.' 
W01kload 

R,JfJum'J UlN by p~s 

Batch produc:tion 
TOlal 

Syslem overhead 
Threshold value 
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Cost and Performance CharHterletlce 
of Data S,stem Configurations for 
Proces.lng Remotely Sen.ed Data 

P. J. GreIOt4 and J. 1. Spltzet4 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper t, to explore some 
alternative approaches to constructing a large 
remote-sensins data system. The discussion focuses 
mainly on the cost and performance implications of 
usins a collection of "small" computers versus usioa 
one larse computer. Several implications of the use 
of large remote-sensing data systems in general are 
discussed. 

The discussion besins with a consideration of the 
first step in the planning for any large data system: 
definition, both functional and quantitative, of the 
expected use of the data system. Several possible 
large data system architectures and some cost factors 
that may innuence the selection of an architecture 
are identified. Cost and performance of architectures 
based on a collection of small computers versus 
architectures based on a single larse computer are 
compared. Finally, some conclusions concernina 
data system architecture are drawn which may 
benefit members of the Earth resources community 
who are contemplating acquisition of a large data 
system. Because of the MITRE Corporation's recent 
experience with planning for a data system at the 
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), the proposed 
Earth Resources Data System (ERDS) will be dis
cussed extensively as an example of a larse data 
system. 

CURRENT TRENDS 

A trend in the Earth resources remote-sensing 
community is toward the construction of "Iarse" 

aThe MITRE Corporation. Houston. Texas. 

data systems. Established users of remote-sensina 
technology have been replacing small single-user 
research and development (RAD) data systems with 
larger. multiuser, multifaceted data systems. Three 
factors have combined to bring about thill trend: (1) 
successful experience with remote-sensins tech
nology (such as the near-operational production 
estimation procedures of LACIE). (2) improvins 
price and performance characteristics of computers. 
and (3) availability of large volumes of data. The 
trend toward larse systems is expected to continue as 
more users plan to take advantage of Landsat-D's 
thematic mapper. (Beginning in 1981. the thematic 
mapper will provide almost an order uf magnitude 
more data per day than does the currently used 
multispectral scanner on Landsat-2.) 

Several Eanh resources data systems which are 
planned or under construction can be cited as exam
ples of the trend toward large systems. The U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) is plannina a 
User Advanced System that will tentatively support 
IS interactive image analysis stations plus additional 
data processing (ref. I). The NASA Goddard Space 
Fliaht Center (GSFC) has issued a specification for a 
Landsat-D Assessment System that will have con
siderable processing capability (ref. 2). The Canada 
Centre for Remote Sensina is currently completing a 
facility designed to support multiple users (G. 
Willoughby, personal communication). A final ex
ample of this trend is the experience here at JSC. In 
the past, LACIE has required the use of several com
puters in dispersed locations. JSC is currently plan
nins a new, unified ERDS to support its continuing 
remote-sensing activities.lln all four of these cases. 

I ADP A(:Quisition Plan for an Earth Resourc:es Data System 
for the Johnson Spa~ Center. Unpublished dO(:ument. JSC. Nov. 
9.1977. 
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the use of a linate lmaae display device connected to use of the ~ .. central proceaaina unit (CPU), 
a small minicompulet was an early IIep in the main memory, and Input/output devices. A welahted 
development of remotMell8lna aetivlties. Now, the ~m approach is nocessary to capture the eompIaItJ 
data proeesslna requirements of each or..... of a muhi~, multiqueue ~eraJ.purpose .... 
orpnilations c:onstcteriibl) exCeed alae capaci., of a·· ... ; , "i ! ':' ",' 

si. small computer. . ~un'JP8 Ilst8ll. fCM\ 8,IIIClaI..purpon pro-
, ... haM am ... '~ thus, tbelr ... 

DATA • .,.,.. ...... 

A necessary nrst step toward tbe acquisition of a 
new data system is the determination of the extent to 
which the system will be used. The use of an exi&tina 
data syStem is a aood basis for maleina projections 
about the use of a new SYSIel'n. Wben such informa
tion is not avaiJabie,.plannina becomes rather 
difficult. Fortunately. such information aenerally 
should exist in the Earth resources community,.for 
larae data systems characteristically represont 
srowth from a small data system. 

The use of a data system can be cate80rized by the 
type of ··activitiestt supported and quantified in 
terms of wbat system "resources" are required. At 
the planner's discretion, activities can represent 
Earth resources functions (imaae preproeessina, 1m
• classiftcation. data base manqement) or com
puter system functions (edit. compile, execute). 
Creation of several ditTerent cate&Orizations of 
system use (system workload) can yield insisht into 
how the work may be allocated to the resources of a 
larae data system. 

In an Earth resources data system. the basic 
system resources can inelude 

1. Oeneral-purpose computational processor(s) 
2. SpeciaI..purpose computational processor(s) 
3. Alphanumeric (AIN) terminals 
4. 1m. analysis stations 

The set of resources required in an Earth resources 
data system is to some ",tent unique. A special..pur. 
pose processor (SPP) is required to quickl, perform 
larae numbers or parallel pixel-oriented calcutatio~ 
and color displays provide the required intera.:tion 
between the analyst and the im.". 

The units of utilization of each resource are 
senerally those measured by the accountina system 
used on the existina or proposed data system. Exam .. 
pies of utilization units of a .eneral-purpose pro
cessor (OPP) are the System Resource Unit of the 
Control Data Corporation's operatina systems and 
the Standard Unit of Processina (SUP) hour of 
UNIV AC's Exec'" operatina system. 80th units 
represent weiahted sums of measures of a pfOll'8l1\ 's 
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must,.,. ....., ~(a ~t hours" (100. 
tUaI'~ours that s' partJculir' machIae is, or wiR be, 
used). Use of alpbanumeric and Imaae terminals is 
simllarl, measured in connect hours. A simple eon- , 
neet-hour measurement for these devices is ap
propriate because of their sinalMser. sinalo-queue 
nature.' 

The identification of user activities and resources 
required can be easil, repl8Dted in matrix format. 
Table I represeats such a matrix constructed for 
JSC's Earth resources data proeeaslna activities in 
nscal year 1917. The activldes are 8fOUPId Initially 
by the data system component·used to support them. 
The last CltIIOfY in the table, "Supportina com
puters," represents a variety of eisht IBM. UNIVAC, 
and DEC computers located throuahoul the United 
States. 

The utilization unit for .. eral.purpose pro
cessors was SUP hows per week. Use of each system 
component WIS oriainally measured in units unique 
to that component. Tben. witb results from 
bencbmarks and comparison performance data 
published in tbe literature, these levels of use were 
reexpressed as SUP hours per week to presenl a total 
picture of system use. Sucb a conversion also enabled 
comparisons of the relative importance of each com
ponent of the system. 

The Clteprization of activities in table I is based 
on _ountina subdivisions used at JSC. Other ways 
of cateaorizina activities are possible; table II is an 
example. Table II reveals an interestina characteristic 
of JSes Earth resources computer workload. 
Rouline LACIE activities, sucb as classification and 
production estimation. represent only a small por
tion of the workload in the seneral.purpose and 
alphanumeric resouree catqories. (They are, 
bowever. .r consumen-sreater than 50 per
cent-of SPP and it1'l1t&e terminal resources.) The 
workload is instead heavily oriented toward software 
development; quality assurance; and research, test. 
and evaluation (RTaE) activities. 

The cboice of cateaories for activities and the dis
tribution of the workload amDr!J the activities are 
important considerations when plannina a larae data 
system. especially when a multicomputer eonflrn-
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l17.l 

lion is beina considered. As shown in the next IOe
don, the number. size, and type of calelOries can 
form the basis for choosil1llhe number, size. and 
type of computers to use in the data system • 

DATA I'ITIM ARCHITICTURI 

Unlil recond), • the projected workload larsely 

2U 

22.1 

82.1 

25A 

24.4 

26.3 
22.0 
1).6 
19l 

255.8 

22.6 

22.2 
38.4 

3.S 

131.5 

determined the data system architecture. Small 
workloads were ICaHDpUshed 011 small machines. 
available from the minicomputer vendors, wbereas 
larae workloads dictated I..... machines. As 
minicomputers have bec:ome more powerful (i.e., 
have more main memory. includins cache; more 
sophisticated operatil1lsystem; wider eboice of word 
Icnath-16, 24, and 32 bitsiotwicler options for unet
ti .... several computers). th6 size of the workload no 
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lonpr is the only factor in choosin"lthe data system 
architecture. 

The effect of this freedom of choice on the Earth 
resources community has '*'n the selection of a 
variety of architectures for a variety of data system 
requirements. Prominent in the Iarae machine camp 
are the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. which has 
an IBM 360/65 (ref. 3). and the Purdue University 
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensina 
(LARS). which has an IBM 370/148 (ref. 4). A 
multicomputer conti,uration of tive to six small· to 
medium-scale minicomputers has been proposed for 
the USDA's User Advanced System (ref. 1), and 
OSFC will have a collection of four minicomputers 
once the Landsat Assessment System (ref. 2) is in. 
terfaced to the nistin, Atmospheric and 
Oceano,raphic Information Processin. System 
facility (ref. S). Plannina studies for EROS have con
sidered both multicomputer and sin,le-computer 
confi,urations (ref. 6). 

Generally. the available architectures for the pre
viously described kinds of workloads are of two basic 
types: (I) a larae sinlle-machine contiauration (ti •. 
I). or (2) a multiple small to medium machine con· 
ti.uratlon (fi,. 2). The larae sinale-machine con· 
tiluration is centered around a mainframe from the 
IBM 360-370 series (more recently 303x series). the 
UNIV AC 1100 series. or some comparable product 
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Ilne.1 One or more SPP'I and alphanum6rlc and 1m
ap ana'yals terminals are attached 10 the main ....... 
II required. Tbt .... or the data .,... is doter
mined by me workload. The pneral.purpose compo. nen,'. ( .... meIaframo) size is determined by the 
number or SUP hours required, the number of 
spedal.purpOl8 prcasson by the number or connect 
houn needed. and &he alphanumeric and lmap &er
minats by both the number or connect hours and the 
number of shifts dunna wblcb the user Is wlilina 10 
"s18fT" the terminals. Requirements ranalna from 70 
SUP hours per week and 9 termi_ 10 600 SUP 
hours per week and areatel' than 30 wminals can be 
aceommoda&ed by the si ..... laqecomputer arch'" 
ture. A mIlS data II" f&dUty (MDSF) of ..... 
than 30 billion bytes and the data b_ manqement 
software to mansae this mIlS sto ... are available 
larae machine options. 

The mulliplHnachine confiauration of f1pre 2 is 
another option for accommodatina larae workloads. 
Generally. in this archilOf:tUrt. the workload is dis
tributed functionally amona &he multiple computers; 
i.e .• a computer and its associated facilities are dedi· 
cated to a project such as LACIE or to a function 
such as data acquisition, dala manapment. or Imap 
display. The separation between functions. and thus 
computers. may be based on pusive requirements 
(e .... two functions require little or no interchanae of 
information and thus may be separated) or .ctiw. re
quirements (e .... two functions may interfere with 
each other if they are nOlseparated). The m&vor ac· 
tive requirement for separation of functions in data 
systems ,enerally is that development and produc
tion activities should not be supported by the same 
machines, This reasonin, holds if the development 
activities center on m\)difyina the operatina system 
(and are thus likely to cause system "crashes") and if 
the production activities involve larae on-line son
ware systems (such as an airline reservation system) 
or time-oriented batch systems (such as billina or 
payroll). This type of reasonina would not senerally 
apply in an Earth resourcOi settina. 

Fiaure 3 is an example of a functional allocation of 
an Earth resources workload. The JSC worL:!oad 
catClOries presented in IabSe II have been converted 
to specifications for a series of four computers. In 

ZReferem."eI10 vendorl Ire ror iIIullralive PIIfl'OUI only and 
do nol ronllilUIe an endorsemenl or rerommendalion. 
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nGUIE I.-SIIIII .......... blnt Iftbllfcluff. 

nGUIE 2.-Bulr muillpl,-mlrbin. IrdlllHlurt. 

AJN TERMINALI . 

OENERALPURPOIE PROCESIIORI 

IIW 
SPECIAL·PUIU'OIE DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESIIORS 11 CONNECT 
HRIWK 

SIW • SOFTWARE 

would ~quire ~ 
1. A aeneral.purpose computer with a capacity of 

at least 27 SUP hOUR per week3 
2. A special.purpose processor available II hours 

per week 
3. An alphanumeric terminal available two shifts 

per week (or two terminals. each available one shift 
per week) 

4. An imlle analYSIS terminal 3vailable one shift 
per week. 

Althouah one would probably not choose to dedi· 
cate expensive resOUf(CS to the software develop· 
ment function (since software development loads 
tend to vary widely over time). one milht well 
choose to dedicate physical resources to a lonser 
term and more predictable "production" activity. In 
any case. the example illustrates that workload 
desrription and architecture selection are slronsly in. 
terrelated. 

Filure 4 depicts a system which is a sliaht 
modification to the system in tiaure 2. Here. 
resources are pooled. intercommunication between 

lthe apecireed ,.p.,il), Ihould. in rael. be hiJher Ihan Ihe 
planned nerale week uaaae 10 acL'Ommod.le peaks in a,li\il)', 
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processors is provided by a wide-bandwidth com
munications bus. and terminals are permitted to in
teract with any of the processors. Processors may be 
of the same or different size and m~del. dependin, 
on the sophistication of the communications pro
tocol. The ,oal or this architecture is to add to a 
multicomputer conli,uration some of the capability 
ror resource sharin, amon, functions that is inherent 
in a sin,le-computer system. The dqree of sharinl 
C'I' hecome quite hilh if considerable invcstment is 
made in operatin, ,ystem development. as some pro
totype systems have shown (ref. 7). 

DATA IYITltI. 'ACTORI 

The one-time and recurrin, cost faclors associated 
with a new lar,e data system are as rollows. 

I. One-time costs 
a. Hardware purchase and development 
b. System software purchase and development 
c. Application5 software development and 

conversion 
d. Facility modifications 
e. Communications installation 
f. Trainin, 
,. Procurement .nd system en,ineerin, 

support 
h. System inte,ration and test 

" Recurrin, costs 
<I. Hardware maintenance and software lease 
b. Operations. system mana,ement. and 

support 
c. Communications 
d. Consumables 
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frequently. only the one-time COlli are con· 
sidered in plannin, a system and choosinll an 
architecture. It should, however, be realized that over 
the expected 7. to t().year life of a data system. the 
recurrina costs of maintenance and operations 
lenerall), represent the majority of the investment in 
the system. Thus, to estimate the cost-effectiveness 
of a plaaned lar,e system. all cost faclors should be 
consider«l. 

Despile Ihe 1111 admonition. only some c.f the pre
viously mentioned cost fatlors are considered in this 
paper. The factors discussed are hardware purchase. 
hardware mllintenance. software conversion. and 
operations. These factor. were chosen because they 
represent major cost items. because they may be 
affected by choice of architecture. or because they 
are costs that are usually underesthnated. 

To compare the hardware costs of data systems of 
different architectures requires identification of 
specific candidate processors. Once candidate 
machines have been selected. the determination of 
hardware purchase and maintenance costs is rather 
straiahtforward. Most hardware vendors will,ladly 
supply detailed pricin, information on ,heir pro
ducts. Other sources of cost data are industry-survey 
publications (e., .• ref. 8) and. for systems to be pro
cured by the Government. price iChedules of the 
General Services Administration. Studies by the 
M JTR E Corporation have shown that. in acneral. an· 
nual maintenance costs for larae mainframes are ap
proximately S percent of the initial purchase price. 
whereas maintenance of minicomputers annually 
':OSIS 10 to I S percent of the purch.se price.4 

The difliculty in detcrminin, hardware costs lies 
in the selection ~f appropriate processors to be evalu
ated. The main criterion or appropriateness is that 
the candidate machine must have the computational 
capacity 10 process Ihe desired workload. A 
machine's capacity Cltn be estimated in a number of 
ways. varyin, from "hands-on" testinl (application
specific benchmarks and ,enenl-purpose 
benchmarks) to literature review (industry surveys 
and benchmark reports). Table III summarizes some 
of the information on the capacities or various 

4thi, ':1111 be Ken by ~omr.rln. \endor pri.:e li'I', II hll' III", 
been dc:moll"lrilled empirinll)' by • 'ur\'c)' of 20 ly'lem, 
Ihrllu,hoUI JSC. II, di~lu5ed by S Bc:nhillume in I bridin, en. 
lilled ''In'lilulionllllll' Sy'lem, Ilt\'iliion lon,.llln,e Pllnnm. 
Ite\ ,,"w 0" "relenled 10 C (', KCilfl. DIfCl:lor of JSC. on l>c4:embcr 
'.1977, 
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madlines. The table compares various proceaors in 
terml of both the number of SUP hours they can pro
vide in an .khift week and the averqe quantit)' of 
concurrently active terminals they can support dur
ina the day Ihift. The table wu compiled from 
severalsoul'Cel indudin. benc:hmark runs (refl. 9 to 
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12), pubilihed enlcles, and discussions with hard
ware vendors. 

The infonnation In table III wu UIId lO identify 
candlda~e EkDS proc:euon in tile MITRE .tudy and 
can IN used in other Itudiea. For example, IUPpose 
lha& an Earth raourca worklOid h .. been identif1ed 
that requires 200 SUP hours per week. allocated .. 
followl: 

I. 50 SUP hours of routine analysillnd c:la.inca-
tion (produc:tion work) 

2. 30 SUP hours of 80ftware development 
3. 20 SUP hours of quality UlUranct activities 
4. 40 SUP hours of data base maintenance 
5. 50 SUP hours of experimental, "ientinc:, 

numerical proc:eain. 
A potential connauration for such a workload 

would be u follows: 
1. One "Iarae" comruter (with a capacity of ap

proximately 90 SUP hours) with a l1\1li dall Itor. 
facilily for Ihe scitntirac: proc:euin, and data but ac
livilies 

2. One "small" computer (with a cap.ity of ap
r 'oxima"ly 55 SUP hours) for thc produc:tion ac
tivities 

3. A second "Imall" computer (55 SUP hours) for 
the 80ft ware development and qUllity aaurance ac
tivilies 

Table III reveals Iha' a sYltem consislin, of an 
IBM 3701148 and IWO SEL 3217S'I Ihould meel the 
user's needs. IBM and SEL vendon could then be 
,onlatled for detailed priana informalion. The UIer 
could also invesliple Ihe COSIS of eslablishin. com· 
municalions amon.the Ihree compulerl. 

A COIl ilem Iha' is frequenlly not considered and 
is aenerally undemtimaled is IOflware conversion, 
In movin, from a small system 10 a larae one, Ihe 
user aenerally wishes 10 retain all Ihe ca.,..bililies he 
had before. If Ihe new hardware and Ihe operalina 
system are nol compalible with lhe old, Ihe applica
lionslOftwlre musl be converled. A recenlsludy for 
the Cenu.1 Compu181ional FatililY al JSC projCC:led 
Ihal conversion of ils code 10 a new syslem would 
COIl approximalely 52.60 per line of code (ref. 13). 
This COIl wu found 10 be in line with olher Govern. 
menl conversion efforls. which ranacd from $21057 
per line of code. The lotal impacl of Ihis COIl item on 
a particular Earlh resources cenler plannin, a new 
syslem will depend on Ihe center's prl:viou. invC'St· 
menl in IOr,ware. However, users should be aware 
that Ihe aclual COIl' of Ihe conversions revicwed in 
reference 13 ranltd from $900 000 to 5S 000 000 and 
could well e"cccd hardware coslli in some calCi. 
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The nnal COIlilem to be (Oflsidered here is opera· 
lion •. La. data s)'steml require people to run Ihem. 
Computer operators are needed for sc:hedulina jobs. 
moundn, tapa. and serviana the card reader and 
printer. Clerk •• re needed for acceptin, card deckl 
from mrs and for dlltributin, output. Sylteml pro
.nmers are required for malntainina the operat'na 
sYltem Ind other IOftware packaaa. ContUltanu 
should be avanable to .id UIel1 havlna probleml with 
the dala Iysrem. Trainin, courses may be offered (or 
new users. System. analYIIl.re necessary to prevenl 
bottlenecks In the IYllem. Earth resources sYltems 
will likely have I llrae data base and thut will need a 
data base admlnlltralor 10 control the IlNCIUre and 
to maintain the inteant)' and security of the data 
base. And. of course. there is the need for .uper
visors and data center administration. 

All Ihese people represenl a considerable COIl. 

These COlli may be "buried" b), shiflinlsome. or all. 
of the nec:asary "livilies to the user (e .•.• foreina 
the. user 10 leach himself how to usc Ihe system or to 
mount his own tapes on • minicomputer). They will 
IliII. however. represenl an expense; for when an 
analYIl is mountinl • t.pe. he is not performin, 
those Kt!vities for which he wu hired. Thus. more 
an.lysll will have to be hired to aeeomplist: 'tte same 
10lal analysis workload. 

ARCHITICTURIIILICTION CRITIRIA 

After identification of expected data syslem 
UIIIC. hardware .lIern.lives. and system costs. the 
nextltep in system development is 10 select. system 
arcn,lecture. The seleclion can be made usin,sever.1 
crileria. Common seleclion methods rely on the 
folluwin, criteria or on some wei.hled combination 
of these criteria: 

I. Cost-effecliveneu analysis (Which system i~ 
the leasl expensive way 10 support a specific 
worklo.d?) 

2. Qualil.live rKlors (Which syslem is easiesl to 
use? Whkh offers the mOlt services?) 

3. Specific chlflCterislics (Is the sYltem's word 
lmlth atl~lt 24 bitl?) 

4. Performance faclorl (Which system has 
quickcll response or turnaround limes?) 
Each of these sets of flCtors clln be subdivided illlo a 
laraer number or calquries. For example. one author 
cites SO possible performance measurcs or computer 
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servic: dell~ throuah a remote terminal.' Selec· 
tion methods can thus Itt quite involved. 

AI Iyllem development proceeds from feasibility 
sludy Ihrouah eYaluation of vendor proposals. the 
selection pfOl:ell can require very detailed informa· 
tion on the charKttrillics of both the workload and 
the candidate .:onn.untion.. Certainly. any pro
posed arehi'~ture should be sludied analytically or 
by simulation model to determine nece.lary 
resource capacities and communir.ation. bottleneck •. 
Thi. evaluation il especially Imi)tlllanl in the but
oriented multimKhine arehiteclure. where bu. con· 
lenlion may become the fac:tor that controll Iyltem 
throuahpul. For example. in one parlicular case (ref. 
14). sever.1 proceuor. memory •• nd input/output 
buses were required to minimize con ten lion dela)'s 
in a fairly Im.1I mullimachine confiluration. 

The choice of an architecture for an Earrh 
resourees dall IYltem can also be determined by fuc
tcm nOI directly related to either lhe Earth resources 
project to be lupporled or Ihe hardware beinl con· 
sidered. For insllnce. procurement rqulalions may 
determine the nature of a data Iyllem by specifyinl 
wh.t Iype of approval is necessary for purchase of 
computer hlrdw.re. lar,e expenles (a I.rae 
mainframe) may require hith·level approval. Small 
exrenses (, minicomputer) m.y require only lower 
level .pproval. Thu •• the construction of. confilur •• 
tion of minicomputerl over a Ipan of several ye.rs 
may be the ealidt w,y for an qcncy to obtain" '.fIt 
d.la syslem. (It should be noted lh.t diltribulion 01 
COlli over time i. nOI • lqilim.:e reason for the 
purchase of a 1Cf~ of minicomputers. lince lhe coSI 
of a larae mainfr.me can also be dislributed over a 
period of several years.) 

A second example of an externally imposed deci· 
sion criterion would be a company-wide or oraaniza· 
tiun-wide decree to purchase only a c~rt.in Iype or 
lize of computer. The idea behind tluch a decree 
miaht be to facilillie mo\'cmena of equipment rrum 
!~!tion 10 local ion .1 projects er"j 'tnd bcain. 

In lhe ellmple presenled in the i'ollowin, ~liun. 
a cosl-effectiveness ana1)'sis .pproach wa. used 10 
evaluale the candidate conli,Uraliol'ls, Externlll flC
lurs such as thUle cited were not considered. 
allhuuah Ihl,' can ealily innuence lht desian of any 
Earth resourcCi dati I)·stem. 
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SAMPLE COMPARISON OF 
CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS 

It may be instructive to demonstrate the concepts 
of the preceding sections by briefly describing 
preliminary planning for a proposed data system for 
future JSC resources programs (the EROS). 

Proposed Earth resources programs at JSC in the 
late 1970' s through the mid-1980's suggest a 
workload I.lf 200 to 400 SUP hours per week and the 
need for 14 to 20 terminals. The range in the 
workload is due to program options, uncertainty 
about which programs will be funded, and specula
tion about how Landsat-D data will be used to 
achieve various prograrn obj(;ct!ves. 

To support this work', ;~d, data systems using each 
of the three architectur..:' icscrihed earlier were pro
posed. Because of the wurkluau range, four options 
of each of the three arc!;itectures were studied. In 
order to achieve a realistic comparison of architec
tures, the specific hardware selected represented, 
where possible, computer vendors and models that 
are currently in use for Earth resources applications. 

In particular, the SEl3217S was chosen as a repre
sentative 32-bit minicomputer for Earth resources 
applications. (The less powerful SEl 32155 is in
stalled at the Earth Resources Observation System 
Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, as the 
EROS Digital Irnage Processing System,) 

The IBM J03x series architecture (and the plug
compatible AMDAHL central processor) was 
chosen as repiesentative of large mainframe Earth 
resources hardware. Such hardware supports Earth 
resources applications at several locations (e.g., at 
LARS). 

For the multimachine architecture option requir
ing a communications bus, MITRE chose the off
the-shelf Network Systems Corporation bus as the 
intercomputer interface. This communications 
system offers a wide-band data path of 1.5 to SO 
megabits per second (depending on the bus length), 
which can be used to interconnect computers and 
high-speed peripherals such as disk and image 
analysis terminals. 

Each configuration was priced according to ven
dor price lists for purchase (one-time) and mainte
nance (recurring). Tables IV and V show the costs 
for each of the three architectures at the four possible 
design points: (I) 190 SUP hours per week (config
uration A), (2) 245 SUP hours per week (con fig-

uration B), (3) 300 SUP hours per week (configura
tion C), and (4) 410 SUP hours per week (configura
tion D). 

Estimated operations costs are siven in table V. 
These costs included the use of either two or three 
operators per shift (depending on the complexity 
and size of the data system) on an IS-shift/week 
basis, system management and support services, and 
consumables. 

Integration costs are not included in this example 
because of the somewhat arbitrary nature of the 
available estimates and the lack of a rigorous estima
tion procedure. Moreover, integration costs should 
be architecture-dependent (i.e., integrating a 
multicomputer, multi vendor system should cost 
more than integrating a single large-computer 
system); however, there was no clear, precise way of 
quantifying this dependence. One-time integration 
costs will, however, be large. One rule of thumb 
states that the cost of integration will be about 40 per
cent of the cost of initial hardware and software ac
quisition. 

The life cycle costs of each data system configura
tion, priced using the one-time and recurring COSl fac
tors discussed previously, are presented in table VI. 
The last column of this table presents a dollars-per
SUP hour figure of merit for each configuration. This 
figure of merit is plotted versus configuration size 
and architecture in figure S. Several conclusions are 
immediately evident: 

1. An SUP hour costs approximately $10 less on 
the large single-machine architecture than on the 
basic multi machine architecture. 

2. An SUP hour costs approximately $20 less on 
the large single-machine architecture than on the 
bus-oriented multi machine architecture. 

3. The cost per SUP hour in all three architectures 
decreases as the configuration grows. 

Considering the cost data in the light of both the 
high costs of operating the dispersed data system cur
rently in use for Earth resources work at JSC and the 
R&D, software-development-oriented nature of the 
JSC workload, it was recommended that JSC consoli
datt its Earth resources data processing and establish 
a new data system using the large mainframe 
architecture. These, however, are not blanket recom
mendations for all Earth resources data systems; a 
particular Earth resources organization may have 
legitimate reasons for selecting any of the three 
architectures despite the trends shown in figure S. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Data systems in support of remote-sensing ap
plications are getting larger. Many applications can 
no longer be satisfied with a single minicomputer in a 
convenient laboratory operated prime shift by the 
analyst. As the trend continues, the Earth resources 
community will be forced to consider both the com
plexities and the efficiencies offered by large data 
systems, operated three shifts a day, by operations 
personnel. Data centers in support of Earth 
resources applications will appear, and users will be 
incrf!:lsingly separated from the actual computational 
resources. On the other hand. image terminal 
resources will become increasingly available in user 
work areas or even at the user's own desk. 

This environment already exists and is accepled 
by the low-bandwidth alphanumeric terminal user. 
The rapid advances in raster-scan image terminal 
technology, accompanied by the rapid decline in cost 
of the refresh memory required by raster-scan 
systems, make the extension of this environment 
available even now to Earth resources users. 

Significant economies of scale will result if the 
diverse data systems supporting Earth resour~es at 
an installation are combined into a single data center. 
This paper has presented several architectures and 
associated costs for the large data system supporting 
such a data center. Recurring cost factors (mainte
nance and operations) currently slightly favor the 
single large-machine architecture, but other factors 
may dictate the choice of one of the two 
multi machine architectures discussed. 

The construction of a quantitative workload 
model in support of a data system acquisition 
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(EROS) has been demonstrated; any user con· 
templating a data system acquisition should do the 
same. 
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Experiment Re.utt.and Accuracy 

FOREWORD 

This session presents a detailed account of the 
LACIE results. Comprehensive assessments of 
LACIE performance in production, area. and yield 
estimation are described. Emphasis is placed on an 
assessment of the accuracy of the LACIE estimates 
in terms of error source isolation and the resuiting 
corrective measures applied throughout LACIE. 

The LACIE was conducted in three phases. Phase 
I, the 1974-15 crop year, was devoted to developing 
the experimental apparatus; assembling data bases of 
historical agronomic and weather data; developing 
sampling approaches, yield models, and specific pro
cedures for handling and analyzing landsat data; and 
training people. Preliminary testing and evaluation 
of the U.S. Great Plains region was also ac
complished during this phase. 

During Phase II, the 1975-76 crop year, the tech
nology as modified in Phase 1 was evaluated qain in 
the U.S. Great Plains region, in the prairie provinces 
of Canada, and in both a spring wheat and a winter 
wheat region in the U.S.S.R. Exploratory studies of 
wheat identification and yield model tests were con
ducted in five other wheat regions: India, the Peo
ple's Republic of China, Australia, Argentina, and 
Brazil. 

In Phase Ill, crop year 1976-77, the evaluation in 
the U.S. Greal Plains region was repeated, and the 
region coveroo in the U.S.S.R. was expanded to pro
duce total country estimates. The coverage in Canada 
was reduced to 30 segments. The Canadian investiga
tors collected ground observations for further evalua
tion of the problems identili~ in Phase II. Changes 
made before and during the 1976-71 crop year were 
thought to comprise significant improvements. 
These included the implementation oi a new 
machine classification process (known as Procedure 
I), an improved stratification of the regions to be in
ventoried, relocation of selected samples, and revised 
wheat yield models. 

The papers in this session provide the detailed 
results frem the three phases of LACIE. Included are 

papers describing the grow ina conditions under 
which LACIE estimates were made and the accuracy 
and performance of the production, area, yield. and 
crop arowth stage estimates. 

The three crop years of LACIE have been marked 
by a wide variety of weather conditions in the 
regions of interest. "Tile LACIE Crop Years: An 
Assessment of the Crop CIJ~ditions Experienced in 
the 3 Years of LACIE" describes th~ wheat-srowing 
conditions in each crop year for each region for 
which LACIE estimates were made ... Application uf 
Landsat Disital Data for Monitoring Drought" de
scribes the drousht-monitorin, capability of Landsat 
data when used with the wheat growth stage at the 
time of the Landsat acquisition. 

The three papers describing "LACIE Area, Yield, 
and Production Estimate Characteri'ltics" present 
the LACIE estimates made during each year for the 
U.S. Great Plains, the U.S.S.R., and Canada. The 
papers compare official country estimates to the 
LACIE estimates and evaluate the LACIE estimates 
with respect to the 90/90 criterion. They describe the 
estimates with respect to the scope. reporting 
schedule, sampling scheme. and associated problems 
of each LACIE phase. 

A more thorough evaluation of the area estima
tion error sources in the U.s. Great Plains region is 
given in .. Accuracy and Performance Characteristics 
of LAC1E Area Estimates." This paper presents the 
results of the more detailed investigations based on 
ground observations obtained in the United States 
during the three phases of LACIE. 

"Accuracy and Performance of LACIE Yield 
Estimates in Mlijor Wheat Producing Regions of the 
World" bricny reviews the yield m(ldt.ling approach 
and evaluation methodology. The results of testing 
and evaluation of the operational yield models are 
presented with emphasis on the U.S. Great Plains 
region using the most recent 10 years of historical 
data as an independent lest sel. The modifications of 
the models and the reasons for changes are also ad
dressed in the order of occurrence throughout 
LACIE. 
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"Accuracy and Performan~ of LACIE Crop 

Development Models" describes the application of 
such models to LACIE needs and aives an evalua
tion of their performance. The form of the orilinal 
spring wheat development models is brieny dis
cussed, and the modifications required for wint~r 
wheat are presented. Further desired improvements 
are described in lisht of the performan~ evaluation 
conducted durin, LACIE. 

Finally, "Economic Evaluation: Con~pts, Se
lected Studies, System Costs, and a Proposed Pro-
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aram" presents a conceptual framework for estimat
ing the value of improved information and an over
view of completed studies focused on identifyin, and 
quantifying benefits resulting from improved infor
mation. Comparisons of the costs of current and 
satellite-based crop information s)'stems are made. 
The shortcominas of current systems, which are the 
strengths of a satellite-based system, are illustrated. 
In addition, a proposed economic evaluation pro
aram for a satellite-based crop production estimation 
system is discussed. 
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The LACIE Crop V ••• : An A .......... nt of the Crop 
Condition. Experlenc.d In the a V •• r. of LACIE 

INTRODucnON 

The LAct! undertook the task of testi ..... valuet
ina. and developina the technoloaY needed to utilize 
remote sensina arul associated information for 
assessina potential wheat production alobalty. The 
project extended over three crop years, from fall 
plantinp in 1~74 to summer harvests in 1977. The 
project scope was connned to the V.s. Great Plains 
durina the 1974-75 crop year, then expanded to in
clude Canada and the U.s.S.R. durina the latter 
phases. As one would expect, LACIE encountered a 
variety of arowina conditions under which to 
develop and test its technical approach. 

In order to assess the LACIE results, it is impor. 
tant to keep in mind the crop arowins conditions 
under which the results were obtained. For this 
reason, a crop condition assessment team was 
oqanized as an ad hoc aroup drawina on the 
aaronomic. meteorolosical, and other expertise in 
the various project elements. The team used 
meteorolosical data and Landsat spectral data from 
the 1I'0wina reaions to make their assessments of the 
conditions and document where anomalies such as 
droUlht, Ooods. and freezes were havina an impact 
on the crop yield and appearance. Weather data 
available to make the assessments included precipita
tion totals and averaae temperatures for periods of a 
month. as well as for shorter periods of 7 or 10 days. 

In the United States. the weekly rainfall and tem· 
perature data were used to estimate soil moisture, 
which was then related to crop needs by a Crop 
Moisture Index (CMI). This index relates the avail
able water to the usual supply for each week durina 
the arowina season. The index has been normalized 
so that indexes in the ranse from -1.0 to 1.0 repro. 

aNOAA Environmental Data and Information Service, 
HOl.lllOn. TellIS. 

bNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TexIS. 

::S""I'ial j:h: !ugrilphy may Ot aurC'JII" 'rDlla 
L;"!C5 Datn Center 411 

sent typical moisture supplies. Laraer positive index
es indicate surplus water. while lara« neaative values 
represent denciencies. Weekly maps of the eMI 
were used to infer the pneral moisture situation in 
the various crop If'Owina reaions of the Vuited 
States. 

Landsat color-infrared full.frame imaps were 
used to determine the exi.tence of drouaht and 
assess its areal exteol The Landsat diJital data was 
transformed into a Green Index Number (GIN). 
which was useful in dennina the _ee of elrouaht 
and the extent of droUIht-stricken reaions durina the 
final two phases of LACIE. The GIN is a technique 
utilizins transformed Landsat diaital data for detec
tion of aaricultural veaetative water stress. It pro
vides a procedure whereby Landsat data from a 
LACI!. seament can be classified as droUlht atTected 
or not. 

As mipt be expected. the multiyear time period 
and the larae area with which LACt! concerned it
self presented opportunities for extremes to be en· 
countered. The project made no attempt to set the 
extremes apart as nonrepresentative but considered 
them as cases where the technoloay would hive its 
most strinaent performance tests. The period from 
1974 to 1977 was one in which the LACtE countries 
experienced a balance of extremes. ranaina from 
serious droUlht in South Dakota durina 1976 to over
abundant rain in the European U.S.S.R. durina 1977. 
The followina discussion will provide more detail 
about the speciOc arowing seasons encountered in 
each LACl!. country. 

PHASII 

The first phase of LACIE consisted of assembling 
candidate technolOlY for both crop acreaae and yield 
estimation. The test reaion covered the winter wheat 
area of the U.S. Great Plains planted in the faU of 
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1974 and the sprlna wheat area planted in the sprina 
of 1975. Within this arowina reaion, there are many 
factors which affect plant density and the final crop 
yields. For winter wheat, moisture is cridcal when 
plants are established in the fall and wben rearowth 
be&ins followina dormancy. Water Is also crhical to 
the development of sprina wheat; the crop depends 
heavily on preseason-stored moisture as well as pre
cipitation after plsnrina. For both crops, moisture 
plays a key role in accurate identification in the 
Landsat imasery since the analysts rely extensively 
on characteristic unstressed crop sipatures. 

Wlnt.'W .... t 

Durina the fan of 1974, the U.S. Great Plains had 
near normal soil moisture at plan tina. Subsequent 
rainfan was adequate for establishment in the 
Southern Great Plains. but dryness was notable in 
the winter wheat areas of northeastern Colorado. 
Nebraska, and Montana. The winter wheat crop en· 
tered dormancy in aood condition throuahout the 
Southern Great Plains and fair to 1000 condition in 
northern areas. 

Winter temperatures were near to or sliahdy 
below normal. and cold injury was minimal when 
compared to that of other years. Some wind damase 
was notable. however. in parts of eastern Colorado 
and western Nebraska where faU rains had been 
below normal and the dry soil was prone to blowing. 
Wind erosion was also reported in western Kansas 
and the Panhandle portions of Oklahoma and Texas. 

Across the entire Great Plains, cool temperatures 
from March through May slowed rearowth of the 
wheat after dormancy. Rainfall from March through 
May was senerally 100 to ISO percent of normal 
throushout the Great Plains. except for Nebraska, 
southeastern Colorado, and the western Texas 
Panhandle. which received little more than half the 
normal amount. Those ar~s were further affected by 
wind damqe during May. Oreenbugs and local soil 
disease were reported in central portions of the 
winter wheat area, but there were no widespread 
serious disease or insect problems. In general. by 
spring, most of the wheal was in fair to good condi· 
tion. except in Colorado where moisture remained 
critically short. 

Just before harvest, late spring and early summer 
showers created problems. On the first of June, 
heavy thunderstorms caused some flooding in south· 
western and central Oklahoma, while hail was 
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responsible for lodaina in parts of Texas. Harvest 
was slowed by rains in Kansas, Oklahoma, and 
Texas, with hail dam ... and lodaina reported to be 
areater than normal. Rains in June were dmely 
eno., how.ver, to aid the Colorado wheat, which 
was still in the arain·fillina Slap. 

The crop season LACIE encountered in the U.S .• 
winter wheat area durina 1974-75 was ideal for the' 
fint experience of the project. A wide variety of crop 
conditions was experienced. but there were no 
widespread problems of a catastrophic nature. Good 
weather for establishment and postdormancy 8rowth 
allowed a normal proaression of crop sipatures, and 
the technolOlY was tested in what milht be con· 
sidered a "most likely" case. 

.prlIllWhe.t 

In the sprina wheat area of the Northern U.S. 
Oreat Plains. seedina was delayed 2 to J weeks by fre
quent rain and wet fields. When the wheat was 
finally planted. it emerged in fair to aooct condition. 
but the ample soil moisture promoted shallow root 
development. Timely rains maintained 800d 
moisture through June. with very heavy rains occur· 
ring over eastern Nonh Dakota and western Min· 
nesota on June 28-29. Considerable local floodinlOC
curred in portions of the Red River Valley. Durina 
July, hot. dry weather stressed the shallow-rooted 
crops and forced early maturity. July temperatures 
averaged 6° (F) above normal in some areas. Fre
quent showers recurred at harvest and may have 
caused some lodging losses during that critical 
period. 

Even though some local flooding, insect. hail. 
drought. and disease problems were reported. they 
were not widespread episodes likely to cause 
anomalous crop appearance over large areas. The of
ficial USDA yielrl estimates indicated near-normal 
crop conditions. These estimates are shown in 
table l. 

PHASE II 

U.S.S.R. 

During Phase 11 of LACIE, the technology to esti· 
mate wheat production was applied in the principal 
winter and spring wheat growing areas of the 
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TABU 1.-lfJ1S (UCIE I'haIe I) 
U.S. Great PIli"" OJ/Idlll W/wt YIeId;I 

SlGII 1975 11*11. 4."", 
bulGtlt (l972-7S) 

"..".11111. 
bu/tltlt 

Wilt", wt.I 

T .... 23.0 26A 
Oklahoma 24.0 24.4 
K_ 29.0 31.5 
Colorado 22.S 24.3 
Nebraska 32.0 34.4 
Soulb Dakota 30.0 30.4 
MODllna 35.0 30.3 

Spring wt.I 

MInDllOII 31.0 32.4 
North Dakota 29.9 23.0 
Soulb Dakota 18.0 18.5 
MODllna 25.8 23.2 

'USDA ~Ia, Slalillla, IJId Cooperative ServIce. 

U.S.S.R. These indicator relioDS are shown in fi,ure 
1 and comprised approximately 83 percent of total 
Soviet winter wheat and 37 percent of the sprina 
wheat production in 1971, the latest year for which 
reliable statistics were available. 

Winter whttlt.-In the winter wheat area, dry fall 
weather allowed plantiq to proceed on schedule. 
Durin, crop esl8blishment, weather conditions re-

nGURE 1.-V.s.s.R. winter and IItrln. wbeet Indleltar 
nal ..... 

mained dry and soU moisture became shan. It. ftIloa 
of the Important Ukraine area had 1_ than 2S per
cent of normallOil maiature al the end of 0ce0IMIr. 

DuriDa the winter dol'llllftcy period. prtdpltatlon 
wu ...... to or sUabtty below aormal; however,SDOw 
cover wu more extensive than usual. By the IDd of 
January, snow oover bepn retreatiDa froID the 
lOuthern portion of the winter wheat area. and ex
trelDely cold temperatUres throuahout the Orsl week 
in February caused cold Injury to the exposed crop In 
the ..... on out of the Black Sea. 

After dormancy, the winter wheat area received 
ample rainfall and mUd temperatures provided 
favonble conditions for crop development. The ad
verse conditions of faU establishment were com
pletely reversed. and there were no serious 1011 
moisture short .. durin, the headlq ad arLn
tilUq periods. Th" nearly ideal &priq weather wu 
reftected in the final aver. yield for Soviet winter 
wheat which wu 27 qIIha, a near record. Th_ very 
hlah yields show how winter wheat can rebound In 
the spriq after undeqoina very poor conditions dur
ina establishment. This situation indicates caution 
must be used in makinaJudameDts ofOnai crop yield 
on the buis of early-season arowiq conditions since 
the wheat plant can recover from extreme conditions 
if not completely killed. 

Sprllll whetll.-The sprina wheat area did Dot 
receive the early rains which benefited the wiDter 
wheat crop. Both April and May were drier than nor
mal in the area east of the Ural Mountains. By mid
June, soil moisture wu below normal in all but the 
central portion of the &rowina area LACIE wu in
vestiptiq. Durina the entire period from April 
when the crop was beina established throuah July 
when it was headina. rainfall wu less than normal 
except in the extreme northern and eastern sections 
of the indicator reiion. The dryness persisted 
throuah the harvest season and minimized possible 
harvest losses. 

Sprina whelt IJI'Own in the European portion of 
the U.s.s.R., outside the LACIE telt reaion, ex
perienced better moisture distribution than that in 
the Asiatic portion throuahout the entire arowina 
seuon. As a result of more favorable conditions over 
this m~or sprina wheat produc:ina area, yields for the 
entire Soviet spri ... wheat crop averaaect IJ qVha, a 
near record. No detailed yield statistics are available 
yet to characterize the impact of the dryness on the 
37 percent of the crop for which LACIE prepared 
estimates or to verify whether it was truly an 
anomaly within the country. 
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Dudna Ph ... II. LACI! technolOlY wa.«j tested in 
the &pdna wheat arowina area of the Canadian 
prairie provinces. This area Is contipous to the 
northern border stat. of the United StIteS and 
coven lhe southern portions of Alberta, 
Saskatchewan. and Manitoba, from the Canadian 
Rockies to Lake Winnip ... The resion is outlined in 
n.ure 2. 

Wheat IfC)wn in the Canadian prairie provinces is 
normally planted durina April and May and depends 
on both preseason and .rowin ..... son moisture. 
Durina 1976, precipitation wu near normal from 
January throuah June and provided adequate soil 
moisture raerves. 

Durlna the plantina sealon. rainfall wu near to or 
below normal and most of the crop wu seeded with· 
out m.uor delays. Precipitation durina the April.May 
establishment period wu less than half of normal, 
but rains improved in June and encourapd pod 
.rowth. 

As the wheat prOiressed into the critical headina 
and .rain.nllinr s...... July precipitation became 
very erratic~ however. the early-season moisture wu 
apparently sufficient to support the crop. Wheat 
stands were excellent. with only llabt infestations of 
disease and insects. 

By late July. the wheat heads were nllln. well. but 
hot. dry weather in esrly AUlust caused premaaure 
ripenina in parts of Saskatchewan and Manitoba. 
Oenerally dry conditions favored harvest durina 
Auausl throUJhout all .... ions except portions of 

FIGUIE %.-o.tI1H ..., of 1M Can ...... pm,l, prodnftl 
Iho"lna "latal am ........ 
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Alberta. Heavy rains and hail in tho Peace River 
realon durin. I ... Auaust caused extensive lo6aIna. 

The 19'76 sprina wheat IfC)lwlna 11lIOII In the 
Canadian prairie provinces wu very IQOd. Moisture 
wu nover seriously Ilmldnl and inact Ind diseue 
dam ... was minimal. There wore no wideapread hare 
vest IOSIOI. As I resula of th. pod trowina condi· 
tions, yields of aprina wheat were above .ver .... The 
nnal 1976 yields offiCially re1eued by the Canadian 
IOvernmenllre shown in lable II. 

u .•. a,..tp ...... 
Win,,, ""nlt.-The winter wheat area of the U.s. 

Oreat Pllins from South Dakota to the Tnu 
Panhandle had rainfall that wu below normal durina 
the summer of 1975. Consequently. soli moisture 
wu shon durina fall plantina. From September 
throuah November. rainfall in the IfC)wina reaion 
totaled 2 to 4 inches. which wu tenerally only 50 to 
75 percent of normal (nt. 3). Wheat seedina pro
ceeded on schedule. but omerpnce wu below nor· 
mal because of the dryness. Some rainfall wu 
received durin. November. but cooler than aver. 
temperatures limited plant IfC)wth and the chance 
for Improved establishment. Wheat condition varied 
widely from state to stale. but the area most seriOusly 
affected by droutht wu southwestern Kansu. south· 
eutern Colorado. and the Panhandle fIIIons of 
Oklahoma and Texu. 

Throuah the winter months. the weather con· 
tinued to be dry with lI~tle or no ninfl'lI reponed in 
the Southern Oreal Plains. From December throuah 
February. Uttle or no snow Cltver wu received and 
the dry soli became vulnerable to serious erosion. 
Farmers In Colorado. Kansu. western Oklahoma. 

TABLE 11.-DlfltlaI1916 Canadian Yields 
With ComparllfNlil 

Mlnitoba 
Sukaldl.".n 
Alberta 

FIMI,wld. 6t11Gm 

1976 1975 

27 .• ' 25.2 
31.3 25.6 
32.7 29.9 

A~",'d. 
6".,.. 
1965·74 

25.3 
23.2 
26.1 

• 

1 
i 
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SHAn 0 AR A INDICA T S 
INC .~f'J',S 0 NO CHANG 

IN INO DURING W K 

ABOV 30 SS IVlL Y IV 
FLOODING 

T. S M[ 

2.0 T 30 T W T, 1\1 TAND 
IN WAT R 

10 TO 2 0 FAVORAOl , S M I l OS 
TOOWH 

OT 10 FAVORAOL OR NORM AL 
R WTIf 

o TO 1 0 TOP Oi l MOISTUR SIf Rl . 

1 0 TO 20 

20T 0 p[e1 

3.0 TO 4.0 

L W 40 1 

'1I.IIH' ~ ,~ r"ll \, .. i-Ill r, ' 'lId", r .. r J UII" ' \I . 11/71> . 

June und .. 1 I!d ripcnin' in lhc 'cnlral Plain , IIur. 
I U ' Ii"i l}, fcll Ii 'h l l) behind normal I ' a r ull. 

Raim 'uu cd s Illl: 10 'al h Ir I dcluy Inu werc 
re p n ~ iblc for l o:~c. in 'oulhcu',lcrn and ulh. 
cnlrol Kan a n Jul ' I. IIcl\')' rain on Ih II dUI 
au. 0 f1 odin' unu ! dgll1~ of Ihl: 'rain :n Ihal arcv., 

In m I olht:r ar it , Ih wint r Wh ea l har C'i l ' U ' n 
e pcrit:ncl.:d dry \\ alh r I ledill: Ihe (lmbin in 
\, :\h a minimum nf hun C ' I IO~!>es , 

(IIIIIJl II'ilt'{JI.-ln th 'I rin' wheal areu f Ihl.: 
' rcu l Phlln , or ' pril \\ C IIher provided f,,'onlbl ' 

pllllllltl' condil i 0\ . he uryn~" pcr ' i~ l ctl ;nlO M I ' 
and .. I ,", ed carl ' pl .lnl dcvclupmenl . \\h ilc ro I In 

mid·M. dimld 'cu YUUI1' lOP r wlh , Thc 'IHIIl' 
\\ h al dre,l rC 'CI\CU Ie, .. Ihan . pcrcl:n l uf Ihe nor. 
mul Ma) pn: '11/1,111 n, .. a rc ull , e .. IJbl"hmcnI of 
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Ihc cr II W.llI onl~ fair: h w cr, nlln). U vel, ;;cum 
mid-June 10 aid all area .. e 'Cpl • ulh Dak la and 
, ulhwc 'lcrn M inn . la. (j(10 U I oi~lure pre ;111 

o r M n(Una, orrh 1 tk Oll, and arl of Mmncl> ta 
Ihrou 'h Ihe h tu in' and t-:rain-fillin , ,w 'c ., he rc
nwi nd r f Ihe area hi ·hl, ·hled by lar 'l: nc 'alI\C 
' mp moi lOr inJ e\ in fi 'ur 4 rcmlinccJ drou 'ht 
,Iri ' ~c" , and, "hen r'HI lure b an 10 fail, m"n~ 
fdrmer CUI Ih i r "hell for h.l · or lurncu 'allic InlO 
" r r 'nllin '. 

Il u(\ \! I conui l lun, \1 re cellen l Jnd am l,1 
Pl.:fI d \) ll r) " c;l\hcr alit \\ lIl'omblllll1 l() pr Ctl:U 
rll I r Ih:m nurmul l od 'In' nd mil I h (\ e I I ',c, 
\\ ere mlllimilcu . " or . ulh I J~()IU . h Inc I l lIldl 
II n CQuid be of Itllie Import .ln 'C In ' I: the , cere 
1111 I Un1lllcr tlr~ n had .dreuu <..Ie\ .1\1 "II:u Ihc 



T.4..,III.-/076 (LACIE ",., II) Mnlltive or·......, IUIIIId Cl'OPI lAd to cllSalt'y 
U.s. GIN, I'I8u 0/IltItI1 WIn, r", .. wheat wilen hi cbll'lCWildc ....... ' ., ......... 

wu chaftpd by dJouabt. Fortun .... '. sut1lclent 
SIIIN 19"1ItM. .. ,.., WIIIher dill were IVIIIlbIt In' the United SlalllIG 

hItIm (1'71-7$1 cbarIcteriIt .... __ IIId extent of drouabt. . .,.,.-. 
However. It II poaIbIt tbat routine weadaer dati bIIIlkw 
available from IOIIIt fonlan II'IU IDI, not IUow 

w,.,., .. , MIa precilion. An et1'on WIt undertaken 10 dIveIop 
&be LIn_ dill u a I0OI for monItorina ...... , 

• Tn. 22.0 26.4 Iftd IIVIritr of drouIbl in lUCIa a a,... 
0ktIII0ma 24.0 24." Once tbe problem UII wu deneed from 
It_ JO.O )1.5 meteorolo.lcil dlta. Landla' color-compolill 
Cotondo 21.5 24.3 lrIftIPII'tDdII. prepared from bind • (OJ 10 0.6 1 • N--. ».0 )U 
.... DMOII 11.0 .... mtcro....,). bind 5 (0.6 10 0.7 mtcromeIIr). ad 

• MOMIIII ».0 )U bind 7 (0.1 10 1.1 microm .... ) of &be ........... I' 
I 

muitilpectrallClDntr. were URd 10 reftne the initlal 
I 

I, ..,., ... .,..... ..... deIlneIIed from me1IDrOIoaicII dItL A I 

MiMuoIa » ... » ... 
IOtII or 3J LIIIdIIt fuU.fnme ........ (100 by 100 I 
nautical miles) ... required 'or &be SouIbem U.s. ! 

Nonb DIIIoca 24.7 u.o I 

Oreal PIlI ...... ad 14 Landsat ' ..... for &be I 
SCIUIb DaIIoII IU 11.5 ~ . 

MOftIIftI 29,4 U,2 Soutb DakOII .... TheM color tnftIpIfInCieI 
were evalUIMd by compuilon 10 I.IndIat ......., 

~ ..................... ~ .... for _till., the lime date in previous ,..,. and 
also to pmioul ,.., ICqUiIltionl for the current 
,..,. 80th Landsat-I and Landut .. 2 were UllClIG Ie-

sprIna w .... t crop in poniou of lbIt Ill ... Tbe fila. quite 9-day 00YIfIII for the drouabt IDII)'III. Nor-
tive llIIPICl of tile drouabl in SoudI DUou II indl- mal ..... lby IfIIIl vtptation Oft abe pound II 
CIIId by &be reduced ,ields of bolb the spriaa and recorded on tbt Landsat color compost .. u briabt 
winter wbeat for tile ...... u Ibown in SIble III. red. AI moistun ..... redueeI tile vipr or abe 
StaIewide. abe ,ieIds wert 40 percent below recent vtIIIItion on tht pound. the L ..... wecordId .... 

'.' avenps; however. tbeJ were reduced by u much u na'wu CIOfftIpOftd\fty dtmut in .... from l 

'. 
60 percenl in 101M northtutem sections where Ibe whalone normaII, .. a' theume crop ...... ThUi. 
drouabt WIt molt 1IYIfI. by retatlna thelldc of rednaI in tbe ....... un to the 

f In abe lfTectId UII or Soulb DIIcoca. com. rtd IipatUfll tIw JbouIcI have been p,...t. the 

r~ pu1Urt.1Dd other crops were u severely clldmated areal extent of ctroupt wu del ....... on alllOlltc or 
u tile SPrint wbeat. At the time wben abe sprlna LanclAt ....... over the potential drouIbt .... 
...... II normally ripenina and odIIr crops .... IliU The droUlln.lf1'ected UII in die U.s. Soutbern I _. much or abe Landsat imapry prtMntld a col- Great PlalnI wu determined from LandIIt dalllG be 
ora.. IPptIftftCI for all crops. When abe drouaba· located in .... IOUIhwestem corner or KIDIM. in 
Itridcen crops took on abe ."..,... of ripened IOUtbeut Colorado. and in abe Oklabollla and TeXil 

I pain. abe IDII)'III c .... necl an IXCIIIIlve number or PanbandIeI. Tbt anal ex.t or the lfTeeted area u 
ne.. u wbeat. IbUi ClUlins a Iaqe overtItimatl or or April 12. 1976. illhown in fIpn 5. 
Ipriq wbeat ..... in Soutb Dakota. The drouPt severity wil.,ln tbe ..... WM rated 

subjectively by comparina abe 1976 and 1975 Landat 
i......".. Thole ratinp correlate well wilb tbe 

Dev ......... of DfOUIId·MonItorInI ICfUP lOlIta IIlimated from pound-bued obIerv. 
C .... lions. The Ofl for AprlIIO. 1976. also verif1ed lb.1 

thil.....,.. ..... wu UftderJOina moisture .tt ... (fit. 
Tbe PhIN II experienee or LAOE in the U.s. 6). 

Great PtalnI wu tbe project" flm encouacer wilb The initial cItouabl-lfrected area in abe Nonbern 
wictllptead IIrioUI drouIbL It ...... till c:apabUity Great Pili ..... delermlned from full.frame l ........ 
or the -bnoIoaY to produce yield ....... repre- was located wilbin Soutb Dakota. From April I. to" 
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June 12. 1976. the area appeared to be deteriorating. 
but tht: full-frame imagery did not indicate 'evere 
effe t . The June 11 10 13 0 erpa s showed the 
effect of the drought were becoming pronounced. 
The drought-ami ted area delineated at thi time 
continued to expand until the July 8 to 11 overpas 
when it tabilized (fig. 7) . From thi overpass. the 
drought area wa rated ubjectively a having been 
everely or moderately affected by the dryne s. 

The July 10, 1976. Landsat 100- by tOO-nautical
mile image (fig. 8) hows the western edge of the 
evere drought damage in South Dakota. There is a 

lack of red ignature on the right side of the image 
when compared to a July 7. 1975, image (fig. 9) . The 
1975 image shows red ignature, especially in the 
natural drainageways. that are not in the 1976 image. 

The drought analysi of the Great Plains indicated 
that the Land at data contai ned meaningful informa
tion about moi lure stre s. To automate the analysis, 
the digital data from Landsat was transformed into a 
quantitative measure of greenness called the green 
index number or GIN. which ha ince proved useful 
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IG R E 5.-DroUl!hl conditiun, determin('d frolll rUIl - rflllll(, 
Land~at illllll!('r~ for April 12. 1976. 
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in the analy i of drought condition in other coun
trie . The pe iii te hnicsl approach and re ult are 
presented in the Experiment De ign Se tion . 

PHASE III 

U.S. Great Plains 

Win:!,r wileaf.-The U.S. Grea. Plains winter 
wheat region wa!: dry before fall planting, but a erie 
of timely rains replenished topsoil moisture at plant
ing. Wheat generally had adequate moisture for ger
mination and emergence; however, cold weather in 
October caused the wheat to enter dormancy early 
with little vegetative growth . The winter period wa 
colder than normal with variable snow cover and 
below normal precipitation . During February, tem
.,eratures across the winter wheat region averaged 
above normal and encouraged early green-up. Condi
tions were conducive 10 rapid increases in ground 
cover during March and April as continued warm 
temperatures were accompanied by timely spring 
rains. 

Moisture was ample in most state during the crit
ical grain-filling stage. The only notable exception 
was Colorado, where dryness stressed the wheat and 
reduced potential yield. Temperature across the 
Great Plains were very warm during April and May. 
ranging as much as 10° above normal in ome areas. 

No widespread adverse weather occurred over 
Texas and Oklahoma during harve ting. In Kan as, 
heavy rains affected the ea tern sections of the tate 
during the third week in June and some hail was 
repol led. 

In the northern winter wheat states of Montana 
and South Dakota, growing condition were highly 
variable. The extreme dryne s which affected South 
Dakota in 1976 caused the crop to be planted with lit
tle moisture available for germination and early 
growth . The wheat entered dormancy in poor condi
tion and was susceptible to further stand reduction 
by winterkill. The lack of vigor uspected in South 
Dakota winter wheat was confirmed by analy t who 
reported poor signatures on the Landsat imagery ob
tained from that region after dormancy . Timely 
shower during pring and ea rl y ummer improved 
the condition of the wheat that sur ived. 

The Montana wheat had better moi ture condi
tions for e tablishment than the South Dakota wheat 
and received the benefit of early spring hower ; 
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SHADED AREA INDICATES 
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IN INDEX DURING WEEK 

OTO ·1.0 - TOPSOIL MOISTURE SHORT. 
RAIN NEEDED 

·1.0 TO ·2.0 - TOO DRY, DETERIORATING 
PROSPECTS 

·2.0 TO ·3.0 - TOO DRY, VIELD PROSPECTS 
REDUCED 

·3.0 TO -4.0· POTENTIAL YIELDS CUT BV 
DROUGHT 

BELOW ·4.0 - EXTREMELY DRY, MOST 
CROPS RUINED 

FlGlJRt: 6.~rop Molliluh' Indu for April 10. 1976. 

however, the showers became less reliable durins 
June. The GIN WIlS used to estimate drought inten
sity on 9- by ll-kilometer sample seaments in 
eastern Montana. On May 20, GIN indicated 
moisture stress was present. The eMI map indicated 
abnormally dry conditions at that time only in 
eastern Montana. but b~ late June, dryness was prev
alent over almost the entire state. This intensified 
moisture stress during what i§ usually the headins 
stage caused sisnificant reductions in yield in Mon
tana. 

In summary, durins Phase III, conditions were 

such that the U.S. Great Plains experienced no 
widespread disease or insect problems. Moisture 
stress was a localized problem which did not affect 
the major winter wheat growing region after dorman
cy. Even thoush the crop had poor conditions for 
overwintering, growins season weather was generally 
favorable after green-up. 

W;nterkill.-Conventional and satellite sources of 
meteorolosical data were monitored and the data 
analyzed throughout the late fall, winter, and early 
spring to delineate areas where the wheat crop was 
exposed to frigid temperatures with minimal or no 
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• ow co~·-tho criteria for winterkill. These criteria 
were obtained from a search of pertinent literature 
deacribina the toleranee of wheat to cold. Althouah 
tho critical limits depend on variety, plant moisture 
content, and several other factors, a value of - 20° C 
is aeoorally an appropriate threshold. The only Oroat 
Plains potential winterkill locations that were deter
mined to be without snow cover durina the oe<:ur
renee of critically cold temperatures were extreme 
northern Kansas. Nebraska, and the central area of 
South Dakota. wbere fall dryness bad already caused 
poor wbeat-stand development. Field reports 
received from this area later in the season indicated 
wheat had been affected by winterkill and some 
nelds seriously thinned or abandoned. 

Spring wheat.-Mucb of the u.s. sprins wheat 
reaion entered the 1977 arowins season year with a 
serious deficiency of subsoil moisture carried over 
from the previous fall. Durins most of the crop 
season. however. timely showers provided adequate 
rainfall to promote lood arowth in South Dakota. 
Minnesota. and most of North Dakota. Only Mon
tana experienced widespread droutht, althouth the 
western portion of North Dakota had less severe 
moisture shortages. Durins June and July, when the 
wheat in the Northern Great Plains was headins and 

NORTH DAKOTA 

SOUTH 
DAKOTA 
.. ---"" • I 

•••• J 

................ 
,- ..... ~ ~--

NEBRASKA 

SEVERE 

MODERATE 

FIGURE 7.-Oro ...... roRdilioRI dt'fnnlntd from 'ull-fram' 
Landu. Imaa,r), for Jul, 8 '0 II Ind 17 '0 20. 1976. 
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nm"" the GIN was used to evaluate the area for in
dications of suess. Most of Montana's sprins wheat, 
except isolated pockets in the southeastern cornor 
and northcentral portion, exhibited sips of drouaht 
stress, but this Will the only state where such condi
tions were noted. 

U.S.S.II. 

Winter wheal.-The U.S.S.R. winterarain plantins 
season was characterized by ample soil moisture and 
the early onset of cold temperatures. Warm and 
moist September weather promoted the initial estab
lishment of the crop in many areas, but arowth was 
quickly limited by temperatures in October which 
fell below the optimum needed for viaorous develop
ment. In many areas, the cold temperalures occurred 
within 2 to 3 weeks aft~f normal planting dates 
while, in a few, temperatures sufficiently cold to 
brins on dormancy developed at normal plantins 
time. Landsat imllery acquired in late fall, before 
snow cover, indicated weak, spolly wheat sianatures 
when compared with imllery from previous years. 
thus confirming the poor growins conditions. 

January was colder than normal in the winter 
wheat reaion; however, temperatures near rr above 
normal durins December and February cau·;ed the J
month period to averlle warmer than the Ions-term 
mean. The mild temperatures in February were an 
indicator of the warmer than normal weather which 
was to continue throuah the sprins season. In most 
crop regions. this was accompanied by adequate aM 
timely precipitation. The seasonal weather typical of 
the important winter wheat growins region of th~ 
northeast Caucasus is shown in fisure 10. It illus
trates the early onset of cold fall temperatures and 
the warmer than normal weather durins February • 
March. and early April which pushed crop develop
ment ahead of normal. 

Wlmerkill.-Durins December. precipitation was 
near normal and produced adequate snow cover over 
all of the winter wheat resion with the exception of 
the extreme southern portions. On January 2 and S. 
temperatures dropped below - 200 C in the areas 
with poor snow cover and may have caused loss of 
~ome plant stands. The resions affected were 
Krasnodar Kray and the northeast Caucasus. alonS 
with small portions of the eastern Ukraine and the 
Lower Volaa. 

In the resion where cold injury was suspected. the 
Landsat imllery was reviewed closely to determine 
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whether the wheat' charac teris ti c appearan e was 
altereJ in an identifiable way. It would be su pected 
th at damaged wheat would be thin and irregular after 
green-up un Ie si t wa everd y injured, in which case 
the land would be plowed :lnd planted to another 
crop. One of thc egment tudied is hown in figure 
II , where the bottom panel is a machine cia ifica
tion map on which the fields identified as wheat are a 
light c lo r. Wheat planted in sevenl field ' during the 
fall how the brighte t red color where it ha 
emerged and i gr winl! on ctober 7. ne f the 
fields. outlined in white. 'how e tab li hOlenl in th e 

fall but ha been dropped from the in en tory on 
April 4. po ibly becau. c it ha been damagcd and 
doe not e. hibit the characteri ti !!reen-up aft er 
dormancy . 

Figure 12 is im Igery of u cgmenl Illcu ted on the 
eastern edge of the delineated potential winterkill 
area. The good respon e een in thi . segment during 
dormancy when there i - -n w in the fencc row indi
ca tes good fall e tab li shrnent. N cffe't of the c Id 
temperature during January cun be se n in th e 
winter grain re pons in the pring 3CQUI III 11 . 

learly. the e two example ' h w th at e idencc f 
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wintej~ill on the satellite imagery is very subtle and 
requires exten ive analy is to a se s Ihe degro " or ex
tent of damage. 

Spring whear.-The U.S.S.R. spring wheat growing 
region experienced dry weather during the spring 
month . and plan ting progre sed in a timely manner. 
The moi ture upply throughout the remainder of 
Ihe growing ea on varied con iderably betw .:n 
regions, however. July was a particularly important 
period a the wheal moved through the critical grain
filling tage. During July, the we tern portion of the 
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pring wheat area rece d .. pproximatcly HAl to 125 
millimeter f rai nfall, al mo ( t~i e t~le normal 
amount. 

In the ar~a from the M iddl~ olg region ea<"'
ward, moi ture wa mo I ariable. uly rai nfall 
a ro . the northern portion of the priltg wheat belt 
total d 50 to 100 millimetels-n.::u r-n rmal pre :.,ilu
tion. Temperature al :m!r' gl!d n ar normal lh ... ( f. 

Th~ outh rn roninn of the belt ree ived les 
rainfall with crop r gi !1 a era c. r:mgmg cnera!!y 
from 25 to 7 mil II met rs. Temperature ' in tho 't' 
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area are normally warmer, however, than in the 
nonhern port ion of the pring wheal area and make 
precipitation Ie effeclive. Some reports had indi
ca ted below normal so il moi lUre ex isted in that area 
early in the ea on and the lack of any ignificant op
portunity to renew the upply meanlthat plant slress 
Wd likely. Im agery and digital data obtained from 
Land ' at 0 erpa e were u 'ed to e aluate whether 

re wa aC luall y present in the are'! from the ral 
ea tward. 

The GIN program developed by L CIE wa run 
on two separate Land at overpa se in the U.S.S.R. 
-pring wheat region during July when the crop wa in 
the critical jointing-heading ' tage. Data for June 23 
and Jul y 2 to 18 (fig . 13) indicated that much of the 
U,S.S.R. spring wheat region was undergoing tress 
at that time. The next Land at pa s during July 19 to 
30 (fig. 14) il\di ated that tre conditions were till 
present. The 10 1.11 :Jrea of probable moi ture stre s 
r r Jul y, u ing Ihe omb ined data, i hown in figure 
15 . The'e dala imply t at du~ i n g Jul y, mu h of the 

.S.S.R. pring whell ' n ~ he area ea t of the Urals 
ancl generall y 'outh of a line from Orenburg, to Omsk 
e perienced m i -tu re stre . 

Land al color-i nfrared full -rrame too- by 1 
naulical-mile segment or four , c~ ufate ar a~ were 
aloe ami ned r r indication, r distin t change - in 
the 'pectral quali ty Ihal would Impl_ 

crop igor or crop de el pm':: ii i ~ l " "e . ppur 'n 
wi lh in Ihe imager was an ob iou dJrkt:n\l\£ of Ihe 
oil where caltered hower ' had re ent l ( curre- t , 

indica ling that rai nfall wa nol allOgethc; ab 'eo t. 

FIGl lRE II .- Eumpl l' of po"ible ,,·inl('rkill. no rlh(·.~1 

Cauea,u" l ' .S .S,M . "II I'artial falll,ltIl' rU('I\('(', Oelllh,' r i, 19 It, 
(hI Sprlnj: j:n'l' llin~ up, pril .. , I 'I ii . {d 'Iadl"',' (' Ia"ifil-a lion 
map, pril .. , 19ii (Iighl eotur - "lira\. hurd l'n 'd area -
l ' iI) ), 
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FUil'RE 14.-Molslure condilions o"er lJ.S.S.R. spring "heal from Ihe LAnE GIN monilorinll prollram: Landsal dahl acquired Jul~' 
191030. 1977. 

A Landsat overpass acquired on July 4. 1977. is 
shown in figure 16. This area extends from north to 
south between the cities of Omsk and Tselinograd. 
The vigorous red crop signatures in the north lose 
much of their intensity as one moves southward. In 
the central portion. very few field patterns can be 
identified. An acquisition showing the central por
tion I year earlier on July 25. 1976. indicates that 
cultivated fields do exist throughout this area and 
should be apparent. Clearly. the spring wheat did not 
develop well early in the season and stands do not 
exhibit the signature one might expect at a time 
when the crop should be near heading. Rains later in 
July could have caused a slight improvement in the 
crop condition, but significant reduction in potential 
yield had already occurred when moisture shortages 
limited development of the plant stands. 

The sequence of Landsat imagery acquired from 
the stressed region shows abnormal crop signatures. 
and alternative cropping practices may have been im-

plemented in some areas. In figure 17. a series of ac
quisitions for a 5- by 6-nautical-mile segment in 
southern Kustanay is shown which indicates some 
likely problems. On April 29. the fields in the lower 
portion are being preilared; on June 4. they have 
emerged but show weak color-infrared signatures. 
On July 28. much of the crop has matured. while the 
same area on August 1. 1976. was still showing active 
growth. Early maturity is a common response when 
wheat is under moisture stress. 

In figure 17. there is an isolated field in the lower 
right which shows rapid growth between June 4 and 
July 28. This is probably a field that was abandoned 
during June and planted to a crop such as millet. 
which could be harvested for silage before a freeze. 
However. abandonment and reseeding was not a 
widely identifiable practice this year. 

The Landsat imagery contains additional informa
tion indicative of wheat condition in the dry areas. In 
figure 18. the large area of small grains in the upper 
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FIGURE 15.-MIII~tul'f (,lIndIUon' on'r ll.S.S.R. 5prlnll wh •• t rrom lh. LAUE GIN monltorlnll 'fOIlram ror Jul,' 1977. 

central portion of the seament appears to be 
pr08ressing past the heading staae on July 21 and 
presents a dark-red si,nature. By mid.AuaUSI. these 
should be ripe and nearing harvpct; however. the 
August 14 acquisition indicates some red color is still 
present. a sign of active growth. This is likely the 
result of vegetation in the form of weeds and second· 
ary tillers from the wheat plants responding to the 
rains which occurred. The rain probably had the 
effect of slowing maturity as well. In some areas of 
the obiast. August rainfall totaled up to 300 
millimeters, which is about 500 percent above 
normal. 

Only in isolated cases does this secondary wheal 
growth produce a sianificant amount of additional 
,rain; more of len it joins with the weeds to interfere 
with combining operations. In fields which are 
allowed to stand while secondary growth develops, 
some loss of standing grain will occur. causing a 
possible reduction in yield. The extensive presence 
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of weeds in the fields reduces the quality of the 
wheat that is harvested. 

In summary. the wheat crop in the area east of the 
Ural Mountains endured the poorest growing condi· 
tions of any area harvested durin, 1977. In the 
southern portion of the New Lands, drought appears 
to have ,.,ade a serious impact; some fields were ap· 
parently overseeded. while those left for harvest 
were probably of low quality. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The LACIE experience in major wheat-producins 
regions of the world encompassed a wide variety of 
crop growing conditions. These represented the 
spectrum of ,fowina conditions likely to be encoun· 
tered by an operational system using the LACIE 
technoloay to perform timely monitoring of global 
wheat production. It is clear that an abundance of in· 
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formation is available from the meteoroloaieal .rad 
Landsat data which can be unci to Infer likely crop 
condition. The experience in the U.s. Oreat Plains 
indicates that such inferences truly ren ... the actual 
condition of the wheat arowi... there. SUch in
ferences do not follow directly from the data, 
however, and conlidenble aaronomic insiallt and an
dllary ciata are required to make them meaninaful 
and reliable. 

The application of Landat diaital ditta to crop 
condition _ment throuah development of the 
OIN represents a ~or .plleation of tbat Informa
tion source for a purpose other than crop identifica
tion and acreqe mensuration. It hu a distinct advan
.... over the meteorcloaical data in that it providel 
continuous spatial cover .... whereas the weather ob
servations are only samples at dilCrele points. 
However. the use of the OIN also requires care to 
avoid confoundina crop conditions with crop 
phenolQlieal development. The OIN, meteoroloaieal 
data. crop development modets. and andllary histori
cal data comprise a powerful combination of infor
mation sources to be exploited for making qualitative 

~"~~~,"'- ... ,~.,:,.,.,.,...~-,~-,~ .---~ 

__ ments of crop viaor. The LACIE experience 
hu focused primarily on qualitative _ments of 
moisture strea and temperature effects, but lhe in
formation sources ean be extended to inferrina the 
presence or absence of other detrimental crop in
nuences such u disease, insecta, or extreme desicca
tion. 

The data sources available to make ..... ments of 
crop condition. offer varyi ... timelln ... advantaaes 
but these ean be complementary to each other. The 
meteoroloaical data acquired each day provide a 
deOnition of environmental conditions at specinc 
locations and an early wamina when extremes are 
exceeded. The Landsat data provide a measure of the 
planu' Intep'8ted response to those conditions over a 
period of several days. The present interval of 18 
day. between passes of each Landat satellite over a 
point on the Earth may not be timely enOUlh to pro
vide rapid ~fication and denne the areal extent of 
adverse conditions, however, thUi establishina a 
need for Landat data acquisition at shorter intervals 
of9 or 6 day •. 
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Application of Landut Digital Data 
for Monitoring Drought 

D. R. ~ tmdo. A. w"""""".t 

A techniQUe utilizin, IraMformed Landut cHaiaal 
diu fur dettctiun or qricultural veaeaatlve w ... 
Itrea wu developed durina the 1916 South Oak.,.. 
drouahl. The procedure wu exp:.mded to lhe U.s. 
Oreal Plains durina 1977 to evil." the ttch"ique 
for detectin, and monitoriftl vtpIIti ,'I WI" ..,.. 
over Iaqe .... TbillCChnique. the 0 ...... Index 
Number. UIId Landsat _111 diU from S· by .. 
nautiQl ..... iIe amplina framea < ...... 11) to indicate 
when tbe vtpSItion wl\bin the ..... t wu un· 
derao1nI Iu.s. Seamen" were c .... f1ed u either 
molItUrt ItrIIIed or normal UIlna remotHenlint 
IeCbnlqutl comOined with a know ... of the crop 
condition. The remotHenIlna-bMd information 
wu compared 10 a weeki, pound-buod index (the 
Crop Moisture Index) provldtld by the U.s. Depart· 
ment or Commerce. This comparison cIemonItraled 
IOOd ............. between the I"',. remotHelllina 
IICMique and the weakl, pound-billd diu. The 
procedure developed over a .... 11. JIOIrIPhie area 
(Soulb DakoII) for dellCtina moiItw. Itral wu _lid 10 Ila,.. aeoaraphlc realon (the U.s. Oreal 
Plains). 

INTIIODUCTION 

Landsat color-lnfrared i ....... wert used in the 
LACIE durina the 1'16 drouIhll in the U.s. Great 
Plains to determine the areal exllllt of I'" 
drouIbll (rtfl. 1 and 2). The &III 0( LandAt i ...... 
for drouIbt monitorlna is dependent on the subjec
liv, ~l 0( an anaIylt·interpreter in deciclin. 

'NASA IoItaIoa .... Cemer. HouIIan. T .... 
~ !IIcaroala Com,Ift)'. Inc .• s,....1ftd s.m. 

pjvIIioft. .......... T .... 
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thaI I nalon II or il not drou,ln afTectad. Durina the 
11lI1,.. or the U.s. Southern Oreat Plains drou.tn. 
Iludiel wert IIIrtId Uliil, Landat dlaital data from 
LAC.! ample ........... for qu.ntifyin, the IUbjec
tive Judpnent or the anal,lt-lnterpmer ( ...... 1). Our
ina the drouihl in lht U.s. Nonhem Oreat Plains. a 
technique uUlizina uansrormed LancSlaI diJital diu 
for deIectlon or llricullural veaeaative Wlter Sl .. 
wu dIvtIoped (refs. ;2 and l). The procedure. which 
wu dneIoped over a small lIOJI'aphlc filion. wu 
expended 10 Itlecttd LACIE Ample ........... 
Ihrouabout lbt U.s. Oreat Plains duri ... the 1917 
m·p .,..,. The rtmOtHenIlna technique. the Groen 
Index Number (OIN). wu compared 10 I weekly 
pound-butd index. the Crop Moisture Index. pro
vided by the U.s. Depanmenl of Commerce. Thil 
paper presen .. ,he approaches used for and Ih. 
raulll rrom the GIN monilOrift. PfQlram. 

APPROACH 

The OIN concepl for dea&ctiftJ and monitoriftJ 
drouJbl .... Landsal mulliapectrll KlCUlIf (MS$) \'I'''' for LACIE umple IIIIMftIl (n.,. 1 and 2) 
and I know", 0( the wheat IfOWlh ... " the 
lime or Iht i.ahdtal acqulIition. 

Uti ... kIIu pflMftted by Kauth and Thoma (ref. 
4).alCfllftinJ number. the OIN, wu de¥eIoped dura 
ina the 1916 droutht in South Dakota. The GIN" a 
value cleliJnated 10 summarize the condition or 
vtptation within a Slmplina frame. It is bued on lhe 
ability to detect the area of powina "IPlIlion usin. 
II' rour Lan ... bandland 10 measure the area wit"· 
in the rtIion. In approximate ",ms.lhe OIN is the 
percen .... or land in an area with a "healthy" cover 
0( \'tPlltion. 

The procedure de¥eIoped durina lhe 1976 South 
Dakota drouth' wu different from the proc. ,'ere ap. 
plied to the selected IUbIet cf LACIE SlID! iI. sea-
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FIGURE 1.-M8p of Soutb Dakota sbowllla locadons of LACIE 
sample seamen ... 

ments throughout the U.s. Great Plains, which were 
used to test the adaptability of the procedure 
developed over a small geographic area (South 
Dakota) to a laraer geographic area (the U.S. Great 
Plains). The final GIN value is essentially the same 
value if computed by the two different methods. 
Both the original method and the present method of 
computing the GIN will be presented. 

1978 GIN CALCULATION 

The GIN is defined as follows. First, the data in 
the seament acquisition are summarized by cluster
ing using the Iterative Self-Oraanizing Clustering 
System (ISOCLS) algorithm as implemented on the 
Earth Resources Interactive Processing System 
(ERIPS) on the special-purpose processor. (This 
parallel processor clusters a segment in approx
imately 30 seconds.) The clustering procedure sum
marizes the segment in 20 or fewer cluster means in 
the four Landsat channels. The count of picture ele
ments (pixels) belonging to each cluster is also 
calculated. Each mean vector ~ is then transformed 
by 

where 

a vector representing the Landsat-1 
version of the Kauth-Thomas 
transformation of Xl (6); the 
subscript number indicates the 
Landsat channel, and the 
superscript is the cluster number. 

r 0.4326 

A = -.2897 

0.6:l25 0.5857 0.2641 

-.5620 .5995 .4907 

.5329 -.0502 .1850 

.0125 -.5431 .8094 l 8242 

.2229 

b' :: '(0.45. -1.50, 10.61. 2.22) 

1538 • 
MONTANA 

1557. 

1601 

.1605 
~;44. 

1642 

NORTH DAKOTA • 
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·,894 

WYOMING t-----"'""""'-' 

1015 • 
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1887. • 

.,881 • .,892 
.,857 

~.~1.-:;;;.1:..- 7 .1238 

OKLAHOMA 
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FIGURE I.-Map of U.S. Great Plains sbowlna l~atlonli of 
i:: Ai + h' (1) LACIE sample sqmenls. 
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Each vector Is Inspected automatically, and any 
vector bavina values unreasonable for aaricultural 
data is discarded usina the followina procedure. 

A cluster I is accepted as aood only If 

30<,: < 110 

-lO<'~ 

-10<,: 

-IO<,! < 10 

(2) 

The areenness level m of the soil Une then is esti· 
mated by the minimum second-c:hannel value ,~ 
for acceptable clusters. That is, 

m=MIN .v~ 
iis good 

(3) 

Then the green number t is computed for each 
cluster by 

Let a cluster have peen number r and contain n 
pixels. Denne the weiahtlng factor w by 

Otherwise, 

w a Olf,'-1I 
wa lle,'-17 (5) 

The cluster is counted as havina ". " pixels with 
sreen numbers sreater than IS. This curve makes a 
smooth transition from full countina to not counling 
as the green number decreases. 

The GIN then is an estimate of the percentage of 
pixels in a Landsat scene havina green numbers hlsh 
enouah (;illS) to indicate full cover ofsreen veseta
lion. It is computed using only Landsat data. A sam
ple spectral plot of sreen numbers versus brishtness 
is aiven in figure 3. 

1177 GIN CALCULATION 

(4) The GIN is computed cn a LACIE sample seg-

The value of gI should be a aood measure of the 
sreen veaetation present on the pixels in cluster I. 
Experience from test sites with spectral plots in the 
brightness-areenness plane and the correspondina 
imagery led to the followina assumptions. 

1. t - 0 indicates bare soil. 
2. t - 5 indicates a trace of vegetation. 
3. t - IS indicates good cover of vegetation. 
Operating on these assumptions, level IS was 

chosen and GIN was defined to be the percentage of 
pixels in the entire image within clusters havina 
areen numbers sreater than IS. This value was con· 
sidered somewhat unstable for consecutive-day data 
where, for example, a cluster would slip from IS.l 
one day to 14.9 the next day; therefore, cubic welsht
ing was added to smooth this calculation in the 
followins manner. 

ment. an area (5 by 6 nautical miles) with 22932 

GIN II ,,"EauM OF 
.lIeu.s IN CLUSTERS Ctz. 
Ct" Ct •• Cts. ctt. AND 

C~II cn. DIVIDED IV m.» 

Ct, C" 
Ie Ie 

cn Ctl C'I 
Ie Ie Ie 

~~:----~~~-C-"~~GR~EI~N~~~t-R---
CI "ea fOR CLUSTER Ctl 

CI C3 C. II Ie C7 ca" ca" 
Ie II Ie 

IlfiMA no SOIL LINt 

,o~-L~~~~~-L~~~~~~~ 
o • • ~ • • _ m m m m 

IRIQHTNUI 

FIGURE 3.-8amplt spHtnl plot of rlu.trr stltlstln. 
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Landsat imaae elements or pixels. The data are pro· 
cessed usins an automated screenins procedure that 
~ects pixels with values which are unreasonable for 
aaricultural area (because of clouds. water. or bad 
data). This procedure was established empirically 
after inspectins many LACIE segments. The pro
cedure for computina GIN is defined as follows. 

For an observation X. where 

(~:) X= X 
3 

X4 

Z is computed. where 

Z=RX (6) 

where 

0.433 0.632 0.586 0.264 

-.290 -.562 .600 .491 
R= 

-.824 .533 -.050 .185 

.223 .012 -.543 .809 

Each vector is inspected automatically. and any 
vector having values unreasonable for agricultural 
data (because of clouds. water. or bad data) is dis· 
carded using the following procedure. 
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A pixel is accepted as lood only if 

ZI < 100 

-8 < Z2 

-19 < Z3 

-5 < Z4 < IS 

(7) 

Once the screening has been performed. the 
histogram of the value ~. truncated to intcaer. is ac· 
cumulated for aood pixels. ~ is defined as the areen· 
ness channel in the Kauth.Thomas transformation 
and is a weiahted difference between the spectral 
values in the infrared and visible channels. ~ soil 
has a low areenness level. which chanaes with haze 
level and sample segment location. The soil green· 
ness s, for each segment is estimated to be the green· 
ness of the pixel that is greener than only 228 (ap· 
proximately 1 percent) of the other load pixels. The 
greenness is zero~ thus. the green number g for a pix· 
el is g - ~ - s. The green number contains informa· 
tion about green vcaetation. To compute GIN. the 
pixels with g ~ 1.> lire counted. divided by 22932 
(the number of pixels in a scene). and multiplied by 
100 to obtain the percen •. The level IS was ob· 
served empirically to represent healthy green 
agricultural vegetation. The GIN is an estimate of the 
percentage of pixels in a Landsat S· by 6·nautical· 
mile scene having green numbers high enough 
(~lS) to indicate full cover of green vegetation. It is 
computed using only Land.1at data. 

It was determined durins the 1976 South Dakota 
drought that a plot of GIN versus acquisition time 
for a normal. predominantly wheat segment should 
follow a predetermined curve (fig. 4). If an observed 
point for a segment fell into the shaded resion. the 
segment was classified as droulht affected. The 
bounds for the shaded region were defined em· 
pirically with I defined as the approximate sprins 
emersence in days. For different areas or years. the 
shaded area is moved from side to side to match the 
green·up curve. The bounds for the shaded region are 
such that a normal agricultural segment greens up at 
a rate Ireater than 0.5 percent per day for 40 days and 
exceeds a GIN value of 20 for 30 days. Aft,",' this 
time, the wheat in a region has completed grai ... fill. 

. tim .... { .... 
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nGURE 4--PIat of GIN ventlS tim, for. oormal, pndoaaI
..... d,. wheat __ nt. 

ina and is harvested and the greenness of the resion 
may decrease. Each acquisition for a seament was 
plotted and the segment was classified as moisture 
stressed or not moisture stressed. For comparison, 
these seaments were also classified usins the Crop 
Moisture Index (CMI) for Crop Reportins Districts 
(CRD's). The remote-sensins classification pro
cedure of GIN was evaluated &pinst the CMl. which 
measures the degree to which moisture requirements 
of arowins crops were met durins the previous week. 
The index is computed from aver. weekly values 
of temperature alld precipitation. Along with pre
vious soil moisture condition and current rainfall, 
the temperature and precipitation values are used to 
calculate the actual moisture loss. If the potential 
moisture demand or potential evapotranspiration ex
ceeds available moisture supplies, actual 
evapotranspiration is reduced and the CMI gives a 
negative value. However, if moisture meets or ex
ceeds demand, the index is positive. The CMI repre
sents the average conditions over a several-county 
region (CRD); so local moisture conditions may 
vary because of differences in rainfall distribution or 
soil types. The specifIC type of aariculture is not con
sidered in the CMI, but it assumes a water-use curve 
typical of the leaf &re.I index of the crops which pre
doaninate in the region. A CRD was classified as 
drouaht affected ifits CMI fell below -0.5 for 2 con
secutive weeks. Both ciassifacations were restricted 
to similar time frames. It was possible for a segment 
to start normal and then undergo moisture stress. If, 
In anyone instance, the GIN classification did not 
lllree with tbe CMI, the GIN was considered as not 
agreeing with the eMI (tables I and 11). 
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A 
I 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
It 
L 
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RDULTS 

1975 

GIN 

W 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
D 

South Dakota. 187. 

CMI 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
D 
D 

19'" 

GIN CMI 

D 
W D 
D 0 
0 0 
D D 
W D 
W D 
D W 

W 
D 0 
D D 
D D 
W D 

The data used in this study consisted of all LACIE 
seaments in South Dakota which had at least 5 per
cent whCOit as measured by the LACIE Classification 
and Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) in the 1976 
growins season. This definition yields 17 segments 
with 34 possible classifications or segment years. (A 
segment year is defined as an observation of one seg
ment for a arowing season.) Of the 31 classifications, 
12 had either insufficient data durins the growins 
season or data that were inaccessible for other 
reasons. The final data set contained 22 seament 
years for 13 LACtE segments (fi,. I and table I). The 
contingency table (table 111), which applies the two 
classification methods to the 22 good segment years, 
shows that the classifications based on the CMI and 
GIN are related. It was concluded that the GIN ob
servations at appropriate phenolo,ical stases are 
detectin, moisture throu,h crop responses. 

An inspection of the five disaareements on the 
classification results (table I) disclosed that on two 
segments, the GIN al80rithm was confused by a lake. 
Three of the segments were on the edge of their 
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TABLE II.-Results 4fGIN and CMI Classl/lcallOllJll TABU 111.-con'lnIfItCY Table qfGIN QIId CAlI 
Classl/lcatlon MetIIotNJ 

Segment 1977 1976 
eM. 

GIN CMI GIN CMI 
Normal Dry 

ISM) W W 0 W 
1605 W W W W Norma. 10 .. .4 t 

1388 W W OIN 
Dry 7 8 

ISlI W W W 0 t 
IS9S W W W W 11 II 22 
1S96 W W W W 

.. ' • 7.o?w11ll1 __ or1leedlltnJ • 0.9\111 - te\'el ofsiallllh:uc:e. 
# 10S6 W W D D 

1084 W W 0 D 
1015 0 W D D 

1020 W W D D CRD's. and the CMI classifications may not have 
1642 w W W D reflected the actual conditions in these segments. 
1644 w W W D One segment was located on the eastern edge of the . 

CRD where heavy rains occurred at the weather sta-
lS03 w D D D tion located in the Black Hills (in the western part of 
lS92 w W w w the CRD). causina a pOssible incorrect condition to lSS7 0 0 ... w 

be renected by the CMI. 
1260 w W 0 0 Examples of the segment classification procedure 
1694 w W D D are shown in f.,ures 5 and 6. The GIN indica~es that 
1670 w W D D 1975 was normal for the entire crop season for seg-

1221 W W W W 
ment J (ras. S). In 1976, the GIN indicated that by 

1131 D W D W May 24 there was moisture stress in seament J. This 
Illl w W w w indicates that the GIN detected vegetation moisture 

stress at the same time as the CMI. Seament L (fig. 
1238 w W w w 6) experienced drought as indicated by both the GIN 
1166 w W w w and the eMI during the 1975 crop year. In 1976, tbe 

; 1264 W W D D 
GIN indicated moisture stress on May 26, which was 

~ 
confirmed by the CM!. 1047 D D ., 

1048 W W D D 
1008 W W D D 

1010 W W D D U.S. Greet "e'ns. 1877 
IIS7 w W w W 
186' W W D w The data used in this study consisted of 16 LACIE 

segments located throughout the U.S. Great Plains 
1645 w W w 0 wheat crowing region (fig. 2). These segments COR-
1884 W w w w tained at least 5 percent agricultural cropland. The \881 w W w w 

final data set consisted of 70 segment years for the 36 
1892 D D W w LACIE segments (fig. 2). 
1601 D 0 W w The final data set of 70 segment years shows good 
IS38 D D W W agreement between the remote-sensing (GIN) 

classification and the eMI classification (table 11). 
aD - IIIOIflu"'·ltraMd <",,\lotions. W - normll amd.liotI •• and - - 110 <lIt.. The continaency table (table IV), which compares 
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T AIIL£ IY.-Conllnprnq Table of GIN IlIIII CMI 
OtlSlifJCOlion Medtods 'TIIIrIughout the lJSGP' 

eMI 

Normal StteIIed 

Normal 43 S 48 
GJN 

5cresstd 6 16 22 

49 21 70 

the two classification methods. shows that lhe 
classifications based on the CMl and GIN are the 
same 8S percent of the time. It was concluded that 
the GIN is delectinc moisture through cro;
responses and that this procedure, which wa~ 
developed over a small roaion, is extendable to larger 
areas. 

An inspection of the 11 disaareements on the 
classification results (table II) disclosed that the soil 
types at segment locations related to S of the dis
agreements have different water-holding capacities 

ftllCltlfAAl 
01l'1li .... 

""" .... tcuMlllIlt ,. 

... 

10 

DU! 
to 

, t I j 

I.IGItID .. _-0-__ ---II -ttlll_ 

fIGURE 6.-Gnpblt pi .. 01 GIN ,.nus tlml wllh eM. '''1lK 
for IfIDIIIlt L. 

than those used in the CMI model. Also. rainfall pat
terns produced amounts at the segment location 
which differed from the amounts recorded at the 
weather stations used in computina the CMI. This is 
reflected also in the other six disaareements. wbicb 
occurred in segments that were located on the edse 
of the CaD; thus. the CM) does nOI necessarily 
represent the conditions that existed at the seamen. 
location. 

COtfCLUSIONS 

A technique was developed, usina Landsat diJital 
data from S- by 6-nauUcal-mile sample sqments. 
which indicates when aaricultural veaetation is un· 
deraoina moisture stress. A relalion between this 
technique. which utilizes remote sensina. and a 
around-based criterion (the CMf) has been shown. 
The remote-sensil\l procedure was shown to be ex
pandable to a lar,er geographic area and repealable 
for different areas and years. Thus. in areas of the 
world where around truth is not available or reliable. 
it is possible to detect and determine the areal extent 
of moisture stress usina Landsat data in an automatic 
mode. The GIN is now automatically calculated for 
all LACIE segments as they are loaded into the data 
base. The procedure has been implemented on the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) system. 

While this procedure was developed for detectin, 
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and monitorin, moisture stress, variations of the 
idea were implemented in on-line CAMS processina. 
These included the .reen number and briahtness for 
each of the 209 arid interactions"reen number ver
sus bri,htness scatter plots, and tr~ectory plots of 
areen number and briahtness. Thus, a procedure 
which was developed for a particular application has 
had a key role in helpina to solve other LACIE prob
lems, such as aidin, the analyst in verifyina the con
sistency of dot labels (Procedure 1) and separation of 
wheat from other small ,rains. 
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LACIE Are., Yield, and Production Eltl"'ata 
Charactarlltlcl: U.S. Great PlalM 

DuM. L. MtuqUI,· 

• 1 

j OVIRVIIW To estimate wheat production on a country basis, 
• the country is subdivided into areas (strata) where ~ 

The objective of the LACIE is to estimate produc- yield and the prevalence of wheat planted are i 

• tion of wheat on a country-by-country basis. LACIE relatively uniform. Yield and the areal extent of 1 
was desilned to meet u.s. Department of wheat within each stratum are estimated by Indepen- .~ 

; 
Aariculture (USDA) needs in areas where around- dent methods and then multiplied toaether to obtain i) 

truth information is not readily available. However. production at the stratum level. The production esti- d 
in order to test the desian (to determine the accuracy mates in each stratum are then added to obtain the I and reliability). an area where comparison informa- production estimates at other aeoaraphlcal or politi- r 
tion was available was chosen. This area was the nine cal levels. In addition. area and yield are .. ted 

r-states of the U.S. Great Plains (Colorado. Kansas. to determine wheat area and yield at other hlerarchi-
Minnesota. Montana. Nebraska. North Dakota. cal levels within the country. I 
Oklahoma. South Dakota. and Texas). LACIE was The LACIE was desilfted as a three-phase opera- i~ 
not desianed to improve the accuracy of the U S. tion to cover three alobal crop seasons. The U.s. 1 

i crop reports. Great Plains has played a sipincant role in all three .~ 

J 
In 1974. the U.s. Oreat Plains (USO'> acu .ted LACIE phases. The next three sections will describe 

for over 64 percent of the U.S. winter whu' .eIl (56 each phase in more detail as it pertains to the U.S. 
'! ' 

j percent of production). over 93 percent . the U.s. Great Plains. Items discussed include scope. sam-
sprinl wheat area (89 percent of pl'Ol' ,Ion). and 73 pUn, stratei)'. Landsat and yield data. estimates re-

t 
percent of all wheat area in the U.~ . .J4 percent of all ported. accuracy of the estimates. and technical 
wheat production). By 1977 . ' ..61 percentaps had issues raised in each phase . 
all increased. These nine ~'. ~ represented the wide 
ranll of soil types. d l , ... c conditions. topoaraphy. 

r; cultural practice"' . ...;n as crop rotation. strip crop- ' ;j 

pinl. irri,ati, " summer fallowinl). and crop PHAlli r ; varieties which was needed to test the adequacy of .!--. 
I' the desian (accuracy of the technoloay). Of the nine lcope . , 

states that comprise the Oreat Plains resion. nve i , states (Colorado. Kansas. Nebraska. Oklahoma. and Phase I of LACIE had as its ~or objective the 
I Texas) are almost entirely producers of winter development and testinl of a system that used Land-
I • wheat: two states (Minnesota and North Dakota) are sat data as the primary input for estimatin. wheat 
I producen of sprina wheat; and two states (Mont-na area in selected reaions of the United States. Phase I i . 

I and South Dakota) produce sianincant amount. of also was devoted to yield model development and to I 
\ • both winter and sprina wheat. As the LACIE tech- determinina the feasibility of estimatinl production ! 
\ 

I 
noloay chanaed. comparison information had to be in the United States. Durin. the Phase I developmen-
readily available to assess the capability of the new tai period. techniques and operational procedures 
technoloay . were constantly beina evaluated. Based on such 

~ evaluations. several procedural chanps were imple-
·NASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texu. mented. 
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Sample lJIIIllents were allocated to the county 
level baaed on the total area used for wheat produc
tion as reponea in the 1969 Census or AarJ.culture. 
On the basis of lh_ 1969 data. c:o.anties within the 
Oreal. Plains were elassit1ed into three alllOries: 

l. Oro.ap I counties-Those counties that pro
dw:ed ...mcient wheat in 1969 to justify the IUOCI
llon of one or more sample seaments. 

2. OroyP 11 counties-Those counties (or which 
the historical wheal area in an individ\181 Ct"unty did 
nOI justify the allocation of a I8mple seamenl; 
however. when counties in the same Crop Reportina 
District (CRD) were c:ombin~.lhe allocation of one 
or more sample seaments was Justified. Sample sea
ments in 0r0yP II counties were allocated on their 
probability proportional to size and were referred to 
as PPS seamenlS. In PPS sampli"" the probability 
that a particular sample unit will be selected is pro
portional to some measure of size associated with it. 

3. Group III counties-Those counties in which 
historical wheat area did not justify allocation of any 
sample seamenlS. 

The above samplins procedure allocated 411 sam
ple seamentl. S by 6 nautical miles in size. to the nine 
Great Plains states-359 Oroup I seamenlS and 52 
OroyP II seamenlS (table I). (For a more detailed dis
cussion of the samplinl methodolOlY employed, see 
LACIE c00200, Vol. IV, Rev. C. Ott. 1977.) 

TABLE: I.-Number of Sample Segments Allocaftt/ 
by S,a,e, by Crop Type. and by Group; 

U.s. Great Plains, Phase I 

Group Group TOIoI Gm,., Gmup TOlal 

'" I 1/ 
Colorado 27 
Kansas 73 
Minnesota 
Monlad'a 14 
Nebraska 28 
North Dakola 
Oklihoma J) 

South Da"OIiI 9 
Tuas ~ 

TOIII 221 

440 

S 32 
II 84 

8 
2 16 4) 
7 3S 

6S 
7 40 
I 10 21 

II 49 -
44 266 137 

5 
I 

o 

I 

13 
44 

65 

23 

145 

The collection of Landsat claca for each seament 
was scheduled to coincide with the nuUor whllt 
arowtb ..... Due prim""i)' to cloud cover, the 
nW'Dber of usable 1m .... wu substantially reduced, 
On the averap, 2.3 acquiIltions per seament were ob
tained, 

A.t the betlinnina of Phue I, acquisitions were 
-ianed to averace or nominal biowlndows baaed on 
historical wheat JfOwth ... (crop alendar) data. 
Biowindow 1 included Robertson crop IfOwth ..... 
1 and 2 (plantiftJ to jointina); blowindow 2 included 
sease 3 (jointina to headina); biowindow 1 included 
sease 4 (headina to sofa douah); and biowindow 4 in
cluded staaes S. 6, and 7 (sofa douah throuah har
vest). When the crop calendar models based on ac
tual development became operative in May 1975. 
biowindows were updated at the CID level; a second 
yPdatiC\8 of the biowlndows was performed al the 
end of the season based on aclual crop development, 
Actual biowindow definitions remained constant for 
biowindows 2 tbrouah 4, but biowinduw 1 was ad
justed to eliminate 8JOwth SlqeS prior to Robertson 
staae 2.3. Orowlh staae 2.3 corresponds to tbe 
minimum plant cover for detection. 

In each seament for which Landsat data were ac
quired. the Classification and Mensuration Sub
system (CAMS) estimated the proportion of area 
within the seament that was devoted 10 wheat or 
small arains production. These estimates were inter
nally evaluated by CAMS for classification accuracy 
and transmitted to lhe Crop Assessment Subs),stem 
(CAS) where they were used to estimate wheal 
acreaae al Ihe stratum (CRD), the zone (state), and 
the resion (Oreal Plains) levels.-

Afaer all Landsat data for Phase I had been proc
essed. procedures used in CAMS were reviewed and 
ultimately revised based on the experience obtained 
durins Phase I operations. A decision was made to 
use the "new CAMS procedures" to take a retrospec
tive look at the Landsat data acquired in Phase I. 
These data were reprocessed and analyzed usina a 
multi temporal approach to provide the "best possi
ble estimate'~ of wheat proponion in all seamen IS (or 
which data were available. The proporcion estimates 
were set up as the CAMS rework data base, and ... 
",.lio05 were performed. The results of Ihae 81· 
,reptions are referred 10 as the "at-harvest" esti· 
mates. These estimates cannot be compared to the 
real-time estimates reported from April lhr. 
Autust beeause in lhe earlier estimates (I) bare 
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IfOUid w. Included u poten"" wbeal Iftd (2) 
...... data In biowlndow I ........ red before 
wheat ...... upenouall coll'n _dve ldendb 
dOD. Table n _WI lbo number of ........ do-
CIlId and tho number or ..... on .. UIId ." crop tJpI 
IDCIbr ..... for ............ _ orlllo roworlcod clata. 

.......... 
. Table In IbowI .... I11III11 or tho ..... _ 

buod on .... CAMS rework clall with .PI_ .. 
UIId In tho ......... plu tho CDrfIIPOIIdina 
ICI'IIII .dmateI reported bJ dlo Crop Reponina 
80Ird or lbo EconolDict. Stad.del, Iftd CooporatiVil 
Service (ESCS) (formerl, lbo Statlldcal Repordna 
Sorvice (SRS)) of tho U.S. Departmont of 

TABLE 1I.-NumberqfStlmpl, Semen" AllottIted 
find Number UledI. the CAMS Rework 

Aaregfltlon. by Stfll, ad by 7)pe Ii Whe", 

Colorado 
Ka ..... 
Nebra*a 
Oklahoma 
Tew 

MIOlal 

MlnntlOla 
Notth Dakola 

Sublolal 

MonlUa 
Soulh Dakoll 

27 
73 
28 
.Jl 
31 

Wlnl,., wI/,., 
5 

II 
7 
7 

II 

199 41 

1 5 
65 0 

73 

57 
30 

5 

3 
3 

SubIO'" 87 6 

TUlallll#ltrJI 

To"'lCImenll 359 52 

21 
50 
19 
23 
23 

1.16 

5 
42 

47 

l6 
II 

57 

240 

3 
5 
4 
6 
5 

23 

4 
o 

4 

3 
2 

5 

AarlcuI1ure. Tho OVMtlte wID .... wblll .. WII 
within I ..... t of lho USDA f1IIII _." for 
1975. (Tho ftvo Ill ...... Colorldo, KanIa, 
Ntbrukl. Oklaholu. ad Texu. Tho aven win .. 
"'1 Ill.. Include MOD..... and South Dakota 
with tho Ove win .. wheat .... Tho four IPrina 
wheat ......... MInn .... Montana. North Dakola. 
and South Dakota.) The OkIaboml estimate wu 

TABU 1I1.-LACIE AI·HtmeII Eltl_1ft 
With PPS Sewment, Intludtd III,he A"rrgtllion 

ComptIfrd 10 1975 Flnfll ElI/m",,, 
of H""",tet/ AC'm by USDA 

Sial, 

CoIondo 
Kanau 
Nlbruk4 
Oklahoma 
Tela 

SUblOlal 

Mlnnesola 
Norah Dakola 

SublOlil 

Monlana 
Soulh Dakola 

SublOlJlI 

UCiE Ct.a 
nt_fr. ".,.."" 

,''''''''' 
q/'tICm 

Win", ""11«1, 

30St 
12940 
2657 
6906 
4218 

29779 

20.8 
7.1 

21.0 
III 
32.6 

7.0 

d2150 15.7 
d5853 14.8 

dl003 11.6 

15.6 

Tolll eslim.1eI 4S 935 5.7 

"7.f}ltull Rrlatl .... 
USDA d(Drmtc .... c· 

C'l/_'~. b PM"'" 
I~ 
q/' tlC'ff'I 

2470 
12100 
3070 
6700 
5700 

30040 

+19J 
+6.5 

-IU 
+l.0 

-3S.1 

-0.9 

2787 -29.6 
10090 -72.4 

12877 

4975 
296S 

7940 

-60.9 

-24,4 
+28.6 

+2.6 

so 857 -10.7 

.... lome,. ... ,"nola,,1 ft.UI 
~ l .. rr4·.r-n1 .,1 ,,, .. ,"'" - [llit nlt"'* • 101.' 

"' ...... Pr ....... ·..... I." "nn ..... s.. ... m"l. ("'"I' ....... ,,'" ...... ,. ,.~. I '~.,,,. 
f,Prl-l''''.I<III , •. ,.,. 

. L"':II lRl 
'ReW,,~ tlanf'Ctt.:~ - [ n IF. • 1110 

"'~ (·"w~ ..... ~ .eouIWd III ",R'ft • ..., .. ....., ....................... "' ..... " .. .. 

ntt,....,. Thf,c nil"''',,'' 'lint adJ".,"' ....... ItHed ... ttk- -.meftl 1c-\if1 'n, u.,,_ b"lt, . 
• nd 110. I .... nt~ In ",. 
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cIa.t to abe USDA state esdma.. at 3 percent 
above. Then followed Ken ... at 6.5 percent above. 
Nebruka at IS.5 percent below, Colorado at 19.2 per
.1 above. and Texa al 35.1 percent below. 

For Ibe mixed wheat ...... LACI!" Montan. 
adm.te of total wheat wu 24.4 percent below the 
USDA estimate, and tb. Souab Dakota eslimato wu 
28.6 percenl .bove. In Ibe SPrilll wbllt ...... &he 
Minneso .... timate wu 29.6 percent below. and tbo 
Norah Dako .... tim.te wu 72.4 percent below abe 
USDA .. tima ... Invelliption. into the cauRI of 
tbllt errors are diKUllld in more detail in the next 
section. 

AOGUrIO, of ............... 

In Pbue I. tbe LACI! accur.cy lOal wu .pplied 
at tbe national level. The LACI! accur&q' loal. 
referred to u abe 90190 criterion. specified that abe 
at-barvelt wbeat production .. timator be witbin 10 
percent of abe true value 90 percent of the time. In 
order to ...... wheaber tbe acreap estimatel would 
support tbis criterion. it wu assumed that area and 
yield estimators were unbiuec! and independent and 
tbat tbe coefficient of variation of the yield predictor 
wu equal to that of tbe acreaae estimator. Under 
abete usumption.. the 90190 criterion would be 
satisned if tbe coeffICient of variation of an acreap 
estimator. at the national level. wu less tban 4.3 per
cent. 

The coefficient of variation of lbe acreese estima
tor at tbe U.s. Oreat Plains level wa .. timated to be 
5.7 percent and wu projected to be 3.7 percent .t tbe 
national level. However. a silnincant dift'erence of 
-10.7 pertent wu observed between the LACIE 
estimate for the U.s. Oreat Plains and the corre
spondinl USDA eltimate. indicatina a neptive bia. 
Since the proj"ted coefficient of variation of 3.7 per
cent wu less than tbe required 4.3 percent. some bia 
wu tolerable. 111ct it wu inferred that the LACIE 
acreaae estimator m~rainally supaorted the 90190 ac
curacy pI. However. problems with samplina and 
clusinc.tion encountered durinl Phue I indicated 
that improvements could and should be made before 
concludina that the LACIE acreaae Cltimator met 
tbe 90/90 criterion. 

A siJllificant contributor to lbe wheat acreap 
underestimate at the Oreat Plains level wu the un
der. (-72.4 percent) observed for Nonh Dakota 
sprina wheat (see .. ble III). Analyses based on com
parisons of seament wheat proportion .. timatel with 
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correspondina around-oblerved proportions for ZO 
sample ..... enis and wiab bistorlcal wbtll PI'OP'U'
tions for abe correapondina counliea indicated ab.t 
sampU... wu tb. major problem r.lber tban 
dulUkation. Additional ...... enll ... added in 
Nonb Dako .. to alleviate Ibis problem in ...... U. 

Tho comparisons of seament wbeat proportion 
estim... with pounct-oa.rvod wbeat proportion 
atim .... alto indicated. dimculty in dift' .... tiatina 
wbeat from olber relaUKIsmall anins. This required 
thai wboat area .. ti .... be obllintd by ntiolna 
small pns area .... ml .. in ICCOI'dance wilb abe 
bistoric prevalence of tbeM crops. Also. wheat iden
tllation wu found to be more dil11cull in reaioIII of 
maqinal wbeat production. sm.1I neldl. or larp 
amounts of confusion crops. 

T ....... " ..... 

There were .bnical problem. which arose dur
ina Phue I. Those described in this section are abe 
major ones aft'''tina the ". ~I':I obtained in Phase I. 

WhtolllmolllfQln, Iq{lrtlllon.-A major source of 
error found in Pbase I wu that sprina wbeal could 
nOI be reliably dillinauisbed from other sprinl small 
... ains. allhouab sprint sm.1I trains could be dil
tinpaiahed from other crops. For winter wheat. the 
~or source of error appeared to be classific.tion er
ror in maqinal artU. where confusion crops such u 
alfalfa were in abundance. The fact that wbeat coulft 
not be C9nsistently and accurately separated from 
other small arains leads to a second issue. 

Whtolllmoll groin. rtlliolng.-If total small arains 
proponion estimates were the products pnerated by 
CAMS for abe sprina and mixed wbeat areas, then 
CAS WI! forced to develop wbeal estimates from 
these smallarainslltimatel. The procedure used wu 
to "r.tio" the &prina Imall arlins estimate to obtain a 
sprina wheat estimate. This ratio wu based on tnme 
historical proportion of sprina wheat to sprintlmll: 
.... ins or to total small ... Iins in the s .. te. Thl. r.tio
ina .bnique introduced errors into the system since 
the current-year ntio of wheat to small .,ains is not 
likely to be the same u the ratio in some year put. 

Group IIl11mpll",.-A review of the LACIE pro
cedures in early Auaust 1975 pinpointed the fact that 
a relatively Iaqe pa" of the positive biu (over
estimation) observed in the acreap estimates made 
to that time wu di"'tly .ttributable to classification 
of wheat in the Group 11 (PPS) sample seaments. 
These overestimates indicated a potential source or 
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error in the PPS approach. While such a samplin, 
a"attIY ia conceptually lOund from a lta,i"ical point 
of view. questions were asked about the practicality 
(applicability) of th~ approach since CAMS tended 
to overea,iml,e wheat area in these low-denlity 
wheat areas and the PPS approach requires an un
biued .. imate. 

The major 'nferen~ drawn from elperienca with 
the PPS seamenb in Phase I WI'! that the PPS lei
ments appeal'e\i to have characteriltics (Iuch as low 
percentaae wheat) that made accurate dlllincation 
more dimcult thin dlllincation in Group I sea
menta. It WI\. allO found that the aarqation loaic 
was particularly sensitive to errors in acreqe esti· 
mates for Ihe PPS seaments . 

£orly-sttIlOfI ,"'mol'on.--Because an estimate of 
wheat production early in Ihe crop year was coa· 
sidered especially valuable. it was a projecl con~ern 
10 produce eslimales as early as possible. Durin, 
Phue I. an altempl was made to arrive al an ara esli· 
m'!te usin, fan dala. which mo"'td Uule wheat 
emeraed. The approach was to classify areas of 
seedbed preparalion or bare soil as "potential 
wheat." However. fall plowi", and seedbed pr"'Para· 
lion were conducted in many area for purposes 
olher than planlina wheal. and lhus Ihe LACIE esli· 
mate was initially considerably hiaher than the 
USDA eslimate. Other major causes of the hiah esli· 
mala. in addition 10 lhis "pC!enlial wheat" problem. 
seemed 10 be (l) cases in whirh wheal could not be 
ICpHaled from small arains and olher crops and (2' 
cues in which classifications would be made wilh 
the estimate results in lhree overlappin, dasses (i.e .• 
winler wheat. sprin, VI·heal. and tot.1 wheal). 

Sompllng.-Certain rroblems were found in um· 
plin,. One was placinl samples in nonaaricullural 
areas because of a lack of futl·frame l:.ndsat data to 
support the proper delineation of such areas. 
Another problem concerned the assumption that 
counties were relatively homoaeneous. AClual ex· 
pcrience did not support this assumption. Landsat 
data provided the ba.'iis for the delineation of .reas to 
be sampled. 

'HAil II 

The Phase II scope of LACIE in the U.S. Great 
Plains "yardstick" rClion was to test the totalsyslem; 

that ii, 10 estimate area. yield, and production com
ponenb. wl,h emphasis on early-teaSOl1 estimates. 
The p'ln '-IIiled for the pnmtion of area, yield, Ind 
production .. timal .. for the lIVen .. tate area from 
Februa, 'I throuah October. four ...... eatima .. from 
July throuah Oclober. and nine .tate estimales from 
July throuah October. However. insumcient Lmdlat 
data in Monlanland South Dakota "used ,he Febru· 
af)' Ihrouah May "Iimltel for winter wheal 10 be 
m.de for the nve .tates of the Southern Oreat Plain. 
only. Spri", wheat wu not detectable until ,he mid
June Landsat PIlI. With lhe JO.da)' period from ac:
quisition 10 receipt by CAS. the nnt sprin, wheat 
and 10lal wheal estimatel were delayed until Auaust. 

.......... 
The samplin. stratea)' used was the same as thaI 

used in Phue I with Ihe exception of the redelin~ 
lion of .. ricultural and nonaaricultural area in 
Norlh Dakota. which resulted in movina some sea· 
ments. AIIO. u mentioned earlier. 20 sample sea
ments were added in North Dakola. Thus. Phue II 
included 431 sample 'ttments in lhe Oreal Plains 
reaion. 

L~nd .. tD.tI 

In Phue II. III Landsat acquisitions were utilized. 
Tlble IV shows lhe number of sqmenll allocated by 
Sl.te Ind by crop type plus the number of sample 
...ments used in each of the CAS reporll. 

Al the five .... te level. of th~e JeIIT.ents allo
cated. the number of seamenll uJed :anaed from 
over S4 percent for the February rcporllO 97 perctnt 
for the end-of-ICUOn report. For the seven .. late 
area. lhe number of seamenlS used lanaed from over 
81 percent in June to 96.5 percenl by the end of 
season. At the four .... le level. usable acquisitionl 
were obtained from 48.3 percent of those seamentl 
allocaled in AUluslto over 90 percent by the end of 
season. and for lhe r.ine states combined. Ihe usable 
acquisitionl ranaed from 76.1 percenl in .\uaUSI 10 
94.4 percenl by the end of season. CAS Annual Re
port 03. December IS. 1976. con'-ins tables showin, 
the aver.,. percenl wheat per ..earnent used in each 
report. the avt:raae number of elapsed days from 
landsal acquisiliop until receipt in CAS. and the dis
trii':ution of seamenls used in each reporl by month 
of acquiSition. 
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'.... 1 IbowI the number or claaiOcadont 
PIIIId a whu. or ... 1 anini b, monthl, npon 
(or .... nine "III. the Ove Ita .. and lht IIVIn 
.1I&eS. All Ib, dIalncatkml (or &he (our .,rina 
wbea .............. 0 paint. M .. of the ca_fIca. 
tlou were made ror small .... in •• ,ven ror Ih. Ove ...... 

Yield 1IIlm1. ... received In CAS on .... 
(ourth workina day or &he month. The yiolcl modIIJ 
are documenlld In LACIEoOO431 (June 1975). The 
models ... dewIoped at the .tate level and ... 
run II lht CRD level. Dall baa for the CAS 10ft· 
ware used the lndivichlal CRl).le~ yield OIlimat ... 

The yield modIII were devftloped rrom a yield and 
climatic ... but or approximatel, 45 ,..,.. The 
yield diu ... USDA yield per hll'VlllId acn, and 
abe climatic dati wen National Oceanic and AI· 
mo.ph,ric Admlnl."alion (NOAA) monlhly 
calmalic diviJloA aVlfllll or predpiutlon and tim
penaun. A pteetwile lintll' curve wa UIId to model 
the IIChnolog arend. A more detailed explanation or 
the modelIlI contained in tbe documenl nrerred to 
above. 

The d. __ on or the Ph.-II resulCI ref'en IC' the 
.. lima", u reviled in CAS AnnUlI Report 03, 
December IS, 1976. The revised .. tlmal .. resulled 

TAIILUV.-NumbtrO/StlmpI,StpwnIS Al/o(olllNlld /VlImbno/S«mtnts I.IsNln £adJ RtpOH. 
by SllIlt and by Crop Typt; I.I.S, G"OI Plilins. Pltast " 

!lmt' NUftI""'~1 N""., of 11'1"""'" tnH b,l' ,.."..", 

14'Je"""'" Frb, M., Apt, ""tJ,I' J""tll Am, .'9 JuI,l' Autt, s,pl, 0.'1, f.''''' Ill' 
tJlIl1C'tlltJ 

It'CIIIJII 

W",,.., rtMI 

Color .. II U 2S lS 26 26 n JO 31 Jl J2 32 
KaMlI •• U 61 62 70 7S 77 71 7, II -. I. 
Ncbfuka lS U 21 22 27 30 31 32 32 JJ J3 Jl 
OIl "110m. 40 JO J6 36 JI 31 40 40 40 • .0 40 
Te ... 49 31 .2 44 41 .7 .7 .7 47 .7 .7 47 

S"lalC IOIaI 240 130 liS I" 201 2i6 223 m 221 2)) m 233 

Non ..... 3. 10 17 21 22 3S lS ,. 
Sou," Dtlil,," 10 I 9 9 9 9 9 9 

2','alC "I'al 41 It 26 JO 11 4. 44 45 

7 .... lCkI ... 2 •• n. 249 m 259 277 m 27. 

¥'/IIr _1I,'a' 

MinncllU" 13 10 10 II II 
M\Jftlana 22 14 19 2{) 10 
Norlh P1111ul. U 31 .,7 " .:~ 

South .,.1111" 2) 14 Ie 19 I~ 

..... IC kllIl 14) &9 114 l2iIJ illlJ 

7i.'~1 "h"fli 

""IlI!; ,,,la' 4)1 m "IIJ; 40& 407 
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from the use of the CAS technoJOIY available at the 
end of Phase II to provide a consistent set of esti
mates. Known data errors were also corrected. Ap
pendil ;.\ contains the Phase II estimates of area, 
yield, and production by state. by crop type. and by 
report. Tables A-I, A-II, and A·III contain the revised 
area, production, and yield estimates. Tables A-IV, 
A·V, and A·VI contain the corresponding coeffi
cients of variation for the revised estimates. Tables 
A-VII, A-VIII, and A-IX contain t:.e real-time 
LACIE estimates. However, the statistics reported in 
real time during Phase II were not correct and will 
not he presented here. 

U.S. Southern Grea, Plains winter wheat.-Figure 2 
shows the revised monthly LACtE estimates of area, 
produC'tion, and yield for the five states compared to 
the (fJrfesponding monthly USDA estimates. The 
are. estimate in February was 22.7 million acres. The 
area estimates for Nebraska and Colorado were quite 
high when compared to historical data, and the esti
mates for Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas were low by 
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the same comparison. The average estimated percent 
wheat per segment was 13.7 for the live slates. With 
additional segments acquired, the April estimate was 
21.8 million acres. ThiS decrease occurred because 
the Colorado arid Nebraska estimates dropped to 
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near their historical averaaes. The Kansas and Texas 
estimates increased somewhat The averaoe perc:ent 
wheat per seament for the five states was 14.5 in 
April. The area estimate reached its peak a~ 26." 
million acres in late June. The aver. percent wheat 
per seament for Colorado, Nebraska, and Texas 
declined after this report. white Kansas and 
Oklahoma percent wheat averaaes increased. The 
end-of-season alea esthnate was 25.8 million acres 
comparJd to the nnal USDA estimate of 27.65 
million acres (a -7-percent relative difference). 

The production estimate for the five stales was 
626.1 mUlion bushels in February (table A·II). The 
estimate declined to S64.1 million bushels because of 
both the area estimate chanaes discussed above and 
the reductions in yield model estimates. By the lale 
June report, the estimate was 706.2 million bushels. 

This increase resulted from larae area increases in 
Kansas. Oklahoml4, and Texas, plus yield increases 
in all states except Nebraska. The final LACIE esti· 
mate was 686.2 million bushels compared to the 
USDA final production estimate of 739.6 million 
bushels (a -7.S·per"'Ont relative difference). 

The derived yield estimate for the five states was 
27.6 bushels per acre in February. (Yield is derived 
by dividina the production estimate by the area nti· 
mate. This yield is a weishled aver. of all the yield 
model estimates.) Yield model estimates in Colorado 
and Kansas declined by nearly 2 bushels per acre, 
and the Nebraska estimate declined by 3 bushels per 
acre by May (table A·IlI). This resulted in a five
state yield estimat.: of 25.3 bushels per acre. By the 
end of the season. the Kansas. Nebraska. Oklahoma. 
and Telas yields increased. resultina in a five-state 

Gr---------------------------------------------~ 

30 
AREA. MILLIONS OF ACRES 

•••••••••••••••• ~ .• ~ ........... 26 1 26.3 26.7 21 .. 8 
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O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r_~~~~~ 
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-LACIE-

1~r-----------------------~~------------------~ 706.2 
750 659 7 630 "t.e 116.2 126.4 •••• !!.~ ...... !!!~! . 
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1 
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PRODUCTION. 
MILLIONS OF BUSHELS 500 

2SO .••••••• USDA 
- LACIE 

-REVISED DEC. 16. 1976 

FIGURE Z.-Mea.lIl, toaqIII, .... of LAnE an' USDA ntlmllts; Pbas. II; Soutll.ln G ... at ""u wlnRr wheat statu (l~olondtt. 
kaaau. N ...... ka. 011.1 ........ 1ft' Ttlu). 
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yield estimate of 26.6 bushels per acre. The final 
USDA estimate was 26.7 bushels per acre (3 -0.4-
percent relative difference). 

U.S. Gl'('ai Plains winttr whtal.-The first esti. 
mates for the seven states were made in June. Fiaure 
3 shows the revised LACIE area. production, and 
yield estimates compared to the USDA estimates. 
The June area estimate was 28 million acres. The 
estimates for Nebraska and South Dakota were over· 
estimates. while the estimates for Oklahoma. Texas, 
and Montana were underestimates (table A-I). The 
estimate increase I to 29.9 million acres in August 
due primarily te he area increases in Montana and 

South Dakota. The final LACIE estimate was 29.4 
million acres compared to the final USDA estimate 
of 31.7 million aeres (a -7.8·percent relative 
difference) . 

The initial seven-state production estimate was 
740.7 million bushels (table A-II). The estimate in· 
creased to 798.3 million bushels by ~ugust due pri. 
marily to area and yield estimate increases in Mon· 
tana and South Dakota (tables A·I and A·IIl,. The 
final estimate declined to 794.2 million bushel!6, due 
primarily to a decline in the Nebraska area estimate. 
The final USDA estimate was'8SS.6 million bushels 
(a -7. 7-percent relative difference). 

Mr-------------------------------·----------------------------------~ 

40 r: ••••••••••• ~!:! ............ . 
30.6 29.4 29.4 31.4 31.4 31.7 . 

AREA. MILLIONS OF ACRES 28.0 21.8 21.7 

JUNEI.J J 
29.9 29.3 29.3 29.4 

VIELD. BUSHELS/ACRE 

PRODUCTION. 
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JUNE 29 
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~r---------------------------------------------------------~ 
JUNE I. .JUNE 29 

30 ... 26.5 26.5 28.7 26.9 27.0 27.0 27.0 
24.1 •••••••• 

20.9 ········258 ........ 28.3 26.7 26.9 27.0 
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-LACIE-
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JUNE 29, 826 5 842.9 842.9 85&.8 

784.4 753" 7&3 9 ........................................ . 
7"0 
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2501- , ••••••• USDA 

-LACII:-
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-REVISED DEC.1S. 1976 

FIGURE l.-Monlhly romp!lrlson 01 LACIE uti USDA eslimales; Phase II; "Inler whe'l. Rven .taln (Colou.o. Kansas, N,braska, 
Oklahoma, T,xlS. Monlana, and Soulh Dakota'. 
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1bo June derived yield esdmate W1I8 26.5 bushels 
per acre. The estimate iicreased to 27.0 bUlhels per 
acre by September due mainly to yield model esti
mate increases in Nebraska. South Dakota, and Moft.. 
tanl. The ftnal estimate was 27.0 bushels per acre. 
the ..... as the nnal USDA yield estimate. 

U.s. GIN, Plallu """, whHl.-The first .prins 
wheat estimates made by LACIB were in Auaust. 
Piaure • shows the revised LACIB area. producdon, 
and yield estimates compared to the USDA tati· 

. ma... The inidal area esdmate was 13.2 million 
. acres. The estimates for Minnesota. Montana, and 

North Dakota were under their respective historieal 
estimates (table A-I). By September. the area esti • 

mate increased to 15.6 million acres due luatIY to In
creases in Minnesota and North Dakota. TIle avoraae 
percent wheat per seament IIacntued to ·18.5 from 
1 .... in AuausL The area estimate decreased In 0cto
ber due to • drop in the area estimate for Minnesota. 
Tbe end-of ...... on estimate increased to 15.65 
million acres due to area increases in Montana and 
North Dakota. The avenae percent wheat per sea
ment was 19.5. The ftnal USDA area estimate was 
19.' million acres (a - 26.9-pereent relative 
difference). 

The Auaust sprinl wheat pftMluction estimate wu 
347 .• million bushols (table A.II). By September. the 
estimate W1I8 409 .• million bushels. The increase was 

• r--------------------------------------------, 
20 

,9.& 11.7 19.7 19.7 11.7 19.8 ............................................... 
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Dakota, and Soulh Dakota). 
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due primarily to the area estimate increases since 
only the Montana spri", wheat yield intreased sub
stantially (tables A·I and A·II). In October, the pro
duction estimate was 406.2 million bushels~ the 
decrease was due to the Minnesota area estimate 
clec:line. The final production estimate by LACIE 
was 409.9 million bushels, the increase due entirely 
to area estimate increases. The final USDA estimate 
was SOl.' million bushels (a - 22.2-perccnt relative 
difference). 

The derived yield for the four sprina wheat states 
was 26.3 bushels per acre in Auaust and September 
and 26.2 bushels per acre in October and for the final 
LACIE estimate (table A·IlI). The final USDA esti
mate was 25.3 bushels per acre (a relative difference 
of 3.4 percent). 

U.s. OttOI Plains lotol wht>ol.-The first LACIE 

estl",ate of total wheat for the nine states in the U.s. 
Oreat Plains came in Auaust (fi,. S). The revised 
estimate was 43.1 million acres (table A.I). In Sep. 
tember and October, the estimate was 44.8 million 
aCreli. The increase was due to the sprins wheat esti· 
mates. The final LACIE area estimate was 45.0 
million acres. The final USDA estimate was St.S 
million acres (a -14.4-percent relative difference) . 

The initial production estimate was 1145.8 million 
bushels (table A·II). In September, the estimate was 
1199.9 million bushels; in October, it was 1197.5 
million bushels; and the final estimate was 1204.1 
million bushels. The final USDA estimate was 1356.7 
million bushels, for a relative difference of 
-12.7 percent. 

The initial derived yield estimate was 26.6 bushels 
per acre (table A-IIl). The final LACIE yield esti· 
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40 ~--------------------------------------..... --..... --~ 

30 

VIELD. BUSHELS/ACRE 20 

10 •••••••• USDA 

~r-..... ----------------------------..... --..... ----..... --.., 

PRODUCTION. 
1500 1211 .!!y'.J!!!. 1!!! ...... J.~! .... 

MILLIONS OF eU$HELS 1000 
. ....... ~ 

1146 1200 1198 

500 .••••••• USDA 
-LACIE-

O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r.~ 

-REVISED DEC. 16. 1971 

.·ua:RF. ~.-1\Ionlhly tOIllPlrillOn IIr LA(',,: and l:SDA .sllmaIH: Ph ... II: LS. (in-II Plains. nlll.-slal" lolal Koll.redo. Kansas. 
N"brel,kl. Oklahoma. Tnu. I\lonla .. _, Sorth Dakota. Soulh Dakola. Ind 1\IInn,·lIoll). 
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m.,.; wu £u. i uuanci. per acre compared to tho final 
USDA estimate of 26.4 bushels per acre (a l.l·per. 
cont relative difference). 

AoourH, of the .Itlmetel 

In Phase II, LACIE estimates were made for ",'ea, 
yield, and production. Generally the yield estimates 
were quite close to USDA estimates and were con· 
sidered satisfactory. However, the area and produc
tion estimates at the U.s. Oreat Plains level were low 
compared to the USDA estimates due primarily to 
sianificant underestimates of spring wheat area in 
the four U.S. Northern Great Plains states and to a 
sianifitant underestimate of winter wheat area in 
Oklahoma. 

An evaluation of the LAC1E total wheat produc· 
tion estimator for the USGP in terms of the 90/90 cri· 
terion indicated that the coefficient of variation of 
the estimator, calculated to be 5 .,ereent. was suffi
ciently small to tolerate a relative bias of 4 percent. 
However. a relative difference between the lACIE 
production estimate and the USDA esrimate of 
-12.3 percent indicated that the relative butS (jt the 
production estimator was likely to be larger than was 
tolerable. An estimate of the bias using ground.truth 
information from the blind sites also indicated that 
the relative bias was laqer than the tolerable 4 per· 
cent, supporting the difference observed from the 
USDA estimate. As a result, it was conC'luded that 
the 90/90 criterion was not met. It was inferred. 
however, based on the blind site analysili, that an ac
curacy Coal of 90175 was achievable. 

For winter wheat production in the USOP. the 
lACIE estimate was not significantly different from 
the USDA estimate. However. sianificant acrease un
derestimation problems were indicated for 
Oklahoma. a problt.m not observed in Phase I. Our· 
ina Phase II. Oklahoma and other states of the 
Southern Great Plains experienced aenerally dry 
conditions through April 1976. These conditions ere· 
ated poor wheat stands and caused these wheat sig
natures to differ significantly from those of normal 
wheal. In some CQe5, sparsely vegetated fields were 
not detected 35 "emersed" acrease in the landsat or 
on the aircraft ground·truth color·infrared imaaery. 
April rains greatly improved the wheat stands; 
however. ,tote dro'l8ht-allered arowth cycle misled 
the analysts to believe the late-r«overina wheat to be 
sprina·planted crops. 
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for sprlna wheat production in the USOP, a sia
niflcant differenco was observed between the LACIE 
and USDA estimates. The m~or contributors were 
sprln, wheat llCreaae underestimates for Minnesota 
and Montana. As was indicated in Phase I, sprina 
wheat could not be reliably differentiated from some 
other sprina small arains. As a result. historic ratios 
of sprlna wheat acrease to sprina small IfIllns acreage 
were used to obtain spring wheat acreage estimates. 
This introduced additional error into the spring 
wheat acreage estimates, particularly in Phase II 
when the planting of wheat in preference to other 
small arains areatly increased from previous years. 
Blind site comparisons of lACIE small grains pro
pOHion estimates with around.truth proportion esti. 
mates also indicated a tendency towards under· 
estimation of small grains proportions. Both ratioing 
and classification were significant contributors to the 
underestimation problem. 

The small arains proportion underestimation was 
partially due to the strip.fallow croppina practice in 
the spring wheat region. particularly in Montana. 
Strip-fallow fields, some of which are sma'i com· 
pared to landsat resolution, are difficult to tietect 
and measure on the imaaery. In Minnesota. uhder· 
estimation aenerally occurred in segments with hiah 
sprina wheat density. Analysis indicated that 
unusual wheat sianatures. partially due to color dis· 
tortions in the undsat imaaery. were the major 
cause of the underestimation. Analysis also indicated 
that samplina was a problem in Minnesota. The 
reallocation in Phase III resulted in an increase from 
13 seamenl5 to 47 segments. 

Reaardina thr performance of the first-aeneration 
yield models developed durina lACIE Phase I land 
implemented in Phase II. tests of them by com· 
parison with 10 years of historic data indicate ade
quate performance in estimatina wheat yields when 
auregated to the USGP level. At state levels. 
however. investiptions have indicated the need to 
improve yield predictions for extreme weather con· 
ditions. For example. 1975·76 was an extremely dry 
year for South Dakota. and USDA estimated the 
sprina wheat yield at 10.9 bushels per acre and the 
winter wheat yield at 18.0 bushels per acre. The 
lACIE South Dakota yield models. on the other 
hand. estimated 17.2 and 31.6 bushels per acre for 
spring wheat and winter wheat yields. resp«tively. 
Even if a zero value of precipitation had been en· 
tered in the sprina wh(.·at model. the estimate would 
have been 13.0 bushels per acre. This indicates the 
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inadequacy of these yield model forms to reflect the 
tolal dynamic ranse of the plant's response to its en· 
vironment. 

Tecbnlcllillue. 

As a result of the LAClE experiente lhroush 
Phase II, several technical issues remained which re
quired further study. 

Dif/t'rtntlalion 0/ small gratns.-Wheat was not 
reliably differentiated from other small Irains. In 
Phase I, an analysis of North Dakota blind sites 
revealed that barley was not being reliably dis
tinguished from spring wheat. In addition. other 
crops such as alfalfa and pasture became confusion 
crops. Efforts were begun late in Phase I to develop 
improved analysis procedures-procedures that 
would take advantage of any spectral separability 
that exists between the crops. For Phase II. however, 
the classification and mensuration procedures were 
used to estimate total small srains. and ratios based 
on historic proportions of sprina wheat to small 
grains were used to convert the Landsat-based small 
grains estimates to wheat estimates. 

Historic ratios of wheollo small Rrains.-In Phase 
II. the ratios from the latest year for which data were 
available at the county level were used to estimate 
wheat. given the Landsat-based estimate of small 
grains. In most cases. the current-year prevalence of 
wheat was not the same as the given historic year. In 
the United States. the current-year wheat ratio 
averaged about 10 percent higher than the historic 
ratio used. Thus. the use of the historic ratios con· 
tributed to the underestimation problem. 

A second issue concerning ratios is that the 
historic ratio that was used to derive the wheat esti
mate from the CAMS small grains estimate needed 
to include as "small grains" all crops that CAMS in
cluded in their Landsat-based estimate of small 
grains. It was not readily apparent from the Landsat 
imagery what crops were included. Also. for the 
ratios to be more effective. it was necessary for the 
CAMS analyst to conscientiously identify all "small 
grains" on the imagery. 

Improved yield models.-While the yield models 
had performed well in several regions. they tended to 
underestimate or overestimate yields in rqions en
countering extreme weather conditions. While the 
extreme weather conditions had been somewhat 
local within the LACIE regions. the models were not 
expected to perform well in a year for which a coun-

try was subjected to extreme conditions over a rna· 
jority of its resions. 

A second problem with the yield models resulted 
from the overlappins of the models in some areas. 
For example. during the development of the models. 
the Nebraska Panhandle area was used for both the 
"Badlands" model and the Nebraska model. This 
overlapping. plus the fact that the models were 
developed at the state level and used at the CaD 
level. introduced sianificant correlation problems 
with the statistical descriptors of the yield estimate. 

Sampling mixed spring and winter wheal areas.-In 
LACIE Phases I and II. seaments in areas containina 
both spring and winter wheat were desill1ated winter 
or sprins in proportion to the historic percentaae of 
winter or sprina wheat srown in the county. Onte 
these segments were so designated. each seament 
was analyzed only for sprins or only for winter small 
grains acreage and data were collected only durina 
the growing season appropriate to either the winter 
or the spring grain crop calendar. but not both. 
However. a mixed area by definition has a prob
ability of both winter wheat and spring wheat being 
grown in a sample segment area. Thus. it appeared 
logical to collect Landsat data for both winter and 
spring wheat in all sample segments allocated to 
mixed wheat areas throughout the complete growins 
season. This was. in fact. implemented for Phase III. 

Sampling slralt'gJI.-The initial sample seament 
allocation was based on 1969 Census of Agriculture 
data. However. significant shifts in production pat
terns for wheat since 1969 resulted in an apparent 
undersamplins in Minnesota. In addition. analysis of 
Landsat imagery indicated a need for further delinea
tion of agricultural/nonagricultural areas. 

'HAlE III 

Icope 

The scope of Phase 111 in the U.S. Great Plains 
region was similar to that of Phase II-to estimate 
area. yield. and production components. The plan 
called for the generation of the estimates for the 
seven winter wheat states from February through 
October. the four·state spring wheat estimates from 
July through October. and the nine-state total wheat 
estimates from July through October. The July 
spring wheat and total wheat estimates were not 
relC8S1m in real time but were released with the an-
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• 
Dual report ID December. The ..... III scope wu 
t\lrther expanded to incl'ude p ..... 11I ,Vlluatlons of 
the IICODdopneration ac ...... umpIkta and yi.ld 
IItImation tecbnolOl)' over portions of th. yardstick 
..... on. 

A reaUocation wu performed in the U.s. Oreat 
Plains for Ph_ III (to be disc ...... later). this 
modified allocation wu not completed prior to the 
Pbue IU data order submission in Aupst 1976 for 
the 1977 crop year. Therefore. the Pha II sampl. 
seaments were ordered at that time. The initial 
LACI! Phase III crop report in February 197'7 wu 
based on thae Phase II sampl. seaments acquired 
throuah December 1976. Th. Phase III sample loca
tions were completed and ordered retrospectively on 
January 31. 197'7. The ne'" '&eI'!IenlS acquired 
tbrouab December 1976 were proc:essect. and a 601· 
seament "February" report. repledna the earUer 431· 
seament report. 'Vu aenorated on April 6. 1977. 

The first-aeneration samplina stratei)' utilized in 
Phases I and II wu desiped to achieve a 2-percent 
samplina enor at the U.s. country level. This sam
ptina stratei)' was modified in Phase III to achiev~ a 
S-percent coefficient of variation (CV) of the pro
duction estimate for the U.s. Great Plains "'lion. 
This CV would permit the 90/90 criterion to be met 
with a reuonable dearee of bias in the production 
estimate. 

The samplina strateu consisted of a two-staae 
slratiRed probability sample in which substrata 
(counties) were the primary samplina units and the 
5- by 6-nautical-mile seaments were the secondary 
units. Sample seaments were allocated to the coun
ties on the basis of wei,hts which were a function of 
(1) the aaricultural area in the county, (2) the within
county standard deviation of small ,rains area from 
seament to seament, (3) the classification error 
variance, (4) the county yield, and (5) the county 
yield prediction error. Dependina on these weiahts, 
the counties were desianated as Group I (hiah sam· 
plina rate), Group II (low samplina rate), and Group 
III (not sampled). (See Appendix B, LACIE COO200, 
Vol. IV. Rev. C. CAS Requirements Document, for 
more details.) 

The seament-to-segment small arains standard 
deviation was determined from small arains iden· 
tified in the Landsat imaaery used during Phase II. 
The assumption was made that the distribution of 
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wbea' wu proportion" to the dlatrlbudon of small 
......... Full-frame Landsat data were used to deter
min. the ..... cultural areas. 

The reallocation resulted in an increase in sample 
seamentl ti'om 431 to 601. In Pbase III, data were eol· 
Iec:ted iD the mixed wheat area for the total wheat 
pwina MISOn-essentiall, the entire year. Thus, 
the ISIUIftPtion wu that a mixed wbeat area bu a 
probabiUty of both winter and SPrina wheat beina 
pwn in a sample seament. Table V shows the initial 
Phue III allocation of sample seamenlS by state and 
by crop type. 

AI will be diJcussed later, problems occurred dur
ina Pbase III operations wbicb caused the allocation 
to be modified to reOeet wbeat rather than Imall 
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,rains and the Sllft\eRts in the mixed areas of Mon
tana and South Dakoll to be redesilftlted as sprint 
only. winter only, mixed sprina and winter, or Rot to 
be used. The last column of table V reOects these 
chanaes durina Phase III. Thus. at the close of Phase 
III. the allocation was modified to 557 sample .. -
ments for the nine states. 

LandutD ... 

In Phase Ill. all acquisitions for sample seaments 
in the U.S. Great Plains were analyzed by CAMS. 
Over SlOO acquisitions were acquired for the 601 sea
ments allocated. Over a third of these acquisitions 
were usable in CAS for aureaalion purposes. 

1!1 Phase III. a thresholdins procedure was 
developed to eliminate. from consideration in the 
acreaae estimation procedure. estimates from sea-

,t¥f!i+"1.P" ....... " 

moots suspected of beina incompletely emeqed. 
This procedure consisted of monltoriRl the rates of 
chanae of seamen. wheat pereon.... between 
claulOcation dates for a liven seament. At the 
avenae date when the rate of chIRP wu small, the 
crop arowth stap was computed, and all UIIIlenl 
wheat pereontqe estimates based OR Landsat K
quisitions before that II'Owth state were deleted from 
the acreate estimation procedure. This procedure 
was shown to decrease the maanitude of the acreqe 
underestimate. The underlyina auumption was that 
it was more accurate to estimate an area usina a 
Group III ratio than to use incomplete data. 

Also. durin. Phase III, a procedure was developed 
to "screen" the seament wheat estimates. This 
screenin, procedure was aimed at identifyina the 
outlier seamen~s and eUminatina these seaments 
from the area agreption procedure. 

Table VI shows the number of seaments used by 

TABLE VI.-Number of Sample Segments Ustd by State for Each Monthly Report: 
U.S. Greal Plains, Phase 1//0 

SIal" Ftb. May Junt july Aug. !i"". Orl. End of 
CMR CMR CMR CMR CMR CMR CMR "tuM 

Win'", ""'tal 

Colorado 2S 22 22 21 26 2S 24 24 
Kansas 82 98 104 96 103 107 108 106 
Nebruka 41 38 40 29 31 40 39 39 
Oklahoma 3S 39 40 3S J7 38 41 42 
TelliS 2S 30 30 24 28 28 29 29 

50SIale 10'~· 208 227 236 lOS 225 238 241 240 

Monllna 30 28 29 27 39 39 43 43 
Soulh Dakota 6 3 7 9 12 13 14 IS 

20SIale 10lal J6 31 J6 36 51 52 57 SII 

7 -sllte total 244 2S8 272 241 276 290 298 298 

Spring .. 1)"0/ 

Minnesota 22 JO )) 37 38 
Monlana S 23 30 32 32 
North Dakoll Il 39 62 70 73 
South Dakota 5 24 26 32 35 

4-Sllte lotal 45 116 lSI 172 178 

·M.~ and June "llmateo ...... "",ned esllma\CO only .•• m .. ",,,, .. lIma'e_ al. o.:,"nftl.nd ,hltoholdtd eIM,a'" 
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·&ate and by crop aype for _h. repon durina Phase 
·II~ IS revisod in CAS Annual Repora OS, ~ 
22. 1977. For ahe Southern Plains ....... of tho .... 
...... allocated. tho number of ... on18 used 
ranaed from 11 percent for the Iuly NPOrt to over 13 
pereont for the October reporL For the .ven win. 
wh .. t ...... the number of seamon .. URd. as a per. 
coni ofseamentl allocated. ranpd from 66 percent in 
the July report to 81 percent in October. For the four 
spri ... wheat states. the percelltaae of seamontl aDo
caIed that were used ranpd from 19 in July 10 over 
75 by thlend of season. CAS Annual Report OS con· 
tains tables showi ... the aver ... percent wheal used 
in each report. the distribution of seamentl used by 
percent wheal classified. lhe number of usable .... 
men .. available. the number nf .-bte seamentl 
available but not used. the averaae acquisition dale 
and seamen a distribulion by month of acquisition. 
the aver. number of elapsed days and Ihe seament 
distribution by number of elapsed days. and the sea
ment distribution by bios ..... 

All classifications were small pains classification} 
from which the wheat was estimated usina wheat to 
small pains ratios. For the five states. the ratios were 
baled on the latest historical data available at the 
county level. For the four Northern Plains states. the 
ratios were based on econometric modelina to esti· 
mate the current·year ratios of wheat to smaUarains. 

Yield estimates were received in CAS on the 
fourth workin, day of the month. The yield models 
were reworked to eliminate the al"'a overlap that had 
caused problems with statistics durin, Phue II. In 
addition. the results of the yield model when run at 
the state level were applied to all CRD's within the 
model boundaries. This was a chanae from Phase II 
where the state model WIS run usin, CRD-level in· 
puts to derive indi"idual CRD-Ievel yield estimates. 
The Phase III yield models are documented in 
LACIE 00431. Rev, A. June 1977. The models were 
developed from historical data as diKrlbed pre
viously for Phase II. 

......... , ArM. ,Ie ........ Produotlon 

The discussion of the Phase III results refers to 
the estimates as revised In CAS Annual Repon 05. 
Deeember 22. 1977. These estimates were revised 
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.... nnll PIt. UI CAS tecIanoIoar 10 provide I 101 
of ___ t ...... :Kaown ... orren wore IIso 
corrected. ·~x Boon'" dle ..... III tid-
mates of ...... ".and production by ...... by erop 
type, and by report. TabI ..... 8-11, and a..m COD
lIIn tho reviled -. production. ad Jieldlltlmattl, 
respectively, and tables 8-IV t 8-V. and 8-VI conllin 
the coemcients of variation for the revised .. tima", 
Tables 8-VII. 8-VIII, and 8-IX contain the estiml. 
reported thro ..... out Phase III. 

U ... fil. Southem CitNI Plilin. winter whetll.-Fiaure 6 
shows abe revised monthly LACIB esti_!II or ..... 
production, and yield for the five IIItII compared to 
the oorrespundina monthly esti ...... of tho USDA. 
The area __ tea started a' 1'.5 miUion acresm 
February. The estimates for Kansas. Oklahoma. and 
Texas were extremaly low in comparison to the 
historical data (llble 1-1). In May. the estimates in· 
croIsed to 26.3 million acres. Area estimates ia· 
creased in all five Sta .. due mainly to increased per
contaae wheat esti"", •. The Colorado estimate was 
too hlah. while ''',e Kansas. Oklahoma, and Texas 
estimates remair,eeI lower than historical data indi
cated was avera" •• By July .th. estimate had reached 
a peak or 30.' million acres. The avenae per seament 
percentaae wheat also peaked in July at 24.9 percent 
The Colorado. Nebraska, and Texas estimates were 
hiaher than their historical IV"",. Kansas was 
sliahlly hlah. and Oklahoma remained _"y low. 
The final LACIE estima~ was 29.S million acres. 
The Colorado and Nebraska estimates fe!nained hiah 
and the Oklahoma estimate low. The avenae per ... 
ment percen .... wheat wu 24.3 percent The nnal 
USDA area estimate was 28.8 million acres (a 2.S· 
percent relative difference). 

The initial production estimate ror the five states 
was 412.9 million bushN (table B-II). In May. the 
estimate wu 662.1 million bushels. The increase wu 
due to the area estimate Increases since the avenae 
yield declined from February to May. The produc
tion estimate peak occurred in July at 785.1 million 
bushels. Alain. area estimate increases were pri· 
marily responsible for the production Increua. 
althouah some Individual state yields d!d increase. 
The final LACIE estimate was 752.0 million bushell. 
with the decline attributed to the decreased area esfi. 
mate. The final USDA estimlte was 1971 million 
bushels (a 6.O-percent relative difference) . 

The derived yield estimate wu 25.5 bushels per 
acre in February's report (table 8-111). The estimate 
dropped to 25.1 bushels per acre durina May and 
June and Increased to 25.5 bushels per acre in July. 
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The Rnal USDA estimate WD 27.7 bushels per acre 
(a -1.6-perc:ent reI.tlve difference). 

U.s. GtwII PMIII. WI"", whml_The tlrst .. ti· 
m ... for tho seven winter wheal a ... were made in 
February (table 8-1). Fiaure 7 shows tho revised 
LACIE area, production. and yield ... lm •• with 
comparisons to the USDA estimates. The initial .rea 
estimate WD 21.45 million actes. All ..... estim •• 
IX\ 'PI for those from Nebruka and South Dakota 
were underestimated. with the Kansu, Oklahoma. 
and TexD .. tim.... bein. the Iatpst underesti
mates. The area estimate increued to 30.1 million 
.cres in May. The Colorado. South Dakota. 
Nebruka. and Montana estima ... were over their 
respective historical av.r..... The Kan.as, 
Oklahoma, and Texas estimates remained lower than 
normal. The area eslimate reached its peak in July at 
35.4 million acres. The ..... estimates for Soulh 
Dakota. Nebraska. Coloradtl, Kansas, and Texas 

• 
30 

were all hlaher thin normal. with tho South DalcOil 
estimate three limll the actual USDA estimalt. The 
Rna. LACIE lllim.te wu 33.8 million 8CIII com
pared to the On. USDA .. timlle or l2J million 
acres (a 4.6-percen1 ..... tlve difference). 

The initial soven .. lItI production IIdllllte w. 
551.5 million bushels (table 8-11). This IIdmate in .. 
creased to ;.7.1 in May due primarily 10 the _ ud· 
mate increase. The production .. tim ... ","bed a 
peak in July. apin due primarily 10 the area estimate 
chanaes. The hal LACIE estimate wu 865.9 
million bwhels: ahe decreae wu due to ...... d· 
ma" chanpa. The R.II USDA production IIdmate 
wa 895.4 million bushels (I - 3.4-percent relative 
difference). 

The initisl yield estima .. (or the seven Itata WD 
25.7 bushels per acre (llbl. a.1II). The estimate 
declined to 25.5 t.t,o;'-I. per acre in May and J"'lo. 
The nnal LACIE ."mare was 25.6 bushelsIN"!' ;.ere. 
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compared to 27.7 bushe" per an for the ORal 
USDA .tima .. (a relative ditTerence of -I.S 
percent). 

u.s. GtNt Plllia I/IfIIIf _HI.-The fint sprina 
wheat eatimat. of .... produetion. and yield were 
made in JuI, (fta. I). The initial area ."ma .. wu 
14.7 minion lefll (table 8-.). The area lltima. for 
Minnuotl and South Dakota were below their actual 
leVIIs. The North Dakota estimalt wu within 1 per
cent of the ICtual harvested area. The Auaust esti
mate increased to 16.0 million aefll due primaril, to 
th. area estima .. increase in South DakoaL Th. Min
nuollestimate remained lower than the USDA .ti
male. The final LACt! .'im.1t dropped to 15.64 

million ICfII due to decreua in Minnesota and 
Sou,h Dakota. The final USDA .tima .. wu 16.97 
million &w (a -I.S..,.., relative dltTerence). 

The initialsprinl wheat production estimate wu 
363.7 million b_ .. s (table 8-11). This _mate wu 
low due to both ..... and ,ield undenltimation. The 
A ...... t estimate wu hlah_t a&374.5 million bush .... 
Thillncreue from Jul, wu due 10 ..... ima .. In
c...... since ,he ,ield estimaa. declined. The final 
LACI! .tirwwe WII 366.4 million b ....... Allin. 
the cha. wu due to the area .tim ..... The final 
USDA .timlte wu 460.6 million bushel. (I -25.7-
percent relative ditTerence). 

The derived yield for ,he fOUT .tat. wu 24.' 

. ~------------------------------------------~ 
40 37.40 ----------- 31.30 31.17 ".10 :D '7 

~------ . ___ 2.,· .. Q __ H..2 32.11 32.11 32.11 AREA. MILLIONS OF ACRES -
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bush. per acre In July (table 1-111). The .limall 
wu 23.4 bulhels per acre in Auaust. 23.6 bushels per 
acre in Sepllmber. and 23.4 bushels per acre in acto
ber and for the nnalalimall. The nnal USDA yield 
.timall for the four .tat. WII 27.1 bushels per acre 
(a -lS.8-percent relative difference). 

U.s. enlll Plllins 101111 whtlll.-The initial area 
• timate for the total wheat in the nine .tates wu 
50.0 million Kfel (n .. 9 and table 1-1). The winter 
wheat portion wu overestimated by 3.0 million acres 
(8.7 percent) while the sprins wheat WII underesti
mated by 2.3 million acres (-15.8 percent). The 
Aupilt estimate WII SO.9 million acres. resultina 
from the winler wheat overestimate of 2.6 million 

acres (7.S percent) and tho 'Prina wheat un ....... 
mate of 0.9 million ICfGI (- ~·9 percent). The nail 
LACIE eatimalt wu tH.46 million lCfIIand ....... 
from the winter wheat overeslimate of I.S mlUlon 
acra (4.6 percent) and the SPrilll wheat un""'t .. 
mate of 1.3 million acres (-8.S percent). nll RhII 
USDA _,imace \IV. 49.2 million lUll (a O.4-percent 
relative difference) . 

The July produflion .limate for all wheat wu 
1270.0 million bulb" 6.8 percent below the nnal 
USUA estimate of 1356.0 million bushel. (table l
II). The winter wheat pr~tion estimate WII 10.9 
million bushel. (1.2 percent) above the nnal USDA 
winter wheat estimate. and the Iprina wheat estimate 

.r--------------------------------------------~ 
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WII 96.6 mini. bushell (26.6 percent) below .... 
USDA Hnll IPrtna .lIeat •• 'm .... The Auauat pro
duction IIIimIIe wu 1269.0 mlWon bus ...... 6.9 per. 
CIlIa below .... Hnal USDA __ It, TIle Avpat 
win.., wII •• production .. tim.1t WII 1.0 million 
buIaeII (0.1 percent) below the USDA tIllm ..... ,.d 
.... IPriIll wbOiI .dmalt WII 85.7 million bus ..... 
(22.9 percent) below , ... USDA _m .... The Hnal 
LAC'! production _m... WII JU2.' minion 
busheli. 10.0 percent below t ... Hnal USDA lid ..... 
Th. LACI! win ... 1Iea. _ml" wu 29.S million 
buIIlell (3.4 percent) below .110 nnal USDA ad
m ..... nd ..... 111 .1Iea, ~ .... wu 94.3 minion 
....... (25.7 percenll below the "nil USDA 1I1i
m.a .. 

ARIA. MILLIONS OF ACRD 
20 

1'IIo ........ ,ieId .. 1imI ... u 25.4 b ...... per 
acre In lui), .nd 24.9 buiIIeII per.,. in allom. 
mon .... ( .... "lin. TIle t1naI USDA 1Ilima ... u 
27.5 ........ per acre (I reladve difference or -10.4 
percenl). 

ao..., ............... 
In Pbae III. LACI! IItim'" .... made for 

.... ,lollL lid production. n. Hn.1 USDA lotll 

..... , production lIuma.. for .... USOP .t I .• 
billion buIIIeII WII 10.0 pemnt above ,lie Hnll 
LAC'! ."mace or 1.23 billiqn bUlhell. TIIis relative 
dift'orence of -10.0 percent indiCAtes tile presence of 
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a neaative bias in the LAClf production estimator. 
The coefficient of variation of the LACIE produc
tion estimator was calculated to be 4.8 percent. This 
would allow a relative bias between -4.2 percent and 
3.4 percent and still satisfy the 90/90 criterion. If the 
true relative bias of the LACIE production estimator 
is -4.2 percent, then the probllbUity of observing a 
relative difference less than or equal to -10.0 per
cent is only about 11 percent. Thus, it is ~oncluded 
that there is probably a bias in the LACIE estimator 
large enough to cause more than 1 of 10 estimates to 
fall outside the :t 100percent accuracy bounds re
quired by the 90/90 criterion. However. even with a 
relative bias as large as -10 percent, the variability 
of 4.8 percent is small enouah to produce estimaL;.; 
within :t IS percent in 9 of 10 years; i.e., a 90/85 
estimator. Thus, it would appear from these analyses 
that, while the LACIE estimator of USGP total 
wheat production did not satisfy the 90/90 criterion, 
it only marginally missed doing so. 

For winter wheat production in the USGP, the 
LACIE estimate was not significantly different from 
the final USDA estimate. The LACIE winter wheat 
acreage estimate was in close agreement with USDA 
figures; however. for the first time in LACIE, the 
yield model predictions were consistently below the 
USDA estimates. The biggest contributors to the 
yield underestimate for both the five- and the seven
state regions were the Oklahoma and Texas yield 
models. Investigations indicated two primary factors 
contributing to these underestimates. 

In both states, the technology trend term was 
selected such that no average increase in yield oc
curred due to technology since 1960. On the contrary, 
ancillary data show that an irrigated winter wheat 
area in Texas now produces almost 2S percent of the 
total winter wheat acreage for Texas. Nearly all of 
this additional irrigated acreage has been introduced 
since 1960. The weather terms in the Texas model 
did not alter the yield estimate 4;ignificantly from 
trend. Therefore. it is likely that the constant trend 
since 1960 is a major contributor to the underesti
mate for Texas winter wheal yield. 

In Oklahoma. both the weather terms and the con
stant trend term were factors in the underestimate. 
The model underestimate in Oklahoma resulted 
mainly from below-normal precipitation between 
August and February (over the winter period), a 
March precipitation deficit relative to potential 
evapotranspiration, and an above-average May pre
cipitation. The weather factors which most likely 
contributed to the improved Oklahoma yields and 

which were overlooked by the LAClf yield model 
were the above-normal April temperatures and pre
cipitation and the temporal distribution of the May 
precipitation in Oklahoma. 

The April temperatures were about So F above 
normal (upper 60's) in Oklahoma, which would 
make them nearly ideal for wheat. Three inches or 
more of well-distributed precipitation occurred in 
April and 4 inches fell in May. Good April rainfall 
amounts following moisture-deficit periods, such as 
those which occurred during the previous winter 
months and even the previous season, typically live 
an extra stimulus to yield by encouraging more ex
tensive crop rooting. This results in improved utiliza
tion of nutrients when moisture becomes available. 

The monthly averaginl of precipitation in the 
Oklahoma model also created an unrealistic response 
to the rather well-distributed May rainfall, which 
nearly doubled the average May precipitation. Since 
wheat in Oklahoma is harvested at the end of May 
and the first of June, large amounts of rainfall near 
the end of May tend to reduce yields. However, a ma
jority of the 1977 May precipitation came in mid
May, with lesser amounts in late May. The mid-May 
precipitation came during the heading-to-ripeninl 
period for Oklahoma winter wheat and thus con
tributed to increased yields, as opposed to the 
decrease predicted by the LACIE models. 

For spring wheat production in the USGP, the 
LACIE estimate was silnificantly smaller than the 
USDA estimates and the 90/90 accuracy goal was not 
supported. The underestimation of spring wheat pro
duction was primarily due to yield underestimation, 
althouah area was significantly underestimated also. 
However, significant improvement was realized in 
the spring wheat area estimate (as compared to 
USDA) over Phase I and II results. 

The LACIE spring wheat yield estimates were sig
nificantly smaller than the corresponding USDA 
estimates throuahout Phase III, primarily due to un
derestimates of Minnesota and Montana sprinl 
wheat yields. These errors were due, in part, to trend 
terms which failed to account for new varieties of 
wheat in Minnesota and for increased fertilizer usage 
in Montana during the past 5 years. 

T.chnla.II ...... 

At the completion of Phase III processing. the 
following technical issues were apparent. 

Wheal/small groins separalion.-As has been a 
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problem throuahout LACIE, CAMS analysis has not 
reliably. nor consistently, been able to differentiate 
between wheat and small pns. However, for the 
nrst time durina LACIE, a technique for separatina 
wheat and small &rains was \~ted in North Dakota. 
The results appear encouraaina thus far, pending 
completion of a more thorouah evaluation. 

Imp1O~ed yield models.-The nrst-pneration yield 
model estimates were noticeably below the USDA 
estimates of yield. Althouah the Io.year tests and the 
3 years of LACIE operations indicate that the yield 
models performed adequately (in terms of satisfying 
the 90/90 criterion), investiaations of model perfor
mante at the subrqional levels have inditated that 
the models tould and should be improved. In a year 
with extended episodit tonditions. the yield models 
are not adequately responsive to extreme dimatit 
conditions, and. during suth years, tonsiderable 
yield estimation error tan result. 

Sampling in mixed wheat regions.-During Phases I 
and II. segments were allotated on the basis of total 
wheat statistits. and areas tontainins both spring and 
winter wheat were designated either winter or spring 
depending on the historital predominante of winter 
or srring wheal in the county. Once designated. eath 
seament was analyzed for one trop type only, and 
data were collected only during the appropriate grow
ina season. This strate&)' created problems for those 
segments which contained sigr:ticant amounts of 
both winter and spring wheat. 

In Phase Ill. Landsat data were collecled in the 
mixed wheat areas for the total growing seasO:l of 
both winter and spring wheat. Tt.is collection 
&theme acquired satellite data to estimate bOlh spring 
and winter wheat grown in all segments. 

However, in Phase III Ii problem otcurred in 
South Dakota, a mixed wheat state. The real-time 
LACIE estimates for South Dakota winter wheat 
were significantly larger than one would expect on 
the basis of historical data. An investigation dis
closed the fact that mllny South Dakota segments 
contained almost no winter wheat. In low-density 
segments, the CAMS errors tend to be overestimates. 
While the absolute overestimate was not large, the 
relative overestimate was quite large. This relative 
overestimate resulted in the large South Dakota over
estimate. 

The problem was not caused by the mixed wheat 
sampling plan bUi res'llted from (1) the sampling 
strategy based on total small grains which resulted in 
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sample soaments being placed in low wheat den
sitylhiah small 8I'.ins density areas, (2) the CAMS 
procedures indicatina that both winter and sprina 
wheat must be found in all sesrnents, and (3) the 
CAMS inability to accurately identify wheat in low 
wheat density resions. 

Rotlo modellng.-The CAMS inability to identify 
wheat resulted in the use of ratios of wheat to small 
&rains to estimate wheat from satellite-based small 
&rains estimates. Durina Phase II. the ratios were 
based on data for the most recent year for which 
statistics were available at the county level. However, 
the recent predominante of whealt was probably sig
nificantly different from the current year. Thi~ 
resulted in the introduction of another error into the 
estimation proteSS. At the end of Phase II, an effort 
was initiated to etonometrically model the turrent
year ratios of wheat to small srains for the four 
Northern Plains states. The ac:c:uracy of the models 
in predicting turrent-year ratios is unknown at pres
ent. but one point is tertain-ratio modeling is no 
substitute for the ability to identify crops. 

Sampling based on lotal small grains.-The Phase 
III sampling strategy was based on the incidence of 
total small grains. The assumption was that the dis
tribution of wheat was proportional to the distribu
tion of small grains. This assumption was in error in 
large areas of the U.S. Great Plains and resulted in 
the placement of segments in areas of low wheat den
sity, high small grains density. The low wheat den
sity segments then resulted in area estimation prob
lems as l1iscussed previously. 

Data editing lechn;ques.-During Phase III, two 
data editing protedures were applied in the U.S. 
Great Plains. Thresholding was intended to elimi
nate segment data that were suspected of being 
biased low because of an early acquisition date. (An 
early acquisition d.tt" was synonymous with low 
ground cover and therefore marginal signatures on 
the imagery.) The screening procedure was applied 
to determine whether the CAMS classification result 
was significantly different from the estimates of seg
ments in the same group stratified by historical data. 

Neither procedure was subject to rigorous evalua
tion, and both should have further testing and 
verification before being used again. In any event, 
such procedures should be considered as data 
analysis procedures to nag anomalies, which should 
then be sent back to the CAMS for further investiga. 
tion. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

At the conclusion of LACIE we should ask our
selves one question: can we separate wheat, consis
tently and accurately. from other crops without the 
use of ancillary data or ratioing techniques? The 
answer is NO. As we proceed to other crops, it 
should be obvious that the most important 80al must 
be t!H~ ~rop separation/identification. 

A second priority itel'!\ should be the development 
of more accurate yield mod~!!I. These models must 
be able to estimate yields accuiately throuah ex
tended episodic events. The use of Landsat data in 
the models is a worthy goal. 

Finally. as LACIE moves on to other crops, it 
becomes more important to d\.'velo!l a sampling 
strategy that is both accurate for the particular crops 
of interest and efficient in terms of multiple-crop 
uses of each segment . 
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Appendix A 
LACI! PhlleIlE,tlmlt., 

TABLE A-I.-LACIE Area Esllmales/or PlttlSt II. b, Crop Type. b, Slate. and b, Mont.', Report. 
as Revised '" CAS Annual Report OJ. Detembet IS. 1976. U.S. Greal Plains 

/Thousaltds qf tltmJ • 

Slate CAS IIIOItlhly ,.,.", 

Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jultt8 lultt]/) luly Aug. Stpl. Orl. F.ndqf 
SHIOIf 

Wlnl" wIItflI 

Colorado 3539 2768 2768 2807 2995 2960 2867 2836 2704 2704 2704 
Kansas 8 Oil 8536 8536 9392 10535 10744 10795 10932 10989 10989 11125 
Nebraska 4500 3632 3583 3653 4104 4178 4133 4086 3399 3399 3399 
Oklaboma 3499 34SO 34SO 3897 4 .48 4182 4025 4365 4261 4261 4261 
Teaas 3170 3n5 3479 4810 4SS6 4619 4314 4310 4344 4344 4344 

5-state lotall 22 721 2211l 21816 24559 26338 26683 26134 26463 25697 25697 25833 

Montana 488 885 1044 1911 2103 2131 2079 
South Dlkota 1159 1210 1482 1482 1452 1452 1452 

2'8tale lotala 1647 2095 2526 3393 lS55 3583 3531 

7-stale lotall 27986 28778 28660 29856 29252 29280 29363 

Sprlllll wIItal 

Minnesota 1741 2551 2198 2198 
Montana 1m 1291 1487 1S16 
North Dakota 8161 96SO 9735 9856 
Soulh Dakol8 2169 2095 2079 2079 

oklate totall 11198 15586 15499 156SO 

TOlal wlrtal 

ktale totall 43054 44838 44779 45 Oil 

'TOIIII ma, n011dd _I, because of roundl .... 
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TABLE A-I/.-LAC/E Production Estimates/or Phase II. by Crop Type. by SIt:,e. and by Monthly Report. 
as Revised in CAS Annual Report OJ. De~mber } 5. }976. U.S. Greal Plains 

(Thousa"ds of bush tIs/ i 

1 
Statt CAS monthly "POrI 

(('b. Mar. Apr. May J"", II J"", }9 Ju(v AIlS. Stpt. Ort. £lIdo! 
stQSOf/ 

Winttr whtat 

1 • Colorado 76418 ~7S9 56089 55285 61191 6OSOO SI492 so 024 52924 52924 52924 
Kansas 258074 269638 255147 283124 326677 ll3644 334107 338078 339974 339974 344472 I Nebraska lSI 762 124342 118458 110496 128692 131 019 132118 130547 110972 110972 110972 
Oklahoma 80264 76041 74823 84699 94975 9S667 92052 98156 96491 96491 96491 
Texas 595SO 66676 59SS9 86910 84094 85324 80797 80637 81312 81312 81312 

5-state total 62M)68 597 456 564076 620S14 695629 706154 690566 697442 681673 681673 686171 
j 

Montana 13527 24808 30082 55788 62877 63758 62167 1 South Dakota 31553 32931 45096 45096 45904 45904 45904 

Z-state total 45080 57739 7S 178 100884 108 781 109662 108071 

7-state total 740 709 763 893 765744 798326 790454 791llS 794242 

Spring ",,,",at 

Minnesola 55490 77230 66589 66589 
Montana 29188 35064 40240 41058 
North Dakota 226034 261197 263703 266529 
South Dakota 36719 35908 35675 35675 

4-state 100ai 347431 409 399 406 207 409 851 

Total whtc;. ! 

a 9-slate total I 145757 1199853 1197542 1204093 1 
~: 

J 'l' 

il 
I .. 
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TABLE A-III.-UCIE Yield Estlmoles/OI' Phose II. by Crop Type. by State. and by Monlhly Reporl 
as Revised In CAS Annual Reporl OJ. December 15. 1976. U.S. Greol Plains 

IBushtlsptram! 

Sialt CAS monthly ffPOri 
Ftb. Mar. Apr. May J,mtS Junt19 Jul.v Aug. Stp,. Or,. Enda! 

stason 

Wln'tr ",he", 
I 

Colorado 21.6 22.0 20.3 19.7 20.4 20.4 18.0 17.7 19.6 19.6 19.6 
Kansas 32.2 31.6 29.9 30.1 31.0 31.1 30.9 30.9 30.9 30.9 31.0 
Nebraska 33.7 34.2 33.1 30.2 31.4 31.4 32.0 32.0 32.7 32.7 32.7 
Oklahoma 22.9 22.0 21.7 21.7 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.8 22.6 22.6 22.6 
Texas \8.8 \7.9 17.\ \8.\ \8.5 \8.5 \8.7 \8.7 \8.7 \8.7 \8.7 

S,slale average 27.6 27.0 25.9 25.3 26.4 26.5 26.4 26.4 26.5 26.S 26.6 

Monlana 27.7 28.0 28.8 29.2 29.9 29.9 29.9 
Soulh Dakola 27.2 27.2 30.4 30.4 31.6 3\.6 31.6 

2·stale average 27.4 27.6 29.8 29.7 30.6 30.6 30.6 

7,slale average 26.5 26.5 26.7 26.7 27.0 27.0 27.0 

Spr;III: ,,~'('o I 

Minnesola 31.9 30.3 30.3 30.3 
Monlana 2S.9 27.2 27.1 27.1 
North Dakola 27.7 27.1 27.1 27.0 
South Dakota \6.9 \7.\ 1i.2 \7.2 

4-slale average 26.3 26.3 26.2 26.2 

1 1'."al "~II'QI 

~ 
26.6 9·slate clverage 26.8 26.7 26.7 
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TABU A-/V.-Cod}1r1ent 0/ Variation of th~ LACIE R~vlsed Area Estlmotes/or Phase II. 
by Crop Type. by State. and by Monthly Report. CAS Annual Report OJ. December J S. /976, 

V.s. Great Plains 

{Pmfn,/ 

SIOl' CAS monthly rtpOn 

F,h. Mor. Apr. Moy Jun,S Jun,19 July Aug. Sept. Ort. £lido! 

''''''1m 
Win", ,,"'«11 

Colorado 26 25 25 24 23 22 25 24 24 24 24 
Kan ... 12 8 8 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
Ncbruka 18 Il II Il \2 \2 II II II II II 
OJ-lahoma 24 18 l8 16 14 14 IS 15 14 14 14 
Tuas 25 30 20 14 15 14 IS 16 16 16 16 

5,slateCV 9 8 , 6 5 S 5 S 5 S S 

Montana 193 56 52 35 29 28 28 
South Dakota 44 34 23 23 23 23 23 

2-stoteCV 65 31 25 22 20 19 19 

'·SIaIC CV 6 5 S 5 S 5 5 

51'';''11"",,.01 

Minnesota 40 27 30 30 
Montana 28 23 24 22 
North Dakota 14 5 5 5 
South Dakota 12 lJ J3 13 

4'51ateCV 10 6 6 6 

TOlal ... llf'al 

9'51ale C'! 5 4 4 4 

, 
I 
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TABLE A·V.-CIW/Jk/~nt 0/ Variation o/Ih~ LACIE R~vls~d Prot/urtlon Estlmal~s/or Phas~ II. 
by Crop Type. by Slale. and by Monthly R~porl, CAS Annual R~port OJ, ~mb~r 1$, 1976. 

U.S. Greal Plains 

/lmrnr/ 

Slar" CAS monthly "'Pon 

F"b. Mar. Apr. May )un" 8 Jun,,}fJ July AIIR. Sf't1r. Ocr. £ndo/ 
,,'oson • 

Wlnr"r 1/I"'('Or 

Colorado 33 32 32 31 28 28 30 29 29 29 29 
Kan ... 17 14 IJ 12 II II II 10 10 10 10 
Nebruka 23 19 19 19 17 17 16 16 16 16 16 
Oklahoma 29 25 22 21 17 17 18 18 18 18 18 
Tuas 28 32 22 17 17 17 17 18 18 18 18 

5,slalcCV 1\ 10 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Monlana 192 57 53 36 30 29 30 
Soulh Dakola 46 37 27 26 26 26 26 

2,slaleCV 63 32 27 23 21 20 20 

7 .. laleCV 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Sprlllll I/I~,,,ar 
; ;. 

Minne~la 42 29 32 32 I 

Monlana 29 25 25 24 
North Dakola 17 12 12 12 
Soulh Dakota 18 19 18 18 

4,SlaleCV 13 10 10 10 

01 
~ Toroll/l~'('Or " i 
'I" ! 

9.slateCV 6 5 5 5 

11 

i 
1 
1 
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TABLE A·VI.-Coe/lldtnt of Variation of the UCIE Rev/uti Yield Estimates/or Phase II. by Oup 
Type. by Slate. and by Monthly Report. CAS An"ual Repon OJ. Derember 15. 1976. U.S. Greal Pial", 

/PmttlI/ 

Slat" CAS monthly """r, 

'"b. Mar. Apr. May Junra Junr19 July AIIIl. s..pl. CkI. £lido! 
..",I0Il 

Wlnt" ""'rat 

Colorado 21 21 21 20 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 
Kin ... 12 12 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 
Nebraska 14 14 14 14 IJ IJ 12 12 12 12 12 
Okllhoma 17 17 14 14 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Tellal 19 18 14 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

5·.lal.CV 7 7 6 6 5 S 5 5 5 ~ 5 

Monlana 12 12 9 9 9 9 9 
Soulh Dakola 15 IS IS 14 14 14 14 

2-sulIeCV 9 10 9 8 8 8 8 

7·s,l .. CV 5 S 5 5 S 5 5 

Sprlnlllll"'"ar 

MinnelOli II II II II 
Monlanl 9 9 9 9 
Nonh Dlkola II II II II 
Soulh [Jakola 14 IJ 13 IJ 

4-stalcCV 7 7 7 7 

Torallll"'rat 

9-slatcCV 4 4 4 4 
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TABU A· VII.-Real· nme LACIE Area Ellimaltl/or Pha. II, by Crop Type. by Slale, and by Monthly 
Report, U.s. Greal Plain. 

/'nIoUlillldl 0/ «tell 

Slart CAS monthly ffIJO'I 

Ftb. Mar, Ap,. May I/IMB lun,19 July A",. _t. Ckt. E"dO/ 
I«IIOfI 

WI",,, wh,at 

Colorido 3900 2755 27SS 2795 2969 3023 2856 2851 2735 2735 2704 
Kintal 8413 8468 8499 9463 10623 10855 10937 10956 10969 10989 11125 
Nebraska 5385 3750 3609 3679 4111 4184 4140 4092 3399 3399 3399 
Oklahoml 3498 3433 3449 3917 4148 4181 4031 4311 4267 4268 4261 
Texas 3208 3947 3602 5644 4578 4642 4266 4313 4344 4344 4344 

5 .. tale 101.1' 24404 22353 219\4 25498 26429 268&5 26230 26523 25714 25735 25833 

MOI'tanl SII 836 918 1448 1783 2128 2079 
Soulh DakOl1 573 613 783 1305 1263 1415 1452 

2 .. tale 10111' 1084 1449 1701 2753 3046 3543 3531 

7 -stale 101111 27513 28334 27931 29276 28760 29278 29363 

Spring whrtll 

Minnesota 1300 2583 2192 2198 
Montanl 1205 1382 1487 1S16 
Norlh D.koll "BlS 9598 9600 9856 
Soulh D.kota 1837 2063 2140 2079 

4-sl.le lotal' 1Il77 15626 15419 IS 650 

~ 
TOla/wh,al 

" kt.tc tOI.I' 40453 44386 44697 45013 

ay Dill. may nOI acid cor .. U, •• _ or round,n,. 
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TABLE ,4-VIII.-Rtal-Time LACI£ Produc.lfIII EI.lmll'"I" PIt". I/, hy ClOP Typt. 
by S.a.e. and by MfIII.hly RtpOfI. U.s. Gml. PlllllU 

/1ftllUHndl O/bU8hf'll, 

ShI" CAS "'''',, ftpOIf 

F«>b. AI",. Ap,. AlGI lunel lunt19 Iuly A",. Sept. Ort. £ndO/ 
....".", 

Win", ""'ttlt 

• COlOrado 84516 60500 55847 54973 60634 61676 51290 55697 5353' Sl534 52924 I 
KanSH 270415 267199 253948 285m 329607 337214 338940 340092 319 728 339974 344472 I· Nebr .. ka 168944 128366 1\9359 111280 128890 \l1216 \lU22 134040 110970 110972 110972 
Oklahoma 80385 75765 74808 .5027 94962 95645 92214 97663 96645 96670 96491 
lelia!! 60286 706:17 61642 101308 84470 85723 798\7 80798 81325 81312 81312 --

S·llalC lolal 664 S46 602467 56S604 638160 (0911563 111474 6945.3 708 290 682 203 682462 686171 

Monlana 14154 23341 26512 43528 53260 63666 62167 
Soulh Oakola 17755 18941 24360 41858 39117 44722 45904 

2 .. lale IUIII 31909 42282 50872 85386 92377 108388 108071 

7 .. lale lolal 730472 753756 745455 793676 774580 790850 794242 

s"r/nll 1l~'Nlt 

Minnesola 19361 71200 66404 66589 
Monlana 33411 37406 40240 41058 
Nonh Oakola 1111 'l85 259815 260 198 266529 
Soulh Dlkola ~ 236 3541'7 36765 35675 

4-IlIle IOlal 292093 410838 403607 4098" 

1 TIIIO/ "''''C'OI , 
:i , 

'--lIle 101a1 I 085 7~ 1115411 1194457 1204093 ,. 
" , 

I: 
I 

I 
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tABLE A·IX.-R,.,·7Jnw tACIE Yltld &t'mtltn/Dr Ph,. II 
by Crop 1YPt. by StGIt. Gnd by MOIIthly R.,n. U.s. GreG, PiG!1II 

J"""". fin "'"' 

·...., ...",._M,*\WlA'l"· ¥-.r-~ 

I , 

Fd. MGt. Apt. Mil' JIN' Juttr 19 July Alii. .~,. 0..,. £lfdo/ 

Colorado 21.7 
It...... 32.1 
Nelnlka 31.4 
Okllboma ».0 
rea. III 

Nola .... 
South DakOll 

........ ver ... 

22.0 
JI.6 
JU 
22.1 
17.9 

27.0 

2O.J 19.7 
29.9 •. 2 
JJ.I JU 
21.7 21.7 
, 7.1 17.9 

25.8 25.0 

Wilt"" wIw, 

20.4 20.4 
JI.O JI.l 
JIA JI.4 
22.9 22.9 
11.4 11.5 

26.4 26.S 

27.7 27.9 
31.0 30.9 

29.4 29.2 

26.6 26.6 

.'iprttrJ .. , 

TOhIIwllNt 

...... 

11.0 19.5 19.6 19.6 19.6 
JI.O JI.o 11.0 •. 9 31.0 
J2.0 n.1 32.7 JU 32.7 
22.9 22.7 22.7 22.7 22.6 
'1.7 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.7 

26.S 26.7 26.S 26.S 26.6 

21.9 •. 1 29.9 29.9 29.9 
31.1 32.1 JJ.o JI.6 3l.6 

29.9 31.0 JO.3 30.6 30.6 

26.7 n.1 26.9 27.0 27.0 

lO.J 30.1 30.3 30.3 
27.7 27.1 27.1 27.' 
27.S 27.1 27.1 27.0 
17.0 ,7.2 17.2 17.2 

26.1 26,3 26,2 26.l 

•. 1 26.7 26.7 26.7 

~ 
~~ 
-j 

cj 
.; 

j 
'1 
j 

i' , , , 
I ., 
j 

i ~. 

,,1 

i I 
I; 
11 
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11 
I ~ 
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TABLE B-III.-RevlaedLACI£ Yield Esllmal" by Slale /Or Each CAS Report In PhllSt III. 
U.S. Greal Plains. CAS Annual Report OS. DeMnbel". 1911 

(Bush,I! ", atrf/ 

~.- .. 
Stat, CAS monthly ,.ort 

F,b. Moy lun, luly Ace. Sept. Ckt. Endo! 
8t'GSOn 

Wlnt" wh«It 

Colorado 22.8 22.8 23.6 22.S 22.S 22.S 22.5 22.s 

! Kansas 28.9 28.1 28.3 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.8 
Nebraskll 30.6 31.3 30.2 31.9 32.1 32.0 32.0 32.0 
Oklahoma 21.7 21.2 19.8 19.9 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Texas 19.2 19.5 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 .' 

l 
S-state average 2S.s 25.1 25.1 2S.s 2S.S 25.3 25.5 2S.s 

Montana 26.7 28.5 28.1 26.5 26.5 26.5 26.S 26.5 
South Dakota 27.3 26.0 26.0 26.6 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 

2-state average 26.9 27.9 27.5 26.5 26.7 26.6 26.6 26.6 

7·state average 25.7 25.5 25.5 25.6 25.6 25.5 25.6 25.6 

SpriJ/R wI/Mt 

Minnesota 32.4 31.7 31.9 32.0 32.0 
Montana 18.4 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 
North Dakot. 24.6 22.8 23.2 23.0 23.1 
South Dakota ~1.3 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 

4-state average 24.8 23.4 23.6 23.4 23.4 

TOlol wI/Mt 

9-slale average 25.4 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9 
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TABU B-/V.-C'()('//lrltnt qf Variation/or tht Rtvlsed L..fC/E Arta Estlmatts/or PIIast III. by Statt and by 
Monthly Rtport. U.S. Grtl'l Plains. CAS Annual Rtport OJ. ~mbtr 22. /977 

IPrfMIt/ 

Statr CAS fIIIJIIth(.' "PO" 

Frb. Alay Junr Jllly Aug, St'pt. Oc't. I:ndof 
SftlSllR 

Wint" lI"'ftlt 

Colorado 21.0 14.2 \3.6 \3.4 11.3 10.3 9.9 9.8 
Kansas \3.9 6.2 5.8 4J 4.8 4.5 4.2 4.0 
Ncbraska 14.9 11.4 9.S 11.6 10.2 9.2 9.6 9.2 
Oklahoma 9.6 10.0 9.0 7.1 6.7 7.2 7.7 7.6 
Tellas 16.7 14.2 12.S 11.6 12.8 12.7 \3.7 \3.7 

S·state CV 7.1 4.S 4.1 3.6 l.6 3.5 3.S 3.4 

Montana 2\.1 18.8 17.8 9.8 7.9 6.9 7.8 7.9 
South Dakota 60.0 43.1 25.0 40.3 38.1 26.S 25.7 2S.0 

2·sl8tc CV 22.4 17.1 14.6 18.1 \3.4 7.8 8.2 8.2 

7·statc CV 6.8 4.6 4.1 3.9 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.2 

Sp,j, .: wI/Nt 

Minncsota 12.2 \l.0 11.(, 9.9 9.S 
Montana 37.2 18.0 12.2 10.3 10.2 
North Dakota 10.7 S.7 5.0 4.4 4.4 
South Dakota 40.4 13.4 \l.1 11.6 9.tI 

4·statc CV 9.2 4.8 4.2 3.6 3.S 

rota/lInNt 

9·stllte CV 3.4 2.6 2.S 2.4 2.4 
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rABLE B· '1.--coeJ/lclenl of '1arlallon/or the Revised LAC IE Ptoducllon ESllmates/or Phtl8e /1/. 
by State and by Monthly Report, U.S. GlNt Plains. CAS Annual Report OS. December 22. }977 

(PrIfW'/ 

S'a'" CAS ItIOIIthly report 

Frb. May Jun .. July Aug. Sept. art. E"dO/ 
Sf'tlItNf 

, Wi"'''' ttiIIM' ~ 

~ • 
\ Colorado 28.0 22.3 20.3 19.8 18.6 17.9 17.7 17.7 
',' Kansas 18.4 12.5 II.S 10.7 10.8 10.1 10.5 10.5 
f Nebraska 18.1 15.4 14.3 15.0 1l.9 13.1 1l.4 1l.1 

t Oklahoma 16.7 1S.9 14.1 12.7 12.3 12.4 12.9 12.9 

I 
Texas 20.2 16.5 14.1 14.0 14.9 14.9 15.1 1S.7 

S-stale CV 9.7 7.4 6.8 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.3 

! Montana 30.4 23.1 22.0 15.5 14.4 1l.9 14.4 14.4 
Soulh Dakota 61.6 46.2 30.8 43.9 41.8 31.9 31.3 30.1 , 

" t 

l 2-stale CV 27.9 20.8 18.2 20.1 16.8 12.9 III 13.1 

I 7-state CV 9.3 7.1 6.S 6.4 6.1 S.8 5.9 5.8 

t 
~ Spring whttJI 

Minnesota 16.1 16.3 IS.l 13.9 ll.6 
Montana 40.0 22.7 18.6 17.4 17.3 
North Dakota 16.1 ll.1 13.1 ll.l 13.0 
South Dakota 41.9 11.7 17.5 16.4 15.0 

. ~ 
4-slate CV 12.1 9.1 9.0 -.':. 9.6 9.1 

I. ~ ., 
Toto/ wheal li 9-state CV S.O 4,9 4.8 4.9 4.8 

i 
f 

• 
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TABLE B· VI.-cotif/Ic/enl qf Varlallonlor Ihe Revised UCIE Yield Est/mala/o.· Ph,. III. by State and by 
Monthly Reporl. U.S. Great Pla/ns. CAS Annual Report OS. December 22. 1971 

/PtrMt1/ 

Slote CAS monthl, fPIINI 
Feb. May Junt Jul, Aug. Sept. Ort. Elfdoj 

SfQSOIf 

W Ilftt' ""'tot 

Colorado 18.9 17.4 W1 14.8 14.8 14.8 14.1 14.8 
Kansas 12.1 10.8 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 
Nebraska 10.5 10.8 10.7 9.7 9.5 9.3 9.3 9.3 
Oklahoma 13.8 12.5 11.0 10.7 10.l 10.2 10.4 10.4 
Texas 16.5 11.6 10.6 10.8 11.3 11.3 1l.7 11.7 

S-siale CV 6.7 6.1 5.6 S.6 SJ, 5.6 5.6 5.6 

Monlana 22.5 1l.7 13.2 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.1 
Soulh Dakola 17.5 18.6 18.6 18.9 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 

2-slale CV 16.J 11.1 10.7 10.1 9.9 10.2 10.2 10.2 

7-stale CV 6.l 5.S S.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 S.l 5.1 

Sp,ing wheal 

Minnesota 12.8 11.6 11.2 10.8 10.7 
Montana 14.9 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
North Dakota 15.1 12.8 12.3 12.4 12.4 
South Dakota 12.1 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 

4-slate CV 10.5 8.6 8.3 8.5 8.4 

Total 'I4-'''eal 

9-slate CV l.9 3.9 4.2 43 4.3 
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TABLE B-"11.- Real-Time LACIE Area Estimates/or PIlate nl. by Clop Type. by State. 
and by Month{v Report. U.s. GfeQt Plains 

{Thousands 0/ ams} 

Slale CAS mon,hly rrpDIf 

Feb.a Feb.b Apr. 11 May June July Aug.r Sept.d art.e Endqf 
mmJ 

WlnlH whtal 
1 

Colorado 2 t83 2 US 2 189 3093 3065 2962 3 059 3059 3 432 3459 j 
Kansas (I 719 6491 6794 to 190 109lS 11 764 12 385 Il SOl 12 669 12 49t ~ 

Nebraska 2 977 2892 3 072 3 169 3 610 3475 3 423 3 105 3 325 3433 ~ 
Oklahoma 2953 2943 3061 4506 4 875 5264 5 543 6 074 59SO 5 675 
Texas 2954 3294 3517 4 262 4529 4511 4311 4511 4 581 4476 

5'slale 10lal8 17 786 17 755 18 633 25220 26994 27976 28 721 29 252 29 957 29 ~'37 

Montana 2 763 2 274 2 274 2 973 3 253 3097 2 746 3 597 3 416 3 371 
South Dakota 1 044 I 721 1 721 2 261 2601 4629 1353 1 039 963 912 

2-state lotal8 3807 3995 3995 5234 5 854 7726 4099 4636 4 379 4 283 

7 -state 101al' 21 594 21 7S0 22 627 30 453 32848 35 701 32819 33 888 34 336 33820 

Spring whtOI 

Minnesola 2 238 2 461 2 289 2344 
Montana 1 369 2 187 2 ISO 2 174 
North Dakota 6 761 8 678 9l7J 9 183 
Soulh Dakola 2 167 2 160 1 909 19)(, 

4-state lota)& 12 53S IS 487 IS 522 15 638 

i 1'olal wheal 
~ 

9-slale lotal8 45 35S 49 m 49 857 49 458 

tellS monlhly _I ~Ieued ~·.h'Ulry •• 1971; raulll baed on Ph_II umph. """ICIY .. ilh 411 samplc seamenll alloo:ated; used elllllh.ouah Do.-embe. 1976 

be lIS monthly !eIIO,1 ~1CISOd "priI6. 1977; mullS bued on fIOI ... mpl.-sqm.nl Phose \II sl,"ICIIY; used eIIll Ih'o .... Do.-ember 1970; dupli.lled Ihe February CMR USI", 
Ph_ III ump". """ICIIY. 

'The mullS conlained in Ih. '",USI 1971 CMR ... ~ ool.ined by IedCIIIft.llnllhe Monlln. Ind Soulh Dakollscam.nls II .pro", only. winler only. Ind mi.ed In Iddlilon. 
Ih. unds.1 dll' ... ,. "lhmholded"lo .lim,nate .. ,Iy· .. ,,"," dI,".!ice CMR.l9. ,,_, 10. 1"77. fo, more del.,1s 

dThe ~'ull' In Ihe Seplembe, 1"77 CMR ... ,. oollined by "Ih~oldln'" .nd .. "' .... nln ... lh. Landlll dill 10 .hm'''''lc ea,ly_n dill Ind dI,",hl, ... ~ ".nlfiClnll, 
difTe~nl f,om hlllo,kllly lim"., ell,. !ice CMR.11. Sep,embe, 'I. 1977. for mo'e de,.il, 

"The mult. In Ih. Otlobe. 1971 CMR w.~ ,lblained by ,htcsholdm, and .."cenln8 plus. , .. I1", ... on of Ihe Ph ... III ... mcnli baed on whc •• 'Ilher ,h.n smlll ".,ns 
Thorly..",hl ...... nll ... ~ d,opped Sec CMR·JJ. Otlobe, II. 1977, fo, more del.ill 

(TIt •• n<klf·.....,n raulll ... ~ obl.ined by .."eenin,. IhrCl~oldl",. scamen. ~iJn ... on .• nd ... lIotlllon IS described in foolnol .. c. d. Ind ( .bo..,. 
'TolII. m., nol odd _*"y beel_ of ,oundlnl. 

i 
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TABU:' B·VIII.~Real·Tlme LACI£ ProdUction Esllmales for Phase JII. by Crop 7YtN'. by Stale. and by 
Monthly Reporl. U.S. Great Plains 

(1JIolUontb oj bushels) 

Srore CAS monthly "1'0'1 

feb.o feb.b Apr.}} May JUM July Aug.(' ~d • I. Orl.e lndol 
season! 

W inle, wheal 

Colorado 49772 48659 49037 70357 72456 66516 68682 68675 77070 77666 
Kansas 194220 187644 190941 286373 308 387 339348 357263 360616 365465 360410 
Nebraska 90058 88444 96579 99038 108 793 111903 109960 99264 106120 109823 
Oklahoma 64391 63918 64413 95S60 965SG 104907 1I0463 121671 119208 113 387 
Texas 56726 63305 63516 83068 91965 91691 87579 91 S94 92885 90695 

5-Slale 10lall 455167 451970 464486 634 "6 678151 714365 733947 741820 760748 751981 

Montana 73799 60723 65712 85751 91417 81983 72678 95206 90411 89224 
South Dakola 28513 46978 46057 58836 67685 123196 36621 28130 26072 24682 

2-state lotall 102312 107701 III 769 144 587 159102 205179 109299 123336 116483 113906 

7-state lotall 557479 559672 576255 778982 837254 919544 843247 865156 877231 865888 

Spring wheal 

Minnesota 71199 78744 73213 74955 
Monlana 24634 39357 38683 39m 
North Dakota 157751 200 529 211247 211990 
Soulh Dakota 45103 44969 39748 40309 

4-slale 10lall 298686 363599 362890 366367 

TOlal ",h('a/ 

9-stale 10lall 1 141933 1 228754 1 240 121 1 232255 

"c",5 monthly Iei'<>rl "'leased February 8. 1977; ","ults boKd on Ph_ numph", Itrltewy with 4)1 umple qrnents allocated; UICd <latl throuah Decembet 1911t 

bC",5 mon:hh' report ",leased ",pnI6. 19n; result. boKd on 601-umple_ment Phase III st .. te&Y ; used dati throuah December 1976; duplicated tho Februlry CMR 
tIIIi", Phlse III IImplina ..... ewv· 

'The results con'"lned In .h. "lIIus, 1977 CMR ...,'" obtlined by redeiilno.in"M Montini and South Dakoll qmrnlll"l'rin& only. win •• r only. Ind miled.ln Id· 
dltion. tbe Landut dlt. wo'" "thresholdtd" to <lIminlt. early-seuon dotl See CMR·29. ",IIIUS' 10. 1977. for more dotl" •. 

dn.e mult. In the Stptember 1977 CMR wer. obtllned by "thresholdi"," and "krctntn." the Landut dot. to .limin.te earlY·lCIIOn .iotl and dotlth.two", liJnili· 
,.ndy dltTer.nt from h,.'ori,"liy .imil.r dotl See CMR·)I. Stptember 9.1977. for more dotail •. 

eTh. result •• n the Ottober 1977 CMR wore obtained by .hresholdl", and krceAuII plus a realloca.ion of the Ph ... III -.mrnll based nn wheat ra.h.r thin small 
...... AI Thirly-ciaht ...... entl wore dropped. Sot CMR·)). Ottober II. 1977. for more detail •. 

fThe end-of .... uon raultl "'.'" obtainN by ",r..,nin,. threshold ..... -.ment redes;'nllion. and realloca.ion II des<ribed in footno .... t. d. and e abo~. 
'Tot.ls m.y not add correctly beta .... of round,na 



TABLE B·IX.-Real· Time LACI£ Yield Estimates/or Phase III. by Crop Type. by State, 
alld by MOIIt"'y Report. U.S. Great Pia/lIS 

(Bu,I,,', per 0,"' 

SIal" CAS moI"";" IPfJOrI 

'"b,O "b.b Apr.]! May Jun" July Aug.r SrPI.d Oct.' Entlof , 
I(IalO"I 

WIIII"r ","'"al 

Colorado 22.8 22.8 22.4 22.8 23.6 22,5 22.5 22.S 22.S 22.S 
Kanlall 28.9 28.9 28.1 28.1 28.3 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.8 .. Nebraska 30.2 30.6 31.4 31.1 30.! 32.2 32.1 32.0 31.9 32.0 
Oklahoma 21.8 21.7 21.0 21.2 19.8 19.9 19.9 20.0 26.0 20.0 
Texlll I9J 19.2 18.1 19.5 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 

5-stale averaae 25.6 2S.5 24.9 25.2 25.1 25.5 25.6 25.4 25.4 25.S 

Montana 26.7 26.7 28.9 28.8 28.1 26.5 26.S 26.S 26.5 26.5 
South Dakola 27.3 27.3 26.S 26.0 26.0 26.6 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 

2-stale aVCfase 26.9 27.0 2S.0 27.6 27.2 26.6 26.7 26.6 26.6 26.6 

7·state average 25.8 25.7 25.S 25.6 25.5 25.S 25.7 25.S 25.5 25.6 

Spring ""/IMI 1 
i 

Minnesota 31.8 32.0 32.0 32.0 .j 
Montana IS.O IS.O IS.O 18.0 ,', 
North Dakota 23.3 23.1 23.0 23.1 

, 
South Dakota 20.8 20.8 20.S 20.S 

.,~ 

4-state averaae 23.8 23,S 23,4 23.4 , 
i 

Te"a/ ",",ral :i 

9·state averaae 25.2 24.9 24.9 24.9 

'e AS ",,,",h'I' ' .... ", re' •• ot\! f.br ... " 8. 1977 .... u'" "" ... , "n Ph ... II .. mrhn, .... , .. , Wl,h 43' •• mr'e •• ,men" .11.",.,.d. u",d do,. Ih,,,u,h llo«mht, '97b 

be.o\S ", .. n.h', ..... " ... , •• ",d .0\"", b.IQ". ,null, tw. .. .t .. n bOl .... mr"''''''nwn' Ph ... \II t".' .. I. u><dd •••• h,,,u,h IltI:~n'''''' IQ7b. dur,,,.l<d .h. ".b,u •• , ('MR 
u .. n, Ph ••• iii IImrhn, •• , .... , 

"Tht rC'\ult'~nn~tn(d In the A.\lIfJ\.\ l"'17("MR WfC nh\.,nt\St'I) rt"~1,n~l1lnll.ht Munl.na,nd S.lUlh llakotil \tIn,,"m,. ... 'l'rln,'lnl). "lnIC' unh, and n",cll In .lI· 
dlUun. Ihc l.and,.... data ~t'c "Ihre\hnldcd" eo thmln.llt t,:ul)-\C,nun dilltJ St'C' ('MR,l4I. Auru', Ill. 1'77, fur 0111ft' ~I""" 

dThe 1'nul"",, In \M Str\C'n1MI '477 ("'R .Cft utn.mC'd b) "Ihfl:,hn\dm," lind "~r«m"'''I~ La"dwl WId h'thnunllt c.rl,-1t"nn dall and d4l11 thai wtrt' "'tt",Ii. 
I'.nlb dlffcrenl f.onl hl,.u'I,,'.II, liotnUlil. "' .... St!c ("MR-.ll. Serltmbc.~. 1'i~7, fur mort de"1.1I, 

"Tt\c 'f'Ul" tn the Ot;hlbc, 1'" CMR "Cf'C obhllned t-, Ihrc~holdtn. Ind "r~nl", rlul • trl!I"", ... .,n or tht Phlw III lC.menb baed ,lr, whell '11 her Ihlll" "mIll 
.'.'n', Thim.."p, ""m~nl' .. e .. (\'''"rcd St. (·MR-.I). (lI:.n"", II. 1917. r'lf m"'e dr,.,I, 

rThe tnd·uf·w:."on rC''Iuh, "trt ublalned 11) \(retnUlI. Ihrc.huldtn,. ,q.mcnl l'C"dC'wanllion. and rrllhl{4110n ... Ik,,'nbtd 1ft (uuln,,,,",,'. d. ,nJ t' ,b.'''C' 
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LACIE Area. Yield. and Production Eltlmate 
Characterlltlcl: U.S.S.R. 

J. R. Hlckmtlntl 

OVIRVIIW 

The U.S.S.R. is one of the m.uor food producers of 
the world; however, because of the climatic 
differences and nuctuations in the vut area involved 
(200 to 140° E lonaitude and 40° to 60° N latitude), 
the environmental limitations often render the coun
try incapable of maintainin. self-sufficiency on a 
yearly buis. Althouah the U.S.S.R. is the world's 
laraest producer of wheat (the principal food Inin 
used for human consumption) and caloric intake 
supplied by arains is declinin., the U.S.S.R. is a net 
importer IJf this commodity in almost u many years 
u it has a surplus. 

The Soviet position reprdinl wheat supply an~ 
demand is not unique, but four aspects of the supply 
picture make the wheat position of this country a 
dominant factor in the world markel for arains 
because of the maanitude of U.S.S.R. import require
ments in years of non-self-sufficiency. The four 
parts, all covered by the umbrella of nonavailability 
of information, are (I) stock position at any Jiven 
time, (2) crop condition durin. the lrowin, season, 
(3) total production for the year, and (4) maanitude 
of the total import requirement in years of short sup
ply. The sensitivity of the market to the U.S.S.R. 
whp..8t situation and the varied climatic, topoaraphi
cal, qronomic, and cultural features encountered in 
the wheat-arowina area made the U.S.S.R. a natural 
choice for LACIE's first attempt at crop estimation 
outside North America. 

The objective of this paper is to discuss produc
tion, area, and yield estimates in the U.S.S.R. durin. 
Phases II and III of LACIE (no estimates were 
aenerated in Phase I). For Phases II and III, the 
following topics are discussed. 

I. Scope 
1. Samplin, strategy 
1. Data base 

I'USDA Foreiln Alricullural Service. Houllon. TexlI. 

4. Landsat data 
S. Yield analysis for winter wheat and sprin. 

wheat 
6. Area and production estimates for winter 

wheat and sprin. wheat 
7. Technical issues and problems 
In addition, the methods of selectina data (area 

estimates) in Phase III are discussed; and winter 
wheat, sprinl wheat, and total wheat estimates are 
compared. The accuracy of the winter wheat, sprina 
wheat, and total wheat production, area, and yield 
estimates for Phue III is discussed. 

PHAlli: CROP YIAR 18'4·'1 

The U.S.S.R. work in Phue I centered around 
constructin. an initial historical .. tatistical data base, 
locatin. sample seaments within the country, and ae
quirin. multispectral scanner (MSS) data for a subset 
of the sample for study by the imqe analyst. No esti
mates were generated for th~ U.S.S.R. durin. this 
phase. 

PHAIIII: CROPYIAR 1871·'" 

loop. 

The .. ACIE Phase II effort in the U.S.S.R. was 
limited to two indicator reJions, one in the winter 
wheat area and one in the sprin. wheat area (fig. I). 

The winter wheat indicator reaion includes the 
Balties, Belorussia, the Ukraine, Moldavia, the north
ern Caucasus, central non-Chernolcm. and t"~ 
oblasts of Belgorod and Kalmyk. This area can be •.• 
peeted to live a fairly clear indication of the enf.: e 
winter wheat situation because it contributes 70J 
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percent to total area and 82.3 percent to total produc- dall in~lude billOri~ production ..... and yield 
tion. a(COrdin, au 1971 historical data. The percent ltatilticl for both sprina and winter wbeat .t the 
contribution of area versus prod~tion Indicates the Itratum (oblat) Ievellnd for~h hiaherlevel ofth. 
indusion of a preponderanc:e of the hlaher yieldlna hierarchy. Allo included In tbil c:atllOf)' are dall on 
areas in tbe indicator reaion. This does not appear to derived ratios of wbeat to otbr. small anini. The 
be slaninc:ant bec:ause an examination of additional need for this portion of the data Dale manifated It-
years of data indic:ates this is lhe norm rather than self early In Pb. II (fall 1975) wben it became evi-
the exc:eptlon. dent thlt the Imap analYltl (photolfaph In-

The sprina wheat indic:ator reaion is composed of terpreten workina with hard-c:opy MSS data) were 
10 oblasts-Orenbur,. Chelyabinsk. Kur,an. unable to sepante wheat from rye Of barley. 

.. Kustanay. Tu .... y. Tselinoarad. Kokchetav. Severo- Therefore. the daalflc:ation of the MSS dall wu for 
Kazakhstan. Pavlodar. and Novosibirsk. These small painl rather than for sprina or winter wbeat. 
oblasti (extept Orenbul1) were aood tatina sites for The ratioselllbillhed were for (I) winttr wheat 
the LACIE t«hnoloay because such fac:tors as the to fall-sown small anini (rye. barley. and winter 
short ,rowina season. marainal prec:ipilltion for wheaO. (2) winter wheat to total small anini (fall-
wheat prod~tion. the potential for the cxc:urrence of sown rye and barley: sprinl-lOWn barley: and oatl. 
early frost. and other potential wheat problems made sprina wheat. and winter wheaO. (3) sprina wheat to 
them hlah-risk areas. Accordina to 1971 statistic:s. sprinaoolOwn small pains (oats. barley. and sprina 
the sprina wheat indicator resion contributed 39.7 wheat). and (4) sprina wheat to total small painl 
perc:ent to the total sprina wheat aru and 37.2 p~- (winter wheat; "interoolOwn rye and barley: and 
c:ent to the tutal production. The per ;ent contrib ... sprinaoolOwn oats. barley. and sprlna wheal). 
tion of area versus production indical ~ , a sliaht pre- Yltld .'Q.-The yield dall were received from 
ponderanc:e of the more mallinal Y :~Idina areas in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric: Administn-
this resion. tion (NOAA) Center for Climatic and Environmen-

tal Alseument (CCEA) at Columbia. Miuouri. The 
sprina and winter wheat yield estimates were then in-

i 
• tr •• .., 

put at the Itratum level (oblat) a appropriate; i.e •• 
winter yield. sprina yield. or both dependina on the 

I 

" 
The samplin, strattl)' used in LACIE. based on 

c .... (or cl .... ) of wheat historic:ally produc:ed L within a liven stratum. 
total area and wheat density. alloc:ated a total of 1947 Sperlral dQIQ.-For each Ul4b1e ac:quisitior. (dall 
sample seaments (5· by 6-naulical·mile samples) for of s~h quality that the cllllinc:ation procedur-'l 
the U.s.S.R. These seaments were randomly loc:ated would yield a reasonable and acceptable eslinwte or 
in the wheat.prod~inl areas. The winter wheat in· Landsat data for a sample sepnenl). the rollowina in-
dicator reaion contained 385 sample seaments; the formation wu entered in the dall base: ......... t 
sprin, wheal reaion had 362 seamen ... number: crop year; perten .. of winter. sprina. and 

totallmall anins; crop type; bioloaic:al arowth I": 
Landsat acquisition date: and cllllinca&ion date. 

D.ta .... '1 
The data base can be divided into four prindpal LanclutD ... 

caleaories-alloc:alion data, hislorical-statistical dall 
(crop produclion. area. and yield). yield data. and The quantity of the usable MSS data acquired for 
spectral data. the U.S.s.R. il very poor compared to that or the U.s. 

• AI/orallon dQIQ.-Alloc:ation data include hierar· dall. The usable Landsat dall acquired for the two 
chical identifiers; i.e .• codes ror country (UR), reaion (OUfttries durina P .... II are compared in table I. 
(economic reaion). zone (ar9up of obluts). and Althouah MSS data were ac:01uired in the U.s.s.R. 

• strillum (oblat). This part of the dall base also iden· winter whcolt area over a much lonaer .,.:riod o( time 

: 1 tin,s each sample seament (winter wheat or sprina (from AUlUlt 1975 to AUJUIt 1976). the acquisition 
wheat) and its position in the hierarchy or its rate in the sprina wheat area (dall acquired (rom 
sqraphic:al loc:ation. May to AUJUSl 1976) wu sianincantly above that (or 

HllltJrlttll slQllstlttll dala.-Historical slltistical the ~ inter wheat. This dirrerence is due to the 



TABU 1.-C'omptIrl"'" 0/ U.tI"', MSS Dtlltl 
ArqulrtdjbT Ihl U.S.S.H. and Iht U.s. G"", PlIII". 

in i'ha ... II 

'lollf ('.S.S.Il. 

H/tIlf'( S,,,IIIl T ottll MW'II""IrJ. 
rtItNIt J1~' J1~1 t' .. \ Cin'flt 

/IIdiHltflf illtliHlt." Illd/Hlt." PI"/,,, 
tOtlo'" ,...,.111 lOtiom 

No. of "lmenl' 
all«.le4 lIS 

No. mu .. 1Ite 
_"1IIililion. b90 

"",,",ilion r.le' 1.8 
801 
2.2 

747 

1491 
2.0 

fIOl 

weather (onditionl in European U.S.S.R. The faU is 
('vercllt mlKh of the time. and Iprin. and early sum· 
mer rains with their a«ompanyin, cloud rover limit 
Ihe IIlherin, of data by Landsat. The acQuilition rate 
for Ihe United Stales is much imrroved over the 
U.S.s.R. rale because (I) more usable data are ac· 
Quired from fall plan tin, to harvest over the entire 
area. (2) cloud cover. haze. and other almospherk in· 
terferences are minor compared to similar innuences 
in European U.S.S.R .• and (3) Inow rovers lar,er 
areas for 10nICr time periods in the U.S.S.R. 

Five reports «(rop estimates) were amerated in 
Phase II for the winter wheat indi,ator rqion and 
three for the Iprin, wheat indiralor rcaion. The 
specnal data (number of seament data) used ior ~h 
reporl are lummarized in lable II. 

Winter ...... Indloator ...... 

G,'n"ral ",·"",htrkrop Jituatim,.-The 1975·76 
winter wheal crop starled .lowly ~.use of lubsoil 
and lopsoil moillure short.- al the lime of plant· 
in •. Emer.td Ilands were Ihin,lpOlly. and vulnera· 
ble 10 Ihe cold weather Ihal followed. Winlr ri..II look 
ill loll when I February cold snap a((«t",1 ':heal· 
fields lackin, adequate snow rover protection. The 
mosl damqcd areas included Ihe norlhern and 
eutern Ukraine and the lower Volp rqion. 

Precipitation amounts remained very Ii,ht 
throupoul the fall and wi,,.er wilh the elreption of 
I heavy snowfall in January. Sprin, rains were limely 
and slimulated viaoroUi arowth durins April and 

May. Predpilllion amounts over the EUI'OpOIm 
U.S.S.R. rem"ined • metOUlthrouahout the lfOWins 
seaton, with «CUiGnaily lhreatenina floods in the 
Dnieper River Vant;.'. 

Temperature. weI\~ acnerally near normal durina 
the ,rowin.1CUOn butlurned cooler than normal u 
the wheal (rop neared maturity. Continued shower 
IKtivity over mOSI of the winter wheat area caused 
concern about the polentia' dam. caused by locIa· 
in, and sproutin. and about the dimculty in ICnin, 
harvest in, equipment into the nelda. 

Warm and sunny wealher in late AUIUII allowed 
harveslin, operations to near completion over mOSI 
of the winter wheat reaion, only sll,htlr behind the 
normal harvesl calendar date. 

Ideal poItdorman(y ,rowin, conditions produced 
above-normal crop yields from a near lou the pre
vious faU. In rontrast, soil moisture ronditions for 
the 1976 plantin, seuon ,Phase III) were ron.idered 
ideal and prompted the plantin, of a record number 
of hectares 10 winter arain in the fall of 1976. 

YI"d tlnll'ysll.-AI a result of the soil moisture 
situation durina ,he fall of 1975 and the follow-on 
winterkil! problem., the winter wheat yield in the 
U.S.s.R. bepn the 1976 seaon on a down note. April 
yield model estimates billed only on preseason pre-

TABU II.-sp,rlral DolO Ustd In Phase II Reports 

.\lcHlI" of ,..".,rl Nil. ol"""",,'. No. ol..."",..,,' I'wrftt .~f 

"prll 
May· 
lune 
luly 
"1111111 
September 
<ktober 

,,1I11j'flW dpI" II14'II in tllI",''''icHI. 
"POll ,'I)I"f'MI 

liS 
38~ 
385 
38S 
liS 
385 
385 

146 
146 
197 
148 
(b) 

(b) 
185 

!iptml J11tt-t11 /ndh·"'fIf 1'I't, .. n 

38 
38 
51 
64 

74 

13 
11 
87 
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..,...~~~ ....... _ttt Ift .... \"" .'Ic" ltw " •• ' .... "t 
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cIpltation and temperature predlcaed ,....10 be n0r
mal or above norm .. In onI, 5 or.8 wID .. wheat 
crop ....... YI_ lteldily improved. ;IOWI\W. 
bellMlfIIln Mar and conllnutna throuah 10 hamIt. 
8y the Rnal yield model truncation In July. 9 or tilt 
11 wiIlaer ..... t crop rtakmI ....... aboW-nor
mal yield indicaliont. In contrllt to the subnormal 
wlnaer moIIture conditions. h.yy May ralnrall 
proved deUimtnlll 10 yield in the more northerly 
area. notably In lb. Baltica (E.tonia. Lalyla, 
Utbulnla. and Kalininarad) and Bel .... Farther 
lOutb Ilona the BlICk Sea In the lower portion of the 
Uk",,,, and Krur.odIr. lack or April PftlCipltation 
beld ylelck down. A combination or p ....... 
moiature ItrIII and subnormal temperalUftI throuIb 
MarcIa ltd 10 severe winterkiU prob .... prinwily in 
die tIIIII'II Ukraine and IOWL Volp 11IIionI, where 
.. buormal ttmpen'_ lowered prospecdve ylet. 
an ~veraae or 5 quin .... per hectare. 

Winter wheat yields Ihrouahout the remainder or 
die cenanl and westem European u.s.s.a. fared ex
ceptionally well in 1976, apedaUy in die prime pro
duction fIIiont or ab. Cncasus and middle Volp 
area. where output per hectare ranatd up 10 5 quin
.... above normal. Yield model calculationllndiAlI 
Iha, MoIdIvia. allhouah ...... 1 in IenM of lOIII 
winter wheal production, ranked above aU other 
Soviet .ns in '/76-38.0 quin .... per hectare. or 
10 percent above normll exptCtI'ionJ. 

............. Inlllo ......... 

GnltrGI W'Glhlfkrop .IIUGlicm.-8ecluse or I 

Unaerina ct 0_1, .he central u.s.s.a. IPrina w ..... 
ftIlon had, II harvelt time in 1975, dnwn soil 
moisture racrva down 10 I critically low 1!Yet. 
Much hope wu therefore liven 10 I plentiful 
snowfall durina the winter monthf, Winter and early 
.prin, moiIture, however, wu spotty, with predpi ... 
tion amounts pnerally lea than normal. 

Rain and lnowrall ra ... continued to be low duro 
ina April, and althouth May brauaht incrased pre
(ipitltion to most sprir" ,.,hea. IreaI. dry pockets 
were wideninc in par1J or the Ural Mountains. 
Kazakhstan, and western Siberia. Timely early 1Um· 
mer rains really turned.,rina crop prospecll around 
and replenished dwindlln, moisture supplia in most 
or the New Lands. 

Summer ~peratura, .verqina 1- to 2- C below 
normal north or Kazakhstan, aided crop develop
menl. C0'8 temperltures u harvelt approached 

IIowed m.turi" III WllIIm Siberia. -vtna CIOPI 
YUlntrlbIe 10 an .. , f'roIt; howfter. 110 dIIII ... 
m ...... 1zed. Han. wtIIber WllIIIOIt flvorable In 
I." A ...... ' alld September. IIthouah seuona1 
showers interfered with harvati,.. operations in the 
tIIIIm portion or .... IPrina wbta& .... 

rWitl _.-amilar to .... ,ieId ....... for 
Iht 1976 winter wblat crop, the IPrIDa wbeat yield 
6ftdIcations WIN below normal I' die Mar plandna 
dme .... of advene prr •••• on precipitadon con
ditionl. Yield IIdmalll .... ded 10 support reponed 
1011 mollture condlUons~ III seven y6tld modeII in 
the IPriIIa wbel. lndIcIIaor ...... incftcaled below· 
normal PI'OlplCIi. Area 10 the WIlt .... Ill. Volp 
liver in abe mixed IPriIIa and _Inter pn reaions 
IIvt tomtWbat hiJhtr yield pndictionllllfOUlboul 
the year, .. abo ............. bly abundant ralnrall 
detracted from yletdl in the later ..... It baMI& .,. 
proacbed. AI the end or the 1IIIOft. about one-ablrd 
or the IPriIIa wbeat model llratl estimated above
normal ,leIds. all but one stratum I,ina outllde the 
indicator naioD. 

The O\WalI ...,nIl '''''*' or .. tber on p ... 
dieted Soviel )'leIdI WII somewhat mixed. Wi:hin 
the indicator .... surroundlna the New landi. yield 
nwJel_mates were off .. much II 5 or 6 quin .... 
per hectare rrom f'! -mnal trends ill western Siberia 
primarily becaUII of lIVen moisture probleml oc
currina thro..... April. Conversel,. the yletdl in 
Kokchetav and Severo-KazakIman obIutI were 
nearI, 2 quintals (or 16 percen.) above trend becauIe 
cumulative precipitltion (rom Ma, throuah July ex
ceeded normal predpitation by 60 miUimelerl. This 
retion polled the hlahat 1976 IPriIll w ..... yield in 
the Soviet He- Landl-12.4 ..... per hectare, 
followed by the nar-normalIO.S.quintll-per-hecuTt 
yield in the norlheutern U ..... sector. 

........... 
WI"", wltHI l"dkGIO#' ","",.-Five repor1I were 

tener.ted ror &he winter whe.I indicator rtIkm in 
the 1975-76 crop year. The IrtIlftd production ati
ma", showed conlitlCnt lipif'cant incnaa with 
each IU«lldiIll report, euep. for the May report 
tn,. 2). No .,1OftII spectral dati wert available 
(rom thoR UItd in the April repon; Iheref'«e, the 
May area estimate remairled tbe ume .. the pre
vious .. timlte. However. yield "timlln were 
reduced, raultina in I ckcreue in the May produc· 
tion estimate rrom the April level. The ctecreasa in 
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PRODUCTION 
MILLION METRIC TONS 

AREA 
MILLION HECTARES 

YIELD 
OUINTAU PER HEC'4RE 

1 

29.5 

nGURE Z.-Pbase II ,rodllCtlon, area, ami yield estimates of the U.S.s.R. wlnler wbeat ladlcator ",loa. The U.S.s.R •• 1 .... fIpre& 
are tlerlved from Dluiliple Sovlel publlC:ltlons bec:ause tbe U.S.S.R. does not ,ubllsh ,rodudlon, lrel. and yield statlstic:s for an are. 
rolnc:ldent with tbe Indlnlor realons. 

the yie:d estimates were not uniform for the region; 
therefore. the reduction in the production estimate 
was not directly proportional to the decrease in the 
average yield between the 2 months. 

The continued increases in area estimates resulted 
from improved sample segment coverage and im
proved classifications of previously worked seg
ments using later acquisitions; however, much of the 
increase was directly attributable to an inability to 
separate wheat from other small grains and in
directly to the ratioing technique used. LACIE did 
not envision the necessity of using a ratio, but, as the 
experiment progressed, it became apparent that the 
capability of distinguishing wheat from other small 
grains in foreign areas was not developed within 
LACIE. The software for the aggregation was 
designed specifically for wheat so that a ratio seemed 
the logical solution to the problem. A ratioing 
scheme was developed, using an averaging 
methodology, which appears to function satisfac
torily in normal years but which must be modified to 
perform well in years such as 1975-76 for the 
U.S.S.R. winter wheat area. Several intervening fac-

486 

tors that year adversely affected the use of ratios in 
developing percentage of wheat from percentage of 
small grains; e.g., changes in sown area and abnormal 
amount of winterkill. In retrospect, it is evident that 
two m~or classification errors were made. First, fall
sown small grains were classified when in reality 
spring-sown small grains made up at least part of the 
confusion crops. Second, spring-sown or total small 
grains were classified when crops other than small 
grains made up a part of the confusion crops, The 
principal agronomic abnormalities for that year were 
(1) the e',t>ansion of the area devoted to small grains 
in the winter wheat area and (2) an abnormally large 
area usually occupied by winter wheat replanted to 
other small grains when losses from poor germina
tion resulted because of a dry fall and severe win
terkill in certain areas of the country. 

Spring wheal indicator region.-Three reports were 
generated for the spring wheat indicator region for 
the 1975-76 crop year. The area and production esti
mates showed consistent and expected increases 
with each succeeding report (fig. 3). Apparently, the 
ratioing tlXhnique was more nearly suited to the 
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PRODUCTION 
MILLION METRIC TONS 

AREA 
MILLION HECTARES 

YIELD 
OUINTALS PER HECTARE 

---------

J 

20.1 
RD = -16.4% 
CV = 9.0% 

23.4 

12.5 ---------
• • 

01--__ --.-....-_-

FIGllRE l.-PhlR II pradut.lon, .m. ad ,1l'ld "lim.'" of.hl' U .S.S.R . .,rlnl whu. Indl~'or rqlon. Thl' U.S.S.R ••• ul Raum 
.rl' dl'rhl'd from mulllpll' Sofll" pubUt.Uons bt~USl' .hl' U.S.S.R. dOl'S no. publish pradudlon, .rl'a •• nd ,1l'ld •••• ls.lts for a arl'a 
toln('ldl'n' with 'hl' I"dl~'or rqlons. 

overall spring wheat area since no significant across
the-board abnormalities occurred during this crop 
year. This was largely due to the preponderance of 
spring wheat to potential confusion crops (i.e., other 
small grains) in the spring wheat indicator region. 
The principal problem with the estimate for the 
spring wheat indicator region for this year was the 
timing of the first report. It was anticipated that this 
report would be released no later than mid-July. 
Ho",~ ... er, because of a late season and the amount of 
time between acquisition and receipt of data by the 
Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS), it was mid
August before sufficient data were available for sub
stantive results. 

Accuracy of E,tlmat., 

Because of the reporting system used by the 
U.S.S.R., estimation of the bias of estimates at the in
dicator region level is not possible. However, esti
mates of precision-coefficient of variation (CV)
can be projected to the country level to determine 
whether the precision is sufficient to support ac-

curacy goals. The CV of the production estimate at 
the country level must be less than 6.1 percent to 
support the LACIE 90/90 accuracy goal (see the 
paper by Houston et al. entitled" Accuracy Assess
ment: The Statistical Approach to Performance 
Evaluation in LACIE"). Table III gives the lACIE 
production estimates for the two indicator regions 
with estimated CV's and projections to the country 
level for those months for which standard statistics 
were available (ref. I). These projections. which treat 
the country-level estimates as having the same 
characteristics as the indicator region estimatc.Ii. indi
cate that the precision at the indicator region levels is 
more than adequate to support the 90/90 accuracy 
goal. In fact. these projections indicate that a relative 
bias in the country-level LACIE production estima
tor as large as 4 percent can be tolerated and still SllP

port the accuracy goal. 
The tendency to underestimate winter wheatllrea 

at harvest, as was observed in the U.S. Great Plains 
(Texas. Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, and 
South Dakota) in Phase II, is not indicated in the 
U.S.S.R., even though the winter wheat signatures in 
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T.4BLI: III.-LACIE Production Estimates/or the 
Willttr and Spring Wlteatlndlcator Regions 

41011111 LAc/E productio" 
.. stimat ... MMJf1 

Wint,., ""'tat ;"J/,'ator l'l'IIion 

June 
Juty 
(ktober 

AuaUSI 
September 
October 

·M .... on n~t"(' tons. 
beOUn,r)'ole\cl rrOJ«,'\"lidn 

27.8 
30.0 
34.9 

t4.3 
17.4 
20.\ 

7.0 
8.0 
7.0 

11.0 
9.0 
9.0 

J.t 
J.6 
3.1 

4.7 
3.9 
3.9 

the U.S.S.R. were much like those observed in the 
United States. If anything. a tendency to overesti
mate is indicated. For some of the drier areas in the 
U.S.S.R. where the wheat signatures were very weak. 
late-fall and early-season interpretations of winter 
grains were difficult because it was hard to determine 
whether anything was actually growing in many of 
the fields. This probably led the analysts to confuse 
natural vegetation and wheat in these areas and 
hence to tend to overestimate. Spring wheat sig
natures for the U.S.S.R. did not appear as strong as 
those for the United States; however. the spring 
wheat fields in the lj.S.S.R. were much larger.lndica
tions are that the spring wheat area estimates at the 
segment level were much better than those in the 
United States because of fewer confusion crops. 
minimal strip-fallow cropping practices. larger fields. 
and more stable year-to-year ratios of spring wheat to 
small grains (resulting from more stringent govern
ment controls). 

Although the LACIE yield estimates did not ap
pear to vary much at the indicator region levels. pre
vious discussion indicates that the yield varied con
siderably from crop region to crop region in both the 
winter and spring wheat regions because of weather 
conditions. The LACIE yield models apparently 
tracked this variability reasonably well but tended to 
underestimate. This variability illustrates the need to 
track both area and yield at the crop region level in 
order to obtain reliable indicator region and higher 
level production estimates. 
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Technlull"u., Ind Problem, 

Selection 0/ the indicator rtglons.--Because of 
resource limitations. it was impossible to work the 
U.S.S.R. wheat.producing area in its entirety during 
Phase II. Therefore, it was decided to work indicator 
regions in the winter and spring wheat areas (see fis. 
t) that would be representative of the respective 
areas. The selection of regions was indeed represent
ative. The winter wheat indicator region contained 
approximately 70 percent of the area producing 
winter wheat, which accounts for approximately 82 
percent of the production. The spring wheat indica
tor region contained only 40 percent of the total area 
deVilled to spring wheat, which accounts for approx
imately 37 percent of the total production but covers 
the major part of the high.risk or "swing" area pro
ducing spring wheat. The unfortunate aspect of this 
selection is that the U.S.S.R. does not release produc· 
tion. area, and yield data in a manner that allows 
comparison with the LACIE estimate. From the 
standpoint of accuracy assessment. a beller winter 
wheat indicator region might have included the 
Balties. Belorussia. and the Ukraine to coincide with 
U.S.S.R. releases. 

Sampling.-The U.S.S.R. wheat sampling density 
was based on total area and wheat density in order to 
achieve the LACIE 90/90 goal (to be within to per
cent of the actual crop 90 percent of the time on the 
average). However. the sampling strategy was ba.~ed 
on 1971 data that were not fully representative of the 
1975 situation; i.e .• shifts from wheat to barley and 
increases in cultivated areas were not reflected. This 
resulted in an oversample of some areas and an un
dersample of other areas. The sample consisted of S· 
by 6-nautical-mile sample segments randomly placed 
in agricultural areas as determined by interpretation 
of Landsat images. Landsat data. however. were not 
available over the entire area. Where spectral data 
were missing. historical data were used; however. the 
historical data again were not truly representative of 
the current situation and resulted in appr ~"imately 
35 percent of the sample segments being placed in 
nonagricultural locations. 

Historical data.-Much of the initial pi nning for 
the LACIE procedures was based on the United 
States. and the inconsistencies or lack of needed 
historical-statistical data in foreign areas necessitated 
numerous "workarounds" in the initial stages of 
Phase II for the U.S.S.R. Although the U.S.S.R. reo 
ports of statistical data on agriculture are massive. an 
attempt to develop specific data for the entire coun· 
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try or to establish relatively lona-term trends (S to 10 
years) for specific values usually leads to frustration 
and to the derivation of data. Across-the-board 
statistical data at the oblast level are normally not 
available, and if available, are usually inconsistent. 
Thus, data for some oblasts may be reported as 
winter arains and spring arair41 or total arains, 
whereas others may define wheat (wiNer and 
spring), rye, and barley (winter and spring). 

Another constraint in working U.s.s.R. data is 
that most official releases below the country level are 
at least 2 years old. As described previousJy, the sub
country data are inconsistent. and considerable work 
had to be done to derive representative data for the 
needed political level, the oblast (no attempt was 
made to work at the county (rayon) level). It is im
possible to analyze the results in the U.S.S.R. in a 
timely manner because complete data (production, 
area, and yield estimates) are not released by the 
U.S.S.R. during the crop year and because produc
tion, area, and yield data at the country level are not 
released until the spring following the crop year of 
interest. 

Landsat col/ection.-The acquiSition rate of usable 
spectral data for the European U.S.S.R. was 26 per
cent lower than the rate for the Unite" States (see ta
ble I) and Canada because of haze and cloud cover in 
the fall, snow cover in the winter, and rainy weathel" 
in the spring. The weather is a major constraint in an 
accurate inventory in that it is quite possible that 
only one acquisition will be obtained duriilg an entire 
crop year for a given sample segment. If, for exam
ple, the acquisition is obtained early in the crop year 
(in the September-October time frame) and the 
ground cover is not sufficient for accurate evaluation 
and classification, the resulting estimate will only 
reflect a part of the actual crop. This estimate will be 
carried for the entire crop year and will result in a 
definite downward bias. 

The spring wheat acquisition rate for the New 
Lands is better except for July. This is not normally a 
critical time for data collection in this area because 
the key biostages (emergence, tillering, jointing, 
heading, and turning) generally occur outside this 
time frame. However, if the crop is either delayed or 
accelerated significantly, acquisitions for this time 
would be crucial for an accurate analysis. 

Classification of Landsat data.-One of the most 
critical issues for the LACIE was the ability to dis
tinguish between crops using the Landsat data. With 
key acquisitions, it was possible to separate small 
grains from row crops, hay, and improved pastures, 

but LACIE never achieved the capability of dis
tinauishing wheat from other small pns. This in
ability led to the ratioina technique discussed earlier 
in this paper. The ratioing technique leaves much to 
be desired. especially in the U.s.S.R. where the aae 
and completeness of available data make it difficult, 
if not impossible, to reflect the current situation. 

In retrospect, and from a commodity analyst's 
point of view, it miaht have been a simpler and more 
accurate operation if the project had chosen to 
classify small 8I'ains and if the crop analyst had been 
free to develop a ratioing scheme at the country or 
regional level. This approach could possibl)' have 
allowed more time for research and development OD 
crop separability techniques by the classification 
component. 

Early-season estimates.-The image analysts' pro
cedures during Phase II dictated that only an area 
showing emergence or growth of small arains be so 
classified. Therefore, if weather conditions inter
rupted the seeding of larse areas and plant 81'owth 
was observed in onl)' parts of fields at the time of 
Landsat data acquisition, the resulting area classifica
tion would be /IJw. If no subsequent acqUisitions for 
that sample segment were obtained, this bias would 
remain in the system throughout the crop year. 

Yield estimates.-Yield estimates were obtained 
from mathematical rearession yield models operated 
by NOAA CCEA at Columbia, Missouri. These 
models were developed using monthly climatic 
historical yield data. Deviations from normal tem
perature and normal precipitation (or a combination 
of the two as expressed in terms of potential and ac
tual evapotranspiration) result in additions or 
subtractions from a predicted trend yield. Models re
quiring monthly accumulations of meteorological 
data are limited in their capability to respond to 
abrupt weather extremes, which can rapidly alter the 
condition of the crop over short periods during criti
cal stages of crop development. The regression-type 
yield model is also somewhat limited in its capability 
to respond fully to the impact of either abnormally 
good or abnormally bad years. Awareness of this 
limitation makes good analyst judgment paramount 
when using yield model predictions. Experience dur
ing Phase II has shown that regression yield models 
constantly responded in the proper direction to the 
weather phenomenon experienced. Trend-term ad
justments and some reselcetion of weather variables, 
it was later shown, improved the predictive 
capability of the U.S.S.R. yield models after Phase II. 
Since more sophisticated phenological modeling type 
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techniques were not developed for operational ap. 
plication, no alternative 10 using the regression yield 
model was available during LACIE. 

Cultural frtlctlces.-Two cropping practices used 
in the U.s.s.R. complicated the analysis of its wheat 
situation. Thl~ more sipiflcant of the two is the cut· 
tine of small arains for "areen chop" (huvesting at 
headin! or the soft doush srowth stap for animal 
feed). Therefore, if the last spectral data received for 
a Biven area were at the jointing slase and a third of 
the small grains crop was cut for "green chop," the 
lACIE final estimate would be biased upward. 
Although analytical work has not been done on this 
section, it is suspected that it is a ml\ior factor in the 
LACIE at·harvest estimate of winter wheat area 
because the practice is more prevalent in the winter
wheat.producing area. 

The second practice is overseeding. Poor stands of 
winter-sown grains (resulting from poor germina' 
tion. winterkiU. or related factors) are normally over
seeded~ i.e .• another grain (nJrmal1y barley) is sown 
over the existing crop. Thus. the result is a wheat
barley or rye-barley mix at harvest. If it is a wheat· 
barley mix and the farm is short in delivering its 
wheat quota. the mix can be delivered as wheat at a 
discount depending on the percentage of barley in 
the wheat. If this type of operation is relatively 
widespread, it will bias the yield downward because 
barley yield is normally lower than wheat. 

U.S.S.R. reporting of statistical agr;fllitural data.
Besides the delay and inconsistency in reporting. the 
U.S.S.R.'s report of "bunker weights" is also a prob
lem. Bunker weight is the weight straight from the 
field with no corrections made for dockage or 
mOIsture content. In years of favorable climatic con
ditions. these "bunker weights" could be fairly repre
sentative of the nutritive or feeding value of the har
vesl~ however. in years of poor weather conditions. 
these values may be innated unrealistically because 
of high moisture content, trash, sprouting, disease. 
etc. 

PHASE III: CROP YEAR 1978-77 

Scope 

The level of activity for ,he U.S.S.R .vas increased 
from indicator regions in Phase II to total country 
coverage in Phase III. This coverage automatically 
increased the segment workload from 747 to 1947 
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segments, a sianificant impact on resources. 
However, the additional workload generated an esti
mate for which comparable data (officiai U.s.s.R. 
estimates) were released by the li.~.S.R. after har
vest. 

..... ltng 

In Phase II, the samplins stratei)' was based on 
total area and wheat density. The Phase III samplins 
strategy had the advantage of updated and more ac
curate historicai-statistical data, more and improved 
spectral imagery of the entire U.s.s.R., and the ex
perience gained in Phase lito use as a base. The sam
pling strategy was revised for Phase III and was 
based on agricultural (cropland) area and wheat den
sity. Additionally, a significant number of sample 
segments in nonagricultural areas durins Phase II 
were relocated to agricultural areas for Phase III. 

DateS ... 

The data base for Phase III was not changed sig
nificantly from the Phase II edition, with the excep
tion of the historical-statistical section where updates 
and corrections were made. 

LandaatData 

During LACIE Phase III. the landsat data for the 
U.S.S.R. were acquired between August S, 1976, and 
September IS, 1911. During the period from August 
5. 1976. to November I. 1977.8838 acquisitions (im
agery of a given sample segment) were examined by 
the Classification and Mensuration Subsystem 
(CAMS) and the results were reported to the CAS. 
This number of acquisitions equates to an average ac
quisition rate (number of acquisitions divided by 
number of sample segments) of 4.54 as the project at
tempted to collect usable data on the total allocation 
of 1947 sample segments. Although the number of 
acquisitions (8838) is almost overwhelming: n mag
nitude and may lead one to believe thaI usaole data 
were collected orl 100 percent of the sample seg
ments allocated to the U.S.S.R., the actual coverage 
of usable imagery amounted to only 78 percent for 
the entire season. In other words, of the 1947 sample 
segments allocated to the U.S.S.R .• usable data were 
collected on 1518 segments, or 78 percent of the 
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allocation. The disposition of the remaining 7320 ac
quisitions is accounted for by one of the following. 

1. The image was not processed because of clouds 
or image data problems. 

2. The image was examined but not classified 
because of small grains preemergence or dormancy. 

3. Several acquisitions of the same segment were 
available at the time it was worked. The analyst had 
the option of selecting either the best or the most 
representative acquisition to process~ he would then 
archive the remainder. 

4. The acquisition was processed, but the results 
were unsatisfactory. 

5. Multiple acquisitions resulted in satisfactory 
classifications for the same sample segment. 

Two severe unanticipated data collection con
straints-loss of the Pakistani ground station for data 
collection and failure to acquire early spring spectral 
data~urtailed the LACIE data collection effort at 
critical times during the crop year. Undoubtedly, 
both the coverage and the acquisition rate would 
have improved if the Landsat data had been collected 
as originally planned. 

The Landsat acquisition history for the U.S.S.R. 
in Phase III (from August 5, 1976, to November 1. 
1977) is summarized in table IV. The early-season, 
midseason, and late-season periods have been ar
bitrarily designated to facilitate the preparation of 
this table. Large areas of the wheat-producing regions 
were combined by predominant wheat class to 
further expedite the data compilation. The inclusive 
dates for early-season, midseason. and late-season ac
quisitions as they relate to areas defined on the map 
in figure 4 are as follows: 

An'I/ II'h.'''' 
da_u 

f",I .. .\(,:/ I.",.· 
Winter A.UIl 19711 10 Apr. 10 June 1 10 

Mar. 31. 1977 Ma)' .1I. 1977 lk\. 31. 11)77 
II Winterl ,",US. 19711 10 Apr. I 1O June: I 1O 

spring Mar. 31. 1977 May 31. 1977 lk\. 31. 1977 
III Sprintt Apr. IS 10 Jul~' I 1O AUIL. '10 

June: 30. 1917 Jul)' 31. 1977 lkt. 31. 1917 

The exceptions to this legend are Chimkent. Dzham
bul. Alma Ata. and Taldy Kurgan in Area I. The ac
quisition seasons (early. mId, and late) are divided 
the same as Area III because of the similarity not 
only in cultural practices but also in acquisition 
dates. 

The sample segment coverage by acquisitions con
laining usable spectral data was the same for all three 

areas (see table IV). This, of course, is an abnormal 
situation because spectral data are acquired for Areas 
I and II more than twice as long as for Area III; thus, 
the possibility of acquirina equal coverage in Area III 
under normal circumstances is remote. The factors 
drivina this skewed coverage are as follows: 

1. A wet tall and al' early winter in the winter 
wheat areas with cloud cover much of the time and 
early dormancy 

2. Failure to acquire spectral data over European 
U.S.S.R. at the prescribed time in the sprina (The 
first acquisitions were requested for March but actual 
collection was not beaun until about May 1.) 

3. A wet spring and summer in European 
U.S.S.R. with accompanying clouds 

4. Unusually favorable climatic conditions for 
spectral acquisitions over the spring wheat area; i.e. 
insignificant rainfall in June and most of July and 
minimal cloud cover 
These conditions complicated the analysis of im
agery for the European U.S.S.R. because most of the 
early-season data were acquired extremely early in 
the season (August/September 1976) and in many 
cases reflected partial estimates. This led to the 
assumption that the very early acquisitions did not 
reflect the actual extent of the area devoted to fall
sown small grains. 

The spectral data coverage of the New Lands was 
much more straightforward; acquisitions were timely 
and the analysis of the spectral data was an improve
ment over that of the early-season winter small 
grains. (The procedures were adjusted to avoid the 
problems encountered in the analysis of early-season 
fall-sown grains.) 

Spectral coverage during the season differed by 
wheat class (see table IV). The most complete 
coverage occurred in the early season in the spring 
and winter areas. the next best coverage occurred in 
midseason, and the late-season coverage decreased 
rather sharply. The coverage of the spring and winter 
wheat or mixed area showed the opposite situation; 
coverage in the early season and midseason was ap
proximately equal at one-third of the allocation and 
improved to one-half in the late season. 

The spectral coverage for the three areas (see fig. 
4) ranged between 64 and 86 percent for the entire 
year. except for the Transcaucasus (12 percent). 
central Asia (43 percent). and the Northwest (0 per
cent). The central Asia problem was due to a failure 
of the Pakistani ground station. This station was used 
to relay most of the spectral data acquired over 
central Asia in an effort to economize on use of the 
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TABU IV.-Pha!e //I U.S.S.R. Landsat Data Review 

IPrfl~"OiI.(' .!roltlJl:olc>J sOll/pl(' st'Il"'","sjiJr M"'tell usob/(' sptrll1lt dlllO M1'lI'm:rllWI. 
b.v MJfI S('IISfJII olld ... 1/('111 (1(Wi/ 

Rt'RImt Samph>J(ItlItIC'ItI PrtmIlto~ 
at/orolhm 

Stasonb Enl'". crop 
)WI' 

J Mid Ellrly LIII" 

Willl('r M'I'MI> 

t. Bahic:s 25 64 12 J6 24 
2. Belorussia 42 79 67 71 26 
3. Southwestern Ukraine Il7 81 40 54 37 
4. Donets·Dnieper 130 72 60 32 40 
~. Southern Ukraine 70 94 83 77 13 
6. Moldavia 16 94 88 69 J8 
7. Nonhern Caucasus 153 83 47 37 59 

15. Transcaucasus 26 12 6 7 2 
16. Cenlral Asia 23 43 13 26 30 

Total 602 78 52 47 38 

Wi",..,. olld sprilll: M'I,('OI" 

8. Central ChernOlem 101 69 30 I~ 47 
9. Central non-Chernolem 103 75 17 37 51 

15. Volga Vyatsk 34 74 29 24 47 
16. Volga J2S 83 43 39 SS 

TOlal 563 78 35 J3 52 

Sprillll ... IIf!ol 

12. Urals 141 91 70 48 42 
I J. Kazakhstan 436 71 42 39 20 
14. Western Siberia IS8 86 S9 42 20 
17. Easlern Siberia 36 72 19 67 31 
18. Far Easl 10 80 60 20 10 
19. Norl"wesl 1 0 0 0 0 

TOlal 782 78 SO 42 25 

Counlry tOlal 1947 78 46 41 37 

:lThe Ii,ure fur the edrl). mid ... nllille sc.w," L'O\~r.,. \\ III nol .dd 10 L'ror .. )'Cd' 'I)\crqe hc.:4Iutt dala .. ere acqulf'N 

for '.-.c 'kImc ~n1cnl IR .n I'net: 'foC"~ '" m.n) ("a~ 
"IIt\'lu'I\C .... Ie" for t.rl)', mid, .nd 1 .. le SC"son\ .rr. for ".nltr whe •• , rtom Auc, 1"6 '0 M,)' l" lqn.ln, "'Intel and 

'r,mB .. ht."m .. t<ll. r,um ,\u, 1916 lu Md) 31. 1917 •• nd ro, 'r"n~ .. h •• ,. r"In' "r'. IS 10 Jul) 31. 1917. 
L' Prcdon\ln.n"~ m\\C11 .UCot 

satellite recorder. When the station malfunctioned, 
much of the data for this area was lost. The 
Transcaucasus problem was more complicated. In a 
plOI of the areas for which the U.S.S.R. spectral data 
could be "dumped" to the Pakistani and/or Italian 
station, the Transcaucasus was located in an overlap 

area: i.e., both stations would receive the spectral 
data for this area. As Phase III progressed, it was 
determined that the strength of the stations was 
weaker than anticipated and that no data or at best 
sporadic bits of data were being received for the 
Transcaucasus. The Northwest coverage was yet 
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another problem~ cloud cover, snow cover, and the 
segment's location on the fringe of the collection area 
combined to negate efforts to acquire usable data for 
this area. 

The experience in Phases II and III led the 
U.S.S.R. CAS analyst to believe that a lO-percent 
coverase of the allocation (Phase III allocation of 
1947 sample segments) of lood usable data 
(classification) is sufficient to produce a reliable esti
mate. This assumption is supported in part by project 
statisticians' determination that the U.S.S.R. was 
oversampled by approximately 75 percent. The 
revised sampling developed for the U.S.s.R. to meet 
the 90/90 criterion of production at harvest allocated 
approximately 1100 sample segments. The 11OQ.seg
ment allocation includes a doud-cover factor based 
on Phase IIJ acquisition history. Thus, the revised 
sampling strategy sample segment allocation exceeds 
the commodity analyst's spectral data acquisition reo 
quirements almost twofold. 

Yield Analya'a 

Winter ",heQr.-The final 1976-77 LACIE winter 
wheat yield prediction for the U.S.S.R. was 25.6 quin· 
tals per hectare. an increase of I quintal over the 
LACIE Phase II (1975·76) crop year estimate of 24.6 
quintals covering a reduced indicator region. This is 
especially significant when one considers that the 
Phase II coverage consisted mostly of the higher 
yielding portion of the winter wheat area. The offi
cial U.s.S.R. countrywide yield figure for the 1975·76 
crop year was 25.9 quintals per hectare for winter 
wheal. The highest previous Soviet yield was 27.0 
quintals, a record set in 1973; the winter wheat yield 
average since 1970 had been 23.0 quintals. 

Individual yield predictions from the 21 crop 
regions in the U.S.S.R. (fig. 5) are aggregated to ob· 
tain the countrywide estimate. Winter wheat yield 
predictions from the agrometeorological regression 
yield models used in these crop regions terminate 
with the July truncation. and any revisions 10 the 
combined country estimate since that time are due to 
area adjustment only. 

The improvement in the overall country yield 
estimate for the 1976·77 crop year over the previous 
year is renected in the individual yield stratum 
results. More than three·fourths of the crop regions 
with operating yield models in 1976 registered higher 
}'ields in 1977. The greatest impact from this increa'ic 
was in the Ukraine. where 45 percent of the U.S.S.R. 
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winter wheat crop is produced. Yields in the 
southern and eastern Ukraine were more than 6 
quintals higher than in 1976-the result of milder
than-averaae winter temperatures and abundant rain
fall throuah the critical sprinland early summer 
periods. The only setback in 1977, compared with a 
year earlier, occurred along the middle and upper 
Volaa. Here, above-averaae April temperatures and 
scanty May rainfall kept yields as much as 7 quintals 
below the 1976 fiaure. Winter wheat yields in 1977, 
compared to trend, also indicated a bumper year. 
Two-thirds of the 21 crop regions predicted yields 
above the normal. whereas, in 1976, only sliahtly 
more than half the strata were forecastins yields to 
exceed trend predictions. 

Country-level winter wheat yield estimates for the 
U.S.S.R. appeared to be close to other predictions, of
ficial and unofficial, during Phases II and III. No ex
act check· can be performed. however. on stratum
level accuracy because of a 2- to 3.year lag in official 
publication of regional data. Individually or on a 
model.by-model basis. the Caucasus.Volla winter 
wheat covariance model. coverins adjacent Crop 
Regions 10 and 17, may be somewhat suspect. For 
the 1975·76 and 1976-77 crop years. the model's 
yields from the lower Volga (Crop Region 17) were 
consistently below trend throughout the season. 
whereas predictions for the northeastern Caucasus 
(Crop Region 10) were above the trend with equal 
frequency. This could. of course. be entirely possible 
given the proper meteorological conditions. 

Building for a covariance model requires pooling 
of yield and climatic data over both regions for the 
data base period from )958 to 1971. In the operation 
of the yield model. current area·specific weather is 
then applied to the individual crop regions. In pool· 
ing data for Crop Regions to and 17 for the Novem· 
her to March and the April temperature variables, 
averase normal temperatures of -2.980 and 9.170 C. 
respectively, are indicated. Actual temperature data 
for the November to March period !IIhow the more 
southerly Crop Region 10 to be above the pooled 
average, whereas Crop Region 17. lying to the north. 
deviates below the pooled average. This is not 
surprising because the north·south span encompass· 
ing the two strata covers nearly 500 miles and 
because temperature averages would normally be ex· 
pected to be colder inland and farther north (table 
V). Yields within the two strata are affected accord· 
inlly: Crop Region 10 upward because of the above· 
normal temperatures and Crop Region 17 down· 
ward. The April temperature variable rraction in the 
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TABLE: V.-Temptralure Var/ableso!IhtCaufQsus·Volga W/nttr Wheal YltldModel 

Cmpfl'1li'J11 N"I'f'IJIbf'f·Morril '"nll''''"'U''' Al'fll Irntpf'rtlIU'" rot" 
ItmpI'rtI'UIt' 

MImI Ar,,",I. OrI'/IIII"" • 'lrld Imp.(·I. Nonn Arlual • lkwallolf "t"ld impQrl. .. rl.bl" 
·C ,rom nonn ql"'" ·c 

from """" ",IIt" 1mp«I. "IIIt" 

197M6 

10. NOflhwes.ern -2.80 -2.0 +0 .• +1.1 +9.40 +11.7 +2.3 +0 •• +1.9 
C.uelluJ 

17. Lower Vol,a -2.80 -S.4 -2,6 -5.6 +9.40 +9.1 +.4 +.2 -S.4 

1976·77 

10. Northe._ltrn -2.98 -0.3 +2.7 +1.3 
C,u~.JUJ 

17. Lower Vol,. -2.98 -4.2 -1.2 -1.1 

model shows effects similar to the November to 
March period althoUJh yield impact is less for the 
sinale-month variable. One discernible effect of the 
temperature poolinl over the two rqions is that it 
somewh8t destroys the use of trend as a meanin,ful 
analytical tool in judlin, model performance. A 
reaion-consaant correction of - 2.S quintals a: 'plied 
in 1977 to Crop Resion 10 appean to brina the trend 
yield into comparable ran,e with a straiabt aver. 
yield over the 19S8·7) dala base period (table VI). 
Crop Resion 17 yield. thoush. shows a wide 
diveraence between the trend term value ItS shown in 
the model and the actual yield averaae o~r the same 
period. Model trend deviations would indicate 
below·normal yields in 1976 and 1977~ however. 
yields were actually above the 14-year data base 
aver. for both years. 

In Phase III. one other slisht discrepancy was also 
noted in Crop Resion 10. the northeastern Caucasus. 
Smoothinl the November to March temperature 
over the entire crop rcaion produced an above
averaae readins of 2.70 C. This subsequently con· 
tributed 1.3 quintals to the yield estimate for that 
period. However. this relion was particularly 
vulnefl\ble to winterkill on January 4 and S when 
temperatures were sufficiently low and the area 
lacked protective snow cover. Above-normal tem· 
peratures aenerally throuahout the S·month Novem· 
ber to March period tended to obscure 2 days of crit· 
ically low temperatures. This probably urderscor:s 
even more the need for a aood climatic alarm system 
rather than indicatins a yield model defe.:t. Yield 
monitorina in the Caucasus. where potential win· 
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-9.17 +11.7 +2.S +1.1 +2.4 

• '1.17 +10.4 +1.2 +.6 -.5 

terkill situations frequently arise. il panicularly cru
cial because the retion is a prime wheat producer and 
contributes heavily to overall production. The north-

TABU VI.-Norlheaslem Caucasus and Lower Volga 
II/slorical Winter Wheal Yields 

Para"",1'" NonWJI,.", Lo_," Vo/ra 
CaunuUJ (Crop 

(Crop Rf'lioll 
R,.,lon 10) i'?) 

S·yr (1960-64) l\'I'r •• ql/h •...... 15.2 13.6 
S·yr (l96S-69) .ver •. ql/h •...... IS.O 14.3 
50yr (l97()..74) ncr •• ql/h •...... 19.9 19.1 
I().yr (l96S· 74) ncr •• qI/h •..... 17.4 17.4 
lS·yr (l96(). 74) .vcr •• ql/h •..... 16.6 16.0 
19S8-71 .ver .... • qllh •.......... IS.' 14.8 
LACIE trend yield.b qllh.: 

For 1976 ..................... 15.1 20.1 
For 1977 ..................... 1S.6 ".2 

LACIE nn.1 yields. ql/h.: 
FOl 1967 ..................... 17.6 16.0 
For 1977 .. .. "'" ........... 20.2 17.0 

LACIE devi.tion from .rcnd. 
percent: 
For 1976 ..................... 16.6 -20.4 
Fur 1977 ' ............... , .... 29.S -0.7 

LACIE devi.tion from 1958-71 
ncr • .,. percent: 
For 1976 ..................... 11.4 8.1 
for 1977 ..................... 27.8 t4.9 

:!~~~~':::"' :.: ::.::::.,''!.:~: ..... ~ ;;,.......:: :'':::: 
""I0Il. """on .• ,~ ........... , _, .. """ "I - ~ 0 ,,liii0 on "'->.Itd - 1 ~ ql/IIo '" 
I"" .. applied '0 C,,,,, Il ....... 10 

~ 

• 

I 
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... tern Caucuua i. tho ainIIe ....... aer-wbtaa· 
produdna crop l'IIion. contrlbudna nearly IS percent 
10 the tolll U.s.s.R. . .. int. wheal crop over the put 
5 yean. ""*" ..... t.-The nnal LAa! yield prediction 
for 1977 U.s.S.R . .,rina wheat leveled a. U qulnlllt 
per hectare. this estima" wa considerably below 
the 1976 offtdal n .... arecord output of 12.4 quin ..... 
LACI! in that year predicted 10.5 qulnllll-'CIMfl, 2 
quin .... leu than .he nnal U.s.s.R. flaurt.. In 1976. 
LACI! covered only a redueeclsprin, wheal indica· 
tor reaion I' .... primarily .... of the Ural Mountains. 
On I .trictly comparative basil. the 1977 atilMte 
would be even lower reIa.ive to &he previous seuon 
because the normally hither yieldina reaivn. in the 
west Ilona the Vo ... River are included in the 1977 
estimate. Elluemes in U.s.s.R. sprina wheat ,ieIds in 
thil decade ranted from a biah of 13.5 4Uinllll in 
1973 down to 7.0 quin .. 's in 1975. The avenae since 
1970 was ll.S quintals. The 1977 LACIF. estimate 

• W85 lower than for any recent year except the dis
astrous 1975 Soviet sprina crop. 

The 16 U.s.s.R. yield models coverina the 21 
sprin, wheat crop realonl (fl,. 6) showed a wide 
ran,. of predictions for the 1977 season. Yields ex
ceedina 20 quintals per he-:tare were noted alona the 
~tltern frinICS of the sprin, wheat area in the Black 
Soil Reaion. By comparison, a yield of less than I 
quintal was predicted in the more arid central Alia 
section, where a deficit in precipitation (more than 
I SO millimeters) minus potential evapotranspiration 
(PET) durina the sprin, dropped the forecast yield 
more than 7 quintals below normal expectations. 
This crop reaion is relalively insianiflcanl by com
parison. produdna on an averqe leu Ihan I percenl 
of the total U.S.S.R. 'Prin, wheat output. 

In contrast to the improvement shown in 1977 
winter wheat yields compared with those of 1976,the 
U.S.S.R. sprin, crop reaions predicted a reduction 
when j\ldaCd apinst the previous year's above
averqe crop. Most of the reduction occurred in 
Kazakhstan and nearby oblaslS in the southern Ural 
Mountains reaion (Orenbura and Bahkir). where 
yi:ld predictions on the averqe were orr by more 
than 4 quintals compared to the 1976 n,ures. Above
!l<'rmal April temperatures were panicularly harsh in 
Crop Rqions 22 to 2S. centered in northeastern 
Kazakhstan. Yields in that one month alone were 
di~ountcd an even 2 quintals across the board. Pre
cipitation minus PET deficits in May and June pre
vented any subsequent recovery. This four-rqion 

.-----~- "._---- -----_ ... 

__ alone ..... for 20 percent d the U.s.s.R • 
.,...... wbat IDIIUII production. 

ltcIuced crop protpICll ift tb: ~U .. New LandI 
were IOIIlIWh •• oft'Iet by _II, h .... predIcced 
ylelds iA tIM ~ U ..... 1Ild WIlllrD ..... 
The AIIII Kra), 1977 ,leId equaled III ,.....u. 
markof7.3quin ..... With .... ...,tIonof .... Volp 
Valle,. other peripheral sprl .... wh ... ..,rodud .. 
INII \3 the welt and north rand better iA 1m. TIle 
Voila Valley sprint wheat yield declined ...... 
from , .. 19761eve1 bIcauIe of a p......,n moillurl 
def1dt; however. the impact was lIIIerall, ... on 
..,rint wheat than wa noted for winter wheat yields. 

Comparisons of 1977 Ipri ... whea' yields to U.d 
also tended 10 support indications of a deterioration 
in yield compared with 1976. Exactl, half of the 1976 
crop reaion. predi* yields below the normal. 
whereas. in 1977, more than 60 percent of the 23 
SPrint wheat yield strati were forecutina yields to be 
leu than trend predictionl . 

No direct check of yield model ICCUfIC)' can be 
performed .t this time on iIJdividual yield models 
because omcial Soviet clall at the reaional level for 
the 1977 season will not be available until 1979 or 
1980. Durin, Phase lI,sprint wheat models were pre
dictina low-the LACIE indicator reaion estimate 
WII nearly 2 quintals under the offidal Soviet rllure. 
An officill estimate by the U.s.S.R. Government in" 
dicates that. at the country level, the LAC1E Phue 
m yic;d is 0.9 quintal per hectare low. One feature of 
the nonheutem Kazakhstan and Siberia-Altai sprin, 
wheat covariance models mi,ht tend to bill the 
LACIE predictions on the low side. For these two 
models. coverina the all-important Crop Reaions 22 
to 2S and 26 and 27. respectively. the July precipita
tion-minus-PET variable contains only the squared 
departure from normal term with a n.tive coeffi
dent. (Any combination of precipitation and tem
perature that produces any thin, other than a normal 
precipitation"minus-PET value will detract from 
yield.) The only way to prevent a dropoff in July 
yield is for precipitation minus PET to be euctly 
"normal." in which cue its contribution to vield is 
zero. 

One observed fealure of the U.S.S.R.sprin, wheal 
yield models is the seemin,,), "rae innuence on 
monthly yield chan .. caused by the trend and 
weather coefficients themselvC!< I notably with the 
July trun(ation. ASI resull or July 1977 weather in 
particular. 14 yield models showed II decrease in their 
yield prediction. whereas S reailtered lIinl. 
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However, coemdenl adjUitmentl (both trend and 
weather) belween th. Jun. and July truncations 
allowed Ih. July weather variable to be overridden In 
10 of &he 141n1llftCII. It t. plrdcularly confullna to 
lhe UIIf wben analyzina the et1'1ClI of wOllber to 
find &hal, on &he whol., ytelcklcludna -ather con· 
dltIon. productd overall pin. In yield. Table VII 
provides I brakdown of this type of occurrence by 
month thfOUlh &he 1977 _ for both IPrina and 
winter wh"I. The ...... 1 frequency II IIIOdaced 
with &he July sprina wheal truncation. July Is I par
ticularly crucial month for the Soviet sprina wheal 
crop, and cont1ictlna yield Information ~d poai
bI:' lead to quIItions of yield model credibility. II 
would ...... more dellrable to hold all internal ad
jusunen .. in &he model contl.I .d lei &he weather 
vlriables alone abU, lbe yield predictions. 

ar. .......... 
Allhouah &he LACIE area .timatel for &he 

U.s.s.R. sprine .-heot followed predictable patterns 
and yielded ateeptable raul .. , the winter wheal ali
matel for the moat pan were unrealiltic to the com
modity analy ... because they ",;oded to be much 
hiaher than historical information could lubltLf\ti
ate. The principal tamponen .. of the area alimate 
are Hmplin. straleeY, .. replion formulation, ntio-

TABL£ J'II.-$prlng and Wlnw, WhHI Yield 
MoMls DII'«IIOII 0/ RelpOll# 0/ Yield Pm/ltllon 

10 Wtalhtr Val'/abln 

l«toII M."", of IrtMtllion (Iii'!'!} 

M(II. ...". M.y .htM Ny A,.. s.. 
!iFiIfI wIwt 

CHO (+' wx (+' I 7 4 I 
CHO (-, Wx (-, ) '4 5 ) 

CIKi (+' WX (-, 4 , 10 , 
CHO(-,WX(+' , 0 I I 

WiIIIn."" 

CHO (+' WX (+' 7 II 7 7 
CHO ( - ~ WX ( - , J ) J 2 
CHO (+' WX (-, 0 6 2 0 
CHO (-, WX (+' 2 0 I J 

-c..o ...... , ........... w •• ___ ............... 

'111 tecbniquea, and spectral dlta dUliflcation. The 
omp"na IlI'IlIU and ........ tion formulation are 
conatdertd adequate, and &he ntiolna IIChnica- and 
dati are &he belt available. liven &he currency and ICe 
cuney of Soviet ..... cuhural llitillicl that are ,. 
cau'red Inputl to omplina and ....... tion. this 
opened &he possibility of mitdauit1calion 01' spectral 
dltI. The followinc parqraphl addr.s two objective 
metbodI of dati selection or ICIitilll and raultant 
lItim. compared to initial procedures (acceptina 
III spectnl clllliflcation~.at face value). 

M,thadJ of .,a "'frI"~,,.-Three melhodt of dltI 
Hlection (Initial, reviled. and nnal) were used to pro
duce sepante IItI of country lItimatel. This .. ion 
explains the badcaround and developmenl of each 
method. 

Ini"aI method: The inillal method of aareption 
used the entire population of CAMS ........ tlble 
eslimatel; i.e., &he pure CAMS dati were used and no 
dati selection procechlre wu applied. It should also 
be pointed out that no "dummy" eslimatel were 
input.' 

Reviled method: The initial eariy-seuon ati
m.tes tended to be unrealistically low because a por
tion of &he earlYoflllOn illlllef)' wu acquired before 
all the wheat had emtrJtd. To reduce the number of 
panial-emerpnce area atimatel thai were pner
aled, the CAS anaIy ... determined the tillerina date 
for each oblut from information obtained throuah 
Soviet newspapers and available meteorolocical dati. 
Area estimates made before the r.J*ined tillerinc 
claleS were Ihresholded since these data were ac
quired !'tf'ore full emeraence and the dltI were not 
representative of the tolIl planted area. Historical 
clata for 1971 were input into the system to cover 
thole areas for .. hich Landsat data were not im
mediately available. The 1971 dati were replaced u 
Landsat dati became available later in the season. 

The LACIE winter wheal area .timala in Phue 
III followed lhe pattern set in Phase II~ i.e .• the belt 
estimate wu obtained in the June-July time frame 
bul continued to esca'.''\· i with the receipt of addi
tional spectral data. This escalation occurred pti. 

'n. ..... IIICASton ........... lOdaa ... ,,· •. 
.., ...... , ..... , widUn • ,.. CJfOUP 01 ..... 11) had 1ft ... 

.,.......~ for I ntintmtam orlhret ................ .. 
tItIort .......... could be ....., .... for the,... To 1tICIM'" 
prabIItn • ....,... UIOd biaoriaI dall • cIumtny CAMS _ 
....................... for ........ itt .... NWiMdIlld .... 
..................... 1'111 ............. u thellClUllblslOri-
cal ......... for Ibt 1971 .... rear. 
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marily because the tirst acquisition of Landsat data 
for many segments was acquired durina biostase 4 or 
5 Oointinglheadina and soft douah). The escalation 
is shown in the June, July. and August estimates (tig. 
7). The difference between the initial and revised 
estimates in figure 7 is the result of using biostase 4 
and 5 estimates without a previous classification to 
verify the d'lc:sification as small grains. At this time 
of the ~ear, crops such as hay, potatoes, supr beets, 
and sunnowers wer~ in direct competition with small 
grains with respect to spectral detection. In many (if 
not most) instances, it was impossible, given the cur
rent state of the art, to differentiate between small 
grains and hay or ro~ crops under these circum
stances. 

The ratioing techni,;IJt" use<.' by LACIE was 
developed to reduce the ,', : Iter sn . all grains estimate 
passed by CAMS to a winter wh~t estimate for use 
in the aggregation. Although these ratios were 
satisfactory when winter small grains were identifia
ble on the imagery, this process presented an almost 
insurmountable problem during the spring and sum· 
mer when hay and row crops had been planted. If no 
previous fall or early spring acquisition had been 
passed for temporal separation of late spring and 
summer data, the current ratioing technique could 
not compensate for the increased confusion due to 
hay or row crops and therefore led to an upward 
spiral in the succeeding estimates. To correct for this 
inability to differentiate between small grains anc' 
other crops using single acquisitions from specific 
lime periods during the growing season, the com
modity analysts used the revised method of data 
selection. The following criteria were used. 

1. If, for a given segment, no acquisition was ob
tained for biostage 3 (jointing), then acquisitions ob
tained for biostages 4 (heading) and 5 (soft dough) 
would not be used for aggregation until they could be 
processed multi temporally with an acquisition ob
tained for either biostage 6 (hard dough) or 7 (har
vest). 

2. If, for a given segment, an acquisition was ob
tained only for biostage 6 (hard dough) or 7 (harvest) 
(i.e., no acquisitions were acquired for biostages 3,4, 
or 5), then these data would be excluded from the 
estimate. 

final method: The final aggregation technique 
was developed in November and December of 1977 
as the annual report for the U.S.S.R. was being pro
duced. Close study of the revised approach revealed 
that, although it resulted in a reasonable country esti
mate, it distorted some regional estimates to 
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unreasonable levels and did not use all seament data 
that were available. 

To understand the winter wheat overestimation 
problems encountered by LACIB, one must under
stand the plant arowth cycle in the U.S.S.R. and the 
type and amount of Imase data collected. In the 
U.S.S.R., winter grain growth in the fan is usually 
such that significant tillering does not occur in all 
growing areas before dormancy. The grains are 
difficult to detect on satellite imagery without suffi
cient ground cover, which usually occurs at the tiller
ing staae. Therefore, imagery of the spring green-up 
period is essential for an accurate winter grain esti
mate because confusion with other crops is minimal. 

Multitemporal acquisitions are required to iden
tify and separate crops in the Landsat data. The 
analyst interpreter uses events in the plant growth 
cycle such as emergence, heading, and turning corre
lated with crop calendars to separate winter and 
spring crops in the imasery. When imagery of the 
critical events is not acquired or is not available to 
the analyst, it is not possible to separate winter and 
spring crops. The separation becomes more exact as 
more of these events are available to the analyst. 

An analysis of Landsat data and the results sub
mitted to CAS by the image analysts revealed that 
the analysts experienced difficulty in identifying 
winter grains in areas for which limited Landsat im
agery was available. Imagery was not acquired 
because of clouds, processing problems, and collec
tion problems. In these areas, if a significant amount 
of spring grains was present, the analyst had little op
portunity to separate winter and spring small grains. 
If the affected areas were designated as winter wheat 
regions because of a preponderance of winter wheat, 
the image analysts usually submitted winter grain 
estimates. When no acquisitions were available be
tween fall tiJIering for winter grains and jointing for 
spring grains, LACIE winter grain estimates likely 
contained both winter and spring small grains. 

The sample segment estimates representing the 
winter wheat were reviewed and the following cri
teria were applied to resolve the uncertainties created 
by inadequate acquisition histories. 

1. Sample segment winter grain estimates based 
on Landsat data acquired before winter wheat tiller
ing were not used for aggregation. 

2. Sample segment winter grain estimates based 
on Landsat data acquired between winter wheat 
tiIIering and the historical average beginning of 
spring small grains jointing were usrd for aggrega
tion. These estimates were considered reasonably ac-
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curate because winter grain emergence was complete 
and confusion with spring-planted crops was 
minimal. No estimates based on other critical ac· 
quisitions were considered necessary to verify the ac
curacy of these estimates. 

3. Sample segment winter grain estimates based 
on acquisitions after the historical beginning of 
spring grain jointing required a second estimate 
based on acquisitions between winter wheat tillering 
and spring grain jointing to verify the winter small 
grains classification before it was used in the aggrega
tion. 

4. If a winter grain sample segment estimate 
satisfied criteria 2 and 3 above but exceeded the pre
vious estimate by an absolute 5 percent, it was con
verted to a total grain estimate. 

For example, if for a given segment, a usable ac
quisi'.ion (after tillering) dated October 30, 1916, was 
given a winter small grains estimate of 11.0 percent 
and a subsequent aggregatable acquisition r~eived 

on June 3,1977, was given a winter small grains esti
mate of 20 percent, the 20-percent winter-sown small 
grains estimate would not be included in the aggrega
tion. The 20 percent was converted to a total small 
grains estimate and then included in the aggregation. 
The June 3, 1977, estimate of winter-sown small 
grains would have been included in the aggregation if 
it had not been greater than 16 percent, since it would 
have been not more than 5 absol' .; percentage 
points above the earlier estimate of 11 percent. 

When the criteria were applied to the CAMS esti
mates, many of the estimates that most likely con
tained both spring and winter grains were converted 
to total grains estimates. As a result, the winter 
wheat to small grains (WW/SG) ratio was applied 
rather than .the winter wheat to winter small grains 
(WW/WSG). The WW/SG ratio was less than or 
equal to the WW/wSG ratio; therefore, the winter 
wheat ratioed estimate was lower, as were the final 
aggregated results. The final appr lach was desirable 
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because it avoided data elimination and hence im
proved the precision of the agregated regional esti
mates. 

Comparison of estimates inrolving initial. revised. 
and /inal methods of data seltetion.-Winter wheat. 
spring wheat, and total wheat estimates as selected 
by the three methods of editing sample segment data 
for aaregation are compared as follows. 

Winter wheat: During Phase Ill, winter wheat 
estimates were submitted to the commodity analyst 
for auregation as soon as winter grains were 
detected on the Landsat imagery. The early acquisi
tions usually showed only partial emergence, and the 
estimates did not accurately represent the amount of 
winter grains pianted. In the U.S.S.R., winter grains 
may not complete tiIIering in all regions before dor
mancy occurs. Tillering appears to be the earliest 
stage in the growth cycle of wheat for positive detec
tion by the LACIE system since this stage provides 
sufficient vegetative ground cover for identification 
of plant life. 

Because these early estimates were potentially 
only partial estimates of the emerging winter wheat, 
aggregated country estimates were biased downward 
to unsatisfactorily low values. To eliminate these low 
estimates, an early-season data editing technique was 
implemented so that segment estimates made before 
tillerin& \IIould not be used for aggregation. Figure 7 
shows the low April production and area estimates 
associated with the initial aggregations compared 
with the higher estimat~s associated with the revised 
and final aggregations that use early-season data edit
ing. 

As the !)eason progressed, the low early-season 
estimates were replaced by complete estimates. By 
the time of the July report, which primarily used 
spectral data through May IS, the best initial produc
tion and area estimates had been derived. The area 
for the revised and final methods stayed relatively 
constant from April to July. The increase in produc
tion for these estimates was due to increases in the 
LACIE predicted yields and was not related to shifts 
in area from low- to high-yielding areas. The initial 
production estimate rose between April and July 
because of increases in both area and yield. 

After the July report, the initial aggregated area 
estimates continued to rise to a maximum of 23.8 
million hectares, and the production reached a max
imum of 62.1 million metric tons at the end of the 
season. These figures are unrealistically high. As the 
winter wheat estimates rose, CAS developed and im
~Iemented the revised aggregation technique (de-
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scribed earlier in this paper). The revised method 
succeeded in reducing the high initial country area 
estimate to a reasonable flgure~ however, the end-of
season estimate was still slightly less than 8 percent 
too high. After July, the production estimate for the 
revised method continued to rise but not at the rate 
of the initial estimate. 

With data for the entire year in-house, the CAS 
analysts studied the revised estimates at the regional 
level. The regional estimates suaested that, although 
the country area estimates were reasonable, certain 
regions that were greatly overstated in the initial esti
mate remained unrealistically high, whereas certain 
regions that were unreasonably low were reduced 
even further. Therefore, the final technique was 
developed to solve this problem. The deviations of 
the end-of-season results for the final estimates of 
area and production compared with the official 
U.S.S.R. release were 3.9 and -6.4 percent, respec
tively. Figure 7 shows a rise Itnd fall in area and pro
duction between July and the end of the season at
tributable to CAMS processing procedures. CAMS 
was required to backlog winter wheat data after July 
so that spring wheat could be processed. Not until 
October and November were significant amounts of 
late-season imagery (biostages 6 and 7) processed. 
The significant departure in production between the 
revised and final approaches is partly due to less area 
in the revised method, but it is primarily due to the 
final procedure's correction of higher yielding areas. 

Spring wheat: The spring wheat revised approach 
is identical to the initial approach. except that histori
cal data (six segments) have been added to Tyumen' 
and the Northwest, enabling estimates to be gener
ated for these two zones.2 The spring wheat final ap
proach used the same data selection criteria as were 
used for the winter wheJt final approach. The addi
tional historical data for Tyumen' and the Northwest 
are included in the final estimate. 

The August estimates for area and production are 
low because sufficient spectral data had not been 
processed to adequately estimate the entire spring 
wheat crop by the August cutoff date. The August ag
gregation contained estimates of only 34 percent of 
the 1416 allocated spring wheat segments, and many 
of these estimates were low because of incomplete 
emergence. As the season progressed, these low esti-

2Under Phase 11\ software. a zone would receil<e estimates 
only if at least one stratum within the zone contained a minimum 
of three segments with aggregalable acquisitions. 
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mates were I'e\,lac:ed by later estimates reflecting the 
actual area or extenl of the small srains with addi
tional segments also beina added to the final report. 
The end-of-season report contained estimates on 69 
percent of the 1416 segments and provided a best 
estimate (final) of 41.4 million hectares and 36.3 
million metric tons (fiS. 8). These estimates deviated 
from the official U.S.S.R. announcement by 0.2 and 
-9.5 percent. respectively. 

Total wheat: The total wheat aareaation is simply 
a combined repon of the winter and sprins estimates 
for Ausust throush the end of the season. The total 
wheat inilial area estimates (f". 9) are about 5 
million hectares less in Ausust than at the end of the 
season. This is due to low early-season spring wheat 
estimates since the winter wheat area onJy varied by 
400 000 hectares durins this same time period. The 
spring wheal area gained 4.5 million hectares from 
Ausust until the end of the season. The initial pro
duction estimates level off from September until the 
end of the season when the low early-season sprins 
wheat estimates were corrected. Production for 
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sprina wheat and winter wheat varied only 700 000 
and 400 000 metric tons. respectively. after the Sep
tember repon. 

The revised and final approaches live lower area 
and produetioD estimates than the initial approach 
because of reduced winter wheat estimates during 
this time. These approaches and their effects on 
winter wheat have been previously discussed. Apin. 
the rise and fall in the production f'IUres by the tiDal 
approach are due to the backlog of winter wheat data 
during the season with late-season data beinS proc
essed only in October and November. This is dis
cussed further in the conclusions section. The best 
area and production estimates for total wheal are the 
end-of-season final estimates of62.9 million hectares 
and 91.4 million metric IOns, which differ from the 
actual estimates as announced by the U.s.s.R. (62.0 
million hectares and 92.0 million metric tons) by 1.5 
and 0.7 percent. respectively. 

Estimates based on JO-day turnaround time.-To il
lustrate the importance of spectral data timeliness. 
all Phase III monthly estimates were recomputed 
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FIGURE 9.-Phase III lotal wbUI produc:tlon, area, ami yield estimales for Inldll, reylsed, and nnll .. rea_lions. 

from a 3O-day delay average rather than from the 
real-time average; figures 10 to 12 show the results. 
The 3O-day delay data provide a more logical esti
mate curve because (1) the yield data are syn
chronized with the spectral data (both 30 days before 
the report date) as opposed to the real-time situation 
where the most current spectral data are normally at 
least 30 days older than the yield data, and (2) 
spectral data were aggregated chronologically as they 
were acquired (rather than backlogging data). 

Accuracy of E.tlmat •• 

The LACIE wheat production estimates for the 
U.S.S.R. are presented in table VIII with statistics 
and comparison data. Four types of LACIE esti
mates were generated in Phase III. 
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l. Initial estimates used all CAMS-processed 
acquisitions. 

2. Revised estimates (first used in the April esti
mates) employed a thresholding procedure to elimi
nate early-season (preemergence) acquisitions 3nd 
later included a thresholding procedure based on key 
acquisition to eliminate suspect data. 

1 Final estimates, released in the CAS annual re
port, were recalculated for the entire season using the 
data editing procedure. 

4. Final estimates with a 3O-day delay-wherein 
Landsat data acquired up to 30 days before the report 
date were aggregated to make area data more directly 
comparable to yield data and to normalize the proc
essing time-were used. The final estimates with a 
3O-day delay were released as the official LACIE esti· 
mates for Phase III. 

Comparison of the LACIE monthly total wheat 
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TABLE VIII.-Comporison o/LACIt: and U.S.S.R. Production Estimates , 
l 
i 

\lfIt"" II/ t. \ .. \. R. I.A<"II. IIIIIW/ IW. t'U/II"'" 1..-1('11:"· .. /,,·,, RI). 1'01/1('111 LAClI:'!illol RI). "0111<'''' LAClI.:Jinol RD. VtJIwuf J 
"\Imwll' I'\I""UI~'. Itc'/ce'nl 1(\1 perc·enl It.'" "..'U/I/ /1'.11 .lIk1o.r ""a.r pm''''' tnt ~ 

, .~ I(\lT /."U""i"", ('I. \Ia'",;( \ I.\,,,,,ul('. ('I', ,\tali.\';,'\ ""iIllOl,·. C'V. IIal;"n',1 .,atlS/1n 
11\11 "C'Tf "I" ,IHfT PC'/H'''' ,W,,, "..,.' .. ", f~"lmIIt ... CV. H !t4!t4T (IC'tr",1 " 

:J 
Wil/ll·, .. 1,..ol , 'j 

April .\8,8 51.6 7.0 -0.6 -0.1 51.6 7.0 -0.6 -0.' 
May SO,I/ SO.7 S.S -2.4 -.4 52.5 5.2 J.I .2 fJ 
June 555 54.S 5.8 4.8 ,II 56.4 5.7 It.O '.4 
Jul) 504 S5.S 4.9 6.S J.J ~5.6 4,9 6.7 '.3 

~ 

Augusl 63,0 4,4 17.6 "4,0 57.8 4.4 10.2 82.3 56.3 4.3 7.8 8'.8 : :1 
Seplcmbcr 6J.9 4,3 18,8 ·4,4 59,3 4,9 12.5 82.5 58J 4.3 11.0 82.6 55.2 4.2 6.0 1.4 
Oclobcr 64,0 4,2 18,11 a4,5 60,8 4.6 14.6 a3.2 58,0 4.2 10.5 82.5 55.: 4.2 6.0 1.4 
Final 51.11 62.1 4,1 16,4 a4.0 60.3 4.4 13,9 "3.l 55.2 4.2 6,0 1.4 55.2 4.2 6.0 1.4 

'<;",/11)( .. 1/(,01 

April 
Ma~' 

June 
Jul)' 
Augu,1 34,6 9,2 -15,9 8_1.7 32,S 32 .• 8.8 -22.3 -2.S 
Sepfcmhcr )7.9 7,1 -5.8 -,8 35.4 31.1 1.) -8.1 -\.I 
(klobcr 38,) 7,0 -4,7 -.7 35.7 36.4 7.1 -10.2 -1.4 i " 
Final 40,1 36,) 7,1 -10.2 -1,4 36.3 7.2 -10.2 -1,4 36.3 7.2 -10.2 -1.4 I 

TII,ol .. 1 ... 01 I 
,\pril 

I'~ Ma)' 
Junc d Jul)' 
Augusl 117,6 4,3 5.7 I.J 90.3 89.1 4.3 -3.3 -0.1 
Seplcmbcr 101.8 97,2 93.7 92.3 3.9 .3 -.I 
<klober 102.3 99,1 93.7 91.6 3.8 -.4 .I I " 
I'onal 92,0 98.4 3,7 6.5 a 1.8 96.6 91.4 3.8 -0,7 -0.18 91.4 3.8 -.7 -.2 

dlACIE ~1,m.lC' I~ "'InlnUI1Ii) diffcrenl rrom lhe 'Crete"" 1iland .. rd lit tt,e IO-pcn-cnllcvel. 
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production estimates with the official U.S.S.R. 
Government's final estimates indicates that the 
LACIE estimates supported the 90/90 accuracy goal 
each month from August through the final report. 
Table IX gives the statistics used to evaluate the 
90/90 criterion. It contains the estimated relative 
difference (RD), the CV for each monthly estimate, 
the tolerable relative biases given for the observed 
CV, and the significance level. For example, the RD 
and the CV for the final LACIE estimates were -0.7 
and 3.8 percent, respectively. With a CVofthat mag
nitude, the LACIE total wheat production estimate 
would support the 90/90 criterion if the relative bias 
was between the limits of - 5.6 and 4.6 percent. 
Since the estimated relative bias was within this in
terval, the estimate supported the 90/90 criterion. 
The last column gives estimates of the probability of 
observing the RD encountered, given a 90190 pro
duction estimator. It is inferred that if the signifi
cance level is greater than 10 percent, the estimator 
supports the 90/90 accuracy goal. 

The results of LACIE Phase III with its revised 
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T4BLE IX.-Evaluation Statistics 

Molllh RD. CJ~ To/eranCf! SiRnijkance 

pert'ent perrelli limits. lewl. 

pt'rcelll percent 

August -3.3 4,3 (-4.5.4.0) SO 
September .3 3.9 (-5.6.4.6) 50 
October -.4 3.8 (-5.6.4.6) SO 
Final -.7 3.8 (-5.6.4.6) SO 

approach indicate that the accuracy goal of 90/90 was 
achieved in the U.S.S.R., where the shortfall in the 
spring wheat crop was identified 3 months before 
completion of harvest and similar results were 
achieved in the winter wheat regions. The initial 
LACIE estimate of 97.6 million metric tons in 
August was within 6 percent of the U.S.S.P. January 
28 figure of 92 million metric tons, and the LACIE 
final estimate released on January 23 for total wheat 
production was within 1 percent. Throughout 1977, 

"., 

! ~ 
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implementation problems and data processing back
lop were encountered that resulted in estimation er
ror beyond that which would be encountered in a 
functioning operational system. Faulty data acquisi
tion orders and inoperative ,round receiving stations 
led to the loss of Landsat acquisitions over a portion 
of the U.S.S.R. winter wheat region. These lost Land
sat data were never received or recorded and so could 
not be recovered. Data already processed were 
reevaluated. and the crop an,,!:'st's procedures were 
modified. In December 1977. these data interpreta
tion problems were circumvented. and the LACIE 
estimates were recomputed using Landsat data 
assuming a JO-day processing delay operationally. 
The resulting estimates were released on January 23 
before the final Soviet release. In a future operation. 
such results could be produced as early as August or 
September. These somewhat improved results were 
within 3 percent of the Soviet figures in August. 
some J months before harvest. 

A detailed examination of the conditions leading 
to the Soviet shortfall in spring wheat production and 
the response observed in the LACIE models indi-

cated that the LACIE forecast technololY did re
spond in a timely fashion. In most of the U.S.S.R. 
sprln. wheat. relions. the Irowin. season ex
perienced temperatures warmer than aver •. These 
elevated temperatures led to moisture detlciencies 
throuah increased demand on available precipitation. 
The PET data indicated that the above-normal tem· 
peratures in the 8fowin. season seriously depleted 
soil moisture supply throqhout the southeql por· 
tions of the U.S.S.R. sprina wheat area. While the 
northern relions had normal to above·normal 
moisture in addition to these impacts. the April tem· 
perature was nearly 40 C above normal. which 
theoretically at least would deplete the preseason soil 
moisture supply. 

An investiption of the Landsat data and tile yield 
model response at subrealonal levels indicated that 
the drought conditions were clearly observable in the 
Landsat data and that the yield models responded by 
reducin, yield estimates in the affected reaions. 
Radiometric measurements by Landsat (sreen index 
number). which were known to be related to crop 
vigor. indicated the southern portions of the spring 
wheat resion were under severe drought conditions. 
However, in the northern resions. LACIE w.as 
forecasting above-normal yields. In the southern 
regions, LACIE yield models reduced the yield 
prospects nearly 2 quintals per hectare in response to 
the high April temperature before the 8fowina 
season had commenced. The continuing drought 
reduced the yield nearly 2 more quintals per hectare 
below the normal 11.5 quintals per hectare. 

ProdUflion.-For total wheat, there was no sianifi
cant difference at the 100percent level between the 
final official LACIE production estimate and the 
final estimate released by the U.S.S.R. Government. 
In fact, the final or official LACIE production esti
mates for Phase III were consistently between 89.1 
and 92.3 million metric tons and were never signifi· 
cantly different from the official Soviet figure of 92.0 
million metric tons. The final RD between the offi
cial LACIE and U.S.S.R. Government estimates was 
-0.7 percent. The CV for the official LACIE esti
mates dropped steadily from 4.3 percent in August to 
3.8 percent for the final estimate. 

A comparison of the monthly LACIE production 
winter wheat figures with the official U.S.S.R. 
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Government filures showed that only in Auaust was 
the difference silnificant at the IO-percent level. 

The omcial LACIE sprina wheat estimates for 
September. October, and the final report were not 
sianiflcantly different at the 1().percent level from 
the omcial Soviet estimate, but the difference was 
hiahly silnificant in AUIUSl because of LACIE 
underestimation. 

Arell estlmlltes.-The LACIE wheat area estimates 
for the U.S.S.R. 6tfld associated statistics and com
parison data are presented in table X. The test 
statistics for total wheat showed that the differences 
between the omcial LACIE estimates and the om
cial Soviet estimate were not sianificant at the IO-per
cent level except in AUluSt. The u'~::~restimate in 
Auauat was due to the LACIE underestimation of 
sprinl wht:at area in the first sp\'inl wheat area .. -
lI'eaation for the U.s.s.R. in Phase III. 

Althouah a complete set of test statistics was not 
available for the initial. revised, and final estimates. 
it is apparent that the final al\d om"ial estimates 
were closer to the omcial U.S.S.R. Government 
filure than were the initial or revised estimates. 

There were marlinally sianificant differences at 
the IO-ptrcent level between the omcial LACIE 
winter wheat area estimates and the official Soviet 
estimates for AUlust. September. and October in 
Phase Ill. The final omcial LACIE estimate was not 

. significantly di,ferent from the official figure 
released by the U.S.S.R. Government. 

The sprin, wheat statistics and associated com
parison data in table X indicate that the official 
LACIE estimates compared well with the Soviet esti
mate arter Ausust. However, there is a larae RD of 
-12.8 percent for August due to underestimation by 
LACIE. 

Yield estlmates.-The LACIE wheat yield esti
mates for the U.S.S.R. are presented in table XI with 
the associated statistics and comparison data. The 
estimates of the precision (i.e .• the CV) were not 
available for the LACIE total wheat yield estimates. 
However. the official LACIE estimates were quite 
close to the official U.S.S.R, Government estimate. 
The difference between the official LACIE estimates 
for total wheat and the official U.S.S.R. Government 
figure was never more than 0.4 quintal per hectare. 

The final and official LACIE winter wheat yield 
estimates were closer to the U.S.S.R. Government 
estimate than were the initial or revised estimates. 
There was no significant difference at the 100percent 
level between the official LACIE and the official 
U.S.S.R. Government estimates. The absolute 
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difference between the monthly LACl! estimates 
and the omcial U.S.S.R. Government estimate never 
exceeded 1.1 quintals per hectare. 

None of the differences betwoon LACIE spriq 
wheat estimates and the omcial Soviet estimate were 
sianiflcant at the 100pel'Qlnt level. A tendency 
towards undoreItimation is apparent. however, and 
has been addressed previously. 

TeohnIoall ...... and Problema 

The technical issues and problems in Phase II 
were also m~or constraints in Phase III with the ex
ception of the indicator resion and the samplinl 
problem. 

Indlclltor ""Ian.-When it was decided to work 
the entire wheat-producina area of the U.S.S.R. in 
Phase III, the issue of indicator reaions and the asso
ciated problem of what to use as a comparison for the 
LACIE estimates were eliminated. Althouah the 
U.S.S.R. announcement of production. area. and 
yield statistics was released months after the Phase 
III crop year terminated. these data were irreplacea
ble in calculating the accuracy and success of LACIE 
in the U.s.S.R. 

Sampllng.-Approximately 800 of the total alloca
tion of 1947 sample seaments were relocated be
tween Phases II and III. Most of the relocation in
volved movins sample segments from non
agricultural to aaricultural areas; however. some sea
ments were moved to provide more efficient sam
pling of the aaricultural area. The seaments were allo
cated on total land area in Phase II and on 
agricultural area only in Phase III. 

Software problems.-Durina Phase 11. it was 
decided that zones (see fig. 13) which did not have at 
least one stratum (oblast) with a minimum of three 
seamenlS for which usable spectral (Landsat) data 
had been acquired would not be included in the ag
lI'eaation or LACIE estimate. The rationale was that 
Landsat data for less than three seamenlS would not 
be representative of an area or zone size and 
therefore could not be estimated by remotely sensed 
data. This software was in place at the beJinnins of 
Phase III. It became immediately apparent that the 
LACIE estimatP.S for the U.S.S.R. would be unac
ceptable (early seuon at a minimum) because of the 
large number of ZOlles which did not meet this cri
terion. It was decided to insert historical data in areas 
(zones) for which no estintate was generated until 
sufficient usable Landsat data were acquired to meet 
the necessary criterion. 
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TABLE X.-COIIIptIri$On 0/ LACIE tIIId U.s.s.R. Ami Est;1rIQ1e$ 

v..", oj U.S.S.R. LACiE "",NIl RD. "fllwo.f 

...,- ~. prrrrIfI '"'' 
milt;.", E_. c.~ ~ 
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CONCLUSION. 

The m~or problems with area estimation that 
have been dil4:uned in this paper were overcome or 
luccellfull)' c:ircumvenled in Phase Ill. This resulted 
in estimates well within lhe accuracy lolerance aoall 
of LAClE; however, there are refinementl and 
enhancements that should be implemented to 
further improve the estimates. 

In aeneral, the yield modell provided much bener 
estimates in Phase mthan in Phase II because of the 
updated data and the resultant coefficient chanaes. 
The models never demonstrated the capability of 
rencelin, the dearee of extremely hi,h or low yields 
but rather indicated the direction o~ deviation from 
trend. These models should be up,ra&Jed or replaced 
with models capable of more accurate yield estimates 
to reduce more accurate production estimates. 

A vailability and timeliness of Landsat data are 
very important to accurate area estimates. If the ap
propriate spectral data cover. had been available at 
the ri,ht time. the data editin, procedurts, as dis
cussed earlier. could ha'''~ been avoided. 

The consensus of the commodity analySIS partici
patin, in the U.S.S.R. work is that Phase III U.S.S.R. 
area 'fO.I.!!!S :m: repealable aiven lhe same Landsat 
classification and aureaa1ion procedures. 

The LACIE C.S.S.R. Phase III resullS evolved 
from 3 years of concentrated effort by essentially the 
lame commodily analysts. Movin,to a new forei,n 
area would require a minimum preparation time of 1 
year before reliabl~ results could be expected. 
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LACIE Area, Yield, and Production Estimate 
Characteristics: Canada 

De/anne Conte. a A. G. Houston. band L. O. LovjalcF 

OVERVIEW 

The LACIE project originally planned to generate 
area. yield. and production estimates in the Canadian 
Prairie Provinces-the principal wheat-growing 
region of that country-in both Phases II and III. 
Because of a change in scope at the beginning of 
Phase Ill. the investigation in Canada was reduced to 
a moderate number of sites where ground truth was 
collected. In order to support accuracy assessment, a 
small number of exploratory and intensive test sites 
were analyzed during all three phases of LACIE, but 
in-season area. yield. and production estimates were 
generated only in Phase n. 

Phase. 

The work in Canada in Phase I was centered 
around buildi;'lg a historical-statistical data base. 
locating sample segments within the country. and ac
quiring multispectral scanner (MSS) data for a subset 
of the sample for study by the image analyst. There 
were no estimates generated for Canada during this 
phase. 

Phase II 

S('opc.-The LACIE Canadian spring wheat 
region includes the major spring wheat producing 
region in Canada (fig. I). This area is comprised of 
the Provinces of Saskatchewan. Alberta. and 
Manitoba. This region grows predominantly spring 
wheat and spring grains with some winter rye scat-

aUSDI\ Foreign I\gricultural Service. Houston. Texas. 
bNASI\ Johnson Space Center. Houston. TeKas. 
cUSDA Economics. Statistics. and Cooperatives Service. 

Houston. Texas. 

tered throughout the three provinces. Saskatchewan 
accounts for the major proportion of the three
province total spring wheat production, with approx
imately 65 percent. while Alberta accounts for 23 
percent and Manitoba 12 percent. 

Samplinx.-The sampling frame used in Canada is 
the same as that used for sampling in the United 
States: Group I units which historio:ally account for 
substantial wheat area and Group II units where seg
ments are allocated on the basis of probabilities pro
portional to size. The initial sample segment alloca
tion was based on the 1971 census and census district 
boundaries. The 1971 census was used instead of 
more curre.;. information since it was the only 
publication that included county-level area data. This 
choice of a base had a major impact on the aggrega
tion results and caused a number of problems in the 
analysis and evaluation of the Canadian data. The 
final section of this paper will describe in detail the 
major problems associated with the Phase 11 Cana
dian reports. 

The sample segment allocation for Canada placed 
283 segments within the three provinces. with 
Saskatchewan allocated 170. Alberta 75. and 
ManitOba 38. 

Data base.-The Canadian data base is comprised 
of five data sets that are necessary to support the ag
gregation and reporting functions. These five data 
set') are as follows. 

\. Allocation data. This file includes the political 
hierarchy and associated segment and area descrip
tors--agricultural land. political area, segment loca
tion. and political hierarchy identifiers. 

2. Historical data. At a minimum. historical area. 
yield. and production data were input for the 1971 
base year that was used to generate the sample seg
ment allocation. 

3. Ratio data. This file was used to ratio the small 
grains estimates generated from the Landsat data to 
the wheat estimates that were needed to support 
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FIGVRE I.-Map of Canadian Prairie Provinces wllb LA.CIt: strata Dumben. 

wheat area aggregation. The ratios were based on 
1971 data and were constructed for two different data 
types-spring wheat to spring small grains and 
spring wheat to total small grains. 

4. landsat data. All segment-level estimates that 
were generated for Canada were stored in the data 
base for use in generating aggregated area estimates. 

5. Yield data. Yield estimates were generated for 
each crop district by the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration's (NOAA) Center for 
Climatic and Environmental Assessment (CCEA). 
These base estimates were stored and used in ag
gregating yield and production estimates to the coun· 
try level. 

l.UlU/sat data.-The final wheat area estimate for 
the Canadian spring wheat region was based on 
spectral coverage obtained between May 29 and Sep
tember 23, 1976. with the majority of acquisitions 
received between late June and mid-August. All 
Canadian data were processed as spring small grains 
or small grains. Ratioing was performed within the 
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Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) to determine 
the percent wheat. 

landsat acquisition coverage throughout the 1976 
crop season was exceptionally good as a result of the 
relatively cloudfree summer. The overall average ac· 
quisition rate was 6 acquisitions per segment. with a 
usable acquisition rate of 2.8. This netted an end·of
season estimate that contained usable data for 90 per· 
cent of the 283 allocated segments. Both 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba had usable acquisitions 
that accounted for 90 to 95 percent of the segments 
for each of the three reports generated during the 
season. Only Alberta had consistently low coverage 
rates. with 27 percent usable for the first -I!port. 57 
percent for the second. and 79 percent for the final. 

The project processed 1704 acquisitions during the 
1976 Canadian crop season. mid-May to mid-Sep
tember. Of these 1704 acquisitions. 254 were used in 
the final aggregation. The data dropout is accounted 
for by 913 acquisitions being classified as not usable 
for aggregation (cloud cover. mechanical problems. 



etc.) and 537 acquisitions, whkh were classified as 
satisfactory. being replaced by subsequent acquisi
tions (lig. 2). The classifications for all acquisitions 
for all reports are shown in tahle I. Of the 254 acquisi
tions used in the agregation, 1 segment WI." 

classified as nonagricultural. In the lirst report. 28 
segments were classified or ratioed to 0 percent 
wheat. By the final report. 12 of these segments had 
received updated information, leaving 16 segments 
with a 0 percent wheat estimate. 

Eighty percent of all estimates used in the final ag
gregation included acquisitions for biostage 4 or later. 
This figure indicates that most of the Landsat 
analysis included data for the end of the crop's full 
growth cycle. Throughout the season, approximately 
35 days were required to p~ the data from ac
quisition to receipt by C AS for use in the aggregation. 

)"idcl clata.-The CCEA agrometeorological yield 
estimates for the 1976 crop year generally confirmed 
the known meteorological conditions prevalent 
throughout the three major wheat producing prov
i.,ces. Much like the summer's weather pattern, yield 
results were !>omewhat mixed across the prairies. 
The drought that dominated the U.S. upper Midwest 
throughout the summer affected Canadian 
agriculture as well. driving yield model indications 

well below normal along the eastern fringes of the 
Canadian wheat belt. 

Manitobll spring wheat yields apparently ex· 
perienced the greatest setback. finishing 4 to 6 
bushels per acre below average in the east, with all 
districts predicting below-normal yields. This result 
represented a gradually deteriorating situation 
through the summer. Early in the season, crop dis
tricts in Manitoba, as well as in most of the other 

TABU 1.-ClassificQtion of Acquisitions 

Class!liroliOll 

Cloud cover. haze. ttc. 
Mechanical difficulties 
Preemel'8ence 
Multiple acquisitionsa 

Unsatisfactory 
Satisfactory 

Nil. (p"((l'nt) ,,"acql/isil""'S ill-

I.~' (('port ."tld Il'p"rt .I,d and 

38 (S) 
6(1) 

386 (47) 
129 (16) 

1 (-) 
2S4 (31) 

68 (6) 
18 (2) 

386(31) 
m (22) 

4 (-) 
489 (39) 

Iinalll'fH"Is 

91 (S) 
43 (3) 

386 (23) 
388 (23) 

S (-, 
791 (46) 

~'~r.1 passes of OM ,..ment ~ ~~cd at un~ time and .. nl~ the best ocquiSl' 
lion .as UKd 10 delcrmult the area nlimalC. 

TOTAL ACOl:ISITIONS RECEIVED: 1704 

NOT USABLE IN AGGREGATION: 
ICODESOl TO 10': 

913154 PERCENT OF TOTAL PASSES' 

CLASSIFIED AS SPRING GRAINS: 
MlI96 PERCENT' 

USED IN FINAL AGGREGATION: 
2M 115 PERCENT OF TOTAL PASSES. 
90 PERCENT OF TOTAL SEGMENTSI 

CLASSIFIED AS NON·AG: 
110.4 PERCENT' 

SUPERSEDED BY 
LATER ACOUISlTlONS: 

537 132 PERCENT OF 
TOTAL PASSES' 

CLASSIFIED AS o.PERCENT SPRING GRAINS: 
10 14 PERCENT' 

RATIOED SPRING WHEAT: 
237 193.3 PERCENT' 

RATIOED o.PERCENT SPRING WHEAT: 
• 12.3 PERCENT' 

FIGURE l.-Landsal data now from CAMS 10 ... realiion for sprint wheal In the canldlan Prairie Proylnres, 
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Canadian crop districts. were predicting above
average crop prospects. In early July. stress from in
sufficient moisture began to appear. From then until 
the tinal truncation in August. yield estimates 
declined steadily throughout the four Manitoba crop 
districts. 

In the Province of Saskatchewan. to the west of 
Manitoba. yields showed a marked contrast to those 
in Manitoba. with crop predictions reflecting the pre
vailing ideal weather that region enjoyed through 
most of the summer. In the central portion around 
Saskatoon and westward. yield indications in May 
were up to 2 bushels per acre below normal. due to 
preseason soil moisture deticiency. However. abun
dant June and July rains rallied crop prospects. and 
the entire province tinished the season with bumper 
yields-as much as 8 bushels per acre above normal 
expectations in the north. 

The seasonal impact of weather on Alberta wheat 
production seemed at the end of the season to have 
been favorable. Two of the three Alberta districts in
dicated yields slightly above trend with only the 
northwest Peace River region falling below the 
norm. Above-normal September temperatures. asso
ciated with mild but rainy weather. apparently 
delayed harvesting in that region. reducing some
what the final wheat yield and quality. In the more 
northerly regions. once the crop has passed the frost
susceptible stage. colder temperatures associated 
with high pressure and clear weather are desirable to 
speed maturity. free7.e down weeds that hamper har
vest operation. and thus hasten harvest completion. 
The eastern and southern Alberta wheat crop. like 
that of the neighboring portions of Saskatchewan. 
started the year with slightly below-normal yield ex
pectations. due to preseason moisture problems. but 
recovered early and stayed even through most of the 
summer. Excellent maturing conditio!"s in August 
and September pushed yields to their final above
trend mark in the major portion of Alberta's wheat 
producing region. 

Phase III 

In Phase III. Canada was not worked opera
tionally to provide aggregJted area. yield. and pro
duction estimates because of the change in scope at 
the beginning of this phase. A small number of ex
ploratory and intensive test sites were analyzed to 
support accuracy assessment within the project. This 
analysis will not be presentr.d in this paper. 
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ESTIMATES 

Three monthly reports and one tinal report were 
generated tor the Canadian spring wheat region dur
ing the 1976 crop year. The area and production esti
mates showed signiticant increases with each suc
ceeding report. The tinal end-of-season area estimate 
for the three Canadian Prairie Provinces was 20.8 
million acres (table 11). This is 6.0 million acres (22 
percent) below the official Canadian Statistics Octo
ber estimate of 26.8 million acres. The production 
~timate was also low-S76.1 million bushels versus 
an official tigure of 833.0 million bushels-a ll-per
cent difference (table II). 

The LACIE estimates were based on spectral data 
acquired from mid-June to mid-September 1976, 
with the bulk of the data acquired during July and 
August. For the Canadian Prairie Provinces as a 
whole, usable landsat data were acquired for 90 per
cent of the segments. 

The continual increases in the area estimate were 
due primarily to impro'!ed spectral coverage and 
upgrading of previous acquisitions. The first report 
was delayed until August because of the lack of ade
quate spectral coverage to generate an estimate. In 
that report. usable acquisitions were received for 61 
percent of the allocated segments. While this may 
seem reasonable for a first report. early-season data 
(i.e .. classifications indicating 5 percent or less small 
grains area) reduced the effective coverage to 43 per
cent of those segments allocated. 

In the second and third reports. spectral coverage 
improved dramatically to 83 percent and 90 percent. 
respectively. with a substantial amount of mid- and 
late-season data being used to generate the estimate. 
Coverage throughout the three provinces was better 
than anticipated during this crop season since cloud 
cover. usually so prevalent during the Canadian crop 
season. was reduced because of the exceptionally 
favorable weather conditions. 

The area estimates generated by LACIE during 
Phase II were well below official Canadian reports. 
In fact. every in-season estimate for the totai I,~gion 
during 1976 fell below the 1971 base year used for the 
aggregation data base (table 11). For the province
level estimatcs. only the third rcport estimate for 
Alberta was over the 1971 base level (approximately 
9 percent over). 

One of the most obvious causes of the underesti
mate was the use of ratioing to derive wheat esti
mates from the small grains estimates generated by 
the Classification and Mensuration Subsystem 
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TABLE II.-Comparison of August, September, (ktober, 
and January LACIE Estimates 

for the Three Canadian Prairie ProvlncesD 

Pro"inn' His/Mi('a/ LACIE OlTida,lJ 
(l97/) 

Aug. S{'pl. Ot·I. Jan.(· 

All'a. //wl/sands ofa('f('S 

Saskatchewan 12923 9697 11202 114S3 13Sll 17400 
Alberta 3443 2099 3433 3767 4 S3S S600 
Manitoba 2 S19 17S1 2100 212S 27S6 3800 

Total mrs i3'S47 i6'7Ts' i714s 2ii'802 16iiiO 

"Md. bll/a('/l' 

Saskatchewan 26.7 29.S 29.6 29.S 29.S 31.S 
Alberta 26.4 235 24.6 24.6 2S.0 32.S 
Manitoba 29.4 23.\ 23.3 23.4 23.4 27,\ 

Average 27.0 27.7 27.8 27.7 27.7 31.1 

P"",/II(·liOll. 1//IIII.\alld.~ ,,{bl/slrd~ 

Saskatchewan 345000 28S 7S0 331793 338 3S4 398722 548000 
Alberta 91000 49235 84 281 92731 113216 182000 
Manitoba 74000 40400 48995 49817 64376 103000 

Total 510000 17S185 46s"ii69 480902 S76Tti 833000 

"Thne tilur<s .re !wed on • r ... ork of Ihe dol. performed .f,er 1he annual repo" ... s prodU<ed. A 
number of errots .. ere found in Ihe yield models 1hal required Ihis re.ark. Yield and produclion ac. ... r."y 
st.ltiSlies were not aeneraled durin, the crop season and .,..ere computed durinllhis reYrork. The rework of 
tbe )-ield estimates did not significantl)" aO'«1 the l "CIt: resulls_ Filures are not comparable 10 'n·season 
reported estimates. 

bSilliSlics C.nada, Fielu Crop ReporiinC Seri ... No. 20. Doc. J. 1976. 
cBased on 1975 dlla for r,'ioing CAMS small srains <Slimal". 

and soil resources. Wh~n the 1975 ratios were ap
plied to the segment estimates in the final report, the 
total LACIE wheat acreage increased from 17.3 
million acres to 20.8 million acres, an improvement 
of 13 percent but still 22 percent below official ('sti
mates. If the ratio obtained from the 1976 ofiicial 
estimates of wheat and small gra~ns acreall(: is ap
plied to the LACIE data. an additional improvement 
of 4 percent is realized. 

(CAMS). 1971 was designated as the base year for 
Canada because statistics were available at the coun
ty level to support the sampling and allocation. 
When a ratioing procedure had to be implemented, 
1971 data were also used to determine the ratios since 
no other data existed at the county level to support 
this procedure. Data obtained after 1971 (not at the 
county level) show a substantial shift in the amount 
of area planted to wheat versus other grains. Most of 
the increased wheat acreage has been at the expense 
of flax. rapeseed, and fallowed land. The government 
over the past several years has been asking farmers 
to increase their wheat and feed grain acreage and 
reduce their fallow acreage, since current research 
within the country shows that the prevalent summer 
fallowing practices have tended to waste moisture 

The use of more current data in the ratioing does, 
as anticipated. improve the estimate generated by 
LACIE. but it 'accounts for less than half the 
difference between the LACIE estirnate and the Lffi. 
cial estimate. So. while ratioing is a major faclor in 
the underestimate, other factors contrihuted sub!itan
tially. All the factors including ratioing thought to 

; 
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affect the estimate are reviewed in the section en
titled "Technical Issues." To date, samplinal 
classification and Landsat resolution seem to be the 
other principal causes of the area underestimate. 

The yield estimates ,enerated for the 1976 crop 
season were under the official yields both for the 
reaion and for the individual provinces. The reaional 
yield for LACIE was 27.7 bushels per acre compared 
to the official yield of 31.1 bushels per acre (table II). 
For the country as a whole, the final estimate 
renected the gradual upward trend that the reaion 
has been experiencing over the past 10 years, but it 
did not account for the above-normal yields observed 
throughout the area. At the province level. the yield 
models seemed to renect more strongly the e.ft-Iy_ 
season below-normal weather conditions and less 
strongly the whole-season favorable weather. The 
yield estimates were above trend only in 
Saskatchewan: the estimates for Alberta and 
Manitoba were below both the 1975 estimates and 
the 100year average. 

The final LACIE production estimate was 31 per
cent below the official Canadian estimate, 576.3 
million bushels versus 833 million bushels. The low 
area estimate combined with the low yield estimate 
produced a lower than anticipated production figure. 
Only Alberta's production figure during the in
season reporting was above the 1971 base year as a 
result of the area estimate being above that level. The 
principal cause of this low production estimate was 
the area figure. Even though the LACJE yield was 
lower than official projections, it was above the long
term trend. 

ACCURACY OF ESTIMATES 

Production and Area Accuracy 

As mentioned previousl~', the Canadian Phase II 
crop reports were regenerated and included yield and 
production accuracy statistics (see LACIE Phase II, 
Crop Assessment Subsystem Annual Report, 
Canada, January 14, 1977, with Addendltm dated 
April 29, 1977). The revision of the pruduction esti
mates resulted in the following changes (table III): 
August +3.7 percent, September +2.0 ~rcent. O4·to
ber +OJ percent, and January +0.2 percent Sin~e tit.: 
changes were minor and since these estimates have 
associated with them the statistics needed for ac
curacy assessment, the following analysis is based on 
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these revised estimates. It should be pointed out that 
the only difference between the October and January 
estimates is that ratios of spring wheat to small 
grains based on 1975 Canadian data wele used for the 
January sprina wheat area estimates. The October 
and previous spring wheat area estimates were ob
tained using 1971 aaricultural census data. The cen
sus data allowed crop-district-Ievel ratios. 

The revised estimates and corresponding coeffi
cients of variation (CV's) for each month are pre
sented in table IV. The relative differences (RD's) 
shown ere with respect to the official Canadian esti· 
mates released December 3, 1976, by Statistics 
Canada. The test statistic indicates whether or not 
the LACIE estimate is significantly different from 
the corresponding official Canadian estimate. (For 
further details on the statistical approach. see the 
paper by H~uston et al. entitled "Accuracy Assess
ment: The Statistical Approach to Performance 
Evaluation in ~ACIE.") 

The precision (as measured by the CV) of the 
LACIE spring wheat production estimates for Sep
tember, October, and January is sufficient to support 
the LACIE 90/90 accuracy goal. However, com
parisons of each of the monthly production esti
mates with the official Canadian estimate indicate 
the presence of a negative bias that is too large to sup
port this goa\. Treating the observed RD and CV for 
the January production estimate as the true param
eters of the LACIE production estimator for Canada 
indicates that a 90/65 accuracy goal is achievable at 
harvest: i.e., the probability is 90 percent that the at
harvest LACIE spring wheat production estimate i~ 
within ± 35 percent of the true Canadian production. 
This result for Canada, of course, falls far short of 
the 90/90 goal. 

Comparisons of the LACIE area and yield esti· 
mates with the corresponding official Canadian esti
mates indicate that both area and yield er'ors con
tributed significantly to the production underestima
tion. Both area and yield were significantly under
estimated each month. However, the area error con
tributed more to the underestimation of production, 
as is indicated by inspection of the area and yield 
relative differences. 

The tendency to underestimate spring wheat area 
was also observed in !he U.S. spring wheat region. 
This underestimation, in both the United States and 
Canada, is partially the result of the inability to 
differentiate spring wheat from other small grains. 
Consequently, historical ratios of spring wheat 
acreage to small grains acreage were used to obtain 
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T .. m.l" I/I.-Comparison ~"Pf(,I'iously SlIbmitied Canada Reports 
and RL'I'is('d Estimates 

""''''il/('(' A,,'O, "iI'I,/, Prot/llt',ion. 
'/"'/UQl/(/.~ III 01 n'.\ ""'011'1' I/"'''''Olll/S ,,'b/ls",'I.~ 

Ori/:il/(/[ R('\'i~t'll Or;/:lIIul Rt'I'iwd (JrillillO[ Rl'I'iwll 

('AS "'",111111 RI1Wf,-JullI/ury 

Saskatchewan 1J546 lJS\J 29.1 29.5 394 274 398722 
Alberta 4535 4S3S 25.1 25.0 l\J919 l\J .16 
Manitoba 2754 2756 24.4 23.4 67226 64376 

Total 1Offi'" To'i02 a27.6 a27.7 "ffi'4i9 S761i4 

(AS M,"""~I' R",lfJr/-{J,:'''''l'f ,I) 
Saskatchewan 11456 11453 29.1 295 333912 338354 
Alberta 3767 3767 24.9 24.6 93615 92731 
Manitoba 2124 212S 24.5 23.4 51950 49817 

Total 17T47 m:iS a27.6 a27.7 479in 480902 

('AS M,"""~I' R,·",.r/-S"l'lt1/1bl'f ,-

Saskatchewan \I 205 \I 202 28,9 29.6 324068 331793 
Alberta 3433 3433 23.3 24.6 80334 84281 
Manitoba 2099 2100 24.3 23.3 51181 48995 

Total T6"73(;" 'i6"lli 827.2 827.8 4SbTs3 46s'ii69 

('..1.11 MIII""/I' R .. " .. ,,-AII/:II\1 14 

Saskatchewan 9437 9697 
Alberta 1952 2099 
Manitoba 1800 1751 

Total iTi8s TI547 

IA,\-eragr 

spring wheat acreage estimates. These ratios were 
responsible for a significant amount of the under
estimaiion observed for Canada in the August. Sep
tember. and October estimates. since a majority of 
the ratios were developed from 1971 data and the 
planting of wheat in preference to non wheat small 
grains had greatly increased since that time. For ex
ample, in the Province of Saskatchewan, which 
historically produces about 65 percent of the Cana
dian spring wheat, the ratio of spring wheat acreage 
to spring small grains acreage increased f· ' .... 60 per
cent in 1971 to about 76 percent in 1976. all increase 
of 16 percent. 

Incorporating the use of IQ75 ratios of wheat to 
small grains for the January area estimate made a sig-

28.8 29.5 271418 285750 
23.2 23.5 45334 49235 
25.2 23.1 45409 40400 

anS 827.7 T6TI6'i" 37s1i5 

nificant improvement over the October estimate. but 
Ihe January estimate was still significantly sl)laller 
than the Canadian estimate. This fact indicates that. 
as a result of more confusion crops, smaller fields. 
and a relatively short growing season, the spring 
small grains area, in Canada as in the United States, 
is also significantly underestimated. The strip-fallow 
cropping practice, which effectively creates smaller 
fields, leads to underestimation, since some of the 
strip-fallow fields are small compared 10 Landsat 
resolution and hence are difficult to detect and 
measure. 

Another potential source of error in the LACIE 
spring wheat area estimation process is sampling. To 
date, this particular error has not been quantified for 
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Canada. The sampling plan was based on 1971 
agricultural census dala. and. for the same reason 
that the 1971 ratios of sprin, wheat to small arains 
were inappropriate. the samplina scheme employed 
may also have shortcomings. For example. the in· 
crease in the planting of wheat in preference to other 
small grains probably resulted in counties with 
sparse wheat acreage in 1971 having significantly 
more area planted to wheat in 1976. This. of course. 
would indicate the need for more sample segments in 
these areas. This particular situation occurred in the 
United States in Minnesota. The first allocation by 

T-IHI.I: IV.-LAOE Rf$';srd ESlimall's a/Spring 
WI,('ol Prot/Uflion, Ar('a. and rMdforCanodo 

Compared Will! alfie/oJ Counlry ESfimol('s 

(1/1 PnItIIl(Iiflll 

.\1<111111 omn(J/,I/ /...4(1£', o. RO." T"M 
,1"'11.\<111,1\ ''''''~llIfll~ (I('ln'lIt (1<'1<"11/ ,""i,'i .. 
.. 1"/1.\/",/\ ,"ltl/~I/ds II I 

AUIWIl 37S 38S 6.S -121.9 -18.8 
September 465069 S.2 -79.1 -15.2 
<l\:lobef 480902 4.8 -73.2 -IS.3 
January 833000 576314 4.9 -44.~ -9.1 

lit) .~f(·a 

.tflllll/l Ollilitll . U('/f, ('I. IW, 1"'\1 
111"1/\(;11/(/, l/tII/I.\all/ll ",'f"'1It ,,,'In'l/I .\/III;'\Ii,· 

.. ra,·,,'.\ "lan .. ·\ 

AUIUSI IB47 5.8 -97.8 -IU 
September (67)5 4.0 -60.1 -15.0 
Oclober 17345 H -S4.S -17.6 
Januaty 211800 20102 3.2 -28.8 -9.0 

(0 I,d" 

"''''lilt om. ill/, IACIf. n, RO. T,'ll 

"II/u,n' ""Iu,,,' (If'tum f'.Tn",1 51alifli,· 

Auausl 27.7 3.6 -12.3 -J.4 
Septrmber 27 .• 3.6 -11.9 -l.J 
October 27.7 3.7 12.3 -3.3 
lanU4ry 31.1 27.7 3.7 -12.3 -l.J 

"stl""'" Can ••. 
"Rell"w d,lT~rtn" - Il,\Clf - offlCllll • l,\CZE • 100 
'1M LAtIf O"malt Ii .... mclnlll d,rr'''''l1 from Ill. om.: .. 1 Cantdt ..... "mlle. 

S20 

LACIE to estimate spring wheat production in the. 
United States for crop year 1914-7S was based on 
1969 agricultural census data and Minnesota was 
allocated II segments. When the sample allocation 
was redone for the 1976-77 crop year. the allocation 
was based on the 1974 agricultural census and Min. 
nesota was allocated 47 segments. This incrtase in 
sample number for Minnesota was primarily due to 
the increase in area planted to wheat from 1969 to 
1914. 

Allhough spring whe.ll area appears to be the pri· 
mary contributor to the prodaction underestimate. 
the yield was also sillnificantly underestimated. 

Ylelel Accuracy 

Since the Canadian sovemment does not publish 
official yield and production figures until their Sep· 
tember report. it was not possible through most of 
the growing season to. pinpoint yield accuracy in the 
three wheat growing provinces. Yield predictions 
from the CCEA agrometeorolosical models were 
produced beginning in May for each of the four 
Manitoba. nine Saskatchewan. and three Alberta 
crop districts. Official Canadian wheat estimates. 
when they did become available, reported only 
province-level results, The CCEA yield models. on 
the other hand. predict only at the crop districtlevet. 
Therefore, without access to current·year district 
area data to calculate the province-level yields. it was 
not possible to precisely track LACIE yields at the 
province level unless certain assumptions were made 
about 1976 crop district wheat area and distribution 
ratios. This was done; namely. the historical S-year 
(1911-15) wheat area by distribution by crop district 
within a given province was assumed to be propor· 
tional to the 1916 ratio. Under this assumption then. 
it was possible 10 track province yields through the 
early phases of the season. After the initial L "CIE 
area data became available in August. province-level 
yields were calculated using these figures and the 
results were then compared to the official Statistics 
Canada crop releases for the months of September 
and October (table V). Table VI sives sin.ilar data 
using the revised CCEA yield predictions and final 
end-of-season Canadian figures released in Decem-
ber 1976. 

Based on fairly conclusive indications from the of-
ficial Canadian source. it appears the LACIE models 
underestimated across the board in their initial year 
of operation. For the three Prairie Provinces com-
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TABLE V.-Canada: /976 CCEA/LACIE Yield Estimates With Comparisons 

/In busl/els PH oC'"! 

"flJI'lnrt Moy Jllnt Jllly AIiRust .'ltptl'lllbtr Oc·to/wr 

ITIAo CCf A CCIA ITEA LACIrb CCEA LAc/E o.{fIC'lol'· Rod CCEA LACIE o.l.11C'lol" R[;J 

Manitoba 21.0 27.6 27.5 25.5 25.1 24.3 24.4 27.4 -11.0 24.3 24.S 27.1 -9.6 
Salkatthewan 24.9 24.S 2&.& 2&.7 21.& 21.9 21.9 30.2 -4.3 29.1 29.1 31.8 -&.5 
Alberta 24.6 26.0 25.6 23,5 23.2 23.4 23.4 31.& -26.4 25.1 24.9 31.8 -21.7 

Three Prairie 25.3 25.3 21.0 27.1 27.5 27.1 27.2 30.1 -9.6 27.6 27.6 31.1 -11.2 
Provinces 

IeeEA bcpn producina eallidian ,ieldlltimatll by crop diltriCl for _h or the three pro>inCII in lola, 1976. A pro>Inc.·I ... 1 ,ield lItiml .. _IdIIOI be obtlined 
without like I'" dI\l1O ....... lACIE 1m "Iiml'" were IlOl forlltcomlna unlil A ...... I; Itencc. l.chalne 10 obtIin the pro>i_ ,ielcllllflier WII inilialld lllina 50,.., 
(197I-7S, .. e,.p crop disllict whut a,.. and dilllibuli.. . ..... rOt _h p,ovinte. Fo, comperilOft pUIpOIII.lhil technique WII continued CKh month IhlOUlhoul the 

~niltll tACIE plOvi_ ,ield IIliml" obtlined b, .... lIna CeEA ctop dislrict ,ield and lACIE Clop dill,ict I'" otimlta. 
'StltilllC> Clnldl. M.nilll, of InduslI,. t,1de and Commette. Sept. 10. \976. 
dRelltive cI:rretcnte (.n perten" - ILACIE - Stallitiel Clnldl' .. Statiltin Clnldl " lOll. 
eStaltltin Canldl. Minilll, or Indum,. trade and Comme,te. Oct. •• 1976. 

T.4HLf VI.-Canada: 1976 CCEA/LACIE Revised Yield Estimates With Comparisons 

[In blls/lI'ls pc" oar J 

fmt';'III' AII/:IIS1 .wptrmbrr Oc'ltJ/l(o, IIno/ 

LAClI.-(/ I.AC/l.' o.lIie'iol Rob .LAc/E o.flldol Rob LAc/E o.I1kiol" Rob 

Manitoba 23.1 23.3 27.4 -15.0 23.4 27.\ -\4.0 23.4 27.1 -14.0 
Saskatchewan 29.S 29.6 30.2 -2.0 29.5 3 \,1 -7.2 29.S 31.5 -6.3 
Alberta 23.S 24.6 31.8 -22.6 24.6 3\.8 -22.6 25.0 32.5 -23.1 

Three Prairie 27.7 27.8 30.1 -7.6 27.7 31.1 -10.9 27.7 31.1 -10.9 
Provinces 

"LeDuc. Sharon. Yield·Welther Rear ... ion Model, f'" the C.nldliA P,o.inte,. LA(,IE-00433. NASA JohnlOn Spite Cent.,. "oo,lon. Te." feb. 1971>. 
bre,tent. 
<Sc.IiSliCl Canada. M.ni'''1· of Indu5IIY. Tilde Ind Comm., ... 0..:. 3.1976. 

bined, latest LACIE calculations place spring wheat 
yield above the normal, but below Canadian sources, 
maintaining a pattern established early in the crop 
season. The margin between the normal yield and 
the CCEA·predicted yield widened especially during 
June, largely because of abundant rainfall over nearly 
7S percent of Canada's wheat producing region. The 
average of Ihe Prairie Province yields predicted by 
the agrometeorological models then held at 27 to 28 
bushels per acre through the end of the season, 
finishillg 3 to 4 bushels per acre lower than the offi· 
cial Canadian estimate. Se!'tember's estimate fell 

within 10 percent of that from Statistics Canada: 
however, a boost in forecast production by the Cana. 
dians in October pushed the yield difference to 
almost 11 percent. 

Although Manitoba's official yield (27.1 bu~hels 
per acre) was beneath the agrometeorological stalisti· 
cal trend (28.0 bushels per acre), the input of weather 
data to the model pushed LACIE predicted yields to 
more than 10 percent below official figures. This 
would indicate a collective lIverreaction by the 
Manitoba models to the known moisture shortage in 
that region the summer of 1976. Although ramfall 
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was off as much as 40 perc:ent in parIS of the prov
ince, the effect was apparently not as extensive as the 
yield models seemed to indicate. LACIE's final yield 
predictions for Manitoba were 14 pel'CP.nt below the 
final Canadian tlaure. 

Across the border in hkatc:hewan, overall ac
curacy improved. September comparisons showed 
only a 2.perc:ent LACIE underestimation. By Octo
ber, the marain had widened to just over 7 percent, 
due mostly to an upward 1.6-bushel-per-acre revision 
by the Canadians. The Saskatchewan models ac
curately renected the season's favorable weather, 
allhoush collectively they did not react as sharply as 
conditions appeared to warrant. 

or the yield predictions coverin. the three Prairie 
Provinces, the Alberta estimate showed the widest 
mal'lin of error. underestimatin .. :i1e official spring 
wheat yield fi.ure of 32.5 bush~is per acre by more 
than 7 bushels per acre. Throushout the season. 
CCEA-predicted yields hovered around the trend 
line. checked by below-normal precipitation from 
May through July throushout 90 percent of the 
Alberta wheat producin. sector. Combined. the three 
Alberta models appeared to be overly innuenced by 
the July precipitation variable. When this is added to 
the larre negative trend variable adjustment associ
ated with the July truncation. yields in that month 
alone dropped over 2 bushels per acre. at a time when 
crops were apparently progressing well. 

The CCEA Canadi,," asrometeorological yield 
models for 1976 collectively show a lIignificant bias 
toward underestimation. both wher.: crop conditions 
were considered good to excellent '~.skatchewan 
and Alberta) and where they were somewhat less 
favorable because of insufficient rainfall (Manit(~ .), 
In general. the model reaction to weather variables 
tended toward an overreaction to unfavorable 
weather and an underreaction to favorable weather 
(table VII). For the three Prairie Provinces. yield 
model performance for the 1976 season appeared to 
be just outside a 9O-percent level of accuracy (89.1 
percent). 

TECHNICAL ISSUES 

After an extensive evaluation of the ml\ior factors 
that affected the final LACIE Canadian estimates. 
two stand out as the principal sources of thelle lower
than-expected estimates: 

I. A change in the area planted to wheat since 
1971 which affected the wheat-to-small-grains ratios . 
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TABLE VII.-LACI£ Y/~1d Model Rtarllon 10 

1976 M,trorolog/ral Conditions 
CompamJ With Offlrial SoufC't" 

Pm,'Inn' Crop IC'OJrIII _"'N 
(hi 

M.nll. Unfavorable 
SUkaldlewan Favorable 
Alberta Favorable 

Three Pr.irle Favorable 
Provinces 

:-.'ialin C.n.da. Sepl. 10. \976. 
o.8nilillna: 

,'''''J mndrl rrsponll' 
(bI 

O~r",clion 

Underrelh:11on 
Underruclion 

Underreaclion 

.... _."'-..... r\lClic\ed Ind oIlltlil ,ielda allow _1'lIInd. 
Unr.'or.b'-odI..,rtdldcd .nd orrICu,1 ~ltlda bela .. _I lrend. 
o..en.cllOft_CJdeI.pNdIC'" ,leld cIt.illa ,n lime dilllClion rro.n normll II 

om.i.1 "lid bul ""a II) •• ralCr ..... niluclt. 
UndenanlOll-'tlodll.preoll(lcd ,oeld •• , .... ,n .. me di...,IHln rrom normal •• 

officlll ,'eld bul '""" b~ I 1_, m .... 'tudc. 

used in the current asaregation system (1971 was the 
base year used for generatin, the LACIE reports) 

2. An overall underestimate due to sampling and 
classification error 

By updating the ratios with 1975 data. the area 
estimate increased to 20.8 million acre~. or 22 percent 
below the official estimate. Ratios based on the 1976 
official estin "= improved the LACIE estimate by 4 
percent. but this was still substantially below the offi
cial figure. 

The following sections review the nve major prob
lems that were encountered during the Phase II 
Canadian analysis, 

Allocation Det. 

The nrst sample segment allocation for Canada 
was done on the basis of the 1971 census and census 
district boundaries. Th ~ allocation used the sampled 
portion of the political area covered by the census. 
not the total area within the subdivision t- lundaries. 
To match the yield model geographic bu.Jndaries. a 
second allocation was done ulling the yield model 
areas as strata and census subdivisions as substrata. 
fhis new allocation showed that about 18 segments 
of the 283 should have been moved. However. no 
segments were moved. and the Group I and Group II 
substrata retained the segments as previuusly placed . 

k..:." .:'j.v __ .,. ... ___ .... iiiii1iI=-:::z:::::!I---------------............. ~"~~-~ .. _ •• sa 5'75# 6t 2· 



Thc LACIE auregations for Canllda in 1976 were 
done usin, as strata the crop districts. the boundaries 
of which essentially coincided with census district 
boundaries. except in Saskatchewan where the boun
daries were sli.htly different. The yield model areas 
8'~ aare8alcs of crop districts. and the calculated 
)'ields ar~ assi,n~d to all crop districts (area strata) 
contained within the yield model area. 

The reallocation for Canada usin, yield strata 
resultcd in the followin, distribution of seaments. 

,.,.. ... ;",.,. 

Sal'ka"hcwlln 
Aillefl .. 
Manitoba 

,.11"/ 

170 
7S 
38 

(;/lI,,/' , 

IS3 
74 
14 

(;n",,, II 

17 
I 

24 

The Group I area estimate was unbiased. The Group 
II selments presented a problem because the se,
ments were chosen with probabilities proportional to 
sizc based on the old allocation and aare,ated with 
weilhts based on the new aurelation. thus incurrin, 
some bias. However. since Saskatchewan aod Alber
ta contain 10 percent or fewer Group II seaments.the 
bias is not considered si,niticanl. In Manitoba. 63 
percent of the seaments were Group II. The census 
district and crop district boundaries were the same. 
with yield models coverin, auresates of the crop dis
tricts. These models provided a sin,le yield estimate 
at a aiver time which was used for all crop districts 
cover/!d DY the yield model. Therefore. the aareaa
tions performed durinl Phase II may be considered 
to have provided unbiased area estimates and valid 
area variance estimates. Further. the yield and pro
duction variances can be calculated at the yield strata 
leve! and hi,her because the boundaries coincide 
witt multiples of crop districts except for a minor 
deviation in Alberta. 

HI.torle.' D.t. 

One of the n~ajor problems encounter~d in work
ing Canada was Ihe lack of historical data at the level 
31 which the ori&inal allocation was lenemled. The 
ori,inal allocation was based on data contained in the 
1971 Canadian Census of Aariculture. This census is 
conducted every 5 years. with publication approx
imately 2 years after data collection. This publication 
is the only one the LACIE project has been able to 
oblain Ihal contains area slalislics at the county level 
(no production statistics are contained in this cen-

sus). All other slatistics produced by Staaisti(S 
Canada are at Ihe province or crop district lev...· 

Most of the data on Canada available to LACIE 
besides the 1971 census r.onsisted of statistics at the 
province or crop district level on wheat area and pro
duction, with spolly coverqe of other crops. No 
comprehensive set of data for small ,rains or other 
crops was available. Data received from Statistici 
Canada in Ihe late fall of 1976 ,really improved the 
data available at the province level, but data below 
that level are still lackina. 

The importance of havin, a comprehensive data 
sct o~r a period of years cannot be overstated. These 
data pl'ovide a valuable tool for understar.din, the 
chan,in, pallerns of aariculture. Such understandin, 
serves as tI basc for comparison of LACIE estimates, 
helps improve ratioin, procedures. and makes it 
possible to track lona-term trends in a,ricultural 
policy. The lack of these data has caused major con
cern. especially in the development of ratios and the 
analysis of factors affecting Ihe LACIE-,enerated 
eslimates. 

CAS R.tlolnl M.thodo'og, 

No/ioin/: Pl't)(·cc/llf(·.-Durina Phase II. Landsat 
data processed by CAMS was passed to CAS with 
classifications for sprin, small ,rains or small ,rains. 
Since Ihe CAS aaaregation system was desi,ned to 
al8re,ate wheat. a procedure for ratioin, was 
employed 10 derive wheat f .. om small arains. 
Preprocessin, software was written to accommodate 
this ratioin& procedure. This software was desillned 
to ratio the small ,rains eSlimates al the seament 
level. Two types of ratios were included in this 
preprocessin. slep for C,nada: (I) sprins wheat area 
to 10lalsmallarains area and (2) sprina wheal area to 
sprin, small arains area. 

Ralios fl)r Canada were derived usin, the 1971 
census dala, since it WI! the only source available 
thai contained data on other crops at Ihe county level 
(barley. oals. rye. mixed small ,rains). For each of 
the 283 sample se.ments. ralios were construcled on 
the basis of the county statistics for each se,ment. 
These ratios were used for the three lACIE ""norts 
generated in Auausi. Seplember, and Oclobel 

In OClober, additional data were received that up
dated LACIE statislics for Canada. This information 
included dala throuah the 1975 crop season on other 
crops al the Canadian crop districl level. These 
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naura were Ihen used to construct raliOi allhe croP 
districI level. Instead of each .. ment havin, a 
unique ratio baed on stalislics for the C(1''fIly in 
which Ihal stament wu located, ratiOi bUIll on the 
1975 data were (Ommon for all """ents within _h 
(TOP district. The derived wheat estimates baled on 
Ihis 1975 data were used to aener.t. lhe nnll .Ii
mate contained in lhis reporl. 

CI,aRlltS In _."tal arrtl. 197110 1976.-one of the 
mOSI critical elements in deaerminina lhe reliability 
of a ralio procedure is lhe stability or variability of 
wheat area. Since the late 1960's, some m~or shifts 
have occurred in Canadian .... iculture that have had 
decided effecls on the ralioin, methodolo,y 

employed by CAS. Since 1970 •• h .... his been a and
ual shiftloward increased plan lin, of whaL Thil 'S 
lrue nOl only in Canada bu. in all ...,or wha'"II'OW
ina COUIIlries. In .h. Prair~t Provinces u a whole. 
lhis shift hu been predominan.ly al .he expense of 
reduced planlinp of nix and rapeseed and reduced 
slimmer fallow ac ...... (tables VIIt and IX). Oney 
minor shifts in lhe proportion of what venus other 
small arains have occurred over the lon, run. bu' 
yeaNo-year variabilily 'S hiab. 

In a review of lables VIII and IX al lhe province 
level, one of the mOil •• rikina items is .hal. while 
areas devoted 10 att smatt ... ain. and miscellaneous 
crops were at record levels in 1971. the area planted 

TABU VIII.-Chanilts In Crop Arttl In Iht 1'1uw CQlladlan PrIllrlt 
l'ro.oInN" 

/'" "",,"1 

('ml''''C'II' Wi,e'll' f)/I,,,, lIN" n".'- RtJpf'Wd ~""""'.Ii1"""' .,,,'nf' 
!",~ulc/IC'''YIII 

1965.74avl· 15719100 5741900 667400 1273400 17165600 
\971 1292)117 1700290 924715 27.555 "'59125 
\975 15200000 5150000 450000 1100000 "200000 
\976(11'" 17400000 5410000 225000 150000 11000000 

"'/11('1',,, 

1965-74aVS· 4993900 7246600 lO71oo 1061100 72J1900 
\971 3443 JII 1100494 270753 1917625 7001714 
\975 4500000 '7100000 200000 1700000 6900000 
\976CII'" 5600000 7950000 100000 850000 6700000 

A1uII;,,,II0 

1965-74 aVI. 2123400 3179500 150300 309100 2m4OO 
\971 2 51t JlI "32451 565551 510768 2655197 
\975 3100000 2902000 750000 750000 2600000 
\976 CII •. ) 31OOUOO 3052000 550000 250000 2600000 

7',/tll,..,-.1II 

1965-74,vI· 23607200 16175000 1125000 2652000 27982900 
\971 11.5 lOt 21411215 1761 019 5.1CM948 26223736 
\975 22100000 16552000 1400000 4250000 27700000 
\976(11'" 26100000 16412000 .75000 1950000 2'7300000 

"0.1 .... ..."."..l1li ............ _ 
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10 wheat wu tipincantly reduced comp.red to re
cenl yean. The mula is an unusually low wheal-to
.mall ..... in. rltlo for 1971. In all the compar.tive 
dati for Canada. 1971 seem. to have been an unusual 
year I. fir u wheat wu con(tmed. 

In Saskltchew.n. lhe wheat-to-sm.U.,mM per
cenaaae Increued I~ percent from 1911 to Ihe 1916 
atimate but only 3 pel'(ent over the Io.year lvenae. 
fallow acre ... hu remlined flirly con"lnt except 
in 1911 when fallow acreqe wI.substlntially lower 
than the aver •. 

Alberta hu the lowat wheat acreate of Ihe Ihree 
provinces. In 1971. the wheat-to-small .. r.inl ratio 
wal 29 percenl; il increa.ed to 41 percenl In the 1976 

estimate. the Arne u the IO-y .... lvenae. Summer 
fallow. npeseed. and nax Kreqe hu been c0n
tinually declinina .ince 1971.liYin. way to inc:reued 
acreaae pl.nted to smlll.rains. 

Manitoba hu followed very closely the pattern of 
Sukllmewan. Wheat acreaae increased 15 percenl 
between 1971 Ind the 1976 estlmlte. Summer f.Uow 
Icreap h .. remained fairly ... ble tin(t 1971. while 
wheat acreqe increued .tthe expense of other small 
lI'alns. flax. and rapeseed acreqe. 

While there hive been dramatic: c".n~ in Whiil 
acreaae over the put ~ver.1 yean. this fact does not 
fully account for the probtem. lIIodated with the 
LACIE·.enerlted CItlmattl. The endoOf-season re-

rANI./' IX.--challllC'S III Whtal Arf'tlIII Ih .. ThlW' Calladlall !'rtIlrlt PnJl'/IIC'C's 

('"", )'I'Q' III m 01 (41 (JI ("I (iI 

JI ,""". ,,"",. t",,,/lm,," LMI..I.. T,t/"I AlllflII ULJ. T oll/lIm,,1I UI.J. 
"'lid. ,,' IIr"In .•. 1/ ,,,,,,,. (itt.! IIf "III."IId (itt. 4 11",111,. 01"'" ( .,/. (, 

flO'I', .tflll,h ,,' ","" I','ft."" "",.'1 • "", •. " fIl'R'("fI' ,""".flfld "..,.".", 
'''''''Itllloh III II":""'" 

11,·,.., ItllI",,·. ,,,,,,,. 

IfIIkh '" fIC·,.. • 

• 'iut4u" ".· .. 1111 

1965· 74 '\'II!. 15790 21 5J1J 7l 23591 67 41357 JI 
1971 l29ll 21623 60 25215 51 41145 )1 
,.75 I. lOG 21050 72 2JJoo 65 41 SOO )7 
1976 (nt.l 17400 22110 76 23115 7J 41885 42 

.~/"c·";J 

I96S.74 '\'1. 4994 12240 41 13617 37 20856 24 
1971 3443 12244 21 14 S02 24 21 SU 16 
1975 4500 12 J&J )7 14200 )2 21100 21 
1976(nU 5600 IHSO 41 14 SOO 39 ~I 200 26 

MUIII/.J/t(I 

1965·741\,1· 2213 6003 47 7216 M 10094 21 
19':'1 1S19 64~2 M 75t1 J) 10253 2S 
1975 JIOO 11002 52 7527 41 10127 31 
~976 Ie".' JlOO 6IS2 SS 1614 49 10214 )7 

r"'oJ/lI1:'''" 

1 WIS· 74 '''1. 23607 31012 "2 41 SS4 55 ?Om J) 

1971 IIU5 4OJI9 47 47 ~!~ 40 73609 26 
1915 22100 39m SI 45027 SI nm 31 
197"lnU 2UOO 43212 "2 4&069 SI 7Jl69 37 

·Iut",l .",.11 .'.tln_ ,ftt,'I.l4k'_ "tt-: ... "',It~ ...... b, '.t,..w "'t'Ct~ Wll4U ".l& 
tJUlftcl ~h._ ""-t\ilk lI.u" f4~. 1If\\t ~".ftc .. , 
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pon (Oclober) utina .1971 ratios produced an area 
eatimale of 17.1 mUlion ICNI. 15 percenl below the 
offICial Canactian aatimate. Updatina the ratio with 
1975 data improved Ihe estimate. bul :t waltill 22 
percent below the oMcial fiaure.lf the provinc.1eYeI 
1976 "Iimal. are UIId. only a lIilhi Improvement 
(4 percent) is realized. Econometric modeII were 
developed 10 predh:I the confusion ~ ratiOl for 
c.nada It the crop dlstric, leveIai the end ·of Phase 
II; however. benuse of the chan .. In project scope. 
Ihese models were nOI UIed in Ph_ 111. Thus. an .8-
percent difference between the LAC1E aumate and 
Ihe o,neill "timale remains. In all probabilhy, this 
difYerence can be accounted for by IIIIlpliftl and 
d ... incation error. since all other f~IOfIlhat miaht 
contribute to Ihis undereslimale have been analyzed. 

To date. the Accur.cy Aaeument Oroup hu not 
completed the analysis of the Canadian inten.ive tut 
site data to determine the type and mqnltude of 
samplinlld ... ificalion problems in Canada. Plans 
for completion of this analysis are still to be deter· 
mined. 

Some of the prelimin.ry analyses performed on 
the U.S. aprin, wheat intensive tat sita and blind 
sita have indicated Ihat the clusincllion analysts 
have tendcclto underestimate the .mount of .mall 
,rainl witllin • seamenl. This tendency also seems to 
.ffect the Canadian estimates received durin, the 
1976 cror scuon. 

Interpretation 0; Canadi.n Landsat data WAI more 
difficult Ih.n interpret.tion of other .reu because of 
the dislectedtopoaraphy. hiah confusion-crop prob
lems. and the need to perform muhitemporal 
.nalYlis for impro\'ecI identific.tion. As a result of 
these n,ajor problems. interpretation of Canadhm 
se,ments requires subst~ntially more d.t. and 
InllYlis time to produce a usable estimlte. Since 
muhitemporal anllYlis is II most I necessity in 
acnerltin, an cstim!ile in Canada. a lack of adequate 
.cQuisition, can cause serious problems in the 
interl'retation procen. 

........ 1 Aoquilltion and ...... AnaIy_ 

An an,t1ysis o( sprin, small ,rains area estimates 
for Canada. ",I"cr. were transmitted to CAS. can be 
summ...-itcd IS (ollows. 
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I. Of lhe 170 umpl. lIIfftonta lilocated to 
Slaka&chew.n. 152 had sprint small pna area .ti· 
ma_ of.,..ter than 0 rercent~ 7 had C).percent ati· 
m .... ~ and 11 had no acquisitions suilable for in
terpretalion. Abwt 80 percent of lhe 152 seamenta 
(122 ..,menta) had no lipincant chanae in esti· 
main between lhe lime of grly Jointina and hadlna 
(about June IS to July 15) and h.rvest (about mId· 
Sep&ember). 

About 10 percent of lhe 152 sample ....... enta (IS 
lGImeftta) had •• ianinwn cha"" in area "lim ... 
between Ihe earl), nlimale and lhe harvest estimale. 
In moat of theie -.menta. the area eslimates in· 
creuecl. but In IWO the revised eslima" wu .maller. 
Approximately 10 percent of the 152 Rlmple lei· 
ments (16 seamenll) had no .cquisition, .1 harvest. 

It i. believed that Ihe distribution of overall ac· 
qui~tion. and lhe lack of at-harvest IK'qui,ilions on 
10 percenl of Ihe sample seamen I' for ~hich ati· 
mates were transmined to CAS had no ,i,nilicanl 
impact on Ihe area agreption for Saskatchewan. 

2. A ,,='aI of 75 sample seaments WAI allocated to 
Alberta; .,: these. 80 percenl (60 segments) had area 
alimata transmitted to CAS. Onl)' one IImple sea· 
ment WI. estim.ted to have o.percent aprin,lmall 
,rainl. One seament had In increase in area ~Iimlle 
between carly processin, (about jointin, 5t., and 
harvest. Three seamen I. had no at-harvest acquisi. 
tions. 

There is no .pparent reason for these conditions 
10 have had a sianilicant efiCct on the area .. rep· 
tion (or Alberti. 

3. or Ihe 38 »ample le,mentl allocated to 
Manitoba. 2 seaments had no acquisitions uitlble 
(or interpretation. The remlinin, J6 sample sese 
ments can be evaluated AI follows: 

•. About 60 percent (20 seaments' had no Ii,. 
nifielnl chanac in estim.ta between early "roc· 
asin, (jointin, to headin,' and harvest. About 2S 
percent (9 seamen Is' hid si",ifi'lnl chanp in .rea 
Cltim'te between the early eltimale and the al·har. 
VCSI estimate. 

b. Approximately IS percent of lhe 36 sq. 
ments (6 seaments) had no at·harvest acquisilions 
and I seament had an at·harvest estima.e only. 

There are no inelitaiioM that lhese conditions 
should have lianincant.y affected the CAS aarcp. 
lions for Manitoba . 
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Accuracy and Performance of 
LACIE 'Area Estimates 

J. F. Potler,a E. M. Hsu,a A. G. Houston.b and D. E. Pittsi' 

INTRODUCTION 

The accuracy assessment effort is desianed to 
check the accuracy of the LACIE estimates of wheat 
production, area, and yield throughout the growing 
seasol~ to determine whether the operational pro
cedures are sufficient to satisfy the LACIE project 
goals and to identify problem areas in the estimation 
process. 

In this pap:r, the results obtained in assessing the 
accuracy of the LACIE acreage estimates in the 
United States are discussed. The accuracy assess
ment of yield and production estimates is discussed 
elsewhere in this volume (see the paper by Phinney 
et al. entitled" Accuracy and Performance of LACIE 
Yield Estimates in Major Wheat Producing Regions 
of the World," the paper by Marquis entitled 
"LACIE Area, Yield, and Production Estimate 
Characteristics: U.S. Great Plains," the paper by 
Hickman entitled "LACIE Area, Yield, and Produc
tion Estimate Characteristics: U.S.S.R.," and the 
paper by Conte et a1. entitled "LACIE Area, Yield, 
and Production Estimate Characteristics: Canada"). 

Although the accuracy assessment studies dis
cussed in this paper are conducted in the U.S. Great 
Plains region, these studies are also deSigned to pro
mote the development of procedures that can be 
used to obtain accurate estimates for other parts of 
the world. 

REGIONS OF THE U.S. GREAT PLAINS 

In this paper, results are given for a number of 
regions within the U.S. Great Plains. These regions 
are defined as follows. 

1. The U.S. Southern Great Plains (USSGP) 

aLockheed Electronics COr.lpany. Houston. Texas. 
bNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texas. 

~ina' pIIotograptty 1lIIY Of .1fC~1I_ fmIIIa 
~.;WS Data Center 

Sioux Falls. SO 

region consists of Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, 
Oklahoma, and Texas. Only wi'lter wheat estimates 
have been made for these states. 

2. The spring wheat (SW) regiOL 'onsists of Min
nesota and North Dakota. These stat~ have very lit
tle winter wheat, so LACIE has made estimates for 
spring wheat only. 

3. The mixed wheat (MW) region consists of 
Montana and South Dakota. These states have both 
spring and winter wheat. 

4. The U.S. Northern Great Plains (USNGP) 
region consists of the two spring wheat states and the 
two mixed wheat states. 

S. The U.S. Great Plains (USGP) region consists 
of the nine states of the USSGP and the USNGP. 

PHASE I (CROP YEAR 1974-75) 

Phase I of the LACIE project concentrated on the 
estimation of wheat acreage. Yield and production 
feasibility studies were also carried out, hut the ac
curacy assessment team investigated only the ac
curacy of acreage estimation. 

The 90/80 Criterion 

Detailed discussions of the 90190 criterion and the 
Phase I estimates are given in the paper by Marquis. 
It was found that the estimates for winter wheat in 
the U.S. Southern Great Plains did support the 90/90 
criterion but that the total wheat estimates for the 
U.S. Northern Great Plains and the U.S. Great Plains 
regions did not. 

Are. Error Source Anal, ... 

Comparison oj LACTE and USDA SRS acreage est;
mates.-Table I shows the comparison of th~ LACIE 
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TABLE I.-Comparlson ofSRS and LACIE AI-Harvest Estimales of Wheal AreaG 

RrgiOll nlMb SRS. LAC/E. RD.c CV.d Test 
thousands thousands permtt pNCI!nl slatistic 
o/aem %,,,,"s 

Winter wheat 

Colorado 24132 2260 3058 26.1 20.8 
Kansas 55/84 12100 12940 6.5 7.1 
Nebraska 23135 3070 2657 -IS.S 28.0 
Oklahuma 29/40 6700 6906 3.0 11.2 
Texas 28149 5700 4218 -35.1 32.6 
USSGP 1591290 29830 29779 -.2 1.0 -0.03 

Spring wheat 

Minnesota 9/1l 2844 2150 -32.3 15.1 
North Dakota 42165 10213 5853 -74.5 14.8 
SW states SIn8 13057 8003 -63.2 11.6 

Tota/wheat 

Montana 39/60 4975 
South Dakota 23/33 3003 
MW states 62/93 7978 
USNGP 1lJ!l71 21035 
USGP 272/411 50865 

Projected to 272/637 
national 

"LIICIE .. t"lIItes baed on CAMS rework 1111 •. 
"the n IS tbe numher or ~menl' used, Ihe Mi. Ihe numher or ,",ments i""" .. cd. 
'Relollv. dlffe .. n," - (lACIE - SRSI ... LACIE x 100. 
dCoefficient or '."Oloon - .. onlllrd deviatlOR ... LACIE " 100 

3999 -24.4 25.9 
4154 27.7 17.7 
81S3 2.2 i5.6 

16156 -30.2 9.8 e_3.l1 
4S935 -\0.7 5.7 e-l.88 

3.1 

eTh. LA('IE .. lIm.le i. silniliunlly different rrom the SRS cslimate il Ihe I().pcr,..,nl 1 ... 1. 

and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Statistical 
Reporting Service (USDA SRS)\ estimates. A test 
statistic is given showing whether the LACIE esti
mate is significantly different from the USDA esti
mate. The derivation and interpretation of the test 
statistic are described in the paper by Houston et al. 
entitled" Accuracy Assessment: The Statistical Ap· 
proach to Performance Evaluation in LACIE." 

For winter wheat in the USSGP region, the 
LACIE estimate is very close to the SRS estimate 
and, according to the statistical test, is not signifi. 
cantly different from it. For spring wheat in the SW 
states, the LACIE estimate is much lower than the 
SRS estimate. The LACJE estimate for total wheat in 
the MW states is slightly higher than the SRS esti-

IThe Slitistical P.eportina Service has since become a part of 
the EconomiCS. Statistics. and Cooperatives Service. 
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mate; therefore, the large (and stlltistically signifi
cant) underestimate for total wheat at the USNGP 
level is due to the large underestimate for the SW 
states, especially North Dakota. The same is true for 
the statistically significant underestimate for total 
wheat Ilt the USGP level. An analysis of the problem 
in North Dakota showed that the major source of er
ror was sampling. 

Study of classification and sampling frror using 
ground-(lbserved proportions.-The expression "blind 
site" is a designation applied to selected orerational 
segments for which, unknown to th' analyst, 
ground-truth data were acquired for evaluation pur
poses. The implementation of this approa~ hoc· 
curred late in the growing season of LACIE Phase l. 
Thus, all of the selected sites were in the northern 
spring wheat regions. 

High-resolution color-infrared aerial photography 
of 29 LACIE segments in North Dakota and Mon-



tana was acquired in mid-Auaust 1975. Within a few 
days following the photography, field teams col
lected sround information for a substantial portion 
of these segments. 

Figure 1 shows plots of the ground-observed seg
ment proportions and the SRS county proportions 
versus the LACIE proportions for 16 blind sites in 
North Dakota. All proportions are for small grains. 
The LACIE estimate is fairly representative of the 
ground-truth proportion. Indeed, at the IO-percent 
level of significance, the average LACIE estimate is 
not significantly different from .the average ground
truth proportion. However, it is c::ar that the LACIE 
estimate is not at all representative of the SRS county 
proportions. The ground-observed spring small
grains proportions are 38 percent below the corre-
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spondina SRS county sprina small-grains propor
tions. These results indicate that sampling error 
resultina from nonrepresentative sample segments 
was the mlijor source of the observed bias in the 
acreage estimate for North Dakota. Other investiga
tions with full-frame imagery confirmed that 
asriculture is very heteroaeneous in this region and 
many of the LACIE segments did not adequately 
represent their counties. 

Specl.,.luCIl •• 

In Phase I, a number of special studies were con
ducted to investigate various aspects of LACIE pro
cedures. They are described in detail in reference I. 
The mlijor studies are summarized as follows. 

Study of the effects of site, biophase, and AI.-One 
study was conducted to investigate the effects of 
three major facto~ite, biophase,2 and analyst in
terpreter (AI)-on errors in the estimation of seg
ment small-grains proportions. All 14 AI's operating 
within the Classification and Men~uration Sub
system (CAMS) for the LACIE Phase I operations 
participated in this experiment. The test was run on 
two intensive test sites (ITS's): segment 1969. Toole 
County. Montana~ and segment 1976, Franklin 
County, Idaho. These segments were selected 
because multispectral scanner (MSS) data were 
available for all four biophases. (Classifications for at 
least one biophase were miSSing for all the other 
ITS's.) Each Al was required to interpret each 
biophase acquisition for each segment using the 
Phase I operational procedure. This resulted in a total 
of S6 small-grlJins proportion estimates for each seg
ment. 

The analysis of the data produced the following 
results. 

1. The error in proportion estimation varied sig
nificantly from one ITS to another. 

2. There was a significant difference in the rela
tive performance between AI's from one segment to 
another. 

3. Use of biophase I increased the accuracy for 
one ITS and decreased it for the other. 
It is important to note that the experiment used only 
two sites so the results should not be widely applied. 

2The four bk>phases In wheal developmenl are defined as (I) 
tillering 10 join ling, (2) jointing 10 heading. (3) heading 10 sofl 
dough, and !4) sofl dough 10 harvest. 
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Four-AI sludy of the effecl of small-gralns propor
lion, amounl of lralnlng dala, and blopluue.-In 
another study, four AI's workina independently and 
usiq the CAMS rework procedures analyzed all of 
the acquisitions over the 23 Phase I ITS's that had ac
quisitions satisfyina the CAMS rework criteria. The 
results were used to study (1) the effect of the pro
portion of smallarains in the seament on proportion 
error, (2) the effect of the amount of trainina data on 
proportion error. and (3) the effect of biophase on 
labelina accuracy. 

The results showed that the proportion of small 
arains in the sepnent had a pronounced effect on 
CAMS proportion error-the sites that were low in 
small grains tended to be overestimated and the sites 
that were high in small grains tended to be underesti
mated. A theoretical explanation of why this effect 
oc:c:urs is given in reference 1. 

It was found that only limited information could 
be gained on the effect on proportion error of the 
amount of data used to train the classifier because 
the amount of training data selected by the AI's was 
very site dependent and proportion error was also 
very site dependent. It appeared that there was a 
slight reduction in proportion error as the number of 
training pixels increased. 

In the investigation of the effect of biophase on 
labeling accuracy. results were obtained for eight 
biophase combinations. The best combination was 
biophases I. 3. and 4. However. these results were 
not very accurate because only a few sites were 
averaged for each combination and labeling ac
curacies varied greatly from site to site. 

Crop calendar veriflcation.-To assess the perfor
mance of the adjustable crop calendar (ACC). the 
ACC's for 12 crop reporting districts (CRD's) having 
intensive test sites were compared to the corre<ipond
ing historical crop calendars and to the development 
stages determined by ground observations on the 
ITS's. 

The ACC performance during the jointing-to-soft
dough stage for winter wheat and the planting-to
soft-dough stage for spring wheat in the U.S. Great 
Plains appeared to be quite good. The biggest discrep
ancies were at the beginning of the period covered by 
the ACC-at jointing for winter wheat and at plant
ing for spring wheat. An 8- to lO-day disagreement 
occurred between the dates the USDA reported for 
the CRO (which were used as starter dates for the 
ACC) and the ITS ground-truth data. The ITS 
ground.truth and ACC output were closest to agree
ment at the heading and soft-dough stages. Indica-
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tions were that more accurate starter dates would 
have allowed the ACC to perform more accurately 
throuahllut the sprina and summer. 

The results of the study showed that 
1. Accurate starter models for sprina wheat are 

vital to ,ood overall performance of the ACe. 
2. Proper operation of the ACC for wimer wheat 

before and during dormancy to provide an accurate 
estimate of jointing in sprina is vital to the overaJl 
operation of the ACe for winter wheat. 

PHAIE II (CROP YEAR 1875-78' 

As a result of the blind site investiga'ions in 
North Dakota at the end of Phase I, 20 segments 
were added to North Dakota for Phase II to alleviate 
the sampling problem. Also, the analysis of pre
viously unavailable Landsat imagery over large areas 
showed some sample segments to be in non
agricultural areas. These segments were moved into 
agricultural areas for Phase II. The blind site in
vestigations also indicated a tendency to underesti
mate small-grains proportions. Therefore. for Phase 
II, the number of blind sites was increased substan
tially in order to investigate classification problems 
further. 

Early in Phase I. it was found that the analysts 
could not reliably separate spring wheat from other 
small grains. This procedure required the use of 
historical ratios of wheat to small grains to obtain a 
wheat area estimate. In Phase II, the use of historical 
county-level ratios for wheat area estimation was 
continued. 

In Phase II. LACIE estimates were available for 
acreage, yield, and production. Most of this section is 
devoted to a discussion of the accuracy assessment 
results on acreage estimation in the USGP yardstick 
region. However, it begins with a brief review of the 
90/90 evaluation and the relative contribution of area 
and yield errors to the production error. A more 
complete discussion of the yield and production 
results is given in the papers by Phinney and Mar
quis, respectively. 

The 90/90 Evaluation and Production 
lenaltlvlly Analyala 

As in Phase I, it was found that the winter wheat 
production estimates supported the 90/90 accuracy 
goal but the spring wheat and total wheat production 
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estimates did not. Tables II and III show the sen· 
sitivity anal)'sis results on the effect of errors in area 
and yield on the variability and bias of the produc
tion estimates. (The methods used .0 determine 
these resUlts are described in tt-e paper by Houston et 
at) Table II indicates thai yield error contributed 
sli&htly more to prodl.lCtion estimate variability than 
area error; table III indicates that tbe underestimates 
in production were due primarily to underestimates 
of area. 

('ompIlriSDR 0/ LACIE and SRS acreage esti
maln.-These comparisons are desiped to monitor 
how well LACIE is performing throushout the crop 
year and to detect a!lY problems that may exist. The 
LACIE and SRS acreage estimates are shown in 
r"un;: 2 and table IV. In the following discussion, 
winter wheat is consickred first. followed by spring 
wheat. then total wheal. Figure 2 and table IV are ar· 
ransed in this order. 

For the major regions. a significance test was per
formed to determine whether the LAC[E estimate 

r.tBU /I.-Relative Contribution of Area and Yield 
F:rrors to Variability of Production Estimate 

Winler wheal 
Spring whellt 
TOlal wheat 

TOlilln~ 

~cenr 

7.0 
10.0 
5.2 

cr.ptrCl'7It 

LAC1E a"eQg(;'.~ LAGE .v;~/ds 
x SRS Yltlds )( SRS (lrreQg(;'s 

4.5 
6.3 
3.1 

SJ 
7.5 
4.4 

TABLE I/I.-Relative Contribution of AI1'Q and Yield 
Errors to BIas of Production Estimate 

Winter wheat 
Spring wheal 
Total wheal 

TOIQIIW. 
p~fC(;,R1 

-7.2 
-22.3 
-12.3 

RD.ptfC(;'fIt 

LAClf.· (I('f(;'Qgt'S L.4CIE .vit>ids 

x SRS vitieLs )( SRS Q/:'.'Qgt's 

-1.6 
-29.1 
-14.9 

-1.1 
+6.3 
+I.S 

wu sianiticanlly different from the SRS estimate. 
The test statistic is Jiven in the last column of table 
IV and the method is described in the paper by 
Houston et al. 

Winter wheat: Fiaures 2(a) to 2(d) show the 
acreaae estimates for winter wheat. Filure 2(a) 
shows that the LACIE estimates for the USSOP 
region were lower than the sas estimates for every 
montb except June. Statistical tests showed that the 
LACIE estimates for February. March. and April 
were significantly different from the corresponding 
sas estimates. These lower estimates are expected 
early in the season, because a number of wheat fields 
have not yet "greened up" enough to have a charac
teristic wheat signature. tn 1916, this effect was 
especially apparent in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas 
because these states were affected by drousht. In 
May and June. the LAClE estimate for the USSGP 
improved and was not significantly different from 
the SRS estimate from May through the final esti· 
mate. In June. it was closer to the final sas estimate 
(which held from July on) than to the June sas esti
mate. The final LACIE estimate had a relative 
difference (RD) of -6.3 percent and a coefficient of 
variation (CV) of 5 percent. 

The most serious problem in the USSOP region 
was the underestimate for Oklahoma, shown in 
figure 2(b). Blind site investigations indicated thai 
the major source of the underestimate in Oklahoma 
was analyst-mislabeled fields resulting from early 
dry conditions and an unusual wheat growth cycle 
following spring rains. The wheat was late in green
ing up and had signatures that were quite different 
from normal wheat. In fact. comparisons of LACIE 
blind site ground observations, aircraft phCttography. 
and analyst labels on a field-bY-field basis indicated 
that the analysIS rarely misidentified non wheat 
fields as wheat. but the underestimate resulted from 
labeling wheat fields as non wheat. 

The winter wheat acreage estimates for the two 
mixed wheat states are shown in figure 2(c). These 
estimates were very low in June but increased 
throuahout the season. The RD for the final estimate 
was -14.7 percent and the CV was 19 percent. 

Figure 2(d) shows the total USGP winler wheat 
estimates. The final LACIE estimate had an RD of 
-7.3 percent and a CV of 5 percent. July was the 
only month for which the LACIE estimate was sig
nificantly different from the sas estimate. Thus, 
there was a tendency to underestimate winter wheat 
but it was significant only for July. This tendency 
was mainly due to underestimation in Oklahoma, 
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FIGURE Z.-LACIE and SRS arft .. ~ estimates. (a) USSGP, wlnt~r wh~al. (II) Oklahoml, wlntu wh~al. (1:) MlxN wh~al slal~I, 
winl~r wh~al. (d) USGP, wlnlu wh~al. (~) Sprlna wh~" slal~8, sprlnl wh~ll. (0 MlxN wh~11 Slll~., .prlnl wheal. (I' USGP, sprlnl 
wh~al. (h) USNGP. 10111 wh~.I. (I) USGP,Iotal wh~.I. 
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Spring wheat: Figure 2(e) shows the spring wheat 
estimates in the two spring wheat states. Minnesota 
and North Dakota. There was consistent under
estimation by LACIE. but there was a considerltble 
improvement in September, Part of this improve
ment was due to a change in the ratios of wheat to 
small grains that were used to calculate the wheat 
acreage. For spring wheat. CAMS normally deter
mines only small-grains proportions. and the wheat 
proportions are then calculated by multiplying these 
by the historical wheat-.o-small-grains ratios for the 
county in which the segment is located. A change to 
ratios based on 1975 data accounted for 48 percent of 
the improvement in North Dakota and 53 percent of 
the improvement in Minnesota. In North Dakota. a 
further 36 percent of the improvement was due to 
the addition of 21 new segments. These new seg-

._ .. --_.------ ~ 

ments were added to North Dakota to correct the 
sampling problem identified during Phase I. There 
was also an undersampling problem in Minnesota. 
since the spring wheat area had increased from 
829000 acres in 1969 (the year that was used for the 
sampling allocation) to 2 844 000 acres in 1976. Blind 
site investigations indicated a number of causes of 
the underestimate in North Dakota. including poor 
Landsat resolution of strip-fallow areas. weak or 
missing signatures. and poor acquisition histories. 

Figure 2(0 shows the spring wheat estimates for 
the two mixed wheat states. Montana and South 
Dakota. These estimates were consistently low, but 
they did improve as the season progressed. The im
provement was partly due to improved spring-wheat
to-small-grains ratios. The final spring wheat esti
mate for the mixed wheat states had an RD of -21.1 
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TABLE IJI.--compa,11OII O/SRS and UCIE Ac""" Estlmlltes 

(a) F«mmtyf' 

Region nlM SRS. LAOE. RD,ptfMlt Cv. petMlI Tut 
rhou.rNtds tltoustJndr !tall6t1r 
O/tICIU O/tICIU 

WIn", wh_t 

Colorado 13/32 2830 3539 20.0 26 
Kalllll 43/84 13100 8013 -63.5 12 
Nobruka 13/35 3400 4500 24.4 18 
Oklahoma 30140 ?S50 3499 -90.0 24 
To ... 31149 6300 3170 -98.7 25 
USSOP 1301240 33180 22721 -46.0 9 b-5.1 

(6) MlUtha 

Region nlM SRS. LAC IE. RD. perMIt CV,pmtnt T,II 
thousands thousands $Iatl6tlr 
olfNru olfNru 

Wlnt" wh,at 

Colorado 25/32 2830 2768 -2.2 25 
Kansas 61/84 13100 8536 -Sl.5 8 
Nebraska 21135 3400 3632 6.4 13 
Oklahoma 36140 7550 3450 -118.8 18 
Texas . 42149 6 lOU 3725 -69.1 30 
USSOP 185/240 33180 22111 -SO.I 8 b-6.3 

(r) AfJI'l/ 

Region n/M SRS. LACIE. RD.perc:enl CV,perrent T,II 
.. thousands thousands sIal/stir J~ 

olacl'ts ol«m 

Win'" wh,at 

Colorado 25/32 2040 2768 26.3 25 
Kansas 62184 11000 8536 -28.9 8 
Nebraska 22135 3400 3583 5.1 J3 
Oklahoma 36140 5800 3450 -68.1 18 
Texas 44/49 3900 3479 -12.1 20 
USSGP 189/240 26140 21816 -19.8 7 b-2.8 

"The SRS .. Iimlln lor FeII,uuy Ind Mlrch Ire the DKemller 1975 "lima ... or IIIded ICfUIC· 
"'rIle LACIE .. Iimlle il li.nificanlly dille,enl from Ihe SRS colimo ... 1 Ihe I().perccnllevcl. 

percent and a CV of 12 percent. The results pre- proportions in strip-fallow areas, which did not 
sen ted in table IV show that there was an under- classify well because Landsat resolution is not fine 
estimation problem in Montana, where the RD for enough to resolve the fields. 
the final estimate was - 54.0 percent and the CV was The monthly estimates for the total sprins wheat 
22 percent. Investiaations indicated that the under- in the USGP region are shown in fisure 2(,). The 
estimates in Montana were underestimates of wheat LACIE ~timates were consistently low and were 
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I TABLE IV.-Conllnutd 

(d}MtI1 

RfllOIt nlM SRS, UCIE. RD. Ptffff/l CV./lffMfl rill 
lhoImmtb IIHHIrtmdI IIollllit 
G/fIffII G/ams 

Wilt", wllNI 

Colorado 26132 1900 2807 32.) 24 
"an .. 70184 10800 9392 -15.0 6 
Nebruka 27/35 2950 3653 19.2 \3 

f 
Okllhoml Jl/40 5800 3897 -48.8 16 
Tell. ~7/49 3900 4810 11.9 14 
USSOP 208/240 25350 24559 -3.2 6 -0.5 

t 
j 

t ... , (,)1l1li' 

I R"lon nlM SRS, LAC/E. RD.pmtnl CV.ptrmlI rill 
f lhoustllldJ IhoustIIIdJ IIIIIII/Ir 

O/IImS ofllms 

WI"' .. , ... hl'lJI 

Colorado 26132 1900 2995 36.6 23 
Kin ... 75184 10750 10535 -2.0 6 
Neb,uka lOI3S 2950 4104 21.1 12 
Oklahoma Jl/4O 5300 4148 -39.1 14 
Telll~ 47/49 3900 4SS6 14.4 IS 

USSOP 216/240 25300 26331 3.9 5 -0.1 

Monlana 10131 3020 481 -SII.9 193 
South Dakola 1110 1040 1159 10.3 43 

MWstlte& 18/48 4060 1647 -146.5 65 

! USOP 234/288 29360 27985 -4.9 6 -.8 

1 
Wluly 

R,,1011 nlM SRS. LAC/E. RD.,mtnl CV.ptrmll rill 
IMustmlls Ihoustlllds IIII,/slir 
O/tJrftl o/tJrftS 

WI",..,whl'lJ' 

Colorldo lOI32 2200 2167 23.3 25 
Kin ... 78184 11100 107'15 -2.8 6 
Nebruka 32/35 3000 4\33 27.4 II 
Oklahoma 40140 6300 4025 -56.5 IS 
TelliS 47/49 4700 4314 -89 15 

USSOP 2271240 27300 26134 -4.5 5 -0.1 

Monlana 21/31 3020 1044 -119.3 52 
South Dlkota 9/10 1040 1482 29.8 23 

MWs'ltes JOJ48 4060 2526 -60.7 25 

USOP 257/288 31360 28660 -9.4 5 

lin.. LACIE ""m." ...... ,flClllllr d,ffore •• /,am .IIcSRS .. "m .. eo •• he 10. ... , ..... Ie .. , 

S3S 

.- -- ----
.. I.....l...oI........,. -. 



sianificantly different from the SRS estimates for 
every month and for the final estimate. Of the four 
states contributinl to the total sprinl wheat estimate, 
only South Dakota'S sprinl wheat acreap was not 
consistently underestimated. This record indicated a 
serious underestimation problem for sprinl wheat. 
In addition to the reasons liven previously, blind site 
studies indicated that this underestimation was also 
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due to errors in the ratios of wheat to sr !all Irains 
that were used to calculate the wheat acreaae. 

Total wheat: Filure 2(h) shows the total wheat 
estimate in the (our-state USNGP resion. It was con· 
sistently underestimated and was lilnificantly 
different from the SRS estimate for every month and 
for the final estimate. The final estimate had an RD 
of - 24.2 percent due to underestimates of sprinl 
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TABU IV.-o.tlnwd 

(/I} ,.,.,., 

R4101t SR.l ua£, RD. ",.."" 0'.",., r_ 
tItoeNte ..... .tilfillit 
ttl.,. 0/.,. 

Wilt",'" 

Colorado 32132 2200 2'106 11.6 24 
KI_ 81114 11100 10 ... -1.0 5 
Nebruka nIlS 3000 3399 11.7 II 
Oklahoma 40140 6lOO 4261 -47.9 14 
T'''II 47/4~ 4700 4344 -1.2 16 

USSGP 2))1240 27300 25697 -62 5 -0.4 

Monta ... lSi. 1020 2103 -43.6 29 
South Dakota 9/10 HMO 1452 28.4 2J 

MWIlites 44148 4060 355S -14.2 20 

U5()P 277/281 lll60 29252 -7.2 5 -1.4 

Spriqwlwl 

MinftelOli lGlIl 3126 2551 -SO.O 27 
NOrlh Dakoll 67/15 11540 9650 -19.6 S 

SWltlles 77198 15366 12201 -25.9 7 

Montana 19122 2J1S 1291 -79.3 :3 
South o.kota 11m 2050 2095 U II 

MW.tatCi 37/45 4365 3386 -2'.9 12 

USNOP 1\41143 19711 IS 517 -26.6 6 b_U 

TDla'whNlI 

Montana S4I6O S l3S ))94 -S7.l 14 
South Dakota 27m 3090 )547 12.9 12 

MWlllitel 81193 8425 6941 -21.4 9 

lISNOP lSI1l91 2J791 19142 -24.3 6 b-4.1 

USOP 391/431 SI091 44839 -13.9 .. b-lS 

"rhe l"Cll 11111_ II ",11.11.:01111, d,ff.fCn.lrum .11. 5ltSMIIIIIII( lllhe lo.pc ...... ' Ie..,. 

wheat in Montana. Minnesota. and Nonh Dakota 
and of winter wheat in Montana. The CV was S per· 
cent. 

Fiaure 2(i) show!! the total wheat estimate in the 
nine-slate USGP resion. The LACIE estimate was 
consistently low and was sianiflcantly different from 
the SitS estimate for every month and for the flnal 
estimate. The final LACIE fisure had an unde~sti· 

mate of 2.2 million acres in the winter wheat acreqe 
and an underestimate of 4.1 million acres in the 
sprin, wheat acreqe. 

Studies bDstd 011 ground-obse,wd pmportlons.-In 
Phase II, pound-ob.erved proportions were obtained 
for 103 wincer wheal scsmcnlS and 33 sprin, wheal 
seamen IS caUed ·'blind siles" because the AI's did 
not know the identity of Ihese siles. The sround-ob. 
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TABU /V.-o.,I"UId 

(I)C1mIWr -
RtWlOIt 111M - LAO£. RD. """", Cr.,.., T., 

""",.,. "...".. "ortJflt 
0/..,. 0/..,. 

w""".., 
CoIorIdo 3Un 2200 2'104 11.6 24 
K ...... II,.. 11100 10919 -1.0 5 
N ..... JlI35 3000 3M 11.7 II 
Oklabom. 40140 6300 4261 -47.9 14 
T .... 47149 4700 4344 -u 16 

USSGP 2))1240 27300 25697 -6.2 5 -1.2 

Monll ... 16IJ1 3020 2U1 -41.7 21 
South D.kota 9110 1040 1452 21.4 2J 

MWlllt .. 45'41 4060 J51J -13.3 19 

USOP 271ml 31 J60 29210 -7.1 5 -1.4 

s"m,wIwI 

Minnaoll II III 3126 21ft -74.1 JO 
North D.kota 79115 11540 97)5 -11.5 5 

SWIIII .. 90191 15.166 11933 -21.1 7 

Monll ... 20m 2315 1417 -55.7 24 
South D.kota 19123 205(; 2079 1.4 IJ 

MW.II .. ' 39145 4365 3566 -22.4 12 

USNOP 1291143 19731 15499 -27.3 6 b_U 

ToItII MIIwtl, 

Monll ... 56160 5 JJS 3611 -47.5 12 
South Dakota 21m 3090 3531 12.5 12 

MW .. a ... 14193 1425 7149 -17.1 I 

USNGP 1741191 :3791 19012 -~4.7 5 b-4.9 

USOP 4071431 SI091 44779 -14.1 4 b-H 

bn.. L.\Ol .......... It ..... 011< .... 1' doff ...... r,um.1Io ill .......... a •• b, IC).por_ ...... 1 

served proportions were used to study various proporticns for the various seaments are multiplied 
UpeelS of acreacc esdmation. by the weiahlS used in the aareption. T"~'SC results 

Biu due to elusification (weiahted analysis): show how errors in proponior c:stimalC. affect the 
!iround·lruth infonnation from blind site data ob- agrepted acrcqe estimate •. 
lained at harvC5t wu used to estimate the bin in the For winter wheat. there is lianificant under-
a"reaated acrealt estimates that wal due to estimation due to clusification in both the USSGP 
duaificlition. The procedure is tJescribed in the anc! USGP rqionl. mainly caUNd by probleml in t 
p:aper by Houston et a!. and the resultl are civen in Oklahoma. Also. there it. lianificant ul'demtimation 
table V. It is called "weiJhtcd" anal),sis because the in both spriq wheat in 'Lhe USNOP retion and total 
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TABU 1V,-6nd1ldttl 
, 
J (II""" 

Ml LAa£. RD.,..,., ('fI, Pttf'tM 1m .....,. ..... .,.HlIk .,,..,.,, of ..... 

w..,..., 
t CoIGntdo JOm 2200 21'14 IU 14 

• KaIIIu 11114 IIlOG 1I~25 -1.6 S 

f ~ )")5 2950 JJ99 IU II 

J 

Ok ...... 401. 6100 1.261 -"1.9 '" T .... .. ,,. 
.. - UM -1,2 16 

• USlGP 23.JrnO 214$0 25133 -u , -1.3 • , .. 
~ ....... ,.,,. J • 201t -41.1 21 
t Sou1b DIkOII 9110 910 .. 52 )).2 2l \ , 
t MW ...... "'41 4050 353. -14.7 I' I 

I usa. 211m1 )ISGO 29364 -'1.3 , -I.S \ ) 

$lrrlllfwlwl 
, 
1 

M .......... IIIU lI9' U9I -')'1.1 1O 
! 

NGt ... o.koII 19115 11520 9856 -'''' 5 

SW ..... 90191 1541) 120S4 -21.9 '7 

M ...... 10122 UJS 1516 -54.0 22 
Sola ... DakOil I'm 2020 2019 2J U 

MW .... 3tH' US5 )5", -21.1 12 

UINQ' 1291143 .,761 IS 649 -26.3 6 b_u 

TONI .. , 

MOftIlM 56160 H15 H95 -SO.6 12 
.... "DakOII 21133 2990 3m ,u 12 

MW ..... 1419" •• '7126 -17.9 • 
UlNQ' .,..",. 23'" 19110 -24.2 5 '-4.1 
USG, 4O'7/.UI 512t1 "501l -U.9 4 b_U 

........... >\C1f._" ........ "~lhmlllllA$_II .. IIIII~ '"" 

wbeat in the usa, reaion. Thae results .. with 103 blind ..... in ,he n\'MUIe winw wfo.eal resion. 
the SIS compvisons discuued previOUlly. An investiplion wu perfomlld \IIina that dall and 

liu due to clulifkalion (unweiahted analysis): the CAMS elulifalion raulll correspondina to the 
Tbit section conlli.. nwe Itudill of proponion October LACIE estim.*. The raulll are shown in 
estimation error. The linn "unweilhted" il used 10 fipare l and tables VI and VII. 
indi,... th.r Ih. • .. replion weishtl are not Fip:e 3 show. plolB o( the lroporlion error t -

• involved. X II • (unction or X. where is the CAMS wheal 
l. End-o(....,., win .. r wheat proponion estima- proportion alimt .. and X illhe .,ound-lfUth wheal 

tion error. 8y October. data had beta obtained for proportion. These ploll arc (or the five individual 
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TABLE V.-Estimalts o/the Bias and Relative Bias o/the LACIE Acreage Aggregation Estimates 
Using Blind Sites 

R"1liOll LAClEa:re A""lated Relt'K Standard ~I 
estimate • r,:bias bias A. dt" 1olon roll/ldtnce limits 
thousands . thousands percent o[ [orB 
01 QfI't'S o[af"S 

Winter wheat 

Colotado 2704 -26 -1.0 275.6 
Kansas 11125 -988 -8.9 473.2 
Nebraska 3399 199 5.9 381.4 
Oklahoma 4261 -2583 -60.6 590.9 
Texas 4.'44 -483 -11.I 953.9 

USSGP 258J3 -3881 -15.0 1305.6 (-6029. -1733) 

USSGP (excluding Oklahoma) 21 S72 -1298 -6.0 1164.2 ( -3 213.617) 

MOnlana 2079 -913 -43.9 768.9 
South Dakota 1452 -470 -32.4 255.9 

USGP 29364 -- 5164 -17.9 IS36.6 (-7792. -2 736) 

Sprill11 wheat 

Minnesota 2198 -2275 -)035 908.2 
Monlana 1516 -827 -54.6 3:)3.3 
North Dakota 9856 -238S -24.2 801.9 
South Dakota 2079 -31 -1.8 592.0 

USNGP 15649 -5524 -35.3 1404.6 (-7835. -3213) 

Total wheat 

\J3Gr 450\3 -10188 

states and the total USSGP five-Slate region. Points 
lying above the horizontal line X - X = 0 corre
sp' .. >Rd to overestimation of wheat proportions by 
CAMS, and points lying below the line correspond to 
underelltimation. 

The plots in figure j indicate that t~ere is an over
all trend toward negative values of f - X as X in
creases for the five-state region and for each of the 
individual states except Colorrdo. In other words, 
for thelle regions, CAMS tend!; to underestimate the 
true wheat proportion when the true wheat propor
tion is large. In fact. for X > 28 percent, there was 
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-24.0 2078.2 (-14201. -7369) 

only 1 blind site out of 26 in the 5-state region for 
which the CAMS result was not an underestimate 
relative to ground truth. Also, figure 3 indicates that 
underestimates occurred in Oklahoma and Texas for 
all values of X In Oklahoma, 17 of 20 blind sites were 
underestimated, as were 15 of 19 in Texas. 

A statistical analysis of the data shown in figure 3 
wa:; performed using the technique described in the 
paper by Houston et al. The results are shown in ta
ble VI. It lists the following factors: (1) the number 
of blind sites for which data were available for each 
stale or region; (2) the number of segments allocated 
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TABLE VI.- Winter Wheat Blind Site Resuits/Ollhe USSGP 

Rerlon nQ Nb 't ~f " Sft ~t 
fOIl/ldttl« limits 

/orll.Od 

Colorado 13 32 14.7 14.5 -0.1 1.0 (-1.8. 1.6) 
Kal\SU 34 84 23.9 22.3 -1.6 .9 (-3.1. -O.ne 
Nebraska 18 35 14.1 14.1 .7 l.l (-1.2.2.6) 
Oklahoma 20 40 24.' 17.6 -6.6 I.S (-9.2. -4.0)e 
Texas 20 49 13.3 11.9 -1.4 1.4 (-3.6.0.9) 
USSGP lOS 240 19.\ 17.2 -1.9 .6 ( - 2.9. -I.O)e 

:Numller of t . lites. 
Number of ..... _IS .Ilocalld. 

~Win,er ...... ' ... 'm .... from.he Octobe. Crop A_me ... SubsyslCm (CASI MIld.hly RlIIOrI {CMRI . 
........ 'I0Il._.41111"_. 

CsianifiClnUy clifferen. (rom zero to 'he to-percen. level o( slanirocanc:c. 

TABLE VII.-Comparison 0/ LACIE Estimates and GftJund-Observed Proportions 
in Winter Wheat Blind Sites in the USGP 

Month NumlwoJ MSEa Db RMD.f I'Prrr",agt 
segmt"ts ~rmlt ~rc('f/t UIIdtrtstimatttfl 

February 7\ lS7.S -6.S -30.6 83 
March 95 m.1 -5.4 -211.2 79 
April 95 \12.1 -S.4 -26.2 79 
May 95 102.5 -4.4 -21.4 7S 
June 95 89.5 -3.3 -15.7 72 
July 95 90.4 -3.4 -\6.2 70 
August 95 75.0 -3.2 -15.2 71 
September 95 65.3 -2.8 -\3.3 68 
October 95 69.6 -2.8 -\3.7 68 
Final 95 70.8 -2.1 -\3.2 68 

• .\1St - llot~, - t,>2Vn •• htre .~, i5 Ihe .·heal proporlion e1li""le for the IIh seamenl. I i .5 'he .round..()hstr\·~d har\'CJled .. heal rropl'rlloo for the ,,'. stamenl, .nd n 15 the 
numbo. o( ... men,. 

b~ _ lIlt -')J/n - ~ - f. 
'R\lD - rl,\, 
dyhis column (onlttm, Ihe per.:en.aBC of blind lite sctmenilin whl.:h LAC,I,! undereslimated the ~hc'l prorofl40n'i. 

to each state or region; (3) the average ground-truth 
wheat proportion X; (4) the average CAMS wheat 

proportion estimate ~; (5) .,e average difference D 
= I - x; (6) the standard error SlJo//}, and (7) 90-
percent confidence limits for the average error #J. O. 

In order to determine if the population average 
difference for a particular region is significantly 
different from zero. one needs only to observe 
whether the corresponding confidence interval con
tains zero. If it does. the average difference is not sig
nificantly different from zero; i.e .• there is insuffi
cient evidence to conclude that there is a bias due to 
classification error. If it does not contain zero, then 
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the hypothesis of no bias is rejected at the 10-perct:nt 
level of significance. 

In the following paragraphs. the results presented 
in table VI are discussed separately for each state and 
for the USSGP region. The discussion also includes 
preliminary results from an investigation by CAMS 
to determine the causes of classification error. At the 
end of the 1976 crop year, the data for one-half of the 
blind sites in the USGP were released to CAMS for 
evaluation of the accuracy and sources of error in the 
operational analysis during Phase II. These evalua
tions were carried out in most cases hy the analyst 
who conducted the original interpretation and 
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evidence to conclude that the CAMS wheat propor
tion estimates were significantly different from the 
ground-observed wheat proportions at the to-percent 
level, mainly as a result of problems in Oklahoma. 
These results agree with those obtained in the 
weighted analysis. 

2. Variation of winter wheat proportion error 
throughout the season. Table VII presents the results 
of a blind site investigation to study the variation of 
classification error throughout the season. 

At the time this investigation was performed 
(December 1976), all blind site data were available, 
but not all of the segments could be used since 
CAMS estimates for the whole season were not 
available for all of them. It is, of course. desirable 
that the same number of segments be used for each 
month. It was found that 95 segments had data for 
March through the end of the season but only 71 seg
ments had data for February. 

In table VII. four quantities relating to the 
classification error are given: (1) the mean-squared 
error MSE. (2) the mean difference D. (3) the rela
tive mean difference RMD.and (4) the percentage of 
the segments in which LACIE underestimated the 
at-harvest wheat proportions. There was a declining 
trend in the MSE throughout the season. The final 
figure represents a 55-percent reduction in error 
from that of the February estimate. 

The D and the RMD showed the same behavior; 
i.e .. a general reduction in the size of the error as the 
season progressed. These errors were all negative. in
dicating underestimates by LACIE. From Februar~' 
through the final estimate. there was a 58-percent 
reduction in the magnitude of the D and a 57-percent 
reduction in the magnitude of the RMD. 

The percentage of segments underestimated by 
LACIE also decreased throughout the season, from 
83 percent in February to 68 percent for the final esti
mate. All these estimate') thus indi.:ate a general im
provement in the CAMS estimates liS the season 
progressed. 

3. End-of-season spring wheat proportion estima
tion error. The spring wheat blind site investigation 
was conducted for 38 segment'> in the four l!SNGP 
states of Minnesota, Montana. North Oakota. and 
South pakota. Figure 5 shows plots ofl'le proportion 
error f - Xas" function of X, where .~is the CAMS 
wheat proportion estimate and X is the groul1d-truth 
wheat proportion. 
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The plots in figure 5 show a tendency toward un
~"restimation in every state except South Dakota. 
Twenty-nine of the thirty..eight sites in the USNOP 
were underestimated by CAMS. In the plot for the 
USNGP. there appears to be a slight dependence on 
the value of X (i.e .• the underestimates seem to be 
greater for larger values of X). but this trend is less 
prol'ounced than that shown in figure 3 for the 
USSGP. 

The statis,ical analysis of these data is presented 
in table VIII. The Quantities listed are the same as 
those in table VI. 

For the blind sites in the USNGP. the a:1alysis in
dicated a significant bias in the CAMS wheat propor
tion estimates. These results agree with those of the 
weighted analysis. Table VIIt shows that the LACIE 
acreage estimates were low for all of the states except 
South Dakota. the only state for which the average 
difference is not significantly different from zero at 
the 100percent level of significance. For Minnesota. 
Montana. and South Dakota, the number of data 
points was small. Therefore. no inference about the 
population average difference between CAMS esti
mates and ground-truth proportions should be made. 

In Minnesota, underestimation generally occurred 
in segments with very high wheat density and was 
caused by unusual wheat signatures on the imagery. 
There is some evidence that these unusual signatures 
were the result of color distortions in the Landsat im
age processing. 

In Montana. underestimation was usually due to 
strip-fallow areas that were not appropriately 
classified. Some overestimates were due to hay being 
classified as wheat. even though the two were not 
confused in the training fields. 

In South Dakota, both overestimates and under
estimates were caused by drought conditions. There 
was noticeable diOerence between the Landsat data 
for this area and for the USSGP. In the spring. wheat 
and small grains appeared very similar to pasture, 
alfalfa. and corn on the imagery because of the stress 
caused by drought. At harvest tinfe. some corn was 
grazed or cut for silage and some alfalfa was cut and. 
because of the drought. never reappeared In Mth 
cases, it was difficult to distinguish these rops from 
harvested small grains. Many small grains were not 
harvested but were fall-plowed and could not be dis
tinguished from harveste. small grains by CAMS; 
therefore. wheat was overestimated. Underestimates 
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TABLE VIII.-$pring Wheat Blind Site Results/Or lhe USNGP 

Minnesota 
. North Dakota 
Montana 
South Dakota 
USNOP 

5 
20 
7 
6 

38 

13 
85 
22 
23 

143 

35.4 
27.1 
12.7 
11.3 
23.1 

'Final __ tea r""" tile CAS _I npon for 11M 1976 <fOp JUr, 

llsianilkai'llir different rrom !erG II 'lie ,o.~nl level of sianillcance. 

were due to missing signatures from poor stands of 
small grains and poor acquiSition histories. 

The CAMS investigation found many factors that 
contributed to the underestimate in North Dakota. 
Among these were (1) strip-fallow areas unresolva
ble by the Landsat system, (2) weak or missing sig
natures, (3) poor color balance in Landsat imaaes 
due to the transformation that is applied to the Land
sat data before the imaaes are made, (4} the absence 
of early biowindow acquisitions, (5) the omission of 
some late-planted spring wheat because its signature 
was behind the jointing sianature beina indicated by 
the adjustable crop calendar, and (6) problems in 
choosing training fields caused by small fields or the 
absence of identifiable field patterns. 

4. Contribution of the classification and ratio er· 
rors to the ratioed wheat proportion estimation error 
at the segment level. The CAMS makes estimates of 
the small·grains proportion ~i for each segment' and, . 
subsequently, the Crop Assessment Subsystem 
(CAS) obtains wheat proportion estimates by 
multiplying the ~i by ratios ~ of the wheat-lo-small
grains proportions for the counties in which the seg
ments are located. These county-level ratios were 
determined from the 1975 SRS estimates. In this sec
tion, the blind site data are used to compare the error 
incurred by using these ratios to the error incurred by 
misclassification of small grains. The method used is 
described in the paper by Hc~ ston et al. 

Table IX presents the numelical results obtained 
for 37 spring wheat blind sites for Phase 11 in Min
nesota, Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 
It can be seen that the reduction in bias is slightly 
larger when there is no ratioing error than when 
there is no small·grains classification error. On the 
other hand, a much larger reduction in mean-squared 
error is obtained when there is no small-grains 
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22.8 
21.0 
9.1 

II.S 
18.6 

-12.6 
-4.1 
-1.6 

.1 
-4.5 

S.O 
1.95 
2.0 
3.0 
1.4 

1JO.permt, 
COII/IdmtellmltJ 

lor I'D 

(-20.8, -4.4t 
(-7.6, -0.7) 
(-6.9. -O.l)b 
(-4.9, S.l) 
(-6.7, -2.2)b 

classification error than when there is no ratioing er
ror. This indicates that the variability in spring wheat 
proportion estimation errors is primarily due to 
classification of small grains. The historical wheat-to
small-grains ratios, however, introduced more bias 
than did small-grains classification errors. 

S. Variation of sprina wheat proportion error 
throughout the season. Table X shows the results of 
a blind site investigation of the variation of classifica
tion error throughout the season. Only 33 of the 38 
seaments were used. The definitions of the quantities 
listed are the same as those given in table VII. 

The mean-squared classification error dropped 
from 158.5 in August to 110.1 at the tnd of the 
season-a decrease of 30 percent. The averaae 
difference was negative for all months, indicating 
that the wheat proportions were consistently under
estimated throughout the year. The magnitude of the 
errors declined 4S percent in the period from Auaust 
to the final estimate. In spite of these reductions, 
there wa~ still substantial' 'nderestimation at the end 
of the season. At that time, the wheat proportion in 
79 percent of the sites was still being underestimated 
by LACIE. 

Acreage estimotion bios due 10 nonsampled and non
responsive areas.--In order to investigate bias due to 
nonsampled and nonresponsive areas, an aggregation 
was performed in which the CAMS proportion for 
each allocated segment was replaced by the 1975 SRS 
county wheat proportion for the count)' containing 
that segment. In table XI. the results of this "mock 
aggregation" are compared with the SRS estimares 
for winter wheat in the USSGP and total wheat in the 
USNGI' and the USGP. The RD at the USGP level is 
0.8 percent. ThIS is an estimate of the relative bhs 
due to Group II estimation and Group m. ratioing of 
those counties not allocated segments (see the paper 

- -p. 

I 
I 
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TABLE IK.-Phase II Final Results/or Spring Wheal Blind Siles In Ihe USNGP 

Ca'egtI!')' 15.","", S,tmdtlnI Redut-,Ion ~, MSE Redualonln 
moroj In bla.f. COII/I~ IImllS MSE. 

D.perren, P"'"'" for bias /WfmI' 

Phase II final result -5.2 1.3 (-7.4, -3.1l 104.5 
No ratioina error -2.2 1.2 57.7 (-4.3, -0.2) 78.6 24.8 
No classification error -3.1 .6 40.4 (-4.0, -2.1) 25.7 75.4 

TABLE X.-Measurements o/C/cwl/lcallon Error/or Spring Wheat (LACIE Estimates Versus Ground-Observed 
Proportions) Over all A vailable Blind Sites in the USGP 

Month Numherof MSE Ii, p"l'C"nt RMD, P"I'C"n' "''"'''011'' 
st'gml lIS unws,lma,..,p 

Auaust 33 158.5 -9.29 -41.6 88 
September 33 120.1 -5.72 -25.6 82 
Oct.r 33 1IS.3 -5.38 -24.1 79 
Final 33 110.1 -5.05 -22.6 79 

"This column contains Ihe I'ercenl. or blind ,ile .,menlS in which LACIE undereslimlled Ihe whul proporlion. 

TABLE XI.-Acreagt Estimation Bias Due to 
Nonsampled Areas 

R"gion M /975 SRS. 
thousands 
of o"",s 

USSGP 240 29748 
USNGP 191 21035 
USGP 431 SO 783 

by Hallum et al. entitled "Sampling, Aggregation, 
and Variance Estimation for Area, Yield, and Pro
duction in LACIE" for definitions of Group II and 
Group III). For practical purposes, this RD is negligi
ble and shows that the underestimates in the LACIE 
estimates were not caused by the methods used to 
estimate nonsampled areas. In fact, not all the allo
cated segments were processed during Phase II for 
various reasons. Those areas which had an allocated 
segment that was not processed are called non· 
responsive areas. 

Table XII shows the aggregation of county SRS 
estimates for crop year 1974-75 for all segments pro
cessed (394) during LACIE Phase II (1975·76). Since 
91.4 percent of the allocated segments were pro· 
cessed in Phase II, table XII differs only slightly 

Alock RD. 
tlJlll"'tlation. Pt''"''t 
thousands 
ofal'rt's 

30422 2.2 
20768 -1.3 
51190 .8 

from table XI. The RD at the USGP level is 0.1 per
cent.Therefore, practically speaking, the relative bias 
due to Group 11 estimation and Group III ratioina (of 
both those counties whose allocated segments were 
lost to nonresponse and those counties not allocated 
segments) is negligible. 

When the results of table XI are combined with 
those of table XII, an estimate of the relative bias due 
to the Group III ratioing of the 37 counties whose 
allocated seaments were lost to non response is -0.7 
percent, which is also negligible. 

When the results of table XII are compared with 
the results of table XI, the RD between the mock ag
gregation estimate of wheat acrelle at the USGP 
level and the SRS estimate is negligible whether or 
not segments are lost to nonresponse. Also, the esti-
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TABLE XII.-Acreage estimation Bias Due 10 
Nonsampled and Nonresponsive Areas 

R~1mI N 1975 SRS. Mode RD. 
,housands aggfflalion. Mrrml 
olar", rhousandr 

olam, 

USSGP 23J 29748 30208 I.S 
USNOP 161 2\ 03S 20637 -1.9 
USGP 394 50783 SO 845 .1 

mate of bias due solely to segments lost to non
response is neglisible. indicating that non response is 
probably not introducing a bias. 

SpeclalStudle. 

Several special studies were performed in Phase II 
to investipte various aspects of lACIE proportion 
estimation procedures. These are described in detail 
in reference 1 and are summarized below. 

Dependence 0/ CAMS error on acquisition date.
Tw') investigations were carried out to determine the 
relationship between the latest available acquisition 
and proportion estimation error. In the first. the ere 
rors for blind site wheat proportions it" the USGP 
were studied as a function of the month of the latest 
acquisition used by CAMS to obtain their estimate of 
wheat proportions. All of the winter wheat blind 
sites in the USGP for which data were available were 
used. Spring wheat was not studied because sufficient 
ground·truth data were not available. Table XIII 
sives the mean-squared ...... ":i. the bias. and the stan· 
dard deviation of me errors for each month from 
November 1975 to July 1976. The errors were 
relatively large for estimates made with the latest ac
quisitions being from November through February. 
They decreased sharply with March acquisitions and 
remained relatively small through the end of the 
season. 

In the second study. the CAMS proportion errors 
for intensive test sites were ploued as a function of 
the date of the last acquisition used t\'l classify the 
data. This was done separately for spring and winter 
wheat. The plots are displayed in figure t,. For winter 
wheat. the estimates based on very early acquisitions 
(before December) had very large errors (mostly un· 
derestimates). For later acquisitions. the errors were 
smaller. However. there was no well-defined depen· 
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dence on acquisition date. For sprinl wheat. there 
was a tendency toward underestimation for early ac
quisitions and overestimation for late acquisitions. 

£f/eet 0/ blophase on proportion estimalion.-A 
study was conducted in Phase II to investigate the 
effect of various biophase combinations on propor· 
tion estimation. Table XIV lives estimates of the 
bias and standard deviation of the proportion errors 
that were obtained from blind sites analyzed usins 
the various biophase combint~ions. Only winter 
wheat blind sites in the USGP were used. Sprina 
wheat blind sites were not studied because sufficient 
data were not available. The best results were ob
tained using data from the biophase combinations 
1·2 and 1·2.j, In every case studied. the magnitude of 
the bias and the standard deviation were increased by 
adding biophase 4 data. except for the combination 
1·3 where the magnitude of the bias increased but the 
standard deviation remained the same. These results 
indicated that better estimates micht be obtained if 
data from biophase 4 were not used. 

Stud, 0/ labeling and class/flcalion errors.-An in
vestigation of labeling and classification accuracy 
was conducted for 14 winter wheat intensive test 
sites and 10 spring wheat intensive test sites. The 
data consisted of 15 wheat fields and 15 non wheat 
fields in the ground-observed area of each ITS. These 
fields were used to determine the probability of cor
rect classification (PCC) by comparing the classifica· 
lion results for these fields with around truth on a 
pi~el·by·pixel basis. labeling error was studied by 
determininl the percentage of trainina fields in the 
ground-observed area that was labeled correctly. 

For winter wheat. it was found that both labelina 
accuracy and PCC were considerably higher for non· 

TABLE XIJI.-Full·Month Class/flcotlon Error 
for Winter Wheat 

Arquisition MSE Bio.-, Sloln1(!·d No. 0.( 

period percent deviation, sites 
Mrrenl 

Novemwr 120.1 -4.5 10.1 36 
December 161.8 -S.O ll.B 47 
January 114.9 -5.S 9.3 61 
February 123,S -5.7 9.6 60 
March 8O.S -1.3 8.9 64 
April 45.2 -3.3 5.9 63 
May 70.2 -.9 84 82 
June 84.3 -2.9 8.B 88 
July 48.3 -.6 7.0 51i 
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small-,rains than for small ,rains. For non-small
arains. the PCC and label in, accuracy were 87 per
cent and 95 percent, respectively; for small ,raiDs, 
the PCC was 63 percent and the labelin, accuracy 
was 86 percent. The results suuested that the lower 
value for the PCC for smallarains was because the 
analyst missed some small .. ra'ns sianatures. This 
problem was probably the major cause of the under
estimation in Phase II. 

For sprina wheat, only PeC was studied. The 
averase value for small grains (8U percent) was 
smaller than the averase for non-smaU..grains (93.4 
percent). but the difference was less than that ob
served for winter wheal. 

Adjustable crop calendar error.-The ACC is 
desisned 10 indicate to the CAMS analyst the growth 
stage of wheat and other crops in the seaments being 
analyzed. It can therefore be I'!xpected to have a con
siderable impact on the accuracy of the CAMS esti· 

TABLE XIV.-Classijicallon Error by Biow;ndow 
Combination (Wimer WheaO 

( 'ombination 

I 
1·2 
I·) 
1·2·) 
,-4 
1·2·4 
'.3-4 
1·2·)·4 

Bias, 
,,"em' 

-2.5 
-.8 

-5.\ 
.8 

-61 
-2.0 
-S,~ 

t.I 

Standard No,of 
drl'jation. sitl'S 
/1ffl'/mt 

9.2 117 
6.8 72 
6.(, 19 
4.9 )2 

14,1 !9 
7.9 33 
6.6 17 
5.1 31 

mates. A study was performed to determine the ac· 
curacy of Ihe ACC by comparina it with around-ob
served arowth-stqe dala over eiaht ITS's in Texas 
and Kansas. tn most cases, the LACIE arowth stap 
estimate was behind the around-observed arowth 
stqe and fne difference increased as the season 
progressed. By June. all ACC predictions were 
behind the around-observed staps. 

Subsequently. an investiption was performed to 
determine whether crop calendar error had an in
nuence on the accuracy of CAMS estimates. The 
classification errors were correlated with crop calen
dar errors for 9 w:nter wheat shes and 12 sprin, 
wheat sites. Sianificance tests applied to the correla
tion coefficients indicated thp.t no sianificant correla
tion existed ~etween crup calendar error and 
classification error. 

PHAII'" (CROP YEAR 1 171-77) 

The Phase II blind site results indicated a tenden
cy to underestimate winter wheat proportions and a 
si,nificant underestimation of spring wheat propor
tions. These, of course, led to a negative bias in the 
area and production estimates for total wheat. Thus, 
at the beainning of Phase Ill, the sample strat~lY for 
the U.S. Great Plains was revised to achieve d pro
duction estimator CV of S percent in order tf) allow 
for some bias and still meet the 90/90 accuracy soal. 

The spring wheat blind site analyses indicated rhat 
a major portion of the neptive bias in the spring 
wheat proportion estimates was due to the historical 
ratios of spring wheat to smallarains used in reduc
ina small-grains proportion estimates to sprin, wheat 
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proportion estimates. Therefore, a tuk was initiated 
early in Phase III to develop econometric models for 
forecutina these rat;os with the intent of eUminatina 
or redueina this biu (see the paper by Umbe....,. It 
aI. entitled "Econometric Models for Predictina Con· 
fusion Crop Ratios" for a detailed description of 
these models). 

DUll ... Phase III, a new classification procedure, 
Procechare 1, was introduced to address other prob
lems identified as a result of LACIF. experience 
throuah Phase II. Procedure 1 .provided the first 
capability to process multidate Landsat acquisitions 
in a hiah·throual\put mode. The dimculty in obtain· 
ina accurate area estimates in reaions with small 
fields had been identified as a m.tor problem. With 
the sinale-pixel trainin, approach used in Procedure 
1, it was believed that more accurate wheat propor· . 
tion estimates could be made. 

With the advent of the new approach, the blind 
site proaram was expanded in Phase III for more 
detailed classification error analyses. Correct labelina 
at the pixel level is the key to the success of Pro
cedure 1. Therefore. the blind site proaram was 
modified to allow a comparison of analyst pixel 
labels with ,round-observed crop types. 

In Phase III. LACIE estimates of wheat area. 
yield, and production cohtinued to be made in the 
U.S. Oreat Plains filion. This section is devoted to 
the area error source analyses conducted in the U.S. 
Oreat Plains reaion durina Phase Ill. However. a 
brief review of the 90/90 evaiuation and relative con· 
tributions of area and yield errors to the production 
error is presented first. The descriptions of the yield 
and production results are detailed in the papers by 
Phinney and Mlirquis. respectively. 

The 10/10 tvalutlon and Production 
.... ttl'lty Anal,111 

As in Phues I and II. the LACIE Phase III winter 
wheat production estimate for the USGP supported 
the 90/90 accuracy soal. On the other hand. the 
USGP sprin, wheat production estimate did not sup· 
port the 90/90 accuracy loal because of a larse nep· 
tive bias in the estimate. As a result of the under. 
~'Stimation for sprinl wheat. the final LACIE total 
wheat production estimate only marsinally sup· 
ported the 90/90 accuracy soal. 

The results of a sensitivity analysis to determine 
the relative c:ontributions of area and yield errors to 
the production error are given in table XV. Unlike 

sso 

the Ph .. II results, these mults indicate that the 
total wheat production underestimation wu pri. 
marily the result of yield underestimation. The larae 
neptive biu indicated for the sprina wheat produc
tion estimate is primarily attributed to yield under· 
estimation, althouah area was also sianificantly 
underestimated. 

The purpose of these analyses was to quantify the 
error components and then to determine the causa· 
tive factors in the LACIE estimation process. The 
aeneral approach in the U.S. Oreat Plains in LACIE 
Phue III was to compare the LACIE area estimates 
to various referencelJtandards. The reference stan.1· 
ards included the ,ro.,)I)' .-obwved data for a randOl1 
sample of the LACIE oli~rational seaments. :i1c 
historical SRS county·level area estimates. and the 
current SRS state-level area estimates. 

Comparison 0/ LACIE and SRS orreage esll· 
mOles.-For the USGP.' reaion (compCied of the 
seven m.tor winter wheat producin, states in the 
USGP). the first LACIE winter wheat area estimate 
was sianificantly lower ·itan the correspondina SRS 
area estimate (see fi,. 1 and table XVI). The next 
LACIE estimate (presented In the May report) was 
not sianiflcantly different from the SRS estimate. as 
the LACIE estimate increased by more than 9 
million acres and the SRS estimate decreased by S.6 
million acres. The increase in the LACIE estimate 
was a result of increased emergence and around 
cover of the wheat. and the SRS decrease is at· 
tributed to the difference between plant~ area and 
area for harvtst. Durina the remainder of .,hase III. 
the SRS winter wheat area estim.te for the USGP· 7 
resion remained essentially unt:t . .&nsed. The LACIE 
estimate was significantly higher than the SRS figure 

TABLE XV.-Relatlve Contributions of Area and Yield 
Errol'S to Bias in the Production Estimar, 

Hf'Ilion TOlol RD. 
pt'rl't'nt ------------

Winler wheal 
Sprin, wheal 
TOlal wheal 

-3.4 
-2S.1 
-10.0 

LAGe 01''''01('. 

SRS.vit'ld 

+4.9 
-12l 

-.2 

I .. " C/ /.' ,I'i('ld. 
SRS Q"fI'OIlI' 

-8.9 
-ISS 
-10.9 

i 
! 

J , 

ij 
1 

I 
1 
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, 
'\ 
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in July and Aqust (RO's of '.7 and 7.2 percent, 
l'llpectivel,). The September, Oetober, and Decem· 
ber LACI! USOP· 7 area estimates tended to be hlah 
but were not sipificantl, difTerent from the corre
spondina SRS estimates. 

At the state level, the primary winter wheat ara 
estimation problem occurred in Colorado (final RD 
of 26.3 percent); Colorado wu the onl, state in 
which the RO wa consistently laraer than in Phase 
II. Blind lill investiptions indicated samplinl ma, 
be Iia problem in Colorado. Investiptionl were WII· 
tinuinlat th, time of thil writina. Initiallarae under· 
estimates In Oklahoma similar to those observed In 
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Phase II lesaened u the seuon pfOll'lllld. 
The CV's for all .tates in the usaP·7 except 

South Dakota were .maller than those of Phase II, in
dicatina an overall hlaher dearee of reUabillt, for the 
LACI! Phase III ..... estimates. 

Th. LACI! Phaselllsprina wheat area estimates 
were nrst availabl. in July. AI.hown in fiaure 7, the 
LACI! sprina wheat area estimate for the USNOP 
wu lower than the correspondina SRS estimate in 
ever)' month. However, the RO's were pnerall, 
mucd improved over those of Phase II. The final RO 
wu - '.5 percent for Phue III u compared to - 26.3 
percent in Phase II. 
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An und.mtlm.lion probl.m in MinnDo,., anini f1eIdI.nd non .. m.U ..... in. RoIeII. 
althouab much 1_ aevore than in Phue II, wu the The CV" of the LACI! 'Print wheal'" .1-
m~or problem for sprint wheat ..... eslim'lion In ma. for Phuelll were aenerally .m.lIer than thOle 
the USNOP durlna Phue III. 8Ilnd lite in_tip- of Phue II. The CV" of the Minn __ .. Ima .. 
tlons indicated th.l lh. m~or labelina error source in showed lhe area.l reduction from Phue II levels. 
Minnesota WII boundary pixel.. Bounclary pixels .llhouah Ihey were amona the ...... t for the 
Clute apec1ral .nd 'P.lial confusion between Imall· USNOP R .. ea in all Ph... III repona. For the 

TABLE XVI.--ctNnporilOll 0./ LACI£ lind SRS AfIO isllmllla 

(fI)F~ 

R,,1lIII n/M SRS. LAC/E. LAC/ECV. RD. pmtft, Tnt 
thowlllfdl ,~ ",,",,' Itotl6tk 
o/«m O/tIrm 

1911 19'10 19'11 19'10 

t Win", .", 

" 1 

Color.., lSlJI 2')40 1997 21.0 26 -37.2 10.0 I Itlftllf illIZI 1)200 6111 139 12 -916 -63.S 
N.bruk- 41156 HOO 3067 11.9 II -7.6 24.4 
Oklahoma l5/ .. 7 lOCI 3206 9.6 24 -141.1 -90.0 ii 
Tellu lSll5 61 SO 3365 16.7 25 -12.1 -98.' 

j 

j ~ ., 
USlQP 208J219 33190 11m 7.1 9 -79.2 -46.0 '-11.15 

Montana 30151 3050 2127 21.1 NAb -43.4 NA 
South Dak"'a 6121 1160 100 60." NA -45.0 NA 

MW.lllft 36179 .~!G 2927 22.4 NA -43.1 NA 

USOP·7 244/361 37400 21450 6.' NA -74.4 NA '-10.94 

~ 
(h) Moy , 

R,,1on n/M SRS. LAC". LAC/£Cf. RD. Pfrrtrt, To''' 
thou,tIIfth 'hou.s IIIds pnmIt 114111.",,· 
oj tINt. of 0."" 

If},'! 1'1'6 1911 1'1'6 

Wilt",'" 

Colorado 22111 2290 3600 14.2 24 36.4 31.3 
Ita ..... 911121 12000 100tl9 6.2 6 -15.0 -15.0 
Nebraska JII~ 3050 3271 11.4 Il 7.0 19.2 
Oklahoma 39/46 6500 4832 10.0 16 -14.5 -48.1 
TellO 30m 4400 4196 14.2 14 -u 11.9 

USSCiP 227/Z19 21240 26345 4.5 6 -7.2 -J,1 -1.06 

Monlllla 2'151 2100 lJ69 11.1 NA 16.9 NA 
South Dakot. 3/21 7SO 11~7 4.J.1 NA j: 2 Nt, 

MW:lIIles 31179 HSO U76 17.7 NA 10.7 N~ 

Us('P·7 2511368 31790 30821 •. 6 NA -l.1 NA -.61 

... ,,,..,.... IIIfdU1/1 AJnII~ 011 ~ n. I'" 
~ ...... 1IWlIIc 
'r", L4C1f _Ie II .~, dt"o,OII."OIII .... !;;.! .... ~ II die lo.tt_ ..... 
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TABLE XVI.-con.tlnutd 

(r) 111M 

R410ft nlM SR1 LACll. UCllC .... RD. """,,,I Tnl 

,'''''''''''' ,'''''''''' pm'MI II.,,,,tr 
oj'tIM' 0/ tim. 

/97'1 /9'16 /977 /976 

WIIN,,"" 

Colorado 22131 2360 3601 13.6 2l 34.6 36.6 
Kan ... 1041121 12000 IIOSS 5.' 6 -I.S -2.0 
Ntbrukl 40/56 3050 3139 9.5 12 20.6 21.1 
Oklahoma 4\."~ 6500 S 22. 9.0 14 -~4.3 -39.' 
rean lOllS HOO 4462 12.5 15 1.4 14.4 

ussap 236/219 2.3\0 28 \92 4.1 S -.4 3.9 -0.10 

MontaRl 29/5. 2100 3704 17.1 \93 24.4 SII.9 
South Dakota 7/21 610 1401 25.0 4l 51.5 IOJ 

MW"ltes l6I79 3410 5105 14.6 65 31.8 -146.5 

USG,·7 272/361 ~I 790 33297 4.1 6 4.5 -409 1.10 

(II) JU~I' 

R~lnn nlM SRS. L..tC/I.:. LAC/EO'. RD. pm''''' T"" 
,houIQnih Iho_d. "","",' ,'Q,i,II" 
of om', Of'Q,.,.., 

/1177 /1176 /1177 /1176 

","int", ... hC'at 

Colorado 21131 2360 32t·' 13.4 2S 27.1 23.3 
Kan ... 9M21 12.100 12919 4.S II 4.1 -2.& 
N~bralk. 29/SfI 30S0 3144 11.11 II 20.7 27.4 
Oklahoma 35/46 II Soo S7SS 7.1 IS -\2.9 -SII.S 
lellli :14/35 46t'lO SOli 11.6 IS 1.2 -19 

lJSSGP 205/289 21810 30 7Q7 .l6 5 6.~ -4S '1.11 

Montan. 27/5B HOO If,211 9 .• S2 -11.6 -18'1') 
Soulh llakulli 9121 1010 \943 403 23 65.0 .!U 

MWallllCS Jf1179 HIO 45ft9 11'.1 25 H .• -6(1.7 

lJSGP·7 2411Jf111 )2290 H)6fI l'I S 1.7 -9.4 '22~ 

"lhf l4t."U c.um,lc I, ... ni(~."lh \J.fh:rtnt tlltm lhe 'Ih num.l( ';'Ih.: 1U.~h"ftl ,,""cl 

USNGP. the Phase III CV was. on the averaae. about estimate was considerably smaller than in Phase II. 
40 percent smaller than that of Filase II. The final Phase III CV was 2.4 per~ent. ~ompared to 

The lACIE total wheat area estimate!i for the a final CV of 4 percent in Phase II. 
USGP retion (available from July onward) were not S,'ud;t's base'd on Jlround-obsc·n·t'd I'roporti(m\.-In 
si,nificantly c!ifferent from the correspondin, SRS Phase Ill. near-harvest ,round observations were ob-
estimates in any reportin, period of Phase III. In tained and analyzed f(l( 92 winter wheat se"ments 
flCt. the RD between the two estimates stayed be- and 53 sprin, whellt ~menls. This section ~ontair.s 
tween -1.\ percent and 2.S percent over the entire the results of studies based on Ihis data sel. 
season. Allo. the: CV of the USGP total wheat area Bias due to 'Iassifi~ation (wcitthted .Analysis): This 
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TABLE XVI.-Contlnued 

(d) July 

Region nlM SRS. LAC/E. LAC/ECV. RD. percent Test 
thQusands thousands percent statistic 
01 acres 01 acres 

1977 1976 1977 1976 

Spriltg wheat 

Minnesota 22/47 3202 2420 12.2 NA -32.3 NA 
North Dakota 131103 9500 9071 10.7 NA -4.7 NA 

SW states 35/150 12702 11491 8.9 NA -10.5 NA 

Montana 5148 2185 1895 37.6 NA -15.3 NA 
South Dakota 5/37 2332 1269 40.4 NA -83.8 NA 

MW states 10/85 4517 3164 27.7 NA -42.8 NA 

USNGP 451235 17 219 14655 9.2 NA -17.~ NA 1:-\.90 

Toto/ wheat 

Montana 
South Dakota 

MW states 

USNGP 

USGP 

30m 
13/45 

43/118 

781268 

283/557 

4985 
3012 

7997 

20699 

49509 

4521 
3212 

7733 

19224 

50021 

9.9 NA -10.3 NA 
17.9 NA 6.2 NA 

23.3 NA -3.4 NA 

16.1 NA -7.7 NA 

3.4 NA \.0 NA 0.29 

'The LACIE cSlimale i •• isnificanlly differenl rrom Ihc SRS eslimalc al Ihc IO-percenl level. 

section presents the result.1I of the weighted analysis 
of the aggregated acreage estimates to determine the 
bias that was due to classification. A weighted 
average of the differences between the at-harvest 
wheat proportion estimates and the ground-observed 
wheat proportions is obtained, where the weights are 
those used in the LACIE aggregation process. Table 
XVII presents the results of the weighted analysis. 
The results indicate the presence of a negative bias in 
the LACIE at-harvest area estimation process due to 
winter and spring wheat proportion estimation errors 
at the segment level. 

Bias due to classification (unweighted analysis): 
This section presents the results of three segment
level wheat proportion estimation error investiga
tions based on comparisons of LACIE wheat propor
tion estimates with corresponding ground-observed 
wheat proportions. The term "unweighted" is used 
to indicate that the analyses do not involve the ex
pansion factors, or weights, from the aggregation 
logic. 
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1. Winter wheat proportion estimation error. 
Blind site results for the investigation of winter 
wheat proportion estimation errors for the USGP-7 
region are shown in figure 8 and table XVIII. The 
LACIE proportion estimates used are from the 
Phase III CAS Annual Report, December 22, 1977. 
Figur~ 8 shows plots of the proportion estimation er
ror (X - X) versus X fo~ the February, July, and 
final CAS reports, where X is the LACIE harvested 
wheat proportion estimate and X is the ground
observed harvested wheat ;>roportion. Points lying 
above the horizontal line X - X .... 0 correspond to 
overestimates and points lying below the line corre
spond to underestimates of wheat propor lions. 

Table XVIII contains the results of the statistical 
a:lalysis of the winter wheat blind site data. The 
following factors are ~ted: (1) the average wheat 
proportion estimate f, (2) the average ground
observed whev proportion ,v, (3) the average dif
ference ]} - X - X, (4) the standard error of the 
average difference S1). and (5) the 90-percent confi-

c.,-1 



r4BU: XVI.-Ctmlinutd 

(1') August 

R''IIltlfl nlM SRS. 
thousandf 
of ar"! 

Uc/E. 
thousands 
.,ra.'fI'5 

Uc/E n'. RD. pm'tnt 
Pl'n~t 

/977 /976 /977 /976 

TI'5t 

statist/(· 

Wint"r wlrl'at 

Colorlldo 211131 2lt1O 3m 11.3 24 27.5 22.3 
KllnSlls 1031121 12300 12579 4.8 S 2.2 -15 
Nebrllskll 31/~1I 3050 )s58 10.2 1\ 14,3 2b.b 
Okilihomll 37/46 6S00 S%3 11.7 I~ -9.0 -40.3 
Tuas 28m 4700 4600 12.8 III -2.2 -9.0 

lISSGP 1251289 28910 2995.1 III 5 .1.; -3.2 0.97 

Monlllnil )91~8 2800 3m 7.9 35 Ib.S -58.0 
Soulh llakola 12/21 680 1594 38.1 2J 57J 29.8 

MW Siaies ~1I79 .1480 4949 13.4 22 29.7 -111.7 

lISGP·7 2711/.168 32.190 34902 3.6 5 7.1 -5.0 '2.00 

Spri~ ,,"' .. at 

MinneSOll1 .10/47 .1202 2 ~~3 IlO 40 - 2~.4 -1\ 9.8 
North (lakola JWIOJ 9530 9220 ~.7 14 -3.4 -41.4 

SW sillies 119f1 ~o 12731 II 773 5.1 \.1 -8.1 -55.2 

Monwlll 2.1I411 2185 1942 18.0 28 -12.5 -10;.4 
St,ulh l)al.ulll ~4/.17 2 J.12 23(19 13.4 12 -\.O S.S 

MW Sillies 47,115 4SJ7 4251 11.0 12 -11.3 -.12.4 

llSNGP IIIIIBS 17249 III 024 4.8 10 -1.6 -49.~ -1.58 

Tlltlll""','at 

Moniana ;2113 4985 
Soulh Ilakula .10/45 .1012 

MW Shill'S II~I\ III 7997 

lISNliP I; 112118 20729 

lISGP .17M;;7 411b.W 

dence limits for the population average diO'erence 
Il/)o The formulas for calculating these factors are 
given in the paper by Houston el al. 

To infer whether the population average 
difference for ~ particular state or region is signifi
cantly different from zero, one may simply check 
whether the corresponding 9O-percent confidence in
terval contains zero. If it does, the population 

52% 11.4 19 5.9 -75.b 
.1904 lI.b \.1 22.8 15.4 

9200 \2.11 \I \J.I -2b.0 

2097.1 9.2 9 1.2 -4.1.4 

SO 926 2.b 5 2.5 -187 0.% 

average difference is not significantly different from 
zero; that is, there is insufficient evidence to con
clude that there is a bias due to proportion estimation 
error. If the confidence interval does not contain 
zero, the hypothesis of no bias is rejected. The test is 
performed at the to-percent level of significance. 

The plot fer February winter wheat shows that, 
early in the t977 season, there was a tendency for the 
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TABLE XVI.-Conlinued 

eIJ !kptemlw, 

Rf'SNm nlM SRS, LAC/E. LACIECV, RD.pnmtl Test 
thousands thousands PfflY!tIt $talistif 
orams 0/ ar:res 

Ifl7'f 1976 1977 1976 

WIIIIHw/tN, 

Colorado 25/31 2 J60 30S9 10.3 24 22.9 IS.6 
Kansas I07l121 12300 12468 45 5 l..l -\.0 
Nebraska 40/56 3050 J IJO 9.2 II 2.6 n.7 
Oklahoma 38146 6500 6083 7.2 14 -6.9 -47.9 
Tens 28/35 4700 4613 12.7 16 -1.9 -S.2 

USSGP 23812S9 28910 29353 3.5 5 \.S -6.2 0.43 

Montana 39158 2S00 3628 6.9 29 22.8 -43.6 
South Dakota \312\ 680 989 26.S 23 31.2 28.4 

MW Slal\'lS Sl!19 3480 4617 7.8 20 24.6 -14.2 

USOP·7 2901368 32390 33969 J.2 5 4.6 -7.2 1.44 

Sprittg .01 

Minnesota 33/47 3202 2474 11.6 27 -29.4 -50.0 
Nor.:, Dakota 621103 9530 S 523 S.O 5 -11.8 -19.6 

SW slates 9S/150 12132 1091)7 4.6 1 -IS.S -25.9 

Monlana JOi4!i 21115 2187 12.2 23 .1 -79.3 
South Dakota 26/37 2332 1958 13.1 13 -19.1 2.1 

MW stales 56/85 4517 4145 9.0 12 -9.0 -28.9 

USNOP 151123S 17249 IS 142 4.2 () -13.9 -26.6 1:-3.31 

. Total wheal 

Monlana n173 4985 SlIS 6.0 14 14.3 -51.2 
South Dakota 33/45 JOl2 2947 11.0 12 -2.2 12.9 

MW Slaies 861118 1991 S 762 13.4 9 8.7 -21.4 

USNOP 1811268 20 729 19759 8.7 6 -4.9 -24.3 

USOP 419/557 49639 49 III 25 4 -1.1 -13.9 -0.44 

'The LAC!!: .. lImalt i, ."nifonnlly d,ll.cent from the SRStilimate althe l\l.pet«nc I ••• /. 

proportion of wheat in the segments to be underesti· estimates for the USGP·7 region for each month 
mated by a greater margin for segments with larger shown. This indicates that. for these blind sites, the 
proportions of wheat. This trend became less pro· proportion of winter wheat for the USGP· 7 region 
nounced as the season progressed. and it appears to was underestimated in each reporting period. 
be insignificant in the July and final plots for winter However, the wheat proportion estimation error 
wheat. decreased in magnitude each month. starting with 

The results in table XVIII indicate the presence of May and ending in August. From Auaust through 
a negative bias in LACIE winter wheat proportion the final reporting month. there was a slight increase 
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TABLE XVI.-Contlnued 

(Il) Ckl/Jbe, 

RtIlion n/M SRS, 
thousAnds 
of ocrts 

LAC/C, 
tho/lJQftds 
of acrts 

LAC/E CV, RD, /X'rrtltl 
prfC'tIII 

/977 /976 /977 /976 

rrsl 
slallslic 

Wi",.., ""'rol 

Colorado 
KanSlls 
Nebraska 
Oklahoma 
Texas 

USSGP 

Monulna 
South Dakota 

MW Siaies 

USGp·7 

MinneSOla 
North Dakola 

SW Sillies 

Monlana 
Soulh Dakola 

MW siaies 

USNGP 

24m 
108/121 
39/56 
41/46 
29/35 

241/289 

43158 
14121 

57179 

298/368 

37/47 
70/103 

107/150 

.13/48 
32m 

65185 

172/235 

2 360 
12 JOO 
30SO 
6500 
4700 

28910 

2800 
680 

3480 

32390 

3202 
9530 

127J2 

2185 
2332 

4517 

17249 

3395 
12669 
337S 
5658 
4476 

29 S7J 

3314 
1183 

4197 

33 771 

2289 
9173 

11462 

2 ISO 
1909 

4059 

15522 

9.9 
4.2 
9.6 
7.7 

13.7 

3.5 

24 
5 

1\ 
14 
16 

5 

7.8 28 
25.7 23 

8.2 19 

3.2 5 

30.5 
2.9 
9.& 

-14.9 
-5.0 

18.6 
-\.O 
11.7 

-47.9 
-8.2 

2.2 -6.2 

15.5 -41.7 
23.0 28.4 

17.1 -13.3 

4.1 -7.1 

9.~ 30 -39.9 -74.1 
4.4 5 - 3.9 -18.5 

4.0 7 -11.1 -28.8 

IfJJ 24 -\.6 -55.7 
11.6 13 - 22.2 \.4 

7.7 12 -11.3 -22.4 

3.6 & -11.1 -27,3 

0.63 

1.28 

l:-l08 

TOlal II'hl'OI 

Monlana 
Soulh Dakola 

MW slales 

llSNGP 

lIS(iP 

58173 
38/45 

96/118 

4441557 

4985 
.1 012 

79')7 

20729 

496.19 

each month in the magnitude of the wheat propor· 
tion estimation error for the USGP·7 region. Inspec. 
tion of figure 8 for the final estimates indicates that 
two outliers were the main cause of the increase. 

Although the average winter wheat proportion 
estimation errors for the individual states in the 
USGP·7 tended to be negative. they decreased in 
magnitude as the season progressed. The number of 

5464 
2793 

8257 

1971Q 

4929.1 

5.5 
9.9 

122 

7.7 

12 
12 

8 

s 
4 

8.8 -47.5 
-7.8 12.5 

.1.\ - 17.8 

-5.1 -24.7 

-.7 -14.1 -0.29 

states with a population average difference that Nas 
not significantly different from zero at the 10· 
percent level increased from two in February to six 
in October. In the February and the final report, the 
average proportion estimation error for Oklahoma 
was nearly twice as large as the average for the other 
states in the USGP· 7 region. The proportion estima· 
tion error for Oklahoma from May through October 
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TABLE XVI.-Concluded 

(h) Final 

R"ion nlM SRS, 
,houscmds 
ofarrts 

LACIE. 
'houscmds 
of arrts 

LACIE 0', RD. ptrrtnt 
Pf'rrtrII 

1977 1976 /977 1976 

Ttsl 
slalistlr 

Wlnrtr whtal 

Colorado 
Kansas 
Nebraska 
Oklahoma 
Texa~ 

USSGP 

Monlan3 
South Dak()ta 

MW stales 

USGP·7 

24131 
.06/121 
39/5b 
42/46 
29/35 

2401289 

43/58 
I~m 

58179 

298/368 

2 SSO 
12100 
29S0 
6 SOO 
4700 

28800 

2800 
680 

HIIO 

32280 

34S9 
12494 
3433 
5675 
4476 

29m 

3371 
912 

4283 

33820 

9.8 
4.0 
9.2 
7.6 

13.7 

3.4 

24 
5 

11 
14 
16 

S 

7.9 28 
25.0 23 

8.2 19 

3.2 s 

26.3 
3.2 

14.1 
-14.5 
-5.0 

18.6 
-i.b 
13.2 

-4H 
-8.2 

25 -6.3 

16.9 -48.1 
25.4 33.2 

18.7 -14.7 

4.6 -7.3 

CO. 74 

1.4 

Spring ... htal 

Minnesola 
North Dakola 

SW slates 

Montana 
Soulh Dakola 

MW slales 

USNGP 

38/47 
731103 

111/150 

32/48 
35/37 

67/85 

\781235 

.1 222 
9150 

12372 

22bO 
2336 

4 S9f1 

16%8 

2344 
9183 

11m 

2174 
1936 

4110 

IS 638 

9.5 30 - 37.5 -77.1 
4.4 5 .4 -16.9 

4.0 7 -7.3 - 27.9 

10.2 22 -4.0 -54.0 
9.6 13 - 20. 7 2.8 

7.0 12 -11.8 - 21.1 

.1.5 -8.5 -26,J 

Total,,"'tal 

Monlana 
Soulh Dakola 

MW slales 

USNGP 

llSGP 

mn 
41/45 

98/118 

209/268 

449/557 

5 ()(,() 
3016 

8076 

20448 

49248 

does not appear to be significantly different from the 
other states' estimates. The reason for this is that the 
two outliers referred to previously were in 
Oklahoma. One was acquired for the October 
analysis (r.ote the increase in nand Sn from Septem· 
ber to October for Oklahoma in table XVIII) and the 
se..:ond was acquired for the final analysis (note the 
flJrther increase in lJ and Sn from October to final 
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5 545 
2 848 

5.4 12 
9.1 12 

8 .193 11.7 8 

19921 

49458 

for Oklahoma). 

7.f! S 

2.4 4 

U -50.b 
-5.9 I:U 

3.8 -17.9 

-2.b -24 ~ 

.4 -13.9 0.\7 

Figure 9 displays plots of proportion estimation 
error versus ground-observed proportion for each 
state in the lISGP.7 winter wheal region. using the 
final lACIE proportion estimates. The two outliers 
are again apparent in the plot for Oklahoma. In· 
vestigation of these two blind sites indicated that 
there was no landsat acquisition during the tillering· 

1 
t 
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TABLE XVII.-Eslimalts Qf LACIE ACl'l'agt> Estimation Bias Dut> 10 ClassiJkalion 

RC'flitlll nlN" 1 .. 4C1f.-"r Rias B. Stalldard RtlII,iW' cr. Tnt 

t'S/lm4tt' • IIkJusGltds Jtl';"r biM. Pt'fI.'f'tf1 slalislil' 

lhousallds ."r IINt'l of Pt'fI.WlI 
~f ",WI 

H',",t'f .. -llNI 

Colorado 11124 HS9 -S07 340 -10.4 9.8 
Kdnus 24/h~ 12494 -11M 47b -9.3 3.8 
Nebraska 10m .1 4.1) -218 227 -M M 
Oklahoma 15/42 ~b7~ -831 442 -14.b 7.8 
Teu5 9121J 447(1 -loll 708 -3.2 IS.8 

lJSSGP m240 2Q97 -3(41) 1104 -IOJ 3.7 La 
Monldn, 14/4.\ J371 157 m +4.7 (I.b 
~)ulh IJakola .\II~ 912 -4~1 491 -49.5 SJ8 

lISGP·7 92129tl J) 820 -3m 1181 -95 lS b_2,7 

Spring .. 'lrt'al 

Minnesola I Wtl 2344 -770 3~(I -.12.8 15.2 
~h)nlllnil 9/32 2174 -780 42~ -.15.9 19.5 
North [)alHlla 21173 Q 183 -1442 m -In 5.8 
~)ut'" [)akOla 121.15 I 1).\(1 -b72 499 -34.1 2;;8 

l'SNlil' 531178 15 b.\8 -.\M.l QI(I -2H 5.9 b_ 4.0 

Tlllal ""'f'al 

llS<.iP 14~/44Q .IQ ·IQII -b440 1441 -D.ll 2,'J b-45 

.l 1ht "., Iht rtumht, "~I t\hrht "'t'to In 'ht 't'll,,". Iht 'I' ,tw nUnlht-r \1f ."t.lUlrt'\t -ca,t,t"" '" 'ht tqhln 
tt.1nd"'''tt ~'I'"lfl\'illlln ttl." 1\ ',,"\';,6n,h dltl'tltnl (r"m l1."1l' 

to-heading stage of wheat and. as a reSUlt. the analyst 
mislabeled most of the wheat pixels as non-small
grains. Excluding these two outliers yields an average 
proportion estimation error of -0.8 with a standard 
error of 1.4 for the remaining 13 blind sites. and the 
n\!gative bias is no longer indicated. 

led to overestimation rather than underestimation, 
This indicates that when a key acquisition is missing. 
a proportion estimate should not be made since posi
tive identification of pixel labels is very difficult. 

Two other states with seemingly large standard er
rors of the average differences for the final estimates 
are Teus and South Dakota. The large standard error 
is expected for South Dakota. as only three blind 
sites are availahle. However. there are nine blind 
sites in Texas. and inspection of the plol for Texas 
reveals one outlier that is an extreme overestimate. 
Omitting this outlier yields an average difference of 
-4.5 with a standard error of \.6. indicating a nega
tive bias in the Texas winter wheat proportion esti
mates. Investigation of this site indicated an acquisi
tion pattern similar to thait of the two Oklahomal out
liers. In this case. though. missing It ke)' acquisition 

2. Spring wheat proportion estimation error. 
Figure 10 and table XIX contain spring wheat pro
portion estimation error results that are analogous to 
the winter wheat results contained in the preceding 
section. 

The downward trend that was evident in the 
February plot of winter wheat proportion estimation 
error versus the ground-observed proporlion of 
winter whelll is also seen in the Jul)' spring wheat 
plot. This means that the problem of underestimat
ing the proportion of wheat earlr in the season in 
segments with larger proportions of wheat exists for 
spring wheat as well as for winter wheat. There was It 
gradual improvemenl in the lACIE .:stimates of the 
proportion of spring wheat (in the segments with 
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FIGURE 8.-Plots of proportion estimation efrors wersus lround-obstrved proportions for wlntef wheat blind sites. (a) february. (bl 
July. (d Final. 

large proportions of spring wheat) as the season 
progressed, but the trend is still present in the final 
spring wheat plot. 

The average wheat proportion error for spring 
wheat had a tendency to be negative. The average 
spring wheat proportion estimation error for the 
USNGP region was negative for each month and, ex
cept for July. the population average differences 
were significantly different from zero at the to-per
cent level (see table XIX). This sequence of negative 
average wheat proportion estimation errors for the 
USNGP region increased in magnitude from July 
through September and decreased slightly in the Oc
tober and final reports. From Ausust throush the 

S60 

final report, the average proportion estimation errors 
for Montana and South Dakota were not signifi
cantly different from zero at the to-percent level. In 
July, South Dakota had an average wheat proportion 
estimation error that was significantly different from 
zero at the to-percent level. There were rv data for 
Montana in July. 

Figure 11 displays the plots of proportion estima
tion error versus ground-observed proportion for 
each state in the USNGP spring wheat region. There 
are no obvious outliers for any of the states. In each 
state, though, the tendency to underestimate the 
larger proportions is apparent. 

3. Relative contribution of the classification and 

.1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
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TABLE XVIII.-WI",,, Wh,a, BII"d Silt R"ulu 
! ,. 

R,.1oIt nlM 
, 

'i 'If S1J ~, 

llIICIIdtttcY 
Illftils for fA 0 

Ff'MHJ,,' 

Colortdo 10131 12.9 n.3 -9.S 1.8 (-12.7, -6.3)a 
Kan ... 1911Z1 14.9 30.2 -IB 3.9 ( - 22.0, - 8.b)a 
Nebruka ICII5b 20.11 17.7 3.1 J.O (-2.2,8.J' 
Oklahoma 14/46 17.0 JU -19.9 4.2 ( - 27.3. -12.S)a .. Tuu 9/3S 15.3 2s.t1 -10.3 3.4 (-IU, -4.0)' 
Montana 7/58 8.8 14.7 -0.0 l.Q (-9.7, -2.2)' 
South Dakuta 2/11 7.9 11.3 -3.4 2.0 (-19.9, 13.2) 
USGP·7 7713b8 'S.b 2S.3 -u " t -'2.6, -7.nl : 

I 

M" ... I. 
COIOf.do 1001 IS.4 22J -b8 2.2 I. -10.9. -2.7)a 
Kansas 231121 22.' )O.lI -8.~ 26 (-12.9, ·-4.11" 
Nebruka 11IISb 13.9 17.1 -3.2 \.8 (-b.4. -O.lla 
Oklahoma Uf4(l 2~J 14J -9.0 3.4 (-IS.O. -31)1' 
Teus 10m 19.4 13.4 -"0 B (-8.(1.06) 

Monldnl SfS8 12.tI In -4.tI 29 (- \In. l.tI) 
South Dakoll 1121 tI.2 11 .. \ -S.I 4..l ( -.l2 \, 219) 
llSGP·' 8113b8 18Q 25.4 -tl5 1.1 (-8". -".blll 

)Ullt' 

(olorado 10m Ib 2 n.i -til 24 ( -10 .... -1.8)ft 
Klnus 2~1I21 22.1 290 -tl7 14 (-lOll. - 2.bl" 
Nebrlls". P/Sb 180 Ib 7 IJ I b (-IS.4.11 
Okillhomll I Sf4tl 21t I .14.1 -112 J! ( -1.'.9. - 2.(1)11 
'Teus 10m 20.2 2H -.\.2 ~,~ \ -1.11.1.41 
Mon.llnll ~'~R 14 S ,~ , 

' . -21t 211 (-lilt. HI 
Soulh I>lIkolll . 1111 n i.M -2.1 .l7 (--Il'.hl 
lISGP·7 IIS:~ 20 I 241> -4.~ II (-It J. -2.(11" 

j,j/r 

COI',fll.!O 7I.l1 1114 19 .. 1 -09 1.4 1-.\.It.11I1 
Kanus 211121 2ltj 29 I -. ~.7 '4 ( - ~ 2.-U.21" 
Nrbrllll"" '4;~It '1>.4 PO - It 19 (-40.2.81 
Okillhoma I.V"" .1I.4 .1~.2 - .1.11 I i ( bll. -0111" 
Tnls "/.l~ !I. 4 2~ ~ -·41 25 I -lUI, O.~I 

MonlaAl' "/~II 1\ .1 I~ .\ -·40 I It 1- , I. -091" 
Suulh 1)" .. ,1111 .\121 ~ , '1> -4 1.0 (-.\.\, hI 
lISOP·1 74/.\It" 21 ~ 242 . 2 ~ I-.\~, -I WI 

~.nlfl~·.n'h -.i.tl('tttU 'hU" It'h' II' ttlt h\ ~h'~'" 1C'\tl 

mlio errors 10 Ihe rlliioed spring whelll proportion used in Phllse III were l)bl'lincd Ihml e,,'ollomelrk 
eslim,ltion errors. As in lACtE Phase tt. the LAnE models lit the <"Rn le\'el in the lISN<.iP. The pur· 
Phase ttl wheal proportion eSlimales for II segmenl pose of Ihis sc\"lion is to l\f\l\'ide Ihe results of u sen· 
were oblained b~' multiplying Ihe smull-grains pro- sili\'ity anulysis used 10 determine Ihe ~'onlribulions 
pori ion eSlimale oblained in CAMS b)' II wheul-IO· of dllssilintion and rlliio errors to I,roportion 
snlllll-grllins ratio. The wheat-Io-smull-grains ralios eSlimlllion errors ul hun'est. 
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TABLE XVIII.-concludN 

R,./olt nlM I 1 D 51) ~I 

"""''''r. 
'hltlll /or ,. D 

A,.., 

Colorado 10m 19.9 21.3 -1.4 U (-4.7.1.1) 
Kan .. 221121 21.0 30.6 -2.«1 1.3 (-4.1. -0.4)a 
Nebruka 14156 IS.S 16.2 -.1 1.3 (-3.0.1.5) 
Oklahoma 13146 l5.l 36.9 -1.6 1.6 (-4.4.1.2, 
Teau 91lS 22.4 2S.2 -2.1 2.8 (-8.1.2.5) 
Montana 1215. 11.1 14.0 -2.2 1.2 (-4.5.0.0) 
South Dakota 3/21 7.0 7.6 -.6 .1 (- 3.1. 1.9) 
usap., 83/361 22.4 24.2 -1.1 .6 ( - 2.8. -O.I)a I ; , 

\ 
i 
I 

s""",bn \ . 

Colorado I IIll 17.3 20.2 -2.9 1.6 (-5.1. -O.l)a I ' 
Kan .. 231121 28.0 3O.S -2.5 1.1 (-4.4. -0.5)1 I: NebrNka 17/56 13.7 16.0 -2.l 1.\ (-4.2. -G.4)a , . 
Okllhoma IJl46 36.3 36.9 -.5 1.6 (-3.4.2.4' i 

TOlIu 91lS 22.6 25.2 -2.6 2.9 (-8.0.2.1' 
Montana 12/S8 12.8 13.6 -.7 1.0 (-2.6.1.1) 
South D2kota l/21 5.0 7.6 -2.6 2.6 (-10.1.4.9) 
U50P·7 88/368 21.7 23.7 -1.9 .6 (-2.'1. -0.9)a 

Or~, 

Colorado II/ll 17,8 20.2 -2.4 1.7 (-5.4.0.7) 
Kin .. 241121 27.0 29.4 -2.4 \.I (- ~ 3. -0.6)· 
Nebrukl IblS6 15.7 18.0 -2,2 J.J (-4.5.0.1 ) 
Oklahoma 14I4C> 34.B 3B.2 -3.4 2.1 (-B.3.1.6) 
Telll. 9/35 22.7 25.2 -2.S 2.9 (-7.9.2.9) 
Montana \4IS1 1J.b 13.4 .1 1.0 (-1.7.1.9) 

. South Dakota 3/21 5.0 7.6 -2.(1 2.6 (-10.1.4.9) 
U50P·' 91/368 219 24.0 -~.I 

" ,-33. -1.0)· 

Filtdl 

Color.do 11131 17.1 19.8 -2.0 1.5 (-4.7.0.7) 
K.nsas 241121 26.S 29.3 -28 1.1 (-4.7. -0.9)8 
Nebr.ska IfIIS6 16.5 IB.O -I.S 1.1 «-l~. O.S) 
Oklahoma 1$/46 34.4 40.2 -~ 8 JI \ -11.3. -0.4)' 

1 Teus 913S 22,7 24.3 - \.6 29 \ -11,9, J.7) 
Montana 14/SB Il7 \.J.4 3 1\ (-\.7,2.2) 1 

I 
South Dakota J/21 S.O 1,b -·2b 2.6 (-IOI.SO) ~ lJSGP·7 92/368 no 24.4 -2.4 .7 (-31>. -12)' 

I 
's.,n.(tnnll~ d,U,rrnt from nro ,I the Il~·pc, .. 't'n' It\C'1 l 

This analysis was made for 33 blind sites in the are presented in table XX. The line labeled "No ratio- I 
1 

spring wheat region of Minnesota and North Dakota. ing error" was obtained usina the lACIE small- j 
using the at-harvest lACIE proportion estimates. grains proportion estimate with the corresponding 

1 These are the two states for which a neaative bias around-observed ralio of spring wheat to small 
WAS indicated for the final spring wheat proportion grains. likewise, the line labeled "No claSSification ,1 

1 
estimates (see table XIX). The results of this analysis error" was obtained using the LACIE estimate of the 
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sprina-wheat-to-small-arains ratio (forecast from a 
CRD·level econometric model) and the correspond· 
ing around-observed proportion of small grains. 

The results indicate that classification error was 
the major contributor to both the bias and the mean· 
squared error of Ihe total spring wheat proportion 
estimation error in North Dakota and Minnesota in 
Phase III. Comparison of these results with those of 
Phase II (table IX) indicates a sianificanl reduction 
in total mean·squared error from Phase II to Phase 

III. The primary reason for this reduction was an in
crease in small-arains classification precision in 
Phase III as indicated by the reduction in mean
squah!d ~rror from 78.6 in Phase II to 33.4 in Phase 
III for pro:>ortion estimates with no ratioina error 
(i.e., c1assifi,;ation errors only). This is at least par
tially due to t~e use of Procedure I in Phase III. The 
mean-squared error for proportion estimates with no 
classification erwr was about th~ same for Phases II 
and III. However, the use of econometric models in 
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Phase III for forecastin, the sprin,-wheat-to-small
,rains ratios apparently reduced the bias considera
bly from that obtained in Phase II usin, historical 
ratios. In Phase III. lhere WIS an estimated bias of 
-I J percent as compared to an estimated bias of 
- 3.1 percent in Phase II for proportion estimateJ 
with no classification error (i.e .• ratioin, errors only). 

Contribution ,.~ samplin, and c1usification errors 
to the variability or area estimates: This study was 
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performed for the purpose of measur.n, the COli

tributior.1 of classification and sampling errors to the 
within-stratum area variability and estimatil18 the 
classification and samplin, error contribul!onl to the 
CV'I of the rqional area estimates. Since the propor
tion estimates used in this section are for ratioed 
wheat (winter or sprin,). the cla.'ilification error 
referred to herein is actually compounded with the 
ratio error. 
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To ulima" the within-s&fatum area variances 
resultina from clusificaliWl and samplin. errors, lhe 
followina three bui, reamsion models are con
Ilr.acted. 

1. True seament proportion versus historical 
stratum proportion 

2. LACI£ seament proportion versus around. 
truth seament proportion 

l. LACIE Jepnenl proportion versus hiltOrical 
• &falum proportion 
These repeuion models are used to obtain. respec
tivelY,an estimate of sampUna" contribution \0 the 
variance, an estimale of clwincalion', conlribution 
10 the variance, and an eslimate of a linear combina
tion of the clwinealion and IImplina variances. The 
ntaximum likelihood eslil'lation technique. _um
ina normalit), and lhal lhe rcaression models in I. 2. 
and lare applicable. is then used 10 obtain maximum 
likelihood estimates of the C'C)fttributions of IImplina 
and etusification to the aiea variance. A detailed 
description of this approach is presented in the piper 
by Houston eili. Table XXI lives Ihe raul .. of Ihis 
analysis made of 449 Phase III operational .. menu. 
146 of which were blind sites. 

These results show that the IImpl;na CV il laraer 
than Ihe clulincation CV for winter. sprina. and 
IOtai wheal area estimates. The implication is that 
IImplina contributes Iliahtly more to the area 
variance than does c' ... ification. Moreover. winter 
wbest hu smaller CY's for both cl_fICalion and 
samplina than does Iprina wheat; thai ii, there is 14,;" 
variability in the winter wheat area alimllCithan .r. 
the Iprin, wheat area alimata for lhe USGP rqion. 
The IImplinl CV for the IOlal wheal area .timalC is 

J.9 percent. which is well within the IImplin. ac
curacy lOA! of 2.3 percen •. 

AC'I'HIe ,,,'mat',,, bla dw 10 Ifonltlfltll'ftltmdnon
"lpotIIi~ GffIlJ.-ln order to in\-tstip,e bill due 10 
.be ratio eslim"ion procedure used to estimate the 
wheat area in nonsampled and nonresponsive areas 
in the United Stfttes ..... 'ions were performed in 
whieh the LAC1E proportion estimate for each .... 
ment WII replac:ecl by the correspondina 1976 SRS 
county wheat proponion. Table XXII contains lb • 
raults of this "mock ......... ion t. for all allocat\. ~ 
seaments and the comparisons with 1976 SRS ati. 
mates. The RD at the USGP level is -2.S percent. 
indicatinl a possible .mall neptive bias due 10 the 
Group II and Group III rllio estimation procedure 
used for those counties not alloc.ted IIIMCftti. This 
is Itraer than the observed R D of 0.' percent ob
tained in a similar 'Iud), of the Phase n sampat .... 
ment allocation to ahe U.s. Great P'ains (see table 
XI). The Phase II allocation WII based on wheal pro
duction for an epoeh year. whereas the Phale III 
aUondon wu baled on ""aU .. rains production for 
an epoch year. 

An investiption was undertaken 10 determine the 
allocalion thai would have resulled from usin, the 
epoeh·year wheat production ralher than lhe epoch· 
year smal • .,rainl production. It was found that 32 
currently desianated Group III counties should have 
been Group I or Group II counties and that 16 cur· 
rently _1O.ted Group I counties and 43 currently 
desianatcd Group II counlies should have been 
Group III counties. The decision was made 10 
redesianate the 16 Group I and 43 Group II countia 
as Group 1IJ counties. This caused lhe oriainal a11oca-
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TAaE XIX.-s,m., WAHl .IIIdSl" RatIIa ..... I I II .., ..,."" 
~ 

,.,,/tJrJtIJ 

IvI1 

"IA_ .,., 9.1 11.1 -2.0 U (-7.1.3.0, 
MOIl ..... 0141 
Nonb DakOII 21103 32.6 )6.1 "4.2 IU « -69.Z. 60.', 
Soutb DakCKa 3m 11.2 au -4.6 •. 9 (-11.9.9.') 
USNO' 11m, 1).9 17.1 -u U (-7.). 1,0) 

A .... ' 

Min ... 10147 17.) 22.6 -5.2 2.4 (-9.6. -0.9)' 
NOftlant ..,41 4.2 1I.7 -7.5 5.9 (··21.J.6.3' 
Nortll DakOli 1I10J 24.4 27.3 -l.I U ( -9.4.3.7, 
Soulll Dakota 91)7 9.1 11.3 -1.6 2.0 «-5.).2.1) 
USNO' JII235 15.3 19.1 -).I 1.5 (-6.3. -1.3,· 

~ 

NlnftaOll 11/47 19.0 23.7 -4.' U (-u. -0.6,' 
"on"", "41 9.9 U.I -2.2 U (-6.1.24) 
Norib DakOil 171103 20.9 25.7 -u 1.7 (-1.1. -1.1)' 
Sou ... Dakota 9137 U 11..1 -2.9 2.S (-7.6. II) 
USNO' 441235 16.1 20.1 ··4.0 U (-5.1. -2.2,' --

CkrobIr 

NInMlOll 12147 11.6 2Z.9 -4.3 2.2 (-1.2. -0 .• '· 
Montana 9'41 11.9 1S.7 -3.1 2.3 (-I.I.O.S) 
NordlDakoca 20IIUl 21.0 251 -4.0 I.S (-u. -1.5)' 
Soutll Dakota 9/37 7.9 U -1.5 2.l (-5.1.2.1) 
USNO' 5OI2J5 16.4 20.1 -3.6 1.0 (-5.1. -z.o,· 

''''til 
NlnntlOtl 12147 11.5 22.9 -404 2.2 (-1.3. -0.5)· 
NOfttana 9'41 U.O 15.2 -).2 2.J (-7.5. 1.0, 
North DakOli WIOJ 21.3 Z4.7 -).4 1.4 (- 5.1. - \.1). 
Soutll Dakota 12137 1.0 11.1 -3.1 l.i (-0.4.0.21 
TOIII W21S 16.2 19.7 -3.S .9 (-S.O. -2."· 

~. cIIItcna, r.e... _II tilt • .,._' ..... 

tion 10 the United States of 601 ICpICntl 10 be Table XXIII tontainl the raults of aareIIlina 
reduced 10 S57 seamentl. The multi in table XXII .he 1976 SRS county wheat proportions for cuh sea-
are for the 557 seamentl after redeJianalion. It wu ment acquired and proceaed for each Phase III 
infeasible al the lime to allocate more sample sea- monthly estimate made except the final. The result 
men" to the 32 Group III counties lhal lhould have for the final estimat-: il expected to be li,.,Uar to that 
been Group I or Group II tounlles. The use of the for the OelOber estimate. The difference between the 
Group III ea!imalor 10 tltimate their wheat area K- mock qpcplion and the SRS estimate in thil study 
COWl" for at ~t part of the obacrvcJ difference. is due to error in the Group II and Oroup III ratio 
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FIGURE 11.--I'Iots 0' at-hanest proportion estimation errors 'Irsas groand .. bsened proportions for spring wheat blind slles by Slate. 
(a) Minnesota. (I)) Montana. (d North Dakota. (d) South Dakota. 

estimation procedure used for both those counties 
not allocated segments and those counties whose 
allocated segments were lost to nonresponse. 

The results indicate that the error due to the ratio 
estimation of the nonsampled and nonresponsive 
areas for each month during Phase III is about the 
same as that due to nonsampled areas only. This in-

dicates that the error due to Group II and Group III 
ratio estimation of areas lost to nonresponse is 
nesligible. However, the results do suggest the pres
ence of a small nesative bias in the ratio estimation 
technique applied to the nonsampled areas, particu
larly in the winter wheat resion. 
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TABLE XX.-Relatlw Contribution o/Classt(icatlon and Ratio Errors to final Phase 11/ Spring Wheat 
Proportion Estimation Errors 

('altRor..- nlM n. sn· Rrduc,ion 9O-prtfMI MSE Rrdurtlon 
fU'Il'tnt ptrrtnt in bias. ronfit/tnre in MSE. 

ptrrtnt limits for ptrrtnt 

"D 

Final Phase III result 3311 SO -3.8 \.I (-S.7. -1.8) 68.3 
No ra.ioina error 33/150 -2S .8 34.2 (- 3.9. -1.2) 33.4 51.1 
No classification error 331150 -\.3 .8 65.8 (-2.7. -0.02) 26.9 60.6 

TABU XXI.--Contribution 0/ Sampling and Classijication Errors to Variability 0/ Area Estimates 

( 'rop Wi,hit,· VarianC'l' comflOnl'llt Pt",'tntagt ttror Arta Classification Sampling 
stratllm 
al't'IJ Claui· Sampli"g Clau,· 

I'Orianl'c' .fil'ation .firation 

Winter wheat. 104.1 41.6 62.S 40 
USGp·7 

Spring wheat. 65.6 26.2 39.4 40 
llSNGP 

Total wheat. 100.4 39.6 60.8 40 
llSGP 

TABU XXII.-Acreage Estimation Bias Due tv 
.'Vol/sampled Areas 

Rc'gio" M 1117" SRS. MOl'k R D, pm'r", 

tIIClIIJa"J.{ agNfI'IIo,i"". 
.,,. oac'.{ thmua"d.t 

c!"al'l'ts 

Winler wheal. 3b8 31 SOO 30478 -3,4 

lISGP·7 

Spring wheat. m 19768 19527 -\.2 

llSNGP 

TOlal wheal. m 5126K SO 005 -2.5 

llSGP 

Special Studle. 

The method of estimating wheat proportions 
using LACIE Procedure I requires a shift from the 
labeling of fields to the labeling of individual grid in
tersection dots or picture elements (pixels). Pre
viously. the analyst-interpreter (AI) could select the 
desired fields for labeling. Procedure 1 requires that 
the AI label pixels from a fixed list of randomly 
selected pixels taken from the 209 intersections of 
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('J'. ptrrtnt CV. ptrrtlll cr. ptrrtnt 
Sampli,'II 

60 3.2 2.0 2.S 

60 3.S 2.3 2.8 

60 2.4 I.S 1.9 

the grid overlay of the imagery, The accuracy of Pro
cedure 1 depends to a large extent upon the AI's 
ability ,0 discern accurately which of these pixels are 
small grains. Using thl! software system described in 
the paper by Pitts et al. entitled" Accuracy Assess
ment System and Operation." the AI labels and the 
corresponding ground-observed labels can be com
pared to evaluate the dot labeling accuracy, The 
results of such studies are presented in this section 
(see reference 2 for more detail). 

Analyst dot labeling accuracy.-The results pre
stnted in this section are from a comparison of 
ground-observed and analyst-designated labels of 
dots from 51 blind sites located in North Dakota. 
Minnesota, Montana. Colorado. and Oklahoma. 
These dots are !ype 2 dots. which are those dots used 
to perform the stratified area estimation part of Pro
cedure 1. The accuracy of the segment-level propor
tion estimate is critically dependent on I'le labeling 
accuracy of these type 2 pixels. 

Table XXIV presents the at-harvest total omis
sion and commission error rates (as a percentage of 
total pixels labeled in a state) for each state as well as 
the omission and commission error rates for the 
three major error sources identified in Phase III. 
Omission error is the result of mislabeling small-

I 
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TABLE XXI1I.-Ar"tlIt Estimation Bfas Due to 
Nonsampled and Non"spons/~ Afflas 

N/M 1916 SRS. RD. 
lhowanJ.r l1IlIlff'RalhNI. pttrtIII 
qf ar"! thousands 

qf IIfIl'S 

Winler wheal. 2441368 31 ~oo 10408 -l.b 
USOP·7 

May 

Winler whclIl. 2S6I3b8 31 SOO 307J7 
USGp·7 

Jlme' 

Winler wheal. 272t.lt>ll 31500 -.1.I 
USUr·7 

JIII.\· 

Wimer wheal. 24113(18 .H SOt) 311Q78 -\,7 

lfSUP· 7 

Winlcr wheal. 27b/3b8 31 500 30b78 -2.7 
lISGP·7 

Sprina wheat. IIb1234 ,8 
llSNGP 

TOlal wheill. 371.>15H 512b8 -u 
lfSUP 

Winlcr ,,'hcal. 2QtlIJbII 31 SIlIl .\11 MI -211 
lISGP.1 

Sprinl "hcal. 1~11!.14 -I..l 
llSNGP 

T,'lal wheal. 41W557 
lISGP 

{),.,,,,,,., 

Wmler ,,'hCIiI. 2Q8IJb8 .11 SIlIl -.1.4 
lIS<.iP·7 

Sprinl whclIl. 11]12.\4 III 548 -1.1 
USNGr 

TIIIIII whedl. 444/557 
lISliP 

arains pixels as non-smaU-arains: commi"lsion error 
is the result of mislabeling non.small·grains pixels as 
smaUaralns. 

The results in table XXIV show !hat tb~ omission 
error is consistently laraer than thf commission error 
by state and by error source. This occurrence 
typically leads to underestimation of the small-arains 
proportion in a seament and, in fact, is what was 
found In the blind site analyses of proportion estima
tion error described previously. 

Abnormal sianatures, boundaries, and inadequate 
acquisitions were found to be the three mlijor sources 
of labelins error ... Abnormal signalures" refers to a 
sianature (small-grains or non.small-grains) that, 
under the conditions believed by the AI to be occur· 
ring in the segment, is nOI the expected liignature or 
does not follow the expected temporal sequence. 
"Boundaries" are made up of two types of pixels, 
border pixels and edge pixels. A border pixel is one 
which presents an interpretation problem because its 
signature is spectrally mixed; that is, it reJ)fesents 
both a small·grains area and a non-small-grains area. 
An edge pixel is one for which the signature is 
spatially mixed; chat is, on the acquisitions used by 
the AI for proportion estimation, the edge pixel 
moves at least once !"rum a small-grains lield to a 
non-small-grains field because of misregistratlon. 
"Inadequate acquisitions" refers to labeling errors 
that occur because the Alllllempts to label a segment, 
when key acquisitions are missing The AI is usually 
guessing for many of the pixels in this cuse ,md prob
ably should not pass an estimate. This particular er
ror occurred in only one or two blind sites per state; 
however. when it occurred. both the lubeling error 
Ilnd the proportion estimluion error were large. For 
eXdmple, the 3.0-percentomission error due to illl,de
quate ucquisitions for the II blind sites in Oklahomu 
Cllme from one settment. This purtkulur segment IlC
counts for one of the two extreme underestim:ltes in 
Oklahomu referred 10 l're\'iously in Ihe proportion 
estimation crwr UI1<\I)·sis. The olher oUllier in 
Oklahoma was not included in thi-. study but it hlld 
the same Ilc'luisition history. 

Lubeling errors in the "other" l'ategor)' include 
clericlll errors nnd inconsistent Illheling errors. Incon
sistent Il\beling occurs when Iln AI hilS Illbcled 
seveml pixels correctl~' lind then im'orrcetl)' Illbeis 
one or two pixels following the slime te",porlll se
quence in the sume segment. 

Note thllt nonresolvublc smull·gruins strip-fllllow 
pixels were excluded from the stud,· of Mont:tnll. 
These lire pixels for whi~h the MSS resolution is not 

I'liiiiiiiiiiiiiti;;;;:;;:;;;;;::~::;;::::'· iii· .. · ....... _ .... _. _'Il10" .' __ .'liIit .. * iIIIIdili'''' 1III.1i __ .=liIifrii----------~-,,.r .'r...". ..... -------
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TABLE XXIV.-Phase III Label Error Causes 

(PerreII""e oj total pixels labeled) 

Ca/Ueojmo, State (number oj blind sites) 

North Minnesota MontQl/aG Colorado OIelahoma 
Dakota (6) (10) (6) (1/) 

(/8) 

O~ COAfC 

Abnormal sianatures 4.4 O.S 

Boundaries 3.2 .7 

Inadequate acquisitions 1.S 1.0 

Other 2.1 .8 

Total errors 11.2 3.0 

aNonraol .... Imall .. rains mip-r.uo .. pile" eleluded· 
bOmislioll error role. 
(Commission error ralC. 

OM COM 

2.6 0.3 

4.0 1.1 

2.S 1.2 

9.1 2.6 

fine enough to show the strips in the Landsat imag
ery. The signature is integrated for the whole field 
and hence cannot be called a boundary-type sig
nature. Either label, small grains or non-small-grains, 
could be considered correct for these areas. Hence, 
because of the inability to characterize the error, they 
were omitted. In Montana, 10.3 percent of the 
labeled pixels fell in th~e nonresolvable strip-fallow 
areas. Of these, 54 percerl t were labeled non-small
grains and 46 percent were i.1beled smaIl grains by 
the AI's. This is fairly good sinc~ one would expect 
50 percent of these areas to be small grains. 

About 11 percent of the pixels labeled in Montana 
fell in resolvable strip-fallow areas. The relatively 
low error rate for boundaries (l.O-percent omission, 
0.6-percent commission) indicates that the analysts 
labeled quite accurately in these areas. Overall, the 
Montana smaIl-grains signatures were found to be 
quite good. There were very few abnormal signatures 
and there was good separation of the small-grains 
and non-small-grains signatures. Recalling the pro
portion estimation error study, neither the winter 
wheat nor the spring wheat blind site analysis indi
cated a bias for the Montana proportion estimates. 

Excluding the outlier for Oklahoma, the largest 
total labeling errors in the study were for Minnesota 
and North Dakota. These errors were primarily due 
to omission errors for abnormal signatures and 
boundaries. In the spring wheat proportion estima
tion error study, these were the only two states for 
which a negative bias was indicated. The large errors 
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OM COM OM COM OM COM 

1.4 0.9 2.8 3.3 1.4 

1.0 .6 2.3 0.8 2.2 .8 

.S 3.0 

1.9 .6 .9 1.4 3.3 

4.8 2.1 6.0 .8 9.9 S.S 

of omission apparently caused this proportion 
estimation underage. 

Figure 12 contains an example displaying the two 
largest sources of omission errors in Minnesota and 
North Dakota. The blind site is located in Grant 
County, Minnesota. The pixels identified as 1,2, and 
3 are examples of a border pixel, an edge pixel, and 
an abnormal signature, respectively. (The upper left 
corner of the grid intersection is designated as the ex
act location of the pixel.) 

Pixel I lies on the border between a spring wheat 
field and a sunflower field. From the ground-truth 
map. it was determined that the pixel cor.tained 
more spring wheat than sunflowers. but the analyst 
labeled the pixel as non-small-grains. The more ac
curate ground-truth determination is possible 
because the ground observations are made at a sub
pixel level. one-sixth the size of a pixel. The evalua
tor thought that the AI should have labeled the pixel 
as small grains because close inspection of the imag
ery revealed that. in the heading acquisition. the pix
el was more red than green and. in the turning ac
quisition, it was more green than red. 

Pixel 2 is a classic example of an edge rIxe1.In the 
heading acquisition. the pixel is on a road. In the 
turning acquisition. the pixel is in a spring wheat 
field. The turning acquisition was the base acquisi
tion for this segment. When an Al works a segment. 
he selects one of the acquisitions to be the base ac
quisition. This means that the pixels are to be labeled 
as to their location in the base acquisition. The grid 

lilt. Tali· ilsill' •• IiiiiII.'-': ._ ... ___ 17.'· •• 2 ••• ·· .. :t ... ·· __ ... r.-iiil .... ___ SIM._· mllii·.AJC_illiMIi-·~a"iiiii?iiii: inialii' iii.' ttlf fil· __ lImll~"f; ... t_~~...:.o..-
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intersections of the other acquisitions are registered 
to the base acquisition for labeling. In this example, 
pixel 2 was labeled as non-small-grains, but since the 
turning acquisition was the base acquisition. it 
should have been labeled as small grair.s. This may 
have been a clerical error. 

Pixel 3 provide an example of an Jbnormal sig
nature. It is green in the heading acquisition and red 
in the turning acquisition. However, this pixel lies on 
the edge of a small body of water. The ground truth 
indicated that the wheat field came right up to the 
edge of the water. The AI labeled the pixel as non
small-grains. The evaluator thought that the AI 
believed the pixel to be grass growing on the edge of 
the water. The evaluator determined that the pixel 
was actually spring wheat. as indicated by the ground 
truth . but the development of the pring wheat in 
this pixel had been delayed because of excess 
moisture and was still in the heading stage although 
the majority of the wheat in the segment was in the 
turning stage. 

E/fects of A /. acquisition hi lOry. and bias correction 
on proportion e timation error.-The Image 100 pro
ce or and data from eight U.S. blind sites were used 
in an experiment wherein each site was analyzed by 
three AI's to give a "raw" and a "bia -corrected" esti-

HEADING - JUNE 23.1977 
SW - RED 
NW _. GREEN 

mate of the proponion of small grains in each seg
ment. The s~gments were of two types; namely, 
those having acquisitions in all four biophases and 
those having only early-season acquisitions . The seg
ments were selected at random from the blind site 
for which detailed ground truth was available. 

The objectives of the experiment were (l) to 
evaluate the performance of Procedure I in terms of 
absolute proportion estimation error and its 
repeatability with different AI' , (2) to make com
parisons between "bias-corrected" and "raw" Pro
cedure 1 estimates, and (3) to determine whether the 
performance was better when acquisitions from all 
biostages were used than when only the early-season 
acquisition was used. 

The third objective could not be properly achieved 
because of the small number of segments u ed (four 
of each type) . It was later e timated that to make 
effective compari ons of this type in a fully ne ted 
design, one would need about 10 time as many seg
ments. The efficiency of the test could be improved 
if the same egment were analyzed fir t u ing only 
early-season acquisitions and then using all acqui i
tion : however. there would be potential bi a ing 
problem in uch replication if the same AI analyzed 
the segment under both the early-season and the full-

TURNING - JULY 29. 1977 
SW - GREEN 
NW - RED 

1. BORDER PIXEL - SPECTRAL CONFUSION OF SW AND SUNFLOWERS 
2. EDGE PIXEL - SHIFTS FROM ROAD (HEADING) TO SW (TURNING) 
3. ABNORMAL SIGNATURE - EXCESS WATER RETAADED SW DEVELOPMENT 

F\(;lIRE 12.-PhaJ.{- ill omission labt'lIl1~ l'rrur {·;nlllph-, . 
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season conditions. If different AI's perfurmed the 
analysis, the potentially larae variability, as found in 
the experiment reported here, would further increase 
the number of segments required. 

Table xxy shows the absolute proportion estima· 
tion error I r - XI, where 1 is the around.truth 
small-grains proportion and r is the analyst's esti
mate of X, for the various treatment combinations. 
A verages are blocked off from the basic data; for ex· 
ample, the average absolute error for AI "8" on 
early-season segments was 1l.6 for the raw estimate 
and 11.8 for the bias-corrected estimate. The averale 
absolute error on all segments was 7.9 for raw esti· 
mates and 11.1 for bias-corrected estimates. The 
average absolute error for all three AI's was 12.8 for 
raw early-season estimales. 6.3 for raw full-season 
estimates. and 9.5 for all eight segments with raw 
estimates. The srand mean was 10.0. 

The most obvious feature of table XXV is the 
large variability between AI's and between segments. 
If this variation is taken to be typical. then future ex
periments should be designed so that segments and 
AI's are "crossed" with treatments as much as possi· 
ble; that is. each segment should be worked by each 
AI using each treatment. 

Analysis of variance was used to test for the 
effects of AI's. time (i.e .• early season versus all ac
quisitions). method (raw versus bias correction). and 
their interactions. The results led to the following 
conclusions. 

1. The large disparity between data from various 
AI's was not consistent over segments; i.e., an AI 
would do better on one seament than on another. 

2. There was no silnificant difference between 
methods; i.e., the use of bias correction just traded 
one random error for another of comparable mag
nitude. 

3. Any test involving acquisition history was not 
significant. 
As stated earlier. these tests had extremely low 
power because of insufficient numbers of segments 
to account for the large AI·to-AI and segment-to-seg
ment variability. 

Summery of p ..... m 

The Phase III results indicate that significant im· 
provement has been realized over Phase I and Phase 
II results because of the LACIE area estimation tech· 
nology improvements. The incorporation in Phase 
III of the ratios of wheat to small grains as forecast 
using the econometric models proved to be much 
better than using historical ratios. The new classifica
tion procedure. Procedure 1. apparently helped in· 
crease the precision of small-grains proportion esti· 
mates. particularly in the spring wheat area. The in· 
creased precision in classification. together with the 
achievement of the Phase III goal of a 2,J·percent 
sample error, resulted for the first time in a total 

TABLE XXV.-Image 100- Procedure I Data 

II ~ - XI (small grains)) 

A"quisi/iOI/ 
history 

Early season only 

Average 

Full season 

Averaac 

Overall averaae 
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Segment 

1642 
1651 
1660 
1662 

1603 
1614 
1637 
16S6 

A 

16.5 
11.4 
9.7 
8.4 

I\.S 

0.8 
S.2 
1.3 
1.7 

2.2 

6.9 

Ra .. · 

Anal,l's/ 
B ( 

10.8 2.0 
18.S 21.3 
14.6 30.3 
2.S 7.0 

11.6 IS.2 

1.4 0.9 
10.6 31.7 

.3 1S.1 
4.7 2.4 

4.3 12.5 

7.9 1J.8 

Bias correction Ol'('ra/l 
average 

Average Ana/~'s/ Average 
A 8 C 

18.9 8.7 16.8 
S.6 18.3 19.7 
8.0 11.9 19.5 
1.6 8.2 1 S 

12.8 8.5 11.8 14.4 11.l! 12.2 

1.4 1.4 2.0 
9.7 32.9 32.6 
7.2 5.0 14.0 
2.7 2.5 2.S 

6.3 5.3 10.5 12.8 9.5 7.9 

9.S 6.9 11.1 13.6 10.5 10.0 
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wheat area estimate for the United States for which 
the 90/90 hypothesis could not be rejected. 

The expanded blind site pro,ram proved to be ex
tremely useful for evaluatin, the area estimation 
technolOlY in Phase III and is expected to be invalua
ble for future tec:hnolo,y advancements. The major 
sources of labeUn, error-abnormal si,natures, 
boundaries, and inadequate acquisitions- were iden
tified throuah the use of the around data acquired 
and processed in Phase Ill. As a result, classification 
procedures have already been modified to eliminate 
sesment estimates based on poor acquisition histo
ries. The abnormal sipature and boundary problems 
are still under investiption. Potential solutions are 
beins investilated at this writing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The 3 years of area estimation results in the U.S. 
yardstick region support the U.S.S.R. and Canadian 
experience. In Phase II, the wheat area for Canada 
was grossly underestimated. Problems were ap
parently due to incorrect ratios of wheat to small 
srains and omission errors in small .. rains classifica
tion. The omission errors are thought to be the result 
of boundary pixels and abnormal signatures. The 
boundary pixels are due to small fields (e.I., strip
fallow croppin, practice) and nonhomoseneous 
fields. The ,bnormal sisnatures are like those ex
perienced in the USNGP sprins wheat area durins 
LACIE. 

In the U.S.S.R., the fields are very larse (averase 
about 500 hectares) and the cropping practices ap
pear to be more uniform than in the United States. 
The large fieltU'result in fewer boundaries. and the 
uniform cropping practices result in fewer abnormal 
sisnatures. This situation should result in belter pro
portion estimates at the segment level, according to 
the Phase III blind site analyses. and hence in im
proved wheat area estimates for the U.S.S.R. 

For resions such as Canada with a variety of crop
ping practices (e.g., irregular planting. grazing. and 

stripplna) that result in many boundaries and abnor
mal sianatures and the prevalence of many confu
sion crops, it Is believed that improvements in the 
area estimation tec:hnololY are required. However, it 
is expected that sianificant advances in the Landsat 
scanner and in Landsat data processin, will improve 
the area estimation capability for these regions. 
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Accuracy and Performance of LACIE Yield 
Estimates In Major Wheat Producing Regions 

of the World 

D. E. Phinney,a R. G. Sttiff,b A. G. HOUStOIl,b E. M. Hsu,a and M. H. TrenchartfO 

INTRODUCTION 

The LACIE wheat production for a specific resion 
is calculated as the product of the total area of wheat 
harvested and the averase yield per unit area in the 
region. Although Landsat data are used in makilll 
area estimates, their use in yield estimation either 
alone or in combination with conventiClnal 
meteorological data is still in the developmental 
stage. The current LACIE yield model makes an in
dependent estimate based on weather variables ob
tained from ground reports. These weather observa
tions are provided by the national weather service in 

'each country and are transmitted internationally by 
the synoptic network of the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO). 

The LACIE yield models for the United States 
(ref. 1) represent the "first generation" of yield 
models designed for large-area application. These 
models and their development are described in detail 
in the paper by Strommen et al. entitled "Develop
ment of LACIE CCEA-I Weather/Wheat Yield 
Models." However, a brief review will be given of 
some salient points which materially affect the per
formance of these models. 

The models were derived. using multiple linear 
regression, from historical time series of selected 
weather variables and yield. The resulting models are 
area specific with one model for each region. The 
candidate weather variables were functions of 
monthly mean air temperature and monthly total 
precipitation. The final selection of parameters used 
in a given model was based partly on statistical con
siderations and partly on agronomic interpretation of 
the critical weather factors for the modeled area (see 

aLockheed Eleclronil.'s Company. Uouslnn. Texas. 
bNASA Johnsun Space Cenler. Houston. Texas. 

the paper by Strommen et al.) The methodolOlY used 
to develop the models is shown schematically in 
figure 1. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the modeled areas for the 
United States and the U.S.S.R. Spring and winter 
wheat were n.?deled separately. resulting in 14 
models for 12 areas in the United States and 44 
models for 33 areas in the U.S.S.R. 

Data from 1932 to 1976 were used to construct a 
data bas: for U.S. model development and evalua
tion. The regional yields were aggregated from U.S. 
Department of Aariculture (USDA) Statistical Re
portina Service (SRS)I crop reportina district {CRD) 
data. The weather data used for model development 
consisted of averases of temperature and precipita
tion for climatol08ical divisions. Weishted regional 
averaaes. based on 1973 acreage distributions for the 
U.S. models, were calculated for each weather vari
able. 

In foreign areas, the lcnsth of available historical 
records varied greatly. Yields were modeled for polit
ical subdivisions which correspond to the official re
porting scheme for the area. The handling of the 
meteorological data also varied from country to 
country (see the plenary paper by Strommen et al. 
entitled "The Impact of LACIE on a National 
Meteorological Capability"). 

A trend component of the year-to-year variation 
in yield has long been recognized and has been at
tributed to technological factors such as improved 
varieties. increased fertilization. and changing 
cultural practices. The LACIE yield models use a 
linear trend based on year which is fit piecewise as 
shown for. the North Dakota spring wheat model in 
figure 4. 

IThe Statistical Reportinll Service (SRS) has since become 
pari (If the Economics. Sialistil.'s. and Cuu\Ieratives Service 
(ESCS). 
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For use in predicting yields through the crop 
season. the lACIE yield models were used with 
coerlicients which were estimated using only those 
weather variables available up to the time of the esti
mate. 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Teat of 90/tO Criterion 

The goal of LACIE was to predict wheat produc
tion at harvest. over large areas. to within 10 percent 
of the true value 90 percent of the time. This was 
referred to JS the 90/90 criterion. 

An evaluation of the yield models in the context 
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of the 90/90 criterion can be carried out indepen
dentl~' of acreage estimation errors b~' using the 
reference standard a~'reage estimates tottether with 
the yield model prediction. As shown below, the 
90/90 criterion for a production estimate with both 
acreage and yield errors is e4uivalent to a 90/93 cri
terion for .... production estimlltc with onl)' yield er
rors. " 90/93 ~:riterion specilies that the production 
estimate. with no acreage errors, be within 7 I'ercent 
of the true production with a probability of at least 90 
per~·ent. 

The 90/90 criterion for production ma~' be wrillen 
as 

Probability (I ~ -pi" O.1p) :> 0,9 

'tiD. 
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where /J is the LACIE estimale of wheat production 
and I'il the true wheat produclion. 

ASlumin, lhal the yield and acreap Cllimates are 
independenl and are unbiased estimates of the true 
yield and acreqe and lhal lhe production estimates 
are normally distributed, it has been shown (ref. 2) 
lhal Ihe probability Slalement can be wriuen in 
terms of the variance IT; of the produ,lion estimate. 

Pr (" - " < 2l!) ;;;. 0.9 ap op 

It can be shown that the variance of lhe produc
lion estimate may be eSlimaled from lhe vari
ance ITr of a production eSlimate made usin,lhe ac
tual acrC8le an" Ihe yield estimale. 

It then follows lhal 

That is, the 90/90 criterion for a production estimate 
with both .creaae and yield errors is equivalentlo a 
90/93 criterion for a production estimate with only 
yield errors. 

A random variable Z can be defined as follows: 

z -I'. pi 0.0707P 

An indicalor function '11(1) is defined such that 

"'(Z) • 1 if Z <: 0 

"'(1) • U if Z > 0 

The lell statistic leI) can be cVllluated from 
binomillltilbies for a li,"ific.nce level Q of 0.07 Ilnd a 
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number of saloples equal to 10. For eumple. for a 
Io-yar lesl, if :1'1'(1) ill! I, lhe hYPolhesi. lhal the 
90190 criterion has t.n supported is not rejected. 

The lime approach may be Ult~ 10 lesl a .in,le 
model by modifyin, the random v~lfiable. 

where 3 R i. the fraclion of lhe 10lal production con
tained in the modeled rqion. A"eptin, the 90190 
criterion test for a linale model is equivale,u lOlly
in, Ihatthe m?del performance is 8C(Cptable provid
in, lhat all other models which comprise lhe tOlal 
ara are similar and that the model errors an: not cor
related. 

T.n-V •• , T •• ta 

An evaluation of lhe yield models was made by 
obtainin, 10 years \)r yield predictions and corre
spondin, prediction error estimates. where the pre
dictions were obtained usin, a "bootstrap" pro
cedure. In this procedure. predictions were made for 
a particular year. then the resultin, yield and weather 
for that year were used to recalculale the model 
coefficients to predict for the next year. The yield 
predictions were compared with the reference stan
dard over the 10 years at the level at which the model 
is developed. The reference litllndard in the UniteG 
States wllthe lISDA SRS estimalel. In forei,n coun
triel. official country estimates were uled al the 
reference if available; otherwise. USDA Forei,n 
A,ricullural Service (F AS) eltimlltel were em· 
ployed. These compilrisons were used to determine 
whether billies were indicaled and where improve· 
ments were needed. 

For those areas with relatively Ihort historical 
records. the predictive model was developed usin, 
data from all )'cars except the year to be estimated. 
Permutation of the test year resulted in a set of quali. 
independent estimates. This was called .he "jack. 
knife" t~t. 

The squared prediction errors estimated for each 
of lhe 10 predictions are compared with the observed 
mean squared error over the leSI sel for each yield 
model lone. This comparison indicales any short. 
cominp in the estimator for the prediction error. 
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PHILOIOPHIC APPROACH 

Models were developed and lesled durin, LACIE 
for Allentina. AUitralia. Brazil. Canada. India. the 
U.S.S.R .• and lhe United Slates, All models were lub
jected to historicallCils. The models for Canada. the 
U.S.S.R,. and the United Slales were also used in 
LACIE operalions. The objeclive of lhe model 
evaluations was to determine whether it WII possible 
10 provide yield estimales with sufficient accurac), 
and reliability to improve predictive abilities. particu
larly in forei,n applications, 

However. in forei,n areas. it was difficult to iso
laiC the error sources such that an orderly develop
ment or yield lechnoloay could be carried oUI. The 
specification of trend. Ihe densit)' of input 
meleoroloaical data. and Ihe rei iabi I h)' or even offi
cial yield sialistics were all confounded in mosl 
forei," situations. Thus. the U.S. Great Plains 
(USGP} was selecled as a "yardstick" rqion, By 
focusing Ihe available L ACI E yield evaluation 
resources on the lJSGP. il was possible 10 understand 
more rully the .Iren,lhs and weaknesses of opera· 
tional )'ield models. 

PHAIE I ('.75 CROP YEAR) EVALUATION 

Yield models were developed durin, Phase I (or 
rClions c.,verin, the ninc statcs or the llSGP, These 
models were arrlied at Ihe CR 0 lev~1 as well as ill 

the retion.1I "~"'el, Durin, evaluation of these models. 
it was found that there were no si,nincant 
differences between rClional predictions obtained 
directly from Ihe .ecionai models and aprl)'inl the 
rCJional mudel at the CR () le\'cI with indi\'idual 
CRI> weather (rd. 71. E"ploraIOr)' studies indil:atet! 
that mu~ls derin~d and applied at the indi\'idual 
CR () had the pOlential (or imprmed model perfor. 
man~'c due to crcat..-, homor-eneit), of wealher and 
)'idd dala, 1I0wcwr. limitations in rc"'urces pre· 
"mted takiflr. all\'anla,c of Ihe 1",tC'Il"h inherenl in 
modelin. smallcr areas, 

The model eSlin1atcs \\'c:re a"rl. .... l.:d to Ihe USGP 
Ie\'el and c\alUillcd usin, Ihe 9ONO tesl nilerion, The 
results sh(lwn in tilhle I indkate thill the Phase I 
mudels did ntll suprort rmjc~1 i"~'urac)' Joals. The 
indhidual models \l:efe ahm e\aluatcd for Iheir pcr· 
forn1i1nce O\'er Ihe IO-)'car reriud, Results are ~hown 

in table II. All model •• excepl North Dakota and 
Kiln .... sup .• ort the 90190 obj«live when projected 
to the USGP level. 

Besida ",.,in, evaluated lIIin'I the 9OI9n "j
terion. mode;s were examined to detern1ine their 

TABU I.-r,,,· YlQI llooIJ'rtIp r",/or"" U.s. Phtllt I 
Y"ld Modt/s A"",,,rtd 10 ,lit USGP by Y"" 

With 9OIfJO Crt'"'on Ttsl 

Yror SRS, LAC'/E. Errrn" l .(Z,b 
~ bIIIfIm 

1965 24,0 23.S 0.6 -39141205 1 
1966 22,S 24.9 -2.4 29256745 0 
1967 21.5 20,S 1.0 -20336126 I 
1961 26.0 24.' 1.2 -26350536 I 
1969 21.1 30.5 -2.3 11994IS6 0 
1970 2'.2 2'.2 -.1 -S9S42901 I 
1971 30.' 21.1 2.7 167163)0 0 
1972 29.3 29.1 -.1 -6427JOr12 I 
1973 30.' 36.7 -5.9 I_S)I..., 0 
1974 23.1 28.4 -4.6 135721192 0 

~_ - -lot""",, IIMII: - ''''''''.'' 
&1.,11 • 5, ttltCl ..".., 

TABL£ 1I.-Ttn·Y~' Boo""ap rtSI (196~·74) 
lor ,ht U.S. PhIlSt I Yltld Modt/s 

With 00/90 Cr/t"lon T,sl by Modtl R~jon 

Montini SW 0.4 
Norlh OakolOi SW - 2J 
Red River SW - H 
Soulh Dakota SW 0 
Monlllna WW .7 
Badland. WW I CJ 
Nebralka WW 22 
('l.IlcJrado WW J 
Kan... WW -2.1 
Oklahoma WW - 1.7 
',nhandle WW -4 
Teu. Llni WW 1.4 

Plalfti 

Total 
Tuul 
TUIIII 

SW 
WW 
W 

-20 

-III 

RMSJ:, 
bulam 

2.40 
4SS 
4.&9 
2.24 
371 
DO 
442 
4.Jl 
71' 
'41 
329 
JOI 

HI 
HI 
277 

YII 
No 
Ves 
Vh 
Vt'I 
Yes 
Yes 
VII 
No 
Ves 
Ve. 
Ves 
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Significant bias, detected by a t-test on the mean 
error, was found for the North Dakota, Nebraska, 
and Oklahoma models, This bias was attributed to 
differences between the zone boundaries used for 
testing (fig. 2) and those used for developing the 
models (ref. 3). The areas not included in model 
development had relatively small acreages of wheat 
but may have contributed to the observed bias. More 
significant were those areas, indicated by hatching in 
figure 6, which were used in the development of adja
cent models. For example. inclusio.l of the low yield 
in the Nebraska Panhandle in the development of 
the Nebraska model would result in low estimates 
when applied to the rest of Nebraska. 

Operational use of the yield models for the USGP 
area during Phase II gave extremely promising 
results. Table V shows a comparison of the lACIE 
and SRS yield estimates for the end of season. The 
results are given by state together with aggregated 
figures for the spring and winter wheat regions and 
for the USGP. With the exception of South Dakota. 
where the lACIE yield estimates did not completely 
capture the full effects of a severe drought. the per· 
formance was remarkable. Reexamining the test 
results for these models (table III) reveals that there 
were only 2 years during the 19f.S·7S period in which 
the Phase II accuracy was equaled or exceeded. 

Table VI gives a month-by-month comparison of 
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the LACIE and SRS yield estimates for sprina. 
winter, and total wheat for the USGP. As can be 
seen, the SRS estimates rise steadily and converge 
with the relativel)' \:onstant LAClE estimates. 

Historical studies of the LACIE yield models for 
Canada (ref. 4) and for the U.S.S.R. (ref. 5) were con
ducted. Evaluation of the model tests indicates that 
the 90/90 criterion was supported at the country 
level. All Canadian models and all winter wheat 
models individually supported 90/90. However. 7 of 

Fa(ilIR.: •• -lloundarit'S rur " .... 'h ... ' d.,. UM" In .... ""lop'nlC , ..... 

23 U.s.s.R. spring wheat yield models were jucbJed 
inadequate. 

Ope,.tlon.1 T •• tl", 

Limited testina of the LACIE models for Canada 
and the U.S.S.R. was carried out in an operational 
mode. Table VII compares the LACIE yield esti
mates with those provided by the USDA F AS. The 
operational test covered the Canadian prairies, repre
senting 16 CRO's. and two indicator regions in the 
U.S.S.R .• covering 36 districts. 

The lack of detailed regional figures in foreign 
areas makes meaningful evaluation of these esti
mates difficult. This points to the very real need to 
base the primary determination of the capabilities of 
the lACIE yield models on their performance in the 
USGP area. where a detailed error analysis can be 
ciitried out. 

PHASE III (1977 CROP VEAR) RESULTS 

Model and Methodolog, Modifications 

,1 ... ld mod ... ls '...,.Ifd In Pha,w II. For Phase III. two additional )'icld models were 

TABLE V.-Phase II (1976 Crop Year) Results From 
UCIE Otwrational Yield Models Compared With SRS 

for Final Estimalt 

.4/'f'0 Crop SRS. LACIE. Error. RtJiI 
IJ~ 1J1l10C'/'f' lJulOI'I'f' 

Montana SW 29.4 27.1 2.3 -a.s 
North Dakota SW 24.7 27.0 -2.J 85 
Minnesota SW 32.4 JO.l 2.1 -1).9 
South Dakota SW 10.9 17.2 -6.) 36.6 
Montana ww 32.0 29.9 2.1 -7.0 
South Dakota WW 111.0 31.6 -1J.6 43.0 
Nebraska WW 32.0 32.7 .7 2.1 
Colorado WW 21.S 19.6 1.9 -9.7 
Kansas WW JO.O 31.0 -1.0 3.2 
Oklahoma WW 24.0 22.6 1.4 -6.2 
Texas WW 22.0 18.7 3.1 -17.6 
USOP SW 2S.J 26.2 -.9 3.4 
USGP WW 27.0 27.0 0 0 
USGP TW 26.4 26.7 -J 1.1 

·Ret.".t d.rrt_ • Ul ",{'IE SRSI ... lM:IEI " IOO\ICf<cnl 
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developed to expand ,overage 10 areas not pre
viously modeled. Increasing wheat production in 
parIs of Minnesota traditionally planted to other 

TABLE VI.-Comparison of Phase II (1976 Crop Year) 
UCIE and SRS Yield Estimates by Monlh/or the 

USGP 

(I" IlIIshtds Pf'I' O('/'f'/ 

Monlh Sp,;ng",""'o/ Wint .. , 14,,",01 To/al14"'fiJ/ 

SRS UCIE SRS L.4CIE SRS L4CIE 

February 19.8 276 
March 19.8 21.0 
April 22.7 25.9 
May 24.9 25.3 
June 24.8 26.5 
July 26.4 26.7 
AUlDSt 24.3 26.) 269 26.7 259 26.6 
September 26.4 26,3 26.9 27.0 26.7 26.8 
<ktober 25.7 26.2 26.9 27.0 26.4 26.7 
Final 2S.1 26.2 27.0 27.0 26.4 26.7 
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crops resulted in tl new model for thtlt part of the 
state not previously covered by the Red River 
model. In addition. a model for south-central Texas 
and parts of the coastal tlrCtls was implemented. In 
etlch of these models. a linear trend from the period 
1955-75 was used with no change in trend after 1975. 

A modification to the historical testing of the 
models was implemented to make the historical tests 
more representtltive of the results that would have 
been obtained if the models had been in operation 
throughout the test period. On the assumption that 
an inflection point in the trend term would not t-e 
rl!Cognized in real time. the trend ~omponent of the 
model was continued for 2 years beyond the year 
that hindsight analysis had shown to be a breakpoint. 

Historical Testing 

The result .. (If a to-year (1967-76) period of using 
this '\'ontinued" trend Jlrocedure are shown in t.I:,le 

T.f8LE VII.-Phast' /I (1976 Crop Year) Results From 
LACIE Operational Yield ModelsIor Foreign Indicator 

Regions Compared witlr FAS Estimates 

(a) V.S.S.R ... ·;nt,', ... hl'ilI ;//,I;flll'IT fl,/:;O// 

Pc";II,1 f~~S. I .... C/E. EmIT. 
qll"a qllhll qilira 

farly season 24.0 25.7 -1.7 
Midscason 24.7 25.3 -.6 
Harvesl 27.6 24.6 HI 

(/I) V.S.S. R. Spr;II.II ... 1','/11 II/,/;t'al/" fl'1{;'''' 

p",;"d 

Earl)' season 
Midsclisun 
lIan'esl 

P,";II,' 

f.arl)· scason 
Midscason 
lIun'csl 

1'4S. I .. K/E. Em". 
qll"a qllha qlllra 

\0.0 10.7 -0.7 
\0.1/ 10.6 J 
11..\ 10j .8 

f~"S. 1."< ·IE. EmIT. 
/1111" .. ,,· /1111" .. ,.., /11110..,.' 

21/.6 
21/.6 
.H.I 

27.7 
27.8 
27.7 

\.9 
\.8 
.l.4 

Rna 

6.6 
2.4 

-12.3 

RIJO 

6j 
-2.[! 

-7.6 

RIJO 

-6.8 
b.5 

-\.13 

VIII. The estimated yields for 1967. 1973. tlnd 1974 
are those affected by the modification in testing pro
cedures. Other small changes from the results shown 
in table III stem from including the newly modeled 
regions in the aggregation. The reported RMSE's in
~reased as a result of this procedure. reflecting a 
more realistic picture of the models' true predictive 
abilities. The test results also show that, based on the 
historical test. the Phase III yield models supported 
the 90/90 criterion. 

Table IX shows that all the individual models sup
ported the 90/90 criterion. The spring wheat models 
as a group tended to overestimate yield. with particu
lar problems occurring in the North Dakota and Red 
River models. Figure 7 gives the results of a con
tingency test for the spring wheat models. The devia
tion of the actual yields from the model trend was 
compared with the relative model error. An over
estimation of below-normal yields and an under
estimation of above-normal yields were found. The 
X2 value was equal to 33.79 with 16 degrees of 
freedom and is significant at the I-percent level. The 
modeled trends overall appear to be overestimates of 
the actu." trend. contributing to the tendency toward 
a Jlositive bias for the aggregated total spring wheal. 

The winter wheat models performed well as a 
groUl1. The models for the Badlands. Colorado. and 
Kansas showed the hugest error rates. The Kansas 

T4BLf VI/I.-Ten- t't>ar BO(Jlstrap Test 
for U.S. Pllase III Models With Colltinllecl Trt'nd 

//11 /I//Slrt'ls ,.,., "0'" 

r",,, li"al ... h,'/II S,,';III: .. ·h.'lll 11';/111" ",Ir.'al 

SRS .\I"dt'l SRS .\I",/t'I SRS .\todd 
I'm'," 1'"",/1 c'rro'" 

1%7 21.b 0.9 22,9 0 .. 1 210 1.\ 
11/68 2b.0 - 1.4 261 -II~ 25.1/ -\2 
\1/69 28.4 \.0 28.4 22 284 5 
11/70 28,2 -\.b 2.1.5 -\.O JI1.4 -\.9 
tl/71 30.8 -2.9 .lO,b -1.7 .10 Q -J7 
\1/72 21/.3 -.2 28.5 2.2 21/.7 -15 
\973 .10.8 -.2 277 .2 .12.01 - .. 1 

\1/74 2311 4.b 208 6.6 25j .1.4 
11/7S 268 .5 25.7 ,8 27.4 J 
1976 26.4 .7 25 .. 1 2.0 271 -I 

a Mt." rfhlf. U I l'IU/'~·f('. k MSI . 1 ~'~Uj"""l' 
t'I\t(,lIn rnor, I U bU/",,'ft. RMSI. 2~" hu/4h:r(' 

"'Mr"'" tllor, -U4 bu/'~I(,. RMSr. I Sol bu/~h.r ... 
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model may be of particular concern because in recent 
years Kansas has accounted for nearly 40 percent of 
the winter wheat and 25 percent of the total wheat 
production in the USGP. 

For comparative purposes, the acreage and pro
duction of the newly modeled reg,ons were removed 
from the aggregation for 1976. The resulting esti
mated yield for the USGP in 1976 was 26.95 bushels 
per acre, which corresponds well with the 27.0 
bushels per acre obtained during Phase II operations. 
This is important in that there was concern that the 
weather data used for model input during operations, 
which was derived from analyses of the synoptic 
scale weather network, was not comparable with the 
data used for model development and testing, which 
came from a much higher density climatic observa
tion network. Figure 8 shows the results of a more 
detailed comparison between yield estimates calcu
lated from high- and low-density meteorological 
data. On the basis of 2 years' data, it appears that the 
operational handling of meteorological data in
troduces no significant bias to the yield estimate. 

TABLE IX.-Ten- Year Bootstrap Test (1967-76) 
for u.s. Phase 11/ Yield Models Using C ",inued Trend 

With 90190 Criterion Test by Model Region 

Model Crop MMflerror. RMSE. Support 
buJacf(' buJacf(' 90190 

Montana SW 0.6 2.\8 Yes 
North Dakota SW -1.2 2.94 Yes 
Red River SW -1.4 3.95 Yes 
Minnesota SW -.6 3.81 Yes 
South Dakota SW -.8 3.00 Yes 
Montana WW .3 2.69 Yes 
Badlands WW .1 4.61 Yes 
Nebraska WW -.2 2.92 Yes 
Colorado WW .8 3.42 Yes 
Kansas WW .3 3.39 Yes 
Oklahoma WW -.1 2.21 Yes 
Panhandle WW .S 2.69 Yes 
Texas Low WW .6 2.74 Yes 

Plains 
Texas Edwards WW .8 2.88 Yes 

Plateau 
Texas South WW -.8 2.69 Yes 

Central 

Total SW -1.0 2.56 
Total WW .4 \.84 
Total W -.\ 1.90 

-_._--------

Early in Phase III, a series of tests was conducted 
in which the ability of the models to predict yield 
before the at-harvest estimate was evaluated. The 
results of these trials for Kansas are typical and may 
be seen in table X. Clearly, as successive months of 
weather data are added to the model, the skill of the 
prediction increases. The variability associated with 
filting the piecewise trend as each new year is added 
to the model is evident. Since the models are predict
ing weather-induced variations around the trend, the 
trend specification is a signi:icant source of potential 
error. 

PERCENT IRS DE1IlAttON FROM TREND 
- 10 + 10 + 10 
TO TO TO 

< - 20 - 10 + 10 + 20 > + 20 

-10 
TO 

- 10 
PERCENT - 10 
MOOIL TO 
ERROR +10 

+ 10 
TO 

+20 

>+ 20 

1 

a 

4 

4 

YIELD 
IELOW TREND 

I 

2 

1 

2 

11 

2 

2 

3 1 

MODEL 
UNDEREST .. ATED 

11.
2 = 33.11 

d.I. = 11 

IIOOEL 
OVEREIT .. ATED 

'tELD 
AIOVE TREND 

n(il:RF. 7 • .....(·ontlnllency table of model error and deflation of 
actual yll'ld from trend for an spring wheal models. 

35 

30 

YIELD "TWATE 
FROM LOW·DENSITY 25 

MET DATA, 
au/ACRE 

20 

15 

If 
8~ 
~ 

o 

00 

MEAN DIFFERENCE = 0.3 IU/ACRE 
RMS DIFFERENCE = 0.11 IU/ACRE 

10 " 2tI 21 30 '.5 .. 
YIELD ElnMATE FROM HIOH·DENSITY MET )ATA. au/ACRE 

FI(;lJRF. 8 . .....(·ompllrI50n of Y'leld esllmates l'l'Sultlnll from hlah
and low-4enslly Input metl'Orololllcal dala for crop years 1976 
and 1977 for each U.S. model. 
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Table XI gives the results obtained by LACIE dur
ing the Phase III (1977) crop year. A comparison of 
the end-of-season yield estimates produced by 
LACIE and SRS by state shows sizable errors. Sig
nificant underestimates occurred in Montana and 
Minnesota for spring wheat. In winter wheat. notable 
underestimates also occurred in Texas and 
Oklahoma. with a corresponding oYerestimate in 
Kansas. The resulting aggregations also underesti
milted the yield for spring. winter. and total wheat. 
An examination of the historical tests shows that
in contrast with Phase II-only in 2 years were the 
aggregated yield estimates worse than during Phase 
III. Table XII shows the monthly progression ofSRS 
and LACIE yield estimates. 

During Phase III operations. the only foreign ap
plication of the LACIE yield models was in the 
U.S.S.R. Table XIII presents a comparison of the 
LACIE and F AS yield estimates on a month-by
month basis. LACIE yield estimates for total wheat 
yield were 11 percent below those supplied by F AS 
for the at-harvest estimate. 

A complete assessment of the radically different 
performance of the LACIE yield models between 
Phase II and Phase III in the USGP is difficult. Phase 
II represented a relatively normal crop year. 
Although conditions were dry. the weather was fairly 
constant. Phase III began dry. and the LACIE yield 
models place emphasis on early-season moisture 
conditions. Plentiful but erratic precipitation 
followed throughout the growing season. The models 
were unable to renect the adaptability of the crop. 
which took advantage of the erratic but improving 
conditions. 

As a result of the ongoing evaluation of the 
LACIE yield models, a model-by-model revision was 
completed prior to operational use during the LACIE 
Transition Year. A complete statistical reevaluation 
of the weather and trend components of each model 
was completed, resulting in the first complete revi
sion in yield models for LACIE operations. At this 
time, an evaluation of the revised models has not 
been completed. However. a consensus seems to 
have emerged that the results presented here repre
sent the state of the art for a model of this spatial and 
temporal resolution. 

;; 

TABLE X.-Results of Ten- Year Bootstrap Test 
for Phase 11/ Kansas Winter Wheat Yield Model 

by Tr/4,':rlltion 

{In bushels per acre} 

Year SRS CCEA truncation 

Trend Feb. Mar. May June 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Mean 
error 

RMSE 

20.0 25.4 22.4 20.8 22.4 
26.0 24.5 23.3 22.3 24.0 
31.0 25.1 26.8 30.1 30.7 
33.0 26.9 26.9 29.1 29.3 
34.5 28.8 28.7 27.7 28.6 
33.5 30.7 29.9 28.6 29.6 
37.0 31.2 32.7 35.0 34.6 
27.5 32.1 33.4 33.6 32.2 
29.0 31.S 31.3 32.0 32.3 
30.0 31.2 29.0 29.2 30.2 

1.41 1.71 1.31 0.76 

4.54 4.17 3.89 3.35 

20.6 
24.4 
31.7 
30.0 
28.9 
29.6 
35.9 
32.8 
31.9 
30.3 

0.54 

3.11 

TABLE XI.-Phase /JI (1977 Crop Year) Results From 
LACIE Operational Yield Models Compared 

With SRSjor Final Estimates/or the USGP Area 

Area 

Montana 
North Dakota 
Minnesota 
South Dakota 
Montana 
South Dakota 
Nebraska 
Colorado 
Kansas 
Oklahoma 
Texas 
usap 
usap 
usap 

Crop SRS, LAc/E, Error, 
bulacre bularre bulacre 

sw 22.0 18.0 4.0 
SW 24.9 23.1 1.8 
SW 39.9 32.0 7.9 
SW 23.5 20.8 2.7 
WW 29.0 26.5 2.5 
WW 25.0 27.1 -2.1 
WW 35.0 32.0 3.0 
WW 22.0 22.5 -.5 
WW 23.5 28.8 - 5.3 
WW 27.0 20.0 7.0 
WW 25.0 20.3 0 
SW 27.1 23.4 3. 7 
WW 27.7 25.6 2.1 
TW 27.5 24.9 2.6 

"Relalive difference - «LACIE - SRS) ... LAClt) )( 100 pertenl 

-22.2 
-7.8 

-24.7 
-13.0 
-9.4 

1.7 
-~4 

2.2 
18.4 

-35.0 
-23.2 
-15.8 
-8.2 

-10.4 
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r,.8LE .fll.-Comparison of Phase III (1977 Crop Year) LACIE and SRS Yield 
Estimales by Month/or the USGP Area 

{In buslw's per acre J 

Monlh Sp,lng wheal Wlnl" wheal TOld/wItH, 

SRS L,.C/E Error SRS UCIE Error SRS LAC/E Error 

February 22.5 25.7 
May 28.2 25.5 
June 29.2 25.5 
July 27.0 24.8 28.4 25.6 28.0 25.4 
AuaUSI 27.7 23.4 27.7 25.6 27.7 24.9 
September 26.9 23.6 27.8 25.5 27.5 24.9 
<klober 26.7 23.4 27.8 25.6 27.5 24.9 
Final 27.1 23.4 3.7 27.7 25.6 2.1 27.5 24.9 2.6 

TABLE XIII.-Comparisono/LACIE and FASIU.s.S.R. Yield Estimates/or Phase III (J977 Crop Year) 

MOnlh Win '''' "'h,,al 

FASIU.S.S.R .. LAC/E. RD. FASt 
qllha qllha perrtnl U.S.S.R .. 

qllha 

April 24.3 
May 24.1 
June 25.6 
July 25.9 
AUlust 27.0 25.5 -5.9 11.0 
September 28.8 25.6 -S.S 9.7 
<xtober 28.8 25.6 -S.S 9.7 
Fanal 28.8 2S.6 -S5 9.7 

CONCLUSIONS 

The lACIE yield models which were developed. 
implemented. and tested during the three phases of 
this experiment represent the first generation of 
yield models designed for the large-area prediction of 
wheat yields. The models are capable of supporting 
the stated project goal of being within 10 percent of 
the actual wheat production 90 percent of the time. 

The limitations of these models arc inherent in 
their nature. The temporal resolution (1 month) 
limits their ability to handle the erratic weather oc
curring. in critical situations. The assumption that the 
crop is always in the same growth stage during a 
given monlh limits the model's ability to respond to 
early or late crop development in a particular year. 
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Sp,;ng wheal TOlal wheal 

UCIE. RD. FASt LAC/E. RD. 
qllha P"rrtnl U.S.S.R .• qllha pefCC'nt 

qllho 

9.0 -22.2 16.0 15.2 -5.3 
9.0 -7.8 16.1 14.7 -9.5 
8.8 -10.2 16.1 14.5 -11.0 
8.8 -10.2 16.1 \4.5 -11.0 

This was particularly apparent in 1974 when planting 
in the spring wheat region was up to 1 month late. 
The relatively large spatial resolution of the in
dividual models limits the capture of localized but 
important episodic events. However. the LACIE 
yield models have rrovided a valuable baseline un
derstanding of the problems associated with predict
ing yield!> for large areas. In addition. these models 
provide a valuable benchmark against which to com
pare more sophisticated models which a:.: designed 
to overcome current limitations and to provide a sec
ond generation of predictive yield models (see the 
paper by Stuff et al. entitled "Status of Yield Estima
tion Technology: A Review of Second-Generation 
Model Development and Evaluation" and the paper 
by Cate et al. entitled '-The Law of the Minimum and 
an Application to Wheat Yield Estimation"). 

• 
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Accuracy and Performance of LACIE Crop 
Development Models 

S. K. Woolley,tl Y. S. Whltehead,b R. G. SUif/,b and W. E. Creab 

INTRODUCTION 

The intent of this paper is to describe the accuracy 
of the crop development model during each of the 3 
years of LACIE. The estimated and observed crop 
development data were compared in order to estab
lish a measure of confidence in the model and to 
identify consistent discrepancies that would adverse
ly affect LACIE operations. Although the model 
provided reliable estimates for various wheat-arow
ing regions of the world. it was found that there are 
still areas in need of further model improvement or 
development. 

CROP CALENDAR MODEL 

Crop development models. referred to in this re
port as crop calendar models, served two purposes in 
LACIE. First, they provided an estimate of the stage 
of development to the yield model builder. This is an 
important variable in the more recently developed 
yield models such as the Feyerherm model (ref. 1) 
and the Cate-Liebig model (see paper by Cate et al. 
entitled "The Law of the Minimum and an Applica
tion to Wheat Yield Estimation"). These model 
forms were developed to account for the change in 
response of wheat yield to environment as the plant 
progresses toward maturity. By providing growth 
stage estimates, the crop calendar model determined 
when the coefficients or response functions in the 
yield model changed from one set to another. Sec
ond, the crop calendar model output provided an in
dicator to the analyst-interpreter of what the ap
pearance of the crop should be (i.e., at 2.3, the 
analyst-interpreter should begin to detect vegetation; 

aLoc:kheed Elec:tronics Company. Houston. Texas. 
bNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texas. 
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near 5.0, he should detect the vegetation turning 
from green to gold; etc.). 

The accuracies required to support these users 
have been difficult to ascertain. Because the applica
tion of the crop development estimates refers to 
several fields or farms (sample segment for analysis; 
pseudozone for yield), it would not be practical to 
strive for better accuracy in tir.te than the equivalent 
spatial scatter of the crop progression in the area of 
interest. The standard deviation of crop progression 
within the sample segments has not been previously 
determined and probably varies greatly with time 
and location and time of year, but a period of 5 to 7 
days appears to be a reasonable goal for crop calendar 
accuracy. 

A study was made to compare and evaluate the 
principal phenological crop calendar models availa
ble for spring wheat. The models evaluated were the 
growing-season degree-day, photothermal units, and 
Robertson's triquadratic model (ref. 2). From these 
tests, the Robertson model (ref. 3) was recom
mended and selected for use in LACIE applications. 

The Robertson model predicts the rate of progres
sion of wheat through its biological development. 
Daily maximum and minimum temperatures and 
day length are the input variables. Day .length is 
calculated internally from the latitude and the date. 
The principal output of the crop calendar model is a 
daily increment of development (DID) through six 
physiological stages of growth. 

Robertson's model consists of the product of 
quadratic expressions involving the three input 
variables (thus the term "triquadratic model"). For 
the LACIE application, a quadratic equation was 
used to calculate the DID within each of six 
physiological stages. The increments are accumu
lated from stage to stage. Because wheat responds 
differently to the environment durin. each 
physiological stage of growth, five different equa
tions are required. 

-. 
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The model was developed usina only data from 
Canada for sprina wheat. Terms and coemcients are 
the same for all locations. In 1976, Feyerherm (ref. 
1) developed a scalar multiplier that was applied to 
the initial equations between emersence and headina 
and that renected the effect of dormancy on winter 
wheat. With the Feyerh·:rm multipliers, the model 
with Robertson's oriainal coefficients produced 
fairly reliable estimates of the headina and ripenins 
times for winter wheat. A more detailed explanation 
of the model appears in the paper by Whitehead and 
Phinney entitled "Or')wth Stille Estimation." 

APPLICATIONIIUMMARY 

Ph ••• I Op.,.lIon. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis
tration (NOAA) had the responsibility for desian. 
implementation. and operation of the adjustable crop 
calendar (ACC) model. Because of limited NOAA 
resources, the National Aeronautks and Space Ad
ministration (NASA) assisted in the desian and im
plementation of the model. In Phase I. the model 
was desianed to be run at the crop-reportina-district 
(CRD) level on the U.S. Great Plains. NASA pro
vided normal crop calendars for all CRD's in the U.S. 
Great Plains states (ref. 4). The model then brouaht 
toaether the data base and current meteoroloaical 
data to lenerate updates. The model was not fully 
implemented until sprina 1975. For winter wheat in 
each CRD in the U.S. Great Plains states where a 
winter wheat sample seament existed, the U.S. 
Department of Alriculture (USDA) supplied the 
Yield Estimation Subsystem (YES) with the actual 
date at which 50 percent of the crop had beaun to 
joint. The model was started in sprina wheat CRD's 
on the actual date when 50 percent of the crop had 
been planted. Daily maximum and minimum tem
peratures were selected for a representative first
order weather station in a particular CRD. If none 
existed, weishted values were used from the nearest 
nei,hborin. stations. The temperature data used 
were in punched card form. The model was updated 
every 2 weeks in the batch mode on the IBM 370/168 
computer facility at the University of Missouri by 
personnel from the NOAA Center for Climatic and 
Environmental Assessment (CCEA) at Columbia, 
Missouri, and was mailed to the NASA Johnson 
Space Center (JSC). Seven developmental staaes 
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were implemented for the LACIE project for spri", 
and winter wheat. These Slaps of development were 
identical to those used by Robertson, but the corre
spondina numbers selected by LACIF. were one 
lreater than those denned by Robertson. The staaes 
of development and their correspondin. numbers on 
the time scale were as follows. 

1.0 Planted 
2.0 Emeraed 
3.0 Jointed 
4.0 Headed 
S.O Son dOUlh 
6.0 Ripe 
7.0 Harvest 

• 

The whole numbers indicate that SO percent of the 
wheat in an area had reached that particular develop
ment stase. Thus, for stase 4.0, SO percent of the 
wheat in the area had beaun to head. 

Pha •• 11 O ... ,.tlons 

The NASA assumed the responsibility for desian 
and implementation in the new winter ~ild sprinl 
wheat relions. The winter wheat re,ions under study 
in Phase II were expanded to include the U.S.S.R. 
and the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.), in addi
tion to the U.S. Great Plains. The correspondina 
sprin, wheat areas were Canada, the U.S.S.R., the 
P.R.C., and the U.s. Great Plains. NOAA retained 
the responsibility for the operation of the model, but 
the location for model operations was transferred 
from Columbia, Missouri, to the IBM 360/65 facility 
in Washin,ton, D.C. 

The model for winter wheat was started with a 
normal cnd-of-dormancy restart model (ref. 5) in the 
U.S. Great Plains. Correspondina end-of-dormancy 
dates and development staae numbers were obtained 
from climatic analoss and were transferred to crop 
calendar stations in the U.S.S.R. and the P.R.C. The 
model for sprin. wheat was started in all sprina 
wheat countries usin, the planting model developed 
by Feyerherm (ref. 6). Crop calendar adjustments 
were provided for a weather station instead of for an 
area, such as the CRD usage in Phase I. These esti
mates were updated biweekly at lirst-order stations 
and transmitted to JSC via a time-sharin, operation 
(TSO). 

Toward the end of Phase II operations, the loca
tion of model operation 'Nas transferred from Wash
inlton, D.C.. to the IBM ';ttl1l9S computer facility at 
Suitland, Maryland. The data continued to be 
transmitted to JSC via a TSO. 
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Durin, the 1976 ,rowin, season, Southern 
Hemisphere calendars were initiated for 25 selected 
stations in Artentina. Australia, and Brazil. The 
transfer of crop calendar estimates wu delayed 
several times because of model errors and 
meteoroloaical data problems and wu not completed 
until the summer of 1977. 

' ..... IIIOperatlonl 

Because of the lack of success of a winter wheat 
starter model, the ACC wu started usin, normal fall 
plantin, dates in the U.S. Oreat Plains, the U.S.s.R., 
and the P.R.C. The model estimates were tenerated 
on the IBM 3601195 computer facility at Suitland, 
Maryland, and continued to be transmitted to JSC 
via a TSO. The estimates were updated biweekly and 
were modified by use of the Feyerherm scalar 
multiplier at each crop calendar station. The 
multipliers were applied to the ACC equations be
tween emersence and heading to improve the 
model's accuracy. In addition to the multipliers, 
another control was introduced to the model to 
prohibit crop calendar advancement beyond staae 
2.85 before January J to prevent the model from pre
dicting jointing before springgrccM oJ. 

At the end of January 1977, a si,nificant error in 
the LACIE crop calendar al,orithm was identified. 
The problem stemmed from an ambiguity in 
Robertson's original paper on the crop calendar, 
which led to an error in the technique used in the 
LACIE model to eliminate "neptive" ,rowth. When 
temperatures were very low or day lengths short, the 
LACIE model erroneously allowed the development 
to continue during the eme!gence to jointing stage. 
As a result of the model's error, operations were tem· 
porarily suspended. After the ACC pro,ram was 
chanaed to incorporate the corrected al,orithm, the 
winter wheat estimates were restarted from the fall 
planting dates and run through the winter. New esti· 
mates for the United States, the U.S.S.R., and the 
P.R.C. arrived at JSC during the middle of March 
and continued to be acquired on terminal via a TSO 
on the scheduled biweekly basis for the remainder of 
the growin. period. The P.R.C. was soon dropped 
from flJrther LACIE Phase III analysis by a project 
directive changing the scope of Phase III operations. 
Output of the adjustments continued to be provided 
in isoline map format. 

The spring wheat starter model wa~ once again 
used to begin operations in the spring wheal Jreas of 

the United States, the U.S.S.R., and Canada. By the 
middle of July, It wu obvious that the model esti
mates for the U.S.S.R. east of the Ural Mountains 
were runnin, possibly 3 weeks ahead of the develop
ment staaes u determined from the Imapry ac
quired from Landsat. Aariaaltural practice in the 
U.S.S.R. is to deJay plantina in these "New Lands" 
areas until the end of May, reaardless of weather con
ditions. Thu, ttle start dates derived from the sprin, 
wheat starter model proved to be several weeks early. 
To obtain revised estimates for this sprin, wheat 
retion, the ACC mode' was operationally restarted 
usin, June 5 development stap estimates for J 5 
meteoroloaical stations. The restart development 
st. estimates were aareed on jointly by the YES 
manaprs and the Classification and Mensuration 
Subsystem (CAMS) team of U.S.S.R. analysts. These 
were subjectively obtained from plantin, informa. 
tion contained in USDA Forei,n Agricultural Service 
(FAS) reports from the region and from correspond
in, Landsat imBlery. By the end of July, the revised 
crop calendar updates were processed and delivered 
to the users at JSC. 

A second form of crop calendar output was made 
available by means of a ,ridded format at the sea· 
ment basis, whereby the crop calendars produced by 
NOAA were extended to the LACIE sample seg
ments (refs, 7 and 8). 

'IRFORMANCIRlaULTI 

'haHI 

Approximately every 18 days, around-truth data 
were recorded on forms at specified intensive test 
sites (ITS's) by personnel from the USDA 
A,ricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
and mailed to JSC (fi,. I). Only data from six winter 
wheat and six sprinl wheat sites were available for 
Phase I analyses. The development stage of wheat at 
"ch ITS was obtained by convertin, the srowth 
stage reported at the fields within the site to the 
LACIE version of the Robertson biometeoroloaical 
time scale (BMTS) noted in table I and then simply 
avera,ina these numbers, Graphic comparisons of 
the differences between the ACC estimate, the 
historical cale~dar for that particular CRD, and the 
ITS around truth were then made. Such a comparison 
is shown in figure 2 for the ITS in Finney County, 
Kansas. 
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The first slep in the analysis was to determine the 
difference in days between the observed Ind the 
computed data. Tables of della days were con· 
structed usin, a plus sian to indicate that the model 
dale was earlier than the observed date (i.e .• model 
(ast) and a minus si,n Ie renecl a model dale that 
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walaler than the oblerved date (i.e .• modal slow). A 
limilar comparison wa made of the hil'orice! crop 
calendar and the development observed at tho 
variOUl ITS's in an effort \0 determine whether the 
modelesUma, .. provided more realistic infomation 
than Ihe normals. 

The biu II each It. wu computed by the 
(ollowlnl expression: 

where It - number o( m'. 
ITS) - date when an ITS reporled thai SO 

percenl of Ihe crop was al .tap}. 
where} - 3. 3.S. 4.0.4.5, S.O. and 6.0 

ACC} - dale when the ACC model reached a 
particular stqe} 

Similarly. by subslhuti", the hislorically averapd 
crop calendar ror the ACC curve. one can use lhe .x. 
pression to determine anolher bias. which becomes 

where HIST) - dale thai the crop normally reached 
a parlicular slaae j (from historical aver.~ 

The standard deviation (SO) and the root mean 

\'llHlA' 
ot Vt U.J.",II ~t 
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lCluare mor (RMSE) were calculated for each d,.la The computed bill could have been due to .. veral 
set by the followi ... formula: fac:ton.1UCh u model erro .... ditTereMeI in tho ..... 

deRnitions from one locale to 1IlOlhor. and obIerver 

• erron. The vilues of the bla. SO, and RMSE for I t [(I~ -ACe,) - 11ft - ACCj]' r both model .timates venus ITS obIerved data and 
historical dall vtrIUI ITS dati are liven in table II. 
The bl .... and SD's for winter and SPrilll wheat 

SO· ,-. were plotted for the crop development I" of n - I beadina and IOf\ douah and are shown in flaum 3 
throuah 6. The crop calendar results at headi ... were .. dlosen for cSoler examination beclw;e. at that panic-
ular development ...... very litt .. ambipity INgt 

• ill def1nition exi.ted amona around obIerven. The 

" '2 
anal,. at soft cIouah were allO KrUtinized more 

• RMSE -[ ~ E (ITS, - ACC,P] closely because the aeneral color·infrared charac-
terillics of wheat chanae from red to ora. monly 

1-. after reac:hilll this stap and are readil)' c.iiltinaui.h· 
able on Landsat imqery. 

TABLE II.-Comparlson 0/ LACIE Phase I ACC and HlsIOfIN/ CRD Ca/tndan With Obsnvtti 
Dtvtlopmtnt SttJIts In rht U.S. 1974·7,' :41lnl"and 1975 Sp,lng WhtaIITS's 

ITS Ace ... ITS. dtI,. HI.lO#rtlll'l, ITS .•. I·J 

'nJunl,I' • • ,QIt) 

JolIIllIII Hradtnll Soft Rtpt JNnlllll Hradinll Soft Ript 
!louin cItJt«IJ 

J,O H 4,Q 4.J 5.0 6.0 J,O 1.5 4.0 4.J 5,0 6.fJ , 

Win,,., wItto, 

o..fSmith. Ttll. (II 3 3 ., -3 5 1(' IS 18 14 U 
Oldham. T CII. (III I 0 4 -3 -1 5 U 14 JJ 9 
Rlndall. Tell. -4 -II -I 0 0 0 6 9 II 10 I 
MOI1OII. Kans, -12 -9 -I -2 J 19 10 I S II 3 
Finne, • Kanl. -23 -I) -10 0 4 I 1 J 5 I 6 
Rice.Klnl. (II 6 5 ., 0 -16 -II -4 2 9 ., 

8i.I,days -3.1 -J.O 2.7 0.1 1.2 3.7 6.0 9.1 10.' 7,5 
SO. days '.1 6.S .1.9 2.9 11.3 7,1 7.2 ".2 1.3 J.O 
RMSE.dIYI 13 U 4.4 1.7 10.4 •. 0 1.9 10.1 11.0 1.0 

Sprl", wIw4, 

Burke. N. Oak. 2 I -I I J I 2J 18 12 9 • II 
William •• N. Olk. -IJ -10 -s -2 0 (I 7 • ., I 4 9 
HilI,Moru, 5 1 I 1 2 -1 23 10 ) J 1 9 

• Liberl),. MOIIt. I I • I 9 17 16 14 10 1\ lJ 21 
Toole. Monl, -6 -I -10 0 • 25 11 -I -. 0 lJ 40 
Polk. Minn. -I -) -5 -4 0 J IS CI 0 S 10 14 

Bias. day. -0.8 -1.7 -2.0 0.1 l7 9.S 1'7.7 9.2 4.0 60 92 II) 
SO. day. 7.7 6.7 6.1 4.1 J.9 9.9 7.5 U 7.4 4.1 a 11.6 
RMSE.days 7.1 U 6.0 J.9 S.I \2.4 11.9 1\.0 7 .• 71 9.7 21.6 

·"cc .................. 
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From the limited dati sel, it can be seen ,h •• lhe 
model developmen. estlm .... wert closer to those 
observed I' lhe ITS'I than were .he historical (nor
ma" curves. This I'atemenl held lrue II each 
deveIopmenl ..... for bot:~ IStrina Iftd winler wheal. 
.\1 JOft douah. the modelatiml,a were "lftincantl~ 
bet .... (It the lopt1'Ce111 level) lhan Ihe hillorical 
calendan for both winter and sprina Whlll. 

The model for winter whlltlvenpd about 4 day. 
behind ,he ITS .. I. headi .... WII 3 da~. ahead II 10ft 
douIh. Ind then approached lround truth I' ripe. A 
similar trend WII noted for sprina wheal, exceptlhlt 
the mocltl values were almolt 10 daYI IIrl~ I' rip. 
beca\aIe of the la,.. dirrerenm It Liberty and Toole. 
Montana. 

Much of the further tlltinland evaluation of Ihe 
ACC oriainall~ scheduled for fan J 975 Iftd wintet 
1976 WII delayed because reso~rm were diverted to 
,he development of a winter wheat reslart model and 
• Iprinl wheat llaner modeiand the support of lat
in .. evaluation. and implementa,ion of yield models. 

, ....... 
The performlnce of the Acr model wa. 

monitored for the United States. the U.s.s.R .• 
CIftIda. and the P.R.C. Thillrac:kina effort enabled 
YES (0 evalua .. the reliabililY of the ACe atimatll 
IS In in-houle tool for quality control and served II 
an indiClIOf to n .. reaioM for which th. atimata 
VllrietJ widely (rom those observed &llina pound
truth or Landsat imqery dall. 

The JI'Ound-uurh ITS network was expanded in 
Phase II to include 26 ITS's in the United Stl.1I and 
In additional II ITS's in Canida <nP. , and '). The 
! "me analysis procedure used in Phase I wu con
tinued in Ph.se U. Comparisons were made 
throuahout the Irowina season between ITS arounj 
observation. and bolh Ihe crop calendar adjustments 
and the historical calendars. A sample plot of bg,h 
the ACC estimate and the hillorical curve versus the 
dcvcloprr.ent s~ as reported in lhe Ellis, Klnsas, 
ITS ,round-truth tepon is Ii ven in n,ure 9. Tables III 
lhr"u,h V summarize these comparisons Ind pre
sent the model bill (in ct.y.), the SD'., and the 
RMSE's a. v.riousll .... of developmenillthcse 37 
winler and sprin, _hat sites in the United Sllill 
and Canada. The siJn convention remains the lime 
.. thai used in Phue I. 

From lhese dati, it can be observed lhal for winter 
wheal, lhe model estimatCi were closer to the ITS 
data a' jointina ( - 3 days compared to the historical 
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TABLE III.-Comparison o/LACIE Pllast /I ACC and Historical CRD Caltndars With Obstr~d 
Dt~/op",tnt Stagts in the J975·76 U.S. Wln'tr Wheat ITS's 

ITS ACC lIS. ITS. dQ)'S 
(COUltt.l'. stalt) 

Jointillll H~dillll ~n 
do,"h 

1.0 .U 4.0 4.5 5.0 

Deaf Smith. Telt. -4 -14 -18 -\I -4 
Oldham. Tex. 14 0 -3 3 -I 
Randall. Telt. -4 -10 -16 -10 -2 
Finney. Kans. -3 -8 -16 -7 -6 
Rice.Kans. (a) (a) -\7 -12 -S 
Ellis.Kans. (a) -IS -\7 -\2 -7 
Saline. Kans. -6 -16 -18 -14 -6 
Morlon. Kans. 0 -I -4 0 0 
Boone.lnd. I -9 -\I -6 -8 
Madison. Ind. 0 -9 -\I -6 4 
Shelby. Ind. 24 4 -9 -14 -\3 
Bannock. Idaho 8 3 -3 -8 0 
Franklin. Idaho (a) 6 -4 -\I 6 
Oneida. Idaho (a) 9 0 -5 -J 
Whilman (I). Wash. 0 25 14 12 17 
Whilman (2). Wash. -2 0 -8 2 III 
Whitman \31. Wash. 0 8 6 7 27 
Hill. Month -18 0 -I -6 5 
liberl~·. Month -22 0 1 7 II 
Toole. Mont.b -24 -9 -14 -14 -1 
Hand (I). S. Dak.b -\2 0 -II -8 - ,l 

Hand (2).S. DlIk.b -8 -10 -4 0 -4 

Bias. dll~'s -11 -2.2 -7.2 -5.1 \.0 
SIl. dll)'s 11.7 9.8 85 1.11 10.4 
RMSE,days 11.8 9.11 1\.0 1).0 10 .. 1 

'ns ... ". n," n.,lalt&c 
"~,quu't'd 8' 'rnna .·hrlll ITS hut (t,nhunN numrruu'\ "lnl('1 "hl".t ',tltJ" 

mean of - \0 d"ys) ,md lit soft dough (I d"y versus 5 
days). whereas Ihe historical cmp calendars were sig
nilkanlly more aC~'unlte (at Ihe 5-I,ercent level) at 
heading (\ day versus -7 days). The winter wheat 
model estimates were apl'rllximately 2 to 2.5 weeks 
slow at heading in the Centml and Southern U.S. 
Grellt Plains states hut were llenerally less than I 
week olT at ripe. AI Ihe other II ITS's outside Texlls. 
Kansas. ,lOll Indiana. the mallnitude or the model 
versus ITS dales at heading was usually k!\s than I 
week. (iellemlly. eXl'epl for Whitman Count)'. Wash
ington. the model estimlltes were hehind those oh
served at the ITS·s. The Whitman County ITS's 
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HIsIOrlrGlIlf. ITS. da,l's 

Ript Jolltrillll Hmdlllll Soft Ript 
dough 

6.0 1.0 .U 4.0 4.J .to 6.0 

-7 -10 0 ? IS \7 8 
-S 10 18 21 31 22 \I 
-7 -9 0 7 14 \7 8 
-9 -9 7 I 9 9 0 
-3 (a) (a) -8 -I S 2 
-3 -2 -2 0 J 6 5 
-3 -24 -IS -9 -2 4 2 

I 0 9 \I IS \7 IS 
-8 -\7 -14 -9 -5 -12 -10 

4 -\7 -\I -7 -3 2 2 
-7 2 -3 -7 -\2 -\7 -10 
-I \I 12 7 -4 -8 -20 

4 (a) IS 8 -5 -3 -II 
12 (al 18 12 3 -8 -7 
30 -3 Jb 26 18 28 20 
\I -2 \I 5 -2 13 2 
29 -5 20 t7 I) 28 21 
7 -24 -7 -16 -16 -5 0 

-4 -25 --b -II I I 0 
-12 -23 -II -IS -15 -4 I 
-b -20 2 -7 -II -,\ -I.l 
-b -17 -9 -b -3 -6 -0 

0.11 -9.7 3.b \.5 2.0 4.1 0.11 
11.2 11.4 III IU II.S 12.8 10.8 
11.0 14i ID 11.4 11.4 IU 10.b 

received he,IVY rains. which apparently tended to 
slow the development rllte of the whe,1t I'limt. 

Tahles IV and V show th,1t the spr; ". wheat 
model generally ran fast. e~.rept for Hand County. 
South D.lkota; Dawson Creek. British Columhi'l; and 
Olds. Alherla. The U.S. and Cmadian spring wheat 
ITS's were di\'ided into separate groups f,'r analysi!:. 
Figures 4. (l. 10. "1ll1 II present the mollel's an'ural')' 
results at heading .md at soft dough. 

The spring wheat starter model was the mel'h,,
nism by whkh the l'WP calendar mOlkl was begun in 
the spring wheat regions. N.lturally. the "ccurac~' of 
the plllnting dates to a greal extelll determined the 

.... 1 llii .. rI7i111d •• wllll ........ · ____ 0III:h ........ ____ ...... ___ .. __ =_._ .. 7'1iII.5.#1III ... t~i* .. aillltc:f ..... n ... · ill' •• till ........... 5I1'.·I11 ...... , ~ ~._ ._,_ .. ,_ .. "so, _. '. __ ,. 
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reliability of the model's rerformance. For winter 
wheat, dormancy had a tendency to neutralize the 
effect of early or late plantings on the crop calendar 
model estimates because fields in the same area tend 
to emerge from dormancy at the same time. 
However. the application of incorrect spring wheat 
pl ... iitmg dates to the ACC model will lead to errors 
that tend to propagate throughout the remainder of 
the growing season. In the United States, the starter 
model predicted seeding in North Dakota about 10 to 
15 days earlier than was reported at the three ITS's, 
whereas the starter model predicted planting in 
South Dakota as much as IS days behind the ground. 
observed planting dates. The erroneous model-gener
ated planting dates for these two states that were 
used to begin the ACC model thus introduced errors 
into the model estimates that did indeed remain 
through the ripe stage. 

The severe drought at the two Hand COUnlY. 
South Dakota, ITS's forced the wheat to mature more 
rapidly and probably explains the model's lack of 
response to the real situation. Figure 12 illustrates 
some of the inadequacies associated with the LACIE 
use of the model; namely, that the model contains no 
moisture variable and the temperature.!. input to the 
model do not represent true canopy temperatures. 

In the U.S. spring wheat region, the model per
formed better overall than the historical crop calen
dars at the heading stage. whereas the reverse was 
true at the soft dough and ripe stages. 
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In Canada. the model performed well as biases 

varied from -1.5 to 3.6 days over the development 
staaes beinl examined; RMSE's ransed from 6.S to 
S,S, However. the historical crop calendars also 
proved to be fairly reliable. with biases raRlinl from 
1.2 to 6.2 days and KMSE's from 6.2 to 9,2. For 
Phase II, no significant difference between the model 
and ITS estimates and the historical and ITS esti
mates was noted. 

In the winter of 1976-11. a joint study was con· 
ducted by YES and CAMS personnel to assess the 
feasibility of using CAMS crop calendar evaluations 
from Landsat imagery to update and correct the 
YES-generated ACe's. Phase II imagery containiRl 
emergence and sofl dough information for the state 
of Kansas was used for the test area. The results of 
the study indicated that in Kansas for that particular 
growing season, use of CAMS staft information did 
not significantly improve the YES-generated calen
dars (ref. 9). 

No ground-truth reports were available in the 
U.S.S.R, and the P.R.C .• but the ACe estimates at 
sample segment locations were compared to the cor
responding growth stage numbers as reported by the 
analysts on the CAMS evaluation forms. Some 
minor discrepancies were noted in the far south
eastern winter wheat areas of the U.S.S.R .• but the 
ACe model performed satisfactorily for the major 
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wheat areas of the U.S.S.R. In the P.R.C., where 
wheat fields are often very small, it was extremely 
difficult to estimate development stage numbers 
from landsat imasery. As a reSUlt, no mlijor effort 
was focused on accuracy of the model in the P.R.t' 

Ph ••• n 
The tracking effort of comparing both the ACC 

model estimates and the historical values with those 
development stases reported at the ITS's was con
tinued for Phase Ill. The ground truth consisted of 
data from 22 ITS's throughout the United States and 
the same II Canadian ITS's used in Phase II. The 
results of these comparisons for U.S. winter 81'd 
spring wheat and Canadian spring wheat are given in 
tables VI to VllItlOd in ligures 3 to 6, 10, and It. 
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TABLE VII.-Comparison oj LACIE Phase 11/ ACC and Historical CRD Calendars With Observed 
Development Stages in the 1977 U.S. Spring Wheal ITS's 

ITS ACC vs. ITS. days HlstoTlca/ vs. ITS. days 
(rounty. slale) 

Jointing Heading SDft Ripe Jolnllng Heading SDJ~ Ripe 
dough dough 

1.0 .1.5 4.0 4.S 5.0 6.0 1.0 1.S 4.0 4.S S.O 6.0 

Hand (1),S. Oak. -10 -S -2 -8 I S -II -17 -20 -IS -I -3 
Hand (2),S. Oak. -10 -I -2 -3 -3 -3 -10 -19 -19 -14 -\I -10 
Burke, N. Oak. (a) (a) (a) (a) 22 21 (a) (a) (a) (a) I 2 
Williams. N. Oak. 0 5 2 4 12 10 -6 -4 -10 -9 -3 -I 
HiII,Mont. 10 12 6 6 15 14 -10 -14 -22 -20 -9 -5 
Libert)', Mont. 19 22 19 \I 27 34 3 0 -7 -I \I 20 
Toole. Mont. 2 0 -I 6 12 17 -6 -\I -17 -I 4 IS 
Polk. Minn. -1 -5 -2 6 I 5 -19 -21 -20 -S 0 -3 

Bias.da),s 0.6 3.0 2.9 3.1 ILl 12.9 -1.4 -12.3 ~·16.4 -11.3 -1.0 1.0 
SO.da),s 10.9 10.8 7.7 6.4 10.0 11.4 6.7 7.1 S.7 S.2 1.2 10.9 
RMSE.da),s 10.1 10.5 7.7 6.7 15.0 16.7 \0.4 14.3 17.3 12.3 7.7 10.2 

"Illi da'a no' ... ,Iable. 

TAB/./:: VII/.-Comparison 0/ LACIE Phase 11/ ACC alld Historical CRD Calendars With Obsen'ed 
iJel'elopment Stages in the 1977 Canadian Spring Wheat ITS's 

ITS . .fCC \·s. ITS. day.~ Hislorical,·s. ITS days 
(lown. prol'ince) 

)lIillling Ht'ading SDrl Ripe Jointing Ht'adinll Soli Ript' 
dOllg" dollg" 

.1. a 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.a 6.0 .I.IJ .1.5 4.a 4 .. ' 5.a 6.a 

Fort Saskatchewar.. -I 0 -7 -\1 4 -19 -9 -6 -6 -6 4 -4 
Alberta 

Olds. Alberta 10 7 4 3 14 (a) 0 2 2 1 23 (a) 

Lethbridge. 12 13 10 I) 7 0 -2 0 -3 0 2 -10 
Alberta 

Dawson Creek. -3 2 -) -5 -6 4 0 4 5 7 8 5 
British Columbia 

Stony Mt.. Manitoba 6 3 I 2 ) 4 -3 -7 -9 -5 -2 -5 
Starbuck. Manitoba 4 0 -) -3 0 5 -4 -8 -12 -10 -6 -8 
Altona. Manitoba 3 -\ -8 -9 -6 -6 0 -8 -14 -\2 -11 -\7 
Delisle. Saskatchewan 1\ 5 0 10 8 10 7 5 2 14 13 14 
Swift Current. 9 5 -4 7 4 0 2 -4 -10 4 .1 0 

Saskatchewan 
Torqua)'. 7 3 -2 -2 6 0 -4 -8 -6 -3 -

Saskatchewan 
Melfort. Saskatchewan 9 9 7 6 12 -7 0 0 0 0 /) -3 

Bias. l1a)'5 6.\ 4.2 -0.5 0.6 3.7 -0.3 -!l.B -2,4 -4.8 -12 ,1,4 -.1.5 
SO. days 4.9 4.2 5.6 7.2 6,4 8.4 4.U 4.8 64 7.7 9.3 85 
RMSE. days 7.7 5.8 5,4 6,9 7.2 8.0 3.9 5.1 7,11 7.4 9.5 8.8 

'ITS da,a no, .. "Iabl •. 
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From these results. it appears that increased ac
curacy was obtained in ~enerating winter wheat esti
mates using the scalar multipliers. At heuding. the 
average model estimates were less than 2 days 
behind the values observed lit the winter wheat ITS's 
and the SO was about 6 days. At 14 of the 17 sites. it 
was noted that the magnitude of the ACC values 
differed from the ground-observed estimutes by less 
than I week. At this same development stage. the 
corresponding historical calendars averaged about 3 
days slower than the ITS·s. with an SO of 9. Overall 
for winter wheat. the magnitude of the model versus 
ITS biases .lOJ SO's differed from the historklll ver
sus ITS by 2 days. 

In the U.S. spring wheat region. the average ACC 
estimates were ahead of the ground-truth estimates 
for the entire development of the plant. The 
difference between the two estimates WIIS smallest at 
jointing (0.6 da)') and generally in~rcased as the crop 
progressed towan! maturit)· to a value of almost 13 
days at ripe. For the historical versus ITS. the 
llverage historical values were approximately 8 days 
later than the ITS .ll jointing. regressed further at 
heading to 16 days behind. and then aJlpruached the 
ground-observed values at soft dough and ripe. At 
heading. the historical estimates were significantly 
different from 0 at the I-percent level. whereas at 
soft dough. the model's AC'C's were significantly 
different from 0 (at the 5-per~cnt level). 

During Phase Ill, the effects of the extended 
drought in the northern intermount.lin and western 
regions were still being felt in Montana and to a 
lesser degree in North Dakota. Pl,lOting was delayed 
at numerous (ields in these tWl) st'ltes. espe~'ially at 
the liberty. Montana. ITS. The spring wheat starter 
model did not acco~mt for these deferred plantings 
and thus gener,lted early planting dates for these 
states. An abundance of rain fell in July after the 
wheat had he"ded. ,\Od the moisture tended to slow 
the crop's a~:tual devel0llOlent The model did not 
respond to this slower dcvelopment rate: thUS. in 
Montana ,\Od North Dakota. it advanced still further 
.Ihead of the ITS values as the aOPllfll~'ceded toward 
the ripe stage. At the s:lme time. Ihe combined 
historic,ll calcnd'lrs. whkh h:ld awr,lged some 16 
d,\ys behind ground truth "I the heading st;lge. were 
within a day of the observed value at the ripe stage. 

In Canadian spring wheat are;ls. the average 
model estimates were ahe;ld of ground ohservations 
by" to h days at jointing and hy " d:lYs at soft dough. 
There was little difference. on the average. belween 
the observed and the predicted \'ulues at heading and 

ripe. SD's varied between 4 days at midjointing to 8 
days at ripe. The historical calendars also proved to 
be dose to the ground-observed values, with average 
differences at the various stages ranging from 5 days 
behind (at heading) to 3 days ahead (al soI'l dough). 
Corresponding SO's varied from 4 days at jointing to 
') days al soft dough. At the 5-percent level, the nOf
mal calendar at the development stage of heading 
wali significantly differenl from O. 

Variations in the wheat development observed 
within the Phase III ITS's were computed according 
to the following equation: 

where ", = number of fields within the ilh ITS 
s;., standard deviation of fields within the 

Ilh ITS 

These SO's were computed at several develop
ment stages for the winter wheat ITS's. U.S. spring 
wheat ITS's. and their C:lnadian counterparts. These 
results are summariled in table IX. The deviations 
were smaller for the winter wheat sites than for the 
spring whe.1I sites, thus renecting the neutralilintt 
effl.'\.·t of dorm,lOq' on variations due to early and 
late plantings. For spring wheut. the variations of 
development within an ITS because of early and laIc 
pl:lnted fields generally continue to increase through 
the croll season. The aJlllroximate number of days as
sociated with ea,,'h stage's deviation is enclosed in 
purentheses. Thus, at headint!. for example, the 
,I\'erage SO within winter wheat ITS's was about (-) 
days. whereas for spring wheat ITS's, it was approx
imately ') days. 

Test of Applicability 
to Foreign Areas 

Bec:luse the density of ltleteowlogi"':l1 input dahl 
within a region 'Ifl'",,,·ts hoth the reliahility and the 
":lriahility of the model's results. NOAA personnel 
performed studies to determine the percentage of 
meteomlogi,,'al st:ltions in foreign areas for which 6· 
hourly obser\",ltions were re,,'eivcd reguhlrly. It was 
found that ·obsen'ations fmm many of the st:ltions 
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TABLE IX.-I 976· 77 Phast I/J AvtrageSlandard 
Dtviations of Wheal Dtvtlopmtnt 

Observtd Within ITS's 

ITS Mean dtwlopmmt stag"" 

Jointing Htadlng ~ft Rip" 
doURh 

J.O 4.0 5.0 6.0 

Winter wheat 0.24 (6) 0.19 (4) 0.29 (4) 
U.S. spring wheat 0.\3 (3) .35 (9) .22 (5) .39 (6) 

Canadian spring whelll .28 (6) .34 (9) .36 (7) .58 (9) 

Isclndard *"lllIon In unlll or • st.> Ip,UOl,lmalC number of dB)" l.IIQCilted 
"ith 'tile de'il.tt~On 'I~n In plutnthesn. 

previously selected for use in ACC operations were 
not received at the National Meteorological Center 
(NMC). whereas others were acquired only 
sporadically. NOAA's recommendation to use every 
available station in the vicinity of the wheat areas 
that reported regularly was followed for model 
operations. 

As noted early in this paper. Robertson's crop 
calendar is a spring wheat model developed from 
Canadian data. In LACIE operations. the model was 
extended to estimate the development of winter 
wheat in various parts of the world. Feyerherm 
multipliers were computed for all winter wheat crop 
calendar stations in the United States. the U.S.S.R .• 
the P.R.C.. India. Argentina. Australia. and Brazil 
(ref. to). 

Studies were conducted to assess the applicability 
of the model and the scalar multipliers for the winter 
wheat grown in the southern latitudes. where the 
dwarf/semidwarf varieties are grown. Most of the 
dwarf/semidwarf varieties grown in the southern 
latitudes are not sensitive to day length. require no 
vernalization period. and may require warmer tem· 
peratures. The majority of the wheat grown in India 
is actually of a high-yield dwarf variety. and. except 
in far northern Kashmir. there is essentially no dor
mancy period. From the tests on India data. it was 
observed that the crop calendar did not advance 
because of the day-length factor in the jointing to 
heading equation. In India. winter wheat day lengths 
typically dip below II hours. which is the threshold 
value for crop advancement in this stage of the 
model. It was found that use of the multipliers in In· 
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dia produced a distorted crop calendar and that the 
calendar was not compressed enough to renect an 
estimate of actual growing conditions. The model's 
estimates without the multipliers were better but still 
were totally inadequate. The results of the study 
clearly indicated that the ACC model was not valid 
for use in India (refs. 11 and 12). 

A similar situation existed in the three Southern 
Hemisphere countries under study, where the wheat 
grown has no dormancy requirements for reproduc
tive maturity. In essence, a spring-type wheat is 
grown during the winter months. with ISO. to 200-
day growing seasons. The ACC model was run for 
the 1977 crop year for Argentina. Australia, and 
Brazil without multipliers. No ground·truth data 
were available. but feedback from the CAMs 
analysts on their development stage estimates as 
determined from the Landsat imagery indicated that 
the ACC estimates for Australia were not reliable. 

Very spotty and limited ground-truth data existed 
for the U.S.S.R. Feedback from the CAMS analysts 
was the primary means of determining the reliability 
of the model's estimates. Scalar multipliers were 
used in determining Phase III winter wheat predic. 
tions for the U.S.S.R. For the most part. no major 
discrepancies were observed between the model's 
results and the analyst's estimates. In spring wheat 
areas. as long as the planting or starter dates were 
realistic. the ACC performance was good. Problems 
did exist in the U.S.S.R. 's New Lands area east of the 
Ural Mountains during Phase III, but the discrepan. 
cy resulted from erroneous start dates generated by 
the spring wheat starter model. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

First. it should be restated that the ground-truth 
data set available for evaluating the accuracy of the 
ACC was very limited. At its peak. the network in
cluded reports from only 18 U.S. winter wheat sites. 
9 U.S. spring wheat sites. and 11 Canadian spring 
wheat sites. Even with this sparse data sel. certain 
trends were noticed during evaluation of tt- : model's 
accuracy and certain conclusions were made. 

For winter wheat. for each of the three growing 
seawns under study. the average model heading date 
varied between 2 and 7 days behind the date ob
served. A comparison of these results with those for 
soft dough shows that the model ran fast between the 
stages of heading and soft dough, where the average 
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.. mod~ldate ~ce~rred 1 to) days before the around· 
observed date. 

It was also found that, for winter wheat, the 
model's performance was bl,st for Phase III 
(1976·77), the first time that thl' Feyerherm scalar 
multipliers were incorporated into the operational 
model. 

It is also apparent that tht model performed well 
for the Canadian spr-ln, wheat reaions. This was ex· 
pected since the model's coefficients were derived 
using phenological data for the Marquis variety of 
sprin, wheat grown in Canada. 

The limited assessment of the model estimates at 
headin" soft douah, and ripe in the ITS's showed 
that, overall, the model's estimates provided more 
accurate information than that available from the 
historical normals and generaily met the accuracy 
80al of being within 5 to 7 days of the ground obser
vations. 

The validity of plantin, date~ and the lack of a 
moisture term in the model were observed to be im
portant factors in the model's accuracy. Drouahts in 
South Dakota in 1976 and in North Dakota and Mon
tana early in the 1977 growin, season were not 
reflected in the model's estimates. Also, some er
roneous planting dates were generated by the spring 
wheat starter model during the growing seasons, and 
these errors tended to propagate throughout the 
seasons. From these results, it is concluded that an 
improvement in crop calendar capability is need~d in 
the area of model startup dates. Some type of 
moisture term also needs to be incorporated into the 
model to account for periods of moisture excess or 
stress. A recent attempt has been made to incorpor. 
ate a moisture variable in the Robertson model form. 
The only addition to the data was daily precipitation 
statistics. The results to date are encouraging. Details 
of both these efforts are given in the paper by Seeley 
et al. entitled "Prediction of Wheat Phenological 
Development: A State-of·the·Art Review." 

Models that will ad.::quately predict development 
stages for the dwarf and semidwarf varieties grown 
in the southern latitudes also need to be developed. 
As the technology progresses from a single-crop pro
gram, such as LACIE, to a multicrop effort, the need 
for accurate crop calendars to aid in the identification 
and separation of crops will be greatly increased. 
However, for some of the crops under consideration, 
reliable development stage data do not exist over 
enough stages and geographical areas to allow 
development of a Robertson-type model. Therefore, 
crop calendar models using remotely sensed data 

from Landsat and meteoroloaic~1 satellites should be 
considered as prime data input and further 
developed and refined. For many of the crops, yield 
models will require as inputs the biolo.ieal staae of 
development of the plant. This will be particularly 
true for the early warnin, techniques. 

Early indications are that the remotely acquired 
data provide a new source of information on crop 
development independent of the meteorolo,ical in· 
puts used now. This should be pursued not as a sepa· 
rate approach but as a combined approach (spectral 
with meteorological) to crop development estima· 
tion. 
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Economic Evaluation: Concepta, Selected Studl •• , 
SYltem COltl, and a PropoI.d Program 

Frank H. Ch'~rhoutftIJ 

INTRODUCTION 

The LACIE has been a hiahly &ec:hnical effort to 
estimate wheat production in major producin, 
rcaions of the world by usin, satellite-derived data in 
combination with meteorolo,ical and historic.1 data. 
The Ac:curacy Assessment Team, the Research, 
Test, and Evaluation Group, and the Information 
Evaluation Group within LACIE evaluated LACIE 
from a technical standpoint, often recommendin, 
new or modified technoloaies to improve overall per
formance. The specific questions addressed were 
"How aood are the estimates?" and •. What tech
nolo,y needs to be improved?" However, a crucial 
question hu not been adequately addressed: "Are 
there sufficient benefi oS to justify implementation of 
a satellite-based crop information lystem?"ln order 
to make this jud,ment, .n economic evaluation is 
needed. 

Durin, the course of LACIE, an interatacncy Eco
nomic Evaluation Plannin, Team was cst~blished to 
develop and monitor an economic evaluation of 
LACIE. Drawin, upon the tum's experience and 
other benefit estimation studies, this paper first dis
cusses a concept for valuin, crop information, con
~iderin, the more usual approaches, a recommended . 
intearated approach, and problems of implementa
tion. This is followed b)' a review of wrutt has been 
done in the econorl'!c evaluation of LACIE-type in
formation. The various studies of benefits are 
reviewed, and lhe COSlS of the existin, and proposed 
systems are considered. Finally, a method and ap
proach proposed for further studies is reported. 

CONCEPT 'OR VALUING IN'ORMATION 

mation is the ability to make Improved decisions
those whim affect buyina, Hllina, investina. or set
tin, ,overnmena economic pro.,ams-wiah in
creased accuracy, in a more timely manner, or wiab 
more certainty. 

Some decisions affected by crop information lie 
within the commodity markets and others lie out
side. Market-related decisions are made by the 
domestic or international arain arade, U.s. producers 
and consumers, and foreian producers and con
sumers. Nonmarket decisions are reflected in 
aovernment policy. the administration of lOvern
ment proarams, and aareements with other nations. 
Some decision makers use crllp production informa· 
tion directly. such as a federal official assessin, abe 
need to restrict wheat prodUCtion dud", the next 
crop year. Some decisions and impICts are indirect; 
for example, consumers observe an intrease in the 
price of bread when the price of wheat rises. Decl
sionmakers who use crop information also react to 
information con~nin, many other factors, includ· 
In, the state of the economy, money supply. trade 
policies. and pendin,leaislation. All these factors are 
sources of uncertainty. Improved dec:isionmakina 
may require that one or all types of inforl\lalion be 
improved. 

Crop production data have a number of properties 
that could be affected by a system incorporatin. 
satellite data collection and analysis. Ac:curac:y is im
portant. but it is conditioned by (I) when data are 
available in the crop season, (2) aeoarephic location 
and detail, (3) comprehensiveness and continuity, 
and (4) the reliability of the estimates. includina per· 
ceived objectivity. 

M.thod. of V.lull11lnfonutlon 
The prime benefit derived from improved infor· 

·USDA. WuhinllOn. D.C. 

The methods of valuin, information seem to fall 
into two &Cneral cateaories. The "lIobal modelina ap
proach" takes the form of simulations or 
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economeuic models that alim.,e benenll derived 
from information by relevant .ton of the econo
my. Hayami and Peterson (ref •. I and 2) used lhe 
measurement of consumer and producer surplus to 
..... the value of crop information. Thl. hit been 
elaborated by other .. most rtcendy by ECON. Inc. 
(rcf~. J to 1). Another lIobil modelin, approach usa 
dedl.ion analysis or dtcision theory 10 atimale the 
impact of information on the decilion procell and to 
_ian. value to that impltt. Decision analYlis w. 
developed by Iheori.1I luch • Mar"hak (refs. 8 to 
11). Howard (refs. 12 and 13). and Apew (refs. 14 
and 15). Althoup decision analysis usually renee .. 
the value of information 10 a" individual firm rather 
than to society, Ihil ,«hRique ~ .. been used to ali· 
mate lhe ....... 1. value of informalion (refl. IS and 
16). 

The I«ond major method of valuina information 
i. quite pr .. matic, l,udyinlapeciRc user "aup •. The 
Panel on MelhodoiOlY for SlIti.lical Priorilia prg. 
p~ thil approach to atimate benefits attributable 
to clall pack .. and pr.aml (ref. 17). Sa". (ref. 
18) h. summariJed and critidzed lhe Panel's pro
posal. Eisaruber' h. warned that surveys of users, 
which frequently are 8 parI of user studies, are 
nOlorious for their nearsiahtednen. Socialscienlilll 
currently supportin, the uscr approach include Hoos 
(ref •. 19 and 20), Duncan (ref. 21). and Sharp (ref. 
22). The pr .. matic: .r.oriented appr08c:h may 
"",antify estimates of benefits 10 specific user sraups 
IhrOUlh the methods of the ,lobIl modelers. but it 
reooanizcs the impossibilit)' or imprltticaUty of 
quanlifyinl benefits 10 othcr user arOUpl, such as 
researcher.. For these. expert opinion is used 10 
make qualilltive usasmenls. 

Miller (refs. 23 and 24) has recommen~ an in
_Med methodolOJ)' with one rr""dework for 
market users o( crop information and a second for 
non market users (0 .. I). He emphuires empirical 
alimalCl of information and decision mode: ... 
apecially for market userl of crop information. For 
markel userl, the methodol0lY comprises four 
models or components. 

I ~"onal correlPUftdC""f (rum Ludwia £.II,.r. Orqon 
SLllt Unillfrlil),. 10 fOlfCit G. Hall. NASA Mmltlft Spa" 
CcnlCf. J.". 20. 191'. 
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I. An information model relata lhe sublet of in
formation used in the decision procolao Ihe 10lal set 
of information available and accommodates the fact 
lhat decision maker. do not fully believe in or Itt 
upon specific forecas. information. Other factors, 
such IS alternalive sources of information with their 
perceived COstl and reliability, arc also considered. 

2. A decision model del(ribes the decilionmakin, 
process, consideri". both lhe information model and 
I system of economic rewards. 

3. A "aditional economic model. based on the 
assumption of profit mnimiZllion, represents 
behavioral characteristics involved in a specific kinJ 
of decision process. 

4. An information valuation model estimate« 
benefits in eilher of two ways, The first atimalion 
procedure utilizes net social benefits (rom consumer 
and producer lliurplus. The alternative technique esti
matcs the size of ,hlnaes in user incomes. a 
melhodolOl)' frequently used as I buj¥ for benefit
COSI ralios. 

For the second I"0up. non market users, Miller 
proposes a bujcally qualitative assessment The Or" 
subpoup or nonmarket users is concerned with the 
policymakinl functions of the Federal Government 
and may represent the most imporllnt of all uses 
(rc( •. J7 and 25 to 28). Examp'''' of frequently ad-
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dreaed policy illues are commodity If" neaoti .. 
llonl and arain emlt,~raoes. Even if the presidenlial 
~d execulive ~ir.ionmakin. rroceu il unavailable. 
research inlo the usa of informalion for such deci· 
sionl would provide inliaht for evaluation. 

A I«OIId subaroup of nonmarkel UlCl'S il con· 
cerned with the adminilUltion of lqislaled federal 
prOll'aml. Eltimation of the value of information for 
luch ICtivity is more feasible than for policymakina 
because budletl have been .Iianed and administra· 
live I.titude is rel.tively known. 

The linal major non market user of informalion is 
the research community. Since the v.lue of informa
tion as an input to research is hiahly c:orrelau:d w:th 
the ultimate value of the research. the vaiue of 
neither is readily prcdi'table. The value of either in· 
formation or research is asc:ribllble only insofar as it 
a««tl buyin,. sellin,. investina. or human life. 

As the benefits of ,Iobal information acneraled 
from LAtlf·developed l«hnoIOJ), are evalU3terl. 
element~ of tech nolo,), USCllment emer,e. The 
vahae 01 L.\CIE may be heavily innuenced by the 
I earn ina uperience and Ihe development of an ad· 
vanc:ed l«hnolOJY in the future:. Thus. the :wscss· 
ment of Ihe value of inftll mation should be acner· 
ated for differinalevels of I«hnoiosy al future time 
periods. with the pre»ent value assessed usin, an ap· 
propriate discounlin, procedure (Ii,. I). 

Problema of Implementation 

Since Ihere is no ,enerall)' accepled methodolo,y 
for cstimalin, the \alue of informal ion. appropriale 
melhodoloay mUSI be developed and ICiled. The 
relalionships belween informalion. decisions. and 
market structure are crudal 10 Ihe developmenl of 
this methodolO&y (ref. 29). Future decisions con· 
cernin. implem~ntation of a satellite-based crop in· 
formation sYltem r~uin: beller assessments of the 
need for information. which a satellile·based system 
can provide. In addition. exp«led inveslment and 
operational co!!.t. mUSI be eslimated. Economic 
analysis of the value of information can assisl in 
makin,lhese decilions. tlowever. the usefulness of 
Ihe anal)'iCs is innuencc:d b)' ",!tetieal considerations 
such as bud~t restrictions and Ihe "client'~" .cce,,,· 
ilnce of a new informalion sour~'C. 

Thus. a mltjor problem is mejlsurin, the qualit)· of 
informalinn and relatinllhal qualil)' 10 u~r require
ments. There are several attributes o( hiJh·qualit)· in
formation. AUlhorli ha\'e listed such (actors 15 obje.:· 

tivit)'. amlr.,y. reliability. adequacy. continuit)'. 
c:omprehenliveness. lCO,raphi, detail. timelinesl. 
availability. relevancc.lnd believability (refs. 17 and 
.10). Some of these auribulec are dimcult or impossi. 
ble to quantify. yet improvement in one charac· 
t~Mlic could result in In ina-ease in value. Recause 
of th~ dimcullY in quantificalion. moalstudia have 
limited their evaluations 10 measurin.those cha'ac· 
terillic:s of information quality that have the hiah~t 
potential for aenerltin. «onomic value. 

Other problems encountered in atimatina the 
value of information include the followin •. 

I. Extendin, the results of an analYllis bued on 
current syltem performance to a s),Slcm usin. un· 
tested t«hnoIOlY. 

2. Antidpatin, political and ec:onomic condiliOl15 
thal chanre requirements for information and il'! 
value. 

3. Assessin, the effect of production chanIn on 
prim and markel receipl" which in turn :ota)' make 
timely and a,curate crop forecasts more valuable. 

4. Extendin, results of analyses of information 
value Ihal assume compelitive conditions 10 situa .. 
liolis dominated by JOvernmenl and larBe commer· 
cial or .. nizations. 

IINI',T. AND APPLICATION. 0' 
IMPROVID CROP CONDITION 
IN'ORMATION 

The U.S. wheat crop is so larae and Ihe associaled 
transactions are so ,real that modcst improvements 
in the marketin, system could halve larle .wepte 
benefils. for example, an increase of one cent per 
bushel. resultin, from a price increase or an efficien
cy improvement. had an .repte value to U.S. 
f.rmers of$21 million in 1975 and nearly $18 million 
in 1974. Exports in 1975 were 1.2 billion bushels; 
thUS. one cent per bushel could have amounted 10 a 
difference in returns to the United Slilies (rom the 
rest of Ihe world of $12 million. In 1975. the COSI of 
movin, wheal from the farms to Ihe docks for cxport 
was $873 million; smjlll per·unil efliden~'il:~ 1ft ~Ior· 
in, and shippin, could have been hu,c in IOtal. Are 
there WilYS for satellile·based improvements in 
(orci,," whe..t production informal ion 10 af(IXI deci· 
sions concern in, plantin,. hancsting. bU),inl. sell
in,. or invesli", thill would eK~'\!Cd the cost uf the 
impruvemtnls'~ Allhou,h no final anal~'sCli have 
bee,. made. there arc several siudies which add 10 our 
undenaandin, of Ihe queslion. 
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ICON8tudl •• 

Since 1972. ECON,lnc., of Princeton, New Jersey. 
has developed benefit-cost or economic evaluations 
of Earth resources satellite systems for NASA. In 
developins their estimates, ECON bas made two key 
assumptions: (1) performance of at-harvest crop 
estimates is within 10 percent of true production 9 
years of 100the LACIE 90190 criterion, and (2) the 
United States would be operatins within a perfectly 
competitive international market. Under these 
assumptions. ECON has estimated that benefits to 
the United States of improved foreisn production in
formation would be ir the neishborhood of $300 
million annually. They estimate that about $240 
million would be from improved wheat forecasts. 

One of the ECON approaches was essentially 
descriptive or positive, used econometric techniques, 
and was sometimes known as ECON's production 
model (ref. 31). A second approach was partially nor
mative and has been referred to as ECON's distribu
tion model (refs. 4 and 32). Their present work is an 
extension of the distribution benefits model and is 
referred to as the integrated model (ref. 4). The in
tegrated model is currently used to estimate both 
production and distribution benefits. 

The integrated model, a stochastic dynamic deci
sion model ,2 has its roots in the work of Hayami and 
Peterson (refs. 1 and 2). The model assumes perfect 
compeiHion and imperfect foresight. It uses dynamic 
programing to solve for production, consumption, 
and trade-with-uncertain-information that would 
maximize producer and consumer surplus. The 
global activity of crop production and distribution is 
treated as a process, in which rates of planting, con
sumption, and ~xports are decision control variables. 
Estimates of supply in the two producing units, the 
United States and the rest of the world, are resultant 
state variables. The value of improved information is 
obtained by comparing producer and consumer 
surplus resulting from alternative information 
systems. ECON assumed that all participants oper
ated in a perfectly competitive world wheat market 
and used production forecasts equivalent to those 
published by the Commonwealth Secretariat of the 
United Kingdom. A second analysis assumed that 
participants shifted completely to the more accurate 

2 John Andrews ... A Stochastic Dynamic Decision Model or 
the Value of Improved Public Crop Information (Wheat}." Un
published report. fCON, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 1977. 
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information represented by the LACIE 90/90 cri
terion. 

Accordins to ECON, the principal benefit to the 
United States from improved foreisn crop informa
tion would be from sellin, larger quantities to the 
rest of the world in those months in which prices 
were hisher. ECON's model maximizes returns to 
the global society by optimizing stocks, U.S. exports, 
and U.S. production. Inventories in the United States 
increase with improved information, while invento
ries in the rest of the world decrease.2 Preliminary 
results show that at the end of the model's base year, 
buffer stocks or inventories would average 2.1 
million metric tons (MMT) in the United States, 31.8 
MMT in the rest of the world, and 1.2 MMT in tran
sit. Under the improved information system, this 
would change to 13.3 MMT in the United States, 1 S.6 
MMT in the rest of the world, and 1.0 MMT in tran
sit at year's end. Note that total buffer stocks would 
decrease if improved information were available. 
Total annual exports would remain the same, but ex
port revenues would be much hisher under the im
proved system because export sales would occur at 
hisher price levels. The higher export revenues 
would be somewhat offset by increased storage costs, 
including h •• ~rest costs. 

ECON shows that trade benefits from improved 
crop information sift down eventually to producers 
and consumers. Some benefits would result from ad
justment in production. In addition to benefits to the 
United States, benefits to the rest of the world result 
from decreased inventory costs roughly equal to 10 
percent of the U.S. benefits. 

Futures Group Study 

In the spring of 1916, the U,S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) contracted with the Futures 
Group, Inc., of Glastonbury, Connecticut, to study 
the use and usefulness of improved wheat informa
tion to the USDA (refs. 33 and 34). USDA officials 
were interviewed to determine how improvements 
in foreign wheat production information would 
affect program decisions. The use of impro' ed infor
mation for broad policy direction or the nl.ed to pro
vide improved information to the public were not 
pursued. The 30 respondents consisted of nearly 
equal numbers of program managers. analysts, and 
those performing both functions. Major findings of 
the study are discussed in the following paragra!lhs. 

The principal uses of improved foreign crop infor. 
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mation by the USDA would be in the management of 
export programs, especially PL-480. and in negotia
tions and adjustments within bilateral agreements. 
Improved information would also be used to support 
decisions concerning international wheat reserves or 
embargoes. 

The need for wheat production data varies be· 
tween programs. For some programs, current-s~on 
data cannot be obtained early enough to significar.tlj' 
affect program decisions. For other programs, :m
proved wheat information would be important pro
vided the imllrovements were significant. Under 
some circumstances, program decisions have been 
delayed until better crop data became available. Ex
amples of commodity program decisions that could 
be affected by more up-to-date global information 
are summarized in table I. 

Under supply and demand conditions current at 
the lime of the study, programs relating to wheat pro
duction controls or income supports were not being 
applied. Therefore, foreign wheat production infor
mation was not needed to support most USDA pro
gram decisions. 

The possibility of large worldwide wheat supplies 
and an associated weak export demand or of small 
supplies and a strong export demand could signifi
cantly affect the need for better information about 
world wheat production. The occurrence of short 
wheat supplies would be more disruptive and make 
good early production information especially useful. 

Many variables, other than foreign production, 
are involved in projecting U.S. exports. These varia
bles include prices, political attitudes and actions of 
foreign governments. grain carryover, livestock 
numbers and feed use, availability of foreign ex
change, and transportation problems. For factors 
other than production, information usually can be 
improved only indirectly, if at all, with satellite-based 
dala . 

Department officials expressed the desire to have 
more accurate and timely information. They thought 
that if improved information were fed into the 
marketing system, the operation of th~ market would 
be improved. Furthermore, they anticipated the 
possible recurring need for agricultural price or sup
ply programs. 

T..fHl.f 1.- Datt's a"d Time Flexibility.!;)r USDA WIlt'at Pro1{rams Decisiolls 

I. Wheal nalional prullram a~rcage 
(NPA) 

J Prke support IC\'el 

4, Disposal of Commodity Credit 
Corporation (CCn slocks 

5. CCC aid for export sales 

O. Wheat available for Pl-481l 

7, Wheal reserve 

1,,·~iJlol.',/II[ ,.'qui,,',1 
II.'('i,.illll .tal.' 

By Augusl 15 of prcvious crop yeara 

By August I of previous I:'rop year" 

No legal date; best done by plantinLl 
lime but seldom announced thaI 
early 

No lelia I date; I:'annul sell CCC inven
tor)' at less than I SO percenl of cur
rent loan nllc when reserve is in 
cITel:'t 

No legal dale; madc when there is U.S. 
huildup of pri.:e-derressinLl stod"s 

No IClllI1 date; announce plan by Oclo
ber I 

No legal dale; producer-held wheat 
reserves of )00 10 700 million 
bushels are required 

/, • • I.,·i .• i,,,, slIl!i,"1 
Illdlall/l., "'illl II.· .. · 

i"tiINPlclli,,,,:' 

N P A may be: adjusled based on 
new infornullion 

By clear pre~'Cdent. I:'ould reduce 
SCI-aside required but not in
clease il 

Clear prcccdcnt not to reduce 
amount 

limited by deSIre to minimize 
effeci on market 

Full nexibilit)' 

Full nexibiJit}· 

limited b)' poJiq' crcated 
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Overvle. of .. U.8. Wh .. t Indue", 

An overview of the U.s. wheat industry made in 
mid.t977 by the Economics, Statistics. and Coopera
lives Service (ESCS) provides some necessary back
around Information concernina how crop informa
tion is used. These uses are ,he basis for its value 
(ref. 35). In itself. the study provides no expression 
of the value of information. 

The study lraces the now of wheat between 
various sectors of the wheat industry. Accompany
inll the physical nows are decision nows. Decision 
flows may travel parallel to the physical flows. or 
separately. as in the aLlile of the futures market. Both 
physical and decision nows are summarized in figure 
2; the fisure also indicates the number of participant 
locations in each sector. Researchers identified two 
sectors as key wheat-market information users. The 
first is the large integrated export firms. The second 
is the terminal markets. Information concerning a 
third sector. the federal Government with its regula
tions and policies, is also critical to wheat decisions. 

Timeliness of information was identified as of 
major importance for decisions based on wheat in
formation. Decisions affected by wheat information 
include how much to plant, sell. feed. process, and 
consume; when to buy, sell, ship, and store; where to 
buy, sell, load, or ship; what to plant, what quality of 
product to buy or sell, and what transportation to 
use; how much to pay for land, where to build, and 
the size of facilities for storage and processing (ref. 
35. p. 34). Deficiencies in information may lead to 
delay. waste, and other inefficiencies in the wheat in
dustry and the general economy. 

nGUIE Z.-MaJor wllta. now .,..:lOr. new o'lDIPft'hlndlslna 
IIftllloRS. and number 0' ,mltl,..., ....... II\RS by lHto,. 

....... tlon of the 0111 .. lnet ProduotI 
Prognn 

Durina 1976. the information functions of the 
Foreign Agricultural Service (f AS) oilseed and prod
ucts proaram were evaluated (ref. 36). Althouah con
ducted totally apan from LACIE, this study has clear 
implications concernin. the value of improved 
wheat information. Th" actual extent of those im
plications must be judged in the litht of the 
similarities of information use and needs of both 
oilseed and food grain information users and accord. 
ina to the nature of what is bein. compared. 

A mail survey was made of the subscribers to the 
F AS oilseeds and products publications. Subscribers 
from government and international orpnizations 
were not included and are not considered below. The 
original population of about 1800 subscribers was 
categorized into three subpopulations: (I) private 
trade; (2) executives of firms; and (3) media, farm 
and trade associations, and educational institutions. 
About 42 percent of the subscribers were sent ques
tionnaires; 69 percent of those returned usable data. 

The composition of the subscriber list gives a 
rough index of where the interest lies for crop pro
duction information. Subscribers to the oilseeds and 
products publications may be categorized as follows. 

Subsr:ri,," I\>rt'f!ltf 

TradeJbroker I? 
Manufal;lI.lring 16 
Plocessing 10 
Imparl/expor. 9 
Consulting service 8 
Media 8 
Educational institutions 6 
Farming 4 
Bankinallinllnce J 
Trade associations J 
Farm associations 2 
Transportation 2 
Storage/handlins 1 
Other 8 

Two findings of the oilseed and products study are 
of particular interest when evaluating th . need for 
wheat information. Crop production information 
was clearly the top-priority need of respondents. 
Subscribers were :litked to designate their 3 highest 
priority information needs from a list of 11 topics. 
Seventy-nine percent of the private trade group 
ranked crop production as their highest priority in
formation need, and 49 percent ranked information 
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on consumption as their second hiahest priority. Ex
ecutives designated information on crop production 
as their hiahest priority (65 percent) and information 
on 'exports and imports as their second priority (41 
percent). 

Timeliness was the attribute of F AS information 
which receivtd the most criticism. Althouah 73 per
cent of the private trade audience ranked all other at
tributes either good or excellent, 45 percent ranked 
timeliness as fair or poor. Among the executive 
group, all information attributes except timeliness 
were ranked good or excellent by 82 percent of the 
respondents. Timeliness was ranked fair or poor by 
58 percent. It should be noted that the question of 
timeliness ~oncerned all information from the pro
gram and did not distinguish crop production infor
mation separately. 

The subgroup composed of the media. associ
atiens. and educational institutions acts as intermedi
aries in information transfer. They would not need 
foreign crop information for decisions in their own 
organizations but would use it in their reports to 
commodity decision makers. Sixty-one percent of 
this subgroup placed production as their most impor
tant information need; 34 percent classified timeli
ness of information in available reports as fair or 
good. 

COSTS OF CROP INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

The big question concerning a crop information 
system resting on LACIE-developed technology 
must be whether the benefits outweigh the costs 
sufficiently to warrant further investigation or use of 
the technology in an operational mode. 

Two sets of cost estimates have been developed. 
Estimates of a satellite-based system were made in 
1976 and updated in 1977. To give perspective. costs 
of the current system were also estimated in 1977. 

Considerable caution must be exercised when 
considering these figures. The two are not directly 
comparable. The present USDA system primarily as
sembles. weighs. and disseminatt!s information 
developed and paid for by others. On the other hand. 
the satellite-based system would be an entirely new 
data source that would provide additional informa
tion to the current system. The products of a 
satellite-based system would have different 
geographic comparability, different statistical proper
ties. different timeliness fealures. perhaps different 
believability. and perhaps different uses. Thus, direct 

-.:...... .... ='!111-... -~--

comparisons of the costs of the two systems without 
simultaneous comparisons of product quality and as
sociated benefits are likely to be misleadina. An 
analysis of the uses and benefits of the present 
system and of a satellite-based system has yet to be 
made. 

COl" of Satelllte·8a_ S,lteml 

The USDAILACIE has developed cost estimates 
for satellite-based approaches that could provide bet
ter and faster information on important world crops. 
Two alternative systems were considered-~)fte for a 
single crop and one for several crops. Each would 
produce repetitive area, yield, and production 
forecasts throughout the season in countries with 95 
percent or more of total production; either could pro
vide periodic updates for areas of current critical in
terest. Projections of the total USD A capital invest
ment required range from about $10 million for a 
single-crop system to about $29 million for coverage 
of eight major crops (table II). These estimates are 

TABLE 11.- Projected Costs of USDA Remote-Sensing
Based Crop Assessment SvsTC'm 

Investments 
Hardware 
Software 

Item 

Data base 
Conversion 
Relocation expenses 
Other 

Total (cumulative) 

Operations 
Personnel 
Administrative 
ADP services 
Facilities 
Research and development 
Support services 

Total (yearly average) 

ROlIgc' (I/nlSIS 

One'c",,, MII/licm,. 

S.b 19.0 
2.3 7.4 

.1 .1 

.03 .03 
1.0 2.0 

.8 .9 

8.9 to 10.8 19.4 to 30.0 

2.4 4.6 
.7 1.3 
.s 1.2 
.2 .4 
.3 .4 
.6 .7 

DtoS.1 6.0t09.4 

1"11 rt~t,. N~ on ,"on" •• nl (IQn, dollar\ "'lIh Iht C'_~·tJ'llinn of '.III • .,.". ",h.(h arC' 

,"(rC'.~ ~ rCfI.:enl .nnu.II)' In al.'(ord \,\'Ih I'DI lten,t. d OMU ('m.:ul.r No ~·~4. 

... i_cd :>tar 27.lQ72 
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cumulative over 10 years. Estimated annual operat
ina costs ranae from about SS million to about S9 
million. Other systems could be defined, with each 
exhibitina associated differences in output, costs, 
and benefits. 

The cost estimates were made usins a model that 
separates costs into capital investments and operat
ing costs. The costs of LACIE research and develop
ment are not included; however, USDA costs associ
ated with the ap~lication, development, and test 
phases followina LACIE are included. The costs of 
satellite data collection and a around processina 
system are included only as an annual payment for 
Landsat products. 

CGata of the Prea.nt .,atem 
The present USDA foreign crop information 

system reports on crop production, trade, stocks, 
consumption, governmental policies in 110 coun
tries,and prices (ref. 37). Total costs for FY 1977 for 
this system were approximately S19 900 000 (table 
III). Of that amount, F AS and ESCS production esti
mates for all crops in the seven LACIE countries ac
counted for slightly less than S700 000. Wheat esti
mates alone cost approximately 5165000. 

The principal sources of foreign crop information 
in USDA are the 98 agricultural attaches and assist
ant attaches assigned to foreign countries by F AS. 
Sixty-one percent of the cost of developing wheat 
production estima~es for the seven LACIE countries 

- -

is derived from the F AS aaricultural attache pro
gram. The remainder is divided amona different F AS 
and ESCS analyst units in Washington and wheat 
team trips to the U.s.S.R. 

Primary responsibility for estimating foreign crop 
production lies with the F AS. Howe\ler. BSCS 
analysts playa mlijor role in developing estimates for 
the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic of China. Ex
tra effort is expended by the USDA to estimate crop 
production in those countries that do not release 
their information as freely as others. 

The F AS and the ESCS made some very tentative 
cost projections of the present USDA foreign crop 
information system. They estimated that the costs of 
crop forecasts for the seven LACIE countries under 
the current system would increase about $83000 by 
1981 for all crops, of which S17000 would be for 
wheat. By 1986, additional increases of 524 000 for all 
crops ($3000 for wheat) were anticipated. Total costs 
of the current system for the seven countries for the 
1917-86 period were expected to be $8.9 million for 
all crops, of which 52.1 million would be for wheat 
(table IV). 

FUTURE PROGRAM OF ECONOMIC 
EVALUATION 

An approach for economic evaluation has been 
recommended. The approach is pragmatic, is 
oriented toward information users, and utiiiles 

TABU 111.- Cost o/Current USDA Foreign Crop Production Esflmales6 
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USDA dil'is/on 

F AS attache program 

F AS Washing Ion analysisC 

ESCS.FOCOd analysis 

Olhere 

Total 

·COI' estimates ift\:ludt o\'crhead 

Total budg",b 
fOT all ('OlInlT;"S 

$11 811 000 

4 797000 

J 137 000 

159000 

S19 904 000 

ProJur.·/itll! /srimRI.'1 faT 

i LACIE "'u""I,,s 

MqjoT ('mps Wlrt'Ol un~~' 

$503 400 $100 400 

95 900 I~ 700 

S5 300 12300 

.~5 000 fJ3 900 

-
S689 600 Sl6S lOO 

brdtal ('0111 or USDA. (orei.n rrop ,nrormallon system. whil:h includes ,,·onlli1dcr.bb more 'hap rroducti.", ~~jiffi'.'tJn· ~ .c., 
L'Forcl,n Cummodll), "'"al)'sil program Irea 
dE-:onumin Stah,llcl, and Cooper.u\,n Service - ""'CI," Dc-mand and ('ompelillon U",'illOn 
cFor I,,,.nl wheal Ie.m and winter _heal te1lm lriJl5 10 the U.s S.R . pllb .;,)11." of Ya\k FI)h.'C on l! S S R c;-... 1'I S(~lli .. r nul I'':(,d4.' 

(uunled .bove. Total budcel III f()f U.S .U~.S.R. ~f,:\ani". whi\:h ",;.t,d most (t)§ll of 'he wh~al team, but noot f~ the T.as'" I:\)l~t' 

Sl2 700 wu (ur whe .. l<an ...... clina 10 Ihe U.S.S.R. 
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TABI.f I V.- Projtfttd Costs of Inputs ofCumont USDA FOI'C"lgn Crop 
Prodllftifm Estimation, 7 Fo"ign LACIE Countrits, FY 1977-86 

/n/CJ/lSuncls 1!/'dolllars" J 

11)77 IWlI 19H6 J9'!i·1t6 

Mlijor rrops 
F AS attache inpul SSOU 5629.~ S770.I 56382.6 
F AS WashinllOl\ analysis 9S.9 m." US.S 1144.0 
ESC5-FDCD input 55.3 100.0 122.0 950.6 
Other 350 37.5 4\.5 3ao.4 

Total Sb89.b S878,4 S1069.1 $8857.6 

Wheat only 
F AS attache input SIOO." sm.8 sm.2 S\270.3 
FAS WI.~hinalon an:llysis 18.7 21.7 26.4 222.9 
ESCS-FDCD input 12.3 22.3 27.l 211.4 
Other JJ.9 36.2 39.9 366.7 

Total Slb5.3 520&.0 5245.6 S2071.J 

.11 0\11,-,,, ... (\ .ut ~ ,," "'·"o, .. nll t~1':') dulY'''' .nh lh(' t\"'\'1'II,m ""'SI.l.tn('~. _hl,,'h In! In,,"rf'4st'd ~ l'th,'1:'nt .nn .... II' 
m a,"''VI\I "un I'A\' utnd. ,., OMS (·""ut., ",' .o\.Q..t, 't\lW MI' 21. IQn 

proved economic methodology whenever possible 
(ref. 38). Five tasks have been specified to cover the 
kc)' ,"'(onomic questions concerning the potential 
value of satellite-dcveloped estimates. The lACIE 
experience in terms of expected performance was 
considered when tasks were formulated. The objec
tives of these five tasks are as follows. 

1. Appraise the usefulness or improved global 
wheat production information to mlijor user groups. 

2. Reline and extend available models to develop 
quantitative estimates of the expected value to the 
United States from improved wheat production esti
mates. 

1 Evaluate the relationship between the structure 
of the international grain trade and the existence of 
different levels of public foreign crop information. 

4. De"clol' and quantify. where possible, the rela
tionship het\\eell evolving technology and the 
quality of information derived from its application; 
especially examine how the planned and expected 
improvements in the landsat obsel"\'ing system and 
lACIE-developed methodolo~J will improve the 
quality of wheat production information. 

5. Update cost projections for it USDA ~rop 
forecasting and condition assessment sytill!m "8~ed 
on lACIE-developed techniques. 

As mentioned earlier, two &eneral schools of 
thought seem to prevail in the economic evaluation 
of crop information: a global modeling apllruat:h and 

a pragmatic user-oriented approach. Elements of 
each have been selected for the recommended pro
gram. Task 1 is designed to define the problem set
ting by analyzing individual user groups. Benefits 
would be assessed and measured without the 
necessarily restrictive assumptions of quantitative 
modeling. Both market and non market users would 
be considered. Task 2 would quantitatively assess the 
benefits of improved information on forl..ign crop 
production estimates. No new, integrated theoretical 
modeling would be attempted: instead. known 
available models would b~ adapted to estimate 
benefits. The results of Tasks I and 2 will comple
ment each other. It is recognized that the resoun.'CS 
required to fully accomplish the fiv.: tasks are quite 
high. Tasks 1 and 2 would be given first priority. 

Task 3 is concerned with structural impacts of in
formation. The models available to estimate the 
value of information systems assume a perfectly 
competitive market structure, but the markets to be 
assessed appear oligopolistii:' (i.e., contain few ac
tors). Furthermore, the effect of improved informa
tion may be to alter the distribution of income 
among countries or groups. Some of this effect is ex
acerbated by an oligopolistic market. 

Task 4 recognizes that the technology to develop 
information is not static and that the effect of evolv
ing technolog)' on the information produced is not a 
SImple correlation. This task directly considers the 
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role of an evolving technology in improving the 
quality of information. The answers to the questions 
addressed by Tasks 3 and 4 should expand the in· 
terpretation of Tasks 1 and 2. 

Finally, the benetits of information derived from 
satellite·based crop estimates must be weighed 
against the cost of their production. Task 5 provides 
for updating the costs of a satellit~based global crop 
forecasting and crop condition assessment system. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Decisions need to be made concerning the extent 
to which USDA should incorporate satellite·based 
crop estimation techniques into their global crop in· 
formation system. The only currenl study to esti
mate total benefits to the United States from 
satellite-based foreign wheat forecasts suggests 
benefits to be about $240 million annually. Costs of a 
satellite-assisted system are estimated to include in
vestments of about $10 to $29 million I:umulative 
over a lO-year period, with an annual operating cost 
of about $5 to $9 million. This system would be a 
new source of information and would provide infor
mation not now available. 

The present USDA foreign crop information 
system is essentially a crop intelligence system that 
covers about 110 countries. It generates some new 
data, but primarily it assembles, analyzes, and dis
seminates preexisting information. In additicn to re
porting crop production, the current system gener
ates information on trade, stocks, consumption, 
policies, and prices. The total annual cost for the 
system is about $20 million. Of the $20 million, F AS 
and ESCS estimates show that it takes about $0.69 
million to make production estimates for major 
crops in the seven foreign LACIE countries; to esti
mate wheat only in the seven countries requires 
about $0.17 million annually. 

The principal USDA use of improved foreign crop 
information would be to support the management of 
export programs and export policy decisions. The oc
currence of a short wheat supply, either domestic or 
foreign, would especially increase the importanl:e of 
such improved wheat information. 

A recent study of the F AS oilseed and products 
program has direct implications for LACIE-type 
wheat information. Of all the information F AS sup
plied in the oilseed and products publications, crop 
production was clearly ranked by subscribers as their 
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top.priority information need. Lack of timeliness 
was the attribute of F AS information they criticized 
the most. Presumably, LACIE's strengths would be 
in these two areas. 

Economic evaluation of LACIE is ongoing. Both 
present and future studies will emphasize benefits of 
forecasts of foreign crops, wrestle with conceptual 
problems, and come up with descriptions and esti· 
mates tbat will help decision makers determine 
whether or not improvements in information from 
satellite-based technology are worth the costs. 
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Supporting R •••• rch .nd T.chnology 

, 
'OIlIWOIiD TABLE 1.-PanlclpGnll In UCIE Supporting Research 

1 !fIf. '1~ find 'I7Iel, AretU qfContribullon 
The purpose of the Supportina R ... rch proaram ~ 

in LACE is to provide the technoloay improve- hnldpMr Study 111ft 1 

• menlS required to make LACIE-and subsequent AIN n,I",.,iDII 

crop inventory experiments like LACIE-suc-
casful. It is an applied proaram motivated by probe CoIoradoSlI1I Unlvenity Canopy modelln. 
lems that have surfaced in til: LACIE laqe.scale ex- Envlronmenlll R_reh PhYla. senson. modelln •• 
perimenlS. Althouah the Pl'Ull'am hu provided some Institull of Mlchlpn plum recosnilion 

(DIM) 
solutions of the "quick nx" variety, mos. of the IncernalionalBulinen SlItlllicll deslan. problem 
research effort is directed to problem solvina on a Machines. Inc. IOlvlna 
time scale of 1 to 3 years. And, since this period Onson 11111 Unlv.rslty Asrlculturll economics 

'.' Pan Am.rlcan Unlvmlty Canopy modeUna ,- spans the duration of LACIE, a larae portion of the 
proaram is aimed at providin. improvements fot Purdue Unlvenity- A.ralture. pluern 

Laborlcory for Applications recosnltlon 
later remote-sensina applications of this type. It is of Remote Senllnl (LARS) 
proper, therefore, to view LACtE u a series of larae- RICle University Compulltion. math.matlcs 

t scale experiments in which existina technolOJY hu Unlvenlty of Calif or nil 1m ... and datllncerpr.lltlon. 
been evaluated and u a series of studies which can at Berk.ley umpllna 

G' : UnlvmltyofHOUIton Mlthemltlcs 
$' form the buis for improvements in future applica- Unlvenlty of Miaouri Asricultural economics ,,". tions. ",~, 

f' Many institutions have contributed and are still Yllldktop co""., mothll", and ,,,'mOllon 
¥- contribudna to the SupDortina kesearch proaram. A I, 

Ii r complete list of these ins~itl,!~iorhl and of the miUor ClemlOn Univenity Crop physioqy 

f. disciplines they represent is ,iVloiR in table I. Besides Development Plannina cl Crop modelinl 
,~ RlMarch AuocIatea Ii contribulina by performin, research, members of 
I, '1' these institutions have also .:untrlbuted i.. at leut 

Earth SaIllUII Corporation Yield mod.lina 
I': l Fort Lewis Col .... Crop modelina 
P' \; two other ways. First, they established a certain base Kin ... Slice University Crop physiolOlY. yield 

t technoloav which formed the foundation of many of modellna 
~Ij.~ 

the concepts used in the be&innina of LACtE. Sec- NOAACCEAa Yield modellnl. t ," ondly, they participated in periodic: reviews of meceorolcaieal dill It, 
Prlirle Vlctw A A M Alrlcullure " LACtE. These reviews were meant to be critical ex· Unlve .. ity 

I. aminations of the functionin, of the experiment to Unive,sityofWiKonsin Yield modelinl 
\ ensure that sound methods were beinl used. To a USOASEAb Yield and winlerkill modelinl 

larae extent, this contribution has had a rcciprocatinl 
SGmplln'lfIUftlotton tIIId produrt/tIII ,Sf/motton .. ~ effcct, for it hu provided the institutional partici. 

... , pants with a aood realization of the actUfJI problems Soulh OlkOIl Stace University Slrllif\calion 
~.!: encountered in an experiment of this size. Thus, it TexIS A A M University Samplina.llltillics. 
~, . hu had an enriching effect on the overall quality of ,;',' mlthemalics ... r!culture 
iJ,. research. TRW •• nc, Error modelinl 1., • , .. The research that is discussed in this seelio'1 is Univenity ofTeXl.11 OIUas SlllillitS 
1.' 
!\ categorized by functional area that relate to the naa· ~~' 

jor elements within LACIE. These area are (l) ~"ianaI Ocanic .1Id AlmOlpheri< AdmlnIlU.,ion Ccnlc, fo, Cllm.lic .nd 
"Ii', EIiViIOlllBlllWA_, 

t 
machine-proc:essinl methods for segment crop area bU ,5, Dtplllllllllli of AJlialllu" Sel,ne, .1Id Eduv.llon Admln,I1'.,1OII 

'"' ~i' 
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estimation. (2) manual Imlle Interpretation. (3) problem th., has come to be called the sllnature ex-
yield estiml\tlon and crop calendar modellna. (4) tension problem. 
sllmplin, and _option. and (5) field research. Manual 1m. Interpretation has continued to 

i 
Under cateaory (\). two main themes-accuracy play a key role throuahout LACIE since the use of 

( and emciency-ere motivatina factors. In statistical lround observation data, especially over forolan 
t terms. accuracy deals with the bias and variance of areas, was ruled out. Even thouah improvements in 
t an estimator. Thus. methods that can estimate the machlne-processinl methods have f)een southt, the 
• correct crop acreaae within a seament on the aver. requirement to be able to adapt to anomalous sltua-

(i.e., the expected value of the estimator is the tNe lions implies that a certain amount of manual In-
, 

value) and methods that consistently (te., with low terpretation will be necessary. Interpretation of 
"'\~-:: variance) produce load answers are soulht. Landsat im.ry indeed presents a challenaina prob-

Althouah low bias is often a standard requirement lem. Unlike hiah-resolution aircraft imap data, for 
for. any estimator. ira LACIE it came to the example. , Landsat 1m. captures very little tex- t 

forearound early as a p. Itential problem area. The tural information related to an qricultural crop. 
reason is that LACIE bopn with ideas that were Because te"ture is so imponant in human recoani-
basically directed not toward makina an inventory tion processes, conventional photointerpretation 
but rather toward land use mappinl. Indeed, the con- methods thus have to be rethouaht. The central 
copt of imap classification Is to identify land areas in research lOal has been formulatina human decision· 
accordance with some liven tenerit cateaory ralher maklna processes that are predicated on an under-
than to estimate the amount of material (e .... crop standina of crop development propenies and deter-
acreaae) in that cateaory. The problem with these mininl how those propenies appear in Landsat data 
land use mappinl methods in inventory applications under a variety of environmental circumstances. The 
is lhal aenerally the classifica'ion process makes oe· desian of more informative displays. better use of an· 
casional mistakes. and it can be shown that this ciliary data. and development of methods based on a 
classification error will result in an eslimate that is question·and·answer scheme are some of the 
different from the true answer no matter how many research projects that have contributed in this area. 

I 

pixels are classified. In other words. classification ere Yield estimation and crop calendar development j 

rors will in aeneral not averlle o~t in any liven were oriainally approached from a rearession model· 

'1 
classification I,f a larae area where the classification in, point of view. For example, in yield estimation, .' 

parame~~rs are not locally adjusted. There are anum· records of yields and associated weather variables " . . 
ber of approaches that use classification as one Slep were used that dated back as far as 40 years. j 
and subsequently correct for errors, and there are Altht'uah moderately successful, the approaches had 

! I . methods that do not use classification lit all. All these some seriOUS drawbacks. First of all, the acneral ape 
approaches lead to unbiased or asymptotically un· proach was developed over the United States, where 
biased estimators. The performance (as measured, data records of this kind are available. This is nolthe :'1 for example. by the variance in the results) .,f those case in many forel.n areas. Hence, even if a satisfae-
Ihal use classification improves as classification error lory model were developed in the United States, the :1 is reduced. And, since classification has continued to chance of obtainina the same data recorda with 
playa dominant role in LACIE, improved classifica· which to derive model coemcients in forelan areas is i ~ 
lion methods have continued to be a research theme. small. Moreover. the model developed with coem· I 1 

\ : Efficiency. as used here, relates to processina cients derived from U.s. data would probably not I : 

methods that require a minimum of manual inter· work well elsewhere. Secondly. the rearession .p- i i 

vendon. In terms of classification, this irnplies proaches worked well when aver. weather was ex· • 
I j 

methods that call for only a minimal amount of perienced durinl the year. However, unusual ,J machine classifier trainin •. Throuahout the course of weather caused unacceptably larae yield predictinn 
LACI~,there has been a belief that machine process- errors. Hence. in yield research, the thrust has b ' 
in, can playa dominant role in area estimation. Yet, to build a yield model that is responsive to weat .. « 
in the larae-scale experiments. trainin, samples need variation and that il "transportable"~ i.e., a model • 
to be drawn from each seament that is classified. thai can be applied in many different areas besides 
Hence, a larae ponion of the research erron has been the one for which it was developed. 
directed toward salvina this efficiency problem-e The oriainal crop calendar model used in LACIE 

j 
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wu a venion of the Robertson aprlna whoat model 
In which crop It. development rat. were pre
dicted from daily ma"lmum .n~ 'nir "um tern· 
peratures and day lenath. Althouah the Ir.3del work. 
well for Iprina wheat when a proper Itanina time il 
known. it will not predict well in lhe cue of winter 
wheal because winter wheat. unlike Iprins wheat. 
c.nten a period of dormancy. a I. thai II not 
accounted for In the Robertson model. The bulk of 
Ihe research. then. hu been to develop methods for 
ettimalins plantlna dates. In order to properly ltan 
the modell. and for .Iimallna Ihe lenath of 
dormancy. 

The topic of Amplina and aareption dNll with 
the development of areal samplina stralelies and 
with methods for combinina crop area and yield esti· 
miles in order 10 estimate production. for example. 
at a country level. Here. the emphuil hu been 10 in· 
crease the emciency of Ihe samplina; i.e .• to be able 
10 eslimate crop area to a liven variance with fewer 
IImples. The orilinal samptinl "ralqies in LACIE 
were developed usina historical informalion on crop 
proponions In a political divilion (e .... counties in 
the United Statei); however. in foreian areu,luch 
data are seldom available. Thus. the need to improve 
lamplin, hu led naturally to proposall for ulina 
Lana:.."1 data to develop rouah estimates of crop 
acrea,e on which to Itralify or 10 look for correlates 
of Ci op acreqe which can be used U siralincalion 
variables. 

The field research proaram wu conceived u an 
area of fundamental research inlo the character and 

controllina facton of spec:tral radiation pattern. of 
crop. and lOill. For 3 yean, hlah·resolution spectral 
measurements. lupported by intensive qronomic 
observations. wele ma.ln controlled eKperimentai 
plots at an aar!culture experiment Itallon In Kan ... 
and at one in Nonh Dakota. At nearby tesl siles in 
commercial production areas and at a third experi· 
menial site in South Dakola, similar spectral 
measurements were lalcen by airplane- and helicop
ler·borne .pectral sensors. also supported by 
qronomlc observations. All data acquisition wu 
scheduled 10 coincide u nearly u possible with 
Landsal overp...... The field research data have 
been inae,rated Into the LACIE research data base 
and have been applied 10 Iludies directed al current 
LACIE problems, some of the resullS of which are 
reponed in this Supporlin, Research results_lion. 
The field research data will continue to be used in 
studies of crop and soil radiation pauerns. 

There are two Iypea of papers contained in this 
section. One is a review paper. which is intended to 
intear.te the research approaches taken w that the 
reader can understand the main concepti without 
havina to read Ihrouah considerable lechnical detail. 
The olher papers provide Ihal technical detail and 
are intended 10 appeal 10 readers who are perhaps in· 
ttrested in punuina research lopics of Ihis Iype on 
lheir own. Still more detail is provided in Ihe 
references ciled. Many of these references are 
research reports that have been compiled durin, 
LACIE and are available 10 the reader on request. 
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M~~hods for Segment Whe.t Are. Estimation .. . ,'" 
R. P. H~ydom," M. C Tndt",,, ""d J. D. £ride .... 

INTRODUCTION 

The classification and mensuration approach used 
in the IlfIHCIIe exptrimenl studies wilhin LACIE 
WIS desianed to provi~ wheat proportion estimltes 
for each seament.1 Such proponions were provided 
by intearated manual and machine processin,. which 
is discUlled in the paper by Heydorn It II. entitled 
"Clusincation and Mensuration of LACIE Se,. 
mentl." Two fundamentally different desilM were 
attempted in the 3 years d LACIE. The first desian. 
whith wu implemented durin, the first 2 years. wu 
one in which tne analyst. wu required \0 sample a 
color-infrared (CIR) Landsat imqe and pick exam· 
ples of wheatraelds and of non wheat areu. The 
Landsat renectance values contained in these exam· 
pltl were then used to estimate ,Ias.ification 
parameters. These examples will subsequently be 
roferred to IS "trainina data°' and the function of 
atimatina classification parameters will be called 
"trainin, the clauifier'" Once the classifier wu 
trsined. every picture element (pixel) in the seament 
was c:lusined u wheat or non wheat. The wheat 
acr .. estimate for the Klment wu then ,imply the 
total number of pixels classified IS wheat. 

The larse-sca1e experiment results indicated that 
this approach would not support LACfE JOIls.2 
There were a number of diffacuhies. Basically, the 
clauification performance wu erratic:. Given enoup 
lime, an anal~st could ,enerally rework the seamenl 

'NASA Johnson Space Ceallf, Ho\lSlOft. leus . 

ITbt Ulm "lCIfIIer"" rtf.,. 10 lhe S· by 6-naUlical·mile pri. 
mary umplina unil U ddcuued in lhe paper by FcivClClft CI .1. 
cnullc4 "UCIE Samplta& Daila." 

21he ... 1Id objective in LACIE WI. 10 "limate wheal p.o
duclion 1\ a counlry level in c:ompliallcc wilh lhe 90190 ~'fiterion 
(lei lhe plena' y paper by MICDoniId and Hall PUlled "lACIE: 
An ElpcrilMnl in Global Crop ForCClllin."'. The IqIIlW au. 
maltS Ihc,"i:::r. had to .upport thaI "iIClIOft. 
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by liternately choosiAl trainiAl fieldland recluslfy. 
Inl URtil, by qualitative j ... ctament, ....... Its were 
IItilfactor,. In short, it wu a very "any" procell. 
Because of the number of Htments thlt needed to be 
proceaed in a liven period of ,Ime, the Inalyst wu 
limited in hil exposure to any one seament. In the 
Illotted time, if wu very dimcultto obtain In accept·· 
able multitemporal classification; consequently, 
almost III clusifications were of the unilemporal 
vlriety.l 

The root of the problem, however, wu probably 
the fact that an anllyst wu required to examine a 
CU~ 1m. and discern from observations of colors 
al. !'ae spectrll variety required to train I complex 
statistically oriented clusification allOrithm. The 
mental transformation from color to statistical con· 
cept,sucb u the "number of normal distributions re
quired to nt the data" or "appropriate sample sius 
required to estimate distribution means and 
covariances" is indeed a dimcult ifnot an impossible 
chore. 

The dimculties with this desian motivated the 
development of a second desiln called Procedure 1 
(see the paper by Heydorn et at) PrO(ccJute I 
relieved the analyst of nonlabelina functions and re
quired only that he label accurately siven pixels 
(called doll) randomly selected from the im •. 
Throuah the use of a clusterina mechanism. thne 
dots. :n part. served IS traininl data. The clusterinl 
rrovided both the number of normal distribution. to 
nt the data and the Qtimates of the c:lusifk:ation 
parameter •. In addition. ProCedure 1 aUowed the 
analyst to corrC(t for dauification errors without 
reclassify in, a seament. Thi. corrtction proet.u. 
when viewed .dSlicGlty. is simply a stratined lifea 
estimate in which tbe classifacation is treated u a 

lMullitemporal ,lauilicalion IftClna lhil Landt II menure· 
mer"l ror mullirlc PIIICI are c:oncatenaled 10 errKI I "ulliv.,i· 
.te clauilicalion, Unitemporal clJlIifica~on mana llal jUll OM 

pus or Landsal dlua is UNd. 
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stratification ofthp. segment into potential wheat and 
non wheat strata. 

To implement Procedure I, it was necessary to 
desian a suitable clustering algorithm. However, a 
year's experience with the operation of Procedure 1 
indicated that a clusterin, problem still existed and 
this precipitated further research. This t:me, some
what more sophisticated approaches were taken 
which considered spatial as well as spectral proper
ties of Landsat data. 

Other research that was incorporated into the Pro
cedure 1 design dealt with the transformation of 
Landsat data to enhance properties related to crop 
growth. Specifically, a transformation was developed 
for converting the Landsat channels to variables that 
quantified soil brightness, the green development of 
the crop canopy, and senescence or yellowing of the 
crop canopy. This transformation was used to 
develop numerical displays for the analyst (only the 
soil brightness and greenness variables were used) to 
allow him to track crop growth and relate it to a crop 
calendar. In addition. it allowed him to view spectral 
space and deduce clustering properties within the 
mellSurement. 

Besides the problems arisin, from Phases I and II 
of LACIE which stimulated research leading to Pro
cedure 1 and other developments, certain problems 
were known to exist before LACIE. One of these was 
that whenever an area estimate is obtained using an 
error-prone classification process, errors in classifica
tion can introduce bias into the estimate. This known 
problem motivated research into the development of 
area estimation methods that do not depend on 
classification or that attempt to remove the bia'i 
caused by classification. In fact. one of the concepts 
considered in the early research was later incorpor
ated into the stratified area estimation concept used 
in Procedure 1. Another problem that was suspected 
to exist before LACIE and that was confirmed as a 
problem after the start of the experiment dealt with 
the efficient use of machine processing in such an ap
plication. Simply stated. the problem is one of being 
able to classify large areas accurately with only a 
minimal amount of training data. The concept came 
to be known as "signature extension." In LACIE, 
training data are required for each segment to be 
c1assitied. An example of signature extension would 
be a situation in which only one of five segments is 
used to obtain training data (with the implication 
that the "signatures" of wheat and non wheat are ob
tainable from that segment) and all five are subse
quently classified. In fact, such an attempt was made 
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in the first year of LACIE and it resulted in failure. 
Several approaches to the problem were subse
quently considered. 'The final approach, which was 
in the developmental stage at the end of the third 
year of LACIE. was based on statistical sampling 
concepts. 

This paper is intended to be an overview of the 
ml\ior research that was conducted during the 3 y~rs 
of LACIE to solve problems associated with seament 
wheat area estimation. Papers detailing the mathe
matical notions are referenced. The research topics 
that have been alluded to previously and that wilt be 
coverc' ~n the following sections are Proportion 
Estimatio,. Clustering, Feature Extraction, and Sig
nature Extension. 

PROPORTION ESTIMATION 

Proportion estimation considers methods that 
estimate the areal proportion of a crop type in a seg
ment. The central idea is to obtain estimators that are 
unbiased or at least are asJ .nptotically unbiased. 
"Asymptotically unbiased" means that as the sample 
size gets larger, the bias of the estimates gets smaller. 

If crop types could be uniquely identified from the 
Landsat spectrJI measurement!:, then unbiased 
estimation of crop proportions would be relatively 
Simple. An approach would be to classify each pixel 
into its correct crop type, tabulate these classifica
tions. and divide each tabulation by the total number 
of pixels to obtain the estimate. The problem is that 
crop types are n\" I'niquely identifiable from Land
sat imagery. or, if they are, an error-free identifica
tion method has not been found. Consequently, one 
must develop methods that account for these errors. 
Fortunately. statistical methods have been proposed 
to deal with this problem. Some of these method~ 
were known before the start 1)f LACIE; others were 
developed during the course of the project. 

To obtain an intuitive feel for the nature of the 
problems and of possible solutions, consider the 
diagrammatic explanation illustrated in figure 1. In 
this figure. weighted wheat and non wheat probability 
densities or likelihoods are illustrated. The weighting 
consists of the actual proportions of crop acreage in a 
segment. Imagine that a maximum-likelihood 
classification procedure is to be used to ce1culate the 
proportions of crop types in a segment. (A max
imum-likelihood classifier is used in LACIE. For dis
cussion, see the paper by Heydorn et al.) Such a 
classifier would partition the Landsat segment into 
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DECISION POINT 

FIGURE l.-Dillramm.llr upllft.llon of proportion fSllma
lion. 

two groups. One group would contain all measure
ments for which the weighted likelihood of being 
wheat was greater than that of being nonwheat; in 
the other group, the reverse situation would hold. 
The point that defines this partition is labeled 
"weighted maximum-likelihood decision point" in 
the figure. If decisions are made in this way, errors of 
omission and commission will occur. If these omis
sion and commission errors do not balance out, the 
final tabulation will be in error. This error is called a 
bias. 

One approach to obtaining an unbiased estimate is 
to estimate the amount of error involved and in 
some fashion remove it from the final answer. 
Another approach is based on the observation that 
the mixture density, which is simply the probability 
density associated with each pixel of Landsat 
measurements without consideration of crop type,4 
is (under appropriate assumptions) a unique mixture 
of the densities associated with each crop. When the 
crop type densities are known, the exact prOJ,lortions 
in which they are mixed to form the mixture density 
can be computed. 

A numher of methods fall under the two ap
proaches. The ones that appeared to fit the LACIE 
application best are mentioned in table I. Detailed 
description of each method can be found in the paper 
by Feiveson entitled "Estimating Crop Proportions 
From Remotely Sensed Data." To illustrate the ideas 

41n more elemenlary lerms. Ihe mixture density can be 
viewed as Ih~t obtained by simply histll8raminl the Landilllt 
measurements. where a histOlram value (probability density) is 
the frequency with which a given pixel occurs in the scene. 

involved, consider two of the methods mentioned in 
table I. 

First consider the so-called "CDF mixture 
method." The basic model is 

where F - mal'8inal cumulative distribution func
tion (CDF) corresponding to the mix
ture density5 

F, - CDF corresponding to the wheat den
sity 

F2 - CDF correspondin, to the non wheat 
density 

a - proportion of wheat area in the seg
ment 

Given that F, and F2 can be estimated through 
some sort of a sampling process, in which, for exam
ple, an analyst would pick and label examples of 
wheat and non wheat pixels from a Landsat CIR im
age. an estimate of a, say a. would be the value of e 
that minimizes 

subject to the constraint that 0 I!ii a I!ii I. Here, 

~~(X) = [~l (XIl·Pt{X2)· .. · .Pt(xnl] 

~;(x) = [p2 (Xl)' ~2 (X2) , ... 'P2 (Xn)] 

where XI - Landsat measurement for the Ith chan
nel. I - 1.2 •...• n. (The symbol "A" denotes "esti
mate of.") 

In this approach. F can easily be determined to a 
high degree of accuracy by considering as many pix
els in the segment as is deemed necessary. since crop
type labeling information is not required. On the 
other hand, since a knowledge of crop types is re-

5The mal1inal cumulative distribution fun,tion (or CDF) is 
the indefinite integral of the density function. That is. flx) -
fP: QO ./ty)c(y. where lis the density of one channel of Landsat 
measurements. 
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T4BL£ I.-Proportioll EstimQliOll M~'hods 

Mtrhod Dton·ril'lio,. Rtsponsi"" ;,.SI;II,//011 

Invcning the ,'(Infusion mlltrill ESlimale the omissionA'Ommission error matrill lind usc i1to ~'Or· University of Telllls at Dallas 
;«1 for bias 

Mallimum·likelihood estimllte Assume normlll contponent densities and nllllimile Ihe Iikeli· University of TuBS 8t Dllllas 
of proportion hood of the millture distribution with respecl to milling pro

portions 

Method of moments Estimate the proportion of ~'Omponenl moments in Ihe millture 
moments 

Tellas A. " M. University 
(TAMU) 

cor millture method Estimale Ihe proportion of ~'Omponenl marginal cumulative dis· 
tribution functions (CUF's) in Ihe mi)llure r'llIrginal CDF's 

University of Tellas It Dallas 

"DIN" melhod Same lIS CDf millture method ex\"Cpt densil)' hislograms used in 
"IlIcc of COF's 

Lockheed Electronics Com, 
pan)'(LEC) 

Pusterior probabilil)' Treat classification as a smllll.grainslnon·small·$fllins strlllilica· 
lion lind eSlimale small·grains propOrlion from II Slrillified 
random sample 

NASA Johnson Space Center 
(JSC) 

quired to estimate FI and F2• their estimates require 
considerably more effort. Consequently. the esti
mates of F. and F2 are generally made up of con
siderably fewer sam~les than is the estimate of F. 
The variance of A is dominated b)' the variance of F. 
and F2. Hence. in practice. a is not expected to be ex
actly a. the true proportion. 

Consider the method called "posterior prob
ability" in table I. This method is the one used in 
Procedure I. The basic idea here is to correct for 
classification error through a second sampling of the 
segment. More appropriately. however. the method 
can be considered as a two-stage sampling process. In 
the first stage. the analyst samples the segment to ob
tain a machine classification of wheat and nonwheat. 
The resulting classification map is treated as a 
stratification or the segment into a potential wheat 
stratum and a potential non wheat stratum. The 
analyst then samples again and uses the sample and 
the stratification to complete a stratified area esti
mate, In the second sampling, the analyst can allo
cate his sample in proportion to stratum size". This 
procedure is called probability proportional to size 
(PPS) sampling.b The proportion estimate takes the 
form 
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wherefrll -p;. (analyst decides pixel is 

frIO -1,eat/Pixel classified wheat) 
r (analyst decides .. txel is 

wheat/pixel classified non wheat) 
/3 - Pr(pixel classified wheat) 

The estimators tIl and tlO are estimators or con
ditional probabilities. These conditional probabilities 
are often called posterior probabilities. The term /3 is 
the marginal probability of the classifier's calling a 
pixel wheat. It is obtained simply by tabulating the 
classification results. 

Notice that the posterior probabilities. the ~ ·s. can 
be viewed as corrective terms to the machine esti
mate. /3. of the true proportion. Although the 
posterior probabilities are not directly related to the 
omission and commission errors illustrated in figure 
I, these are in a sense the inverse probabilities associ
ated with those errors. 

As ~ith the other proportion estimation methods. 
the estimators associated with analyst interpretation. 
the t's. are costly to obtain and are generl"Y ob
tained through only limited sampling. The P deter
mined by this method. however. can be shown to be 
unbiased and has an associated variance that is :'lwer 

brhis is one 0Plion I\'ailable in Procedure I. " second option 
clllled poslslralilied samplinB. which was the one used in lACIE, 
is ellplained in the pRper by lIeydorn elal. 

.. 
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\. 
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than the variance that could be obtained throuah the 
use of a second sampliq without the benefit of 
machine classification. 

Each of the methods listed in table I was evalu
ated on typical LACIE segment data. All labeling. 
however, was done from around-truth information 
and not from analyst interpretation. The result 
showed that on Landsat data. no one method had a 
clear-cut advantaae (see the oaper by Feiveson en
titled "Estimatina Crop ProJ.lortions from Remotely 
Sensed Data"). The posterior probability approach. 
however, more easily fits into an approach in which 
some form of classification is used. as was the case in 
the first two phases of LACIE. Since there was a con
siderable body of knowledge about classification ap
proaches. use of a classification approach was con
tinued in the second LACIE design. 

CLUSTERING 

Clustering was used in LACIE as a means of auto
matically estimating parameters required for max
imum-likelihood classification. In particular. the 
LACIE classification algorithm was based on the 
assumption that each crop type could be statistically 
modeled as a linear combination of normal distribu
tions. By first clu!:tering a segment. it is possible to 
associate .:ach cluster with a crop type by analyst in
terpretation methods and thereby to associate a 
cluster with a crop-type distribution. The means and 
covariances obtained by using every sample in a 
given cluster can serve as estimates of the required 
crop-type means and covariances. Admittedly. these 
estimates have some undesirable properties;7 
however. on the whole. the approach is feasible.S as 
was demonstrated in the large-scale experiments 
with Procedure I. 

Before the design of Procedure I, research was 
started to develop clustering algorithms that would 

7points from a duster are in fact s;\mples from a truncated dis. 
tribution, This means thai Ihe eSlim:ll'::' made on the basis of this 
trun.:ated distribution of the mean and covariance of the untrun· 
\:<lIed distribution are likely to be biased 

8Thi~ statement is not intende~ to address the notion of using 
clustering alone as a mean~ uf c\assilkation, This concept is con· 
.~idered in the P;lPCr by Kauth and Rich.mtson entitled "Signature 
E"tension Methods in ('rop Area Estimation," 

function well in this application. The first approach 
was simply to take an available cluster alaorithm9 

which clustered point spectral data and refine it so 
that it would produce acceptable clusters without re
quirina continual a(ljustment of parameters. This ap
proach was moderately successful, as judaed by the 
results obtained with Procedure 1. 

To develop an improved alsorithm, two funda
mentally different approaches were taken. One was 
Simply to use poinl-clustering ideas but add addi
tional information reaardina the spatial properties of 
Landsat agricultural data. For the most part, this ad
ditional information was associated with the 
agricultural field structure in the scene. Alaorithms 
of this type will be referred to as spatial clusterina 
algorithms. The other approach is related to the con
cepts explained in the previous section on proportion 
estimation. That is, the mixture density is resolved 
into its component probability densities in the hope 
that these component densities can be associated 
with unique crop types. 

Table II is a list of the clusterina algorithms that 
were investigated in LACIE. Detailed explanations 
of each algorithm can be found in the references 
cited in that table. A synopsis of the main ideas 
follows. 

ISOCLS 

The Iterative Self-Organizing Clustering System 
(IS0CLS) is fundamentally a point-clustering 
algorithm in that each pixel of Landsat measure
ments is grouped with some other pixel without 
regard to the coordinate (s"atial) location of that pix
el in the image. A set of staning points (or seed 
points) is given and each pixel is assigned to the 
closest (in the I) or "city-block" metric) seed. This 
operation forms the initial set of clusters. Means and 
standard deviations are estimated for all clusters in 
this initial sel. Next, a sequence of operations is p,~r
formed in which clusters having too large a standard 
deviation in any given coordinate direction are split 
to form two smaller ones. clusters whose means are 
too close together are joined, and clusters that are too 

9 An algorithm called ISOClS (Iterative Self-Organizing 
Clustering System) was available at the Johnson Space Center, It 
was the one used in Procedure I, 
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TABLE II.-Ciuslerllfg Algorithms 

C/utttrlng Typ#o/ Rtsponslblt Institution 
algorithm r!usttrlng 

ISOCLSi Sp«tral LEC 
DCLUnt' Spectral Environmental Reseal'th 

Institute of MiI:hiaan 
(ERIM) 

ECHO!: Spatial Laboratory for Applications 
of Remote Sensina 

AMOEBAd Spatial TAMU 

CLASSye Spectral JSC (NRC) and LEC 

UHMLEf Sp«tral University of Houston 

IE P. Kan. "The J5C Ch ... en", Proaram ISOCLS and II. Applicahoftl.- HC· 
048) Loo:kheed Eleeuoni ... Co. tHGUS.onl. July 1973. 

hR. J Kau.h and W. Rkhardsoo. "Siana.ure E .. tnlton Me.hods in Crop Area 
Ellima .. on: L ... CIE Symposium. 

CR. L. Keuia and D. A. Landarebe. -ClMsltk ... "" .... Mul .. specll.llmaae 0. •• by 
bllac.i"" and Classiti,a'lOn of lI0m0seneous Obj« ..... IEEE Tr.ns. Geoscitncc 
EI«.ronICl .... 1 (lE·14. no. I. J.n. 1976. pp. 19-211. 

dJ Bryan •. "On .ht Clusterin, of Mul.idimcnslonall'i<lorial 0. •• :' LACIE S)·m· 
poIlUm, 

tR. K. Lennln,.on and M. E Rusbach. "('LASliY-An Adap.i\t Mnlmum 
likev,hood Clus .. "n .... ...,rllhm ... L ACIE SymposIum. 

W. A Coberly andC L. W,.,n."" ... UHMLE-...... r.m Dt:-"ip.ion liserGuide 
Rep. 45. Dep •. of M •• h . lift". of Hou •• on. Oc •. 1975. 

small are combined with larger ones. Following this 
operation, the mean of each cluster is recomputed. 
Pixels can be reassigned to the nearest mean and the 
process repeated as many times as desired. The 
algorithm can therefore compute the number of 
clusters in a given application. 

BCLUST 

The BCLUST or "blob-clustering" algorithm in
cludes spatial information in the clustering process 
by augmenting each vector of landsat channels with 
two location coordinates: i.e., the line and point 
numbers of the pixel. These augmented vectors are 
clustered into groups called "blobs" that are intended 
to be representative of agricultural fields. This "blob
bing" is done by comparing a given augmented vec
tor with the means of established blobs. The vector is 
assigned to the closest blob provided its distance is 
less than a given threshold. If the distance is greater 
than that, then the vector is designated as the mean 
of a new blob. After a new vector has been added to a 
blob. a new blob mean is computed using all vectors 
in thelt blob. When all vectors have been assigned to 
blobs. then a similar procedure is used to build 
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clusters from blobs. Durina this phase of the 
alaorithm, clusters are formed by aroupina the 
means of blobs. A blob mean is defined as the 
arithmetic averaae of the vectors for all the pixels in 
that blob. The spatial coordinates are deleted from 
the vectors durill8 this calculation. 

ECHO 

Rather than operate on one pixel at a time as do 
the lSOCLS and BCLUST alaorithms, the algorithm 
ECHO (Extraction and Classification of Homo
geneous Objects) operates on four pixels at a time, 
using a "region-growing" concept. The hope is that 
regions (or clusters) will resemble agricultural fields. 
Groups of four pixels, or superpixels, are .ested for 
homogeneity. Nonhomogeneous superpixels are 
judged to be on field boundaries and are initially ex
cluded. The homogeneous superpixels are con
sidered to be field interior pixels. Next, field super
pixels are combined into regions. Two contiguous 
superpixels are grouped if they pass a statistical 
"goodness of fit" test (that is, a test is made to deter
mine whether the pixels in two superpixels come 
from the same distribution). If two superpixels are 
grouped, then any subsequent comparisons are made 
between contiguous superpixels and the existing 
group or cluster. In this way. clusters grow until the 
test fails. Finally, the boundary pixels are assigned 
using maximum-likelihood classification. 

AMOEBA 

AMOEBA is also designed around spatial cluster
ing principles. Here. however. a region-growing con
cept is not applied. Rather. a set of heuristically 
derived rules is first employed to single out boundary 
pixels and all points judged very near these bound
aries. The complement of :111 such points makes up 
another set of pixels called ··patches." The basic hope 
is that these patches closely resemble agricultural 
fields or at least homogeneous portions of fields. Pix
els are then clustered by grouping with a set of patch 
means using the same comparative logic (nearest 
neighbor) as does the first group operation in 
ISOCLS. Clusters are then tested for purity using a 
misclustering criterion that considers a clustering er
ror to have occurred if. for a given pair of pixels. (1) 
the pixels came from the same real class but are 
clustered differently or (2) the pixels came from 
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different real classes and are in the same cluster. The 
error liven by (1) can be tested by assuming thal aU 
pixels in thet same patch come from the same lUI 
class. This assumption is reasonable if a patch repre
sents one agricultural field (assuming that a field can 
contain only one crop type). The examination of the 
error siven by (2) is not as straiahtforward. Basically, 
the idea is thai two pixels that are spectrally distant 
ought to belons to different real classes. After the 
miscfustering criterion has been computed, the 
duster with the most errors is eliminated. The .,iJLeis 
in tbe deleted c1ust~ are combined with the existina 
clusters, apin using ~ nearest neiahbor logic. The 
misclusterina criterion is asain computed and the 
process is repeated. TIle final clustering is that which 
gives the lowest ''Blue for the misclustering criterion. 

CLASSY 

The CLASSY algorithm attempts 10 fit the total 
mixtur: density (where mixture density is as defined 
in the iCCtion on proportion estimation) of the seg
ment pixels by normal distribution density func
tions. The number of distributions, the mean and 
covariance matrix of each, and the mixing propor
tions are estimated. Initially. the algorithm attempts 
to fit one normal distribution to the mixture density 
by using iterative maximum-likelihood estimation 
procedures to estimate the mean and covariance 
matrix. On the basis of higher order moments, a test 
is made to decide on the goodness of the fit. If the 
test fails. two normal distributions are tried. The 
parameters of the two new distributions are obtained 
by fitting to the first through the fourth moments of 
the original parent cluster. This splitting operation 
may be repeated. Periodically during the computa
tions. the choice to split is reexamined, and. as a 
result. the parent cluster may be restored. When the 
choice is made to fit with more than one normal dis
tribution, the mixing proportions (prior prob
abilities) are available. as they have been estimated 
using maximum-likelihood estimation methods. 
Thus, in an inventory application (like LACIE). 
CLASSY will estimate trop-type proportions pro
vided a crop-type label is assigned (through analyst 
interpretation or otherwise) to each cluster. 

UHMLE 

The University of Houston Maximum-Likelihood 

Estimation (UHMLE) al,orithm is similar to 
CLASSY except that the nunlber of component dis
tributions to fit the mixture must be specified. No 
spliltinl or joining of the clusters is attempted. Max
imum-likelihood iteration is used in estimatins the 
proportions and the mean and covariance matrix of 
each cluster. 

Evaluation 

Extensive testins of the allorithms other than 
ISOCLS has not yet been done. (For details of tests 
done on ISOCLS, see the paper by Wheeler et al. en
titled "An Evaluation of Procedure 1.") However, it 
is reasonable to believe that either the spatial variety 
or the distributional variety (e.g., CLASSY) would 
offer sisnificant improvement just as a basic 
classifier of Landsat data. Since agricultural fields are 
very likely to contain the same crop type (at least, 
this is normally the case in the United States), the 
spatial alg~)fithms should clear up a substantial 
amount of spectral confusion. The distributional 
variety is theoretically the ideal type of algorithm for 
an inventory application. Indeed. these algorithms 
can directly estimate the proportion of a crop type 
using principles similar to those discussed in the first 
section of this paper. It remains to be seen whether 
or not the assumptions related to this theory hold in 
real applications and whether or not the algorithms 
are sufficient to withstand violati(\ns of the assump
tions. 

FEATURE EXTRACTION 

In the initial phases of LACIE. research in feature 
extraction topics was pursued along traditional lines 
found in the pattern recognition literature; that is. 
transformations of Landsat data were sought for con· 
verting the Landsat channel data to a new set of 
variables. called features. which preserved some 
desirable statistical property. These properties were 
expressed in terms of criterion functionals (e.g .• 
Bhattacharyya coefficient or divergence) related to 
the probability of correct classification. In each case. 
a transformation was developed which would best 
preserve the probability of correct classification. 

The motivation for this research was to reduce the 
number of Landsat measurements that must be con
sidered in clustering and classification operations. In 
a multitemporal application, as many as 16 Landsat 
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channel measurements make up a pattern vector. 
Thus. a multitemporal clustering application can re
quire a prohibitive amount of time if done on con· 
ventional computers. However. later in LACIE. 
parallel processor computing devices were purchased 
and. thus. the motivation for further research 
vanished. 

Two accomplishments, however, stand out in this 
research. One was that a method was derived for 
computing the linear transformation that converts 
the Landsat measurement variables to a single varia
ble in such a way as to best preserve the probability 
of corr~t classification. That is to say, if X is a vector 
of random variables of Landsat measurements, a 
vector b is found so that Y - b'X is a new random 
variable for which the probability of correct 
classification obtained using Y in place of X is as 
close as possible to that obtained using X. The other 
accomplishment is related to the efficiency of com
puting features. Basically, a method was developed 
for computing the best linear transformation (in 
terms of a given criterion functional) by constructing 
the transformation from a set of Householder 
transformations. For details of these two ac
complishments, see the paper by Decell and Guse
man entitled "Linear Feature Selection With Ap
plications." 

In later phases of LACIE, a different concept was 
developed for deriving features. Rather than using 
statistical criteria for their definition, criteria related 
to crop growth were proposed. Here, the basic plan 
was not to minimize (or maximize) some functional, 
as was explained previously, but rather to develop 
transformations heuristically. Table III contains 
descriptions of the major transformations. Of those 
listed, the one that transforms the Landsat measure
ments to brightness, greenness, yellowness varia
bles-the "tasseled-cap" transformation-has 
received the most attention. 

Figure 2 illustrates the basic ideas involved. The 
figure shows that the Landsat spectral values in an 
agricultural scene, containing vegetation at different 
stages of development, will occupy a region (in the 
Landsat measurement space) that resembles (ac
cording to Kauth et al. in the paper entitled "Feature 
Extraction Applied to Agricultural Crops as Seen by 
Landsat") a tasseled cap. The "sweatband" part of 
the hat contains what is called the "plane of soils" 
and is essentially the region describing soil bright
ness. The brighter the soil, the larger the radius. As a 
crop develops and covers more of the soil with green 
vegetation, the spectral values move upward along 
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the greenness axis. Once the crop begins to yellow 
(or otherwise lose its areen appearance), a compo
nent of motion along the yellowness axi~ is estab· 
lished. 

The axes corresponding to this linear transforma· 
tion were derived largely by empirical means 
through examination of Landsat data and data on 
soil color. While an underlying theory has as yet not 
been found, it appears that the transformation does 
bring out crop growth properties within Landsat 
data. 

SIGNATURE EXTENSION 

It would be desirable in an inventory application 
such as LACIE to automate the process as much as 
possible so that only a few individuals (analysts) 
could inventory an tntire country. In LACIE, it was 
believed that this automation could be accomplished 
by computer analysis methods whereby an analyst 
could examine a small amount of Landsat data and 
thereby train a computer to recognize wheat over 
some huge area. 

Initially, the concept was implemented and tested 
in a very rudimentary way. Within a group of LACIE 
segments, one was selected for obtaining the training 
data. and then the training segment and its four 
nearest neighbors were classified on the basis of that 
training. It was soon discovered that regional effects, 
such as soil background or variations in cropping 
practices, as well as atmospheric effects modified 
spectral appearance to the point where such an ap
proach failed. 

The second major attempt sought to develop 
methods to remove the atmospheric and possibly the 
regional effects. Some success was achieved in 
developing a method that adjusted for atmospheric 
haze. However, when other perturbations not due to 
haze were present, as is almost always the case, these 
methods also failed. (See the paper by Minter en
titled "Methods of Extending Crop Signatures From 
One Area to Another" for a detailed discussion of 
the approaches considered.) 

One of these approaches is illustrated in figure 3. 
Essentially, the idea was to pair two segments and 
normalize one with respect to the other by a cluster 
matching process. The belief was that crop types 
would produce a unique cluster pattern and that if 
the same crop types existed in two segments, the 
cluster patterns would only be shifted, one with 
respect to the other, by the operation of some 
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TABLE 111.-TramJormations on Landsat Datfil 'nIat Enhance Crop Growth Characteristic; 

Tasselfd·Cap Transforma· 
tion 

Transformed Veaetation 
Index (TVI) 

Transformed Vegetative 
Index (TVI6) 

Differenced Vegetative In· 
dex (DVI) 

Ashburn Vegetalive Index 
(AV!) 

latioed Vegetative Index 
(IV!) 

Perpendicular Vegetative 
Index (PV!) 

Perpendicular Vegetative 
Index (PVI6) 

(
B) (0.433 G -.290 

r • -.829 

N .223 

Descrlptton 

0.632 

-.562 

.522 

.012 

0.5116 

.600 

-.039 

-.543 

whcICS2 = 0.851X2 + 0.355X4 

where S 2' 0.4'18 + 0.54 3x 2 + 0.498X 3 

S3 = 2.734 + 0.498X 2 .. 1I.457X3 

B Is Intended to be a 1011 brlahtness variable; Gis 
Intended to be a variable ahat measures 
peen biomeu development (i.e., a vepta· 
live Index varlsble); Y is intended to be a 
variable that meuum crop ",ettowilll"; Nis 
called "non-such" since few or no crop 
development chalUteristlcs are measured b, 
this variable; Xlia the Ith Landsat channel 
measurement, I - I, 2, 3, 4. 

Channel 4 - dlannel 2 appears to be related to 
areen development. The sum "f these chan
nels Is used as a normallzina factor and the 
112 is simpl, a constant to ensure that 
x4 - x2 t ---+-,,0. x4 +)(2 2 

TVl6 merely substitutes channel 3 for channel 4. 

DVI apin measures a difference between chan· 
nels 4 and 2. The constant 2.4 is intended to 
adjust the index for soil briahtness; i.e .• soils 
should aive a DVI value of very near zero. 

A VI is very similar to DVI without the soil line 
adjustment. 

I VI has some properties similar to those of 
TVI. For soils. this may be roughly constant 
at a value of about 2.4. 

PVI is intended to measure the areen develop· 
ment that oc:c:urs alona the perpendicular to 
the soil briahtness line. 51 and 5. are in· 
tended to measure the soil reflectance. 

PVI6 is similar to PVI with channel 4 replaced 
by channel J. 

"Tranlrormalion _rrocienll apply 10 landul-l dill. 

"see A. J. Richardion and C. l Wiepnd. "Dillln,uishin, VClClllion From Sotl BackarOllnd Inrormllion:' Pholosram. En, .... Rcmolc Senl .. vol. 43. no. U. Dec. 1977. 
pp. 1541-I5S2. 
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unknown affine transformation,lo The transforma. 
tion could be obtained by attemptin, to "overlay" 
the cluster pattern from one seament onto the next, 

PROP08lD 
SIGNATURE EXTENSION 
BASED ON STATISTICAL 

SAMPLING 

as shown in r.,ure 3. Several ataorlthms were "2 
developed for implementina this concept. The first 
was called MASt and subsequent retinements were 
called CROP·A, ROOSTER, and OSCAR" I 

Even thouah spectral crop·type observations are 
not stable from seament to seament, it may be that 
observations from a collection of seaments maintain 
their discriminatin. properties. This concept is iI· 
lustrated in fi,ure 4. In that fiaure, the collection of 

BANDS 

LINE OF SOILS 

YELLOW STUFF -.I_~U 

BAND 4 

FIGURE Z.-The tasseltd ~ap. 

Ca' Ib' 
-, 

F1GlJRE J.--one appr.,."h to .Ianaturt nttnillon balled on a 
re~otInltlon .. t,mtnl-to-lralnlnl-Wimenl trandormatlon. (a' 
Orl,loal "Iustth from tht Iralnlnl (optn' and re~OInltlon 
(h.h:htd, litamtnili. Ib) Rtcoanltlon "eament clu"t"" 
tranllormtd to ton form to tralnlna leamtnt dUIil"h. 
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SIGNATURE EXTENSION 

'IGURE 4.~ont,..t "'t"ten orilin.' and proposed 111"ature 
extension toaR .... 

points labeled To is meant to represent the spectral 
values from one segment. It is seen that the straiabt 
line indeed separates wheal from non wheat in that 
seament but not in all others. However. if data are 
taken from more than one seament. such as from the 
seaments labeled T. then it becomes apparent that 
one curved line could separate the wheat from non
wheat in all the 5Olments. 

When dealina with LACIE segments, this concept 
would imply that one should be able to find a small 
number of seaments which. when pooled. would 
serve as training seaments for classifying the other 
segments. "Pooling" means that several training seg
ments would be grouped and in effect this group 
treated as a larger segment in a training process. If. 
for example. a classification of an entire landsat 
frame is desired. then it may be possible to find a 
very small portion of that frame that would serve as 
the training area. Basically. the approach is similar to 
the one used to classify a segment; i.e .• a training 

lOAn affine transformation is one that would rotate, contract 
or expand, and translate the Landsat measurement vectors. Thus. 
if 1 is a vector of Landsat measurements, .41 + b (where .4 is a 
matrix and b a vector) is thl: mapping resulting from the affine 
transformation A(·) + b. 

IIMASC (Multiplicative and Additive Sianature Correction) 
and CROP·A (Cluster !teare.sion Ordered on Principal.Axis) 
were developed by ERIM; ROOSTER (Rank Order Optimal 
Transformation Estimalion Routine) and OSCAR (Oplimlll Sil' 
nature Correction Algorithmic Routine) Wefe developed by LEC. 

.. 
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sample .is taken from that seament and used to 
classify the entire seament. The difference is that In 
the sianature extension approach, much more varia
tion in spectral values can be expected when the area 
of interest beains to expand from the size of a seg
ment. 

To cope with this variation in spectral values, at 
least two thinas can be done. One is first to partition 
the area to be estimated into strata in which the 
variation is expected to be small. Thus, one approach 
for construct ina such strata would be to sinale out all 
environmentally static variables thouaht to affect 
Landsat renectances, estimate their effects (usina, 
for example, rearession or analysIs of variance ap
proaches with field spectral mean as the dependent 
variable), and then establish areas in which chanaes 
in these variables are small. These areas are then the 
strata. This approach was in fact taken and is dis
cussed in detail in the paper by Thomas et al. entitled 
"Development of Partitioning as an Aid to Spectral 
Signature Extension." 

The so-called dynamic effects. such as those due 
to chanaes in atmospheric haze. should also be 
minimized. One such transformation. which uses 
only Landsat data. was developed to rescale the data 
to minimize haze distortion. The resulting alaorithm. 
called XST AR. applies an amne transformation. 
A( .) + b. where A is a matrix and b a vector. The ele
ments of A and b are exponential functions of a 
variable that depends on the shift in yellowness (see 
the previous section on feature extraction). It was 
determined empirically that movement alona the 
yellowness axis in a liven segment is correlated with 
changes in atmospheric haze. and it is this observa
tion that is exploited in the XST AR transformation. 

Given a stratification. the problem that remains is 
to select a small number of samples that can be used 
to obtain an estimate of the wheat area in a stratum. 
The approach (discussed in the paper by Kauth and 
Richardson entitled "Sianature Extension Methods 
in Crop Area Estimation") is based on first cluster
ina the se,ments into spectral groups and applyin, a 
probability proportional to size samplinl to this 
groupinl. In PPS samplina. a number of samples are 
allocated to each ,roup in proportion to the size of 
the group. For the approach to be emeient. both 
spectral homoleneity and the random mix of wheat 
area within the aaricultural area (wheat area 
homoseneity) should be present within a siven 
stratum. Thus. the spectral stratifications discussed 
previously should be intersected with an area 
stratification. Such area stratifications are discussed 

in the paper by Hallum and Basu entitled "Natural 
Sampllna Stratel)'." 

The 'Jverall approach (i.e., area stratincatlon, haze 
correction, and seament selection) has yet to be dem
onstrated. Each of the three elements has been sepa· 
rately studied. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Larae Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
bepn with concepts that could be traced back to 
early mappina approaches. Here, the basic idea is to 
classify a aiven area as accurately as possible. The 
need to meet LACIE objectives with Landsat-type 
data motivated ideas related to makins an inventory 
of an area without the use of classification (or deal· 
in, with classification error to remove estimator 
bias) while minimizina the number of manual in
terpretations required by a sianature extension ap
proach. Althouah many of these were not demon
strated in the larae-scale experiment, sianificant 
proaress was made in the supportina research pro· 
gram which can be applied to futu,'e desians. 

As is aenerally the case. however, research leads 
to yet more research, and LACIE is no exception. It 
would appear that Landsat·1 and Landsat-2 data do 
not contain enouah information to discriminate be
tween crop types perfectly all the time and therefore 
a basic problem arises when no around-truth data on 
crop types in an area are available, LACIE attempted 
to use analyst interpretation to supply this around 
truth, but labeling errors resulted. Dependinlon the 
area and the time of year. these errors could be larae, 
h would appear then that new approaches are needed 
to reduce labeling error. Perhaps better use of multi
year Landsat data. a more detailed understandina of 
the croppin, practices in an area. better crop calendar 
prediction, and a better underslandina of the Iimitina 
sources of error in Landsat data related to crop dis
crimination may provide the insight required to 
develop improved desians, 

If analyst labelina errors cannot be reduced to 
sumciently low levels. then methods considerably 
different from those used in Procedure I need to be 
considered. One such method might be centered 
around the use of a LlSTI2 concept, in which the 

12UST is an acronym for Label Identification by Statistical 
labulalion (sec ,he paper by Pore and R. Abollccn C'ntitled .. A 
PrOiramed Labelinl Approach to Imale Interpretation"). 
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" analy.t i~ recaUir.d(Qnly to answer questions for 
which conslJtenlly,.ClCCurate responsa are possible. 
These responses would be used in'earally in machine 
processes Ihat allo consider Land.~t and 
meteoroloaical data. Another approach mitht ~ 10 
use some of the mhnure distribution nltln, metlsods 
discussed previously. In such methods, the analyst 
may only be required 10 select Ih. appropriate com
ponenl distributions 10 be used from a "bank" of 
possible distributions. 
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It may be tha' • satellite system that provided data 
with hither spatial and spectra' resolUaion and that 
areatl, increased lhe number of looks at a crop dur .. 
ina ita development cycle would s1anUlcantly In
crease accuracy when coupled with the same baie 
processin. concepts used 8t the beainnina of LAC.E. 
However,lhrouahoUI LACIE, the desire hu been to 
desian the most accurate processina approach possi
ble for a aiven sensor system. It is expected thai 
future research will be motivated by the same desire. 
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•• tl .... tlng Crop Proportlona From 
Remotely ae .. ed Data 

Tht fO/tIM wltHl doth/lOwr /OnII ""."., "" LAOE"",."" 
Whll, 'If' 0/ LIm." IrI'Utln,. /ifIttI ".".I'td to 1I'Mf • 

Tht ''''''' II tmtIlyztd ad dIIIIt, IIttIPI tIIf ",.. 
So thlll Hrh plXI''I dtllll/ltd b, WI. II' '""". 

Tht on,s ftllltd whn, tIIf toUIIttd '" to ttli _w""'" /, thttr. 
But 'vii b'lI' ,wl," our IIIm-w know not _w w /tIIf;' 

Whilllhould w do? I, would N n/~ to dtml/"ht plm" 
Bu, Io! Ou, IIt1W11f fll.It II sub./ltt to dlltonlon: 

H,~ Ihus WI ",usl ntw""thods try. 'or qfttr 1111. In LA ClE. 
T1w IfNII WI Ittk II 10""'. but 10 know"" whlGl proportion! 

INTRODUCTION ITATIIIINT Oft THI 'ROILD
THI PlXIL-COUNTING 'rICHNIOUI 

In LACIE. wheal Kreaae is estimated by the sam
i'le survey approach; i.e .• the propOrtion of wneat is 
dil'l".Ctly estimated for each of a number of S- by 6-
nautical-mile sample seaments and then used in In 
...... tion to obtain I larae area estimate. With a 
reasonlble lample. this method stands or flUs on the 
acaaracy of the wheat proportion estimates for the 
inaividual seaments. 

The standard approach until recent:, has been to 
have analysts label data to ,rain I maximum likeli· 
hood classifier. then classify every pixel in the .... 
ment and use the fraction eiassified II wheat for the 
wheat proportion estimate. Altho. it is intuitively 
appealifll to be Ible to clwify the pixelill wheat or 
nonwbeat. such an enumeration is not required in 
lACIE-al1 that is needed is an estimlte of the pro
portion of wheat in eKh scament. Becluse the 
c1alsifi~llion/pixel.count method is theoretically 
biased even if all distributional assumptions are met. 
I learch for altern.tive waYlto estimate crop propor
tion. has been initiated. In this paper. some of these 
methods are described and some initial ICit results 
on intensive lile data arc presented. 

aNASA Johnson SplICe Cenl4:r. HOUIJOn. TeUi. 
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Let II/I!. be a set of p-dimensional measurement 
VICtOrt cormpondina to the N pixels in 8 LACIE 
seament. In the rest of this piper. it will be Illumed 
thlt the vectors XI are independent obserVllions 
sampled from I mixture population with cl ... dis
lribution function (CDF) 

m 
flx). 1: fl/~(x), (l) 

'-I 
where OJ is the propOrtion of the seamenl in around· 
cover c .... }. 'defined 15 

and 1;(x) is the correspondina CDF for the Jlh elliS. 

'J 



The mOlt pneral problem ii, "Given 'I/J~_ , .. ti. 
mate ,_ A):., without an), knowl. of mor ~~I)." 
Since thil problem annot be IOlved without fUrther 
IllUmptionl, one of the followin. cues il uauall), 
auumed. 

1. The number of c:lusa m II known (or at I ... t 
an upper bound II known) and FJ.I} II from a known 
1"'Ultlblt famil), • luch u a set of distinct n,; "tivari· 
ate normal diltributions. 

2. The number of , ...... m II known. a set of 0b
servations rrom each dlltribution F/ •• ) II available 
(l.e •• trainin, data), and the f'unCtions F~I) are 
IllUmed to be members of some identmable famil),. 
usuall), known up to a set of parameten. 

With respect to both CIIeI. balic:all),. a ellIS of 
nnite mildn, dillributions is IdtnlUlablt if and onl), 
if 

for all values of 1 implies that It( - Nand thll. for 
each I (1 .. I .. N). there is some j( I) (I .. J( I) .. 

N) luch that 0/ - 0)1) and F~I) - G}(;)(I). See 
Teicher (ref. 1) for more details. 

The LACIE inv .. tiptoR .re forced to work 
under the framework of case 2 .. The ~ values are not 
known in advance; they are estimated from trainin, 
IImples chosen by analYlll. Since the desianation of 
trainin, data u beina from a particular ellIS il lub
ject to error .nd since the trainin, data set. even if 
desianated (orroctl),. represents only a relatively 
lmall IImple from ill parent population, the rault· 
in, estimates of "(I) are not .lwaYI reliable. 
However. untillarae Ii,nature bank •• re built up and 
models for adjustin, dillributions for haze. Sun 
an .... etc .• are functional. there i. no choice but to 
.. timate the ~ values from train"" data. One of the 
Nles of LACIE has been that no poultd data can be 
used. If thil restriction were relaxed. one (Ould 
auann&ee that trainina data were from the correct 
c .... ; however.lince LACIE wudaiped to opera" 
in foreian areas where no ao'ound truth i. available. it 
would not be reali.tic to ... ume errorlcu labelina of 
tr.inina data. 

The determination of m. the number of ca ...... is 
iuetf an interestina problem. Since the tr.inina dat. 
in a IClment arc in.ufficient to estimate the clus dis
tributiont nonparametrically. it is assumed that " 
represents either a parametric f.mily of multivariate 
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normal distributions or mixtu.II of multivariate nor· 
mal di"ributiunl with know\' I'ilixin, weilhll. 
Whi&:h modelll used depends on whether mi. taken 
u tho total number of pounckover c: ..... (includ· 
ina allaubc:luaea of wheal and nonwheat) or is equ.1 
to 2 (whr.t venus nonwheat). 

In the nm c:ae. where m il taken to be the total 
number of around-c:over cl .... (i.e .• lhe mlll.ic .... 
model). distribution of the)lh cl .. illllUmed to be 
multivariate ~Iormal. with mean I/o and covariance 
matrix 1.; i ;., fhe denslt)' function ~or the fth clul il 
liven by 

~(.) • i , 

IIii(21r)2 

up 1- !<. - ,.)TI- 1(. - ,.) t . 

(2) 

in the second case (m - 2). there are only two 
.. c: ......... wheat and nonwheat; however .lince there 
il bound to be a Iarae variety in the .ipatUrts of non· 
wheat (other croPI. nonaariculture. etc.). it would be 
unrealillic to assume a mullivariate normal distribu· 
tion for .11 non wheat. Inllead. it iI .. umed tnat the 
nonwheat i. itself a mixture or subclasses. each of 
which i. multivariate normal. 

A .imilar model il used for wheat to take into ac· 
count .he different v.rieties. arowth II ..... etc .• of 
wheat found in a seament. As a consequence, the 
dan densilY funcHuns are Jiven by 

ml 

I,(x)· 1: °1.'1.(.) (~a) . -, 

and 

m2 
'2(x). E 02A/2.(x). (3b) 

A: -, 

where .Ii(I) and /2(1) are lhe den.ity funclions for 
wheat and nonwheal. respectiv~ly~ I", (x) i, the den· 
lily funcaion for the kth .ube .... within the Jlh Clul; 
and 101A1 and 1°241 arc the respeclive mixina 
weiahts. 

Each approach h.. problems. In the first cue 
(m - number or .ubcIUltS). it is not obvious what m 

i 
! 
I 
i 

I 
; 



should be. Present procedures employ a standard 
clustering algorithm in an attempt to define m and 
break up the data into subclasses. In the second 
method. m is obviously equal to 2. ~ut clustering is 
still necessary to define subclasses needed for the 
estimation of Jjk' Furthermore. the coefficients tIIjk 

are not known and, for lack of better information. 
are assumed equal within a main class; i.e., tIIjk -

mj - 1 (j-I,2). 
Once classes and/or subclasses are defined, esti

mates of the density functions ~(x) are obtained 
from training data. then all pixels tn the segment are 
classified by the maximum likelihood classification 
rule; i.e., a pixel with measurement vector x is 
classified as class j if 

" ~(x) = max .fj,(x). 
I 

The proportion of the pixels classified as "wheat" or 
itS a subclass of "wheat" is then laken to be the wheat 
proportion estimate. 

The lccuracy of this or any proportion estimation 
method will depend to some extent on how well the 
class distributions are estimated. Some methods, 
however (including classification/pixel counting), 
are theoretically biased even if the Jj values are 
known. What is sought here are procooures that 
theoretically are relatively unbiased and fairly insen
sitive to errors in estimates of class distributions, so 
that reasonably accurate crop proportion t-stimates 
can still be made in the context of LAC IE-type 
applications. 

Bias of Ptxa' Counting 

The present LACIE procedure of counting pixels 
classified as wheat will be called "pueel counting" or 
"PC." In this section, it will be shown that PC is 
biased even if the density functions J;{X) are known. 
"!":> do this, consider the sample space X of all po~si
ble measurement vectors x. In maximum likelihood 
classification. with continuous density functions, X 
is broken int.": disjoint (except for sets of measure 
zero) regions ~ such that 

X E R j iff ~(x) = max ~.(x). 
j' 

-

Define conditional probabilities Pfj by 

(4) 

i.e., Pfj is the probability of an observation from class 
j being classified as class i (i, j - 1, ...• m). 

If 8j is the (unconditional) probability of classify
ing a pixel into class i, it follows that 

or 

e :: POt, (5) 

where 8 is the m x I vector (81' ... , 8 m ) T and Pis 
the m x m matrix of the probabilities Pit It thus 
follows that, if 8 w is the proportion of pixels 
classified as wheat, then its expectation is not tIIw' 

the true proportion (where the subscript w denotes 
wheat), but is instead equal to 

even if the distribution for each class is known. In 
general, the bias vector of PC for all classes with 
known densities is equal to 

e - Ot = (P - l)a. (6) 

When the class densities are not known (as in 
LACIE) and estimates ~(X) are used for Jj(x). tile 
situation is analogous; i.e., X is split into regions Ilj 
such that 
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and the expectation of a is siven by 

where 

=~ dfj(x); 
i 

(7) 

(8) 

i.e .• q(i is the probability of an observation from class 
j~falling in the ith (estimated) classification region 
Rj.1t follows that the bias of PC is given by 

£(~ - a) = (Q - 1)0. (9) 

Unbleslng PC 

If Q were known and nonsingular, one would un
biasedlr estimate II by 0-1 a; i.e., from equation m, 
£(er l i) == 0-1 (Oil) == II. 

It is interesting to note that knowledge of the 
matrix P is not necessary, or even sufficient, for un
biasing PC based on estimated dehsities. The advan
tage of knowing the densities and P lie~ in the 
variance of the corrected estimate. If a and U are the 
PC proportions using the known and estimated den
sitie~, respectively. an~ if ~k == p-IQ and Au -
o-Iu. both of the estimates are unbiased with respec
tive covariance matrices p-I V.(P-I) T and 
0-1 Vy(o-If. where V. and Vu are the covariance 
matrices of 8 and Q. respecti vely . 

To obtain V. and Vu. note that ~ is distributed 
multinomially (81' ...• 8 m). where Nis the number 
of classified pixels in the segment; hence. V. - 1/ N 
(D. - 881). where D. - diag (81' ...• 8 m). 
Similarly, Vu == liN (Du - uu1). where Du == diag 
(UI' ...• um) and U == £(0) == Om; i.e .• uj is the prob
ability of a random"observation from the segment 
falling in the region Rj" 
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Thus, 

.. l.p-ID(p-I)T - 1.4' (10) 
N. N 

and 

=.1 Q-ID IQ_I)T _1. T 
N u~ N· . (11) 

An examination of equations (10) and (11) shows 
that only the terms p-I D.( p-I) T and (T.l Du( cr I) T 
contribute to the difference between V(I) and V(O). 
The elements of Du and D •• although not equal to 
eac..h other. are clearly of the same average size since 

= 1. 

As a consequence. Veal and Vee) differ mainly 
because of the relative size of the elements of 0-1 

compared to those of p-I. By knowing the densities 
and hence the classific~ion regions I RA as opposed 
to estimated regions Il~j)' one should obtain better 
classification accuracy and hence P should be 
"closer" to the identity matrix than O. As a result. 
one would expect the elements of p-I to be generally 
smaller than those of 0-1• 

Odell-Chhikara eslimator.-Chhikara and Odell I 

I R. s. Chhikara and P. L. Odell ••• Acreage Estimates for Crops 
Using Remote Sensing Data:· NASA Johnson Space Center An. 
nual Technical Repurt (JSC'()897l). University of Texas at Dallas. 
1974. 
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proposed that rc could be made unbiased by 
estimating Q by 0, say, then leuing tht. corretted esti· 
mate of a be given by 

'" (").1" °0 ,(''' Q. U. (12) 

To investigate the properties of this estimator. a 
number of que5lions must be addressed. How is Q 
estimated Is Q always nonsi~ular? What "bout 
bias caus by ihe fact that E(o-t) is not equal to 
(rt even If E(Q) - Q? What if some elements of 
&0 .... Ilre negative or greater than 1 or the sum of all 
the elements is not 11 What is the variance of ao-c" if 
it exists? 

Estimation of Q: Odell and Chhikara suggested 
that Q be estimated by classifying training data. so 
that 

n .. 
;:-!!. 

"; . (1.l) 

where ", is the number of training pixels labeled as 
class .i by th~ analyst and "i, is the number of those 
pixels which were classified as class i. A potential 
problem with thAs estimate is that the same data used 
for computingAQ are also used to train the classifier. 
As a result. V will be biased toward an identity 
matrix which represents perfect agreement between 
labeling and classification. Furthermore. errors are 
caused by misillbeling of training data; i.e .• ~i esti
mates the probability of II pixel's being clllssir.ed as 
class i given that it was laltt'/("/ (by the analyst) as 
class j. not the prob. .y of its being clllssified into 
class j given that it at'tlla/~\' "'os from cllISS j. 

Another upproach to the estimation of Q is to 
I\ssun~ the data from c~ass j lue actulllly distributed 
i\'(~,. _). where ~ i and ... i are means and covllriances 
estimated from tlie jlh set of tmining data. and to 
compute ~/I by the Monte Carlo method; i.e .• dllssi~y
ing rllndomly generllted observillions from /\'(~ r ... j) 
lind using e\luation (13).2 This procedure. of course, 
depends heavil)' on thc normll\ity assumption as well 
liS the accufilcy of ~,and £,. which is also subject to 
IlIbcling error. . 

Existence of b-'; expe4:tation and variance of 
Au-C= If equatiqp (12) is to have meaning. the non
singularity of Q must be establiJ.hed. Unfortunately. 
this is not always true when Q is computed usina 
equation (13) even if Q itself is nonsinaular. The c0-

efficients nU are distributed multinomially and thus 
have 1 nonzero probability of obtaining values such 
that 0 is sinaular; thus, strictly speakina. E(&,,<) 
does not even exist in this case! In the second case 
(Monte Carlo), ~/can be taken to be arbitrarily lal'8e; 
hence, if the estimated.,. dass distributions are 
reasonably separated. 0 wilt not be .. ingular. 
However, a theoretical problem in computing E(&,,-c') 
still exists. 

~ven if equation (13) is taken as beli conditional 
011 o being nonsingular and even i E( - Q. aD-c'is 
still hiased because. in general, E( t '\ nonsinaular) 
is nol ~qual to fT '. Furthermore, the variance of aDo(' 
can be quite large, resulting in estimates having ele
ments which are negative or greater than unity. 

Modi/itd ()"C tstimator.-Because of the pre
viously described shortcomings, it was decided to 
consider a modified estimate a!ol' which is defined as 
the solution to the problem: 

Minimize II ~- ~M II 2 (14) 

subject to the elements of a ,\1 being nonnegative and 
sum"1tng to 1. 

If 0 is nonsingular and the elements of b-1Q are 
nonnegative. then ~M •• ~., .... 10 show this relation
sjlip}. it is necessary only to show (htt the elements of 
Q-1u sum to I,si:lce&", - &00(' - o-t Q makes equa
tion (14) equal to zero; ke., it is certainly a mWimum. 
Since the columns of 0 sum to I. the,{' .TQ - .1'. 
where .r. - (I. I •.... I). Since .1'0 - .T, then 
• T.- • T \! I and hence 

= I (l:'i) 

2'n Ihe m-dus.~ \·use. tn Ihe Iwo-dass I:;lSe, Ihc dall! lite 

assumcd 10 be Ilislribulcd 8\'l.-ordina 10 e'lulliion 0). where !~ is 
"'ken liS ,\If} 14' ~ ,4) wilh ~ ,4 lind ~ ,4 bcinlJ eSlimuled from Ihe 41b 
suhl:las.~ wilhin Ihe jlh d"s.~ of \ruin,", dUla. 
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since it is already known that the elements of ~ sum 
to 1. 

Note that ~AI can be comPiled for either of the 
two methods of computinl Q. To distinluish be
tween lhe IWO estimators in further referepces. aT 
will be the ooe solving equation (14) when Qis com
puted froll~ training data, andAAMCwm be the solu
tion to equation (14) when II is computed by the 
Monte Carlo method. 

Because of lhe c0l'vexity constraints in equation 
(14) and because E(cr1) is not equal to a-I ,8r and 
a AlC are still biased. Whether they are less biased 
tban the "uncorrected" estimate 0 is at present an 
unanswerable question theoretically. Results of 
some numerical teslin, of these esdmators will be 
Siven laler. 

Two-class versus m-t'lass models.-Guseman and 
WattGnl h.\'o Suaesled that it would probably be 
more accurate to attempt unbiasinl PC in the two
class case than in the m.dass case, ma~ly because of 
the incproved c(lndition of the matri" Q. e.I., it wheat 
and nonwheal were well separa~ed but their rcspet
live sllbclasses. were not, then the nxlass"(1' matrix 
would be ,It conditioned whereas the two-class "C!' 
manix would be a n~r identit). 

One problem with the tW<M:lass model ii that, in 
,eneraJ, Q ~annot be unbiasedly estimated leven 
with perfect labeling of training data) unless the 
trilining dalll consist of I.l random sample within each 
major class. lIn.il tne advent of PrOl.-edure ) (P·l) 
(see lh~ paper by Heydorn entitled "Classification 
and Mensuration Approach of lACIE Segments"). 
training samples were not chosen at random either 
between major cl~ or within them, because it was 
thought tIl .. t Ihe res.ultinll&~lil1& accuracy would be 
excessh'ely low; in the last 2 years of LACIE, 
however. random training samples became opera
tionally lWlliiable. The next section will include dis
cussion of the unbia5iog technique used in Procedure 
1, which lakes 3d\lan~ of this r{indomness. With 
nonrandom sampling. however, ~and hence propor
tion estimates of the form of eqwllion (4) could 
easily have more bi?~. albeilless variance in the two
class case than in the m-class casc. 

Guseman and Wahoo give a procedure for com
bining the m-class and two-class eslimators.·l It is 

Jt. F. Guseman and J. R Walton. ·'Melh.l(Is [or Estimatinj 
Proporlions or Convex Combinations of Normals t Isill@ linear 
FeatuI'C Seleclion." Submitted 10 CommuniClltions Slalisli(s
Theory, Met/ux!s. I'm A. 
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claimed that. if the densities .(Jk(X) are known and 
the m-class estimator is unbiased. then a cenain 
linear combination of the m-class and tWKlass 
estimators is also unbiased. For completeness, a brief 
review of the Guseman and Walton technique is 
siven and how it may be seneralized is shown. 

Let -Jk be the proportion of the pixels from class 
j. subclass k. where) - 1,2 and k - 1, ...• m,'up
pose one uses equation (14) to obtain eslimltes II jk of 
-JIc where m - m. + '"2. If the estimates Ijk are un· 
biased, one can then unbiasedly estimate by 

(Presumably, in this situation. the estimates AI' 
although unbiased. have a larae variance 3nd are 
hence undesirable as estimates by themselves.) 

At the same lime. tet .~{.) be an arbitrary 
weighted average of the given subclass densities 
.~I.:(.)' (Guseolan and Walton lake!; to be 

but this is more (\ convenience than a necessity.) One 
can then define II partition of the sample space into 
regions SI and ~ such that 

Corresponding to the S; is a 1 X 2 "C!' matrix 
denoted by 0. where . 

= J- f;<x)dx. 
Si 

Suppose Ct - (Ct, ,i2) T is the vector of proportions 
of the observation.! lying in Sl and 52' respectively. 
Then, one can let a .... Q-ta be another estimate or 

.. 



CI, if Q-l ellists. Note that a is biased because the 
arbitrary mixina wtipts are not the true ones; I.e., 
E(i) is not equal to (1C1. but is in fact equal to 0"', 
where 

= f- ",- i E ~/~" (x)dx. 
Si k 

Since 0 is only 2 x 2. however. one would expect i 
to be a much more stable estimate than A. 

Guseman and Walton sugest that a and A could 
be combined to obtain an estimate ("Estimator )") 
of the form 

A ( - I" A) a* = "± Ci - Q- Q"Q 

where 

(17) 

From equation (11), it is easily seen that E(D-li) .... Q"'- E(d) and hence 

=- E(Q*\ .. a. 

Note that any 2 x 2 matri!(. H. coulJ be substituted 
in equation (16) for ±U""' and (ill leave a· un
biased. An interestin, question still unresolved is. 
"What should If be such that solutions of a·(H) -
~ + H(i - O'il) have minimum mean-squared 
error?" 

"Imoerse"probobllilit's: Iht' p.J approach.-Much of 
the difficulty in unbiasing PC would be relieved if it 

were possible to estimate crl (if it exists) un
biasedly. instead of invertiq an estimate of Q. 
Altho. no method for estimatiq r.r 1 directly has 
been developed, il is possible to define a set of "in
verse" probabilities which are estimable if a random 
subsample of correctly labeled traini", data is availa· 
ble. These probabilities can then be used to linearly 
unbias 0 without loinl throqhan inversion process, 
thus resultinl in an improved estimate of a, luaran
teed to be convex. 

SUPP.08e one had a set of estimated density fune
tiqns It(x) J and correspondin, classification re&ions 
IR.J) U - 1 •...• m). If a pixel were chosen at ran· 
dom from the seament. one could ask whalthe prob
ability is of the pixel's having come from class i siven 
that it was classified as j. These "inverse" prob
abilities. hi[' are, of course. related to the coefficients 
fli in equatIon (8) throUJh the relation 

(18) 

where q ii ,« i' and u, are as defined previously. 
If one had a random sample of Tobservations and 

could correctly "label" them (i.e .• tell what class each 
one came from), then an almost unbiased estimate of 
hijcould be made by 

It Iii 
Ilq = t (1j :¢: 0). , (19) 

where ~ is the number of observations classified as 
dassj and tij is the number of observations classified 
as class j and labeled as class i. 

Because the sample is random, 1j is a random 
variable ,as ppposed to nj in eq. (lJ); however. it is 
true that E(nul1j > 0) - hii ; hence.lq is unbiased 
as lona as 1j is not equal to zero. 

/I 
If labeling were sufficiently accurate such that 
- (~) were a reasonable esti'llate of H - (hU) , 

then PL' could be corrected to give an estimate 
~/where 

(20) 
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which is essentially what is done in LACIE. as de
scribed in the paeet by Heydorn. 

To show that i/ is approximately unbiased under 
PI!fect labelina. consider Qp), the ith element of 
HU, which is equal to 

Its expectation is then equal to 

Rememberina that C. is the proportion of the N 
pixels in the segment that were classified as class j 
and that 1jis the number of pixels classified as classj 
from the (random) training sample of size T < N, 
one can write OJ - ( 1) + 0 )1 N. where G· is the num
ber of pixels not in the training sQm~/e that were 
classified as class;: Since 1) and 0are from indepen
dent samples of respective sizes land (N - 7), they 
are independent; hence, 

:: 1'; + (N - T)uj 

N 

By a similar argument. given 1). 'v is independent 
of 0. Aiso, if 1) is not equal to zero, E(tvl T

j
) -

hij1); hence, if 1) is not equal to zero, 

E(IIJ~/I1f) = E(tljl1f)E(C/ITJ) 

_ [1j + (N- T)ut] 
- "ij1j N 

~ 1:.,(1& I T) = " [1j + (N - T) U] 
T. I Ii N N 1 . 
I 

(22) 
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Since 1) is distrIbuted oiuumiiiHj' {r.Uj } . 

(23) 

Substituting into equation (22) yields the uncondi
tional expectation 

E 1!L.1j ') r Tu, (N - T)u/] 
\ ~ hll[N + N 

= L qj{l, (by eq. (18» 
i 

(24) 

Thus ~, is unbiased under perfect labeling when all 
the 1) values are nonzero. 

Note that, under the preceding assumptions, the 
raw estimates 

A (I) - l' -I L OR - t i; 
i 

are also unbiased estimates of G;. It is shown in 
Heydorn's pa~er, however. that al'} has lower 
variance than a R(; I; in fact, a p 'can be shown to be 
a poststratified estimate of G;, where the strata are 
precisely the partition of the sample induced by the 
c1assi fier. 

" ! 
" , 

- I 



It may be noted that there is no requirement that 
the san,ple space 1 be partitioned into resions 
throush a classification rule. The discussion of un
biasina PC applies ior any plU litlvil vf Yin!c 1!~jnl"t 
resions I Rj)J •• where the phrase "is classified as 
class/, is replaced by "i E R •• where i is an obser· 
vation. For every partition ;( - (RI •...• Ric) of X. 
there corresponds a k x m"Q·matrix.say 

Q(R) = q#J{R) 

and the analoaous relationship 

u = Q (t, (25) 
leX 1 kXm mX 1 

where Ut == P{x E Ril. i is a random observation 
from the mixture distribution in equation (1). and 
U .. (U, ••..• Uk) r. Note also that the number of par
titions k does not have to equal the number of classes 
m althoush. for all the elements of .. to be estimable, 
one needs k ;r: m. If k > m, one could use least
squares estimates of .. to replace .. 0- 1 .. in earlier 
discussions. 

An example of a partition not based on classifica
tion would be one in which uj - 11k for all values of 
i: i.e., "statistically equivalent blocks." One desirable 
property of such a partition is that estimates of the 
type of equation (19) would be as stable as possible 
since, with a reasonable sample sile, the expectation 
of all the 1j values would be safely removed (rom 
zero. 

OTHER PROPORTION '.STIMATION 
METHODS 

Gener.1 Llne.r Functiona. e.ttmet •• 

The second section of this paper included discus
sion of some proportion estimation methods which 

were all similar ill that (1) the sample space r WII 
split into disjoint reaions and (2) the primary 
statistic used for estimation was the vector. Q. of pro
portions of the pixels the measurements 01' which 
f.lIlnto each of the resions. The expectation of this 
vector was then shown to be a linear function of the 
tartet proportion vector .. which could be sOlvea III 
tum for all estimate of .. as a function ofO. 

Suppose one defines indicator functions 

giX) JI xfRI 
I' 10 otherwise, 

(26) 

where RI is the ith disjoint region with union r. as in 
the precedins section. Then, usin, equation (I). 
equation (25) as Jiven in the precedins section can be 
written 

= t "'j I g,tx)d~(x) 
i-I x 

(i = I ....• k) 

m 
.. E(gl(x») = E qq"l' (27) 

J'" I 

By writing equation (25) in the form of equation 
(27), it can easily be seen that such an equation holds 
for ony set of functions, (gil. the expectstjot's of 
which exist under the distribution of equation (1). 
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The coefficients qlj are Simply the conditional expec
tations of I, (X) aiven that i is a random observation 
from population j. Oiven enouah linearly indepen
dent functions I" one can then use equation (27) to 
estimate .. by replacina £(1,) with I" This class of 
estimators will be called linea, functional estlmatots 
(LFE's). 

Specl •• c •••• of LF!·. 

Method 0/ moments.-To establish the method 0/ 
moments estimator, let It<X) - x(1) (I - 1, ... , p) 
and Ip+'+}X) - x(1) xV)(i - 1, ... ,p;j - 1, ... ,/), 
where xlv) is the vtlt component of the 
p~imensional observation vector x. In this case, k is 
equal to p + p(p + 1)/2 and the expressions in equa
tion (27) ar~ safely overdetermined for any reasona
ble number oi classes. 

The left side of equation (27) is obtained by com
puting the first and second moments from the entire 
mixture distribution (i.e., the whole segmenO, 
whereas the coefficients quon the right side ofequa
tion (27) are the conditional first and second mo. 
ments, which can be computed from train ina data 
from each of the mclasses. Then, as in equation (14), 
the system I - ~ is solved for ~ by constrained 
least squares. where g - {II" .. ,Kk) T, 

Marginal CDF.-Let pv(X) be the sample univari
ate CDF from the mixture distribution (eq. (1» of 
liM taken over all the pixels in the segment. Then 
'vex) is simply the fraction of the observations the 
vth component of which is less than or equal to x. Its 
expectation is 

Fv(x) = E O:/iv(x). 
I 

where F,;v(x) is the marginal CDF of the vth compo. 
nent of thejth class distribution. For any set of arbi
trary real numbers (Xiv I f!). the set of equations 

v = 1. .... f' 
; = I •...• M (28) 

from the./lh class) and solved for .. by constrained 
least squares. To avoid deaeneracies, it is a lood idea 
to spread Xlv over the distribution of x( v) • 

Specjfically. xN can be taken as the (II M)-th quan
tile of F". Equation (28) is then replaced by 

t - .. 
M 1= 1. .... M 

" .. 1 .... ,p 
(29) 

where n(jIJ is the number of observations from train· 
ina samplej which had a vth component less than or 
equal to Xlv and Njv is the total number of observa
tions from training class j. (Note that there are pM 
equations and m unknowns.) 

Marginal "BIN" estlmator.-The CDF estimator 
can be sliahtly modified to produce what is termed 
the "BIN" estimator by replacing Fv(x",) with 
F,,(x iv ) - F,,(x'.l • .,). where x"" is taken as - 00. 
Similarly, ~(Xiv) is replaced by F,;v(x",) -
Fjv(xl-l,,,)' If the sets I Xiv I are taken as quantiles 
again, then the left side of equation (29) becomes 
11 M for all values of i and v. whereas the coefficients 
nijv are taken as the number of observations in train
ing sample j the vth components of which lie in the 
iflterval (X;.I,.,. Xiv)' 

Density /unctions,-Another example of an LFF is 
that which uses estimated densities for gi' Let .r~x) 
be the estimated density function for the./th dass. 
Then. one can let gj(x) - /;(X) (; - 1. ...• m). In 
thi~ case, the system of equation (27) is square; i.e., 
k - m. 

Maximum Llk.llhood E.tlmator. 

An altogether different approach to proportion 
estimation is that of maximum likelihood. Suppose 
class density functions .~-(x) are known. Jf I x). ' .. , 
xNI is a random sample of N observations from 
equation (1). then the likelihood L of the sample is 
given by 

(30) 

can be approximated by replacing FI) by Iv and Fjv by 
'jv (the iaUe:- being computed front training data Maximum likelihood e.litimates of Cljare obtained by 
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maximizlna L (or loa L), subject to til ill 0 and sum As a consequence, equation (31) can be rewritten u 
til-I. Let 

Then 

where 

I (x,) .. E ct.l., (x,) 
1/ 

(33) 

which suuests a fixed.poin' iteration procedure for 
solvil1J for til by successive substitution of trial 
values. Since any positive values of til substituted 
into the left side of equation (33) will result in posi. 

(31) tive values in the ri.ht side, such a procedure, if it 
converaes, is luaranteed to produce a nonneptive 
estimate. To show that the solution to equation (33), 
if It exists, is a maximum, consider the second 
derivatives of Q: 

and ~ is a LaGranle multiplier. Scttins 0 Q!otll - 0 
yields t ,,(x,)/k (X,) 

'-I 12 (x,) 

(32) 

Summin, equalion (32) over j yields 

.. >. 

. - (34) 

Since the matrix H - (hjk) is clearly seen to be a sum 
of semineptive definite rank 1 matrices, it is itself 
semineptive definite. Furthermore, if N > m, H is 
neaative definite with probability 1. As a conse
quence, any solution to ~uation (33) is a maximum 
likelihood estimate of tI. 

If the functions /jare not known, a similar scheme 
can be implemented usinl parametric estimates 
(usually Gaussian) for It Details of this type of 
estimation, includina some conversence theorems, 
may be found in reference 2. 

PERFORMANCE OF PROPORTION 
ISTIMATORS 

All the proportion estimators described in the two 
precedin, sections are dependent on certaira assump
tions in order to be unbiased and to have a reasona
bly small variance. Every estimator requires a ran
dom sample from each of the m classes; therefore. 
nonrandomness or outri,ht mislabelin, could 
seriously affect the performance of the proportion 
estimator. In addition. some of the estimators have 
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distributional assumptions. usually normality; 
others. however, are nonparametric. In some cases, 
failure of an assumption to hold may only increase 
the variance of the estimate; in most, however, the 
estimator will become biased. As a consequence, no 
attempt ii made to compare the merits of various 
estimators under ideal conditions (i.e., when all 
assumptions are met). What really matters in 
LACIE.type applications is the dearee of insen· 
sitivity of the estimator to violations of its assump· 
tions. 

8ec:ause of the myriad of possible proportion 
estimators which can be constructed, it would be an 
impossible task to test them all, especially on real 
data. There has been very little comparative testina 
to date; however, Ziealer (ref. 3) did compare the 
performance of eiaht estimators on some LACIE in· 
tensive test site data. II appeared that the best results 
were obtained with the CDF or "BIN" estimators. 
The theoretical bias of raw pixel counting proved no 
worse than that caused by the failure of various 
assumptions in other estimators. The reader is re
ferred to r~ference 3 for details. 

In reference 4. Guseman did some limited testing 
comparing the m-class and two-clas\ versions of 
equation (16) for the special case H - crl . He found 
that the two-class case gave better results. 

The LACIE Accuracy Assessment personnel did 
some comparison studies of pixel counting and Pro
cedure I on eight LACIE segments. No meaningful 
differences in performance were nOled. Again. 
despite being theoretically biased. PC did no worse 
than P·l. probably because of labelin, errors in p.l. 

Earlier studies by the Environmental Research 
Institute of Michigan (ERIM) (refs. 5 and 6) on mo· 
ment-type estimators (first moments only) were also 
inconclusive. The on'" ;;wJ1eral conclusion possible at 
present is that poor to inadequate "training" data 
cause most of the proportion estimation methods to 
be indistinguishable. When future surveys are made 
with some ground truth available for training. the 
selection of an efficient proportion estimation 
method will become a much more important task 
than it is at present. 
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Appendix 
Categorization and Error Anal,111 

of Proportion Eltlmators 

An inspection of flaure 1 will show how the pro
portion estimators discussed in this paper may br 
arouped. They are labeled "El" to "EI6" for lilY 
reference. Under each estimator. symbols are shCJwn 
which indicate the members of the liven Ust of 
lIIumptions that must hold for the procedure to be 
fwible II a proportion estimator. In addition to this 
lI~t in r .. ure 1. all estimators Illume. of course. that 
there is enouah information in the data to actually 
separate the cl ...... (Such hll not always been the 
case in LACIE!) 

Note that there are three main cateaories of 
estimators shown. The first type, maximum likeli
hood. is heavily dependent on distributionalillump
t;on-usually that of normality. If the data were 
really normal for each of m known classes, max
imum likelihood would probably live the best 
performance. 

UnfortunatelY, the use of clusterinl to define 
classes is essentially in contradiction with the nor-

'l"'le 'MMII".' ,,,.,," -, 
••• 

I.,."" 
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I1WOt;LAIICAitI 

• OA' ................. L. DIIt • ..,UD 
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1UK~_lfWDn_C&II1 

mality lIIumption. thus mlkina Eland E2 ques
tionable unl_ dearly identinable cl ..... are known 
a priori. Since true means and covariances are 
pnerally unknown even if the distribution of the 
data is normal. E 1 tends to be biued; however. it is 
not subject to wild variation. II il E2. when adequate 
trainina samples are not available. 

The second m.tor cateaory of proponion estima
tori il that based on clillineation of individual pix
ell. Within thil eateaory are the "raw" (uncorrected) 
pixel-c:ountinl estimators E3 and E4; the "(1' matrix 
corrected estimatorl E5. E6. and E7; and "P-l" (E8). 
which is really in a eateaory by itself. 

Allthe estimators in thil clall depend to some ex
tent on normality because they use estimated 
multivariate normal densities to define clillifieation 
reaionl. Failure of the data to be normal. however. 
does not cause II much damqe as it does under max
imum likelihood; in fact. for ES and E8. only the 
variance of the estimator. not its bias. is !'rrected. 

Of .... 
MOIItI.". 

1/111 "" 

-. ... ~ .. tO ... " ...... _Al.l 
._ Inoon .... CAIII " _.OfC~_'._ 
"-ClAIICAIII 
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FIGURE 1.-C ..... r~,..IDft of proportion pslmadon ,rou4ttrea. 
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In order to .. timlte the"rr mltrlx unbitildly, I 
aooct random trainl,.. sample il required for each 
ciUl. In E6 Ind E7, when the Q matrix Is .. limited 
by Monae Carlo or numerical In ... lion (u oppoHd 
to E5, where Ii is .. timlted nonparlmetrically), di .. 
tributlonll Ulumplions are more important. The 
trade-off of E7 qain.t £5 il thlt fewer traininlob
servation. Ire needed to .. tlmlte Q In E7 if the dati 
Ire known to be normal, altho. seriOUI errors mlY 
result if, in fact, they Ire not. 

The Guseman estimator, E6, il a "hybrid" bec:aUtle 

it combines a tW()oClUI blued estimator with In ~ 
clill "rr matrix procedure. Since Guseman'. Q 
matrix Is eslimlted by int ..... tion of normal den
siti", it, too, is dependent on the normality assump
tion. 

Proc:ecIure I. or E8. is unique In that the only real 
uaumptlon for III unbiaaednea II that IImples 
• elected at random throulbout tbe whole ",mIni can 

be unbiutd'y labeled and that .11 causes are repre
ltllted. In E8. clullncalion II only used u a 
stratification device. hence, the Ulumption of nor
malit, helps only thro. produclna effective Itratl. 
not by reduc:ina blu. A'thouah £8 dOlI not require 
u many Ulumptions II other procedures. the one it 
does require Is the mOlt "rinpnt. i.e., the ability to 
label randomi, sampled pixelt from the mixture dl .. 
trllM.!\ion In equation (l). Other procedures only re
quire random observations within I cia... not be
tweend ...... 

The third m.tor poup of proponlon estlmalors 
(LFE's) Ire essentially nonparametrlc. They require 
only knowledp of the number of clill .. and rln
dom IImpl .. from each eI.... They tend to have 
hlaher variances than some other methods. but they 
have the advantlll of not beinl biased by the failure 
of distributional auumptionl to hold . 
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On tw. Cluaterlng of Multldlmenalonal Pictorial Data 

J. D. BryantQ 

AISTRACT 

A new approach lO problems of clustering and 
classification of multidimensional pictorial data is 
presented. Proceeding logically from simple models 
and assumptions. the author descrit;.;S the develop
ment of a clusterina technique and program. Some 
tests of the program have been performed. and this 
work is reported. The techniques make use of infor
mation from the spatial domain. 

INTRODUCTION 

One application of remote sensing is the use of 
satellite- or aircraft-acquired multispectral scanner 
(MSS) data to conduct land usage inventories over 
large geographical areas. An essential part of a 
realistic program to conduct such an inventory is the 
application of cluster analysis to help the human 
analyst label remotely sensed data. Cluster analysis 
(clustering) lets the analyst label clear-cut cluster 
cases such as a large field (easily and accurately). 
while assuming that other members of the cluster are 
in the same class. Other members of the cluster then 
have, the same label; since this category includes 
difficult-to-Iabel cases. much tedious analysis is 
saved. 

In this paper. several related ideas on using spatial 
relationships to aid clustering and classification are 
presented. Techniques for selecting "pure" picture 
elements (pixels) and "starting" cluster centers (for 
an iterative or k-means clustering program) and for 
assigning pixels to clusters (classification) are dis
cussed. A new clustering technique that is both 
elegant and economical is proposed. Each technique 
is described in detail in an appendix; each has been 
implemented as a computer program. F(rst tests of 
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the clustering program on four-pass Landsat data are 
described. 

The origin of the innovations suggested here lies 
in the philosophy of the approach) In dealing with 
such an iII-d:fined concept as clustering. it is essen
tial that one identify the assumptions being made 
about the objects being clustered (the model) and 
study whether the desired results of clustering are 
justified on the basis of the model and the 
methodology being employed. It is essential that the 
reality of the model be verified independently of the 
methodology. It is not advocated that these 
philosophical issues be resolved here, but they are 
considered. 

The methodology used here is derived in a new 
analytical framework for studying pictorial informa
tion. One job of the theorist is to proffer analytical 
frameworks (and models within). Another is to 
create sample theories consistent with the frame
work. The success of the ideas presented here has 
one inescapable consequence: current theory, based 
on mathematical statistics. needs to be criticlally ex
amined. These early results definitely suggest that 
real data are inconsistent with the assumptions of 
current theory. What is lacking is a replacement 
theory. It would surely be unwise to wantonly aban
don current theoretical work because a new 
methodology. which at first seems to contradict ex
isting theory. has appeared. The theoretical problem 
is open. 

A thread which starts in the preceding two 
paragraphs runs through all the ideas discusseU here. 
It is the concept of reality. The reader must be cau-

'To some extent, this work is a contribution to the "Philoso
phy of Clusterina." It certainly seems clear that, when the ap· 
proach taken here is carefully studied and combined with other 
" 'Qrk in understanding multidimensional pictorial data, a signifi· 
cant advance in the methodology of using spatial associations will 
result. (Meanwhile, it is realized there may be no such subj~ct as 
the Philosophy of Clustering.) 



tioned that the word "real" is used in the naive sense, 
principally to distinguish between what happens in 
the model and what has happened in experiments 
performed in the setting of the model. For example, 
in the model, the concept of a field is defined, 
whereas actual (real) fields are naively believed to 
exist. Of course, a thoughtful reader will renect 
seriously on this situation and realize that naive real
ism cannot be justified. 

CURRENT CLUSTER'NG TECHNIQUES 

Of the many clustering techniques suggested in 
the literature, several on remotely sensed data seem 
to be effective. Iterative algorithms such as 
ISODA T A (refs. 1 and 2) and CLASS (ref. 3) have 
been used successfullY on four channels of aircraft 
scanner (C-l) data and on Landsat data (refs. 4 to 6). 
A similar technique is described by Wacker and 
Landgrebe (ref. 7). (For a discussion of the applica
tion of some of these techniques to remote sensing, 
see Duran and Odell (ref. 8. pp. 100 to 102). See also 
Anderberg (ref. 9, pp. 156 to 175) for a comprehen
sive comparison of variants of ISODAT A in use at 
the time (1973).) Recent developments (in addition 
to CLASS), such as the gravitational clustering ideas 
of Ball (ref. 10) and later Wright (ref. 11), show some 
promise for clustering arbitrary metric data; their po
tential in remote sensing has not been fully t'~'alu
ated. 

All the techniques discussed previously are m'm
hierarchical clustering methods. The dominant idea 
in each of these techniques is to take some initial 
clustering of the data and rearrange the assignments 
(of data to clusters) to improve the partition. Even 
the simplest of these methods, the basic k-means 
program of MacQueen (ref. 12), requires two passes 
through the data with each pixel being classified on 
each pass. When programed, most of the techniques 
will be structured with a starting procedure module 
(ref. 13): "INITIAL NUMBER OF CLUSTERS. 
CLUSTER CENTERS." As a module, it can be 
studied r.eparately. 

Although these methods include the most effi
cient clustering techniques known, the cost (in com
puter resources) of applying them to problems of 
remote sensing is still high. This point is discussed by 
Dubes "nd Jain (ref. 13) and by Wright (ref. 11). The 
COlit is high because of the amount of data to be 
clustered (typically 23000 pixels in one Landsat seg
ment), the dimensionality of the data (four channels 
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for each temporal acquisition), and the nature of the 
clustering program. There are four obvious ap
proaches to reducing the cost. 

1. Reduce the dimensionality of the problem. 
2. Select a small but representative subset of the 

data and cluster it. 
3. Get a better starting partition. 
4. Get a better clustering program. 
Implementation of the first of these methods is 

variously called feature selection, factor analysis, or 
multidimensional scaling. An account or the 
mathemGtical-statistical trickery of feature selection 
can be found in Andrews (ref. 14). There is convinc
ing evidence (refs. 15 and 16), for example, that each 
acquisition of Landsat agricultural data is at most 
two rather than four dimensional. However, even if 
the dimensionality is reduced to two for each acquisi
tion (using a transformation such as the one 
developed by Kauth and Thomas (ref. 15», high 
dimensionality remains because at least three ac
quisitions are required to separate the real classes 
present (in this case, crops). The second point, which 
might be called data selection, and the third are dis
cussed next; the fourth point is discussed after a brief 
discussion of models and assumptions. 

TECHNIQUES FOR SELECTING DATA 

The easiest way to reduce the number of data 
units to k is to choose the first k units encountered. 
The obvious disadvantage for pictorial data is that 
some of the real classes present in the data may not 
be represented in the first k, even if k is large. 
Therefore, pixels are selected at random or in some 
fixed spatial pattern which spreads the selected 
points over the data. Consider, however, the follow
ing problems. 

1. If the sample is sparse, a real class may not be 
represented. In particular, prior knowledge about the 
structure of the data (e.g., the number of classes) 
may be lost. 

2. Some samples may come from classes which 
are of no interest so that processing resources are 
wasted. 

3. Some (in the case of Landsat data, many) sam· 
pies may be mixtures of real classes (being on a 
spatial boundary); iterative clustering programs such 
as ISODA T A are likely to produce c1usterings in 
which a mixture class captures a real class. 

Implicit in this discussion are two ideas. The first 
is very simple-real classes exist. The second idea is 
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about the pictorial nature of the data-real classes 
are present in spatial associations (i.e., think fields). 
In the first part of this paper, a technique for sam· 
pUna multidimen3ional pictorial data based on these 
ideas is presented; in appendix A, a computer pro
gram for implementina the technique is described. 

Others have considered the problem of selectina 
representadve pixels. For example, HaU et al. (ref. 
17) delete pixels from a scene with fewer than four 
occurrences. A similar scheme has been developed 
by W. Coberly (private communication). High-fre
quency pixels are selected for clustering and factor 
analysis; howe\'er, small classes are still likely to be 
lost. Also, as the dimensionality of the data in
creases, the histograms become more scattered Ilnd 
the hashing program (by which one accumulates 
multidimensional histograms) becomes more com
plex and time consuming. The technique pr\lposed 
here has the same purpose as histogram-based selec
tion of high-frequency pixels-to select for analysis 
prototypes which are pure (I.e., not mixture) pixels 
and which represent each real class. 

The third method mentioned for reducing the cost 
of an iterative clustering program is to start near a 
"solution" (so that fewer iterations are required). If 
this procedure can be managed with negligible added 
computational burden, computer time will be saved. 
The program described in appendix A for finding ini
tial cluster centers is fast and automatic; the idea of 
the technique is introduced next. 

FINDING FIELDS IN REMOTELY SENSED 
DATA 

Let the multidimensional data vector in row i, col· 
umn j, be denoted by diJ' Let \ v\ denote the euclid
ean length of a vector v (so that I~' - wi is the dis· 
tance between ~'and w). Suppose there are r rows and 
c columns; pixels with row index I (r) or column in· 
dex I (c) will be called border pixels. Others are said 
to be inside the scene. Each pixel d, . inside has four 
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nearest neighbors; i.e .• left. right. above. and below. 
In Landsat data. these are probably the only neigh. 
bors that matter. In data with better resolution (such 
as most aircraft-acquired data). many more neigh. 
bors can be considered in forming spatial judgments. 

An irresistibly interesting problem in pictorial pat· 
tern recognition is the boundary detection problem. 
The approa~h taken here to finding fields actually 
defines a set which is almost certain to contain the 
boundary; spatially connected (ref. 18) sets remain· 
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i~ are 'called fields. Only the four nearest nelabbors 
are oonsidered in deciding connectedness. Since thin 
boundaries ~re not required, a simple one-dimen
sional ,radieot thresholding technique (with 
thresholds set automatically) is used to mark proba
ble boundary points. The thresholds are set so that 
about one-third of the scene is boundary. 

This technique, when tested on real Landsat 
asricultural data, has been observed to select fields 
which, on comparison with around-truth maps, are 
found to contain representatives from each real class 
(crop type) and never to include two or more distinct 
real classes. This experimental evidence supports the 
followina three assum;.tions. 

Assumption I: Real classes exist-Mark :ach pixel 
pair inside the scene which spectrally differs by more 
than a threshold from its left or above neighbor; set 
the threshold so that between one·fourth and one
half of the pixels are marked. The complement of the 
set of marked points is called the set of pure pixels, 
and the spatially connected components of this set 
are called fields. 

Assumption 2: Each field contains exactly one real 
class. 

Assumption 3: Each real class is presented in at 
least one field. 

The program described in appendix A is based on 
these assumptions. Once the fields are formed. pixels 
are selected (roundrobin fashion) until an adequate 
supply for clustering is obtained. On :he assump
tions. it is known that 

1. Each real class is represented. 
2. Each pixel comes from a real class. 
Also, real classes present only in small fields are 

not ItS likely to be captured by classes present in large 
fields in the clustering program. as is the case with 
random selection; this is true. since the roundrobin 
selection technique will select the same number from 
each field regardless of the field size. 

I The process of obtaining starting cluster centers 
(rather than pixels to cluster) is now outlined. Sup· 
pose s starting cluster centers are desired. Form 
fields as described previously and select 5 pixels 
from each field; call these pixels lest pixels. Form 
the mean vectors of each field. (Ill one Landsat sea
ment.lhere are typically 300 fie!Js.) Classify test pix
els b)' nearest spectral neighbor to the cluster centers 
and count the num"cr of times a center attracts a test 
pixel. Eliminate all cluster centers to which no test 
pixels are assigned. (This step will automatically 
guarantee distinct cluster centers.) Now eliminate all 
centers with 1.2 •... assignments until s are obtained. 
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reclassifying test pixels which were assigned to an 
eliminated center. 

THI CLASSIFICATION PROBLIM 

Following this staning procedure. a clustering pro
gram (designed to cluster arbitrary metric data) will 
produce a clustering of the sampled data; on exit. the 
duster centers will be known. The problem now 
becomes one of classification (of all pixels). How can 
one label each pixel in the scene \\ lth the correct 
cluster center? This question has bt..'en studied in 
some depth recently by Bauer et al. (ref. 19). They 
utilize five different classification algorithms. 

1. Maximum likelihood per-point classifier 
2. ECHO (refs. 20 to 22) classifier 
3. Layered (ref. 23) classifier 
4. Minimum distance to the means. per-point 

classifier 
S. A parallelepiped per-point or "levels" classifier 
In terms of accuracy, the minimum distance to the 

means (classifier 4) ranks better (but perhaps not sig
nificantly better) than maximum likelihood, and the 
cost is about one-third as much. All the olher 
classifiers tested fall behind maximum likelihood 
and cost more than nearest neighbor classification. 
In the report, the authors express surprise that 
nearest neighbor classification is more accurate but 
point out that the training statistics were developed 
using an unnamed clustering algorithm which used 
minimum distance assignments; the means. vari
ances. and correlation matrices were then formed 
assuming multivariate normal distribution for the 
training data. This explanation is not very convinc
ing. In the opinion of this author. the reason that 
nearest neighbor assignments are superior to max
imum likelihood lies in the basic failure of the 
assumptions. especially in sample sizes encountered 
here (i.e .• the training classes are not Gaussian). 

Another report by Richardson and Pentland (ref. 
24) contains a comparison of maximum likelihood 
against 13 basic methods, 6 of which are actually 
spatial cleanup opcrations which follow a maximum 
likelihood (or, in principle. any) classification. Nonc 
of these methods (cxcept the maximum likelihood 
classifier) are mentioned previously; thus. it is 
difficult to compare the results. However. the "9-
point rule" spatial operations .:Iassifier always 
slightly improved the classification accuracy. This 
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work is difficult to evaluate since the authors reduce 
the problem to an unnatural two-c:lass problem from 
the beginnina. presumably to give the 9-point-rule 
classifiers a better chance. 

In all thit! work. the ECHO classifier is unique in 
its use of spatial information. An earlier technique 
relate<! to ECHO was developed by Gupta and Wintz 
(ref. 25); they use hypothesis testing to grow "blobs" 
with similar gray levels and textures and develop a 
classification algorithm which performs well on 
aircraft-8cquired MSS data. The main problem (other 
than computer time) with the application of these 
ideas to Landsat data really lies in the fact that tex
tural information in a single pixel is meaningless and 
that 2- by 2-pixel areas are already too Ip.rge. In addi
tion, it is not credible that an estimate on textural in
formation obtained from a 2- by 2-pixel area is suffi
ciently significant to warrant the action the program 
takes (growing a field). Setting the thresholds to pre
vent propagation of random fields leaves more 
points which must be handled on a per-point basis. 
Apparently, the thresholds (which must be set by the 
user) in the tests of ECHO reported were set to 
achieve at about two-thirds the cost of maximum 
likelihood classification with about a I-percent loss 
in classification accuracy. This result would be Quite 
impressive if it were not for the nearest neighbor 
classification. which achieves better accuracy in half 
the time. 

Still, the use of spatial information in classifica
tion is a good idea. Van Rooy and Lynn (ref. 26) dis
cuss the use of spatial information for improving the 
accuracy of a classification. They assume (without 
defining "field") that 

1. The majority of fields contain many data 
points. 

2. The init:al classification was accurate. 
These assumptions held for C-I night data. For 

Landsat data. the first assumption usually is not 
valid. What replaces it here results from a simple 
analysis of boundary pixels. 

THE BOUNDARY PIXEL MODEL 

Consider two adjal'cnt real fields containing dis
tinct rc.d classes c and d. A pixel h on the real bound
ary between these twe ficlds will be averagcd by the 
remote-scnsing hardware and appear as h - (re' + 
(\ - ald. 0 < u < \. However. it is possiblc (and 
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likely, if f and d are well separated) that b will ac· 
tually be spectrally nearer some other ~Iass (say class 
e) so that b is misclassified in class e by any per·point 
classification. Two surprisinaly useful observations 
can be made from this simple model. The first is 
c1ear-apparent boundary classifications should be 
suspected. (Suspect a pixel which fails to be classified 
like at least two of its four nearest neighbors, and 
totally reject one which is unlike all four.) The sec· 
ond is based on looking at the spectral distance from 
b to f. Since b - r - (l - a)(d - f), the euclidean 
distance from b to c is simply (1 - a) I d - cl, and 
therefore the distance from b to the nearer of for dis 
not greater than 1/2\ d - fl. This model of a bound· 
ary pixel thus leads to a c1uster·dependent threshold. 
If. for each cluster center. O.z is the cluster center 
with \0 - z\largest. then r(a) - 11210 - zl is a re
jection threshold (for cluster 0). and no pixel p 
should be assigned to 0 if I 0 - pi > r(&1). 

The spatial-spectral classification technique can 
now be outlined; an associated program is described 
in appendix B. First determine the rejection 
threshold for each cluster. Recall that fields were 
found (in the spatial starting procedure/pixel selec· 
tion step). Spectrally classify each field by nearest 
cluster. If the distance to the nearest cluster exceeds 
the rejection threshold for that cluster. increase the 
number of clusters by 1 (adding the field mean 
which was rejected as a new cluster center) and 
recompute the rejection threshold. When all field 
means have been classified. begin a spatial map of 
lah.els. Classify all unlabeled (and so nonti~ld point) 
pil~els. Declassify any pixel which has less than two 
neighbors in the same class (considering only the 
four nearest neighbors). Examine the four neighbors 
of each unclassified pixel and find the class (of these 
four) to which the pixel is nearest but which it has 
not rejected. If one is found. lai>el the pixel with this 
label. If none is found. restore the pixel's old Inbel. 
Now perform a spatial cleanup operation. First. 
declassify a pixel with no neighbor (of the four 
nearest) in the same class; then. when three of the 
four neighbors of a declassified pixel are in the same 
class. transfer this class label to the pixel. The second 
operation is similar to what Van Rooy and Lynn 
(ref. 26) propose, with the following revised assump· 
tion. 

Many fields have few members. but each field 
has at least two. It may be that the fuzzy set 
theory (ref. 27) can be applied here to make 

more sense of these assumptions. (This work 
has not been done.) 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLUSTERING 
PICTORIAL DATA 

In the book "Patterns of Discovery" (ref. 28), 
Hanson examines the problem of how an analyst can 
analyze and construct hypotheses about the data. 
Althoush no explicit mention of cluster analysis is 
made, the book contains many references to the 
problems of spatial perception. In fact. the book 
opens with two microbiologists viewing the same 
image. 

Imagine these two observing a Protozoon. 
Amoeba. One sees a non-celled animal. The 
first sees Amoeba in all its analogies with 
different types of single cells . . .. Within this 
class Amoeba is distinguist. d only by its inde
pendence. The other. however, sees Amoeba's 
homology not with single cells but with whole 
animals .... 
Allhl)ugh the two view the same image, what they 

perceive as significant or relevant is not the same. 
Similar points are stressed by Anderberg (ref. 9, pp. 
22 to 24). Polya (ref. 29. p. 110) makes the point 
simpler and with more generality. "Let us not neglect 
the obvious and let us note: two people presented 
with the same evidence may honestly disagree" and 
(p. Ill) " ... two persons presented with the same 
evidence and applying the same patterns of plausible 
inference may honestly disagree." These philosophi. 
cal observations are important to one interesled in 
clustering. for they bring into question the reality of 
the information in the data. A specific example in 
remote sensing (patterned after Hanson's) follows. 

Three observers view film of a four·pass Land. 
sat segment taken from a region of agricultural 
interest. One observer is interested in labelling 
"wheat vs. olher"; that is, tb: temporal.spectral 
behavior of wheat and the conditions which 
prevailed in the place and time this data was ac· 
quired (as known to the observer) are used 
along with spatial associations to separate 
wheat from "other." The second is interested in 
yield estimation: although each individual pixel 
comprises over an acre of real area, this ob· 
server is attempting to understand the fine 
structure of the data so as to predict each pixel's 
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yield. It may be that differinl amounts of soil 
moisture and variations in soil type or 
agricultural practices will affect yield, and this 
observer is attuned to perceive such 
differ~nces. 
A third observer,2 interested in but ilnorant of 
agriculture, perceives commonplace spatial 
features (fields, roads, clouds and c1ou\J 
shadows and so on), and distinsuishes between 
the passes as being "noisy" or "c1ean," the 
fields as beins rectansular or round, wide or 
narrow. This observer sees the c1usterin, prob. 
lem more as one of tiltering: it is desired to 
clean up the noisy fields, to enhance the fuzzy 
boundaries and somehow transform four 
passes to one pleasing and plausible image 
without losing much information. (Of course, 
this observer knows a precise mathematical 
definition of "information" which is probably 
unrelated to the needs of the first two.) 
let us adopt the third observer's orientation 

(despite his obvious unsuitability for solving the real 
problem). believing that a product (a clustering of 
the data) which pleases him will be useful to the 
others. His background (not merely temperament, as 
is pointed out by Polya) leads him to raise questions 
such as "Given a clustering of the data, which is the 
prob&bility that a pixel is misclustered?" If this ques
tion is meaningful, then it seems that an objective 
function could be defined and that vr.rious cluster
ings of the data could be compared, with the best of 
those compared being selected. Unfortunately, the 
question is actually meaningless. Without external 
labels, the correctness of a classification of a single 
pixel has no meaning. (Although schemes exist to 
transform labels to clus:ers, a deeper question of the 
reality of the labels remains.) 

Although the absolute real class into which a pixel 
should be clustered is unknown, there are samples 
from the same real class; recall the assumption that 
each field is assumed to contain exactly one real 
class, so that all pixels from the same field are in the 
same real class. Consider. therefore, a pair of pixels 
and a clustering of the data. There are four mutually 
exclusive possibilities. 

21t is unfortunate that. generally. remote·sensing software is 
developed by people with mathematical.statistical-enaineering 
backgrounds. The present author (a lypicallhird observer) IS no 
exception. 
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I. The pair can be in the same real class and be 
clustered in the same cluster. 

2. The pair can come from two different real 
classes and be clustered differently. 

3. The pair can come from the same real class and 
be clustered differently. 

4. The pair can come from different real classes 
and be clustered alike. 

The last two cases represent errors. The prob· 
ability of case 3 or 4 will be called the pair probability 
of misclassification (PPMC). Error ~'ase 3 can be 
estimated using samples from the same real class; a 
strategy for estimating case 4 will be proposed pres
ently. Clearly, the estimate of the PPMC can be used 
as an objective function to choose one clustering 
among many. 

AN INTERNALLY SUPERVISED 
CLUSTERING TECHNIQUE 

The pair idea leads to a technique which has the 
internal structure of a pattern recognition algorithm 
in the sense of Kaminuma et al. (ref. 30). However, 
since paradigms are extracted from the data without 
external supervision. a user sees it as a clustering 
technique. Others have used internal parameter-free 
similarit)· to determine the number of clusters (ref. 
31, for example). Furthermore, the use of pairs in 
measuring similarity between two c1usterings was 
proposed by Rand (ref. 32), and the technique was 
used to compare clustering programs by Dubes and 
Jain (ref. 13, p. 260). The novelty of our approach to 
finding the clusters is that the pairs for supervision 
are selected from a "perfect" real clustering, and the 
technique tries to make the clustering equal real 
clustering. 

The actual technique proceeds as follows. Once 
the fields are formed and labeled by the starting pro
cedure or by some other means (ref. 33), sets of 5 
pixels are drawn from each field which has al least 5 
elements. The sets of 5 are called test sets. Each tesl 
set contains 10 unordered pairs from the same real 
class. To obtain samples from different real classes, 
take the family of test sets and rearrange the family 
(keeping test sets together) so that the values in 
channel I of the first element in each test set are in 
nondecreasing order. Let there be s test sets and let 
n - s/4. To obtain samples presumed to be from 
different real classes, select the five from test set k 
and one each from test set k - nand k + n. (Details, 
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such as what to do when one of k ± n lest sets is not 
a valid index. are provided in appendix C.) This pro
cedure furnishes 10 pairs. which probably) are from 
different but not too different real classes. 

For any ,iven ctusterin,. it is now easy 10 estimate 
Ihe PPMC objective function. The selection of 
cluslerinp to evaluate is discussed next. Start by 
usioa the spatial-spectral starlina module 10 obtain. 
at most, 200 slartin, cluster centers. Classify all test 
pixels and count, for any cluster center, the number 
of test set pixel pairs which were split plus the num
ber of different field pixel pairs whi:h were not split 
(these are errors). At the same time, evaluate the 
estimate on the PPMC. Eliminate the cluster which 
has the laraest number of errors, reclassify test pixels 
which were assi,ned to that cluster, and continue un
til one cluster remains. The clusterina with the 
smallest PPMC wins. (It is interesting that a cluster
ing with but one cluster has a high PPMC. since sam
ples from different real classes are all classed alike.) 

A program (named AMOEBA) to implement this 
technique is described in appendix C. 

T..fBLE I.-!Hscription of Four Test Data Sets 

Idtnt(llt'atlon . .fC'qu;s;r;on dattsO CommtnlS 

18S7 7b073.76109. Oal. ellccptionally 
76IS4.7b191 rree of noise 

18bS 7f1()73. 76109. Typical data 
761M. 7bl90 

1854 7f1()SS.76154. Passes I. 2. and 3 
7b1M. 7b!99 noisy; typital scln 

line noise in pass 1 

18b! 7605b.7bI28. All passel noisy; 
7b1M. 7bl82 mu~h of the &ea' 

ment fallow or 
pasture 

"The filiI I .. " dO,1I1 replCsenl Ihe ~eal. Ihc lall Ihree I<l'rcacnllhc Juhan dale 

J.<\ more reliable \Way of seleclin. pairs from different re.1 
classes is needed. This "probabl)'" situation is undoubtedly Ihe 
weakest and least understood fe~ture of the clusterin, technique. 

R.IULTI 

The new ctusterina pro,ram AMOEBA was tested 
on four Landsat seaments from the U.s. Oreat 
Plains. The data. which are described In table 1. were 
furnished by the NASA Johnson Space o,nler 
(JSC). Before enlerin, the program. a transformation 
somewhat like the Kauth-Thomas transformation 
(ref. IS) is used to hillve the dimensionality of t"e 
problem: the linear combinations (cl + c2 + c)/4 and 
(- c2 + c) + c.)/3 are rouply the briahtness and 
areenness~ since channel 1 is used to sort tetlt sets to 
obtain pairs from different real classes. the "best" ac
quisition (here taken to be pass 3) is transformed to 
channels I and 2. 

In table II. the execution characteristics of 
AMOEBA are described. This version of the pro
,ram includes perform ina all preprocessin, and mak
ina one universal formatted imase tape for display 
on NASA JSC hardware. The pro,ram is written in 
Fortran lanauaae and compiled usinath~ Fortran H 
extended optimizing compiler (with OPT - 2). (Of 

T..fBLE /I.-Execution Characteristics of 
AMOEBA Version 6 

Charact('r;stic VatU(' 

Computer used .. ,., ........... . AMDAHL 470 V/6 

ElI"ution time per 117·line by 
196-pillel seame .. t. se~ ......... 14.2 + 2.4 )( no. of passes 

Memory used. kbytes . .. . . . . . . . .. 200 + 100 )( no. of passes 

Compilation time. ~ ........... . 8 

T..fBU 111.- A MOEBA Version 6. Two-Pass Data 

O,a,al'l(";$t;1' Sf'gmf'nt 

IN.U IN6J INJ4 IN61 

Shlrtin. no. of dusters 360 337 341 338 

No. of test pillels ISOO 1430 \270 1285 

rinal no. of dusters l\ 22 12 lb 

Cluster size 
Llracst 528b 4844 7040 7093 
Smillest 74 J6 7S 104 

No. of uncl.ssified pillels 1\ S 22 II 
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our 'e. Ihe complilli n need ' 10 bc done nl n c.) 
In lable III and IV. I pical re ull ' are hown. The 

four-po ' Ie I ' U ed all Ihe dOl from 10 Ic I. Two
fHI' le 'l u cd pu e' 2 and J. The re ull h w ne 
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days apart). In fiaure I, typical film products of the 
output of the c1usterin, are displayed. 

8UMMARY 

Two related aspects of usina information from the 
spatial domain have been presented. The first con· 
cerns findina sets of pixels which are spatially and 
spectrally associated~ these sets may be called 
"fields." Three assumptions on the relation between 
(unknowrj) real classes and fields are formalized. On 
these assumptions, one is able to automatically ex· 
tract samples of the data known to represent each 
real class; in addition, popular field mean vectors are 
proposed as starting cluster centers for an iterative 
clusterina pro,ram to process. 

The second us<: of spatial information concerns 
the problem of c1assifyina mixture pixels. A simple 
model for the boundary between two real fields leads 
to loaic for detection of probable erroneous 
classifications. The fields found by the starlin, pro
cedure summarized previously are classified as 
monoliths; and all other pixels are classified, yieldin, 
a map of labels. Any pixel not havin, at least two 
nei,hbors in the same class is suspected of beina in
correctly classified; the boundary model furnishes a 
method for reclassifying sur h pixels. 

Incidental to this work, it was noticed that sam
ples of the data which probably come from different 
real classes could be obtained. First, the samples 
could be ordered from the fields on some (essentially 
arbitrary) one-dimensional attribute. Selected pairs 
spread out in this order can be believed to come from 
different real classes. Usin, these pairs, to,ether with 
the samples from the same field (and thus real 
classes), one can evaluate an arbitrary clustering of 
the data by estimating the probability that a pair 
from the same real class is clustered differently plus 
the probability that a pair from different real classes 
is clustered alike. At the same time, cluster, which 
are most involved in splitting pairs from the same 
real class or which have the least discriminatory 
ability for pairs from different real classes are iden
tified and eliminated (thereby reducing the number 
of clusters). The clustering with the lowest pair
misclustering probability is selected. 

Based on these ideas, the clustering program 
AMOEBA is described. Internally, the program is a 
pattern reco,nition program; but, from without, it 
appellrs to be an unsupervised clustering program. 

The prOiram is fast and automatic~ thus, no choices 
(such as arbitrary thresholds to set or split/combine 
sequences) need be made. The difficult problem of 
findin, the number of clusters is solved automat· 
ically. At the conclusion of the proaram. all points in 
the scene are classified~ however, a provision is in· 
c1uded for a "reject" classification of some points 
which. within the theoretical framework, cannot rae 
tionally be assi,ned to any cluster. 
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Appendix A 
A Spatial Starting Procedure 

Notdllon: Suppoae the data to be analyzed are in an 
array d,~ of vectors. I - 1 •...• ' and J - 1 •...• f. 
Also available is an array 4J for IIvina labela. 

SItp I. Cover the boundary. 
a. Let u - n:l2. m - n:lJ. and I - n:l4. Sum th.: 

squared distance Id'J - d'.)+112 over every nfth ro_ 
and every nfth column and divide by the number 
summed. oblainin, an atimate of the intrinsic 
variability n of the data. Set h - 2n,' h is lhe horizon· 
tal tolerance. 

b. Set v - 13h110~ " il the verlicallolerance. Ini· 
lialize the array ".J 10 all zeros. For column} - 2. 
. . . • ~ and row I - 2 •...• f. compare Idl.} - dl.,_112 
> h: If 10. ~I/I.J - I and 11._ 1 - 1. Then lat IClI.J -
dl_ I) > v,' If 10. sel/,.J - ( and 'I-I.J - 1. When all 
pixels have been prl.lCased in Ihis way. pus lhrouah 
the i~lide of th~ array I,) and nil in the hola. If I,.) -
1. sklp~ utherwlse. test the nei,hbor above and below, 
seein, if both are marked (i.e .• - I) and. if no,- lost 
the left and riabt neiahbors. If eilher pair il marked. 
set 'I.J - I. Count Ihe number n of points with I -
1. If u > n > I. exit to Slep 2~ otherwise. replace ~ by 
(h + ho mln)/2 and repeat Step b. Call pixels at (I,]) 
with I;.) - 0 pure pixel~. 

Srtp 2. label the fields and extract test lets. 
Commtnt.· In Ihis step. connected sets of pu~ ;;~. 

els called fields are marked in the array 4,1' 110wever. 
the maximum field size is limited to SO pixels. At the 
same lime u fields are bein, formed. S test "ixels are 
extracted from each field which contains at least S 
and are stored in an array of test sets. The slichtly 
obscure prOiram to perform the field labeUna is ac· 
tually an efficient maze-solvin, alcorithm. 

a. Initialize a stack S of fifty 6-vectors by senina 
S( D.p) - 2 for D - 1.2.3.4 and p - I •...• 50. Initial· 
ize a number-of·tat-sets counter to , - 0 and anum· 
ber-of·fields counter to 1- O. Set the row counter to 
; - 2. 

b. let Ihe column counler be j - 2. 
c. If I,.) ~ O. the pixel al I,} is nOI a pure pixel. so 

proceed 10 Step 2m. Otherwise. inilialize a stack 
pointer p anti a stack index x both 10 zero and sel 10 
- ;,10 - i.and d- O. 

CMf Srt' -

d. Set ~ •• 1. If p - 50.10 to Step 2i. Otherwise. 
sel p - it- 1 and live the c:oordinata (Io~) in 
S(5.p) and S(6.p). 

e. Search directions D - 1 (left), D - 2 (riaht>, 
D - J (up). Iftd D - 4 (down) except for direction 
do if the location searched ia oft' lhe scene. CO to Step 
2f. If it i. not. examine the label at the poinl. If the 
label i. nepdve, CO to Step lk. If il is positive. II" kJ 
Step 2f. Otherwise. chanae the label al the 10000Iion to 
I, sel S( D.p) - O. and ,0 10 Sle~ 's. 

f. Set S( D.p) - 1. 
.. Search the nexl direction (repeatina Step 2e) . 

When all directions have been searched. l()(Ite the 
pixel pointed to by Ihe stack index x: Ihe poinler is 10 
location (u + 1. v), where u ax (mod 4) and v -
Ixl4J + 1. The search is performed by incrementina x 
until x ~ 200 (Step 2i)~ S(u + I, v) - 0 (Step 2h); 
S(u+ 1. v) - 1 (nexIX) or S(u+ I, v) - 2 (Slep 2i). 

h. Sel x - x + 1; set d - the refleclion of direc· 
lion u + 1. and construcl Ihe address (10.10), which is 
Ihe stacked pure pixel location poinled to by u + 1 
modifyina I5(S,v). 5(6,.0)). Go 10 Slep 2d. 

i. All pure pixels (up to SO) in the curren I compo
nenl have been marked; Ihey mUlt now be labeled. If 
.rtii -400. exillo Slep 2n. Olherwise, 5et/-l- 1 
and set L - f. 

j. Go Ihrouah Ihe 1 - 1 10 P poinls .Iacked and set 
'5(5,1, • .\16,1' - L; al the .ame lime. restore 5(D.I) - 2 
for 0 - I.2J.4. Proceed to Step 21. 

k. Sel L - Ihe neplive label found (in Step 2e). 
Go 10 Slep 2j. 

I. If, > 1495 or if p < 5. CO loSlep 2m. Olher· 
wise. sel q - (p - 1)/4. k - I + nq(n - 0 ..... 4), 
and save Ihe sel of S tOIl pixels (one tesl set) by mOVe 
in, data in location IS(S,k).s(6.kH 10 the test set are 
ray. Set , - , + 5. 

m. Set j - j + 2; if j < (. repeat Step 2c. Other· 
wise. set) - 2. I - ; + 2. If I < f, repeal Step 2b; 
olherwise. e"il 10 Ihe nexi step. 

n. The d5 test setJ of 5 pi"els (from the same 
field) and m - - L labeled fields have been formed. 
Note Ihat ,.. 1 SOO and m .. 400. 
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o. In another Pili throuah the data and libel .. 
form the sum. the count. and then the means t'f eadl 
neld. let the mean vecton be .,.1· I •...• m. 

S'tp J ~Iec:t the cluster centeno Copy the m neld 
mean. to r''JI.er conter vecton C,. I· I •...• m. and 
initialize Ie,· 1.1· 1 •...• m. r"t M • m. SUppole 
thai at mOSI. n staninc ;h::tf!r conlon are desired and 
lhat no duplicates are wanled. 

a. Clusify aU I test pixels by nearest cluster 
center (euclidean distance); a.unt the number I, of 
timea cluster center C, is lhe object of a cluaification. 
Eliminate any cluster with ',. 0 (by settinlle,· 0). 
decrementina M each time this happens. (Inciden
tally. thil will eliminale duplicatea in the family of 
clusler centers.) Set , - O. 

b. Replace, by , + I and set I - I. 
c. If'l ~t. Ikip to Step 3d; otherwise. set I, - 0 

and reauian leat pixell previously classed in clusler 
C,. updltinl the counter for cenlen which receive 

new clusifications. Set nf - nf - I and exit to Step 
3e If nf .; m. 

d. S:!: - I + I: If I > I. HI t - t + I and I - I. 
Repeal Step k. 

e. The Men stanlna clusten have been found. 
Rearnnp '~em to be CI' ...• C", and set n • nf. 

UItIIf: The follow'na optionl apply. 
Opllon I. The user specinea the number N of 

representative (pure) pilell desired: Stepl 1 and 2. 
parts a throuah n are executed. Then. pixels are 
pideed roundrobin ;rom the teat sell until either N 
have been picked or all I have been picked. (Emit a 
wlrnina if N < 115.\ 

Opllon 1. The nUl4ber n of ltanina cluster c:enten 
is lpeclfied; Stepl 1 Ihrouah 3 are performed. 

Clearly. Optionl 1 and 2 can be cc:mblned. A third 
use of the Itlrtina procedure is nlenlioned In appen
dix C. 

Appendix B 
A Spatial Cla •• lflcatlon Program 

In this proaram. it il Illumed thai lhe proaram in 
appendix A hu been executed. aivilll fields (in a 
map of labels t) and field meanl (in an array II,. I -
1 •...• m). Also. clusler c:enten Cjo I - I •...• n. are 
liven (by an intervenina clusterina proaram). Should 
no fields be available. the performance of the pro
lram will be dearadeeS but it will IliII work. 

Slep I. Determine a rejection Ihreshold and 
cllllify and label fields. 

I. For I - 1 •...• n. define " - IC, - C)2/4 
whereIC/ - Cjl ~IC,- C~ for Ie - 1 •... • n. 

b. Ctusify ~h field Ie by nearest neipbor to a 
cluster center C,; if III, - Cp > 'iO increase the 
number n of dusters by 1. set e" - II, and r""eat 
Step la. 

c. 00 throuah the map of labels t and replace • 
field label (neplive intqer) by the cluster of the 
field Ie. a boundary label (I) by O. 

SI"" 1. Label the remainder of fields and check 
boundaries. 

a. Classify all unlabeled pi"els by nearest unrc. 
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jccted neilhbor~ transfer the c:lalJific:ation to the 
label map. 

b. Dec:lanify any pi.el which hasle::a than two of 
ill four nearest neiahbon in the ome dill. (Thil 
proc:eas il order-dependent~ it il recommended that 
the teltin.1O down rowl.) Dec:lanify the pixel t \ 
rep:aeina the la~1 by ill neptive. 

c. Proceed down columnl and. for each 
dcclusified pixel. reelusify it by findina Ihe nearest 
un rejected class of the four Ipatially nearesl neip
bors. If this auempt to reel_ify the pixel faill. 
restore the oriainal c:llllific.tion. 

d. Apin. 10 throuah the map of I.bell by col
umnl and label with zero any pixel whose four 
nearest neiahbors do not have the orne label. 

e. The preccdina Itepl have been rlther conserva
tive. It may be desirable atthi' point to restore some 
c:llllifac:ations. One tcchniquc ilto label an unlabeled 
pixel with the c .... of a majority of itl neiahbon. For 
most accurate map •• the threc-of.four neipborl cri
terion is recommended. 
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Appendix C 
AMOEBA: A Spatial Clustering Program 

SI('p O. Prepr~1 the data. perhapi reducin. the 
dimenlionality. Make lure that information mOlt 
likely to separate clusters of interest is crntained in 
e!1ann~1 1 of the data ve(tor. 

St.-p I. Set M - 200 and exetute the proaram of 
appendix A. On exit. a map 4. of label. il paned to 
Step 3. The n cluster ;enten e, and, 'at pixell (in 
'ell setl of S each) are used here. Sort the test sell 10 

thallhe value of the fint IClt pixel in each tht .el in 
channel I il non.reasin,. (Keep the tat lell 
to_ther. of course.) 

SIC'P }. Delermine lhe number of c1ulten and 
"hat they are. 

a. There are n Itartin, cluster cer.len Cl •...• C II• 

let ", - I. I - I ..... n. Clallify all telt pixell Ii by 
nearesl cluster center; let L; denote the label of the 
~Iuster renter " that il nearesl. let min - 100 000. 
; - n. 

b. Set".-O.na-O.j-l.and"h-O.It-I ..... 

". 
e. Examine the clusificalion of lesl sct l'r .... 

1,+41. lei il - j + 1/4: if JI > I. let jt - J - tl2. AIIO. 
letJ2 - j - 114: if j2 < 1.lel}: - j + 112. Compare L,. 
. .. • L

Z
+4 with L,t and L12: for p. - I . .... J + 4. if " -

L" ~ II' let n, - II, + I and s,. - s,. + 10; repeal for 
Lr.. Then. compare all 10 distinct tHtset clanifica
tion pairs: each lime a pair is split (an event which 
involves IWO cluster centen). leI na - "a + I and 
(foreachoflhelwoclusterlp. . .,)sels" - s" - 10.s" 
- s" - 10. Finally. if a test set pair is (cor.«tly) 
clustered in the lime dusler p.. let s" .. s" + I. Sel j 
- j + S. If j < I. repeal Step 2c: otherwise. ,0 to lhe 

nextltep. 
d. Find the cluster C" with k" ~ 0 hlvin, I" 

minimum and set k" - 0; live the index ". just 
eliminated. Compare "" - " .• with min: If "" - ". < 
min. set min - "" - ". and set I, - I. Set I - I - I. If 
I > 2. repeat Step 2b; otherwise. tontinue with Step 
2e. 

e. The number of dusters is I. (e,,~ept for clusters 
added by Step 3); 10 lhrouah the cluster centers Ct. 
I - I ..... n. and eliminate those with saved indices 
p. encountered btfore I, were obtained. Rearranae 
Ihe du.ter centen for more efficient search. 

SI" .f. Set " - I.; there are " cluster eenlers CI' 
. ..• ClIo RC(aU the fields were labeled in 4.)' Execute 
the dauification prOirarr. in appendix B. 

SI"P 4. A user-dependen, step: various display pro
ducts and .,ali'lieal .ummaries can bt performed 
now. The venion described in lhis paper p!inls (on 
the line printer) a dusler map and I lummary of 
countl of the number of elementl ii, each cluster. 
Also. a universal imqe formlned mqnetic tape il 
wrinen. 

UI.: Three options are Ivailable . 
Option I. In the preferred mode. !he proaram finds 

the number of c1uste". 
Opl;on 2. In a pOllibly luboplimal mode. Ihe pro

,ram seeks JI" clusters. 
Option .f. In I probably .ul-optimal mode. the pro

,ram seeks exactly " clusters. 
These oplionl are ~i1y implemented arod are in

corporated in Venion 6 of AMOEBA. 
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On Evaluating Clustering Procedures for Use In 
Classlflcatlon* 

M. D. P()re.tl T. E. Morit:./I n. T. Register, uS. S. roo, a and W. G. Epp/e,JI 

ABSTRACT 

Evaluation of clustering as a preprocessing step in 
ciassification is discussed. Special emphasis is given 
to the case in which a limited number of labeled sam
ples are available fer the evaluation. An estimated 
probability of correct classification and a variance of 
proportion estimate (a measure of cluster purity) are 
proposed. Three cluster-labeling techniques are de
scribed; two are presented in an application and one 
is theoretically developed to measure labeling errors 
on a per-cluster basis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In highly complex classification problems, a 
method of partitioning the sampl.,;" inio subpopula
tions or clusters and labeling each subpopulation is 
sometimes used. Each member of a subpopulation 
then assumes the label of that subpopulation. Errors 
may occur from two sources: (1) the labeling of the 
subpopulations may be inaccurate and (2) the parti
tioning into subpopulations may not be pure. I In the 
laller case, the Question of the appropriateness of a 
subpopulation label must be considered. In this 
paper. the problem of evaluating clustering 
algorithms and their respective computer programlO 
for use in this type of classification procedure is ad-

·This m~lcrial was dcvclopcd undcr NASA Contract NAS 
9., 5200 and prepared for thc Earth Obscrvations Division. NASA 
Johnson SI'ace Center. Houston. TeKas. 

nia, 

aLockheed Electronics Company. Inc .. Houston. Texas. 

bLockhecd Missiles and Space Company. Palo Alto. Califor· 

'The word "purc" is used to imply that all elements of the 
cluster are samples from the same generic class of objects, 

dressed. The major problem in cluster evaluation is 
the determination of a measure of excellence. 
However, in clustering for classification, the prob
ability of correct classification (pee) immediately is 
suggested as the ultimate measure of accuracy on 
training data. A means of implementing this cri· 
terion and a measure of c1ulOter purity are discussed 
in section 2, and examples are presented in section 4. 
A procedure for cluster labeling that is based on 
cluster purity and sample size is presented in section 
3. 

Throughout the paper. a two-class classification 
problem is assumed; however. much of thir- develop
ment is readily applicable to the general clas',ification 
problem. 

2. CLUSTER EVALUATION CRITERIA 
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Clustering algorithms and their respective com
puter programs group data points according to 
characteristics of the respective points. For example. 
some algorithms group points that are numerically 
similar, whereas others weight numerical proximity 
with the spatial proximity of where the data point 
was observed. Regardless of the grouping philosophy 
employed by the algorithm. the question of cluster 
eff.:ctiveness in classification is valid and has been 
inadequately developed; in other words. criteria ;,re 
needed for the comparison of clustering algorithms. 
Two such criteria are presented in the following 
paragraphs with a discussion of theoretical con
siderations concerning the merit of each. Although 
computer programs do not always represent an op
timal implementation of an algorithm (i.e .• defining 
an optimal implementation criterion is another prob
lem). no distinction will be made between an 
algorithm and a program for implementing the 
algorithm. Hence. effectively. clustering programs 
will be compared. An evaluation of programs is 
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recommended for eliminating errors and inefficien
cies caused by poor prO!;raming. 

The pee criterion for cluster evaluation in 
classification is theotetirally optimal in that it is ex
actly the criterion which determines the accuracy of 
a classification. However, an environment will be 
assumed where there is an abundance of data for 
which the true classification is unknown, whereas 
the true classification is known for a relatively small 
subset of data. This creates a two-sided evaluation 
problem. If only the labeled data (the subset for 
which the true classification is known) are used for 
the evaluation process, then the clustering algorithm 
will not be operating in a typical environment (too 
few data poir:ts); on the other hand. if all the data 
points are used in clustering, the true cluster strue
ture and, therefore, the true cluster label will be 
unknown. Either t'valuation design introduces a 
source of procedural error into the evaluation. The 
problem with the first evaluation technique is that its 
error source is more fundamental; by not clustering 
in a typical environment. the procedure is 
systematically biased toward the peculiarities of the 
clustering algorithm operating on a small data set. 
The second evaluation technique wil: be addressed 
here. and the problem of error in cluster labeling will 
be dealt with as a problem in statistical estimation. 
As a general rule. experimental conditions must be 
identical to performance conditions for effective 
evaluations. 

The problem of measuring classification accuracy 
is dependent on the errors in labeling clusters and the 
applicability of labels to mixed clusters.2 To ac
complish this labeling in an unbiased manner. three 
techniques have been developed. The first is to select 
the labeled sample nearest the cluster mean. (Either 
'\ or '2 metrics are usually used.) This technique is 
referred to as the nearest neighbor labeling (N N L) 
procedure and is favored because of its ease of 
automation. The second technique is to observe all 
labeled samples that fall in a cluster and follow a ma
jority rule (MR) pro!:'edure. This technique requires 
two default procedure!\ characterized by the foHow
ing examples. 

a. In the event of a tie. the sample farthest from 
the sample mea., will te omitted from consideration. 

b. If no labeled samples fall in a cluster. the 

2"Mi~ed" dusters arc dustcrs that arc not pure; that is. all cle
ments of the clusler an: nol samples from the samc generic class. 
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cluster is labeled by the NNL procedure. 
This technique will presumably minimize the 

probability of mislabeling a cluster. This probability 
of mislabeling a cluster is a function of the number of 
labeled samples~ h .• nee, there is a trade-off in ac
curacy of cluster I tbeling and expense of labeling 
samples. This technique is more difficult to imple. 
ment in an automated computer-oriented procedure 
and requires many more labeled samples to effect a 
measurable difference in labeling accuracy. The third 
technique consists of labeling samples ~equentially 
within each cluster until a labeling confidence of pre
designated accuracy is achieved. This tech,ique is 
developed in section 3. 

A word of warning is required about labeling sam
pl.:s. If the labeled samples are not proportionally 
representative of the population of samples (with 
respect to classification categories), then labeling 
biases will influence cluster labels and give rise to er
rors other than those due to sampling variance. 
Therefore, randomized sampling schemes should be 
employed to select samples for labeling. 

Although pee is the most direct measure of ac
curacy in the clustering-classification procedure. it 
does net measure the cluster purity or the adapt
ability of the technique to relaxation of usual pro
cedures, to bias sampling. to incrementing of cluster 
parameters, etc. As a pathological example of how 
pee confounds cluster purity with cluster labeling 
accuracy, consider a two-category case where every 
cluster is labeled (by whatever method) as belonging 
to the first category. Then, given an equal number of 
samples from each category, the pee is 0.5, regard
less of whether the clusters are extremely mixed (i.e., 
each cluster has exactly 50 percent samples from the 
first category) or relatively pure (i.e., one-half the 
clusters have exactly 25 percent. say. from the first 
category. and the other one-half have exactly 75 per
cent from the first category). 

Relatively pure dusters are thought to lend to the 
procedure a stability or low v.triam'e of error that 
cannot be achieved by proportionallabcling ofmixeu 
dusters and also to lend credibility to the concept of 
clustering as an effective p .. rtitioning procedure 
before classification. The " .. riance (V AR) of cluster 
IHOI,ortion is IHol1osed .. s a measure of cluster purity. 
Precise definitions of PCC .md V AR follow. Let 

... X, denote the number of s .. mples in cluster i 
b . . \I{ denote the number of I .. beled samples in 

""Iuster i 
c. PI denote the proportion of labeled samples in 

cluster i which were labeled correctly 

~. , 1 
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Then, by definition, 

and 

VAR = ~ (~Ni)2[1i (I -- Ii] 
LJ l: N, ~ -- I 
; I 7 

The VAR is simply the variance of a proportion 
cstimator stratified across clustcrs. where the propor
tion is that percentage of each cluster that is labeled 
correctly. This statistic is independcnt of the c1u.'iter
labeling procedurc or thc accuracy of the label and 
renects cluster purity weighted by the number of 
labeled samplcs in the clustcrs. The weighting comcs 
from the !II, - I term and magnifies the weight 
given to clusters with vcry few labeled samples, but 
this magnification has not been preciscly analyzed. 

3. ESTIMATING ERRORS FOR CLUSTER 
LABELING 

3.1 Introduction 

The following development is a fairly general 
Bayesian model for calculating the probability of cor
rectly labeling a cluster by randomly selecting and 
labcling a suhset of sizc II of that duster. This model 
can be relaxed to sllmplcs "ncar" the duster if it is 
lIssumed that those samples ncar thc duster make up 
a subpopulation of proportions identical to those 
within the duster. 

The purpose of" BlIyesian development to duster 
I"bcling is to "pply prior experiencc (on simil"r d"t") 
as \0 frequencies of various duster puritics to current 
labeling. This prior inform"tion is nel·cssary. as will 
be secn. to provide" probability confidence that the 
duster is labeled correctly; or. l·,)nversely. it may 
11filvidc thresholds on thc Ilroportions of observed 
c"tegories to detcrmine a necessary sam,'lc site for 
"confident" labeling in " sequential labeling pro
cedure. 

-~--.--.............. ~.---q ... -.-="" .. ",",--",;="", •• -"".-' ..... _---

The model is given in sections 12 and 3.3. Section 
14 gives the general example of a symmetric. quad. 
ratic prior density. Section 3.4. step a. contains four 
cases that demonstrate the generality of this exam
ple; and section 3.5 consists of specific solutions for 
II - I and" ... 2. The reader may wish to substitute 
values of c from section 3.4, step a. into section 3.5 to 
see the effect of different a priori densities. 

An itemized format is used in this section to facili
tate later referencing. 

3.2 Notation 

Lct 0 i denote the true proportion of category I in 
cluster i; 0 :E; 0/ :E; l. Since clusters are dealt with in
dividually and identically, the subscript will be 
droppcd; 0 :z 0i' Further notation follows. 

a. 11 = AI/ is the number of labelcd samples in 
clustcr i. 

b. x == x/ is the number of catcgory I lahelcd sam
ples in c1ustcr i. 

The cluster purity 0 is treated as a random variable 
to refleet the fact that clusters assume particular 
purities with ascertainable frequencies. Also let K(8) 

denote thc gcneralized (possibly discrete) probability 
density function (p.d.f.) of 0. The p.d.f. g represents 
a priori information about the capability of the 
algorithm to generate "purc" clustcrs and will proba
bly have to be estimatcd from empirical studies. The 
fact that different clustering algorithms producc 
dusters of different purities is rcnectcd in thc differ
ing values of g for each algorithm. 

3.3 Declalon Rule Development 

This section will establish a decision rule in its 
most general form for labding clusters. 

iI. Assume eilch sample from duster i is ind,,
pendent and is in category 1 with probability II (a 
Bernoulli process). 

h. It follows from the ,\ssumption in step a that .\" 
is binomially distributed with parilmeters II ,md II. 

X 'V /lxIO) 

= ("lOx(\ - 0)" .1:[ .(x) 
x {O.l •... ,"1 
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c. Interest is in the posterior p.dJ. of fI, the pro
portion or probability of clUegory 1. 

j\8\x) '" g(8}flxI8) 
J{x) 

d. The posterior probability that the cluster i is in 
category 2 is 

I) = 1)[0" 8 "1] 
I 

= f21t8ll'~8 
o I ., 

= ~(I) 1 ~ ft.l' .O)J8 
J x 0 

and I -- fI is the probabilit)· that cluster; is in catc
gory 1. 

e. Decision rules 
I. If x - ,1/2, regardless of cluster label, p -= 

112. 
2. If.\' > nl2, the cluster is labeled category 1 

and p is the probability of commission (classifying 
category 2 into category 1) in cluster labeling and I -
p is the probability of correctly labeling a category 1 
cluster. 

3. If.\' < nl2, the cluster is labeled category 2 
and p is the probability of correctly labeling a catego
ry 2 cluster and 1 - p is the probability of omission 
(classifying category 1 into category 2) in cluster 
labeling. 

3.4 Oenerel Eumple 

Assume g is a symmetric, quadratic a priori den
sity for 9 (i.e., the mathematica! calculation is easier 
if this assumption is made); then, g(O) - g(l) and 
x(9) - 092 + b6 + c. 

a. The fact that g is a p.dJ. implies 
g(9) - (6" - 6)92 + (6 - 6c)9 + "and 0 lIS c lIS J. 

Now, i~'ur special cases are examined by varyina the 
parametl'r c. 

1. (c - 0) - g is concave downward; cluster 
alsorithm Sives mixed clusters only (i.e., - means 
implied). 

2. (c - 1) - g(O) - /IO,t)(9); equi-isnorance 
principle. 

J. «(. - 312) - g(O) - 2 g(1l2) and g(9) - 392 

- 39 + 3/2. • 
4. (c - 3) - g(1I2) - 0 and g(9) - 1292 -

129 + J. 
These equations are illustrated as follows. 

1. 

3 

g(O) 
2 

1 

o 1/3 2/3 1 0 

2. 

3 

g(O) 2 

1 

o 1/3 2/3 1 o 
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o 1/3 2/3 1 0 o 1/3 2/3 

b. The unconditional density of.\" can be shown to be 

I)(x t I)(x t ~) t (l( I d(.\' t I XII + J) + ('(II t ~)(II + J~ 
(II + 1 )(11 + ~)(II + J) 

c. The probability that the m.\iority of the duster is in category 2 is 

1 )(1/ + I 1(11 

4. 

1 0 

l')(x+I)(II+1 X)+(,(II+~)(1I+3»)(" X)(/I~t\) +(")lhk 
S ,00 S x 

p=-----------------------------~~--~---~~----------------
~1/+3Ib(l ('h(1I x) t ('11(11 I) + b(u + 1)) 

3.5 Specific Example 

Recall that II is the number oflabC\ing pixels and x is the number of category 1 labeled saml'les; o ~ 4 ~ II. 

a. Specific case 1/ = 1 
_ c+ 11 1. If.\" = 0, f1 - _, 

16 

2 -.' 1 5 - (' 
. II .\ = ,I' == 16' 

b. Specific case" = 2 

\. If x = 0./, = 231'+ 117. 
24(.' + 9) 

2. If x co 1. /' = 1/2 . 

3. If.\" = 2. fl = _2_7-_7_c_ 
24((' + 9) 
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3.8 An Additional Development 

The posterior Bayes estimate of (I. the proportion of category I in the cluster, is 

A 
8 = E(Ol\") 

a. For the model given in steps a through d in sec tion 3.3 and the general a priori assumption of step a 
in section 3.4, it follows that 

~ = ( x + I ) [b(C I)(.\" + ~)(.\" +~) + 6(1 eXx t ~)(II t 4) t C(II t J)(II t 4)] 
" t.. b(c· IXx t I)(.\" t.:!) t (1(1 - e)(x t 1)(11 t .~) t C(II t .:!)(II t 3) 

b. Specific case" - I 
1. If ~ .. 0, a _ 6 - c. 

. 15 
2. U x .. 1, ~ _ 9 + e. 

15 

In summary, a method of determining cluster 
labeling accuracy is developed that may be used after 
each labeling of sets of samples to sequentially deter-

4. A CLUSTER PARAMETER EVALUATION 
EXAMPLE 

The following example was part of a study per
formed for the Earth Observations Division of the 
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) and was used in 
the LAClE. The purpose of the study was to com
pare two sets of parameters in the clustering 
algorithm/program, Iterative Self-Organizing 
Clustering System (lSOCLS), used to partition 
22932 samples of picture clements (pixels) from 
Landsat multispectral scanner photographic im<lges. 
The ISOCLS <llgorithm has been defined by K<ln and 
Holley (ref. 1) and by Kan (ref. 2), and progr<lm 
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c. Specific case n - 2 
1. If x - oJ -.!..=..£. 

18 + 2e 
A 

2. If x ... 1, (I - 112. 
3. If x - 2 ; _ 12 + 3e. 

• 18 + 2c 

mine whether sufficient confidence of labeling (by 
observing pi has been achieved to terminate and 
label a cluster (and establish n). 

documentation is presented by Minter (ref. 3). 
The two sets of parameters that were compared in 

ISOCLS actually constitute two clustering 
algorithms. One set of parameters constitutes 
"nearest n~ighbor dustering"; that is, 40 pixels (sam
ples) were selected at random and labeled "seed pix
els," and then each pixel was assigned to the seed 
nearest to it. This procedure generates 40 clusters, 
each with the label of its seed. This is a peculiar 
algorithm where the NNL procedure and the MR 
labeling procedure will always yield the same labels; 
it is denoted the NN cluster parameter set. The other 
parameter set involves simih" seeding but then goes 
into a complex (R-means like) set of splitlings and 

......... 
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combininas of clusters. These parameters wen 
ncommended by Wylie and Bean3 and are nferred 
to herein as the MPAD cluster parameter set. The 
numerical values used an aiven in table I. The data 
are 4 by 1 vectors of spectral values acquired on a 
particular date. Data were acquired on four different 

dates and concatenated into lupervectors of data. 
The number of channels or elements in a vector is 
thus a function of the number of dates used. The 
parameters listed in table I are briefly described as 
follows. 

TABLE 1.- MPAD and NN elllSttr Paramtttr Sets 

Para"",,,, ClUI'" para""," ~, for ,,0. 0/ ma"nels-

4 8 

CLUSTERS 60 60 

THRESHOLD 8191 8191 

SEP 1.0 1.0 

PERCENT 100 100 

STDMAX 3.2 3.6 

DLMIN 3.2 3.9 

NMIN SO SO 

ISTOP 8 8 

SEQUEN SC SC 

OOTFIL (a) (a) 

a. DOTFIL-self-senerating or randomly 
selected starting vectors 

b. STDMAX-maximum standard deviation in a 
duster before splitting occurs 

c. DLMIN-minimum distance between the 
means of two clusters needed to combine them 

d. ISTOP-maximum number of iterations in the 
initial Sillitting sequence 

e. SEQUEN-the tinal SI,lit/combine (SO se
quence 

r. NMIN-minimum number of pixels needed to 
rorm a cluster 

g. SEP-amount or sep.nation between two new 
clusters after splitting occurs 

lAlan D, Wiley and William C, Bean. "MPAD LACIE 
Cluslering Parameler SlUdy." NASA JSC Inlernal NOle 7fl
FM-Ilfl. 1977. 

MPAD NN-on, 

11 16 

60 60 60 

8191 8191 8191 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

90 90 

3.6 3.6 15.0 

4.1 4.5 0 

SO SO 20 

8 8 0 

SC SC 

(a) (3) (a) 

h. PERCENT-required percentage of stabilized 
clusters needed to stop the splitting sequence 

i. CLUSTERS-maximum number of clusters 
allowed per class 

j. THRESHOLD-the percentage or outlier ob
servations to be deleted from consideration (Zero 
thresholding wa'l used in this study.) 

Each sct of 22 932 samples (pixels) in a given area 
is referred to as a segment and covers a rectangular 
area of apllroximately S.O by 9.6 kilometers. 

The four segments used and the rour acquisition 
dates of each using the Julhtn calendar system are 
given in table II. The lirst tWl digits represent the 
year and the last three digits are the number of days 
into the year. For example. 7621S represents August 
5. '976. since that is the 2'Sth day or '976. 

A question arose during the course of this study as 
to the merit of using pixels (seed samples) for which 
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rABu'II,-A,'quisltion Da,('slor Four LACiE 
S('Rm('nts for Crop )'('or J 97J· 76 

I.,I('QI/,m SeWn/I'''' 

MOrlon ('ounl)', Kilns, 1%1 

rinney ('ounly, Kllnl, 1!J88 

Slt\'('ns ('ounl)', Klln~, 18C1~ 

Randall ('ounl)', Tu, 1978 

the label was unsure. In I'articular, the catcgories 
used wcre those of smilll grains (a~riculturc CfO\lS) 
and nun-sm;lll-gr,Iins. I'ixcts sclc,,'tcd for I;lbcting 
were sometimcs found to hc on ;lgricultur;ll ticld h,lr· 
ders. m .. king " ")lurc" I"hcl diflkull, Ih,w,'\,cr, a 
"m .. joriIY \If the pixct" str.ttegy ".IS cmph'.lcd in 
I,,\leling. ;lnd cach dustering WitS !,crformed with one 
of three Iypes of laheling tc\.'hni~ues. 

;t, Mixed-~O I'ixels werc sclcrtcd ;It random. 
h. Pure hllrdcr-hordcr pixcls th,1I sl',lIlncd \ictds 

of differing ,,·"tegorics (sm .. 11 t-tr;Iins/non-snl:lll
gntins) wcre rcpl;Ircll with pure pixels. 

c. Purc-;III hordcr pixcls wcrc n:movcll (cvcn 
snl:lll gr .. ins/sm .. 11 grains horders) and rcplaccd with 
I'urc pi xcls. 
A ground-truth lahct was u)lcd in I;Ibeling to a\nid 
,,'on founding. clustering I'urit~' with an"lysl-in-

,."/111/,1111,11/ da/.' 

,. B C I) 

7~177 7C1IM 7bl,lC1 7C11~4 

7~2\)~ 7C1127 7blb4 7b272 

7H4'1 7b136 7M72 7b1'Xl 

15313 7C1074 7b1b4 7a218 

terrreter errors, After the pee was cakuhllcd fur 
c"ch test. the P('(,'s ,lnd the VAR's werc awratted 
O\'cr the four sitcs, Thcsc results arc giwn in t .. \llcs 
lII .. nd IV, Scwrill condusiunH',1Il \lc dmwn from t .. -
hie III, 

.. , for MR I .. hcling,purc.border-tytlc I .. \lcling pix
ds arc uniformly (.ICross numher of ~'hanncls) \lct
tcr; i,c" pwdu~'c hi~her Il(,(,'s, 

\l, Fllr NNl .. nd MPAJ) I,.tr .. mcters, mixcli I;I\lcJ
ing pixels .. rc uniformly \lellcr, 

\.', Fllr N N l .. nd N N IliIr.llnetcrs, purc-hllrdcr 
\;Ihelin~ Ilixels ;Ire \'inu,Itly unifo';mly hcttcr; thc onc 
cxn~ptilln is ,irtu .. lty .. tic, 

Thc l'ollll' .. risons of \':\ R from tahlc I \' for thcsc 
two dustering ll .. r;Imctcr scts do not yicld su\.'h 
dclinitc rcsults, Thc NN p .. r .. mctcr SCI ~'ields lowcr 
\' AR 's for .. \.'hanncls uniformly (across pi\clt~'pc), 

T~BI.f.' 1/1,- Meoll pee J'olu('s A l't'rOKt',1 01'(" Silt'S 

( 'I",mlt'l /'11""""11 (·/II.'/c" 1'1If11",,'I,', .10'1 fjl'I'I\t'lII'f"'-

Ic'dlll/lll lt' 

.\11'41> ,,\ 

.\lLI"" Hu,' "",cI,', HII,' .\1/1"" 1~IIc' ",.,,/,', I~u" 

4 MR 1I; .. 1~ 11(1.;7 11(152 11717 1111(14 11711(1 
NNl 7702 7(1.IN 7(1.11-1 8.1.211 84.21 II,S 211 

8 MR 11'1311 IJlIJ 9102 119.78 111(111 III 2(1 
NNl 8;tH 845.1 snl 8bl II(l.41 11'1911 

12 MR IJOJI '1040 '10.11 91114 9~~4 9182 
NNl. 82.1'1 80.78 81. \,1 892(1 119.74 8'1.)2 

Ib MR '14.24 9;.17 9;.17 91.112 9\7b 9\.1(1 
NN\. 91M 11(1,111 11(1.211 911.2.1 90.IH 119(,1 
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TABi.E IV.- M('on Vor;oHC'(' Volu('s A Vf'rOl('d OW'r S/I('S 

Clran",,' ClUJ,,,r fJ(lrtl"""" s'" lor pi,",1 '.'-'-

MPAD 

Mlxtd Purt borrkr 

4 7.6\ 7.17 

8 4.32 J,6ot 

12 4.39 4.39 

t6 I.9S I.S6 

whereas the MPAO parameter set yields lower 
VAR's for 8, 12. and 16 channels uniformly. The 
results for pee (table Ill) and VAR (table IV) do 
not give identical conclusions; that is. one parameter 
set is not clearly superior to the other. For example. 
if clusters are labeled using the NNl procedure, NN 
parameters with pure·border-pixel labels are best 
(highest pee). but the clusters generated are not as 
pure as with the MPAO parameters (and mixed pixel 
labels). An evaluation of \:!ustering purposes and 
uses is called for in the tradeo('ff of high pee against 
low VAR. 

Another example of the use of pce is in the selec· 
tion of other paramr.lers. such as the number of seed 
samples. The preceding results were all based on the 
use of 40 slarting dots. The effect on PCC of increas
ing the number of starting dots to 60 was tested. and 
the results are given in table V. Only pure.border pix. 
els and the NNl of clusters were used to compare 
the MPAD and NN parameter sets. 

TABLE V.- Comparison of PCC's Using 40 and 60 
Starting V ('('torsO 

s.-t Starlill, Cltalllltls 
W'C',orJ 

4 8 I} /6 

MPAP 40 76.9 84.5 80.8 86.2 
60 79.4 89.0 8S.3 89.7 

NN 40 14.2 90.4 89.7 90.0 
60 8J.J 89.6 89.6 90.0 

'I'IIre-botde' pluls .tre UICd "lib NNL 01 dlllle .. "c'. o>er lou' 
IlICl 

NN 

P"rr MI.Q'd Purr boNrr Purr 

7.20 6.89 6.40 6.S0 

3.6S 5.84 4.48 4.53 

4.47 4.80 4.56 4.60 

1.56 5.41 5.48 5.52 

The values in table V indicate that the NN 
parameter set with 40 starting vectors produced the 
highest average pee. It can be observed also that 
there is either lillie or no gain in pee values when 
the number of channels is increased from 8 to 12 or 
16. regardless of the parameter set used or the num· 
ber of starting vectors. 

5. SUMMARY 

Two criteria. pce and V AR. were presented as 
measures in cluster algorithm/program e\'aluation; 
and an example from the LACIE project at NASA 
JSC illustrates their usc. The theoretical foundation 
for a system of cluster labeling as a function of 
cluster purity and size of labeled samples is 
developed. and an example for rather general 
assumptions is generated. 
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CLA88Y-An Adaptive Maximum Likelihood 
Cluaterlng Algorltt.m· 

A •• TRACT 

A new clUlterin, method called CLASSY. which 
alternates maximum likelihood iterative techniques 
for atima,in, the parameters of a mixture distribu· 
tion with an adaptive procedure for splillin,. com· 
binin .. and eliminatina the resulllnt components of 
the mixture. has been developed. The adaptive pro-. 
c:edure is based on maximizin, the fit of a mixture of 
multivariate normal distributions to the observed 
dall usina its first throuah fourth central moments. 
The method pnelates estimates of the number of 
multivariate norn,: I components in the mixture and 
the proportion. n.· ·an vector. and covariance matrix 
for each component. 

This paper describes the mathematical model 
which is the basis for CLASSY and outlines the ac· 
tual operation of the allOrithm as currently imple
mented. Results of applyina CLASSY to real and 
simulated Landsat data are presented and compared 
with results pnerated by the Iterative Self-Orpniz. 
in, Clusterin, System (ISOCLS) allOrtthm. a deriva· 
tive of the ISODA T A al,orithm. on the same data 
sets. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Larae Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LACIE) is dependent on clusterin, for the deter· 
mination of spectral classes within a Landsat imap 
of a sample seament (ref. 1). Currently, the Iteralive 

°The (urrenl m.tcri.1 for Ihis p.per WI. developed U!'l..iCf 

NASA ~'OftlrllCl NAS 9· I S200 .nd prep.red for Ihe Ea,,1'1 Obser
ValIOft' Division. NASA JohnlOft SplICe Cenler. tloullOft. Teu •. 
CLASSY W.1i developed by M f RI"bach while he Willi II NI
lional ReulfCh CounCIl pIM,docto,.1 fellow work in, I' ,he 
JuhnlOft Sp~'C Cenlef. 

ILockheed Electron", Complny. tioUJaon. Teua, 
bElosi'. I"". tioUiton. Tellla, 
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Self-Orpnizilll austerina System (ISOCLS) is used 
for this purpose (refs. 2 and 3). ISOCLS is basically a 
variation of the k·mllnl or ISODAT A alaorithm of 
Ball and Hall (refs. 4 and 5). Althouah this allOrithm 
may be interpreted u a simplified maximum Ilk .. i· 
hood proc:edure. it is fundamentally a heuri!tic: 
al,orithm for breakin, a data set into fairly 
homoaeneous comp ..... clusters. 

A new clusterin, alaorithm called CLASSY. 
which approximates the mixture distribution of a 
liven data set luch u Landsat data with aUnear com· 
bination of normal distributions. has been 
developed. CLASSY operates by interleavin, max· 
imum likelihood iterative estimation with an adap· 
tive procedure for splillin,. combinin .. and eliminat· 
in, the resultant components of lhe mixture density 
(or clusters). The adaptive procedure il bued on 
maximizin, the fit of a mixture of multivariate nor· 
mal distributions to the observed data usin, its first 
throuah fourth central moments. Tilis procedure 
allows new components (or clusters) to be created if 
any exiltin. one appears to be multimodal or "ther
wise non normal. CL~V produces an estimate of 
the proportion. mean vector. and covariance matrix 
for each component in the multivariate normal mix· 
ture. It differs from standard maximum likelihood 
procedures in that it also aenerates an estimate of the 
number of components in the mixture. 

The CLASSY allOrithm is currently impl:mented 
on an IBM 37()'148 computer. It is written in Fortran 
IV lan.uaae and currently acCCPIl u input Landsat 
imaaeryon mqnetic tape. Both linc printer and ma ... 
netic tare output are pne-rated by the proaram. 

lhe followin. section of this paper describes the 
mathematical model that is the buis for CLASSY 
and provides a brief description of the actual opera· 
tion of the alaorithm. The section entitled "Results" 
conlains compatisons of the performances of 
CLASSY and ISOCLS on simulated data and on 'IC

lual Landsat dal" used in LACIE. Finally. these 
results are evaluated and conclusions are developed. 

PRECEDING PAGE BCANK 'NOT Fn:MED 

!is''' If .. 
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IIATHIMATICAL DUCII.mOM 

The fundament:.1 mathematical ... umption un
derlyina CLASSY is that the data may be UMfUli), ap
proximated by a mb.ture of multivariate normal den
sities. That il. if. il an observation vector and p II ill 
probability density function. then 

'" 
p ( ''Im'''m) • E aPd -I",·I,) (1) 

/- I 

where 01 il the a priori probability of occurrence of 
caUl I: pA,xll'"II) il the multivariate normal prob
ability density function for dill 1 with mean vector 
1'1 and covariance matrix I~ mil the total number of 
cl ..... ; • mil the full set of parameten (i.e .• 1°1' ...• 
0",.1'1" ..• I'm· II" ..• Iml>· 

Oiven a set of Itatistically independent. unlabeled 
sample vectors I ~ I. lhe likelihood function may be 
formed in the followinl manner: 

where Nil the total number of sam,I ... 
So far. the Ulumptions and equationl parallel the 

usual maximum likelihool1 development. CLASSY 
makes the additional IIsumption that each value of 
the parameters m and • m occun with an a priori 
probability distribution A (m •• m)' Thill Bayesian for· 
mulation of the problem is taken to avoid the 
deaenerate situation of increasinl the likelihood by 
seneratinl more and more clusters with ~maller and 
smaller values of or The practical limit of this proc· 
ess il that eaC'h clHl will be lIIOCiated with only one 
data point. 

The objective of CLASSY. then, is to determine 
the discrete parameter 111 anu the continuoul 
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parameter vector. m 10 U to maximize the followi", 
fun,tion: 

) • A I ""-m) fI[Efll'l (-,1,,/·1:; )] 
,: I / % I 

(3) 

The values of m and • '" which maximize equation 
(3) specify n set of diltributionl that will be called 
cIUlt ... Of course. A(m •• ",) must be chosen 10 that 
it satisfies the normali,.ation constr.int 

f; fA (m."", ) dflm • I (4) 
",-I 

The upper limit on m il infinity linee the poslibility 
of telleratin, an infinite number of clulten must be 
conlidered (in theory). 

Typically, in the absence of other information, the 
a priori probabilities may be chosen II 

(5) 

O. Olhtrwise 

wh~re C, - C ila conltant containinl normalization 
factorl over.,,,, space, fJ is an overall normalization 
conltant, and Rm il a finite rea.ol\ of., m space corre· 
spondin, to allowable val~ for the .,arlmeten. 
Usinlthis simple form for A(.on •• ",) in equation (4), 
the followi", is obtained. 

I 
I , 
i 
i 
j * 



. -- --,.,,.-~.~--...--~ 

Now'f 

-I 

C·, ~I d.~ 

where" < 1. then Ihe lUll' in equation (6) will con· 
verae and II - 1 - " provides the proper normaliza· 
tion. Thua.1arpr values of" provide a priori biu in 
favor of more ciualen. whereu smaller values pro
vide biu in favor of fewer dUllers. 

In the ament version of CLASSY. the authon 
have been ---'''''' - ,-I and approximatln, the R, 
inteartl of dIr, by ~d. Thil repraentl I crude ap
proach to the problem of determini", the form of 
A(",.."J. However. in practice. the overall technique 
to be delcribed in the next section hal proven not to 
be sensitive to reasonable chan ... in the vllue of C. 

With lhe form (or A(m •• ",) IllUmed in equation 
(S).the function (0 be maximized becoma 

L(fa,,"",' .. ) • 

0. utMrWl., (7) 

where dis the dimensionality of the obletvltionlX! 

Mlny approaches may be taken 10 maximize 
equalion (3). The approach chOlen in CLASSY is 10 

interleave maximum likelihood iteralion (dailftCd 
to maximize Ltlljl.m •• ",) wilh respect to the con· 
tinuous parameter vector .",) with a discrete splil. 
join. and combine process (dal",ed to maximize 
L( '., I .m •• ",) with respect to the discrete parameter 
m). Althouah the theoretical con'~ properties 
or lhit procedure have not been Clamined. it is ell· 
peeled that, by altematin, these two teChniques. 
values of m and • '" correspondi", to at leut I local 
muimum of U 'I) I AfI"J will be dttermined. 

----,..-----_._--

8aUIe &be .,HaUna and combbUna ..ani .. oper
.Ie around each exiltina cluater and the natildcl for 
hypauae. concern'na ditTerent numben of ctusten 
are maintained .,tn ... ,. it h. been obIerved thlt 
the ftnallocal maximum will of'len be ..... 

Neee •• ar, condillon. fo. • maximum of 
UII/'AfI",) with respect to fI"" auumina a nlled 
numiter of ct ..... m. are well known (lit D&:,H and 
Han (ref. 6) and Wolfe (ref. 7)) and are liven by the 
follow"" equationl: 

• ,,1', ( xtl,.,.t,) 
", 

(8) 

I: 'f,(xtl,,/,t,) ,-I 
(9) 

,. 
E P ( Ilxk·w",) xt l-' '" . /II 

(10) 

E p ( II""··,,,) 
t-, 

,. 
1: p (/Ixk·w",) ( -Ie .- fAt) ( xle 
t-I 

~ ----------,.-----------------"' 
1: p ( IIIlt··", ) 
k -I 

(11) 

where P(I/x". tr ",) illhe poIlerior probability or clllS 
I. liven the kth sample veclor and lhe values oi lhe 
parameten. and QI' "i> and 1,. I - 1., ..• 1fI. Ire lhe 
elementl of. lit' 

Numerous techniques have been proposed for ob
lainin, .: soluliort 10 Ihil let of coupled. simultaneous 
nonlinear equationl. Specific: methodl have been 
luaested by Quirein and Trichel (ref, 8). Day (ref. 
9,1. Haaelblad (ref. 10). and Wolfe (ref. 7). amona 
olheU. CLASSY uses direct functional iaeralion for 
equations (10) and (11); IMI il. use of et"mates for 
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"land I,on the risht side to produce improved esti
mates on the left side. 

Estimates for the a priori class probabilities 01 are 
computed usina an iteration scheme which has 
proved to converge more rapidly than simple func
tional iteration usina equation (9). The scheme used 
is specified by the following equation. which is 
derived in the appendix. 

(12) 

where 

m 

P = ~ ajP} ( xk Ill}'};; ) 

N = the total number of observations 

This equation is used by substitutina old values of OJ. 

I/oj,and Ii'; - 1, ... ,m, on the right to obtain an up
dated estimate for ojon the left. The summations are 
taken over all values of Xk !iuch that Pi > q, or Pj < qt. 

Initially. each new data point Xj is used to update 
the parameter values using equations (8) through 
(12). This procedure allows rapid evolvement of the 
parameters as new data points are processed. A 
danger lies in the fact that the data are considered se
quentially. If significant correlation is present in the 
data, updating the parameters with each new data 
point could theoretically cause the maximum likeli
hood equations to converge very slowly or to under
go cyclic drifts. This problem has been found to be 
particularly severe in Landsat data, which exhibit 
high correlation within fields. To reduce the effects 
of this correlation, the data are initially scrambled in 
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a random fashion. Usina scrambled data and updat
ing the parameter values with each new data point. 
the authors have observed that the number of sam
ple. (IV) required for ',itial convergence is on the 
order of a few hundred, even for large data sets. 
Followina initial convergence, the parameters are up
dated only after a complete pass has been made 
through the data. This second type of iteration allows 
a fine tunina of the parameter values and is nOI sub
ject to problems related to data correlation. The con
ditions under which the second mode of parameter 
iteration is entered are discussed later in this section. 

The same iteration scheme used to update the 
parameters is also used to accumulate third- and 
fourth-order central moments. That is, curnmt 
values of the parameters are used with each new data 
point to form the new terms to be accl.imulated for 
estimfttina the moments. The fundamental equations 
for the estimates of the third- and fourth-order mo
ments are aeneralizations of equations (10) and (11) 
and are given as 

and 

where~k -
xjk -

I/ojk -

and where 

(13) 

(Xjk - I/o'k) 
the kth component of the jth sample 
vector 
the current estimate for the kth com
ponent of the mean vector of cluster i 

N 

Wi = E P ( ; IX/,"m ) OS) 
1=1 

The parameter W, is defined as the weight for cluster 
i and may be considered as the number of points 

. -81 ·M. 
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assianed to a cluster on a fractional probabilistic 
basis; ICi) is a three-dimensional "skewness" tensor, 
and KCi) is a four-dimensional "kurtosis" tensor. To 
reduce the number of parameters to be estimated and 
stored, traces of these tensors are formed using the 
inverse of the estimated sample covariance matrix 
for cluster; (I,) to obtain 

where k - 1,2, ... , cI: and 

where k,l - 1,2 •...• cI: and 

During the initial iteration mode, when parameter 
values are changing with each data point, the esti
mates for 

SU) = ( s(i) S(i) ) I ..... IJ 

and 

for each cluster i are only approximately correct. The 
second mode of iteration produces a more accurate 
estimate of these statistics. As shall be seen. the esti
males of SI' I and K(li are used in the maximization 
of the likelihood with respect to the discrete 
parumeler "" 

The oplimilalioll of 1.( I x,l,,,,.ff /II) wilh respect to 
the discrete parameter", tllkes the form of generating 
hypotheses concerning the number of clusters and 

the subsequent testing of these hypotheses using a 
likelihood ratio test. At certain points in the process 
of maximum likelihood iteration, it is possible to 
generate a hypothesis concerning the fit of a given 
cluster to the data; namely, either that the data are 
better represented by two clusters rather than one (a 
split hypothesis) or that the data are better repre
sented by combining the given cluster with another 
cluster (a join hypothesis). Each cluster is checked to 
determine whether either a split or a join hypothesis 
seems reasonable when the weight for that cluster as 
defined in equation (15) exceeds 8 threshold. Al this 
same time. a portion of the old data. which have been 
accumulated using less accurate parameter values, is 
subtracted from the appropriate sum for each of the 
parameters given in equations (8) through (11). The 
weight threshold is initially set at 200 and increases 
each time it is exceeded. This procedure allows an in
itial fit to the major clusters in the data and a subse
quent development of more detailed cluster struc
ture. 

The generation of a split hypothesis is governed 
by comparing scalar measures of multivariate skew
ness and kurtosis for each cluster to thresholds 
derived from the appropriate distribution for these 
measures computed under the assumption of a 
multivariate normal distribution. The scalar 
measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis are 
contractions of the skewness vector SC') and the kur
tosis matrix KIll with respect to the inverse of the 
estimated covariance matrix for cluster i. ~,-t. These 
measures are given by 

(18) 

(19) 

k. 2 

-!- (20) 
J 

Here. k; is the trace of the normalized kurtosis matrix 
for cluster i and (k,O)2 is the trace-free component of 
the square of k,. 

If anyone of these three statistics given b)' equa
tions (18) to (20) exceeds its threshold value. the hy
pothesis is formed that the ith duster may be split 
into two parts. The parameters for each of the two 
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new component clusters are estimated by minimiz
ina the squared differences between the observed 
covariance matrix, the skewness vector, and the kur
tosis matrix and the correspondina quantities for the 
mixture distribution composed of the two new nor
mal distributions. The proportion and mean for the 
mixture composed of the subclusters are defined to 
be exactly equal to the correspondina quantities for 
the parent cluster. That is, if a/and I',aFe the current 
estimates of proportion and mean for cluster i and 
a'l' a'l' 1"1' and 1'" are the corresponding initial 
valUes of tne subcluster parameters, it is required 
that 

(21) 

and 

(22) 

Thus, the difference in subcluster proportions and 
the difference in the subcluster mean vectors are left 
as free parameters. The other free parameters are the 
independent elements of the two subcluster 
covariance matrices. Therefore. a total of 

parameters must be determined. 
There are ld(cI + 1))/2 equations. each of whkh 

matches the covariance matril( and kurtosis matril( 
parameters for the parent cluster to the correspond
ing parameters for the subcluster mil(ture. In addi
tion.· there are d equations matching the skewness 
vector parameters for the parent cluster and the 
subcluster mil(IUre. This is a lotal of (/2 + 2,1 equa
tions. Thus. there is one more free parameter or 
unknown than there are equations and a unique solu
tion is not possible. 

The approach taken to obtaining a solution is to 
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minimize by means of a steepest descent algorithm a 
quadratic form that may be expressed as 

where I" K(i), and Scoare the current estimates of 
the covariance matrix, the kurtosis matrix, and the 
skewness vector, respectively, for cluster;; I". K", 
and S are the corresponding "pooled" estimates 
from t~e mixture of the subclusters under the restric
tions of equations (21) and (22); and ai_ a2' and a3 
are arbitrary constants. The norms are the appropri
at~ matri/\ and vector norms. That is. if Mj is ('ne of 
the symmetric matrices in equation (23) and 
VI - S(i) - .". then 

11"~112 = Tr (M;~; I Mi~i I) 

II ViW = r{r.j I Vi 

Minimization of equation (23) under the restric
tions of equations (21) and (22) produces estimates 
for the proportions. mean vectors. and covariance 
matrices which define two new multivariate normal 
clusters. In the genl!ration of a split hypothesis. the 
statistics defining the multivariate normal parent 
cluster are not dil'carded. When the maximum likeli
hood iteration cycle is begun again. it is performed 
for the previously existing clusters, including the 
parent cluster. and for the two new clusters. which 
may be thought of as subclusters of the pllrent 
cluster. Thus. as split Ilnd .join h)'potheses lI!'e gener
Ilted. a hierarchical cluster structure or cluster tree 
evolves. Final decisions concerning the choice of a 
parent cluster or its subcluslers to represent the datu 
are made on the basis of likelihood mlio tests as will 
be described later. 

The g~neration of a join hrpottesis is the inverse 
of the split hypothesis generation procedure. That is. 
if the generation of a join hypothesis for two Illread)' 
existing clusters is deemed reasonahle. then statistics 
for a new parent cluster are clllculated from the 
multivariate normal mixture distribution defined b~' 
the two clusters to be joined. The new parent cluster 

~ 
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is inserted at the level of the clusters to be joined and 
the clusters to be joined are moved to the next lower 
level in the tree as subclusters of the new parent. 

It should be noted that only clusters which have a 
common parent are eligible to be joined. The test for 
determining when a join hypothesis should be gener
ated is de~'gned to measure the degree of overlap be
tween clusters having a common parent cluster. (All 
the clusters at the top level of the tree are assumed to 
have a common parent.) The overlap is checked by 
comparing the ",ean vectors and the diagonal ele
ments of the covariance matrices for two clusters. A 
heuristic criterion is used to perform this check. This 
criterion is given by equation (24). 

where Wi is the current weight for cluster i and A and 
B are arbitrary constants (currently, A == OJ and 
B = 0.18). 

The first term in the numerator is a weighted dis
tance between the mean vectors of clusters i and j. 
The weighting is accomplished by an average inverse 
covariance matrix for clusters i and j. The second 
term in the numerator is a measure of the difference 
in the diagonal elements of the two covariance 
matrices. The diagonal elements rather than the full 
covariance matrices are used for computational 
simplicity. A more complete expression involving all 
covariance terms would be In[det IiItlJ. The 
denominator is designed to discriminate against 
small clusters in the sense that Rij w!ll be artificially 
reduced if the weight of one cluster is small relative 
to the weight of the other cluster. This factor is 
designed to give large clusters an opportunity to ab
sorb small clusters if such a join does not substan
tially affect the statistics of the larger cluster. 

The Rijcriterion is computed for each cluster hav
ing the same parent as cluster i. If the cluster j for 
which Rij is a minimum is less than an empirically 
set fixed threshold, then a join hypothesis for cluster 
i and j is generated. 

Final decisions c('ncerning the acceptance or re
jection of split and join hyotheses are made in terms 
of likelihood ratio tests. If there are misubclusters for 

a given parent cluster i, then the logarithm of the 
likelihood ratio of the subclusters to the parent is ac
cumulated at the same time that maximum likeli
hood iteration is taking place. The form of this likeli
hood ratio is given by equation '.15). 

where Ai is the likelihood ratio for cluster i; ar "'i' 
and Iiare the current estimate .. of the parameters for 
cluster i; and ak. and I k . nre the corresponding 
subcluster parame'ters. Thi~ log likelihood ratio is 
tested against a threshold computed assuming that 2 
In Ai is approximately distributed as an x2 random 
variable with degrees of freedom equal to a + 1. A 
one-tailed test is used, and the probability of a type I 
error is set at om. If 2 In A i exceeds the threshold set 
by the test. then the statistics for the parent cluster 
are eliminated and the subclusters take the place of 
the parent cluster. 

It is also possible that In Ai may become negative, 
even though in theory this should not occur. In prac
tice, negative values may occur because of poor in
itial estimation of the subcluster parameters or lack 
of convergence in these estimates. To avoid the ex
pense of maintainlng poor subclusters. the 
subclusters are eliminated in favor of the parenl 
cluster when In Ai falls below a fixed negative 
threshold. This threshold is set to a large negative 
value to allow the subcluster statistics to converge if 
they are going to converge. 

One other possibility in testing the likelihood ratio 
is that the subcluster statistics may actually converge 
so that the mixture distribution defined by the 
subcluster parameters reproduces or very nearly 
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reproduces the parent cluster distribution. In such 
cases, In AI will remain at a low value possibly 
sliabtly greater than or less than zero. If this occurs, 
it may be assumed that the parent cluster is the most 
economical description of the data and the 
subclusters may be eliminated. To test for this situa
tion, another statistic based on the accumulated 
point probabilities under the parent and subcluster 
hypotheses is examined. Defining 

m, 

Pil ("I) = ~I akl bi"k/Ik/) 

where Ok.' "k.' and Ik are the current estimates of 
the parametefs for th~ subclusters of cluster i, the 
statistic computed is 

(26) 

Equation (26) gives a crude measure of how much a 
parent cluster differs from the mixture of its 
subclasses. If E, becomes smaller than a fixed em
pirically determined threshold and the log likelihood 
ratio is less than a fixed small positive value, then the 
subclusters are eliminated in favor of the parent 
cluster. 

The one remaining test in the portion of the pro
gram that performs maximization with respect to the 
number of classes is a simple test on the proportion 
a;of each cluster or subcluster. If this proportion falls 
below a threshold value, currently set to 0.01, then 
the cluster is eliminated. This test is used primarily 
in the interest of efficiency since very small clusters 
do not significantly affect the overall mixture dis
tribution. 

All the tests for the generation of hypothesized 
new clusters and for the elimination of clusters or 
subclusters occur at certain intervals during the proc
ess of maximum likelihood iteration and statistics ac
cumulation; namely, when the weight for a given 
cluster has increased by a fixed amount or when a 
complete pass has been made through the data since 
the last tests were per1"l.:.rmed. After the tests have 
been made and any resultant restructuring of the 
cluster tree has taken place, E; (given by eq. (26», K" 
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a" and AI are reset. Thus, these statistics depend 
only on the data processed since the last testing of 
the cluster statistics for cluster i. 

The present p"~!f8m cycles throuah the data a 
fixed number of times. (The number of passes 
throuah the data is controlled by an external 
parameter.) When the desired number of passes is 
complete, the program clusters the data by examin
ina it point by point and assignina each data point to 
the cluster in the cluster tree for which the prob
ability of occurrence of this data point is the greatest. 
This is the onl) time in the program that points are 
assigned to clusters. When all the points have been 
assigned, a cluster map showing the cluster symbol 
for each point is printed out. The program also prints 
out the final values for the parameters for each 
cluster in the cluster tree. 

Figure 1 is a general llow diagram for the 
CLASSY program. This is not a detailed now 
diagram for the program but merely serves to sum
marize the information given in this section in a con
venient manner. 

The initial values assumed at the beginning of the 
program are as follows. 

m = I 

"I = [Or] 
0.04 

(27) 

[
0. 0] 

II = ., 
• 

I 

DATA, PROCEDURES, AND RESULTS 

To evaluate the CLASSY clustering algorithm, it 
was applied to both real and simulated Landsat data. 
Performance measures were defined and calculated 
for each trial of the algorithm. The measures were 
compared with those derived from applyina the 
ISOCLS algorithm to the same data. 
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FIGURE I.-Flow dlalram ror the CLASS\' allorithm. 
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Two different data sets were used in the compara
tive evaluation of CLASSY and ISOCLS. The first 
was a set of Landsat acquisitions of four different 
LACIE segments. Each LACIE segment is 196 pic
ture elements (pixels) per line by 117 lines and cor· 
responds to a S- by 6-nautical-mile area on the 
ground. The second data set was a group of four 
different simulated acquisitions of a simulated 
LACIE segment. Each of these data sets is described 
separately in the following paragraphs. 

The four LACIE segments were selected on the 
basis of the Ilvailability of ground truth at regularly 
spaced pixc!ls in the image and the provision of a 
representative sampling of LACIE segments in 
terms of field stru.:ture and the proportion of wheat 
present. Once the :;eaments had been chosen, the ac
quisition that had the greatest separability, as 
measured by the Bhattacharyya distance, was 
selected. The Bhattacharyya distance was computed 
between wheat and non wheat classes where the class 
statistics were obtained from ground-truth fields. 
The segment number and location, the acquisition 
dale with the largest separability, and the ground
truth percentages of wheat and small grains for each 
segment are given in table I. 

TABLE I.-Description of LACIE Sample Segments 

Segmenl Localion Acquisition Ground Grollnd 

dale Irulh. lrulh. 
pt'lTI'nt percent 
I\'heal small 

grains 

1181 Kansas Mar. 10,1976 23.4 29.0 
1988 Kansas Nov. 8. 1975 33.0 33.0 
1961 Kansas July 18.1976 8.2 8.2 
1965 North Dakota Aug. 8. 1976 41.6 47.0 

The simulated data set consisted of four simulated 
Landsat acquisitions, each 196 pixels by 117 lines. 
This data set was generated by IBM for the Mission 
Planning and Analysis Division at the Johnson Space 
Center (ref. 11). Each "acquisition" was obtained 
first by specifying the mean vector and covariance 
matrix for 10 different classes. The class statistics for 
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each class were specified so as to simulate the 
LACIE data for two wheat classes ( WI and W2), two 
barley classes (It and ~). two classes of grass (GI 
and ~). two stubble classes (SI and ~). and two 
classes of fallow (Fl and F2). The statistics for these 
classes were actually obtained from Landsat data 
representina an aaricultural area in Hill County. 
Montana. Once the statistics for a given class were 
specified. independent samples were generated from 
a four-dimensional multivariate normal distribution 
having those statistics. These samples were then 
placed in rectangular fields arranged over the simu
lated segment. This process was repeated for each 
class and for each of the four acquisitions. The ar
rangement of the simulated fields over the segment 
was the same for each acquisition. The pattern of the 
simulated fields is given in figure 2. 

! 
81 51 W2 52 W2 W1 °1 ~ 

W1 0 2 

F2 W2 G1 W1 51 52 G2 82 W1 Ii 

W1 G1 52 G2 51 W2 82 W2 81 F1 

G2 51 W2 81 52 W1 W2 G1 F1 82 

W2 W1 G1 81 W1 51 °2 52 82 W2 

FIGURE 2.-Dlstrlbutlon of tlUSfS in simullted Stllmenl. 

Evaluation Method and Procedures 

CLASSY was evaluated using a comparative 
analysis method in which the clustering results of 
CLASSY were compared with those of )SOCLS 
using the ground truth as a reference. The evaluation 
procedure consisted of two steps. 

1. The CLASSY and ISOCLS algorithms were ap
plied to each segment in each data set. CLASSY was 
run for three complete iterations through all the data 
in each segment. ISOCLS was run in the nearest 
neighbor mode with 40 ground-truth pixels as start-

... L..,J 



ing vectors. In this mode. ISOCLS merely assigns 
pixels to the nearest starting vector measured in 
terms of L·t distance rather than operatin. 
iteratively. This mode was chosen for ISOCLS 
because this was the manner in which the alaorithm 
was currently beina used in the LACIE project. 

2. The clusters in the line printer map produced 
by each alsorithm were analyzed by first recordina 
the cluster symbol and the correspondin, around
truth label (either wheat or non wheat) for each pixel 
where around truth was available. These results were 
tabulated. so that the number of ground·truth wheat 
pixels and ,round·truth non wheat pixels fallina in 
each cluster was known. The clusters were then 
labeled wheat or nonwheat by majority rule. 

A measure of the accuracy of each clusterina 
algorithm in separatina wheat from nonwheat (or a 
measure of the overall purity of the wheat and non
wheat clusters) was computed by estimatina the 
probability of correct classification (PCC) for the 
labeled clusters. This probability is given by 

mJ m2 

Pee:: I: P (OAO) /'(0) + L P (Wilw) I'(W) \~8) 
1= I i= I 

where ml is the number of clusters labeled "other"; 
m2 is the number of clusters labeled wheat; p( Ojl 0) 
is the probability that a pixet falls in the ith "other" 
cluster, aiven that it is other than wheat; p( Wil W) is 
the probability that a pixel falls in the Ith wheat 
cluster, given that it is wheat; p( W) is the a priori 
probability that a pixel is wheat; and p( 0) is the a 
priori probability that a pixel is other than wheat. 
Empirical proportions were used to estimate these 
probabilities and a priori values. resulting in the 
following estimate: 

where NTiS the total number of ground·truth pixels. 
NoW is the number of ,round·truth "other" pixels 
fall\ng in the Ith "other" cluster, and NW 'I W is the 
number of ground-truth wheat pixels faUfng in the 
Ith wheat cluster. It is noteworthy that. to obtain an 
accurate estimate of PCC using equation (29), it is 
necessary that several ground.truth pixels faU in each 

cluster. Specifically. if there are clusters which have 
only one or two around·truth arid-intersection pixels. 
the estimate of PCC will be biased on the hiah side. 

As a pari of the analysis. the proportion of wheat 
was also estimated for the labeled clusters and com· 
pared to the ground-truth value. The equation used 
for this estimate is 

(30) 

where Nw. is the total number of ground-truth pixels 
(wheat anb other) falling in the ith wheat ctuster. 

Estimates computed 'using equations (29) and 
(30) were obtained for each algorithm as applied to 
both the real and simulated data sets. 

R.luttl 

The results of these computations are liven in ta
bles II throuah XI. Tables 11. III. V. and VI compare 
CLASSY and ISOCLS results for the LACIE sea
ments examined; the corresponding results for 
simulated segment data are given in tables VII 
throuah XI. 

Table II compares the nu~'fr of clusters and the 
PC~ estimates for .SOCLS (n'Ct) and for CLASSY 
(PCCc) as a result of clustering each of the four 
LACIE segments examined using both methods. 
The PCC estimates for CLASSY are. on the averaae. 
about 4 percentage points lower than those for 
ISOCLS. However. since the version of ISOCLS used 

TA BLE /I. -Comparison of the Number of Clusters and 
the Estimated ProbabilityojCor"ec'l Class~fi('ation 

Using Single-Pass Segment Dala 

Mgmen( ISOCLS CL.4ssr P~t 
P~CI ~Cl: 

C1 
No. of No. of 

c/USlt'l'S c/usttrs 

1\8\ 40 0.8410 7 0.8OS2 -o.om 
1988 40 .8070 8 .7661 -.0409 
1%1 40 .9236 II .9028 -.0208 
1965 40 .7419 9 .6774 -Ofl4S 
Averaae 40 .8284 8.75 .7875 -.0405 
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aeri'erates a factor of 4 to 6 times as many dusters as 
CLASSY. many of the ISOCLS dusters contain only 
one or two around·truth grid·intersection points. As 
discussed in the precedina section. this means that 
the PCC estimates for lSOCLS will be biased hiah 
relative to CLASSY. In addition. each ISOCLS 
cluster typically contains one around·truth point 
used as a startins vector for that cluster. Since the 
label of these startina vectors almost always aarees 
with the cluster label. this amounts to a further hiah 
bias in the PCC estimates for lSOCLS. In the liaht of 
this bias in favor of ISOCLS and the economy repre
sented by the greatly reduced number of CLASSY 
clusters. CLASSY compares very favorably to 
ISOCLS. 

The LACIE segments used in this study con
tained varying amounts of wheat. The ground-truth 
percentages of wheat P( W) and small grains p(SG) 
are given in table III. The estimate of the proportion 
of wheat computed using the ground·truth arid·inter
section dots Po( W) is also included. An estimate of 
the proportion of wheat in the whole scene deter· 
mined from the clusters labeled wheat can be ob
tained using equation (30). The wheat proportion 
estimates resulting fro'll applyina this equation to 
tpe CLASSY results Pre W) and ISOCLS results 
Pt< W) are also given in table Ill. Comparing these 
percentages to the ground-truth wheat proportions 
shows that. with the exception of segment 1965. the 
wheat proportion estimates are about 4 to 6 percent 
higher than the ground·truth wheat proportion 
values. These slightly high estimates may be due to 
tlte fact that, even though only wheat ground·truth 
dO~!Ii were used to label clusters. labeled wheat 
Clusters may reasonably be assumed to include some 
small grains. The last column in table III shows that 
the ISOCLS estimate was closer to the ground.truth 

wheat proportion for two segments and the CLASSY 
estimate was closer for the other two seaments. 

The imasery for seament 1965 was examined in 
detail because the wheat proportion estimates for 
both CLASSY and lSOCLS deviated considerably 
from the ,round truth and the PCC estimates for 
both alaorithms were correspondin,ly low for this 
seament. This seament contained numerous small 
strip fields. Typically. small·field rClions accentuate 
misreaistration problems. and such appears to be the 
case for this seament. The misreaistration of the 
around·truth reference acquiSition relative to the ac
quisition clustered reduced PCC values and distorted 

. the proportion of wheat estimates for both 
algorithms. 

To obtain an idea about the relative performance 
of CLASSY and ISOCLS when applied to multitem· 
poral data. four-c:hannel"areen" images were formed 
for each seament by apply in, the Kauth (ref. 12) 
transformation to each of four acquisitions for a 
aiven seament and then selectina the areen number 
from each acquisition. (It was necessary to reduce 
the 16·dimensional data to 4 dimensions since 
CLASSY is limited to 4 dimensions at the present 
time.) Table IV lists the four acquisitions used for 
each seament. The results of comparini; the PCC 
values and the wheat proportion estimates for the 
two alaorilhms are given in tables V and VI, respec· 
tively. Comparing table V and table II shows that the 
PCC values for both algorithms remained about the 
same for seaments 1181 and 1961 and that they in· 
creased significantly for seaments 1988 and 1965. 
The average difference between the CLASSY and 
ISOCLS PCC values remained about 4 percent. 
However. the CLASSY PCC equaled the ISOCLS 
PCC for seament 1988. and the difference was very 
small for segment 1961. The last column of table VI 

TABLE III.-Comparison 0/ Wheat Proportion Estimates/or Labeled Clusters 
Using Single-Pass Segment Data 

Stgm~( Groufld truth GrouJd.truth IfCLS ~ASSY 0,- 1>,- 10 ,1-10,1 
dolS o(W) \(W) c:(W) p,(W) - ~(W) p,(W) - p(W) 

p(W) P(SG) 

1181 0.234 0.290 0.333 0.21!7 0.303 0.OS3 0.069 -0.016 
1988 .330 .330 .322 .397 .287 .067 -.043 .024 
1961 .082 .082 .097 .042 .069 -.040 -.013 .027 
1965 .416 .470 .516 .526 .645 .110 .229 -.119 
Averale .266 .293 .3\7 .313 .326 .047 .061 -.021 
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TABLE 1V.-AcqUlslllotts Used In Orallng 
Four-Channel GMn Images 

1181 

1988 

1961 

1965 

A"I"""1oIII 

M.r. 10.1976 
Apr. 16.1976 
May 3.1976 
July 14.1976 

acl.20.1975 
Ma)'6.1976 
June 12.1976 
Sept 28. 1976 

ALII. IS. 1975 
June 12. 1976 
Au,. 23. 1976 
Sepl.10.1976 

MIY 11.1976 
July 21.1976 
Au,. B.1976 
Sept 14.1976 

shows that. when the four-channel areen images 
were used. the wheat prClrortion estimates from the 
CLASSY clusters were c:loser to the around.truth 
values than were the ISOCLS estimates in every case. 

Tables VII and VIII are anal080us to tables II and 
Ill. except that they aive the results for the sinale
pass simulated data. The column labeled maximum 
likelihood pec (PCe M) lives the overall PCC when 
uSin, standard maximum likelihood classification 
where the statistics for each class were computed 
from fields in the simulated imase given the class 
label for each field. Note that the PCC estimates for 
CLASSY were higher than those for ISOClS in two 
of the four passes. In fact. on pass 2. where the sepa
rability was greatest. the PCC for CLASSY equaled 

TABU V.-CompGl'I.IOfI ollht NumberD/Clusrm alld 
the &Ilmaled Pro/Jabllllyo/Corrtri ClflSf/flCdliOll 

1I,'ng the Four-Oran",1 GtWn Image Dalil 

Sq,,,,,,, ISOCLS CLASSY ~~; 
..&:. ~c~ No. of No. oJ 

t:lutm rIus",. 

UBI 40 0.8667 .. 0.8000 -0.0667 
1988 40 .9357 16 .9357 0 
1961 40 .9167 23 .9097 -.0070 
1965 40 .B065 13 .7290 -.0775 
Aver. 40 .8814 14 .8436 -.0378 

the maximum likelihood PCC. On the aver •• the 
PeC for CLASSY was 1.4 percent hiaher than that 
for ISOCLS. 

The proportion estimate computed from the 
labeled clusters is aiven in table VIII. Alain, the esti· 
mate from CLASSY was closer to the true value in 
two of the four passes. However. the aver. in· 
dividuallSOCLS estimate was about 2 percent closer 
to the true value. 

The results for ,ile simulated dala U!lina band 1 
from each of the four passes are liven in table IX. 
Band 1 was selected arbitrarily to assess the use of 
multi temporal data. Note that the PeC estimate for 
CLASSY was 1.0. meanina that none of the CLASSY 
clusters contained a mixture of wheat and nonwheat 
arid·intersection pixels. 

Usins the simulated dala makes it possible to 
identify a cluster with a cenain c:lass in the data by 
determinina which class contributes the majority of 
pixels to the cluster. After such an identification. the 
generatins statistics for the class may be compared 
with the cluster statistics produced by CLASSY. Ta· 
ble X presents the results of such a comparison for 

TABLE VI.-Comparison 0/ Whrat Proportion Estimates/or Labeled Clusters IIsing 
Four·Channel Green Image Data 

Sc·gmc·nt Ground t'"th tJO<'LS (l4SS), D,- D - ID,I-IDcl 
I(W) c(W) fllWI -_(WI ~cIW) c_ ~(W) 

p(W) p(SG) 

11BI 0.234 0.230 0.292 0.241 O.OSB 0.007 O.OSI 
'988 .330 .330 .J16 .342 -.014 .012 .002 
1%1 .082 .082 .066 .069 -.016 -.013 .003 
IQt-S .416 .470 .62S .565 .209 .149 .060 
Avcril,e .266 .293 . .125 .304 .OS9 .039 .029 
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TABLE VII.-Compar/IOII 0/ the Number O/Clulten and tht Elt/maw Probability 0/ 
Corrtrl Clau(llrtltlon Using Slngle·Pan Simulated Data 

Ptw PCCM ISOCLS CLASSY PCCM - .eCI PCCM - ~Cc ,eCc-~CI 
No. of ,eCI Nil. of .eCc 

rlus"" rlUSI", 

I 0.935 40 0.9139 5 0.9043 0.021 0.0.10 -000. 
2 .986 40 .9713 5 .9157 .015 .000 .UI44 
3 .970 40 .9761 8 .9522 -.006 .011 -.Oll9 
4 .928 40 .8852 7 .9187 .043 .009 .om 
Averil' .955 40 .9366 6.25 .9402 .018 .014 .0144 

TABLE VIII.-Comparison o/Iht Whtal Proportion ESllmal"s/or Labrltd CluJlt" 
Using Slnglt·Pass Simulaltd Dala 

Prw P(Wl 'I(Wl ~c(W) DI-
~I(W) -~(Wl 

D-
~c(Wl~ .(W) 

1011 -lOci 

I 0.3398 0.3301 0.2536 
2 .3398 .3254 .3541 
3 .J398 .36.16 .2917 
4 .3398 .3254 .3349 
Aver ... .J398 .3361 .lO86 

the pass 2 simulated data. whereas table XI Sives 
similar results for the clusterins usinB band I from 
each of !he four passes. 

In the pass 2 CLASSY results. four of the live 
clusters could be clearly identilie~ with one of the 
seneratin, classes or distributions. A comparison of 
the mean Vet tor and covariance matrices shows a 
remarkable correspondence between the CLASSY 
statistics and the scneraiinS stalislics. Cluster J was 
about equally divided between srass I and Brass 2. 

TABLE IX.-ProbabiIiIY olCorrtct Class(fjc:ation 
UsinK .\-full/pass Simulaftd Datn 

Data lSOCL.'i CLASS)' ~Cc-~CI 
.\·u.oJ' ,eCI lllu. uJ' ~Cc 

dUJlm dUSI,.,! 

Blind 1 from 40 0.9809 7 1.0000 0.0191 
ClICh of 4 
IIlIIse' 
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-0.0097 -0.0862 -0.076S 
-.0144 .0143 .0001 

.0238 -.0481 -.0243 
-.0144 -.0049 .0095 
-.0147 -.0312 -.0228 

Only the statistics for srass I are shown in lhe table. 
Similarly. clust.:r 2 was a mixture of stubble. fallow. 
and barley 2. The statistics for each of these classes 
are very similar for this pass. The statistics for stub· 
ble I are aiven as a representative example of that 
,roup of classes. 

The da:a from band I of each of the four simu· 
lated passes had more separability; thus. CLASSY 
was able to distinsuish more classes. The comparison 
of the ,eneratin, statistics and the CLASSY statistics 
is presented in table XI. Only the variance terms 
from the multipass covariance matrix were available. 
Apin. there is remarkable correspondence between 
the CLASSY slatistics and the BeneratinB stalisti~s. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusion of this paper is that the per· 
formance of the CLASSY ciulterin8alsorithm com· 
par('$ favorably with that of ISOCLS on both the real 
and simulated LACIE sealnent data. In terms of per
formance. these results were obtained despite the 
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TABLE X.-C'omparlson ole/u.,,, Slallslln,{or Prus 1 Simu/altd Dala 

('I1a,,., '''''''tlflrn'ltIIt c;",""""Il ""'/J,b 
Plum"'" 

MftItI C OWlrl"PlIl' main." 
Vf'("IOI' 

4 Whell I 

r~ r91 1.21 0.34 
20.19 1.21 3,24 .24 
27.29 .34 24 1.77 
21.14 -.01 -,65 1.75 

~ Whal2 

~;:1] r~ 0." -0.01 
.69 1.11 -.... 

26.35 -.01 -.... 1.23 
28.00 -.47 -1.19 1.41 

Barley I 

r~l ['IS 
1.74 1.22 

25 .• 1.74 l.16 1.52 

:d.9IJ 1.22 1.52 1.65 
24.19 .96 1.12 .91 

3 Oralll rJ [" 2.07 0.54 
IIr • .,2, 20.86 2.07 4.70 91 

23.37 .54 .91 1.10 
~2.S0 .11 -.29 .70 

2 Slubble 1 r] ["" 
0.62 0.77 

(tlubble 2. 23.64 ,64 1.12 .70 
f.llow. 24.22 .77 .70 1.51 
t.rley 21 23.12 .69 .66 1.40 

fact that CLASSY redum the number of dusters by 
a factor of 4 to 6 as compared to iSOCLS. This per
formance indicates that CLASSY is indeed approx
imalin, the empirical mixture density rather than 
just breakin. ur the data space into small homo
scneous area as does lSOClS. This conclusion is 
further lubltantiated by nOlin, the hiah dqree of 
correspondence between the CLASSY cluster 
,lltislia and the pneratin,ltatiltia of classes in the 
limuiated data. When data from band I of each of 
the 4 limulated acquisitions was clustered usin. 
CLASSY. S of the 10 duses were very acc:urately 
identified. The remainin. c1uses, whose Italistia 
were very close loaether, were broken into two 
reasonable ,rOUpl. It appears, lherefore. that tbe 
CLASSY allOrilhm may well provide a solution to 
the fundamental problem of cluslerin.-thc deter
mination of lhe inherent n\'mbcr of classes in the 
data. 

CL ... ,Ur .,,,,/rttc'l 
M,."" CoWlrl"nll' main.' 
Vf'("1fIf 

-O»~ r~ r" 
1.04 0.13 -OJ~ -.65 20.67 1.04 2.87 -.10 -,95 

1.75 27.45 .13 -.10 I .... 1.76 
lIS 28.26 -.19 -.95 1.76 3.50 

-O'~ ~.~ ~I~ 0.80 -0.03 

-01 -1.19 t7.1l .80 1.54 -.47 -1.20 
1.41 26.36 -.03 -.47 1.46 I.SO 
3.25 27.97 -.SO -1.20 1.50 3.51 

°l] ~'97] roo 
1.97 1.83 

L4IJ 1.12 25.45 1.97 3.59 2.36 1.77 
.91 25.27 1.83 2.36 2.9~ I .... 

\.19 l.SO 1.41 1.77 1.14 2.22 

011] t,,] tIS 1.48 0.55 OllJ -.29 2O.S4 1.48 4.10 101 .21 
.70 2U8 .55 I.ot 1.40 .64 

1.23 ~2.52 .22 ,28 .64 1.24 

O~] rJ r- 0.44 0.31 

0'1] .66 2443 .44 1.17 .38 .29 
140 24.18 JI .38 1.41 .92 
2.31 22.77 22 .29 .92 1.68 
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TAILE XI.-ComptlrllOn ole/u,,,, SIalllllff /or Band IIIN £adt 01 Fou, Pa,m 0/ lilt Simu/altd Dtlla 

0.", ''''t~'1rot_ Citttnot/lll .toll,tln 
""""", 

AI"". CoWltlo"", II1II'"" 
III'l1Or 

S Wholl 

~'~ r~ 20.36 0.91 
17.39 2.15 
17.27 

2 Whul2 

f] [m IUS 0.'2 
IUS 0.47 
11.12 

4 Ba,ley I 

r~ rIO 2UO U6 
21.01 4.15 
17.01 

3 .rley2 

r~ [" 22.71 0.77 
21.37 1.11 
17.34 

Or ... I rij [" e ...... 2. 20.13 1.31 
Ilubble I' 20.10 1.10 

20.60 

6 FallOW I 

r~ r-' 22,41 0.52 
2U2 0.90 
21.56 

7 SlubDIt 2 

l~ r" 
e!'AIuw 2) 22.21 0.67 

22.69 0.74 
21.63 
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)~] r~ r~ 
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Appendix 

The equation uted to obIain itenlive ... ima.a of Bu. 
the a priori d_ probabililia or·proponionl. tI,. il 
derived belinnin. with equation (9). whieb it re-
pealed here in a .Iiahtly more expanded form. 

(Al) 

where 

Since tI, does not depend on k. tI, may be canceled 
rrom both sides or the equation to obtain 

I N Pil I--E-
N tal p. 

(A2) So. 

where. ror convenien". the fun(liona' notation hu 
been simplified. 

Now. 

(Al) 

m • 
P" a tlPI" + E tlfl" 

1-' ,., 
• tll'l" + (I - /II) qlt 

E (I tI~4I) P'.'.I .. I /_. t 

1"'/ 

O. olberwisc 

o. I f PIA (If'A ~l III! qll 
lJ ._, P" 

(A4) 

(AS) 

1 N 
--~ 

(I "I) PIA (I If/ ) tI'A 
i 

N ~;.., 
.. - J p • 

(A6) 
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This is the iterative equation used to obtain propor· 
(A7) tion estimates in CLASSY. 

assuming 0/ ~ 1. Breaking this sum up into those 
terms which are positive and those which are nega· 
tive results in 

0= (A8) 

Now, a,;s ;I!introduced as follows: 

(A9) 

If we now solve for the o;'s which are outside the 
square brackets in terms of the o;'s, p;'s, and q;'s in
side the square brackets, the following is obtained. 

(AIO) 
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Equation (AlO) may also be put into a form i1. 
lustrating the nature of the update term to obtain 

(All) 

This equation illustrates that direct functional 
iteration using equation (AIO) amounts to adding a 
correction term given by 

to the old value of 0; in order to obtain the new value 
of OJ' 

As a way of comparing the iterative equation for 
proportion estimates used in CLASSY (eq. (AIO» to 
the standard maximum likelihood iterative equation 
(eq. (A I». one may rework the standard equation so 
that the nature of the update term is apparent. Using 
equation (A6). one obtains 

(A12a) 

or 

(AI2b) 

This equation reduces exactly to equation (AI). 

! . 

I' 
i 
i 

r 
i· 
\ 
; 
i .. 

, 
I' 

! 
i 



A comparisor. of equations (All) and (AI2) 
shows that the difference is in the term Nversus 

N-

Thus, the iterative equation used in CLASSY (eq. 
(All» will amplify the correction for Q/ifthere are a 

sianificant nUI .. iler of points such that 0 < Plk < 1 
and 0 < ql < 1. This corresponds to the case where 
cluster i is a "mixed" cluster; that is, there is a sisnin. 
cant amount'of overlap between cluster i and other 
clusters. Since it is precisely these "mixed" clusters 
for which the standard iterative equation (eq. (Al) 
or (AI2» convelles slowly, the iterative equation 
used for proportions in CLASSY (eq. (AIO) or 
(All» should converae more readily. 
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Linear Feature Selection With Applications 

H. P. Decell. Jr •• Q and L. F. Guseman. Jr.b 

INTRODUCTION 

The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LACIE) is concerned with the use of satellite
acquired (Landsat) multispectral scanner (MSS) data 
to conduct an inventory of some crop of economic 
interest such as wheat over a large geographical area. 
Such an inventory requires the development of ac
curate and efficient algorithms for data classification. 
The use of multitemporal measurements (several 
registered passes during the growing season) in
creases the dimension of the original measurement 
space (pattern space) and thereby increases the com
putational load in classification procedures. In this 
connection, the cost of using statistical pattern 
classification algorithms depends, to a large ~xtent, 
on reducing the dimensionality of the problem by 
use of feature selection/combination techniques. 
These techniques are employed to find a subspace of 
reduced dimension (feature space) in which to per
form classification while attempting to maintain the 
level of classification accuracy obtainable in the orig
inal measurement space. The most meaningful per
formance criterion that can be applied to a classifica
tion algorithm is the frequency with which it 
misclassifies observations; that is, the probability of 
misclassification. Consequently, one should attempt 
to select/combine features in such a way that the 
probability of misclassification in feature space is 
minimized. 

In the sequel, several ways in which feature selec
tion techniques have been used in LACIE are dis
cussed. In all cases, the techniques require some a 
priori information and assumptions (e.g., number of 

aUniversity of Houston, Houston. Texas. This author was sup
ported in part by NASA Johnson Space Center under contract 
NAS 9·15000. 

brexas A & M University. College Station. Texas. This author 
was supported in part by NASA Johnson Space Center und.er con
Iract NAS 9·14689. 
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~lasses or form of conditional class densit)' func
tions) about the structure of the data. In most cases, 
the classification procedure (e.g., Bayes' optimal) has 
been chosen in advance. Dimensionality reduction is 
then performed so as to (1) choose an optimal 
feature space in which to perform classification and 
(2) determine a transformation to apply to measure
ment vectors prior to classification. In all that 
follows, the transformations used for dimensionality 
reduction are linear; that is, the variables in feature 
space are always linear combinations of the original 
measurements. 

As mentioned previously, the most meaningful 
performance criterion for a classification procedure 
is the probability of misclassification (denoted in the 
sequel by G). However, if the dimension of feature 
space (and therefore measurement space) is greater 
than one, then G is difficult to compute without addi
tional class structure assumptions (e.g., equal 
covariance matrices). As a result, several numeri
cally tractable criteria have been developed in con
junction with LACIE which provide some informa
tion concerning the behavior of G. These criteria are 
discussed in the next section. In a subsequent sec
tion, a compendium of recent results on linear 
feature selection techniques, most of which are 
available only in scattered NASA contract reports, is 
presented. The final section includes a discussion of 
the use of these techniques in LACIE, an outline of 
some of the investigations underway in the use of 
linear feature selection techniques, and a discussion 
of some related open questions. 

MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

Let" I' "2' ... , "m be distinct classes (e.g., crops 
of interest) with known a priori probabilities ai' a2' 

. .. , am' respectively. Let x - (XI' X2"'" Xn)T ERn 

denote a feature vector of measurements (e.g., Land
sat MSS data from either a single pass or several 

_I#OI~" 



registered passes) taken from an arbitrary element of 

m 

U 11, 
1=1 

Suppose that the measurement vectors for class "j 
are characterized by the n-dimensional multivariate 
normal density function 

n 1 

PI(x) = (21f) -21~/1-2 exp[ -! (X _ Py ) T~j-l 

,(x - "I) ] . I <; i <; m 

It is assumed that the n x 1 mean vector" j and the 
n x n covariance matrix Ii for each class "j are 
known (with I j positive definite), I :EO i :EO m. The 
symboll A 1 is used to denote the determinant of the 
matrix A. The n-dimensional probability of mis
classification, denoted by G, of objects from 

m 

U Hi 
j= 1 

is given (refs. 1 and 2) by 

m 
= -~ 

;=1 

where the sets Ri, 1 :EO i:EO m, called the Bayes' deci
sion regions, are defined by 

Rj :; I x € R" : Q.Pj(x) = max QjP/x)1 . I ~ i ..:; //I 

I.,;;j ... //I I 
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The resultinl classification procedure, called the 
Bayes' optimal classifier, is defined as follows (ref. 1): 

Assian an element !o "j if its vector x of 
measurements belonp to R" 1 fie l.sa m. 

The Bhallacharyya coefficient for classes i and j 
(1 C i, j C m) is liven (ref. 3) by 

1 1 

p(ij) = (Ql",) 2 in t p,(x)p,(x) Ii dx 

It has been shown that 

.~ ! 1 1 

G":; E i:. I Q.Il;}i 1 f P.~X)Pi(X)J 2 dx == P 
1=1 1=1+ 1 Rn 

The quantity p is usually called the Bhattacharyya 
distance (or the average Bhattac!:aryya distance). 

There have been various at:empts to utilize cer
tain functions of p(i. j) and p to generate Bhat
tacharyya-related separability measures. For further 
variations on this theme, we refer the reader to the 
complete listing of references and in particular to 
reference 4. 

The divergence (ref. 5) between classes i and} (l :EO 
i, ) :EO m) is given by 

D(i.j) = 1tr( (!:; - ~i) (~i I l:; I) ] 

+11r[ (l:; I+!:j I) (II; 11;)(11;· IIj) r] 

and the average interclass divergence is given by 

m ~l m 

D = E E D(;,j) 
t= 1 1= 1 

i~i 



.. 
c. 

~ 
• 

or. equivalently. as shown in reference 6. by 

D = .! tr I ~ t - 1 S' m(m - 1) 
2 f.='il 1\-- 2 " 

where 

and 

S; = f: ( t/ + 61/';/) 
/=1 
lei 

As in the case of p(i.j) and P. various functions of 
D(i.j) and D have been proposed as class sepa
rability measures. 

Kanal (ref. 4) provides an excellent exposition of 
such measures (e.g .• Shannon entropy. Vajda's 
average conditional quadratic entropy, Devijver's 
Bayesian distance. MinkolVsky measures of non
uniformity. Bhattacharyya bound. Chernoff bound. 
Kolmogorov vuriational distance. Lissack and Fu's 
g~neralization of the latter, Ito's approximating func
tions. and the Jeffreys-Matusita distance). This work 
contains 304 references and is perhaps the only com
prehensive exposition of the subject through early 
1974. A more recent nonparametric separability 
measure due to Bryant and Guseman (ref. 7) will be 
outlined at the end of this section. 

Devijver (ref. 8) develops a bound on Gcalled the 
Bayesian dislance. He gives an excellent development 
of the concept and its relationship to the aforemen
tioned separability measures. His results are quite 
general with regard to the class densities p;(x) and 
class a priori probabilities a;. 1 l!6 i l!6 m. The Baye
sian distance is defined to be 

In )",.2P.(X)2 t 
II=L:E "" 

;= 1 p(x)-

,"; i,*+ i.,iI~~·· ... r"f'·~~~'t"!*',. .,:-;-:"I:t"..,r"~~':9' 

where 

m 

p(x) = E Qf~x) 
1"1 

The measure H satisfies the inequality 

Following the philosophy discussed in the in
troduction, the intractable nature of the expression 
for G (i.e., alth\)ugh in many instances unnecessary, 
attention is being restricted to a finite family of nor
mally distributed pattern classes) was one. if not the 
single, reason for developing more tractable pattern 
class separability measures. These measures could 
then be used in lieu of G to determine mappings 
from pattern space to feature space in which the 
classification of patterns is equivalent to (G is 
preserved) or "nearly equivalent to" classification of 
patterns in pattern space. Two fundamental ques
tions that arise are these. First. what (if any) relation 
do the class separability measures bear to G'? Second, 
can one develop tractable algorithms based on the 
separability measures to determine the dimension
reducing mappings? 

In connection with these questions. only linear 
mappings B of the measurement space Rn onto Rio; 
for k < n will be considered. This is equivalent to re
quiring that Bbe a k X n rank-k matrix. This class of 
mappings certainly includes those of the "feature 
subset selection" type since the selection of any k
feature subset (i.e., any k components of x ERn) can 
be accomplished by selecting the appropriate k x n 
matrix B consisting of only O's and "s. The class of 
k x n rank-k matrices is more general in the sense 
that linear combinations of the features are permis
sible. 

In all that follows, it will be assumed that B is a 
k x n rank-k matrix and that X is a normally dis
tributed vector-valued random variable. An observa
tion on X will be denoted by x - X(w). It is well 
known that if X - N(p.,I) then Y ... BX - N(/Jp., 
BIBT). 
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The transformed measurements, y - B x, for 
class "I are normally distributed with density fune· 
tion 

1 

p/.y,B) = (21f)-~~IIlTI-2exp[ -t(y - BIl,)T 

. (BI,sT) -t( Y - BIl, ) ] 

and the resulting probability of misclassification is 
given by 

G(B) = I-.£. max Cl.f,(y,B)dy 
Rk 1<I<m 

where the transformed Bayes' decision regions are 
given by 

R,(B) = { y f Rk : CI.,P,(Y ,B) 

The quantity p(B) is called the B·Bhallacharyya 
distance or the B-average Bhaltacharyya distance. 

In addition, it has been shown by Decell and 
Quirein (ref. 6) that G - G(B) if and only if p -
p(B). 

The B-dlvergence between classes I and j (1 .. I, j 
.. m) is 

DB(i,j) =ttr I[BI,sT - BI,T] 

.[ ( BI,T) -I - (BI,sT) -I ] f 

+ ~ tr I [(BIIlT) -I - ( m:,T) -I] 

.( BJaI - Bill) (Bill - Bill) T' 

and the B-interclass divergence is 

m-I m 

D(B) = ~ ~ DB(i,j) 
1= 1 ;=1 

1*1 

= max CI./PI(Y,B)l, I .;;; i <; m or, equivalently (ref. 6), 
1<I<m 

The B-Bhattacharyya coefficient for classes i and j 
is given by 

1 1 

PB(i,/) == I CI.~/12 ;; I plv,B)p/(y,B) 12 dy 

It has been shown by Decell and Quirein (ref. 6) 
that for each B 

m-I m 
G <; G(B) .;;; ~ I: PB(i,i) == p(B) 

1=1 /=;+1 
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where 

m(m - I)k 
2 

m 

SI = ~(II + 61;6;/) 
1= 1 

1"" 

j 



.. 

and 

Although there is no explicit relationship between G 
and D (or G(8) and D(B), it was shown by Decell 
and Quirein (ref. 6) that D - D(B) if and only if G
G(B). 

In the present setting and with the obvious ceneral 
meaning of the definition, the B-Bayeslan distance is 
defined to be 

where 

m 

p(y,B) = L QiP~y,B) 
1=1 

I! has been shown in reference 9 that G(B) - G if 
and only if H(B) - H. In this connection, the 
authors of this paper plan to extend the variational 
results of the next section to includE' Bayesian dis
tance. 

In the next section, related new results, some of 
which concern questions raised earlier, will be out
lined, and the connection between linear feature 
combination and the classical concept of statistical 
sufficiency will be explained. 

RECENT REIUL TIIN LINEAR 
FEATURE IELECTION 

In what follows, we will be concerned with findinc 
an extreme value of some function 4> (of the reduc
tion matrix B). For example, it Play be desired to 
choose 4>(B) - G(B) and find B such that 

~ (~) = min G(B) 
B 

or, perhaps, to choose 4>(B) - D(B) and find j 
such that 

cI» (b) • maxD(B) 
B 

In seeking an extremum of 4>, it is natural to con
sider the differentiability of 4> with respect to the ele
ments of B. In the sequel, use is made ofthe Gateaux 
differential of 4> at B with increment C, denoted by 
34>(B;O and defined (if the limit exists) by 

6~(B;C) = lim cI»(B + ~) - ~B) 
' .... 0 

where C is a k x n matrix. If, for a given k x n 
matrix B of rank k, the previously defined limit ex
ists for each k x n matrix C, then 4> is said to be 
Gateaux differentiable at B. Similarly, when the limit 
exists, the following is defined. 

PI(y,B + sC) - PI (y,B) 
6p/(y.B;C) = lim s 

, ... 0 

where C is a k x n matrix. For an excellent discus
sion of Gateaux differentials, see reference 10. 

Theoretical results related to minimizing G(B) for 
two multivariate normal classes with equal a priori 
probabilities and a one-dimensional feature space 
were initially presented by Guseman and WalkerI 
(ref. 11). The associated computational procedure 
was presented by Guseman and Walker (ref. 12). 

The following results for the general case of m 
n-<limensional normal classes with arbitrary a priori 
probabilities and a one-dimensional feature space ap
pear in reference 13. 

IL. F. Guseman, Jr., and H. F. Walker, "On Minimizinlthe 
Probability of Misclassification for Linear Feature Selection," JSC 
Internal Tech. Note JSC-08412, NASA Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, Tex., AUI. 1973. 
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........ Let I be a nonzero 1 x n vector. Then 0(1), then a must satisfy the vector equation 
(omlttin. subscripts) 

[
CIIT c,. 

6p,(y.I;C) ::I -p(y.l) --r -~(y - a,.) 
III BIB 

for each 1 x n vector C. 

Theorem 1. Let I be a nonzero 1 x n vector for 
which Q/PtV.8) - QjPp,l) for I + j. Then, Gis 
Gateaux differentiable at I. and 

6G(B;C) = -r:, a, i 6p~y.I;C)dy 
1= 1 R1(B) 

Theor.m 2. Let 8 be a nonzero 1 x n vector at 
which G assumes a minimum. Then, G is Gateaux 
differentiable at B. 

By substituting the expression for 8p;(Y.8;C) 
given by the lemma into the expression from 
theorem 1. and using integration by parts, the follow
ing result is obtained. 

Theor.m 3. Let 8 be a nonzero I x n vector for 
which Q,p;(Y.8) • QjPjY,8) for i + J. Then, G is 
Gateaux differentiable at 8, and 

..",;) + CIt;] I 
Ri(B. 

where the notation I RI(8) denotes the sum of the 
values or the function at the right endpoints of the 
intervals comprising R/~8) minus the sum of its 
valuC\ at the left endpoints. 

If I is a nonzero 1 x n vector that minimizes 

(
6G (B;C.)) (0) aGfIl\ . . 

~. . aB . . . . 
BG (B:Cn) 0 

where Cjt 1 lit J lit n, is a 1 x n vector with a 1 in the 
fth slot and O's elsewhere. Using the precedina for
mula for a 0(8)1 a 8 resultina from theorem 3, a 
numerically tractable expression for the variation in 
the probability of misclassification G with respect to 
8 is obtained. The use of this expression in a com· 
putational procedure for obtaining a nonzero I x n 8 
that minimizes G was developed by Guseman and 
Mariqp (ref. 14). 

If I is a nonzero J x n vector that minimp G, 
then the entries PII(I) in the error matrix P(I) for 
the optimal cillsil'ication procedure determined by 
the regions R/(I) can be readily computed froni the 
expression 

The linear feature selection procedure for 
minimizing 0(8) has been extended to the case 
where the density function for each class is a convex 
combination of multivariate normals. This extension 
allows for the design of a one-dimensional "class 
A-not class A" classification procedure that could 
be used (for example) to classify wheat(s) versus 
nonwheat(s). The associated computational pro
cedure for this extension was developed by Guseman 
and Marion (ref. 15). 

Oecell and Quirein (ref. 6) develop explicit ex
pressions for 8D(8;C) and 8p(8;C) in terms of 8 
and the known means and covariance matrices lA, 
and I" 1 .. i .. m. These expressions immediately 
provide 0(D(8))/08 and 0(p(8»/08 for use in 
a Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (ref. 16) iteration scheme 
for determination of an extremum value of D(8) and 
p(8), respectively. 

• 

• 

" 
, 

1 , 



• 

The explicit expressions are 

and 

where 

a(D(l» = -2 ~ (II IT)-1 
a8 2 LJ' m - m I_I 

a(P(I» '" ~ 1 ~ (a Pa(i.J)) 
al LJ LJ al 

I-I ,-1+1 

It is also shown in reference 6 that. in general. an ab
solute extremum of G(I). p(I). and 1>(1) always 
exists. For anyone of the given functions G(I). 
p(I). or 1>(1), the absolute extremum is attained at 
1 - (lk I Z) U. where II; is the k x k identity and U is 
some n X n unitary matrix. thus parameterizina the 
aforementioned extreme problems on the compact 
group of unitary matrices. In reference 17. it is 
shown that the nature of the eigenvalues of U in no 
way provides any information about the extreme 

values of D«(/klz)u). In reference 18. these results 
were refined in the sense that any extremal transfor
mation can be expressed in the form I - (/klZ)H, 
... HI' where p .. min I k. n - k t and HI is a House
holder transformation 1- I, ... ,p. The latter result 
sugests constructin. a sequence of transformations' 
(/klZ)HI ' (/klZ)H2HI ' •.. such that the values of 
the elus separability criterion (e .•.• G{I), p(I), 
D(I» evaluated .at this sequence comprise a 
bounded monotone sequence of real numbers. The 
construction of the Ith element of the sequence of 
transformations requires the solution of an n-dimen· 
sional optimization problem. Recall that 7tH), the 
Householder transformations (refs. 19 and 20) H - I 
- 2xx T, X • R" with IIx II - I, is a compact con· 
nected subset of the unitary matrices for which 
1fT - H - /i l . Some of these results are outlined 
besinnin. with the definition (for a cue, say, when it 
is desired to maximize ell): 

+(/lz)n = l.u.b··(/lz)n 
k 1 nrT(H) k 

Theorem 4. For each positive inteser I. let the 
element HI of 1'(11) be chosen such that 

then 

lur every II ( nil, and I' • O ..... i 

Theorem I. The sequence 
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Is bounded above and 

These theorems ,Ive rise to a sequential monotone 
procedure for possibly obtainin. a "'xtremal rank·k 
linear-comblnation matrix, At each stap In this pro. 
cedure~ the extremal problem is a function of only n 
variables, One can conjecture. under certain condl. 
tions. that the process should terminate In at most 
min I k. n - k I steps. The conjecture is clearly in line 
with the min (k. n - k I representation of the actual 
~-extremalsolution, Certainly. the conjecture cuuld 
further depend on any patholoJical behavior of ~ 
and Tally2 constructs such a patholoaical failure 
point. Tally3 shows that the procedure actually con
verses to a ~ extremum provided ~ is 7lH).sloped, 
(See definilion 1.) Some of these results will be out
lined, Let U denote the set of unitary matrices and 
1{H) the HousehOlder transformations. 

Definition 1. ~ will be called 7lH)-sloped pro
vided that U. U and ~(U) < ~max imply th::e ex· 
ists some H. 1{H) (dependent on L/) such ,hat 

4>(U) < 4»(HU) " cJ»max • I.u.b. cJ»(U) 
U 

Definition 2. A sequence I UI I7!.1 in U will be 
called ~-conve"ent provided I cz,( U/) 11! I converaes· 

Definition 3. A sequence I U/)7!.. in U will be 
caUed a ~·Householde, sequence provided that 
H. H and I. an inteaer. imply 

(I) <) (V,) "cJ» W'+I) 

(2) cJ» (IIU,) ,,<) (V'+I) 

2W. Tally, "On 'he Converpnce of Optimal Linear Combina· 
tion Procedures," Comp . .l Malhi. with Appll. (To be published). 

lW. Tally, "A Converpnce Criterion for Optimal Linear 
Combination Prcx:cdurea," Compo .l Maths. with Appll. (To be 
published). 
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PropoeItIon 1. Each "Householder sequence 
I U, t 111 Is .-converaent and 

lim 4J(U,) • 4t(U) • I.u.b .• (~) 
I I 

for some U. U. 
P,...nIon I. Each ~·Householder sequence 

converps to ~max if and only if .Is 7lH)-sloped. 
PropoaItIon 3. If I U,I111 is a "Householder se

quence and ~ is 7lH)-sloped. then exattly one ofthe 
followina 

(I) (~(U'»7!.1 is strictly monotonic (and con· 
veraent to ~max) 

(2) for some inteaer k. 

I.u.b, cJ» (HUk ) "cia (Uk) 
H 

(in which case, ~(Uk) .~m.x!) 
These techniques have bt.en applied to the func· 

tions ~(I) - D(I) and .(1; - p(I), respectively, 
by Deceit and Mayekar (ref. 21) and Decell and 
Marani (ref. 22) usin, CI niaht line dala. 

In each case. explicit expressions for (a I'a x) 
[D«(/klZ)H») and (a/ax) w«iklZ)H»):where H-
1- 2xx T.\I_1I - I, have been developed for ",.pat· 
tern classes (equal proportions) and have been used 
sequentially. accordin, to the aforementioned 
theorems, to calculate the extreme values and the 
unitary matrices (as products ofelements of 7lH» at 
which the extreme values occur. Some of the results 
are outlined in what follows. 

Let 

r.,/ • r., + r., 

)1/. ttll (lkIZ) r [(/"lz) HI"H (lkIZ) r]-I 
KIJ • til (I" IZ) T [(lkl Z) Hr.!, (/k I Z) T ].1 

and 

" 

i 



Let 

all .[xxTOIJ (/kll) - all (/kl 1) xxT]T 

--[xxTOIl (Ik IZ) - 011 (Ik 11) xxT] 

and lei 'u- Ru- and tu be limilarly defined by 
IUbslitulina, retRectively. J u- K u- and Lu for Qu in the 
expreslion for Qu' I. j - 1 ... , m. The resultin, ex
pressions are 

wbere 

tr(o) • traceof(o)and 10 1 • det(o) 

Fila -ttr 1 ((lkI Z ) IItl/l (lkIZ) T)-I 

'Uk IZ) 1161J1I (/kIZ) T( 

and 

wbere 

tv, a a, (It/ Z)uT 

a,·Us,IT I,IT(U,aT) '(ls,sT)l(II,IT) 'J 

Peters et al,4 approach the problem of flndin. a 
minimum of G(B) from the point of view of treatina 
the mappina B: Rn - Rk (for lOme k IIIii n) IS a 
stalillic, and Ihey provide necessary and lufficient 
conditions Ihal luch a B be a lumcien\ stalistic in 
the claslical sense of Halmos and Savap (ref. 23), 
Lehmann and Scheffe (ref. 24), Bahadur (ref. 25), 
LeCam (ref. 26). and Kullback (ref. :,i). Althouah 
their results are muth more aeneral than required for 
dealina with Ihe dimensionality reduction problem 
for a finite number of normal populationl. Ihe ap
plication they provide for luch families actually 
aliowl one 10 wrile down Ihe oplimal dimension
reciutin, k )( n Italillic B luch that G( B) - G 
(whenever luch a B exilts). Moreover. they allO 
,Ulrantee thai there il no other B of smaller rank 
(i.e., of rank lesl than A) for which G(B) - G. Their 
application to the problem will simply be Itated; the 
reader is referred to Peters et al.4 for the more 
&eneral applications to exponential families (e.,., 
Wisharl and normal multivariate samplina). 

48. C. Peter •• Jr .• R. Redner •• nd H. P. Deceit. Jr .• "Ch.rl(. 
ICriulionl of Linctr 5um,ienl 51.lislies." submilled 10 SinkhYI. 
A.I976. 
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Let N{Jt.,,'1, ).1- 0.1 •.•.• '" - I. be an ".varia .. 
norm .. famU, with lie - e and 10 - I, each mem
ber bavtlll denlilf 

lbe requirement 1'0 - e and '10 - lim.,.. no 1011 
of .... enlity tince tbera mill a nonIinpIar matrix 
Mo for wbleb Mo" T - I and a cbanp of c0ordi
nate system dellned by tb. tranSformation • -
Mo(. - 1'0) aUows one to recover the IUmdent 
statistic In the orilinal c:oordina:e system. 

TMorem I. Let 1'0 - 8. '10 - I. and 

Matrix B Is • linear IUfYic:ient .tatistic: for the liven 
nnlll ".variate normal family if and only if nnae 
(B7) - r ..... (AI). Moreover. Ie - nnk Mis the 
.mallelt Intepr for whleb there exi .... Ie )( " sum· 
dent statisUc for the liven f.mUy. 

Apln. note that theorem 6 completely determines 
the peltelt dimensionality reduc:tion pOlliblt luch 
th.t G(B) - G. MortIOVIf. II will be shown by ex· 
.mple in wh.t follows. there are any number of WIYI 
of nndln, I BMh th.t r ..... (B7) .. n .... (M). In 
flCt. tbe theorem statel lb.t if nnk AI - II. then 
there is no dimension·reduc:int sufnc:ient statistic 
(i.e .• G(B) > Gfor every Ie )( "m.trix B for which 
Ie < II). 

The followina result due "' Dec:ell et ... S provides 
one means of c:aletJlatina (and Ck.'terminina the exl .. 
tenc:e 00 the aforementioned suf1itient ... tistie Bfor 
whlc:h G(B) - G. 

TMorem 7. Let ", be ~ .. , ".varil" normal 
population with a pr; ... ri prot'Ability «, > O. mean 1',. 
and covariance I,: 1- t:!.I •... ,m - 1 (with 1'0 - 9. 
10 - /), and let 
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be I tUlI ...... k (- Ie C II) der.ompolition of N. n.. 
the ".variate ..,. procedure ..... to 0, if and 
dDl, If die Ie·varia .. ...,. procedure ..... ft'. to 
0,. Moreover. Ie II the .......... In ... for wbleb 
there ..... a Ie )C " matrix T,..mlll th ... ,.. 
lllipmtnt of. and nc to 0,.-1- O. I ..... '" - I. 
".. IIIUlIl compl .... ' cbanc:terize the nature 

or dati comp .... on for th. Bay. cllaiftcation pro
c:edure for normal c:t_ in the .... that Ie II the 
dillllllliOn of .,.._t allowable dati c:omp .... on 
c:onIiIttnt with preavlq Bay. population _ian· 
mtnt. Moreover. the theorem pro~ an explicit 
exprwkm for the c:ompreaion matrix T dependlq 
onl, on tb. known population mean. and 
covarianc:es. lbe IlIti1tlc r. ft' liven b, the 
theorem is by no means unique (e.a.. for any non
'iqular Ie )( Ie matrix .... T • ... ft' will do). It .11so 
true that \here may be more emdent methods for 
c:aIc:uIltina the Stltistic T (yet to be deaermine(:· tban 
tbe method of full-nnk decomposition of M. 

It should be noted that the matrix M hal an "ex· 
c:ellent c:banc:e" of hlvl ... rank ttllItIl to II. Even in 
lbe c:ase of two popul.tions (m - 2). there may well 
be " Unearly indep .... dent c:oIumns amana the 
2(" + I) c:oIumns of M. Consequently, there do not 
exist ... In., Ie and I Ie Yo "rank·1e c:ompreuion 
matrix T preservin, the Bayes usl",ment of • and 
nc. 

Peters (ref. 27) treats the problem of determlnint 
.umcient .tatiitici for mixtures of problbm" 
measures In I homopneous family. The reader i. 
referred to Teicher (ref •. 28 and 29). Vlkowitz (re~'. 
30), and Yakowitz and Sprqiftl (ref. 31) for the 
treatment of homopneous famUles. 

When the linear f .. ture selection techniques men· 
tioned previously are used in a LAClE-type applica
tion. they are based on the lIIumptions that each 
clla conditional density function is 'ftultivuiate 
normal and that the usociated parameters <1&,.1,. 
lei c m) are known or can be estimated. In some 
cues. either the normality iIIumptions may be vio
lated or else the determination of the number of 
c:I ..... present and ,heir auoc:iated parameters is not 
possible. The question then art ... II to how. withoct 
havin, samples from each ella. one miaht ~(orm a 
dimen.ionality reduction without losl ... much of the 
"separation" present in measurement space. For ex-

SH. P. Deetl. Jt .• P. L. Odell. and W. A. Cabert,.. NLiftcat 
DimetWaft ..... 1ioft and "yea Ctawncabuil." J. AmericaA 
5ta1ilt. AIIoc .• submitlOd h". 1"1. 
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ample. one mlahl be inlerested in dilPlayina a 
reaillered multip ... Landsat data lit on I threKOior 
dilPlI), deviee without a priori knowl. of dill 
• truclure in the dill. 

Each of the previous linear feature selection tech· 
niquea UItI a '1llillical dennition of lhe word "...,a· 
rllion." The followina procedure, due 10 Brylnt Ind 
Ousemln (ref. 7), makes no lIatilliClI lUumplion. 
about Ihe dlta. In addilion, no labeled .ubsets (train
ina data) are required. In Ihi.ltftse, the linear fealure 
selection technique outlined in the followin, i. di .. 
lribution free. Ba.ically, the problem can be .tated as 
follow •. 

Oiven distin" (protol),pe) vectors x.' xz, ... , x, 
in R" and k (1 C k < n). determine a linear uansfor· 
mation A : Rn - R" whi(h minimiza 

wherethenormsllx/- xjllandliA.; - Axjllarethe 
tu(lidean norml in Rnand R". rapectively. Let m
p(p - I )/2 and let!:/: I C Ie ml denote the m dis
tift(t differen(a of the prototypa xr If A - (DJ,,)( no 

Zi - (:/1 •...• zlfI)T.and c;i - (G)I ••••• din)T, ,hen the 
.radient of Fat A illiven by 

aAAI 
~. AS -. A1\A) 

aA 

where S is the " )( " matrix 

and 7\A) is the" )( " matrix 

StandJrd oplimizalion lechniques tan be used 10 ob
tain 1. which minimizcs F. 

For I aiven data st.t (e .•.• I Landsal sample sq. 
menl). there att. severa! wa)'s to ,hoose the pro-

lotype VICtOrs x,. I C Ie m. For example, one milht 
dlOON dUiter centers from the output of a ,'uterin, 
allOrithm . 

CONCLUDING R.ARK. 

There are, of course. ad hoc: fealure selection pro
cedures blltd on .pecinc: problem knowledp and 
empiric:al studia. An example .,f .uch a proc:eclure i. 
the lran.formation of Kaulh an~ Thomas (ref. 32) 
used in the analYlil of Landsat data. this lran.for· 
mation il based on an empiri(al dala lIudy and il de
Kribed by an onhoaonal c:oordinale ehante IJ: R4 -
R4. Application of the tran.f"rm IJ 10 Landsal 
measurements limply produca I reduced feature 
SPKt of dimenlion ~ (briahtnesa-areennea). This i. 
essentially ,"ompli.h~ ., each Landsal meature
ment X - (x.' Xl- X3_ 1.4) 'by the mappin.: 

The Kauth·Thorn .. transform hu proven to be of 
value in LACIE aprlications (e .•.• phyiteal in· 
terpretation. dimensionality reduction. Kallf:r plots). 
As one would expecl. the Kaulh·Thomas transform 
il not a sufncient ~tltisti( nor will it. in acneral. 
preserve Landsat B.yes class .. Ii.nment in feature 
space. 

Feature selection techniques Ir~ currently bein. 
studied 11.1001 for "optimum plII"ltleclion prob
lems in LACIE. The basic objective is to develop a 
technique for a priori sel~tion (based on some sepa· 
rability ,riterion) of subsets of Landsat :.acquisitions 
for analysis to separale wheat from non wheat when 
.iven an adequate IImpl~ of labeled wheal and non· 
wheal LACIE se.ment pillel dala. There are 
preliminary results in Ihis direction due 10 Guseman 
and Marion (ref. 33) u'\in,one.cJimensional feature 
selection th.d minimizes G(Bl. 

In stiil another LACtE .pplication. studici are 
bein, performed on parametric lland nonparamecric 
fealure selection techniques that allow analyst' 
inlerpreters to beller separate sprin, wheal from 
other small Fains in I re(4uced feat.,re space (e., .. 
briahtncsl-lrecnness). In this connection. labeled 
wheal Ind other smIH •• rains LACIE-sqmenl pixel 
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data and ancillary data are being used to estimate the 
distribution functions for spring wheat and other 
spring small grains. Feature selection methods are 
being used to find a priori statistically optimum 
features and associated discriminant functions. 
These will be compared to the brightness and green
ness features currently used at the NASA Johnson 
Space Center. 

Methods for estimating class proportions, based 
on the linear feature selection procedure for 
minimizins G(B), have been developed by Guseman 
and Walton6 (ref. 34). In both papers, the proportion 
estimation techniques rely on the fact that one can 
readily compute the error matrices associated with 
the optimal classifier produced by the linear feature 
selection procedure. 

Other results of general related interest appear in 
8abu and Kalra (ref. 35), Kadota and Shepp (ref. 36), 
Marill and Green (ref. 37), Swain and King (ref. 38), 
Tou and Heydorn (ref. 39), Watanabe et al. (ref. 40), 
Wee (ref. 41), and Wheeler et al. (ref. 42). 
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Fe.ture Extraction Applied to Agricultural Crops As 
Seen by Landsat 

R. J. Kauth. Q P: F. Lambeck. Q W. Richardson. Q G. S. Thomas. Q and A. P. Pentlanda 

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 

The physical interpretation of the spectral-tem
poral structure of Landsat data can be conveniently 
described in terms of a graphic descriptive model 
which has been named the Tasseled Cap. This model 
of Landsat data has been a rich source of develop
ment not only in crop-related feature extraction but 
also for data screening and for haze effects correc
tion. The authors will first describe this model 
qualitatively and indicate its applications and then 
use it to analyze several feature extraction 
algorithms. 

The Tasseled Cap 

An examination of scatter plots of Landsat data 
from a number of different sites (fig. 1) discloses 
several distinct characteristics of the data. When 
plots from multispectral scanner (MSS) channels 2 
and 3 are examined, a roughly triangular shape above 
the diagonal of the scatter plot can be seen. In a scene 
the size of a LACIE sample segment, this triangle is 
seldom "full" of data-usually some part of it is 
missing so that one might easily miss seeing the 
shape. However, if scatter plots from several seg
ments are overlaid, as shown in figure 2, the overall 
pattern becomes visible. One of the authors, G. 
Thomas, hypothesized a physical explanation of 
these patterns as follows (ref. I). 

"In order to achieve a better understanding of just 
what is portrayed in the cluster patterns and why a 
general or 'complete' cluster pattern has the shape it 
does, ERIM's vegetative canopy model (ref. 2) was 
called into play. As it happened, the necessary model 
inputs from a certain type of vegetation. Ionia wheat 
(a variety grown in Michigar.) were readily available. 

aFmironmcntal Research Institute of Mi,hig~n (ERIMI. 
Ann Arbor. Michigan. 
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And so. two soil reflectances were selected. one to 
simulate a darker. perhaps more organic or moist soil 
and the other to simulate a lighter colored. perhaps 
sandier or drier soil (for more information on the im
portance of soil moisture on soil reflectance. see 
Blanchard et al.. 1974 (ref. 3). and Parks et al.. 1974 
(ref. 4» and a construction made of the phenology of 
a sample of wheat. Ionia v;lfiety with two very 
different soil backgrounds (fig. 3). As may be seen. 
the soil background plays a dominant role in the 
bidirectional reflectance of a stand of Ionia wheat un
til the onset of plant maturity. If the bare soil points 
are connected by a line. hereafter called the bare soil 
line. the outline of the phenology of Ionia wheat is 
very similar to the outline of the 'complete' cluster 
pattern. It is not unreasonable to suspect. therefore. 
that location within a cluster pattern represents, to a 
degree. vegetative state of development as modified 
by such factors as soil reflectance. stress of various 
kinds. mixtures of vegetation and so on. II (Soil reflee
tances are taken from reference 5., 

These same observations are expressed as an ar· 
tistic conception in figure 4(a). showing a s~atter plot 
of band 5 versus band 6. Band 5 is centered in the 
chlorophyll absorption band of green vegetation 
around 0.65 micrometer. whereas band 6 is centered 
on the cellulose reflectance peak of green vegetation 
around 0.75 micrometer. The signal from green 
vegetation is thus found to be small in band 5 and 
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large in band 6. Such a point is indicated in figure 
4(a) by the designation "green stuff." 

The main variability found in soils is their bright
ness. Hence, the signals from bare soils are dis
tributed primarily along a line radiating from the 
origin. 

Additional observations may be made. When 
looking at a scatler plot of band 4 versus band 5, one 
sees the data take a narrow cigar shape, as shown in 
figure 4(b). The physical explanation is that band 4 is 
centered on the cellulose reflectance around 0.55 
micrometer but extends significantly into the 
chlorophyll absorption region so that bands 4 and 5 
are highly correlated. (There are, however, 
differences between bands 4 and 5, which will be dis
cussed later.) 

When looking at figure 4(b), one imagines he is 
seeing the "edge" of a three-dimensional object em
bedded in four-dimensional Landsat space. A scatter 
plot of band 6 versus band 7 would show the same 
thing. Does this mean that the three-dimensional ob
ject is in fact nearly planar: i.e., two dimensional? 
Can the data be projected in such a way as to enable 
seeing its structure more clearly? 

Such considerations led one of the authors I (ref. 
6) to define axes of maxim,lm variation in the Land
sat data and to ascribe physical interpretation to 
these axes. First, a collection of points along the 
diagonal soil line was chosen from scatter plots and a 

IR. J. Kauth. "Soil kenectance." NASA John~on Space 
Ccnter Memo TF3-7S-S·I90. AI'r. 10. 1975. 
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single axis was fitted to these (four dimensional) 
points. This axis was termed "brightness." Then. a 
point near the green peak was chosen and used with 
the Gram-Schmidt procedure (ref. 7) to produce a 
second axis that was normal to the first axis and that. 
toaether with the first. spanned the soil line and the 
point labeled "green stuff." This second axis was 
called "greenness." 

Figure 5 expands the illustration to three dimen
sions. Soil sample points fall near a line and. further, 
fall predominantly in a planar region surrounding 
that line. PllU1ts start out on bare soil and grow 
toward the region of green stuff. Among the variety 
of green plant canopies. some have larae amounts of 
shadow, which shifts the observation directly toward 
the oriain. Tma are an exampte of a green canopy 
with a fair amount of shadow, as shown by the 
"badge of trees." The vanety of &badowing in various 
canopies creates a regi!lO called the sreen arm (some-

times called the areen fold), which appears to be a 
line over which the Tasseled Cap is folded. 

When a particular plant canopy has reached its ap
propriate stase of maximum areen development, it 
may then tum yellow. Yellowina is often accom
panied by darkening. either in the vegetation itself or 
as a result of drooping leaves which cause shadowina 
to increase. By yellowing, witherina. or being cut 
down, every canopy eventually returns to the soil. 
These varieties of the return path in signal space are 
the "tassels" of the cap. 

In Landsat data, the nearness of the yellow region 
to the side of the Tasseled Cap makes it almost in
distinguishable. Hence. for most purposes, the 
agricultural information is substantially contained in 
a plane defined by unit vectors in the brighmess and 
green-stuff directions but with a small amount of 
variation in the yellow-stuff direction perpendicular 
to the plane. A fourth direction, "non-such," is 
orthogonal to the other three and contains primarily 
noise variation. The unit vectors describing these 
four directions together form an orthogonal (rota
tion) matrix called the Tasseled Cap (or .Kauth
Thomas) transform. Numerical values are given in 
appendix A. 

Some further comments regarding the yellow
stuff direction in Landsat signal space are in order. 
Three physical effects cause signal variations with 
significant components in this one direction. The 
first is the effect for which the direction is named; 
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8AND4 

FIG lIRE 5.-The TlIRled Cap. 
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i.e., the yellowing of vegetative canopies. In this pro
cess, the chlorophyll absorption disappears and the 
reflectance in band 5 increases significantly. The 
reflectance of bands 4 and 6 also increases some
what. Mixed in with the increased reflectance of the 
actual plant material is additional shadowing because 
of drooping leaves in some canopies or, alternatively, 
further decreases of shadowing due to laying out of 
the leaves or heads in others (see reference 6 for an 
example). However, these shadow effects cause 
changes in brightness and/or greenness, which are 
already established directions. The component that 
is not already represented by brightness and green· 
ness is defined as the yellow direction. This direction 
is (fominated by the difference between MSS bands 5 
and 4. 
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The second effect is the difference between 
average and red soils. As seen by Landsat, the domi· 
nant direction of variation in soil reflectance is a scal· 
ing factor applied to all bands.1 The next most impor· 
tant component is the difference caused by red soils. 
The existence of a second important soil reflectance 
component suggests the concept of the "plane of 
soils" mentioned previously in the discussion of 
figure S. (It is fun to refer to crops planted upon and 
growing out of the plane of soils!) The direction of 
the second component of soil reflectance in Landsat 
data is nearly parallel to the yellow direction. Land· 

IR, J, .... uth. "Soil Reflectance." NASA Johnson Space 
Center Memo TF3·7S·S·190. Apr. 10. 1975. 
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sat sensors cannot distinguish between the visual col
ors red and yellow. 

The third effect is due to haze over a scene. which 
causes changes in brightness and greenness and in 
the negative yellow direction. This effect will be dis
cussed in more detail later. 

The last two effects combine and make it difficult 
to observe canopy yellowing. Hence, attention is 
usually concentrated on developina crop si8l1atures 
based on the ,reenness and brightness directions. 

Fiaure 6 shows some typical cluster plots of Land· 
sat data from 9- by tt·kilometer (5· by 6·nautical. 
mile) sample sesments. In these fiaures, the abscissa 
is briahtness and the ordinate is areenness or "areen 
stuff." Notice that, in any particular scene, portions 
of the Tasseled Cap structure may be missina, de
pendina on the crops planted and their state of 
development and on the types of soil. (The numbers 
on the ellipses are for identification only.) 

AddltloMI Structurel Cherecterlatlca 
oftheDete 

Signals from veaetation and soil form the Tasseled 
Cap. Water. clouds. and cloud shadow also have their 
proper places in the four dimensions of Landsat sia
nal space and can be described relative to the posi. 
tion of the Tasseled Cap and the points already 
defined. Haze and varying angles of solar iIIumina· 
tion affect the data structure in systematic ways. 

Figure 7 shows that clouds are located along the 
brightness axis but are shifted in the negative yellow 
direction as well. Figure 7(a) is an artistic conception 
of a scalter plot showing the data projected onto the 
brightness versus greenness plane, whereas figure 
7(b) shows the data projected onto the yellow versus 
non·such plane.2 Haze can be thought of as inter
mediate or thin clouds. When haze is present over a 
scene. the contrast in the scene itself is reduced while 
a portion of a cloudlike signal is added. The inter· 
mediate condition between no haze and completely 
hazy (i.e .• cloudy) is sketched in figure 8 as a shaded 
region. It can be seen that, as the haze amount is in· 

2Earlier. it was mentioned that non-such is the direction 
orlhosonai to the other axes which "nils out" the rour-dimen
sionalspace 01' the Landsat datil. Variations in the non-such direc
tion are mosll), noise althuullh some informalion r~ardina water 
and snow appears 10 be contained in this direction also. 
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creased, the triangular shape of the Tasseled Cap 
shrinks toward the point of the clouds. 

This diagram demonstrates why haze has a severe 
effect un signature extension capability. The entire 
data structure shifts out along the brightness axis and 
shrinks in the greenness direction; but worse, the 
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shift in the ne,ative yellow direction is sufficient to 
move the Tasseled Cap sidewise. completely off its 
haze-free imllle. 

The anile of incidence of the Sun's illumination 
on a scene viewed by Landsat sensors also affects the 
data structure sianificantly. To a first order of correc
tion. the radiance incident at the Landsat detector 
system chanses directly with the cosine of the solar 
zenith anale at the Earth point viewed. (This 
theorem would be exactly true if the atmospheric 
haze and the around both behaved as Lambertian 
reflectors.) To make the data sathered under 
different Sun zenith ansles commensurate. the 
ERIM procedure is to correct all data to the standard 
zenith ansle of 39°. which is typical of Landsat data 
over Kansas in April. 

Up to this poir', the four-dimensional structure of 
the Landsat data h. been discussed qualitatively and 
geometrically. using the Tasseled Cap as a tool for 
visualizins the data. The major effects of haze and 
angle of solar illumination on the data structure have 
been indicated. Numerical values can be and are as
sociated with this qualitative description (appendix
es A and B). The immediate question is. how can this 
knowledge be exploited to gain useful information 
from the Landsat data? 

PREPROCE881NGIFEATURE EXTRACTION 

The preprocessing and correction steps that take 
place before signatures can be extracted should be an 
integral part of feature extraction. The objectives of 
preprocessing and feature extraction may be several 
(ref. 8). Their purpo.ie may be 

I. To make the data more comprehensible by ad
justment to standard conditions of observation 

2. To eliminate or flag bad or noisy observations 
in the data 

3. To make the data more comprehensible by ex
tracting physical features or by projecting in such a 
way as to display the physical structure of the data 

4. To compress the data. retaining most of the in
formation and averaging over noise and redundancy 

5. To make the distributions of the derived 
features fit some convenient model. such as the 
multivariate normal distribution 

Several factors should be mentioned. First. all of 
the preceding objectives may not be met by the same 
preprocessing transformations; in fact. in some 
cases. they may be mutually exclusive. Sometimes. it 
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may be desirable to perform transformations on 
parallel paths effectina different objectives; for ex· 
ample. a linear transformation misht be desirable for 
producin, projections which can be examined by a 
researcher to pin insiaht. whereas a nonlinear pro
jection might be used to cause the preprocessed data 
to fit a normal distribution. 

Further. the term "preprocessins" may be some
what misleadins in that h appears to define a com
puter architecture in which first the preprocessins 
steps are performed. then the classification steps are 
performed. and then a proportion estimate is made. 
In fact. however. all the different conceptual steps 
constitute merely one functional relationship be
tween the data and the desired output and could in 
practice be performed in one step. The preprocess
ina/feature extraction steps discussed here are con
ceptual and misht be implemented in a variety of 
computer architectures. 

Knowledge of the Landsat data structure and its 
physical effects permits the institution of two very 
useful preprocessing steps; namely. screenins and 
correcting the data for the effects of solar illumina
tion angle and haze. 

8creenlng 

Since the structure of the agricultural data is 
known. certain classes of materials can be identified 
immediately without speciallraining. Thus. decision 
surfaces have been established to identify water. 
clouds. cloud shadow. dense haze. cloud shadow over 
water. and haze over water. In addition. picture ele
ments (pixels) which are far outside the domain of 
any known material class are labeled "bad" pixels. 
and pixels without undesirable characteristics are 
labeled "good." 

To perform the screening. a sequence of decisions 
is made for each pixel. such as 
Is pixel bad?-Y-Iabel bad 
Is pixel c1oud?-Y-label cloud 

r'tch decision in turn depends on a sequence of 
tests. For example. on which side of certain planes in 
the Tasseled Cap transformed sp~::e does the pixel 
fall after being corrected for the major effect of solar 
zenith angle'~ If the pixel falls either above 16 counts 
or below -8 counts in the non-such direction. it is a 
bad pixel. rhe complete sequence of tests is given in 
appendix A. 
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Correcting 

As shown in Ii.ure 8, the effect of haze is to 
shrink the size of the Tasseled Cap and to shift it in 
the neaative yellow direction completely off its haze
free position in data space. This distortion can 
severely limit the capability to extend crop 51,
natures from one site to another. 

If the data points are projected lirst onto the two
dimensional briahtness-areenness plane, the prob
lem becomes less severe. Even then, however. there 
will be si,nilicant differences between hazy and 
haze-free signatures. The proper approach is to 
measure the amount of haze present and adjust the 
data back to some reference condition. 

Fortunately. the measurement of the amount of 
haze is possible by me8.3urin. the average shift of the 
data in the nesative yellow direction. The method is 
to measure the averaae yellow-stuff value of ,ood 
pixels corret't~d for Sun zenith an,le and compare 
this value to a reference value. The estimate is made 
simultaneously with the screenin, process. To ac
tually correct the data, an atmospheric model which 
describes the effect of haze is needed. The entire pro
cedure of makin, the haze measurereent and apply
ins the atmospheric model was developed by Lam
beck and is called the XSTAR alsorithmJ (ref. 9). 
The procedures for applying the XST AR algorithm 
are given in appendix A. 

Sol., Zenith Ar:;le Correction 

Solar z~r.ith a;\!!e effects are corrected implicitly 
durinl the screening process in order to correctly 
screen out bad pixels and to calculate the haze dial
noslie for the XST AR ale ... t'lthm. The correction is 
applied to data durin, the process of haze correction, 
so that the XST AR al,orithm can in effect operate 
on a more standardized set of data. The form of the 
corrected data is 

cos 00 
X' =-x cos 8 

where' is the Sun zenith angle, '0 - 390
, X is the 

data vector, and X' is the data vectllr corrected for 
Sun ansle. 

a.teI". Cillbrillon Ifteotl 

The authors have found It useful to Incorporate 
data from both Landsat·1 and Landsat-2 passes, 
althoulh Landsat·2 was the primary available 
satellite. The two satellite sensors have sllahtly 
different caUbratiQn., which would hardly be 
noticeable except when machine processin, Is it· 
tempted. Hence. it was necessary to lind a transfclr· 
mation which would convert the Landsat·1 data to be 
compatible with the Landsat·2 data. The procedure 
by which this was accomplished is detailed in appen· 
dix B. Brieny, it consists of comparin. pairs of Land· 
sat-I and Landsat·2 observations on the same ~mple 
seaments on successive (9-day separated) passes. 

To actually perform the lit, it was necessary to ac· 
count for the differ in, haze levels and differin, Sun 
zenith an,les for the two observations and. in effect. 
to assume a nonlinear model for each of the satellites 
(althoush a useful linear relationship betweea. the 
two was found). 

Ipl80dle E"ente-Droulht latlm.1Ion 

Knowledge of the structure of the data allows one 
to estimate approximately the de,ree of ,reen 
vegetative development over an area. This estimate 
has been used to monitor the status of drought condi
tions in the U.S. Great Plains (see the paper by 
Thompson and Wehmanen entitled •• Application of 
Landsat Di,ital Data for Monitorin, Drought"). 

Analyat Aid, 

The Ireenness and bri,htness values of pixels 
have been used to create analyst aids. assistin, the 
analysts to view relevant aspects of the temporal 
,rowth pattern of a crop (see the paper by K. Abot· 
teen and Biuell entitled "The Classification and 
Mensuration Subsystem" and the paper by Heydorn 
entitled "Classification and Mensuration of LACIE 
&''8men ts "). 

Jp F. lambeck. "Implementation of the XSTAR Haze Cor
rection Alaorilhm and AiIKlCiated PreprlXCSlina Steps Cor Land· 
sat Dala," ERIM Memo IS.PFL·1272. Mar. 18. 1977. 
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'IATURIIXTRACTION PHILOSOPHI.S 
IXAMINID 

Since feature ex.raction is so laraely a aestalt pro
tess. the features extracted naturany vary areally 
from individual 10 individual and from one aroup of 
researchers to another. Historically, there have been 
many different altempts at feature extraction from 
Landsat data. Each of these can be analyzed in terms 
of the Tasseled Cap model structure discussed pre
viously. even indudin. such effects as the solar 
zenith an,le and haze. The Tasseled Cap description 
is particularly appropriau'l for this analysis because 
the Kauth·Thomas transform is merely a rotation of 
the dala-a way to peer in al the data str~ture from 
!; 'me unusual directions. The euclidean shatie of the 
d'la structure (i.e., the distances between various ob
servable features in the four·dimensional Landsat 
data space) is in no way disturbed. On the other 
hand, once the structure is understood, it is recoa· 
nizable, even under some nonlinear transformations 
of the data. In the followin. discussion. two fealure 
e'<traction schemes. the band,'·ta.band-S ratio and 
the Delta Classifier. are brieny analyzed. 

a.nd Ratio 'eatur .. 

Throuahout the history of remote sensina, various 
ratio schemes have been proposed and used with 
some success. From the physical understandin. of 
Ihe Landsat data. what can be said about these 
schemes? Conceptually. what could they ac
complish? 

For illustration. consider a simplified two-band 
case, say bands Sand 7. Fi,ure 9(a) shows Ihe 
Tasseled Cap projected onto these bands. The dotted 
lines are the equiralio contours of RHo the ratio of 
band 7 10 band S. Thl' •• if only R;s is retained. the 
spectra' description of the scene is reduced from two 
dimensions to one dimension. 

This ratio is extremely insensitive to chanps in 
direct illumination on a scene. as iIIustraled in fi,ure 
9(b). An increased solar zenith anale results in a 
nearly proportional decrease in both bands 7 and S. 
The ratio R7S remains constant for each observation. 
and the dotted lines pass throuah the same set of 
points relali ve to the overall structure of the Tasseled 
Cap. 

How well does Ihis ralio describe the crop 
development? Accordin.lo Kanemasu (ref. lO).lhc 
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period of time after full ,Men dt.velopment is 
reached.) Thus, it would arpar that not much infor· 
mation is lost by retainin, only the ratio of these two 
bands. 

Are there other external effects 10 which the ratio 
R?5 would be ~~C\sitive? The answer is yes. Fi,ure 8 
shows the effed of hue on the Tuueled Cap. As the 
amount of haze over the scene in(reues, (Ontrut is 
reduced nearly proportionally in all bands 10 that 
ap'n, u in lhe cue of the varyina solar zenith anile, 
the Tasseled Cap be(Omes smaner. But, at the same 
time. the hue scalters sunliahl directly ba(k to the 
observer. addi", additional sianals in all bands. The 
result is that the Tasseled Cap shrinkltoward a point 
(called XST AR) not Icx:ated at the oripn but 1000led 
in the seneral neiahborhood of cloud sianals. Fi,ure 
8 shows thit effect. The dotted lines in this case do 
not remain invariant in their position on the 
Tasseled Cap; and. in fact. the ratio R7S is areatly in· 
nuenced by the amount of haze. 

Evidently. the esthetically pleasin, prcx:edul'e is 
firsl to correct the data for the effects of haze and 
then to extraci a ratio if desirable for describin, crop 
development. Notice that the XSTAR allorithm (or 
any haze-correction alaorithm which relies in part on 
measurin, the yellow shift of the data structure) 
already conlains a correction for the Sun zenith 
an,le. which accounts by far for the lafllS' part of 
Ihe varialion in iIIuminalion on the crops. 

Why milhl it be desirable to take a ratio after hav. 
inl already applied the Sun .. n,le and haze correc· 
tion? Decal!Se one misht believe that most of the 
crop development information contained in the 
bri,htness-areenness plane is in fact implicit in a 
ratio. so that the remaininS dearees of freedom that 
are discarded conlain very lillie information. This is 
a conjecture which is not yet adequately tested. Ac· 
cordin, to MaJila (ref. 6'. bolh .prin, wheat and 
barley are well described by the (Kauth·Thomas 
Iransform) ,reenness up 10 Ihe lime of headina; bUI. 
afler n~:dina. briahlness chanaes become importanl 
to the description and are in faci the major source of 
possible discrimination between sprin, wheal and 
barley. 

The Delta CI .... tle, 

The Delta Classifier extracts a development 
feature which combines aspecls of both ,reenness 
and briihlness and uses il in a decision logic based on 

several acquisitions at different times dunna the 
arowin, seuon. The feature extraction occurs in 
three steps. In the nrst step: 

II - 82 + 32 
I. .. A 

B2 - B3 + 32 
12 .. A 

B3 - B4 + 32 
13 " A 

where ~ - B 1 - B4 + 96. 

Notice that a fourth feature similarly defined 
would have the term (8 I - B4) occurrinl in both 
numerator and denominator. Thus. the quantities fa. 
12..fJ. and ~ do not contain all the information in the 
orilinal four-dimensional Landsat silnal space. 
Nolice that these features are somewhat independent 
of a constanl scale fact\lr correction. such as the ca
sine of the solar zenith anile. in all Ihe Landsat 
bands. and Ihey are exactly independent of an addi. 
tive correction applied to all bands. 

In Ihe Delta Classifier, the quantity" is isnored 
and the fealures ./i, .Ii. h enter a second step of 
feature extraction. In the second slep of feature ex· 
traction. the f~lures are plolted on manlular Ifaph 
paper. In this process. an additional dearee of 
freedom is 1051. The two new features are 

., 
XDEL" (It - 12 ) vi 

Fiaure 10(a) shows the relationship between thc 
two feature stts extracted in steps I and 2. Fi,ure 
10(b) shows the major elements of the Tasseled Cap 
proj"ted onto the XOEL.YOEl plane of Ihe Delt. 
Classifier. The elements ,hown 'Ire the ori,in. Ihe 
mean of soils, the line of soils. the mean of lhe ,reen 
arm. and Ihe point XSTAR. Also shown are the 
points 32RI.32R2 • 32R.1• and 32R4• where RI• '" • 
R4 are the unit vectors for briahtnCls, areenness. 
ycllowness. and non.such. resp~tivel)·. 
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Fi,ure J 1 shows 'he effect of the two major exter· 
nal innuences. solar illumination anale and haze. on 
the Tasseled Cap. as projected onto the Delta 
Classitie~ two-dimensional plot. The effec:t of I (G

sine rltio. cos (39°)/coli (9) - 0.66. is shown by the 
dashed outline. The Tasseled Cap shrinks toward the 
ori,in. The efft~t of I haze Imount (compared to the 
stancblrd haze condition) havin, an optical depth of 
0.42 to 0.55 micrometer is shown as a dashodo' out· 
line. This is aboul a! larae an amount of haze as one 
could hope 10 correct sucressfully usinlthe XST AR 
allOrithm. It has the effect C'f reducin, contrast by 
approximately 33 percent. with the Tasseled Cap 
shrink in, toward the point XST AR. as discussed 
earlier. 

Finally. in the third st~ of feature e"traction. for 
the purpMC of classifyin, winter wheat mullitem· 
porall)' durin. four successive phases of the ,rowin, 
season. only Ihe XDEL feature is used. In acneral. 
this classificalion procedure is based on the assump· 
lion that. for identitication as winter wheat. the crop 
will be emeraed durin, Ihe tirst biowindow (i.e .• 
XDEL(I) > 0); will hive li,nificant areen develop. 
ment durinl the second or third biowindow (i.e .• 
XDEL(2) or XDEL(l) > XDEL(I»; and will enter 
a slalC of briallIenin, and lou of arccnness durin, 
Ihf' fourth biowindow (i.e .. XDEL(4) < 0). (An in· 
cr:ue in XOEL corresponds to an increase in ,reen· 
ness or a decrease in briahlnClI.) 
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Fiaure 12 shows a typical trajectory of wheat duro 
in, the four biowindows that passes the precedin, 
tests. The followin, .tatements are of key impor. 
tance in understandin, the operation of the Delta 
Classitier with respect to the ,rowth cycle of winter 
wheat. 

I. Durin, the lon, first biowindow. which encom· 
passes both fan and sprin, emeraence. the solar an,le 
chanlClsianificantly. The requirement XDEL > 0 is 
essentially a ralio tcst .im:~ar to the band· 7·to-band·5 
ratio. u can be sten by comparin, filure 12 with 
fi,ure 9(a). Thus. the criterion line is substantially 
independent of Ihe an,le of solar illumination. u are 
the points near it. such IS point I in tilure 12. 

2. The di«t of haze on point 1 i. to move il 
toward the point XST AR. which tl.eanJ very linle 
chanae in XDEL. This i. true for any point jUlt 
sliahtly above XDEl - O. For points farther above 
il. the effect of hlle is to reduce the value or XDEL 
but never to a value smaller than lc:fO. 

J. Durin8 the sec:ond and third biowindows. Ihe 
XDEL values of winter wheat are normally larae 
and. even when the haze level is JUbstantial. still 
cuily exceed I"e XDEL of poinl 1. 

4. Durin8the fourth biowindow. the XDEl value 
of point 4 is increased by the effec:t of haze. 
However. the ,ypical "~riahlenin," of the wheat It 
harvest is often lufficient to overcome haze effects. 
ilnd point 4 still appcan al a nqative XDEL value. 
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In summ.ry •• unique combin.tion of even" en· 
ablelthe Dell. Classifier to correct for both iIIumin.· 
tion .nd hlle effects .t critical limes durin. the 
wheat ,rowth cycle. while failin. to do so .t other 
times. 

aUMMARY AND RICOMMINDATIO~:J 

The .uthors hive summarized their knowledae of 
the spectr.l.temporalltructure of .... icultur.1 scenes 
15 viewed by L.ndsat and h.ve shown how this 
knowledae il used to screen d.t.. to correct for 
system.tic external effects •• nd to obtain inlipt into 
the oper.tion of v.rioul re.ture extr.ction 
.llOrithms. With respect to the problem of extractin. 
features in the d.t. which enh.nce .bility to view the 
crop development •• number of investilltion .reas 
need to be pursued. 

1. Optim.1 feature extr.ction with eJlplicit .nen· 
tion to system noise should be considered. The 
K.uth· Thomas transform merely rotates the data 
structure so it c.n be viewed in different ,..ys. The 
us.: of .lin,le linear (.,eenneu) feature in cJusific. 
tion seeml to work reason.bly well in some cates. 
but there is no support for. contention th.t this il an 
optimal feature. Note th.t the noise in L.ndsat bands 
4 to 6 il .pproxim.tely proportion.1 to the Iquare 
root of the lianal but il • conltant in band 7. 
Tr.nsform.tions which make Iystem noise an in· 
v.riant function of feature value miaht be con· 
sidered. 

:::::z: 3 ___ ::±: 

.--.~~~..,.....~ ...... 
f 

/ 
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nGUI! U.-T,.. .....,. ., ........... 1M .... 
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Della C1aIIUItr. 

2. Temporal.trajectory features need Ui be tried in 
which each feature is • mcuurr. of likeness between 
the pixel.nd one 'lr tile other crop development pro· 
totypes; e., .• likenesses to winter what • .,Ulland • 
• If.lfa •• nd corn. Essenti.lly. these likeness features 
would constitute models of each major crop or con· 
fusion clt.ry (see. for ex.mrle. reference II). 

l. These feaharet (models) should be derived .. 
conditional functions of some of the important .n· 
cill.ry conditions which could be observed. 5uch IS 

predic:ted crop yield for the crop in question or esti· 
m.ted plantin. date. The feature definitionl could !Je 
based on • combin.lion of crop mO\1elin.. field 
measurements data •• nd L.ndl.t da:.. Landsat data 
must be the final buis on which the features .rc es
tablished. However. Landsat dat •• re acquired ire 
rqularly; to create. acneral model of temporal 
development. the missin, observ.tion~. in effect. 
must be estimated. To accomrlilh this Cltim.te. 
some continuity condition whkh c.n be derived 
from field measurement dall is required. 
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Appendix A 
Coefficients of the Transformations 

A number of transformations and data correction 
steps have been mentioned; each one implies certain 
coefficients or parameters. In this appendix, the pro
cedures with numerical values for the automatic 
detection of garbled data, clouds, water, and cloud 
shadows; for the standardization of landsat calibra· 
tion and Sun-angle correction; and for implementing 
the XST AR haze-correction algorithm are sum· 
marized. 

The procedures documented herein were ; "pie
mented at the Environmental Research Institute of 
Michigan (ERIM) in August 1977. The significant 
changes from previous procedures documented in 
ERIM Memorandum IS-PFl·1272 (Mar. 18, 1977) 
are as follows. 

I. Revision of the calibration adjustment used for 
landsat-2 full·frame data from computer-compatible 
tapes (CCT's) produced on or after July 16, 1975 
(ref. 12) to fit the observed correspondence with 
landsat-2 lACIE segment data (ERIM Memo IS
DR·1867, July 28. 1977) 

2. Incorporation of the improved SCREEN pro
cedure (refs. 9 and 13) for detecting garbled data, 
clouds, snow, cloud shadows, and water in landsat 
multispectral scanner data 

3. Reversal of the sign of the XST AR haze 
parameter." to correspond with reference 9 

The steps for implementing the procedures are as 
follows. 

Sll'p I.-Recalibrate the landsat data as required. 
Three distinctly different calibrations (counts ver

sus radianC't values) for landsat data currently exist. 
The'ie calibrations pertain to the following landsat 
data products. 

1. landsat-I data (lACIE segment and full
frame imagery) 

2. landsat·2 full·frame dala from CCT's pro
duced on or after July 16, 1975 

3. landsat-2 full-frame data from CCT's pro
duced before July 16, 1975, and landsat-2 lACIE 
segment dala 

The XST AR haze-correction algorithm is 
specifically adjusted for landsat-2 lACIE segment 
data. Other Landsat data can be recalibrated to simu
late this same calibration by employing the appropri
ate multiplicative and additive transformation 
selected from the following. 
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let Xi represent the landsat signal in channel i. If 
recalibration is necessary, for each channel, set 

x; = Ar, + B, 

Then, set 

Step la.-For landsat-I data (lACIE segment or 
full frame (app. 8». use 

(
1.04) 1.00 

A;: 1.09 

.82 
(

-5,79) 
B = 1.19 

-2.91 
3.01 

S/£'P Ih.-For landsat·2 full-frame data from 
CCT's produced on or after July 16.1975 (ref. 12 and 
ERIM Memo IS-DR·1867). use 

1.l41 

(

1.275 ) 

A = 1.098 
B = -2.712 

( 

1.445) 

2.950 
.446 .948 

Slep k-For Landsat-2 lACIE segment data or 
for landsat-2 full-frame data from CCT's produced 
before July 16, 1975, no recalibration is necessary. 

Slep '?-Perform Sun-angle correction. 
leI Xi represent the landsat signal in channel i, 

following step I. Lei (J represenl the solar zenith 
angle for the data acquisition. Then, for each channel 
of the acquisition, set 

, cos 80 x =--x. 
i cos 8 I 

Then, set 

x = x' J i 

, 1 
i 

• 
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The data will now appear to have been acquired for 
the solar zenith al1@le til)< The paramete" of XST AR 
have been a.,ljusted for '0 - 39'\ 

Step l-ldentify prbled data, clouds, water. and 
cloud shadows. 

Let R be a rotation matrix (i.e., RT - R-I. 
det (R) - l) defined by 

(

0.33231 -0.28317 -0.89952 -0.01594) 
R. .60316 -.66006 .42830 .13068 

. 67581 .57735 .01592 -.45181 

.26278 .38833 -.04080 .88232 

The columns of It are unit VC(lors characterizina the 
axes of a rotllted Landsat-2 data space akin to the 
Tasseled Cap data space but particularly oriented to 
suit the XSTAR algorithm (ref. 9). 

let x, represent the landsat Signal in channel i. 
fol1owing step 2. lei i and .i correspond to rows and 
columns of the R matrix. For each pixeJ of an 
acquisition, and for each value of j (t f5 j f5 4), 
calculate 

Sr,·p 3(l.-A pixel is labeled as ':tlI"hIt'c/data if any 
one of the following conditions applies. 

':4 > z4mIJx (z4mox :::: 16 ) 

=4 < =41111" (Z4mln .. -12) 

*3 0.09.175z. :> = .'II/IJ:( (:z 3m"x .. 4) 

"3 + 0.18750:, < :31111n (z3mlll = 14 ) 

~ + z 1/10 < Z 2m II' (Z2",ln II! -20) ~2 

~l + :t/U1 > ZSIIIIJX (;: 5mIJx = I !itt ) 

. . /1 ' '> - (. - --8 ) *! • J .~ - ~(>/nc.1; ~bmIJx -

Step Jb.-A pixel is labeled IS r/Dudifnot labeled 
.. rbled and if both the followins conditions apply. 

Sltp Jc.-A pixel is tabeted as dif.fUS(> rlolld(dense 
h~) if not labeled prbled or cloud and if both the 
followina conditions apply . 

Sufficiently dense coverinss of snow tend to be 
placed in the cloud or diffllSe c:loud cat ... y. 

S/~P Jd.-A pixel is labeled as wottr if not labeled 
IIlrbled. cloud, or diffuse c10ud and if all the follow
ing conditions apply. 

(l,,'l ::: 75) 

If a pixel is labeled waler on the basis of satisfyina 
the preceding conditions, a subcategory C'/(Uld sflado .. , 
fUW water may be identified if, in addition. the 
following is applicable. 

The subtat.:gory cloud shadow over water is some-. 
times an artifact under the category cloud shadow 
(usually caused by striping effeees in the dala). 

Sft'P Jl'.-A pixel is labeled as c/lIlld sllac/ow if not 
labeled garbled, cloud, diffuse cloud. or water and if 
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both the followins conditions apply. 

z, - 0.4 X z, < 'IU I'su • 37.75) 

Slep 4.-Compute XST AR scene diaanostic sianal 
value. 

Let ~I represent a scene diaanostic Landsat sianal 
value in chlllne11 for a sinale data acquisition. Set XI 

equal to the aver. slanal value of all pixels not 
labeled as prbled, cloud, diffuse cloud, water, or 
cloud shadow. (If especially subtle effects, such as 
nonuniform haze, are present in the scene, a bias will 
be introduced into the XST AR haze diaanostic pro
cedure that will lead to overcorrection or undercor
rection of the data. Some types of nonaaricultural 
data-as yet not studied-rnay also introduce a bias.) 

Step 5.-Determine amount of change from 
reference haze condition (ref. 9). 

Let ~I be the Landsat scene diagnostic signal value 
in channel i. Let OJ and XI- be coefficients of the 
XSTAR algorithm for channel i. Let ')' represent the 
change in optical thickness from the reference condi
tion. Let r- be the yellow value characterizing the 
reference haze condition. Numerical values are as 
follows. 

(

1.2680) 
1.0445 

o = .9142 
.7734 

(
61.9) 

• = 66.2 
x 83.2 

33.9 

Y· = -11.2082 

Using ~j and Y·, calculate the following. 

4 

a .: ~ a/ (~i .. Xi·) RIJ 

i=\ 

4 

b = ~ ai (~i xt) Ri3 
i=\ 

c = (t~l'l~ 
1=\ 1 

~ = .; II. ~ 
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For extremely hazy conditions, the quantity under 
the radical in the equation for ')' can be neptive. In 
such cases, set the square root equal to zero; i.e., ')' -
-(blo). The solution aiven for,), is obtained (ref. 9) 
by approximatina eQlt' in the XST AR correction by a 
quadratic expression and then solvins for,), sucl) that 
the yellow value of x, after the XST AR correction 
will be Y*. 

As an alternative, in the event that the quadratic 
expression for e°j''I is lnac:c:urate because of an ex
treme chaRp from the reference haze condition, an 
iterative solution for,), is possible. The need for such 
a solution will be indicated by the presence of a neaa
tive quantity under the radical or by the obtaining of 
1'l'I > 0.5. For the iterative solution, set 

.,' = ., 

Then, repeat the solution for a, b, c, and')' using the 
new value of ~t Next, increase the new value of')' by 
.,,'.Ifthe quantity under the radical is again negative, 
or if I." -.,,1 > O.s,the procedure might be repeated 
once more. If the iterations do not converge, discard 
the data acquisition as un~3ble or seek other 
remedies. Current experience indicates that the need 
for iterating should be rare . 

Step 6.-Apply XST AR correction. 
Steps Ito S can be accomplished with a single pass 

through the data. A second pass is required for step 
6. Given a successful solution fOI ." in step S. XST AR 
may then be applied to correct each pixel of the ac
quisition as follows. 

Let Xi represent the landsat signal in channel i, 
following step 2. Then, for each pixel. calculate the 
following. 

. x;) + x; 
... - , 
.... 1 - Xi 

This correction may be applied to all piXels within 
the acquisition. (However. garbled data. douds, or 
snow may convert to signal levels outside the normal 
dynamic range.) 

To minimize roundoff or truncation errors. the 
data analyst should retain h"cl :!lediate results from 
steps 1 to 6 in noating-point rather than integer for
mat. 

----------_ .. 
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Appendix B 
A Transformation to Make Landsat· 1 and 

Landsat·2 MSS Data Compatible 

INTRODUCTION AND DATA BASE 

It was desired to estimate coefficients of a 
transformation which would convert Landsat-I data 
to Landsat·2 data. In order to make the estimate. it 
was desirable to use the identical scene observed 
under identical conditions by both satellites. The 
nearest procedure in practice is to observe pairs of 
data over the same scenes separated by 9 days. An in
itial selection of about 2S such pairs was made. but 
natural attrition reduced this ultimately to 8 pairs. As 
will be shown. this is a quite minimal set and the fit
ting procedure should be repeated with a larger 
sample. 

Pairs were elimmated from consideration if either 
member contained "patchiness" of cloud or haze, as 
evidenced in the histogram output of program 
SCREEN, or if the haze levels of the pair were 
thought to be markedly different from each other as 
evidenced by the yellow level of the mean of soils 
calculated by program SCREEN. The relative yellow 
level for each pass was judged against all non
"patchy" passes for the same satellite by plotting a 
separate yellow-level histogram over those passes for 
each satellite. The finally accepted pass pairs are 
listed in table B-1. Of the eight cases, four are cases in 
which the Landsat-2 pass precedes the Landsat-I 
pass. 

r.,8J.r 8·1.-Pass Pairs US('c/ in Lane/sat-I t" 
Landsat-J rltting P",;('dllrt' 

('d',' S".II",<"II 1.1'/('''11-1 i.l1II.I.'/II-.' S/III SII" 

~ 
3 
4 
~ 

6 
7 
8 

10)0 
1C1l(l 

ItS4 
1855 
1'55 
18~7 

18b1 
1882 

{I./ j dd/(' (/..' I ,/1lI<' :1'",,11 :,''',11, 

ISS 
101 
153 
82 

882 
101 
101 
15) 

Ib4 
92 

162 
73 
91 
92 
92 

Ib2 

''''/:/''. ,111/:"'. 
II" ,/,'!: /II' ,/ .... .: 

37 
47 
37 
52 
52 
46 
46 
37 

32 
46 
31 
52 
46 
44 
4S 
31 

The data used for fitting consisted of the four
band "mean of soils" and the four-band "mean of the 
green arm," both outputs of program SCREEN. 
These data and their averages are shown separately 
for each Landsat band in table B-II, 

T~HU' 8-1I.-Diagllostif Data Used in Fitting 

8",,,/ ('",,' .\"i/I11<,,/ll (I 1"1 (i"·,·,, Imll 

4 

5 

7 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

I 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

1./ /..' 

41.5 41.7 
40.2 3U 
lb.1 3td 
34.2 30.3 
34.2 36.3 
39.7 37.6 
43.6 41.2 
34.9 35.1 

40.3 47.1 
39.6 41.7 
3\.3 38.0 
335 34.3 
33.5 41.9 
40.7 44.8 
46.3 49.7 
29.2 36.4 

40.5 49.5 
38.8 4\.7 
32.8 405 
32.3 34.3 
.123 425 
31lH 4~. I 
445 50.0 
34.3 41.0 

17.1 20.5 
17.0 175 
14.0 Ib.1 
145 IS.2 
14.5 18.0 
16.9 18.9 
19.8 20.9 
101.8 Ib.6 

•. ~, ...... - 1\1 • W1)/2. 

111"//" 

(lin 

1./ 1._' 

25.1 24.4 
28.0 22.0 
26.0 23.6 
26.9 22.1 
26.9 26.3 
28.7 2S.0 
.15.0 32.0 
25.6 24.6 

16.9 25.4 
2V 23.3 
16.6 20.3 
25.4 25.8 
25.4 29.7 
25.2 28.8 
36.8 40.7 
16.2 20.(> 

4\.5 505 
40.7 40.5 
46.3 54.6 
32.5 33,9 
32.5 45.8 
44.3 46.1 
40.6 44.3 
43.S 59.6 

22.0 25.3 
21.6 20.1 
25.8 26.7 
165 16.6 
16.5 22.3 
24.2 22.7 
19.1 19.3 
23.1 28.6 

u 1.-' 

33.3 33.05 
34.1 29.4 
31.05 29.95 
3O.S~ 26.2 
305~ 3\.3 
34.2 3\.3 
39.3 36.6 
30.25 29.85 

30.1 36.25 
31.95 32.50 
2J.9S 29.15 
29.45 3005 
29.45 35.80 
32.95 36.80 
41.~S 45.20 
22.70 28.50 

33.30 SO.O 
39.75 41.1 
3955 47.SS 
32.4 34.1 
32.4 44.IS 
41.55 45.6 
4255 47.15 
38.9 50.30 

19.55 22.90 
19.30 18.80 
19.9 21.40 
1~5 \S.9 
15.5 21'.IS 
2055 20.110 
19.45 20.1 
IU5 22.6 
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MODELS 

Several different models were used for nul .... In 
seneral, the models are of tbe form 

where x2 is the landsat·' sianal; xI is tbe Landsat-) 
sianal;'1 and '2 are the Sun zenith anales of Land
sat·} and landsat·2 cases, respectively; Q is 8 set of 
parameters which must be estimated; and I is an 
error. 

Three specinc models were tried. as follows. 
a. Ratio model-assumes for each band 

i.e., that there is no difference in sisnal offset be
tween the two satellites and that the .radiance 
returned from the scene is an inverse function of the 
cosine of the Sun zenith anale. 

b. Offset model-assumes 

c. Three-parameter offset model-assumes 

COs"2 1 C()S 92 x2 = A2A. I - x + B .- A A - - B cos,. I 2 2 I cos,. I , ' 

where AI is the responsivity of Landsat-I. A2 is the 
responsivity of Landsat-2. S. is the offset for land· 
sat.I, and Bz is the offset for Landsat-2. Thus. 

Model "a" requires a fit to one parameter per 
band; model"b" requires two parameters per band; 
and model "c" requires three parameters per band. 
Th~ residual error per band after fitti ... is shown in 
table 8-1lI. Model "e" is considerably the best fit for 
band 7 and is slightly better for the other bands. 
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1:481.1' B-III.-Rclttt AI,'{m Sq"untit I:nor 
fif 'I'Iuw- MoJtls 

Hmld AI~Itlc·, ,1 

4 I.n 
S 2.06 
6 2.99 
7 4.n 

In general. one can write 

and identify 

At.>d.·/#I .\1.1<1\'/ , 

UI'S ..... 
<01.0 a 

1.60 1..16 
2J.t U6 
J19 1.10 

cos 02 
X"'-" CO!!'l' I 

In order to minimize the noise of observations of 
the soil and green arm points. the authors used their 
averages from table 8-11. Thus. XI is the average L1 in 
table B-II. Usinsthese tabulated values and regress
ing : on X and y,ives the results shown in table B·IV. 

Interest ,enerally will be in converting Landsat-l 
data to resemble Landsat·2 data at the same solar 
zenith anale. Therefore. the model will simplify to 
the form 

where B- Bz - AB1; Bis also given in table B·rV. 

r.48Lf B-IV.-Rrgrcssion Coe[ncients/or 
Thf't'(··Paramelt!r Model c 

Hand 10- 82 8\ - A 82 - -ABI 81 B 

4 -19.41 UM 13.69 -13.16 -5.79 
5 -24.99 1.00 26.18 -26.18 1.19 
6 -74.70 1.09 71.79 -65.86 -2.91 
7 -2IS) .82 24.S4 -29.93 3.0l 
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Compens.tlon for Atmolpherlc Effectl 
In Landlat Data 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that variations in Sun anale and in 
atmospheric aerosol and water-vapor levels chanae 
the spectral sianatures collected by multispectral 
scanners (refs. I and 2). It has also been shown that 
the backaround reflectance chanles silnatures 
(ref. 3). These chanaes have a deleterious effect on 
classification accuracy. Hence, even before the beain
nins of LACIE. the remote-sensins community pur
sued the development of preprocessinl techniques 
for removinl or reducinl the variations in 
multispectral dala caused by such chanses. In the ini
tial desip of LAC(E and throuPout its operation, it 
was anticipated that some of these techniques would 
be incorporated into L,A.CIE procedures once they 
had been demonstrated to work within the necessary 
constraints of the experiment (refs. 4 to 6). lwo of 
these techniques (Sun-anSle correction and mean
level adjustment1) were actually tried as components 
of alternative LACtE systems, but the results were 
not satisfactory. This failure could be attributed to in
herent limitations in these techniques and to tbe 
difficulty in identifyins sufficiently similar trainins 
and classification areas. This latter problem (parti
lionina, stratification, and sampling strateBY for 
traininl) is discussed in a separate symposium paper 
on s!pature extension (see the paper by Kauth and 
Richardson entitled "Sianature Extension Methods 
in Crop Area Estimation"). The following discussion 
documents some of the proaress of the supportin. 
researcb community and support contractors at tbe 

aEnvironmental Resear~h Institule of Mithipn. Ann Arbor. 
Mithipn. 

bLod:ieed Electronics Company, Houston, Texas. 

I Mean-level acijuslment is a technique for normalizinl 
LACIE Landsat data 50 that the mean values for different set
ments are equal. 
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NASA Johnson Space Center in developina preproc
essina alaorlthms to support LACIE. 

Most of tbe researcb efforts in developin, 
proprocessiq tecbniques to suppon LACIE were 
based on lbe assumption that cbanaina observation 
conditions cause multiplicative and additive cbanaes 
in eacb multispectral data channel (ref. 7); Conse
quently. two miUor options were available: (1) 10 
develop data transformations (e .... ratioina) which 
would tend to cancel out these effects and (2) to 
develop methods for estimatins tbe appropriate 
multiplicative and additive factors and tben to apply 
tbese directly to the data. For the n~ost part. the tatter 
option was taken. For Landsat data. four multiplIca
tive and four additive factors needed to be deter
mined. 

Initial attempts 10 estimate the eiaht correction 
factors for Landsat data did not rely on any prior 
knowledp of bow the multiplicative and additive 
factors miaht be interrelated but. instead. relied 
solely on statistical characteristics of tbe distribu
tions of data to be preprocessed. This approacb led 10 
the development of c1uster-matchina alaorithms 
(refs. 7 to 10) and distribution-matchins alaorithms 
(refs. 11 and 12) which allempted to extract slpin
cant 'latistical measures from appropriate subsets of 
the data distributions. A number of these allOrithms 
were tested by Lockheed Electronics Company 
(LEC), and the results are Jiven in reference 13 and 
in the symposium paper by Minter entitled 
"Methods of Extendin. Crop Sipatures From One 
Area to Another." These approaches were found to 
produce unstable results at times and, therefore, they 
were considered unsuitable for use in LACIE. 

Efforts were also undertaken to develop prep roc
essins allOrithms usina mathematical models to 
define interrelations between the required 
multiplicative and additive correction factors such 
that just a few statistical characteristics of a Landsat 
data distribution would be sufficient to drive the 
mathematical model and to calculate the preproc-

-
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essina corrections. The two most silnincant of these 
allorlthms are the Atmospheric Correction 
(ATCOR) computer proaram developed by LEC 
(ref. 14) and the XSTAR haze correction alJorithm 
developed at the Environmental Research Institute 
of Michil8n (ERIM) (ref. 15).2 These alaorithms are 
discussed in the second and third sections of this 
paper. respectively. and both are discussed further in 
the fourth section. 

ATCOR: AN ALGORITHM TO CORRICT 
LANDSAT DATA FOR THIIFFICTS OF 
HAZI, SUN ANGLI, AND IACKGROUND 
RIFLICTANCI 

Introduction 

The radiance measured by the Landsat 
multispectral scanner (MSS) in a liven channel I. 
where I - I. 2. 3, 4, is determined primarily by four 
quantities. 

1. The renectance p, of the target (i.e., the ele
ment of the Earth's surface in the field of view) in 
channel I (This quantity is actually a function of the 
wavelenlth ~ but is assumed to be constant over the 
bandwidth of channel I.) 

2. The solar zenith anate '0 
3. The haze level THin the atmosphere 
4. The average renectance Pi of the adjacent areas 

of the Earth's surface outside the field of view. 
assumed to be constant over the bandwidth of chan
nell 

In this paper. the haze level TH is defined as the 
haze optical depth at wavelenlth 0.5 micrometer. 
(See reference 16 for discussion of optical depth and 
other concepts from radiative transfer theory.) The 
haze optical depth at other wavelenaths ~ is denoted 
by T H<~). Normally. in the analysis of Landsat data. 
one wishes to classify certain objects on the Earth's 
surface on the basis of their renectance p,. These ob
jects may be in the same Landsat im. or in several 
different imaps separated in space and time. Varia
tions in '0. T H' and If, within II ;cene or from one 
scene to another chanse the data and therefore 
reduce classification accuracy. 

2p. F. Lambec:k. "Reviled Implementation of the XSTAR 
Haze Correction Alaorithm and AlIOdated Preproc:essina Steps 
for Landsat Data," ERIM Memo ISoPFL·1916. Nov. 1977. 
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tstt= "W, 

The A TCOR alaorithm is a method for simulatina 
the effects of such variations and correctina for 
them. Simulation And correction are really the same 
process since correction consists of simulatina the 
MSS respOtl3e for values of the Sun anile. haze level. 
and bacqmund renectance that are different from 
the actual vaiues. To simulate the effect of chanaes in 
'0' T H' and Ifi, one must compute the MSS response 
as a function of these variables and of p,. 

An atmospheric model was J~veloped and the 
Van de Hulst addina method (see the appendix) was 
used to compute the radiances at the MSS for a ranae 
of values of p,. '0 . T /It and fli. This computation was 
done for all wavelenaths in the MSS bands in steps of 
0.01 micrometer, and the resultina radiances corre
spondina to each ba'ld were then multiplied by the 
MSS response function and intearated over wave
lenath to obtain the instrument response for that 
band. It was found that the Landsat aray-scale levels 
L, could be written as 

where A, and B, are coefficients that are computed 
and tabulated for a full ranse of values for /fi. '0> and 
T H' Usina this table. it is a simple matter to deter
mine the effect on the Landsat data (i.e .• L,) of a 
chlllle in any or all of these parameters. 

These results allow one to make corrections for 
chanaes in '0' T H' or fIi if values for these quantities 
are known for the seaments to be corrected. 
Generally. '0 is known but T H and Pi are not known. 
However. if THis known, Pi can be calculated usina 
the table described in the precedina paraaraph. The 
A TCOR computer prop-am estimates T H usina the 
method described later in this section, computes /Ii. 
and interpolates in the table of A, fIl,.'o,TH) and 
B, (1f,.'O.T H) to fin~ the correction coefficients to 
make the desired correction. 

The Atmolpherlo Mode. 

The atmospheric model includes scatterina by the 
molecular atmosphere and by haze. A factor which 
may be very important is scatterina by cirrus clouds 
(ref. 17). This parameter could also be included in 
the model. However. the method used to determine 
the level of "haze" in the atmosphere (see the section 
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on lhe A TCOR proaram) in fact estimates tho total 
effect of all aerosols in the atmosphere and cannot 
dlstin,uisb bet weeD baze and cirrus clouds. 
Therefore. it did DOl seem worth while to model the 
effect of cirrus clouds separately. A TCOR partly cor
rects for the etTects of cirrus clouds since they con
tribute to the "hazettlevel "'11 However, because the 
model assumes this contribution is from haze parti
cles in the lower atmosphere, the correction is loss 
than optimal. 

It is assumed that the atMOSphere consists of two 
homoaeneous layers: a Rayleip scatterina molecular 
layer on top and a Mie scatterina haze layer Doxt to 
the Earth's surface. This two-layer model is expected 
to be a aood ~pproximation for the atmosphere since 
most of the haze is in the lower 1 kilometer of the 
Earth's atmosphere. whereas only about 11 percent 
of the molecular atmosphere is in this reaion. The 
two-layer model areally simplines the calculations. 
Water-vapor and other pseous absorption is 
nealected. althouah it can be important in channel 4 
of the Landsat data (ref. 2). 

To define the atmospheric model. one must 
define the scatterina diaarams (i.e .• phase functions; 
ref. 16) and the optical depths for the two layers. 
These quantities completely denne the scanerin. 
properties of the layers. They are well known for the 
Rayleiah case (ref. 16) and will not be discussed in 
detail here. For the haze layer. the scatteriq 
diaarams and optical depths were calculated from the 
Mil theory usina a haze model by Reeser (ref. 18). 
The model is intended to represent a continental· 
type haze and assumes spherical particles with a size 
distribution Jiven by 

ft.,) • 90 0.0 I llIicromeler .;; , .;; 0.1 micrllmeter 

" ..!2-. 0.1 I11h;rol1leler " , " 10.0 mi4'l'Ometen 104,4 

whete r is the particle radius. This distribution cor
responds to 100 particles/cml. The real part of the in· 
dex of refraction varied from 1.54 to 1.56 in the 
wavelenath interval of interest. 0.4 micrometer .. A 
iii 1.1 micrometers. The imaainary part of the index 
was taken to be zero since absorption is neatected. 
Scatterina diapams for this model were computed 
for several wavelenaths: the one for A - 0.8 
micrometer is shown in n,Ute 1. The scatterina 
diaaram chanps only a small amount with 
waveJenlth; therefore. the one shown in naur. 1 was 

30 eo to 120 ,eo '10 
leA TTIRING ANGLI, DEG 

FlGlIIl I ........ ,. ........... r., .... II .............. 
mle ...... '. 

used for all wavoleqths. This procedure considera
bly reduces the computational errort involved. 

The calculations described in this paper were 
made for haze levels of 0.0, 0.424. and 0.848. Th. 
Variation of.,. H<Ao) with wavelenatn for the cases .,. H 
- 0.424 and.,. H - 0.148 are shown in raaure 2. The 
variation with A of the Rayllip optical depth .,. R().) 
is also shown in nSute 2. 

Radilnoe It ..... naor 

To compute the MSS response for various values 
of Pit '0' ,. H' and /Ii. one nrst calculates the corre
spondiDJ radiance at the sensor. The method for 
doina this is rather complicated and is described in 
the appendix. There, it is shown (eq. (72» that the 
radiance at the MSS can be written in the form 

OPTICAL 
DEPTH 

1.0 ...... _ C 'HIAI. 'H • 0. ... -----.. 
------------................ --------

... ·L-·---· .... ·· .. ···· ... ··· .. 
'HIAI. 'H • 0 .• 21 •• _ ..... _ •• 

. 3 

,1 

.03 

.. ~~--~--~--~~--~--~ .. .1 .• :, .. .f 1.0 t.1 
WAVEl.liNGTH. jim 
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where 1'0 - * '0' Here, the dependence on the Thus, 
wayelenatb A il explicitly indicated. but the depen-
dence on the hue level "Hil not. The quandt' R~) 
Is the incident solar radilnce It the top of the at- L, • A,(Pi.,...o)p, + 8,(1"""0) 
mosphere divided by ... For each or the ., valUli of 

(1) 

"lit the coetllcients "tI'o~) and b(p'oI'o~) wore 
computed for 11 valuea or A (from 0.4 to 1.1 where 
mlcrom .... in units of 0.01 micrometer), 25 valuea 
or 1'0 (24 11_ points plus 1'0 - 1.0), and 50 values 
or ~ (0.0 to 0.49 in units or 0.01). ..4,(1,0"'0) • Cl,'I(Pj,,,,,O) (8) 

,... ... nd ....... D ... 

The Landsat MSS aca (i.e., the MSS ",8y .. le 
leyell L/) are liven b, 

(2) 

where "land It,are constants liven in cable I and N, 
is the equivalent spec:tralty nal radiance denned by 

Here. S1<A) i. lhe response function for band lof the 
MSS. In principle. , and p are functions of A. If one 
assumes they are conslint and equal to PI and PI 
across a ,iven band. then 

wh,"" 

(5) 

(6) 
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(9) 

To simpUfy the nOlaUon in the precediQl analysis, 
the parameter "H was not explicitly indicated. 
However. in the rest of thil paper. it will be indicated 
explicitly for the A, and 81 coefficients; thai is. 

A complete set of A1<'~" H) and 81<"/01'0., H) 
was computed uslna equations (5). (6). (8). and (9) 
for the ranlt of Yalue, alven previously for Ifi. 1'0. 
and , H' Also. a complete set of the coefficients C, 
,iven by 

was computed. These were required for the A TeOR 
pr08ram. described in a foUowin. section. 

ComtottonI for C ........ ln lun AnIle, 
Mue Leve', end BaoklfOUnd Refleotanoe 

Assume thai Landsat data are available for a ... 
ment correspondin,to the values '1' "0. and f' Hand 
it is desired 10 "correct" these data so lha. they cor
respond to some other eel of "standard" values JJj. 
"0, and f'N for these parameters. With the nrst set of 

~---------------------------.~~~~ .. '".-..... . 
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TAILE 1 . ....QwJJkI .. "/Ot RII.,,,,, LtuIdItI,.l Do", 10 
"" Equl","'" SpIt""lIy Fl., R.dltlIIft 

, . , -, 
(I' 

I 4910 -4.0 

2 7471 -405 
J .." -u 
4 4961 -1.1 

parlin"", I 1IfIIl of reftecllnce P, alVII rile to I 
1fI),«a1e level X,alvlD by 

With the HCOIId set of parameters, the lime taraet 
would live rise to a ,ra),-ICIle level Xi liven b), 

Eliminatina PI from equations (13) and (14), one 
obtains 

Xi • A,X, + B/ (15) 

wbere 

(16) 

(17) 

Thus, if the values of ,-,. I'Q. and f' H for a seament 
are known, tbe dall can easily be corrected to com
,pond to an), otber values of tbese parameters. Nor
milly, 1'0 is known but (fj and f' H are not known; 

and, in makiq the kind of oorrectionl delcribed in 
this paper, the IIIOIt difl1cult talk it 10 de&ermlne abe 
vaI_of~and'H • 

The A TCOR PfOlfllll "-"bed in &be DIll .. 
tion WII deIianed to provide .,.,roximlll val ... for 
~ and 'H and 10 inaerpo .... in &be IIbkt.. 01 die A, 
and " ooefI1cIeali to obtain the approprll" caem
ciea1lto correcl &be dati. 

TheATCOIl ,_ 

The A TCOR proanm is buecI on &be _pdoa 
thlt it is pouible to obtain I reuoaable IIlimatl for 
lbe reftectanee of thole ponioal of lbe Earth's sur
flce "'.at corrapond to lbe darkest pixels in a liven 
Landsat seamenL The haze level can then be deter
milled from tbe briahtn- of lb_ pixels. This ques
tion il examined in detail in reference 19. For the 
present dilCUllion, it will be _eel that I reuon
able alimlte for lbe Earth's renlCllllce correspond
ina to the "darkest pixels" can be made. 

In the A TooR PfOll'lm, band 1 is used to deter
mine the haze level because lbe UlUmed haze model 
indicates tbat the efTeel of haze i. IfIIlal in lbis 
band. The set of darkest pixels is obllined b), lIkina 
from eacb line of Landsat dill the pixel thlt bu the 
lowest value in band 1. An lver ... minimum vllue. 
called X,.(f' H)' is obtained b), lveraaina the vllues 
of X, for tbese pixels. Also. lbe averap value I, for 
alilbe band I dall in the seament is computed. It is 
assumed tbat the reflecllnce P, .. i" correspondina to 
the darkest ta .... " <i.e .• correspondin, to lbe value 
X' .. I,,(f'H» is known. Next. one calculates the 
aver ... minimum values X' .. I,,(f' J)' J - 1.2.3, cor
reapondina to the lime ref1ec1lnCl P, .. I,,' and to the 
three haze levels for which coefradenlS were calcu
lated (namely f'1 - 0.0. f'z - 0.424. and f'J - 0.848). 
They are obtained in the followin, manner. Ulina 
the table for CI (~""'Otf' J) pnerated b), equation (12). 
an interpolation is perfOimed to find the value 'tJ 
of PI for which Ct(Pi.Jol'O.f'/) -II' This is done for 
J - 1. 2. and 3. Then. usinlthe tables for AI and It. 
an interpolalion i. performed to determine the 
coefficients A, <'IJ.140'f' I) and 't (Ji JoI'o,f' J)' 
Finall),. XI .. in(., I) is determined from the equation 

Xl.ml,,(r/ ) • A.(J..I·"O·rJ )PI.mln 

+ B. (Pi.I'''O'f'}) (8) 
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UIi ... the three calculated values for 1,."(,, J) cor· 
rapondin. to J - 1. 2. 3. the v.lue of "H th.t Jives 
the v.lue obtained prev;ously for I,.min(" J) is deter
mined by interpolation, This vllue is the estimate of 

"H' 
Once an estimlte of" H hu been obtained. an esti· 

mite of the value of "an be made. The Ont .~ep i. 
to .:alcul.t' the lver. values for all the data in the 
seament for bands 2. 3. Ind 4 to provide I, for an 
four bands, Then. "i' detmnined by interpol."n, 
to nnd Ihe vllue of" for which C"'H'O-" H) - 1',. 
Fin.lly. the pqram interpolates in ,he tabla for A, 

and ','0 obtain 04"'1'1'0'" H) .nd '1<'1'1'00' H)' 
whieh .re prinled OUt Ind an then be used with 
equation. (16) .nc1 (17) 10 make ,he desired correc· 
dOM. 

The A TeOR proaram WII tested on a dala set 
contis"", of seven pairs of acquisitions over three 
.Ites in Kan ... (ref. 13 and Minter'. paper). Each 
pair consisted of two aequi.ition •• 1 clay aplrt. of the 
lime .ite. The objeetive WII to determine whether 
A TeOR could correet for haze level differences 
when the ta,.., WII the lime. One .equitition wu 
selected as the "uainina seament" and the olher u 
the "recopailion ...... ent. .. The recopition ~enl 
wu cl_ined wilh the LAR~ YS dassiner usina 

1. Local trainin, 
2. Sianalures from the araininl.qment corrected 

by ATCOR 
l. Uncorrecled sianalures from Ihe Irainin, .... 

menl 
To correet thc traini", seamen. sipatures. both 

seaments were processed by A TeOR to obtain the 
correspondinl values of /f',. 1'0' and r H. and Ihen 
equalions (16) and (17) were used 10 compule Ihe A, 
and B/ coefficients. These were lhen used to 
tranlform Ihe traininl clall. The results Ihowed lhat 
A TCOR aeneraUy improved the dassincationl. by a 
subitanlial factor in ~c eases. Another lest of 
ATCOR wu performed by IBM.' In Ihls tesl. lhe 
Iraininl and rec:oanition seamen II were not the 
same. A TCOR aenerally improved Ihe results but 
only by a Imall amouna. However.linee there ap· 
parently were only lmall haze diffcrenc:es bel ween 
the traini", and reeoanilion seaments in mosl cases. 
la,.. improvemerul .:ouId not be exp«ted. Thil ICII 
is furl her discussed in rdere"" 20. 

Althouah A TCOR WII daianed 10 correct for 
ehanaes in haze level (., H)' Sun anile ('0), and back· 
around reflettance (,,). ill principII application in 
LACIE 10 date hll been to ~etop Sun-anale rorr«· 
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tion labl .. for use in the LACIE clusterin, 
allOrithm. 

UT ... : AN ALGORITHM TO CORRICT 
LA"DIAT DATA POll TMI"'CT~ 0' 
HAZI AND aUN ANGLI 

The XST AR preproc:es.ir" alaorithm i. the result 
of I c:ombinalion of phy.ical intuition. empirical ob
servation, and a formulation based on the ERIM 
radialive Iranlfer model for In atmosphere with no 
absorption (ref. 21). The alaorilhm is derived a. 
roilowi. 

Leu'na prima denOte quantities which ebaraeter· 
ize a standardized meuurement condidon. one Ont 
representl the opli.:al Ihic:kne.s. "; (for each MSS 
channel/). for this condition by 

" , ", • "RI + -I"I (19) 

with "RI represe",in, the Rayleiah optialahickneu 
and with _('1' represenlin, Ihe aerosol oplial thiek· 
ness in eaeh MSS channel such thlt '1' i. a scalar 
para meier (independenl of channel number) related 
10 lhe amounl of hlle in the atmosphere and _, il I 
correspondin, 'unclion of ehlnnel number (or 
wavelenlth) which is IUUrned to be independent of 
the amount of atmospheric haze. For Landsat·2 data, 
by definition 

(
t.2680) • 1.0445 

Q .9142 
.7734 

(20) 

for lhe Landsa, lpeclflll bands I lhrouah 4. The 
parlmtter ')I' can Ihen be seen 10 .:haraelerize the 
aerOIOI optiallhickness (for Ihe standardized condi. 
lion) in a hypolheticallPeelral band for which _, -
I. Tho valuCl for _, were alcutated from the Clti. 

.Is. o. w ....... "I .. ulta oISipalure E_1eftIioft E_perimcnl," 
JIM Memo II' ,,·1£5.2J.'4, July 29.1t76. Alao. ICClbc ,.per by 
Minaer. 
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mated Landat In-band oplical thick ... rOf an .1· Alternatively. one may write 
mOlPhere with a horizon .. 1 vilUll ranp or 23 
kllometen (I reIItlvely dtlr aunosphere). .,., 

Slmilaray. ror an obIemd cnndl"on. the optical (Xi - XI) ., (XI - XI) (25) 
thick ... 'I II represented by 

'I • 'IU + .,(T' + 'l') (21) 

Since the Ray" 'Pdcal thick .... II independent 
or the amount of ItmGIPheric hue ('It,· 'it), one 
may write 

, 
'1 • '1 + .,,, (22) 

The parameter, then ....... the chanp in op",,1 
thick .... rrom the lll11dardiud condition. 

Represen ..... the MSS IianaII ror the observed 
Ind IlIndardIzed conditionl by W, and I~ rapec. 
"vely. and uaumina thlt other variabla in the radia-
1iY': Ullllf'er equation 1ft fIIuicuId 10 thai the only 
.ipiflcant variable i. IImOlPheric optical thick ...... 
the equation retail", the lipat X, &0 ill standardized 
value Ii (ref'. 15) becoma 

Xi ~ ,·"xi + (I - ,·''')xl + P{.,l) (23) 

In pnerai. the quantitia 17 and P(.~) are both 
runctions of the scanner calibration and or the i1. 
luminatlon aeometf)'. viewi", pomeuy. optical 
tbicknlll. and '*kcroUnd albedo or the .lIftdIrd. 
ired condition (rot'. IS). Tbe pol),1lOmiaI runction 
P(.~) is Il1o I runction or .~. with i .. nrtt cerm 
ProporIionaIlO (.~)2. and thus ......... hiaher 
order efTlCtI or chanaa in optical th~. 

The XST AR _"thm II baled OIl the malhemal· 
leal rorm or equation (23). exeludina the hith., order 
terms represented by /'(.~). 

Xi • :'''x, + (I - ,-I"I}XI (2") 

From equation (25). It i • .".rent '''at the VICtor I· 
lpedflu I point. or an oriain. in t.~ 4nII.,... re1a
tive &0 whtdl &he remainder of .... siplal., .. ex· 
panda or conUlCll accordina &0 the ef1'ect of each 
multiplicative ractOl'. The uittence of the point .. 
lIb1i1bed by X· hailed &0 the name XST AR ror the 
rtIUIdna p,..,rocenina aIprlthm. 

For Llftdat·2 LACIE ......... t dall (and ror 
Landllt·2 f'uI!.rram. dati from computer-compldblt 
lIpts (Cer.) produced Wore July 16.1975) which 
are acquired ror • Sun zenith anate or 39·. by cItflni· 
lior (ref. IS) 

X •• 66.2 (
61'9) 
83.2 
33.9 

(26) 

ror the Landlatspecull bands I t!lrouah 4. For other 
Sun zenith aqIes. I cosine Sun", correrlion mUll 
be IIPplted 10 the dati before I~pl)'ina the XST AR 
correclion; hence. equation (25) then becomes 

• • ,"1 lAo ( .'''1) ~ -' ~ ;; x, + ,I - e XI (27) 

with 1'0 • COl W and with 1'0 repraenti", the c0-
line or the Sun zen,th Inlle for the dati acquisition 
10 be corrected. 

FOJ Landlat-I dati (and for Landul-2 (ult·(rame 
data ('0lIl CCTs produced on or I(ter July 16. 1975), 
C'Wrections 10 simulate lhe Landut.2 LACIE .... 
ment dati calibration nrst need 10 be applied before 
usina equation (27) or any subteqUent equations . 
n..e corrections Ire defined in EIIM memo 
IS-PFL-I9I6. 

2" F. L.ambectI. "'tv_ Im' ........ talioll of lhe XST Al 
Hue Correctioft A..",lthm 1M AlIOdalOd Pr.p,0CCIIinI _. 
ror I.anduc Dlta: ERIM Memo fS.'Fl·1916. Now. 1971. 
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To apply the XST AR prepr~ina al&orithm to 
Landsat data, one needs to determine the appropriate 
value for y, which measures the aml,)unt of correc
tion required. Fortunately, Landsat data distribu
tions tend to tie within.a two-dimensional hy
perplane, wben displayed in the four-dimensional 
Landsat data space, and this hyperplane shifts its 
position aecordina to the effects of afmospheric haze. 
The direction in which this shiftina is most easily 
discernible is specified by the unit vector 9 (ref. 15). 

(

-.89952) 
" = .42830 
V - .07592 

-.04080 

(28) 

The 9 direction is equivalent to the tasseled-cap 
"yellowness" direction (see the symposium paper by 
Kauth et al. entitled "Feature Extraction Applied to 
Agricultural Crops as Seen by Landsat"), and it 
measures the component of the sbift of tbe data hy
perplane which IS perpendicular to the usual orienta· 
tion of the plane. For the standardized condition. the 
average signal value. measured in the 0 direction, is 
represented by Y·, with 

Y· = -11.2082 Landsat counts (29) 

(This Y· value has been chosen to represent a typical 
atmospheric condition. not necessarily a clear one.) 
Thus. one calculates the value for." that will shift the 
mean signal value (X,) for the data acquisition to be 
corrected such that the corrected mean Signal value. 
measured in the 9 direction, will equal Y·. 

If ('e(1 is expanded as a series in ascending powers of 
Olt'! and if third order and higher order terms are ig
nor:d, one may estimate." by calculating 

Q = ~ a2~~X - xjc (3l) 4,., I lAo 1 ,. I 
1"'1 
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(32) 

(33) 

then setting 

(34) 

For extremely hazy conditions, tht qualltity 
under the radical in equation (34) can be negative. In 
such cases. the square root may be set equal to zero; 
i.e., 

b 
')' = -

Q 
(35) 

The mean signal value (i/) used in equations (31) 
through (33) should be calculated from pixels that do 
not represent clouds. snow. nonuniform haze con
centrations, cloud shadows. and water, so that the 
estimate for." will not be biased. A fully automated 
technique for doing this (called SCREEN) has been 
developed and is documented in ERIM memo 
IS-PFL-1916. 

The quantities I, and y are calculated during one 
pass through the data. Equation (27) is then used to 
apply the correction during a second pass. 

The XST AR preprocessing algorithm is unique in 
its method for eslimatin, relative changes in optical 
thickness (y) in the absence of ground references or 
ground observstions. The algorithm also retains the 
original form of the data after applying its preproc
essing correction. 

A test of XST AR on 90 Landsat-2 consecutive
day data sets, representing a wide range of Sun z(:nith 
angles. scene characteristics. and atmospheric condi
tions. has indicated that XSTAR. compared to no 
preprocessing, doubled the number of consel:utive
day data sets for which tl'te day-to-day euclidean dis
tance between the signal mean vectors was less than 
3 Landsat counts (an estimated upper bound on ac
ce!ltp.~le performance). In all, one-half to two-thirds 

.. 
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of the data sets were brousht within three Landsat 
counts of matchinl after applyina XSTAR, and the 
remaininl data sets (scenes more than 2().percent 
covered by clouds, cloud shadows, or snow) were in 
leneral silllificantly improved by XST AR. These 
results are plotted in r.,ure 3. 

The XST AR alaorithm does not attempt to com
pensate for the effects of view angle, backaround 
albedo, atmospheric absorption, or inconsistencies in 
the calibration of the data. However, these effects ap
pear to be of lesser consequence in Landsat data than 
the effects of haze and Sun angle for which XST AR 
does apply a correction. 

Since its development, the XST AR algorithm has 
been tested only on Landsat agricuhural data. Its per
formance characteristics on nonagricultural data are 
not yet known. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

The A TeOR algorithm is based on a detailed at
mospheric model and should give good results if the 
"haze diagnostic" part of the algorithm gives an ac
curate estimate of the haze level and if this haze level 
is reasonably constant across the image being cor
rected. The haze diagnostic 1It.'luld be accurate if the 
average reflectance of the dukest objects in the 
scene corresponds to the "stano:!rd value" assumed 
for this reflectance by the algorithm. When this cor
respondence is poor, the results can be unsatisfactory 
and this is undoubtedly the greatest source of error in 
applying ATCOR. However, the idea in A TCOR of 
tabulating preprocessing correction factors from an 
accurate mathematical model and then interpolating 
to estimate an appropriate correction for each scene 
appears to be a significant step. Future development 
efforts sh~uld concentrate on finding an improved 
haze diagnostic. 

28 
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EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE 111 
EAADAIN 

LANDSAT COUNTS 12 

• 

NO 
PREPROCESSING 

0102030.5010701010 
NUMBER OF DATA SETS BELOW ERRl'R T. !IIESHOLD 

FIGURE 3.-8ceae avefllle euciidean distance error 'rem 
XST AR test on 90 consecutive-day LACIE Hqulsltlons (after 
cosine correction for Sun .... le). 

Although the XST AR preprocessing algorithm 
relies on a simplified atmospheric model, it uses a 
haze dialllostic (displacement of the data mean, 
measured in the 9 direction) that is especially well 
suited to the requirements of the algorithm. This oc
curs because displacenlents of Landsat data 
measured in the 9 direction correlate silllificantly 
with the multiplicative and additive changes caused 
by changing observation conditions. As a result, the 
XST AR algorithm is capable of achieving a modest 
level of success with great consistency. Efforts are 
currently being made to use the XST AR haze diag
nostic with the A TeOR algorithm and thus combine 
the best features of both algorithms. 

Neither the A TeOR algorithm nor the XST AR 
algorithm provides an explicit compensation for the 
effects of changing Landsat view angle. Atmospheric 
models and practical experience both indicate that 
these effects are significant, even for the narrow 
range of view angles pertinent to Landsat data. 
Development efforts are currently underway at 
ERIM (ref. 15) to address this aspect of the preproc
essing problem. 
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Appendix 
Calculation of the Radiance at the MSS 

REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION 
MATRICES 

In what follows. one will frequently be concerned 
with reflection and transmission matrices (R and T 
matrices). which describe the reflection and 
transmission propeHics ()f the plane-parallel scatter
ing layers assumed to make .:~ the atmosphere. 
These layers are assumed to be horizontally 
homogeneous and to extend to infinity in the 
horizontal direction. For a layer of optical depth 1"\, 
the reflection and transmission matrices are defined 
by 

(36) 

where 

Here, N(" ,J.I.,f/J) is the radiance at optical depth T in 
the di. "n specified by p. and f/J, where p. (0 < p. 
~ I) is the cosine of the zenith angle 8 measured 
from the norm III to the layer and f/J is the correspond
ing azimuth angle. A minus sign in front of II- indi
cates the direction is downward. The optical depth T 

is measured from the top of the layer downward; 
thus. N(O.+,t.4» is the upward-directed radiance at 
the top of the layer. and N(" \. - p..f/J) is the 
downward-directed radiance at the bottom of the 
layer. The symbols with subscript zero refer to the 
incident radiation. The incident beam has an irra-
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diance 1r F through a unit area normal to itself. The 
subscript diff. refers to diffusely transmitted radia
tion; i.e .• radiation that has been scattered at least 
once. The directly transmitted radiance No is given 
by 

NohdA •• ) = frFe-'I/"o"(1I- - 11-0)6(1/) - .0) 
(40) 

where 3 is the Dirac delta function. Note that 
upward-directed radiation is all diffuse. so the 
subscript diff. is omitted in this case. 

THE ADDING METHOD 

To compute the MSS response for various values 
of the parameters PI' 80• T H' and PI> one first com
putes the radiance at the MSS for these values of the 
parameters. This is done by computing the corre
sponding R matrix and using equation (36) to obtain 
the radiance. 

The method used to compute the R matrix is the 
adding method originally proposed in an un
published report by Van de Hulst.4 (See also 
reference 22 for oomparison with other methods.) It 
allows on: to lake the Rand Tmatrices for two sepa
rate layers of optical depths "\ and T2 and construct 
from them the Rand Tmatrices for the layer of opti
cal depth T\ + "2 consisting of the two layers, one on 
top of the other. A special case of the adding method 
occurs when the two layers are identical. It is then 
called the doubling method. In the calculations de
scribed in the following paragraphs. the doubling 
method is used to build up Rand T matrices for the 
Rayleigh and aerosol layers that constitute the model 
atmosphere. The adding method is then used to com
bine these to obtain Rand Tmatrices for the total at
mosphere. Finally. the adding method is used to 
combine the atmospheric matrices and the R matrix 

4H. C. Van de Hulst. "A New Look at Multiple Scallering," 
unpublished report, NASA Institute for Space Studies, Jan. 1963. 
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for the Earth's surface to obtain an R matrix that de
scribes the reflectance of the overall Earthl 
atmosphere system. This matrix is somewhat 
different from the conven~~onal R matrix since it de
scribes a system that is not horizontally 
homogeneous. 

The principle of the adding method is depicted in 
figure 4, which shows two scattering layers. It is 
assumed that the Rand T matrices have been ob
tained for the two layers, and it is desired to obtain 
Ihe Rand T matrices for the two-!ayer system. In 
figure 4, the two layers are separated so that the up
ward and downward radiation field where they join 
can be indicated. 

The Rand Tmatrices for the top layer in figure 4 
will be denoted R T and T T and those of the bottom 
layer RBand TB.1t is understood that each matrix is 
a function of four angular variables, which are omit
ted to simplify the notation. In figure 4, a part, RI , of 
the incident flux is reflected by the top layer, and a 
part, DI , is transmitted by the top layer. Of the part 
described by Dt, a part, V\, is reflected by the bottom 
layer. and a part, T\, is transmitted by the bottom 
layer. The process is continued as shown in the 
diagram. All the transmission matrices (T T, T /I> T, 
ane! D) include both the diffusely and directly 
transmitted parts. The solution consisls in determin
ing Rand 1. the reflection and transmission matrices 
for the two layers taken together. The following rela
tions can be read directly from the diagram. 

(41) 

11=1,2 .... 

By SUbstitution and addition, one obtains 

=(I+SJTr (42) 

(43) 

FIGURE 4.-&bemalle reprnmtatlon of tbe addlnl medtod. 

(44) 

(45) 

The products in equations (41) throlJ8h (45) stand 
for double integrals over the intermediate angles. For 
example, V - RBDstands for 

All other products are defined in a similar way. 
Separating the directly transmitted and diffuse 

parts of T T' T8• D, and 1. one obtains 

D - -"T/"'O 
dirf. - T T.difr. + Se + ST T.dirr. (47) 

(49) 



-
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where the subscript ditTo indicates the ditTuse part of 
the correspondina matrix. 

Since the bottom and top layers are homogeneous. 
the solutions are even functions of .0 -• and can 
be expanded in the form 

NB 

E RB (m) (1l.IlO) cos m(41o - ,) 
m=O 

(51) 

NB 

TB.dlff. (1I.t/>;1I04l0) .. E T~Alfr. (11'110)005 m (t/>o . t/» 
maO 

(52) 

with identical series for R T and R T,diff .• except that 
everywhere the subscripts are T instead of B. Most 
methods of solvina the multiple scattering problem 
for a homogeneous layer. including the doubling 
method used in this paper. live solutions in this 
form. The number of components Ns + 1 in equa
tions (51) and (52) is the number of components in 
the cosine expansion of the scattering diagram for 
the layer. (See equation (64) and the discussion 
following it.) Substituting equations (51) and (52) 
and the corresponding series for the bottom layer 
into equations (47) through (50), one obtains similar 
series for Rand Tdiff. describing the two layers taken 
together. 

N 

E R(m) (1l.llo) cos m (tllo ~ til) 
m=O 

(53) 

N 

Tdifr.("·~;"o·t/lo) '" ~ Td\rr~~''''o)cosm(41o - Ifl) 
m=-O 

(54) 
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where Nis the l~r of Nrand N. The coerncients 
R(m) (p,oI£o} and ~rJ.(p,,,,o) are siven by the follow
ing equations. 

O\m)(II,v). (1 + 60.",) 10 I R~III)(II,z)R~III)(Z,V)z dz 

(55) 

<1,,'::<u.v). (1 + 60./11) 10 I Q\/II)(u,wxt,.III)(w,v)wdw 

(56) 

-S<m)(u.v) = E Q~m)(u.v) 
n=l 

(57) 

d.siil(u,~) • T}'::s~rr. (u'I'o) + s(M'(u.lloV'T'''O 

+ (I + 60,m) fo I ,rm'(u,v)rT'::s'lff. (V'lIo) v dv 1(58) 

• (I Rlm)( )Dlm) ( ) Jo B z.u dirr. ,u,po udu (59) 

+ (I + lJ ) r I rim) I .. )r.lm) ( ) 
0.," Jo B.difr."".u "'dirr. 11.110 IIdll 

(61) 

In equations (58) through (61), TTand T S are the 
optical depths of the lOp and bottom layers, respE"-c
tively. Only the first few cl./II)(u,,·) need to be calcu-

~ lated. As I. Increases. the series for ~m)(u,v) becomes 
a geometric series and the remaining terms can be ap
proximated by a remainder term. 
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It will be assumed that the Landsat M~ is pointed 
venically downward; i.e., that the look angle is 0.00

• 

This assumption lreatly simplifies the multiple scat
terina calculations and seems justified since the max
imum look anile is about 7°. With this assumption, 
the radiance at the sensor is independent of ~ and 4>0 
so only the m - 0 component in equations (51) 
through (61) needs to be computed . 

THE DOUBLING METHOD 

The doubling method is simply the addina 
method when the top and bottom layers are the 
same. By repeated doublina, one can obtain the solu
tion for a thick homoleneous layer if one has the 
solution for a thin homogeneous layer. One begins 
with a layer of optical depth T\ and "adds" it to itself 
using the adding method to obtain solutions for a 
layer of depth 2T\. By repeating the procedure, one 
successively obtains solutions for depths 4'7'\, 8T\, 
16T\, . .. ,2nTI after ndoublings. 

Hansen (ref. 23) has shown that a good method 
for obtaining the initial layer of depth TI is to take T\ 

small enough that only first-order scattering is im
portant. One then has the solutions 

RB (~'~;~o'~o) = 4~o (~ + ~J I· cxr[ T .(; + !J] t 
'P(~'~;~o.41o) (62) 

where P(IL,t/J;lLo,t/Jo) is the scattering diagram 
describing scattering frem the direction charac
terized by Jl.o,t/Jo to that characterized by JI.,~. The 
convention regarding minus signs in front of ILo and 
IL was discussed previously (following eq. (39». 
There are identical expressions for RTand TT.diff .. In 
general, TI .... 2-25 is small enough for these solu· 

'i6' eft +nnr"iit« -.::- . .,. 

tions to be sufficiently accurate. This is the method 
used in the doublina calculations described in this 
paper. 

To perform the numerical calculations, one sepa
rates the azimuthal dependence by expandina the 
scattering diagram in a cosine series 

where coefficients p<m)(,.,.JLo) are as liven in 
reference 16, page ISO, eql~ation (87). One then has a 
similar expansion for RBand TB,diff. 

N 

RB(IJ.~;llo·~o) = l: Rt) (1l.llo)COS In (~o -. ~), (65) 
m"O 

N 

Ts.dirr. (tJ·!P:J.lo·!Po," = I: T~Alirr.(J.I·"f)),osm(!po - !p) (66) 
m-O 

Then, Rt.;') (lLJl.o) - R~m) (Jl.JLo) and T~~r ff. (lLoIL ) 
- ~B.drrr.(lLoILo) are substituted into equations (5g) 
through (61) to begin the doubling process. In the 
calculations described in this paper, only the m - 0 
component was calculated, for the reasons given pre
viously. 

REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION 
MATRICES FOR 1HE ATMOSPHERE 

The reflection and transmission matrices that de
scribe the total atmosphere are denoted RA(ILJl.o,A.) 
and TA(ILJl.O'A.), where the subscript A stands for 
"all." Similarly, RR(Jl.Jl.O.~) and TR(ILJJ.O,A.) describe 
the upper Rayleigh scath ... ing layer. and RH<ILJl.o,A.) 
and T H<1LJl.o,A.) describe the lower haze scattering 
layer. Here the superscript m has been omitted, but it 
is understood that allllf ihese matrices correspond to 
m .. O. The parameter A. has been added to indicate 
the wavelength. The calculations are performed for 
25 values of IL and Jl.o (m mely. 24 gauss points plus 
the value] .0) and for ever y value of A. from 0 t to ].1 
micrometers in steps of 0.0] micrometer. ~ ney are 
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also performed for three values of l' H: namely, 0.0, 
0.424, and 0.848. For a given value of,:, H' the calcula
tions are made for aU values of ~. Under the assump
tions made p~viously, the only difference between 
the calculations for different values of ~ is that the 
Rayleigh and haze optical depths are different, as 
shown in figure 2. 

The simplest case is for l' H - O. Then, R ... (I'J.'o,~) 
- RR(I'J.'O'~)' and T ... {p.tI'o,~) - RR(I'.l'o,A). The 
doubling method was first used to obtain the Rand T 
matrices correspondina to Rayleigh scattering layers 
of optical depth 2-24,2-23 •••• ,2+11. This was done 
by starting with a Rayleigh scattering layer of optical 
depth 2-2S and doublina 36 times. The larger values 
of optical depth were not required for this paper but 
are routinely calculated by the doubling prosram. 
The calculation of RR(l'tI'o.A) and TR(I'J.'O'~) was 
begun with the largest value of A; namely, A - 1.1 
micrometers. The optical depth for the correspond
ing layer l' R( 1.1) was obtained (fig. 2) and the 
matrices RR(l'tI'O'l.l) and TR(l'tI'o.I.l), describing 
a Rayleigh scattering layer of this optic.;al depth, were 
built up using the adding method to "add" certain 
previously calculated layers that were selected so that 
the sum of their optical depths was equal to l' R( 1.1 ). 
Next, RR(ILtI'O,I.09) and TR(ILJ.'o,l.09), were calcu
lated. Since l' R( 1.09) is larger than l' R( 1.1), this in
volved "adding" more Rayleigh scattering layers to 
the layer used to compute RR(ILtI'O,l.l) and 
TR(I'J.'o,t.l). This was done as before by using the 
adding method. This procedure was continued until 
the calculations had been made for all the selected 
values of A. For the cases T H - 0.424 and T H -
0.848. the procedure was the same except that for 
each value of A. the matrices RH<I'J.'o.A) and 
T H<1J.J.'o,A) were built up (in the same way as 
RR(IJ.J.'o,A) and TR(IJ.J.'o,A» and the adding method 
was used to calculate RA(IJ.J.'o.A) and TA(IL.#Lo.A) by 
"adding" the Rayleigh scattering layer on top ot" the 
haze layer. 

RADIANCE AT THE MSS 

This section describes the calculation of the R 
function assoc:_ted with the Earth/atmosphere 
system from which the radiance at the MSS can be 
obtained using equation (36). It was assumed that. 
for a given wavelength. the Earth's surface is a Lam
bert reflector with a reflectance peA) for the pixel in 
the field of view at a particular instant and an average 
reflectance peA) for the background (Le .• the area 
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around that pixel). If the whole surface of the Earth, 
including the pixel in the field of view. haa a ulliiu. II. 
reflectance /1(A). the desired R matrix could be ob
tained from equation (60). In this case, the top layer 
would be descri"'=d by Rr(lJ.J.'o.A) and TT(IJ.J.'o.A) 
and the bottom layer would be described by 
RB(I'tI'o.A) - peA) and T S<I'J.'o,A) - O. Also.1J. -
1 since it was assumed that the MSS was pointed ver
tically downward. Under these conditions, the m - 0 
component of equation (60) can be written 

(67) 

where 

Equation (67) is not exact because the top layer was 
assumed to be homogeneous in the derivation of 
equation (60) and the top layer is not homogeneous 
in equation (67). However. this difference should 
cause only a sr.:all error. which will be neglected in 
what follows. It is easy to reformulate the theory to 
treat an inhomogeneous top layer exactly; however, 
to date. no numerical results for this case have been 
obtained. 

If one considers the three terms on the right-hand 
side of equation (67). it is clear that the second term 
represents the radiance that is directly transmitted to 
the MSS ffllm the target in the field of view and the 
other two terms represent the path radiance. The 
first term represents a contribution from the at
mosphere alone. and the third term represents a I;on
tribution to the path radiance from light that has 
been scattered by the Earth's surface. Thus. if the 
reflectance of th" pixel in the field of view were 
changed from /f(A) to peA). the main effect would be 
to change fI().) to p(A) in the second term on the 
right-hand side of equation (67). The effect on the 
other terms and on D' (ILo.A) should be negligible. 
Thus, if the reflectance of the pixel in the field of 
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view is p(~) and the back,round reflectance is p(~). 
the corresponding reflection matrix is given approx-
• • t, ..... 

III1e1l"'1 VI 

--~T(A) ) 
+ e d(1l0'~ [p~) - p(~») 

= o(P.1l0·~)p(~) + b(P.#lo'~) (69) 

where 

(70) 

(71) 

In R. 0, and b, the value 1 for IJ. has been dropped 
from the list of variables to simplify the flotation. It 
should be noted that the function R(P,p.JLo,~) has 
properties that are different from those associated 
with reflection functions as they are usually defined. 
However, for the present calculation, the important 
point is that the radiance at the sensor is given by 

N(P'P.IlO·~) = lloF()')R(p.p.llo'~) 

= lloF(~{a(P.llo.~)P(~) + b(P'IlO'~)] 1(72) 

where F(~) is the solar irradiance at the top of the at
mosphere at wavelength ~. 

For each of the 3 values of ~ H' the coefficients 
Q(P.JLo,~) and b(l1.JLo.~) were computed for the 71 
values of ~, the 25 values of 1'0. and SO values of P 
ranging from 0.0 to O.S in units of 0.Ql. This was done 
by using the adding program in the usual way, with 
the top layer described by R r<1J. ,lJ.o.~) and 
T T(IJ..JLO'~) and the bottom layer described by 

Rs<J4.JLo.~) - 11(~) and T S<1J..JLo.~) - O. This pro
duced the matrices R{IJ.,lJ.o.~) and U{j.&Jl.o.~). and 
the values of these for IJ. - 1 were used to compute 
a(p""'o.AJ AU\! !;(;';':'V'~}. 
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Development of Partitioning a. an Aid to Spectra' 
Signature Extenllon* 

R. W. 77Iom4U,. C M. Hay,· and J. C a",.". 

INTIlODucnON 

The act of sonina sample seaments into sets hav
ins simUar spectral reflectance characteristics has 
come to be known as "spectral partitionina" in the 
LACIE context. AI pan of the LACIE supportina 
research efton. this technique has been investipted 
as a means of maximizins the efftciency of Landsat 
clusincation usJna sipture extension procedures. 
Lambeck and Rice (ref. 1) suaested that perform
ance of affine sianature extension aIaorithms (incor
poratina corrections for both multiplicative and addi· 
tive spectral ditTerences) would be enhanced by at· 
temptina extensions between sample seaments fall· 
illl in the same spectral panitions. That is. within· 
IfOUP spectral variation should be more limited than 
the variation in the population as a whole. enabUna 
more precise estimates of parameters used in sia· 
nature extension altorithms (refs. 2 and 3). More r. 
cent results with multiMpllent clusincation (ref. 4) 
also sugest that partitionina may serve an important 
role in simultaneously classifyin, several seaments 
usina non local sipatures. 

Lists of spectrally similar LACIE sample .... 
ments formin, spectral panitions may be con· 
structed with the use of three basic information 
types: static. seasonal. and PISMP~fic variables. All 
are directly or indirectly related to s,ectral sipature 
behavior and can be used to define spatial domains 
over which crop·specific si,natures should be 
extendable. For example, relatively slowly chanain, 
cli.natic and soil characterisfics can be used to de
scribe. for any area. 1I'0wth potentials for specific 
crops. AI a con..equence. stratification of the land· 
scape into static domains or strata within which crop 
development. and therefore spectral development. 

·Work IUpportod under NASA Conltld NAS 9-1~565. 
·Un;vcnity or Calirornia at Berkeley. 

should be aimilar is poajble usJna th .. "static" 
vari .... The static strata may in tum he subdivided 
or combined by use of seasonal variable information. 
For instance, departures from their lona-term 
aver... of accumulated IfOwiDJollUOft precipita
tion, heat input. and other variables specific to the 
IfOwina year can be employed to adjust stratum 
boundaries. Finally. Landsat pUMpecific scanner, 
.t'ftOlpheric. and specual infoflllation can be UIIed to 
11i·':~er lj, .. bdivide or refine spe~ral stratum bound
ari ... 

Combination of static or seasonal spectral strata 
with PlSMPecific information produces a dynamic 
panitionina of the landscape and therefore of the 
LACIE sample seam",t population. The r41ative im· 
portance of Steltic, seasonal, and real·time variables in 
definin, _au spectral partitions has been the 8Ub
ject ,Jf sipifican! debate duri ... LACIE. This paper 
will address that queslion usin, a static spectral 
str'tifica~ion as the initial partitionin, device. After 
procedures for producin, the stalit" strata have been 
defined. the relati >Ie capability of those strata to ac· 
count for variability in wheat sianatures will be 
evaluated and contruted with spectral variance ex· 
plained by seasonal and Landsat paswpecific infor· 
mation. Much of this work has been reported more 
extensively by Hay alid Thomas (refs. 3 and S) and 
by Hay It al. (refs. 6 and 7). 

ITATIC IPICTRAL ITIIATtPtCATION 
PIIOCIDUIII 

Overvle. 

Viable static spectral stratification procedures de
pend on the use of parameters that innuence lona· 
term patterns of spectral sipature and are easily 
measurable as well. These parameters are of two 
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basic types. The first set relates to physical site 
(field) conditions. Soil type, physioaraphic position, 
slope, and asp~t represent such site characteristics. 
The second set may be described as crop arowth drive 
ers. That include (1) climatic variables and (2) Ion,· 
term cultural practices, such as irription, fertiliza· 
tion. and mulchinl. which afT~t the amount and 
timina of available wal~r and nutrients. 

Hay and Thomas (ref. 3) describe a static: spectral 
stratification t~hnique employina subsets of both 
site and ,rowth driver variables. Ocveloped in sup
port of the LACIE Suppo"ina Research and Tech· 
nolOl)' (SlAT) Proaram, tl-:;, procedure uses a 
combination of broad climatic strata within which a 
finer mosaic of soil association and land use strata is 
set. Sample seaments belonlin, to a liven climatic! 
soiVland use stratum (or combination of these 
strata) are exp~ted to have similar wheat sianatures 
on the "aver •. " On any liven Landsat pass date. 
lists of matched traininl (sianature source) and 
recoanition (laraets of silnature extension) seaments 
within strata must be adjusted for seasonal abnor
malhies or atmospheric effects. 

1.'HUon of a".Uftutlon V .......... 

The set of specific variables chosen by Hay and 
Thomas to produce static sianature extension strata 
included (1) &eneral soil type (soil association). (2) 
land use. (3) averap lonl-term ,rowin.-season 
dearee-days. and (4) averaae lon,.term &rowin,
season precipitation. The rationale for selection of 
earh of these variables was as follows. 

Soli Iype and lond ust'.-Excludin. atmospheric 
effects. the spectral sianature of a cropped field (i.e .• 
wheat) is a composite sianature made up of two 
&eneral components. The first is the spectral renec
tance of the soil backaround and the second is the 
specttal renectance of the crop (veae18tion) canopy. 
The a:nountthat each component contributes to the 
composite silnature is dependent on the percentsee 
of canopy cover. The relative contribution of soil 
back,round to the composite sianature on any ,iven 
date is inversely related to the percenta,e of crop 
canopy present on that dale. 

The spectral renectance of soils has been shown to 
be dependent primarily on surface moisture conlenl, 
orpnic maller conlent. and parlide size (refs. 8 and 
9). The surface moisture contenl of a soil is a func· 
tion of the moisture input (i.e .• pr~ipitation or ifrip. 
lion water), the period of time since the last input. 
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the texture of the loll (particle size distribution). the 
o .... nic content of the lOiI,and the qualit) of the site 
dralnaae. The senoral overall soli bacqround tonlS 
within areas delineated on Landsat color composites 
in this study were positively correlated with available 
moisture capacity Indices for the m~or soil series 
within the ulOCiations. The darker toned soils had 
hiaher available waler capacity indices than the 
Iiabter toned soils, Indicatina that, on a liven date, 
surface moisture content accounted for a slanifieant 
amount of the variability in sp"tral renectance of 
the soil bacqround. Thus. soil association (acneral 
soil type) arouped by available water capacity indices 
and precipitation (moisture input) was chosen .s a 
static sianature extension stratification variable. 

Within certain im. biophases, there exist crops 
whose spectral,ian.tures can be confused with those 
of wheat. The presence of a confusion crop within an 
area is dependent or. the aeneral land uselcrop type 
distribution patterns within an area. Ira addition. crop 
canopy density and development can be affected by 
croppin. practices such as irrlption. Irrip~ion 
availability also tends to diversify ah aaricullural en· 
vironment.thereby increasinl the probability of con· 
fusion crops. For this reason. land use was chosen as 
a static si,nature eXlension stratification variable. 

Growl",·st'oJOll dt,fff-dOYi lind p""lpllollon.
Spectral renectance from the veaetative canopy is a 
function of the crop canopy densiti' and Ihe 
phenoloaical slaae of crop development. Within a 
,iven rllion. crop phenoloaic:al development. and 
therefore crop canopy. is ,reatly dependent on Ihe 
climatic variables of tempera lure and precipitation. 
A wide review 'l( the literature (inc:ludin, important 
references 10 to 13) indicltes that Lle followin, 
climatic variables could be used for stratification. 

1. Aver. ,rowin,-season dearee-dayl sums 
2. A vcr. arowina-season pi·"ipitation 
3. Aver. last date of sprin, frost 
4. Averap temperature and/or aver ... minimum 

temperature for the coldest month of the year 

I Dcsree-dIY il I mel.ure of diU)' I«Umullled lempcfllure 
lbove I .peeifled biolOlical Ihreshold lemp~llure. The dlllree
day Vllue for I liven monlh S il defined (ref. I J) I. Ihe nllmllet 
of diY' in I liven monlh " lime. Ihe difference ""Iween Ihe 
aver. lemperllure in Ihll ,iven monlh r and a ,rowlh 
Ihr:shold lempefllure (commonly 40· F) below which wheat hll 
been found nOI 10 lCCumull,c siJnirlCllnt biomill. Thus. 11K 

,rowin,-lCllOll day-dqree Il;m can be '~rcued III s .. J,,}. ( fj 
- 40° F). where j it tbe rnor til index. 



Oenenlly. the IlOlines of the temperature varit· 
bles are vety positively correlated with one another 
10 that only on. or two need be c:onaldered for use in 
stratification. Thus. -venae (lona-term) powina
season precipitation and averaae powt.......,n 
daY-tleirte tum. were inducted u static .. radficadon 
variables. 

• .,.tlflOItion "' ...... 

Ltmd IUtlJolIs.-The Ilratificadon proc:eOure wu 
developed over two LACIE tell nou In the U.s. 
Grea' Plain.: Kanlll (winter wheat) and NoM 
Dakota (sprinl wheat). Buically. the stratification 
aec:hnlque involved the followin, Itlpwlse sequenee. 
First, a .inale time of year wu Identified when .oil. 
and land use or croppiq practice pattem~ of interett 
were most separable on Landsat color·lnfrared 9· by 
9-inch format transparencies. One or two -upple. 
mentary Land .. t dates wcre selected to allow better 
identification of crop or 1011 moisture factors Indica.· 
inldifferent lOiI UIOCiations. Then, land use and lOiI 
anoc:iation informetion WII delineated on clear ace. 
talC overlaid on the full.frame 9- by 9-incb coIor·ln· 
frared Landsat transparencies. Soil usociation lines 
and land use lines were located accordina to In· 
terpretation of this imaaery with reference to land 
use data published by the U.S. Department of 
A,ricullure (USDA) Economi~s, Statistics, and 
Cooperatives Scorvice (ESCS) and the U~DA Soil 
Conservation Service (SCS). This soli usoc:iamn 
stratification WII lllO referenced to cross-correlated 
county SCS soil data and fIIional soil llsociation 
map' 

The land use classification system employed for 
str3tification is civen in the a~pendi~. This ~ystem 
meraes desirable features from the U.S. Geoloaical 
Survey (USGS) Circular 671 system (ref. 14) and 
;u .... tlonl from the USDA sY'tem. The soU usoci. 
ation classifICation wu based on a crou.correlatlon 
of SCS county soil survey data, Aandahl', Great 
Plainlsoil di .. tribution data,2 and Landwt data. 

Workin, initially within the counties for which 
detailed soil usociation map datil were available, the 
map data were correllted to features observable on 
the Landsat transparency. Any needed boundary ad· 

2A. R. Aandahl. Soils of tbe 01 .. ' Plains Mar. 1:2500000. 
Lincol'l. Nebr .• 1972. 
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jUitments were made to brina the 1011 ..... don 
map dill Into conformlt, with the more dMai!ed 
.,.tlle da1a Inherent within the 1m.....,. Correl .. 
tiona of lOll IIIOdatlont ICI'OII the crop repordna 
dlltrlct (CRD) were bated on 

I. CommonaUt, of' IOIllIIOdation name 
2. 1m ... feature continuity ICI'OII county bound

aria 
l. Similarity of' descriptions of lIIOda'ion and 

soil seria within usociatlons (The nama of' IOIDft 
soil seria and UIOdation. chanpd when tbey 
crossed count, boundariea.) 

Correlated UIOdadons were liven an alphanu
meric code wblch contained the aennallOil IfOUP 
number from the lepnd code of Aandabl·, map and 
a tetter llliSned to each lubIrouP .'fIftined from 
the detailed ('()WIt)' soIlturve)' data. 

It w .. ntcallf)' to redeftne lOme county 1011 ... 
sociationl in order to better serve the needs of' a iii
nature extension IlntlRcation. For example. lOme 
lIIOCiltiOlll II orilinilly defined witbin the COUftty 
loil ~eport contained • li,niRcant amount of 
variability in soil type, lvailable moi'ture Clpadty, 
and land use II a raWt of interminal'na of lipifl. 
canlly different lOillypet. Within the COftllralnts of 
the minimum mappina area of 10 to 15 square miles, 
It WII possible to redefine some o( the hiably varia. 
ble associations inlo more uniform associalions with 
respect to pneral soil type, moisture capacity, and 
land use paltern. Ca" wu taken. however 1 that any 
redennltion of soil associadons did not violate the 
definitional con~t of I soililsociition. 

In areas for y, nlch detailed county soil UJOCiation 
map data W~te not available, subdivision "f Aln· 
dahl's aeueral1011 aroups WII accomplished throuah 
interpretation of lbe Landllt imlll')'. (Thi, would 
be the technique employed over "lions of the world 
where only very poeral soil maps may be available.) 
This procedure made use of such similaritiM U 

1. Landform association (topopaphic site rela. 
tionshlps) 

2. Land use pltterns 
3. Soil bacqround tone on liven dates (correlall

ble with available moisture capacity and leneral soil 
type) 

4. Proportional relalionships amona the pNQed. 
in, characteristics 

Where possible, soil a'.sodationt interpreted from 
Landllt ImaaerY were :orrelated with 1011 1IIOd· 
alions from the county lOiI surveys. This WII ac· 
complished by analy .. of the Landsat imapry ror 
landform, land use. soil tone. and patterns similar to 
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count,-baed descriptions and b, the \lie or aeolOli· 
cal mq data to ..... parenl materill limilaritiea. 

In I lmail num~ of eIIa.1OiI aaociltlon ...... 
contained within their boundariea li.nlflcanU, 
different land '* c ...... (excludins urban; i. •.• in· 
tensive crop"" VIfIUI r ...... an4). The question 
wu then railed u to the validity or die lOiI lIIOCi· 
Ilion u round mapped wi.hln die count, 1011 report. 
Anal,sil or the cktailod .ail serlel map. (more 
deW~ed than the lOiI UIOCiation map) more \lften 
than nol indicated that. in that cues. the imqery 
wu probabl, more reliable for the placement of 1011 
lIIOCiltion boundari.. Ihln the counl), lOiI woei· 
ation map. ThUi. hind use deUneation ltrVed II an 
Iterative check on the soil UIOCiation delin.tiOM. 

Once the land use and soil usocillions had been 
delinealed. Ihey were combined and reaistered to 
1: I 000 ooo..cale USGS but mapl. Importanlly. lhe 
land use and soil auocialion c....... Iftd conse
quenlly the combined land usellOil UIOCiation 
danes. were ~ned with reaard to the interrelated 
eff«ls of IIveral environmental fac:tOfS (a.I .• 
microclimate. soil characteristics, croppin, prllClica) 
on wheal arowlh behavior and Ihus on Ip"tral lia· 
nature response. The auwnption WII that the 
spectral sianature of wheat would lend to be similar 
within each luch mappin, unil Iype lhroual\ou, the 
year,sub;«, 10 the cOMtrainlS of the other stratifica. 
tion varilbl .. (e.", arowina-ltllOft pr«ipit.tion). 

Comblnallon 0/ climatiC' SI,ala wlfh land ,",/soli 
",ala.-Lonl-Ierm (30-year) Iver. arowin,-season 
dqree-day and pr«ipit'lion values were computed 
for aU around meteorolopcal IlIlIonl havin, com· 
plete temperature Ind rainfall dala in the western 
two-thirds of Kan ... and the .,ntire state "f North 
Otkot... These dall, tOllther with lonaitude and 
latitude coordinates for each Italion, were used by a 
compu'~r ~ftware data hlndlin, p"kaac (MAPIT 
pac:k.,. Ivailable on the University of California at 
Berkeley (UCB) COC·7600 computer) 10 acnerate 
isotines of dearee·'· 'ys and pr«ipilltion over each 
state. asoline valUb were set to allow the production 
of meanin,ful climalic panerns while relDini"1 III 

much resolution as possible. The result In, isplines 
were then smoothed by hand to remove mcaninaless 
boQndary aberrltions introduced by the interpola. 
tion IllOrilhm. 

Next. Ihe dcpee-day and prccipit.tion isolillCi 
were reaillered to each other to form climatic l&radll. 
Muhidlte Landsat full·frlme imaaery Will then in· 
""ted in tach It.lt to determine ,r",' pancrns (soil 
moissure and crop de\iclopmcnl 'laIC) of wheat 
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spectra. rtIpOftIe. Deane-da, and/or preapitauon 
intervall were then combined to form I.,.., climllic: 
.Uall if IhelfOll pattern apparent on Lanclat imq. 
cry .... ted dill laraer fllionl were aivin, rill to 
sim'lar what 1P~ .. n1 response "on Ihe avenae. to 

The resultina climatic Itrall were .lterecI to the 
I: I 000 OOO«ale map Iheets on which the land 
utelsoilauociation strall were overlaid. 

• ......,ot ...... u .. "" ........ 
IM.tatIo ........ trltItIoatton 

Stop 1. A but date or l.lIIdut imqery i. selected 
from a period when soils and fand _ or croppi", 
prlCtic:a are moat eontruted and most wily 
delineable. 

Slep 2. Soilauociations are delinealed on the base 
date color-infrated transparenc" usina a"ailable 
published soil data Ind inttrpretatiun of lhe Landsat 
imqery. The lIIOCiations are then correlaled across 
the CRO and ultima .. ly across lhe entire .,~ of in· 
terest. 

Step 3. Land usc or croppinl practi"" arc deline
ated on the base dl\e color·infrared tran,partncy. 
refctencinc the lOil association delineations pre
Viously completed. 

Step 4. The delinealionl from SlepS 2 and 3 arc 
combined 10 produce one land·wel,eneral-soil·type 
delineation. 

Step S. Ali remainin, CRO's are processed in a 
similar manner. The multin. land·uselaeneral·soil· 
type Itrata from each CRD are trlnlferred 10 .a 
I: I 000 QOO.scaie USGS batt map and an), boundary 
inconsistencies between CRO's are eliminated. 

Slep 6. Orowina-Iealon dearee.day suml are 
calculaaed and ploued on tbe base coordinate system 
by lhe reportina metcorolQlical station. lsolines are 
then determined by .utomatic interpolalion and 
manual Iinoothin, of the data. 

Step 7. urowina-season prec:ipitalior. is CI!cul.led 
and plolled on the bale coordinate "ystem by the reo 
porlinl meleorolQlical Itllion. bolines are then 
dctermi"ed u in the case or dearte-d.ys. 

Step 8. Climatic Itrata boundin, isolincs .re 
selccled by referencin, the land use/soil aSSocialion 
strala and several dates of Landsal im.r), for con· 
sistenl correlations of soil colt\r·tone ~soii n\Oi,ture) 
and crop development Ilases with ,,'ertain .solines. 

Step 9. Climatic Slrata are rCJj~,ered to th~ 
1: 1 000 OOO-sc:ale mapl. 

For a more complete description or the: procedural 
steps. 'ee rererc:nccs J and 5 

~ 
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Figure 1 shows the climatic strata lenerated for 
the six western crop reporting districts in Kansas. 
Figure 2 shows both the climatic and the land 
use/soil association strata for North Dakota. 

EVALUATION OF STATIC PARTITIONS 
RELATIVE TO VARIANCE CONTROL 
OBJECTIVES 

The stalic stratification developed as described in 
the preceding section was subsequently evaluated 
(ref. 7) in relation to its capability to group spectrally 
similar areas. 

Approach.-The experimental procedure was com
posed of five basic parts. The first, preprocessing, 
standardized sample segments to a common Sun 

elevation and haze condition. This was accomplished 
by implementation of XST AR haze correction pro
cedures (ref. IS) developed at the Environmental 
Research Institute of Michipn (ERIM). Preprocess
ing in this case provided a more stable measurement 
frame (Landsat or "Tasseled Cap" space) and 
thereby Increased the ease with which real spectral 
differences could be identified and evaluated. 

Each sample segment was partitioned according 
to land uselsoil association strata as defined by the 
static str;tification. Each segment partition was then 
individually clustered in a single-date mode by 
ISOCLAS (adapted from NASA Johnson Space 
Center (JSC». The clustering process was limited to 
10 iterations, a maximum band standard deviation of 
3.2 Landsat counts within a cluster, and a distance 
between clusters ~f 3.2. 

Resulting clusters by segment by VCB stratum 
were.then stratified or grouped according to the per
centage of wheat within the clusters. This was ac-

, h _ • -.. -. - -. _._-::- .. - - - _. _. - _ ..• - - .-

___ 'pp I, 

. , ... ~.-e. •• 

:~~ ... 
, ..... ·-.II .. ~. . " 

.c"jo· .• _ _ •..... _ .'. • 

FIGURE 1.~lImatlc strata for the state of Kansas used In the analysis of stratum spectral homoeenelt)·, The ranae~ for lona-term 
averaae tlrowlntl-seasun c!rtlree-days and precipitation (reported In Inches) are recorded In earh stratum as numerator and denomina
tor. respectively. When a ranlle Is not xiven. a ranle Is assumed In the obvious plus or minus direction. 
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compl i, hed by comparing the cluster map with or
re 'p ndi ng bli nd -i te ground data map , To mini
mil' the timl.: required in th i clu ter gr uping pr -
ce , lu ter ' were ordered (highe t to lowe t) by 
thei r ( 2 ) ba nd to (I ) band ratio " of the 
cl u-ter mean on the Land at pa date in que tion, 
Th i ' ratio wa' u 'ed a an indi ator o f vegctation and, 
d pending on thc date and tate, of whcat ver u 

ther rop t pe , ing an interac ti e I r telcvi-
si n (T ) In nit r sy ' tem, rl u ' ter ha ing the high
cr band t 5 ra tio ' \ erc di play d and analyzed 
fir ';! , r Ilowed by cl u 'tc r " havi ng lower rat io down 
t ",I dr . "tubblc ve 'cta tion r oillinc" ( 1.1 0) , In 
thl way, the mul tiple lust rs ccurr ing wi tt-.in fiel d ' 

uld bc " rcc n ' truct d" into fic ld pattcrn and 
tr ngly correlatcd r I -typc pattern n the init ia ll y 

bl'! 'ked- ut T screen, The pr p rti on of whea t in a 
gi en lu te r c uld thcn bc radii j udred a ord ing 
to that lu te r' di tr ibution am ng fi e!J , our ba ic 
whca t per(cnl.lge lu td group werc e tabl i hed: 7 
t I 0 pcrcent , 0 to Ic than 75 percent, 25 to Ic ' 
than 5 per cnt , and 0 t Ie ' than 2 per ent. Inf r-
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mation wa al 0 re orded regarding the cover-t pe 
makeup f the nonwh at i on i n of each clu, ter 
group, 

A random ample of pi el wa /ahe/ed from the 
clu ter gr up c mpri ing 75- to IOO-percent and 50-
to Ie than 7 -per ent whea t in each tratum of ea h 
egment on ea -h date, random number generator, 

operated through th e intenl ti " e olo r di , pl ay 
y tem, minimized thc time required for pi cl elec

tion, Ten to fift cen pi el in cac h of the two III ter 
group were labcled a, to crop type u ing th bl ind 
i te ground data map , Th i labeled pi el ample 
erved three I urpo e : ( I ) i t scr ed a ache k on the 
i ual e 'timate of whea t per ' ntage for ea h lu ter 

group: (2) i t pr vided t e data employed in a fl otell 
ing' T2 te"t of whea t pcc tral differencc be tween all 
p 'ible pair of land u 'e and "oil 'tra ta/c limatic 
trata ampled: and (3) it prov ided thc whca t pi cl 

data u ed later in a pec tral -en "i ti i ty analy i . 
The fifth , and fin al. tep in the an" ly 'i: wa t per

form pOIr ll'isC' p{'clra/ cOli/pari OilS of whea t ' ig
nature between all po ibl combinati n of the 



land use/soil strllta and climatic strata sanlpled. 
These comparisons were made by applying Hotell
ins's T2 test to the four-channel Landsat wheat Sil
natures obtained from each pair of strata. Three 
sources of wheat silnature data were evaluated sepa
rately: (I) the sample of pixels from the 75- to 100-
percent wheat cluster IrouP, (2) the sample of pixels 
from the SO- to less than 75-percen! wheat cluster 
group, and (3) the com:1ined sample of pixels from 
the 75- fO H)(\-p~rcl'i:;' ld SO- to less than 7S-percent 
wheat cluster groLlI:, obtained in each stratum of 
each segment. Comparisons were limited to the same 
state and the same biostage.3 

The result of the Hotelling test was a statistical sig
nificance or alpha value which save the probability 
that the observed wheat signatures came from the 
same population. Alpha values of 0.05 (5 times in 
100) or less were interpreted to mean that the null 
hypothesis (wheat signatures for the given pair of 
strata are similar) was to be rejected for the liven 
pair of strata in question. By noting which pairs of 
strata did not cause rejection of the null hypothesis. 
sets of strata having statistically similar wheat sig
natures could be defined. Furthermore. it was 
assumed that nonrejeclion of the null hypothesis of 
soectral similarity implied a high probability of ac
cl'ptable wheat classification performance. That is, if 
w.'1eat spectral models (training statistics mean vec
tor. covariance matrix) obtained from one portion of 
a sel of spectrally similar strata were used to classify 
(using quadratic or linear discriminant functions) 
the remaining portion of that stratum set, an overall 
acceotable ~evel of classification performance would 
be obtained. Acceptable as used here is defined in 
relation to the classification accuracy obtained by 
classifying on the basis of local stratum training 
statistics. 

Data set.-In Kansas and North Dakota. two 
biophase periods were selected in which to apply the 
grouping and sensitivity analysis procedures just de
scribed. The first date in both states represented a 
wheat emergence condition. The second date corre
sponded approximately to a jointing or advanced 
jointing condition for the wheat crop. These time 
periods were selected on the basis of sensitivity 
analysis results reported in Hay et al. (ref. 6), which 
suggested that these stages were most difficult to 

3For purposes or this analysis. a given biostage was considc:red 
to be extended over the several days (S·day period maximum) in· 
c1uded in the data set. 

characterize by static stratification variabic:.i. This 
analysis was therefore considered conservative in 
relation to the performance of the static stratifica· 
tion. Available sample segments were limited to 
those 1976 LACIE blind sites having ground dat., so 
as to minimize incorrect interpretation of results. 

Results.-Within each state. all possible pairs of 
strata were tested for spectral similarity. For each 
stratum pair, Hotelling's T2 test was applied sepa
rately to a sample of pixels from the 75- to 100- per
cent wheat cluster gmup (if this group was repre
sented in both strata) and similarly to a sample of 
pixels from the 50- to less than 75-percent wheat 
cluster group. Pixel data from both cluster groups in 
each stratum were also pooled and tested against cor
responding pooled data in other strata. 

Results presented in table I for tests based on 
pooling cluster groups 1 and 2 (75- to tOO-percent 
wheat and 50- to less than 75-percent wheat. respec
tively) show that within a given climatic stratum, the 
null hypothesis of spectral similarity between land 
use/soil strata was accepted 32 to 75 percent of the 
time. Significance levels used for rejection were a < 
0.05 and a < 0.01. The acceptance rate between adj~
cent climatic strata (i.e .• strata differing by one class 
of either long-term growing-season degree-days or 
precipitation (not both» ran between 0 and 43 per
cent. Resuits for tests across climatic strata 
diagonally adjacent (differing by one class in both 
degree-days and precipitation) available from North 
Dakota gave acceptance rates of 50 percent (date 1) 
and 67 percent (date 2) for either significance level. 
In general. low rates of acceptance prevailed for land 
use/soil stratum pairs separated by more than one 
adjacent climatic stratum. 

Based on the results. three basic patterns were evi
dent for the two states and two dates involved. 

1. The wheat signature population generally over
lapped within a given climatic stratum. This pattern 
was more pronounced in the later as opposed to the 
earlier date. 

2. Wheat signature overlap also occurred between 
horizontally. vertically. or diagonally adjacent 
climatic strata. The frequency of overlap was 
generally at a lower rate than within a given climatic 
stratum. It should be noted that no diagonally adja
cent climatic stratum signature comparisons were 
available for Kansas. Given the somewhat larger 
areal extent of the climatic strata in Kansas relative 
to that in North Dakota (owing to the wider c1a~s 
values for degree-days and precipitation used in Kan
sas). the signature overlap rate between diagonally 
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TABLE I.-Hotelling's rJ Test Results 

olStratum Grouping Analysis 

Oustf'r!f't Fff'quf'nl'Y 0/ null hypothf'sis aCff'ptanrf'. pf'rrf'nt 

Within safflt' Ikt"''ffn at1jacmt ('limatlc: strata 
dimalic: stratum 

V f'rNc:a/~y or Diagonally 
hori:ontally 

0<5\ 0<1% 0<5\ 0<1% 0<5% 0< 1% 

aKansas 32 42 19 43 _b 

date 1 
'Kansas SO 75 do dO 

date 2 
eNorth J3 SO ~4 24 SO 

Dakota 
date 1 

fNorth 63 7S 67 
Dakota 
date 2 

-12 lind use/soils.rata dllUlbultd over 8 Wlmenl, and S dim.he ,lrata 
bOuh indiulet no ,"alum plln 1\'III.blt: (or letl 
'Q lind use/ll6Ol1 ,lrat. dl§.tlbultd O\lCt b seamenllind ~ ('hmali" strahl. 
dllostd on onl~ J p ..... bl •• Ir.lum mll<h ... ,.II.bl. ror 1"1 
ciliand 1aC/"'!! ttrala dlslrlbuled O\ler 8qmentJ .nd 6 (hmlhe 'Uata. 
r~ Ia.nd usc/soll ,trala dlstrtbuted m'er .5 Jqmcnls and 5 chmati~ strall. 

SO 

67 

adjacent climatic strata in Kansas is expected to be 
lower than that obtained in North Dakota. 

3. Wheat signatures rarely overlapped beyond an 
adjacent climatic stratum. 

ERIM Evaluation of Stetlc 
Spectral Stratification 

Personnel of the ERIM also evaluated the VCR 
stratification as part of their work in the LACIE 
SR&T effort (ref. 16). Their approach was to per
form all possible pairwise signature extensions 
among 23 segments (a total of 506 extensions) dis
tributed across Kansas. Extensions were based on 
multi temporal Landsat data for biowindow 1 (Julian 
dates 291 to 90) and biowindow 2 (Julian dates 90 to 
138) which had been Sun and haze corrected using 
the ERIM XST AR algorithm. Resulting field mean 
classification accuracies (average percentage correct 
based on classification of mean spectral vectors by 
field) were then determined for each extension. 
These results in turn were summarized into within
stratum and between-stratum extensions and then 
evaluated using an analysis of variance. 
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Table II presents the outcome of the ERIM 
analysis of variance. The table shows that there was 
no silnificant difference in classification accuracy 
for within- versus between-stratum extensions in the 
case of land use strata. A similar comparison for soil 
association strata could not be made in that those 
strata divided the 23 segments into 23 different parti
tions. Silnificantly higher within- versus between
stratum classification performance occurred. 
however. in the cases of both degree-day and pre
cipitation strat:\ when evaluated separately. Finally. 
the best within- versus betwten-stratum classifica
tion performance (86.5 percent versus 66.6 percent) 
was obtained using the combined degree-day and 
precipitation climatic strata. 

The ERIM analysis was based on an initial VCR 
stratification in which the individual climatic 
stratum areas were somewhat larger than those 
shown in figure 1. Nevertheless. the following in
terprebtion of the results presented in table II re
mains valid. Namely. the climatic strata appear to be 
isolating general differences in crop development
differences related to the crop-development-driving 
nature of the climatic variables themselves. Wheat 
spectral differences did not appear to be highly cor
related "on the average" with a relatively high
resolution land use static stratification. 

ERIM Multl.egment Cla .. lflcatlon Re.ult. 

Recent work reported by Kauth and Richardson 
(ref. 4) also suggests the scale of spectral partitions 
should be on the order of that represented by 

TABLE II.-XSTAR Fit'ld Mean Classification Results 

From ERIM Evaillation 0/ VCB Static Spectral 

Stratification/or Wheat in Kansas 

Strati/kation Within strata A"rosJ strata SiXn!!i· 
canc:rof 

No. AI' No. .. flo dif./'f'rrncr. 
rxlf'nsio,u XSTAR. f'.,·trnsions XSTAR. o valuf' 

p('I'(;('nl PI''''!,", 
C;'"f'cl fOm'CI 

Land use 12 67.2 157 70.4 0.53 
Degree-days 74 72.8 95 6J.7 .01 
Precipitation 41 82.4 128 66.2 .001 
Degree-days 26 86.S 143 66.6 .001 

plus pre-
cipitation 

I 
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I. 
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climatic strata. They are in the process of develop ina 
a multitemporal, multiseament approach to crop pro
portion estimation in the LACIE context. The basic 
procedure is to (1) Sun and haze correct all Landsat 
passes for a aiven populatic.n of sample seaments; 
(2) simultaneously cluster all seament data on the 
basis of both spectral (Tasseled Cap) and locational 
features: (3) cluster the spectral mean vector of each 
spatial "blob" (primarily field centers) that resulted 
from the initial clusterins and assisn each blob to one 
of the spectral strata that results from this second 
c1ueterina: (4) inspect the population of blobs in each 
seament and select a minimum set of seaments 
tosether contain ins adequate representation of .til 
spectral strata in the entire population of seaments: 
and (5) sample each spectral stratum to determine its 
crop composition and then expand these proportion 
estimates over all seaments to obtain final crop pro
portion estimates and variances. 

Applicatian ofthis procedure to \7 LACIE Ph.lSe 
II seaments spread across Kansas resulted in ses
ment proportion estimates close to truth in a region 
coverins the width of 3 to 4 climatic strata as shown 
in fisure \. Proportion estimates were significantly 
less accurate for most segments falling outside this 
resion. This area of successful multisegment propor
tion estimation corresponds approximately to an 
area encompassed by a siven climatic stratum plus 
the immediately adjoining climatic strata. 

EVALUATION OF THE RELATIVE 
IMPORTANCE OF STATIC VERSUS 
SEASONAL AND PASS·SPECIFIC 
PARTITIONING VARIABLES IN 
SPECTRAL VARIABILITY 

To gain insight into the underlying factors respon
sible for the results seen in the Hotelling's T2 
analysis and to obtain a measure of the relative im
portance of static and nonstatic spectral stratification 
variables, a spectral sensitivity analysis was per
formed on the data set described in the first portion 
of the preceding section. 

Approach 

The basic approach was to develop regression rela
tionships relating spectral r~nectance (dependent 
variable) to a set of static stratification, seasonal, and 
date-specific predictor variables. Matched spectral 

response and predictor variable dala were obtained 
for all pixels sampled in the analysis of stratum 
homopneity. 

The relative importance of each signature predic
tor variable listed in table III was expressed two 
ways. The first consisted of the percentqe of total 
spectral variance (by band) explained by the addition 
of a liven predictor variable to the resression equa
lion. Variables were added in the same order as listed 
in table III, usioa a stepwise rearession technique. 
The order-static. seasonal, date-specific-was 
chosen to most effectively identify the percentale of 
spectral variance accounted for by the static 
stratification variables before application of a siS
nature extension alaorithm. The R2 (multiple cor
relation coefficient squared) increments. represent
ins the percentase of variance added by each varia
ble. were hilhly dependC'nt on this orderinl. 

The second measure of sianature predictor varia
ble importance did not employ a prespecified order 
of entry into the regression. A forward selection 
resression procedure (as implemented by the Statisti
cal Package for the Social Sciences) was used to o';Jer 
variables and tabulate the R2 increments. Usins this 
technique, the predictor variable having the highest 
simple correlation with the spectral band in question 
was entered into the relression first. The next varia
ble entered was the one havins the highest partial 
correlation with the spectral band after the effect of 
the first variable entered was removed from both the 
dependent and the indeper-dent variables. The third 
variable entered had the next highest partial correla
tion with the spectral response variable amonl all re
maining predictor variables with the effects of the 
first two variables removed, and so on. Order of en
try for a given variable amontt all bal'\ds for a given 
date provided the second measure of performance. 

R.sults 

Pixel data from both the 75- to lOO-percent wheat 
and 50- to less than 7S-percent wheat classes were 
pooled and regressed on corresponding static, 
seasonal, and landsat pass-specific signature predic
tion variable data. Results for individual regressions 
on each Landsat band are presented in tables IV to 
VII. The tables are arranged first by state, then by 
date 1 or 2. Each table is then subdivided into results 
for ordered regression (part (a» and regression with
out prior ordering (part (b». 

The most striking feature of the tables showing 
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r.fBU III.-Signalllf'(' Prediflor Variables Usef/ in Ihe Kansas and North Dak(lla Wheal SfJ('C'lra/ SensitivilY 
Analysis 

I. Static slfalilkalion \'8riables (obtained 
from static strala map) 

A. Cultivated area per.:entage 
(Cl1LTPCT) 

B. Avaihlble soil waler-holding capal:iIY 
(AWe) 

C. LonC-lerm "veral'e growing-season 
degree-dat·s (l TGSDDI 

0, long-term avcrqe growing-season pre
cipilalion (l TGSP) 

E, long-term pOlenlial average available 
~ater in top 2 feet of soil «24 x 
A WCl x l TGSP) 

F, long-tl:rm growing·sea~on c"'apo· 
transpiration (l TOSEn 

G, long·term evapolranspiralion stress on 
soil moisture reser\'e ((24 x AWe) 
x lTGSET) 

II, Sea~onal variables (specific to \97S·;0 
gmwlng season) 
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A, Itobemon biostace or bionumber-A 
nun,erical measure of crop develop. 
men I based on daily m Iximum ~nd 
minimum lemperature \I selected 
meteorological sllllions In lACII: 
rQuntries 

B, Growing·season dcgree·days accumu
lated io l:tndsat pass-date 
(SUMGSDD) 

C. Growing·season precipitation accumu· 
lated to landsat pass-date 
(SUMGSP) 

MI'asurt'ml"" , ..... lIniqUl' u.'I'd/or .. adl jil'ld samp/t'd 

Midpoint of culti\'aled area percentage range for the land usc class co\ering the 
wheatfield, 

A verage inches of water held per inch of soil at field capacity in the tor 24 inches 
for the stalic strata soilllssocialion coverin, the wheatfield, These values are ob
tained from information l\\'ailable in county soil survey publicalions, 

Midpoinl of growin8-season degree·da)' class cover ina the wheatfield. D"arC1;-day 
dasses obt"ined from 30-)'ear /!veras.e dala b)' automatic and manuIII interpola· 
lion of ground meteorol08ical stillion data for Ihe period April through June in 
Kansas lind June through August in North Dllkola, 

Midpoint of arowing·season precipitation dass ~'Overin8 the whelltfield, Precipila
tion classes obtained from )CJ.year avera,e data by automlllic and manual inter. 
polation of ground meteorological dala for Ihe period April through June in Kan· 
sas and June through August in North Dllkota. 

Multiply pre\'iously obtaineJ values of A WC and l TGSP, 

Subslitute S·)'ear average values for pan e'"'roration from nearest grou.ld 
1l'C:leorological station makinll this measurement. Alternatively. empirical 
models using temperature and solar radialion may give satisfactory 
evapolranspiralion eSlimates, Currently. 01'1), pan data are used here, 

Multiply previously obtained values A we and L TOSET. 

Data obtained from Robert~:>n biosl8lle isoline maps reported for the Great Plains 
in the Weekly Meteorological Summaries produced in lACIE. The Roberlson 
system divides Ihe biological sta,es of wheat into seven development phases: (I) 
planting. (2) emergence. (3) joinlina. (4) heading. (5) sofe dough (turning 
areenish yellow 10 yellow), (Il) hard doutlh. and (7) harvest. A Robertson num· 
ber of 4.0 would mean that SO rercent of the ~rop is headed Robertson numbers 
used in the sensilivit)' analysis were recorded to the nearest 0, \ of a de\'elopmenl 
phase. 

CII\culllted from temrerature data supplied f'om nearesl ground meteorol08ical 
stalion having a rhysical/climatic selling most dosely approximating the seg
ment in which the wheatfield falls. Growing-season period: Aplltthrough June 
(Kansas), May through August (Noflh Dakota), 

Determined as in II,B, relative to precipitation data, 

• 

,j 

\ 
1 



htrJ"'IOf WlrlaM'J 

D. Oro_ina«uon potential available soil 
water in top 2 feet of soil column 
((24 )( AWe) )( SUMOSP) 

E. Oro-ina-season evapotranspiration ac
cumulated to Landsat pass-date 
(SUMOSET) 

F. Growina-season measure of available 
soil moisture in top 2 fcct of soil (It 24 
)( A WC) )( SUMOSPI -

SlJMGSf.T - potential auilable soil 
water minu5 evapotranspiration loss} 

G. Averale lar.uary 1976 temperllture 
(JANTEMPT) 

H. Plantinl'Kason delree-da)'s accumu· 
laled to Landsat pass·date 
(SUMPSDD) 

I. Plantina·season precipitation a~'Cumu
lated to Landsat pass·date 
(SUMPSP) 

III. Landsat date·specmc variables 

A. Precipitallon in the 4 days prccedina 
Landsat pass·dale (PPT4DA) 

8. 1(0)( tan,enl of Landsat scan anile 
(SCANANG) 

C. Landsal band 7 10 band S ratio 
(RASF)-This ralio is one real·lime 
indica lor of biosl"le. 

r.48LE 1II.-COtl(.'ludtd 

M'fMlurtmmlltt"'nlqUt' IIff'dlor to"" .f/rld Jamplf'd 

Multiply previously obtained values for A we and SUMGSP. 

Sub.titute Iro_in,-season sum of pan evapolranspiration data from nearCitstation 
makinl thi' measurement. 

Use vlluel for AWe. SUMOSP, and SDMGSET obtained previou.ly Note that 
Iround water tabl&: (a water source) is assumed nOl to be near Ihe soil surface. 

Delermined from nearest meteorolOlia.1 station as in II.B. 

Determined as in II.B. but (or the period Sepu/mller throuah November (Kansas) 
and Ai"il (North Dakota). 

Determined as in II.B. relative to precipitation data in the period .\U,U5t throuah 
November (Kansas) and April (North Dakota). 

Determined as in II.B. relalive to precipilalion dala. 

Departure measured alona scan line ot'seamenl relalive to an imaainary base line 
perpendicular to the scan direclion and passinl Ihroulh Ihe Landsa' full-frame 
cenler poinl. Measuremenl based on full-frame cenler-point lon,itude lind 
latitude coordinales liven in Landsal Cumulative U.S. Standard Cataloa and on 
sample seamen I coordinates supplied by JSC. The departure. reporled in naulical 
miles. is defined as zero on Ihe base line and increases posilively 10 Ihe casland 
nelativel)' to the wesl. 

departure (n. mi.) 
Then Ian (scan anile) - mean salelhle .ltltude 

(494 n. mi.) 

Obldin (2)() band 7 10 (I X) band 5 ralio for Ihe pi~eJ. 

results for Landsat bands with ordered regression i!il 
the significant importance of long-term growing
season degree-days and/or precipitation in account
ing for the variation in spectral response. In this case. 
degree-days was the strongest for both Kansas dates 
and the second North Dakota date. Long-term grow
ing-l.eason precipitation accounted for th~ larger 
share of variance on the first North Dakota date. The 
other vari~ble accounting for a substantial amount of 
spectral variance was cOJltiv&ted area percentage. 

This variable. obtained from the static stratification 
land use code, was significant in Landsat bands 6 and 
7 on date 2 in both Slates and in all bands on date 1 ill 
North Dakota. An evaluation of the cross variable 
correlation matrix suggests that the importance of 
the cultivated percentage was largely an artifact of 
the sample distribution in North Dakota. One other 
variable, available soil water-holding capacity 
(A We), was expected to be significant in North 
Dakota. Unfortunately. A we values could Out be 
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TABLE IV.-$p«tral StnsitMty Analysis of 454 
Kansas Pixels Sampled January 1810 ]0. 1976 

rariabl~ "R J WJ/urlor Lal/dsa, bal/d-

I. CultivAled percen- O.QI 
laae 
(CULTPCT) 

2. WaleT-holdina .01 
~pacilY (A WCl 

l Lona-Ierm arow- .17 
ina-season 
dearee-days 
(LTGSDD) 

4. Lona·term arow- .04 
ina-season pre-
cipil'llion 
(LTGSP, 

S. (24 x AWC) x 
LTGSP 

6. Lona-Ierm arow-
ina-season 
evapotranspira
lion IL TGSI:Tl 

7. (24 x AWn x 
lTGSET 

8. A \'era,e Januilry 
temperalure 
IJANTEMPTI 

9. Planlina-sell50n 
dearee-da)'s 
(PSDD) 

10. Plantin,·scason 
precipllillon 
IPSP) 

11. Scan an&;le 
12. Band ?!band 5 

ralio 

Square rool of 
mean square 
ellor 

TOlal sum 
of squares 

02 
.01 

.03 

.04 

.02 

.\0 

.4b 

J,J 

J 

0.01 

.19 

,09 

,03 

.03 

.Ob 

.01 

.oJ 
.18 

.61 

4.5 

7 

0.02 

.01 0.01 

.43 .35 

.04 .06 

.02 .04 

.01 

. 03 .04 

.07 .05 

.Oi .01 

.02 .17 

.64 .73 

b.3 2.4 

calculated for every land use/soil stratum: conse
quently. this v.lriable (as well as composite variables 
using A We> was omitted from the sensitivity 
analysis. 

Although the reader is cautioned against pUlling 
much weight on the exact orJ;:r of entry. the follow
ing observations were deemed significant in relation 
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TABLE IV.-Concluded 

rarlab/~ Ordtr of mlr.f for Lal/dsa, bal/d
(aJ 

I. CULTPCT 
2. AWC 
3. LTGSDD 
4. LTGSP 
S. (24 x AWC) x LTGSP 
6. LTGSET 
7. (24 l( AWC) x LTGSET 
8. JANTEMPT 
9. PSDD 

10. PSP 
11. Stan anile 

4 

5 

3 
8 
6 
7 
I 

(0.24) 
2 
9 

5 

4 
3 
S 

II 
10 
7 
6 
8 
I 

(0.28) 
2 
9 

8 

6 
S 
9 
3 
10 
4 
I 

(O.S\) 

2 
7 

7 

7 

6 
4 

2 
8 
3 
1 

(0.43) 
S 
9 

to the resulls of regression without prior ordering. In 
Kansas. variables entered first on date I were fall 
1975 planting-season precipitation and degree-days . 
This was expected for a January 1976 pass date. 
Long-term growing-season d~~ree-days. cultivated 
percentage. and scan angle were the first variables 
entered (i.e .• having the highest correlation or partial 
correlation with the Landsat band values) into the 
regressions on the second date in Kansas. Precipita
tion in the 4 days preceding Landsat pass (4-day ppt.) 
and scan angle were entered consistently as the first 
and second variables for bolh dates in North Dakota. 
If present. 4-day precipitation can have an important 
impact on spectral signatures by welling the soil or 
canopy surfaces. Other variables entered subse
quently included either long-term ,)r seasonal degree
day or precipitation variables. 

VIEWING THE EVIDENCE AS A WHOLE: 
A CURRENT PERSPECTIVE ON 
PARTITIONING 

Nature of the Spectra' Surface 

Using the results of the spectral sensllI\'Ity 
anal)'sis as an aid. the following interpretation of 
results gained in the analysis of spectral homogc:neity 
within and between strata is offered. 

• 

• 

i 
I 

I 
I 
I 

l-
I 
! 
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TABLE V.-spec:1NJ1 Stlts/IM'y ,4,."'ys;$ 0/ /61 Kansas I. The multivariate spectral surface for wheat .p. 
PIXtls Sampltd May" to 7, 1976 pears to be relatively smooth ..... dually chanalna 

over space. The spectral overlap encountered within 

w Ordntd ft(ITmIOlt 
and between climatic IIItrata lupport.s this nolion. 

2. Furthermore. the result.s of the sensitivity 
Vtllillbie A R] va/lit /01 LlIIIdJQt IN:md- analysis Indicate that this surface is S(ronal)' tied 10 

dearee-day and precipitation cr~p development 
4 .f 6 ., variables. The spectral innuences of lona-term &row-

• in,-season depee.days and. at times, lona-term 
I. CULTPCT 0.21 0.36 .rowin,-season precipitation were found to be partie-
2. AWC 0.04 O.OS .01 .0) ularly sllnifiCinl. These, of course, were also the two 
3. LTOSDD .80 .78 .53 .30 variables used to define the dimatie strata. 4, LTOS' ,02 .01 ,04 
S, (24 )( .01 ,02 .01 ,01 3. The sensitivity analysis also sugests that ex-

AWC) )( ceptions to interpretation 1 may be due larael), to 
• LTOSP pass.specific precipitation differences, their interac-

TOlal R2 ,86 .84 .76 ,74 
tion with soil type renectances. and scan anale 
differences. Land use may also have an impact in 

Square root S.87 8.19 9,05 4,20 situations where it is slronaly correlated with soil 
or mean type or with particular .ricultural practices affectin, 
squire plant canopy renectance (e .•.• irrilation, field size 
error and shape). 

Total sum JU )( 103 b7.0 )( 10J 54.2 x lol 10,' )( loJ 4. Examination of the spectral surface on in-
of dividual dates Suge5ts that its aver. Iradient 
squires chanles throuahout the crop year (or wheat. That is. i : the resion of spectral overlap livin, adequate 

classification or proportion estimates will vary in size i 
T"BLE V.-Condudtd 

, 
if analysis ii performed on a sinlle·date basis. In rela- I 

! 
tive terms, this rcaion may be of moderate size early " j 1 

(b I Rf'Il"SSiOll wi,hout priOr ordrrj"lt in the crop year (soil backaround renectance impor· • 1 tant). laraest just before headina (accumulated J 
I' ariab'" Ordt'r ~"I'f/'~I'.1Or La"dsat #la"d- weather/climatic innuences dominant), and smallest i 

(al dudn, headinl and ripenina (local soil i 
moisture/depth. crop practice innuenees appa~nt). ~ 

.; 5 /I . ! , 
A limited senshivity analysis on several dates in 

1 
L CULTPCT 2 2 ~ tI Kansas for the 1975·76 crop year (ref. 6) sU88ested 

,0.31' (0,~8' this paltern. 
2, AWC 5 S. The ERIM multiscament results suuest that 
l. lTOSDD I I I 1 the effecl of these chanles in the shape of the 

(0.4)) (o.m (0.711 (O.IIS, 
! 

spectral surface on classification performance may I 
4. LTOSP 6 1 
5. (24 )( 4 6 4 b~ controlled to some extent usina muit:dale 1 

1 
AWC, )( classification. Further analysis is required. 

] 
LTOSP 

6. LTGSET S 
7. RobertliOn 2 Re.etlve Role of '''Uc V.nlue R ... • Time blonumber 

Pertltlonlng Verlabl •• 1n the Context of e 8 JANTEMPT 4 .. 
9, O,o ... in,- S .. Mult.t.mporel, Multi .. ,ment Cle •• lflcetlon j I; 

scason Approach to ",naturelxten.lon 
• dear«- 1 

dllYs At present, it appears that it multisegment cluster. J 
{OSDI)' ~ 

10 Scan In,le ) 3 3 ina and classification approach similar to thai de-
~ Kribed earlier (ref. 4) provides the most workable 

, 
"NII",bt .. on p.rtflthne>." lRl ,.1IIeo solution to the sianature extension problem. The . t 

~ 

7S1 J , 
: 

.J 
" 
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TABLE VI.-S/X'C'lra/ Sensiliv/(v Analysis o/lfJ} 
Nonh Dakota Pixels Sampled May l4 to lB. 1976 

, a I 0rrIr1'f'll fl'Rff'uicIn 

~a'iablt .l R } .'OIUf' for LOl/thal /Io"d-

~ .f /I 1 

t. CllLlPCT 0.17 0.29 0.23 0.17 
2. LTOSDD .02 .02 ,01 .04 
3. LTOSP .31 .3S .13 .06 
4. nOSEr .02 01 .03 .02 
S. RobenlOll .01 .01 .01 .01 

bionumber 
6.0SDD .0\ .01 
7. Orowin,-season .02 .0\ .02 03 

precipitation 
(OSp, 

8. Sum ,rowin,- .OJ .04 
scason !\'apo-
Iranspiration 
(SllMGSETI 

9. JANTEMPT 

Tolal R2 .()\ .70 .4b .37 

Square rool 3.7 S.O 7.S 3.7 
or mean 
square 
error 

TOlallum or b.J x 10J 15.S x 10J 18.7 x 103 3.8 x 10.1 
sQuilres 

foUowin, observations are addressed to the applica
tion of spectral partitioninl in that contexl. 

I. Multise,ment clustering and classification 
should be possible using climatic strata. or. more 
Jenerally. distance on a climate·related spectral sur· 
face. as a guide to se,ment Iroupinl. In other words. 
it should be possible to use spectral traininl data 
(cover·type-specilic landsat or Tasseled Cap band 
means, variances. and covariances) obtained from a 
specially selected sample of lAC1E seaments to 
classify with acceptable accuracy the entire set of 
lACIE segments fallinl within climatic partitions. A 
cost s8vinp over traininl and classifying each sea
ment separately should result. 

Spatial distribution of sample seaments need not 
be dictated by spectral strata boundaries, but sample 
segments can and should be allocated amona area. 
yield. or production strata to control sampling error 
in standard fa~:lion. Traininl ,ains (i.e .• numb~r of 
segments used to develop spectral models for 

7S2 

,M i 

far/obiI' 

I. CULTPCT 
2. LTOSDD 
J LTGSP 
4. Roberlson 

ilionumber 
5.0S0D 
6. GSP 
1. SlJMGSET 
8 JANTEMPT 
9. PSDO 

10. PSP 
II. 4 ·day precipi· 

lalion 

12. Scan ansle 

T48L£ VI.-ConC'ludtd 

CJrdr, of 'I/".~ for Lan4Ja, "and
(al 

4 
S 
a 

6 
J 
7 

10.S71 
2 

7 
4 

.1 

8 

6 
I 

(0.681 
2 

8 
J 
S 

6 

4 

, 
8 
J 
S 

6 

4 

1 
t 

classification versus total number of selments 
classified) shouid be larlest with hi,her samplin, in· 
tensities (number of sam~le se,ments classified per 
unit area). In this reaard. it may be cost-effective to 
increase sample sizes ~omewhat over those required 
for normal estimate precision control in order to take 
advantsle of a laraer trainin, lain. This action would 
ensure a hi,her probability of achievin, assilned 
reaional precision objectives and also enable the pro
duction of local CiOP proportion estimates of hi,her 
precision. 

2. The center of any siven spectral partition can 
be conveniently chosen to aline with the center of a 
specific population of sample se,ntents occupy in, a 
liven area used for estimate summary (e., .• some reo 
porting or agreption unit). A method for defininl 
the distance 'rom the spectral partition center to the 
partition "boundary" remains a si,nificant research 
question. Such a distance metric will undoubtedly be 
a function of crop development and in turn the 
srowth-drivinl environmc;;a~! variables. For the 
present. spectral paftition size must be roulhly 
definrd in terms c,f climatic strata or c'lmbinations of 
climatic strata baseo (a) on dearee-day \nd ~recipita. 
tion differences as they potentially affecl crowth lend 
(b) on actual multisegment classification a.,d propor· 
tion estimation performance. 

n sm·. 



TABLE YII.-$p«lral St>nsllM" Anal,.i, of 157 Norlh 
Dakota Pixel, Sampled June .f0 10 Jul, 1. 1976 

(Ill 0hIrmI ",,"'/Olt 

Vllrillbft. A.2 WIIut liN LIlIkbIl' IHmd-

4 j 6 1 

I. CULTPCT 0,04 0,0) 0.10 (dO 
1 LTOSOO ,02 .22 .16 
l. LTOSP ,02 ,01 .01 
4. Ll'OSET .07 .07 ,03 .06 
S. Robcnson .01 .OJ .OS .07 

bionumber 

TOIII R2 .IS .Il ,40 .40 

Squire fOOl 2.2 2.8 6.7 19 
of mean 
square 
tlrrOf 

TOIII 0.8 x 103 1.4 )( 103 11.1 x 103 3.9 )( 103 

.umor 

!Il:!!'" 

3. To achieve the successful multiscarnent 
classincation described in ob!lcrvation I will. in all 
probability. require Sun anile and haze correction to 
a common standard. Althoulh the XSTAR 
a1aorithm suffices for this purpose in the case of 
classification of Tasseled Cap bands (ERIM results). 
the authors have found thaI some question remains 
as to the proper allorithm to apply when classifica
tion is based on Landsat band combinations. 

4. AI"'ouah pass-specific precipitation. soil 
reflectance. and scan anale may aenerate spectral 
outliers. these should not aenerally pose .ipificant 
problems to multiseament clusterin, within climatic 
strata. This is not to say. however. that recOinilion 
seaments (seaments into which sipature il extended 
from others, havin, no adequate Ip«tral analop 
will not occur. Undoubtedly. tt:.ey will. But. within 
many biostaaes or combinations of biost8,CS. 
multisqmene classificalit)n as described in observa
lion 1 should be possible with at lease some portion 
of the population of sample seaments at hand. 
further technical develC'pments in scan anaIc correc
tion and fllDina of lOil type conditions, etc., in 
which outliers will occur should serve to maximize 
successful use of the multiseam: .• : approach to si,
nature extension within climatic strata. 

TABLE YII.-C'onC'Iudtd 

(b J RfJl'('ff/Olt 1/I'/lII'JI" ptIiN 0ffIttIn, 

Vllrillblt.' CJrdrt of film (iN l..andltl' band-
{(II 

4 .4 I) , 
I CULTPCT 4 4 4 4 
2. LTOSOO S 
3. LTOSP 3 S 

CO.11) 
4. LTGSET S 
.5. OSOO 3 

(0.1l) 
fI.OSP 3 3 

10.1)) (0.09) 
7. 4-d.,. I I 

preapi· (0. \3) (0.07) 
Illion 

8. Xln anile 2 2 2 2 
10.121 (0.12. 

'Nllmlltn In p."nlll_ <lft"~ .. 1_ 

The acneral question or crop and e~vironment in
teraction with spectral renectance:' :a,inl an area of 
major research concern. A Cf\"!'!r\;..c. robustlOlution 
to the spectral partitionin, prOblem musl awail the 
results of further work on silnalure prediction and 
modeline· 
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Appendix 
Legend Code for Signature Extension 

Land U.e/Soll A'loclatlon Strata 

The land usellOiI lIIOCiation sarata are annotated 
with a fractional code. The numerator is the land-
UICIcrop-diversity delianation and the denominator 
is the lOiI .. roup/lOiI-auoc:iation deli,nation. 

Land use Code, frop diversity code 

lll:l. .8-\ 
Soil ,roup Codt' iI lIIaciation code 

LAND UI. CLAIII"CATION COO. 

100 Urban and built-up land 
110 Raidential, commercial, indUitrial, in· 

stitutional, aranlportational, mixed. open, and other 
120 Strip and clustered selliemenll 
130 Rcsorll 

200 Aaricultural land (more than 15 percent or 
area iJ cultivated) 

211 Croplalld and intenlive pasture (more 
than 75 percent of the .. rea i5 cultivated) 

212 Cropland and intensive pasture (morc 

than 50 .,creent but leu than 75 percent of the area il 
cultivated) 

21l Orchard and vineyards 
220 Extensive .... iculture (less than 50 per· 

cent of ~he Ifa is cultivated) 
300 Ran,eland (leu than 15 percent ofthe area is 

cultivated) 
ltO Grasstand ranae 
l20 Woodland ranae 
llO Chaparral ranae 
340 Desert Ihrub ranae 

400 Forat land 
500 Water 
600 Nonforatcd wetland 
700 Barren land 
800 Tundra 
900 Permanent Inow and icefields 

ClOP OIV.IIIITY COOl 

1 Relatively hiah crop diversity 
2 Medium crop diversity 
3 Low crop diversity 
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Methods of Extending Crop Signatures From One 
Area to Another 

T. C. MinlerQ 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LACIE) is an attempt to establish the feasibility of 
inventorying the production of wheat on a world· 
wide basis by using Landsat data. A basic 5· by 6-
nautical·mile sampling unit, called a segment, is 
employed. A wheat area estimate for a region is 
made by totaling estimates for subregions, where the 
wheat area estimate for a subregion is based on an 
estimate for each of the segments in the subregion. 
Wheat area estimates are made by extracting from a 
segment training data for wheat and non wheat and 
then using the statistics for these training data to 
classif}, the segment pixel by pixel. This local train· 
ing and classification procedure requires that training 
data in each segment be labeled by an analyst in· 
terpreter (AI). 

Signature extension is an attempt to reduce the 
total amount of analyst work required in making a 
wheat area estimate for a region. The approach is to 
extract training statis.tics from one segment and use 
lhese statistics or signatures to clasSify several other 
segments; hence, the term "signature extension." 

This paper summarizes much of the work ac
complished bv LACIE on signature extension in 
1975 and 1976. Several significant advances in haze 
correction procedures are documented in this paper. 
All the work on signature extension described in this 
paper was accomplished by the Earth Observations 
Division of the NASA Johnson Space Center, 
Lockheed Electronics Company, IBM, and the sup
porting research institutions. All material presented 

aLockbeed EleClronics Company. Houston. Texas. 
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in this paper has been extracted from documents 
published by these groups. 

It wilt be obvious from results presented in this 
paper that signature ex.tension is a very difficult 
problem. The approach to signature extension de
scribed herein represents LACIE's understanding of 
the problem and its possible solution in t 975 and 
1976. The lack of success of this signature extension 
approach led to the development of the multiseg
ment training approach to signature extension de
scribed in the paper by Kauth and Richardson en· 
titled "Signature Extension Methods in Crop Area 
Estimation." 

Objective of Signature Extenalon 

The objective of signature extension is to increase 
the spatial·temporal range over which a set of train· 
ing statistics can be used to classify Landsat data 
without Significant loss of recognition accuracy. 
Because of variations in measurement conditions 
when Landsat data are collected, the computer must 
be retrained on a regular basis. The crop signatures 
observed by bndsat are not constant in either time 
or space. The need to retrain the computer requires 
labeling of new examples of wheat and non wheat, a 
process that is both costly and time consuming. A 
viable signature extension technology for LACIE 
would provide more timely and cost-effective 
classification over extensive land areas. 

APPROACH USED IN SIGNATURE 
EXTENSION 

The proposed approach to signature extension 
was to use the training samples developed by an 
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analyst in one seament (the trainina seament, or 
TSEG) to structure a classifier, which could then be 
used to identify wheat and estimate wheat propor
tions in the TSEG and in several nearby seaments 
(called recognition seaments, or RSEG's). It was 
acknowledaed that the TSEG wheat and non wheat 
signatures miaht not be representative of signatures 
in the RSEG. Any difference between TSEG and 
RSEG crop spectral signatures would result in poor 
classifier performance in the RSEG's, as measured in 
terms of probability of correct classification (peC) 
and a higher variance of the wheat proportion esti
mate. The existence of a number of factors that 
might cause variations in the TSEG and RSEG crop 
signatures was postulated. These factors were 
divided into two main categories: dynamic factors 
and static sources of differences. Some of these are 
listed in table I. 

To facilitate a successful extension of signatures 
from the TSEG to an RSEG, it was proposed that 
these sources of signature variation be accounted for 
and removed from the TSEG signatures before 
claSSifying the RSEG. Static sources of variation 
were to be removed by partitioning segments; i.e., by 
grouping together those segments from a large area 
which had similar characteristics of the sort listed as 
type B in table I. For more on panitioning, see the 
paper by Thomas et a!. entitled "Development of 
Partitioning as an Aid to Spectral Signature Exten
sion." 

Differences in signatures from the TSEG and an 
RSEG which were caused by dynamic factors (i.e., 
atmospheric haze and Sun angle changes) were to be 
removed by mathematically modeling these effects 
and correcting the TSEG signatures accordingly on a 
pairwise basis. It is well known (see the paper by 
Lambeck and Potter entitled "Compensation for At
mospheric Effects in Landsat Data" and refs. I and 
2) that signature changes caused by dilTerences in at
mospheric haze level and Sun angle can be mathe
matically modeled by an affine transformation of the 
form 

where xk - a multispectral scanner measure
ment in the kth spectral band from 
the TSEG 
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Yk - the transformed equivalent of xk in 
the RSEG 

(I) 

Qk - a multiplicative factor for the kth 
spectral band which is a function of 
the differences between TSEG and 
RSEG haze levels and Sun anales 

bk - an additive term for the kth spectral 
band which is a function of the 
differences between TSEG and 
RSEG haze levels and Sun angles 

A number of algorithms were developed for 
estimatina the coefficients of this affine transforma
tion (eQ. (1» for Landsat multispectral scanner data. 
An important exception was the University of 
Houston Maximum Likelihood Estimation al,o
rithm, which estimated the RSEG statistics directly. 
More will be said later about this approach. An im
portant constraint imposed on these algorithms was 
that Qk and bk had to be estimated without the aid of 
any training data in the recognition segment. If train
ina data were made available in the RSEG, the sig
natures developed from these data would be prefer. 
able to corrected TSEG signatures in classifying the 
RSEG. But having an analyst develop these trainina 
data in the RSEG would defeat the purpose of sig
nature extensio: .. 

Three approaches were taken in ~timating the 
corrections to be applied to the TSEG signatures. 
These were 

I. Cluster-matching algorithms 
2. Distribution-matching algorithms 
3. Atmospheric models 
The cluster.matching algorithms used a clustering 

algorithm to identify the inherent spectral classes in 
the TSEG and RSEG data. Clusters corresponding to 
the same crop in the TSEG and the RSEG were then 
matched using various procedures. The coefficients 
ak and bk of the affine transformation (eq. (I» could 
then be readily obtained. The algorithms using this 
approach were the Rank Order Optimal Signature 
Transformation Estimation Routine (ROOSTER) 
and the Optimal Signature Correction Algorithmic 
Routine (OSCAR). These algorithms are discussed 
if: greater detail in a succeeding section. 

The distribution·matching algorithms used max
imum-likelihood estimation procedures to correct 
f Jr differences between TSEG and RSEG probability 
density func1jons (pdrs). The University of Houston 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (UHMLE) 
algorithm attempted to correct for these pdf 
differences without any assumptions as to the form 
the correction might take. The Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation of Signature Transformation (MLEST) 
algorithm assumed that differences between TSEG 
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and RSEG pdrs could be accounted for by an affine 
transformation of the form shown in equation (I). 
MLEST used a maximum-likelihood iteration ap
proach to select a set of coefficients ok' bk that 
matched the TSEG and RSEG pdrs as closely as 
possible. MLEST and UHMLE are described in 
detail in succeeding sections. 

The Atmosph'r;~ Correction (ATCOR) "rogram 
employs an atmospheric model to predict the effect 
on Landsat data of changes in hale and Sun angle. In
dicators of the haze level are derived from the data 
and processed through an atmospheric model to esti
mate the coefficients ok' bk of the affine transform 
(eq. (l». This algorithm is discussed in another 
paper (Lambeck and Potter's) and will not be de
scribed in detail here. 

Several experiments were conducted to evaluate 
the approaches listed previously. These experiments 
and their results are described in the fourth and fifth 
section ... Conclusions drawn from these experiments 
are presented in the final section. 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE SIGNATURE 
CORRECTION PROCEDURES 

In this section. se'.'eral of the signature extensi'Jn 
algorithms tested are described in detail. Thcs~ in
clude ROOSTER and its modification. OSCAR and 
its modification. MlEST. and UHMlE A TCOR is 
described in the paper by lam beck and PGtler and 
will not be discussed here. 

The following notation is used in the mathema:i
cal description of the algorithms discussed in this 
paper. 

Ix} 

(yl 

= set of samples from the 
training segment 

= set of samples from the 
recognition segment 

= number of subclasses in 
the training segment 
number of subclasses in 
the recognition segment 

p = dimensionality of sam-
ples 

I-'i' i = J. 2, ... ,Mr = subclass means in the 
training segment 

Ii,i= L2, ... ,Mr = subclass covariance 
matrices in the training 
segment 

qj.l- 1,2 •...• Mr - a priori probabilities of 
the training segment 
subclasses 

1';. j - 1.2 •...• M R - subclass means in the 
recognition segment 

I;.i- 1.2 •... • MR - subclass covariance 
matrices in the recogni
tion segment 

q~. ; - 1,2 •...• MR - a priori probabilities of 
the recognition segment 
subclasses 

Cluster-Matching Algorithms 

Introduction.-ln this section, two cluster-match
ing algorithms and their modifications are discussed. 
The basic theory is presented, then the algorithms 
are described in detail. The algorithms described are 
ROOSTER and OSCAR. 

The theory of c/ustf'r-lno(ching o/gorUhms.-Given 
that an affine signature transformation is to be used 
to compensate for multiplicative and additive 
differences between two scenes, the values of the 
coefficients Ok and bk for equation (1) must be esti
mated. For this purpose, one needs some effective 
way of comparing the data from the two scenes. One 
method for accomplishing this comparison is to 
compare cluster statistics for the scenes. 

Consider two '3cenes where the same ground 
classes are present in the same proportions but the 
data values in scene 2 differ from those in scene 1 by 
a transformation of the form shown in equation (l); 
i.e .• 

(1) 

In this case, the probability density function of the 
data in each scene should look the same; i.e., the 
same number of modes should be present in each 
scene, each with the same frequency, but the location 
of the modes will differ by the scale factor ak and the 
displacement hI; in the kth landsat band. Each scene 
is clustered separately to find these modes. Since the 
same classes are present in both scenes, the corre
sponding modes can be paired up. The parameters 01; 

and bk can be estimated from the locations of these 
paired modes. In the algorithms reported on here, 
each mode is described by the mean of a cluster and 
ak and bl; are estimated by the method of least 
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squares. In practice, several difficultie.~ arise: first, 
the "round class labels for the modes of the data in 
the RSEG are unknown; second, the frequencies of 
the same ground class in the two scenes will usually 
differ; and third, some ground classes present in one 
scene may not be present in thca other. 

The first basic cluster-matching algorithm, called 
MASC (for Multiplicative and Additive Signature 
Correction) (ref. 2), was developed at the Environ
mental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) to 
test the cluster regression at'proach to determining 
the Ok and bk coefficients. Although this algorithm 
achieved st'me occasional successes at signature ex
tension, it rtid not include an adequate means for 
selecti", onl)' valid cluster pairs from the many po
tential clnS(\)r pairs. 

The dttl'lculty involved in identifying valid cluster 
matches between a pair of scenes may perhaps be 
partly appr .:ciated by considering the problem of 
matching <1 set of to training scene clusters with a set 
of 10 recognition scene clusters. If one tries to ex
amine all possible sets of 10 cluster pairs to find 
which is best, one finds·that there are 10! (3628800) 
sets of pairs to be considered, assuming that there are 
no multiple pairings with the same cluster. If one 
happens to guess that only 8 valid pairs are possible, 
then the number of sets of pairs to be considered in
creases by a factor of 45/2, to more than 80 million; 
i.e., 

Obviously. there are two basic difficulties to be 
dealt with in finding the valid cluster pairs from 
which to derive the required signature transforma
tion. The first is to reduce to a practical number the 
sets of cluster pairs to be examined. and the second is 
to determine which among the remaining candidate 
sets of cluster pairs are most likely to be valid. 
ROOSTER and OSCAR take varying approaches to 
the solution of these two problems. 

ROOSTER.-The Rank Order Optimal Transfor
mation Estimation Routine (refs. 3 and 4) selects 
pairs hased on channel ranks. Channel ranks have 
the important property of being invariant with 
respect to the affine haze/Sun angle correction (eq. 
0». Specifically, if 

IJik > IJjk (2) 
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then 

provided Ok > O. Hence, corresponding RSEG 
clusters will manifest the same order relationship. 
Using this basic idea, the steps in the algorithm are as 
follows. 

Step I.-Cluster each segment. Let lI>ik be the 
mean of the Ilh cluster in the kth channel from the 
TSEG. Let "fo be the mean of the./lh cluster in the 
kth channel in the RSEG. Let Mrbe the number of 
clusters in the TSEG and M R be the number of 
clusters in the RSEG. The clusters are unlabeled; 
therefore, one does not know which, if any, of the 
II> ik means corresponds to II> jk' 

Step 2.-For al\ clusters, i-I, ... , Mr, compute 
the pseudorank vector Uik for the kth channel of the 
TSEG. 

!tiT 

Uik = ":'M~T--~ I: G~ik - pwk;r) 
w=1 
w,;.i 

where G{JI.;k - "wk: t) is defined as follows: 

- Ill\lk < -I 

and 

if 

(4) 

(5) 

The parameter I. an adjustment factor for determin
ing pseudorank. is specified by the user and is in
tended to be small but positive. If I -= O. then Uik is 
the vector of ranks multiplied by a constant. 

1 
.. 
• 

.. 

\ 
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Step l-For all clusters. j - 1. 2 •...• MR. com
pute the pseudorank vector vjk. for the kth channel of 
the RSEG. 

AIR 

vjk = L G(lljk I • ) (7) 
AIR 

-- IAwk' t 
IV" , 

IV "''i 

where G(I'jk. - I'~'k.; t) is defined in the same manner 
as G(I'jk. - 14"",-; r) in step 2. 

Step 4.-Compute a measure of the similarity of 
ranldng cij of the ith TSEG cluster to the jth RSEG 
cluster over k == 1. 2 •...• p channels. 

c = ij (8) 

where Q is the power for the fit criterion and is a 
user-specified parameter; currently. Q -= 1. 

Step 5.-Rank cij in order of ascending values and 
select sof these where s l!6,; min (Mr. MR). Pass over 
any cij for which i or j has been previously selected. 
Relabel corresponding pairs of cluster means (14i. 
14,). (I'i"'2)' ...• (14;.I's)· The user-specified 
parameter s is the maximum number of cluster pairs 
to be used in the regression for the coefficients of the 
affine transformation (eq. (I». 

Step 6.-Let (H",) I be an relement subset of the 
set (I. 2 •...• s I. where r is the minimum number of 
pairs to be used in the regression for the affine I 

transformation. For each IV and k. calculate a I\'k. and 
{3wk to minimize 

The quantities al\'k. and {31\'k. are the intercept and the 
slope for a simple least squares regression. 

Step 7.--Select the IV so that 

P 
IV = min ~ I £..J II'k 

k" 1 

The coefficients of the affine transformation (eq. 
(1» are th~n 

(10) 

In analyzing the procedure. one can see that if all 
(or nearly all) classes are present in both segments. 
the pseudorank vectors u; and Vj should be nearly the 
same for both segments. and the proper matches can 
be obtained. Two possible difficulties are (1) the 
cluster means are subject to random variation that 
can cause rank reversals from one segment to the 
other and (2) some clusters may be found in only 
one segment. 

The first difficulty is met by using the G functions 
to reduce the effect of small random variations and 
by forming pairings based on all channel ranks and 
thereby gaining the advantage of cumulative evi
dence. The problem of unmatched clusters is miti
gated by the use of ranks. One unmatched cluster 
will cause a difference of at most 1/(MR - 1) in a 
pseudorank value. Therefore. even in the presence of 
an unmatched cluster. the correspondence of 
matched vectors will be sufficient to produce proper 
pairings. Numerous unmatched clusters may present 
problems. There is. however. a reasonable chance 
that rank errors caused by unmatched pairs will 
average out to such a degree that mostly valid 
matches will be obtained. Moreover. the algorithm 
will deal with unmatched clusters more effectively 
than the alternative that assumes all clusters are 
matched. 

The rationale for using regression to estimate ok. 
and bk. (eQ. (I» is obvious. if one can be sure that all 
matches are genuine. The proposed algorithm can 
work even if some matches are spurious. The use of 
spurious matches in selecting a and {3 will tend to 
produce a poor fit to the regression line. Thus. the 
proposed algorithm will tend to select valid pairs in 
determining the actual a and {3 values used to esti
mate ok. and bk.' 

Mod(f;ed ROOSTER.-Kauth and Thomas 
defined a set of four orthogonal physically in
terpretable coordinate axes that amount to a rotation 
of Landsat data (ref. 5). These directions correspond 
to (l) increasing soil brightness. (2) increasing 
vegetation greenness. (3) increasing vegetation 
yellowness. and (4) a direction called "non-such." In 
modified ROOSTER (ref. 6). the cluster mean vec
tors were projected onto the soil brightness axis 
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before applying the seven steps of the ROOSTER 
procedure described previously. This procedure had 
the effect of causing the clusters to be ranked on the 
basis of their brightness. 

OSCAR.-The Optimal Signature Correction 
Algorithmic Routine (ref. 7) uses a "goodness (\f fit" 
function to evaluate candidate transformations. 
Ideally, an (o""b",) transformation (eq. (1» should 
transform most training segment cluster mean vec
tors so that each nearly equals one of the recognition 
segment cluster mean vectors. Therefore, a reasona
ble measure of goodness is how close each recogni
tion segment cluster mean vector is to the closest 
transformed training segment mean vector. 

In the algorithm ROOSTER. the goodness func
tion used is the sum of squares of the differences for 
the best fitting cluster mean vectors. The ROOSTER 
algorithm deletes bad fits from consideration since it 
is unreasonable to expect all the signatures in one 
segment to have matches in the other segment. The 
deletion rule (i.e., the selection of a value for s) is 
somewhat arbitrary. The OSCAR algorithm 
sidesteps this deletion problem by weighting all po
tential matches using a negative exponential of their 
goodness of fit. The distance used to measure this 
goodness of fit also makes some use of the 
covariance structure of the clusters being matched, as 
in the Bhattacharyya distance. The rationale is 
developed as follows. First, define the following: 

l. lAo;, IAoj - training and recognition segment 
subclass/cluster mean vectors, respectively 

2. I;, Ij - training and recognition segment 
cluster covariance matrkes, respectively 

An assumption is made that the recognition seg
ment picture elements (pixels) yare multivariate 
normal1y distributed. Using the Mahalonobis dis
tance as a measure, the average distance from a point 
in this distribution to the training segment cluster 
mean vector is determined by 

where D(Y,IAo;,I;) is the Mahalonobis distance, and y 
is a point from the jth recognition segment 
subclass/cluster that is normally distributed with 
mean lAo; and covariance I; 
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The average value of this distance is 

';·f(Y'~i.l;!)] <> f·JV(YJAf l;f)N(.~'~j·~i)dY 
,12) 

where N( • ) denmes a normal density. Now, there ex
ists a flCJnsingular mauix Psuch that 

pTr. Ip = II 
I 

(13) 

(14) 

where H is a positive definite diagonal matrix. Next, 
a change of variables is made in equation (12) where 
the new variable w is defined to be 

P- 1 ( ') w = y -- P.i 

and then y is defined to be 

(15) 

The Jacobian of y with respect to w is J(y) - I PI. 
From equation (14), it is evident that 

(16) 

By substituting equations (13) and (14) in equation 
(12), one obtains 

art p arttr1Pn % 

IJ:)T~. I , , 

j 



p 

+ 0 + (217) 2 

I T · f./ wTllwe-1'" W dw 

OS) 

E~(Y'''I,1:i)] .. (,,; - Ill) T 1:1 I (Ilj - Ill) 

+ trace (II) 

From equation (17). it follows that 

Now. 

trace (II) 

ppT = l;' 
1 

:: trace ( Pl'II lp) 

:: trace (!:j lppT) 

= tr .. ce (I; _. I Ij) 

Thus. by substituting. one obtl\ins 

( 
, ) T" I ( , 

:: ;.Ij - Ilj ... ; #Ai 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

On the basis of this result. the quantity Dij is used as 
the average distance between RSEG cluster j and its 
corresponding TSEG cluster i with .he usual esti
mates for". and I. For any candidate: \ransforma
tion. one would like ttl have a good match for each 

cluster. For 11 recolnition segment cluster J. the 
followin, is defined. 

G, .. min DI/ 
J 

(23) 

III computi", the !?/j' the candidate transformation is 
applied to each 1'1' However, II remains unchanaed. 

To mi'1imize the influence of unmatched clusters. 
it is useful to transform Gj to Jj. say where J. ranaes 
from 0 to 1 with 1 indicating a perfect fit; further. it is 
desifable that Jj diminish as the fit becomes poorer, 
with 1: approaching 0 rapidly as 0 becomes fairly 
large. the object is to minimize the influence of un
matched clusters. Set 

(24) 

wnere CT is a user-supplied scaling parameter. The 
overall goodness measure i~ the sum of the./j. 

A detailed description of OSCAR appears in the 
appendix. In summary, the OSCAR method consists 
of four major steps. 

Step 1.-Cluster the two seaments and determine 
rank vectors for each cluster/subclass. The rank vec
tors are formed by computing the rank of each com
ponent cluster/subclass within its segment. 

Step 2.-Compare al/ training segmentl 
recognition segment pairs of rank vectors. Tag all 
those that are sufficientlY close so that there is a fair 
probability that they belong to the same class. Such 
pairs will be called admissible. 

Step 3.-For each nonoverlapping pair of admissi
ble pairs. find the 0k.hk transformation (eq. (1» that 
fits the pairs of matching points. Pairs of pairs are 
nonoverlapping if all four clusters are unique. Deter
mine the goodness measure for each resulting 
transformation that yields reasonable component 
values for the multiplicative factor Ok' 

Step 4.-Rank the resulting transformations on 
the goodness measure and compute a weighted 
average of the best candidales. The weighting system 
is based on the ranks and goodness measures ob
tained for the candidate transformations. 

Mod~fil'd OSCAR.-The algorithm OSCAR 
chooses a pair of clusters in both the training and the 
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l'e(oanition seaments. Usin, these four clusters. a 
channelwise linear transformation is computed and 
evaluated. The "best" transformation is chosen. In· 
stead of usina a pair of clusters from each seament. 
the modified OSCAR uses a single cluster and its 
projection onto the soil line. The steps in the pro· 
cedure are as follows. 

Step I.-Rotate the means using Kauth rotation 
matrix R (ref. 5). (See the section on the modified 
ROOSTER procedure for an explanation of the 
Kauth transform.) 

Step 2.-Find the minimum cluster·mean values 
in the rotated second and third channels. 

Step 3.-Define the rotated projected vectors by 
replacing the second and third channels with the sec· 
ond and third channel minimums. 

Step 4.-Rotate the projected vectvrs back into 
channel space using R T. 

Step S.-For each pair of mean vectors (one in the 
training segment. one in the recognition segment. 
and both of which are greenness vectors). define the 
transformation that maps the training vector onto 
the projected recognition vector. 

Step 6.-For each transformation. test whether it 
is close to a constant times the identity matrix. 

Step 7.-For each transformation that passes the 
test in step 6. compute the OSCAR function. equa· 
tion (22). 

Step 8.-The transformation with the largest 
OSCAR function value is the desired transforma· 
tion. 

A detailed description of the modified OSCAR 
algorithm is given in reference 6. 

The MLEST Algorithm 

Inrroducfjon.-The MLEST algorithm (ref. 8) ob
tains maximum-likelihood estimates (MlE's) of the 
affine transformation that is assumed to relate the 
statistics of the training segment to those of the 

3. Tlte training seament subclass statistics (i.e .• 
means and covariances) are related to the l'e(oani
tion segment subclass statistics by a positive definite 
affine transformation. 

Mathematical dewlopment.-In the mathematical 
development that follows. it is assumed 'hat the 
number of training segment subclasses M T equals 
the number of recognition segment subclasses M r -
MR; therefore. Mr- MR - M. 

Let p(xll). ; - 1.2 •...• M. represent the prob
ability density functions for the training segment 
subclasses. Since the training segment subclasses are 
assumed to be normally di:;tributed. 

1 ( ) T" , '2 x· "I - ; 
I'(xli) = ---- (' 

I' 1 

(2")2 1~112 (25) 

where; - I. 2 •...• M. The overall mixture density 
function for the training segment is given by 

!II 

I'{t) = L 1/ p(.'t Ii) 
;=1 

(26) 

By assumption 3. the trainins segment subclass 
statistics are related to the recognition segment 
subclass statistics b)' a positive definite affine 
transformation. This transformation may be repre· 
st!nted by the (p x p) real positive definite matrix A 
and the (p xl) real vector 8. It follows that the 
recognition segment subclass statistics (means and 
covarian~e matrices) a~e given by 

(27) 

recognition segment. The MLEST algorithm is based and 
on the following major assumptions. 

\. The training and recognition segment samples 
are drawn from probability density functions that are 
mixtures of r.ormally distributed subclasses. 

2. The number of subclasses in the training seg· 
ment is equal to the number of subclasses in the 
recognition segment. Training segment subclasses 
that do not exist in the recognition segment may be 
represented in the model by a priori probabilities 
ofO. 
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From equations (26) to (28). it follows that the mix. 
ture density function for samples from the recogni. 
tion seament is aiven by 

p(y) • (29) 

where 

• 
Pll'lil • --":'-_-. I' 

f' _ 

• ; ( •• I",.a)' (HiAr) ( I'-~" -al ., I 

(~n"! 1.4!.r4'1 ) 
(30) 

and i-I. 2. ' , , . M, Next. suppose that one picks N 
statistically independent samples from the recoani. 
tion segment Y\' .~. ' ..• J'n' Then. the likelihood 
fU:iction is given by 

N 

:< n fJ(.I'k) 
k ,,1 

(31; 

The alaebra is simplified considerably if one uses the 
!.>garithm of the likelihood function 

L = Jog" I 

N 

= L log" P (Yk) (32) 
k:1 

It may be shown that the partial derivatives of L with 
respect to the matrix A. the vector I. and the a priori 
probabilities qj. i-I. 2 •...• M. are given. respec. 
tively. by 

~ = L~ t. 1'(;jY.) (A~rtT) 
• (.I'k - All; - 8) (,I'k - 8) T 

.. (N)lp] (A I) T (11) 

a/. --aa 

(34) 

N a/. aq;- I: P(ij.vk); i • I. 2 • .... M (35) 
k -I 

subject to the constraints 

ql ;;. 0; i = 1. 2 ..... /II (36) 

(37) 

where Ip is the (p x p) identity matrix and 

(38) 

The general MLEST algorithm obtains estimates 
of the (p x p) matrix A. the (p XI) vector I. and 
the a priori probabilities q/. j - 1. 2 •...• M. that 
maximize the logarithmic likelihood function L. 
Estimates obtained in this manner are called max. 
imum·likelihood estimates. 

In practice. the optimization indicated previously 
is performed by using the Davidon.Fletcher-Powell 
(DFP) constrained optimization program (ref. 9). 
The DFP program uses equation (32) for the likeli
hood function and equations (33) throuah (35) for its 
partial derivations to modify A. I. and qj' i-I. 2. 
. ..• M. in a manner such that L is maximized, In 
many cases. the likelihood function (eq. (32» is in
sensitive to q, and therefore q, can be set to a con
stant. q, - II M. i-I. 2 •...• M. and not considered 
in estimating A and •. 

The UHMLE Algorithm 

Introduction.-The UHMLE procedure (refs, 10 to 
17) obtains estimates of the recognition segment 
subclass statistics (Le .• the means. the covarianccs. 
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and the" priori probabilities) by correctin,the train
ina seament subclass statistics for small differences 
between the trainin, and reco,nition seament 
subclass statistics usin, an iterative maximum-likeli
hood correction procedure. The UHMlE alaorithm 
is based on the followina major assumptions. 

I. The trainin, and recoanition seament samples 
are drawn from probability densities that are mix
tures of normally distributed subclassell. 

2. The number of subclasses in the trainina sea
ment is equal to the number of subclasses in the 
recoanition se,ment. Trainin, seament subclasses 
that do not exist in the recoanition seament may be 
rep:esented in the model by a priori probabilities 
ofO. 

1 Good initial estimates of the reco,nition sea
men. subclass statistiu may be obtained from the 
trainina seament. 

4. The differences between trainina and reco,ni
lior. seament statistics at the subclass level are caused 
not only by haze and Sun an,le differences but also 
by random differences between the two scenes (Le., 
differences in crop growth staacs, soil color, soil 
moisture, leaf area index, I:tc.) which cannot be 
modeled by an affine transformaton. The parameters 
of each subclass require a correction that is indepen
dent of the corrections applied to the parameters of 
the other subclasses. This is considered to be an im
portant feature of the UHMlE procedure. 

Mathemallcal developme",.-let ly"l, k - 1, ... , 
N, be an unlabeled sample of observations from the 
recolnition seamen\. These samples are assumed to 
be drawn from a mixture of MR populations in the 
RSEG. where each population is normally dis
i:ibuted. It is assume1 that the number of trainina 
seament subclasses Mrequals the number of RSEG 
subclasses M R; that is, M r - M R - M. 

let p(y Ii). i-I. 2 ....• M. represent the prob
ability density functions for the RSEG subclasses. 
Since the RSEG subclasses are assumed to be nor
mally distributed, 

(39) 
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The overall mixture density function for the 
RSEO is siven by 

M 
p(y). E q~p(YIi) (40) 

1-' 
The RSEG subclass statistics Iq~ Ii;, 1;/, 1 - I, 

...• M. are unknowl'. but ,ood initial estimates of 
the statistics I~/:P./: 1;·1, 1- I, ...• M, are assumed 
to be available from the TSEG. T;~erefore. usina 
unlabeled independent samples., observation from 
the RSEG. ly"l, k - I, ... , N, maximum-jikelihood 
estimates of the subclass statistics I fit, p.;. ~;l. 1 - I, 
...• M. may be obtained which locally maximize the 
loa likelihood function 

M 

L • " log p( ~'. \ L.J t . i\ , 

k ~I 
(41) 

Clearly, L is a differentiable function of the 
parameters to be estimated. Equatin, to 0 the partial 
derivatives of L with respect to these parameters. 
one obtains. after a strailhtforward calculation, the 
followinl necessary conditions for a maximum
likelihood estimate for subclasses i-I, ... , M. 

. (42) 

N 

L >,,,p (ily,,) 
,., ""1 
#AI • -~N---- (43) 

E p(/ly,,) 
k -I 

N 

E I' (;1)',,) (.1'" ~ )(.1'" ~ { 
~ • .k_5 _1 _______ 

N 
______________ ___ 

E p (q>'k) 
k -I 

(44) 

.. 



where 

(45) 

These are known u the likelihood equations. 
An alternative set of likelihood e41uation. pro

posed by Peters and Walker (ref. 10) for subclasses , 
- 1 •.. ,. M. i. 

(46) 

N 

E YkP(iIYk) 
a; • (1 - f»y' + f .-k_-N~I --- (41) 

E P('IYk) k-' 
. \ 

., ) I E r(il.l'l) (I'l ,;; ) (I'l ", 
~, • (I ", l ' I .., til, + t , 

E f' (ilI'AI 
l I (48) 

As shown by Peten and Walker (refs. 10 to 12. 14. 
IS. and 18). aiven any sufficiently small neiJhbor. 
hood of the true parameters and for« ". O. the prob
ability is 1 that if N is sufficiently larae. there is a 
unique solution of the likelihood equations in that 
neiehborhood. and this solution is • maximum·likeli· 
hood estimate of the true parameters. 

The likelihood equations. u written. sugest the 
followinl iterative procedure for obtainin, a solu· 
tion. Beainninl with a set of IIartin, values (obtained 
from the TSEG subclasses). obtain successive ape 
proximations to a se;lution by insertin, the precedin, 
approximations in the expression on the rieht·hand 
sides of equations (46) to (48). CatCiory labels (i.e .• 
wheat and nonwheat). attached to the TSEG subclass 
used for startin, values. are carried throuah the suc· 
cessive approximation.; i.e .• if a startin, mean vector 
IJ.j·was computed usin, samples labeled wheat in the 

TSEG. it will carry a wheat label throuah the suc
cessive approximation •. On ~'C~ivii, this .ucceuive 
approximation procedure may result in a TSEG 
~neat (or nonwhat) .ubclass beina usociated with 
8 subclass of the opposite cateaory in the RSEG. This 
process i. called label switchin,. In those caSCI. an 
analyst may be required to correct for .ubclass 
mi.labelin, in the RSEG. 

PIR'ORMANC. T.I,. 0' IIGNATUR. 
IXTINIION ALGORITHMI ON IIMULATID 
DATA AND CONIICUTIVI·DAY DATA 

Comparative tests were performed on seven .i,· 
nature extension allOrithms to evaluate their effec· 
tiveness in correct ina for chanaes in atmospheric 
haze and Sun anale in a Landsat scene (ref. 19). The 
evaluation criteria were classification accuracy and 
proportion estimation ,cl:uracy. The alaorithms 
tested were the Maximum Likelihood Estimation of 
Si,nllure Transformation. the University of 
! :ouston Maximum Likelihood Estimation. the Op. 
i mal Sianature Correction Al,orithmic Routine. 
'nOOified OSCAR (MOD OSCAR). the Rank Order 
Optimal Sianature Transformation Estimation 
Routine. modified ROOSTER (MOD R). and the 
Atmospheric Correction proaram . 

T ... D ....... 

Two data sets were used-one consillin& of simu· 
lated data described in the section immediately 
followin, and the olher a set of acquisitions on con· 
secutive days described in the succeedin, seclir,n. 
The simulated data provided for a controlled experi. 
ment in which the transformations were known and 
in which the problems of non normal distributions 
and nonrepresentative statistics were avoided. The 
consecutive-day data set provided for a test of the 
capability of the al,orithms to correct for at· 
mospheric effecls when effects caused by differences 
in the trainin, and reco,nition selment around 
scenes are eliminated. The alaorithms ROOSTER. 
UHMLE. and MLEST were tested on the simulated 
data. All the al,orithms were test~ on the consecu
tiveeday data set. 

Simulaltd data.-The 1915 data base of the Earth 
Resources Interactive Procl"~'iin& System (ERIPS) 
contains four passes of four-channei simulated data 
for each of scsments 429 and 432. Each scsmcnt has 
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111 lines lind each ltnc 196 pixels. The field coordi. 
nates reside in the ERIPS field dll. bue. Five clules 
exi.t wilhin each seament: wheat. barley. stubble. 
,rass. and f.llowed around. Each dus i. dhlided !nlo 
IWO subdusea. 

The dala were ,enerated from means .nd 
covariance matrices determined from craininl fields 
in Hill CounlY. Monlana. An al,orithm wu used to 
aenerate multivariate normal data with the same 
statistics. Thi» was done separalely for Ihe four 
passes of seamen I 429. Each pass of seament 432 was 
created from the discributions used in the corre· 
spondin, pall of seamen I 429 by transformin,lhem 
wilh an affine Iranlformalion so Ihat the data corre
sponded to a different Sun anile. Seamenl 429 wal 
chosen 10 be Ihe TSEG and selmenl 432 Ihe RSEG. 
All clusifications were ml\de usinl four channels 
correspondinlto a particular pass. Each dala sel cor
responds 10 one of Ihe four passes: SIMI. 51M2. 
51M3, and SIM4. 

('ons('ruti~'('-doy dOIQ.-5even sets of consecutive
day passes of Landsat-I data from intensive test sites 
in Ellis. Finney, and Salinc Counlies. Kansas, were 
ulicd in another tcst. The first data set is ~cnoted 
FI709-8. (The F indicates Finney County~ 1709-8 in· 
dicates the dates of the trainin, and reco,nition 
passes. respectively; i.c .• Ihc trainin, pass was made 
1709 days and the recoanhion pass over Ihe same 
seament occurred 1708 days afler Ihe launch of 
Landsal-I.) In all. four data sets from the Finncy. 
two from the Saline. and one from the Ellis County 
lesl sile were used. 

Ground truth was available for all fields in alllesl 
siles. A subset Was selecled for trainin, fields. and 
fields were ,rouped inlo subclasses wil" the aid of 
cluster maps. In ,eneral. the reclanaular Iround-ob
served areas were nol oriented so thai Iheir sides 
were parallel 10 the scan lines in Ihe Landsat·1 data. 
To facilitate the application of the various 
al,orithms. a "sisnature extension area" was defined 
ilS the smallest rectanaular arei with sides parallel 
and perpendicular to the Landsat scan lines that in
cluded the ,round-obst:rvcd area in each casco For 
Finney County. this induded the entire 9· by II· 
kilometcr seament (117 lines. 196 pil(els) containin, 
the ,round-observcd area. For Saline County. it in
cluded lines 26 to 91 and pixels 27 to 146; for Ellis. il 
included lines 24 to 109 and pixels 49 10 144. 
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The overall approach was 10 make li,nat"re ex· 
tension runs u;ina the alaorilhms bein. tested and to 
compare the raul .. with lOCI I cl8~'. 'Ifi,alion resuJ .. 
wilh ,round trulh. Local cllllirl~aliol1 resuhs include 
Ihe PeC results and the wheat pf'lportion eSlimates 
obtained from clanificltion of the r«OInition Ilea
ment (or PUS) wilh statiltics lenerated from the 
same seamen I (or pass). The al.orithms were to pro
vide modified trainin, Ilatiitics. which Ihen were 
used 10 classify Ihe recOinition area. The UHMLE 
computes these modified slatisties directly; all the 
other alaorithml compute an affine "ansformation. 
which is then used to modify 'he traininl statistics. 

Thf QIRo,'rhms I(,Jr,d.-A shora description of Ihe 
allorithml and how they were operated in this lelt is 
provided here. Detailed descriptions of the 
al,orithms are provided elsewhere in this paper. In 
Ihe case of the consecutive-day data. the allorithms 
were usually run usina the data from the si,nature 
extension area already defined. Exceptions will be 
noted. 

MLEST: The MLEST technique uses an iterative 
aradient oplimization procedure (the Oavidon· 
Fletcher-Powell alaorithm) to obtain maximum. 
likelihood e~timates for the affine transformation 
assumed to relate the train ina and recoanit;on 
~tatisties. The trainina subclass a priori probabililies 
and slalisties are inpul to Ihe proaram, which outputs 
the maximum-likelihood e.titim.te of the affine 
transformation 

UHMLE: The UHMLE takes subclass statistics 
from a TSEG and imace data from an RSEG and 
computes muimum-Iikelihood eSlimales of lubclass 
proportions and statislies for the RSEG. Two vcr· 
sions of UHMLf. were used. Thc first. UB all. uses 
the around-observed area as inpul data; when this 
version is used to obtain maximum-likelihood esti
mates of proportions Jeneraled intern14I!~' b)' 

UHMLE. it is referred 10 as llff aii MLE. The sec· 
ond. UH fields. u~ only the trainina fields within 
the RSEG; when Ihis version is used to obtain max
imum-likelihood estimates of proportions ,enefiued 
inter l"I!~ by UHMLE. it is referred 10 as UB fields 
MLl ". ;.e second version was inar"duced 10 elimi
nale the effect of insufficient ~rainin,. Thc statistics 
ccncratcd by UlIMLE are Wied 10 daisify the 
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pound-oblerved area in the RSEG. 
CSCAR: The OSCAR con.iden ever~ pouible 

tran.formation defined by four clUlter mean.: two h. 
the 15EG .nd two in the RSEG. From these 
transformations, the al&orithm selecll those that are 
"bat" able to m.tch the trainina clUltm with the 
recopition clUltm. The amount of computation i. 
kept to a man .... ble level (I) by rejectina pairin,. 
jud&ed to be unreasonable on the blli. of rankin .. 
and (2) bj' tatin, the remainin, tran.formation., 
u.in, hCh 10 transform an Ihe trainin, clUilen. and 
calculalin, a IOOdn~f.fit measure baed on the 
di.tance of the lran,formed train in, elUltm from 
the recoanition clullm. The five tran.formation. 
livin, the "bat" fit are then averaaed. 

Modified OSCAR: The MOD OSCAR. in effecl. 
defines a tran.formati(,n for each pair of clUiten -
one in t"~ !t4;EG ,;.d CIne in the 15EO. Each clUiter 
il uw. with it. projection onto the lOilline' to define 
a tran.formation. The tranlformationl are evaluated 
al in OSCAR. and Ihe bell tran.formation i. OUlpUt. 

ROOS1ER: To perform .i",alure exten.ion with 
ROOSTER (ref. 3). one fint obl.inl a set of cllII 
meanl for the TSEO'I and Ihe RSEO·s. These ellII 
meanl are obtained by clu.terina or by derivin. ellIS 
statillici from trainin, fieldl. 

The fint Itep il to derive rank v«~orl correspond
in, to earh of Ihe ellII meanl. These rank vecton are 
obtained by compulin, for uch channel Ihe rank of 
eac" mean relalive 10 Ihe olhen for that seamen&. 
The rank vectorl are used to malch Ihe cllIIeI (or 
clUllers) in the trainin, area with those in the reco,
nition area. Then. a reareuion analysil il used to 
determine Ihe Iffine Iranlformalion Ihal bell 
tran.forml Ihe mean veclon .':-om Ihe train in, area 
inlo the correspondin, mean veclorl from the recoa
nil ion area. 

In this Iludy. Ihe ROOSTER WII used in Ih~ 
differenl way •. The fint. R(C). Conlilled of usin. 
cluslm 10 define Ihe ellII means for bolh seamenll; 
the second. R(S), used subclasl meanl derived from 
Irainina fields for both seamenls (il il expecled 10 
provide an 4:ltimate of how well ROOS'!ER would 
do if an ideal clusterin, aJaorilhm were available); 

I The lod line il the Mbottom 0( the tauelel1"" M or thilt part or 
chaucliptKC CODtiinift, bare ioil (re(. 51. 

and Ihe Ihird, R(S/C), used .ukl .. 'Iatillici for the 
TSEO and clUltm for Ihe RSEG (this il an alternate 
WlY of u.in, ROOSTER operationally, .ince 
lubcl .... Iali.liea are alwlY. available for Ihe trlin· 
ina area). 

Modifi~ ROOSTER: Ttle MOD R il idenlical 10 
ROOSTER except Ihat the reareuion line il com· 
puted with Ihe elu.ter mean. and the projeclionl of 
the clUiler ftltln. onto th. lOiI line. 

ATt:OR: The ATCOR proaram is deli,ned to 
correcl for differences in haze level and Sun anale 
between Ihe trainina and recoanition data sell. The 
proaram processes each of Ihese data sell separately. 
In each use, the input il Ihe LandHt·1 datlll and Ihe 
IOlar zenilh anile. The A TCOR proaram determina 
Ihe haze level from the bri,hlneu of cerlain dirk 
tarplS in Ihe scene and uses an atmospheric model 
to calculale a sel of coefficienll relatina the Landlal 
data for Ihat scene to the reneclanc:e of Ihe larptlon 
the around. The coefficienll obllined from Ihe train
in, and recoanilion data sell are Ihen used 10 com· 
pute Ihe affine tran.formalion to be applied 10 Ihe 
Irainin, dala 10 tranlform ,.10 the observing condi· 
lionl of the recusnition leament. 

RF.GRES: Ralh~r than a li,nature exlension 
alacrithm. the REGRES proaram is I method for 
findin, the optimum affine tranlfo! IIlIIion 10 be ap
plied to the lIalislicl of Ihe conseculive-day data. In 
each channel. a Kluer plot il made of Ihe second-day 
data versus Ihe firll.Jay data. A Itrai,hl linc is then 
fined 10 Ihe data which minimizes. in the least 
SQuares sense. Ihe perpendicular dis lance from the 
poinll to Ihe line. In principle. thil line represents 
Ihe belt affine transformalion for Ihe trainin, 
statillics. 

Class.:ncallOfl and r"a/uulion.-Afler obtainin, Ihe 
modifi~ ltalistia. Ihe slandard LACIE clauifica
lion procedure was implemcmted on a Univac 1108 
computer as part of the prOirotm EOD-LARSYS 10 
cllllify the R~EG·I. A Iwo-clasl clallifier was used 
with equal a priori probabilities for wt.eal and non
wheat. Wilhin each clalS, Ihe subclasses had equal a 
priori probabilities. A I-percent chi-sqUired 
Ihreshold ~II used II Ihe lubcllSS level to rejecl OUI
lien. For the simulaled dat., enlire areas were 
cl .. ified; for Ihe conseculive-day data. Ihe ,round
observed areas were clillified. 

Cllllificition accuracy: The clusifll"ation ac
curacy was delermined for whClt and m'n~~eat by 
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UBi... the traini... fields previously defined as test 
fields. From these, the overall accuracy was com· 
puted. 

where p(wlw) is the wheat acc:uracy, p(f/jl.) is the 
nonwheat acc:uracy, qw is the wheat proportion in 
ground-observed area, and q. is the non wheat pro
portion in ground-observed area. The proportions qw 
and q. were known from ground truth. The wheat, 
nonwheat, and overall accuracies were compared 
with the results obtained from local classification. 

Wheat proportions: The classification results 
yielded wheat proportions for the around-observed 
areas. In addition, the UHMLE program yielded a 
maximum·likelihood estimate of the wheat propor· 
tions. These results were compared with the ground. 
observed proportions and the results obtained from 
local classification. 

Reaulta 

The results of this processins are given in tables II 
through XII. Table II lives the akand bkt k - I, ... , 
4, coefficients determined for the oonsecutive-day 
data by those algorithms that produce an affine 
transformation. The algorithms are listed in the 
order in which they performed in the accuracy test. 

On the basis of numerical calculations using an at· 
mospheric model (ref. I). certain constraints are ex· 
pected to apply to the ak and bk coefficients corre
spondins to a chanse in the haze level. These should 
apply to the consecutive-day data if the haze levels 
present are uniform. Among these constraints, 
which apply to all channels, are the followins. 

1. If there is no difference in haze level between 
the TSEG and the RSEG, ak - 1.0 and bk - 0.0, k -
I, ... ,4. 

2. If the TSEG has more haze than the RSEG, 
ak > 1.0 and bk <: 0.0, k - I, ... ,4. 

3. If the TSEG has less haze than the RSEG, ak < 
1.0 and bk > 0.0, k - I, ... ,4. 

In many cases, the data in table II do not obey 
these rules. Examples can be found in the following 
anomalies. 

I. ak > 1.0 for some channels and Ok < 1.0 for 
others; e.g., R(S) for FI6SS-4. 
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2. ak > 1.0 and bk > 0.0; e.I., MLEST for 
F1673-2. 

3. ak < 1.0 and bk < 0.0; e.I., R(C) for FI726--', 
channel 2. 
These failures to obey the constraints may be due in 
part to nonuniform haze levels in the data and to 
chanps in the look anaIe across the scene. 

Tables III to VI alve the accuracy results for wheat 
and nonwheat usinl both data sets. The acc:uracy ob
tained with sisnature extension is expressed as a per. 
centaae difference from the local result; i.e., 

(SO) 

Tables VII and VIII give similar results for overall 
accuracy. 

Tables IX throuah XII live the differences for 
both data sets (1) between results obtained usina sis· 
nature extension and local classification and (2) be
tween results obtained using signature extension and 
around truth. The means and standard deviations 
were obtained using the absolute values of the num· 
bers in the tables. 

This section reports a statistical analysis of the 
data in tables VII and XI. Data for the UIIMLE 
algorithm were not included because of their larle 
variances. 

First, an analysis of variance was performed on 
the data in table VII. The purpose of an analysis of 
variance is to separate a response variable into com· 
ponent parts. In this way, the test for a particular fac· 
tor will become more sensitive because variations 
due to other causes have been removed. In this ex· 
periment, two fa~tors were present: signature exten
sion algorithms and the seven consecutive-day ac· 
quisitions. The variation over the seven data sets 
co~ld have been allocated to any of several different 
causes: ground scene variations from day to day, 
variations from one geographic location to another, 
or changes in the haze level from day to day. 

The last alternative was chosen. Each pass was 
classified as either clear or hazy by visually inspect· 
ing the images of the data produced by ERIPS. The 
results are shown in table XIII. Three TSEG-RSEG 
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QOmbinltions occurred~ namely. haze.clear. clear· 
hue. and clear-clear. It was assumed that each com· 
bination would produce different results (classifica· 
tion accuracy. ett.), thus lhe need for this fa""or in 
lhe analysis. 

An inleraction between the alaorilhms and haze 
COIrbinations (If x H) was &Iso expected to be pres· 
ent; that is. one alaorithm miahl have performed 
well for the clear·haze QOnSOtulive-day acquisitions 
and poorly for the haze.clear days. whereas the op· 
posite results miaht have occurred (or another 
alaorithm. 

The model far the experiment was 

.vI/ie • " + " + It/ + "Ih/ + ~1I1e (51) 

where YU" is the response variable. ,. is the overall 
mean, 01 is the contribution of the ilh algorithm. hj is 
the c:ontribution of the jth haze level. 01lU is the con· 
tribution ofalaorithm land hue leveljto the interac· 
tion, and ~Uk is the error term for the kth observation 
for the ilh algorithm and the Jlh haze level. In the 
analysis of variance for overall accuracy. Y#/It is the 
percentage accuracy difference; that is, the quantity 
given in table VII. The results of this analysis of 
variance are given in table XIV. where silnincant 
differences between the alaorithms and between the 
hue conditions are apparent. 

Table XV lives the average accuracy difference 
over the algorithms for each set of haze c:onditions. 
Because the analysis of variance indicated significant 
differences between haze conditions, one can infer 
from table XV that the presence of haze over the 
TSEG is significantly different from the other two 
conditiQns. 

The results for the different haze conditions were 
plotted as a function of the algorithms (fig. I). The 
condition with haze over the TSEG showed consis
tently better results than the other two conditions. A 
similar analysis was performed for the wheat propor
tion errors reported in table Xl; R(S/C) was not in
cluded because of its large variance. The results 
showed a significant difference between the haze 
conditions but not between the alaorithms (table 
XVI). Table XVII gives the average proportion 
difference over the algorithms for each haze condi
tion. and figure 2 shows the performance of e::ach 
algorithm for each of the three hale conditions. Here 
again. the haze-c1car condition seemed to give the 
best results. 

!t'6."' .... '0""- '1« $ _. , 
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The results of these tests are summarized 4n table 
XVIII. The Orat two columlli Ust the aIaOrithms in 
rhe order in which they performed on the accuracy 
tlSt for the simulated and coDsecut1~y data. The 
numbers liven are the mean percen .. differenceS 
<_ tables VII and VIII). The minus sians Indicate 
that the ataorithm was less aceur&te than, local 
classification. A statistical analysis was performed 
on the accuracy results for the consecutive-da, data 
with the exception of data for the three versiofts of 
UHMLE (which were omitted because of larae 
variances). The analysis indicated (1) that there were 
no sitPtificant differences amona the algorithms and 
(2) that the results obtained when the TSEG ap. 
peared hazier than lhe RSEG were better than in the 
other lwo conditions observed; i.e,. when both were 
clear or the RSEG was hazier. 

The comrarison of wheat proportion differences 
(between around truth and proportions provided by 
alaorithms and between local results and results 
from algorithms) in the last four columns of table 
XVIII shows the performance order of the 
algorithms to be nearly the same for simulated data 
but quite different for consecutive-day dall. Ta. is was 
because local I'roportion estimates were quite 
different from around-observed proportions for the 
consecutive-day data. These four columns of num· 
bers are the means of the absolute values of the 
differences as given in tables IX to XII. A statistical 
analysis was performed on the consecutive-day data 
for wheat proportion differences from local results. 
Data from R(SlC) and the three versions of 
UHMLE were not used because of larae variances. 
The results given in table XVI indicate no significant 
differences amona the algorithms tested. Here aaain. 
the best results were obtained when the TSEG ap
peared hazier than the RSEG. 

Finally. it must be mentioned that. because of 
time limitations, this test was performed using the 
currently available alaorithms. Subsequently. it has 
been discovered thaI some of the algorithms show 
beuer performance when later versions are used. For 
example. the program UHMlE has a laler version 
that uses a transformation of the form (x + b) to get 
from the TSEG statistics an initial guess for the 
RSEG statistics. However. the results presented in 
this paper provide some indication of how the 
algorithms tested can be expected to work when they 
are applied to the signature extension problem. 
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GIOGRAPHICAL IXTINalON TaTl OPTH. 
ATCOR. OICAR. AND llLaT a.GNATUM 
UTlNa'ON ALGORITHMS 

QeoaraPhical tests were performed on the AT· 
COR. OSCAR, and MLEST sianaturo extension 
aJaorithms. The objectives of the tests were to evalu· 
ate these aIaorithlns in a more reaUstic environment 
usiaa LACIE imqe data and ttalaina Reld defini. 
tions provided by analyst interpreters. This is a more 
realistic test than the consecutivo-day test and the 
simulated data test described in the precedina sec· 
tion. All three alaorithms were tested on the same 
data set, but A TCOR and OSCAR were tested sepa
rately from MLEST. 

The 1975-76 crop year operational data taken over 
Kansas, with associated labeled fields. were chosen 
for use in these tests. This set oonsisted of 28 LACIE 
trainins and recognition segment pairs. with approx
imately 7 seament pairs in each of the 4 wheat 
biowindows. Reco8l1ition seaments and trainina sea
menta were paired so as to minimize differences be
tween the aegmenlS due to static factors in the scenes 
such as soil types, climate, and topography. 

The G ... phlal Slg .. ture Extenllon 
Te.' of ATCOR.ncI OSCAR 

The objectives of the A TCOR and OSCAR test2J 

were as follows. 
I. To compare the performance of the sianature 

extension allorithms on the rec08llition segment to 
that attained using (a) locallrainina signatures from 
the recognition segment and (b) untransformed sig
natures from the training segment 

2. To relate performance to the biowindow in 
which the recolnition and lrainina segments were 
acquired 

3. To evaluate the effects of clustering on the per
formance of the OSCAR algorithm 

2S, O. Wheeler. "Sianature Elltension Experiment." IBM 
Memorandum IBM·RES-l)..9. Conlract NAS 1).143~O. June l. 
197~. 

"s. O. Wheeler. "Results of the Sianalllre Ea:ension Experi· 
ment." IBM Memorandum IBM·R£S.2l·j·l, Contract NAS 
1).14lS0. July 29. 1976. 
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4. To evaluale the quality measures used In the 
aItorithms as predictors of slanatute extension per· 
formance 

DatrIpIion • the experimMt.-l=ive dauification' 
runs were performed on each TSEG and RSEO pair. 
as foUows. . 

t. LocaI-usina statistics from 'the recoInition 
seament's tralnlna subclasses 

2. Untransformed-uslng statistics from the 
trainina segment's trainina subclasses 

3. OSCAR with c1usters-usill8 training segment 
statistics after applyina an affine transformation 
derived by the OSCAR. ataorithm operating on 
cluster statistics in the trainins and recoanition sea
ments 

4. A TeOR-usins train ina seament statistics 
after applyina an affine transformation derived by 
the ATCOR alaorithm 

S. OSCAR with subclasses-using trainina sea· 
ment statistics after applyina an amne transforma
tion derived by the OSCAR alaorithm operatins on 
statistics from the AI-defined subclasses in the recoa
nition and trainina seaments 

Response variables for the experiment were 
I. Estimated percentqe of wheat in the recogni

tion segments at O-percent and I-percent thres· 
holdinl 

2. Observed classification accuracies in the test 
fields defined by lhe AI's in the recognition segment 

3. Percentage of pixels thresholded in the recoin i
lion seament and in the test fields at the l-percent 
thresholdins level 

The percent. of wheat in the segment was 
calculated by counting the number of pixels 
classified as wheat in the segment. subtractina the 
number of pixels classified as wheat within desil
nated "other" fields, and then dividins by 22 932 (the 
total number of pixels in a LACIE segment). 
Thresholdina in the segment was calculated in a 
similar manner. The OSCAR algorithm produces a 
quality factor that measures the closeness with 
which the transformed sianatures match the recoa.lti
tion segment's cluster-based (or subclass-based) sig
natures. Also, the A TCOR allorithm produces an 
estimate of the haze levels in the recolnition and 
trainin, segments. 

A reOR and OSCAR geographical signalure txltn
sion Il'sulls.-Results of the A TCOR and OSCAR 
seoaraphical signature extension tests are presented 
in the followinl parasraphs. 

Percentase of wheat in the segment: The averases 
of the estimated values of the percentase of wheat in 
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the seaments at o.percent and I-percent thresholdina 
are Jiven in table XIX. The same quantities are 
given, by biowindow, in tables XX to XXII. 
(Differences are caused by the fact that the cateaory 
OSCAR with subclasses could not be run on one sea
ment because ,of the small number of subclasr.s in 
the segment. Values in tables XX to XXII do not in
clude that seament.) The standard errors (i.e., stan
dard deviations of the average values) can be used to 
place confidence limits on the mean values but are 
not appropriate for testing for differences among the 
mean values. Sianificance tests, using the Fisher's F
factor. were performed, and appropriate standard er
rors that reflect the structure of the experiment were 
calculated. 

Test statistics indicated that there were no signifi
cant differences among the estimates of the percen
tage of wheat in the segment by local classification or 
the four signature extension techniques, no signifi
cant differences among the estimated percentaae of 
wheat in the different biowindows, and no signifi
cant interaction between the classification tech
niques and the biowindows. The lack of interaction 
suggests that, within the limits of experimental error. 
all the techniques work equally well. or poorly, in all 
biowindows. 

The average values and standard deviations of the 
percentageS of the pixels thresholded while classify
ing the recognition seament using statistics derived 
by the different techniques are given in table XXII. 
These tabulated values exhibit large differences 
among the techniques. However. an analysis of 
variance test indicated there were no significant 
differences among the classification techniques. 

The previously described tests showed little 
difference between local classification in the recogni
tion segment and the signature extension techniques 
except for classificdtion of the RSEG with 
untransformed TSEG statistics. a technique that 
caused undue thresholding in the segment. Figures 3 
through 6 are scatter plots of signature extension ver
sus local estimates of percentage of wheat in the seg
ments. (The solid line in these plots is X - Yand the 
dashed line is the regression line y .. j{X) given in 
the legend.) These plots show a large segment-to-seg
ment variability between local and signature exten
sion estimates and. consequently. a small ( ..... 0.4) cor
relation between the estimates. Figure 7, a plot of 
A TCOR versus OSCAR estimates of percentage of 
wheat, shows a surprisingly high correlation between 
these estimateS. This strong relationship implies 
that, despite their very different approaches toward 

solving the signature extension problem, the tech
niques produce basically the same result and a lerae 
experiment would be required in order to choose one 
over the other. 

Alaorithm haze and quality factors: Table XXlll 
lives simple correlation Coefficients relating the 
alaonthm quality factors and ATCOR estimates of 
the differences between the haze levels in the recog
nition and training sepnents to the percentage of 
wheat estimates. As would be hoped, the threshold
ing produced by using untransformed training sig
natures is hiahly correlated with the change in haze 
measurements predicted by ATCOR. Figures 8 
through 12 show plots of the significant factors in 
table XXIII versus the difference in haze levels 
between the recognition and training segments as 
predicted by ATCOR. 

Since the performance of the cluster-based 
OSCAR algorithm does not correlate with any of the 
quality factors, these would not appear to be useful 
predictors of algorithm performance. The quality 
factor produced by using OSCAR with subclasses 
does correlate with some of .he thresholding rates 
but these correlations could not generally be used in 
a signature extension situation. 

Training field accuracies: Tables XXIV and XXV 
contain average training field accuracies for. respec
tively. the wheat and non wheat training fields when 
classified without thresholding. F-tests in the 
analysis of variance with subsequent multiple com
parison tests show significant differences between 
local classification and the signature extension tech· 
niques but no differences among the techniques. 
Similar results hold for the training field accuracies at 
I-percent thresholding as shown in tables XXVI and 
XXVII. Each of these analysis of variance tests sug
gests that training field accuracies may be dependent 
upon the biowindow. but. as in the percentage of 
wheat estimates, there are no interactions between 
biowindows and algorithms. 

Thresholding rates in the training fields. tables 
XXVIII and XXIX, show large differences between 
local classification and the signature extension tech
niques, particularly the untransformed technique. 
Both the average and the variability in the threshold
ing rates are much larger for the signature extension 
ter.hniques than for local classification. There are, 
however. no significant differences among the 
results from ATCOR and the two OSCAR 
algorithms. 

Cone/us Ions from the A TCOR and OSCA R 
geographical signature extension tests: In terms of 
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averag~ estimates of the percentage of wheat in the 
segment. there is little evidence for choosing local 
classification or one of the four signature extension 
techniques over the others. except for the 
untransformed approach. which shows a tendency to 
produce far too many thresholded pixels. 

Local classification produces better training field 
accuracies than any of the signature extension 
algorithms. particularly un transformed. Differences 
between local classification and the algorithms may 
not be real since the observed differences probably 
can be explained by the known bias in local 
classification due to reclassifying training data. The 
untransformed approach. however. appears to do 
more poorly than the others. 

There is little evidence in any of the data to sug
gest any difference between the performan'l! of 
OSCAR with clusters and OSCAR with subciasses. It 
thus appears that clustering neither helps nor 
degrades OSCAR's performance appreciably. 

Probably the most important and startling result 
of this analysis is the demonstrated high corrl'lation 
between results from A TCOR and OSCAR. This 
shows that these. despite being completely different 
in concept. produce very similar results and only an 
exceptionally large experiment could establish a 
choice between them. 

The Geographical Signature Extension 
Test of MLEST 

The objectives of the MLEST test trefs. 20 and 
21) were as follows. 

1. To compare the performance of the MLEST 
signature extension algorithm on the recognition seg
ment to that attained using (a) local training sig
natures from the recognition segment and (b) 
untransformed signatures from the training segment 

2. To relate performance to the biowindow in 
which the recognition and training segments were 
acquired 

Desc'ription of the experiment.-The experiment 
was performed using the same Kansas data set used 
in the OSCAR and ATCOR test. One of the 28 train
ing/recognition segment pairs used in the 
OSCAR/ ATCOR test had significant data dropout. 
which MLEST was not capable of processing. This 
TSEG/RSEG pair was dropped. and the MLEST test 
was performed on the remaining 27 TSEG/RSEG 
pairs. 
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The evaluation procedure for the 27 TSEG/RSEG 
pairs consisted of two mlijor steps. In step 1, MLEST 
signature extension runs were made for each seg
ment pair to determine MLE estimates for each A 
matrix and 8 vector. In all of these runs, the in
dividual subclass a priori probabilities were assumed 
equal and held constant. The MLEST iteration was 
begun with A being the identity matrix and 8 being 
the null vector. Also, A was restricted to be diagonal 
in all runs. In step 2, the affine transformed training 
segment signatures were used to classify each recog
nition segment using the LACIE maximum-likeli
hood classifier. Classification accuracies were com
puted for wheat/nonwheat over recognition segment 
training fields. Overall classification accuracies were 
computed for each recognition segment using the 
formula 

Povcrall = 0.5 (Pew) + 0.5 (PCNW ) (52) 

where Pew is the wheat classification accuracy and 
PCNW is the nonwheat classification accuracy. 

The classification r':'Sults were used to estimate 
wheat proportions at threshold values of 0 percent 
and 1 percent. The classification runs described pre
viously were repeated using un transformed statistics 
from the training segment as well as statistics from 
the recognition segment training fields. Henceforth. 
the affine transformed classification results will be 
referred to as MLEST results; the untransformed 
training segment classification results will be re
ferred to as UT results; and the recognition segment 
classification results will be referred to as LOCAL 
results. . 

MLEST geographical signalllre extension results.
The MLEST program converged normally for 23 of 
the 27 signature extension runs attempted. However. 
successful optimization iteration sequences could not 
be established for four segment pairs. Analysis of the 
data for these four segment pairs revealed that the 
recognition segment data were located relatively far 
from the modes of the corresponding initial esti
mates (A = I. B = 0) for the tlaining segment mix
ture density functions in spectral space. This resulted 
in floating-point underflow problems in the likeli
hood lllOction computations. which in turn caused 
the Davidon optimization iterations to abort. The 
MLEST program was rerun for these four segment 
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pairs usina tbe followina initial values for the affine 
transformation 

A 111 I (53) 

8 III (54) 

wbere I - a 4 X 4 identity matrix 
"., - mean value in channell for the trainina 

segment. 1- 1,2,3,4 
".; - mean value in channell for the recog-

nition segment. 1- 1.2.3.4 
In other words. a mean level adjustment (MLA) was 
used for the initial. vector. The reruns Were suc
cessful, resultina in aormal convergence for all four 
seament pairs. 

Table XXX enumerates the classification ac
curacy results obtained with the aeoaraphical exten
sion data set. Table XXXI lists, by biowindow. the 
average improvement in MLEST classification ac
curacy over UT accuracy and the average difference 
between MLEST classification accuracy and LOCAL 
classification accuracy. The aver. improvement 
and average difference percentages are defined as 

Average improvement'" Avg (PMLEST - PUT) 

(55) 

Average difference '" Avg(PLOCAL - 'MLEST) 

(56) 

where PMLEST is ihe MLEST classification accuracy, 
PUT is the UT classification accuracy, and PLOCAL is 
the LOCAL classification accuracy. 

Referrina to tables XXX and XXXI, one can 
make the followina observations. 

I. The MLEST classification accuracies improved 
upon UT classification accuracies for a m~ority of 
the sipature extension segment pairs. Improve-

monts in oVlrali classification ac:wracy are indicattd 
for 22 of the 27 seament pairs. Improvements in both 
the wheat and ItOnwbeat dassitlcation accuracies are 
indicated for 14 of the 27 seament pairs. 

2. The avenae improvemMt (table XXXI) in 
overall. wheat. or nonwbeat dusification accuracy is 
approximately 10 percent. The improvements in 
classification accuracy are particularly strUr'llI for 
seament pairs 185411025, 1882/1887, 1&;011881, 
188011875. and 1883/1884. The improvements in 
wbeat classification accuracy for these seamont pairs 
ranae from approximately 23 percent for sepnent 
pair 188011887 to approximately 64 percent for SII
ment pair 188211887. 

3. The delradations (PUT - PMLEST) in 
classification accuraay resultiq from the use of 
MLEST are relatively iDSiplificant. Tbe averqe 
dearadation (five seament pairs) in overall accuracy 
is less than 2 percent. Tbe aver. ctearadation in 
wbeat classification accuracy (seven seament pairs) 
is less than 4 percent. Tbe ave ... dearadation in 
nonwheat classification accuracy (nine seament 
pairs) is 11'55 than J percent. 

4. The improvements in classification perform
ance do appear to depend on the biowindow (table 
XXXI) in which the data were collected. Aver. 
improvements in classification accuracy are approx
imately 14 percent for biowindows 2 and 3, approx
imately 9.S percent for biowindow I. and approx
imately 4 percent for biowindow 4. These results are 
reinforced by the well-known fact that biowindows 2 
and 3 provide maximum discrimination between 
wbeat and nonwheat. 

5. The MLEST classification accuracies fall sh'lrt 
of the LOCAL accuracies. The aver. difference 
between MLE$T and LOCAL accuracies is approx
imately 18 percent for the overall accuracies. approx
imately 21 percent for the wheat accuracies, and ap
proximately 15 percent for the nonwheat accuracies 
(table XXXI). However. the LOCAL classification 
accuracies are biased estimates since they were esti
mated over the same fields that were used to train 
the classifier. Thus. the difference between the 
MLEST classification accuracy and the "true" 
LOCAL classification accuracy should be less than 
this observed difference of IS to 20 percent. 

6. MLA startiq values for the • vector were used 
for seament pairs 1882/1887, 188011875, 1877/1875, 
and 1883/1884. Considerable improvement in 
MLEST classification performance was noted for 
these sites. The effect of the MLA starting values 
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was to plM. .. tile inidal mixture density function in 
tlataeneral nelJbborbood of the l'tClOIftitlon seament * ... It is conjectured that tile ust of MLA startina 
values for the remainder of the sianature extension 
data set would have resulted in better MLEST 
classification performance. 
... Table XXXII lists the UT. MLEST. and LOCAL 
whut proportion estimates. Table XXXlU lists 
mtan· absolute differences between MLEST· wheat 
proportion estimates lind LOCAL wheat proportion 
estimates and between UT wheat proportion esti
mates and LOCAL wheat proponion estimates. 
Tbese mean absolute differenees are averaaed sepa
rately for each biowindow and collectively for the en
tire dall set. 

Referrina to tables XXXII and XXXDI. ono can 
make the followina observations. 

1. The MLEST proportion estimates are closer to 
the LOCAL proportion estimates than are the UT 
estimates in 14 of 27 seament pairs with O·percent 
thresholdiq and 11 of 27 seament pairs with 
l-percent thrcsholdiq. 

2. The extent ofimprovement is erratic; however, 
the MLEST estimates are closer, on the averaae (ta
ble XXXW) to the LOCAL estimates than are the 
UT estimates. Tbe averaae absolute differences com
puted for eacb biowindow between MLEST and 
LOCAL and between UT and LOCAL inctitate that 
the MLEST proportions represent bnprovementl 
over UT proportions for biowindows I to 3. The 
MLEST proportions represent dearadation with 
respect to UT proportions for biowindow 4. This 
finmlll is reinforced by the classification accuracy 
results presented earlier, which showed that the 
smalleJt improvement in classification accuracy 
usiq MLEST was in biowindow 4. 

3. The averaaes of the UT, MLEST, and LOCAL 
wheat proportion estimates (all 27 sites) from table 
XXX at o.percent thresholdinl are approximattly 
equal (within 1 percent of each other). The variances 
of these estimates are also essentially equal. For a 1-
percent threshold, the averaae MLEST and LOCAL 
estimates are approximately equal; however, the 
averap UT estimate differs about 5 percent from 
these estimates. 

4. The amount of thresholdiq with the MLEST 
classifications is sipificantly less than that obtained 
with the UT classiflcations. Drastic reductions in 
thresholdina are indicated for seament pairs 
1854/1025, 1168/1173, 1882/1887. 1880/1887. 
188011875, and 1172/1181. 
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OJnclu8ltllisflWn Ike MLEST~ 1IIn"'" 
extenalon ""'.-on the basis of tests ocmducted thus 
far, the fcllowina conclusions can be made. 

1. The use of the MLEST alsorithm leads to im· 
provements in classification accuracy. 

2. The MLEST whuat proponion estimates are • 
on the averaae. closer to the LOCAL wheat propor· 
tion estimates than are tho UT wheat proportion esti
mates. 

3. In reference to lbe aeoarapbical extension 
results, the MLEST alaorithm performs besl on data 
from biowindows 1 to 3. . 

4. The use of the MLEST affine transformed 
trainina seament signatures for classification 
draFtically reduces the percentile of pixels 
tbl'f.sbolded. 

These results demonstrate the viability of MLEST 
lIS a sianalure extension aIJOrithm. It is conjectured 
thlt the use of MLA startina VICtors. physica1 con
straints on A and •• and the iterative equations for 
the a priori probabilities wO'Jld lead to improvements 
in thet performance of the MLEST alaorithm. 

aUMMARY AND CONCLU810N8 

This paper. bas described the results of the efron 
to develop a technolOlY for sianalUre extension dur
ina LACIE Phases t and II (1915 and 1976). Anum· 
ber of haze and Sun anale correction procedures were 
developed and tested. These included the ROOSTER 
and OSCAR cluster-matchina alJOrithms and their 
modifications, the MLEST and UHMLE maximum
likelihood estimation procedures, and the ATCOR 
procedure. All these alaorithms were tested on 
simulated data and consecutive-day Landsat im. 
ry. The ATCOR, OSCAR. and MLEST alaorithms 
were also tested for their capability to pographically 
extend sipatures usi!1l Landsat imaaery. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from these tests. 
1. In ,eneral, the paired TSEG/RSEG seement 

approach to sipatufe extension described in this 
paper was not successful. This conclusion is based on 
the poor aeoaraphical extension test results pre
sented in the precedina section. The primary source 
of error appeared to be the lack of representative 
crop sianatwes in a sinale trainina seament for use in 
structurina a classifier to classify a recoanition sea
ment. This conclusion was reached by compariq the 
results from the consecutive-day sianature extension 
tests with the leoaraphical sipature extension 
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results. The consecutive-day sipature extenSion 
ttsults were very encouraailll in that they indicated 
that if haze was the primary source of sianature 
variation. it could be successfully corrected for with 
little or no deiradation in the classiner's perfor
mance. Whon other sources of sianature variation 
were introduced in the leoaraphical sianature exten
sions. a siarffic:ant dearadation in classifier perfor
mance was noted which was not correctable Ulloa 
haze and Sun anale conection procedures. The lack 
of success noted in this paired 5e111\entB approach to 
sianature extension led to the development of the 
n\ultiseament trainina approach to s_ture exten
sion described in the paper by Kauth and 
RichaMsGn. 

2. The affine transformation appears to be an ap
propriate model for use in correctina Landsat imase
ry for uniform haze and Sun anale differences. 

3. Of the algorithms tested, MLEST and A TCOR 
appear to offer the most promise for sianature exten
sion. MLEST outperformed all other alaorithms on 
the simulated data, the consecutive-day data, and the 
leotraphical extension data set. In addition, it is sup
ported by maximum-likelihood estimation theory. 

In the consecutive-day test and the geographical 
extension test, A TeOR was shown to improve 
classification performance. A TeOR aiso has a 
theoretical foundation in its physical model explain
ina the interaction of liaht reflected by the surface of 
the Earth, the atmosphere, and the Landsat sensor. 
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Appendix 
Detallea De.crlptlon of OICAR 

As described in the body of this paper. tho 
OSCAR aJaorithm consists of four ~or steps: com
putation of psoudorank vecton. identlncation of 
admissible pain. evaluation of candidate transforma
tions. and computation of weiahtod aver... esti
mates. The followin, is a detailed description of 
these steps. 

ITIP 1. COMPUTATION 0' PIIUDORANK 
VICTORS 

Cluster each seament usin, a suitable dusterina 
aJaorithm. Let ",. I - 1.2 •...• M'f\ be the cluster 
mean vectors for the trainina seament and ,,;) - 1. 
2 •..•• MR' be the duster mean vecton for the recoa
nition seament. We will use Ie to index components 
(channels) of "/k and ".ik- where Ie - 1. 2 •...• p. 

Compute for each I and k 

where 

: . ",. 
- "- (A2) 

H(::r) • 0; : < -, (Al) 

H(::r) • I;: > , (A4) 

H(z:r) • (z + ,)/(2,); -, < : < , 

(0 < , < S; currently" • 3) 

(AS) 

Compute fOr oac:h) and Ie 

MR 
E H ("It - 1I,t~ ,) (A6) ,-I ,-, 

where the dennitions are similar to those for equa
tion (Al). 

The H (unction is used to render the rank _tors 
robust with I'ISJNICt to sllaht random varialions (in 

, haze or in sipaaures) that could cause rank revenals. 
Differences areater than or are counted u rutl ranks; 
differences I .. than or are counted u partial ranks on 
a slidina scale from zero to ono. 

The pseudorank vectors are normalized to zoro.to
one to enhance comparability between seamon .. 
with diff.rent numbers of dusters. Thus. if I and) in
eIex similar classes. v lit should be fairly dose to W Jk 
for all k. 

ITIP 2: IDINTIPICATION 0' ADMIIIIILI 
PAIIII 

For each IJ pair. compute 

p 

ell· I: IVkl - wlil" (A7) 
k-l 

[! < p < 2; currently, p • I] (AI) 

For each I. flnd the fJ Iow .. t ttJ values. Let Milt 
denote the) index of the htb low .. , tit 

List all IJ pain such that either 
a. For lOme h C CI. there is an Mill - ). 
b. For IOmo CI < he fJ. there is an Milt - ) and Co 

< ,.. 

(0 < G < _ < 10,0.8 <. 1 < ~ J; 

currendy, G • 4 .. _ ... : i .. J) 
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Pair IIli f ing the above crileri n are called ad· 
mi ible. let admi ible pairs by inde"ed by R - 1.2. 
.. . . let I , be the I index and J~ be th j index (or the 
gth pair. 

If all cluster reprc cnl cia e found in both sea· 
ment, cr · I. ' .' Jndina VII, and W,4 vector will be 
nearly ( Il" i' The vector will ' differ omewhut 
because 1~.It1om ariation cao rever e rank and 
becau e orne clu ter will be unmatched (i.e., found 
in one egmenl only) . The approach i 10 Ie t.llI pair 
thaI appear to be promisina. 

STEP 3: EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

The basic lructure i a double loop for all (g.q 
pair uch that I '" q ~ N(g). Thu • the ba ic loop 
con i I of examining all pair of admi ible pair . 
The step are 

a. Set the ub ripl' equal 10 I 
b. Take the next (x,q) pair. If' tarting, g - I and 

Q - 2. If all pair have been examined. gO'lo lep 4. 
c. Ifeilher I - 'qor J - Jq( 11K - Iql ~ 0.00001 

mean 'g - 'qt go back 10 tep b: otherwi e, con· 
tinue. 

d. Compute for each hannel k 

(A9) 

e. If for all k, 8 ~ A EO )., then continue: if one or 
more of the inequalitie are not ati tied, Ihen go 
ba k 10 lep b. 

10.3 <; 0.6 , I . x <; .• 

curr 011 .6 - O . . X '" J. I (A IO) 

f. Set and compute for all k 

(All) 

(A I2) 
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For each recoanition elu ter • compute GJ II 

follows: 

, 
Il/k (All, 

Form the vector ZiJ 

then 

and define 

(j :: 
I 

(AI6) 

g Compute 

f. • , E r- C' /o : 120 <; 0 <; SO; cunently,o • sot 
I 

h. Increment r (r - r + 1). 
i. Go to Icr b. 

A17) 

The algorithm form a traighl line between Ihe 
mean of each pair of lu ter . If the re ulling 
multiplicative factor i rea onablr. the goodne cri· 
terion i e alu3ted and the tfan formali n i tored. 
The rationale for Ihe goodne . cri terion i gi en in 
Ihe lex\. 

STEP 4: COMPUTATION OF WEIGHTED 
AVERAGE ESTIMATE 

Find the I/J hiahe t 1, alu . leI J, be the rth hila,· 
e t value and leI c, and f!, be moved to corre pond t 
/,:. (1 ilia '" ~ 10; currentlY, 1/J - 5\ . 



For all channell k - I. 2 •.•.• II. comp .... "*' .... 
muldpllcatlve tim in the.mne huollun ...... cor-
fICtion equalion (eq. (1)). 

(All) 

For all channell k - I. 2 •...• ,. compute bAt the 
addltl"e term in the .mne hazelSun .naI. correction 
equation (eq. (l)). 

Tbt welabttd 1 ..... 11 UIId 10 tha, the nnal ..... 
...... will DOt be unduI, inn .... b, ....... ' 
p ............ could be caUIICI b, random variatloa. 
An Inspection of .. uatlons (All) and (AI9) rtVIIII 
that CIt and bt (_eq. (I)) art fomaed b, ...... 
wtlahttd ..... or the btlI candldltt trIIIIf'orma
tIons. 
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T,. ... I. ____ 0.1 VarIaIIIIJ lit ,.., Dtno 
0bM.-J.,* M"".".,"'" 

I)Jf lui,. 
A. DrnamIc .... ........... 

AhIIOIfIledc .... IMI ... 

.. ........ oId1f· ..... t ...... ......... .............. • 
CrwIaI"... a.. 
PIIId ...... .,. 

• 

• 

rA.u 1I.-A.Hl",S/pG1In ~_ OI(fJkIM"/OrCotwtu~ ""ttl 
"- 11('; MUST "A' .raa MOD. • fCl . MOD ...... A7t'CM ItfJlC'l 

" 'k " ... " 'k lei 'k 'II 'k lei 'k lei 'II 'II 'k lei 'II 

PI .. uo -u ,. -2.» 1.12 -.... 1.24 -.. , I.OJ -0.. 1.12 -5.1 1.116 -2.6 1.12 -u 1.415 -u 
... 1 -u UD -.9 I.GI -,.0 ,., .. -1.2 1.Ie -1.7 1M -".5 I.. -2.1 1.10 -u ... -lJ ... U • .os -1.4 un u ... , -6.6 I.OJ .I l.os .S •• -1.1 I All -5.1 1.2, -10.5 
.tt U •• -.' ... U 1.12 -2.1 1.oJ ., 1.02 •• .,os -.I . .." -u 1.2, -4.2 

FI.,).2 0." 0.' UI5 0.1 0 ... U 0." SJ 0." 1.0 0." 0 ... U 0.95 U 0." 0.2 ... -.' 1.1,. . 0 ... ... .12 U ... ., •• 1.5 .tt . J ... U IbI -.' 
, . US -1.6 l.Ie •• 1.1. -u U -17.6 . .. -1.2 I.IM -u .95 1.6 ... U I.U -u I,. U. -u 1.1' J I.e" -u I.S -U.J UO -J I ... -u .M U .ft 1.0 1.16 -.... 
i 

I'f Fl6fs..t I'- -0.1 U6 -u ,,1M -0.' 1.85 -OJ •• -0.2 1.411 1.6 1.0'7 -u 0.91 ... , I .• -u .. w. IAII -.1 1.2" -u 1.oJ .5 UN I.' I." .0 lAlI .., 1.83 .6 ... ..., U6 -u .. 

t .92 U 1.12 -.I ... J.I .. , 5.5 I.GZ •• .II 12.1 UN -.I . .. U 1.22 -61 
.95 U US -5.5 '.00 .9 '.05 .2 1.oJ .J .It J.' UN -.6 .95 U U6 -u 

I FI~' 0. .. 0.0 C ... -,.6 0.. D.) 0.92 -0.9 0.11 0.' 0 ... 0.1 ..... 2.0 0." U 1.00 -u .. , -.6 ... -u .. . 5 ... -1.2 ... .6 . .. -.' .a I.' .95 U I"" -6.1 
. ~ .tt .6 1.22 -..... r.02 -6.G UI6 -u .90 .2 I.OJ -u .11 a.1 .- 2.5 UI -II.' 

." -.6 ... , -u . 5 ... -1.6 ... -.J .. U .11 I.J .t7 •• .." -).9 

.. 45504 In -.... 0. .. 0 .• .... 2.1 0." '.0 0.91 ,.; 0.11 U 0." 2.' 0." ... 2.12 -2U .... -).9 ... .1 .• , .6 1.1, -,.0 .92 . 6 .90 1.2 .92 U ... .. 1.5 • -11.7 
,All -u 1.02 .0 .92 U ... -.2 .ft -I.) I.GO -2.3 .92 1.2 ... .S I.JJ -'.0 ..... -u 97 .5 .tt .6 ... -2 ... -J .N -u .92 .J '.GO .2 I.» -u 

Sl72S04 0.95 U 0. .. I.' 1.01 12 l.ot U 1.05 -':'.J 0 .• U I. 1.1 0." U .... -u ... 2. 1.01 .7 l.ot U I.IM •• I" -l.G .11 ... I • -.' .95 U 1.22 -u 
.t7 U I." 1.2 I.GI 2J 1.G2 I.' I,IM -.J ... U UN .I ... 2.5 I.l. -u 

1.02 .5 UN .6 I. 1.1 !JII 1.0 1.05 -.6 . .. U I.OJ .2 .97 •• I.» -l.1 

",.., 1.116 -'oU I.OJ 0.1 0." U UN ... 0." u 0." ", 0." 2.6 0.92 .., UO -u 
1!16 -.' I,OJ .0 ... .... 1.00 U ." U .. ) U •• -1.5 ... U ... ' -5.' 
u» ., '.GI .0 ... '.0 .t7 U ... U ... U l.OJ -.6 ... U UJ -u 
I. -.' t.02 .0 , ... 1,0 un 1.0 l.ot U l.ot I.l 1.02 .5 .95 U .... -2.G 



,. -----...:... .... ~ . ---.-~--~. 

T"&6I1I.-""'" Atl'IfttIJW""",IatI ... TAA. 1Y.-NtM __ Amtrtlt1P SllrnlMr.d Do,. ... ,...., hH .... .",.. .... ,..,1ItfftItIt1 ".,. ...., ~ .. .....,--,..,...., ....,.. .".,......, .......... ....,. • .......... """ ..... tdMu 
",., tel ",., ,., 

ItISJ AIUST "'/lflii Itfa rnt ItISJ AIUST UH/IfIII Itfa UT 

IIMI au -2.e 6J -.. -21.4 -.- IIMI 9U OJ -6J -8.2 -u -".1 
11M2 .7.1 .e IJ -2.9 .e -26J .2 ".1 .e -J -.1 .e -IU 
11M' .... J U 2.1 -111 -14.4 sau 97.' .e -u -u -2.9 -"J 
IIM4 ru -.1 6.5 -IU -1.7 - • .e aM 90 -.1 -6.0 -14 -JJ -JJ 

..... • U -J ... -.4 -10.7 -59.' .... ... • -u -u -,.e - •. 4 .. 
II" 5.9 • .e 2J 4IJ .3.1 •. 1 ID 2.0 J U U 14.1 4U 

~"""'-"""""""_""'''''''''/I.IIIII ·" ......... _ .......... _tIIIII .... ~. ................. .............. 

TMU y.-,"-, AttIII'IK)' /tIt0lnla1lllW-Dtly.,. 

".,. IMfII I'rrMturpdl/lfmlt#".,.,.IotoIII«fftq"-~ wIrIt ..... ""." .... 
tItftIffIt1. (., 
",..., 

Itsl MLIST QSC41t It£GUS MOD" Itfa MOD "raM UH/1#141 UT 1., UN .. 
GSC'AA' 

PI ... 
..., 

OJ 1.1 0., U 0.' 1.1 IJ IJ -1S.6 1.1 2.8 -21.9 
Pl67).2 97J -J •• -.1.9 -6.6 -2.6 -u -2.9 -2.9 -3.9 -.6 J -202 
Pl655-4 9U -IU U -IU -11.1 -12.1 -IU -14J '-IU -9.6 -IU -u -4'" 
PI,..' 12.6 -u -6.1 -u -lO -u -10.' -1.9 -1.1 -21.4 -u -u -u 
1I.u.4 92.0 I.e 1.6 -4.e -2.'7 -7.1 -IU -6.1 -.' -.u .e -2.1 -4Z.6 
11125-4 19.' 7J 2.0 4.6 7.8 -.' IJ IJ -.6 U -»J -I".~ 2U 
11,..5 92.6 -u 1.1 -J -u -u A -A -6J -50.' -u U -49J .... te ... -u .4 -2.6 -u -u -u -JJ -u -IU -u -u -21.5 
ID ... 6.' JJ U 5.7 U '.1 S.6 7.8 IU ••• 6.. 27J 

• " ...... - .. ....--... _I11III .... "' ......... 



TABLE VI.-Nonwheat Accuracy for Consecutlwe-Day Data 

Data L«aI Pettett,age d(ffemlce betwfftlloNl 0I:CUf(lC)l4IId that obtollfetl with Wl1Itnu algorltlull8 
a«IUcK')I. (a) 
percen, 

R(S) MLEST OSCAR REGRES MODR R(C) MOD ATCOR UNjleIdI UT R(SIC) .:..- I OSCAR 

"-
FJ709-8 73.9 -8.5 -10.3 -10.6 -11.2 -12.0 -11.S -12.4 10.7 -12.0 -18.7 -6.8 
F167J.2 9S.7 -2.3 -\.0 -3.0 -11.S \.6 -.9 .t -5.7 -27.2 .3 -2.3 
FI6S5-4 95.4 .4 -3.4 1.4 .7 .4 -.5 .6 1.4 -.9 .6 -4.4 
F1726-7 19.1 3.7 3.9 5.8 7.6 -.4 2J 1.9 -7.5 10.6 -10.5 -6.6 
SI4S5-4 78.9 -2.3 -5.1 -2.8 -.5 3.0 7.6 1.0 1.3 -4.6 .0 -5.8 
S1125-4 93.5 -6.S -l.S -7.7 -8.4 -6.1 -14.7 -5.7 -9.7 -U.S -7.0 -8.1 
EI726-S 45.2 -5.1 -17.3 -9.3 -S.3 -2.2 -11.1 -25.2 3.1 86.1 -28.5 -11.4 

Mean 80.2 -2.9 -4.7 -3.7 . ;.r -2.1 -4.2 -5.0 -4.2 9.0 -8.2 -11.0 
SD 17.9 4.2 6.5 5.9 f ' S.O 8.4 10.4 6.1 36.S 10.4 10.4 

a" l11iftUJ lian means tile .illll11 wu less _rate th.n local ctusit'cilillll. 

TABLE VII.--overall Accuracy for Consecullwe-Doy Data 

Data Lctol Percentage difference between /ocQ1 afXUl'(l(Y and tha, obtained wl,h VtIJ'Ious aIgorItluns 
accuracy. (a) 
percent 

R(S} MUST OSCAR REGRES MODR R(C) MOD A TCOR UN fields UT R(S/C) 
OSCAR 

FI709-8 79.5 -S.8 -4.4 -7.0 -7.1 -7.6 -8.1 -7.8 -8.5 2.7 -8.2 -12.S 
F167J.2 96.1 -2.0 -.S -3.2 -10.2 .5 -1.7 -.7 -S.O -21.1 .I -1.7 
fl6SS-4 94.9 -3.3 -1.8 -2.1 -2.1 -2.7 -4.7 -3.0 -3.6 -3.1 -3.8 -3.8 
F1726-7 80.0 1.9 1.7 3.8 4.9 -1.9 -1.1 2.4 -5.9 .9 -8.5 -7.1 
SI4S5-4 86.S -.2 -.9 -3.S -1.8 -3.2 -4.4 -2.S .1 -12.1 .0 -3.5 
SI72S-4 85.4 l.l -.5 -.9 .0 -3.2 -1.9 -S.O -4.7 -4.3 -14.1 -11.0 
EI726-S 66.2 -3.2 -6.0 -3.8 -3.S -1.8 -4.1 -9.8 -2.7 1.4 -11.S -9.8 

Mean 84.1 -1.6 -1.8 -2.4 -2.8 -2.8 -3.7 -3.8 -4.3 -5.1 -6.6 -7.1 
SD 10.2 2.7 2.6 3.3 4.9 2.5 2.4 4.2 2.7 8.7 S.5 4.2 

• A minus sip _ft' Ihe IIIorIthm wu Ita_rate thlft local ctusillcaIiOll. 
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TABLE YIII.-<JverGII AmlrtlcyjbrSlmulated Data TABLIIX.-Whtat 1'rtJpon10lU/Or SlmultltH OIl,. Ch 

Dlltmrilltd U,,,,, LoteI R~'" 
Do", Loft, PttMt,. ~bft_1ottII /k'CWIIC)' 

4«'I/Nt1. GIld ~, oblOhIfd wHIt vorIolG /JlrOIflItIftS Dota I.IItII __ ,." ,JdfftIioItl'f/lOllltM "111",, 1otoI".,."".. 
/lllfflfl (G) 

R(SJ RfCl MUST UH UH ur 
R(S) MUST UH/Illdt R(C) UT 1* /IfIdt 

MLE 

• SIMI US 0.0 -3.S -2l.7 -29.6 -99.3 
SlM2 98.6 .0 .0 -.7 .0 -lU 

• SlM3 97.0 .l .0 -1.0 -$J -SO.O SIMI ,4,l -0.5 -1.9 0.6 -IU -n.3 -24.3 

SIM4 92.8 -.1 -3.2 -5.0 -2.9 -1.1 SlM2 24.7 .0 .0 .6 -1.0 -1.1 -u 
SlM3 24.9 .1 -3.& I.S 1.7 U -2G.O 
SlM. 24.2 .0 -' 6.8 -.3 -.6 ... 6.1 

Mean 95.5 .0 -l.7 -7.l -9.4 -44.i 
.. • 

SO 2.1 .l 1.9 9.9 ll.6 40.1 M .... .2 U U S.O U U.S 
abIoIlilO 

• A minus stan __ tht IlIOIilbm _ loa _II Ihan local dllllflcalion. values 
SO .2 I.S 3.0 7.9 10.6 10.3 

TABLE X.-Whttll Ptoporlions/orSlmulateti Dala as 
Determ/lled Using Ground Truth 

Oal" . a-tI SipalUIf' f'JCIrIUiDtI",."""", mlllUS ttOUlfd.trutlr 
trIIIlt JIIIIIIOIf/olt 

R(S} R(C} MLESr fiH lJH vr 
.flflJS jlf'/ds 
AILE 

SIMI 2J.9 -0.1 -I.S 1.0 -16 .• -21.9 -2J.9 
51M2 23.9 .8 .8 U -.2 -.3 -2.4 
51M3 23.9 1.1 -Z.I 2.S 2.7 2.6 -19.0 
SIM. 23.9 .3 .1 7.1 -.3 -.3 -6.0 

Meln .6 1.1 3.0 4.9 6.) 12.1 
.bIoIUIO 
VlIUC5 

SD .S .9 2.8 1.8 10.S 10.3 

• 
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r ...... Xl.-.".,,,,,.,.,.,~DtIttI"'~.lblIrBlMtIl...,,,. 

". IMfl ",..,...",..,,,..,,.,,, ...... ,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,. ....,. ... 
",., 

I 1t(SJ UGUS o.\'CAR IIODIt UT MUST ,AR:OIt MOD IttSlO IttCJ UN fill ',,'11 UHoII 
4\'CA1t /IIIdtI AILB .. 

PI70M 35.4 5.9 'I.S 9 •• '.4 9.' 7.8 10.7 10.3 16..5 Io.l -8.' -8.5 -$J Ii ",'134 •. f 11 -2.0 .6 -2.0 I" s.o -1.6 -1.9 4.4 -1.5 20.1 all 22.5 /I 

PI6SS04 27.7 -2.1 -202 -2.1 -1.6 -4.7 l.9 -u -2.8 2.8 -3.8 1.6 U 5.8 

I "., 2U -I .• -10 -1.4 -1.4 11 -.4 2.6 -1.4 U -16 -2.4 -117 -18 
514S$.4 53.7 .s -13 -15 -8.6 -2.0 4.8 -.1.0 -1.6 -.3 -IU -11.4 -104 -u II 
SI7J5.4 35.3 4i6 s.o 5.l 2.9 -.8 2.6 4.4 16 -.t 9,6 19.6 s.s .7 
81726.5 61.9 1.8 1.4 U •• 6.6 4.9 -3.2 6.0 9.8 3.6 ~25.1 -36.1 -29.7 ., 

i1 
Mtaa U 13 l.6 3.8 U 4.2 U U Sl 6..4 12.8 Ul 1l.6 ,~ 

"""" i --so 1.9 2l 2.9 l.6 12 2J .1.0 3.3 $.9 4.6 U 10..7 10.6 

c~ 

TABLE Xll.-lJ'hrat I'roporUotuJor ConsecuIl»e-Day /)(,fill 0$ Dlte"""*W,,, Gtound TnIlII 
;~ 

;~ 
.. ~ 
.~ , 

Data GffIIIIIII __ trfte.mm1Olt ptupDIIitoIt".,.~ /IIf1PMI1IIIf 
tnldI 

I(S} REGRES OSCAR MOD It UT MUST An:olt MOD I(SICJ R(e) UN all UN UHall 
OSCAR Ji«d.t MLE 

I; 
F.'ION 24.6 16.7 18.3 19.' 20l 20.6 18.6 11.5 21.1 27.3 21.1 1.9 2.3 5.6 1, , 
F1673-2 24.6 7.4 U 4.9 1.3 6.1 9J U 2.4 8.7 U 25.0 17.6 l6.8 ! 
FI6SS4 24.6 .9 .9 1.0 1.5 -1.6 7.0 -1.8 .J 5.9 -.7 4.7 7.7 8.9 
FI726-7 24.6 3.2 12 U U 7.3 3.8 6.8 2.8 6.1 U 1.8 -9.5 1.4 'i 

SI4Ss.4 58.3 -4.1 -7.9 -8.1 -IU -6.6 l -7.6 -lU -4.9 -17.' -16.0 -15l -12.9 
SIns.4 58.3 -18.4 -18.0 -17.7 -20.1 -2.1.8 -20.4 -18.7 -19.4 -23.9 -13.4 -u -17.5 -1.3 
IUJ26.S <M.2 19.5 IU 21.0 18.6 24.3 22.6 14.$ 23.7 27.5 21.3 -7.4 -I ..... -110 ~ 
M .... 10..0 9.8 10.8 au 12.9 11.7 10.5 1&.7 14.9 n.3 8.6 12.6 10.0 

abIohate 
val_ 

so 7.9 8.4 8.5 8.8 9.6 8.8 7.8 9.9 10.7 9.3 8.7 6.2 8.7 
~ . 

.. 
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TABLE XIII.--Haze CondItions on Consecutive-Day 
Daltl tIS Determined by Inspection qf Images 

Dtlt. TS£G RSEG 

FI7t)9.8 Clear Clear 
F167l-2 Hue Clear 
FI6SS-4 Clear Clear 
F1726-7 Hue Cleat 
SI4SS-4 Clear Clear 
S172S-4 Clear Hue 
EI726-5 Clear Hue 

TABLE XV.-ACCW'acy Percentage/or ihe Three 
Dif/erent Haze Conditions 

Herr conditiolt Pm:ent tJ«IJJ'tlCy 

~ 
TSEG RS£G 

Haze Clear - t71 
Clear Clear -4.26 
Clear Haze -4.82 

TABLE XIV.~Ana/ysls qf Variance/or Owrall 
A«Ul'Qcy 

.s:oUPl'# /hg,. SuM,q MNII F-/«tor ~ ., squem sqUCft 

/tHdDIft 

Alaorilhm 9 217.61 24.18 2.0: 60r7 
(AI) ptfClOftt 

Hue (II) 2 1ll.69 S6.8S 4.74 5 percent 
AxH 18 205.32 11.41 .95 NsB 

Error 40 480.17 12.00 
Total 69 1016.79 

-Nui lilniflcanl. 

TABLE XVI.-Ana/ysls 0/ Vtuiancejor 
Wheal Proportions 

Soutte IJtgrHS 01 SuM of MNII F-factor Signt/kGn« 
IfMlom IqUltlrs IqUCft 

Alaorilhm (A) 8 59.77 7.47 X NS 
Hue (II) 2 156.27 78.14 9.42 I percent 
AXH 16 45.21 2.83 X NS 

Error 36 312.95 8.69 
Total 62 574.20 

TABLE XVII.-AveTtlge Proportion Dif/erences/or the 
Three Different Haze C.ondilions 

Haze OOIIditiolt 

-----------------
TSEG RSEG 

Hue 
Clear 
Clear 

Clear 
Clear 
Haze 

Ptoponiolt difference 

2.0 
5.8 
3.9 



" 

TABUXVIII.-summtlryoj71ut ReIuItI TABUXIX.~_,f...,~_tdWhMI 
_ 'I1IIrIhoI_~.fn R«tIpJ_~" 

~.IIJ CaIattutIvHCQI tIslfI U_1It IIte~"Iudy 

,..._~ ...... IDtoICIC'tVGC)' aa~ ~~~""IIt""" IJIfd t/woblQbfM wIlIt wutGI&s~ tdftlqw ..,.,., 
''''''' IWMtt~ 

Res) 0.0 R(S) -1.6 tlt1aItoIdbrg ~ "'."pmwtt 
MUST -1.7 MLEST -u 
UNtleids -7.1 OSCAR -2.4 &Ibtrtnt S£O 6st1mtnt SE &f~ SE 
R(C) -9.4 REGRIS -18 • 
UT -44.1 MOOR -18 Local 30.9 2.' 29.9 2.6 1.4 tl.64 

RCC) -1.7 UatrlllSfonnacl 3l.6 2.7 27.9 1.0 U .• 4.2 
MODoseAR -1.' OSCARwitll 34.2 2.' 32.8 2.1 4.2 .89 • 
ATCOR -4J cluIlers 
UNtlelds -S.I ATCOR 33.7 2.? 11.7 2.7 6.9 1.8 
UT -6,6 OSCARwitIl 32.2 2.8 1l.S 2.8 1.8 .7 
R(SIC) -7.1 subdwes 
UHaU -10.6 

Whttu ",."".". dI/1lmlc. ftom IoctlJ 
..... 111_. 

R(S) G.2 R(S) 2.7 
R(C) I.J REGRES 1.3 TABLE XX.--AvertIge Values and Sttmtlard /Nvlatlons MUST 2.4 OSCAR 3.6 
UH fields MLE S.O MOOR 1.' oftbe Estimated Pettent. 01 Wheat 
VII fields 6.4 UT 4.1 at O-Percent Thm/wlding 
UT U.5 MLEST 4.2 

ATCOR 4.3 Oass#fttatlDn Bfowindo"" AWl'lJge 
NODoseAR 4.8 tel"l",tqw 
R(SfC) . S.2 I 1 J .. 
R(C) 6.4 
UHail 12.8 AWlVI6&' IItllws 
UH fields U.2 
UK all MLE 13.6 Local 13.4 2S.0 31.6 .16.7 31.s 

u",ransrormed 35.0 11.2 27.2 35.1 31.9 

Wl/t'Q1 (IfOpOttion difJemtc. ftom ,fOund 'Nth OSCAR with dusters 37.4 33.2 36.6 32.2 34.6 
ATCOR 36.' 29.3 35.0 36.0 34.1 

R(S) 0.8 UK all 8.6 OSCAR with subdasses 33.7 32.2 30.9 32.5 32.2 

R(C) 1.1 REGRES 9.8 
Ave ... 35.2 30.2 32.2 34.5 32.9 MLEST 3.0 UK all MLE 10.0 

UK t1ekIs MLE 4.9 R(5) 10.0 Obserwd st_ald devia,iOns UK tleIds 6.3 ATCOR 10.5 
UT 12.8 OSCAR 10.8 

Local 15.8 7.8 15.0 17.4 MOOR 11.2 
R(C) 11.3 Untransformed IB.8 17.1 9.9 Il.O 

OSCAR with dusters 17.7 IB.S 12.5 12.9 MLEST 11.7 ATCOR 17.4 17.8 9.6 1l.4 MOD OSCAR 11.7 OSCAR with subclasses 1S.4 15.8 8.S 19.5 UH fields 12.6 
UT 12.9 • 
R(S/C) 14.9 Numbn 0/ segments 

All techniques S 7 7 7 (26)8 

• ... lOIIlh_ iftdiclle IOIAI. ~ 
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TABLE XXI.-AverQle Va/ws and Standlutl DI,lallons 
qfthe Estimated Pen:enlage qf Wheal 

GII-PeltenI1'hteslloiding 

O,.qbtlolt Btowlll.1II AWltIl' 
ttthlfiqW . 1 J 4 

Awroge WlIun 

• 
Local 33.0 23.8 30.6 35.3 30.5 

6 Untransformed 31.1 26.4 22.7 34.2 28.4 
OSCAR with clusters 36.3 31.6 34.7 31.5 33.3 
ATCOR 33.8 27.8 32.S 3S.1 32.2 

• OSCAR with subclasses 32.6 32.7 29.3 31.8 31.5 

Aver. 33.4 28.4 30.0 33.6 31.2 
• 

0bunwI s,tlltdtUd dtPitltions 

Loatl 15.6 7.1 14.3 16.0 
Untransformed 21.0 20.4 8.2 U.1 
OSCAR with dusters 17.7 18.3 11.3 12.8 
AreOR 18.4 17.8 8.8 U.S 
OSCAR with subclasses 15.5 10.2 1.3 19.2 

NUIIIlwr 0/ stgmmlS 

All t«hniques S 7 7 7 (26)a 

........ "- indica.e lo.al. 

[ 
, 

r 
i 

: f 
; 

f. 
i r. • 
~' 

~; 
• .. 
< ,", 
t' .. , 
r~ r, 
f 
}. 
~, 
l!' ,. 

TABLE XXII.-A verage Values and Standard 
DI,lallons qf Percentage qf ThteshoIding In the 

Segments all-Percent Thtesholding 

CltIII(/ltGIIoIf BJo ••• A","* 
,tdmiqw 

I 1 J 4 

A~WJIufI 

Local l.S S.7 2.1 3.8 3.4 
Untranaformed 14.0 21.3 14.3 4.3 13.4 
OSCAR with clusters 3.4 3.9 4.5 4.5 4.1 
ATCOR 7.S 4.6 10.0 3.6 6.3 
OSCAR with subclasses 3.8 3.2 4.0 4.3 3 .• 

Averqe 6.1 7.7 7.0 4.1 6.2 

06mwd s,CIItdtUd IltPia,1o/fs 

Local I.l 3.2 1.3 4.8 
Untransformed 25.6 31.5 20.1 2.0 
OSCAR with dusters 5.1 5.9 4.8 4.2 
ArCOR 12.0 3.7 14.5 l.S 
OSCAR with subclasses 5.4 4.1 4.3 2.3 

Number 0/ segmttI,s 

All techniques S 7 7 7 (26)· 

'I'uen,"- indiQle 10111. 
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r 
r 

Local 
UIlb'aftlformed 
OSCAR with dusters 
ATCOR 
OSCAR with 

subclasses 

au.." lit Cl\'cAR ~ /IItIOII 
".,. 

",.,.,., a.... Subdoa-
"JmR b..t IHIutI 

-us 
.3S 
.16 

-.47 
Al7 

0Al6 
.25 
.14 
.23 
.14 

-0.42 
-.14 
-.13 
-.04 
-All 

Dfl/1ffIIIm HtWMt ~UIfIWoIr IIIld local peta!It,.qf 
wh«It tit I ,.,.t 

UIlb'aftlformed 0.37 0.19 0.21 
OSCAR with clusters .19 .07 .24 
ATCOR -.48 .16 .34 
OSCAR with .09 .10 .34 

subclasses 

TIrresIroIding ,tltes tit I,.,.t 

Local -0.17 0.09 0.02 
UlltrallSformed 1-.83 -.34 -.16 
OSCAR with clusters -.22 -.19 1-.61 
ATCOR 8_.SO -.14 8-.62 
OSCAR with -.30 -.07 1-.76 

subdasses 

D(ffem/re between ~Ignatuft extension and local thmholdlng Mtn 

Ulltransformed 
OSCAR with clusters 
ATCOR 
OSCAR with 

subclasses 

"sipiflcanl allhe 0.01 level. 
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1-0.81 
-.08 
-.40 
-.12 

-0.35 
-.21 
-.16 
-.12 

-0.16 
-.51 

1-.57 
1-.59 

TABUXXlV.-A.",. wa", 'INIbtIIII Fllld -
A«uNder_S."DI~""." 
.,o.""t~ • 
~ Il10.,,,,.., """,,,. 1rdIIt. 

I 1 J f 

" ........ 
Local as .. 81.2 10.9 87.6 81.2' 
UlluallSf'ormed 74.9 57.4 33.0 57Al 54.9 
OSCAR with clusters 80.0 52.5 43.8 50.4 55.7 
ATCOR 80.6 52.5 38.5 58.7 S6.6 
OSCAR wllb su~ ..... 717 57.4 34.1 58.8 55.2 

Averqe 78.8 60.2 44.0 615 60.7 

0b&rMd .tattdilrd dewtltlolu 

Local 14.5 14.& 6.9 8.7 
UntrallSformed 19.6 34.9 19.0 33.4 
OSCAR with dusters 19.6 40.5 25.9 32.3 
ATCOR 20.1 33.6 22.3 33.1 
OSCAR wilb subdasses 25.2 31.7 16.8 30.9 

Number 0/.,.,,11 

All techniques 6 & 7 7 (2&)b 

a 4U -.men" used in Ihc lIudy. 
bl'lrenlh_ indicale 101a1. 

" 



TABU XXV.--A-. N",whIaI 7NlniIIJ Fllld TABU XXVI.-A" WhIIIIJNbtInI ReId 
AtattGda tIIIIIStadtud DIvIMI_ AtcU1IltIa_$lMtltud .... 

tit o-PItomI 'IJImItoIdIIttf' GIl.,.."" .""..".". . 

~ IIiowIIWw A.."." CI/auCIkGIIGII 810."".", A.."". 
tdlttqw IIItIiIfIlpw , 2 J 4 , 2 J 4 

t 
A.."." lIQ/ua ... """. WI"'" 

• Local 92.0 88.7 86.7 95.7 90.7 Local 815 80.8 70.4 87.2 &OJ 
Untranaformed 84.0 79.4 78.5 72.9 78.5 Untraftlformod 68J 50.9 26.7 56.3 49.9 
OSCAR with clUSlOrs 83.3 78.5 67.9 73.9 75.'1 OSCAR with clustera 78.0 49.4 3U 49.8 516 
ATCOR 84,2 82.9 67.1 73.7 76.9 ATOOR 76.8 49.4 34.1 58.1 53.6 

... OSCAR with subclasses 84.8 78.3 71.2 83.1 79.1 OSCAR with lUbe ...... 71.3 54.0 29.1 58.4 516 

,. Averap 85.7 81.6 74.3 79.8 80.2 Avenae 76.0 56.9 39.5 62.0 57.9 

0bmIIId Sltllfdtud tInIalIDns 0Imtwd IltllfdMd devltltkllu 

Local 5.7 S.2 7.2 3.4 Local 14.3 14 •• 7.1 •. 5 
Untranaformed 17.0 14.0 11.7 15.9 Untransformed 27.9 36.0 17.3 33.2 
OSCAR with clusters 16.4 16.9 14.5 20.4 OSCAR with clusters 20.8 37.2 20.0 32.1 
ATCOR 15.9 14.6 20.1 16.7 ATCOR 24.7 31.8 18.2 32.8 
OSCAR with subclaSles 152 14.1 10.9 11.6 OSCAR wilh subclasses 26.2 29.0 15.0 30.8 

NIJIIfbn ,q segmenll Numbn ,q segmenll 

Alllerhniques 6 8 7 7 (28)b AllleChnlques 6 8 7 7 (28)b 

'All...,.,.... UMd in die "lid,. 
b"'renlh_ Indicate 101'1. 

'All ............. in die lIudr· 
bP.renl~ indicate lotal. 

, 
f· 
r..-

I 
f: .. 
~. 

• 
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TABLE XXVI'.-A~ NoII", TrtIln"" Field TABLE XXVIII.-"""""" lit "",I .,.""""" 
Actlllllda tIII4 SIMdtIrd DeWeIlmu Fltltb ad SrtmdaId De.,.1ItJnJ ., 1""", 'I'IIreIhoIdtrr;' tII/-h"., 'nueIIIoIdIqtI 

OflllQh"'" Btowiltdow A",.,. ~ 
Il10 __ 

A..""" 
t«IBtlqw t«IBtlqw 

I 1 J 4 I 1 ~ 4 

A",." "',. A",." """" 

Local 91.8 86.5 86.2 94.8 89.6 Local 0.42 0.49 OJ4 0.52 OJO 
Unl ..... lfor.:'!ed 74.5 62.3 67.3 66.1 67.1 Ulltranll'ormed 1l.7 29.8 16.4 2.'1 15.1 
OSCAR wi'" eluate" 8U 73.6 64.4 68.4 71.6 OSCAR Wllh CIUSIlR 3.6 5.4 7.9 U 4.9 
ATCOR 80.8 76.9 60.0 68.2 71.3 ATCOR 7.S 7.5 8.0 2.4 U .. 
OSCAR with .ube ..... 82.8 730 67.1 76.9 74.6 osr .\R with ."bcIaues 3.7 S.O 8.4 10 4.' 

Aver ... 82.2 74.4 69.0 74.9 74.9 Aver ... 5.4 9.6 8.3 2.0 6.5 

0bMwd ,ItI"dtud thllltl,kNI, 06afMd ,ftllldard Ikwa,1oIu 

LucaI 51 9.4 7.5 3.3 Local 0.38 OJ. 0.51 0.21 
Untrauformed 23.2 19.1 20.0 20.0 Untfansrormed 20.9 42.2 25.6 1.9 
OSCAR with d\llte," 16.6 17.4 14.6 23.4 OSCAR with duate" 4.9 6.3 13.2 U 
ATCOR 16.5 12.~ :0.3 20.2 ATCOR 13.2 9.2 10.5 1.5 
OSCAR with .ube ..... 15.5 10.3 13.6 11.7 OSCAR wllh IUbcIaueI 5.4 8.7 18.3 I.S 

Number 01 ItIMfrlts N,.,., 0/ "",."", 

AlileChniques 6 8 7 7 (2.)b All techniques 6 8 7 7 (28)b . 
·,,11,,-\1'" in lilt ntldr. 
"Parenlh_ indiane lOW. 

." ................ in .... 1Iud¥. 
"Putnl ...... indicllliotal. 

t 
I 

• 
• 

• 

192 

d t .... -kt b t 55 ,~' re'5 m_ 



TABU XXlX.-",.".,.", ill Non __ 7N~"" 
FttItb_~DI."" tI' ,.".., 71urIIItJIdIfIt 

~ ....... ..... ,..,.,. 
I 1 I 4 

A."..,. ... 

• LoaII OJI 0J3 0.57 1.0 G.62 

• UlllfIIIIformed UU 21.) u.o 9.7 14.0 
OSCAR whb clUlttra 2.7 7J 4.2 8.7 6.0 
ATCOR 4.6 6.7 9.6 IJ 7.4 
OSCAR .. dI ....... 2.5 4.1 5 •• U 4.1 , 

AvtrIIt U 8.2 6.5 7.0 6.6 
• 0I.tItnwI ,,.,,.,., .. ,., 

LocII 0.22 0.» 072 U 
Ulllrllllf'anntd 20J 27.6 au 8.2 i 
OSCAR .. th cluslOra U 11.5 l.6 7.9 

oj , 
ATCOa 6.8 8.9 13.1 7.7 1 
OSCARwhb ....... U 9.1 S.6 5.1 iJ il 

NrMrIw of,.,." 
All &echaiqull 6 • 1 7 (21)' 

:AII ............... III .... , 
.......... indicalt ICIIII • 

• 
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TABLE XXX.-CI_t/lttltItJII ACtIlftIt1 R."/Ot,,,. 0I#IIrtIph1tGl ExtnIon DtIItI., 
""..,,.,, WIwt CIft'IfttI.",., MMwlwlMIfrDtJ/.",., 0rnII.....,.",." 

UT MUST LOCAL UT MUST LOCAL UT Musr LOCAL 

..... wl 

II54IlOU 16.t7 5136 11.91 43.61 15.69 n.tS 29.43 69.52 .. 97 • 1031,IOU 73.76 '1.37 9U2 'US 9I.M 96.41 MAS tS.16 97.64 
117611170 '1.71 '3J6 'UM 57.61 QJO D.73 14.66 77.71 au, • 
18I9I103J 94.55 9U9 to.6S aM SUI 71.17 76..,. 75." aUI 
1169I10lJ ....... 79.11 90.96 19.95 12. 91 .... 79.20 ... 91.10 
116111173 62.22 50.20 97 .• .. UI 7121 95J3 52.M 61.70 90.40 , 
117411033 10.46 90.11 98.75 'U3 97.89 91.1. 19AD 94.GO ..... 7 

! . 

"'wl • 

IlIlIlal M.1l '$J" .1.30 65.54 70.79 .9.60 79.u u.oz ..... 5 
11641102' 70.19 7U9 '3.07 U.22 .1.20 19.71 71.116 71.29 ,1.3, 
111211117 0 64.19 17.30 19.63 66.00 19.60 9J1 65.15 IUS 
I 89l1l 891 53.60 53.60 12.s3 6U4 70Js I4.U 61.22 62.07 UJJ 
I I slIl 175 7".12 12.43 10. ... 62.69 56.02 7OJO 61.51 69.22 ".64 
1Il0l.117 JI 23.20 M.2O 5U9 ' .... 1 ".40 29JJ suo '1.30 
mllllao suo 54 ..... 19.95 52.26 63.50 75.12 52.53 51.97 12.54 

/IIowllrdow J 

IIS4Il1S2 50.97 "7.15 10.17 ...... 5 IS.II 79.90 67.7' 66.1l 10"-
117711175 21.41 41.47 67.97 71.99 17.38 71.92 50.20 64. .. 3 72.'5 
1Il0l1'75 22.65 7U9 75.14 40.65 74.G1 9U2 3US 7,fJJ .4.13 
116311165 "'.21 76.61 11.30 JO.22 67.14 61 .• 57.22 7U7 7 ..... 
ll7111l65 66.12 75.93 91.12 52.16 52.13 19.82 5U9 6U. 90.12 
1112111.1 lUI 42.0. 64.0.. 43,49 45.15 75.90 lO.D5 4.1.61 69.97 

810 __ 4 

115911161 82.21 13.50 93.13 56.64 69.13 17.99 69.43 76.32 9O.S, 
103211161 56.76 69,23 16.01' 74.45 73.61 92.24 65.60 71.46 IU7 
103111027 6.38 6.15 19 .... 4UM 46.95 17.38 2UI 26.55 .... 3 
119211115 Sl.97 52.91 97.02 71.06 76.11 97.53 66.01 6U. 97.21 
1.311 .... 35 .... 62J2 91.7' 34.92 47.ot 99.47 35JO 54.71 99.ot 
1l1li1179 92."1 IUS 95 .• 96.14 95.64 93.77 M.22 92.50 M.62 

r.- 117611177 92.32 M.09 89.34 70.4.J 64.50 ".19 lUI 79.29 lUI 

~ 
" 

~ • 

• 
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0trrdIII """'11 
I 1 J f 

.......... ,_ .... ",." 

• 0vIrIII......., 9.11 11.0 ,4._ .. ..... ...., 9.2, '4M .ut 5A6 
NonwIMI\_., lUI 11,. .4." 2M 

A""'_~"'" 
• 

0Wrd...., IUS IUD .4.75 26M 
WMIt...,., 1141 _ lut fI.SJ 
NcNawllea1...-., ._ IUS IU' 24.SP 

• 

0wNII .... 
IUS 
loa 
9.91 

11.12 .,. 
.4." 

1 
J 
'i 
i , 
i 
i~ 

f 
i .~ 
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Signature ~xte .. lon Methodlln Crop Are. 
.. Eltlmatlon 

R. J. KtludP ad W. RlchtutJriin4' ... ~ . 

INTRODUCTION 

An encompassina rationale for crop area estima
tion over laqe reaions usina remotely sensed data 
has been developed over a period of several years as 
a result of the stimulation of LACIE and various 
supportina research institutions. Currently. most e1e
men~ of the general idea have been implemented at 
the Environmental Research Institute of Michiaan 
(ERIM) in a multispectral scanner (MSS) processina 
system called Procedure B. This paper describes this 
general idea. shows how various research efforts 
have contributed to its development, and indicates 
the elements of the rationale that are implemented in 
Procedure B. 

During the last decade, remote-sensing specialists 
have witnessed a convergence of several disciplines 
in the development of MSS data processing tech
niques. The first techniques used in the classification 
of MSS data were methods of multivariate pattern 
recognition using a Oauss:ian signature model (ref. 
l). Over this period of time, emphasis has been 
placed on tryins to understand the underlying physi
cal reasons for the structure of remotely sensed 
multispectral data (refs. 2 throush 9), on compensat
ins for interfering external effects (ref. 10), and on 
trying to apply MSS "signatures" obtained by train
ins in one area to a wider resion (ref. 11). Finally, 
there ha:; been a series of statistically based attempts 
to estimate areal portions or acreages based directly 
upon the signatures and the multispectral data (i.e., 
without creating classification maps) (ref. 12). 

The first viable attempt to combine a traditional 
pattern recognition approach and a statistically based 
stratified samplins approach was performed for 
wheat versus non wheat at the NASA Johnson Space 

aEnvironmental Researth Institute of Mithigan, Ann Arbor. 
Mithigan. 
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Center (JSC) durins the LACIE pfOll'llll (ref. 13). 
The resulting tecbnique is called Procedure'} (ref. 
14). In this procedure, a classification map is pro
duced by a dusterins tecbnique based on labeled 
samples. Next. th.e areal proportion estimate repre
sented by tbat classification map is "debiased" by 
using additional labeled samples to estimate the per
cen. of correct classifications in each of the two 
mapped classes. In fact. this "bias correction" step in 
Procedure 1 is precisely equivalent to stratified sam
plins from the two classes or "strata" created by the 
operation of the classifier. The very existence of Pro
cedure 1 is forcing a fundamental change in the 
research community's understanding of concepts 
that have been taken for granted: classifiers, sig
natures, and estimation of acrease (or yield). 

Durina this same period, a sequence of improve
ments in understanding the physical structure of 
multispectral data has led to the development of 
effective automated procedures for screenins Land
sat multispectral data (to identify garbled data or pix
els that are cloud, cloud shadow. water, etc.), for cor· 
recting for some of the sisnificant external effects 
(varyins solar zenith angle and varyill8 amounts of 
haze over the scene), for extracting the most sisniti
cant spectral features ("tasseled cap") from Landsat 
data, and for extracting spatial features 
(pseudofields) from the data. These improvements 
in preprocessing as weU as the state-of-the-art 
stratified samplins aspects of Procedure 1 have been 
incorporated in Procedure B, 

Differences between Procedure B and Procedure 1 
are that Procedure B is both a multisegment and a 
multistratum procedure, Multisegm~t means that 
Procedure B uses data from seYeral LACE-sized seg.. 
ments together and makes a proportion ,estimate for 
the enUre group of segments as well as for the in" 
dividual segments. Multistratum means that, in the 
process of clustering data features. Procedure B pro
duces multiple classes or strata rather than just two 



strata (as in Procedure 1). and performs stratified 
samplina on each of these multiple strata in order to 
make a proportion estimate. 

In the followina sections. a detailed description of 
Procedure B is siven. the tesl results to date for the 
components and for the overall performance of Pro
cedure B are presented. and the conclusions that can 
be drawn from these tests are discussed. In the final 
section. the overall rationale of sianature extension 
for crop area estimation is summarized. 

DI8CRIPTION OF PROCeDURal 

This section contains a description of Procedure 
B. Some of the more detailed aspects are documented 
by reference to other papers in this LACIE sym
posium. 

lroad DelCription 

The objective is to develop improved techniques 
for estimating the amount of an agricultural crop 
present in a large geographical region or partition. 
Specifically, the goal is to define a training and 
classification procedure (or more generally. a label
ing and estimation procedure) that will allow valid 
estimates for the region to be made on the basis of 
training information obtained from a few segments. 
Thus, the data to be processed are of two types: (1) a 
small amount of labeled training data from some seg
ments in the region and (2) a large amount of 
unlabeled data from these and other segments. 

Procedure B is a specific technique of proportion 
estimation that tells an analyst which scene elements 
to label and then uses those labels in an unbiased way 
to produce a proportion estimate for the scene. The 
extent to which Procedure B is used to perform sig
nature extension is discussed later. 

The fundamental concept of proportion estima
tion in Procedure 8 is similar to the concept used in 
Procedure 1 (ref. 14)~ namely, a stratified sampling 
technique performed in the spectral feature domain. 
There are. however, major differences in concept be-' 
tween Procedure 8 and Procedure 1. The steps in 
Procedure 8 are as follows. 

1. Data normalization: There is a preprocessing 
stage in which data are screened and corrected for 
effects of satellite calibration, Sun angle, and haze 
over the scene. 
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2. Feature extraction: Spectral and spatial 
features are extracted from the multispectral imap 
data. and these features are auamented with ancillary 
information such as weather and crop calendar data. 

3. Stratification of the feature space: An unsuper
vised clusterina algorithm divides &he feature space 
into domains or strata. The number of strata pro
duced is laraer than the two (wheat versus non
wheat) of Procedure 1. Typically. for sinale sea
ments. the number of strata produced is around 40. 

4. Multiseament: The stratification may be per
formed for feature vectors encompassina several 
sample segments. Thus. spectrally similar features 
from several sample segments may be assianed to 
the same strat..rn. It is in this sense that Procedure 8 
performs signature extension. 

S. Sample selection: Cenain numbers of samples 
are allocated to each stratum. Feature vectors are 
randomly drawn from each stratum and then are 
identified using analyst (or ground truth) labels in a 
production (or research) version of the procedure. 

6. Proportion estimation: From the identified 
samples, proportion estimates are made for each 
stratum. for the entire group of segments, and for 
each segment in the group. 

7. Performance monitoring: Each component of 
the procedure (in the research version) is monitored 
for performance according to criteria of unbiased
ness and low variance. 

Procedure 8 and some of its differences from Pro
cedure 1 are discussed in more detail in the following 
subsections: Preprocessing and Feature Extraction, 
Stratification Procedure, Allocation of Samples, and 
Proportion Estimation. 

Preprocessing and Feature Extraction 

The objectives of the preprocessing and feature 
extraction steps may be several (ref. 6). 

1. To make the data more comprehensible by ad
justing all of them to standard conditions of observa
tion 

2. To eliminate or nag bad or noisy observations 
in the data 

.l To make the data more comprehensible by ex
tracting physically meaningful features or projecting 
the data in such Il Woly as to display their physical 
structure 

4. To compress the data. retaining most of the in-

• 
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• 

• 

formation and averaaina out noise and rocIundancy 
S. To make the distributions of the derived 

featu~ fit some convenient model such as the 
multivariate normal distribution (This step is not in 
the current implementation of Procedure B.) 

To define features to be extracted. the ~or 
ch:u-acteristics of the data must be kept in mind. 
Remotely sensed data have three main attributes: 
spectral, spatial, and temporal. The spectral profile 
for each picture element (pixel) is provided by the 
MSS. The spatial characteristics include a pixel scan 
line and point number and the position of the 
LACIE segment in the region. The temporal charac. 
terislies include the changes associated with the 
passqe of time durins the arcwina season . 

The problem of estimatins and c1assifyina in a 
wide region is complicated by several sources of 
variation in the data. 

1. Systematic external effects, such as haze, view
ing anaIe, Sun zenith angle, and scanner calibration 

2. Effects upon particular crops of ancillary varia
bles (such as moisture, growing degree days. and 
crop calendar) which are observable for an entire 
segment 

3. Random noise due to 'scanner noise, to within
site variation of an ancillary variable whose site 
average is known, or, finally, to variation in underly
ing ancillary conditions which are not being cur
rently observed but which are significant in their 
effects 

Reaardins random noise, the noise properties ex
hibited by MSS data are generally highly correlated 
spatially. A simple example is provided by the fact 
that the within-field variance of the MSS signals is 
less than the between-field variance of multiple ex
amples of the same crop; hence, the choice of a 
reasonable number of pixels from a sinale field with
in a segment may constitute insufficient training for 
that segment. Similarly, the choice of a single seg
ment and the fields within that segment as a training 
data base for a group of segments may constitute in
sufficient training for that group of segments. For 
this reason, development of a training procedure has 
proceeded on the assumption that multiple segments 
are needed for training to represent the variability of 
data present in a group of segments. 

Some of the data variation caused by external 
effects can be removed by correcting for known ex
ternal effects. so that all data are transformed to a 
standard reference condition. In Procedure B, the 
data are screened so that garbled data and pixels con-

tainina clouds, cloud shadows, and water are 
detected and Oaaaed. and a haze diaanostic is com
puted over the array of aooct data points (see the 
paper by Kauth et aI. entitled "Peature Extraction 
Applied to Aarlcultural Crops as Seen by Landsat"). 
Next, the data are corrected for differences in 
satellite calibration (i.e.. aU Landsat-I data .... 
modified to simulate Landsat·2 data), for Sun zenith 
anale (i.e., all data are made to look as thouah they 
were pthered with a Sun zenith aqte of 39°). and 
haze (all data are transformed to a standard haze con
dition) (see the paper by Lambeck and Potter entitled 
"Atmospheric Effects Compensation for LACIE 
Data"). 

The noise variation can be lessened and operatina 
efficiency sreatly increased by adoptins methods of 
data compression that preserve useful information 
while averaaina out noise. In Procedure B, the data 
are compressed in two ways. spectrally and spatially. 

Spectral compression is accomplished by a linear 
transformation of the four Landsat bands throuah a 
matrix rotation called the tasseled-cap transform, or 
the Kauth-Thomas transform (see the paper by 
Kauth et al.). Most of the significant information 
resarding agriculturai scenes has been found to lie \n 
the plane defined by the first two components of the 
resUlting transformed data (fef. 15); hence, these 
components are retained and the last two compo
nents are discarded, resulting in a data compression 
by a fa\!tor of 2. 

Spatial averagilla is accomplished by grouping 
together pixels that are near to each other and 
spectrally similar. These fieldlike groups are referred 
to as "blobs" (ref. 16). The spectral average of the 
group of pixels, the number of pixels in the group, 
and the average spatial position of the group are re
tained as data features describill.l that group (blob). 
As a result of "blobbing, to the data are further com
pressed'by a factor of 30. 

The final step in feature definition is to associate 
with each blob certain ancillary data that vary from 
segment to segment, suth as view anale, crop calen
dar. available soil moisture, and latitude and 
longitude. The idea is that. to the extent possible, the 
physical factors. that affect the MSS data should be 
associated with :those data, whereas an arbitrary fac
tor, the segment identification. should be ignored. In 
Procedure B, the ancillary data features are treated as 
equal to the other features, and the net result is to 
perform a "soft" geographic partitioning to be dis
cussed further in later sections. 
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The words "stratification." "partitions:' ",roups," 
etc., have been heavily used durina the course of 
LACIE. particularly in discussions of sipature ex
tension. At this point, about all one can do is to 
define and use these terms in a consistent way. In 
seneral, to stratify is to divide the space of observa
tion into mutually exclusive retions (called strata) 
preparatory to makina some kind of estimate sepa
rately within each of these resions. This definition 
includes diverse concepts within its scope, as the 
followina examples show. 

The first step in the application of Procedure B 
ousht to be to limit the range of application to a large 
reaiun of moderately constant ancillary data condi
tions. The region might be one-third to one-half the 
size of Kansas and might contain from 10 to 60 
LACIE sample segments. A number of different ap
proaches to such large-scale geographic partitioning 
have been developed (see the paper by Thomas et al. 
entitled "Development of Partitioning as an Aid to 
Spectral Signature Extension" and the paper by 
Hallum and Basu entitled "Natural Sampling 
Strategy"). In general. these partitions can be thought 
of as strata defined on the space of the ancillary 
variables. 

In Procedure I. a wheat-non wheat classifier sepa
rates the data into two classes. Here. the classes pro
duced can be regarded as strata defined on the space 
of the spectral variables. 

In Procedure B. the strata are domains defined on 
the feature space. which includes both spectral
spatial features and ancillary features. Hence. there is 
a spectral stratification similar to Procedure 1 and at 
the same time a "soft" geographic partitionina. Fur
thermore. the strata are not recombined into two 
classes as in Procedure 1 but are left as multiple 
strata. 

An unsupervised clustering technique is used to 
group the blobs into strata. The algorithm. called 
BCLUST (i.e .• blob-clustering). consists of the 
following steps. 

I. The blobs from a number of segments are or
dered randomly. Omitted from the list are the so
called small blobs. which are blobs that have no in
terior pixels. (An interior pixel is one that faces pix
els from the same blob on all four sides.) The small 
blobs (usually stringy boundary areas between 
fields) are omitted because they are difficult to label 
and subject to regist!'ation errors. The blob algorithm 
parameters are se: !lO that only a small proportion of 
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the pixels in the seament are contained in small 
blobs. 

2. The bia blobs are clustered usioa the spectral 
mean vectors and the ancillary variables joindy. The 
spectral means are computed from only the interior 
pixels because these pixels live a purer representa
tion of the crop present in the blob. The distance 
measure used in the c1usterin8 is 

(I) 

where Xl' ...• x""'GII is the data vector, Ill' •..• 
In""on,1 is the mean vietor of cluster i and nchan is the 
total number of spectral and ancillary variables. 

3. For a given channell, the weilht w is constant; 
i.e .• not varyina from cluster to cluster. rhe means 1)1 

are updated for clusters as new points are added. 
The clustering parameters are chosen to produce be
tween 40 and 100 groups of blobs. These groups of 
blobs are termed B-clusters. 

Training Selection Procedure 

In the current configuration of Procedure B. the 
term "training selection" is a misnomer. Neverthe
less. a discussion of how this terminology came into 
being is instructive. 

In the initial development of Procedure B. it was 
intended that silnature extension would be ac
complished through a process of trainina a classifier 
on a subset of the segments in a large resion. At that 
time. it was believed that it might be necessary to 
train on several seaments simply to acquire robust 
sianatures; the question being addressed then was 
this: Without reference to Jl'ound truth. which seg
ments and which feature vectors (blobs) within,the 
segments should be chosen for trainina? The prob
lem was to choose training seaments and blobs with
in those segments such that there was sufficient 
traininl for each class, even though the information 
about class membership was not available at the time 
the choice of segments was made. Faced with this 
problem. it at least seemed reasonable to choose 
training blobs representative of the distribution of 
unlabeled feature vectors. 

The blob-clustering algorithm described in the 
previous section was originally developed to provide 
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a convenilDt reprantation of the empirical fre
quency function of the feature vectors in the entire 
.. on and within each seament. The procedure for 
traini ... seament selection considered many possible 
combinations of seament choices and, for each one, 
computed a value functioo accordi... to certain 
heuristically derived rules. The rules were based on 
the idea that traini ... seamenll should be chosen 
that. in combination. would provide several blbbs to 
be labeled within the domain of every important B
cluster. The details of the seament selection and blob 
selection aJaorithm that accomplished this type of 
selection are liven in reference 17. 

Havi ... made the traini ... selections. it was oriai· 
nally intended to create slJnatures. classify all the 
blobs into two classes. and tinally correct for bia 
over all the seaments by drawina and labelina addi· 
tional samples. a in Procedure 1. However. in order 
to obtain an early check on the performance of the 
seament selection pro;ram alone. from a set of 
labeled feature vectors on hand. it wa decided to 10 
directly to proportion estimation by makina esti· 
mates for each kluster and aareaatina those esti· 
mates. It now appears that. in the absence of JOOCI 
prior sianature information. the labelina effort is 
more efficiently used if samples are drawn from 
strata, labeled. and used directly in proportion 
estimation (refs. 18 and 19). 

The term "trainina selection" is a misnomer 
because. in its current conrllUration. Procedure B ha 
no trainina phase. Samples drawn are only for the 
purpose of makina a stratified sample estimate (bia 
correction). not for trainina. The seament selection 
and blob selection alaorithms have been modified to 
optimize samplina efficiency in view of this revised 
purpose. 

If the best efficiency is found by just samplina, 
one may ask what ha happened to the concept of 
trainina? How much prior information is needed to 
make trainin, useful? These issues certainly deserve 
further discussion by the entire community. 

Allooetion of '.mpl •• 

The Procedure B selection alaorithm has three 
steps. First, a chOice of segments is made that is best 
with respect to a certain value function. Seconil, the 
number 0/ blobs to be labeled in each chosen seament 
represented in each kluster is specified. Finally, the 
PQnlcular blobs to be labeled are chosen at random 

I 

from thOlllvallable In each chosen seament repre
sented in each Ikluster • "",."" ..,ton.-The objective of tho IIIIDIDI 
selection aIaodthm Is to provide a supply of blobs 
from whlch proportional allocation can be made, as 
descrlbed In the next secdon. The alaorithm for sea
ment selectloo is as follows. 

I. Choose the number S of seamenll to be 
selected. 

2. For each possible set of S seamenll. compute a 
value function, 

value • E Nil, 
.n cluaters' 

(2) 

where N, is the number of pixels in the 4h Ikluster 
and H, is the "hit function" meuurina how well the 
choice of seament inlerSlCts the Ith kluster. The hit 
function is calculated u follows. 

1. Count a hit for a seament only if the seament 
has at leut LB blobs in the Ith kluster (typically, 
use LB- 2). 

2. Count WI for the first seament hit, W2 for the 
second seament hit, and so on; HI is the sum of the 
Ws for kluster I (typically, W - SO, 10,2,0,0 ... ). 

The reason for introducina the parameter LB is 
that it would not be desirable to pick a seament 
which had only one, perhaps spurious. example in it 
to represent a kluster. The choice of a relatively 
larae value for WI is to ensure that the seaments 
chosen will first of all do a aood job of aeuina at leut 
one blob for trainina in almost every kluster with 
emphasis on the IUJI klusters. But when these.ob
jectives are mostly satisfied, then the weiahts W2, 
W3, and so on. ensure that the IUJlr klusters will 

. be represented by more than one seament if possible. 
DelermlnQlion o/numbers 0/ blobs 10 be labe/ed-In 

the case where sinate pixels are sampled and where 
there is no prior information about the true propor· 
tion P, in each stratum, it can be shown that the 
minimum variance allocation of a fixed total number 
of pixels is to allocate them in propon: ~n to the 
number of pixels in each stratum. Procedure B ape 
plies this idea in determinina the numbers of blobs to 
be labeled in each kluster and chosen seament. 

First, it is decided how many blobs are a reasona
ble number to be labeled. This decision involves the 
weiahina of costs and is outside the scope of this re
port. This number of chosen blobs is then divided 
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amonaklusten in proportion to the number of pix· 
eIs in each. 

The number of blobs in each kluster is thlD .plit 
up amona the chosen ......... rep .... ted in that 
duster. The split is proportional to the number of 
blobs in each "c:ell" (intersection of thelklustlr and 
a .....,ont). The purpoae of this proporilonal alton· 
tion within klustlfl is to make the estimation for· 
mula approximately unbiased (see the followina sec:
tion) and to approximate a minimum variance 
allocation. 

Choice o/blob.1D be labeled-After the number of 
trainina blobs allocated to each Ikluster/seament 
cell hu been determined. Procedure B i. used to 
make the actual choice at random from all the blobs 
in each cell. The method of random selection that is 
used en.ures that the crop proportion of the pixels in 
the sampled blobs i. an unbiued estimate of the crop 
proponion of the pixels in the cell. Rather than a 
.imple random sample of blobs. which results in a 
biued estimate. the method is to choose the fint 
blob with probability proportional to .ize and the 
othen (if any) with equal probability (ref. 20). 

Proportion I ....... aon 

Proportion estimates can be made either for in
dividual sample seaments or for an entire aroup of 
seaments to which Procedure B hu been applied. 
The proportion estimation formula for a ,roup of 
seaments is 

M A 

E NI', , • '-I -M-- (3) 

EN, 
'-I 

where P, is the estimated proportion of wheat in the 
Ith kluster, M is the number of klusters, and N, is 
the total number of pixels in the Ith kluster. 

(4) 

(/J)th cell (i.e,. the Intersection ofkluster land ... • 
ment j) and Nfl i. the number of pixels in the (/J)th 
cell. Finally. 

E NI1~,1" ',I. -"--
EN"" 
" 

(5) 

where 'I/Il i. the proportion of wheat in the kth sam· 
pie blob in the (/J)th cell and NI/I$ is the number of 
pixels in the kth sample blob in the (/J)th cell. 

The formula for the proportion estimate or a 
.inale SlllDlDt (say the fth seament) on the bui. of 
the multiseament kluster i. 

(6) 

where M is the number of klusters and ~ is the 
number of pixels in the./lh seament 

(7) 

If these estimates
A 
R~ aarepL:t.i over the entire 

j."Oup of seaments. I'is obtained apin; i.e., 

(8) 

where G is the number of ... ments. 
Insertin, equation (6) into equation (8) and 

reversina the order of summation, the followina is 
obtained. 

(9) 

where PuiS the estimated proportion of wheat in the which is equivalent to equation (2). 
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Thus, the same proponion estimate for a ,roup of 
sepnents Is obtained whether proportion estlmatel 
are made on sinale sepnents ... id then ........ ted or 
whether a slnale estimate Is made dlrecdy for the en· 
tire lfOuP of seamenll. Th_ slnaI ........ ent estl· 
matel based on multiselment IklUSt4rli 3 .. not the 
same estimates as thOle obtained by runnina Proce
dure 8 on slnale seaments, because the latter are 
baM on slftllMe111lent Iklusters. 

BltII 0/ the II,ImillOl.--1n this _tlon, It Is nrst 
shown that the proportion estimator Is an unbiased 
estima'e of the crop proportion measured on the pix· 
els of the bl, blobs. (Recall that a bla blob Is a blob 
that has at least one interior pixel and that 1ft interior 
pixel Is one that faces pixels from the sam a blob on 
all four sides.) The blobs were drawn from each .. 
clustfrlseament cell in such a way that the crop pro
ponion in the sample blobs is an unbiased estimate 
of the crop proponion in the cell. 

The cell proponions are combined into a cluster 
proportion by the same weiahtecl averqe operation 
that combines the cell estimates into a cluster esti
mate. Therefore, the cluster estimate is an unbiased 
estimate of the cluster proportion. Apin, the clllSter 
proportions are combined into an overall proportion 
by the same weiahtect aver ... operation that com
bines cluster estimates into an overall estimate. 

Thus, the overall estimate is an unbiased estimate 
of the overall proponion. Thi- conclusion applies 
only to me pixels in the b~ ~:\Jbs. Leavina out the 
small blobs' introduces. Dias. 

In the research version of Procedure B, the wheat 
proportion of each selected blob is measured exactly 
from a pixel-by-pixel specification of the ,round 
truth and thus has no bias. This proponion would 
not be easy to estimate in ~ractice bec:4iuse the pixels 
on the edae of a blob are likely to be on or near a neld 
boundary and hence subject to multi temporal 
reaistration error and mixed spectral response. 
Therefore, two other more realistic estimates of the 
wheat proportion of a blob have been considered. 
One is to estimate the proponion from the around 
truth of the blob interior (i.e., the interio: pixels). 
The other is to label the blob purely wheat or not 
wheat on the basis of the percentqe of wheat in the 
blob interior. The two estimates are very much alike 
because the tests on Kansas and North Dakota sea
ments show that the blob inleriors are cenerally pure. 

The bias in the proponion estimate for a ...... ent 
when usin, either of these two practical methods of 

.. timatina the wheat proponlon In a blob Is 

where Nis the number or pixeliin the seament, Nsls 
the number of pixels in small blobs, P, Is the true 
proportion of wheat on the bia blob pixels, Ps II the 
true proponlon of wheat on the small blob plxell, 
and_,il,heblas in the uti mate of PI' 

If the whole blob illabeted. then _, is zero, u we 
have seen. and the biu Is _ ... Nsl N(P, - P,s).ln 13 
Kansa ..... ents tested. the bias in the wheat per
centap estimate wu found to be u indicated in 
table I. 

To determine the variance of the proponion uti· 
mate. lei 

M 

N· EN, (11) 
I-I 

N, • E B'k (12) 
k.L(I) 

where N is the number of pixels in the aroup of sea
ments an~ NI is the number of pixels in the Ith a
cluster. From equation (J) and usin, the standard 
formula, the variance of P is 

TABLE I.-Wheal Perctnloge Estlmille Bias 
In /.' Kansas Test Segments 

'''''1j';'('(I,10fI "",hod 

AU pix'" in tho blob 
8Job inlOrion 
Pwo blab interiors 

Ra"" 0/ billS 

-3.1 ao 1.2 
-3.' ao 1.0 
-4.1 aoO.6 

1.2 
1.3 
1.4 

(13) 

l I: 
" 

I , 
\ 
t, 

L 
1 
I 

1 
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The variance of PI is more dimcull to analyze. If. 
for example. "/s18lillically independenlsin.le pixels 
were drawn from Ihe Ilh klusler and 

(14) 

was lei. where "wI iSlhe number of pi'1.els found 10 be 
wheal. then the binomial variance of '" would be 

(.~) 1,(1 - 1,) VtII' 'i B __ _ 

", (IS) 

If nl il replaced by the number of blobs (e .... b~ 
drawn for train ina from within the Ilh klusler. 
then. because each blob represents a number of 
pixels. 

(t1) 1,(1- P,) 
J' or Ij <; ---"!"'b-

I 
(16) 

Therefore, an upper bound on the variance of P is 
liven by 

(17) 

If a random sample is made from each a. 
cluster/seament cell. rather thall jusl from each B· 
cluster, and then equation (4) is used to estimate P". 
two-wlY stratified samplina is beina executed over a. 
clusters and over sqments. In this case, an upper 
bound on the variance of the estimate for a aroup of 
sepnents is 

(18) 

AI will be shown later. the variance of two-way 
stratification is always smaller than the variance of 
one..way stratification. 
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Vtlr/tlnct due 10 ,,,,,,tn' 1t1«11Dn.-SO far. the 
variance of the proportion eslima. due to random 
samplf". within each kluster (eq. (17» or wilhin 
each Iktusterlseament cell (eq. (18» has nn dis
cussed. In the applicalion of Procedure B to lianature 
eXlenl1on, samplea are identified from only IlUbset 
of the seaments. If the wheat proponion in lkIusten 
is constant over all seaments. lhen it does nOl malter 
which sepnents are sampled from. In practice. 
however. il ha been observed that the wheat propor
lions within B-clusters are nOl homoaeneous. 
especially when Procedure B is applied to a very larae 
reaion.lUCh a the enlire state of Kansu. This obser
vation implies that. even when the seaments are 
chosen to represent the klus'tn. the panicular 
choice of sample SOIfICRts 10 be used for Iabelina 
affects the estimates P, . Thus. the procen of ran
domly chOOlina sublets of seaments may inlroduc. 
an added random variation. whereas lhe procas of 
systematically c:hoosina sepnents may introduce a 
systematic: variation. or biu. These questions have 
been addreued empirically and the results are in
cluded within lhe nexl I«lion. 

COMPONINTPIR'ORMANCITIITI 

In performance l.lina of Procedure B. lWO c:1asses 
of tall are dillin.uished: (1) component perform
ance 1eI1I. which are discussed in this I«lion. and 
(2) overall performance teslina. which is discussed in 
the followina section. 

The purpose of component testina is 10 determine 
optimal parameter sellin .. for each component of 
Procedure B. The approach is 10 measure componenl 
performance u a function of the parameter values 
and then adjust the parameter values to achieve the 
!)esl performance. 

The performance measures used are bia, 
variance. and variance reduction factor (RV). Not all 
these measures are appropriate for every component. 
Followina are the major components of Procedure B 
Hina examined. 

1. Spectral/spalial stratification (BLOB) 
2. Spectral/ancillary data stratification (ICLUST) 
3. Trainina seament sekl:tion 
4. Trainina blob selection 
5. Proportion alimati-m aItorithm 

The appropriate measure of performance for the firsl 
IWO components is the RV. The performance 
measures for the lUI three components are the biu 
and the variance of the overall proportion estimate. 
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WHIAT 
PROPORTION. ao.O 

PlRCINT 
I~ 

CO o 
'LO~ __________ ~ __________________________________ __ 

• • a , 
NUMlIR OF IIOMENTI UIID FOR TRAINING 

flGlIU I.-...... " ............... ,., ........ ,,~...,.. ....... , ............. ,..fIhI ................ ..." .. .. 
Me CInt ............ 21M ",""U. 

WHEAT 
PROPORTION. ao.o 

PERCENT 

,~O~------------~------------~--------------~ • • 3 
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS USED FOR TRAINING 

ftGlJ.Ez.-....................... '.,' ............... .",.. ........ , ........ IHtd'.r.fIhI .................. ..." ...... 
Me ('rw ".,.... - 2 .... ",""U. 

21.0 

WHEAr 
PROPORTION. 20.0 

PERCENT 

16 

,~O~--------------~-------------------------------, . 
NUMHR 9' SEGMENTS USED FOR TRAINING 

FlGlJRE J.-....... ...,.,.... ......... fer , ........... .",.. ..... 1' 1500 ....... a.n.4'or 'ra'" aud ....... 1lftdIIar7 
........ , .... ".,.n ... - 11.1' "rnan. 

determined (in Glher IaIlIO be described) 10 yield 
the bet. R V. Thae raul .. and also .he raul .. or 
n,ure. 1 thr. 3 are liven in table II. This table 
will be rererred 10 laau in the diKuuion on con
•• rucdna a model to .xplain the mulllll. 
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PtutI"",'",.-Th. sqmefttltlection proarlm has 
several heuris.ically developed internal parameters 
that mi .... be adjUiIed; however. these paramctcrt 
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TABLE II. -Summary 0/ RlBldom Repllcalions oj'a Proporllon Eslimatlon Procedure as Q Function o/the Number 
o/Segments Used/or Labeling. the Number 0/ Blobs Labeled. IBId the Ancillary Var/Gbl, Treatment 

No. oJ No. of Wheat proportiolt fSllmale$ Whtolll PfOIIO'IIon e$l/mQlft 
Sfl/msIts ,IUd blGbs without using with November soil moi.slln 
for lalt:llng Idbeled ~ IInrl/lary IltUldble UNd tIS lin aneilltuy Win_ie 

MftIIt. Var/Clllre, 
permtt permtl 

9 lOOO 21.6 0.009U 
I SOD 21.88 .2401 
600 22.23 .9006 
300 21.74 2.1287 

6 1500 21.34 .0590 
600 21.11 .4382 
lOG 21.15 1.9488 

3 600 22.00 .4597 
300 21.18 1.7742 

300 21.77 .2043 

"sWldard deviation. 

have not been optimized. What is perhaps more im
portant is to measure the variance introduced by the 
process of selecting a subset of segments and to see 
whether the use of a systematic routine in any way 
reduces that variance or introduces a bias. 

experimental procedure.-There are 84 possible 
combinations of 9 segments taken 3 at a time and the 
~me number of combinations taken 6 at a time. Of 
these possible combinations, 1 S combinations of 3 
and of 6 were chosen for labeling. The selection was 
done in two ways: for one set, a random selection of 
15 combinations was made; for the second set, the 
best 15 combinations of segments as defined by the 
value function (eq. (2» were selected. Procedure B' 
was run for both of these sets with no ancillary varia
ble. then the experiment was repeated with Novem
ber soil moisture used as an ancillary variable. In 
each case, all of the blobs available from the selected 
three or six sample segments were used for training, 
so that the only source of variability would be the 
selection of segments. 

Results.-The results of this experiment, ex
pressed in percentage of wheat, are given in table III. 
Table IV shows these same results expressed in 
terms of their deviation from the "true" value of the 
wheat proportion, 21.89 percent. 

In no case was the mean of 15 combinations sig
nificantly biased. Table III shows that segment selec
tion introduces a variance into the estimate of per-

m,a MftIIt, VQl'/Qnre. m. 
(JBCttI1 pel'Mft permtt pm'IMt 

0.095 21.80 0.0104 0.102 
.490 21.87 .1832 .428 
.949 21.66 1.0S06 1.025 

1.459 22.47 2.3104 1.520 

.243 22.19 .1376 .371 

.662 21.95 .9565 .978 
1.396 21.48 2.2134 1.521 

.678 19.03 .2520 .502 
1.332 18.98 I.lSlS 1.074 

.452 37.51 .5852 .765 

centage of wheat that amounts to a standarC: devia
tion of 1.5 to S.3. 

Is systematic selection of segments really helpful? 
An answer to this question is found in the com
parison between the variance (,f the systematic a..'ld 
random selections. For a choice Qf three segments 
out of nine, systematic selection had just as lalJe a 
variance as random selection, but for a choice of six 
segments, systematic selection had a smaller 
variance. The improvement is significant at the 0.01 
level for the no-ancillary-variable rase. 

BCLUST Performance Te.t. 

The spectral stratification algorithm BCLUST has 
a number of internal parameters. as mentioned 
earlier. Preliminary tests were run to establish a 
reasonable value for the growth parameter KTAU. 
This parameter was chosen such that the BCLUST 
tended to equalize the size of the B-clusters that were 
produced. The parameters that were evaluated in the 
main test serieS were the spectral variables used, the 
ancillary variables used, and the relative weight ap
plied to each variable. 

Performance measures.-The RV was the perform
ance measure used in these tests. This measure has 
the advantages that it can be computed directly (if 
one has detailed ground truth) without making final 
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TABLE III.-Results h ""I,,~'d With Procedute B With and Without the Use 0/ an Ancillary Variable Using 
Random Sllen.,;,; and the Highest Ranked Selections o/Sample Segmentsjbt Labeling 

/1'I'w mt'QJI - 11.89 perMllJ 

No.Q/ Wheal proptJttlotJ estimates Wlteal ".",I0Il estimates 
~bused without uslIW with Nowembtr soli molstllte 
ftHl.'iIfg an am:IHtuY Wl1Iable used (U tilt attdHtuy wulable 

Mf'tJIt, V 41'if11u't>. 50, Mf'QIt, Vcrr/QIt(tO, 50, 
petrf'ltt perMll peIMII petttIIl percent perMIt 

Random selection 

3 23.13 27.98 S.29 20.11 lUI 4.34 
6 22.11 9.14 3.02 22.16 6.27 2.50 

Systematic sel«11on 

3 21.74 33.68 5.80 19.46 20.60 4.54 
6 21.11 2.34 .. 53 22.82 4.19 2.05 

TABLE IV.-Procedure B Results Shown in Table III, Expressed as Deviations From 7i'ue 

.'Vo.o/ Est;mates without using Eslimotes with November 
st'IIlWrIb used an ancillary variable soil moistult WIN as 
lor labelilfg an ancillary WIllable 

Enoro/ SDo/mean SignijlCQfU Error 0/ SD of me GIl SignUkan' 
wan at 0.05? mean at 0.05? 

Random selte,iOll 

3 1.23 1.37 No -1.79 1.12 No 
6 .21 .78 No .26 .61 No 

Systmra,;(' seltetiOll 

3 -0.16 1.5 No -2.44 1.17 No 
6 -.79 .40 No .92 .53 No 

proportion estimates and that it relates directly to the 
justification for doing any machine processing of the 
data. This point merits further di!jfussion. 

where P is the true proportion of wheat in the area 
for which the estimate is made. 

A wheat proponio ~ estimate, Pa - n""ln, can be 
made directly by a LACIE analyst labeling n ran
domly chosen pixels, where n"" is the number labeled 
wheat. The variance of this estimate is 

VaT P = P( I - P) 
a n (19) 
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If the area is first stratified and then n;samples are 
randomly drawn from the tlh stratum, the propor
tion can also be estimated as 

(20) 

I 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 



where'" - the number of pixels in the Ith stratum 
N - the total number of pixels 
Itt - the total number of strata 
PI - n.Jn; 
ftl - the number of samples drawn from the 

Ilhstratum 
ftwl - the number of samples in the Ith 

stratum found to be wheat 
The variance of this estimate is aiven in equation 
(17). 

The luser strata will tend to contribute more sil
nificantly to the variance because of the squared fac
tor (~I N)2. This tendency can be offset by allocatina 
more samples to the larger strata. and in fact it can be 
shown that. if there is no prior knowledae of PI' the 
best allocation (i.e .• least variance) is proportional to 
the sizes of the strata. 

N, 
n = n-
i N 

With this allocation. equation (17) becomes 

VarP = f Nilj(1 -lj) 
. 1 N n ,= 

The R V rlue to stratification is defined as 

RV = Va,P 
vmPa 

M Ni 

(21) 

(22) 

EN~(1 -If) 
1=1 3 = P(I _ P) (2 ) 

The R V is not a function of the number of sam
ples drawn. It can be interpreted either as the ratio 
between variances of stratified and unstratified esti
mates (as it has been defined) or equivalently as a 
measure of the number of samples required to 
achieve a certain variance of the resulting proportion 
estimate. The RV is thus better if it is smaller. Small 

values of RV are obtained by makins '" or 1 - '" 
very small; i.e .• the RV is a measure of the purity of 
stratL 

In deflnins the 1l V. some assumptions are made 
that are not completely fulfilled in Procedure B. Por 
example. the RV is defined as a pixel-by-pixel 
measure. whereas the S3IIIplins in Procedure B is per
formed usina blobs. Also. the assumption of propor
tional allocation defined in equation (21) is not 
strictly enforced and. therefore. the RV is a lower 
bound on the effective reduction of variance. 
Nevertheless. it is believed that the R V should cor
relate very well with the overall variance of Proce
dure B estimates and is therefore a useful and valid 
measure for optimization of BCLUST. 

Experimental proretiute.-BCLUST was run using 
the nine seaments for which ground-truth proportion 
of blobs was known. Thus. the total number of pixels 
and the number of pixels known to be wheat could 
be calculated for each &-Cluster, so that the R V could 
be calculated. 

Six spectral variables (brightness and greenness in 
the first three LACIE biowindows) were first con
sidered. An optimal set of weights (Wj in eq. (1» was 
established among these six spectral variables. Next. 
the R V was computed using only the greenness 
variables with the previously determined optimal 
weights. Finally, maintaining the same relative 
weights among the spectral variables. various andl
lary variables were added and their weights relative 
to the spectral variables were increased until best per· 
formance (i.e., minimum RV) was reached. (This 
best ancillary variable combination was used in the 
tests of blob selection and segment selection.) 

The number of strata created affects the vlllue of 
the aV.ln fact,ittan be shown (ref. 16) that the RV 
either decreases or stays constant whenever the 
number of strata is increased by splitting an existing 
stratum. The top curve in figure 4 illustrates this fact. 
(The reader should ignore the lower curves for the 
time being. Two-way R V will be discussed at the end 
of this subsection.) Because the curve seems to level 
out reasonably well for the 9 segments at about 90 B
clusters, it was decided to compare R V values using 
this number of &-clusters. The number of B·clusters 
can be controlled by a parameter, 1", internal to 
BCLUST. 

Results.--The optimal weights for the six spectral 
variables were found by a search of six-dimensional 
space, starting at a point where the weights were in 
inverse proportion to the ranges of the values of the 
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.:Iastas ... six spectral .arIaWes. 

variables. For each settina of tbe weights, the R V for 
90 klusters was calculated. The search pattern was 
to follow the path of steepest descent to a selting of 
the weights that would result in the lowest R V. It 
happened that the optimal setting was found at the 
starting point. 

Using weights determined in this manner, the RV 
for 90 klusters was also computed for the case 
where the three greenness variables alone were used 
by BCLUST. The comparisons are shown in table V. 
It was judged that the improvement due to retaining 
the three brightness variables was substantial. Thus, 
aU six spectral variables were used in subsequent 
tests. 
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r"BL£. V.-R V/or Three Greenness Variables 
Compared 10 R V for Thrc>e Greenness and 

Three Brightness Variables 

RJi 

One-WAY 
Two-way 

Tbru 
Rt'UlllltU 

variablts 

0.622 
.430 

. Si\' . 
S(lf'C'rrai 
l'(Jrtabln 

0539 
.406 

lbe two-way RV shown in Oauro 4 will now be 
discussed. (See alto eq. (18) mel related diseussion.) 
Two-way RV depends on a two-way stratiOcation. by 
Bduster tIIId by seament. Two-way variance reduc
tion can be adlieved by usiDa all the sample sea
menta for labelina 8Ild allocatina the samples drawn 
not only to Iklusters in proportion to their size but 
also to eadl seament in proportion to the population 
of the kluster within that seamenL In fact, Proc:e
dure a allocates samples in this way when all the sea
menlS.are used. It appears that roushly a 2O-percent 
samplina advantqe mi&ht be obtained by samplins 
for two-way reduc:tion of variance, at the expense of 
usins all the seaments for trainina rather than a 
subset of them. 

A number of different ancillary variables were 
considered, as well as combinations of ancillary 
variables. The details of each are not crilkal to this 
discussion. (n aeneral, the ancillary information falls 
into two categories: ancillary information derived 
from sources external to Landsat data, such as availa
ble soil moisture on certain dates. or the latitude and 
lonaitude; and ancillary information derived from 
the Landsat data itself, sucb as the green-index me
dian. which is derived for these segments from the 
green-index numbers computed by Wehmanen (see 
the paper by Thompson and Wehmanen entitled 
"Application of Landsat Diaital Data for Monitoring 
Drought"). This and the mean of the green arm are 
diagnostic features derived from each LACIE sam; 
pie segment. They are believed to be a measure of the 
general visor of vesetation within the sesment. 

With each combination, the procedure was the 
same. aCLUST was run with six spectral variables 
plus the ancillary variable with a certain weight. 
Then the value of l' was adjusted until there were 90 
B-clusters. The value of 1'is thus an indirect measure 
of the weight applied to the ancillary variable. Then 
the weight was changed, and the procedure was reo 
peated. Figure 5 shows the R V versus l' for the case 
of November soil moisture. This happens to be the 
csse that resulted in the lowest minimum value of 
the one·way RV. The pattern is fairly typical, 
however. As the weight of the ancillary variable in
creases, the one-way R V decreases to a minimum 
and then increases again. The explanation of the pat
tern follows. 

Initially, with no weight on the ancillary variable, 
many B·clusters extend across all the segments. In 
some of the sesments, a particular B-cluster may con· 
tain mostly wheat blobs; in some other sesments, it 
may contain mostly nonwheat blobs. Thus, that S
cluster is "mixed" in the sense that Pi is neither very 
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nGURE S.-IV due to dUlderlq Npemller I soil IIIOlsaure 
aloq w.dI tile spectral varlablrs: ~ measures tlar w"lahl put on 
the adlla.., varialli. (r - ?1eorresponds to zero w"lpt). 

Rear zero nur very near one. The resulting R V is 
0.S39 averaaed for alllklusters. As the weight on the 
ancillary variable is increased. blobs from segments 
with differing values of the ancillary variable are 
forced into different Iklusters. even though they 
may have nearly the same value of spectral variables. 
Iklusters no longer can extend across all segments. 
The lypicallkluster is now split into two parts. and, 
if the signature of wheat depends on the ancillary 
variable. it is likely that each of the two parts will be 
purer than the original cluster. so the RV will 
decrease. 

This trend cannot continue indefinitely. As the 
weight on the ancillary variable is increased. the 
effective weicht on the spectral variables is 
decreased. In effect. the clustering procedure 
becomes incapable of distinguishing very well on the 
basis of spectral information. As the ancillary varia
ble weight becomes too large. each segment contains 
its own little group of B-clusters that do not cross 
over to any other sample segment. In the case of 9 
segments and 90 B-clusters. the average number of 
segments per B·c1uster will be 10. The likelihood is 
small that many of these 10 Iklusters will be nearly 
pure. 

The effect of the ancillary variable at its oPtimum 
weight is to CNale a sort of "son" parlitionioa of the 
seaments; i.e., a subset of the sesments is found to 
intersect a certain subset of the Iklusters. The ancil
lary variable prevents an attempt at "sianalure exten
sion" when it is. in fact. not feasible to extend sis· 
natures. 

Table VI lists a few of the ancillary variables that 
have been tried and the weiaht at which they were 
found to have the best effect. (A weiaht of 1 means 
that the weight was inversely proportional to the 
ranse of the variable.) 

BLOB 'erfonn .... T .... 

The spectraVspatial processine alaorithm BLOB is 
the final step in feature extraction in Procedure B. 
BLOB creates pseudofie1ds by srouping toaether pix
els that are both spectrally and spatially near each 
other. The mean vector of the pixels assigned to each 
blob is then calculated and this value becomes the 
spectral feature which is used in BCLUST. BeLUST 
then performs a further ,rouping of blobs (and 
therefore of pixels) into Iklusters. 

Paramelers.-The BLOB algorithm contains a 
number of parameters. The algorithm is designed to 
add two more channels. line number and point num
ber. to the multispectral data channels. Line and 
point are spatial variables. A standard clustering 
algorithm is then used to add pixels to existina 
clusters and to create new clusters when the pixel is 
not close enough to any existing cluster. 

TABLE VI.-Ancil/ary Variables Consldert'd and 
Performance Oblainl'd With Each 

Variable 

No ancillary variables 
November soil moisture 

Crop calendar. April 

Green median: 
; It biowindow 
2nd biowindow 
lrd biowindow 

Green arm mean: 
lst biowindow 
2nd biowindow 
3rd biowindow 

One'MlQY 
IU' 

0.539 
.492 

.S02 

.SI1 

.Sf,,) 

.414, 

.522 

.519 

.494 

Weight 

O.S 

.S 

1.18 
.5 

2.0 

1.03 
2.0 
.48 
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The diStance func:tion used in the clusterina is 
determined as follows.. Sub new data point 
(specual: I .. fl(.I.I20 ...• l,Japatial: I - Oine. 
point) is tested (or admission into each ."istins blob 
by cOmputina 

t-. - -I) 2 (x.. - Mit) 2 
IIARl ... ••. ... VARM 

{I - 11,1 2 (p ... ..,) 1 

+ YARL ... J'ARP (24) 

where (M" ...• M., M2• M,.) is the blob mean vec
tor and V AR I, _... V ARN. V ARl. V AIlP are 
91""'18 expressed IS varianc::es.. 

-- ., .. 
", 'h •• 

:', ;::::::;;::::!:i 
., H1HHHHiiiimmmmm 

!~ 
:~ 

1; ;~m~~m.i;ii!!mimmjgl:;m:: 
;! 
n ,!!!!"",',,! 
" j; Hm;;i:m;m~;~ 

11 .... ,,;;;;;;;;;;;;::;·· 

:t 
~ 
:: 
'" l:j :,. 

m:;i 
::'i 
p~ 
dt· 

The pixel x is added to the ,xistins blob with the 
smallest diswu:e unless this minimum distance is 
peater than a pmuueter T in which case the pixel 
becomes the &oed point of a new duster. 

In this task, six spectral variables have been used. 
brilhtness and peenness from three biophases. The 
next problem is to specify the parameters of the 
BLOB aJaorithm. namely VARI throuah VAR6. 
VARl, VA.P. -and TAU. 

Another parameter of Procedure 8 that relates to 
blobs is the question of whether to use only bis blobs 
in the operations from BClUST on. Figure 6 is a 
8I'8Y map of the blobs in segment 1865. The bis blobs 
are represented by printed characters and the small 
blobs by blanks. Although there are many small 
blobs. they do not contain many pixels. The small 
blobs mostly represent boundaries between fields. 

nGUl1 6.-Gny ...... of bla blobs in .... n. 1165. Kansas. 
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The previously reported component tests of Proc. 
dure B have been run usina big blobs only. 

Performance measures.-The blob R V is analoaous 
to that for Iklusters: 

~ N, 
f.J N~ (1 - lj) 

all blobs 
RV .. ...;;;;;;.;;,.o.;..;.P(-"l-_~P)~- (25) 

where Pi is the proportion of wheat in blob i. IV; is the 
number of pixels in blob i. P is the overall wheal pro
ponion in the segment. and Nis the number of pixels 
in the segment. The blob R V is a measure of blob 
purity: the purer the blob, the smaller the RV. This 
measure also provides a lower bound for the a
cluster R V. No matter how well the blobs are cam
bined into lklusters. it is impossible to improve the 
RV found by blobbing alone. nor can the blob R V be 
any better than the pixel R V. which is 

(26) 

where Pj is the proportion of wheat in pixel j. 
The usefulness of the blob R V and the pixel RV 

as pl)rformance measures was made possible by the 
recent provision of highly accurate pixel-by-pixel 
ground truth. The other performance measures are 
the bias and average absolute error of wheat esti
mates based on classes of blobs and pixels. such as 
big blobs. small blobs. and blob interiors. 

Experiments and resulls.-The parameters of the 
BLOB algorithm were determined as follows. The 
spectral weights VARI •...• VAR6 were set by 
referring to the previous work on finding the optimal 
spectral weights for grouping blobs into &-clusters. A 
search pattern in six·dimensional space indicated 
that for &-Clustering. the best spectral weights. ex· 
pressed as variances. are proportional to the effective 
ranges of the variables. Using the same proportion 
for blobbing weights. the spectral weights were deter· 
mined relative to each other. 

As for the spatial weights. the proportion of the 
line variance. VARL. was set to the point variance. 
VARP. so that the line standard deviation represents 
the same geographic distance as the point standard 

deviation. This proportion is not 1 to 1 because 
points are sampled more frequently than lines. 

The neXI step wu to determine the balance be
tween the set of spectral variances and the pair of 
spatial variances by boldill8 the spectral variances 
constant and camparina tbe blob RV's for three sets 
of spatial variances. small. medium. and larae. (If all 
tbe parameters are increased by the same proportion. 
the allOrithm remains exactly the same. That is why 
holdina the spectral variances constant and varyina 
the spatial variances and T is permissible.) 

Figure 7 shows the result of camputina the blob 
lV's for eitht Kansas seaments and three settinas of 
the spatial variances. The lower settina corresponds 
to more empbasis on the spatial; the higher settina. 
to more emphasis on the spectral. Tbe sentle trends 
indicate an optimal seuina somewbere between the 
lower and middle settings. 

.6 
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The problem with dlooaina , is that when, is de
creased. the number of blobs is inc:reased and the RV 
is poerally decreased. However. decreasina , too 
much reduces the number of interior pixels that are 
depended on for Ikluslerina. Also. the biu resultina 
from omittina small blobs is likely to be larpr. A 
value of, was chosen so that the number ofbia blobs 
would rouahly correspond to the number of Oelds, 
and the , value was kept constant for all the ... 
men ... 

The Onal parameters are aiven in table VII. They 
apply to briahtness and areenness variables in 
biopbases I, 2, and 3. If a subset of these spectral 
variables (e.a.; size m) were used, the appropriate 
weiahts would be obtained by keepina the corre
spondina spectral weiahts the same. multiplyina 
VARL and V ARP by 6/m. and multiplYina , by m/6. 

When these parameters were used for blobbina 13 
seaments in Kansas. bia blob pixels averaaed 81 per
cent and ranaed from 65 to 93 percent, interior pixels 
averqed 30 percent and ranaed from IS to 43 per
cent, and edae pixels (i.e., those that are in bia blobs 
but are not interior) stayed nearly constant at 50 per
cent. The number of bia blobs was remarkably con
stant (from 342 to 489), whereas the total number of 
blobs ranged from 590 to 1991. 

To determine limits of the efficiency of Procedure 
B. RV factors were computed for pixels. blobs, and 
Iklusters. The results are given in table VIII. 
Rememberins that R V measures purity and that a 
low score is lood, it is demonstrated that the pixel 
RV is a lower bound for the blob RV, which in turn 
is a lower bound for the Ikluster RV. 

Noticeable features of table VIII are the con
siderable variability from seament to seament and 

TABLE VII.-Blob Parameters Appropriate for USing 
the Brightness and Greenness Tran~ormed Channels In 

the First Three Blophases 

~SMption Name Weigh, 

Brlahtness. biophase I VARI 2S.0 
Greenness. biophase t VAR2 S.l 
BriahtnCIIS. biophase 2 VARl 14.0 
Greenness. biophase 2 VAR4 9.0 
Brlahtness. biophase l VARS 18.4 
Greenness. biophase l VAR6 9.0 
Line variance VARl l.46 
Point variance VARP 6.0 
piltance limit T 2l.2 
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TABLE VIII.-RV'B/orBlob r""on Jj 
KfllIItII Seamen'" 

Sl!gIMlI I'IMIJ Blobs B..:I.Ifn Blob 
tlttBlon 

1020 0.09 0.24 0.25 0.04 
1005 .11 .36 .66 .19 
1041 .11 .41 .74 .21 
1165 .16 .49 .86 .20 
1151 .11 .36 .41 .16 
18S2 .08 .30 .41 .14 
1861 .08 .26 .43 .09 
1165 .08 .26 .56 .09 
1886 .15 .43 .61 .17 
1163 .18 .52 .71 .21 
1167 .IS .39 .63 .11 
1860 .13 .41 .53 .15 
1887 .12 .39 .59 .17 

Averqe .12 .37 .58 .16 

-n.. lower lilt IV. th. purer thl IfOUPi (perfect purlt, _ 0: petfect 
hCllllOllftliIJ __ II. 

the hiah correlation (0.80) between the 13 Ikluster 
RV's and the limit set by blobbina (i.e., the blob 
RV). 

At this point, it is not clear why lood (i.e., small) 
RV's are obtained for some seaments and poor (i.e., 
larse) R V's are obtained for other seaments. The 
effects of multi temporal misregistration and of 
smaller field sizes are beina examined. 

The RV score for blob interiors is very pd. 
showinl that the blob operation is doiOS its job in the. 
sense that, althoush there may be some confusion at 
the Idses of the blobs, the interiors of the blobs are 
quite pure. 

The averase R V for Iklusters, 0.58, implies that 
the stratified estimate (i.e., the Procedure B esti
mate) would require only 58 percent of the iden
tifications needed for an unstratified probability 
sample of pixels in the seament to achieve the same 
variance. This column is a misleadinl indication of 
the value of Procedure B because Procedure B sam
ples blobs rather than pixels. Samplins blobs rather 
than pixels would be expected to reduce the variance 
because the proportion of wheat in a blob randomly 
chosen from a Ikluster would be expected to have 
less variance than the proportion of wheat in a pixel 
randomly chosen from a Ikluster. 

The difference between the averase B-cluster R V 
of 0.58 liven in table VIII and the two-way R V of 
0.406 siven in table V results from the different types 
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of around truth used as a standard. The table V result 
was based on wheat percentqes of blobs estimated 
from around·truth photoaraphs and maps of blob in· 
teriors, whereas the table VIII results are based on a 
pixel·by-pixel around-truth tape. Because the blob in
teriors are pure, the estimated wheat percentaaes 
based on them tended to be doser to 0 or 100 than 
was actually the case. This resulted in much smaller 
blob a V's, which in turn produced smaller kluster 
av's. 

The difference between the aver. kluster R V 
and the two-way a V is not a renection of the 
difference between the sinale-seament and multisea
ment use of Procedure B. Usioa the estimated 
around truth, the aver. sinale-seament kluster 
av wall 0.418 and the composite RV, obtained by 
collectina the sinsle-selment strata into one bia pool 
of strata, was 0.377. In short, the comparison of 
sinale-seament with multisqment use of Procedure 
B, as judaed by the earlier, estimated ground truth, 
was a standoff. 

The purity of blob interiors offers some hope of 
solving a practical difficulty with samplina. The cur· 
rent wheat estimates are all based on samples pro
vided by the judaments of analyst interpreters 
(AI's). If these AI's are asked to identify a pixel at 
random, the chance is 70 percent that it will come 
from an edge or a small blob and is therefore likely to 
be on or near a field boundary. What with multitem-

poral re.istration errors and mixed spectral 
responses, it would seem a formidable, if not an im
possible, task to identify such a pixel. But if asked to 
identify a relatively pure blob interior, the AI would 
have a much better chance to respond accurately. 

Table IX, a table of different methods of estimat
ina wheat percent., lives empirical information 
about the accuracy of such a procedure. The "all pix
els" column is the percentqe of wheat computed 
from every known pixel in the seament. Those 
fl.ures, and indeed all the others except those in the 
acljoinina column. are based on the pixel-by-pixel 
ground-truth data recently computed at ERIM. The 
third column is a measurement of the percentile of 
wheat in the scene made by planimetry at JSC a cou
ple of years 810. The average absolute difference be
tween these two columns is 0.8 percent, show in. that 
even the most careful measurements from hiah· 
resolution photoaraphy are subject to an error of 
about 1 percent. The discrepancy in seament 1865, 
which is caused by the failure of the photography to 
cover the top quarter of the seament, is left out of the 
calculation. 

The next three columns are the percentqe of 
wheat computed on various subsets of pixels. The bi. 
blob pixel estimate is quite close to the measured 
truth, whereas the small blob pixel and the interior 
pixel estimates are erratic. 

The estimate made from small blob pixels has a 

TABLE I X.-Various Estimates oj Wheat Proportion 

Segment A'I JSC Big Small Interior E.'(trapolated Extrapolated 
pixels wheal. blobs blobs pixels from lrompure 

perrent interior interior 

1020 26.1 2S.3 24.0 43.2 21.1 23.9 24.1 
1035 17.7 17.5 17.5 18.3 1l.9 17.7 17.4 
1041 14.4 14.4 14.3 15.3 14.5 14.7 14.4 
1165 7.1 6.S 6.2 8.9 7.3 6.2 6.6 
1851 22.8 21.9 20.4 33.6 16.6 19.9 19.6 
1852 23.4 22.3 24.6 15.6 26.0 24.4 24.0 
1861 34.9 34.4 34.4 42.5 28.3 34.2 33.9 
1865 28.5 20.4 26.6 34.5 23.6 26.6 26.6 
1886 29.7 28.9 29.9 28.4 29.0 29.8 29.9 
1163 9.3 8.7 8.0 13.7 S.9 8.2 7.8 
1167 10.1 8.0 7.0 15.7 5.7 6.3 5.3 
1860 26.1 24.8 26.2 25.1 %4.8 26.4 26.6 
1887 11.4 10.9 10.2 17.8 7.0 10.2 10.0 

Averap biaa -0.8 -0.9 3.9 -2.9 -1.0 -1.2 
A verap absolule error .8 1.2 5.S 3.3 1.3 1.4 
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bias tbat IV.,... 4 percenl and ranps from -8 to 
17 perconL The bias in the estimate from the small 
blob pi_ bas to be balanced by a bias in the op
pOliti diflClion on Ihe bla blob pix •. The bIa blob 
bias is smaller because thoro are more pixela in the 
bIa blobs. The .timate made from Interior pi_ bas 
• bias that IVII'IIII - J percent and r ..... from 
-6J to 2.5 percent. 

The interior pixel .timaae wu computed by 
limply toaaIlna .... whos. percet1taa11 for the interior 
pix. and dividiaa by the Dumber of intorior pixels. 

Another estimate based aD interiors is to -Ian 10 
all pix. in a bIa blob the propol1ion of wb .. found 
in the blob interior. This is lh. "extrapolaaed from 
ioterior" columD. This estimate is .. blulclaad .. 
erratic .... the aimple-mlDded interior pixel MI· 
mate. In fact. its bias aad aver. abIolute error are 
close to tho error between the two plaalmetry 
measurements. This estimate. moreover, is more 
.uily achieved by the AI because it is based only OD 
interiors of blobs. 

A more realistic estimate yet is obtained on lh. 
assumption that in the relativel), pure interiors. the 
AI will identify either 100 pen:enl wbost or 0 percent 
wheat. The extrapolation from pure interiors is sucb 
18 estimate. Either 100 percent or 0 percent is ex
trapolated 10 all the pixels of the blob, aad then ... e 
percent. of wheat of all pixels i. obtained. This 
estimate also sives very &ODd results and bas the ad
vaatap of representina a practical samplina proce
dure. 

OYIRALLPIR'ORMANCI 
O'PROCIDURI. 

As nearly as can be determined from the tats run 
so far. Procedure B is not importantly biased with 
respect to the source of labelina information. Thus. 
the primary overall performance measure sboutd be 
th. variance of the proportion estimate as a function 
of the cost of labeU .... This cosl has two main com .. 
ponents: the cost of a sinal' label aad the cost of 
lookina III a seament. The variance also appears to 
bave two main components. the variance VIIIob(b) 
due to sampUna blobs and the variance V ... (I) due to 
samplina apnents. Let s be the number Of sesments 
selected aad b be the number of blobs selected for 
l&belina. Let C ... and C'bIob be the cost per seament 

and the cost per blob. fl8PlCtivelY. The total variance 
is 

and the total cost il 

c· "' ... + bCb10b 
(28) 

For a Dud toSaI variance. the minimwn COlt must be 
found. This can be done iteratively prowdina data on 
V. (I) and VIIIob(b) are available. . 
't reasonable model for Vblob(b) is that the 

varianee follows the variance of the byperponteUic 
distribution. c:orrespondina to sampli.., without 
replacement. For a sinale stratum. the variance of the 
bypepometric distribution of the estimated propor
tion Paof wheal would be 

VIII" • ';!I - P) (B - b) 
• b B-1 

(29) 

where P is the overall proportion of wbeat. B is the 
total number of blobs in the stratum. and b is the 
number of sample blobs drawn. 

For muttiple slrata. I - J. .. " M. lhe variance of 
the hyperpometric distribution is 

where B, .• bit and PI rerer to the Ith stratum; lV, is tbe 
number of pixels in lbe Ith suatum: and N is the 
number of pixels overall. As 10.., as '" is 1 and u 
10na as bl is allocated in direct proportion to Bit lbe 
last bracket will be a constant fraction equal to (B
.)1 B. and can be taken outside lhe summation. Thus. 

.. 

• 

• 

,. 

• 
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If it is Illumed that the "1 are chosen in propor· 
tion to the number of pixels in each stratum. 

( ) 
M N P (1 - P) 

V. -Ib). ~ ~..J I I 
bIGif' B WN b I-a 

(32) 

The summation is similar in form to the R V fac· 
tor computed in equation (22) except that blob sam· 
plinl (which may be sllahtly more efficient than pix· 
el samplinl) is involved and the proponional sam· 
plina rule is only approximately enforced. Allowina a 
constant factor K to account for these differences. it 
is assumed that the summation is equal to 

tKP(1 - P)(RV) 

Thus. 

B - b 
Vb1ob(b) • --m;-KP(I - P)(RV) (33) 

Currently. a model of this ,ype is being constructed 
and fit to the data. 

Similar but more complicated considerations are 
involved in creatin. a model for Vse.(s). In ,eneral. 
the behavior of the model musl be that the variance 
aoes to zero as s - S. as with the hypeqeometric dis
tribution. However. it also may be true tttat the 
variance due to seament samplin. approaches zero 
for a fixed ratio of s/Sas the number ofsesments in· 
creases in some larse resion. When laraer numbers 
are considered. the distance between seaments 
decreases and the representativeness of that fraction 
chosen should increase. The nine seaments ex
amined do not provide sufficient data to resolve this 
issue. Tests with additional se,ments are in pro,ress. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is evident that all the answers about Procedure 
B are not yet in. Before attemptin, to draw conclu· 
sions. some of the questions should be reviewed. 

The two important considerations for the entire 
man/machine system for area estimation are ac· 
curacy and efficiency. For the machine processin, 

pneedina and f"llowina labellnl. these considera
tions may be expressed u biu and variance with 
respect 10 the labeUna source. For the labelina por
tion of the system. the accuracy of the analYlllebel1 
and the ease of worldna with the im ... products in 
conjunction with the machine may be conlidered. 

On the basis of the telts to date. Procedure 8 i. not 
importantly blued with reapec:t to analYIl labels. In 
fact. it appears reasonable to allow some .mall biu to 
make the analyst's job more convenient by ukina 
the analyst to label a blob interior. which is almOit al· 
ways pure. rather than a random dot. which is often a 
boundary or an ectae pixel. 

The emciency of Procedure 8 may be expressed 
in term. of the variance reduction factor. For sinale 
seamentl. the R V i. around 0.6. In terms of a 
classifier performance. this correaponds to a cl_ifi
cation accuracy of about 0.84. For mufliple seamenlS. 
the RV is hiaher. indicatina a 1011 in purity of some 
strata as they are extended over wider reaionl. With 
respect to two-way reduction of variance. the R V fac
lOr i. aaain about 0.6. In order to explc:t either sinal. 
seament or two-way R V. samples must be drawn 
from every seament. 

The purpose of the multiseament mode of opera
lion is to reduce costs by allowin, analysll to label in 
only a subset of seamenls. However. this is a type of 
block samplina that introduces an additional source 
of variance. It is still an open question whether pins 
can be made by samplin, from only a subset of Stl
ments. The facl Ihat multiseament Procedure B 
achieves bener results wilh an ancillary variable than 
without is a hopeful si,n Ihat further lains are 
possible. 

Another consideration of efficiency is the ques
lion of whelher il is beller 10 blob and Ihen B·c1uster 
or to B-clusler without any spalial processina. Tests 
are bein. conducted to delermine Ihis. Even if il 
turns out that blobbinl reduces Ihe R V only slishtlY. 
there are considerable benefits from data compres· 
sion and from providin, Ihe analYSIS wilh pure field 
interiors 10 work wilh. 

A LOOK TO THI FUTURI 

Procedure B has a modular structure in which pro
posed improvements can be evaluated objectively. In 
the caleaory of preprocessin .. improvemenls may be 
made by developin, individual deleclor calibralion 
procedures. by implemenlin, a spatially vary in, haze 
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etr.t correction, and .., includiaa the tfI'ec1I or view 
.... and bIcqrouad albedo. The Landlat-l return 
beaIn vidicon (RBV) may provide addltion.l .rul 
information on the .lIIIoap ..... 

In Ibe CIIfIOI')' of f.tun extraction. spectral 
flllUrtl other ibID brtIhlDlU and ......... and 
spatial flllUl'tl oth.lban blobllhould be .valuated 
(ref. 21). The etr ... of the muter dall p....,r for 
Lan_t-l on sp.tial feature extrlCtion Ihould bI.x
amined. Apin, the RBV IDa)' be of "11ItD in 
deflnlnalmproved spatial f.hU'II. 

The la ... t IIinI will probably be made from an 
Imp,.,vement in Ilntit1calion and an improvement 
in .. and ICCUrlCY of l.beliq. In Ilnlit1calion. the 
problem it to improve the purity of 1trIl. wlUte It 
the lime time redlld... abe number of strata. 
Pouibilitia include abe UII of prior information and 
the improvement of Ibe cluateriq method itlllf. For 
example. certain spectral clUill are mOlt unlikel, to 
be wheat and could be eliminated a priori. Ib ... 
reduciq the portion of the dall lb.t mUll be 
ampled. Sianature data from previous ,.,. or Iii
nllure models based on field meuuremen .. ma, be 
\lied to isol.te a sublet of data likel, to be wheat. 
leavin, the more difficult cases to the analyst. 
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An Evaluation of Procedure 1 

S. G. Wheeler," R. P. Heydom, b P. N. MI.fra," W. Lee, Jr.," and R. 1. Smart" 

INTRODUCTION 

LACIE Procedure 1 has undergone continuous 
testing and evaluation. starting with analytical and 
experimental studies before it was implemented in 
the Earth Resources Interactive Processing System 
(ERIPS) software and continuing to the present with 
performance evaluations using blind-site data. In this 
paper, some of the evaluation studies and their 
result ': are described, some of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the procedure are indicated, and some 
areas for possible improvement are identified. 

In concept, Procedure 1 is sim;>le and straightfor
ward. A detailed description of this procedure is 
given in another paper ("Classification and Men
suration of LACIE Segments" by Heydom et ai.) 
but, for completeness, a short introduction is in
cluded here. The steps required to estimate the pro
portion of a segment devoted to small-grain produc
tion are the following. 

1. Select a sample \If pixels and label them as 
either small ~rains 0 .. other. These selected, labeled 
pixels are ,a!led type 1 dots. 

2. Employing multisp~tral scanner (MSS) lnten
sity values from some or all of the type 1 dots as 
cluster starting vectors, cluster the pixels in the seg
ment. 

3. Assign a label to p-8ch cluster using an automat
ic labeling technique based on the labels and inten
sity values of the type 1 dots. 

4. Classify the pixels in the segment as either 
small grains or other using a LACIE mixture density 
classifier with cluster statistics serving as subclass 
mean vectors and dispersion matrices. 

5. Calculate a c1assifica::on-based proportion esti
mate by counting the number of pixels assignea a 
small-grain label by the classifier. 

6. Select and label a second sample of pixels from 

al8M, Houston, Texas. 
bNASAJohnson Spate Center, Houston, Texas. 

the segment. These pixels are called type 2 dots. 
7. Generate an estimate of the segment's small

grain proportion by adjusting the classification-based 
proportion estimate for the classification errors ob
served in the type 2 dots . 
Further details, in the form of equations, will be 
given in the section entitled" Analytical Results." 

This set of steps has been greatly simplified. In 
practice, for example. one may be interested in more 
than two classes of crops, and there may be data 
problems such as cloud interference or bit drops. For 
simplicity. the simple two-class case without data 
problems ""ill be assumed. Generalizations of the 
analytical expressions to be presented are readily 
available, and the experimentation to be reported 
did, in fact, take into account cloud interference and 
other data problems. 

A number of questions arise as to the exact way 
each of the steps should be performed. For example: 

825 

How many type 1 dots should be selected and what 
fraction of these should be reserved strictly for 
cluster labeling? What clustering algorithm should 
be used? How should clusters be labeled? How many 
type 2 dots should be selected and how ~hould they 
be labeled? Also, what is the effect of using analyst 
interpreter (AI) labels for the type 1 and type 2 dots 
rather than generally unavailable, error-free ground
truth labels? The aim of the evaluation studies re
ported in this paper has been to help answer these 
questions by estimating the effects of the different 
fac,ors on the sampling properties of the segment 
proportion estimators. A few results stem from 
analytical expressions; others, from experimentation 
guided by the analytical results. 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Much of Procedure 1 is too complicated to allow 
its sampling properties to be fully described by trac
table analytical expressions. Classification and 
clustering, for example, have been studied for a long 
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time by many people and yet their properties have 
been successfully evaluated in only the simplest, 
sinale-c:hannel situations. Thus, Procedure l's 
analytical results are limited to a few expressions 
which describe the sampUna properties of the pro
portion estimators in terms of the results of a fixed, 
siven c!assificlltion of a seament.1 These expressions 
are very important to LACIE because they identify 
the features of the labelin" clusttrina, and classifica
tion steps to which the proportion estimators are 
most sensitive. 

Cla •• lflcation-laHel Proportion Estimation 

To start the discussion, some notation will be es
tablished. Assume that the N pixels in a seament 
have been classified and that N\ have been assi,ned a 
small-,rain classification label. Then, the ratio 

(I) 

is called the classification-based estim&tor of the 
smaU-arain proportion of the seament. It is readily 
shown that 1J's( C) is a generally biased estimator 
with bias 

b(C) = (1 - Ps)Oso - plos (2) 

where p~ is the true proportion of small grains in the 
segment, 80S is the probability of error . .!ously 
classifying a small-arain pixel as other, and 850 is the 
probability of erroneously classifying an other pixel 
as sm~1I grain. The bias in the classification-based 
estimator thus depends entirely on the error prob
abilities and, since all the pixels in the seament are 
assumed to be classified. there is no within-segment 
error variance. One purpose of Procedure I has been 
to remove. or at least decrease, the bias of the propor
tion estimates. As will be seen. this decrease in bias is 
purchased at the cost of adding a random error, with 
variance, to the estimates. 

lin particular. statements regarding expected values and 
variances of proportion estimators are conditional on the results 
of a fixed clal'sification rule. 
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AMI,.t-I .... Proportion Eltlmatlon 

At this point, analyst labelina errors wilt be dis
cussed. Results from this discussion will be used in 
dev~lopina the bias and variance of the Procedure 1 
proportion estimator. Consider a situation an which 
an analyst"classifies" a subset of the pixels in a seg
ment by assi,nina a label to each of a set of randomly 
chosen pixels. If the analyst labels a total of n pixels 
and assigns a small-grain label to nl of them, then the 
analyst-based estimate of the seament's small-,rain 
proportion is 

(3) 

Unless the analyst is using ,round truth to label the 
pixels, this, also, is a biased estimator with bias 

b(A) = (1 - Pr)Aso .- Prior (4) 

where Aos is the probability that the analyst labels a 
small-grain pixel as other and Aso is the probability 
the analyst labels an other pixel as small grain. Since 
the analyst has labeled a sample of the pixels in the 
segment. this estimator has a variance. Assuming 
that pixel labels are independent,2 this variance i:i ap
proximately 

where 

= 
asp - as) 

n 

2Since agricultural crops are grown in fields. pillels labels are 
clustered rl'ther than independent. However. assuming a very 
small sample constrained to be well spread throughout the scene. 
independence is probably not a bad assumption. 
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is the probability that the analyst will assian a small· 
arain label to any randomly chosen pixel. The ap· 
proximation is accurate in this case since the analyst 
would usually label a very small fraction of the 
22 932 pixels in a seament. 

Prooedure 1 PfOtIOI1lon IltI_tlon 

Procedure 1 attempts to correct for the errors in 
the classification estimator 11',( C) by usina estimates 
of the misclassification probabU' ~ies 90s and 9., to ad· 
just 11' s( 0. Accordina to the lescription of Pro
cedure 1 in the introduction. Classification in Pro
cedure I depends on a sample of type 1 dots used 
first to guide a clusterina run and then to label the 
resultina clusters. To estimate the classification error 
rates. a second sample of pixels. the type 2 dots. are 
selected at random, labeled by the analyst. and used 
to evaluate the classifier and to estimate the small
grain (SO) proportion. Table I shows the results of 
such a step. Here. mlj is the number of the m type 2 
dots that were classified into the Ith class and 
assiped a jlh class label by the analyst. A plus 
subscript denotes summation over that subscript; 
e.g .• m\+ - mil + ml2 is the n\lmber of type 2 dots 
that were assigned a small-grain label by the 
classifier. The analyst. of course, does not know the 
classification result when the labels are assianed. In 
fact. the type 2 dots are selected and labeled together 
with the type 1 dots before the classification is per
formed. This labeUna is done for convenience since 
the variance of the proportion estimators can be 
reduced by controllina the numbers m\+ and m2+' 
thiS point will be addressed later. 

The classification bias. equation (2). can be put 
into another form by definina two alternate 
measures of classification error. Let ~os be the prob
ability that a pixel classified as small grain is. in fact. 

TABLE I.-Results of Comparing the Class." .Iion and 
Ana(vst Labels for the T~ 2 Dots 

Classij1c'alion Ana(vsI la/Jrl TOlal 
label 

SG OlM' 

50 m m ml + 
II 12 

Other m m mH 21 22 
Total mH m+2 m++-m 

, , 

an other pixel, and let ~., be the probability that a 
pixel clusltlld as other is, in fact, a small .. rain pixel. 
Thoo.sincop,9o.t - (l - lI')~IO.equadon (2)leads to 
the expression 

(6a) 

or alternately 

P, .. 1f,(C) (I - ~,) 

.. [1 - 1f,(C) ~] (6b) 

If the error probabilities ~o. and ~., were known. this 
relation could be used to generate an unbiased pro
portion estimator from tJ',(C). The error prob
abilities are not known. but they can be estimated 
usina the type 2 data results as 

and 

Usina these. the Procedure I proportion estimator is 

(7) 

It is relatively easy to show that the Procedure I 
proportion estimator PI is a maximum-likelihood 
estimator of the segment's small-grain proportion 
under the assumptions that (I) 11' I( C) is not a ran
dom variable. (2) the type 2 dots are a multinomial 
sample from the segment, and (3) the analyst labels 
are error free. If the analyst labels have errors. PI is 
still a maximum-likelihood estimator. but it esti
mates the proportion of the segment the analyst 
would have labeled as small arains rather than the 
true proportion of small grains in the segment. The 
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fact that p, is a maximum-likelihood estimator under 
the reasonable multinomial assumption implies that 
this proportion estimator has the usual large-sample 
optimality associated with maximum-likelihood 
estimators and probably cannot be improved upon 
easily as lona as information is limited to the 
classification results and the type 2 dot labels. Also. 
the estimator is asymptotically normal. with 
asymptotic mean and variance siven by standard 
maximum-likelihood theory. 

Since E(mll/m1+) .. I - Aos and E('"2I/m2+) .. 
Aso. the bias in b, is virtually the same as the bias in 

11' ,(A) ,i\'Cn by equation (4). That is. 

The variance of Is can be derive~ by notins that it is a 
standard form of a rearession estimator used in sam
ple survey theory. That is, if one attaches random 
variables Xt and Y; to the Ith type 2 dot where 

and 

1
1. if the dot is classified .. :. 5011111 grain 

Xi = 
0, otherwise 

Y; = 11. if dle dot has a smaU-grain analyst label 

O. otherwise 

lhen bs is equivalent to a regression estimator of 1he 
mean of the Yj's and can be expressed as 

" ""r ~l P, = 11 + bl",(C) - XJ (8) 

where b and ~ are least squares estimators calculated 
from the (Xit Y;) pairs. Using this and followin8 
reference I, it is seen that the variance of the Pro-
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cedure 1 estimator is closely approximated by 

v/b,) • (1 -- p2) V[Jrs(A>] 

= (1 - pl)cw, (1 - Ot,}/m (9) 

where V[lI's(A)) is the variance of the analyst-based 
proportion estimator. The p in equation (9) is the 
correlation between the random variables XI and Y, 
and is equal to 

(10) 

where P(S$) is the probability that a randomly 
chosen pixel i!: both classified and labeled by the 
analyst as a small-srain pixel.J If the type 2 dots were 
sc*ted after classification so that the number of 
d015dassified as small grains ml+ were equal to the 
product m1I's(C)' these would be exact equations for 
the btu and variance. However. since tbe type 2 dots 
are selected before classification, ml~ is a random 
variable. The error in the approximations liven ira 
equations (4) and (9) for the bias and variance of Is is 
caused by the probabilities that ml+ can take the 
values 0 lind m. If m and Ps are moderately large, 
tbese will be very small probabilities and therefore 
equations (4) and (9) will give very good approxima
tions. The true b:as can he either larger or smaller 
than that given in equation (4). but true variance aI
WIl)'S exceeds thal given by equation (9). In cases for 
which both the true variance and v<l~) have been 
calculated. V(Ps) was found to underestimate by 
about 2 tt" 4 percent. with a maximum error of about 
to percen\ If the true variance. Equation (9). then. 
should be sufficient for the purpose of evaluating 
Procedure 1. 

Since both the analyst-based and the Procedure I 
proportion estimators have the same expected value, 
it is useful to consider tbe rat.o oftheir variances as a 
measure of their relative efficit'''cies. Remembering 

31 -- p':. is equivalent to the variance r-=duction coefficient R 
discussed in 'he paper by Heydorn el al. 

• 

1 
.......... ~", -..... :- ... 
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that Procedure 1 uses two sets of dots, the variance of 
an analyst-based estimator usina these dots is 

. - - whereas the variance of the Procedure 1 estimator is 

2)a,(1 - a,) 
(1 - p m2 

where ml and "'2 are the numbers of type 1 and type 
2 dots.4 The efficiency of Procedure 1 with respect to 
the analyst estimate is 

(11) 

If R < l"'2/(ma + "'2)). the variance ofthe Procedure 
1 estimator is less than that of an analyst-based 
estimator and there has been a gain in samplins effi
ciency due to the clusterins and classification pro
cessina in Procedure 1. Otherwise. there is a loss of 
efficiency and a better estimate would result by skip
pina the machine processing. It should be noted that 
the efficiency of Procedure 1 would traditionally be 
defined as the reciprocal of that in equation (11). 
This definition, however. is well established in the 
LACIE community and will be adopted here. In the 
sequel. R will be referrC(! to interchangeably as effi
ciency or variance ratio. 

Note that alterina the dusterina and classification 
schemes of Procedure 1 will not affect the bias of its 
proportion estimators since this depends only on the 
analyst labeling errors. Only the variance would be 

41n the implementation of Proc:edure I. boundary tbts (i.e., 
pixels on or "near" the boundary of a field) were not u* as type 
1 dots. In this discussion. however, it is assumed tb!11 all pixels are 
UJed and that the same selection and labeling ruies "pply to both 
Iypt ! and type 2 dots. 

affected by chanaina the clusterina or classification 
and this only throuah If '! 1 - p2. The value R, 
then, should provide the most sensitive measure of 
the effect of these chanses. In practice, one has the 
classit1cation estimator ft s( C) and the type 2 dot 
results as shown in tabl, I from which to estimate R 
or. equivalently, p. As seen in equation (10), p is a 
function of the proportion of the seament which the 
analyst would have labeled as small grains and the 
classification errors with respect to the analyst labels. 
Two heuristic estimators of R have been proposed 
and studied. One of these uses equation (10) with 
P(s,S) and as replaced by their estimators based on 
the type 2 dots; i.e., 

and 

The term 11' s comes from the classification results. 
This first estimator of p has the form 

(12) 

The second estimator of p was developed by assum
ina that, since it is a correlation coefficient. there is 
very little information to be gained by usina the N -
m pixels which are not included as type 2 dots. Con
sequently. the standard product moment estimator 
of the correlation between the X/s and )j's from the 
lype 2 dots is used to estimate p. Because of the 
special 0.1 nature of these variables. this reduces to a 
particularly simple function of the entries in table I; 
i.e .• 

In either case. the estimator of R is 1 - ~2. 
Table II includes the results of a small Monte 

Carlo experiment to compare these two estimators. 
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TABLE 11.-Compa,lson o/tht Sampling Prope,ties 0/ Two Estimators O/the Correlation Between Analyst Labels 
and CltuSl/lcalion Labels 

Proportiolt Oewl· Enors btlltWtl "1It and tstlmated romlaltotu 
small IrqlllS /kaliolt 

morraln hod~1 trIfHIWItl (r) Mlxtd(~I) 

'", 'so Av 

O.J 0.6 0.2 -0.02 
.J .S .2 .02 
.J .4 .2 .02 
.J .3 .2 -.03 

.5 .6 .2 0 

.s .S .2 .01 

.5 .4 .2 .02 

.OS .S .2 .001 

For this experiment, sets of 22 932 labels were gener
ated for simulated segments using binomial distribu
tions appropriate to the segment wheat proportions 
and classification errors given in the table. The ex
periment was replicated 20 times for each set of con
ditions with the resulting observed averages, stand
ard deviations (SO's), and mean squared errors 
(MSE's) of the differences between the true and the 
estimated correlations. In every case, the product 
moment estimator performed better than the estima· 
tor that uses the classified small-grain proportion. 
The observed mean squared error was at least twire 
as large in every case for the mixed as compared to 
the product moment estimator. For this reason, all R 
values reported in this paper are calculated as 1 - ,1, 
where r is the product moment correlation given by 
equation (13). As a point of interest, r is a standard 
measure of association for contingency tables. It is 
asymptotically normal, is unbiased, and has 
asymptotic variance (ref. 2) 

V(r)o - = - I -- P + P + ~p' , 11 2 ( 1~) 
, nl 2 
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• (PI + - P2+) (P+ 1 - P+ 2) 

'~Pl+P2+P+l+2 

SD MSE Av SD MSE 

0.1l 0.02 -0.03 0.17 0.04 
.14 .02 .09 .21 .OS 
.lS .02 .OJ .24 .OS 
.11 .01 -.03 .16 .03 

.Il .02 .01 .2S .06 

.6 .OJ .OS .27 .07 

.11 .01 .08 .19 .04 

.19 .. 01 -.003 .21 .02 

where Pv is the probability associat¢ with cell iJ in. 
table I. Since the expected value of It - 1 - ,1 is 

Eh. = 1 - [(£r)2 + V(r)] 

= 1 - p2 - V(r) 

h. underestimates R on the average. It has the ex
pected value 

E~ = (1 - .l)R - .If{p.P) 
III III 

wherej{p,P) is s2'all with respecllo m. Thus, alleasl 
approximately, R underestimates R by a factor of 1 
- (11m). Nearly all the R values reported in this 
paper were calculated using 60 to 140 dots; thus, the 
attenuation factor can be ignored. 

The remainder of this paper consists of results 
from experimental studies of Procedure 1. These are 
given in terms of proportion estimation errors, prob· 
abilities of corr~t classification, and the variance 
ratio R, which meas\lres the return from machine 
processing. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A number of experimental studies have been con
ducted to evaluate the perf 01 mance of Procedure 1. 



; , . 

Tbis paper will be limited to a cIlscusslon of abe 
results from abree of the experiments and an evalua
tion of LACIE Procedure 1 proponlon estimates for 
some blind .. ite sesments. . 

Tho type 1 and type 2 dot labels used in tho nrst 
two experiments wore derived from lJ'Ound-wth In
formation; therefore. tbe correspondina Procedure 1 
proportion estimates wUl be unbiased. The purpose 
of these experiments was to pin an understanclif\8 of 
Procedure 1 by validati ... the analytical exPnEODS 
for means. variances. and sampli ... emciencies and 
by studyi ... effects of modifyi ... some of the Pro-
cedure 1 parameters. Ground-truth labels wore used 
in these studies because they removed a source of . 
variation-the analyst labeli ... errors-from the ex
periments. Both analyst labels and around-truth 
labels were used in the remainina experiment and in 
evaluatina the LAC!E estimates. Their results will 
include comparisons between results usi ... around
truth and analyst labels. 

!aperlment 1 

The first experiment was desisned to validate the 
analytical expressions and to measure effects of 
modify ina the numbers of cluster starting vectors, 
cluster labelina vectors, and channels used in pro
cessina the imasery. ElICh of these three factors was 
used at two different levels in a 23 factorial experi
ment over the four segments identified in table III. 
This table contains the segment numbers and loca
tions, the around-truth small-grain (in this case, 
wheat) proportions, and a variance factor which is N 
times the variance of an analyst-based proportion 
estimator calculated from N accurate pixel labels. 
The factor levels used in this experiment are 

I. Number of cluster starting vectors - (20,40) 

TABLE 1II.-5egmenrs Used in Experiment I 

Segment Ground·truth N x lIQr/ance 
wheat oj anal>~i -based 

Number Location proportion wheat propurtion 

1965 North Dakota 0.42 0.24 
1884 Kansas . 37 .23 
1591 Nebraska .05 .05 
1988 Kansas .33 .22 

2. Nwn~r cf :ddit!~n!,1 ",hellntl vectors used 
with the cluster starti ... vectors to label cluster -
(0.20) 

3. Number of channels used in processl ... the 1m-
apry - (4.8) . 
All clusteri ... runs were performed UBiIll the ERIPS 
Iterative Self-O .... nizi ... Clusteri ... System (some
times called ISOCLS; herein called Iterative). Tbe 
cluster parameters were taken from the results of a 
study on clusteri ... made by the Mission Plannilll 
and Analysis Division (MPAD) of the NASA 
Johnson Space Center.s Clusincatlons were per
formed uslna the standard LACIE mixture density 
aJaorithm with cluster statistics used as subclass 
pir:uneters and prior probabilities set proportional to 
cluster population sizes. 

The first step in evaluatina the experimental claa 
was to validate the expressions for the mean values 
and variances of tbe Procedure 1 proportion estima
tors. As anticipated. test results showed that these 
expressions were valid and useful. Other results from 
this small experiment were rather disappointina. The 
experiment produced evidence that, thouab Pro
cedure 1 has a potential for pneratina estimates that 
are very efficient when compared to hand countina 
by an analyst. it did not do so for most of the sea
ments at most of the factor levels. Perhaps not 
surprisingly. liven the small number of seaments. 
none of the three experimental factors had a sianin
cant effect on the Procedure 1 proportion estimators. 
More surprising was an almost complete lack of con
sistency in the effects from seament to segment. For 
example. when processina seament 1591 using 20 
startina and labelina vectors. the R value was in
creased from 0.76 to 0.999 with the addition of a sec
ond acquisition. Under the same conditions, the R 
value decreased from 0.82 to 0.26 for segment 1988. 

The distribution of the observed R values and 
averages of the R values for combinations of the ex
perimental factors are shown in figure 1,6 The me-

SA. D. Wylie and W. C. Beam, "MPAD LACIE Clusterin, 
Study." JSC Internal Note 76·FM.116. NASA Johnson Space 
Center. 1977. 

6the "box" plot in filure 1 is a stylized histoaram showl", • 
from top to bottom. the maximum. 75th percentile. median. 25th 
percentile. and minimum of the data. The box shape is merely 10 
aid the eye and its width has no mear.inl in this paper. 
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dian R is about 0.92. with 75 percent of the values 
fallioa above 0.78. AU of the small R values are from 
segment 1988 with eight-channel imqery. 

Fiaure 2 illustrates the relationships between the 
measured sampUns efficiencies and the variances of 
the proportion estimators. This plot shows the 
va~iances of two different analyst-based proportion 
estimators and two proportion estimators based on 
Procedure 1. The difference between the analyst
based estimators is thst one assumes that only the 
type 2 dot labels are used to generate the estimator. 
whereas the other assumes that an additional 20 
labels are available which would have been used as 
type I dots in Procedure 1. The two curves for Pro
cedure I correspond to the best (0.259) and worst 
(0.823) observed R values from this seament. Since 
analyst-based estimates would be calculated usina all 
available pixel labels. only the best case for segment 
1988 shows a pin in sampling efficiency due to 
machine processing. but it is a very significant pin. 

The results of this experiment indicate a weakness 
in the Iterative clustering algorithm since the R 
values should improve as more information is pro
vided throUJh additional starting vectors and acquisi
tions. The results may also imply that the acquisition 
selection technique is faulty. This implication may 
be true but it is not pertinent :oince the clusterioa 
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algoritbm sbould be capable of extractina some in
formation from every acquisition or at least it should 
not live a degraded performance with additional a,c:
quisilions. Note in tbis reprd that. exceptina clouds, 
etc., which were accounted for in this experiment. all 
acquisitions contain some information; poorly 
selected acquisidons do not contain poor data. 
merely a suboptimal choice of data. 

To' better evaluate the clusterioa algorithm, the 
cluster assipments of tbe labeled pixels were tabu
lated for each clustering run. An example of such a 
tabulation is Biven in table IV. wbich shows cluster 
assipments for the labeled pixels in segment '1988 
when clustered usloa 20 startina vectors and 4 chan· 
nels of data. Judains by the pixel assignments. there 
were at most four pure clusters (i.e .• clusters 7.14~ 17. 
and 18) and none of these was pure wheat. Also. to 
point out a worst case, cluster 12 was apparently half 
wheat and half olher. Problems witb the clustering 
labeling alJOrithm also were indicated since cluster 4. 
which almost certainly contained between 79 percent 
and 99 percent class other. changed label from other 
to wheal when 20 additional labeling dots were pro
vided. Results from the remaining seaments were 
similar to those shown in table IV. 

Since other experiments were laraer than this one, 
discussion of the proponion esttmates from this ex
periment will be omitted. Tbe main conclusion 
drawn from this experiment was tbat Procedure I 
has potential to produce significant sampling effi
ciencies and. consequently. aoad proportion esti
mates, but it does require improvement if it is to at· 
tain this JOal. In particular, performance of the 
ER1PS Iterative clusteri"g algorithm appears poor 
despite the years of use and of study devoted to its 
development. One result of this finding was that a 
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n=:-cst r.~i.hbGr .-:lUit"iiraj alj\1rlthm wcaa ~ulI.ius:r.:d 
and subliequently adopted for LACIE. The next ex
periment to be discussed includes a comparison of 
the performances of Procedure 1 when used with 
these two clustering alaorithms. 

Experiment 2 

The second experiment was designed to provide a 
detailed evaluation of Procedure I when around-
truth labels are available. A set of 13 Phase II sea-
ments was processed using numerous variations on 
the steps of Protedure 1. These seaments are iden-
tified in table V. which also gives their ground-truth 
small-grain proportions. estimates of their small-
arain proportions based on counting labels from (ap-
proAlmlil~!:r'} 209 pixels. and a run type. The seven 
seaments with run type "sequential" were processed 
usina. in turn. one, two. three, and four acquisitions 
of data. The remaining six "J ... " seements were pro-
cessed using only four acquisitions. The acquisitions 
were selected by an automated selection algorithm 
developed for Procedure 1. 

All seaments were processed using both the hera-
tive and near ... st neighbor (NN) clusterina 
algorithms. and proportion estimates were aenerated 
both with and without the classification step of Pro-
cedure 1. The latter without-classification process 
used the cluster label for each pixel in a cluster as 
that pixel's classification. The with-classificalion 
process used the standard Procedure 1 mixture den-
sity classification alaorithm. 

Proportion estimates were also produced with and 
without the "bias correction" step (Or ; locedure 1. 
The without-bias-correction estimate is merely the 
proportion of the seament assianed a small-arain 
label by the classification or. as appropriate, cluster-
ing algorithm. Bias ~orrection was done using ALL, 
100. 75. SO, 25, and 10 type 2 dots, where "ALL" is 
interpreted as all labeled pixels not used as type 1 
dots. This variation of the number of type 2 dots is 
not particularly interesting since its effects are com-
pletely explained by the analytical expressions aivelt 
earlier. It did. however. provide an added oppor· 
lunity to valida~e these expressions. 

Three different schemes were used for selecting 
the pixels to be labeled and used as type 1 or type 2 
dots. In each, the pixels were selected from the 209 
grid dots situated at the intersections of the grid lines 
found on photographic products of LACIE imagery. 

---r-~--------------------------------

Under lile iirst scheme, all arid pixels not covered by 
clouds or heavy haze and not located within "desla
nated other" areas were available for labeIiq. UncIIr 
the second scheme. only tield-center pixels and pure 

TABLE /V.-Representollon o/G,ld Polnll In Cluslers. 
Segmenll988. 4 Chonnels. 40SI0"I", Doll 

ClUI~f Tot'" Numbnqf Numbnoj' CI.", 
numbtf numbn la""'td grldpo/JrlS la"'" 

of ph "tis ,rid points labtltd 
wMat 

1 1326 9 1 0 
2 1191 12 7 w 
3 3196 29 3 0 
4 2349 25 3 OS 

wb 
5 2285 26 3 0 
6 2IS9 20 I 0 
7 2525 16 0 
a 233 2 I w 
9 1013 I] 6 W 

10 1759 11 8 0 
II 7tll 4 W 
12 756 6 3 W 
13 690 6 4 0 
14 S8 3 0 
15 1217 12 9 W 
16 456 4 1 0 
17 777 9 0 
18 161 3 0 

"40 I_'"" PI\e\t. 
bl>lliabet"'& pou" 

TABLE V.-Segments Used in Exptrlment 1 

$(ogmrnt PtrrrntSG Run 
l.'lPf 

!Vumbtr Loratinn Ground Dots Phast 1/ 
truth I'sl/mall' 

1003 Colorado 19.8 25.82 25.S Seql:cnlial 
1090 Colorado 32.8 37.50 29.1 T-4 
1961 Kan,.s 8.2 10.0 8.0 Sequential 
1988 Kansas 33.0 32.73 28.5 Sequential 
l865 Kansas 23.4 24.39 12.0 Sequential 
1178 Kansas IS.S 18.18 16.0 Sequential 
1574 Nebraska 8.2 16.32 15.9 T-4 
1624 North Dakota 53.89 57.89 46.8 T·4 
1967 North DakOia 345 36.76 30.0 T-4 
1046 Oklahoma 23.1 20.00 14.6 Sequential 
1238 Oklahoma 11.99 10.05 0 T-4 
1978 Texas 48.4 44.44 17.0 Sequential 
1084 Texas 16.09 22.08 .4 T-4 
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boundary plxcli (I.e.. pia.ls l,ina on bOundaria be
tWIID nel. of the same dau) were available for 
labeli .... Under the third scheme, only neld-center 
pi_ were labeled. 

11le data analysis discussion starts with tlaure 3. 
which contains box plots of observed errors in the 
Procedure 1 atima .. of the small-arain proportions. 
Th_ atima" used either Iterative or nearest· 
neiahbor clusterlna with 4.8, 12. or 16 ehannels of 
data. The ....... and 12-channel data eonsisted of ob
servations from the 7 sequential seaments and the 
16-cbannel data eonsisted of observations from all 13 
of the seaments. Usina the interquanile ranaes (i.e.. 
lenalb of tbe box portion of the plots as a measure of 
variability7). the followin, can be seen. 

1. Exceptiq tbe surprisiqly small variance of 
tbe 12-cbannellterative clusterina data. the variances 
decrease Ifadually as the number of cbannels in
creases, with a larae decrease at 16 channels. 

2. With four and eiaht channels. the observed 
varianCOll are aliahUy smaller for nearest neiahbor 
than for Iterative clusteriq. With 16 channels. the 
variances are virtually identical. The 12-channel 
Iteralive clu.terin, case alain slands out as 
anomalous. 
Also. ,iven the number of observations in each box. 
there is no indication that the true medians of these 
disttibutions differ from zero. This result was antic· 
ipaled since ,round-truth labels were used 
throqhout. 

Fiaure 4 shows the observed Procedure 1 sam· 
plina efficiencies (R values) associated with the pro
portion estimators used in filure 3. The R values 
have a skewed distribution with mOSI of the observa· 
tions fallina well above 0.9. This. of eourse. implies a 
very small pin in samplina efficiency for tbe 
macbine Processinl as opposed to an analyst·based 
hand counlina estimator. In fact. there is a loss of 
efficiency if the total number of type I and type 2 
dots is taken into account. The situation improves 
somewhat, thouah not sufficiently. with 16 channels. 
where the 'Redian of the R values drops to about 
0.75. ProC\:,·:f·,re i apin shows some potential fur pro
ducing aood samplinJ efficiencies since. exceptina 
the four-channel cases. there are some low values of 
R. 

'The dialrloulion or Ihe inlerquarlile ranse depends on both 
the nur..ber of observations and I": true distribution or the data. 
With normally di'ltributed data. ils e"p«ted vah .. e I.:nds 10 about 
41Ju 115 the number of observations increases. 
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Fiaure S aives a -scatter plot of the samplina effi· 
\.iencies from Iterative and nearest neighbor cluster· 
ina with 16-channel data. This plot includes data 
from both the AII.pixel and field-center·pixel label· 
ina schemes. As expected from the box plOlS. tbe 
All-pixel labelina data fan very close to a 45° line. 
The field-center.pixellabelina values do also. except 
for three values that are much hiaher for nearest 
neiahbor than for Iterative clusterin,. 

Althouah not explicitly shown to be so in the 
equations in the section entitled •• Analytical 
Results." the samplina efficiencies are functions of 
the accuracy with which pixels are classified. Figures 
6 and 7 show. respectively, the proportions of the 
labeled small-arain and other pixels that were cor· 
rectly classified. In every case, the labeled other pix· 
cIs were classified very accurately and the median ac· 
curacy increased slightly with the number of chan· 
nels. The median classification accuracies of the 
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small .. rain pixels are low. startina bel ween O.S and 
0.6 for 4-channel data and increasina to about 0.7 10 
0.75 with lkhannel data. This would seem 10 be the 
prime weakness of Procedure 1 u presently impl. 
mented-it does not clusify small-arain pixels very 
accurately. It will be demonstrated subsequently tbat 
this weakness can be traced to the clusterina 
allOrithm. 

Filures 8 and 9 show. respe(tively. plots of the 
estimated samplina efficiency It. and probability of 
COrfe(t classification of wheat JI( WI HI) versus the 
true wheal proportion in these sesments. The siron, 
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reaationshlp of R and A. WI W) to the lOII11ent'l 
wh_t, or more ..... ally .mall ..... in. proponion I. 
readily seen in these ploll. A. noted. the sampUna 
efftciency R can be approxlm.ted by the I_t 
sq • .-Unl 

,-0.'S+7.lp". 
P*(h'IW) • ........ -~~-

I + ,-0.8S+7·ipw 

and the clllliReadon probability by the relationship 

The main impon of ~., .. flpres it that the perfor· 
mance of Proeedure I depends on the true propor. 
tion of .mall .... in. In a seament; there i. improved 
p\'l'formance with taracr small ..... in proportion •. E.x· 
perimenll to dea«t the ef1'eeIS of c:hanaina the 
parameters of Procedure I should. therefore. use ... • 
ments with a full ranp of .m.ll .... ain proponlons. 

Fipres 10 and II .how two strona points of Pro
cedure I. Flaure 10 contains box plotl comparina the 
distributions of observed proponion errors with and 
without the bias correction .tep of Procedure I. For 
eac:h set of channels. the bias correction .ipitkantly 
decreases the incicJence of larae proportion errors 
and. as a result. Ule biu-correc:ted proponion esti. 
mates have a much smaller error variance than the 
others. The bias ~rrection step of Procedure I. then. 

\J 

F1GlJIE .a.--c.a.,uIIoa .. f ...... ndoa ..... (CLAIS .... 
... nrredM ,'liAS. ".,.,.... .rron (nnmt ... ...., 

fl .... rta •• AU.,I"llalNl"". 
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contributes to the emciency of the Procedure 
estimators. 

Flaure 11 compares errors in proponion estimates 
produced by the Claslneadon and Mensuration Sub
.y.tem (CAMS) durin, Phase II of LACIE with 
similar errors in Procedure I estimates made usin,4. 
8. 12. and 16 channels of data. It i. readily apparent 
that Procedure I represents a sianificant improve
ment even in the fuur-channel cue. where samplin, 
effICiencies were shown to be poor. Note thlat. since 
the Procedure I estimates are based on around.truth 
labels whereas the CAMS estimates are based on 
analyst labels. the comparison in fi,urc 11 is biased 
in favor of Procedure I. It will be shown later that 
this bias does not appear to be IfClt enouah to invali. 
date the conclusion that Procedure I is an improve
ment over the procedure used in Phase II. 

Fiaure 12 allows a comparison of the IImplin, 
efnciencies resullin, from two p"'el·labelin, 
schemes. This f1aure aives bo, plotl of the efficien· 
cies reaultina from the All-pixel and fleld-center-pix. 
ellabelin,schemes for labelina the type I and type 2 
dots. No larae differences between the two schemes 
are seen. thoulh the medians of the neld-center·pixel 
effaeiencies tend to be sllahtly lower (better) than 
those of the All.pixel efficiencies. As a resu· .. 
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LACIE has adopted a procedure in which only pure 
pixell are labeled for use u type 1 dOli. Because a 
bias miaht result if boundary pixels were not con· 
sidered in the bias correction step. all available type 2 
pixels are labeled. 

The final factor to be conlidered in the discussion 
of this experiment il tne effect of the clusification 
step in Procedure I. 1 he SlepS of Procedure 1 include 
a clusterinl run followed by classincation to attac:h a 
small .. rain or other label t(' each pixel in the .... 
ment. Since the dusters are also labelc:d u small 
arains or other, an alternate classification could 
euily b~ ac:c:ompUshed by attac:hina the cluster label 
to each pixel in a cluster. The number of pixels 
dUltered into the ,mall..,ain class could then be 
counted and used to calculate a cluster·based propor· 
tion estimate. Bias correction w.)uld then ~ based on 
comparison of analyst and cluster labels for type 2 
dOli. The result would be a cluster·based Procedure 1 
proportion estimator. Because of the ~ of the type 2 
doll for bias conection, this estimator would have 
the lime expteted value as does the standard Pro
cedure I estimator. The classification process r~ 
quires computer resources and can be justified only if 
it produces improved samplinl emciencies with al· 
tendant dec:reases in the variances of the proportion 
estimators. The remainder of this disc:uuion of ex· 
periment 2 will be devoted to a compllfison of the 
clllSsifieation-bued and cluster·based Procedure t 
samplin, eMeiena ... 

First. a small diversion. All R values presented 
thus far in the diM."USSion of experiment 2 were 
calc:ulated without use of classification resul~ from 
the typ-, I doll. All other labeled pixels were used an 
the calculation. The type I doll were excluded 

because they are used In labell... the clustln Ind. 
codsequeJltly. will be more Ic:c:urately clUllfied than 
the remalnl ... plxell. Their inclusion would cause a 
biased. optimistic estlmlte of the R valUII. Fip" I J 
Illustrates thil bill utina Ikhannel cl_ificadon 
resUlts. Every R calculated ulina the type t doll II 
Imaller than the correspondina R ealc:ula&ed from all 
labeled pixell. It would be erroneoul to Keept an 
estlmlte of R baed on aU labeled pixell. On the 
olher hand. there il I hiah correlation between the 
two .. tlmltonl of R. If the purpose II to compare 
altanate approaches to Procodun 1. either estimator 
of R should provide I Vllid comparison. 

The point of the prec:edina dlsc:ussion is that the 
computer listin .. thlt contain the results of thil ex· 
periment do not isolate the type J dOli when tabulat
in. cluster results. Consequently, In R values calcu
lated for a cluster·baIed Procedure 1 proportion 
estimator used results from both the type lind the 
typc 2 dots. The remainin. fiaures will show these 
biased estimates of the samplina efficiencies. Even 
the cl .. lincatlon·baled results. lhen, will not be iden· 
tical to those In previous fiauru. 

Fiaures 14 Ind 15 provi&: I complrison of the 
IImplinl effic:ienci.. from the cluster·based and 
clauific:atlon-based schemes usln. the Iterative I.,d 
nearest nclabber clusterin, alaorithml. There do not 
appear to be Iny s~,ninCJ\nt differences between the 
R valua from the two schemes, ahhouah the cluster
based values mlY tend to be lliahtly 10Wl' than the 
oihers. Fi,urea 16, 17, and 18 are scatter ploll of R 
values for a clUiter-based proteduro versus a 
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dassinealion-based pr~ure utin, Ikhllnnel dala 
and lhe J pillCl-iabelina schemes. Apin, lhere are no 
sill1ineanl differences bel ween lhe two sets of valves 
and lhey 'ppear very hi,hl)' correia led in all pIOIS. 
Slilhll)' more IhMn half Q( lhe cI~ler-based R values 
are hilher lhan lhe correspondin, cI.ssine.lion
based values. This implies a Sli",l, IhoUJh hardly si,
nirieanl, advanlaJC (or lhe (Iulinealion-based pro
ceciu"C. Finall)" n,U(es 19 and 20 lhow observed pro
porlions of lhe labeled pixell lhal .re c(,rreelly 
dauined i( lhe cluller labell are used .. clulinca
lion labels (or the pixels in lhe dusters. A com-
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parison of these naures with naures 6 and 7 will 
show that the two classincation schemes produce 
virtually identical classincation accuracies for the 
non-small-arain pixels. The medians of the percen
tap of the small-arain pixels that are correctly 
classined tend to be sliahtly hiper for the classifica
tion results than for the cluster results. The 
differences between the two, however, are certainly 
not statistically sianincant. Thus, there does not ap· 
pear to be a real pin in samplina efficiency due to 
the classincation step in Procedure 1. Also, there is 
no dearadation of results due to this step and, in rar
ticular, the poor classification accuracy results for the 
small-arain pixels are seen to stem dirC\:t!y from the 
cluster assignments . 

ConclUllonl From Experiment 2 

Results from experiment 2 reinforce and add to 
the concl~:'ln from experiment 1. The main conclu
sions are as follows. 

1. Procedure 1 produced much better proportion 
estimates than did the CAMS Phase II procedure. 
This observation must temporarily be tempered by 
the fact that the CAMS results are based on analyst 
labels, whereas the Procedure 1 results are based on 
ground-truth labels. Later results will demonstrate 
that use of the different labels does not invalidate 
this conclusion. 

2. Procedure 1 was shown to produce very good 
sampling efficiencies for some segments under some 
conditions but, in general. is not more efficient than 
a hand counting procedure using both the type 1 and 
the type 2 dots. 

PfllCINT 
COIIIIICTL Y 
CLASSIFIED 

100 

10 

10 

40 

CLUITIItINCI 0 I! I I ! , 

ALGOIUTHM: ITEIIAnVE NN ITERATIVE NN ITEIIAnVE, NN ITERATIVE NN 
NUMIIIII OF 
CHANNELl:. 12 I. 

nGURE 19.--obsernd Irld dot duster dwlRcatlon accuracies 
for labeled small-araln pixels. 

c- J~ 

20 

o~--~--~--~~--~--~~-
ITIIIATIVI NN ITIIIATIVI NN ITIIIAnVI NN ITIIIATIVI NN 

12 I' 

FIGURE ZO.-oIIserntllrld dot cluster classlftcatlon accuracies 
for lalleled other pixels. 

3. The main problem with Procedure 1 is the high 
incidence of misclassification of small-srain pixels. 
This problem is caused by the clustering procedures, 
which do not adequately separate the small-srain pix
els from the other pixels. 

4. The nearest neighbor clustering algorithm ap
pears to be slightly better than the Iterative algorithm 
in terms of its effectiveness in Procedure 1. This 
result is somewhat surprising since Iterative is a com
plicated algorithm whereas nearest nieghbor uses an 
extremely simple, almost naive approach. The 
simplicity of the nearest neighbor algorithm holds 
hope for improvement in clustering. 

S. For the present implementation of Procedure 
I, the classification step following clustering does not 
appear to affect the sampling properties of the pro
portion estimators. This conclusion may bear further 
study with additional segments and, in particular, 
must be reconsidered if new clustering algorithms 
are proposed for Procedure 1. 

6. Results improved as the number of acquisi
tions increased from one to four. 

7, Finally, the bias correction step of Procedure 1 
was shown to significantly improve the variances of 
the proportion estimators. Both the bias-corrected 
and uncorrected proportion estimators appear to be 
unbiased when ground-truth labels are wied. 

Experiment 3 

The third experiment employed the nine seg
ments identified in table VI to evaluate the effects on 
Procedure l's performance of using analyst labels. 
This experiment used both the nearest neighbor and 
the Iterative clustering algorithms, and all segments 
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were processed using one, two, three. and four ac· 
quisitions. As in the earlier study, the nearest neigh. 
bor algorithm produced slightly better results than 
did the Iterative. Only nearest neighbor clustering 
results will be discussed here. 

Figure 21 shows the distributions of observed 
differences between the Procedure I proportion esti
mates and the ground-truth small-grain proportions 
for these segments. It is readily seen that the esti
mates based on analyst labels have a significant nega
tive bias and a very large variance. The ground-truth 
label results are unbiased, but they also have a large 
variance when compared with the ground-truth 
results from experiment 2. 

Figure 22 shows the distributions of the sampling 
efficiency measures for these segments. Once again, 
there are some very good efficiencies; i.e., R values 
less than 0.6. Most of the efficiencies are poor, with 
the majority of the R values falling well above 0.8. 
The improvement in efficienc), resulting from the 
use of more acquisitions seen in experiment 2 is not 
seen in these results. 

One possible explanation for the poor results from 
this experiment as compared with those from experi
ment 2 is the presence of the four small-field seg
ments in North Dakota. The locations of their pro
portion errors in the box plots in figure 21 are shown 
by the small circles in the boxes. The spread of these 
circles indicates that much of the variability is due to 
these segments. Unfortunately, there are not enough 
data to allow the questions raised by this experiment 
to be addressed. 

The main conclusion from this study is that a 
larger study should be conducted using small-field 
segments with both ground.truth and analyst labels. 
Another conclusion of this study is that the analyst 
labeling errors caused a large negative bias in the pro· 

TABLE VI.-Segments Used in Experiment J 

Segmellt Ground·(ruth percelltage 

Number Locatioll Wheal Small graills 

1660 North Dakota 26.6 34.6 
1651 North Dakota 20.86 27.93 
i642 North Dakota 39,2 57.6 
1614 North Dakota 26.96 42.16 
1003 Colorado 16.6 19.8 
1046 Oklahoma 23.1 23.1 
1961 Kansas 8.2 8.2 
1988 Kansas 33.0 33.0 
1865 Kansas 23.2 23.4 

840 

portion estimates and introduced a large source of 
variability. Also, the analyst-based proportion esti
mates do not appear to change in distribution as the 
number of channels is increased. Because of the 
small number of segments and the mixture of small
and large.field segments, these conclusions must be 
tentative, pending a more complete study. 

LACIE Operation. Data' 

The last set of data to be discussed contains actual 
LACIE proportion estimates for <I set of segments 
with associated ground-truth labels. To provide a 
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FIGURE 22.-Comparison of sampllnl efficiencies (It) for 
analyst and Iround-truth labels with Procedure I. 

8The data evaluated in this subsection were provided by K. 
Havens of Lockheed Electronics Company. Much insight was 
gained from her evaluations of these data. 
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basis for comparison, these segments were processed 
by Procedure I using both ground-truth and analyst 
labels for the type 1 and type 2 dots. The data set is 
identified in table VII. Note that the segments were 
processed using two, three, or four acquisitions of 
imagery. 

Figure 23 shows the observed errors between the 
estimated and the ground-truth small-grain propor
tions for these segments. As in experiment 3. there is 
a serioll'i 'egative bias in the proportion estimates 
bl6seti ,1/. the analyst labels. This bias is caused by 
analys. labeling errors and indicates that the analysts 
ten<J to underestimate the small-grain proportions. 
This observation has been substantiated in studies of 
the analyst labeling errors. The estimates based on 
ground-truth labels are unbiased and have a slightly 
smaller variance than do the analyst-based estimates. 
There is a tendency for the variances from both label 
sets to decrease as the number of acquisitions is in
cl'eased. This result is particularly encouraging in 
view of the fact that different segments were pro
cessed using the differing numbers of acquisitions. 

Figures 24 and 2S show the distributions of the ob
served variance ratios and a comparison between the 
variance ratios from the analyst and ground-truth 
label processing, Only a few of these R values are 
lower than C.6, indicating a general loss of sampling 
efficiency for Procedure I compared with analyst 
hand counting. (The value 0.6 is used since most of 
the segments were processed with about 40 type I 
and 60 type 2 dots leading to a break-even value of 
0.6 for the R values.) There is no strong indication of 
an advantage in the R values from the ground-truth 
labeling over the analyst labeling results. This result 
implies that the increased variances noted in the pro
portion estimates based on analyst labels are caused 
mainly by segment-to-segment variation in the 
biases due to analyst labeling errors. 

The main conclusion from this study i~ that 
analyst labels are biased and tend to underestimate 
the amount of small grain in the segments. If this 
bias source could be corrected (e.g .• by providing ad
ditional information or training to the AI's). the Pro
cedure I proportion estimators based on analyst 
labels would be very competitive with estimators 
based on ground.truth labels. This experiment again 
shows that Procedure I is not yet attaining the sam
pling efficiency required to be competitive with an 
analyst-based count estimator. This conclusion again 
indicates that Procedure I requires an improved 
clustering algorithm since problems can be traced to 
misclassification of small-grain pixels. 

TABLE VII.-Segmem's Used in Evaluation oj 
Procedure I Using Oppratlons Data 

Segment 
(a) 

1005 (W) 
1032 (W) 
1033 (W) 

1853 (W) 

1861 (W) 
1512 (S) 
1520 (S) 

1544 (S) 

17J9(M) 
1582 (W) 

1604 (S) 
1606 (S) 

1648 (S) 

1661 (S) 

1902 (S) 

1231 (W) 

1242 (W) 
1367 (W) 

1677 (S) 

1690 (S) 
1803 (WI 
1805 (M) 
1056 (W) 
1059 (W) 
1060 (W) 

Loration 
(county, state) 

Cheyenne. Colo. 
Wichita. Kans. 
Clark. Kans. 
Ness. Kans. 
Kearny. Kans. 
Clay. Minn. 
Big Slone. Minn. 
Sheridan. Mont. 
Teton. Mont. 
Hayes. Nebr. 
Renville. N. Dak. 
Ward, N. Oak. 
Bowman. N. Oak. 
Mcintosh. N. Oak. 
McKenzie. N. Oak. 
Jackson. Okla. 
Canadian. f)kla. 
Major.Okh. 
Spink. S. Oak. 
Kingsbury. S. Oak. 
Shannon. S. Oak. 
Gregory. S. Oak. 
Moore. Tex. 
Ochiltree. Tex. 
Sherman. Tex. 

·w - winter wheat S - spring wheal; M - mixed wheat. 

A Postmortem on Figure 11 

Numbero! 
acquisitions 

4 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
4 
2 

Figure II shows that the Phase II CAMS esti
mates of the small-grain proportions in the segments 
used in experiment 2 are much more variable than 
similar estimates procluced by Procedure I. In the 
discussion of Procedure I. the fact that analyst labels 
were used in producing the CAMS results and 
ground-truth labels were used in producing the Pro
cedure I results was identified as a possible source of 
this large difference in variability. However, the 
results from the operational data and experiment 3 
indicate that the errors in analyst-based Procedure I 
proportion estimators have a standard deviation only 
about 1.4 times as large as the standard deviation of 
errors resulting from ground-truth labeling. If this is 
true. the results in figure II show a very real im
provement for Procedure lover Phase II CAMS, 
even in the worst case in which a single acquisition is 
processed by Procedure 1. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusion reached from these studies 
is that Procedure 1 needs an improved clustering 
algorithm if it is to attain a sampling efficiency com
petitive with simple analyst-based count estimates of 
proportions. There are new clustering routines 
available (e.g., AMOEBA, BCLUST. and ECHO) 
which use spatial as well as spectral information and. 
as a consequen('e, may be substantially better than 
the ERIPS algorithms. There is considerable room 
for improvement since the nearest neighbor 
algorithm, which produces beuer proportion estima
tors than does the Iterative algorithm. is too simple 
to be optimal. 

The results show that Procedure 1 has a potential 
for greatly increasing the sampling efficiencies since 
it did so for some segments. Also. Procedure 1 is a 
substantial improvement over the Phase II tech
nology. 

Currently. the primary effect of using analyst 
labels is that they introduce a negative bias in the 
proportion estimators. The Procedure 1 proportion 
estimators based on analyst labels have about a 40-
percent larger standard deviation than do the estima
tors based on ground-truth labels. This 4O-percent in
crease is due mainly to variations in the bias caused 
by analyst labeling errors rather than to increased R 
values. 

Finally. the results of experiment 2. and other 
results not included in this study. show that the bias 
correction step in Procedure 1 produces a substantial 
decrease in the variance of the proportion estimator 
though it does not greatly affect the bias. Also. the 
classification following clustering dves not appear to 
affect the properties of the estimators and could be 
eliminated . 
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The Veg_tatlvelndex Number and Crop'ldentlflcatlon 
P.Ashbum/l 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable research on the use of the veaetation 
index number (sreen number) (ref. 1) conducted by 
LACIE and Ilther Bovernment l18encies (ref. 2) 
revealed that the areen.number approach to drouaht 
and yield monitoring has been successful. However, 
only a few studies (ref. 3) have examined the sreen· 
number approach for crop id;,mtification. 

In this study, a vegetative index number of 
numerical value was calculated from the digital 
values of the Landsat system. The objective WRS to 
provide some measure of sreen srowi:1g veaetation. 
The purpose of this paper, as a pilot project, is to in· 
vestigate the usefulness of the sreen numbers for 
schemes in crop identification and acreage estima· 
tion and to \:ompare a new vegetation index number, 
the Ashburn Vegetation Index (A VI), with the 
Kaufh·Thoma'i Vegetation Index (k. VI) for crep 
identification schemes. Comparisons between the 
AVI and the KVI are given in table I. Tabl~ II shows 
the results of wheat acreage estimation using LACIE 
Procedure I (p.!) and the AVI for the eiaht LACIE 
sample segments used in this study. The process 
used by LACIE for crop acreage estimJtes fer the 
1976-77 crop sea:;on, P·I, will be described in another 
part of this paper. Visual results of the AVI may be 
found in the fig.U'es. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHMS 

A.hburn Vegetation Index 

The AVI algorithm is 2 times band 7 minu.'i band 
S with all the resulting negative values mapped to 
zero. 

AVI : ~(7) - 5. AVI 0 then set AVI : 0 (I) 

The AVI is a straight linear equation (2 times band 7 

aUSOA Foreign Agricultural Service, Houston, Texas. 
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minus band S) of the Landsat data. This algorithm 
operates on the principle that as srowir.g plants turn 
green, the chlorophyll in the leaves absorbs the red, 
~hereby lowering the digital value in band 5; the 
green leaves increase .he infrared reflectance, 
thereby increasinB the digital value in band 7. 
Therefore, the greater the sprCl'd the hiaher the sreen 
number. When the values of these two bands are 
equal to or less than zero, the A VI indicates no srow· 
ing vegetation for that pixel. The ncsative values are 
mapped to zero. Therefore. zero equals no ve.aetation 
and any positive value equals srowing vegetation. 

Kauth· Thoma. Vegetation Ind.x 

The Kauth-Thomas (1976) Vegetation Index 
(KVI) i~ based on transformastior; of the four 
multispectral scanner (MSS) bands of the Landsot. 
They include a sreen vegetation index which is equal 
to O.290MSS4 - 0.562MSS5 + 0.600MSS6 + 
0.491 MSS7 and a soil brightness index which is equal 
to 0.433MSS4 + 0.632MSS5 + 0.586MSS6 + 
0.264MSS7. The Breen number, however, is derived 
from the following transformation. 

where 

l,l 
• 1 

Y~ .vi: 
Y~ 
)'~ 

(2) 

a vector representinB the Landsat· I 
version of the Kauth·Thomas transfor· 
mation of xi(6); the superscript is the 
pixel number and the subscript is the 
Landsat channel. 

0.4326 0.6325 0.5837 
- .2897 - .5620 .5995 

0.2641 Soil briahtness 
.4907 Greenness 
.1850 Yellowness 
.8094 None such 

- .8242 .5329 - .0502 
.2229 .0125 - .5431 
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TAm./' I.-A Comparison (~"'"'' A VI and lite K Vlfor FOllr Dales O''er 

1 ,It" Randall Cmmly I,,'ens;,'e Tesl S;I" 
) 

t 
1 

I'iw( s ..... !. Iv7fl h'h, IV, IVi? JUI/.· fl. IV!:' JII~I' /!. 1977 "",0 C"Lb (inC' 

·".W7 "7115tJ 7715.V 77/V4 (J) (J) (J) 

A II 11..11 .-1// 1\ 1'1 ,~ II 1\1/ AI"! ATI • 
1.;1/.' If) 

10 24 23 8 10 14 16 0 4 W 
20 0 b 2 3 7 10 1 9 N N 
30 0 4 3 5 0 4 0 3 N 
40 0 4 0 0 I 10 0 5 N N N 
SO 0 3 0 I I 9 0 7 DO N N 

j bO 0 4 0 I 0 8 0 4 DO N N 
70 10 II 0 0 5 14 3 II N N N 
80 30 26 8 8 b 12 0 3 W W 
90 0 5 0 3 0 5 18 22 N :'II 

100 2 ; I 2 0 2 35 33 N 
110 5 9 0 4 0 I 0 3 N N N 
120 II 5 0 5 0 2 0 I N 
130 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 4 N 
140 0 5 I 4 0 4 27 27 W N 
ISO 2 S I) 3 18 18 8 12 N 
160 0 2 0 2 0 5 0 3 N N 
170 0 3 4 7 0 3 3 \I W W W/B 
180 0 2 3 IS 23 24 23 N N N 
190 5 4 4 5 14 17 20 19 N N 

/,ill" !II 

10 0 0 5 16 21 J1 23 N N N 
20 8 4 0 4 0 \I 2 8 W N 
30 0 3 0 I I 8 0 5 N N 
40 2 s 0 0 1 11 0 7 DO N N 
~o 0 1 (/ 1 0 3 I 12 DO W N 
60 8 8 0 I 0 10 54 44 N N N 
70 \I 12 4 I) 10 14 0 4 W N W 
80 \I 9 2 3 12 17 0 10 N W 
90 0 3 0 0 0 II 43 34 N N 

100 2 6 U 4 0 3 21 24 N N 
110 4 6 0 3 0 6 5 \I N N N 
120 0 J 0 3 14 ~o 5 9 N W 
130 3 6 0 4 I \I 45 38 
140 9 12 8 8 S IS 0 6 N l'II 
ISO 3 8 0 J 28 24 I 9 W W 
160 0 1 0 2 0 8 I 7 N N N 
170 I S 3 6 16 21 19 22 N 
tRO 0 I 0 2 21 26 22 23 N N 
190 [) 2 0 J I 12 9 16 N 

""l - 'n .. I~\II.lhd hom P.I 
°CL .. d,,\\lrk,l!on 14hcl f"ntm P·I 
I:GTL - ,fuund.IrUlh !.idel 

"W - "heal, N - non .. he." lJu - " •• "n.,." olh.r, WIll - .. h .. , b.'un"'rj'.ITS - Inlen.". Te., SlIe, NIB - non"he" bound.r,', and TIl - Ihr •• hlll .. 
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TABLE I.--Contlnued 

Ptxfl Nov. ]. 1976 f"b. 1'1. wn JUllr II. 1'177 Jill), n /977 AL CL GTL , 
7")07 nO.m mJII 771W 

1 ...tV/ KV/ All Kvt AVt /(Vt AV, /(VI 

1 Lin .. 50 . 

1 
10 0 3 0 I 4 13 t5 17 
20 14 14 I ) 4 14 0 2 W W 
30 ) 6 0 i 0 10 3J )0 N N 
40 J 6 0 0 0 6 2 ., N W !'Ii 
SO 3 6 0 J 0 S 46 40 N N 
60 14 12 10 ., S 12 2 10 W W W 
70 20 18 8 10 12 14 2 ., W W W 
80 0 4 0 2 0 J 3 8 N III ITS 
90 7 10 0 0 0 S 39 37 N N N 

100 0 S 0 3 0 4 0 2 N N N 
110 7 6 0 6 0 3 0 0 N N 
120 S 7 0 I 0 3 0 2 N N 
130 5 7 0 2 0 6 31 28 W NIB 
140 S S 0 4 0 I 0 7 N N N 
ISO 0 7 0 S {) I 28 26 N N 
160 0 I 0 2 0 I 39 36 N 
170 0 l 0 I 0 10 0 I N N 
180 9 9 8 10 8 18 0 3 W W W 
190 0 I 0 0 0 7 28 26 N N N 

I.int· "II 

10 0 .. 0 2 0 10 S 10 DO TH N 
20 0 2 0 3 6 14 2 10 N W 
30 0 4 0 2 0 9 14 IS N N WID 
40 0 2 0 2 6 IS 37 JJ ~ N 
SO 0 0 0 -2 2 14 22 26 N N N 
60 2 " 0 I 0 7 I 6 N N WID 
70 0 I 0 2 X 12 2 6 N W ITS 
80 0 5 0 4 X 4 0 4 N N N 
90 14 14 0 II 16 17 0 6 W W 

100 8 12 X 4 2 12 0 4 N WID 
110 0 4 X J 0 \3 0 II N WID 
120 0 4 0 4 14 18 18 19 00 N N 
\30 I 6 0 J 0 J 0 S DO N N 
140 0 3 3 4 0 4 21 19 N N 
ISO 0 4 0 J C; 14 0 6 W W 

I 160 0 S 2 4 4 12 0 10 W N W 
170 0 I 0 0 0 8 S 12 N NIB 
180 0 5 0 2 I) 7 0 5 N 
190 0 I 0 0 0 9 37 34 N N 
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TABLE I.-contlnwd 

I'IBI N.J.,], ,,16 Frb. If. 1911 111M 6, 1977 lull 11. 1911 AL a. 071. 
'l6JrJ1 770$0 "'1$' .",,, 

At" ,t', .. t', 'lI' At" KVI AI" 'I" 
Llrw70 

.. 
10 I 5 0 4 2 10 4 9 DO N N 
20 0 I 2 3 0 7 I II N N W 
30 0 5 CI 4 8 II 9 IS W WI8 
40 18 19 I 2 0 4 I 12 N N N 

• 50 14 15 I 6 0 • II 14 W WI8 
60 2 2 0 I 0 3 0 2 N W 
70 0 2 0 2 0 5 2 2 N N WI8 
10 0 6 0 5 0 4 0 6 N N til m 90 6 8 0 2 0 2 56 44 N N N 

100 2 7 0 2 0 10 0 4 til WI8 
110 0 5 3 S 0 7 0 3 W W W 
120 2 3 2 3 0 8 0 9 til til W 
130 0 2 0 2 0 4 31 27 N til N 
140 6 8 0 2 0 " 64 SO N N 
ISO 2 7 0 3 3 oJ 0 I N N 
160 I 5 0 3 0 3 0 2 N 
170 0 S 0 2 0 5 0 8 DO N 
180 0 7 0 3 0 4 0 6 W W NIB 
190 12 Il 8 8 8 12 0 6 N N W 

LIM NO 

10 2 S 0 4 5 U : II DO N N 
20 6 9 0 4 7 16 IS 16 DO N N 
30 0 4 I 3 0 II 3 14 W W 
40 6 9 0 2 0 9 0 8 N W 
SO 4 7 0 I 0 4 33 28 N W 
60 0 6 0 4 0 3 18 22 N N N 
70 1 8 0 4 0 S 9 IS N N N 
80 0 3 0 0 0 4 67 53 N N N 
90 0 2 0 1 0 I 57 48 N N N ITS 

100 3 6 0 3 0 I 0 5 N N 
110 0 3 I 4 0 8 0 I W w 
120 0 1 I 4 J 14 2 14 W W 
130 0 5 2 4 0 10 0 10 W W 
140 2 5 0 2 17 21 18 19 N N 
ISO 0 3 0 4 8 IS 16 20 N N N 
161) 0 4 0 I 0 6 2 12 N N N 
170 0 1 0 I 0 II 4 12 N N 
180 0 2 0 0 0 10 6 IJ DO N 
190 0 2 0 0 0 9 9 IJ DO N 
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TABL£ I.-C.'lnwd 

1'f.U'I NIt,·. 1. 1 I,.,,, Ff'b. 19. 191' 
IImr /I, '"'' 

lid,. 12. 1917 AL n. fin 
16.ftJ, 110._ m.'" m~ 

A~I k~1 At' kt'l A~I kl-'I A 1-" kt'l 

I.JIw WI 

10 2 6 6 8 14 16 5 IJ W W 
20 ., 2 4 6 16 18 0 0 W N W 
30 0 J 2 5 0 12 0 4 W W 
40 5 7 0 4 0 6 0 10 N N W 
50 4 9 4 5 10 II 5 16 'N W W • 
60 2~ 20 4 5 I:) 10 0 J W W W 
70 9 10 5 8 10 II 0 J W W W 
10 4 8 0 J 0 3 0 0 N N N ITS 
90 0 5 0 3 0 1 54 45 N N 

100 2 7 7 7 12 15 6 7 W W 
110 0 3 0 5 0 8 0 5 W W 
120 0 4 0 I 0 10 0 5 N W 
IJO 2 7 6 8 0 8 I 9 W W W 
140 5 9 J 5 0 7 0 I N W 
ISO 0 6 0 5 0 4 0 9 N 
160 0 1 0 0 0 • 5 9 DO N N 
170 0 2 0 I 0 10 4 II DO N N 
110 41 -I 0 -I 0 9 4 6 DO N N 
190 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 5 DO N 

l./IIf' 100 

10 0 J 0 J 0 4 0 S N N N 
20 II U 0 2 I 7 48 37 N N 
30 J 5 0 1 4 10 44 44 N N N 
40 0 l 0 4 0 8 l IJ DO N W 
SO 0 3 0 I 0 7 e I) DO W w,. 
60 8 II 4 6 4 10 0 5 W W 
70 4 7 5 7 8 II 0 • w w W 
10 6 • l 6 6 II 0 6 W W W 
90 6 II 5 9 0 I 0 6 W N 

100 l • l 5 0 l 0 4 W W WII 
110 0 4 0 0 4 U 0 • N W 
120 0 0 0 I 0 , 0 1 N N 
110 0 I I 2 7 12 12 16 N N N 
140 2 • 6 6 0 7 0 I W W W 
ISO 0 2 l 4 0 6 0 2 W W 
160 0 6 0 I 0 l 0 7 N N 
170 0 -I 0 0 0 4 I. 19 DO N N 
I. 0 -I 0 I 0 6 5 9 DO N N 
190 0 I 0 2 0 II 5 12 DO W N 
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, 

f 
,HI All ,411 ,''-', -fll A II .. II All 

1,1111' 110 

I 10 I. 13 8 9 II 12 0 S W W W 

• 20 0 I 0 :1 0 0 0 II N N N 
JO I} .- 0 S 0 • :1 'I N 
40 0 J 0 :1 7 12 .) 12 00 N N 
SO () I} 0 I 0 S 0 1 DO N N 
CIO 2 .. 0 .2 0 I +4 38 N N N 
70 2 '* 0 S 0 I 0 4 N N N 
80 0 S 0 ~ 0 I 0 ., N N N 
90 0 6 2 6 0 ~ I II W W W 

100 I) 2 2 4 0 S 0 4 W W W 
110 I} 1 0 J 0 7 0 J W W 
120 OJ 8 0 S 0 ) J J\ W N 
130 0 4 0 I 0 -\ 0 12 N !'Ii 
140 0 I 0 1 0 J 0 9 N N 
ISO 0 7 0 J 0 I 12 t~ N N N 
160 0 3 0 S 0 10 0 ., W W W 
170 0 0 fl 2 S 12 .l 14 N W 
180 ., 8 16 IS 2 8 0 8 N N W 
190 

Each vector is inspected automadeally. and any vee· TABU: II.-C'mp Idtnlljlcalion RtlU111 

tor havin, values unreasonable for IIricullurai data 
is discarded usin, the followin, procedure, .'itog."..", Julltm An. 1'f'1""'" "·1. pm·rtlI CimunJ IflIth. 

A pixel yislCcepted aslood only if dalf' (1:) (tlJ Pt'f('C'tI1 

I. x. is less than 12 and I2x, - 34x. is more than ((I) 

108. 
,~ 2. )'1 is less than IS or more than 120. 

1971 77050 lU (WWI ::l.l Unknown 
I 

77158 

" 

260 (WW, 24.2 20.3 (WWI 
3. )'1 is less than 8 or more than 30. 1964 77014 4U (WWI JJ.fI (WW, 41.02 (WW, 

I 4. )'J is less than 6. 1971 77149 34.2 (WW) 30.0 (WW, 31,96 (WWI 

S. ". .. is tess than 10 or more than 3S, 71202 UCSOI 7 .• (5W' 1.171S01 

"81 71104 21.0 (WW, 34.9 (WW, 42.C3 (WWI 

The ,reenness level m of the soil line then is esti. nm 36.S (WWI J6S (WW, 
maled by 1 percent of the minimum arlenness value 

77211 4:& (WW, .v; for ICceptable pi "els. 
JI~9 771.2 21.0 (S "". 26.9/5W, til' (5W, Then the arlen number II is computed for each 

pixel by 4'.0 (5(11 bSO (SOl 

" • 1'/ 
(3) 3116 771 IS ll.O (SO, IS.7 (5W, Unknown 

", • 2 1401 ml7 25.0 (5WI 28.2 (SWI Unknown 

ll92 77112 9.115W) •. 0 (!'WI ba (5\\') 
~ ....... -

IIv;w - _te".lItili. n. - .,. • .., """0 •.•• d ki .... ' .... ..-

""",_ , ....... a-I ........ ~ .,_clllwil 
i 
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'ROC lOUR. 

,roo .... , 
Very briefly. P·I il the t«hnique used by the 

LACIE for crop identification and ara measure
ment durin, the 197~77 crop leason. This procedure 
wu duplicated on the Gennal EI«tric IMAOE·lOO 
(1·100) interactive computer system. It includes the 
sel«tion of a number of picture elmCftts (pixels) 
from. LACIE S· by 6-nautical·mile sample sqmen&. 
These pixel. are randomly sel«ted from a preset se
quence of 209 pillel. located al the in~".«tion of a 
arid that i. placed over the sample seamCftts,iven in 
th.! fi,ures. The pillel. chosen are adjacent to the up· 
per lef. of each inler,ection of the arid. From a ran· 
dom selection of these 209 pixels, two aroups of pill' 
els are identified and labeled. Type I includes a selec· 
tion and labelin, as sprin, whe.t (SW). winter wheal 
(WW), nO:1wheat (N). or desi,nated other COO) of 
40 or more pixels that are used 10 clusler and classify 
the rest of the sample sqmen&. 

The label 00 in ~-1 represents an) area that has 
been removed from the scene. It could toe alfalfa. 
barley. corn. water. roads. bare soil. elc. Each of the 
40 sin,le-pixe! fields is labeled by the analyst. The 
statistics from thr)( fields are then used for startin, 
the clU5terin~ and dassification procedures for the 
seamen&. Type 2 includes 40 or more additional ~ix
cis that art labeled and used 10 provide a bias correc· 
tion for the Type I c1assil1calion results. This pro
cedure provided lood cI,:;slfication results but re
quired approximately 3.5 hours per se,meril. These 
results are shown in table II. One of the pixel iden· 
tification aids is the K VI.reen number. This number 
is shown for each or the 209 pix:ls in table I. One use 
of this number is to determine whether a field h. s 
arowin, 'qetation. This becomes hiJhly si,nifica"t 
Jurina I.he very early staaes or crop arowth. For addi
tion,j details on pol. sec reference 4. 

AVI Che",e Detection 

The AVI is run on seament dlitlol that are housL.'d 
on the 1-100 disk. It is calculated by u.cina. tape load 
rrocedure housed in the consolidated tape read pro
aram. This proaram loads. in 5 minules and \0 sec
onds.the A VI dala to channel 3, band 4 to channel I. 
band S to channel 2. and band 7 to channel 4 of the 
1-100 system. Channels 1.2. atld 4 provide It rcsuw 
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color·infrared im'lle. Three hardwired pwaraml in 
the 1·100 are then Ulnt The filll letS the 1·100 
perimeterl .0 that 1111 1S6 If ay·level values are used 
to develop A VI hi.t\JIram •. The second il a linale
cell ell tensIon proaram that alarml all the rillell in 
the seamenl. The third ilthe multichan,,\J hiltOfram 
proaram. Thi. l .... k taka approllimately 30 letondl. 
The hiltoaram of the A VI il isolated on channel 3 
and all values above zero are alarmed on the Icreen. 
The results are then Uli,red to one of the eiaht 
theme tracks of the 1·100. That theme is measured 
and the percent of scene calc:ultled for the final .rea 
measurement. This prOtess requires approximately 7 
minutes. This lame process is done for each of the 
acquisition dates with each result ulianed to a 
different theme in the 1·100. These different themes 
can then be added. subtracted. or a 10lical AND/OR 
performed. 

This allow 1 the analyst to subtract the A VI mask. 
which represents Ihe native ve,etalion. from a later 
A VI. which inc:\udes areas of I,alive veaetalion. The 
anlilyst can also see areas where native veaetation 
has been removed by usin, a loaic~1 AND/OR pro
,ram in the 1·100. level thresholdin,the histl),ram 
can also separate low. hi,h. or other densities within 
lhe AVI. The AVllevcls ranle from 0 to 67 for thi .. 
study. In theory. the upper band limit could be 128 or 
2 times the value of band 7. 

PlLOTT!ST 

The lACIE sample seaments used in this ICSt 
were taken rrom operational seaments used in 
lACIE Phase III. These seaments were randomly 
distributed amona the four U.S Dcpanme'll of 
Aariculture (USDA) commodity analysts and pro
cessed on the 1-100. The seaments WCie \\orkcd usina 
pol to provide.." operlltionlll wheat estimllte. They 
were taken from intensive test sites (ITS's) in the 
United States. from ITS and blind siles in Canilda. 
and fro:n SO seamenis from Kokchr.tllV Oblast. 
U.S.S.R. Biind sites arc lACIE slimp Ie seaments that 
have totlll around-truth identification. They arc 
called blind sites because the anillyst d~s not know 
that around truth is bein. taken over the site. 

At the time of this writina. around truth was 
available only for portions of the U.S. lTS·s. Conse
quently. the results were compared to the around 
truth where available ilnl1 to P-I results where 
Jfound truth was not ltvailable before the A Vi was 
lested~ however. the results were nol rompared until 
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all testing of the A VI wa cvmpleted. These result , 
' hown in table 11, will be oi cu ed later in thi paper. 

By happen tance. the e egment pro ided differ
ing ondition whi h helped identify various way 
thl! A I could be u ed for crop identification. 
Among the e were a lraight acceptance of the 
re ults of the algorithm, egment where the A VI 
r uit were identified a nati e egetation on one 
date and ubtra ted from the A I result of a econd 
date, egmen t where growing egetation w iden
tified b the A I and a hi togram produced to i 'olate 
th~ crop in question, segment where the crop were 
identifi d nd P-I u cd to eparate one crop from the 
other, and in tan e where limited information was 

btained. Th 'e re ult are de ribed in a ub equent 
e tion of thi paper. 

Randall 'ounty. Texa • ITS 1978, has been u ed 
to how the digi tal alues from the A V 11K VI (tilble 
I) . This ite ha both irrigated and dryland winter 
wheat field. It experienced a evere drough t during 
the win ter month of 1976-77. 

Land at imagery of the ITS for Julian date 76290, 
76307, 77032, 77050, 77158, and 77194 during !he 
1976-77 rop ea on wa a ai lable. Of th", e, 76307, 
77050,77158, and 77194 (fig. 1) are used to compare 
the A VI with the K I. The result are hown in table 
I. The fir t two number of the Julian date Ii ted 
abo e are for the year, and the last three number are 
for the day of the year. 

Table I i et up 0 that each part of the table 
one line of the arne egment. Every tenth 
an pled . There are 209 ample for each of 

Flr.l t ~ I.-Randall ('ounl) . Te y, ; L CIE \lImpl~ «'IIm!.'nl 1978. (a) Oa) 16307, oVl'milt'r 2, 1976. (b) 011) 7 050. "~bruar) 19. 
1977 . (r ) Oa} 7715t!. June' 6.1977 . (d) Oil) 194, Jul) 12.19 . 



Ihc four dalC u"~ I. ThC:il' .HC Ihc , :lme I) ~ingk, 

pi\d tields U'ie in P-1. TI1C 1"';1 Ihr~ l'olurlll1'i .Ire 
\.Ibeb t'nllll P-I and Ihc ground IrUlh f r Ihe ITS. rh 
an,IIy,t label'i (AU .!rio' u cd a~ label" for t.lrllng 
~t.lt"lIl' In the 'lust'rll1g and da=-~ilkatlol1 or thl' 

·clle . rhe l'I,l~siti ' atllll1 hbcl ( - l) i!'t the rcsLlltlf 
thc P-I 1I1ler,lctl\C duster .1I1d a mi lUl'l.: den " I) 
~' I,I:>:.ilil, ,,tilJl1 . Thc g,roun I-Irulh lahel ( TU is nUL 

nl) fl r the pl\d ' \\ ilhin Ihe br,lI:ket ' : thl.: IIlhcr 
lubd ' in Ihis column are intcrpreted from ~Ignuturl" 
\11 Ihe IT . 0111e of Ihe TL' · tire hnrder pi d ' 
\\ l1 ir l1 , hl.:l'uu -c o\" rcgi ' trallon problt.:l11 ,Illay be in a 
ficld 11 one al'qui ' i l i n and out f the field on 
alluther acquisition . hcsl: pi cI label ' arc r 1I0wed 
by a "B." 

Thl: dryland \ hl'al. bel'au 'c o\" dT) wc.ll hl:r amJ 
hOI temperalurc ' , was ripc an t re.ldy for har\'est y 
June 6: huwc\'cr, the irrigil lcu wheal WU ' jusl gltling 
ril'c b~ July I ., 'cparati n r lime belwecn dry, 
land and irriga~eu wheal har\'e t i ' not unusual , but J 
wl.:l.:k to a m nth 'cparation i ' not c 11101)11 . Thc 
green nU111bcr ' , 110\ e"cr, rencet this ' eparati 11 . 

Ph ot graph ' of ' l'gment 19 for thc four dalc 
USI.:U i 11 lablc I arc ~hown in figure I. These pholu
graphs l'an be u, cd to 1'011 \\ any of Ihe ' ingle-pi. d 
lield ' uscd to show \\ hal Ihe A\' 11K I relHe ' 1.:111 and 
arc c ' pecially useful for comparing differenccs in tile 
"V I/K 1. LillI: -\ /pixcl -\ i ' a goou c,xampic of 
Ihl: e tli ferencl.:'. n ovcmbcr 1.: 6, thi ' mil o 
lido \ a' ripe anti har\'e ' t had j u ' t begun , It i ' pO' i
ble thai thi ' field wa ' still partially green . R th the 

I at -\ and Ihe K I at I) indi 'a te . III grccn 
vcgctati,m . n February 19, 19 ,It is b\'i u tha i 
the liclu has beell har"c"1 d lInulInly milo stuhhle re
maim. The A \ '1 al lcro indiralc ' n green in the 
IIdd, but Ihe K I lil - i ' rt;1.' rcling grcen . ln Ihi . ea 'e, 
lI ' well a in other ' in the serie ', thc I\. \ ' 1 i rl.:curding 
a number ovcr white/ydlo\ c lurs of ' tubblc lield . 
The K I drop ' from 9 tu J in th i scrie '. The V I 
drop frol11 -I to 0 and rl:l11ain ' al 0 throughou l the 
'ierie '. 

The VIIK I, howe\er, arl: highly run 'istcnl in 
the 10 to midolc range whl.:re green vegetation i ' 
e"idcn l. ThiS i , hown )n lilll.' 40/pi cl h . An irri
gatl:u heat field ha an VI 'cril: ' or 14, II, I J, and 

: Ihl: KV I ha; a I ,I ,15. and 9 for the 'am(' pixel. 
Phot graph - (from a .IS-millimeter camcra) o\" the 

I-I Oleic i 'ion . reen of the re ult · of Ihe I for 
'e;;men l 197 ,Februar 19,1977, <lre 'hown in ligure 
2. Thi acqui~ ition date was cho I.:n be 'au e \.'onfu
' Ion from nati c gra -sc ' , wel:d ., r olhererop ' i .11 a 

n c, l IRt: Z.- Randl ll \OUnl )', Tnls: LACIE ..a mpl" ""'K Rll'nl 
II) 1I ~i l h .\ \ t n',ull" F'(' br ullr~ 19, 197 (o r~II~I' -
,\\ 1I~ 11l'~1). 

minimum. The orange l' lor is Ihe A \ ' l ldl:ntilicali 'n 
o \" wheal. The thcme tra ' k ' r thc I-I arc u_eu t 
h Id ' U\.'l'C i\e dall: ur , VI rc:ult . Th e P-I rc..<;lIlt · 
arl' .;hown in ligur' J. 

N grountltruth \ a' available for the February 19 
date. egment ground Iruth wa ' fir I l'alculatt:d by 

, e " men t ror the June ,I , date. c-
'unley Sl: 'menl i ' a group within L I Ihal 
take, the gr und-truth information and a sign ' the 
ground-truth lahel to e'll'h or the single-pixel Ii Ill '. 
In IT 'eglllent, wher ' only I 'Iflialground truth i ' 
\.' '!leelcd, lIllY u 'e Ihe imager~' and lI\lIllabk I.trounu 
truth 'lI1l1 I.: pand the 'e ' ignatur t the inglc-pi xel 
field ' :"at UP :Iot ha\'l.: ground-truth labds. 

Thc V l rc 'ult for lhc 77 l dalcidenlifieuboth 
spring and summcr 'rop '. The I.: crop ' were 
Ihr > holtled out of the rene by 'ubtra ' ling thc 
Ihemc f 50 from 7 I: . The n.: 'ult arc hown in 
lable II . 

IT 1964, Elli ' LInt)', Kan a ', pro\ i 1-:: ' a ruse 
where onl) ne winter datc, 77084, Wt . rcquired 10 

FIG lRE J.-Rli lldll ll ( 'OUII ' ), TelliS: L (,If: ,"mph, 'CaUII'III 

19 II wilh 1'-1 n' ,ut b, Fl' bn IlH) t9, 1977 (pink I' - t / will'su) , 



obtain an e til11t1te. There a ' n all mpt t rem e 
nttli e vege tati n rr m Ihi ' lIate or 10 run addi tional 
date . n t.: ' Iimate for thi ' date \ a ob tained in 6 
minule ·. I ·u. no effort w' mude to determine 
\ h Ihl.:r the fi eld ' idc l1I ified \ ere harve ted f r 
grai n. 

IT 19 LHil1 ounty. Montana.wa u edtoiden
tirya 1:1l1 ent Ih at ntai ned b th winter and pring 
\ hat. Th · I for da) 7149 was run and a 
hi logram \ tI produced . It W ' • ob iou • by viewing 
the re ult on the tele i i n creen, that ome pring 
n p were ju ' t becoming vi iblc. B, taking out the 
lower five level , the winter wheat and a -mall 
amount of nati e egetation were eparaled from the 
' pring crop , The re ult of th _ I for 77 149 were 
ubtracted from the I of 7 184 alld 202 . The 

final rc "ult are hown in table 11. 
IT I , Finney ounty, Kan ,i a a 'e where 

fllinimal re 'ult were obtained by u Ing the A ' 1. 
Dr ught condition during the winler and a la k of 
adequate egment 0 erage were the prime re on 
fo r a fai lure to adequately id n tif)' wil1ler wheat. B 

109.lhe pring rain had nOI come to thi area. and 
there wa no co erage between 77 104 and 77175. 
Therefore. no good green period wa avai lable for the 
A '1 10 e limate. By 7175. Ihe crop \ , already ripe 
and being harve ted. An allempt wa made to add 
the theme tra k from 77 104 to a Ihre holded theme 
from 7175. The re ull of thi allempt are shown in 
table II. 

Ground truth for the Canadian blind ite had nOI 
been recei ved at Ihi wriling, 0 the result of Ihe 
. VI are am pared to P-I re ult . The e egments 
how peeial u e of the A VI for obtaining an e ti

male. 
Sa katchewan blind ite 3159 pro ided a a -e 

\ here the A I hi togram pro ided a good pring 
wheal e tim ate. The pring grain were!ir t iden
tified by u ing an upper thr~ hold to remove the na
ti e ege tati n from the eene. lower threshold 
wa then u ed 10 eparate the older pring wheat 
from th e younger mall grain in the ~bment. The e 
thre hold Ie el ' were identifi d by the analyst while 
viewing th e co lor monit or. He y tt! maticali y 
remo ed A I Ie el - until the nati e eg.:tation area 
and the younger mall grai n al ~a w n: idl!nti!ied . 
The ere ult are hown in table II. 

Sa katchewan blind ite 3186 provided a caSE 
where a multi temporal A I was in ufficienl. In thi 
ca e, the native egetalion was identified with the 
A VI on 77150. Thi theme wa aved and ubtracted 

RP.P[,()lll \ Jln!.!' Y fir TIl'; 
RLGL . L P. ld: I' PUt lit 

flGl IR[ ~ .-Saskalch('''an. Canada: lACIt:: sample wj!menl 
3186 wilh VI re~ulb . \\'110'" .,. A VI of 77150: red plus ~ellow 
ptu~ purple = A\'I of 77185: red plu purple - difference or 
77150 and 771115: lind red = P-I r1aSl>iricalion or "heal. 

from the A Ire Ull from 77 185 . No hi togram p
aralion could be found that would i olate the pring 
wheat. So P-I was u ed 0 er the r ult of the A I to 
eparat the spring grain '. The re u1ts are ho~ n in 

table I I and figure 4. 
Sa kat hewan blind ite 3192 i h wn in figure 5 

The ye llow in thi eene i Ih r ult of the A VI for 
77 145. Thi nali e eget ation mask wa ubtracted 
from the A I on 77 182. The r ult are hown in la
ble II. 

Kokchetav, .S.S.R., ample egmen t 8402, i 
hown in figure 6. The A I for thi_ segment w~ run 

for a qui ilion 77150 and 77187 and the result are 
presen ted in figure 7. The orange color was from 
77150 and the orange plu the yellow wa from 
77187. All the orange wa identified as nati e egeta
tion and all the yellow was identi!ied as low-den ily 
wheat. The blue i the result of the poi c1assi!icalion 
for wheat. 

fIG RE S.-Saskalrhewan. Canada: LACIE sample ~gmenl 
3192 wllh A VI resulls rrom day 71t45 b'ello" - nallH' vegcla
lion (DO mask)) . 
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FIG RE 6.-KokdK'tav. .S.R.: LACIE sample segml'nt 8402. (a) Day 77150. May 29. 1977. (b) Day 7 187. July S. 1977. 

DISCUSSION 

This tudy ha demon trated. on the ba i of a 
limited number of ground-truth case, that a change
detection green-number approach to crop identifica
tion and acreage mea urement ould be ucce ful. 
This has been demon trated over ample egments 

FIG Rt: 7.-Kokchetu. . .. 1(. ; tACIt: sample St'1~mt' nl 11402 
"ilh VI and P-I rr~ult . Oranl(t' = A\' I of 77150 - !lalln 
H'gNatio ll (DO lIIa~" ); oranl:l' plu~ ~e llcm = VI uf 77 187; 
~('lIo" - difful'lIce - ~p rinl! "hesI; blu(' = P-I ~prilll: "h~al. 

~4 

in three ountries (the United State , Canada, and 
the U.S.S.R.). Succe has been demon trated in the 
extremely fast alculation of the A I ; wherea P-I 
require 210 minutes on the average, the I re
quire 6 to 12 minute to obtain a comparable wheat 
e timate. T :me, accuracy. and ea e of u e are con-
iderations in the election of crop identification 

methods. 
Two ignificant re ult how that the A I iden-

tifies growing egetation ery near the oil line; and 
that all po iti e aluc. record growing egetation . 
proj ec t now underway wi ll determine how much 
vegetation i rcquired to fir t produce a pu itive 

alue for the VI and the K I. Preliminary re ult 
ofthi proje t indi 'a te A I identifica tion at the two
tu thr e-Ieaf tage. 

The A VI wa pr ferable to the K I for very ear ly 
ea on identificati n of growing ege tation. ince th e 

K v I record a po ' i ti e green number 0 er wh ea t 
traw and milo tubble. the oil line i diffi ult to ob

tain . The A I , howe er, regi ter. a po i ti e va lue 
onl y when gr en vegetati on i pr enl. The I and 
the K I, however, are rell1 arkabl y '10 e when grow
ing eg tat ion i e idenl. 

ince th e I hange-dete ti on y tem i ba ed 
on identifica ti nand meru urement or gr wing 

egetation , it i rea. onable to a ume th at major rop 
type ' that ha e different growing cason ca n be 
identified and mea. ured. Th i ' i 'hown in the iden
tifica ti n f native vegetati n that a 'ubtra ted 
fr m later A I result. and in the eparation of 
winter and I r ing grain b usi ng the I change-
detec tion tern . 
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Since there are large areas of interest where native 
vegetation is identifiable by the A VI before any crop 
is detectable, the A VI can be used to locate native 
vegetation areas (DO areas in POl). The stored areas 
(masks) can then be subtracted from later acquisi
tions. Since the AVI f\}r any acquisition only detects 
growing vegetation which also includes the crop or 
crops of interest. the subtraction of a vegetation DO 
mask leaves only the crop or crops of interest. These 
can then be identified andlor measured. All other 
DO areas such as roads, water bodies, cities, and bare 
soil are automatically removed from the scene by the 
AVI. 

It is also reasonable to assume that information 
oased on the AVI change-detection system can be 
derived from full-frame data. This is cost effective 
because the n:w interactive computers that use array 
or parallel pipe systems can calculate linear equa
tions exceedingly fast. It is estimated that the PDP 
11-70 with a parallel pipe system can calculate the 
A VI on full-frame data in less than 6 minutes. This 
makes feasible a lotal inventory of a state or country 
to check and/or replace sample segment aggrega
tions. 

This study has identified a procedure that could be 
tested in an operational system. This would provide 
additional information on the A VI usage, its relative 
strengths and weaknesses, and its cost effectiveness. 
Additional studies should be conducted using the 
AVI for stress measurement, soil moisture iden
tification, direct yield or yit'ld modification through 
stress factors, and bare soil for early-season esti
mates. 

. CONCLUSION 

Based on the limited number of samples used in 
this study, the A VI change-detection system appears 
to be a promising procedure for crop identification. It 
was found effective in identification of crops where 
the crop was the only growing vegetation. It was 
found effective ill identification of native vegetation 
in the spring wheat regions of the U.S.S.R. and 
Canada. It was found effective over areas where 
timely acquisitions allowed for the development of 
native vegetation masks which were subtracted from 
later A VI results to provide a good crop estimate. It 
was found effective when the various crops were at a 
growing stage that could be separated by density 
levels of the histogram. 

The AVI was not effective when a green-phase ac· 
quisition was not received. It was marginally effec
tive when crops in the scene could not be separated 
by green-number histograms. However, there was 
some advantage in knowing where the crops were so 
that other classification methods could be used. In 
these instances, P·I was used and found to yield ac· 
curate results. Timeliness and accuracy are key fac· 
tors in the selection of methods for data analysis. 
The AVI and pol were found to be equally accurate 
in this study, However, the time differential between 
crop identification on the 1·100 Hybrid System and 
the A VI for equally accurate results highly favored 
the A VI. This suggests the consideration of A VI in a 
large test to determine its suitability for inclusiori' in 
an operational system, Such a combination of pro
cedures could erhance the timeliness and cost effec· 
tiveness of analysis with no sacrifice of accuracy. 
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Manual Landsat Data Analysis for Crop Type 
Identification 

C.M.HayO 

INTRODUCTION 

An important component of the measurement 
procedures in LACIE has been the manual iden
tification of crop type by human analysts. This paper 
will briefly describe the process of manual analysis 
for crop identification. the problems encountered in 
LACIE that were associated with the manual crop 
identification measurement procedures. and the 
research undertaken in cooperation with LACIE 
operations by the supporting research community to 
effect solutions to or greater understanding of the 
manual analysis problems. 

HI8TORY OF MANUAL INTERPRETATION 
IN LACIE 

LACIE Ph •••• I.nd .. 

Throughout LACIE Phases I and II (1975 and 
1976). the analyst performed two main tasks. The 
first task was to outline representative areas (fields) 
for all spectral classes in a segment on the basis of 
their appearance on the Landsat image product. The 
spectral statistics generated from these areas were 
used as training for maximum likelihood classifica
tion. The second task was to label the crop type 
(wheat/nonwheat) in the selected training areas. 
This process of first selecting representative training 
areas and then labeling the crop type in the areas 
comprised what is called the "Fields Procedure." An 
analyst took approximately 12 hours to process a seg
ment by the Helds Procedure and to evaluate and 
possibly rework the results. Half of this time was 
spent selecting and recording training areas; only 
one-eighth of the time was spent actually labeling the 
areas as to crop type. 

8University of California al Berkeley. 
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LACIE Phil .. III 

By contrast with the procedure of Phases I and II, 
a procedure was developed and implemented in 
LACIE Phase III (1977) which incorporated cluster
ing for spectral class definition and training statistics 
generation. This procedure is called Procedure 1. The 
analyst was freed from the time-consuming task of 
spectral class definition and could now concentrate 
solely on crop type labeling. A new within-segment 
sampling strategy involving randomly selected dots 
(pixels) was another innovation of Procedure 1. The 
analyst had only to label sample dots as to crop type, 
thus reducing his segment processing time to approx
imately 3 or 4 hours. In Phase III. therefore. the 
analyst had only one main analysis task~rop type 
identification. 

CROP TYPE IDENTIFleATION
THE ANAL Y81S PROCESS 

In simple terms. the interpretation process (also 
called labeling) consists of two main components: 
(1) feature detection and physical characteristics 
determination, and (2) feature evaluation, including 
identification and condition assessment. While these 
processes may occur simultaneously and iteratively. 
they can be treated separately to facilitate under
stunding. Feature detection i~ thc= action of dis
criminating a unique landscape feature (a field in the 
LACIE case) on the basis of spectral. spatial. and 
temporal characteristics observable in Landsat 
multi temporal-spectral data. Feature evaluation is the 
process of assessing available data by analytical 
means and then synthesizing the pertinent data to 
conclude the feature's identity and condition. 
Feature identification is the action of assigning a 
name (e.g., wheat. non wheat) to the detected feature. 
Correct feature identification cannot properly pro
ceed unless feature detection has first occurred. 

" 
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Feature detection, however, does not ensure feature 
identification. 

'eltu,. Deteotlon Ind Cherloterlatloa 
Determination 

In agricultural environments, the features that an 
analyst wishes to detect are cropped fields. The 
feature characteristics that an analyst must determine 
are (1) the size and shape, the type of boundary ele
ments, and the spatial relationships of similarly and 
dissimilarly appearin, features (spatial charac
teristics); (2) the development patterns throushout 
the growins season for the ~Id (temporal charac
teristics); and (3) the spectral response in specific 
time periods correspondina to ,iven crop type 
biostaaes (spectral characteristics). Of these three 
characteristics, the second is the most sianificant to 
the analyst for the detection and identification of any 
crop type. The other two characteristics are neces
sary when silnificant temporal overlap exists be
tween one crop type and some confusion crops, 
when key acquisitions are missin, or of poor quality, 
or when ambiguity exists in the data. Obviously, the 
probability of correctly identifyina a crop in a siven 
field will be low if a spectral response indicatina 
vegetation canopy is never detected during the grow
ins season or is not detected at particularly si,nifi
cant veletation biophases specific to liven crop 
types. 

'ellure Cherleterlatloalvllultlon 
for Crop Identlfleltlon 

While site-specific Landsat data ellow an analyst 
to detect a feature and determine its temporal, 
spectral, and spatial characteristics, ancillary data 
and a priori knowledge from outside the Landsat 
data are necessary for the analyst to identify and 
label a detected feature: that is, nowhere will one find 
the words .. "heal field" written across a field as ob
served on Landsat data. A priori knowled,e and an
cillary data supply information about what crops are 
grown in a resion, the rate and timing of crop
specific canopy dev~lopment, cropping and cultiva
tion practices employed in a region or specific to a 
given crop type, the characteristic appearances of 
liven features on Landsat data, ele. 

A priori knowledge is gained from training and 
past experience. Ancillary data consist of data that-

are additional to the site- and date-specific Landsat 
spectral data. Ancillary data necessary for crop type 
identification are (I) crop calendar information, in· 
cludinl average-normal and year-speclfic: data; (2) 
historical crop proportions for several recent yean: 
(3) reaionai croppin, practice information, such as 
crop rotation sequence, cultivation practi~, and ir· 
rigation practi~: and (4) occurrenceofmeteorolo,i. 
cal events affecting crop development and crop 
spectral response. For a more complete description 
of the manual analysis process, see this author's sym
posium paper entitled "Manual Interpretation of 
Landsat Data." 

PR08LIU81NCOUNTIRED IN LACIE WITH 
MANUAL CROP IDENTI'ICATION 

In Phases I and II of LACIE, it was found that, in 
some resions. the analysts' interpretation etror was 
beyond the tolerance limits. Several problem areas 
associated with each of the two main interpretation 
components-feature detection and feature evalua
tion-were identified. Solutions to these problems 
were addressed in LACIE throup cooperation be
tween the research community and LACIE opera
tions personnel. The problems identified as opera
tive in LACIE can be ,rouped into three main areas 
related to the manual analysis process and measure
ment procedures. These are (1) problems associated 
with feature detection and characteristics determina
tion (the first component of the manual analysis 
process). (2) problems associated with feature 
evaluation (the second component of the manual 
analysis process), and (3) problems associated with 
labeling procedures (measurement mechanics). 

Problema A.HOllted With Felture Detection 
Ind Cherleterlatlea Determlnltlon 

Image product dej1clencies.-M stated earlier, 
Landsat data are used for feature detection and 
physical characteristics determination. Thus, the 
ability of Landsat data products to represent spatial 
and spectral data clearly and accurately to the analyst 
is of Ireat concern. Durinl LACIE Phases I and II, 
the primary Landsat data product available to 
analysts was the color-infrared (CIR) imaae Product 
I. This imqe product is a color composite of the data 
from three of the Landsat spectral bands. The three 
spectral bands selected to produce this color com-
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posite are the areen band (0.5 to 0.6 micrometer, 
multispectral scanner (MSS) band 4) assilned to a 
blue color lun,the red band (0.6 to 0.7 micrometer, 
MSS band 5) assilned to a lreen color lun, and an in· 
frared band (0.8 to 1.1 micrometers, MSS band 7) 
assianed to a red color lun. The resultant color· 
composite imaae was desilned to simulate the type 
of imap secured from conventional color·infrared 
photo,raphic imilery because analysts were most 
familiar with that type of imase product. The re
maininl Landsat infrared band (0.7 to 0.8 
micrometer, MSS band 6) is normally excluded from 
the composite because of the three-color limitation 
of liabt additive systems. 

The Product 1 imaae is an effective format for the 
extraction of spatial information, such as feature 
size, shape, relationship to nei.hborin, features, and 
distribution throulhout the area. However, Product 1 
can provide :')nly ,ross, relative spectral information 
about a feature. While gross, relative spectral infor· 
mation is often sufficient for crop type identification 
where multitemporal analysis procedures are used, 
numerous situations were e:1countered in LACIE 
Phases I and 11 where Product 1 did not sufficiently 
represent the Landsat spectral data to allow correct 
crop type labelinl. 

Frequently. in situations where there was a sparse 
canopy, as early in the growin. season. or where 
there was abundant vegetative cover in general, as in 
humid regions, or where close confusion crops were 
present with the crop of interest, Product I either did 
not represent the vegetated field in the manner nor
mally expected (some shade of red or pink) or did 
not show subtle spectral differences between 
features that actually were present. These problems 
caused the analyst to (I) "misinterpret" vegetated 
fields as nonvesetaled fields on lhe early-season ac
quisitions and (2) fail to det.xt spectral characteristic 
differences between close confusion crops. 

Temporal sampling rate dejiciencies.-Another 
crop identification problem related to feature charac
teristics determination is insufficient temporal sam
pling. As was stated above. the temporal-spectral pat
tern throughout the ,rowin, season is the most si,
nificant feature characteristic for crop identification. 
If this pattern is not adequately determined. there is 
a greater probability of confusion amons crop types. 
Two causes of insufficient temporal sampling which 
lead to inadequate temporal-spectral pattern deter· 
mination are (I) missing Landsat acquisitions due to 
cloud cover or other reasons and (2) periodicity of 
Landsat overpasses. Temporal·spectral pattern 

chanles that occur with a frequency of less than 18 
days are unlikely to be consistently observed since 
Landsat passes over a particular site every 18 days. A 
problem created by this periodicity is confounded 
ev nore sianlfic:andy when acquisitions are lost 
be .e of cloud cover or other cases of non
response. 

Spallal resolution dej1clencles.-Features below the 
resolution limit of the Landsat sensors (approx
imately I acre) cannot be detected. Thus, correct 
crop identification with Landsat·1 and Landsat·2 for 
fields smaller than I acre is impossible and for fields 
of up to approximately 10 acres is improbable. The 
improbability of correctly identifyinl 5· to lO-acre 
fields is a function of misrqistration between ac
quisitions and boundary (mixed) pixel problems. It 
is necessary to determine fairly accurately the 
sp~LrH: chanles of a field over time. If data points 
representin, a liven ,round location cannot be over
laid from one acquisition to another with a fair 
de,ree of precision, an accurate temporal-spectral 
pattern, and thus crop type, cannot be determined. 

Of the featur~ detection and characteristics deter
mination problems just discussed, the most si,nifl. 
cant problem was deficienl Landsat data products. A 
further discussion of the factors involved and some 
solutions implemented in Phase III relative to the 
deficient data products will be presented later in this 
paper. 

Probleme Aeeocleted With 
Fe.turel!v.lu.tlon 

Most of the remaining sources of error associated 
with manual crop type labelin, in LACIE were a 
function of insufficient a priori knowledge or ancil
lary data or of nonoptimum labelins procedures. 

InsuffiCient a priori knowledge and ancil/ary data.
One deficiency in a priori knowledge which had an 
effect on analysts' labeling accuracy. particularly in 
the early phases of LACIE. was the lack of adequate 
information concerning the variability in the 
temporal-spectral patterns of wheat. small ,rains. 
and other crop types. A related deficiency was the 
lack of adequate crop lype temporal-spectral sepa
rability information. No specific information about 
the temporal.spectral patterns of crop types other 
than wheat was available to the analysts. These defi· 
ciencies resulted in omission errors for wheat and 
small ,rains. Incorrectly. analysts assumed less 
variability in wheat temporal-spectral patterns than 
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wu actually pranL Thua, analysts'labels were con· 
servative with respect to whoat. As the analysts' ex· 
perience in LACIE increased, they pinod a better 
appreciation for the true wbeat temporal-spec:tral 
pattern variability. However. additional variability. 
information was definitely needed in abnormalsitua· 
tions. such as the occurrence of drouaht or winterklll 
or ( 'her episodal events. Similarly, without specific 
information about the temporal-spectral patterns of 
crops other tban wheat. analysts could not 
., doublecheck" their identifications by workina the 
problem in reverse. That is. in addition to consider· 
ina the question. "Is this pixel wheat?" the analyst 
could bave asked. (1) "What crop type is this pixel?" 
and (2) "What crop types are definitely not rep~ 
SORted by this pixel?" Elimination of candidate crop 
types from consideration in the analysis often farces 
the analyst to ao back. reconsider his inital analYSis. 
and cha .... his initial answer. However. since the 
analyst did not bave the necessary data and tem· 
poral-spec:tral variability information for crop types 
other than wheat. he could not doublecheck his ini. 
tial answer. The result was that lOme wheat was 
mislabeled or omitted. 

Another problem that resulted in inconsistent 
labels amona different analysts (analyst variability) 
was related to the differina amounts and types of a 
priori knowled .. that individual analysts posse~ed. 
Each analyst had his own unique backaround and set 
of interpretation experiences upon which to draw. 
This meant that the quality and quantity of a priori 
knowledp was hiahly variable amonl the analysts. 
Before the start of operational interpretation in 
LACIE. the analysts had all underaone an extensive 
2·week traininl course which was intended to help 
standardize their backlround and experience. After 
the start of LACIE operational interpretation. 
however. it was found that the variability amona 
analysts was Slillareater th!ln desired. Steps taken to 
help remedy this situation are addressed later in this 
paper. 

Nonoptlmum labeling procedure.-A larae number 
of labelinl errors traced to the analyst consisted of 
labels affixed to misrqistered and boundary (mixed) 
pixels. Misreaistered pixels are those that jump back 
and forth bel.ween one field and an acijacent one on 
successive acquisitions. Boundary pixels are mix
tures of the sianatures from more than one field. In 
LACIE. the analyst had to amx a definite crop type 
label (wheat or non wheat) to a pixel. includinl the 
boundary and misrcpstered pixels. To do this. he 
specified a reference acquisition on which he labeled 
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the piXl!. He "auaranteecl" the pixel label for that 
reference acquisition only and not for any other Ie> 
quisitions. This led to analyst-credited "mislabels" 
when the pixel label was not appropriate for the m. 
jority of the seament .. machino-processed acquisi· 
tions that were su~uently checked in accuracy 
assessmenL 

This problem wu not sipincantly addressed 
while the LACIE experiment was bein, run. 
However. current opinion is that the problem can 
probably be lasencd or completely eliminated by 
screenina misreaistered and boundary pixels and 
then labe1ina them in a different manner. since the 
analyst has no problem recoanizina and describina 
these pixels as misrqistered or boundary pixels. The 
problem is due to the lack in the current procedure of 
an adequate labelin, option to amx to these pixels. 

MAJOR RlllARCH IFFORTa TO 
IMPROVI ANALYIT LABILI 

Lanci .. t I ...... Producla 
Improved and Ixpanded 

One of the deficiencies of Product 1 was due to the 
mappinl function used to transform the Landsat 
diaital data to imap format. Each Landsat spectral 
band was scaled and biased separately to enhance 
overall imap contrast. This was desirable for Ope 
timum extraction of the spatial information. 
However. this data mappina procedure altered the 
relationships between spectral bands such that the 
spectral information was very definitely distorted. 
Thus. fields with sparse vesetative canopy often 
failed to display the expected "red" tones. 

An auxiliary imap product. called Product 3 or 
the Kraus Product. was developed to restore proper 
spectral band proportions. On Product 3 (fil. I). 
sparse canopy is represented in pale or dull red col· 
ors. This is more in line with analyst expectations of 
characteristic CIR imllle appearance for this veaeta· 
tive condition. Product 3. however. exhibits a loss of 
imap contrast and briahtness. which causes analyst 
fatilue when interpreted for sustained periods. Thus. 
Product 3 was used only as an auxiliary to Product 1. 
A description of the manner in which Product 1 and 
Product 3 were produced is contained in the paper by 
Juday entitled "Colorimetric Consideration of 
Transparencies for a Typical LACIE Scene." 

Another factor contributinl to Product 1 limita
tions was that equal differences in digital spectral 
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Ihe ' ignili ant sp Iral ell feren e' belween fealure ' 
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Numeric and Graphic Data Products 
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The transformed Landsat data were presented to 
the analyst in several different numerit and ,raphlt 
formall. One such produtt was a scatter plot that 
allowed the analyst to tompare the ,reenness 
(TCH·2 vertical axis) of a pixel in relation to ill 
briptness (TCH·) horizontal axis). Fi,ure 3 is a 
scatter plot of TCH·2 versus TCH·I for an atqulsi· 
lion of a seament in North Dakota where barley I, 
tumin, and wheat is still treen. Scatter plOll were 
produced for eath atquisition processed by the :aut~ 
matit dassifier. and the data were sampled by Itleans 
of a IO-point by IOoline ,rid plated over the 
rqistered Landsat data. This produced a sample: of 
209 pixels from the scene. From this set of 209 pixels 
were drawn the analyst stanina and I.belint (tYpe 1) 
dot. and the blu torrec:tion (tvpe 2) dOli. The subset 
of labeled sample pixels was displayed with the 
('orrespondin, analyst labels. This allowed the 
an.lyst (0 thec:k quitkly the consistenty of his dot 
labels (see the paper by Heydorn et al. entit'ed 
"Classification and Mensuration of LACIE ~''!I' 
ments" for a dil'cussion of within.se,ment samr1'n, 
procedures). 

Another "spectral aid" developed for Phase III 
LACIE was the lr';ectory plot (fi,. 4). Apin. TCH·2 
(,reenness) versus TCH·I (briahtness) plots wc'~ 
used. However. each trajettory plot was the 
multitemporal history of just 1 of the 209 dots; that 
is. the TCH·2 versus TCH·I values for the liven pix· 
el for all multitemporal Kquiaidons (turrently 
limited to four) were presented in one trajectory plot. 
The points on the plot were labeled in proper tem· 
poral sequr.nce. and the analyst evaluated the 
dynamic chanp in spectral response throuah time 
for the pixel. The temporlll chanp in spectral 
response of a crop type is a very sianificant identify· 
ina characteristic. The analyst wu able to compare 
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the t...tec:tory ploll of sample pixels to the trajectory 
plots of various crop types contained in keys. 

The third and nnal numeric product (n .. 5) made 
available to the analyslI in Phue III was a simple 
listina of the values of peen number and brilhtness 
for eath of the 209 Hmple pillels for each acquisition 
processed by the classifier. 

The numeric and araphic data products described 
were available only after the se,ment had been 
mKhine processed. The analyst. therefore. used 
these products to chec:k the consistency of his dot 
labels after machine processin, of the Hlmenl. For 
example. the analyst tould chanp bias correc:tion dot 
labels (type 2 dots) after processin,; such a chanp 
could have a beneficial effect on the seament wheat 
estimate. Thus. the spectral aids affected the quality 
and consistency of bias torrec:tion dot labels more 
directly than the starun, and cluster Iabelil1l dots 
(type I dots). A fuller diKUSsion of these produtts is 
presented in lhe paper by Abolleen entilled "1m. 
and Numerital Display Aids for Manuallnterpreta. 
tion." 

In LACIE Phase III. NASA and Lockheed Elec. 
tronics Company did a study in whith the spectral 
aids, particularly the scatter plots. were used 10 sepa· 
rate sprin. wheat from the other .print small arlins 
in North Dakota. most of which wert barley. As has 
been est.blished in crop separability analysis. barley 
matures and turns IOlden sooner than sprina wheat. 
On optimally timed Kquililion. around lhe wheal 
sofl-douah and barley turnina biostqe. barley will 
appear less ",reen" (lower TCH·~ areen number) 
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and more briaht (hlah" TCH·I briahtneu value) 
than sprina wheal. In aKatter plot for thil op~imally 
timed lICCIUilitlon, barley will f.11 below .nd to the 
riaht of sprina wheat (n .. 3). Thus. the II*tralaidl 
an ..... t.y enhance analYlis of subtle spectral 
differences. Note, however, the emphuil placed on 
optimally limed acquisitionl. 

IntntW,at#On kt".-After the IWI of LACIE 
operation., it wu apparent Ihal some additional 
analYlt trainin,and ltandardization wa 1Ii11 needed. 
In response to Ihil need,lIl«tive interpretation keyl 
were compiled and made available 10 the analYII (see 
Ihe paper by Yaron et aI. entitled .. Analyll In· 
terpretalion Keys"). The keyl were intended to help 
incorporate the analYlts' experiences and l&andard· 
ize a priori knowledae concernin, wheat and Landsat 
dataanalYlis. It wa hoped that the keYI would help 
minimize variability in crop identification (IabeUn,). 
Funhermore. the keys aided and hutened the train· 
in. of new anal),sts who joined the project after the 
initial pool of analYI" wa selected and trained. 

The interpretation keYI were compiled in twO 
volumes. Volume I contained introductory material 
with information concernin,the IIneral anal)'li:i of 
Landsat imaaery and ancillary daar for the identifica· 
tion of wheat. Volume II conlisted of Landsat imqe
f)' showin. examples of wheat development within 
lpe(ific aeoaraphk reaionl. In this way, reaional ec· 
centricities or problems that affected tht wheat tem· 
poral-spectral response panern ~ouln be eff.dentl), 
presented to the anal)'st. 

Crop stptIrabillty stud/ts.-When .nalYlls bepn 
processin'lCJI1lentl from Iprin, wheat a'CIS, it was 
quickly determined th.t the l.belin, of spr!n, wheat 
versus other sprin, smalilrains was very unreliable. 
The .n.l)'sts had no luidelines to help them separ.le 
the .prinl wheat from all other sprine !limlll,rair.~. 
This problem of small .. ,.inc ~arability was mas! 
sianifi'ilnt in the sprin, wheat seaments because si,· 
nificant proportion~ of other .prin, small ~I :-ins 
were ,rown alon, with lhe whtat. lhi!: was rtf)' the 
usual cue in the winter wheal situation Since 
LACJE wa oripnally intended 10 be a wheat inven
tory system as opposed to a small .. ,.ins inventory 
system. research was undertaken to determine 
whether there were con~istent temporal or spectral 
ch.racieristici that could be identified and measured 

from Landsat to enable lhe analYII 10 mike the 
needed distlnction •. 

Thil work wu elrl led OUI primarily at ERIM, lite 
Labontory for Application. of Remote Sentina 
(LARS), and lhe NASA Johnson Space Center 
(JSC). The .... ullll of this research were not availlble 
unlil near the end of the LACIE experiment and 
thus did not affect LACIE operational procedum. 
However, JSC in·house lats were conducted into 
procedural analysil chaqe3 that required Ihe anllyst 
to distinauish Iprina wheat fror, all other lmall 
areinl presenl. The dife(l wheal evaluations were en· 
courqina and discourqin. II the nme lime. It was 
found Ihal .prina wheat and .prin. barley did differ 
from each othtr in their lemporal charac"riltics. 
Barley fairiy consillentl), matured futer and sooner 
than wheat. Thus. barley would Ilart 10 lum before 
wheat u.d. The discourqina& aspeet. however. wa 
thai a Landsat acquisition wal needed at thi. critical 
barley·turnina/wheat IOft-douah ltaae. It wa found 
that acquisitions at thil crilial time were often mi".. 
in, or improperly timed. So. while Iprin, wheal and 
barle)' could theoretially be separated from each 
other. they could not be separated CORsistently from 
one seament to the next because of the need for the 
often.millin. critically tim~ barley·turnin. acquisi. 
tion. 

Prooedur.1 Modltl_tlona 

The most si,"ilicant procedural modific~tion te 
be developed in LACIE wu Procedure 1. w"ich 
relieved the analys\ of the rtsponsibility for spec!;'al 
dill definition. This wa ac:complishtd b), the use of 
clusterin.. Also in Procedure I. the analyst labeled 
individual. randomly selected pixels from a 
systematic ,rid instead of labelin, fields thai he hltd 
previously delineated. Procedure , reduced analyst· 
sc,ment interac:tion time by 6S percent, thus increll
in, throup":,;, and decreasin, turnuound lime. A 
more compl~,e description and discussion of Pro
cedure I can be found in the paper by Heydorn et al. 

One innovation incorponlted in Procedure I was a 
chanae in the use of the dassifier output. In the old 
Fields Procedure. the wheal ;acre'ae from the 
claslifier was trealed in the uaditional remote·sens
in, manner as the final estimate for Ihe sCJment. 
However. Procedure I recoanized that there was bias 
in the classification and theoefore used the dit~sifier 
output as the stratification to be used in a stralified 
samplin, scheme. Analyst labels for bias correction 
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do .. (type 2 dOli) were now used an connKlion whh 
the 'Iraaifkallon productd by the d ... ;ner 10 pro
duce the nihil estimate for Ih. lfIInenl. 

Currently i'!\ Procedure 1. all pi"eI. arc ,IUll.red 
and Ulianed label. aecordi!lJ 10 a nearesl n~bor 
rule on the bui. of alimiled number of analYII label. 
(type I doll). All pi"eI. Ire then proctlled Ihrouah a 
ma"imum likelihood da .. l ..... for Ulianment to a 
wheal or non wheat Itralum. On. lupponlna research 
study hal been undmak.n 10 evaluate alternative 
methods of f'roducin, Ihe ItratifiQtion used in Pr0-
cedure I. AI' allernadve procedure developed by Ih. 
UniversilY of California at Berkeie)' (UtI) for pro
dudn, the crop type ItralifiQtil'n il ".lIed Ihe Delta 
Func:tion Stralification Proc:eclure.' Thil proc:edure 
utilizes an indicator of the temporal pattern of the 
veptation; lhi:. indicator i. product(! by ratioi", 
Landsal MSS band 7 (infraud) "'lIh Landsat MSS 
band S (red) \0 ~ian clUllers 10 a crop Iype stralum. 
l'he Itrala produced from thil procedure (Ulually 
five or lix) are lhen "bia. corrected" ac:c:orttin, to 
ltandard Procedure 1 melhods. Advanl., of the 
alternalive IIratificalion proc:eclure are (I) a pOlential 
decrease in analYl1 seamenl-handlin, time due 1(' a 
decreae in Ihe number of ~ixell requirin,label, (2) 
more accurale I.bellne ot clUilers. (3, a decrease in 
the amounl of computer proc:euin, time requirtci 
rer stament achieved bi' eliminatin, the maximum 
likelihood processin, step. and (4) the capabililY 10 
extend Ihe procedlJre 10 cropi olher Ih.n wheal. 
Tesls of this .llerr,ative stratification procedl're indi
cale thai it prodl.ees results Ihal are cOlnparable \0 
.nd not slalistiQUy !lianificanlly differenl from cur
renl Procedure I rt..ults. The ahernalive I"acific.
tjon procedure is underaoina (urther evaluation and 
hU nOI yet ~n evaluated in 1I tesl on the Kale of 
LACIE operations. 

Automatic Crop LabeUng-TM 'u .... 

The fore,oin, discuuio" h.s addrelsed the 
manual labtJin. of crop types from Land.al data. 
The polCftt;d of automa'ina lhese crop-labclin, pro-

IC. M lIay ea .1. "Oc\',lopmCtlI of Todlftiqucl lur PrqdU(illl 
Static Str.ta M.p. "net Dc\',lopmCftt 01 PhGIoiftlCrprctlliun 
M"hod, 8ascd Oft ~.fulai~mpor.1 L.nd .. 1 Dllla ... Aftftu.llcpUfI. 
NASA Co.urlCt ·"A~14S.~ fl. N. Colwell. Principllllft\'"I .... 
torI. Sp~ kicncn LaburlllM),. Seric. 19.111uc l.lJlU\'crlil,. of 
CahlOlnUJ II Btrkelcy. Dec. 1977. 
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c:eduret will now be brieny addressed. There il a 
Itudy in pfOlftll within 'he: supponina research 
community which hu u ill objective the deve:op
ment of an automaled or c:omputer-aided labelin, 
procedure. The motivation for such a study il to 
further decrease variability in dot I.bels d", 10 
differen,a betw~n individual analYllI. In IIddition. 
it il desirable to have an adma\e of the reliability of 
cac:h dotlabe!; i.e .• the probabililY lhat a liven label is 
correct. 

The automatic labelin, procedure bein. developed 
and tested il called LIST (Labelldentincalion from 
Stalistical Tabulation) (see Ihe papa' by PaM and 
Abotteen entitled •• A Proaramcd LabeUn, Approach 
to Imaae Interpretalion",. Three types of informa
lion are inpul to Ihe procedure: (I) Ipali.1 informa· 
lion provided by manual .nalysil of Landsat dala; 
(2) Landsat Ipectr.1 informalion which :1 automat
iQlly sampled; and (3, ancillary information com
piled from mettorolopcal dat. and other ancillary 
clat. rypes dCKribed earlier. The questionl an analYIl 
mUit anlwer for input 10 LIST and the aUlomated 
questions are presented in t.ble I. PreKnlly. lhe pro
cedure il "tr.ined" on .n area for which ,round data 
are available. Relalive wei,hlS fo: lhe inpul v.riables 
{anlwers tl'l input qUC»tlons) .re determined by 
statillieal .nal),sil of the5e Iround-observtd are ·s. 
The "liained" LIST proc~dure il then applied 10 
area withoul benefit of ,rour.d clatl. Inia;al tesl 
resul:s (lable II) are compaflblt wich results frorr. 
ana!YIl-labeled dOls. Boundary and misreaislercd 
pillels were screened from Ihe lesl so the lelC resulls 
Ilre for "pure" pixelll only. As lhe decision losic for 
specific crop identification becomes belter defined, it 
too may be aUlom.led. Automated or partially auto
mated crop-I.belin, procedures can enh~n,"e opera
tional crop inventory s)'lItmS in th.t mllnu.1 
IInalysil inputl ,..an be minimized. The analyst can be 
frHd from re"etitive analysis tllb. and procedures 
can be more nearly standardized to reduce measure
ment procedure vwiability. 

aUMMARY 

In Ihe simplcst ter:ml, manual identifi::ation of 
crop Iype conl'ltl of t~o componenll. The first i, 
feature detection and physical charICteristks deter
mination. A fealure of intet~'t in LACIE is an 
.ricultural racld. The sec:ond component is feature 
identification or labelina. The data utilized for 
feature detcction IfC Landsat data. The data ncccs-
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TABLE I.-LIST Questions 

Question Responsl' 

Analyst-interpreter questions 

l. Is pixel detuly in non
aaril:ultural area? 

2. Is pixel reaistered with reprd 
to other dates (i.e .• in the 
same ateaory on all four 
dates)? 

(I) Yes. Stop. 
(Blank) Aarll:Ultural area or 

indeterminate 

(l) No. Stop . 
(Blstnk) Yes or indeterminate 

J. Is pixel a mixed pixel (part of (I) Yes. Stop. 
more than one field or (Blank) No or indeterminate 
boundary)? 

4. Is this an anomalous pixel 
(not representative of 
most of the other pixels 
within the field)? 

5. PFC veletation I:8nopy in· 
dication is ___ _ 
- ____ .(Use 

all available imqery film 
types.) 

(I) Yes. Stop. 
(Blank) No or indeterminate 

(0) No veaetation canopy 
(l) Low-density green vegeta

tionl:anopy 
(2) Medium-density green 

veaetation I:Inopy 
(3) Hiah-densityareen veaeta

tion I:Inopy 
(4) Senes&:ina (turnina) 

veaetation I:Inopy 
(5) Harvested canopy (stub

ble) 

Automated q'wstions 

I. Robertson biostaaes for 
winter and spring whest. 
respectively 

2. Green number of pixel (cor. 
rected 1060° incidence) 

3. Is areen number in the small· 
Ifains ranae? 

4. Briahtness number of pixel 
5. Winter and sprina principal 

component ,reenness 
(PeG) statistics. respectively 

Automated analyst·i",erpreter kl'Ys 

1. Is Ihe veaetation indil:ltion of 
the pixel (usin, all avail· 
able product types) valid for 
the Robertson biosta,e of 
wheat for the acquisition? 

2. Does the pixel follow a small
,rains veaetation I:Inopy 
development pattern? 

sary for feature identification are a priori knowledae 
and ancillary data. That is, only feature existence and 
information about the physical characteristics of the 
feature can be extracted from Landsat. The informa
tion that allows the correlation of feature charac
teristics to a specific type of feature (e.g., a wheat 
field) comes from a priori knowledge and ancillary 
data. Landsat data contain significant information 
which. in conjunction with ancillary data, can allow 
quite sophisticated analyses to be performed. The 
format in «hich Landsat data are presented. 
however, does significantly affect the usefulness of 
the information. Two types of information are ex
tracted from the Landsat data~patial information 
and temporal-spectral information. Original;y, the 
sole format for Landsat data in LACIE was an image 
called Product 1. While this format was optimal for 
the extraction of spatial information, it was not op
timal for the extraction of precise spectral informa
tion. Indeed, Product 1 distorted the spectral data 
and led to labeling problems for analysts. In answer 
to the Landsat spectral data format problem, the 
research community, working closely with LACIE 
operations personnel, developed numeric and 
graphic formats for analyst "spectral aids" which 
were more optimal for the extraction of spectral in
formation from Landsat data. 

Crop type identification is possible because of 
relatively unique temporal-spectral patterns associ
ated with timing differences of certain phenological 

TABLE ll.-LIST Test Resultsa 

Labeling 
procedure 

Analyst 
LIST 

Analyst 
LIST 

Omission error. Commission error. 
perrent perrent 

Winter small.grains sites 

18 
17 

Spring smal/-gralns sites 

SO 
53 

13 
IS 

29 
39 

aFour Irainina and four letlseamcnll for caM silc. 
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growth stages of different crop types. Adequate sam· 
piing through time of the spectral response of given 
fields is necessary to identify crop types reliably, 
Thus, missing landsat a\:4uisitions because of cloud 
cover have freGuently had a significant impact on 
crop.labeling accuracies in lACIE, Also, optimal 
timing of the acquisitions is critical to the separation 
of closely related crops such as wheat and barley, 
Temporal differences between closely related crops 
are subtle and are observable only within limited 
time periods. Since only one landsat was used, tem· 
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poral sampling was limited to 18-day intervals; this 
periodicity did not allow for consistent, reliable sepa
rations between closely related wheat and barley, 

Automated and partially automated crop-labeling 
procedures were developed, and initial testing dem
onstrates a significant potential for such procedures. 
Automated procedures offer decreased variability in 
crop type labels, reduced manual analysis require
ments in operational crop inventories, and increased 
measurement reliability information about crop type 
labels. 

• 
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LACIE Analyst Interpretation Keys 

J. G. ·Baron, a R. W. Payne, a and W. F. Palme,a 

INTRODUCTION 

The Analyst Interpretation (AI) Keys were pre
pared witf1in the Large Ar~ Crop Inventory Experi
ment (LACIE) for incorporation into the Classifica
tion and Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) Detailed 
Analysis Procedures. They were developed and 
tested during Phase II of LACIE (1976) and imple
mented during Phase III (1977). 

The Classification and Mensuration Subsystem of 
LACIE was responsible for using Landsat data to 
determine the proportion of wheat in each sample 
segment required by the Crop Assessment Sub
system (CAS). Analysts within CAMS used Landsat 
color-composite images, crop calendars, .. ncillary 
data such as historical statistics, and computer-gener
ated spectral plots and cluster maps to identify a 
subset of the picture elements (pixels). This iden
tification formed the basis for a machine classifica
tion of the entire segment and calculation of the pro
portion of wheat. Identification of the pixels was ac
complished by comparing their characteristics with 
known signatures (physical/cultural features or pat
terns of features which allow a particular crop type ttf 
be recognized on imagery). These signatures of 
wheat and other crops are described and documented 
in the Analyst Interpretation Keys. 

Objectives of the Keys 

The major objectives of the AI Keys .were to im
prove accuracy and efficiency by minimizing 
variance in crop identification, to disseminate 
analyst experience gained in LACIE, to accelerate 
the training of new analysts or those new to specific 
geographic areas, to maintain an interpretation infor
mation base, and to provide a documentation format 
that would enable easy updating. Another important 

aLockheed Electronics Company, Houston, Texas. 
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objective was to provide the analyst with a better un
derstanding of the expected ranges in color variation 
of signatures for individual biostages and of temporal 
sequences of Landsat signatures. Since signatures 
within these images are affected by image processing 
and environmental conditions as well as changing 
crop conditions, absolute color matching is not 
usually a reliable means of identification. However, 
relative similarities or differences of signatures and 
temporal sequences are useful and this usefulness is 
being increased by such new technology as haze cor
rection. 

Since crop discrimination in LACIE is sometimes 
dependent on the somewhat subjective interpreta
tion of data ancillary to actual multidate satellite im
agery, the construction of detailed decision logic has 
been an elusive but important objective. General in
terpretation decision logic (fig. 1) without docu
mented signature variability and temporal signature 
sequences for small grains has been used and im
proved throughout LACIE. In this context, the AI 
Keys initially expanded and illustrated the logic re
lated to the use of LACIE Product 1 (the primary im
agery product~olor-composite imagery of bands I, 
2, and 4) and treated ancillary data (other than crop 
calendars) as supplementary information for deci
sions. 

Bacl(ground 

The first key used in LACIE was the "Wheat 
Identification Aid for Image Interpreters" (ref. I). It 
was developed in June 1974 using the limited 
amount of data (Landsat and ground observations) 
available at that time. These data were from two in
tensive test sites (ITS's): Hill County, Montana, and 
Swift Current, Saskatchewan. An appendix contain
ing five additional sites was added in 1975. This 
document proved to be very beneficial in the training 
of analysts new to the CAMS environment. 

, 
:1 
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10 August 1975, the Acreage Estimation Technical 
Review Teaml suagested that additional keys be 
developed to improv~ the accuracy and consistency 
of interpretation. Th!s rewmmendalion was subse
quently endorsed by LACIE project manaaement 
and the LACIE Keys Design and Planning Working 
Group2 was orsanized in January 1976. 

It was apparent to the LACIE Keys Design and 
Planning Working Group that the interpretation 
methodolOlY that had evolved within CAMS and the 
combination of imagery, ancillary data, and ground 
observations already found beneficial in LACIE 
would be the basis of a timely, specific key. A review 

'The Revic:w Item Disposition (RID) was initiated for tbe 
leam by William Anderson of the Eanh Resources Observation 
Systems (EROS) Data Center, Sioux Falls,South Dakota. 

2The LACIE Keys DesiJn and Planninl WorkinIO',:,up con· 
sisted of personnel from Lockheed Electronies Company (LEC) 
and Lockheed Missiles and S,,8Ce Company (LMSC) and two In· 
dependent consultants, Robin Welch (Texas A'" M University) 
and Joseph Clifton (U.S. Department of AiI.'-:ulCure. retired). 
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of interpretation keys in general use had provided lit
tle insight into a design that would be applicable in 
LACIE. 

The first step the LACIE Keys Design and Plan
ning Working Group took was to examine factors 
that would affect the identification of design require
ments. These factors and their implications for the 
design were stated as follows. 

Experimental/actors 

1. Tbe Data Acquisition Sys
tem does nol produce 
unambisuollS silnalures. 

2. Cortect identifications 
have required ancillary 
data for evalualion of 
spatial and temporal siS' 
nature variability, 

Design impllcatiolls 

I. Trainina analysts on 
nominal si,nalures alone 
will not assure accuracy 
or consislency. 

2. Correlation of temporal im· 
aae clues. crop calendars, 
and olher data is re
quired for acceptable ac· 
curacy Bnd consistency. 

The design requirements resulting from the 
analysis were then identified as the following. 

1. Both nominal signatures and signature 
variability must be recognized and understood. 

·l
l,. 

j . . 
" 
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2. Explicit logic is needed for best use of crop 
calendars to identify nominal signatures. 

3. Ancillary data should be designed to cue 
analysts to sources of possible signature variability. 

4. Reference imaaery should be provided for seg
ments and sites that are most representative of 
specific crops and that show relatively homogeneous 
signatures. 

5. Reference imaaery on all biostages, indexed to 
crop calendar, should be provided for reference sites. 

6. Ground truth, where available, should be used 
for verification of the keys. 

7. The selective key approach should be used. 
With respect to item 7, interpretation keys can be 

categorized into two basic types: elimination keys 
and selective keys. An example of the elimination 
key is the dichotomous key in which, at each step in 
the analysis process, the various categories of objects 
are divided into two groups, on the basis of some 
characteristic that should be visible on the imaaery. 
Ea~h succeeding step subdivides the remaining 
group until the object of interest is correctly iten
tified (ref. 2). This type of key usually works Dest 
when the interpretation task is straightforward. 
Because of the broad range of variability in wheat sig
natures and the sometimes confusing nature of the 
low-resolution Landsat imagery, this type of key was 
not practical for LACIE. 

A selective key usually consists of illustrations 
and descriptions of the objects of interest and is 
designed for comparative analysis. The analyst 
selects from the key the example that most clearly 
represents the ground cover or the object to be iden
tified. This type of key is well suited to crop iden
tification, and it was determined to be better for the 
difficult interpretation task in LACIE. 

It was planned to develop (1) a basic or introduc
tory volume (Analyst Interpretation Keys, Volume 
I-Image Analysis Guide for Wheat/Small Grains 
Inventories) to provide nominal wheat signatures oc
curring in Landsat imagery and the signature 
variability caused by environmental influences and 
regional agricultural practices and (2) supplementary 
volumes containing regional selective keys for the 
United States and Canada, the U.S.S.R., and other 
countries to present annotated Landsat imagery on 
all biophases for selec'.ed reference sites, descriptions 
of wheat cropping areas, and structured interpreta
tion logic based on crop calendars. Two important 
factors relating to the design of the keys were project 
decisions (1) to engage in a large ground-truth collec
tion program throughout the U.S. Great Plains (blind 

-', 

sites) and (2) to develop methods to "partition" this 
same region into homogeneous areas where certain 
factors relating to wheat acreage and yield would be 
grouped. 

Ground observations were being routinely col
lected at 29 ITS's (United States and Canada), and 
these data plus the 1976 ~ .lind-site ground observa
tions would be available to verify Landsat signatures 
in the initial version of the AI Keys. Along with 
these ground data, 2 years of Landsat imagery would 
be "in house" for construction of the document. 
Adequate ground truth and a sequence of lood Land
sat acquisitions over each test site to be considered as 
a "reference" site were of highest importance, 

The initial partitioning of U.S. and Canadian 
wheat-growing regions by project personnel was 
scheduled for completion in 1976, and since this 
coincided with the keys development schedule, this 
version was incorporated into the keys design. (Later 
studies have resulted in slightly different delinea
tions of homogeneous U.S. Great Plains regions,) 

Additionally, the design of the keys was in
fluenced by the following considerations. 

1. The distribution of keys within a country 
should be adequate to document the major 
geographic differences in crop signatures. 

2. The number of keys within a region would 
result from balancing the objectives of documenting 
smaller variations in signatures and retaining a con
venient size for the AI Keys. 

3. Fields used to illustrate the signatures of crops 
should be dated in terms of crop development in
stead of calendar date to n,inimize reflectance 
differences due to the intrascene range of planting 
dates and the geographic differences in average 
planting date. 

4. Imagery used in the AI Keys must closely ap
proximate operational imagery in resolution, color 
balance, and scale. 

For the best use of project resources, the following 
items were considered to be desirable. 

1. The existing data collection and processing 
systems would be used, if possible, to ensure exten
sive and continuous data flow for development and 
updating purposes. 

2. The keys development would be closely tied to 
CAMS operations so that technically accepted pro
ducts and procedures could be incorporated, testing 
could be conducted with analysts in a realistic opera
tional environment, and retraining of analysts during 
the implementation phase would be minimized. 

The design from this working group was pre-
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sented to and accepted by the Imaae Analysis Keys 
TeamJ attbe Marchi April 1976 Project Review. Sua
gestions made by this team at this time and at subse
quent reviews were incorporated into the develop
ment of the keys. Volume (and Volume II (Analyst 
Interpretation Keys-United States and Canadian 
Great Plains Regional Keys) were developed, tested. 
and used for the first time durins LACIE Phase III 
(1977.78 crop year). 

ANALYST INTeRPReTATION KIVS 
DeSCRIPTION 

Detailed descriptions of the "lmagtJ Analysis 
Guide for Wheat/Small Orains Inventories," Volume 
I of the AI Keys. and Volume n, "United States and 
Canadian Oreat Plains Resional Keys," are pre
sented in the following two sections. 

Vol"melt "'m ••• Ana',,,. Guld. for 
Wheat/Smell Gr.'n.'nventor' •• " 

Volume I is a synoptical key and basic informa
tion source for agricultural interpretation with an 
emphasis on small-grains identification. This volume 
is designed to help the analyst to recognize not only 
the normal spectral sisnatures of wheat cultivation 
and phenology but also the range of variations from 
the normal that occur and to understand the reasons 
for their occurrence.4 Volume I is divided into five 
major sections; the content of each is discussed 
herein. 

Section 1, entitled "Introduction," gives the 
organization and use of the keys, the system objec· 
tives of LACIE, and the image interpretation objec· 
tives of LACIE. The principal wheat-growing resions 
of the world are described and the necessity of a 
global crop inventory usins remole sensing is dis
cussed. 

3The Im.,e Analysis Keys Team WIIS composed of the follow. 
ing: J. O. Baron. I. W. Payne, and W. F. Palmer (LEC); W. E. 
Hensley and l. C, Wade (NASA Johnson Spac:e Center); 
W. Draeger anJ W. Anderson (EROS Data Center); J. Luneh 
(Centrallntelliaence Agency); R. I. Welch (Tens A &. M Univer. 
sity); and W, Williamson (LMSC). 

4th!! volume includes or is based on information compiled or 
developed by the Earth Satellite Corporation under a previollS 
contract. This informalion includes a substantial portion of the 
leKlual material in Section 2 of Volume I. 
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. "The Landsat Data-Acquisition System and MSS 
Imaae Products:~ Section 2, presents a detailed dis. 
cuss ion of color. color-infrared (CIa). and black
and-white pholography, Particular emphasis is 
placed on the imqe characteristics of CIR film and 
its application to veaetation analysis. The techniques 
used to produce simulated CIR imaaery usina the 
data acquired by the Landsat multispectral scanner 
(MSS) are discussed. An example of spectral reflec
tance data for winter wheat aathered by the LACIE 
Field Measurements Project is depicted. The spectral 
bandwidths imaged by the MSS are annotated on the 
winter wheat spectral curves for comparative pur
poses (fis. 2). In addition, aerial photolP'8Phic views 
of several smaU-arain fields. both in color and CIR. 
are included to illustrate the sianature responses to 
be expected from the two types of imagery. A com
prehensive overview of Landsat operations and of 
the MSS and its output products is presented. 
Schematics of the overall Landsat system, the MSS 
system, and the Landsat groundtracks for a typical 
day are included to provide background data for the 
reader. Additional diagrams in this section illustrate 
seasonal changes in solar elevation and the relation· 
ship of the U.S. winter wheat belt to the various solar 
elevations. The processing sources of image lonal 
variations in both aerial photography and Landsat 
imager), are also discussed in this section. 

Section 3, "Identification of Wheat/Small Grains 
Cultivation on Landsat Imalery," addresses the 
problems of detection, recognition, and identifica
tion of crop cultivation on the imagery produced 
from the Landsat MSS data. This is accomplished by 
a comprehensive description of the photophenology 
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117 - Winter wheat, light pink, tillerlng, 20 em (8 in .1 high 
121 - Barley, light green, emergence, 5 em (2 in .1 h igh 
186 - Sprirg wheat, medium green , emergence, 5 em (2 in .1 high 

117 - Winter wheat, fully headed, 76 em (30 in.l high 
121 - Barley, orange, beginning to head, 46 em (18 in .1 high 
186 - Spring wheat , orange, booting, 25 em (10 in .1 high 

117 - Winter wheat , wh ite, windrowed 
121 - Barley, pink, ripening 
186 - Spring wheat, begi nn ing to ripen 

117 - Winter wheat , pink, booting, 41 em (16 in.l hogn 
121 - BarleY ,light pink, tillering, 20 em (8 in .1 h igh 
186 - Spring wheat, light pink/green, t illering, 10 em (4 in.l high 

117 - Winter wheat , light green, ripening, 81 em (32 in .1 high 
121 - Barley, orange, fully headed, 71 em (28 in .1 high 
186 - Spring wheat, orange/olive, fully ·headed, 81 em (32 in . I 

high 

117 - Winter wheat , dark green, fallow 
121 - Barley, medium green. fallow 
186 - Spring wheat, cloud covered 

fiG RE 3.--. Ill1lpll' ~elt l1l e lll il1la~c, ur Ihl ' Tuull' 011111 ), 1UIIIIlIIIl . int r ll\h c le,1 si le UII ,ix 'Ul·e .. ,," l' dllll·, . (Ill JUIW III . 1975. (b) 
June 28. 1975. (rl Jul~ 16. 197 . (d ) "u\(u,1 J, 1975 . (d 1I1l1,,1 21. IY7S . en OcIObN I~ . 1975 . 
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of smallarains and by iIIustratina the application of 
multi temporal analysis to the detection and iden
tineation of the va~ious biostqes of wheat and other 
".113\: arains; 

T"e phenolosical development of sprina and 
W:4ter "heat is illustrated by a color schematic 
which depicts the color, heiaht, and IOnenl ap
pearance of the wheat plAnt durina lht. different 
biostaaes. Another tiaure in Section 3 illustrates the 
concept of muidtemporal acquisitions durina the 
various biottqeS. The concept, of mullitemporal 
analysis is further demonstrated by the presentation 
of six LACIE sample seament imaps acquired at 
different times durina the year over Toole County, 
Montana (ti .. 3). Sprina wheat, winter wheat, and 
barley fields are annotated on each of the six Landsat 
CIR imllf'''' These data are correlated with around· 
level photoaraphs of the three trop types. The 
around photoaraphy was collected durina the corre
spondina Landsat overpasses. 
, Section 3 also contains a detailed, d~ription of 
the crop ealendar and its role in the identification of 
smallarains and other crops. A LACIE crop calendar 
for Finney County, Kansas. is shown 10 illustrate the 
use of the calendar. 

In Section 3, the aeneral techniques for identify. na 
small-araint cultivation on Landsat imapry are de
scribed step by step with imapry examples. Fiaure 4 
is a typical example of the imapry. In addition to the 
annotated Landsat imaaery, aerial and around photo
araphs of different aaricultural crops are included to 
illustrate the varyinalevels of information contained 
in each type of imaaery. Sequential imaaery collected 
over the LACIE intensive test sites in Williams 
COllnty (North Dakota), Divide County (North 
Dakota), Hand County (South Dakota), and Toole 
County (Montana) is used to illustrate the ap· 
pearance and sianatures of wheat/small arains and 
other types of around cover encountered in the 
Nonhern Great Plains. Ground·truth maps for the 
ITS's are included in the sequence. Oeneral observa· 
tions on some similarities and dissimilarities in sia· 
natures "re made to familiarize the analyst with the 
different types of patterns and sianatures he may en
counter. These are also illustrated with imeaery 
examples. 

The selective key approach for Landsat 
aaricultural analysis is demonstrated in Section 3, 
and the use of the LACIE resional keys contr ined in 
Volume II, Parts I and II, is described in detail. A 
reaional key from Volume II is included later in this 
paper for i!lustration purposes. The,; decision 100ie 
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diqram shown in tilUre 1 is included to' show the 
decision path followed by the analyst' identifyin, 
wheat/smallarains. 

Section 4, "Environmental Effects on 
WheatlSmall Grains Sianatum," provides imapry 
exaqlples and explanations of the environmental fac
tors that may alter the appearal\ce of Imall..,.inl liI-. 
natures. Specific factors dISCussed 81\: soil moisture 
varialion, plantina date variation, physioaraphie 
variations, and the effects of drouahl, noodina. at
mosphere, snow. and wind. A multiitaae view of the 
various Cftvironmental effects is provided by around· 
level photoaraphy and aircraft ClR photoaraphy, 
which are eorrelated to the Landsat imaaery exam· 
pies. Flaum S to·1 are typical of the data included in 
this section. 

To facilitate the use of the LACIE Keys, photo
araphic examples of common qrleultural operations 
associated with the development and harvest of 
wheat and other small,rah,s are presented in Section 
5, "Common Aarieultural Practices fot Wheat and 
Associated Crops." The description and examples in 
this section deal with the preparation of qrieultural 
land, plantina and harvestin, operations, and associ· 
ated cultivation practices. The illustrations and 
definitions are drawn laraely from North America, 
but they are not necessarily specific to the United 
States and Canada. Other examples are included to 
make this section applicable to the various wheat· 
,rowin, areas of the world. 

Croppin, and associated practices illustrated in 
Section 4 include plan tin, operations, erop rotations, 
fallowina, minimum tilla,e, i!'ri,ation systems, 
windrowin .. and harvest practices (one-stqe and 
tWOoStaae harvestin,). Imqery examples of the 
U.S.S.R. (fi .. 8), the People's Republic: of China 
(PRC), India (fi .. 9), Australia, Brazil, and Araen. 
tina are also provided to iIIuslrate field sizes and 
shapes typical of these countries. Ground photo
araphs of different t)'pes of equipment used in the 
operations described previously are ineluded. Aerial 
photo,raphic examples are also provided to illustrate 
croppin, details which. in some insta!tccs. are not 
discernible in the landsat imasery (fi,. 10). 

Volume ••• "United 'ta .... nd C .... dl.n 0 ..... 
'1.lna R .. lctnaf K.,." 

Volume II is an operational Analyst Interpreta. 
tlon Key for use in identifyin, small-srains fields. 
Pixels within these fields are used as inputs to train a 
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dlrk('nlnl (·ffeet from I IIlhl rllnflll IIf brl r f durlt lon (with 
In' rll) uf 1U11 1 pr cJpltlllon for Mur h 19-20. 19131. 
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• FIG R[ 7.-Sampll' , I ml'nl Imalp contllnlnl tht un 
, hown In fiaur \' 6. 
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l 'kr. III" ,.·.ioll . l .S.S.R. ( 'u' l'mb,' , 6. 11/75) . 
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Thc regi nul partilion along wilh rcferen 'eg-

m nl arc Ii t d in lable I. 
A redu cd e ample f the maleri I a uilable ~ r 
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kause the ve"lcaI 11M in this cae croues blOltlpl 
Sand 6 anti because tbe a=pted tolerante Is 10 days, 

the analYI' should ~on~lude that lOme wheat may be 
in blOit. 4 (headi,.,), lOme in biost. 6 (rip'!), 
and lOme in biost. 7 (h.rves:~). Note thatslepsl 
and 2 have allO been II:(()mplished for Ihe firlt K

quisilion (7S111 s-n •. 13) and the results are po'ted 
beneath '.he jmqery. 

'ARTITION to -IOUTH'AN ClNTRAL HIGH TAIULAND ........ ,. 
Gr.-ltv. KI ..... 

........ . .. .. 
..... t ... ,g ... · 
,'~ •.•••• -, I 

... L. ' .•..••.. 
'; ~~ .• '--1" ........ _ 

~ J ,~.-,,-

.. .-.#' to .. , ....... 

. ~ .•... 

If. 

~ ..... " 
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LOCATION 

• Tltit _tition it In IOUthwts",n KIns. .nd ..... 11 W, 
of lOutheUtlfft CoIOfMo. 

LMOUSI 

eet 

• About thlN",lft'" ot thll ,.."Ion I, crop'-"d. MOlt of 
.... rem.lltlng .... CIOfIIIttIftt of hlllv .,., .... '*'" 
borderiftt ... .,... wevs. It ItI f\I1\w .,... .nd INu". 

• Thit penilion II. rNjor drYf."",:,, retIon. 
• WIrtter .-... " .... INin CoIIIft crOP. but 01'* ...... , 

.ei ..... eift -otNm ..... com •• lfelt •• .net other hty 
crope ocwPV .... .,...,.. 

• Menv kinds '.if CWO" .. I'OWft 1ft the ,.,row t.nd of 
Irrlptlu IItfld eiont .... At .... AMt. 

ILIVATION. TOPOGRAPHY. AND tolLi 

• ['-*Ione,.,. .. trom 800 to , 200 meterl 13000 to ~ 
f .. d . 

• 1lIia PIfiltIon COMitta of lmOO.h .... ""*"1 • .-Itl .... 
........ Itt level 10 '0 " ""Cllftt 11.,.1. StftPIIOPlli 
border 'hi ArUMa Alwr V .. Ity. 

• Mott loll. In thlt ,*,"Ion .,. brown to .. ,Iv bllCk. 
flnelll,v Ind c""", In tnlure . 

CLtat;;.'r1 

• ,.....,.,... ennllll preclP/tltlon II 3t to 5' CIIntl"", ... 
eta .. 20 IftChlal. flu:'l .... 1ntJ widelV "om v • ., to veer. 

• ,... 8WttIII.nnuel ttlftlJlflturt II 213 to 287 K ,&0'" to 
Ire 'I. 

• The eve,... t,..,. .. ,.. period I, 110 to '16.,. 
• Drouth •• wind •• nd low ."'PIrat"" .. ar. m.jor IM:Irds. 

CROPPINO "IACTICII 

• In.1I .N Kan.a coun'Ift. • croP rotetion of lUmrner 
fellow/whIM/.Fum I, common. IlceUM of wet.- re' 
QUlrements. whnt doel not often c.tlrtctly follow tor· 
",,,,m. 

• '" lice County. Colortdo •• hI potIibtI CfOPp/", IV __ 
erelOrfhumltlllowlwhnt; whutl1e11ow; .",um/fellow; 
end cond~1 .thllm. 

• Alt"", .. ,,,..,. of CtoP end f.llow ICfOW thl dirtCtloll of 
~Ii", willdl .. UMd to Nip control arotlon. n.. 
width of the 1,,1.,. w,i" wi .... erodAjl"v ~ .he toil .nd 
"" 0' INCh'''" VIed 1ft tN 'I' ,,,:,. oOPIrltlon. SendV 
IOUI requite "",ower "ripS ..... n k·:".itr 1011 .. 

IAWLlIIOMINTI 

• hrtltlon.O InctudlslMlllle II",,"'" 1021. '032. '031. 
'Qt1. '110. 1112. 1114. 1117 •• 111.' .. ' •• 113 ...... '111. 1B11'.end , ... 

nGlJllll.OOOO& ................ (a ........ .....,.. .......... ", ...... ,.... .............. Chpcaln4ar. (c) Or...., lI. 
In .... J .... I'. '''5, M New"" to. '9'75 .... "u H. ,,, •. (,I J .. u .. ~r D •• " •• 
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(bl 

3. Locate the appropriate reference segment in 
the ke -Using table I in olumt:: II (a portion of 
which i reprinted herein a table 11) . the analy t 
should find egment 1854 in the left-hand column 
and read the corresponding partition (10) in the 
right-hand column . 

4. Lo ate field \0 be idelltified--Suppose the 
analy t mu t identify dot number 57 (the upper left 
pixel of the inter ection of grid line 190 and 30) and 

8 8 

May 4. 1975 

dot number 69 ' the upper left pixel of the inter ec
tion of grid line 120 and 40). He mu t fir t deter
mine that dot number 69 i a part of field A and dot 
number 57 i a part of field B. 

5. Compare the e fields to ignatures annotated 
on the reference egment-Since the acqui ition ha 
been idenlified a bio tage 5, field A and B hould 
be compared to field annolated 5 on the reference 
egmenL If the signature are not imilar. the analy t 



CROP CALENDARS PLOTTED 01 /06/76 
PERCENT OF AREA IN DEVELOPMENT STAGE BY SPECIFIED DATE FOR 

KANSAS 1963 TO 1973 AVERAGE CROP CALENDARS CRD 02 

CROP % JAN FEB MAR APR MAY I JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

75 ~.A" ~D Iil""A I ~ 
WINTER ~ -I.. 1- i1~IIHRV :111 

WHEAT 50 ~NT VH~ [7 PL T EMG rii II E 25 
L.,..oo ~ .~ V' ~ ~ ~ 

SPRING 75 ~.". 117 HED ~~ - .... Iiii'" 
~ PLT 

JNT -

OATS 50 ~E~ F-E"I f-- Ell' 
25 

~ ,,~ ~ 
HRV 

J ~~ 

75 I- ~ 10"'" 10-'" S~ ~ ~AT L"..oo"-
SORGHM 50 ~ PLT ~ ". 

~ I",~E~.; E L" ~R~ 
25 

~ -~ J'r ~ L- Oi" I 
75 

,... 
~AS L..oo' i"" ..,j,..ooo'I"" 

COR 50 ~PLT II ~H;~ MA~ ~ ~HRV 
25 ~ 

1,..00 ~ 10-'" ... E '= j,...i 
~ 1,..00 J..,.oo ~ 100"" 

75 
7,CT - ~CT 7T 

1/4CT ALFALF 50 ~ t;; ~ 3CT V I· 
25 

~ ... ~ ..",. 7 ~ 

75 .Y L.,..oo -::;t"" A' 10-'" I-SOy· V I I.Ii:LRPOD ~MAT ~ 
I--

BEANS 50 17 PLT 7 1./1 E I D 1El.~ Hf \ 
25 V -- io' ~ i:Y' .J.""r 

AN E UNDER STAGE NAME INDICATES ROUGH ESTIMATE OF DATE 

(b) 

HC.l HE IJ.-('ulllinu.·d. 

hould co mpare the field with other po ible 
bio lage (4, 6. and ). I n Ih i e . mple, fteld and 
Bare imilar to fteld labeled on the referen e ·eg· 
men!. 

6, Follow the logic diagram-FollOW the logic 
diagram ( fig. I) to delerm ine whether th e field are 
mall-grain or non- mall -grai n fi eld . 

7. Repeat tep 4 through 6 for all avai labie ac
qui ilion and for each field to be iden tifted-In 
figure 12, acqui ition r/ 168 , bOlh fiel d hould be 
regarded a imilar to field annotated a bio tage 5 
on the refe rence egmen!. In figurc 13. acqui it ion 

5/115 . ftcld appear imilHr to field annotated 2 
on the referen e 'egmen l. wh erea fteld B doe n t 
appear to be im ilar to fiel d ' labeled 2 or 3, which are 
thc onl y po ible bi o tage . Followi ng the deci ion 
I glc diagram , field A ' hould be identifi ed as ,I 'mall
grai n field c.' nd field B hould bc ident ified a ' a non-
mall -grain field. 

AI KEYS TEST AND EVALUATION 

The in troduction of new or modified procedures 
into the LACIE environment i generally pre eded 
by ie ting in a qua i-operational mode u ing a cros 
e tion of LACIE analy t . Ithough the key. con

cept e olved from the interpretation method used 
in LACI E. there are procedural element different 
cnough to warrant thorough te l ing and e\'~hla l ion 

before i mpl emen ta ti on in to o ngoir ' L C IE 
analy e . 

The te t wa de igned and 'ub eq uent ground-
1 rllth compar i ' on e aluation conducted by the 
Rc carch, Te I, and E aluation Branch (ref. 7) , The 
objec tive of the te t wa to determine lhe l ype and 
pattern of innuence on whea t/ mall-grain iden
ti fi ca tion urac re"ulting from the inlrodu tion of 
th e interpreta tion ke and a ocia ted deci ion iogic 
into operational u e in L I , 
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1975 CROP YEAR 

74/ 291 

75/134 

!cl 

October 18. 1974 

May 14. 1975 

75/ 115 April 25. 1975 
Note ' Ligh t haze degrades left two·thirds of this image. 

75/ 170 June 19. 1975 

FH.t H F 11 .--('lIl1tiIlUl·d . 

fh ree egm nl were cho en randoml from each 
of the 4 .. pring/mixed wheal partition. pro id
ing a total of 12 'egmen l for te ·ting. Twenty to thir
IY teld ... were elect d In each egmenl 0 th at the 
full range of wheal and non whea t ignature wa 
rep~e nled . ach egment had from two to li ve ac
qui- i tion . Each egment was interpreted eight time 
wi th the key by a group of analy t and eight time 
without the key by a different et of analys t . 

The te t approach wa to u e 16 analy t grouped 
according to 4 Ie el of L e l E experience. The four 
teams con i ted of the following. 

I . naly t with little L IE experience who 
had no familiari ty with the .. pri ng whea t region 

880 

2. AnalY ' t wit h li ttle LA IE xperi n e who 
had me famil iarity wi th .. pring wheat region" 

3. nal ! with L IE e perience in ar a 
other than the pring whea t r gion ' (e.g., 
... R. or PR ) 
4. Analy ts with LA IE peri en e in the 

pring wheat regi n 
Total error in fi eld labeling ( mall-grai n I non

mall-grain ) were te ted u ing analy i of variance 
(ANOY A) method (rer. 8). The finding and con

I\.! ion from the te ·t are ummarized a ' follow . 
I . The interpretation accura for all four group 

ofanal y t improved ignificantl with theu eof the 
A l Key . Th e tota l error wa reduced in each group, 

1 \.\. t W TUG . \1l\\ 
R,:P\tu11n ~' '\.' '::i l'(lUR. , . ' \ l ' J ~ l • I-

OR111. . 



1976 CROP YEAR 

75/314 lIjovember 10. 197f> 

76/039 February 8. 1976 

76/092 April 1. 1976 

Note : A cold front caused freezing In northwestern Kansas . 
White signatures are probably frost ; no snow was reported this 
date . 

(d) 

76/021 January 21.1976 

76/056 February 25. 1976 

76/111 April 20. 1976 

Note : Drought res Ited in thin. spotty fields . Note difference in 
1975 and 1976 crop years; some w inter kill may be evident in 
upper portio nr of the image . 
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1976 CROP YEAR 

76/254 

(e) 

882 

June 13, 1976 

June 30, 1976 

j 

September 10, 1976 

June 21 , 1976 

Julv 18, 1976 
Note . County wheat crop failed in April ; the unharvested wheat 
was plowed LInder and scrghum was planted, most of which 
failed late in the season . Biostage numbers were omitted to show 
f ields greening up again . 

FI(; l R E I I.--CIIII1'1 udrd . 
September 29, 1976 



TABLE I.-Reglona' Paftilions and Reference Segments 

Aulltloll Aulilloll MstI1plloll Rf:/fMH:f R~ 
"umbe, leglfllff' ugIfIMi 

number. hwliOl/ 
Phase 1/ 

I Northern Texas Blackland Prairie 1274 Fannin Co., Tell. 
2 Central Rollina Red Prairie 1241 Woods Co., Okla. 
J Central Rollina Red Plains (East) 1259 Baylor Co., Tex. 
4 Central RolUna Red Plains (West) 1230 Greer Co., Okla. 
5 Southern HISh Plains 1084 Swisher Co., Tex. 
6 Central Rollina Red Plains (North) 1232 Kiowa Co., Okla. 
7 Cherokee Plains 1178 Bourbon Co., Kans. 
8 Great Bend Sand Plains 1889 Edwards Co .. Kans. 
9 Northern third of the Southern Hiah Plains 186S Stevens Co., Kans. 

to Southern Centrat lfip Tableland 1025 Greeley Co .• Kans. 
II Upper Arkansas River Vallel R'lIlin. Plains looS Cheyenne Co .• Colo. 

and South Central Hish Plains 
12 North Central Hiah Tableland 1093 Yuma Co .• Colo. 

;.! 
13 Central Hish Tableland 1851 Graham Co .• Kans. ; 
14 Rollina plains and breaks 1875 Osborne Co., Kans. 

.~ 15 Central loess Plains, Bluestream Hills. and Central Kansas 1181 Cowley Co., Kans. 
~ Sandstone Hills 

16 Nebraska and Kansas Loess Drift Hills 1574 Colrax Co., Nebr. -, 
:. 

17 Central Nebraska Loess Hills 1588 Adams Co., Nebr. 1 
18 Mixed sandy and silty tabielandlMiddle Central Hish Plains 1562 Cheyenne Co., Nebr. 
19 Wyoming-South Dakota-Upper Plane River ValleY 1682 Haaton Co .• S. Oak. 
20 Rollins Pierre Shale PlainslSouth Dakota-Nebraska Eroded 1694 Lyman Co .• S. Oak. 

Tableland 
21 Eastern Black Glaciated Plains 1674 Fau;!!; Co., S. Oak. 
22 Loess. liII. and sandy IIrairies 
23 Weslern Minnesota rorest-prairie transilion 1521 Granl Co .• Minn. 
24 Red River Valley of the North 1681 Roberts Co .• S. Oak. 
25 Central Black Glaciated Plains 1622 Ramsey Co .• N. Oak. 
26 Rollin, Soft-Shale Plains and Southern Dark-Brown Glaciated Plains 1629 Mclean Co., N. Oak. 
27 Northern Rollin, Hi,h Plains and Rollina Sort-Shale Plains 1555 rsUon Co .• Mont. 
28 Northern Rollin, Hiah Plains 1556 Powder River Co .• Mont. 
29 Northwestern Black Glaciated Plains 1606 Ward Co .• N. Oak. 
JO Dark-Brown Glaciated Plains ISJ8 McC4ne. Co .• Mont. 
31 Sorthern Rollin, Hish Plains and Northern Smooth Hilh Plains 
32 Northern Rock;; Mountain Foothills 1732 Glacier Co .• Mont. 
3J Brown Glaciated Plain 1739 Telon Co .• Mont. 
J4 Southwestern Saskatchewan and norlhern Monlana 3081 Saskatchewan 
35 Southeastern Saskatchewan and southwestern Manitoba 3i29 Saskatchewan 
36 Eastern Saskatchewan and weslern Manitoba 3158 Sask41lchewan 
37 Soulil-central Saskatchewan 3122 Saskatchewlln 
38 Southwestern Saskatchewan 3JJJ Saskatchewan 
J9 AlbertI! 3256 Alberla 
40 Central Alberta and central Saskatchewan 
41 Northwestern Alberta 
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T4BL£ /I.-Segment/Partitiol/ ro s Reference 

<'111111'111 ParllllVII '1'111/1""1 l 'arllflOrl 1'111111'111 P(lrtI/IIlII 

I 45 
I 46 
174 
1748 

49 

I I 
IS '2 
1853 
I S4 
I 

33 
2 
32 
32 
J2 

2 
32 
J2 
28 
10 

13 
10 
14 
10 
14 

I 61 
IS 2 
1863 
1864 
1865 

1866 
1875 
IS76 
18 
187 

IJ 
10 
\3 
10 
IJ 

10 
9 

10 
10 
9 

10 
14 
15 
14 
14 

I 79 
I 80 
1881 
IdS2 
l~g3 

1884 
IS85 
ISS6 
18 7 
I 88 

IS 9 
1890 
1891 
1 92 
1893 

14 
14 
14 
15 

14 
14 
15 

8 

15 
8 

75/ 168 Ju ne 17. 1975 

FJ(; rRE 1 2 , --S{'~lIle nl t8S4 (. l'ull. Kan ~a.' ) in biu,taAI' 5; uthl' r 
po, ibl(' bio~la~ r' art' .. , 6, and 7. 

a i hown in figure 14(a) . Group 4 had the mo t im
provement (.1 percenl ), and group 2 and J howed 
the lea t improvement. 

2. The omi ion and comm i sion error rales were 
reduced by u ing the A l K e s. The gr _,lIer reducl ion. 
approx imately 8 percent . wa' in the omi ion error 
rale. The commi ion error rate impro ed by appro -
imalely 2 percent ( fig. 14(b)) . 
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76/115 April 15, 1975 

FI GU RE 13 . ~('~IlI(,lIt 1854 in biosti~ l' 2; Ihe onl} other po~s i 

bit' biostllRt' is J . 

3. The AI Keys improved accuracy in each of the 
four agrophysical partition , a i hown in figure 
14(c). The general loca tion of the partition are 
given in lable I. 

4. U e of the Al Keys improved labeling accuracy 
during a!1 four biowindows. The grea te t incrca e in 
accuracy occurred in biowindow I (8 percent). with 
the lea t improvement in biowindow 2 (2 percenl) . 
Figure 14(d) how ' the accuracy improvement for 
each bi owindow. 

CONCLUSION 

The LACIE Analy t Interpretation Key olume 
I , " Image Anal i Guide for Whea t/Sm all Grain 
In ventorie ," and olumc II. "United State and 
Canadian Great Pl ai n Regional Key," we re 
developec\ during Pha e /I of LACIE 1976) and im
plemented during Phase III (1977). The A I K ey 
were Ie ted u ing opera tional LACII::. Jata, and the 
re ult demon trate thai use of the A I Key pro ide 
impro ed labeling accuracy in all analy t experience 
groupings . in all geographic area wi thin the 
Gr at Plain , and during all periods of r p deve lop
ment (biowi ndow l . 

To document the complelc range of ignature 
va riabilit y and temporal equcnce, everal addi
tional year of data may be necc ary. olume 11 cur
rently contain - the 2 yea r of egment image ry which 
were a ai lab le during the de elop ment of th e key in 
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nGVRE 14.-Atturac), ImproYftIIeIIl uslaa the AI Keys. (a) Ace.rae)' lmp ... .,men • ..,. .... Iyst experlente lroup. (b) Accurae)' 1m
,,,,,ftllellt fer omlalon IIld commlalon er ... r rale. (d Aceurac)' Imp ... ,ement fer each qrepbyslcal partition. (d) Atcurae)' ImproYe· 
menl b), blowlndow. 

1976. As improved analysis techniques. imqery pro
ducts, and spectral aids are developed and tested. 
these should be incorporated into the AI Keys 
volumes to reflect current technology in use for 
satellite qricultural surveys. 
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Colorimetric Con.lderatlon of Tran.p.rancle. tor a 
Typical LACII! Icene 

B.D.}u.,. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the LACI! operations. analyst interpreaation 
of transparencies made from Landsat data was an 
important factor. The Earth Observations Division 
of the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) embarked 
on schemes desiped to provide the analyst with op
timal film products. Two such products. desipated 
Product I and Product 3 (the laner also beina known 
as the Kraus product). were the ones principally 
used. Certain aspects of those products are reviewed 
here from the standpoint of color theory. The ex
amination of the two products has led to a clarifica
tion of some principles of color Imap aeneration for 
reJ'!ote sensina and has liven a quantitative basis for 
the .!evelopmenl of a new class of imaaerY based on 
thou principles, reported elsewhere in the LACIE 
symposium proceedin ... 

Details of the mathematical calculations are siven 
in the appendix; an attempt is made in the texl to 
live short. simple explanations of some perhaps un
familiar colorimetric terminolOlY. The reference list 
is a auide to a more thoroush education. 

A complete colorimetric evaluation includes ~ 
least two subtasks: consideration of the color presen· 
tlltion of information within a sinale transparency 
and consideration of the imaae-to-imaae stability of 
:he presentation. In this report, the former is quan
tilatively treated and the lauer is qualitatively 
discussed. 

COLORIMITRY 

The machine used to produce the LACIE imaserY 
is the FR·&«) manufactured by Information Interna
tional, Incorporated, and installed at the Johnson 

IINASA Johnson Space Center, HOUliton. Teus. 

Space Center. It is locally known 85 the production 
film converter (PFC) •• t operates by imqina a black
and-white cath·,de-r.y-tube dilplay sequentially 
throuah colored Rlterl onto color reversal rum. with 
the result beina thouaht of 85 writina red. blue. and 
lI'een imaaes throuah independent channell. Each of 
the channels is confiJured so !hal color densitometry 
on the developed film shows a linear relationship be
tween transmission denlity (bel", the laprithm of 
the transmission, measured at a wavelenath near the 
spectral peak for the channel under consideration) 
and the input for that channel (beina a number of 
diplal counts in the ranae 0 to 255). 

Normal color vision is three dimensional (ref. I). 
That is, three properly chosen primary lIahts are 
sumci~t to malch any other colored lisht by an ad
ditive process in which the primaries are added in 
varyin, proportion (includinl neptive contribu
tion~, in which the neptive contribution is attained 
by addin, that primary to the lisht to be matched). 
Many coordinate systems, ~lIthree dimensional, are 
used to describe color. Examples include the CIEI 
system (luminosity and two chromatic coordinates) 
and the Munsell system (hue. chroma. and value) 
(ref. 2). There are mathematical relationships aUow
ing passase between the systems. The three-dimen
sional system havin. the counts in the three chan
nels of the PFC as basis vectors can be related to the 
standard color systems by appropriate measure
ments; this has been done for the PFC. and the 
delails of the mathematical model are liven in the 
appendix. The considerable t,ody of colorimetric 
theory is then accessible for a discussion of the PFC 
and the LACIE film products. 

One color system that is particularly apropos 10 

'The Commiuion Internlllionale J, rEelaif •• or the Inler· 
nalional Commiuion of Illumination. · .. il,,~h llel. the IOtcrftlllional 
,,'and.rd, for the Ipecifh:llion of color. 
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this discussion is a uniform chromaticity scale 
(UCS) .pace. The characteristic of a UCS space is 
that Euclidean distance in that color space is directly 
proportional to the perceptibility of the difference 
between neiahborln, colon. Theory shows that even 
thouah color vision Is three dimensional. the distor· 
tion of the usual color spaces required to malCh the 
stated quality of the UCS space cannot be displayed 
in a Euclidean space of three dimensions because of 
neptlve Gaussian curvature. However, various ap
proximations to a true UCS can be displayed in a 
three·dimensional Euclidean space, and the 
(L -Q-b -) approximation, beina evaluated by the CIE 
(ref. 3). will be used. The parameter L -is associated 
with llahtness; a-, with a balance between the com· 
plementar)' colors areen and mqenta; and b-, with 
the complementary colors blue and yellow. The unit 
of distance is the just noti'-"8ble difference (JND) 
discussed in reference 4. The proportionality be
tween Euclidean distance and perceptibility of color 
dif!e:~nce holds only locally (i.e., for small color 
differences such as those between various shades 
and liahtnesses of areen) rather than "obllly (as for 
la .... color differences, such as those between briaht 
pink and navy blue). But under the rationale that 
larae color differences are made up of small ones, the 
proportionality will be applied to lar,e color 
differences where required. The (L -a-b-) system is 
attractive for its analytic invertibility. a property that 
will be seen to be hilhly advantqeous. 

One last approximation should be noted: the 
transformation between counts and colol\ is treated 
as continuous. even chouah the transformation exists 
only for inteaer count values. 

A colorimetric model of the PFC has been lener
ated, u outlined in the appendix.2 The model de
scribes the • .:I~tionship between PFe input count 
vectors and the (L -a -6 - ) space. with the transparen
cy beina viewed on a cool white nuorc*ent liaht ta
ble (i.e., the \liewinl illumination forms part of the 
colorimetric description). Specifyin, the transforma
tir n between PFC input counts and feature space 
then allows the passlII between data space and the 
UCS space. Some of the results of examininl the 
feature-space/color-space relationship are described 
in a later section, but lome of Ihe concepts that will 
be uscd are introduced here. 

2Rich.rd D. JudIY. "Colorimetric Principles AI Applied 10 
Muhl~hIInnellmllaer)'." MUIC,'1i Iheais. 10 be publilhed. 
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The linear sensitivity of a color product is th. 
number of perceptible color Itepl (which include 
briahtnal diR'erences) moved throUlh for a unit 
motion in the data space. The dimensions of Unear 
lensitivity are JND's per count. For Productll Ind 
3, linear sensitivity il a function of both location in 
the data space and the direction of motion. 

AI mentioned previously, the transformation ber 
tween data space and color Ipace is reaarded as con
tinuous, despile the 16-level truncation and the un .. 
der'yin, diaital nature of the tranlformation. Under 
this approximation, which will yield aene~ truths. a 
planar distribution of points in data space O\.~pies a 
two-dimensional surface (Jenerally curved) in color 
space. A differential area in data space dAdmar,1 into 
a differential area in color space dAr' RlII*tive 
units are Iquare counts and square colors. This step 
leada to the chromatic expansion ratio (dAr )/(dAd ), 
with units of square colors per square count. (There 
is similarly a chromatic expansion ntio. cubic colon 
per cubic count. for the full three-dimensional color 
transformation. For now, however. only planar dis
tributions in data space are considered.) The 
chromatic expanlion ratio is one measure of how the 
available area (or volume) in color .pace is budaeled 
to the correspondin. porlions of data space. 

A finite set of discriminable colors is produced by 
the PFC. In analOlY to lhe statisti~ians' term "prob
ability mass." the discriminability mass is defined as 
the volume of the UCS space accessible to the PFC. 
On a two-dimensional surface in the UCS space. a 
smaller number of discrimir.able colors 
exists; for that surface. the discriminability mass ill 
approximately one color times the area of the sur
face. An optimum transformation 1)( dala into ~olor 
space will have a surface area of I'raest extent. sub
ject to other constraints such as continuity. 
monotonicity, smoothness in linear sensitivity. and 
ortholonality (anlle-preservin, nature) in 
transforminl data from data space into color space. 

Visual "rthOlOnality is a concept descrvinl a lillie 
more explanation. It is tied in turn to acodesic paths 
in color spaces. lmaaine all possible curves connect· 
inl two color exptriences in a particular color space. 
Now imqine that you are observin. a color patch the 
color of which is chansinl in the manner described 
by motion alon, one of those patfl.. Keep track of 
the number of times that the color of the observed 
patch just barely noticeably chanaes in color in mov
inl alonl the path, and aSlian to the path the number 
of chanaes. The ICOdesic Pllth between the colors is 
Ihe path that has the minimum number of chanaes. 

1...-....-.. ...... --------.-----------.. --.----.. -. --
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The perceptibility of color difference il proportional 
to the JND's counted alona the podesl "'Ilh con
nactina the colors. Around any color. there il. in 
PIIeral. an ellipsoid Ihe points of which are just 
b.arely noticeably din-erent from tho center. The 
,lOdesic path bet\teen colors puses Ihro"", the 
Im.llest number of the JND ellipses. For small 
11 pons about any color ""'ter. the color space can be 
WI\rped so U .. " the ellipsoids In the repon become 
sphci:S (!his is the local dennilion of a UCS .pace). 
In that local reaion. with the etUpses di.lOrted into 
spheres, the Euclidean metric (,2 - ~x2 + ~y2 + 
~z'l, with s bein, the di.tance between points) is pro
ponional to the color difference. In • UCS space. 
marks made t'n a color path at JND intervals will be 
equally Spaced alon, the path. Motior.. occurrina in 
perpendiaal.r direc:tions in the UCS .p~" will have 
the peatest difference in the kinds of chan~ in color. 
In psychophysical term., examples are briJhtneu 
chanae compared 10 hue c:hanat or hue chanae com
pared 10 saturation chanae. !-n,hter and dimmer are 
in opposite direction. c:enainly but are the same kmd 
of chlnae. TIle author proposes that a desirable 
feature of a data-to-color transformation is for 
different kina of chanae in data space to correspond 
to different kina of color chanae: I.e .• the transfc)f
mation from data space to \:olor space should be 
orthoaonal. or anale preservin,. Operations can be 
performed in data space before Ihe transformation. 

. of course; e .•.• to emptlasize numerical features of 
parlicular interesl. 

HISTORY 0' 'RODUCTl1 AND a 
ALGORITHM DIVILOPMINT 

Product 1 predates Product 3. II independently 
sc:ales three bands of Landsat data (multispectral 
sc:anner (MSS) channels 1. 2. and 4) into the three in
puts of the PFe so th.1 the six standard deviations 
W\tcred on Ihe mean of an MSS channel occupy in 
linear fashion the full ranlt of the PFe's assilRed in
put channel. The 1011 in ill formulation was max· 
imal chrom.tic exitanlJon with only an acceptable 
minority of points beln, saturated (famn, beyond 
the 0. to 2S5-c:ount input rinse of the PFC). at is 
readily apparent that the chromatic: representation of 
a point in feature space will vary with the statisties of 
the sc:cRe; as the means and standard deviation. of 
the data move in fealure SPICC. the relationship be
tween a Jiven feature space vector and inpul counts 

• art • t' 
.. 

for Ihe PFC will be allend. Analy»t experiences led 
10 • desire for • "true color" pl'Cidutt, in which a 
Jiven feature space vector would have. more hiJhl, 
conlil,ent Ippeal'ftnce Ihan u put onto nlm under 
Product I. In Product I. each channel hal iUl own 
... n and blu aaoc:iated with the mean. and ltandalt 
devialions in eac:h MSS channel. For Product 3, the 
MSS statistics are used to aovtm essentially onl, one 
parameter. an overall pin. There S. zero bill, and the 
.. in (c:hanae in PFC counts per chanae in MSS 
counts) has a constant relationship amon. the Ihree 
PFC =ban nels. In Product 3. a feature space vector 
transformed Into the PFC ,un cube would be 
chanled In m .... ilude. but not In direction, by vary. 
ina scene statistici. Both direction and m .... hude 
could vary under Product 1. The equations for the 
Product I and J tran.formations from feature SpICC 
10 PFC input space are Jiven In the appendix. 

COLOII.ITIUC AIlUMPTIONI POll 
'RODUCT 1 AND a ALGORITHM' 

In sc:alin. data Unearly into the PFC, one assumes 
either that Ihe PFC il a UCS machine or that the 
manufacturer of the machine "knft" somehow the 
manner in which it was to be used and therefore built 
in~o it a feature causlna it to concentrate chromatic: 
disc:riminability into the desired parts of the input 
cube. Neither is quite the cue. actually; the manufac
turer (topther with the ntm supplier and che ntm 
developer) supplies ~ machine that has so larae a 
Jlmut of expressible colors th.1 il i. a !illie cHmc:ult 
to ao wrona. That fact and the quality control exer· 
cised over the nne tun ina of the machine and ntm 
proceuin, ,ive a stability of color representation 
sufficienl for much of the anaIY.ls· suec:ess. 

The uniform chromaticity lSIumption (or the 
PFC arises naturally. The Weber-Fechner law 5talea 
that 10 be ju.t noticeably briJhlcr. one patch of liJht 
must exceed in luminance that of anottm patch by a 
conltant fraction. The linearization of the PFC in 
tranlmi.~on density (ref. S) for each input channel 
Jives precisely Ihat resull for sintic activation of 

lsome rairly free in.."rcution Oft alit ,.,. 0( Ihc .uthor is 
pmenl in 1M _lion. t:ompltlC IICCDId br IU Ihc I5C principall 
is not I' be ''Peeled. bueche IUdlOf wiu hlpp'" dcftnd bit view
poin ... 
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each c:hannel. In olher words, Ihe PPC it a UCS 
machine wben only one of Ihe c:hannels al a time it 
activated. Becauae the raull or activali ... lWO (h ..... 
nell al a time "VII a raull that looks dilTtrent lhan 
either of the channell that were added lOItther, it is 
easy 10 aaume that lhe PFC pneraUzea from 
uniform ICIIe alona the axes to uniform scale an)'· 
when in th. input c:ube. The author beliewa ahal in 
the developmenl of Ptoducli I and 3, without ill 
ever havina been explic:idy ... _ the PPC wu 1m· 
pHc:idy ..... rded u havina UCS properties over all ill 
input rinse. The failure in chromatic: consistency In 
Ihe appearance of a feal..,. Iype unckr Produci I, 
ralher than a lac:k of uniform diKriminabllily. led 10 
the elTon of def!nina Product 3. 

The aC:lual nonuniform diKriminabilily of 
fealures separaled by a conltanl Euclidean dilllMe 
in feature apace wu muked by 8 truncation of Ihe 
PFCI inpul fa .... 10 16 level. in each c:hanntJ for 
both products. The truncalion wu done for ,isuaUy 
esthetic: reuons-many thin .. were tried. and 8 few 
were c:hosen. Field t:oundariel are reported 10 be 
more Ihuply distinc:t "'ith the inpull limiled to 16 
level~ per c:hannel. lbe net result ill that a c:oarser 
arid of color poinll is occupied by data. with inter
point discriminability Herowbarred" to be lalP'. 
Thi. is a poor man'l approach to inc:reued visual 
separability. 

The 1011 of Pr04Juct 3 WII color fidelily; the un
derlyina ... umplion is that maintaini." relative pro
portions amona Ihe three inpull 10 the PFe will 
maintain the chromaticity (hue and IIturation) or a 
picture element (pixel), aUowin, only lilhtncu to 
vary. If the PFC inpull were in ptoportion to the 
transmiuion rather than to the IQllrithm of the 
tranlmission, that JOII would have been realized. 
With lhe exi.ti", linear;u.ion in den.ity. there i. not 
the c:hromatic: conllanc:y expected. Product 3. 
however. coma much c:loser 10 that concept of 
chromatic fidelity than C!OCS Product I. 

Color vision is throe IJimensional: thai is why 
there are no more than throe inpull to the PFC (or 
any other color-aeneratin, procell, thouJh lhe four
color printin, proccu uses black ink to darken a c:ol
or). Thus. a dimensionality-reduction Kheme il 
nceded in nlakin, imaacry from Landsat MSS "ta 
because the lour c:hannell in the MSS are lpectrally 
independent. Of several Khema (such II C:lleulatin, 
principal c:omponenll for four-c:hannel distribution 
or takin,altandard rotation (If the four-dimeMioned 
da .. and dilplayin,the fint three in either cue). the 
limple.t Ichemr-droppin, one channel-was 
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choaen. 8ec:ause of • hlah depee or correlation .,. 
tween channel. 3 and 4 of MSS cia ... channel 3 w. 
eliminated. The channel IDilnmenli bet .... MIS 
channell and PFe channell were made to achieve • 
hilh depoe of simillril, '*ween tbe appearanc:e of 
the nnal product and the c:olor-lnt'rarod aerial photo
.,.,hs with which the analY'1I wen alrudy VIrJ 
familiu. ThUl, MSS d1anne14 wu ....... to red, 
c:hannel 2 to peen. and chlnnel 1 to blue. 

A I"ical LACIE sc:ene w •• ubjec:ted to col· 
orimetric analysis; the details are "veal in the appen. 
dix and this lKlion con .. ins only the quantita:ive 
resuall. 

Fiaures 1.3. S. 7. and 9 are. in order, the linear sen· 
sitivity for separations in the lIUeIed cap's peennaa 
direction. the cosine of the anaIe between the 
tflhsformcd briahlness and panness dir«tions 
(which are at riaht anales in clata .pace). the 
thromatic: expanlion ratie. and tM JND ellipses for 
Produc:a I. FiJUra 2. 4. 6. 8. and 10 1M .imilar quan
thies for Prod.sa 3. The axes are the talltled cap'. 
brilhlneu and peenDed. The curvilinear o-.atiine is 
the envelope of the Wllter plot of the data; the full 
Kltter of the data il fairly well confined dOle 10 !he 
rlane of the ftpll'e and within the outline. The rhom
bohedral outline showl the limill reachable .,y the 
PFC without saturation. 

Fiaures I 10 4 show that Product I hu a notic:eably 
hiaher linear sensitivity than does Produc:a 3. (Con. 
tour lines are marked with the values of the linear 
sensitivity ratio.) Sianiflc:lftt portionl of the data fill 
oullide the IIturaticm limill for ProdU(t I; Product 3 
does nOllllurlle hiJh-briJhtneasllow-areennea. pix
el •• but the upper end uf the peen arm nonetheless 
sa;urates. A ~mmon feature of fipares 1 to 4 .1 the 
preaenc:e of a marked variation in tht linear sen
sitivity KrOll the Katter ploc, with hither vllues of 
sensitivity toward larpr values of the lalleled cap's 
briahtftCII. Linear sensitivity. however. does not Sell 
the whole .'ory. II bqin. to become apparent in the 
next two fipar •. 

FiJUres S and 6 pvc the cosine of the anile l» 
tween tran.formed unit vectors that in data tpKe 
parallel the IallCled cap'. brishtnch and peennea 
directionl (and hence art perpendicular in data 
IPac:c). For Product I. there i. utronaantialincment 
betWCCft the transformed unit vector •. AI a rCilult. 
some directions of separation in data Spa« arc nwly 
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indistinauishable, whereas data space separations at 
risht anates to the nearly indistinauishable direction 
are hlahly visible. The linear sensitivity is thus a 
function of the direction of separation in data space, 
and determination of the sensitivity in only two 
directions does not describe the full situation. (It 
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takes three parameters to describe an ellipse
eccentricity, rotation, and rruUlfaxis. for example.) 
Incidentally, an orthOIOnai tf8.1Sformation would 
have not only cos , - 0 but als. l equal linear sen
sitivity in all directions. 

Figures 7 and 8 give an idea of tho ~ budaeting of the 
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available discriminability mass in the data space. The 
fact that the saturation boundaries more closely con
form to the data distribution for Product 1 im
mediately indicates that less of the discriminability 
mass is allocated to portions of data space actually 
unoccupied by pixels; that is confirmed by these two 
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n.ure •. Both products concentrate the dis
crimiaability mass toward hiaher &asseled cap briaht
ness rather than toward resions rationally chosen as 
belna relevant to aft im. analysis problem (such as 
catchina the motion of a pixel ofT the soil line as it 
beains to areen up). 
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The discriminability mass distribution does not 
tell the whole story. either. The discriminability is 
not a scalar; a given amount of discriminability mass 
can be squashed out nat. with the result that a larae 
amount of variation in the directional characteristics 
of linear sensitivity is introduced without alteration 
of local values of square \.'Olors per square count. The 
JND ellipses. however, do tell the whole story. 

Figures 9 and 10 summarize all the information in 
the preceding eight ligures. The ellipses ploUed in 
these two ligures are the intersections of the JND 
ellipsoids with 1I.e brightness/greenness data plane 
(lit the average value of the third md fourth tasseled 
cap parameters, yellowness and nonesuch). The dis
tmce from the center of an ellipse to the curve in a 
particular direction is how far one moves a pixel in 
data space before barely being able to perceive the 
color change-again. under the approximation that 
there is a continuous lrmsformation between data 
space and color space. The chromatic expansion ratio 
is the inverse of the area of an ellipse. The cosine of 
the angle described earlier is deducible, but the 
ellipses give wi the information contained in cos 9, 
and more. The linear sensitivity is the inverse of the 
distance from center to curve; therefore. all param~ 
eters are present. 

From previous discussion. desirable features of a 
countHo<olor transformation would be that the 
ellipses are as small as possible and that their ec
centricity and orientation accommodate realistic dis
crimination problems. The portion of UCS space ac
cessible to any color-generating machine is limited. 
and the problem of making optimal color imagery is 
one of budgeting in the allocation of the color space 
to the data space. For example. if the task is crop 
identification. one does not wish to spend color 
volume discriminating between clear and turbid 
water. Until another criterion is put onto quantitative 
b.\Sis. the author proposes that small values of ec
centriclly (near·circular) are desirable because 
analysts arc accustomed to looking at scaner plots in 
unsealed coordinates; having equal-sizcd circles for 
the JND ellipses gives analysts the same visual 
perspeclive on the data. In an example of a rationale 
for other than small. low-eccentricity ellipses. for 
communication between an analyst and a computer 
doing classification on the basis of Mahalanobis dis
tance (ref. 6), the JND ellipses giving the computer 
and the analyst the same perspective would be alined 
with the Mahalanobis ellipses and given the same 
eccentricity. 

The mlijor differences in the JND ellipse behavior 

of Products I and 1 are that the ellipses for Product 1 
are typically laraer in area and more nearly circUlar, 
i.e .• there is a tradc-offbetween chromatic expansion 
ratio and orthosonality in the two products. The 
JND ellipses for Product I are very elonlllted in 
parts of data space. with the ml\ior axis extending in 
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the dir«tion of very poor linear sensitivily men· 
tioned earlicr. The motion of a pix.el off the soilUne 
is in a direction to be hishly visible. beina in a direc· 
tit)n of increasinall'eenness and decreasina briPt. 
ness. The ellipses are so alined that the moved pixel 
cannOl be distinguished from a pixel of lower initial 
brightness that is still lying on the soil line. That 
comment is true of both products, but more stronal, 
so of Product I, Both products also show a variation 
in size and orientation of the JND ellipses over the 
scatter plot. This variation is a consequence of the 
non-UCS behavior of the PFC. 

The preceding discussion is in terms of 8 can· 
tinuous relationship between Landsat MSS count 
space and the three-dimensional UCS space. In 
specializing to the many·to-one count vector·to-color 
relationship introduced by the truncation to 16 levels 
per channel, the ellipses will be replaced by rec· 
tilinear cells. Their general alinemenl and other 
features will follow the trends shown by the ellipses, 

IMAGE· TO-IMAGE COLOR STABILITY 

Both Product I and Product 3 perform manipula
tions on data vectors before sending them off to the 
PFC for conversion to color. The attempt is to stan
dardize between images against data variations from 
Sun angle etc. Product I subtracts a bias vectQr and 
scates each component independently: Product 3 
subtracts no bias and applies to the channels scale 
factors that derive from a single parameter. Thus. 
from image to image, Product t modifies a data vec
tor in both direction and magnitude. whereas Pro
duct 3 essentially modifies only its magnitude, (Note 
that by subtracting a bias vector parallcl to the data 
vector. Product 3 could have had a bias included that 
would have left the direction of the data vector 
unchanged. The result would have been increased 
chromatic expansion.) Product 3's stated goal was 
chromatic fidelity; by a standardizing transformation 
that left the data direction unchang~d. it is implicit 
that the PFC was regarded to have some sort of con
stant chromatic behavior. as an input vector is being 
changed only in magnitude. Product 3's data stan
dardization comes much closer to chromatic consis
tency than does Product 1 's because of the 
unchanged direction of the modified vector. 

Along a radial path from the origin in the PFC in
put cube. a constant ratio of counts exists among the 
activated channels. If the PFC were linearized in 
transmission rather than in transmission density. the 
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radial paths would have constant hue and saturation. 
Because of the losarilhmic relationship between in
put counts and transmission, however. paths of con
stant hue and saturation are curved. Perhaps the 
analyst tends to compen~ale for the curve, but this 
has not been investiaated. 

Because Product 3 is governed by I sinsle 
parameter, one expects that there will be color con
sistency for a given data vector in images of scenes 
having similar statistics, In_d, this trend has been 
reported for scenee havins similar tasseled cap 
brightness (R. Cirone, private communication). 
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Appendix 
Equations for Mapping From MSS Data Space 

to Color Space 
The mappina from Landsat data to PFC input is 

as follows. The subscript R refers to the red PFC 
channel; the subscript G, to green; and the subscript 
B. to blue. Numerical subscripts refer to MSS chan
nels 1 to 4. Means are indicated by 11.; standard devia
tions, by fT. 

Product} 

Product J 

Ii = 0 i = 1,2,4 

Scales and biases: 

255 
S, = ---=--1 ' h, = -If, ; = 1,2,4 

ui i 

PFC channel counts: 

CR = S4x4 + h4 

CG = S2x2 + b 2 

where x is the MSS count vector. Truncation to 16 
levels follows: 

d, =LC~] X 16 j = R,G,B 

with (), ) beina the laraest intecer n -S y. 

The colorimetric model2 relates the CIE tria 
stimulus values 

to the PFC input count vector (f 

Film transmission density: 

_ (DB)_ (2.513) 
D == Do - 2.182 

~ 2.520 

(

7.133 0 
- 0.001 ~ ~.357 

Film transmission: 

PFC channel activations: 

T 
a =---L.-
1 T1•mDX 

where Tj •max is obtained from C; - 255. 

Tristimulus values: 

Q ==(;) ; (!~:~! !~:~~ ;~:6: ) (:~) 
Z 46.13 6.646 .09343 a

R 

2Richard D. Juda)" "Colorimetric Principles As Applied to 
MUltichannel Imagery," Master'S thesis, to be published. 
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Tbe illumination source wu found to be 

(
}) (89.18) 

Clo .. ( .. 1~.89 

Reference 3 lives the UCS approximation: 

1 

L* .. 25 (100 ~l- 16 

.'. soo [({)t - (~) 1 
b' • 200 [ (:. / - W +] 

The Landsat count vector 

is obtained from the tuseled cap values 

(~) 
by (ref. 7): 

-0.28317 
-.66006 

.38833 

896 

-0.89952 
.42830 

-.04080 

Tbe particular scene analyzed had values 

(::) . 
(:;). 

(

26.174) 
22.146 
19.165 

(

3.249) 
5:233 
4.981 

<KY>" -11.6 

<KN>" -0.38 

which suffice to relate values of 

.= (f.) · tCm 

with f(·) being invertible. 

The linear sensitivity LSin the direction T(in the 
tuseled cap plane) is the limit as I T I becomes small 
of 

-0'0IS94)(~~) 
.13068 KY 
.88232 KN 

LS = I~ 
til 



• 

~= feK + 1) - f(i) 

Note that LS is generally dependent on both K and 
T. LS is plotted in figures I to 4. 

Obtaining LS for 1j paralleling KB (giving Aej), 
r; paralleling KG (giving At;>, and the intermediate 
direction ~ (giving At» yields the cosine of the 
angle between A ej and Ae;. 

63 = 6, + 62 

Q3=g,+~ 

The values of cos 9 are shown in figures 5 and 6. 

The area of the parallelogram having sides Atj 
and Ae; (and diagonal At» is 

where 

[ 

Square colors ] 

Square count 

which is plotted in figures 7 and 8. 

The JND ellipses are plotted in the tasseled cap 
plane by noting that for the ellipse centered atK,the 
distances to the ellipse in three properly chosen 
directions define the ellipse. Along the KB axis, the 
distance is 't .. IlLS,: along KG, '2 - II~; and in 
the intermediate direction, 'J - 11 LSJ• Solving for 
the coefficients of the general centered conic equa
tion 

AX2 + Bxy + cy2 + F = 0 

by means of the determinant equation 

X2 XY y2 

X 2 , X, Y, Y 2 , 
X 2 

2 X2Y2 
= 0 

Y 2 
2 

X 2 
3 X3 l'J Y 2 

3 

results in 

X2 (LS,2) +XY(LS/ -LS,2 -LS2
2 ) 

+ y2 (LS22) - t = 0 

These are the ellipses plotted in figures 9 and 10 . 
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Oeneratlon of Uniform Chromaticity Scale Imagery 
From Land.at Data 

R. D. Juday.a F. Johnson," R.A. Abolteen.b and M. D. Poreb 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper documents a method used for pnerat
ina uniform chromaticity scale (UCS) imasery from 
Landsat data. A previous study (ref. 1) was made to 
map multichannel Landsat data into color space 
using a maximal chromatic expansion method. This 
study extends tbe work of reference 1 to th~ use of a 
ues in tbe form of color film products. (Familiarity 
of the reader with standard colorimetric no
menclature is assumed; references 2 and 3 are recom
mended for tbe novice.) 

The motivation behind aenerating ues imasery 
from Landsat data is uniform, controlled percep
tibility of color difference caused by differences in 
Landsat data vectors. One can move a certain dis
tance around any color center before noticing tbe 
difference between the color cel1ter and the trans
lated point. The distance one can move depends on 
the direction of the motion and on the location of the 
color center itself. The aenerally ellipsoidal surface 
surroundin. the color center is one step in percep
tibility from the color center. In the nonlinear 
transformation to a ues space., the ellipsoids become 
spheres with the same radius at all color centers. In 
this circumstance, the color difference is simply the 
len.th of the straiaht line connectin. the points for 
which color difference is desired. 

An orthogonal mappin. from three-dimensional 
feature space into color space will have the property 
that visual discriminability of picture elements (pix
els) in the resulting imasery will be in direct propor
tion to the Euclidean distance between the pixels in 
the feature space. Various methods of dimen-

aNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston. TexD. 
bLoc:kheed Electronics Company, Houston, Texas. 

sionality reduction (i.e., color space is three-dimen
sional, whereas multispectral and possibly multitem
poral scanner data have many dimensions) and 
alinement of feature space to color space are possi
ble. 

One of these transformations was used to generate 
the ues imqery from the Landsat data reported 
herein. A description of this transformation is liven 
in tbe followin. section. Formulation of the 
ataorithm used for pneralin, ues imasery is pre
sented in the third section. Conclusions and recom
mendations of this study can be found in the final 
section. 

UCS TRANSFORMATION USID 
IN THIS STUDY 

The (L ·a~" ues transformation (ref. 4) was 
used in this repon. In a ues space, a Euclidean 
metric is proportional (approximately) to percep
tibility of color difference. (See reference 2 for a 
description of some color-difference formulas and a 
more thorouah exposition of the subject) The 
(L ·a~" transformation was adopted by the Com
mission Internationale de l'Eclair. (CIE) (the In
ternationallllumination Committee) for evaluation; 
a final selection of a universal UCS approximation 

. has not been made. 

. t". 
~ 
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Let X. r. and Z be the CIE tristimulus values; the 
ues space is ,enerated from the tristimulus values 
as follows. 

I 

L* .. 2S~OOy:) 3 
- 16; 1 .;;; r .;;; 100 (1) 

'. ' -

I 
! : 

-_ .. -;--------------------------------



r __ ,_, ~""""""T~J"""l.'>"---"''''-''---'---'''''''''". ,...--:"~-~.......,~ ,.'WhI, Pf¥*,i -",.?WJi!'* '* •• :+'."1"F~" •. '-"'!'''''F.i4f{~ •. JW4I1iII''''.'+' j.:~''''F."',*!&.\F~''''' .... ........................... , .. _ ~..,....,., -.n~-rr.-~~..--••. --."~1""" ,-,_' ~ 

.-. 5o~i -(:')1 

b-· 2oo~i - (f.)~] 

(2) 

(3) 

where Xo. Yo, and 10 define the color of the 
nominally white object-color stimulus; i.e., the il
lumination spectrum, taken here u that of the liaht 
table ilIuminatina the transparencies. The L -coordi
nate may be thoucht of u the liahtness or briahtness 
of a color, a-u the lI'eenlmqenta balance, and b-u 
the yellowlblue balance. 

Slices of the (L -a-b., space (at constant values of a., that are accessible to the color "lUllS" of the pro
duction film converter (PFC) were senerated. Plots 
of some of those slices are shown in fiaure 1 for a
values of -10, - 5, 0, 5, and 10. In these plots, an 
ed&e marked 8 - 0 indicates that the blue lun 
count of the PFC is 0 at that edae. An edle marked 
R - 1 indicates that the red lun count of the PFC 
is 2S5 at that qe. A point in the enclosed area of 
any of the plots in fisure 1 corresponds to red (R), 
blue (8), and arcen (0) PFC gun counts between 0 
and 255. A PFC product of the (L -0"'" space, sliced 
at 0- - 10, is shown in flaure 2. Formulas used for 
calculating ,un counts in figure 2 can be found in the 
following section. 

Other UCS transformations exist in the literature 
(refs. 5 and 6). These transformations miaht be con
sidered in later research. The (L -a"'" space wu 
chosen over those discussed in references 5 and 6 for 
the following reasons. 

1. The (L -o·b., space has been adopted by the 
CIE for evaluation as an approximation to a true 
UCS space for the object-color solid. 

2. Inversion frem the (L ·o-b" UCS approxima
tion into the CIE (X, y, Z) system is mathematically 
tractable. According to D. L. MacAdam (private 
communication), the (L, J, g) system (ref. S) is 
philosophically preferable to the (L ·o·b., system for 
this application. However. there are some considera
tions, such as the incorporation of Semmelroth's 
crispening factor (ref. 7). that create difficulties in 
using the (L, J, g) system. 
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'OIiMULATION 0' THI UCI ALGORITHM 

In .. eratina VCS 1m ... .,., the liJht-table and 
film parameten are considered. The transformation 
from PFC counts to transmission values 
(wavelenath dependent) is reprded u stable. The 
primary colon considered in this study an red (R), 
areen (0), and blue (8). This section is divided into 
three parts. The first part deals with calculatina the 
primary tristimulua values for liJht table and 81m. 
The second part deals with nttina a prototype land
sat data structure into the (L -a"" VCS apace. The 
third part presents the alaorithm that pnerates color 
lun counts from (L -a -b, values for PFC product 
alona with four VCS imaps of a LACIE seament. 

Co ......... trto D ..... 'ttonot .... 
T,. ...... reno' Generation Procen 

The PFC imapa a cathode-ray tube (CR n 
throuch color filtration onto color reversal film, 
which is then developed. The CRT display is con
trolled by numerical input; for each color, the film 
density is very nearly linear with respect to input 
counts. The counts-to-density relationship is 
carefully maintained in exposinl and developinl the 
film, and the relationship is herein reprded as stable. 

An approximation is made that the manner of ad
dition of sequential imaaes can be expressed in the 
form 

(4) 

where X is the first tristimulus value and i is an index 
for the red, arecn, and blue PFC primaries. The same 
approximation is made for Yand Z. assumilll that 
the film system produces the same final result as 
would be obtained by separation imqes projectively 
added. The approach avoids certain practical prob
lems such as interimqe effects and reciprocity 
failure (ref. 8). The complete colorimetric model of 
the PFC is liven in an unpublished thesis) For the 

lR. D. Juday. "Colorim-:lric Principles as Applied 10 
Multichannel lmqery." Master's thesis, 10 be published. 
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P ......... of abe p ..... t paper. UlUlDe that. known 
one-ao-ou reladonlblp _II betweeD the (L ..... , 
.,. IIld the lit of three Input commandl for lbe .PC. 

................ D ....... 
Into ... UC ...... 

Two multiaemponl LACIS seamenll .... ued 
to .... ente scatter ploll. The Landlat data In IICb 
unltemponl ....... t were rotated Ulloa abe ..... ed 
cap ulDlformltion (ref'. 9) with I biu. The briPt
.... areenn_.and ytllo .... btu. were taken to 
be 0, 3O,and 53 counta. reapeedvely. The scatter ploll 
of Lancllat data in the (K".K.) SPICe for seamenll 
1618 and 1645. reapecdvely, are sbown in fiaurea 3 
and 4. Fipres 5 and 6 ue scatter plots of the data in 
abe (1C::t space. The scatter ploll in naures 3 and 4 
were to produce an overall Landsat (K .. KJ 
data spICe Kltter envelope. This data space Kltter 
tlDvelope contains the raw K. and K. counll; i.e., the 
biu wu removed and wu ntted into the (L .", ua 
space u shown in f1sure 7. The VCS SPICe, lliced It 
II' - 10 (fla. 2), wu used because it hid the best nt 
to the envelope. 

Accordinlto color theory, there il no preferential 
orientation between data space and the VCS space. 
For lubjective reasons, however. the briahtnaa of 
the data space wu alined with L " the liallanesa direc
don. Points on the around that would appear liPter 
in conventional aerial photoaraphs will tend to ap
pear liabler here also. The ponion of color space ac
cessible to the PFC hu a ..... ter extent in (L.", 
than in (L 'II'. and the nrst two tasseled cap compo
nents have the areatelt variance. Thus. the nrst two 
components were laid into (L 'b,. 

The component K y is taken parallel to II' to com
plete the onhoaonal relationship between the VCS 
space and the nrst three tasseled cap components. 
The two points Pt and Pz shown in ftaure 7 were used 
to calculate the transformation from Landsat 
(K",K,.K) data space into (L'II"',: 

(S) 

where u - a column vector of L '. b '. and a' 
• - (K,.Kb.Kl, and.' is the transpose of. 
a - (A.J~"'7)' 

Ulina the munerlcal VII.- of Pa and Pl of I1aure 7. 
one compu_ Fand • to be 

and 

(

-0.3012 1.0267 0 ) 
F. 1.0267 .3011 0 

o 0 1.0670 

(
-11.594 ) 

a· -32.288 
18.560 

(6) 

(7) 

AteoIt .. ".. ........ Colora ... CountI 
Prom (L'II1b, '''e' V ...... for ,PC ,rocIuot 

It wu shown in the precedina section that liven 
the. vector for a pixel in a Landsat acene. the L -, b-, 
and a' values (or that pixel were compuled accordina 
to equation (S). The uiatimulus values X. Yo and Z 
for a pixel are computed (rom the pixel's L't b', and 
II 'values by invertinaequadons (1) to (3) as follows. 

(L. + 16)3 
Y • Yo 1562500 (8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The .co!orimetric: model of the PFC was then 
employed to prod~ the VCS color film products 
shown in fipre 8 for LACIE seament 1618. Filure 8 
shows four im .... of seament 1618 eorrespondina to 
four multitemporal acquisitions and coverina all the 
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biolOJical.tqes of .m.II .... lns. Plaures 3 .nd 4, with 
flaure 7, provlde.n interpretive key for the 1m ... in 
flaure 8. Sm.lI..,.in. nelds in biost... 1 apr ·'r to 
h.ve a blue color (low ,reenn ... value K,I ), where 
they chanp from Ii,ht yellow or.np (K'2 > K'I ) to 
a darker yellow oranp (K, > K, ) in IOlna from 
blost ... 2 to 3. In biostap 4

J
(K,. < K'J ), the .mall

,rain. nelds appear to have a pinkish color. Thi. i. in 
qreement with how the data were nt Into the UCS 
space as shown in naure 7. The pinkish cut shows an 
Increase in the yellow component; K) i. aled 
toward positive Qe, which is in the aeneral dir"tion 
of the PFe red aun. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RICOMIlINDATIONI 

An allOrithm for pnerati", uniform chromaticity 
ale imapry from Landsat data has been presented. 
A computer proaram was written to implement the 
aJaorithm, and UCS mm products were pnerated. 
The colors in the mm and their temporal chanae are 
consistent with those eXp"ted for the panicular Kal
ina of Kauth components into the (L eQ·b, color 
• pace. The UCS ntm product has not been subj"ted 
to the practical test of competina with previous 
transformalion •. In that competition (to be done out
side the purview of this report), the philosophically 
salisfyin, nolion of transform ina Landsat data so 
that a on«ounl difference is equally perceptible at 
all localions in daea space will be tested. 

The aUlhors recommend thai analysl-interpreters 
tesllhe VCS imaaer)' usina a variely of LACIE sea
menlS. Preliminary examinalion indicalell Ihat Ihe 
ues produci offers the followina possibilities. 

I. A sinale film product that will supplant IWO 
mm produclS in current use 

2. Improved visibility of data differences in 
rqions in dala space that are critical to crop iden
linealion 
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3. An analytic route to the determin.tlon of data
space transformatlon'lhal will be oplimal for partie
ul.r discrimination problems-f'or example, in 
another proj"t, the tr.nsformation has been used to 
display water bodies in Landsal dat., with encourq
ina resUlts. 
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Imege and Numerical DI.ple, Ald. 
for Menuellnterpretatlon 

R. A. Abotteen" 

SUMMARY 

In the Larse Area Crop Inventory Experimen~ 
imase and numerical display aids for manual in
terpretation were produced to assist in selectina 
and/or identifying representative samples of sil
natures in a Jiven Landsat scene. Four methods for 
producing numerical display aids were developed 
and are discussed in this paper. The four methods 
employed are clusterinl techniques. data compres
sion, phenoloaical growth pattern extraction, and ag
greption of like spectral data on a two-dimensional 
spectral plot. 

INTRODUCTION 

Imase interpretation is an important method for 
acquiring training data for classification of Landsat 
images in the LACIE (ref. 1). Interpreting a scene 
for classification requires that training samples of all 
spectral signatures in the Jiven scene be selected and 
correctly labeled. This procedure becomes especially 
difficult when multiple passes over a scene are to be 
interpreted. The variation of the spectral signatures, 
in a multitemporal sense, makes it difficult to select 
and identify all the various signatures in a scene. To 
address these problems, four types of image and 
numerical display aids were developed. 

The first and the second image interpretation aids 
were obtained by applying nonsupervised pattern 
recognition techniques (clustering) and data com
pression. The clustering method identifies the in
herent classes in the scene. Color film is generated 
from the cluster image, with each cluster having a 
distinct color; the color corresponds to the value of 
the cluster mean (ref. 2). In interpreting multipass 
data, a principal component (PCOMP) transforma-

aLockheed Electronics Company, Houston, TeXIS. 

tion is applied to the cluster Imap. By this means, 
the multitemporal spectral variation of the scene is 
compressed, or summarized. into a th ... dimen
sional image which can be displayed as a color Imase. 
To track phenoloaical growth patterns of various 
crops, the principal component greenness (pCG) 
transformation was introduced as a third aid. The 
PCG transformation maps each of n multi temporal 
acquisitions onto the greenness axis and then com
presses these n greenness channels into three new 
channels using a linear combination (i.e., the first 
three principal components) of the n green channels. 

To enable the analyst to view the structure of the 
Landsat data in spectral space. a two-dimensional 
spectral plot of the data was developed as the fourth 
aid. The spectral plot (ref. 2) takes advan .. of the 
inherent two-dimensionality of Landsat data (ref. 3). 
The plots are constructed to assist in relating picture 
elements (pixels) in the scene to their locations on 
the spectral plot. 

CLUSTER IMAGE ... 
'. 

,~ A cluster image is generated first by clustering the 
data in the scene and then by replacing each data 
sample with the mean of the cluster to which it 
belongs. A simulated color-infrared (CIR) film of 
the cluster image can be generated by a production 
film converter (PFC). One of the main features of 
the cluster image is that two spectrally similar 
clusters are shown by the film product to have simi
lar colors. This feature could easily be lost if an ar
bitrary color assignment were used to generate a film 
product from the one-dimensional cluster map, as 
shown in figure l(a). A CIR film product of the 
cluster image is normally generated using the same 
gain and bias as that used to produce the original CIR 
image. This technique results in a CIR film product 
of the cluster image that resembles the standard CIR 
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film producl . a ' ho \\ n in fi' ure ' I(b) and I ( ) . 
A color kc . 10 I he l'i u ·tcr ' i generalcd by a 0 ign-

mg a ~quare 1'1 ample (pi el ) to ea ' h clu ter 
Each PI clm the 'quare i ' Ihcn a igned the va lue r 
the clU' lcr mean II rep rc nt . The 01 r kcy are 
then rd red a cordi ng to the K aulh greenne num
ber ( ref. 3) . 

II wa di 'co l crcd frono ub \,:r ing clu lcr imagc." 
on IR film lhalthey an bl;: u cd a~ aid in definin 
pe ' l ral la c. and thus in stdndardiling the image 

intcq rClat i n procedure In addili n. an in rea e in 
the on" " I f adja 'enl fie lds i apparent. whic h 
a SI::, t in the delineati n I' Irainin' field 

12 

PCOMP CLUSTER IMAGE 

P MP clu Icr ima'e fa cenei genera tcdby 
applying prrncipal c mp nent Iran formation to the 
cl u °ter image dc. rrbcd in the precedin 'cc ti n 
Figurc I (d) i an e amplcor a P 1P du terimagc. 
Ready and inll (ref. 4) havc ~ h o l\ n l hat Ih 
P M P Iran formallon applied to air rafl- and 
'atclli le-ga thcred multi 'pcc lral data i C I ~ U erul for 
inf rm ation e traction, "ince th e 1If. t fe ll' prin ci pal 
co mponcn t ' contain e' 'entially al l the inrorll1 ati n 
pr,_ nt in lhe origi nal spc ' tral bl!nd . ddili nal 
analy 'c or P '0 P-t ra n ' formed Lan d 'al datJ arl: 

HLPl )\) II I! II I ~ . (IF 11\1'; 
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available (ref. S). 
The PCOMP transformation is 

where X -

M-

v-

(1) 

a vector of n spectral intensities associ· 
ated with each pixel 
an n by n unitary matrix derived from 
the mixture covariance matrix 11 of 
the spectral bands such that the rows 
of M are the normalized eigenvectors 
of11 
a vector of n PCOMP's 

The covariance matrix of the PCOMP· 
transformed data then becomes 

(2) 

where MTis the transpose of M and A •• A2. ,,' • A" 
(the variances of the PCOMP's) are the eigenvalues 
of II ordered so that A. > A2 > , " > A", 

Since M is a unitary matrix. the PCOMP transfor· 
mation preserves the total data variance~ i,e., 

n n 

L 0; .. E ~i 
;"1 I fal 

(3) 

where the values for (J'~.J ~re the variances of the orig. 
inal spectral bands, Note that in the PCOMP 

III I' I I' 2 I') I' 4 II 

112 0 0 0 0 I' I 

II) 0 0 0 0 0 

I .. 0 0 0 0 II 

or O· AZ 

sO d' 'dd" _. * _ t ... ' rtW d nap 

0 

transformalion, mOSl of lhe data variange is concen· 
trated in the Orat few PCOMP' .. It was observed 
that, for Landsat data in four channels, ~I + ~2 con· 
tained approximately 96 pergent of the total data 
variance. In eiaht channels of Landsat data. 
AI + ~2 + ~l contained approximately 91 percent 
of the total data variance. For 16-channel Landsat 
data. AI + A2 + A3 contained approximately 82 
percent of the total data variance. 

The interest in the first three PCOMP's of Land· 
sat data arises from processing color film products. A 
PFC generatina a color product of Landsat data uses 
three channels. with each channel assigned to the 
blue. arcen. or red film converter aun, The first three 
PCOMP's are associated with these three channels to 
produce the PCOMP cluster image. Since the first 
three PCOMP's contain most of the data varianc". 
the PCOMP cluster imaae seems t(l be a good means 
of compressing multi temporal data, 

Once the PCOMP transformation has been ap
plied to both the cluster image and the color keys. the 
transformed data are rescaled to lie between 0 and 
255 to allow storage of the image in a standard com· 
puter format, 

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT 
GREENNESS IMAGE 

In developing the PCG image. it is assumed that a 
temporal change in the Kauth greenness (ref, 3) of 
an agricultural crop is an indicator of a phenological 
change in that crop, The peG transformation is for· 
mulated as follows. Let n be the number of multiple. 
registered Landsat passes over a segment. Let Z be 
an N-dimensional feature vector drawn from the sea· 
ment image. where N - 4n and the segment image 
is composed of passes 1. 2. "'. n, The feature vec· 
tor Z is mapped onto the Kauth sreenness feature 
vector G using the following transformation: 

0 II II [J II II ... 0 () [J Il 1 I ... I' 2 I' 
~ 

I' 4 II 0 0 II 0 1I 0 II I, 

0 0 II \'1 I' 2 1') \' 
4 

II II [J () i,\ 

0 0 II (I 0 0 0 ... I' a': \') I' I, I 4 

(4) 
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where " •• "z. "3. and ". are entries from the second 
row of the Kauth transformation matrix. Note that 
A - (Qui isan nby Nmatrixsuch that for 1- I 

'Ik • tile when k • J, 2. 3. 41 
'lie • 0 when k • S. 6 ..... N 

For 1 - 2.3, ... , n.letJ - 4(1 - I)~ then 

(5) 

"IA • 0 when Ie • I. 2 ..... N and Ie ", I + m; m • I. 2.3. 41 (6) 

"'.U+ml· "m;m· 1.2.3.4 

For Landsat-1 

"1 -0.290 

tl2 -0.562 
(7) • 

'3 0.600 

'4 0.491 

and for Landsat-2 

tI. -0.2832 

'2 -0.6601 
• 

"3 0.5774 
(8) 

"4 0.3883 

The PCG transformation is 

p. UG (9) 

where G - a vector of " areenness values assoc:i
ated with each pixel and correspond
ina to the n passes as shown in equa
tion (4) 
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U - an n by n unitary matrix derived from 
the mixture covariance matrix IG of 
the areenncss bands such that the 

rowl of M are the normalized etten
vectors of IG 

P - a vector of n PeO bands 

The covariance matrix of the PCG-transformed data 
then bec:omes 

>-'. 
".2 

0 

tp. U,; UT • 
• • (10) • 

G ~ 0 n 

where uris the transpose of U and A, ,A" •...• A, 
(the variances of the PeG bands) are the eiaenvalueS 
of IGordered such that A" > A'l > ... > AR~' 

The PCG transformation was applied to 10 four
pass small ..... ain ... rowin. LACIE seaments in the 
United States. The ciaenvalues and eiaenvector com
ponents of IG for the 10 seaments are shown in table 
l. Table i also contains the percentqe of the data 
,reenness variability explained by the first two PCG 
bands. For most of the seaments in table I. note that 
A, and A, tosether contain more than 85 percent of 
the data areenness variability. 

A detailed ,raphical analysis was performed on 
seament 1988. located in Finney County. Kansas. 
The four Landsat passes over the seament were ac
quired on February 7. April 18. May 6. and June 12. 
1976. which correspond te winter wheat biowindows 
I. 2. 2. and 3. respectively. The four areenl'less bands 
were obtained usin, equations (4) and (8). To main
tain the nonneaativity of the ,run ness bands. a four
dimensional bias vector was added to equation (4). 
All the components of this bias vector were taken to 
be 16 counts. A plot of the eiaenvector components 
versus areenness bands I. 2. 3. and 4 is shown an 
fi,ure 2. Fi,ure 3 shows the temporal trajectories of 
trainina field &reOI\ness means of the seamen .. It is 
noteworthy that the temporal trajectory of the small
Irains field mean in fi,ure 3 resembles the first 
eiacnvector plot in fllure 2. whereas the ten)poral 
trajectory of the non-small-arains field mean re.1Om
bles the second eiaenvector. This correlation S\J8ll~ts 
that. for seament number 1988. the components of 
the first eilenvector define a small ..... ains trajec:to.-y 
and the components or the second ei,envectGr 

• 

• 
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TABLE 1.--£lgenWllues and Elgtnv«ton oj'GfMlMIII",. Mlxttn Corarlanct Matrlul/Or 
10 Four-PMs A"qulsItIOll$ oj'Small-Gralns-Growlng LACIE Se""rnlsln Iht Unlltd Statts 

St"",,,,, £""'''''111'1 T "fIt Smmd TIl"" Fotm" 
(A. + ~) 

100. tmmI' j I !)( 

(~,' ~ .• ' A." ~,J tl1l"'Wf10' tltlfflWCtor "'",lWItI, tllmwr"" a 
lAs. 

I I-I 

1988 170.51 0.063 -0.018 -0.120 0.991 92.27 
• 22.34 .505 -.214 -.825 -.136 

14.10 JOJ -.230 .549 .OU 
2.06 .309 .949 -.055 -.009 

1046 29.14 -0.010 0.061 -0.307 -0.950 87.08 
23.95 .283 .059 -.911 .295 
5J4 .771 .579 .259 -.osS 
2.03 -.S70 .811 -.096 .089 

1233 85JI 0.145 -O.l79 -0.418 -0.813 85.71 
39.28 .713 -.408 .570 .024 
IUS .562 .032 -.698 A44 
8.93 .394 .83 .116 -.377 

1506 159.23 0.048 -0.023 -0.056 -0.997 85.93 
83.26 .965 .054 .255 .03\ 
3U9 .239 .181 -.952 .060 

5.81 -.096 .982 .160 -.036 

1851 115.45 0.071 0.014 0.090 0.993 87.48 
96.86 .793 .210 .561 -.110 
27.03 'sJO .208 -.82\ .034 

3.36 -.291 .955 .054 .002 

1 
1967 300.42 0.012 0.987 0.05\ -0.151 88.59 

72.5S .801 .025 -.598 .026 
35.34 .591 -.076 .780 - .189 
12069 .095 .138 .156 .970 

~ 

1m 154.40 0.074 -0.006 0,622 1).780 81.62 
39.13 .906 -.407 .030 -.\13 
15.31 .375 .(-98 -.4\)2 .362 
9.53 .182 .SB9 .6(19 - .499 

1618 240.59 oJ.OI9 -0.023 -0.\94 0.981 81.47 
100061 .293 -.847 -.431 -.110 
:'0.23 .956 .264 .128 .013 

7.38 -.008 .462 -.872 -.162 

16SS 98.41 0.381 0.08i -0.911 0.!35 79.3~ 

42.02 .877 -.345 .335 .011 
lB.77 .244 .864 .239 .370 

7.69 .164 .356 -.033 -.9\9 

1694 78.02 0.32~ 0.933 0.1\7 0.096 88.85 
13.26 .799 -.198 - .SS9 -.IOS 
7063 .458 -.226 .796 -.326 
J.8J .216 - .197 .203 .Im 
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define a non .. maU .... a'n. tr_tory. The third and 
fourth eiacnvectors correspond to small 'iaenvalues 
and cont.in liule information. Hence, the first and 
second PeO bends would appear to separate the 
small .... ains field means from the non .. man .. rains 
field means. This sep.,alion il indeed evident in 
fi,ure 4, which shows PeO band 2 versus PCO b.nd 

916 

I of the Irainina field means. The linear decision 
boundary drawn in fipare 4 is arbitrary. Filure 4 also 
shows thaI PeO band I .Ione is sufficient to sep.rate 
small ..... ins field means from non-sm.n .... ains field 
means. whereas PCO band 2 .Ione cannot separate 
the sm.n .... ain. field means from the non .. mall. 
,rains field means. 

For most scaments in IIble I. eJCamininlthe first 
and second eiaenvector components indicates thaI 
the components of Ihe first eiaenvector define a 
small .... ain. trajectory and lhe components of lhe 
second _nvector define a non .. maU .. rain. trajec
lory. Thi. is a favorable characteristic of the PeO 
transform.tion for applications in muhitemporal 
.. ricultural L.ndsat data artalysi •. 

The PCO-transformed data were used to aenerale 
color film produclS for several seaments. Because of 
its phenoiOlic:al interpretability, ahe product acner· 
aled from the PeO·tran.formed Landsat data is 
referred to u a temporal areenncs. interpretational 
film (TOIF) product The color TOIF product ap
pears to be a vcry useful way of representin, 
multitemporal Landsat .... icultural data. Also, the 
color TOIF product summarizes n color film prod
ucts and can be used as an imaae interpretalion aid. 
Fi,ure S illustrates how four acquisilions are .um· 
marized by the TOIF product. In ICRCfllinl the 
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TGIF Product. pea bandll. 2. and 3 are aaiJnId 10 
.be "'1IMft, and bhae nlm convener IUD" fIIPIC
dwa,. 

All expertllltllt wu condul:tld to determine me 
amount oflnformadon .... ned In the PCQ I ... : 5 
.............. dIuU1ed 3 tI __ III all 16 ortaiaal 
dI ............ 4 ..... n .. bands. and. flnaIl,. the 
nral 2 PCO bIndI. The cIIaIftcation performance II 
spedf1ed ...... In IInM of die problbm" of' correct 
... Ocatlon (PCC) and die tldmated lIIItIJ.tniaa 
proportion in the ........ ' compared with the 
IfO\IIld-truth (OT)' 1IIIa11 ..... _ proportion. The 
PCC ...... it calculated II the 1\II11II Pee of the 
trIInlna and .. ....., .. , which. ICCOrdina to the 
work or FoIeJ (rei'. 6). provides quite IIOOd tIdmale 
of die ICtUII error probability even for Ismail nusn. 
ber of samp". For each seamenl. SO lninlna and 60 
ItSI IIIIIp. were UIId to execuIe a cllaiflcatlon 
run. The dulincation performance for ... of' the 
.lve LACIE lIIIIIenli II shown in SIble II. Table III 
IbowI &he overall cllIIU1cation perfOI'llllllCe for &he 
nve ...... ents. where abe moan ICIUII'e error (MS!) 
in sma .. ..,... proponion il computed II follows. 
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SPECTRAL PLOT 

A spectral plot of a Landsat scene is a graph of one 
channel of the data versus another_ The spectral plot 
relates the image spa~e (i.e,. the spatial domain) of 
the PFC product to the spectral space of the 
classifier. A schematic diagram showing the relation
ship between image spa~e and spectral space is given 
in figure 6_ The spectral plot uses the inherent two
dimensionality of landsat data. where most of the 
spectral dass separability exists (ref. 3). For exam
pIe. overlaying the spectral pll)t of training field 
means over the spectral plot of the sct'ne provides a 
quick view of missing signatures. 

The axes used for generating a sllcctral plot may 
be two selected Landsat channels or two linear com
binations of channels; i.e,. 

W = ox + e (12) 

where B.... a two by " transformation matrix of 
rank 2 

• a two by one bias vector 
W .. a two by one vector of the channels to 

be plotted 

The transformation matrix B might be formed 
from the first two rows of the Kauth transformation. 
from the tir':. two rows of .\fin equation (t), or from 
a linear-co. :lbination feature-selection algorithm 
(ref. 7), If B is obtained from the Kauth transforma-
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tion. then the dimension of the data" must be four 
since the Kauth transformation is a four by four 
matrix, 

A color-.:oded spectral plot contains the locations 
of the pixels and the channels to be used for coloring 
them on the spectral plot. The location of each pixel 
on the spectral plot is computed using the radiance 
values (or linear combinations of radiance values) of 
the pil{el. Multiple pixel occurrences at the same 
location on the spectral plot arc shown to be the color 
of the pixel ~orrespor.ding to the first occurrence. To 
illustrate what is meant by a colo~-c()ded spectral 
plot. assume that a given pixel on the landsat image 
has radiance values of 28 . .10, and 50 on channels t, 2. 
and 4. respectively, as shown in ligure 7. Also. let 
channel 4 be plotted against channel 2. The color
coded spectral plot is created by assignir.g the values 
of 28.30. and 50, respectivelY,to the point (30,50) on 
channels I. 2, and .1 oithe spectral image. By main
taining the same gains and biases. the color-~oded 
spectral image can be displayed in the same color as 
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the original Landsat image. Such a spectral plot easily 
reveals the spectral distribution associated with origi
nal colors in the Landsat scene. 

The color of the pixel on the spectral plot is op
tional. It can be colored according to. its original ra
diance value or the mean of the class, cluster, or field 
from which it was extracted. Naturally. the pixel 
location on the spectral plot can also be colored using 
the PCOMP value for the pixel. 

Color-coded spectral plots can be used to observe 
the partitioning of spectral space imposed by cluster
ing or by maximum likelihood classification. It can 
be used also to view the spectral locations of training 
samples. A partition of the two-dimensional spectral 
space by the maximum likelihood classification rule 
is depicted on the color-coded spectral plot by color
ing the pixel on the plot according to the mean of the 
subela'ls to which it was assigned. A change in the 
color or its intensity on such a plot determines the 
maximum likelihood decision boundary. 

When multiple, registered Landsat images are 
available for a scene, the location of the pixels to be 
plotted can be selected from two channels of one 
pass, whereas another pass is used for color defini
tion. Such a color-coded spectral plot is especially 
useful for the analysis of multitemporal Landsat 
data. Through spatial correlation of this color-coded 
spectral plot and the Landsat image from which the 
plotting axes are selected, areas of temporal change 
caused by factors such as growth, disease, severe 
weather conditions, and harvest can be delineated. A 
typical application of the color-coded spectral plot, 
which is currently being considered by LACIE, is to 
use the ~lot as an aid in labeling the training samples. 
This is done by providing a spatial correlation be
tween the spectral plot and the original Landsat 
image. 

CONCLUSION 

To aid in interpreting Landsat imagery, four color 
image display techniques have been developed. 
These interpretation aids are the cluster image, the 
PCOMP cluster image, the PCG image, and the 
color-coded spectral plot. From the results of experi
mentation, the four display techniques have been 
shown to be useful in selecting and/or identifying 
training data from Landsat images. The developed 
interpretation aids are being considered for imple
mentation in LAC IE. 

,,"'J4QA Pij>JUi,= iI. ;;a;;waqG r . . . 
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A Programed Labeling Approach to Image 
Interpretation 

M. D. Port Q and R. A. Abotteen Q 

INTRODUCTION 

The procedure for analyzing landsat multi· 
spectral scanner data in lACIE is called Procedure 1 
(P·I ). One purpose of this analysis of landsat data is 
to estimate the acreage of small grains in a C).. by 11-
kilometer rectangular area, referred to as a segment. 
For this purpose, the four-channel vector of spectral 
values for each picture element (pixel) in the sea· 
ment is transformed by a production film converter 
(PFC) to form a simulated color-infrared film prod
uct of the segment. There are 22 932 pixels in a seg· 
ment. 

The PFC products are generated for several dates 
throughout the growing season of small grains; from 
these. up to four are selected by the analyst·in· 
terpreter (AI) for machine processing. Every pixel 
falling on a lo. by to-pixel grid is referred to as a grid 
pixel or grid dot. The first grid dot is on row 10. col
umn 10. and on~ would assume that it represents the 
same "piece of real estate" on the ground on all four 
acquisition dates. It often happens that gl'id dots ap
pear to switch fields because the registering of the 
PFC products to each other or. more precisely. to a 
reference date is not very accurate. 

The labeling of pixels for particular acquisitions is 
a more precisely defined problem than multitem
poral labeling since the grid dots fTlay not fall on ex
actly the same real estate; however. despite this lack 
of perfect registration. P·l requires the assignment of 
multi temporal labels to a subset of the grid dots. The 
multi temporal advantage of tracking crop growth 
outweighs the loss due to imprecise registration in 
P-1. Manual labeling techniques require the AI to use 
not only PFC products but also agricultural and 
meteorological (&gromet) data and spectral aids in an 
integrated. judgmental fashion. To control an antici
pated high variance in these techniques. a semiauto-

8lockbeed Electronics Company. Houston. Texas. 

mated labeling technology was developed. The prod. 
uct of this technology-liST (Label Identification 
from Statistical Tabulation)-is the subject of this 
paper. 

The LIST operates on a discriminant analysis 
basis and thus has the potential for several favorable 
qualities. Among these are the ability to measure the 
reliability of a label and the ability to introduce an ar· 
bitrary bias. The latter property could be useful in 
offsettina other biases. such as those due to a failure 
to consistently detect small grains. In summary. 
automation in labeling can introduce the favorable 
aspects of using objective information and integrat
ing continuous variable information in a way that an 
AI cannot. 

This paper introduces the LIST properties. pre
sents detail in describing the LIST development, 
gives numerical results of an application. and dis
cusses the evaluation and conclusions about LIST. 

", 

LlaT DEVELOPMENT 

It has been observed that two AI's can study the 
same PFC imagery, agree on the various features 
(promet information), and yet come to different 
c4MIciusions about pixel labels. This may be due to 
different weighting of the information rather than to 
incorrect labeling or personal biases. However. this 
labeling phenomenon does create a high variance in 
labeling that is undesirable. 

The LIST asks the AI questions related to simple 
properties and numerically quantizes the AI infor
malion. the agromet data. and the spectral in(orma
tion in variable formats and labels through use of a 
statistical discrimination process. This process gener
ates a consistent (lower variance) procedure. that can 
be manipulated in biases. The consistency o( labeling 
is twofold: (1) questions relate to simple properties 
to generate consistent responses among AI's, and (2) 
a discriminator will give consistent labels from a 
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siven set of information (responses). 
A historical note is in order here. Orisinally, a 50-

item questionnaire was developed by experienced 
AI's with the aim of includinl811 possible sources of 
information and current interpretation channels (ref. 
l). Because imase interpretation via this question
naire was an extremely lenathy process, very little 
data were processed by means of the questionnaire. 
However, with the small amount of data so derived, a 
more operational questionnaire was developed (ref. 
2). This latter questionnaire is the LIST labeling pro
cedure described here. 

The questions posed to the AI to be answered 
from the PFC imasery products (more than one 
product may be available) are given in table I. The 
first four questions are answered once for each pixel, 
whereas question 5 is answered four times for each 
pixel (once for each acquisition date). Table II is a 
list of the questions to be answered in an automated 
fashion. Each question is answered for each acquisi
tion with the exception of questions 3 and 6, which 
are multitemporal trajectory responses (answered 
once for all acquisitions). 

The AI questions are used to screen the pixels and 
to allocate labels of "designated other" (DO), 
"boundary pixel," or "pure pixel." The DO pixels are 
automatically labeled "other," and the boundary pix
els are nol dealt with further; they are left "ith the 

boundary pixel label. The pure pixels, however, are 
labeled by the discriminllnt alsorithm. Only auto
mated responses are used in the discriminator; 
however. AI question 5 responses are used to answer 
automated questions S and 6. The discriminator will 
senerate labels of either "small srains" or "other." 

Any of several discriminant analysis alaorithms 
can be used to senerate the labeling classifier. 
However. the two used in this study will be the only 
alsorithms discussed here. Both are based on 
minimizins the mean square error (MSE). The first 
and principal alsorithm used is the one in the Statisti
cal Package for the Social Sciences (ref. 3). The dis
crimination is followed by a classification of mixture 
densities based on Gaussian distribution assump
tions and prior-category probabilities equal to the 
trainina proportions. This classification of mixture 
densities chan.ed very few labels and was not con
sidered a sisnificant attraction (or distraction) from 
the discriminant algorithm. This alsorithm was ver
satile and contains many useful options; however. it 
assumes that the within-catesory covariance 
matrices are equal (traditional Fisher linear dis
criminator) and hence can be improved. 

The second aJaorithm is a minimum MSE Baye
sian procedure known as the Patterson-Pitt 
alsorithm as implemented by Thadani (ref. 4) and 
Ahlers (ref. S). It uses a loss matrix and prior-catego-

TABLE 1.- LIST Questions/or the Analyst 

Question 

1. Pixel is obviously in .............................. .. 

2. Is pixel registered with reaard to analyst-chosen 
registration dah! (i.e .• in the same category)? 

3. Is pixel a mixed pixel (pari of more than one 
field or boundary)? 

4. Is this an anomalous pixel (not representa" Ie 
of most of the other pixels within the field)? 

S. PFC vegetation canopy indication is ___ _ 
(Use all available imagery film types.) 

924 

Response 

__ Nonagricultural area. STOP; pixel is "designated other" 
(DO). 

-Agricultural area or indeterminate. 

__ No. STOP; pixel is not classifiable. 
__ Yes or indeterminate. 

_Yes. STOP; pixel is not classifiable. 
__ No or indeterminate. 

__ Yes. STOP; pixel is not classifiable. 
__ No. 

__ (0) No vegetation canopy 
_( I) Low-density ,reen vegetation canopy 
_(2) Medium-density green vegetation canopy 
__ (3) Hish·density veaetation canopy 
__ (4) Senescent (turning) ve,etation canopy 
__ (5) Harvested canopy (stubble) 

I~ 
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TABLE II.-Automatf!tl LIST Qutstlons/or 
Classification 0/ Small Grains 

Qwslioll R'1[J6IIIf! 

I. Green number of pixel is '" ......... " '" 
(correcled to 60" incidence). 

2. Is the ,reen number of Ihe pixel within the _Yes 
ranae for small ,rains? -No 

J. Do Ihe ,reen numbers follow a Imall-arains _Yes 
trajectory? _No 

4. Rrishlness number \)f pixel is ............ 

S. Is the vegetation indication of Ihe pillel _Yes 
1/81id for the Robertson bioslage of wheal _No 
for the accauisition? 

6. Does Ihe pillel follow a small-arains _Yes 
vegetation development panem? _No 

ry probabililies equal to the training proportions. The 
loss matrix used was the traditional zero-one loss 
matrix. 

The final LIST product is a set of pixel labels con
sistin, of "boundary," "small grains," and "other." 
The following Stet ion addresses the problem of what 
techniques were used to answer Ihe automated ques
tions used to produce these labels. 

USTKEYS 

It has been shown by Abotleen (ref. 6) that when 
the components of the lirst greenness image eigen
vector are plotted as a (un('tion of the 8cQuisilion 
date, the shape of the curve is similar to the temporal 
wheat trajectof)·. It was also shown in Ihe same work 
that high values in the first principal component 
greenness (peG) band correspond to small-grains 
pixels. Hence, the peG slalistic is introduced here as 
a fealure for separaling small grains from non-small
grains. The peG statistic of a dOl (pixel) is the tirsl 
peG band value for that dot. It can be calculated by 
taking the inner product of the tirst greenness image 
eigenvector with the green number veclor for the 
pixel. The peG statistic of a pixel answers the ques
tion: does the pixel's temporal greenness trajectory 
look like a small-grams dot greenness trajectory? 

, .. ------"-l 

Tho calculation of lhe PCO statistic for a pixel re
quires knowledp of the nrst areenness imace etaen· 
vector. A model is developed here to estimate this 
eiaenvector siven the Robenson bios_ of wheat 
(ref. 7). Two models Ire developed. one for winter 
small arains and ,he other for sprilll small arains. A 
plot of the components of the first lreenness im. 
eiaenvector as a function of the Robertson wheat 
biostage for seven quadritemporal winter small
Irains LACIE segments acquired in the 1976 crop 
year is shown in figure I. The Robertson biostaae 
axis in fiSure 1 is divided into six increments. For ev
ery increment. the eiaenvector components corre
.pondina to Robertson biostaac numbers fallilll in 
the increment are recorded and avel'8lcd. The 
Robertson bioslase number ranae for every incre-
ment and its corresponding averase ei,envector com
ponent are shown in table III. A plot of the aver. 
first sreenness eigenvector components as a function 
of the Robertson bios lase for winter small grains is 
shown in fisure 2. The Sun-angle-correeted (SAC) 
ei&enveclor components are also shown in figure 2 as 
lhe dotted line. The dotted line in figure 2 is not sig
nificantly different from the solid line. which elimi
nates the need for using SAC tirst greenness eigen
vector components. Instead. the green number vec
tor for a pixel is SAC when used with the estimated 
first eigenvector for calculatilll the pixel's PCG 
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TABLE 111.- Robertson Biosta~ Numbtr Range and 
Corrrsponding If VMJgt First Gfffnness Eigenvector 

Components Jor Winter Small Grains 

2.0 to 2.5 
2.5103.0 
3.0 to 3.8 
3.8 to 4.5 
4.5 to 5.0 
5.0 to 7.0 

A~ fint ,rMIIIC'Sl .. 
r~III'l'tor romp6IIf'I/t· 

0.09975 
.~8433 
.763 
.3845 
.285 

-.1165 

statistic. A diaitized version of fiaure 2 is shown in 
table IV. where Robertson biostage numbers are in
creased by 0.1. 

The sprin, small-srains model that estimates first 
,reenness ima,e ei,envector components is 
developed in a fashion similar to that just described. 
A plot of the first ,reenness eiaenvector components 
as a function of the Robertson biostaae for six 
LACIE quadritemporal sprin, small-srains seaments 
acquired in the 1976 crop year is shown in figure 3. 
The line with dotted ends in fiBUI'! 3 represents the 
average first greenness eigenvector components for 
spring small grains. A digitized version of this line is 
shown in table V. where Robertson biostage num
bers are increased by 0.1. 
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The around-truth-Iabeled smaU-crains arid inter
section dots on a LACIE seament imaae were used to 
calculate a temporal aver. areen number for small 
grains. A total of 34 segments was used; each sea
ment had several acquisitions in the 1976 crop year. 
The RON:rtson biostaae number for each acquisition 
was also obtained. When the temporal averaae areen 
number was computed. the standard deviation was 
olso computed for small ,rains. The segments con
tained either winter, spring. or mixed small ,rains. 
The small-grains ,reen number range was develuped 

T4BLC IV.- Principal Component Gn>enness Statisti(,s Generation Tabl" for Winter Small Grains in LIST 

Robmwn First Ro~,u"" First R.w,u<»t First 
biostQgr ,fWWInrSJ btostOllr IlfWVWnrss btosttlllt' IlfWWIMSS 
numlw, r4lrn\lC'\'tCU' numilt', t'igC'nIIl'l'tor numbt', t'lllrnl't'f:tor 

'''OnIpOfIrnt romponrnl <"OmpMC'IIt 

2.4 0.\0 4.0 053 S.6 O.08S 
2.S .24 4.1 .49 H .06 
2.6 .33 4.2 .45 S.8 .04 
2.7 .42 4.3 .41 S.9 .OJ 
2.8 .SI 4.4 .38 6.0 -.01 
2.9 .59 4.5 .35 Cd -.04 
3.0 .b3 4.6 .33 6.2 -.06 
3.1 .M 4.7 .30 6,3 -.011 
3.2 .69 4.8 .28 6.4 -.11 
3.3 .73 4.9 .25 6.S -.13 
34 .76 S.O .23 b.6 -.16 
H .73 S.I .2\ 6.7 -.18 
3.b .69 S.2 .18 6.8 -.2 
3.7 .65 S.3 .16 6.9 -.2.1 
J.8 .61 54 .13 7.0 -.2S 
3.9 .S7 S.S .1\ 
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for winter and sprin, small ,rains. The seaments 
desisnated as mixed had two Robertson bioSl. 
numbers and were used in both the winter and sprina 

smaU"II'ains peen number ranae modell. 
The Robertson blostqe numbers for winter and 

sprina small ,rains were divided into several Set
tions. For each ranae of Robertson biostqe numbers 
represenlina a certain section, the ave ... small
arlins peen number and the standard deviation cor· 
respondina to a Robertson bios. number in the 
section ate recorded. The averap small-arains ,reen 
numbers and the standard deviations within a 
Robertson biostqe number ranae are averapd to CJb. 
tain a ,rand smaU"II'alns Jreen number mean and a 
,rand standard deviation. For each Robertson 
bios.. number ranae, lhe correspondina pnd 
small-Jrains Jteen number mean and standard devia
tion are shown in table VI for winter and sprina 
small gains. The winter smaU .... ains ,reen number 
ranae as a function of the Robertson biost. num
ber is shown in flaute 4 for 1 standard deviation. The 
lower and upper bounds of the Breen number in 
H,ure 4 are computed by takina the ,rand areen 
number mean minus and then plus I arand standard 
deviation, respectively. PiJure S shows the winter 
smalt"ll'ains Jteen number ranae as a function of the 
Robertson biostace number for 2 standard devia
tions. The sprina small .. rains ,reen number ranae as 
a funClion of lbe Robertson biost. number is 
shown in fl,ure 6 for 1 and 2 standard deviations. 

TABLE,: Y.- Principal Compon"nt Greenness Statistlrs Generation Table for Spring Small Groins In LIST 

RIlbl',.hon first Rllbmsofl fim Rll/J('mlll/ fir..1 
bill'llQIIl' JI"",""l'U bIlIS/OIll' /trtf'tIllt'SS bkUfQKf' Ill't'f'tlflt'ss 
nUll/ix', I'illf'fll"'l'tor "UlIIht, 1';#1'1"'«/'" /lltm"" f'i/lf'III,(,("I/f 

IlllllPllIIf'f// Iwnponf'l/t t'Umponl'lll 

I,S -O,\lS U 0.S7 S.l 0.&18 
1.6 -.09 3.5 .60 S.4 .595 
1.7 -.OS 3.6 .62 5.5 S7S 
1.8 -.018 3.1 .64 5.6 ,S) 

1.9 .02 3.8 .66 5.7 .49 
2.0 .059 3.9 .68 5.8 .44 
2.\ .09 4.0 .695 5.9 .40 
1.2 .13 4.1 .715 6.0 .n 
2.3 .\7 4.2 .73 6.1 .:n 
2.4 .20S 4.3 .75 6.2 .27 
2.S .24 4.4 .71 6.3 .225 
2.6 .28 4.5 .185 6.4 .18 
2.7 .31 4.6 .765 6.5 .141 
2.8 .3S 4.7 .145 6.6 .10 
2.9 .39 4.8 .72 6.7 .OSS 
).0 .42 4.9 .70 6.8 .01 
J.l .46 5.0 .68 6.9 -.OJ 
J.2 .SO S.I .66 1.0 -.07 
).J .S3 S.2 .64 
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r- T..fBU VI.- Grand Smail-Grains cnen Numbtr Mt'an 

and Standard /)el'lation 

2.0102.6 
2.0103.0 
3.0 10 3.S 
3.S 104.0 
4.0104.5 
4.S 10 S.S 
S.S 10 7.0 

1.0102.0 
2.0102.S 
2.S 10 3.0 
3.0103.S 
J.S 10 4.0 
4.010 S.O 
S.O 10 6.0 
6.0107.0 

Grand 
IIIl'f'fI 

numtlt-r 
",ran 

HI",..,. ._"ttains 

6.41 
12.1 
14.78 
16.23 
18.30 
14.59 
9.25 

Sprinll .~mall IIfa;n.' 

S.l2 
9.28 

17.03 
IUS 
2D.<1S 
2U.S7 
11.52 
US 

Grllntl 
.'Itlm/ard 
drl'loli,m 

2.64 
5.56 
S.63 
6.75 
7.65 
S.8S 
4.IS 

2.68 
3.93 
11.13 
7.63 
7.13 
632 
4.3 
.US 

°70 It so ,. _0 •• U U to n " 
AoeIM'_"OSfAOI 

FIGURE 4.-Wlall'r ... U .. ralalll'ftll au.r rup UI 'ut-
lion of RoIItrtaoa .101 ..... (I ...... ,.. ",llllon'. 

Filure 7. a chart of the Robertson biostaae on the 
horizontal axis and the veselation canopy on the ver
tical axil, d~ribes an automation technique (or the 
vesetation canopy questions. (Table VII provides the 
same information in tabular (orm.) For each acquisi. 
tion. a point is located in Ii,ure 7 with the horizontal 
axis coordinate correspondina 10 the Robertson 
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biost. for wheat for the acquisition and the vertical 
axis coordinate correspondina to the answer (for a 
aiven pixel) to question S (table I). If the point is in 
the blank or the dOlled area, question S (table II) is 
automatically answered with a yn. If the point is in 
the shaded (barred) area, the answer is no (for that 
pixel and acquisition). Vertical borders belon. to the 
class on th~ left. 

Question 6 (table II) is answered with a yes if the 
points correspondina to the four acquisitions are all 

In lit. blank or dotted fOIionsand If at leut two are 
In the blank retion. this is equivalent to the Nle c:or· 
respondllll to table VII: all four aequisitions must be 
clusined. Ind at leut two must be nrst-c:l ... 
respon_ for question 6 (tabl. II) to be answered 
with a yes. Hence. the dotted retion in naure 7 (and 
the second-tl ... response in table VII) is used u a 
different deslanatlon from the blank rtlion (nrst. 
clus reaion) for answerllll question 6 (table II) only. 

Flaure 7 Is like I crop calendar that renecu the 
IfOwth characteristics of .mall anins. This chan 
may need to be revised to reneet the peculiarities of a 
panicular arowina season or a panicular rtlion of the 
country. For example, it hu been suaested that the 
.....on correspondina to Robertson bios ..... 5.6 to 
6.0 and veptation canopy indication 1. 2, or 3 (pans 
of the .ixth row in tlble VlI) could be shaded 
(removed from the seeond-c:11SI response) for sea· 
ments (rom winter whe~n reaions. This reneelS lite 
necessity for marain in acceptable veaeution canopy 
indications in mixed and sprin, wheal areas and for 
more uniformity in winter wheat areas. The present 
key (table VU) is intended '\1 be quite leneral and 
may be used in this state. 

TIST RISULTS 

Four AI's were used to test the quality of the ques
tions for discriminatinl small lrains (aaricultural 

TABLE V/I.-.4utomatlon Technique In TablJ/arForm 

1.0102.0 

2.1 102.5 

2.6103.0 

3.\ to S.O 

5.1 10 5.5 

5.6106.0 

6.1106.9 

7.0 

No vesel.lion (0) 

No veael'lion or ,reen vqelllion 
(0.1.2.3) 

Groen vetClilion (I. 2. 3) 

Groen vtjetalion O. 2. 3) 

Green vl!JCtalion or lurnin, (I. 2. 3. 4) 

Turnina (4) 

Turnina or harvested (4. S) 

Harvesled (5) 

Green vqelllion (\,2. I, 

No vqClltion (0) 

Harvested (5) 

Green vCletiliOn or h.rvesled 
(1.2.3.5) 

Turnina (4) 
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cropa) from non .. mlllll'lflins. Eac:h AI Iftal,zed 16 
....... ad lOOk approximately 2.S houn per .... 
ment. Earlier laudi_, Iueh • the Itud, of R ..... 
Iftd Hocull (ref. 8). hi" indicated thl' inllrpixel 
correlations decl'tllt With distlnc::t Ind thaa I di .. 
tIft(e of 10 pixel widths corresponds to ..... iaible 
correlation. Hence. dot aria are .... mod to be inde
pendent Amplll with respect to crop types. 

Separate Inal,. were performed for ,he 1976 
win .. wheatlnd Iprint wheal lilll (tiP' of each). 
All Kanau blind li'es in new LACaE stratum II 
with available around truth were ChONn • the 
win .. ,est sites. The eiaht sprint Ii ... were chosen 
from the blind Ii ... in new LACIE stratum 21 (r ... 
8) for strata location •. Since around truth WM re
quired in stratum 21, IOIments were chosen to be 
representative of the IhreMtate coverap of the 
strltum. The data within eac:h stratum were further 
partitioned into four trainin, teplenlllftd four test 
seamenll. Tlble VlIl dacribelthis breakdown. 

For each seament. four Kqui.ition dates were 
chosen arbitraril, (without respect to special area 
qromet conditions or cloud coYer) tu cover lhe 
t97S·76 ,rowl", season of wheal. Table IX sives 
these dales and Ihe respective Robertson biosl .... 
for winter wheal (WW) and .prin. wheal (SW). 
Three tYPII of PFC products were aenerated: Prod
uct 1. Product 2. and Ihe KraUi product (reference 9 
deleribel these Hlms). The Hlms were made into 
research. test, and evaluation packets (separate from 
LACIE gperational pKkets) to maintain a restricted 
experimental environment of labelin. without full· 
frame Imllery (ISS·kilometer square area of land) of 
lhe broad area of interest and without ancillary 
llromet information. Hence. accuracies should be 
below those experienced in an operational labelinl 
system. The discriminant. were determined Ulin, 
around Iruth for the four train in, seaments and ac· 
curacy was determined by Ulina the discriminant 
function to classify the four test seaments. Percen· 
rases of pixels correctly labeled were calculated from 
CGntinaency tables of around truth by LIST 'abels. 

The parlic:ul!f variables that a slfpwise discrimi· 
n.nt procedure ildmits are a funclion of the number 
of trainin, samples. the variability of the particular 
area sampled. and the acquisition dates. Certainly. 
implementation in LACIE of a Irainin, sample of 
lhe size used here is not recommended; hence. dis
"iminant vectors and lests for ca'eaor), mean 
differences are not presented. In.tead. lables for tClt 
accuracy (on seamenlS not used in irainin.) are pre
sented. FiJUre 9 is a key for these continsency tables. 
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TABLE VIlI.- LIST Datll~' 

S,,.,,"'" LAC1E T.~ PufJlOU Count .... $loW 

numbrr 

11 )0)9 Wlnler Train Norton. Kanl. 
11 10)5 Winter Train Ford. Kanl. 
11 1&55 Winter Train Trqo. Kanl. 
\I '.5 Winler Train Slevcnl. Kans. 

\I 1020 Winler Tnl Rawlins.. Kanl. 
II IIS2 Winler TCII LaRe. Kanl. 
n 1160 WintCf Tnl tlodteman. ~anl. 
II 1180 Winu~r Tnl Elha. KIM. 

21 lSot2 Sprint Train ROOHvelt. Mont 
21 IfiSO Sprin, Train lieuinser. N. O.k. 
:1 IflSI Spri.,. Train Bowman. N. Oak. 
21 1667 Sprin, Tram Hardin,. S. DIIk. 

21 mo Sprint TtlIl Phillip., Mon!. 
21 16S6 Sprint Tesl Morlon. N. Oak. 
21 1660 Sprin, Tnt lOiln. N. Oft. 
21 1661 Sprin, Tnl Perkin •. S. Oak. ~ 
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j 
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1019 Norlon. Kan •. 

1020 1l1.11fts, KIna. 

1035 Ford. Kin •. 

1SlO Phillip •• Mon!. 

I SoU Roose\'e1I. Mon!. 

1650 "'Ui""r. N. Dlk. 

1651 eo.mln. N. Olk. 

Morlon. N. Oak. 

1660 Lopn. N. Dlk. 

1667 Hlfctifta, S. O.k. 

1661 Perkins. S. Dlk 

TAIILE IX.- UST DIIIII ACYlUI"IIon DaN' (19'6) 

Otn,. (It' ... bioi,. . 
sw .... ,... 
".",W&Ir, 

hn. 19 (2.4' 
Fib.' (2.$, 
June 12 (4.6, 
'une 3D (5.4) 

Fib. 25 (2.5, 
Apr. 10 (2.7) 
'unl l (3.7) 
Jul,. II (6.0) 

M.,. U (2.6) 
Ma,. 6 (l.4, 
June I (4.1) 
July I (6.0, 

June I (l.5. l.1) 
June II (3.9.4.0' 
Jul)' 7 (U. 5.0, 
AUI. 12 (7.0.6.0) 

Apr. 25/2.5. I." 
June II /4.3,3.4, 
JuI)' 6 (S.7. 5.0' 
Jul,. 24 (6.0. 6.0' 

MI), 9 (U. 2.0, 
MI,. 27 (3.1. 3.0, 
Au,. 7 (6.0. 6.0' 
Au,. 25 (6.0.6.0' 

MI,. 10 (U. 2.2, 
MI,. 29 (4.0. 3.0, 
July 21 C6.0.6.0' 
AUI .• C6.0. 6.0, 

MlY 9 (3.0. 2.0, 
July 2 (6.0. 4.4) 
July 20 (1.0,6.0' 
Au;. 7 (7.0. 7.0) 

Ma,. 7 0.1.2.01 
June 12 (4.2. 3.7) 
Au,. & (&.0. &.0, 
Au,. 23 (&.0. 6.0) 

May 10 (3.4. 2.3, 
May 29 (U. 3.21 
july 21 (S.9. &.0, 
Au,. 1 (6.0. 6.0) 

Apr. 22 (2.6. 1.7, 
May 9 (U, 2.3, 
MI,. 2. (4.0. 3.1) 
AUJ. 7 (6.0. 6.01 

....... ' 
1152 

IISS 

I. 
1165 

lUG 

Treao. Kin .. 

Hodpmln. Klns. 

5 .. \,,,,,. Kan •. 

EUiI. Klnl. 

Nar, JI (U) 
Na, 7 (U) 
lune 20 (5.1) 
JuI, 17 (6.0) 

Nar. U (U) 
Apr. II (J,OJ 
IUM 20 (S.7) 
lui, 17 (6.0) 

Mar. IJ (2.$, 
Ma,6 (U) 
'\aM 2 (4.1) 
lui,. (6.0) 

Feb. 7 (2.4' 
MI, 15 (U) 
'UM 20 (5.1) 
Jul,. (6.0) 

Mlr. Il (U) 
MI,6 (l.2, 
Juna 10 (4.9, 
JuI, 16 (6.0) 

OIlOUNO TIIUTH - . ~~-r~-+--r~f ~ 

'C\ 

.... IA,·,.. .. IIIL COUIIIft'OII ! ... POUII TUT .OMINTS 
.... ,.. .. 1I'LCOUIIITt!\JII 'HI 00,.11"'. 
II· •• , .•••••••• 

......... MAllO ... !. ~L"'CI .1II"'.alO AI "..aNti 
O. C'!flIIICT LAIILINO 

~ . i*'h' tOO· It· ".COMMllllONll. tOO 

"rIe' tOO 

..~.tOO 

• 

,,&:.f!&. too· THI OIlOUNO'TIWTM"IICINTAGE Of IMALL GllAiMI 

lit • a;-a. tOO· 'M. LIlT ·&.MELIO "IICIIII' AGE Of IMAU UIlAIlIII 

IC&. ."'fLL. tOO' 'MI f'IIOeAeILIf't "."'._0 AlA PI"CENfAOlI Of 
COII"I~ LAIILINCI 
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Four analyses were performed on the winter sea
ments: two using the quadratic discriminator, one 
usina the stepwise discriminant, and one using the 
AI labels. These results and the variables used are 
given in figure 10 for all four AI's, e!lch responding to 
the four winter test segments. (The appendix gives 
variable definitions for all analyses.) As presently 
programed, the quadratic discriminator was de~r
mined to accrue numerical analysis errors or corr.· 
putation at an unacceptable rate and was nd used in 
the spring site analyses. 

All spring sites were treated as mixed wheal sites, 
even when winter wheat analysis was patently un· 
necessary. The mixed wheat philosophy was to give 
positive responses automatically where indicated for 
either spring or winter wheat. For example, if the 
canopy trajectory for a pixel was similar to a winter 
wheat trajectory (SUM is high for winter biostage 
numbers) but dissimilar to a spring wheat trajectory 
(SUM is low for spring biostage numbers), then 
KEYS and SUM were based on winter biostages for 
that pixel. The results for the spring sites are given in 
figure 11. 

GROUND 
TRUTH 

1,1 

GROUND 
TRUTH 

AI LABELS 

so NON 

50 482 44+65 

NON 73 586 + 1553 

19.8% 87% 95% 

93.5% 

VARIABLES: ANALVST LABEL 

o WITH BAND G ONLY 

so NON 

so 465 61 +65 

NON 81 578+ 1553 

19.5% 85% 94% 

92.6% 

21.1% 

82% 

97% 

2803 

21.1% 

79% 

96% 

2803 

VARIABLES: B1. B2, B3, B4. G1, G2, G3, G4, AND ALL 
POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS 

leI 

The AI percentage of small grains and the liST 
percentage of small grains were consistently below 
the ground.truth percentage of small arains (m < I in 
fig. 9) reaardless of the type of discriminant used. 
This is partly attributed to the facts that omission 
rates are apparently always less than commission 
rates (b < c in fig. 9) and that there is a fairly consis· 
tent tendency for nearly 4 percent of the DO pixels 
to be small grains (eI(e + 0 .... 0.038). 

Although midseason estimation cannot be effec· 
tively analyzed since acquisition date s,lection for 
end-of-season estimation is usually inappropriate for 
midseason estimation and specialized midseason 
questions (e.g., automated prototype green number 
tra"..ctories) have not been developed, such an 
analysis is presented here, recognizing that lower 
than realistic IIccuracy is expected. Such an analysis 
indicates the efficacy of present keis and may be 
heuristically valuable in pointing to new develop
ments. A rather high accuracy (pel in the ter
minology of fig. 9) and a moderate decrease in the 
percentage of small grains reported (m < I in the ter
minology of fig. 9) is demonstrated in figure 12. 

LINEAR DISCRIMINANT 

so NON 21.1% 

GROUND so 491 35+65 83% 

TRUTH NON 86 513+ 1553 96% 

22.7% 85% 96% 2803 

93.4% 
VARIABLES: Gl,CANOPY TRAJECTORY, 84, GREEN3. 

82, G4, KEY4, B1, G2, PCGW, G3, KEY3, 
{bl GREEN2, KEY2, fI"'i, GREEN4, BI02 

017 

SO NON 21.1% 

G~OUND 
SO 476 50+65 81% 

TRUTH NON 85 574 + 1553 96% 

20.0% 85% 95% 2803 

92.9% 

VARIABLES: B102, BI04, B1, B2, 84, G1, G2, G3, G4, 
GREEN2, GREEN3, GREEN4, PCGW, 
KEV2, KEY3, KEV4. CANOPY TRAJEC· 

Idl TORV, AND ALL POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS 

FIGURE IO.-LlST test .I:curacy on winter sUes. (a) AII.bels. (b) Linear discriminant. (c) Q with Band G only. (d) Q17. 
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GROUND 
TRUTH 

c., 

GROUND 
TRUTH 

SO 

NON 

8.a 

SO 

NON 

80% 

AI LABELS 

so NON 8.n 
t13 32+71 IOIt 

47 '18+Z'08 1ft 

7'" en 2843 

83 .• 

VARIABLES: AI OPINION 

LINEAR WITH I-G·BIO STEP 

so NON 8.. 
106 40+79 47f. 

47 188+2108 an 
89% 96% 2643 

93.5% 
VARIABLES: CANOPY TRAJECTORY, OS1, GW3, 884, 

BW," GREEN1, OW1, GS4, GS2, GREEN4, 
BS3, KeY3, PCGW, BW3, BS2 

Ie' 

GROUND 
TRUTH 

so 
NON 

8.'" 

LINEAR OISCRIMINANT 

so NON 8." ,. 40+78 

81 '41+2108 

8'" 
12.7f. 

VARIAaLES: CANOPY TRAJECTORY, 01. 03, 14, B1, 
GREEN1- OZ, G4, OREEN4, PCGW, 83, 

Cb) KEY3, a2 

LINEAR WITH 6·G·810 DIRECT 

SO NON 8.. 
GROUND SO 100 45+78 45'lIo TRUTH 

NON 41 172+2'08 an 
&.6% 71% 96% 2643 

83.5f. 

VARIABLES: GW1, GWZ, GWl, GW4, GIl, GSZ, GS3, GS4, 
awl, aW2, aWl, aW4, 1St, BS2, 8S3, BS4, 
PCGW, PCGS, CANOPY TRAJECTORY, 
KEY1, KEV2, KEY3, KEY4. GREEN1. 

Cd) GREEN2. OREEN3. GREEN4 

nGVRl II.-LIST t~sl u~uraty on sprlnl slid. (a) AI labels. (b) Linear dlKrlmlnant. (d Linear with B-G-BIO 51~p. (d) LIn~.r with 
B-G-BIO dlrtt •• 

GROUND 
TRUTH 

SO 

NON 

t8.8% 

WINTER SITES 

SO NON 

409 117 + 86 

113 548 + 1563 

78% 92% 

89.5% 

2t.l% 

69'lIo 

96% 

2803 

VARIABLES: BlOt. B102. Gl. Bl. G2. 82. KEY2. 
GREENt. GREEN2. GWt. GW2. BW2 

I.' 

SPRING SITES 

SO NON 8.8% 

GROUND SO 85 80+79 38'lIo 
TRUTH 

NON 38 175+ 2108 an 
4.8% 89% 94% 2543 

93.0% 

VARIABLES: SBI01, SB102. WB101. WB102. GW1. GW2. 
BWt. BW2, GSt. GS2. BSt. KEYt. KEY2. 

Ib' GREEN" GREEN2 

FIGURE 12.-Mlclseason leslaccurary. (a) Wlnt~r 511~s. (b) Sprlnl fliles. 

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The phenomenon of a nearly 4-percent DO being 
small grains constitutes a source of bias that is ap
parently consistent ~ver diverse geographic regions 
and that is readily measurable. The unexpectedly 
high PCl (high means close to AI label accuracy) in 
the "undeveloped discriminator" for midseason 

labeling analyses suggests that a directed develop
ment of a midseason LIST labeler (as opposed to a 
casual byproduct of an end-of-season LIST labeler) 
would yield a highly accurate operational labeling 
system. 

The present Classification and Mensuration Sub
system procedural philosophy is for the AI to select a 
reference acquisition date (film) and to mentally ad-
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just reaistration discrepancies of other acquisitions to 
live label accuracy to the "real estate" represented in 
the reference flIm. It is becoming increasingly evi· 
dent that LIST, and in fact any labelina procOdure 
that relies on spectral aids (e.,., tr~ectories), is in
herently based on a different philosophy. Since ac
quisitions are usually not identically reaistered, 
spectral v'llues for a pixel, across several acquisi
tions. ~ il. cefore represent the area about the "real 
estatt" .: Id not a precise pixel of one date. Boundary 
pixels and mixed pixels (across a boundary) have 
spurious spectral trlijectories; i.e., the trajectory is 
not sampled from a single category of interest but 
rather is switched from one category to another. 
Such tr~ectories tend to confuse the labeling pr~ 
and reflect a basic modeling error in image in
terpretation. LIST, on the other hand, labels what is 
represented by the spectral tr~ectory (in this case, 
the arid dot intersection on the PFC (flIm) product). 

To make this more meaningful, LiST first filters out 
the boundary (and mixed) pixels .. ,d treats these 
pixels as a non label able class to be pr ,portioned. In 
summary, LIST does not label real estate~ it does 
label flIm grid intersection pixels. Tt!is philosophical 
change is implied by the increased reliance on 
spectral tr~ectories. 

The hiah accuracies demonstrate that the concept 
of a programed statistical discrimination approach to 
pixellabelina is valid and, in panicular, that the LIST 
procedure performed comparably with the AI's in 
the restrictive environment of these test coraditions. 
This is a highly successful result that confirms the 
efficacy of the LIST questionnaire. However, it can 
be easily and obviously improved through the 
further development and training of the automated 
keys, particularly green number ranges and tr~ecto
ries. 

Appendix 

Variable Definitions for Analyses· 

Variables Definition 

0101.0102.0103.0104 Winter wheat Robertson 
or biostages for the respec-

WOIOI through WOI04 tive acquisitions 
SOIOl through SOl04 Spring wheat biostages 
G I. G2, G3, G4 Green numbers 
01, 02, 03. B4 Orightness numbers 
GREENI through Yes/no answer: Is green 
GREEN4 number in the small· 

grains range? 
KEYI through KEY4 Yes/no answer: Is canopy 

in the small·grains 
range? 

Canopy trajectory Yeslno answer: Is canopy 
trajectory acceptable for 
small grains? 

PCGW, PCGS PCG statistic for winter 
and spring wheat. 
respectively 

OSee reference 2 for the numerical derivations. 
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Variabl~s 

GWI through GW4 

GSI through GS4 

OWl through OW4 

os 1 through 8S4 

Definition 

The products of Gi X 
WOIOi for i = 1,2.3.4 

The products of Gi X 
SOIOi for i = 1.2.3.4 

The products of Oi X 
WOIOi for i = 1.2.3,4 

The products of Oi X 
SOIOi for i = 1.2,3.4 

, 

I , I 
I 
1 

I 
J 

'l 

• 

I 

... 
j 
'J 
.J 

1 
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Status of Yield estimation Technology: A Review of 
Second-Generation Model Development and 

Evaluation 

R. G. SIU/f." T. L. Barnett," G. O. Boatwright," D. E. Phlnney,b and V. S. Whitehead' 

SUMMARY 

Multiple regression models were selected as the 
LACIE yield estimation baseline, primarily on the 
basis of experience and expediency. Their require
ments for long, region-specific historical records of 
yield and weather data and inherently damped 
responses were recognized as a priori limitations rela
tive to LACIE objectives. These limitations and the 
potential improvements claimed for other ap
proaches were the principal motives for initiatin. a 
Research. Test, and Evaluation (RT&E) pro.ram to 
evaluate and develop more amenable models for the 
agricultural-meteorological \agromet) estimation of 
yield. 

Caildidate alternatives were labeled as second or 
third generation. based on their progressively more 
detailed resolution elements and the effort needed to 
make them operational. The objectives of research in 
second-generation models were to obtain (1) yield 
estimation capability for any arbitrary unit of area 
and (2) greater responsivenes~ and acruracy in yield 
estimates through the use of additional data sources 
applied at smaller spatial and temporal scales. Also, 
candidat(· second-generation models were to be 
evaluated in a research mode by characterizing their 
expected performance relative to the multiple regres
sion (first-generation) models. 

Limits on independent data available to test candi
date models required the use of different evaluation 
procedures. Test runs of the Baier model (ref. I) dis
played inadequate results when applied outside the 
Canadian spring wheat area, and major revisions 
would be required to adapt it to winter wheat. 

8NASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texas. 
bLock heed Electronics Company.tnc .• Houston. Texas. 
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Historically based time-series estimates for in
dividual areas were used when replications over 
years or other accuracy statistics were not availabJsj;,. 
Time-series projections were found to be beller ~-. 
dictors of the 1975 distribution of sprina wheat yields 
across counties and districts in four states than pre
dictions by the Earth Satellite Corporation 
(EarthSat) moisture stress model (ref. 2). The 
Feyerherm model (see the paper by Feyerherm and 
Paulsen entitled •• A Universal Model for Estimatin. 
Wheat Yields"), which was developed as a follow-on 
to the Baier model test, was compared to the regres
sion models through 10 years of test predictions in 
the U.S. Great Plains states. Performances were esti
mated to be equivalent for spring wheat but not as 
good I\S the first-generation models for winter wheat. 
Additional test predictions for states in the U.S. Corn 
Belt and the U.S. Pacific Northwest. for India. and 
for an oblast in the U.S.S.R. were used to verify the 
quasi-universal applicability of the Fe,Yerherm 
model. Other evidence for universality waS found in 
development of the Haun, Cate-Liebig, and Center 
for Climatic and Environmental Assessment 
(CCEA) II models (see reference l, the paper by 
Cate et al. entitled "The Law of the Minimum and an 
Application to Wheat Yield Estimation," and the 
paper by LeDuc entitled "CCEA Second-Generation 
Wheat Yield Model for Hard Red Wheat4fl··North 
Dakota"). ' ~. "~'. 

Candidate models which use the Landsat-derived 
leaf area index (LAl) in transpiration and growth. 
baslA yield models were developed by Kanemasu 
(ref. 4). and other basic yield-Landsat relationships 
were investigated. It was concluded that data base in
adequacy was the factor limitina performance in all 
the second-aeneration models considered and that 
each of the models has more yield-predicting 
capability than was reached during LACIE. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The basic objectives of LACIE were to evaluate 
and demonstrate remote crop production estimation 
t«hnoloay in a practical application. Also, a support· 
ing Research, Test, and Evaluation (RT&E) func· 
tion was established (ref. S) to develop and/or vall· 
date improvements for the Applications Evaluation 
System. 

For remote estimation of wheat yields. multiple 
re8ression equations derived from historical crop 
and weather dahl were considered the most expe· 
dient approach (see the paper by McCrary et al. en· 
titled "Operation of the Yield Estimation Sub· 
system"). These models had been developed since 
the early 1900's (ref. 6) to analyze historical yield 
variability for individual states, but their prediction 
accuracy for larae areas was nOI known. Several in· 
herent weaknesses in the regression models were 
identified initially; the key weaknesses of concern 
were as follows: 

1. Restriction of applkability to areas with long 
historical records 

2. Insensitivity because of (a) averasins "out" 
effects of local and short·duration phenomena by 
state and monthly variables. (b) limited numbers of 
parameters which could he estimated independently 
for any given length of record. (C) lack of attention to 
crop calendar changes. and (d) use of surrogate varia. 
bles not directly related to crop functioning (such as 
precipitation for soil or crop moisture and year for 
technological trend) 

Since it would require if' least LACIE Phase I 
(1974-75) to determine wh~ther the regression 
models would support the LACIE accuracy goal 
(estimates of rt.gional production within 10 percent 
of the true value 90 percent of the time). the 
feasibility of alternative yield models was an issue 
for RT&~ from the beginning. 

The use of analog areas or the acquisition of a 
universal model were the options considered for 
overcoming the first (area specificity) limitation. 
Theoretical claims and empirical evidence to support 
each option were available. but neither had been 
tested. In support of yield. RT&E was designed to 
address both problems. Descriptions and examples 
of research in the analog region method are given 
elsewhere (see reference 7 and the parer by Strom· 
men et a!. entitled "Development of LACIE CCE A·I 
Weather/Wheat Yield Models"); this paper will sum· 
marize the research and evaluation of models 
designed to be applicable to any given region. 
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A special conference was held at the beainnin. of 
LAC1E to review the state of the art in wheat yield 
models (ref. 8). Haun (ref. 9), Robertson (ref. 10), 
and others presented evidence that models with 
universally applicable yield·weather coefficients 
were possible if they accounted for factors such as 
the followin •. 

1. Delinin, environmental variables in biolosical 
time rather than in calendar time 

2. Usina soil moisture rather than precipitation as 
the moislure supply variable 

3. Use of varieties, fertilizer application, irriga. 
tion, etc., to explicitly explain yield trends 

4. Nalural differences in soil fertility, water·hold· 
ing capacity, etc. 

S. Variable representation of daily to weekly 
weather and soil series to family levels of detail 

Models with these characteristics were "ailed sec· 
ond generation in contrasl to the less-detailed area· 
specific but senior tirst-aeneration models. A discus· 
sion of second·generation models and how they com· 
pare to other models is given in the appendix. 

The more detailed and theoretical system (third· 
generation) models of crop growth mechanisms were 
considered. but their expansion ll.> predict yields with 
con ventionally reported agricultural and 
meteorological data was not practical within the 
scope of LACIE. Existing third-generation models 
(see appendix) were designed primarily for research 
rather lhan for operational yield predi'tion. 
Especially lacking were the submodels necessary for 
the operation of these models with conventional me· 
teorological data (air temperatures and precipitation) 
and the extension of grain yields to agsregable units 
of area. One source estimated the cost of developing 
a third·generation model to be 525 million. 

Another initial proposal was that crop appearance 
as observable in satellite data could readily con· 
tribute much to yield estimation (ref. 8). The basic 
rationale for using appearance variables comes from 
the fact thai mathematical models cannot account 
for the number and complexity of environmental 
and agricultural factors which are integrated into 
ero" yields. Appearance could provide an estimate of 
integrated results at any point in time if correctly in· 
terfaced with agromet information. Since spectral· 
yield relationships should change with stage of crop 
development. growth history. and cultural practices. 
the agromet components were assessed a leading or 
host role in a ccmbined model. Also. early in the 
season and l'.Ilder cloudy conditions. only agromet 
data may be available. Thus, research to derive yield 
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information from Landsal dala Will conducted con
currently with invesliaations usin. meteorol08ical 
and other aaricullural data. 

The overall objective of supportina research in 
second-generation yield models was to attain a step 
improvemenl over the LACIE baseline yield estima
lion lechnolol)'. Specific objectives were as follows. 

I. To obtain a yield estimation capability for any 
arbitrary unit of area such as Ihe S- by 6-nautical-mile 
LACIE sample seament. the LACIE aaroph~!sical 
stratum. or a forei,n region without sufficient 
historical data to develop adequate multiple reares· 
sion models. 

2. To acquire a model that can be readily ex· 
panded to use additional data (temporal and spatial 
resolution) and data sources as the correspondin. 
functional relationships 10 yield are developed. Ex· 
amples of dala and informalion sources nOI used in 
Ihe baseline models were Landsat. soil survey. soil 
moisture models. pesl models. crop calendar models. 
and nitrogen use models . 

3. To obtain a model that uses variables more 
directly related 10 yields than Ihe ones used in the 
baseline models 10 provide estimates Ihal are more 
responsive (and correspondingly more accurate) to 
actual yield nuctuations. 

The objective of comparative testing and evalua
tion of yield models was to characterize the probable 
performance of candidate models relative to the 
LACIE baseline. The minimum requirements to 
meet this objective were "onsidered to be the follow. 
ing. 

I. Comparison of overall accuracies of yield pre
dictions for an independent set of test ds~~ 

2. Validation of model·generated prediction cr· 
rors (variance) 

3. Identilica~io~ of model strengths and weak· 
nesses relative to the specific objectives given pre
viously 

Also, it was considered desirable to periodically 
examine model development to assess additional 
rl~earch requirements and likelihood of success. 
This latter objective was one of the responsibilities of 
the yield procedures advisory group (see the paper 
by McCrary el al.). 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The overall approach was 10 lirst evaluate the ex· 
istina yield models thai could potentially meet the 
research objectives. The candidate models initially 

(¥ I'" =t .),;44 ;A."~~f.-:W·44 W:W.'ZU;;~~ 

found were developed by Baier (ref. I) and Haun 
(ref. 3), and contracts were awarded to Kansas State 
University (KSU, Feyerherm) and Clemson Univer
sity (Haun) durin, Phase I for their evaluation and 
adaptation to LACIE requirements. Additional 
researc:h for the development of landsal-spectral
yield relationships was beaun at Texas A & M 
University (TAMU, Harlan. ref. II). the Environ
mental Research Institute of Michipn (ERIM. Col
well and Suits. ref. 12). and KSU (Kanemasu. ref. 4). 
As new problems appeared. other research or evalua
tion was initiated. The mlVor efforts are described in 
separate symposium papers and other publications; 
only a summary of Ihe individual approaches is 
liven here. 

The Baier model consis:s of a product of reares
sion functions for three meteorolQJical variables 
with each function containin, 12 coefficients to ac
commodate polynomial weilhts for stage of develop. 
ment. Finin. to experimental yields was ac· 
complished with an iterative procedure. and the 
coefficients and model software were supplied by 
Baier. After it was found that the model would have 
to be re,Ierived (see results section) and difficulties 
with the littinl allOrithms were encountered. the 
model was abi1ndoned. The yield equation eventually 
reached a linear regression form and became known 
as the Feyerherm model (see the paper by 
Feyerherm and Paulsen). An overview of the funda
mental model components, as described in the ap· 
pendix. is given in liaurc I. 

The unique feature of the Haun model is the 
submodel of a arowth-development index based on 
daily observations of relative leaf size and leaf num
bers for plants in experimental plots. Maximum and 
minimum temperatures and a Thornthwaite esti· 
mated soil moisture parameter are then intearated 
through models for predicting the indexes. The in
dexes. alona wilh preseason precipitation. formed in
dependent variables for regression against county 
yields. 

EarlhSllt (ref. 2) used submodels to estim&te daily 
precipitation. modified Penman potential 
evapotranspiration (PET). soil moisture. actual 
evapotranspiration (ET). and crop calendars at 22.S· 
by 22.S·kilometer (I2.S· by I2.S-nauth:al·mile) cells 
from lirst-order statiuns and m~teorological satellite 
inputs. Sprina wheal yi"'ld for each cell was predicted 
with a linear regression ,~quation containina a linear 
trend term (year number) and a squared moisture 
stress term (I - ET/PET) aver.~ from plantina to 
ripening. Coefficients in the equation were estimated 
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FIGURE I.-Dncrl.pllon of the fundamental fomponenll of the Feyerherm whelt yield madels. 

from 22 years of historical data from Williams. 
Burleigh. and Cass Counties. North Dakota. Stratum 
(county. crop district. and state) yield values were 
obtained by direct averaainl of cell yields. 

Durinl Phase II. developmental efforts were con· 
centrated on the Feyerherm model. As it became evi· 
dent that addition,,1 revision of the Feyerherm 
model was necessary. new exploratory efforts were 
initiated in each of the cooperatinl aaencies durin, 
Phase III. Also. an additional effort was made to 
develop error propalation procedures for the 
Feyerherm model. sinc:e that requirement was not 
included in the model development contract. 

The approach explored by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was to 
use crop-district·level historical data and to define 
weekly weather variables on a crop time scale for use 
in a relression model (see the paper by LeDuc). 
Palmer water balance functions were used to gener· 
ate the moisture supply variable. Cultural practices. 
such as irrilation. fallowing. varieties. and fertiliza· 
tion. were considered a'i variables to explain trends. 
North D"kota was used to evaluate the feasibility of 
this approach. 
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A wheat yield modelinl team was formed in the 
Science and Education Administration (SEA) of the 
U.S. Department of Alriculture (USDA). The pro
posed approach would ultimately equate yield to its 
morphololical components (heads per acre times 
kernels per head times weight per kernel). Each com· 
ponent would contain empirical functions of 
weather. alronomic data. spectral reflections (LI.nd· 
sat). and other factors derived by submodels. The 
model development was designed to project beyond 
the time frame of LACIE and include the collection 
of detailed experimental field data. Initially. a field 
study on winterkill was conducted to support LACIE 
and model development. 

Cate et al. proposed during Phase III that the Law 
of the Minimum (Liebig) be used to relate the effects 
of some variables to crop yields and tested 
alaorithms for obtainina such functional relation
ships (see the paper by Cate et al.). The basic theory 
is that yield is determined separately (without 
substitution) by the value of the individual variable 
in the involved set which is most limiting. The 
capability to add ,mother variable. which has a 
known relationship to yield when it is the limiting 
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factor. without chanlin, existina functions is con· 
sidered a major advan •. 

Throuah analysis of many data sets, includin, 
those used by CCEA and Feyerherm. the propos«1 
Law of the Minimum model currently exists in 
terms of submodeled variables correspondin, to syn· 
thesis and loss of yield mauer. To demonstrate the 
concept. a model with synthesis based on a sinale 
variable and with coefficients ~erived from reseaKh 
results was used to aenerate a sel of sprina wheat test 
predictions. With this approach. a successful model 
could be considered akin to third-aeneration models. 

Attempts to determine which yield·related crop 
'parameters are "viewed" in Landsat data were made 
in both theoretical and field indicator studies. At 
ERIM. crop ,rowth and bidirectional renectance 
simulation models were used to infer spectral.yield 
relationships (ref. 12). TAMU acquire\! helicopter. 
based field spectrometer measurements in the 
LACIE intensive t~st sit:s and subsequently 
analyzed the data for yield information (ref. 11). 
Other correlation studies between intensive test site 
yield. and Landsat data were performed at the 
NASA Johnson Space Cenler (JSC). 

Two approaches for usinl Landsat·based predic· 
tions of leaf area were investiaated by Kanemasu 
(ref. 4). One wa.'i an attempt to improve on the tradi. 
tional evapotranspiration yield models by separalina 
transpiration from soil evaporation with the aid of 
satellite-estimated Icaf areas. Secondl)·. leaf area esti· 
mates were used to compu1e light interception by the 
crop an\! correspondinl growth (net carbon ex· 
chanle from photosynthesis and respiration). Ad· 
justment factors applied to srain yield (head weiah&) 
could then give yield. 

Comparative evaluations were based primarily on 
the statistical analyses of independent test predic· 
tions by the yield models (candidate and baseline) 
and their departures from USDA values. Pre\!ictions 
for 10 or more indepenuent years were the preferred 
test data since year·to·year yield variability is the 
target of interest. Mean differences and mean 
squared differences were subjected to the paired 
t·lesl fllr bias and to the Wilcoxon paired rank test 
for relative accuracies. Ratios of modcled to ob· 
S~i ved prediction errors (variances) were compared 
With the standard f·test. [letails of the Wl!co"on 
paired rank test .are .iven b)' Snedecor and Cochran 
(ref. 13) and by Seeley et al. (ref. 14). 

To evaluate models which could not be operated 
relroartively 10 obtain test replications over years. 
time-series·based yield estimates for separate area 

units were used II an alternative baseline. For exam· 
pie. in order to rompare the prediction to the corre
spondin, values from the LACIE model, in a cae 
with only I year of test prediction •• it would have to 
be assumed Ihal the model·propaaated error (ac
curacy) e.timates are valid and are independent be
tween resions. Conversely, c:omparin, yield predic
tions from a universal ",romet model to lhose from 
area-apecilic time-series estimates is valid only out
side areas used to derive coefficients in the aaromet 
model. Time-series estimates are defined II projec. 
tions on trend lines fined to yields reported by the 
USDA for years prior to the test case. Additional 
tests to evaluate error characteristics and model 
responsiveness based on lrend projections are bein, 
documented by Stuff and Houston. 

Various other analytical and sensitivity analyses 
w~re used separately or in conjunction With the pre
viously described tests to evaluate a model's respon· 
siveness to actual inpull u well as to syslematic and 
random errors in the inputs. A sensilivily analysis 
was done by Hildreth (ref. IS) usinlthe Feyerherm 
modeJ. 

RE8ULT8 

Test runs of the Baier model usin. U.S. data pro
duced major diveraences between predicted and ac· 
tual (plot) yields or realistic daily contrioutions to 
yields. Especially erratic resUlts were obtained when 
winter wheat yields were estimated usin. data from 
Kansas. The erratic resuhs were first attributed to the 
fact that input data were outside the ranae of thaI 
~sed to develop the model; however. censorin, in· 
puts to the developmental ran.es provided lillie im· 
provement. Separate evaluation of the soil moisture 
sub model JIve acceptable results; however, the crop 
calendar submodel was found inadequate for winter 
wheat. After collectin. the data set for rederivation 
of model coefficients. it was decided that the func· 
tional form of the yield mOlJel could be improved; 
thus. the f~yerherm model evolved. 

Efforts to adapt and up&rade the Haun model indio 
caled that several improvements were necessary or 
possible. V/lriables representin. effects of posthead· 
ina conditions. i!Jbmodels for predictin, plantin. 
and emeraence dl.!tes. and variables reprClentin. 
technological trend., were considered the major 
weaknesses and limit.'ions. Also. the model had not 
been developed or caJil)rated for winter wheat. A 
plan to collect new dat£l from elPeri men tal fields 
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over a wide variety of wheat-lrowina ...... WU Inld. 
ated by H.un. 

The EanhSal model for sprlna wheal was evalu· 
aled durlna Ph_ n. Beea .... of lhe model's requl .... 
ment for meteorolotkalllteUlae dall. only a current 
year (1975) of IeIt predictions (Quid be pnented. 
and no model·propapted values of prediction K-
curacy were formed. Thus. predictions for Montan., 
North Dakota, South Dakota. Minneaoll, and theIr 
(Qunties and crop districts were comp.red to time-
series models II an alternative predictor of the actual 
USDA (preliminary) values. Linear trends bttsed on 
1948-14 crop district dall were added to the b_ 
yields per county liven by Larson and Thompson 
(ref. 16) to derive the time-seria estimata. Ratios of 
root mean squared error (RMSE) indicated Ihat the 
time-seria projections were 51 percent more a(Cu-
rate than the model at the county level and 11 per· 
cent more &«Urate at the district level (tsble I). 

A map of relative errors f~r 'he EarthSat county 
prediclions « r - YL'S/) ... )lr,,;.~/)A' n .. 2) shows thai 
errors became laraer and more erratic with distance 
from Ihe counlies used to calibrate the model. Simple 
leut squares comparisonl between pr:ciicted and le-
ported yields (lable I and fi •. 3) indicated that the 
predictions were independent of the USDA values. 
(The hypothesis thai slope is equal to 0 is not le-
jected at the 0.05 level or probability.) 

Clearly. the EarthSat model did not meel the sec· 
ond-aeneration model accuracy objective. By com· 
pariwn. Ihe LACIE models predicted about 70 per· 
cent more accurately Ihan the lime-series modell, 
(i.e .• RMSEL"l'IE - 2.0 ror these four stales in 
1975). Some of the critical deficiencies were con· 
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TABU: 1._~"ryS''''I''/rsforComptl1l", 1915 
SpritIR Whttl' Ylnds (USDA) 10 I'rHIrtlon, by 

E""hSal Modtl and Normal yltltb 

M""" .""",11111· c_,,. Onl",'1 Stflrr 

EanhSai Cone"IIon 0.27 US us 
CUlftkietli 

R......,.. .08 .IS . 21 
CUlf'fIcieni (slope» 

Man differeru:v 2.0 2.1 •• 
RMS': 1.0 S.' 4.J 

Timeaerles C'onelalion .15 .90 .94 
coemaenl 

Rqfellion .S5 .74 J5 
cuefl'kicnl CIIope» 

Mhn difference 3.1 l.4 l.2 
RMSE S.6 4.l l.6 

Coml'llrilun MSEli"hSaI' 1.57 1.77 I.l' 
M Time lleriell 

.- -- I 

lidered to be allowances for the differential effects of 
stress durin. the season,temperature effects. and soil 
fertilily variability. The preparation of data for some 
of these improvements WII beaun by EarthSat 
before completion l" . :.e evaluation. 

The lack of rt!c~!,,~se i" Ihe EarthSat model at the 
county and ',Ilrictlevell provides an example or im· 
balance between detail in the model and its applica· 
lion scala as discuaed in the appendix. AI~. a sepa-
rale anal)'sil of predictions of precipitalion showed 
thatlhe metcoroloaicallUbmodel was not as accurate 
.. the firsl-order .Iations for predictin. precipitation 
at cooperalive meteoroloaical stationl . 
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The Feyerherm mo.Jel was compared 10 Ihe 
LACIE buelinedurin, PhASe III. Ten yean of model 
predklionl were made al Ihe crop dislricl le~1 and 
wen: """Ied 10 L,ACIE pseudozones Uti", USDA 
acfC88CI (see Ihe paper by McCrary el al.). Sialiliin 
for individual pseudozones and aafCIIlion by wheal 
Iypes an: ,iven in lable II. The Wilcoxon Iialillic 
calculaled for crop Iypes was 0.05 and 1.78 for Iprin, 
and winler wheal. mr«Iively. The nonlianiakance 
al Ihe 0.05 level of probability does nol rejetl Ihe hy
pOlhesi. Ihal Ihe a«uracy of Ihe IWo !lprin, whul 
models WII equal. 

A restriclion on Ihe equalil)' of the lesl IIIIiliin 
because of differenl meleorola,ical stalion densities 
should also be nOled. The use of Ihe denser coopera
live slation nelwork in the ~alculation of test yield. 
for Ihe CCE A moael ,,;an be elll'ccted to lianilkanlly 
increase e!lIimlition I'recision (lower R MSE, in some 
~asCi. Sin~e ,he cooperalive !ilaljon data are not 
available on a real-lime basis. the Feyerherm ac-
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curacy more co .... &ly limulales ,'peralional condl. 
lions. 

The cpproximate equivalenl a«.,racy obtained by 
lhe Feyerherm model was con~dered a lianific:ant 
t«hnical demonllfalion of Ihe roncept of uni~r· 
Hlily in sec:ond-seneration modell. To evaluale the 
eXIendabilily of Ihe modell 10 a areaaer eXIeni. tal 
runl were made for several area outside the U.s. 
Greal Plainl. ComparilOnl or these predit.ionl wilh 
USDA values an: aiven in lable III and fit'lire 4. The 
raul IS are comparable 10 Ihose obllined for Ihe U.s. 
Grat Plains. However. since 4 to 10 yean of hislori· 
cal data are used to adjusl Ihe model in each retion. 
Ihe model.hould be c:onlidered only quasi-univenal. 

The sensitivity analYles by Hildreth (ref. IS) 
sh(lwed thai yield predic:tionl by Ihe Feyerherm 
mod.:1 were .. able wilh r"S'ect 10 all variables in the 
yield equationl. A larae teml'eralure sensitivity in 
the biotalendar -=-limateJ of It. 2.5 for winter 
wheat SUgelted that .. not her Ilaae may be more aI'-
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propriate for dennin. yield variables. The tem
peralure and prec:ipitation responlCl were reason· 
able. 

Defldencies In the modelina data but IPpeared to 
be a major limilln. fKtor In the performanc:e of the 
Feyerherm model. In pankular, the dati c:ontalned 
few observatlonl of ICtual c:rop ~alendars and no 
meuurement. of loil mollture or other 1011 
parametel'l. The ute of .ubmodel. to aenerale lhese 
data (0.. I) c:an introduce lafle errors in any (liven 
c:ue. AIIO, In lOme cues, Ihe meteoroloaical Itationl 
were c:onliderable di.lan", from 1M ~'ield plots; 
therefore, c:onsiderable "noi .. " would tY.. introdU(Cd 
in the prec:ipitation value. and loil moil:ures 
-ianed to the plo ... 

The Cate-Liebi. ellploratory Iprin. wheat model 
WII run for 10 years of independent lat ca8CI. The 
mean SQuared errors (see Ihe pa~r by C,lte el It) 
were aenerally Imaller than those obtained with the 
LACIE or Feyerherm model •• but the difference WII 
not Itatiltic:all), lianiOc:ant ac:c:ordina to the Wilcoxon 
tat (: - 1.17 verlus ;;,O.OS) - I.64S). The prac:tical 
sian,fic:anc:e of the rCluli1 wu Ihe premc1ive power 
iIIustraled by '~Ie tWll variables. Ihe equivalen" .. be
Iween a model coefficienl and experimenlal resuili. 
and the applicability of Ihe model 10 an extended 
reaion. 

The CCEA·II Norlh Dakola prololype model wu 
evaluale<1 initially by examinina ICiI predicli\)nl for 
yean in which Ihe LACIE model rcailiered major er· 
rors. Comparisonl i",dicaled ~hal'lhese errors with 
che CCEA·II model wert! smaller chan wilh lhe 
LACIE models (see Ihe paper by LeDuc). 

Exampla of simulaled leaf areas Ind bidirec:lionai 
sp«tral renec:tance in the infrared (IR) and red 
Lancl6t channell are aiven in fiaure S. The Iheoreli. 
c:aI arain yields were based on lhe lIIumplion ,hll 
yield il proportional to Ihe duralion of areen leaf ar ... 
afler ,rop headin. (ref. 12). Also. Ihe yield relalion· 
.hi,,. were conltrained by olher lIIumplioni neea
IIf)' for Ihe crop-powth modcland lhe lac:k of dala 
10 tell underlyina lIIumplionl or lubmodcll. 

In prac:tic:e. it WII found th.1 l.andsatopredkled 
leaf areas and measured leaf areas correlated with 
coefficients between O.S and 0.8 when ranttCl over 
the entire ICIIOh were involved. Comparisons of 
various tranlformationl and channel c:ombinalionl 
of Landsat datl .. ~e "pproxim.aaely Ihe lime resulls. 
Sample models arc aiven by Kanemasu (ref. 4) and 
raults are reproduced in rflUre 6. 

Tests performed in conjunction with the dtvelop
ment of the Kanemuu transp'r.tion model sho\\'1Cd 
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si,nilicant correlation belween actual and rredic,ed 
yields on a field buil, No .repted results were 
derived 10 compare the procedure to a time«rics UI 

other mudel. Exploralory versions of the Lan\l~al 
leaf area growlh model indicated.lhat a considerable 
amounl of work remainl. ' 

Other indicator Iludits based on correlalionl be
tween Landsat and crop data IhOWN Ihat r:nec:· 
lanc:es correia led as well ... ith yield as did olher crop 
paramelers. Sampl .. conelalions t_ken from 
ThompllOn (ref. 17) are liven in lable IV. The 
Iypically lower correlationl between the intermedi· 
ale crop parameters (,round cover in this casc) and 
yield have hcen interpreted to indicale Ihat Landsat 
data measure multiple yield.related fa"o,s (ref. 18,. 
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FIGURE 6.-C.mparlson.f OIlst"H and predle'H LAI uslftC 
moftls dneloped by Kanemuu (ref. 4). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most notable overall result of second..genera
tion yield model RT&E was that none of the models 
evaluated performed significantly better than the 
LACIE baseline models. Because of the limitations 
of the regression models described in the introduc
tion, it could be argued that equal accuracy by the 
Feyerherm or Cate-Liebig models in the U.S. Great 
Plains would represent m(lre accuracy than the 
regression models in foreign areas. However, the ob
jective of significantly hetter performance than the 
LACIE models in the U.S. Great Plains "yardstick" 
region is valid because of the uncertainties associated 
with foreign yield data used in comparative testing. 

Model-building data inadequacies could be iden
tified as a limiting factor in each of the models evalu
ated. The .ill.! ilnd quality of the data bases ap
peared to be more important in second-generation 
than in lirst-generation models. Certainly, any of the 
models could be improved with a better data base, 
but the relative accuracy of the resulting models still 
cannot be projected. 

The Feyerherm and Calc-Liebig models provided 
estimates of lhe degree of uni versality that may be 
possible with second-generation models. Although 
they provide evidence for universal weather-yield 
relationships, they indicate that a few (4 to 10) years 
of historical data may be required to adjust the rela
tionships to local conditions. 

If th"l second-generation yield models were com
pared to biological entities, estimates of their relative 
development within the LACIE conditions and lime 

span would be as summarized in figure 7. AlthoUSh 
the Feyerherm model reached the most advanced 
status, it is likely that it would be rated only at an in
fantile or juvenile level for an ideal data base. In 
terms of evolutionary potential, each model is con
sidered embryonic. 

In addition to the adequacy of data ba.~es for build· 
ing second-generation models, other technical issues 
remain unsolved. For example, the optimum area 
representation has not been determined for any par· 
ticular model. The extent to which weather informa
tion should be averaged or sample sizes assigned to 
data from weather stations or satellites should also 
be addressed. The potential for early·season yield 
predictions using serial correlations (both yield and 
related factors in space and time), economic; factors, 
and preseason conditions was not assessed relative to 
weather uncertainties in different parts of the crop 
season. The relationships between expected yields, 
areas not harvested, and classification errors are fac
tors to be investigated. Certainly some direct ac· 
counting should be made for biological plagues (dis
eases, insect!;, and weeds) in second-generation 
models, even though eventually they may be 
assessed mainly by satenite variables. 

It is strongly recommended that a set of criteria or 
prerequisites be developed for screo.!ning models in 
LACIE follow-on research or test programs. Partially 
as a result of LACIE, there are now more candidate 
models and several aspects should be considered in 
their screening. The scope and quality of the data 
base should be reviewed. as well as factors in the 
model. Internal procedures for propagating errors or 
variances for the predictions should be included in 
the model development, and basic indications of 
model competence should be provided. 

FlGlJRE 7._~hl'm.tlc d'qram of yield modt'l de\'t'lopml'nl 
and relalln status for LAnE data ll\'IS. 
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Appendix 
Description and Relation of Second-Generation to Other 

Yield Model Terminology and Concepta 

When considerina the universe of yield-determin· 
ina factors-from the within·neld variability of soil. 
chemical. and physical properties; the aenetic 
variability in a crop species; and the cultural and 
manaaement options employable by each different 
farmer to all the possible combinations of daily 
weather; the dynamics of insect. weed, and disease 
populations; and the variable G%'Id unforeseen 
capabilities of particular Oelds of plants to adapt
the number is. for all practical purposes, infinite. A 
first.order breakdown of these factors is illustrated in 
figure 8. To mathematically relate observations of a 
finite number of variables to yield is by definition a 
statistical problem or abstraction. Even yield-deter. 
mining biochemical processes that can be described 
~y deterministic equations require stochastic 
parameters to appropriately quantify their rates, i,.· 
puts. or outputs. Consequently. numerous a,,
proaches have been proposed for estimating crop 
yields from information on on~ or more of the re
lated factors at different levels of biological detllil. 
functioning. and scope. 

Crop predktion models have been classified ac
cording to various criteria but a standardized tu
onomy is not apparent. Slanhill (ref. 19) divided 
general approaches into statistical or experimental 
(controlled environments. simulation. etc.). Ilnd 
Baier (ref. 20) added an intermediate category which 
he called weather analysis models. With more basic 
criteria such as the nature of functional relations be
tw\'en variables. models are commonly classified as 
entpirkal or mechanistic (ref. 21). Other divisions 
used jointly or sequentially with the above are 
stochastic or deterministic (inOuence of probability 
parameters on ini,uts or outputs). analytical or 
numerical (equlltion solving methods). continuous 
or discrete (Jegrce of continuity in possible variable 
quantities). and dyn3mk or static (dependence of 
model components on time coordinates). 

Models frequently are described as physiological 
or Ilhenomenolc),ical and by other mainly subjective 
terms used to indicate the physical abstractness 
andlor biological hierarchy involved-not model 
validity. A mechanistic simulation model may con
tain environmental variables. "controlling" rates of 
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photosynthesis, respiration, etc" but be 
physioloaically less valid than an empirical statistical 
model. An example is found in moisture functions. 
Three empirical arowth-molsture relationships are 
liven in flsure 9. When water concentration of the 
root environment is unconditionally increased. detri
mental levels are reached because of the exclusion of 
oXYlen to the roots (rice is an exception since it can 
internally transport oxnen to the roots from the at
mosphere); thUS. curve B should be observed in cases 
where precipitation exceeds soil holding capacities. 
Two separate functions representing the positive 
effect of increased moisture and the neptive effect 
of root asphyxiation would be the most 
physiologically correct. Yet. curve-A-type functions 
are frequently us~d in mechanistic simulation 
models (ref. 22). and those illustrated in tiaure 10 
commonly occur in empirical statistical models. 
Clearly. the empirical statistical model usina the 
more lil\slract precipitation variable (more removed 
from plan! moisture than soil moisture) may be 
physiologicollly m":c valid than the mechanistic 
simulation model that does not account for asphyxia
tion or other negative effects of excessive moisture 
(such as associated disease. hail. and lodging 
dllmagc). It is safe to assume that a physi. 
cal/physiological explanation can be found for any 
empirical yield model which has predicting 
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capabilit)'~ and, ,-'Unversely. 8 m«hanistic simulation 
mc.\dcl rompletely dcsianed around direct physiolo,i. 
tal pfO('CSSCS may not have any yicld-pr • .'dictins 
cal'ability, 

In lACIE. yield models were l'husified as first, 
SC\.'ond, or third llcn"flltion ll,-,"'UNina to their readi
ness for implcmenuuion or rcsoUr\'eS necessary to 
"~hicve rcadine.u, Since readiness depended on 
stIlus of m\ldcl dcm~lopmcnl. availability of input rc-
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quiremelns. romparalive lcstinl, etc" the LACIB 
clllSSifications dosely parall~ed the three cat.,ies 
defined by Baier (ref. 20). Some ,eneral charac
teraslks associated Wilh the three classes of models 
tnt: summarized in table V, 

A ke)l fattor in development and operat· onal ~IS 
is the amount or level of detail Ihat a model Is 
desianed 10 capture, CorrespondlnS to the increased 
level of detail included in ~"Ond- and Ihird-senera-
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tion models are ceneral differences in the spatial and 
temporal scales that their inputs and outputs 
typically represent. The general scale ranges covered 
by models in each cateaory are sketched in figure 11. 
The most cost-effective scales for a first.generation 
model should be the largest level of aggreption at 
which the temporal and spatial variations of acreages 
and yield-delermining factors do riot cause model 
predictions to exceed the desired tolerance limit If a 
sufficient amount of the year-to-year yield variability 
is caused by the factors operating at smaller scales. 
success in yield estimation will depend on having 
such a level of ~etail built into a model. Given a 
detailed third-generation model of known precision 
for fields or groups of fields. the application scale 
issue is one of determining the tolerllble sampling er
ror and feasibility of the required sampling. 

A third axis could be added to figure 11 depicting 
the level of biological detail from a total crop 

FIGURE 11.-Rl'latiQoshlp of ,itldllUlftll)-ptS to Input/outpu. 
stilts. 
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ecosystem to molecular levels with approximately 
the same distribution of model types. Stanhill (rei. 
19) related meteoflliogical phenomena to time and 
space scales. Likewise. a hierarchy of soil classifica
tion detail could be identified for the spatial scale. 

The fundamental components involved in models 
fOI yield estimation are relationally illustrated in 
figure 12. There may be salient or subtle differences 
in the nature of these components for each model 
type which could be used as a classification criterion. 
Corresponding descriptors for the three classes of 
models are summarized in table VI. For example, 
second- and third-generation models use 
progressively more submodels to generate variables 
that are more directly related to yield·forming proc
esses than first.generation models. A third-genera-

tion model designed to USl conventional data should 
have submodels to estimate canopy structure; to 
derive subcanopy values of environmental variables; 
and to estimate nitrosen application. weed, insect, 
and disease development. photosynthesis. respira
tion, and translocation for any given field or Sl'mple 
"points" in a crop stratum. 

Generally. in second-generation models. a 
heuristic approach which combines biological theory 
with empirical results is used to define the cause
effect relationships between yields and available in
formation. The LACIE objective of universality 
allows the models to be less dependent on historical 
data; however. some actual data are still assumed to 
be necessary for the local con version from 
"modeled" to normally harvested yields. 

T481.,.. 1//. -Df'scriptions of FUI,damental Components for n,,'ee Types of Models 

IlIn,I,II1/,'n/al 
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Daillsource 
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Inpul dala 

o 
(i) 
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Model building 0 

Yic:ld equal ion 0 

Siralli 
adjustments 

lin I g'~It'ral""1 

Survey (hisloricall for spe.:ilic Surveyor Ii.:ld experimenls 
geographical areas 

None or simple indexes Soil moislure, crop develop· 

A \'erage values for ltiscrele 
periods (weeks, monlhs. or 
scason) 

Inluiti\'c definilion andlllr 
shllisli!:1I1 selCClion of vllri
abies 

ment 

Oail)' or w.:ekly environmen
lal measuremenlS 

Ueurislk definition or '·Iuia· 
bles and cause-effeci rela· 
tionship~ 

Stlillsti~'111 tilling of ~'ocllidenls Empiri!:III results lind slillisli· 

Dependenl on dala base 

!:allilling 

Simplc algebrai~ 

Adjuslmenls for \'arious soils 
manalemenl or olht'r 
unique strala innuences 
required 

TIr;,,1 gl'lIt'Tlllimr 

Conlrolled environmenls, 
designed experiments 

Canopy, micromeleorology. soil 
moislure, crop development, 
physiol08ical processes, 
morphological \'Omponenls, 
elc. 

Inilial conditions for soils, 
!:rops, and managemenl 
variables-hourly 10 daily 
values of environmenlal 
variables 

Malhematical tit 10 empirical 
resulls 

Theoreli~'111 relalionships. 
diITerentili1 eQulllions 

Simple IIlgebraic 10 elllended 
series of differenlilll equlI
lions 

Theorelically nol required 
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A Universal Mode. for Estimating Wh •• t Yields· 
A. M. Feyethemt' and G. AI. Paul. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of universal wheat yield models 
to show separate and joint effects of weather and 
culture on yields applicable to falt. and spriq. 
planted wheat on a lIobal basis is discussed. The 
model was built with the restriction of usina only 
weather-related variables (WR V's) based on 
meteoroloaical variables currently observable 
,Iobally. Therefore, only daily minimum and max
imum temperatures and precipitation were used. 

Early in the research, it was decided to use 
varietal.trial-plot-yield data from state experiment 
stations in a wide ranse of climates in the U.S. Great 
Plains to build basic relationships amona yields, 
westher, and culture. Discussed here are steps taken 
to develop the model; its application on a 
macroclimatic scale in the United States, the 
U.S.s.R., and India; and potential improvements. 
Added details of the work described here can be 
found in final reports of contract work (refs. 1 to 3). 
The work of Robertson and Baier with crop calen
dars (ref. 4), moisture bud,ets (ref. 5). and 
yield/weather modelina (ref. 6) had the greatest in· 
fluence on the research efforts. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Model Form 

Consider the problem of estimating wheat yield 
(production per unit area) in a given region such as a 
counl y or crop reporting district (CRD) with 
weather information from a station (5) and 

·Conlribution No. 78·268·A, Department or Stalistics and 
Statistical Laboralory and Department or A.ronomy, Kansas 
A,fialltural Experiment Station. Manhattan. Kansas. 

aKansas State University. Manhattan, Kansas. 

knowledp of specified cultural practices applied lD 
reaion (R). The estimate of yield for year y Is desia
nated by MODy(R.9) and is calculated as follows. 

where MODy(R.9) - model-estimated yield in year 
y for resion (R) with weather 
autation (9) 

A(R.9) - a constant, calculated from 
historical yield and cultural 
data for re,ion (R) and 
weather at station (9) 

B - a universal constant (0.75 for 
winter wheat; 0.50 for sprina 
wheat) 

• - multiplication sian 
WAC..,<R.S) - contribution to yield of 

weather and culture (WAC) 
More specifically. 

3 
WACy(R.S) = E p/y(,R) • VYAy(R) 

Ira. 

• [ Wly(S) + WoiS). NJ/y(R)] (2) 

where. for region (R) and station (9) in year Y. 
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VYA (R) - a varietal yielding ability (VY A) 
Y component. which is an average of 

Vy A values for varieties planted in 
year y 

Pjy( R) - proportion of wheat under croppin, 
practice j U - I - continuous;) - 2 
- fallow;} - 3 - irrigated) 

N~y(R) - amount of elemental nitrogen ap
plied for cropp ins practice j U -
1.2,3) 

1 
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")y(S) - weather-aenerated component of 
yield for wheat under croppina prae:. 
tlce J U - 102,3) 

W01(S) - weather·aenerated coefficient of NI 
The last two quantities are mathematical rune:. 

tions of WR V's c:alculated from daily readinas of 
precipitation and minimum and maximum tem
peratures. A mlUor part of model development in· 
volved determinina the relationship between wheat 
yields and WR V's to senerate values of W,,<S) and 
Wo(S). which is disc:ussed in the followina sections. 

D ....... 

The weather·related yield components were 
assumed to be linear functions of WRV's, desilnated 
by X. Thus. 

Jt.j(S) = BoXo + B1XlJ + ... + s,xr,; I = 1.2.3 

(3) 

The coefficients denoted B in equation (3) are 
universal constants with separate sets for fall.planted 
(winter) anti spring-planted (spring and durum) 
wheat. Likewise. WoeS) was assumed to be a lin,,.r 
function of WRV. 

Plot data from intrastate and resional nurseries 
for varietal trials and meteoroloaical data (dally pre
cipitation and minimum and maximum tem· 
peratures) from nearby weather stations provided 
the basic data t6 estimate tbe values of B in equation 
(3) and in WoeS) and to calculate VY A values for 
specific varieties. Plot data included yield by variety. 
croppina practice (continuous or fallowed). and 
amount of elemental nitroaen applied. In addition. 
plantin, and headinl dates from the plots were used 
to calibrate crop calendars. 

Plot data were secured from 64 state asricultural 
experiment stations in the mlUor wheat·producing 
states of the U.S. Great Plains and the Eastern Great 
Plains. Estimates of the winter wheat coefficients (IJ. 
values) in equation (3) were based on 1034 location. 
years~ those for sprins wheat. on 306. 

Once the universal constants (coefficients) in 
equation (3) and WoeS) were estimated. it was possi. 
ble to lenerate historical values of W)S> U - 102.3) 
at any weather station. The WjS) values were com· 
bined with historic:al data of the U. S. Departmen~ of 
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Aariculture (USDA) Statistical Reponina Service 
(SRS) and Economic Raearch Service (ERS) on 
varieties planted, proportion of wheat under the 
three croppi.., prac:tkcII. and amount of nitroaon ap
piled to aenerate WAC(R,.\) values, by year, for 
CRD'. in the U.S. Oreal 'Iains. The historical WAC 
values were combined with USDA SRS estimates of 
yield, flrst to estimate the universal constant Band 
then to estimate A(R.S) values in equation (1). 

• ......... I .. tIono. Yield. 
and Crop C ........ ,. 

To relate yield variation usi.., many varieties to 
weather variation uslna data over a wide ranae of cli
mates. Kansas State University (KSU) had to &HUust 
yields to a "standard" variety and to calculate 
WRV's c,ver common phenoloaical phases (e .... 
jointina to headinS) rather than coincident calendar 
days (e.a., April). 

To accomplish the first task. KSU developed 
VY A values for varieties that became popular with 
producers. The VY A values were computed by flrst 
comparina yields of each variety with every other 
variety over all location·years for which data were 
available within resions of varietal adaptability. The 
VY A value for a variety (v) was an expression of the 
yield capabiHty of variety (v) to that of a standard 
variety ($) as a ratio. The final value assianed to 
variety (v) incorporated not only the direct com
parison of (v) and ($) but also indirect comparisons 
throuaft application of a chain rule with other 
varieties as intermediaries. Some representative 
VY A values are shown in table I. 

The need to identify common phenoloaical phases 
in different climates was satisfied by Robertson's 
biometeoroloaical time scale (BMTS) (ref. 4) for 
sprina wheat and an adjusted form ofthe BMTS (ref. 
I) for winter wheat. Correspondence of points on the 
BMTS to phenolosic:al stases is as follows. 

BMTS Stage BMTS Stage 

0.0 P-Plantlna l.o H-Headina 
1.0 E-Emerpnc:e l.S M-Milk 
1.5 T-Tillerina 4.0 D-l>ouP 
2.0 J-Jointina 5.0 R-Ripe 
2.5 F-Flqleaf 

(Robertson's BMTS included stages with whole 
numbers~ KSU added names to 1.5. 2.5. and 3.5 to 
facilitate the disc:ussion., 

l-.. -
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A 8011 Mol.tur •• udget 

Soil moisture conditions are better indicators of 
water supply or stress fOI' plants than is precipitation. 
Baier and Robertson's versatile soil moisture budaet 
(VSMB) (ref. 3) was used by KSU to simulate soil 
moisture conditions. The VSMB needs only daily 
precipitation and temperature extremes to operate 
r"ld provides a tool to reconstruct historical soli 
moisture conditions from data available worldwide . 
In application, KSU used a plant-available water 
capacity of 10 inches for all s~si)ns and locations. 

TABLEI.-VYA VQlu~sofSom~R~p"sen'atlvt 
Varj~'/~s 

U.s. GrtOr PlailU V Qrl('~v 

""Ion 

Northern 

Central 

Soulhern 

EaSlern 

Northern 

W 1m", wh('ar 

Kharkof 
Cheyenne 
Winalta 
Seout 

Turkey 
Kharkof 
Comanche 
Bison 
SeOUl 
Sale 

Kharkof 
Comanche 
Triumph 
Concho 
Triumph 64 

Trumbull 
Pawnee 
BUller 
Ben Hur 
Arthur 

1.00 
1.04 
1.13 
I.2S 

.8S 

.88 
1.00 
1.07 
1.22 
1.23 

.81 
1.00 
1.07 
1.12 
1.21 

.93 
1.00 
1.09 
1.17 
US 

Sprinll a"d durunr It'h('a( 

Marquis 
Thatcher 
CanthalCh 
Crim 
Weill 
Er. 

O.BS 
1.00 
1.09 
I.IS 
\.19 
1.42 

R('/~as(' dale 

1900 
1933 
1961 
1%3 

187S 
1900 
1942 
19S6 
1963 
1973 

1900 
1942 
1940 
1954 
1964 

1916 
1943 
1947 
1966 
1968 

1907 
1934 
1959 
1963 
1960 
1970 

•• tlmltlon of Unlv.,..1 Con.tenla 

Values for the constant B in equation (3) were 
estimated by rearessina standardized plot yields 
(yields divided by VYA) on the WRV's (X's). 
Detinitior:s for the WRY's are 81 follows. 

AE(a,b) - VSMB simulated evapotranspiration 
from staae a to s_ b 

PE(a,b) - VSMB simulated potential 
evapotranspiration from staae a to 
st. b 

RE(a,b) - AE(a,b)/PE(a,b) 
SM(a,b:a) - (1 - RE(a,b)/Q]+. a soil moisture 

stress term 
CNT(a) - contents of ZlJnes 4 and S in the 

VSMB at staae a 
SSM(a:Q) - [l - CNT(a)/Q]+. a subsoil 

moisture stress term 
PR( a.b) - precipitation from stqe a to staae b 

XPR(a.b:a) - [PR(a,b) - aJ+, an excess precipita
tion term 

Tp(a.b:a) - PR(a.b) ifPR(a.b) lSi a 
- a if PR(a.b) > a, a truncated pre

cipitation quantity 
TN - daily minimum temperature 
TX - daily maximum temperature 

ATX(a.b) - averaae daily maximum tem
perature from s .. a to staae b 

A TX(a.b:a) - [A TX(a.b) - aJ+ 
TN(a.b:a} - averaae daily value of [TN - aJ+ 

from staae Q to st. b 
TX(a,b:a) - averaae daily value of [TX - aJ+ 

from staae a to staae b 
JT - long-term average daily temperature 

for January 
FL - 0 for continuously cropped wheat; 1 

for wheat on fallowed ground 
In the preceding definitions, [X)+ - X if X .. 0, 

but [X]+ - 0 if X < O. A number of the definitions 
involved thresholds. desianated by a; and the values 
of the variable are constant for arguments either 
ablJve or below the threshold values. 

The entries in table II combine to express the 
year-to-year and location-to· location variations in 
yield due to meteoroloaical variation. The silns on 
the B·values and their ma,nitudes appear 
agronomically acceptable. The winter wheat model 
renects some known facts; namely, the deleterious 
effects of moisture stress, particularly from jointin, 
to the milk stqe; excess precipitation after heading; 
and warm temperatures throughout the season. For 
spring.planted wheat, warm temperatures are cer· 
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lIIaly deleterloua. The moJlture .... lltU1110n It 
not 10 clear-cut. Tb. modtllndiCltll Iba' precIpIta
tion il mOlt btfttftciallf "dryout" periods occur be
Iwten adequate rain. 

Th.lUblcrlpt J on some of tbt WR V's in table n 
indica. tha' abe variabl. anume dlf'f'trent val ... 
dependllll OIl croppll., practice. The KSU computer 
venion of the VSMB carrleI two moisture budaeII. 
one for coatinuous wheat and one for what planted 
on fallowed 1011. The btneftdal efTects of fallowiq 
are expl'alld Indirectly throuah the lOiI moisture 
terms and directly, in tbe wintet wheat model. 
throuah the FL term. 

TABU II.-Fonnultu tD Calculate W",th" 
ComponlllIJ oJ YleltIJ 

50 .• 
-10.3 

B 

-16.5511 - 0.02 -171 
-.37- JT 
-.U-JT 

-6.40 
-1.05 
-,06 
-.17 

(Eq. (JJ/ 

-I.OIU +0.23· PR(I."J 
-.4C 
-.60 
-.47 

.37(1 - 0.025 - J71 

154.4 
3.66 
3.t! 

-2.45 
-9.16 

3." 
1.89 

-.47 
-.37 
-.34(1 +0.11- PR(H.M)J 
-.59 
-.29 

WR"(X) 

I 
(SSAI,(D:2»)2 
SAljt.7\O.6, 
ISAl,(J,F.0.8)J2 
(sM,( 1.11:0.8))2 
IsM,(H.Al:0.9)12 
XP/t(H.D:4' 
ATXCE,n 
ATXCT.J) 
TN(J.F.50) 
TN(F.H.50) 
TX(H.AI:", 
TXeAl.D.", 
Fl.) 

I 
TP,(1'.1.3) 
TfS,( Po AI: 5) 

TfS /. P.H." 
Rt( T,J) 
AEJoH.M) 
C~TJM) 
0471'(1." 
A TXIF.II) 
ATx(H.M) 
A TX(AI.Dt 
ATX(D.R:7.) 

...... iI--' ill ..... ,., ICR. _ ..... u" ID --"ah"IlIIIII.1IIt 
pflCi,llIIlan ill indlll 
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For ' ....... ted wiater wh_ U - 3), III SM and 
SSM ItrmJ are lit equal to zero and FL - O. For , ... 
rlaalld IPriaa whtU. moItturHeIated varlabIta 1ft 
Rxtd • follows: TP,(PJ:3) - 300; 1PJ(P.M:S) -
5.0; 7P,(P.H:9) - 5.0; AI,(H.&I) - 2.5; and CNT, 
(M) - 4.0. 

The coeft1cilftt of Nlla equation (2) II _k 
..... ted. and Woe.\) - 0.17 + XPR(P,1f.8)1O.016 -
0.007 • J7J for winter wheat and limply 0.09 for 
IPrilll wheat. For winter wheat, a leachiq tft'lCt due 
to IXCIII precipitathm rtdUCII the contribution of 
-" pound of nih'Oltft to y1e14 Here. NIII meuured 
in pounds per Kre. That completes dilCUllion of the 
universal constanll in equation (2). 

To ntimalt tile constants in equation (I), Band 
A(R • .\), KSU chose and malChed. approximately oae 
to on .. CRD's with nm-orcler U.s. Weather Bureau, 
Federal Aviation Adminlltration, and military 
weather stations in the U.s. Oreat Plains. KSU Iben 
computed WAC(R.S) valu.. alven in equation (2), 
for II many II 22 years (195'-76) for mOlt of the 
rllion-station (R.S) combinations. Oovernment
reported (USDA SR$) yields GOY(R) were retrieved 
for each filion (CRD) and b(R) WII computed II 
follows: 

for each (R • .$), where Z, - GOV,(R) and X, -
W AC,<R • .$) and the sums were over years y. Then. B 
WII calculated II a wei,hled aver. of b(R) u 
follows. 

RO 
B • E q(R). b(R) (5) 

R-I 

where q(R) - proportion of U.s. Great Plains har· 
vested acres allocated 10 resion (R) and Ro - total 
resions. The q(R) value wu calculated from aver. 
USDA SRS acreqe estimates fot 1911·15. Results 
live B - 0.15 for winter wheat and B - 0.'0 (0.51 
before roundin.) fot sprina wheat. 
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Pinany. a value for the retiOlliI constant A(R.ll 
was calculated from historical da .. by the formula 

A(R.S) • GOY(R) B • W'AC(R.S) (6) 

where the means were calculated over as many yean 
as were covered by data. In application. only lhe 
historical means of aovemmenl-reported ,.Ieldt .... 
used for estimation. All other constan .. in the model 
are univerul and were derived independendy of the 
.... Ion (R) for which an esdmale was delired. 

APPUCATIONI 

Application of the model requires values for the 
WRV'I and the cultural varilbles. Values for III 
WRV'. Cd be aenerated from daily readi. of pre
cipitation, minimum and mlximum temperliltures at 
a lII'ion (oS) ,tabled values or 0 (101ar radiad"n at the 
• of the atmOlPhere), and clay len'.!ih, The 
cultural variables needed for a ... on (R) 1.le VYA. 
amount of niU'OleR applied, and proportions of 
wheal. 

Historical values for cultural v.riables may be 
more dimcult to determine than are values of 
WRV's, However. the model is relatively insensitive 
10 modest efrors in observation, and estima .. from 
"experll" can be used to pod advant •. The model 
has lOme self-4:0rreclin. capability in that consistent 
overestimale. or underestimate. of WAC(R,S) 
values over SeIIOnl can be parlly offset by lhe 
A(R.S) values. which may be recalculated 
periodically. Further, cultural variables chan,e 
llowly from year to year. It il wealher that produces 
abrupt shif.. in yield in any aiven semiarid .... ion 
(R) from one year to the next. 

Unltedltltel 

Resul .. or KSU application or the model in all the 
major whea'''IfOwina areas of the United States are 
summarized in lIbles III and IV. The model was ap
plied to weather Ilition·reaion (CRD) combinations 
with a density of less than one stalion per CaD. and 
the yields were ........ ted upward to multista .. 
resUlts. Aver. ICreaJtS durin, 1971·75 were used 
IS weiahts in ,he agreplion. The USDA SIS yie'ds 
were aarepled upward with th~ ome weip ... 

TA.U III. -..;.7wit,"W11'011 0.1 AI_I (AlOD) 
II1Id SRS &tIm,,1n oJ Ylft. 

Jot U.s. Gmt, PI""" 
IDI/1ftfIfm >.t IJtI/;Hyf _1IfIIIriMt/ 

HtIIWI' WIItfft""." --...,." All II.!.. 
"", ..... ,..." .." MOD SRS MOD as MOD SRS 

.965 22 23 24 25 2J 24 I_ 
24 22 22 22 Jl 22 

1967 2. 20 2. 24 21 21 
.961 26 24 27 2'1 26 25 
1969 n 21 27 21 27 21 
1970 27 JO 2J 24 25 21 
1971 16 .10 16 ." 16 ," 1972 27 29 29 2. 21 29 
I97J 29 3l 14 11 21 Jl 
197. 2. 26 20 21 25 24 
1975 27 21 2J 25 26 27 

I'" 27 27 lS 25 Z6 Z6 

~ 11_ "OIIllna, IouIII DAota. N"' .... I. CoIoflllo. It-. 

""'t ... ,-_ "'*' Mt-.. "01111 bR_1outII DBoIa, 1114 ..... II1II. 

TABLE IV.-C'omptIrlson of Model (MOD) II1Id USDA 
SRS WIn/it Whtal r/cold Esllmatts for,hI 

£tlsttm Grt!Dt Pltllns tlnd 1M Norlhwtsl 

IDI/./ttWIt",. >" bu/tKfr ~ i,.'tmttl./ 

Ycw Ea,,..,,, GMI, l'Ioim. " Nriwt.t,b 
bul«tr ~ 

."OD SRS MOD SRI 

1965 12 )) » J9 
1966 l6 40 » ,. 
1967 J4 l6 4l J9 
.961 J6 ,. ~I 31 
1969 l? J? 42 J9 
1970 ,U 37 40 44 
1971 41 44 4.' 4N 
1972 42 44 4) 45 
1973 .'~ .r: .,~ .f" 
1914 41 .11 47 4) 
1975 41 J9 50 46 
197. 4.t .r., JI U1 

""_,.In-.......... IIM' ..... 
"w .. hlllJltlll. 0._ ......... 
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The ...... for the U.s. Oreat PI_ (lible III) 
show thll, _ill aspute weather network. mocI6I
...,.ted yields were within ~ 1 bushll per acre of 
SIS .tima .. in y ..... of lowest )'ieIdI. On ,he other 
hand. the model underlltimated SIS yillds by 3to 4 
b\llhell per acre in the yean of h ..... yieMI. 

Table IV. for the EutIm Ortat Plains •• bowI an 
increue in yields from 1965 to 1972 dullaqely to in
craNd niaropn applications Ind thelntroductlon of 
hlab-yieldi ........ idwlrf varietiellike Anhur. The 
model overeatimatldyieldl in 1973 and 1974bec1U11 
or a septoria epidemic and in 1976 becaUIe of late 
fNIZtIa. headi ... time. The model does not account 
for IOIRI due 10 d ..... epidemlcl. and late freezes. 
For thole yean. the model .tima.. wblt yields 
could hive been witbout diteaM andlall f .... 

Ai-plication to the NonhWlll.lhown in table IV. 
provk1ta ~ chaUtDlina tell fc-r the model because no 
data from that retion were used to atlmlte univenal COlI....... In addidon. historical dati on cropp"" 
practicel were unavailable for WIIhiqton and 
Onaon. and "fO\IIh" estimatel were used in the 
calculaliOlll. Except for I few yean. the model and 
the SRS .limatel .. well. The overestimate for 
1973 II partly accounted for by .taqe area of win
tlfkill in Wuhinaton. In 1976. poor yields in Idaho 
reduced the lvenae. The underestimate for 1971 
probably resulted from pner.l undereatinJation or 
bisb yillds by lhe model. 

u ........ 

The KSU model wu IPPUed 10 ""ree obIatll 
(.lItII) in the U.s.s.R.; comparilons between model 
CIIlima.. and yields reponed by the U.s.s.R. are 
shown in table V. The poor winter wheat yields in 
1968 in the Khmel'nillkiy oblut (part or the 
Ukraine) were detected by the model. Althouah 
u.s.s.a. winter wheat yields were low in 1972, such 
wu not the cue in Khmel'nillkly; the model sub
stanti.ted thai faet. 

For sprina wheal, there iI. difference of 7 bushels 
per KfI between MOD and GOV for Kuqan ilt t 9;"); 
a difference that ...... can appear with dall fr,.", 
only one weather 'lalion for such atarp,..;on. The 
qreemenl between MOD and GOVestirna .. II ex
tremely IOOd (or THliaqrad in the KazakhItIn 
rtIIion. EspedaUy notable WII tile model', detocdon 
of. reI.tively hlah yield in 1972. 
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TAIU V.~qfM" (MOD} ad 
OtIwmtnMt-RtIPOI'IH ,'OOY) ylftdl/Or""'" 

ObI",,, III 'M U.S.S.R. 

196$ I. 
196' •• I'" 
1970 
1971 
1972 
197) 
1974 

45 4. 
JJ J4 
41 43 
J7 J9 
44 41 
41 42 
41 4J 
41 19 

~ .. ---..... . --.. -...... ..... c-... .. _ ........ \lcIIII-

9 ) 
U 2J 12 14 
22 22 • • 
2S lO II 10 
19 ,.. 12 14 
)1 )t U II 
23 19 14 14 
.10 29 2S 24 

17 IS 

The model Wp applied to five wheat-arowi ... 
stites in India for the 4 yean (rom 1972 10 1975; 
comparisons of model estimates and yields reported 
by the Oovernment of Indil .re shown in lable VI. 
The model wu run with • normal crop calendar 
becIUIe Robertson', aNTS wu not applieable at the 
lower I.lit.... Irri,,_ wheat wu auumed to be 
composed of hilb-yielcHna varieties (VY A - 1.30) 
with 30 pounds per acre of nitropn applied. ~ 
universal constant B in equation (I) wu '" equal to 
0.70 becauR the analy. wu run before the final 
dedsion to use 0.75 wu made. 

With irription and hlah-yield varieties, !nelia 
aehieved rather uniform year-to-year )ields in thole 
five states. Table VIIhowI not only yields but also 
the proportion of wheat irripted " and not irritated 
P The weather componenll ( HJ. (S) of eq. (2); y -
,f72,1973, 1974, 1975;) - 1.1) o1WAC values were 
averapd over the weather 'talions within •• tate and 
indieaae the importanCe of irriplion in lOme Ill .... 
The A(R) values. avenpd over A(R.S) valuea (eqs. 
(I) and (6)). ref1tet relatively poor 10111 in Uttar Pra
desh. 

In IUmmary, the model show. Mw to combine 
weather and culture to explain yield variation from 
ltall 10 .tate in India. 

- .. - .... ------"'---~--......... _______ ._05 .. 7111i11 __ ' illiIIIIIIS".iii'· "".1iilI7nt~blil' ~'r":..n.'117 .... · .. t-.. __ ~~'"---'-~~_, 

• 

. I 
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TA'U VI.-comtHm1Olt 0/ Win", WItH. YI,ltb In ,,,dI,, 

(tU utlllWttf'rl 4W ,.",w ytfIdI 

HtIIWII Y~ bttItkw.fot-,.., ,..,.,,. It ...... H.".. (/,,., ,.,..". a,., 

MOLl 00" MOD 00" AIOD 00" MOD 00" MOD 00" 

1912 J2 ,. 19 I' 26 lO 1'7 I' U ;;." 
191) .M JJ .1 19 26 26 16 II 
1974 J6 JJ 16 16 27 2J 16 14 21 II 
1915 l6 16 19 19 27 26 19 17 21 20 

.f(R)' -0.7 -2.6 -J.~ -9.9 -0.) 

(&1 ",.,." .. of"'" .,." ImItnH tMtJ ffOtIIIIrtIJ 

HtiItWI' AIN. pnrtfI'. /OI-~ 
Y'tIf 

i'wIJGb R.""", H.,.,. (/"., "..." IiIkIt 

I'c 1', 't " 't 1', 'c 1', 'c 1', 

1912 IJ 1'7 )l 6'7 ,'7 I) JJ 6'7 "'7 5) 

191) 12 II 2'7 73 16 14 ). 69 
1974 12 .. .M 66 I" 16 Xl '70 "I 59 
1915 12 .. JO '70 I" 16 Xl '70 40 60 

(c I YIfttJ tlfwIIIIIW 10 ItUllctlW WHIIIN (fI""..""r 

HtItWI' YWIII. bllltlm. t-
"", 

"-Job R~ H""'ana 1/ .. ,."..." .. 
Wt W, Wc W, Wc W, W( W, Wt W, 

1972 31 l5 11 26 20 29 24 Xl 19 26 
1973 21 lS 5 2S 19 JO 20 29 
19'74 J4 l7 3 2S IJ II 17 !I 12 27 
1.75 J2 )7 1 21 IJ J2 2J l~ 15 26 

·"·0111 
~' •• _-" ~ , .. , ........ ',. If ...... 
• It, .... , ..... _ ......... It,. ".:pItCI ~ 

Stab""' of. A(R) OYer TIIne 

With ~,.!mcient historical yield and weather data. 
it is pouible to study the stability o( the local con· 
stant term A(R.S) over time. Equation (6) pves the 
b.sic rel.tion between A(R.$). Government· 
reponed yields •• nd .ver.., WAClR,S) values. 

When results over CRD', an .. stala are combined. 
the (.5') (or st.liORl i; dropped and A(R) is used. 
Thus. 

o4(R) • GOV(R) - B. lVo4C(R) (7) 
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For U.S. data, A(R) is calculated for 1955-64 and 
1967.76, centered approximately on 1960 and 1972; 
and the differences are considered. 

A72(R) - A60(R) = [GOV72(R) - GOV60(R)] 

- B. [WAC72(R) - WAC60(R)] 

(8) 

If one can assume that 100year means average out 
much of the weather variation, then 

GOVn(R) - GOV60(R) = a measure of the effect of 
cultural changes on yields 

(9) 

except when either 10.year period includes 
severe disease epidemics. If B • [WAC,2(R) -
WAGo(R») - (GOVn(R) - GOV~(R)), then 
A72(R) - A60(R) - O. The'latter result not only in· 
dicates that A(R) is quite stable but also that the 
model explains most of the increase in yields from 
cultural changes. Results of this type of analysis are 
shown ill table VII. 

For winter wheat in the U.S. Great Plains, the 
model explains 5.0 of a 6.9·bushel·per·acre change, 
leaving a 1.9-bushel.per-acre increase due to non· 
modeled causes and/or weather variation not com· 
pletely averaged out. For the Eastern Great Plains, 
wv,2(R) - ~o(R) - 6.3 becomes a poor 
measure of cultural change because of the septoria 
epidemics in 1973 and 1974 (table IV), which 
reduced yields that were not detected by the model. 

Cultural chanaes, as measured by the model, explain 
all the increase in yield in the Northwest. 

For sprinl wheat, the model explains about 50 
percent of the 6.3·bushel·per·acre increase. KSU 
believes that a mlQor portion of the remainina in· 
crease resulted from plantiDJ later and using more 
herbicides to control weeds between 1960 and 1972. 

We.ther Station Den.ltv 

Applications discussed previously were based on a 
rather sparse network of weather stations. The effect 
of more weather stations using Kansas data from 
19S5 to 1976 was investigated. Increasing the number 
of weather stations from 7 to 42 reduced the root 
mean square error (RMSE) - (N-l • [MOD(R) -
GOV(R)J2 } 112 from 3.1 to 2.6, or by 16 percent. 

DI ..... Lo .... 

In conjunction with the station density study, 
KSU considered how much improvement could be 
achieved if losses due to stem and leaf rust were 
known. With data supplied by the USDA Cereal 
Rust Laboratory in Saint Paul, Minnesota, KSU 
reduced model yields by the percentages indicated, 
recalculated its constants to adjust WAC values to a 
regional level, and further reduced the RMSE from 
2.6 to 2.3. Thus, the combined benefit of more 
weather stations and knowledge of rust losses 
reduced the RMSE by 26 percent. 

After application of a high-density weather net· 
work and rust loss information, the remaining 
"large" differences between the model and the 
USDA SRS resulted from underestimates of high 
yields in 1970-73 and an overestimate in 1966 due to 
freezes at heading. 

TABLE VII.-Change in Yieldo! Winter Wheat AveragedOver Two JO-Year Periods 
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R~gions (R) 

U,S. Great Plains 
Eastern Great Plains 
Northwest 
U,S. Great Plains 

{Eq. (8)/ 

An(R) - A60(R). GOVn(R) - GOV60(R). 
bulacre bulaC"~ 

1.9 
-3.0 
-.OS 
3.3 

6.9 
6.3 
9.8 
6.S 

BO [WAC72(RI - WAC60(R)). 
bulaC're 

S.O 
9.3 

10,3 
3.2 

, I 

Ii 
,1 

Ii 
I" 
1.< 
ij 
I ~ 
I ~ 

j 
; , 



POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS 

Applyina the model with diverse cJimatic data 
showed several shortcomin.p and pointed to netded 
improvement. KSU identified some decision points 
in model development in which alternative pro
cedures would have been more productive. Alterna
tive procedures include the foliowillJ. 

1. For winter wheat. use a "normal" crop calendar 
calibrated to each weather station location divided 
inlo phases by the followins nine stqes: planting. 
beainnina of dormancy. end of dormanc)'. jointina. 
nlll leaf, headina. milk. douah. and ripe. The normal 
crop calendar would be fixed over years. 

2. Screen plot yield data to eliminate yields abnor
mally low because of disease epidemics. heavy insect 
losses. andlor unknown causes. 

3. Include a soil index in the model with one or 
more so-I variables based on soil types on which 
varietal trials were conducted. 

4. Build WRV's that renect that the contribution 
of I inch of precipitation on yield depends on the 
status of soil moisture budget when the precipitation 
occurs. 

Some of the shortcomings of the model, which 
hopefully will be remedied with these procedures, 
are underestimating high yields, not deteclina and 
measuring yield losses due to winterkill and freezes 
at heading, and overestimating when disease 
epidemics occur. 

In conclusion, there is no technical barrier to real· 
time application of the model either for selected 
regions or on a global basis. The computer software, 
WHYMOD (wheat yield mode\), has been in opera
tion at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration (NOAA) Center for Climatic and En
vironmental Assessment (CCEA) and can be oper
ated on a real-time basis. Preharvest forecasts are 
programed into WHY MOD with the strategy of 
substituting mean values for variables that are gener
ated after forecast time. 

As indicated in the section entitled .. Applica
tions," the model in its current form can produce 
useful results and provide insights into causes for in
creases and decreases in yields despite its deficien· 

cies. KSU is continuing work by retracing the steps in 
model development in an effort to produce an im
proved model. 
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The Law of the Minimum and an Application to 
Wheat Yield Estimation 

R. B. Cllte, fI D. E. Phinney, Q and M. H. Trenchart/l 

INTRODUCTION 

The law-of-the-mlnimum (LOM) concept domi
nated aancultural science throUlhout the 19th cen
tury. Its most famous proponent was a German 
chemist. Justus von Liebig, althoUlh several other 
prominent scientists contributed to the gradual 
evolution of the principle (ref. 1). In the early 20th 
century, the LOM concept was expanded by Black
man to include rate or flux variables. specifically in 
photosynthesis (ref. 2). At about the same time, 
Shelford developed the idea of ecolOlical maximums 
and minimums; these constitute the "Limits of 
tolerance" that control the distribution of organisms 
(refs. 3 and 4). It is likely that the sci~lltists who 
pioneered in the application of the LOM to bioloaical 
systems were aware that they were merely ~xtendins 
the law of multiple proportions, which had already 
become the basic principle of chemistry, crystallogra
phy, and other fields dealing with the structure of 
matter. 

Despite its fundamental theoretical importance, 
the LOM was not applied mathematically. As quan
tification became even more important in scientific 
research, the LOM declined in prestige because it 
was incompatible with conventional analytical 
methods involving calculus, analysis of variance, and 
multiple (additive) regression. However, in 1963, 
Swanson pointed out the relationship between the 
LOM and linear programing (ref. S). Perhaps coinci
dentally, increasing attention has since been given to 
quantified application of the LOM. Several 
algorithms now exist for fitting the model (refs. 6 to 
11).1-3 None of these algorithms is wholly satisfacto
ry, but sufficient progress has been made to permit 

aLockheed Electronics Company, Houston, Texas. 

fairly riaOrous application and testing. The purpose 
of this paper is to illustrate the LOM concept in a 
variety of contexts and then to report on how it is 
beins adapted to estimate wheat yields. 

THEORY 

AlgebraiC Formulation 

Mathematically, the LOM can be expressed as 

Y = minJj (Xi) 

For example, 

1M. J. Hartley and H. O. Hartley have developed an un
published alaorithm usinl maximum likelihood estimation for 
calculation of the LOM parameters. Althouah untested at this 
time, the approach is a sianilic:ant advance. 

2R. B. Cate, and T. Y. Hsu. "An Alaorithm for Delininl 
Linear Proaraminl Ac:tivities Usina the Law of the Miniml'm." 
North Carolina Alric:ulture Experiment Station Technic:al 
Bulletin. to be published. 

3p. E. Waaaoner, "Liebia's Law of the Minimum and the 
Relation Between Weather. Pathosen and Disease." Connec:ticut 
Alriculture Experiment Station. to be published. 
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• An example miaht be that predicted Yield Yequals 
the minimum value ~ predicted by the followinl 
equations. 

A 
Y T = 80 - 0.5 (mean maximum temperature) 

A 
Y R :: 0 + 4.0 (total rainfall) 

A 
Y M :: 40 (maximum historical yield) 

The prediction process, using hypotl}elical data, is 
shown~in table I. The parenthetical F values deter
mine Y, the final prediction. 

TABU I.-Example of the Application 
ola Law-ol-tht-Minimum Model 

A A A A 
( '(lSI' Tt,mpt'rallln' Rai,!/all vT YR Y", Y 

mmlb," 

1 90 10 (3S) 40 40 JS 
2 80 S 40 (2<h 40 20 
J 70 15 4S 60 (40) 40 

The equivalent representation for an additive 
multiple regression model might be 

For example, 

whereas a multiplicative, multiple regression model 
can be expressed as 
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For example. 

Interactions 

The treatment of interactions differs with the 
three precedin. types of functions. In the additive 
model, an interaction between XI and X2 is usually 
represented as a new variable consisting of the pro
duct of the two, Xl X2• This variable has its own 
coefficient and is included in the overall additive 
equation. Since the number of possible interactions 
increases at an exponential rate as more variables are 
considered, a large model may become cumbersome 
and unintelligible. The structure of the LOM func
tion avoids this difficulty by making the interactions 
absolute; i.e., the effect of a limiting amount of one 
variable is to suppress completely the response to 
another factor. In other words. tbe slope of the sec· 
ond factor becomes zero rather than its coefficient. 
(Statistically, interactions can be defined as tbe 
effects of variables on tbe slopes of other variables.) 
The multiplicative model involves a more extreme 
treatment of interactions tban does the LOM. For 
example, the Mitscherlkh-Baule-Spillman.Bray 
model predicts that if tbree variables are each pre
sent in sufficient quantity to produce 50 percent of 
maximum yield, the yield will be 12.5 percent of 
maximum since 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 .... 0.125 (ref. 12). 

Substitution 

An inherent property of additive variables is the 
capability of substituting one variable for another, so 
that a sufficient amount of one variable can com
pletely overcome even the total absence of another. 
The LOM does not permit substitution. However. 
when substitution does exist, a new variable may be 
created which is the sum of two additive variables. 
An example of this technique is given later in this 
paper. 
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Graphic R ........ ntatlon 

The relationship between the LOM and the linear 
proaraming model (ref. 13) can be seen by compar
ina faaures 1 and 2, which use the formation of water 
as an example. In o,ure 1. only points A and E repre
sent optimum combinations of hydroaen and ox· 
YICn. At points B, C, and F, there is insufficient hy
drosen to balance the extra oxyaen; whereas at 
points D, 0, and H, there is an excess of hydroaen 
relative to the oxygen supplied. The result is a series 
of riaht-analed isoquants that define the production 
diaaonal, or expansion path, alona which efficient 
output of water occurs. Fiaure 2 shows the yield of 
water plotted apinst hydroaen and oxyaen in
dividually. Note that the hydroaen plot is identical to 
that in fiaure I, whereas the oxyaen plot is a rotated 
mirror imaae of the oxyaen portion of fiaure 1. 
However, in fiaure 2, it becomes more evident that 
the points of excess oxyaen (B, C, and F) can be used 
as replicates for definition of the hydroaen response 
line, o.EF, whereas the points of redundant hy
drogen can be used to define the oxyaen response, (' 
EH. This property is the basis for some of the 
algorithms currently used to fit the LOM. 

c F 

1.0 2 HzO 
H 

°2 

.6 1 HzO 
G 

~---... ---.... ---..... 0 H:zO o 2 3 

HZ 

FIGURE '.-Llnear proaramlaa model. 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to a 
detailed discussion of a trial application of the LOM 
to yield modeling. 

Q(H201 • min X;l3; • min H:I'.O. 0 2/0.5 

2 2 
EF H EH F 

YHZO 

0 G 8 C 

o 2 3 0 .5 1.0 

FIGURE Z.-Law-of-the-mlnlmum model. 

USE OF THE LOM IN YIELD MODELING 

Interpretetlon of Individual Experlmentl 

The form of the LOM function means that the 
coefficients of the individual variables are indepen
dent. This independence permits the direct use in 

yield models of individual experimental results ob
tained under controlled conditions with replicated 
factorial treatments. For this example, the results of 
a typical experiment were used~ they are plotted in 
figure 3 (ref. 14). The left portion indicates that the 
nitrogen response followed the LOM reasonably 
well, since treatments 1. 2. 3, and 4 form a relatively 
horizontal line corresponding to the lowest level of 

.' , 
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VIELD. 
BU/ACRE 

20 

10 

O~--~--~----~---L--~--~ 
·40 ·20 o 20 40 60 80 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 

APPLIED NITROGEN. LB/ACRE APPLIED WATER. em 

nGURE 3.-8ample eppllntlon of the LOM model to the Joint e"KIa of nltroatn IBd moisture on lraln yield In whlrh the orilinal 
data sunest substitution of water for nltroaen. Tbe N values ue applied nltroaen In pounds per arret RW Is relative water. 

applied water. Similarly, treatments 7 and 8 form a 
horizontal line corresponding to the next level of ap
plied water. However, the right portion of figure 3 in
dicates that water has substituted for applied 
nitrogen since there are curved positive responses to 
water at each applied nitrogen level. These responses 
are not as steep (i.e., efficient) as the response to 
water when nitrogen is not limiting, but the LOM 
does not appear to be the proper representation. 
However, this discrepancy can be resolved, using the 
logical assumption that the intercept value of 20 
bushels per acre on the nitrogen graph represents the 
contribution of soil nitrogen under optimum 
moisture conditions. If the nitrogen response line is 
extrapolated to lero yield, the amount of soil 
nitrogen can be estimated to be approximately SO 
pounds per acre. Thus, about I pound of soil nitrogen 
per acre is being made available by each additional 
centimeter of applied water. To obtain a true LOM 
representation of the data. it is necessary to create a 
new variable (which is called total available 
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nitrogen) that is defined as the sum of applied 
nitrogen plus soil nitrogen multiplied by relative 
water availability (RW A). (Relative refers to water 
level as a percentage of maximum applied.) The 
results of this transformation are plotted on the left 
side of figure 4. The LOM model now provides a 
satisfactory description of the data. All treatment 
yields are determined by available nitrogen except at 
the highest applied nitrogen levels (treatments 4, 8, 
12. and 16). The nitrogen response equation is 

" Y = 3.16 + 0.36N 

where 9is yield in bushels per acre and Nis nitrogen 
in pounds per acre. This equation is very close to 
other published nitrogen response coefficients (refs. 
7 and IS). 
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nGURE 4.~e appllcatloa 01 the LOM model to the joint tffedS 01 nltJopn ad moisture on lrain field when apparent sullstllll
tloa phenomena are remo.ed IIf (OIIIlIlnlnllOU ad applied nl.repn. 

UN of the Experl ........... od •• 

The experimental model was used in the follow
Ing applications. 

DatCl base.-Once a basic model has been built 
from experimental data. the problem becomes one of 
adaptation to available data. This example consisted 
of a data set for spring wheat compiled by Dr. A. M. 
Feyerherm (personal communication). The basic 
variables used were (1) total precipitation by crop 
stage. (2) mean maximum and mean minimum rain
filII by crop stage. (3) applied nitrogen by crop report
ing district (CRD). (4) percentage of fallow by CRD • 
(5) the relative yielding potential of the dominant 
variety planted in each CRD. and (6) yields by CRD. 
Information on these variables covered the period 
1955-76 for most of the sprins wheat producins dis
tricts in the U.S. Great Plains (USGP). 

R W A.-The fundamental assumption of the 
model is that nitrosen uptake is determined by the 
amount of nitrosen present and by the availability of 

water to transport the nitrosen into the plant. Data 
limitations precluded the use of a soil moisture 
budget to estimate water availability. The most prac
tical alternative seemed to be an estimate of at
mospheric water balance. This estimate was calcu
lated as the difference between precipitation and esti
mated pan evaporation. The latter was calculated as a 
function of the estimated atmospheric vapor pres
sure deficit; i.e .• 

where bo - 0.2163. bl - 0.3473. and ~ - -0.2644; 
Ep is pan evaporation in inches; Es is the vapor pres
sure function value in millibars of the daily max
imum air temperature; and E is the vapor pressure 
function value in millibars of the daily minimum air 
temperature. The functions EJ and E were calculated 
using a form of the vapor pressure function as 
derived from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation with 
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compatible units (ref. 16). The coefficients bg. bl , 
and I? were derived by fiuins observed data for pan 
evaporation and temperatures at several stations in 
the USGP. The values of the coefficients were found 
to be remarkabiy stable over broad areas. The ranae 
of the estimates was -14to 0 inches. This was con· 
verted to a percentaae scale to represent R W A and 
then calculated for the three periods of plant srowth 
defined in the par8lraph on nitroaen uptake. 

Nifrogen.--Soil nitroaen for each CaD was esti
mated by dividins the maximum historical yield in a 
CRo by 0.36 (the slope of the nitrogen response in 
the basic model) and by the relative yieldin. abifity 
of the dominant varieties for each year and by 
subtracting the amount of nilroaen applied in that 
year. This figure was then divided by a factor consist
ing of 1.0 + 0.5 (percentage fallow). The purpose of 
this division was to consider the accumulation of 
nitrogen in the soil durin, fallow. The maximum 
value obtained in the period 1955-66 was then used as 
ap estimate of soil nitroaen. The resultin, fi,ures for 
soil nitroaen combined with the applied nhroaen and 
the nitrogen due to fallowin. to aive a total nitroaen 
figure for each year in each CRo. 

Nitrogen uploke.-Because nitrogen uptake and 
plant growth are known to follow approximately the 
loaistics curve. nitrogen uptake was broken down 
into 20 percent during the period plantin, \0 jointin .. 
60 percent durin,jointing to headin,. and 20 percent 
durin, headin, to ripe. The R W A for each period 
was used to calculate the total nitrogen available dur· 
in~ each period. These fi,ures were in turn 
multiplied by the uptake coefficient for the period; 
the sum was considered to be total nitr08en uptake. 
The basic model equation was then solved for this 
total. givins a yield prediction based solely on 
nitrogen uptake. This was done for the period 
1955-66, and the results were compared with the ac
tual values. Two major types of systematic errors 
were identified. The first type was a consistent ten
dency for actual yields to be anomalously high in 
years with cool summers. probably due to a 
decreased respiration rate during ,rain formation. As 
an interim substitute for a respiration submodel. a 
critical level of 71.50 F was simply defined for mean 
teo ;tperature durin, the milk to ripe period and 4 
bushels were added to the yield estimates when the 
mean temperature fell below this critical level. 

The second type of systematic error was a consis
tent bias over years which varied by CRo. presuma
bly due largely to soil differences. This bias was in-
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corporated into the model as a simple additive term 
consisti", of the mean CRo error over the precedlna 
8-year period. 

Fi,ure S summarizes the form of the model that 
was submitted for testinl. The respiration and soil 
components will be improved as data and time per
mit. 

T.I' ......... tor .... llne Model 

The model was tested by calculatin. the mean air 
temperature from milk to ripe and the R W A from 
planllnlto jointina. joint!n. to headinl. and headin. 
to ripe at each synoptic weather station in the spring 
wheat resion for the 1955·76 period. An objective 
analysis using variational analysis with low-pass 
filtering constraints as described by Wagner (ref. 17) 
was used to interpolate the four weather-related 
variables to a OS grid network. All ,rid points fallina 
within each CRD were averaged to obtain a mean 
value for the weather variables for each CRD-year 
combination. 

The weather parameters were combined with the 
appropriate cultural and soil information. A lO-year 
bootstrap test (1967.76) was performed with a local 
adjustment factor fined for each CRo. The resultin, 
CRD yield estimates were agregated to the Center 
for Climatic and Environmental Assessment 
(CCEA) model regions and ultimately to the entire 
spring wheat area using the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Statistical Reportin, Service4 (SRS) 
acreages. 

Table II presents a comparison of the Cate-Liebig 
results with the baseline performance of the 
Feyerherm and CCEA Phase III yield models. 
Clearly. the Cate-Liebig model has performed well. 
Figure 6 shows the year·by-year performance of 
these models and the SRS yields for the spring wheat 
region. 

Relatively poor performance of the Cate-Liebig 
model in Minnesota resulted in additional error 
analyses in that region. The marked change in per· 
formance for a more humid climate caused specula· 
tion that an additional weather andlor soil parameter 
may be required. However, to date. no satisfactory 
parameter has been developed. It has been deter
mined that radical shifts in acreage in Minnesota 
may also be related to this problem. 

4Now called Economics, Statislics, and Cooperalives Servia:. 
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t + O.1.fIIRC1NT FALLOW FlMlJZATION 
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• HllTOIUCAL PlRClNT FALLOW 
• HllTOIUCAL PDTI.IZD 
• HmOIICAL VAIImY 
• HIITOIUCAL ,aD 

nGURE 5.-caa .. Uoll "'lIne w.ea. yield .... 1, 

TABLE /I.-Results of 10- Year (/96 7-76) Bootstrap Test on the Cote-Liebig Yield 
Mc)dellor Spring Wheat With Comparison to Baseline Feyerllerm and CCEA 

Phase 1/1 Yield Models 

Zon.· eel'" PI,asdll li·.,'c·",."", Ca/,.·Li""i, 

Bias RMSE.'(/ Bias RMSE.' /lIas RAISE.' 

Monlana -11.6 2.11 -0,1 2.S7 0.1 3.44 
Norlh Dakota -1,2 2.94 -.\ 2.SS .\ 1.37 
Red River -1,4 US .9 2.70 -.1 3,19 
Minnesola -.6 3.81 2,S 5.4S -1.3 S.14 
Soulh Dakola -.1 3.00 ,9 4.96 .1 4.14 

rOllllprin, wheal -1.0 2.56 .l 2.08 ,0 1.29 

aRutll-man-lqw,re C'fhU 
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Filure 7 shows the variation in acrcaae ex
perienced in the south-c:entral CRD of Minnrsota. 
The source of the variation appears to be econumic. 
!hc problem lies in the quality of land beinl moved 
In and out of wheat cultivation. An eumination of 
the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Conservation 
Needs Inventory aives a percentaae of the area of the 
state in field crops where the land capabilit)' (other 
than erosion) can limit productivity. Table llIaives 
these fiaures tOJCther with the errors observed for 
the Cate·Liebia model. The limitations considered by 
the SCS in compiling the percentages include soil tc!(, 
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ture, drainaae. and climate (dryn_ and coolness). 
Evidently. model performance is dearaded by the 
failure to consider these differences. AlthouP the 
problem is not yet resolved. it is believed th.t more 
details on the soils under cultivation are needed. such 
as nitroaen c:ontent. water·holdin. capacity. and 
drainaae d .... In all likelihood. the use of a detailed 
soil moisture model will be requir~d for a more com· 
plete development of this modelin. approach. 

CONCLUDING RIMARKS 

The LOM shows promise as a yield.modelin. tool 
thai may iupplemenl Ihe common rearession.type 
modelina lechniques. Its primary advanta,es are as 
follows. 

1. EXIremes are beuer predicled be4:ause LOM 
avoids the averllin. or dampenin. of effects that 
usually resUlts from multiple rcaression liltina. 

2. Coefficients are slable over wide ranses of con· 
ditions because variable effects are modeled indepen. 
dently. 

3. Coefficients can be derived from exrerimenlal 
work performed under controlled conditions. 

4. Additional variables can be added to a model 
wilhout affectina the coefficients of variables already 
included. 

The relationships of the LOM to olher modelina 
techniques are summarized in table IV. which ;s 
based on a table oriainally presented by Baier (ref. 
18). The inlent of this paper is 10 demonstrate thai 
the LOM concept can be a v;:luable tool for model 
buildina when rcaression tools are inadequate. 

Additional data. which may be of interClit. on the 
indication of bioloaical discontinuities as in the 
LOM, the conlirmation of the LOM by a simulation 
model. and a review of the application of the LOM in 
tropical qricultural development are available in 
references 21. 22. and 23. respectively. 

T.fHI.I· IIJ,-P"f('('ntaK" of Total ..ere·a 
in fi('/J Crops Wh,'re' Land C Ql'abi/ity Limitations 

Are' a P,.·Jominant Pmb/"m 

.\'t,JI,· 1,,'11. ( ·IIt,··/.,..ht/: 

p,'r,,'flt N.\I.\'f 

Minnelitllll 55 ~ '4 
Munl .. " .. 4() H4 
Nurah O.kul. H 137 

• 
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TABU W.-Comporilon of Mod('1 F('olll"'s 

11'0/",.· Simlliation ",,""'/ I.OM 

Type 
Time 1(.le 
D.I.lOUrce 
Approech 
Purpole 

Delerminiltic 
Dyftlmlc 
F.Clori.1 upcrimenll 
PhYliolotic.l/cauul 
Anal)'lil 

Delerminillic 
Scmidyn.mlc 
Faclorlal upcrlmenla 
Empirical/cauMI 
Prediclionl.n.tlyail 

Scmillochlilic 
Scmidynamic 
Variely Irlall 
Empirical, #relative 
Prediclion 

~hlllic 
StudY-llale 
Rqional mun. 
Emplrical/correl.live 
PrediClion 

""_ Slate Un ....... '. rtom ""_ .... 
"Ftom ",1._ .. 20 
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CCIA Second-Generation Whe.t Yield Model for 
Hard Red Wheet In North Dakota· 

S. /C.IAOuc' 

INTRODUCTION 

A whal tield model WII developed for hard red 
sprina whelt in North Dakota Ulina historical yieldl 
for crop reportina dislrklJ in c:onjunc:tinn with 
meteoroloJjcal predictor variables baed on weekly 
data. The meteoroJoaic:al cltta were aarepted ac· 
cordins to observed fhenoq;c.I ....... The overall 
I0Il of lhi.approach WII 10 delermine whether yield 
estima,a for years with unusual plantina dalll 
and/or un",uaI phenoloaical development ceNId be 
Cllimlled more accurately tban in the ori,inel 
nJOllthly model. developed by the Cenw for 
Climalic: and Environmental Aueament (CCEA) 
of tbe Nalionll Oceanic and Atmoapheric: Adminis
trati.", (NOAA). 

CCIA PlaT .GINDATION MODILI 

Tik' nfll yield modeII developed by CCEA were 
repetlJion mode.. Ulin. monlhly Aver. tem
perature and precipitltion for c:limltoln,:cal diltric:t5 
.. the bllic meteoroloaical v"ilbla. The averaaa 
for the di.ericlJ were baaed on lhe aver. from I 

dense network of cooperltive '1IIiona. Modell were 
for .tates or for aras lhe size of '1I1es. To obtain 
v.nabla for modellreal, dillric:t dall were wei&hled 
by relative harvested lrea for • specirled year. 

The use of monthly dall in lhe nrsl models had 
several shoracominp. If the c:ror. were planled vcry 
early or very lite, lhe .lap of developmenl in a par
ticular m\Jftth would not be what the model WII ex
p«tina; i..!., lhe normal •• of development. For 
example, early plan tina miJbl allow the wbut to 

-PIper p,.... .. to the Crop ModoIiDa Workshop. Octobct 
.).S. 1m. CoIutftbia. Miuouri. 

'N04A COllier for Ctiaulic IIld b"trOlHfttftW 4 ..... mcat. 
Colulftbia. Millouri. 
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develop more rapidly to the extent that the Whal 
milbt be ripe durin, the month when hadin, would 
normally ocaar. In thil cue. the model would 
anume the crop WII in the heldins stap and in· 
terpret dry. hot weather II belns detrimental to yield 
when in fact ilshould be advantapoUl to dryina the 
ripe crop. Also. phenoloJical development varies 
over a Ita". and areu Imaller than ItlleI .houId be 
able to more effectively utilize ltap-Of-developmenl 
information in I model. 

Variabla used in the nflt models were not capa
ble oi :.. ..... ins the delayed and aamulative e«em of 
a moi.ture denc:it. Soil moi.ture should be a aood in
dicator of thi •. Variablel that are .ver .... a1IO do not 
reflect the full impact of extreme conditions. 

MODIL YA"'AILII 

A model that would hopefully .lIeviate some of 
the problems wu developed for hard red .prina 
what yield in the nine crop reportina districts 
(CRD'.) of North Dakota. Production and harvested 
acreqe dall for h.rd red .prina wheat for the CID'1 
were available from the Statistic:al Rcpo"ina Service 
(SRS) of the U.S. Dep.rtment of ",riculture 
(USDA). The most recent revision wu used. 

The quality of lhe historical ~ :eld dall for the 
CRD'I i. not the lime Ii that for the Ilite baed on 
objective yield .urveYI. The yield Cltimales for 
CRD'I and counties.re based mainly on rClponlCl 
from SRS ,nail lurvey., which .re adjusted Ulin, 
dall from the aaric:ultural cen.us. Stale yields .re 
revised bued on ,'teck dallluc:tt II IlIte 1SIeIIOfI' 

reporu on "relit. I 
Actual observed phenoloaic:al IlIIf.:I for cac:h 

CRD in Nonh Dakota from 1950 to 1975 were 

lLouia T. SICy .. t. ~QueUlf of United SIIICI What. Corn. 
IIld SortIuta Crop Statilticl.M tepon 10 die Ctwlel F KClWift. 
foundation UftdIf Gr .... Numbtt 5T 7 .. 30. MM. 1977. 
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smootbed and the median date was determined. The 
observed stapS for wheat are plannna. emeraence. 
jointina. headina. milk-to-douah. tumina. swathina. 
and combinina. The smoothina was both spatial and 
temporal wben possible. Data were spotty in some of 
the early years. Attemptina to utilize the pbenoloat
cal stqeS necessitates usiq periods shorter than a 
month for ~c smaller areas. The natural choice 
was to use periods of a week for the individual 
CRD's. 

The basic 88IR8ltion of daily station data into 
weekly meteoroloaical data for eacb CRD was ac
complished by Dr. Amos Eddy of the Department of 
Atmospheric Science at the University of 
Oklahoma.2 Data for S9 stati'1J~ (fla. 1) were com
bined as follows. 

1. Averaae total precipitatioll fc:·f t;le week (PCP) 
in hundredths of inch~ 

2. Maximum number of days in which more than 
1 inch of precipitation feU (NPH) 

2Amas Eddy. Fuaalltepon OIl Federal Grant USDC (NOAA) 
041-151-44000 concemiIIa development of recond-&eneration 
yield models. June 1m. 

3. Maximum number of dayS in whieb more than 
0.2 incb of precipitation fell (NPM) 

4. Maximum number of days in whieb more than 
0.1 incb of precipitation fell (NPL) 

S. Averaae weekly maximum temperature (MX) 
in OF 

6. Averap weekly minimum temperature (MN) 
in OF 

7. Maximum number of days in tbe week wben 
the maximum temperature exceeded 1000 F (MXH) 
or 900 F (MXL) 

8. Maximum number of days in tbe week when 
the minimum temperature was less than 320 F 
(MHN) 

9. The sum of the averaae daily ,rowilll desree 
dayS (GDL) in the CRD for the week; e .... for Ioca· 
tion i. wbere the daily maximum temperature for day 
j is TXq. the daily minimum temperature is TNq< and 
the number of locations on day j is AI 

~ 1 ~ I rTNIj + min (rxq• 86)~ I 
GDL = L,,- I.J t - 40 

/fIIl ~ i=1 2 

'---O-C-R-0S6-V-OlI'ORTAL-_""'_~===:O=---""'IHANS80RO------)'OPEMBINA 
o 0 SAN HAVEN o LANGDON 

BOWBELLS 1 o GRENORA 
o POWERS 

LAKE o DRAK 0 GRAFTON 

o STANLEY ~ \ o GRANVILLE 
o ['eVilS LAKE 

o PARSHALL 0 McCLUSKY 0 MAO """ PE~RS8URG 0 GRAND FORKS .-------IL.......,....::... ______ "OWARWICK ~ 

o FESSENDEN hSHARON 

o WILTON t OMA .ILl:: 

TROTTERS 1 0 ~:TER 0 BEULAH 0 KENSAL I'l!:iJLGATE 

o CENTE 0 PETTIBONE \ 

o BEACH L, ) FAflGO 
o DICKINSON 0 STEELE 0 0 VALLEV CITY 

o ~- 0 1 o::PJ~_M L..,-O-N-A-PO-L-e-ON-J_AM_:"....IAAt.-OW_N_-O-L-IS80-N-"""'\ 

o MARMATH 0 EDGELEY 
o LINTON 

o BOWMAN I 0 OAKES 
o FORTYATlS 

o WILLISTOIII 

FIGURE l.-Nortb Dakota meleorololical stallons used in the IIIrecation of dally data. 
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10. Averaae weekly surface moisture amount 
whore the maximum is 1 inch (SS) 

11. A veraae weekly subsurface moisture amount 
(S(I) where the maximum is the available water 
capacity minus one (available water capacity was 8 
inches for CRD's 4 to 9, 7 inches for CRD's 2 and 3, 
and 6 inches for CRD 1) 

12. Averaae weekly runoff in inches (RO) 
The last three variables were determined from a 

hydrologic accounting system similar to the one re
ported by I'almer (ref. I). Soil moisture is previous 
storaae plus precipitation minus evapotranspir. 
ation, up to a set maximum. Excess precipitation is 
runoff. A surface layer can supply up to 1 inch to 
evapotranspiration, but only a fraction of demand 
beyond that can be supplied by the underlying layer. 
Evapotranspiration is that part of potential 
evapotranspiration (PET) that is satisfied. Thorn· 
thwaite (ref. 2) Sives 

[
5.5556 (Tj 3~nA HOURS 7 

1 .b B ] x 12 X .30 
PETi =--~--------~~----------2.54 

where T, - weekly CRD average temperature in OF 
(PET - 0 where T < 32) 

T - long-term weekly CRD average tem· 
perature in OF 

HOURS - number of daylight hours 
7/30 - transformation from monthly values 

used by Thornthwaite to weekly values 
used in this study 

8 - heat index computed from long-term 
lc.,;orJ 

where T i is set equal to 32 if it is 
climatologically < 32 

A - 0.49239 + 0.0171J28 - O.OOOO77IR2 + 
O.QOOO()()b 7 58.1 

MODILPORM 

The model is a multiple t'elression moctol. A con· 
stant shift term was considered for each CRD~ 
however, none of the shift terms were signitlcant. 
The model may be expressed as 

n 
.lj :a Q + n'R + "I1j + E 13,h'1I (I) 

1-' 
where j varies for each crop district and n is the num· 
ber of weather terms, selected from those listed in 
the previous section, The year YR is a variable 
defined as year minus 1950. The trend variable Tj is 
of the following form 

This functional form was chosen to allow for the ex
ponential rate of increase in the mid· 1950's and to ac
count for the apparent slowdown in the rate of 
change in the 1970's. 

The coefficients AI, A2, and A3 were determined 
from a nonlinear programing algorithm that fitted a 
linear trend from 1929 to 1949 and T (in the above 
form) from 1949 to 1976, with a forced juncture at 
1949. A trend was fitted to each individual CRD 
yield time series; i.e., for each series T. The estimates 
of Ihe pltrameters are given in table I. The expected 
state yield without regard to weather variables is 
shown in figure 2. This yield is derived by omitting 
the weather variables Wi from the full model and 
estimating the parameters a, 8, and')' using the years 
1953 and 1957 to 1973. These parameter estimates 
were then used to estimate the expected yield for 
each CRD for each of the years from 1950 to 1976. 
Using actual harvested acreages, the expe<>' .i CRD 
yields were aggregated to determine an expected 
state yield. Also shown in figure 2 is the e1(pccted 
~tate yield using the same process e1(cept that the 
trend function (eq. (2» was fitted using the 1929·73 
period; i.e .. no linear trend was used for the early 
part. Estimates of the parameters for equation (2) are 
shown in table 1. 

The meteorological variables Wi are determined 
as follows. For a particular stage, the week in which 
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half the crop in a liven CRD passed thai slap was 
used. The weather variable for that week and the 
weather variable for both the week before and the 
week after are Ilverapd t08etber with weiahts of 
O.SO, 0.2S, and 0.25, respectively. This averaaina was 
used because, even within a sinale CRD, not all the 
crop is in the same staae durina a given week. 

TABLE I.-North Dalcota Hard Red Spring Wheal 
Trend Cotiffltlents lor Expunentlal Distribution 

eRD Al A1 M 

1 0.11 1.01 1.10 
2 .SO 1.09 l.t0 
3 .82 1.16 1.10 
4 .76 .93 1.10 
S .71 US 1.10 
6 .78 1.12 1.10 
7 .78 .93 1.10 
I .69 .'0 1.10 
9 .66 l.l9 1.10 

(b) Expoirtfltialjimrr (tq. au ItHo.76./i"tGldu!ingpriorptriod. 
T - 8/ + Br (ytGI- 1918) 

eRD AI A} A.f 8/ it} 

I 0.89 1.72 1.07 8.0 0.2S 
2 .88 1.52 1.07 8.0 .10 
3 1.13 1.34 U16 lOS .25 
4 .87 1.S6 1.08 4.S .2S 
S .88 1.S2 1.07 5.5 .25 
6 1.06 I.Sl 1.03 9.0 .2~ 
7 .tl9 1.50 1.10 4.3 .25 
8 .70 I.S0 1.08 8.0 .01 
9 .12 LSI 1.11 7.9 .01 

The final variables were selected usioa a stepwise 
resression procedure with the restriction Ihat the 
physical interpretation of the signs of the coefficients 
was correct with regard to the known response of 
wheat yields to climatic factors durina a particular 
stage of development. Because of missing phenologi
cal data, only the years 1953 and 1957 to 1973 were 
used in selecting the variables. Truncatetl models 
were determined for the different phenological 
stages usin, only variables for that staae or pre
viously occurrina stages, allowina predictions to be 
made early in the growing season as the crop reachc.:l 
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each development staae. In each of these preharvest 
models, the trend was allowed to remain an 
independ"nt variable and its coemcient was derived 
for each truncation to maximize the fit to the data. 
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nGVRE 2.-Nortb Dakota bard red sprlna wbeat ,leld and ftt
ted '~nd. 

RESULTS 

Table II contains the variables that were selected 
for a preliminary model. The first alphabetic charac
ters of the weather variable names refer to the pre
viously described 3-week weighted average of varia
bles described in the section entitled "Model Varia
bles" where the codes appear. The numeral that 
follows refers to stage of the wheat in natural order; 
i.e., planted is I, emergence is 2,jointina is J, heading 
is 4, milk-to-dough is 5, turning is 6, swathing is 7, 
and combining is 8. The variables, the estimates and 
the standard errors of their coefficients, and the F 
statistic with its significance level are also included in 
table II. Maximum temperature MX, minimum tem
perature MN, and precipitation pcp have the mean 
subtracted. The means are included in table II. 

The trend variable has a coefficient varying from 
0.81 to 0.91, indicating that scalar adjustment to the 
trend estimated in equation (2) is needed. High max
imum temperatures are detrimental to yield from 
jointing through turning. Precipitation is advan
tageous to yield from emergence to heading except 
that runoff can cause a decrease in yield during joint
ing and heading. The milk-ta-dough stage has three 
variables that appear to be important: (1) subsurface 
soil moisture at this time can be beneficial to yield; 
(2) maximum temperature has an effect that is 
difficult to interpret in the model; and (3) the 
averaae maximum temperature has a negative coem-

, 
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TABLE 1I.-CoeffiC'ients (Standard Deviations) alld Slat/slirs Pella/Ring 10 Preliminary ModE-Is 
for North Dakota Hord Red Spring Wheal 

TI'UfI('Q,imt stand Slal/srk's mt vaf/flbItJ1 

---------------------------------------
Trmd Plmttl'd E",.."",ct Jlllllrlllg HeadllIIl MIIk·to-dough 7'urnilIB M«m SIF Mill Max 

(Ij m (J) (4) (5) (6) 

COMlI.nl -a611I.S1) \.8Cl1 UI) 1.12 tI.611 1.93(Ull 1.18 (2.54) - 5.66 (1.64' 4.11 U.SII 
Trend .90 (.10) .82 (.10) .BI (.09) .86 (.1m .91 (.07) ." (.06\ .8S ,.116) 20.04 s.n 1.26 ll.64 
),R .2J (.081 20 (.(ll) .22 (.08\ .ll (.1161 .26 (.06) .20 'OS) .11 (.OS) 13.00 7.80 0 26.00 
AlXI .23 (.OS) .2(\ (.05\ .15 (.IS) 51 (14) 60.24 Ul 4S.13 76.20 
GDU -.U (.IUI -.08 (.03) 61.21 ll08 US ISH. 
lVPH2 l.OI 1.1)7) .21 .30 0 I.7S 
"'I'M 2 .56 (.291 \.21 .15 0 US 
P(Pl .02 (.01) .02 (.01) 4S.21 loU4 .os 192.\0 
GDLJ -.06 (.01) 161.26 25.19 9J.91 229.20 
NPU 52 (.241 .s.. (.23) lJ7 .96 .SO 6.00 
MXl -.49 (.06) -.35 (.06) -.25 (.061 7S.n 4.57 62.48 86.63 
Nfl) -3.62 n.14) .02 .09 0 .74 
"'PAIl .82 (.37) L86 .69 .25 3.50 

IV""'" .88 (.28) .11 ,.29) 1.81 .75 .SO 4.00 
AlJ4 - .J) (.(6) 18.72 4.40 66.40 89.44 
R04 - S.JIC 2.871 .01 .01 0 .1\ 
MKH4 -HI (1.7S) -6.41 (1.67) .27 .80 0 5.00 
SU4 .36 (.15) 3.99 1.41 .66 7.00 
M15 -.64 (.07) -.59 (.07) 82.49 3.62 12.23 91.SI 
AlXHS 358 (1.0S) 1.12 (1.00) .39 .99 0 6.00 
SVS .JS ,.16) 3.53 1.40 .54 1.00 
.\1.\'6 -.17 (.07) 83.66 4.00 7).02 92.85 

r 0.61 OJIS 065 0.78 0.82 (J.B' 0.88 
sl 18.2 16.4 III.) 10.2 U &.5 U t 

~\,,,,,- "'.:"",Ied.md -rr",oeIIlS es, ..... ,aI ""IIS only <!ala fo< ,lie ,..... 195).n.: IIlS?7l 
"),:jII.lIIKs Oft ".riablts WiC all yea" 14S€).16, 
tst.ndard d .... , ... 

cient whereas the numbe~ of days that the tem
perature is above 1000 F has a positive coefficient. 
These variables are highly correlated. If temperatures 
get above tOOO F, the yield does not continue to 
decrease at the same rate but is lessened. This is simi
lar to a quadratic effect in that yield losses are not 
simple linear functions of temperature over the en· 
tire range. 

Coefficients for the preliminary models defined in 
table I were recalculated using additional years. The 
reestimated models were used to obtain predictions 
for each CRD for each year from )950 to )976. These 
CRD predictions were then aggregated to the state 
level using the actual acreages. The mean squared er
rors or the average squared difference between the 
aggregated predictions and the actual yield are shown 
in table 111. The mean squared errors appear to be sta
ble and are of course smaller when more years are 
used in estimating the coefficients. 

The quality of the phenological dala for the years 
from 1950 to 1956 is poor. Some of these years had 
few observations on the phenological stages. The 
missing phenological data were estimated in an at
tempt to use the data that were reported in addition 
to the development stage as indicated in the "Weekly 
Weather and Crop Bulletin." This estimation is, 
however, a source of error in evaluating the models, 
but these questionable years were not considered 
when selecting variables for the models. The 
phenological data for 1976 were obtained from the 
actual planting date and. for later phenological stages, 
from Robertson's biometeorological time scale 
(ref. 3). 

Yield estimates for the truncated models in table 
IV, with variables as listed in table ll. were generated 
for indepenJent data for the years not considered in 
selectin, the variables; i.e., 1950 to 1952. 1954 to 
19S6, and 1974 to 1976. For the early years from 1950 
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TAlILE III.-MHII SqufIMI E"", (l9S(J.16) 
PtellllflnfllY 7'tuncGted Models /or North /JQ/cOltl 

Nfli'd Red Spri", WIled, Yield 

r .... ", »ad PIal· Ewwr- nu.colloll Mille llmr· 
- .... ~. l1li f,efI« ", l1li _,. _to HNII- dotlllt 

1953, 1957·73 
1951-7. 
19S0.1952·76 
1950-51.195),76 
1950-53,1955-76 
1950-S4,19S6-76 
1950-55.1957·76 
19so.73.1975-76 
1950-74.1976 
1950-75 
1950-73 
19so.74 

13.6 11.4 
n.9 10.5 
11.9 10.S 
11.8 10.4 
11.9 10.6 
n.' 10.4 
11.8 10.4 
12.0 ·10.6 
11.8 10.4 
11.9 10.5 
12.7 u.s 
11.9 10.5 

1l.2 
10.1 
10.0 
9.9 

10.0 
9.9 
9.9 

10.1 
9.9 
9.9 

11.0 
10.0 

"., "., 

6.4 7.0 
5.3 4.6 
5.1 4.4 
5.0 4.3 
5.2 4.4 
5.0 4.5 
4.9 4.3 
5.4 4.6 
5.1 4.4 
5.1 4.4 
S.l 4.6 
5.1 4.4 

5.1 
3.S 
3.S 
3.4 
3.4 
3.3 
3.4 
3.4 
3.4 
U 
l.S 
U 

6.1 
2.9 
3.0 
2.8 
2.a 
2.a 
2.8 
2.9 
U 
2.8 
3.4 
2.7 

to 1955, tbe yield estimates are not very encouraaina. 
In fact, at the time of tumina. the model under
predicted twice by at least 2 bushels per acre and 
once by 5.5 blisbels per acre. For 19S2 and 19S4. tbe 
model overpredicted by 2.6 and 3.6 busbels per acre. 
respectively. The model, however. did show a 
decrease in the yield estimate for 1952 tbat was lower 
than the actual yield for 1951. The estimates for 1956 
were aood from the milk.to-douah stage throuah 
turnina. the last estimate. OmittiOJ individual years, 

the estimates for 1974 and 1976 were aoocI. The esti· 
mate for !97S, however. is closer in dte early 
phenolOlica! s ..... If all years after an indiVi~uaI 
year are !eft out. the model prediction for 1974 is un
derestimated by 4.2 bushels per acre. 

An alternate model usina the number of days 
above goo F for the later staaes is presented in table 
V. The results of the independent yield predictions 
are included in table VI. The fit of the milk-to-douah 
truncation of this model is shown in fiaure 3. As with 
tbe preliminary model. the independent years 1950 
to 1952,1954 to 1956. and 1974 to 1976 were not used 
in model development. The dashed line represents 
yield estimates from lbe model when coefficients 
were estimated usins the years 1953 and 1957 to 
1973. Yield estimates for the independent years were 
also derived usina all other )'ea1'S except tbat particu
lar year to estimate the coefficients; th~ estimates 
are indicated by the label "independent test. "In the 
"bootstrap test," all previous years were used to esti
mate the coefficients for the model. 

The variables in the model with days above 900 F 
in addition to havinc a meaninaful pbysical in
terpretation are statistically sisnificant. The model 
for the jointina stage shows hiab maximum tem
peratures to be helpful at plantina but harmful to 
yield at jointiftl, Precipitation occurriOJ around 
jointina increases yield. but yield decreases if there 
are too many days of precipitation around the plant
ing date. If the minimulD temperatures are too high 
at emergence. the model indicates there will be a 

TABLE IJ'.-Independent Yield Predictions/or North Dakota Nard Red $prl", Wheat 
Using Preliminary Truncated Models 

976 

YeaP Trend PI.tlng Entelletlct Jointing Heading Milk..,.. Tumlng Actual 
do"", 

1950 10.2 11.3 11.4 9.2 9.S 10.2 11.3 14.0 
19SI tU 11.3 11.7 13.3 13.0 10.8 11.6 14.0 
1952 U.8 15.0 14.5 U.S U.9 12.7 12.6 10.0 
195'· 14.6 13.5 13.3 12.7 IU U.4 13.6 10.0 
1955 15.2 15.8 15.7 13.9 11.7 11.0 10.0 IS.S 
1956 16.1 15.1 14.9 114 13.4 11.0 17.1 17.5 
1974 26.9 27.4 27.3 24.9 22.8 20.2 21.4 20.5 
1975 26.1 27.6 25.6 26.7 25.2 24.9 24.2 2S.S 
1976 26.2 25.9 25.4 24.4 25.4 25.2 24.3 24.7 

bl974 27.8 28.5 28.4 25.6 23.4 18.0 16.3 20.S 
bl975 26.S 26.3 25.8 24.5 25.5 25.4 24.5 25.5 

·v_ ia \aft ou\ or ca\cUlalilmt for c:oefI'lCieIIlI: also. lhe rClfS in.:luded helt were tIDI con!li4eted wilen i~1 variables were 
!elected. 

byN' and followina rears .... len OUI at ca\cUlllioas (or coeIfII:i<ml "'1i .... 1eS. 
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TABLE V.-CoeJ/icients (Slandard /Hvialions) and Stalistics Pertaining 10 the 
Alfemale Models/or Norlh Dakola Hard Red Spring Wheal 

Var/able Sratlstlrs on wulablt~ 

Jolllliffl 
(J) 

Htad/ffl 
(4, 

Mllk·/O-dough Mtan 
(5) 

SD Min Max 

ConSlanl 1.37 0.72) -1.61 (1.46) -0.46 0.2) 
Trend .85 (.07) .85 (.06) .82 (.06) 20.0 5.7 8.) 316 
YR .24 (.06) .29 (.06) .30 (.05) 11.0 7.8 0 26.0 
AiXI .19 (.OS) .12 (.04) .07 (.0) 60.2 6.8 45.1 76.2 
NPLI -.62 (.31) 2.6 1.0 0 S.O 
MN2 -.18 (.07) 41.3 4.2 30.4 55.0 
MN) -.31 (.07) -.23 (.06) SO.) 3.6 39.0 59.) 
MXl -.23 (.08) 75.7 4.6 62.5 86.6 
MXL3 -1.97 (.47) -1.09 (.33) -1.14 (.29) .6 .8 0 4.0 
NPMJ .83 (.40) 1.42 (.33) 1.13 (.29) 1.9 .7 .3 J.5 
M.fL4 -1.94 (.25) - 1.42 (.24) 1.1 1.1 0 S.O 
MX5 -.53 (.07) 82.S 3.6 72.2 9:.5 
MNS .23 (.09) 55.4 2.9 48.\ 63.7 

R2 0.79 0.84 0.88 
S2 

t 9.9 7.7 5.8 

·V .... bIes selotled.nd alClTlCieftb esbmalCd USi", only da •• ror 'he ynn 19H .nd I'IS'·7.1 
"stat1S'ics on v.riables \lie .11 yean 19S1). 'b 

decrease in yield. The model at the heading stage has 
the same variables as before. except that precipita
tion around planting and minimum temperatures at 
emergence are not included and the minimum rather 
than the maximum temperature at the jointing stage 

TABLE VI.-Independent Yield Predictions/or 
North Dakola Hard Red Spring Wheal 

Using Altemale Models With MXL Variable 
(Numbero/Days> 90°F) 

bl976 
<:1975 
1974 
1950 
1951 
1952 
19S4 
1955 
1956 

T"nd Jointing Htading Milk-to· A"tual 

26.4 
26.8 
28.3 
8.9 

10.0 
I \.0 
13.0 
14.1 
15.3 

25.7 
28.9 
24.0 
8.7 

13.2 
11.6 
11.9 
12.4 
13.2 

24.b 
28.6 
2\.0 
7.6 

10.8 
9.6 
8.1 
8.3 

125 

dough 

25.2 
21.4 
20.7 
8.1 

10.3 
10.7 
9.4 
8.7 

15.0 

24.7 
255 
20.5 
14.0 
14.0 
10.0 
10.0 
IS.S 
17.5 

t" ear ,s nol usrd 10 tJ,umalltln l~f "·,lCm":ltn". nm ",,'eft Ihtst )eAl1l "'l,"sit.lrr~d in 
.he Kl4"ulln l'( un.ttltl 

b •• 'la (rom IQ"''' lind I~i~ ildlltd 10 t't.i5U: d." SCI (m ~.'~,:ul'lIun of l.'v('lli.:irnh 
1..'011. from l'oJ"" .dJed 10 bllSlt; d.liII Icl (", iI.'.kul.hon of t.:ocllklcnts 

is used. High maximum temperature'i at heading are 
detrimental to yield. The model tor the milk-to
dough stage includes the maximum temperature 
with a negative effect and the minimum temperature 
with a positive effect. These two variables are highly 
correlated, the coefficient on the maximum tem
perature is of larger magnitude. and both are 
measured as deviations from normal. If both max-

30 
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.·\(il!R.: .1.-llrlds (or North I)akola hard red sprlna "hu'_ 
arlual and rs,lmalt'd (rom allrrnale model. 
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imum and minimum temperatures are 20 F above 
normal. the impact on yield would be estimated as 
-O.S~ + 0.2~ - -0.3 bushel per acre. If the tem
peratures deviate in opposite directions from the 
normal. the contributions would be in the same 
direction. For example, the maximum beina hiaher 
than normal and the minimum lower than normal 

would indicate not only hlaher day temperatures but 
also cooler niahts; i.e.. more diurnal variability. The 
model would estimate these conditions to be more 
detrimental to yield than if both day and niaha tem
peratures were hasher than normal. 

The CCEA first-aeneration Phase III model, 
which includes seven of the nine CRD's in North 

TABLE VII.-NorrIt Dakota Spring Wheat Model 

10 Northwest 
20 North Central 
40 West Central 
SO Central' 
70 Southwest 
80 South Central 
90 Southeast 

Weight 

0.2509 
.ISS8 
.1178 
.1616 
.0948 
.0834 
.ll51 

'wei.ll!ts baed 011 1911 tfriftl wIlm II.rwsllClllCfOllC. 

Variable 

Normal' 

Overall constant 1.00 
Linear trend 1932·55 24.00 
lineartrend 1955-65 11.00 
Linear trend 1%5-72 8.00 
Alii. 10 Mar. precipitation. c: mm 176.67 
Apr. precipitalion - PET,C: mm 10.47 
Apr. prec:irilation - PET,' mm )0.41 
May precipitation/PET.' mm 0.77 
Jun~ precipitalion, (: mm 89.26 
June precipitalion. d mm 89.26 
June dea-days >90" F 
July dea·days >90· F 

R2 
Standard error. ql/ha 
Standard variance. ql/ha 
Standard devialion of yields - 4.93S89 ql/ha 

'YieIds baed Oft I9ll·1S; lIIA1l1R1d in quinllls pet Mellie. 
bMe\llOl'Ololiall nonnaIt baed 01\ 1931.1S 
"PePIn,", rlOlll -U. 
~red dop.nule froIII _I. 
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Trmd 

4.25220 
0.17973 
0.58914 
0.26745 

0.69401 
2.83090 
11.01400 

(b J D(fltIilion oj COIUllllll$ 

PET 

PET A 
PET I 
April daylenath 
May daylenalb 
Latitude 
June dea-days >90" F 
July dea-days >90" F 
Det-clays stations 

(f) AnalysiS 

T"",l.'tIlionD 

Marclt April 

5.07175 5.00981 
0.12701 0.14318 
0.6887S 0.6S567 
0.10780 0.22519 
0.02966 0.02716 

-0.00009 
-0.00042 

0.74860 0.76076 
2.5986S 2.60266 
6.75300 6.77386 

Diifillition 

Potential evapotranspiration 
eslimated from Thornthwaite's 
medlod 

1.051 
34.8JJ 
1.1297 
usn 
WN 
1 irdq-days >2; otherwise 0 
1 ifdq-days >1S:olherwiseO 
Bismarck. Dickinson. Fal1O. Grand 

Forks. Jamestown, Ninot. and 
Williston 

May JUlIe Jul, 

5.12948 6.66911 7.83411 
0.13230 0.10454 0.08950 
0.65543 0.68523 0.69733 
0.2lO68 0.21639 0.24716 
0.02660 0.02589 0.02357 

-0.00658 -0.00297 0.00181 
-0.00035 -0,(0)46 0.00041 

1.24698 1.44860 0.70)76 
0.04159 0.03738 

-0.00044 -0.00045 
-1.29241 -0.88576 

-\.5S418 

0.76959 0.87180 0.88325 
2.58938 2.0mS I.9S503 
6.70489 4.06982 3.82215 

.Jf..4i 



Dakota, is detailed in table vn. It is difficult to com
pare coefficients of the first- and second-generation 
models because of inherent differences. Later stages 
show the negative effects of hot weather and the 
need for moisture in both models. Results of the test 
of the first-generation model are shown in figure 4. 
Basic differences must be considered when compar
ing figures 3 and 4. The yield shown for the second
generation model is for hard red spring wheat in all 

3D 
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FIGURE ".-Phue III nrsl ... n.ratloll mod •• yMds for North 
Dakota sprlnR whrliin CRD's •• 2 .... 5. 7.8. and 9. 

of North Dakota, whereas the first-generation model 
is for the yield of all spring wheat in seven of the 
eRD's. The higher yielding Red River Valley is not 
included in the area included in the first-generation 
model. Both models seem to miss in the same direc
tion. The second-generation model appears to give an 
improved estimate in 1974 and 1976. The latter year 
is an independent test year for both models, but 1974 
is an independent test only for the second-generation 
model. 

CONCLUSION 

The second-generation model appears to provide 
estimates that are improved in two of the three inde
pendent test years. The earlier years analyzed using 
the bootstrap test do not show considerable improve
ment. The second-generation models are much more 
difficult to use operationally because of the 
variability of truncations caused by the rate of 
development of the wheat crop. More data must be 
collected. quality controlled. and used to calculate the 
derived variables. Thus. more resources are de
manded for assessments using the second-generation 
model. The cost/benefit comparison of the two 
models is based on meteorological data that are 
routinely observed. The timeliness of providing the 
estimates also needs to be considered in the com-

_....,..~T"T..........., """ .. ...,.. •• ' -,-,~',", .' " ., •. ~ .. fA "! ! . ..."..-< --,~. » .:, 

.'~'~' ~.~"·'·::;:"1,·iif· .. --",,'t", ,"~ 
. ""~ " .... ") . 

parison. The occurrence of the phenological stages 
for estimates from the second-generation model may 
not be convenient for release and dissemination of 
yield estimates because the dates are variable. If the 
models are to provide estimates at fixed calendar 
dlliCS for an operational system, the second-senera
tion modei needs to be evaluated for its ability to ac
complish this. The comparative value of the two 
types of models will be determined by operational 
results of each on independent data. 
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Prediction of Wheat Phenological Development: 
A State-of-the-Art Review 

M. W. Steley, /I M. H. Trenchflrd, /I D. E. Phinney, /I J. R. Bflker, b flnd R. G. Stqfft 

INTRODUCTION 

The objl"Ctives of this paper are to describe the 
supportin, research in crop development modelln, 
(crop calendars) and. more specifically, to discuss 
the relative merits and shortcominp of various 
models for the development of wheat (Triticum 
fllStMum) which emerpd dwin. the 3 years of 
LACIE. The models described herein represent a 
joint research etTort of NASA and contractor scien
tists. The incorporation of these models into LACIE 
operations is discussed elsewhere in this volume 
(McCrary and Rosers, "Operation of The Yield 
Estimation Subsystem"). 

Crop phenolOlY, the study of the expression of 
genotypic and environmental interactions. has been 
a key con~"t in the evolution of quantified crop 
development scales for many crops. Wheat, corn, 
peas. sorghum. and soybeans are a few of the crops 
for which development, from emerpnce through 
maturation, has been described using a pheno
logically based numeric scale. The history of 
a.riculture shows thal man has always used 
phenological characterloltics to identify stages of 
development fOI particular crops. In fact, improve
ments in crop husbandry are still being made as a 
beller understandin, of crop phenology is gained. 

Phenotypic characteristics of a crop may be 
divided into those which manifestll'owth and those 
which manifest development. Crop arowth and 
development are frequently confused, although they 
are distinctly different concepts. Growth tradi
tionally refers to an increase in plant size (roots, 
shoots. stems. and leaves) and represents one com· 
ponent of plant development. The concept of 
development includes the sequence of life cycle 

aLockheed Electronics Company. Houston. TeKlS. 
bFort Lewis Colleac. Duranao. Colorado. 
cNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Texas. 

events which lead to chanps in tissue structure 
andlur function. Because there is some disqreement 
over this concept amon, aaricultural scientists. three 
variant cateaories of crop development require dis
tinction. The potential rate of crop development is 
determined pnetically and can only be observed in 
the laboratory under controlled optimum conditions. 
The actual rate of development is the result of a 
system of pnotypic-climatic-nutritional interactions 
which occur at the biochemical level in natural tn
vironments. Lastly. the observed rate of develop
ment depends on the dearee to which a crop ex
presses chanses in tissue structure or function and 
the frequency and accuracy of the observations of 
such chanaes. 

The quantification of a crop phenoloaical scale is 
based on the observed rate of development. Too fre
quently. vi,orous 1I'0wth obnubilates a clear picture 
of the onto.enetic status of a crop. which is 
mistakenly identified as an advanced staae of 
development. The observed rate of development. as 
the dependent variable in the model, may contain 
si,niricant error caused by inadequate expression of 
ontopnetic chanses by the crop or observation error 
by the scientist. When this is the case, it is futile to 
attempt a crop development model of the form r
!(xl' x2' ...• Xi)' because it is likely that the dependent 
variable (n will have a lI'eater maanitude of error 
than the predictor variables (Xi)' which are typically 
measwed climatic or nutritional characteristics. In 
order to limit such errors in phenological data. 
careful dissC".ction of plant parts al\d frequent field 
observations have been used in some crop develop
ment studies, such as those by Robertson. Hanway, 
Vanderlip. Williams, Ml\ior et 51., and Seeley (refs. I 
to 6, respectively). 

Traditionally. the quantification of a biological 
time scale for a crop has been accomplished by num
bering, in ascendin, order. the phenotypic charac
teristics as they appear. The terms "developmental 
staae" or "biostaae" refu to a particular point on the 
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bioloaical time scale. Terms such u "subperiod" or 
"biophue" are used to refer to the time from one 
staae to another. The rate of development is 

. IOneraily expressed In numeric stap units per unit 
time; occulonally, however, a heat unit. s~h u 
arowin, _ee days, is a surroaate for time in the ex· 
pression of crop development. 

A key motivation to derive crop development 
(c:rop c:alendar) models is the idea lhal, with such a 
model, environmental variables meuured lhrouah· 
out some critical subperlods In the crop life cycle 
would provide beuer predic:lors of arain yield. In ad· 
dition, trOP calendar models were needed to provide 
a tool for the analyst.interpreter (AI) to use in lden· 
tifyinl spectralsianatures of wheal fields throuahout 
the 1I'0win, season. 

The initial step in crop calendar modelina must be 
a review of the physlolOl)' of development. This 
review points out the required assumptions that 
must be made in order to model c:rop development 
over a larae aeoaraphic reaion. 

PHYSIOLOGY 0' DeVeLOPMeNT 

A search of the literature on the physiolOl)' of 
development reveals lhat there are many theoretical 
considerations to be taken into account in buildinl a 
model of crop development. In the aeneral develop· 
mental process, photosynthesis, respiration, 
translocation. and differentiation are key mecha
nisms which are controlled by a hiahly complex and 
interactive system of climatic: and nutritional factors. 
The complexity of this system is maanified by the 
fact that experimental results show that. for any of 
these mechanisms and the overall developmental 
process, the limilina values of temperature, 
moisture, and soil nutrients frequently chanae over 
subperiods in the life cycle. For example, those 
climatic or nutritional conditions which do not 
sharply limit early vesetative development may 
drastically inhibit noral development. 

Because of this complexity, specific developmen. 
tal mechanisms are difficult to model without 
laboratory controls and frequent measurements of 
importal't climatic: and soil characteristics. Some 
simulation models exist for these mechanisms, but 
their required inputs are inappropriate for use in a 
larae rCiional modelin, effort such as LACIE. Many 
of these simulation models require frequent and 
detailed meuurements of the crop, soil, and climate. 

Crop development models applicable to larae 
resions, such as the U.s. Great Plains, should not be 
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overparameterized or made to require types of input 
variables not frequently available f'rom the network 
of climatic stalions. Because the v.t m~ority of 
dimatic stations only record daily maximum and 
minimum IImper,tures and precipitation. com
prehensive cllm'tic variable input for a crop develop
ment model is impractical. Solar radiation, humidity, 
wind,soil temperalufC,and soil moisturo-all impor. 
tanl fac&ors to crop development and the mecha
nisms which IOvern It-must be excluded from con· 
sideration in buildinl trOP models. exc:cpt to the ex· 
lent thai they can be submodeled. Despite thae 
severe limitations of inpul data, the problem of quan· 
tifyina and modeli~ wheat development over a larp 
aeoaraphical reaton was addressed by LACIE scien· 
tistl. Some of the pertinent assumptions required for 
this research were (I) the phenotypic characteristics 
of wheat express the developmental process well and 
are observable; (2) wheat is relatively stable 
ecotypically, and aenetic variance does not confound 
the quantitative development scale; (3) the develop. 
ment of wheat can be modeled with a minimum of 
climatic data; !,nc,f. (4) the within.year spatial 
variability in th~ occurrence of spec:iOc stl8e5 is 
relatively uniform. 

THe WHEAT PHeNOLOGICAL SCALe UUD 
IN LACle 

Stases of development for cereals have been 
defined by Feekes, Larle, Jensen and Lund, 
Robertson, Williams, Haun, I.nd. most recently, 
Waldren (refs. 7,8,9, 1,4, 10, and 11. respectively). 
Some of these scales of developmel\: have not been 
accepted by farmers and qricuhural scientists 
because they are bued on small morpholoaical 
chanaes which are not readily apparent, especially at 
the later stiles of crop development. Still others re
quire careful field observations 10 identify staJCs. 
The developmental scale used by Robertson (ref. I) 
for sprinl wheat wu chosen by LACIE because it 
uses the predominantly visible phenotyric charac
teristics to identify a limited nlimber of stqes in 
wheat and because it evolved from years of research 
in several climatically diverse locations. 

The different stqes (bioloJical times) and their 
correspondin, numbers on the ~obcrbon quantified 
development scale appear in table I. Pictures of the 
successive stales of development are presented in 
fiaure I. 

Primary candidale crop calendar models for initial 
tcslinl in LACIE were the Nuttonson (ref. 12) 
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TABU: 1.-Tht Robtmon HlMDlrc/('tl1 
$faIr/or W/rttQt 

"'"dn, 1.0 
Em'racnQ: 2.0 
Joinlln& 3.0 
Heldina 4.0 
Sol\douth 5.0 
Ripe 6.0 

photothermal linear model and the Robertson (ref. 
I) lriquadratic sprina wheal model. which included 
nonlinear and interac.ion expressions of maximum 
and minimum temperatures and day lenath. Sluff 
(ref. 13) analyzed the Nuttonson data and concluded 
.hal there were sianil'ic:ant nonlanear effects in the 
temperature and day-lenllh variables. Robertson', 
treatment of these variables conformed with the 
findin .. of Sluff. 

Another sludy which motivated LACIE to beain 
with lhe Robertson sprin, wheat mo,~~l was 
Feyerherm's (ref. 14) findin, that it a«urately pre. 
dicted headin. and maturity of winter wheat in Kan
sas. Subsequent application to winter wheal develop
ment in other reaions has shown some larat erron. 
Retinements are beinl made in the application of the 
Robertson model 10 winter wheat. A function 10 ac
count for vernalization in this aop is needed to im
plove this model. 

Since both plantina dales and varieties of wheat 
vary across lhe U.s. Great Plains and other lar., pto
duc:ir. .. rqions. there is a problem of uniformity in 

IfAGC i 
"AGC , IOINYINO ._1lOPICI 

IfAGC t 
PlAlffl"'l 

'lll "til •• 1' all' "'I.' 
I 

AVIIWII IlUllAtlOlll 01' INfP\IA.\.I t 0lIl " ..... IlllIIAtlOlll. DaY' 

flGVIE 1.-111 .......... ., ..................... .. 
.... .... " ........ f.' .................... 0IuIIa. 

the oc:c:urrence of specific ., ..... Thus. for 'he pur
poae of dennlna the statUI of wheat in any particular 
(fOP reportin. district (CRD). lhe dales of IUe:
casive ..... of development refer 10 the limes 
when 50 perc:enc of the crop in that district hu 
rwhed lhe specified .... The types of neld obser
vltions which tbe U.s. Department of Aaricullure 
Economics. Stalillics, and Cooperatives Service 
(USDA ESCS) keepl are compatible with this defini
tion. Their estimltes of crop staae an each CRD Ire 
alwa)'Sliven .. lbe percenlqe of 10'" crop acreaae 
which h. ,..hed a particular .t.> The USDA 
ESCS dl" were valuable to LACIE in' !estin, the ac:
curacy of various crop calendar models built on the 
Robertson phalolQlical scale. 

LAC'. A"IOACH TO ClOP CALINDAI 
MODELl POI WHIAT 

The .ypes of wheat development model. and their 
eXlent of sophistication have '*" limited primarily 
by the available data. The operational aspect of 
LACIE requires these models to use a minimum of 
meteorolcsical variables .. daily inputs. The mosl 
common and readily available of these are daily mill
imum and minimum temperatures and precipitation 
totals. A description of the model types which have 
bf.en developed or applied durin, LACIE follows. 

Phenolotical data as reported at the CRD level 
and environmental data from lhe Nalional Climatic 
Center were used in developi", and teslin, an ad· 
justable crop calendar model for winter wheal. 
Generalized ICUI .. quares J"(hniques were applied 
for parameter estimalion ·'nC'tionllo predict the 
winler wheat phenoI01ica'sllle. " . '. ft environmental 
values as independent variables. '1 hI: independent 
variables investipted included dally maximum tem~ 
perature (Tf ). daily minimum tenlper.tur/! (Tm). 
daily day Ien,th (DL)' and daily precipitation (P). 

The outstandin, fellture of the .,ner.lited 
muhiv.riale leist-squares procedure used for 
parameter estimation is the facl that the sums of 
squares of residuals for all independent variables are 
simultaneously minimized. In v.sina this apprOKh. a 

I J. R. laker . 
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condition equation sea II linearized :., Taylor" 
series. These Iin_l~ equations are used, with 
Llaranalan multipliers, ", .. ulll1enl the I_t .. quares 
c:ondllion, relultin, in a leneral conltrained 
Iftinimum to be enforced. Solution of the resultin, 
lotal normal equation let by matrix partltionin, 
I esulll in parameter estimates and their lIIIOdated 
v.\tlan~ouriance matrix. The method may be 
used In IIi i;erative manner for nonlinear functional 
forms. 

After parameter estimation, tall were conducted 
on independenl data. F!'om Ihese lest., iI may 
,eneraUy be concluded tilll e"ponential functions 
have liltle advant. over polynomial •. Precipitation 
WII nOl found 10 lianif-""tly arr .. : the till. The 
Roberllon's triquadratic form. in acne,al usc for 
sprin, wheat. wu foun,J to Ihow promise for winler 
wheat~ however. spechl techniques and care are r~ 
quired for ils use. In 'nost inltances. equation. with 
nonlinear effects were found ~o yield erratic resulll 
when used with daily environmental values as incte. 
pendent variebles. Thus. u of this writin" Ihe linear 
function of the form 

R - II: + 11..1,+ II ,Tm + II ,DL 

is recommended, where R represents Ihe daily rale 
of development. Specific coeffidents, desianated HI' 
recommended for inclusion and testin, in the 
LACIE project are aiven in table II. 

Specitic recommendations for further work in· 
clude preparation and inclusion of additional data in 
the I~st-squares proarldns; preparalion of more ex· 
tensive testinl propams and data, to include in· 
vCltiption of the effects of usina averapd enviror.. 

T .. au: 1I.-COC'Didtnls RfflJnIm",tkd/or Inc-luslon 
ond Tt'slin, In LACI£ 

-'i'/lItt 
(al 

P·E 
E·J 
J·H 
U·s 
S-R 

H, 

-0.014919 

-.OOO)99IS 
-.2111419 

.114513 

.244711 

0.0031970 0 0 
.00043509 0 (} 

0 0 .019021 

0 0 -.Ol..,IO 

0046211 .0015439 -.022bU 

·'·1 - ,1."U"l tu .. ".,.'I"ftt. ... 1 .J -. .. ""'f_nu·IOjlNftU" •• J·U" .JWft.lUII tat 

II<..t. .... II-' - " • ..!uI, w ",II ""UJII. ~Il - ... 11 ........ '" ''I'C 
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mental etall for predictions; further work on the 
RoberlJOn'l triquadratic model; and variance prop· 
IIIllon studies. 

The effort to rederlve the Robertson Iprin, wheat 
model by fitlin, it to phenolOlical data for winter 
wheat bepn with auemblina the so.percent-staae 
dates for 23 CRD's an 7 states. These data \aried in 
definition u well II completeness. For e"ample, 
some Itates reported boolina inltead of jointina and 
turnin, instead of lOft dnuah. A .ummary of the 
st. data available appearlln table III. 

A linale representative ltation wu selected for 
each CRD. and a meteorolQlical data bile was buill 
which included lhe arowin, season for each location 
year. These data were daily observations of ma,,· 
imum and minimum temperalures. Day lenlth was 
computed from the Julian dllte and the latitude C\f the 
Itation. 

The iterative relression filtin, lechnique 
developed by Robertson is described elsewhere in 
thil volume (Whitehead et aI.. "Orowth St. 
Eltimation;. The orialnal coefficientl for the sprinl 
wheal model (table IV) were used u seedl in fluinl 
each staae. An improved fir was round in the 
emer.-nce·to.jointinl and the softodoulh·to·ripe 
....... The rederived model for emeraence 10 joint· 
inl was particularly successful in redudnl the biu at 
jointin, (lable V). However. the accumulatin, posi. 
tive bill WII dislllr~ if the model WII. run from 
the obser\'ed pientinl date (table VI). The orilina' 
Robertson coefficients for plantin, to emeraence. 
jointinl to headin .. and headin. to .oft douah were 
retained. The complete set of coefficients for the 
rederived form appear. in table VII. 

The Illest modelin. attempt hll been an effort to 
identify and incorporate a moisture variable in a Iri· 
quadratic model. Instead of precipitation amounts. 
precipitation occurrence (riin days) was selected as a 
sin"eoltllion variable which could repr~1 an en· 
tire CRD. This variable was transformed from .(0,1) 
form to a decimal value by means of a lowopus.filtcr 
function desill1ed to simulate a JO.day movin, 
averaae. This function computed a dIlIi), value which 
explains rouchl)' 9S percent of the variance of occur· 
rence in the preccdina JO daYI. This filtered rain-diy 

2M. H. TrcndWd. 
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rA6L£ 111.-I'htttolckGI Do .. AWliIabI~/Ot WI"", Wheal 
by St"", tIIId S .. " 

St_ y .... No. "'."."""t .,.. ~ ~ 
0/ 

ntD\ N EoJ JaN NoS S·R 

Colorado 1972·75 5 20 II 10 0 0 
Idabo 197),75 2 5 (J 0 0 0 
Ka ... 1967-73 5 0 0 30 31 M 
MIIIourI 1970-'3 I 0 0 0 4 4 

*" ..... 1971·75 2 0 0 0 10 10 
NonhDlko .. 19'1·'S S 0 0 10 19 0 
OIIWIoma 1967-73 l 21 21 21 19 0 n - n 7i - -TOI8I ... I) 41 

TABU IV,-chartlftlflltk Cot/I1tltmlS DnrIopH by RobtnlOlljor 
IIw SprI", WhHI Crop Cal,,,., 

C'otHkttnt 

PoE EoJ 

0. .,. - 1.0 8.(1) 

•• .'." 1.0 1.005 

.., .,. - 1.0 0 

6~ 44.37 2).64 

6. .01M -,003512 

61 -.000l23O ,0000S026 

", .CI09712 .CIOOl666 

,. 
/ -.000l167 - .0000042I2 

variable apptied lO the same dataset II the reeleriv .. 
lion excepl that it WII lubstiluted (or the day-Ienlth 
variable in the Robertson (orm. The rnullilhowed 
improvement over the oriainaJ (orm in alii'" ex
cept plantinl to emeracnce (table V). When all 
modell were run sequentially (rom plan.ina. the 
resulll were quite reasonable (table VI). Further IClI· 
ina of these modell il underwa)' with expanlion o( 
an indcpcndcnllClt set. Further development is It ill 
poslible in Ihe planlin,-lo-emerlcnce Itale. 

~I'_' II' C1rIP 

J·H HoS S.R 

10.93 10.94 2UI 

.9256 I.m -1.140 

-.06025 -.01191 0 

42.65 42.11 )7.67 

.0002951 .0002451 .00CI067)) 

0 0 0 

.QOOS94) .00003109 .000l442 

0 0 0 

However, now it ma), be concludeU that I moistur.: 
variable may be lU«CIsfully lubstituted (or day 
Im.th in the RoberllOn triquaJratic (orm. The slllCl 
(or which these COC(raamlS were calculated Ippur 

in table VIII. The three Itases in which the moisture 
quadratic appearl have coefficients which des&.'fibe a 
concavc-down qUidratic which ekprCllcs a d«rease 
in I"owlh 15 precipitltion occurrence increases. This 
is losical in ekperience wilh m.luril), r.les of 
moislurwtrCSlCd whcil. 
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TABU V.-Errors in Days Given the Observed Stage 
and Starting Date 

errol PoE E-J J-H NoS S-R 
/-1 J.j J-4 4-5 5-6 

(),/ginol 

Bias 6.78 16.97 -8.46 -1.77 6.71 
RMSE8 9.32 20.45 9.66 6.03 7.72 

Rftlerived 

Bias 12.07 6.25 0.51 0.61 0.19 
RMSE 13.38 11.58 4.-:0" 4.11 3.84 

Nell' (RIX~) 

Bias -1.47 0.62 -0.08 -015 
RMSE 10.06 5.04 4.23 3.54 
If 46 32 71 8J 48 

'RMSE - rool·me~"·square error. 

bROCC - rain-day <<OJ! ,,\enda •. 

',,"number of obser .. ahons. 

TABLE VI.-Error in Days When Run From the 
Obse"~ed Planting Date 

Error poE E-J J-N NoS S-R 
/-1 ].J 1-4 4-5 5-6 

Original 

Bias 6.78 20.00 0.57 -1.l9 7.IS 
RMSE 9.32 24.73 8.20 7.00 11.40 

Reder/wi 

Bias 28.57 24.50 24.40 22.53 
RMSE 35.92 3J.~O 28.67 27.71 

Ntll"{RDCC) 

Bias 1.66 2.26 2.18 0.49 
RMSE 17.57 12.83 Ii 18 11.74 
II 46 94 102 103 5S 

TABLE V/I.- Characteristic Coefficients/or the Winter Wheat Crop Calendar Based on CRD Data 

Coej/irielll Dt~'('wpm('fll stage of ("rop 

poE E-J J-II H-S S-R 

ao V , - 1.0 0.8413x 10' 0.1093x 101 O.l094X 101 0.1262x 101 

0 1 VI - 1.0 .1005.< 101 .9256 .1389X 10' .1224X 10' 

01 
V 

I - 1.0 -.8311 X 10- 1 -.602SX 10-1 -.8191 x 10-' 0 

b. O.4437x 10' .1971 x 101 .4265 x 101 .4218x 101 .4779x 101 

hI .1086x 10-' .2202 x 10-) .2958x 10-) .24S8x 10-) .6146x 10--

bl 
-.2230X 10-) - .3376 x IO-s 0 0 ,3178x 10-9 

(' 
I 

.9732 x 10-1 .2707 x 10-4 .S943x 10-.1 .3109X 10-' .1511 x W-s 

(' 
1 

- .2267x 10-) ,I21S x 10-' 0 0 -.5998 x 10-' 
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TABL£ VIII.- Charafter/SI/f CoejJkients qf New (RDCC) Winter Wheat Crop Calendar 

p.£ £oJ 

v, - 1.0 -I.mxld' 

v, '" 1.0 1.409 X lit 

V. - 1.0 -6.cl99x 10-' 

4.437x 10' 2.207 X 10' 

1.086x 10-J 4.lll XIO 

- 2.230x 10-· -6.646 X 10--

9.732x 10-) 1.035 x 10·· 

-2.267 x 10.4 2.953x 10·-
I 

Working De, Conc.ptl 

In order to utilize phenological development 
models, knowledge aboul the plan ling date is re
quired. In general, sufficient information on the ac
tual plantina date is not readily available in a timely 
manner. Hence. the starter model shOUld be con
sidered an intearal first stage of a complete 
phenological development model. Complementary 
studies by Feyerherm. Stuff and Phinney. and Lytle 
et at (refs. 15 to 11, respectively) have used 
meteorological and simple agronomical informatior. 
to predict plantina dates for spring and winter wheat. 

Feyerherm's study considered the effects of tem
perature and precipitation on accumulated warming! 
plantina (WP) days. The general form of the model 
was as follows. 

1. WP - 0 if TA E: 32 
2. WP - 0 (TA - 32)(PRE) if 32 < TA E: 32 + 

110 
3. WP - I if TA > 32 + 1/0 

3D. E. Phinney. 

Dtvrlopmmt Slog, of flOP 

J·H HoS S·R 

-8.482)( 10-: v, - 1.0 -S.OISX 10·' 

'IJil>< ii'.' V, - 1.0 6.373x 10.4 

-1.607XI0' V, - 1.0 -2.478>< 10-4 

6.090x 101 S.042x 101 3.632 X 101 

2.277 X 10-) 2.93Ox 10-/ - 3.461 x Id' 

-l.l77X 10-' -4.42Sx 10·' 9.340x 10./ 

1.966X 10.4 9.090x 10·' 1.l8lX 101 

2.23Ox 10·' -6.8I)x 10·' -2.7I2X 10' 

where TA - the average daily airtemperature ("f). 
o - the threshold value, and PRE - a value be
tween 0 and 1 as a function of the previous 3 days of 
precipitation. His study found that for sprina wheat, 
o - 0.1. No statistically sianificant precipitation 
effect was found, and PRE - I was ultimately used. 

The date for SO-percent plantina of spring wheat 
was estimated from a dearee-day-type summation. 
beginning on January 19. When the accumulated 
warmina/planting days reached 35.5. it was assumed 
that SO percent of the crop had been planted. 

Stuff and Phinney developed an equation for the 
daily rate of spring wheat plantina based on tem
perature, precipitation, and the normal planting dale. 

R - -0.77 + O.04S( T) - 0.032(P) + 0.053(N) 

where R - the daily rate of planting. T - the 
average daily temperature, P - the total daily pre
cipitation, and N - the normal planting date (actual 
date). 

Lytle et al. (ref. 17) derived area-specific equa
tions for each CaD in South Dakota as a function of 
temperature, precipitation, trend, and the difference 
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between precipitation and th. Thornthwaite (ref. 18) 
potenlial evapotranspiration. 

To date, I comparative test of sprina wheat starter 
models over the same test set t.as not been carried 
out. A preliminary analysis indicates that both the 
aeneral models have a standard error of estimate 
near 6.S days in North Dakota. The correspondina 
ftaure for the area-specific Lytle model is approx
imately 4.5 days. An analysis of the errors imparted 
by incorrect start dates is required to evaluate 
whether or not the more universal formulations are 
satisfactory for seneral application. 

To date, no starter model for winter wheat has 
been developed which shows improvement over the 
use of the normal plantina date. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The success of the LACIE crop calendar models 
was remarkable. considerina the number of factors 
which limited their potential accuracy. Over several 
years, the use of USDA ESCS normal plan tina dates 
as initiators of the biometeoroJoaical time scale 
(BMTS) may not imparl sisnifi~ant error to a crop 
calendar model. However. for any specific year, there 
may be a larae error cOlnponent associated with the 
use of normal plantina dales as slarters for the 
BMTS. For this reason, further work in starter 
models, such as the Feyerherm model, is recom
mended. 

Because of the aeoaraphic scale to which these 
models were applied. much of their inaccuracy can 
be attributed to spatial errors in the variables. The 
desree to which point-source meteorological data 
from selected stalions adequately desCribe the condi
tions in a CRD requires further evaluation. An objec
tive analysis procedure is currently being developed 
at the NASA Johnson Space Center to study the sen
sitivity of crop calendar models to stalion density. 
Additional model error which is spatial in origin may 
be attributed \0 the estimates of crop stases at the 
eRD level made by the USDA Escs. 

Other spatial sources of error are in the 
differences in soils. manaaement practices, and 
varieties over large regions. These factors may have 
unaccounted for effects on crop development. Un
fortunately, they are difficult to quantify and incor
porate into a cror calendar model. An effort to solve 
this problem has been undertaken by lACIE. 

Lastly. the model form itself may contribute a 
large proportion of error. The original Robertson ap-
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proach WII the, triquadratic multiplicative model 
usina temperature and day lenath to predic' the s .... 
of crop development. Further development of addi
tive models in which one variable may override or 
substitute for another is recommended. Nix (ref. 19) 
has developed a model in wbich temperature and day 
leoath are completely substitutive. On tbe other 
hand. the law-of-the-minimum approach (Cate et aI., 
discussed elsewhere in this volume) to crop develop
ment may be valuable as an alternative model linee it 
incorporates the use or critical levels for tbe input 
variables 

In ph) sioJoaicai research, there is no conclusive 
evidence \t) show that the intesration of environ
mental effetts manifested by crop development 
follows an intcl'active, additive, or law-or-the
minimum mode exclusively. For this reason, all 
model forms should be comparatively eValuated. 
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New Developments In Sampling and Aggregation 
for Remotely Sensed Survey. 

A. H. Felvesont' 

BASIC SAMPLING AND AGGREGATION 
INLACIE 

In a large-scale crop inventory project like 
LACIE. where procedural and resource constraints 
severely restrict the total sample size. it is of prime 
importance to optimize the placement of samples 
and to achieve the greatest possible accuracy when 
constructing a large-area crop acreage estimate from 
individual sample observations. If the crop distribu
tion in a country is fairly stable from year to year and 
a comprehensive set of historical data exists. then 
that data can be used effectively for distributing sam
ples and for ratio-estimating acreage for regions 
where sampling is sparse or nonexistent. 

In the United States, the distribution of wheat 
does not vary greatly from year to year and the S
year census of county-level crop statistics is readily 
obtainable and of good quality. For these reasons, 
county-level historical data have been used 
throughout LACIE to allocate samples in the U.S. 
Great Plains. 

Counties were divided into three categories of 
sampling density (Group I. Group II, and Group III) 
on the basis of data from the last available 
agricultural census (either 1969 or 1974), so as to 
minimize the best a priori estimate of the variance of 
the total U.S. Great Plains wheat production esti
mate. Details of the guiding philosophy and actual 
mechanics of the categorization and sampling are 
given in the paper by Hallum et al. entitled "Sam
pling, Aggregation, and Variance Estimation for 
Area. Yield, and Production in LACIE" and in the 
paper by Feiveson et al. entitled "LACIE Sampling 
Design." 

In addition to placing the samples, the census data 
were also used to obtain ratioed acreage estimates for 
counties or groups of counties not sampled (either by 

aNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. 

desian or because of loss of data). Essentially. this 
was done by assuming that the ratio of the wheat 
acreqe of a nonsampled county to that of nearby 
sampled counties was the same for the year of 
LACIE estimation as it was for the historical census 
year. For details, the reader is apin referred to the 
papers by Hallum et at and Feiveson et al. 

PROBLEM ARIAS IN SAMPLING 

In some foreign areas (Brazil. China. Argentina, 
India. and the U.S.S.R.). historical data are not 
available at the same level of detail as in the United 
States~ furthermore, the accuracy of the data is 
unknown. For example, in the U.S.S.R .• the smallest 
political region for which published historical wheat 
acreage and production data exist is the oblast, which 
is considerably larger than a U.S. county. By relying 
solely on the historical data for the U.S.S.R .• one 
could do no better than throw samples randomly or 
perhaps systematically within an oblast. In Phases II 
and III of LACIE, it was observed that, because 
some oblasts were very large, their effectiveness as 
strata was diminished; i.e., large within-stratum sam
pling variation was found. Even in the United States, 
where county-level information was available, large 
sampling errors were suspected in certain areas. Con
sequently, an effort was made to develop and test a 
stratification procedure based on natural topographic 
or climatic variables rether than on political bound
aries. 

This experimental effort, called the Natural Sam
pling Strategy Test (NSST), w~ run in parallel with 

. the standard LACIE procedure during Phase III to 
determine whether areas of uniformity with respect 
to climate, soil type, and d! .. ll'ibution of agriculture 
would make better strata than oblasts or their 
equivalent in countries without detailed historical 
data. 
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To determine the validity of the hypothesis, areas 
having the above uniformity characteristics were 
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delineated in North Dakota and Kilnsas and in three 
oblasts in the U.S.S.R. The are3S were typically laraer 
than U.S. counties but smaller than states. These 
homoaeneous areas or "88J'Ophysical units" (APU's) 
were used as strata for subsequent sampling and ag
areption. 

In order for the U.S. experiment to simulate the 
situation in a foreian country without detailed data. 
only state-level historical data were used to allocate 
samples and construct ratio estimates where neces
sary. Because the APU boundaries did not aenerally 
coincide with state boundaries. it became necessary 
to apportion the historical wheat acreaae of a state to 
those parts of the APU's that were included in the 
state. This was done by assumina that a particular 
APU's share was proportional to its qricultural area. 
which was known approximately. 

One problem with havina strata cross political 
boundaries is that. in some countries (such as the 
U.S.S.R.), the amount of wheat planted misht be 
determined by political considerations. If this is the 
case, the wheat distribution misht change drastically 
when a political boundary within a country is 
crossed. To protect apinst this possibility, it was 
decided in the U.S. simulation to construct substrata 
by intersecting APU's with states. These substrata, 
called refined strata, were then treated as strata if 
they were larae enouP to be allocated at least one 
sample unit; otherwise, their wheat acreaae was esti
mated by ratioing. Since only state-level data were 
used to construct the ratios, this procedure could 
have caused considerable bias in a particular refined 
stratum; however, the amount of wheat involved 
was only a small fraction of the total. 

Results of the NSST were inconclusive. In the 
United States, the NSST estimate of wheat acreage in 
Kansas was not significantly different from the 
LACIE estimate in terms of standard errors. (The 
NSST estimate was actually closer to the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture (USDA) estimate than to the 
LACIE estimate.) In the U.S.S.R., no reliable third 
estimate of wheat acreaae was available. In two of the 
three oblasts estimated, the official LACIE and 
NSST estimates of acreage were less than 2 standard 
errors apart; however, in Kurgan, the NSST estimate 
was about 3 times the LACIE estimate, a difference 
of about 20 standard errors! It was suspected that 
larae errors were caused by the apportionment pro
cedure for computing ratios. For details, see the 
paper by Hallum and Basu entitled "Natural Sam
pling Strategy," which describes the NSST in depth. 

In summary, it appeared that the NSST might be 
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feasible for stratifyina countries without detailed 
historical datil but that areat problems still remained 
in determinina sample allocations and in ratio 
estimation for unsampled areas. 

Althouab not reported in these proceedings, R.W. 
Thomas and C.M. Hay of the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley tried to improve the approach of the 
NSST by usina a two-phase sampling scheme. This 
approach obtained crude estimates of wheat acreage 
for areas covered by a full Landsat frame (about 90 
by 90 nautical miles) and then used the crude esti
mates to allocate samples for intensive study within 
the area. This two-phase samplina scheme was pre
sented at the 1977 Symposium on Machine Process-
ing of Remotely Sensed Data. . 

PROBLEM AREAS IN AGGREGATION 

Wheat proportion estimates were probably much 
more reliable in some LACIE segments than in 
others. For example, not all segments have the same 
acquisition history; some have all the data necessary 
to make a good estimate, whereas others may have 
data from only one Landsat pass. This large variance 
in reliability has been ignored until now; i.e., in the 
aggregation process, wheat proportions estimated 
from a minimal amount of data were treated the 
same as those estimated from complete sets. As a 
result. some very poorly estimated segments had too 
large a part in determining the final large-area wheat 
production estimate. To alleviate this problem, sup
porting research has been conducted to develop a 
weishted aggregation scheme in which each stratum 
estimate would be a weighted average between 
"direct" (based only on current sample segments) 
and "historical" (based on Group III ratio) estimates. 
This scheme is designed to give more weight to the 
historical estimate when segment estimates are 
thought to be unreliable, and vice versa. For details 
of this procedure, see the paper by Feiveson entitled 
"Weighted Aggregation." 

Another way in which a LACIE.type survey 
could be improved is to use segment proportion esti
mates from previous years in obtaining the current
year estimate. At Texas A &. M University, support
ing research has been in operation to develop a pro
cedure for both sampling and aggregation that uses 
data from previous years to the best advantage. This 
procedure is described in the paper by Hartley en
titled "Multiyear Estimates for the LACIE Sampling 
Plans." 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In summary. there have been four samplina and 
aareaation research tasks carried out in parallel with 
LACIE operations-the natural samplina strategy. 
two-phase samplina. weiahted aureaation. and 

__ -.."---.. ....... -...................... ....,- :..... oL"" t • r 05: cd • 1'ita. '§ * 

multiyear estimatiun. Althouah little or no opera
tional testina of theoretically derived procedures has 
been done to date. it appears that future LACIE-type 
surveys should consider a thorouah testina of some 
or all of these methods for possible implementation. 
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Natural Sampling Strategy 

C R. HalluM' and J. P. Basil 

INTRODUCTION 

The LACIE samplin, strategy is desianed to esti· 
mate cost-effectively and with predesilnated preci. 
sion the wheat area and production in countries of 
interest. The level of precision depends on the sam· 
pie size and is adversely affected by the variability or 
hetero,eneity of wheat density and yield. Stratifica· 
tion is a means of effectively reducinl this 
heteroaeneity and improving the efficiency of the 
LACIE sample design. 

Durin, Phase II of LACIE, the methodolOlY was 
developed for usinl Landsat imaaery and IIrophysi. 
cal data to permit an improved stratification in 
foreign areas by ilnoring political boundaries and 
restratifying along boundaries that are more homo
geneous with respect to the distribution of 
agricultural density, soil characteristics, and average 
climatic conditions. These considerations formed the 
basis for the decision in Phase II to redesign the sam
pling strategy for the purpose of having an improved 
foreign sampling strategy based on natural stratifica· 
tion and using Landsat imagery with less dependence 
on historical data. The primary motivation. then, for 
a redesiln of the initial sampling strategy was to use a 
stratification in foreign areas that is more homo
geneous than political subdivisions. The resultinl 
strategy would provide a common approach for all 
countries and should permit the same precision (as 
achieved with the initial desiln) but with fewer seg
ments. Its use domestically was planned to permit 
better applicability of the "yardstick" region as a 
quantifier of foreign results. The former LACIE 
sampling strategy is referred to as the "initial" or 
"first-seneration" sampling strategy, the latter as the 

-NASA Johnson Spate Center. Houston. Texas. 
bLock heed Electronics Company. Houslon. Texas. 

"natunl" or "second-pneration" samplilll stratea)'. 
Because of the manner in which the natural strata 
were created. they are commonly referred to as 
"qrophysical units" (APU·s). 

The remainder of this paper is a description of the 
natural stratum-based samplinl scheme and the .. -
.roption procedures for estimatilll wheat area, 
yield. and production and their associated prediction 
error estimates. A summary of test results will be 
liven includin. a discussion of the various problems 
encountered. 

, ..... III 8cope of .... 
N.tur.18.mpllng 8tr.tel'· 

The natural samplin, strategy was implemented 
for Phase III in an off-line mode for two states (Kan
sas and North Dakota) in the U.S. Great Plains and 
three oblasts (Kurpn, Kustanay. and Tselinolrad) 
in the U.S.S.R. sprin, wheat indicator region. Thr. 
initial samplinl strategy was retained in an opera
tional mode over these areas for the purpose of com
paring the estimates frort:l the two strategies. The 
natural sampling strategy design for the U.S. 
yardstick area was developed usinl procedures and 
data input requirements so that the performance 
parameters estimated from the U.S. evaluation 
would be as applicable as possible to the U.S.S.R. 
region. Moreover, the Phase III evaluation of the 
natural sampling strategy was conducted in parallel 
with and over the same regions as the Feyerherm 
yield estimation model (see the paper by Feyerherm 
and Paulsen entitled .. A Universal Model for 
Estimating Wheat Yields"), In summary. the 
motivation for the Phase III scope of the natural 
sampling strategy was to describe and test (usinl 
Kansas and North Dakota as quantifiers from the 
U.S. yardstick relion) the sampling scheme as well as 
the prucedures for aggregating estimates of wheat 
area. yield, and production and their associated pre
diction error estimates in LACIE foreign areas. 
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, ..... III T .... 

Several telts were performed durlna Phue III to 
evaluate the effectiveness and emciency of.. lhe 
natural sampllna stratei)'. Th_ included evalua
tions of the extent of Increased homopnelt)' of yield 
as well as that of the .... icultural and wheat denshy 
achieved by the re8tratifieation; also. comparisons 
were made of various aartIItions as summarized in 
the followina parqraphs. 

Bstimatel of wheat area and production and thelr 
associated variances were obtained at different times 
durina the arowina season in the two statel in the 
United States and the three oblasts in the U.s.S.R. 
The natural I8mplina stralelY area and production 
estimates/statistics were then compared with those 
of the initiall8mplina stralelY and of the Statistical 
Reponina Service (SRS) (in the United States). Esti
mates were made with the flatural samplina strateI)' 
usina. first of all. a completely new set of seaments 
(i.e., no attempt was made to use any previous 
LACIE seamentsl. These seaments were those 
resultina from a direct application of the standard 
stratified random samplina scheme applied directly 
to the second-aeneralion strata. Estimates were also 
made usina a statistically feasible mixture of first· 
and second-aeneration strat_ seamentsl (i.e .• deter
minations were made in reaard to which of the first· 
seneration sample seaments tOtether with a subset of 
the second-aeneration sample seaments result in a 
random Simple within each stratum of the natural 
samplina strateaY-this proctdure is detailed in ap. 
pendlx A of this paper). The primary motivation for 
attemptina to use as many of the first-aeneralion 
strateJY seaments as possible was to permit the 
analysts to use the collected history available on such 
sesments. 

The previously described inputs were made in 
combination with (1) tne use ofthe Feyerherm yield 
model applied at the natural stratum level (over Kan· 
sas) and (2) the use of the Center for Climatic and 
Environmental Assessment (CCEA) yield model 
applied at lhe politieal subdivision level. (Details of 
the CCEA model are included in the paper by Strom. 
men et al. entitled "Development of LACIE CCEA·I 

IThe sample seamenll randomly distributed within the 10(. 

ond-seneration mata are referred 10 as second.pneration sq. 
menll; thOle rolndomly distributed within the politic:allubdivision 
(county. oblut. etc.) strata or the flrat-seneration stratCIY are 
referred 10 as flrsl-seneralion scsmenll. 
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WeatherIWheat Yield Mode ... ·') Comparison, of the 
production .. timatel from th. two inputs provided 
a further evaluation of the advanced (Feyerherm) 
yield model in conjunction wilh the area .. timator. 

IAMPLING. UTIMATION. AND 
AGGRIGATION 'OR ARIA 

With the exception of the use of a different 
stralineation and differences in the associated sets of 
agreption lotic. lh. Initial and natural sampllna 
strateala are similar. Consequently. parts of the 
followina eliseussion will be redundant relative to 
some of the material in the Experiment Desi ..... 
lion. 

•• ...,.. 1.1ectIon Prooeclure 

The sacond-aeneration samplina strateIY uses 
1. A stratified random samplina without replace

menlscheme 
2. "NaLural" strata developed accordin. to 

specifications oriented toward achievina homo· 
aeneit)' in reaard to the distribution of aaricultural 
density. soil characteristics, and aver. ),early 
climatoloaical conditions 

3. The S· by 6-nautical-mile sesmenl as the sam· 
plina unit 

The total sample size allocated to the area of in· 
terest is such that enouah seaments will be available 
for Classification and Mensuration Subsystem 
(CAMS) processina to achieve a preassianed coeffi· 
cient of variation for the at-harvest estimate of pro
duction allowins for errors due to (1) samplina. (2) 
classification, (3) yield prediction. and (4) loss of 
data.2 The samplinl frame is aenerated usina lhe 
same procedure as described in lhe paper by Hallum 
et al. entitled "Samplina, Aureption. and Variance 
Estimation for Area. Yield. and Production in 
LACIE." 

2The choice or the preaaaiped value (or the production coel1\
cion. or variation II dependent on the desired probabilistic ac
uracy of tho production estimate ror the area or interest. For Cl· 
ample. ir the 9OJ9O c:rilerion is to be satisfied at harvest at the 
country level. then the SOIl is '0 obtain a country production esti· 
male. at harvest. which i, within 10 percent or the actual produc· 
tion with a probability or 0.9. 
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'''atlfloetton 

The strata are developed based on soil types. cli
matic conditions. and qrkultural density. The 
suitability of difTerent soils is ranked fo .rowin, 
wheat and Is rated on the buis of several soil charac
teristics such as texture, depth. water-holdin. capac
ity, drain.. salinity. and slope. The stratincation 
procedure is oriented toward achievin. the same soil 
suitability ratin, and similar aarlcuhural density 
within each stratum. Also. the annual precipitation 
at any two areas in a aiven stratum is not to dltTer by 
more than SO millimeten and the aver •• rowin, 
season temperature is not to difTer by more than 10 

C. The resultln. strata are referred to as the "natural 
strata" or the "aarophysical units." Further details of 
the stratification efTort are included in appendix 8 of 
this paper. 

To obtain estimates at levels such as Slate or 
oblast. the intersections of the political subdivision 
with the natural strata are used in the aareaation. 
The strata that result from these intersections are 
referred to as the "refined strata." In a country such 
as the U.S.S.R .• considerable differences in 
.. ricultural practices frequently exist. for political or 
other reasons, between two contiauous ot'asts. Con
sequently, resortina to the refined strata as the base
level strata is the step taken to include "political in
nuence" as a stratification variable. 

'amp'. Allocation 

Sample allocation refers to the determination of 
the total number of seaments to be distributed 
amon, the strata. These determinations are com
pleted, first of all. for the natural strata. The sample 
sizes determined for the natural strata are then ap
portioned to the refined strata based on a propor· 
tional allocation usina the proportion (relative to the 
natural strata) of historical wheat. (rom the epoch 
year. present in the refined strata. 

Delermlnallon o/Iolal samplt slz('.-The total sam
ple size allocated to the area o( interest is such that 
the LACIE precision 1081 (or the production esti· 
mate will. expectedly, be met allowina for errort due 
to (I) samplin .. (2) classification. (3) yield predic
tion. and (4) loss o( data. The best availa&le a priori 
knowledJe of the mllftitude of these errors was used 
toaether "ith the followin, assumptions. 

1. Se,ment-Ievel wheat area estimates are 
mutually independent and unbiased. 

2. Yield estimates are unbiased, are mutually in· 
dependent (.t the yield stratum level), and are inde
pendent of the acrease estimates. 

On this basis. it is strai,htforward to approximate 
the mean-squared prediction error for production as 
a function ol the total sample size H. In accordance 
with the "Neyman" or "optimal" allocation (ref. I). 
minimizina this expression as a function of" subject 
to the constraint 

L 

E ",." 
,- t 

i.e., such lh.l the summed stratum sample size is the 
same as the total sample size. results in the followlna 
choice for n. 

(I) 

where n - tOlal number cf seamenlS allocated to 
the area of interest 

~ - lOlal number of aaricuUural (a.) s~· 
ments in thejlh natural stratum 

S} - estimate of sepnent·to-seamenl varia
tion of wheat area within the jlh natural 
stratum 

'J - averaae yield potential delermined from 
soil characteristics in the jlh natural 

J-

stratum 
standard deviation of yield potenlial in 
the jlh natural stralum 
total number of strata in the area of in· 
tcrest 

C"(P) - preusianed value of the coefficient of 
variation of the production estimate 

Aj - estimate of wheat area in the jlh natural 
stratum based on historical information 
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I - I COIIIefVItive lower-bound estimate of 
the expected ample Icquisition l'1li by 
the end of a crop -.on (determined 
from previous experience with loll of 
seamenll due to dChid cover or other 
1'tIIOftI) 

In case n il nOl an in ..... it il rounded upward to 
tbe intiiii' Just Iarpr than n. 

To compute the wheat ..... variance S}. tbe 
followi ... procedure II performed. If the ftb natural 
.. ratum eontliRi It I ... ~ LAClE.proceued .... 
menll from the previous )'eIr (~deflulll to the 
value of 3 in the LACIE IOftware if no overridinJ 
vllue IIlPtCined). S} wiU be the computed ......... ,. 
tHelment variation of the previOUlly atimlted 
LACIE wheat ...... In cue the number of LACE 
seamenll iI .... than M the estimate of the witblD· 
.. ntum wheat ..... v;ranee will be obtained from 
the followi ... rear_ion equation. 

where Cli - .. lrea in the collection of ........ enll 
of the )lh natural Itntum computed 
from I complell' alumerltion of .. pro
portion in u.dl S. by 6-nautical·mile 
......... t in the Itratum II determined 
from I '-by-61rid overll, milO Landat 
color-infrancl ilMllf)' 

'J - 'I'CI" where ClJ II II def11lf1C1 previoully 
Ind 'I II the hiltoriClI wheat lrea in the 
)lh naturallkltwa 

Sa} - the aepnent-to-IIIIRIRt within""ltum 
.. area variance in the collection of .. 
sepneRII of the )lh natural Itntum 
computed from lhe enumention of the 
5-by-6 .. proporUona 

and where c il I CORItant obtained by perform;", I 
leut-aquara nt to ocher strlta (each of which eon· 
taia II leut '!.t LACIE ......... 11) in the country 
containi ... LAClE.proceued seamenll from the pre
vious ,ear. (If iuufYicienl LACIE lIIIftenll are 
Ivailable in the country of inttrelt. the leul-squares 
nt il perf9mled on Itrlta from anal .... .,... from 
other countries hlvi ... LAClE.proceued ....... " 
from the previous year.) The form of equation !2) II 
identical to that dlIcuaed in the paper by Feivaon 
It II. entitled "LACIE Samplina Deai ... "; detaiII of 
ill derivation are included therein. 
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Finally. in countri. hlytjna no hiItorktII data 
Ivaillbll. lince S} cannot be computed from equa
tion (2) in thil cae. S} II replad by Sa} in equation 
(I). 

DbIrIbwIon td ,.""" 11_ ""."" ",.,..-After 
dectrmini ... the 10111 number n of ...-nil to be 
lilocated to the ..... of intll'll .. the um::.::J to 
allocate to the ftb natural ItrItum II u 
follows. (Apia. the followi ... ill""'t 0( the N.,. 
man allocation proaJdure (ref. I).) Let ~ be the 
weiabt lIIOdated with thefth nitunillutum. where 

and where the quantities to be input into the riPt 
lide 0( equation (3) are II ctenned for equation (I). 
Let IIj be the provilional allotment to the ftb.natunl 
.tntum. where IIj equall the intlltr pan of ~ . Also 
let 

and 

AIIip one additional limp" aepnent to each 0( do( 
the natunl lin .. with probabilitia proportional to 
d; i.e.. lit 

",- "j +"r I· 1.2 ..... 1 (4) 

where IJ - I if theftb naturalltntum receiVllan ex
trl SllDple .... t; IJ - 0 otherwise. The Hartle,· 
RIo procedure (ref. I) is used to perform this allOl
ment. 

Performi... the previoUlJ, deleribed procedure 
raullI in the determination of the natural stntum 
sample sial. However. wheat area and production 
.uma ... are made It the ref1ned Itratum levellDd 

• 

. -



• 

" 

• 

• 

require determinltions or limp" lila for each 
""'ned .tntum. To determine tbt IImPIt lila for 
each ref1ned Itntum within I liven natuniltl'ltUm. 
I propordonal ttllocatlon It performed • roUowt. 
The IImple Iize for each ref1ned "ntum It deter
mined by multlpl,I", tIN natunl ItrilUlll IImplt 
.. by lit .. proportion (relltive to tbt nat"'" 
Itntum) of biItorkaI wheat. from tbt epocb ,ar. 
pflMftt In each liven refined Itntum. The fractIonll 
pan or tbeR welPlIlCCOUftli for OM or more .... 
menll; c:onsequend, ..... 1IIIJhift .. 1ft aaIjned co 
tbt ref1ntd stnea "III tbt Hanley-RIO proportional 
procedure with IIIIIpl. lila proportional to tbt f'nc. 
donal pant of the wtiIh .. In thilime manner u In
dicated In the previous plrtlflPb. 

Area eatimadon It perrormed u foilowi. 
DalptJI- oJ GtoIIp A fIII(I • rrfttW """,,_The 

fth reftned .tntum It daipaatecl u "Group A" or 
"Oroup ... dependilll on whether It It allocated It 
least ~or'" thaA ~ ...... enll. fIIPIClively (~ 
dlfaul .. to the value of 1 If ftC) overrldina value Ii 
spednect). The qualitative deRnitionl are u follows: 
Group A retlned Itnta rIIt~t maqinal to blab 
wbeataprodudn. areu hlttorically. whereas Group • 
ref1ned .tn .. repflMftt lflii havllll very little or no 
wh., historically. Tbtre ilone primary exception to 
this pnenI quallflcatlon: since LACIE doea not ... 
covenp on every ItIJMIlt for every PIlI. the)lb 
ref1ned stntum is placed In the Group • cat." If It 
hu ... than ~ ....... II after such I .... If ~or 
more """" subsequently become Ivallable for 
IIINIItion. tbe fth reflned .tratum i. reinstated u 
Group A. 

GuIdtIIMl/Of lotti,,,,, ..",.",t.r.-The location of 
seamentl within I refined str.tum is performed by 
limple random sampli", without replacement with· 
in the previousl, delianated II area of the .tr.tum. 
All the sepnenlJ with 5 percent or more qricultural 
area within tbe relined stralum are eandidalel for 
selection. After tbe selection of the sample, the 
HIectcd sepnentl are located on • mosaic and the 
"lItude and lonaitude of the center of each sepnent 
are obtained. Excepl for 'pplication to • different set 

of .".... the auidelines for Iocallna sepnentl .re 
identical to those applied In the initial samplina 
• tntel,; consequently. the reader should refer to the 
paper by LiIzcz entitled "LACIE Area Samplina 
Fr.me .nd Sample Selection" for further details. 

A"."I""",,,,, 0/ poIlllttll ,,,IHJI,',/011 .," 10 
1IIrItCI.--AI noted In the lICtIon _titled "Sample 
Allocation." It may be ...... r' to know the nltunl 
.tntum biltorlcal wbelt .,.. " to compute ~ ror In
put Into equalioa (2). TbIt quMtit, will 1110 be 
needed for each ref1ned Itnlum In the ...... don. 
In countrlea bavlna bIttorical dall IVailable only on 
one level ...... Ier than lbe coun", ( ..... tbe oblut 
level in tbt U.s.s.R.) •• apportionment of the politi
cal lubdivlsion wb'lt proportional I" Ihe 
natunllreRned ItnIUlll " performed. It It pardcu-. 
luIy Importlftlto note that hlttoricll dati do nOla
lit It the reftucllUlhllllltvelln an, COUll",; COftIIo 

quently. until a hiItoricII data bale can be buDt (I.e.. 
with the pat .... of lime). the ~ pro
cedure " the outlet taken to __ II tbt bIItoricaI 
wbelt ... to UIociatt with tach retlned 1trl1UIII. 
The UIlderIYina auumptlon made in tbIt IPPfOlCh I. 
t"'l the wheat in I poIIticallUbdivilion " unirormly 
dlttributed over the apicuhunl .,.. in that political 
IUbdivition. or count. this II not aI..,. the cut 
and l' It fully recopJlId that apportIonIna ~ III 
ditnculty and repflllftll. inltlallltempt II raolv
ina the mlllin"'" problem. The apportIonlna It ac
complished u ru:lows. 

"1/ 
'I • - hf ., (5) 

where" - the apportioned eatimall of biltorical 
whea, .rea In the ftb n.turillreflned 
stratum 

"u - the II .rea in the collection or ...... 
menlS common to thl Jlh naturall 
refined stratum and the IIh polidcalsub
division 

WI - the wheat area in the IIh political .ub
division baled on historical data "I - the lOtIl II .,ea in the collection of II 
...... entl of the Ilh politicallUbdivision 

Apponloturwtl, 0/ fNIG ",ImtJ,,, 10 yWld SlNlI".
The n.tural IImplin •• tr._ requires thai yield .nd 
.rea (APU) .tr.ta be coincident. The sitUition may 
arill. however. where the str.ta do not ~ncide. In 
such cues, 1ft apportionment of the Krall ali· 
malelto tbe yield I"." is needed to permit tbe ati • 
mate or production .1 politiallubdivilion (or other) 
levell. The followina diKUllion lpecifies the .p. 
proadl taken in this case. 
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Another set of area strata is generated consistina 
of the collection of all the area "substrata to that result 
from the intersection of the refined strata with the 
yield strata. This procedure results in each yield 
stratum containina one or more area substrata. The 
LACIE wheat area estimate for each area substratum 
is obtained by apportionina the LACIE wheat area 
estimate of the refined stratum accordina to the pro
portion of as area in each substratum relative to the 
refined stratum from which it came. 

With reference to r"ure I, if the indicated yield 
strata covered the area of interest with 
{A).A2.Al.A4.AS} being the collection of refined 
strata over this same area, then, in view of the lack of 
coincidence of area and yield strata, a r,~w collection 
of area substrata is aenerated consisting of 
{All.A12,A21.A22.All.A12.A41.AS1.AS2.ASl.A~ }. 

If Jtjl is used to denote the LACIE-estimated 
wheat area apportioned to Air then ., 

0.. if the ith substratum is contained 
~/AjA' within the jth Group A refined 

I stratum 
(6) 

0.. if the ith substratum is contained 
~jB' within the jth Group B refined 
OJ stratum 

where aj ; - the total ag area of Aj; determined from 
the product of the ag proportion of Aji (determined 
from the complete enumeration of as in the gridded 
segments) with the planimetered area of Aji. 
OJ - the total ag area of Aj (determined from the 
complete enumeration of ag in the gridded seg
ments), and where AjA and AjB are defined in equa
tions (7) and (8), respectively. 

The previously described procedure identifies the 
area "!:ubstrata" and the associated wheat area esti-

YIELD STRATUM 
BOUNDARIES 

REFINED STRIoTUM 
BOUNDARIES 

FIGURE t.-A refinement of al:fellle strata to tbe yield strata. 
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mates to be aarepted within each yield stratum to 
compute production. Apin, it should be empbasized 
that this procedure is used in estimatina production 
and production prediction error only when the yield 
strata are not coincident with the natural strata; 
however, the wheat area estimate for a given area of 
interest will be the same regardless 'of whether tbe 
area aareaation is performed from the refined strata 
or from the substrata. 

Group A refined stratum area estlmate.-The wheat 
area estimate for tbe jth Group A refined stratum is 
calculated as follows. 

where Aj ... - the LACIE wheat area estimate for 
thejlh Group A refined stratum 

N.;A - the total number of ag segments in the 
jlh Group A refined stratum 

~A - the total number of ~ample seaments 
for which wheat acreage estimates are 
made in the jth Group A refined 
stratum 

- the LACIE wheat area estimate for 
the kth sample segment in the jlh 
Group A refined stratum 

Group B refined stratum area estimate.-The wheat 
area estimate of th", j~h Group B acreaae stratum is 
calculated as follows 

m 

A/B = L CkjA kA + (njB/M/)A;B (8) 
k=l 

where • 
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KJB - the most recent epoch year 
(or Bveraae over previous 2 or 
3 years) harvested wheat area 
in thejlh Group B stratum 

~-
[

I. if the kth Group A 
stratum is used in the 
estimate of the jlh 
Group B stratum 

0, otherwise 
the sum of the LACIE 
estimates of wheat area 
in all Group A strata 
that are used to estimate 
the liven jlh Group B 
stratum 
the sum of the most re
cent epoch year (or 
average over previous 2 
to 3 years) harvested 
wheat area in the Group 
A strata that are used to 
estimate the fth Group B 
stratum 

m - the total number of Group A 
strata in the area of interest 
plus any additional Group A 
strata that are not contained 
within the area of interest but 
that are used in the ralio 
estimation of the Group B 
strata contained in the area of 
interest 

njB - the total number of sample 
segments for which acreage 
estimates are madt in the fth 
Group B stratum 

and where AjB - 0 if ".iB - 0; otherwise 

(9) 

where N.JB - the total number of as seaments in the 
fth Group B refined stratum 

AjllB - the LACIE wheat area estimate for 
the kth sample segment in the fth 
Group 8 stratum 

In the Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) soft
ware, the capability exists for M, to default to the 
value of 3 if no overriding value IS specined. 

It should be reemphasized at this point that the 
most refined level for whkh historical wheat acrease 
data are available in many LACIE forelan areas is 
one level below the rountry level (crop reaion or ec0-
nomic retion). Consequently, until a historical data 
base is pnerated after passaae of time. the historical 
wheat villue for each stratum used in the Group B 
estimator is apportioned to the stratum as indicated 
in the section entitled .. Apportionment of Political 
Subdivision Data to Strata." 

In the preceding discussion, the Group A strata to 
be used as a base for the ratio-estimated part of the 
wheat area estimate of a given Group B stratum are 
selected according to the followina guidelines. 

I. First of al!. the capability exists in the CAS 
software to permit interactive selection of the ap
propriate Group A strata' as a base in the ratio-esti
mated part of a siven Group B stratum. This 
capability is particularly advantaaeous in aUowina 
the crop analysts to incorporate real-time infoma
tion and expertise that may be available at the time 
of 8llreaation to assist in selectln8 Group A strata 10 
use as a base in the ratio estimation. For example. 
knowledae of asricultural practices andlor informa
tlO.l concerninll (he status (such as the presence of an 
epi~odlc event) of crops in different localities can be 
very benefi~ial in deciding which Group A strata to 
use in ratio-e5timation of a given Group B stratum. 

2. When option I is not used. the CAS software 
defaults to the use of all Group A strata in the lone 
containing the given Group B stratum. 

Art'Q aggregation 10 Ihe :one. 'PIon. and country 
lewls.-The wheat- area estimate If of the area of in
terest (whether it be zone. region, or country) Is 
given by 

(10) 

[

I. if the Jlh Group A refined stratum is 
where".i - contained within the area of interest 

O. otherwise 

and m is the total number of Group A strata con
tained in the area of interest plus any additional 
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Group A strata nOI contained within the area of in
terest but used in the ratio estimation of the Group B 
strata contained in the afea of interest. The quantity 
b denotes the total number of Group B strata in the 
area of interest. 

ARIA VARIANCII8T1MATION 

Group A Refined Stretum Vartance 

From equation (7), it is straishtforward to see that 
the variance of the estimate of wheat area for the jlh 
Group A refined stratum is siven by 

= '1/ s 2 
~A ~A ~A (11) 

where Jj... - the variance of the estimate of wheat 
area in the )lh Group A renned 
stratum 

and 

(13) 

The finite population correction factor, 1 -
(~,iN;A)' is omitted from equation (11) since it is 
almost always insignificantly different from I. 
(When this is not so, equation (II) is a conservative 
eslimale-i.e., an estimate on the upper side). 

Group 8 Reffned StratuM Varlenee 

The variance of the estimate of wheat area for the 
)lh Group B stratum is directly obtainable from equa-
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lion (8) and is aiven by 

(14) 

where JljB is the estimate of segment-ta.sesment 
variance of wheat area computed for the refined 
stratum in the manner indicated in the section en
titled "Determination of Total Sample Size" (i.e., by 
makina use of the allocation data at the refined 
stratum level) if njB E 1; otherwise (i.e., if 2 E 
njB < ~), VjBis estimated directly (i.e., in the same 
manner as the estimate of Jj..c (eq. (II». 

Variance A .... 1Ion to the Zone. 
Region, end Countrr Leve" 

After substituting the expression in equation (8) 
into equation (101 and simplifying. it is strai!'htfor
ward 10 see that Ain equation (to) is expressible as 

(15) 

where 

Consequently, the variance VA for the estimate of 
wheal area for the area of interest is given by 

SPRtNG AND WINTER WHEAT 

Area and Varlence Eattmatton 

In a mixed wheat area, separate area estimates are 
made for the winter wheat and tne spring wheat 
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usina the aareaation procedures described in the 
sections "Group A Refined Stratum Area Estimate" 
throuah "Variance Aureaation to the Zone, Reaion, 
and Country Levels" with inputs (LACIE estimates 
as well as historical) of winter wheat for a winter 
wheat aareption and those of sprina wheat for a 
spdna wheat aareaation. This method provides the 
spring wheat and winter wheat area estimates and 
their respective variance estimates at the stratum and 
zone levels. The aurePtion procedures are used to 
obtain separate winter wheat and sprina wheat area 
estimates and the corresponding variance estimates 
at the zone, resional, and country levels. 

To'-I W .... t: A ..... ncI 
V.rI.nce Eatlmatlon 

The total wheat area estimate in a mixed wheat 
area is computed by aaresatina the winter wheat 
anti spring~wheat area estimates for the area; that is, 
if 1 .. and "',denote the winter and sprina wheat area 
qtimates. respectively. the total wheat area estimate 
X, is given by 

(17) 

This computation is done at the zone and higher 
levels. 

The variance estimates for the total wheat at the 
zone and higher levels are those obtained from the 
total wheat aggregation made with inputs of total 
wheat by CAS for the segments and historical data. 
The procedure is the same as described in the section 
entitled "Variance Aggregation to the Zone. Region. 
and Country Levels." 

PRODUCTION ESTIMATION 

Production and Varlanca E.tlmatlon 
.t tha Stratum Level 

The estimate of wheat production for the .ith area 
retined stratum is given by 

I 
A,A riA' if the Ith refined stratum is a 

Group A stratum 
P, · (18) 

A,B riB' If the Ith refined stratum is a 
Group B stratum 

In equation (18), IJA (~,) is the predicted yield 
for the Jlh Group A (Group B) refined stratum as 
liven by the yield estimation model. Two basic 
assumptions are made to obtain the LACIE produc
tion variance estimator. 

1. Segment-level wheat area estimates are 
mutually independent and unbiased. 

2. Yield estimates are unbiased and are mutually 
independent of the acreage estimates. 
Under these assumptions. the variance of the pro
duction estimator ofthejth Group A retined stratum 
is given by (1' Ij..c 2, where 

11 ~ .. 11 2 $A, 2 + 11 2 1.1 2 + 11 2 11 , 2 (19) 
PiA 'IiA ' IA riA AlA AiA 'iA 

and where (1' A.}' II- A. and (1' r}, II- r .... are the 
respective vari~nce anr mean fof the a~reage and 
yield estimators for the Jlh Group A refined stratum. 
The production variance estimator is the one result· 
ing from the replacement of the parameters in the 
right side of equation (19) by their estimates~ the 
sign of the last term in equation (19) is changed from 
positive to negative to obtain an unbiased estimator. 
Consequently, the resulting estimator is given by 
~i,where 

Z 2 - J' }' 2 t"" 2A 2 '/it - jA jA I jA j.4 

where Aj .4 and )jA are the estimates of wheat area 
and yield. respectively, of the fth Group A retined 
stratum. J).4 is an estimate of the wheat area variance 
for the Jlh Group A refined stratum, and ~i is the 
estimated squared prediction error of yield In the fth 
Group A retined stratum. The variance of the ,ith 
Group B retined stralum production estimate is 
similarly obtained. 

In case the yield strata are not coincident with the 
natural strata. the estimate of production and its as· 
sociated prediction error ~timate at the substratum 
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level are obtained as follows. In particular, if Ptjr 
denotes the production estimate of the Itll 
substratum (apportioned from the)th yield stratum 
which has yield Y,), then 

(21) 

where • is defined in equation (6). Moreover, 
denotins &e production variance estimate of Pu, by 
ZtJrl, 

Z 2 = JI: Y 2 + r~lJl - y.llr,l ii' II , r 
(22) 

where ~u and Y, are the estimates of wheat area, and 
yield, respectively. of the Ah substratum (contained 
in the)lh refined stratum). and 

Q 2 if the Ah substratum is contained 
.(.1!.) YIA .)Vithin the fth Group A refined 

Q, stratum' 
. (23) 

'()2 if the Ith substratum is contained 
~ 'IB' within the fth Group 8 refined 
QJ stratum 

The quantities ajl and aj are as define~ in the sect.ion 
entitled .. Apportionment of Area Estimates to Yield 
Strata." 

Production E8tlmate at a Zo .... 
Region. or Countly Leve. 

The wheat production estimate P,. for the area of 
interest (whether it be a lone. a region, or a country) 
is aiven by equation (24) or equation (25). respec
tively. dependint on whether or not the yield strata 
coincide with the natural strata. 
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or 

That is. 

H 
lA III 1: A,Y, ,-. 

where 

A, = k [1,1'1/ + t jj,;C,JAiA 

+ ~ (1J"tliBA~"'i) (26) 

or If is given by Ihis same expression after replaci", 
'" .. n' by ,. ''J.D. and IJrl by IJrllill' In the situation 
, ""') fJ ,")" , , 'de 
where the natural strata and Yield strata coanCI • 
equation (24) applies. where Y, is the lACIE-pre
dieted yield in the tth yield stratum, H is the total 
number of yield strata in the area of interest 

~
• if the,fth G,roup A strat.um lies within (or 

,. . - coinCides WIth) the tth Yield stratum 
Ij 0 h ' .ot erwlse 

~
' if the ilh Group B stratum lies within (or 

IJ . - coincides with) the tth yield stratum 
fl h' O.ot erwise 

and M is a variable that defaults to the value of 3 if I 

no overriding value is specified. 
In the situation where the natural strata and yield 

strata do nol coinCide. equation (25) applies with Y, 
and H as defined previously; however. 

[

1. if the}1h Group A stratum intersects the 
,. . - ttb yield stratum 

'J he' 0.01 rWlse 

.. 

• 

.. 
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~
l' if the Ilh Group B stratum intersects the Ith 

tJri - yield stratum 
0, otherwise 

Also 

(21) 

and 

(28) 

In equations (27) and (28). the small a's are as 
given in the section entitled "Apportionment of 
Area Estimates to Yield Strata"~ mj is the total num
ber or substrata that are apportioned out of the./lh 
refined Group A stratum and that lie within the nh 
yield stratum. Similarly. bl is the total number of 
substrata that are apportioned out of the Ith refined 
Group B stratum and that lie within the Ith yield 
substratum. 

Production Prediction Error for • 
Zone, Region, or Country Leve' 

The estimate of the squared prediction error S; of 
the production estimate for the area of interest 
(whether it be zone, region. or country level) is given 
by 

N , - i 
+ 2 L: ~ Y,Y,r C0v(A,.A,r) (29) 

,-2 '''' 1 

and 

where 

b 

ai' .. 1,,"1 + L: 1J"CI1 
t=l 

r.2 - the estimated squared prediction error of , 
yield in the Ith yield stratum 

and 

The precedina equations apply. of course, to the 
situation in which the natural strata and yield strata 

. are coincident. If this should not !)e the case, the 
same equations would still apply provided 'Y ,/"i and 
/J rf are replaced with 'Y rj'rllljA and f3 ,filS> respectively. 
throuahout. 

SPRING AND WINTER WHEAT PRODUCTION 

Production E.tlm.tlon In Mixed Whe.t Are •• 

In a mi~ed wheat area, separate production and 
predicted production error estimates are made for 
the winter wheat and spring wheat using the pro
cedures described in the sections entitled "Produc
tion and Variance Estimation at Stratum Level." 
"Production Estimate at a Zone. Region. or Country 
Level," and "Production Prediction Error for a Zone. 
Resion. or Country Level." The total wheat produc
tion estimate in a mixed wheat area is computed by 
qaregating the wintp proo'Etlon and the spriq pro
duction; that is. if P iii' and P, denote the winter and 
sprins wheat production estimatClS. respectively. the 
total wheat production estimate. p,. is given by 

(31) 

iOO5 t 
1 
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Production Error E.tlmate. 
In Mixed Wheat Area. 

The estimate of the production prediction error at 
the level of interest (zone. region. or country) in a 
mixed wheat area is given by equations (29) and (30) 
with the fOllowing modifications; ifthejth Group A 
refined stratum contains mixed wheat and is sup
plied with both a spring Y,s and winter Y, w yield esti
mate. then Y, and r,2 in equations (29) and (30) are 
replaced by 

(32) 

and 

(33) 

respectively. where 
Awr ... the epoch year harvested winter wheat area 

in the rth yield stratum 
As, - the epoch year harvested spring wheat area 

in the rth yield stratum 
T, w - the root mean square of the prediction error 

of the winter wheat yield estimate for the rth 
yield stratum 

T,s - the root mean square of the prediction error 
of the spring wheat yield estimate for the rth 
yield stratum 

AREA OF INTEREST YIELD AND 
PREDICTION ERROR ESTIMATION 

When there is a single yield model covering the 
area of interest. the squared prediction error of the 
yield model provides the variance needed for evalua
tion; i.e., for computation of standard statistics. In 
case of more than one yield model in the area of in
terest (whether it be zone, region, or country), the 
average yield estimate and the associated predktion 
error estimate is computed using the following 
formulas. 
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The yield estimate for the area C of interest is ob
tained by the average yip!d 'Y c - Pc' ACt where Pcis 
the production estimate and Ac is the area estimate 
for the area of interest. An estimate of the squared 
prediction error of this average yield estimate is ob
tained by resorting to the assumptions stated in the 
section entitled "Production and Variance Estima
tion at Stratum Level" and applying the standard for
mula for the variance of the ratio of two random 
variables. Thi~ estimate is given by 

(34) 

where Sc2 - estimated squared prediction error of 
Pc- the production estimate 

Vc - estimated prediction error of A" the 
area estimate 

Yj - yield estimate for the ilh yield 
stratum 

Vi - estimated prediction error of the area 
estimate in the Ith yield stratum 
(computed from use of eq. (16). 
where the area of interest referred to 
by that estimate is the tlh yield 
stratum in this case) 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results from the testing conducted in Phase 
III would have to be labeled as "encouraging." partic
ularly in regard to their supporting the following ob
jectives for the use of a natural sampling strategy. 

I. Increase sampling efficiency: improve strati
fication by making use of information contained in 
Landsat and agromet data. 

2. Reduce bias caused by high incidence of cloud 
cover over large regions. 

3. Permit better estimates of precision (more 
sample segments per stratum). 

4. Provide a common approach for all countries. 
S. Permit better applicability of the yardstick 

region as a quantifier of the foreign sampling 
strategy. 

In particular. some of the more important results 
that should be highlighted include the follOWing. 
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1. Aareaation resuU. over the test areas ineH· 
cated that slmUar precision results are obtainable 
(relative to the lnitialatralelY) with 20 to 30 percent 
fewer seaments. 

2. In comparison with crop-reportin.-di.trlct 
campoti.., ,trata, the aai.n in ef11cieney from tho use 
of the refined Itrata over lix Itates in tho u.s. Great 
Plains was 

a. Uniformly better in reprd to wheat density 
b. Bettor for five of silt states in reprd to 

apicultural density 
c. Better for only three of six !IIlates in reprd to 

yield 
See reference 2 for further details . 

The predominant key issues resultina from the 
use of the natural samplilll stratesY were as follows. 

1. 5.lme strata are not yet sufficienUy homo
aeneous to be considered beneficial-the stratifica· 
tion procedures need further fine tunina . 

2. Probably the bigest difficulty was that of at
tempting to estimate those areas where little to no 
satellite coveraae (i.e., the nonresponse areas) was 
avaUable~ adequate historical data to support making 

such .. mates wu simply unavailable. (The appor· 
tionina procedure descrlbocl earlier in this paper was 
the approach taken to make historical data avallable 
at the appropriate levels needed; however, it was 
realized from the outset that considerable Improve
ment would be needed.) 
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Appendix A 
Determination of First- and Second-Generation 

Segment Mixture 

MOTIVATION 

Because of cost and time constraints. it may not be 
possible 10 order or. even if ordered. to process all 
second-aeneration sample segments. To obtain an 
estimate of wheal production with a precision com· 
parable to the precision specified in the samplina 
plan. it is necessary to process a cenain minimum 
number of sample segments. One way to fulfill the 
sample size requirement is to supplement the list of 
available second-Beneration seamenlS with the 
available first"leneration segments. Unless the ran
domness of the distribution of sample segments in 
each refined stratum (second.generation stratea>' 
strata) is preserved. any statistical statement con
cerning the sample eslimates made according to the 
second-generation stratea>' will be invalid. A scheme 
has been devised for the selection of supplementary 
first-generation segments preserving the randomness 
of distribution in each refined stratum. 

METHOD FOR SELECTING 
SUPPLEMENTARY FIRST ·GENERATION 
SEGMENTS 

For a detailed mathematical discussion. see the 
section in this appendix entitled "Method for Usina 
Firsl..Qeneration Sample Seaments in the Second
Generation Samplin, Scheme." 

Seaments chosen under the first-Ieneralion 
stratea>' and segments chosen under the second· 
generation strategy (second-generation segments) 
are available. labeled with both county name and 
stratum number. The followina procedure is used for 
seleclin, supplementary first..generatlon segments. 

I. Count the number of second..generation sea· 
ments in each unit (county intersection refined 
suata). 

2. Count the number of first-seneration segments 
in each unit. 
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3. For each unit. perform the following operation. 
a. If the number of first-Ieneration selments is 

areater than or equal to the number of second
aeneration seaments. randomly replace each second
acneration seament with a first-aeneration segment. 

b. Otherwise. randomly replace second-acnera
tion seaments by first-generation &elments until all 
first-aeneratioR segments in the unit have been used. 
Some second-generation seaments will remain. 

4. Not~ that step 3b differs from the theoretical 
proposal. Theoretically. all first-acneration seaments 
should be used. and the remaining number necessary 
for the unit should be selected at random from all 
seaments possible within the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC) constraints. However. the 
second-generation segments have already been 
chosen and must be used. 

S. Check the spacing between segments. When 
the first-generation and second-generation segments 
were ~hosen. the segment density in each case was 
constrained by GSFC. The same constraint should be 
presented in the composite allocation. 

RESULTS 

The method was followed for the segments cur
rently available (first-generation segments and sec
ond-generation segments). Segments chosen are 

M K - total number of seaments in 9 K n S 
m - number of segments to be selected in 

S under the second-generation 
strategy 

M - total number of seaments in S 
mK - number of segments to be selected in 

'K 
The steps in the procedure are as follows. 

1. Generate t mk ,i-I' 
a. Let To - o. 7j - MI' T2 - M,+ M2•· ... TL 

- M,+M2+ .. ·+ML· 
b. Define JK - I TK- I + I. TK- I + 2 •...• 

TK- I + TK )· 
c. Choose a random subset of m from the in

u~lers 1. 2 •...• M. Let I be that random subset. 
d. Let mK - cardinality of I nJK. Note that mK 

has a hypergeometric distribution. Hence. 

(At) 

listed in the section in this appendix entitled "Sam- and 
pie Segments." When these segments were checked 
for closeness. it was found that the pl.IO cannot be 
executed if the GSFC constraints are to be preserved. 

METHOD FOR USING FIRST-GENERATION 
SAMPLE SEGMENTS IN THE SECOND
GENERATION SAMPLING SCHEME 

The method for using first-generation segments in 
the second-generation scheme was developed by 
A. H. Feiveson of the NASA Johnson Space Center. 
The following definitions apply to this procedure. 

new stratum 
collection of first-generation strata 
which intersect S 

IV /I. .. total numbl.!r of segments in 9,. 
number of selected segments in 9/1. 
under the first-generation strategy 

..... ---.---"""- ........ 

. I1IMI\. 
1:(",1\.) = ~ (A2) 

2. Let II\. - number of first-generation selected 
segments in 9 I\. (\ S. 

a. If II\. ~ mI\.' choose "'/I. segments at random 
among the I I\. originally selected ones. 

b. If II\. < ml\. • choose all of the II\. originally 
selected segments plus ml\. - II\. additional ones ran
domly selected from the remaining MI\. - II\. in 91\. 
11S. 

3. Prove that this procedure selects m segments 
out of M with equal probability. 

a. Let 9/1.; .. Pr ( II\. - i\. i - O. 1. .... M /I.' 
S - second-generation sample. 
~l first-generation sample. 
sl\. .... any potential segment in 9 I\. " S . 
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b. Then 

MK 

P(sK f s)- E 0KI PlsK f SjlK" i. n/K -'f (A3) 
'-0 

M" 
P('" ( s/I" • i)· 1: a"ll'f', ( S/I" • I. m" • 'I (A4) 

/"0 

P(SK f S/IK • i. inK • i. SK f so) 

• P(SK f So/IK • i. mJ\ .. i) 

+ P(sK f S/l1: .. i''''K .. i. sl: ISo) 

• p(S,.ISo/IK .. i.",,. .. I) (AS) 

(A7) 

i ~ ; 
i). i > ; 

(AS) 

(AIO) 

c. Thus, P(SK • SIlK - i, MK - j) only de
pends on J, not i. Hence, 

• .!!!. 
M 

", .. -
Itt (All) 

SAMPLE SEGMENTS 

The sampl! segments in Kansas selected prior to 
the GSFC constraint are the following. 

Segmmt Count)' Stratum 
numbtr 

803 Cowley 3C 
1170 Harper 3C 
1173 Kiowa JC 
800 Kinaman JC 

1174 Pratt 3C 
1892 Reno 3C 
1I7S Seqwick JC 
1893 Stafford lC 
1176 Sumner 3C 
103l Clark 4B 
1168 Barber 4B 
812 Kiowa 4B 

1035 Ford SA 
1292 Hodaemsn SA 
822 Pawnee SA 
fI2S Pawnee SA 
823 Treao SA 
1121 Finney SB 

1857 Grant SB 
1025 Greeley 5B 
818 Greeley SB 
819 Greeley SB 

1159 Hamilton SB 
1861 Kearny SB 
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SlJmtnt COUItly $I""um ~ Crurry 
Ifumbtr """"", 

1284 Lane s. 1,u7 MorriJ 7. 
1864 SUnlOl s. 1876 Onawa 7B 
113 ~ 6 152 PodawtlOlDle 78 
829 brilon 6 843 Republic 7B 

HID Ch.rokee 6 I ... SIIlIe 7' 
t,uS Franklin 6 1M W ...... 78 
839 Franklin 6 1158 WIIbhItton 7. 
837 Lion 6 1016 a..r- • 830 MI.IDI 6 1017 Decalur • 8M MIaIDI 6 1880 £1111 • US3 Mon.,IDery 6 1024 Gove • 821 Moneaomer, 6 liS) Jewell 8 
836 0... 6 1027 ..... 8 
840 Ouae 6 1019 Nonon • 1184 Wilson 6 115$ PhUUps 8 
112 Wilson 6 1020 lad ... • 142 UMoIn 7A 1., lawIIu • 1IS4 Mildaon 7A 1877 ROGb • 1349 Buller 7B 864 ROGb • 841 CtIate 7B 1111 R .... • 1S1 C ..... 71 ICW Sbelid&a • 846 ell, 78 861 Sbelid&n • IISI ell)' 78 1021 She,.,n i 

1119 DiddnlOl'l ,. 1212 Sbermla • 1297 DlddnlOll 7B IIS7 SftIIIh • 1111 E1l1wonh 7B 1296 SftIiIh 8 
IS) MItIhaII ,. I02J Thomu 8 

1114 Mc:PberIOII ,. lOll WalllCll 9 

AppendlxB 
Stratification 

RIQUIRIMINTI 

The LACIE Partitioninl Oroup develOped univer· 
sal strata for use by the Samplina Stratea)' Team for 
the Phase III implementation of the natural aamplinl 
stratet)'. These strata were created with the followin. 
,uidelines. 

1. The basic partitions are to be delineated on the 
basis of aaricultural density as determined from full· 
frame color-infrared (CIR) imatery. 

2. These partitions are to be refined with data on 
soils rated on yield potential and with climatic data. 

l. Climatic data considered are to include pre
cipitation and temperature. 

4. If the variation in climate over an .. ricultural 
density stratum exceeds the allowable threshold. thill 
stratum is to be divided in order to lower the varia· 
tion over each portion. 

tOIO 

S. Whereas the climatic data are to be used to 
determine whether an aaricultural density stratum 
mUSI be divided. the soils data are to be used to deter
mine where the division oc:c:urs. 

6. The rCiullin. partitions are to be rechecked 
qainst full·(rame im.r), to adjust and smooth 
stratum boundaries. 

7. Political boundaries that are artificial in an 
aaricu.tural sense are to be ianored in delineatina Ibe 
strata within a larae retion. The final parlitionin, 
product for such a rqion is to consist of a ,roup of 
c:ontiauous strata that includes the resion. 

ITIPI 'OR IMPLIMeNTATION 

The Stratification team performed the partition. 
ina for aamplina sualet)' based on ,uidelines J to 7. 
Filure 1-1 is a now chart showiOJ the process. 

• 
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MON1'ML'r .. VIllAGE 
"'ICII'IfA'. 

.0 flMI'IMfUIIl 

nGUII .... -sa .... IRallon ror .... ,.1 ..... ,..,.'. 

A .. oultur.IIN ........ 1turaI D ... M .... n-
Fun- , ...... CIR T ........... no ... 

The 9- by 9-inth fun-frame elR transparencies 
used to produce the aaric:ulturallnonqricullural 
(qlnon-aa) overla, are to be acquired durins the op· 
timum ,rowth phase "f the majority of crops in lhe 
area. Ordinarily. this period will fall durin, biolQ8ical 
window 2 or bioloaical window 1 A record is to be 
kept of those transparencies contain in, sisnificant 
defects such as cloud cover and a list of those that 
should be reacquired because of unacceptable 
quality. 

AI/Non-AIO •• r18, 

The followin, are ,uidelines for the delineation of 
a,ricullural and nonaJl'icultural areas. 

I. All qlnon-aa delineations are to be based 
solely on the use of 9· by '-inch full-frame CIR 
transparencies. 

2. No ancillary data. such as a,ricultural slltiSlics. 
climatic information. or soil maps. are to be used. 

1 An area will be desianaled as .ricultural if it 
contains recosnizable field panems. 

4. Conversely. areas without recoanizable field 
patterns will be desi,nated as nonaaricultural. 

S. A record will be kept of the acquisition dates 
for all 9· by '·inch CIR transparencies that are used. 

6. Each Slate or oblas. is to be worked by only one 
person. 

7. A loa of the criteria to complele the overlay for 
Cilch state will be kept. 

•. The person workina on the overla, for a partie· 
uIar Slite will produce a shon narrad" IUlDmary in
cludinalhe daleS of the 9- by 9-inch CIR .,antparen. 
cia thai were used and the percent. of the 'lite in· 
complete becauae of clouds. 

9. There should be an adequate number of 
reference poin.. (lalitude and Ioqilude) on each 
overla, 10 that it can be .. ily reatstered &0 any bale 
map. The II.,. 10 be taken in delinOl'ina IIInon .... 
areal are as follow. . 

a. An overlay of I: I 000 000 ale. c:overillJ the 
IlIle to be worked. wilt be reaistered to lhe cor .... 
spondina Operational Navlpllon Chart (ONC). 

b. All ,. by 9-inch full·frame CIR lransparen· 
cia coverina any part of the lIale will be aaembled 
and examined for evidence of faelcl patterns. 

c. AU contiauous nonqricullural areal .... ter 
than or equal tn 4 square miles in lite or with a very 
spane sprinklidl of aariculture will be delineeled on 
the overla,. 

d. Records for transparenaes used should be 
kept for UIe in stratum desc:ription and eyaluation. 
These records would indicate specific probleml in 
delineation of the transparenc)' luch II apparent 
differences in intensity of 81riculture patterns and 
confusion sources. 

D ..... tecI ......... Fr .... 0 .... , 

The desianaled samplin, frame (DSF) is the 
reaion within a country used for the process of parti. 
lion in, for samplin, stratelY. The followina steps de
scribe this process. 

1. The conh,uous non8Jficuhural areas deline
ated on the qlnon ... overlay are measured for area. 

2. All nonaaricuhural areas havin, size ,realer 
than or equal to 30 square miles .. m be eliminated 
from furlher consideralion. The area on the overlay 
less the area estimated as non8Jflcultural comprises 
the OSF. The OSF. therefore. contains non· 
aaricultural areas ranlina in sizc between 4 and 30 
square miles in a seamen .. 

1 On the overlay show in, the DSF. areas hlvin, 
approKimatt aaricultural densities fallin, in lhe 
followin, ranaes will be deliileated and labeled as to 
density catClory, 

OM.,t,I' f/Jlllt 

o 10 ~ ~r~'Cnl .. 
S 10 40 ~rcenl II 

40 10 110 percenl .. 
10 to tOO per"I" ... 

" *'- _. __ .;0._ .... 

llJll' 
MUlkrll1t 
Hiah 
Very hlJh 
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4. Each delllil, caltlOl'Y " funhtr reftntd b, out-
Ilnlna blah-variance .... (I ..... dumps of ROIHIln 
• predominantly II ... or IIIP dumps of II in a 
predominantly non ... ana) and Iow-Ylriance area 
(.mall dump. of non ... in a predomiDantly II area 
or IIDIII clump. of II in a predomlnanll, non ... 
area). The DSF overlay" thus divided inlO low- and 
blab-variance .... of IIdI density caaepry. TbeIe 
IlricuilunU, bomoaeneoUi .... form the basi. for 
further partillonina. 

S. A record of Ihe dentil, call1Ory and variance 
type Mould be kepi for each of 1"- areas for la .. r 
use in proYidina .tratum delcripton. 

The A. R. Aandahl map "Soil. of lbe areal 

rail ... for a 1011 "determined b, .11 wont rallna in an 
individual cateaorY. 

2. AdjacenllOil mappina unill that baYllbe same 
overall ratlna will be combined. 

1. The resullina 1: 1 000 000ca1e overlay will 
contain lin .. dellneauna various soil II'O\IP'. where 
each of th. aroup. cons"l1 of conliauous soli map
pina unill t"~: i~"ve tbe .. me rallna. 

4. The 1011 characteri.tics of each lOiI mappina 
unit should be recorded for .ubsequent use in pro
dudn •• tratum deKripton. 

TABU B·I.-C"1fIOM1 qf I.",,,,,, Soil 
O""'tltrlllitl 

Plains" will be used 10 provide soil. dall for parti- c.,." ,..",1ft--6n,IO/NOfft' 
lionina the U.s. Oreal Plains. For Ihe area of the ----------------
..,rina wheat indicator rtlion in the U.s.s.R. 10 be I-Texture I. Silt. Ioem. liabt IIlty clay 101m 
partitioned. the U.s. Departmenl of Aariculture soil 
survey map "World Soil. Map" will be used. 

Ion lultlb"l., 0 •• ,.., 

The purpose of the soil suitability overlay is 10 
stratify on tbe basis of soil yield potential for wheat 
u follows. 

1. The soil mappina units will be rated on their 
suitability to pow wheat. This will be accomplished 
by delerminin, a ratin, in the followin, six cat.,. 
ries of soil characterislics. 

CatllOry 1-Trxture 
Ca.ry 2-Depth 
Ca.ry l-Drainqe 
Ca.ry 4-Salinity 
Ca.ry 5-Stope 
Ca&elOry 6-Moisture Idld 

Temperature 

The numerical ratina in each ca.ry w\ll ra .... 
from a value of "1" for best to a value of "4" for 
wont. The ranae of values for each rldna are pro
vided in table 8-1. The overall ratin, for a pa"icullr 
soil mappin, unit will then be determined in the 
followina way. For each i. I .. i .. 6. let Cj denote the 
ratina value for the ith Clt.,ry. The overall ratinl 
value V is then computed by the formula V - max 
C,: i-I • ...• 6. In tNs way. the overall suitability 
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2. Sandy to.m. heavy .llty clay loam 
3. Sand. 101m), und. ell),. oth.r 

2-Depth I. Deep. 90 em 
2. Moderately deep. 50 to 90 em 
3. SbaIIow. 2S to 50 em 
4. Very llaallow. 2S cm 

l-Drlinqe I. W.lland moderat.ly drained 
2. Somewhat poo, or somewhat tIIc:eaive 
3. Poor or between somewhat •• celliv. and 

tllceuiVI 
4. Very poor or tIICfllive 

4-4Ilinity I. None. 2 mmhollcm 
2. S1iaht.2 to 4 mmhol/cm 
3. Modera ... 4 to • mmhotlcm 
4. Severe.' mmhoslem 

S~. I. Level. pntly lIopins. 0 to S percent 
(.ymtol L.U.8.F.T.DT' 

2. Gently rollina. 5 to IOpercer.: (R.DR
lower ra .. , 

3. RoIIiftl.IO to 15 percent (R.DR-u"rr 
ransa' 

4. HiUy •• ....,.15 percent 
(H.c.RD.HD.5U.s.RM, 

6-Moialureand I. Udic moIItIOII (moiatlubhumid' 
temperature 2. Typic m"»lliloll (dry lubhumid) 

J. Aridle molliaoll (semiarid) 
4. AridilOll (arid) 

_ ~c~~ .... ,.,.~ _____ ::z=""' ............... ~~ __ 
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Cl ....... 

The clim.tic facton conlidered in partitioniq for 
IImpli", lar.tet)' .re tel\lper.ture and precipitation. 
The climatic dat. used will be bued on monthly 
aver .. of temperature .nd precipitation obtained 
from ttae World Meteorololical O .... nization 
{WMO) It.tionl in the.reas to be partitioned. 

c ........ luItabUItJ Ow..., 

The IItepl to be taken in produci", the clim.te 
overlay are u follows. 

I. AI: I 000 OOO-K.le overlay of the area to be 
partitioned will be reailtered to the correspondinl 
ONC. 

2. for each WMO meteorolOlical.lation in the 
area, the annual temperature and precipitation 
averaaes will be computed. 

3. Ulinl the annu.1 temperature averaaes from 
the meteoroloaical Itationl, temperature isoplethl 
will be interpol.ted for the area to reneet chanaes in 
mean temperature of 3- C. 

4. On the .. me overlay, the annUli prer.ipit.tion 
aver... will be uted to produce isoplethl of pre
cipit.tion for the area that renectl chanaa In mean 
precipitation of 10 centimeten. 

S. The major intent of usin, the climate overlay il 
to subdivide I .. areas of homOieneou •• oill and 
uniform .... Icultural denlitia. 

6. Data used to prerare the overlay (Itep I) 
should be kept for use In .tratum description and 
ev.luation . 

The IIInon ... overlay will be checked qain.t the 
soil suitability overl.y fot diKrepanda and neces
sary chanaa m.de. Thil will be accomplished by the 
followinillepl. 

1. A correlation between poor lOiI:I ratina .nd 
non .... icultur.1 areas should be evident If a non-
.. ricultural area has been r.ted "." or .. 2" on lOiI 
suitability, these areas Ihould be rechecked apin .. 
the appropri.te elR full·frame transparencies to en· 
.ure that correct ..,non-l, classification. were made. 

lOll 
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Multly.ar Eatlmat •• for the LACIE Sampling PI,na 
H. O. Har,le1" 

INTRODUCTION 

This document presents an approach that may be 
useful in improvina the estimates of the wheat 
acreases for the LACIE countries for each year by 
usina the short-time series of estimates made in the 
sequence of consecutive years. Althouah it may be 
premature to develop this concept since the series of 
estimates is just beina started, it is of some merit to 
review this possibility as it will affect future plan
ning. 

It is obvious that there will be two types of charac
teristics of such a survey design~ namely, 

1. Characteristics that apply to each year's survey 
(such as the size of the sample segments, their 
stratification, and the sampling procedures with 
which they are drawn) 

2. Characteristics that affect the design and 
analysis of the surv~y data arising in a series of years 

With regard to the characteristics under item I, in 
order to fix the ideas, it is assumed that the design is 
essentially as it is implemented at present. This 
assumption does not mean that this design is con
sidered the optimum choice for the multiyear esti
mates. 

THE USE OF THE BUREAU OF CENSUS 
CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY 
ROTATING DESIGN 

The Current Population Survey (CPS) of the 
Bureau of Census is concerned with sample seg
ments of households and, in the CPS design, these 
are arranged in "rotation groups." The segments in 
the same rotation group are surveyed in 4 consecu
tive months of the first year, then omitted from the 
survey in the next 8 months, and then again sur
veyed in 4 cons,~-.:utive months of the next year. The 

aTexas A" M University, College Station, Texas. 

estimator of a characteristic " the so-called com· 
posite estimator, is a welabted averqe of the follow .. 
ina two estimator components. 

1. The first component simply consists of the best 
estimator for the current month employinl all the 
data collected in the sample seameitts for that 
month. 

2. The second component consists of an estimate 
of 3" (that is, of the chanae in , from month 
t - 1 to month t) based only on the matched seg
ments (i.e., the segments that are in the sample in 
both month 1- I and month t). This chanae is then 
added to the composite estimator for month t - 1. 

Finally, the two components under items 1 and 2 
are combined as a weiahted average, with weiahts 
summing to I. (Currently, these weilhts are taken as 
0.5 each). It will be seen that the precedina definition 
of the composite estimator simply defines the com· 
poslte estimator for month I in terms of the com
posite estimator for month 1 - 1; that is, in terms of 
a difference equation. Although this difference equa- . 
tion is used for recurrent computation of the com
posite estimator ofy, the difference equation can be~
solved to display the composite estimator as an in
finite series of monthly estimators with weilhts ex
ponentially decreasing into the past. 

It is the essence of the effectiveness of both the 
rotating design and the composite estimator that 
there is a strong positive correlation between the , 
values in 2 consecutive months. Such a correlation 
would make the variances of the 3y I small and would 
thereby increase the effective sample size of seg
ments by those measured in earlier monlhs. 

REASONS FOR THE DEPARTURE PROM 
THE CPS COMPOSITE DESIGNS 
FORLACIE 

The essential condition for the effectiv;!ness of 
the composite estimators in rotation designs appears 
to be well satisfied in LACIE. There is usually a 
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strona positive correlation between tbe wbeat 
ICfIIIIS of seaments observed In consecutive years. 
In this context. one should remember that since the 
seament is fairly laqe (5 by 6 Il8IIdcli mU~ any 
year-to-year ''rotation" of wheat' with Giber crops in 
accordance with aartcultural practices will probably 
occur within seaments (apart from boundary effects). 
Sucb rotations will tberefore pnerate neaative year
to-year correlations of wbeat acreaps for smaller 
areas within a seament and yet wiD not destroy the 
positive year-to-year correlation for seaments.· 
However, the followina are substantial differences 
between LACIE and the CPS samplina problems. 

1. lbe LACIE time series is yearly and extremely . 
sbort (at present. only 2 years) as opposed to the Ions 
montbly series in CPS. 

2. Whatever the rotation desip lbat is adopted 
for LACIE. it must be anticipated that a considerable 
number of matcbed segments (i.e., segments 
sampled in 2 consecutive years) will be lost tbrouah 
cloud cover (and possibly otber reasons). It will 
tberefore be necessary to replace lbe composite 
estimator by a more flexible estimator capable of 
dealina with unbalanced segment patterns over a 
moderate number of years. 

On this basis. a decision was made to use estima
tors arising from mixed analysis of variance 
(ANOV A) models as described in the section of this 
paper entitled "The Mixed ANOV A Models and the 
Associated Estimators." These estimators are 
designed to deal with the completely unbalanced 
matching patterns that are likely to arise through 
cloud cover losses of segments, patterns which will 
differ considerably from any balanced rotation 
design. Nevertheless, in the next section, suitable 
rotation designs are developed since they are ex
pected to result at least in segment patterns for which 
the conditions of estimability for the estimators are 
satisfied. 

THE ROTATION DESIGNS 

Rotation Deellne for Group I Strata 

First, the "basic rotation patterns" for segments 
within a stratum are described; then, the stratum col-
lapsing strategies to deal with strata having only one 
segment are described. 
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Bale I'OIfItlOll IHItte"",-Baslc rotation patterns are 
established as (a.2). two seaments per stratum; (a.3). 
tbree seaments per stratum; (1.4), rour seaments per 

. stratum; and (a.S), five seaments per stratum. 

Pattern (a.2), two seaments per stratum: Pattern 
(1.2) is represented by tb, following table. 

Segment no. Year no. 

1 2 3 4 
1 x 
2 x x 
3 x x 
4 x x 
S x 

Pattern (a.3), three segments per stratum: Pattern 
(8.3) is represented ~y the following table. 

Segment no. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

x 
x 
x 

Year no. 

2 

x 
x 
x 

3 

x 
x 
x 

4 

x 
x 
x 

Pattern (a.4), four segments per stralum: Pattern 
(a.4) is represented by the fonowing table. 

Segment no. Year no. 

2 3 
1 x 
2 x 
3 x x 
4 x x 
5 x x 
6 x x 
7 x 
8 x 

or 



Pattern (a.S). five seaments per IJtratum: Pattern 
(a.5) is represented by the followina table. 

Segmenlno. 

1 It 

2 It 

3 It 

4 x 
5 It 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 

YtQtno. 

2 3 

X 

x 
X 

x x 
x x 

x 
x 
x 

4 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

5 

x 
x 

Summary: The general rotation pattern is now 
clear. If" is the number of segments per stratum. ,,12 
or (" - 1 )/2 or (v + 1)12 sesments are discarded ev
ery year in such a way that every segment is in the 
sample for exactly 2 consecutive years. 

Collapsing SlralE'gif's.-1t is first assumed that the 
total number of strata in Group 1 is at least two and 
that each stratum can offer one or more segments to 
the sample. The collapsing strategies are established 
as follows. 

Strategy (b.2), two strata in Group I: One stratum 
with one segment per stratum is colhtpsed with one 
of the following. 

I. The other stratum with one segment to form 
pattern (a.2) 

2. The other stratum with two sc!gments per 
stratum to form pllttern (a.3) 

3. The other stratum with three segments per 
stratum to form pattern (a.4) 

4. The other stratum with four segments per 
stratum to form pallern (a.5) 
If both strata have atlenst two segments. each will be 
kept separately. 

Strategy (bJ). three strata in Group I: The follow
ing strategies are employed. 

t. Strategy (b.3.0)-1f there is no stratum with 
one segment. all strata will be kept separately. 

2. Strategy (bJ. t )-11' there is one stratum with 
one segment, this will be collapsed with another 
stratum having the smallest number of segments. 

3. Strategy (b.3.2)-lf there arc at least two strata 
with one segment, all strata with one segment will be 

collapsed to form either pattern (a.2) or pattern 
(a.3); all other strata (if any) will be kept separately. 

Stratei)' (b.4), four strata in Group I: The follow
ina strateaies are employed. 

1. StrateaY (b.4.1)-The only stratum with one 
seament will be collapsed with another stratum hav
ina the smaUest number of seaments. 

2. StrateaY (b.4.2)-Two strata havina one sea
ment each will be collapsed t08cther. 

3. StrateaY (b.4.3)-If there are three strata with 
one seament, two will be coUapsed toaelher and the 
third will be collapsed with another stratum having 
the minimum number of seaments. 

4. StrateaY (b.4.4)-If all four strata have one sea
ment, they will be collapsed in pairs. 

Strate&)' (b.5+). five or more stralll in Group 1: 
The collapsing strate&)' used for five or more strata in 
Group I will be implemented following the pro
cedure describr.d for strate&)' (b.3) when the number 
of strata is odd or strateaY (b.4) when the number of 
strata is even. 

Summary: The principle of collapsing is now 
clear. All strata with one segment are collapsed in 
pairs. preferably with another stratum having one 
segment. If the total number of strata having one sea
ment is odd, one triplet of strata is formed to obtain 
paltern (a.3). If there is only one stratum in Group I. 
rotation will yield one of the basic rotation patterns 
«a.2), (a.3), .. .). If that single stratum has only one 
segment, no rotation is possible in Group l. 

Rotation D •• lgn for a Group II Stratum 

Each sampled primary unit (county) has only one 
secondary (segment) precisely. The single Group 11 
stratum in the crop reporting district (CRO) is 
treated as in the preceding section except that pri
maries (counties) are rotated in accordance with the 
basic patterns (n.2), (a.3) ..... If only one primary 
(county) is in Group 11, no rotation is possible. 
Whenever the same primary is retained for 2 con
secutive years, the (single) segment is also retained. 

. 11 is clear that any rotation design of primaries 
would be difficult to implement with a probability 
proportional to size (PPS) sampling procedure. It is 
therefore suggested that primaries be sampled with 
equal probability and without replacement and that 
the size v:uiable be lIsed as a concomitant vltriable in 
conjunction with regression estimation. 
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THIIIIIID ANOVA IIODIt.I AND 
THI A880ClATiD IITIMATORI 

Istlmatlon Theory for Group Iltrata . 

The foUowlna mixed ANOV A model for'the sea
mont wheat acreases in a particular"1arae area" (say 
CRD) is adopted. 

h • 1 •...• N 

$ = 1. .... Sh 

(1) 

where 'hIS - LACIE's "observed" wheat acrease 
for se,mentsofstratum h in year I 

a , - average true wheal acreage per sea. 
ment in year t 

8fJh - differential true effect of stratum h on 
wheat acreage applicable to all years 

xh - last agriculturai-census wheat acreage 
for county h 

w - regression coefficient for xh 
ehs - true sesment variable applicable to all 

years 
eAts - composite segment error variable of 

segment s of stratum h in year t. This 
error variable contains two compo
nents; namely. the deviation of the 
true wheat acreage of segment h.s in 
year t from the additive formula at + 
3/Jh + ehs plus the classification error 
in 'hlr 

The mixed ANDV A estimation procedure de
scribed in appendix A gives a simple technique of 
estimating the variance components it? and it l by 
"synthesis based" estimators <T land <T l Moreover. 
the "fixed" coefficients a,. S/Jh' and "," can be ad
joined into a composite regression vector. Without 
loss of generality. one may assume that the first three 
terms in equation (1) are of the form X". where X is 
an orthonormalized form of the fixed-design matrix 
of equation (1) and " is an associated 
reparameterization of the composite vector 
< a,.8/Jh'w >. (This follows the procedure described 
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in section 2 or tPpOIIdix A.) The maximum likeli
hood (NL) estimator or , Is then of the rorm 

(2) 

where the varianco-covariance matrix (I e2H of the 
Chi + ehls is liven by 

° "H .. ° 211 + °c 
2 
u'U I e e 0 2 

e 
(3) 

and Uis the desian matrix in equation (1) represent. 
ina the effect of the variables c,.,. (Compare also with 
sections 2 and 3 of appendix A.) 

Suppose now that one wishes to estimate the 
Group I wheat acreage for the CRD in the last year 
indexed (1- T). This estimator is liven by 

(4) ( 

where Nh is the number of segments in stratum hand 

is the number of segments in the CRD. 
Theeslimator (eq. (4» can be written in the form 

(5) 

and its variance in the form 

• 

, f 
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This variance formula is standard in weiallted 
(Aitken) linear regression theory. The fact that it 
rlpresents a first-order approximation of Var 
li<CRO.T) is proved in appendix B. For an estima
tion ofequations (3) and (6), replace (7,2 and (7 r" by 
1f,2 and Ill. respectively. 

Three questions may arise with this approach. 
First. it WIlS assumed that the composite errors "htl in 
equation (1) all have the same variance (7,2, This 
does not agree with standard sample survey practice. 
which would have to postulate different within
stratum variances for the true segment wheat 
acreages in different strata (counties). Similar con
siderations may also apply to the within-stratum 
classification variances. The preceding objection 
could be taken into consideration and different (7",2 
estimated for each stratum. However. the conditions 
of estimability described in appendix A are more 
likely to be violated. in which case a return to a com
mon (7 i would appear to be reasonable. Moreover, 
the variance-covariance formula (eq. (3» would now 
be of the form 

H 

H = 1: UhU;,uel,2 + UQU:Uc 
2 (7) 

h =1 

where Ua is the design matrix for the clts and Uh is the 
design matrix for the ehts' 

Strictly speaking. the variables chs represent sam
ples from finite populations of size Nh• The finite 
population corrections (fpc's) have here been ig
nored. Work is in progress to examine the inclusion 
of the fpc's, The ehls errors are however composed of 
finite population errors (the within-stratum variation 
of the true acreages) and an infinite population error 
variable (the classification error), Again, the fpc's are 
ignored. 

Eltlmatlon Theory for a Group II Stratum 

The following mixed ANOV A model for the seg
ment wheat acreages in a particular "'arge area" (say 
a CRO) is adopted. 

VIS = a, + ex, + Cs + ets for t = 1, ... , T 

s = 1. ... ,S (8) 

where, IS - LACIE's "observed" wheat acreage for 
segment s in year I. The-primary (coun
ty) is liven the same index as the 
(sinlle) segment within it. 

Xs - known size variable for the primary 
which contains segment s. Normally. 
this size variable would be constant 
over the years. 

a I - average true wheat acreaae per seament 
in year 1 

9 - regression coefficient of, on x 
Cs - true segment variable applicable to all 

years 
ets - composite segment error variable of 

segment s in year I. This error variable 
has three components which will nOlbe 
separately estimated. The three compo
nents are (1) the within-primary varia
ble. (2) the primary variable within the 
Group II population. and (3) the 
classification error. 

The mixed ANOV A procedure described in ap
pendix A can again be used to provide estimates u c2 

and ti} of (7? and a l Again. one would use the 
simulated ML estimators of the a I and 9 

More specifically. the originally fixed design matrix 
would consist of columns a, of 0.1 variables for each 
of the at and a single column of size variables XS' 
This column would have to be orthogonalized on the 
0,1 columns and the orthogonal matrix normalized to 
obtain the new fixed-design matrix X so that the ML 
estimators 9 for the two matrices are analogous. For 
the new X matrix, the old at column is replaced by a 
column f t with elements 0,11 Yn,. where nt is the 
number of segments in year t, and the old x column 
with elements Xs is replaced by 

x - 1: T , ., , 
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where., is the mean of the x, values in year land 

Suppose now one wishes to estimate the total 
wheat acreqe (in the Group II primaries) for the 
CaD in the last year indexed (t - n. This estimator 
is given by 

where now N is the total number of segments in the 
population of Group II primaries (counties) and lis 
the population mean of lhe size variables x,. The 
estimator (eq. (9» can be written in the form 

where U ia the desian matrix for the seament varia· 
bles c,. For an estimation of equations (11) and (3). 
replace fI,2 and" c2 by It i and,. c2• respectively. 

Of the three questions which weN niaed pre
viously concernina the appropriateness of the mixed 
ANOVA model (eq. (8». tho first one. concernlna 
separate strata variances (I,i. does not now arise. 
However. the other two questions may apin be 
raised about the model and answered in a manner 
similar to the discussion in the precedina section. 

lattmatlon Theorr for. Group Ililntum 

The ratio estimator employed in currently used 
LACIE tcehnolOJ)' could apin be used and would 
reduce the Group III estimate of the wheat acreqe to 
equations (4) and (9) for the Group 1 and Group 11 
wheat l\Creases. 

(10) FUTURI WORK 

and its variance in the form 

where a iH i, the variance-c:ovariance matrix of lhe 
observation vettor, with elements, IS' Clearly. 

o 2H = a 211 + at 
2 

U'U I (3) e e 2 ae 
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Future work must be concerned with a validation 
of the assumptions and the theory used in the fifth 
section of this paper and later with improvements in 
the rotation designs of the fourth section. In this con· 
text. it should be noted that. since the 2 operational 

. years of the past have at least matched some of the 
segments. it would be possible to estimate the com
ponents fT land fT i separately. Moreover. a certain 
model-monitoring analysiS could be performed on 
the data of the last 2 years and would concern the 
validity of the model assumptions and specifically 
the appropriateness of the resression model. 

It is the author's intention in lite near future to 
evaluate this method usina Phase 1 to III operational 
data for the United States. 
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Appendix A 

A 81mple "8ynthes's" -Baled Method of Variance 
Component Estimation· 

H. O. Hartley.Q J. N. K. Rao. II ami L. R. LaMOItet 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we do not attempt an evaluation of 
the ever-arowilll mothodolOSY in the estimation of 
variance componenu. (For an excellent summary of 
the literature up to 1971. see reference 1.) Optimality 
properties are sometimes achieved at considerable 
computational efforL A case in point is the max
imum likelihood (ML) estimation (ref. 2), which is 
still fairly laborious (or 18111 data banks despite the 
improvemenss throuah the W-transformation (ref. 
3). Similar observations apply to lhe general case of 
MINQUE (ref. 4) recently simplified by Liu and 
Senturia,{ref. S). Other methods. such as the Hender· 
son 3 method (ref. 6) or the abbreviated Doolittle 
and square root methods (e .... ref. 7), depend on a! 
subjective ordering of the components (such as with . 
the forward Doolittle procedure), and, if the orderina 
is unfortunate, the method may fail to yield esti
mates for certain components, whereas with a 
different orderilll (not attempted), all components 
may well be eslimable. The work involved in at
temptin, all possible orderinp of the variance com
ponents is usually prohibitive. The present method 
achieves optimality properties and is nevenheless 
computationally simple. In fact. not only does' it 
p05SeSS MINQUE optimality for a particular choice 
of norm. but it also simplifies various other op
timality properties and necessary and sufficient con
ditions for estimability associated with MINQUE 
(see sec. 6). Moreover. we are able to derive suffi
cient conditions for consistency which also provide 
estimability conditions of a simpler structure. The 

-The material in appendix A was presented al the retional 
moe,"" of the Biometric SocIety. Chapel Hill. North Carolina • 
Apri11977. and a version published in Biomelries. vol. 34, no. 2, 
June 1978. pp. 2)3·242. 

aTexas A &. M University. Collese Station, Texas. 
bearleton University. Ottawa, Ontario. 
Cllniversity of HOUSlon, Huuston. Texas. 

couistency of our estimators makes them conven· 
ient IS startlna points for a sinale ML cycle to Dblain 
asymptotically fulty emcient estimates. 

I. THIMIXID ANaYA MODEL 

Employina the currently used notation. we write 
the mixed ANOV A model in .he form 

e+l 
y .. X.., + E U,b, (AI) 

i-l 

where , is an n x 1 vector of observations 
Xis an n x kmatrixofknowncoemcienss 
." is a k x I vector of unknown constants 

Ujisan n X mjmatrixofO.l coefficients 
blinn m, x I vector of normal variables 

from N(O,et t). 
Specifically. U"""I - I" and b"""l is an n-vector of"er
ror variables." Moreover. the desiln matrices Ui have 
pNCisely one value of 1 in each of their rows and all 
other coefficients O. The total number of random 
levels is denoted by 

We may assume withoUlloss of generality that 

x'x = I (A2) 

for, if equation (A2) is not sal;sfied. we may 
orthosonalize X by a Gram Schmidt onhoaonaliza
tion process with a consequential reparamelerization 
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of~, omitlina any linearly dependent columns in the We now choose the c + 1 quadratic forms Q),) as 
Gram Schmidt process. Usually. the first column of' 
X is the column vector with all elements equal to 
llYn. It is the objective of the method to compute ~v) • v''',vjv 
estimates of the varian~ components (T, and the 

vector .". • (vjv) 'vjv J. J, ... , c + I (A6) 

3. THI PRI81NT METHOD 

The essence of the present method is to 
(a) Select c + 1 quadratic forms QI (,) in the ele

ments of, 
(b) Use the method ofsynthesis (refs. Sand 9) to 

obtain the coefficients kll in the formulas for E(QJ} 
in the form 

(Al) 

(c) Estimate U'} by equatina the computed Q to 
their expectations; i.e., by invertina the system (eq. 
(Al» to compute the vector ~2 with elements ~ t 

(A4) 

from the vector Q(,) with elements QJ (,), where 
K - (k t) with rank to be discussed in section 6 

(d) ~ePlaeeany neaativeelements of&2 by 0 

We now live more details for (a), (b), and (c). 
(a) The Q;<,) will be based on contrasts which do 

not depend on any elements of.". Aecordinaly, we 
ortholonalize all VI matrices on X and construct 
matrices Vi orthOJOnal on X as follows. Denote by 
u(t,1) the Ith column vector of Viand by xC,) the rth 
column vector of X; then, the columns v(t,1) of Vi are 
given by 

k 

v(t,1) = u(t,l)- I: x(r){x'(r)u(t,i)} (ASa) 
,., 1 

or 

Vt = Vi - XX'v, (ASb) 
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(b) It follows from the method of synthesis (see 
refs. 8 and 9) that 

(A'a) 

with 

k'i • E (Vju<t,i))' (VjU<t,i)) 
t 

(A7b) 

Now, since V(T;' is orthogonal on any x(p) (i.e., 
since V'(TJ)X(p) - 0), we can write the kll in the 
alternative form 

kit • 1: (Viv(/,I))' (",'V(I,I)) 
t 

= EIElv'(t./)w(I,i)P (AS) 
t T 

thereby showing that k(j - kJI' An alternative form of 
~/is 

We shall show in section 6 that the symmetrical 
matrix K - (kji) will have full rank c + 1 if the n x n 
matrices ViV/ are not linearly dependent. 

(c) We shall also show in section 6 that the 
system of equations 

(AIO) 

_hii"~'bil·"tlllitllls 1II.IIZiIII' .1fII' l1li' ... 1.5 .rIllllMiIIi:1I111' lIIIi#iIi·..,.;;·,;;;;';..=:,;;;;;;;;;· ;;;;j·;;,;;jjil;;idiiiiiiiiiiiinliliizlls.rr ___________ ""·, _____ ~ ............ ·~ .. ~_~o·_s~· _~ .. 
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is consistent even if the rank of K is deaenerate. Solv- Dennin. now the adjoined matrices 
ina equation (AIO) in the form 

(All) 

we shall. of course. be particularly interested in the 
full rank case when 1\ - 1\ I. 

4. TMI COMPUTATIONAL LOAD 

It may be helpful to pve an idea of the computa
tional efficiency of the present method by tabulatina 
the number of products involved in the main opera
tions of the alaorithm. To this end. we first note 
simplified versions for the kr+I/' Observina that 
Ur+1 - I. we have from equation '(AS) that V r+1 -
1- XX'. and. since X' X - I. we find that V r+1 V~I 
- 1- XX' and finally from equation (A9) that 

kc+1,c+l • tr(1 - XX'XI - XX,> 

= tr(/ - XX,> 

• n - k (AI2) 

Similarly. we find that 

kc+l.I • trt(l - XX,> (VIV:)~ 

• trfV,v: - XX'V,V:J 

= tr"" V' I I (All) 

Further, we note the form of V~t'; i.e., 

v' , c+1Y = Y - XX Y (AI4) 

v-
(AlS) 

V-

the bulk of the work consists of the formation of the 
elements of the symmetrical matrix V' V-V' U -
V' Yo The elements of this matrix are assembled in 
submatrices in accordance with the partition (eq. 
(AlS» as shown in schedule I. where it must be 
remembered that the ranle of the column index I de
pends on I and is I - I •...• mi' and the ranae of" is 
". - I: ...• '"Jt '0 that the submatrix VjVI has 
dimenSions "'J x mi' The k I for I ~ J - I •...• c. are 
then obtained by formin. t~e sums of squares of the 
elements in each submatrix in accordance with equa
tion (A7). 

Finally. we recite the formulas for the remainina 
coefficients in the equations (AIO). The kr+1 r+1 and 
kr+11 are computed from equations (All) and 
(All). respectively. and the ript-hand sides of 
Qfi') from the second form in equation (A6) for J -
1 •...• c. whereas Qr+I(') is liven in accordance 
with equation (AI4) by 

Qc+l(Y) • Y'y - (X'y)'(X'Y) (A16) 

Schedule ,,' Subma"/res 0/ V 'U 

U1 U2 Uc 

VI v(r.lrU(I.\) v(r.l )'u(I.2) VI (T.I )'u(t.c) 

V2 v( r .2)'u(t.2) v( T .2)'u( I.e) 

. ......... 

v" 

: ' 
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We can now summarize the approx.imate number 
of products involved In the various operations of the 
allOrlthms. 

0pmJ,1oIt 

0'1110l0I1111181100 or Ji' x 

X(lru~ 1- 1 ..... (' 

(eq. (AS» 

u'v- V'V 
(schedule l) 

kU'J-I •...• (' 
(eq. (A7)) 

k,,+!.,'- I •... , r 
(eq. (AU)) 

kr+I.t"+1 
(.q. (AI2)) 

Qj')} - I .... ,r+ I 
(eqs. (A6). ICCOnd form. and 

(AI6)) 

Apprmtlm." 110. 0/ ,'0tlu"" 
hlWIIwd 

(I/2)k+(k+ - 1)11 

wiler. k+ - no. or column. In 
orltlnll X 

""'" 
o 

SublOtlll or .lem.nll of '( '.11 

(l/2)m(m + I) 

mn 

o 

{m+ k + 1)(11+ II 

The important point is that the number of prod
ucts is only a linear function of the number of data 
lines n. An approximate formula for the total num
ber of products is 

SdIftIII~ 1: A NIIIItIrIaII fxtImp~ 0/. MIMd MotIII 

, XC''''.) U, u1 X(IffW) v, 
4 I 0 0 o 0 0 (112) (112) (112) -(112) 

2 0 0 0 0 0 (1/2) (1/2) -(111) (112, 

0 0 0 0 0 (112) -(112) 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 (112) -(112) 0 0 

The orthoaonalization of X (oriJinal) to X (new) 
follows the standard Gram Schmidt procedure and 
reduces the /(+" - 3 dependent columns to k - 2 ~I· 
umns which are orthOJOnal and standardized. Note 
that 

x(2)new • x(2)OIIol . (I'2)x(1)old 

and 

must be eliminated. Usina now x(r) - x(r)new, we 
orthOjonaiize UI on X and compute (see eq. (AS» 

and hence 

x'(I)u(I.I) • (1/2) 

x'(2)&(I.I) • (1/2) 

nHk+ (k+ - I) + (2m + I)(k + I)J ,(1,1) '" u(l.1) - (1/2).(1)- (l/2)x(2) 

Likewise. 
I. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

A small numerical example with n - 4. I(+" - 3. .'(1 )u(2.1) = (3/2) 
k - 2. c - I. ml - 2. m - 2. m2 - n - 4 ill shown in 
schedule 2. ,,'(2)u(2,1) • -(1/2) 
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.d ..... · 

,(1.2) • u(2.1) - (3/2)1&(1) + (l/2)x(2) 

TbiI ,ltkII .. matrix VI In tcbed .... 2 WbIcb ... 
onl, one Independent column. Tbe ......... or 
Yi~ requlrotbeCOlDPutaliODof 

.(I,11u(l,l) • (1/2) 

,(1.1111(2,1) • 1(2.11 .. (1.l) 

• -(1/2) 

.d .(2.1)'u(2.1) - 112 with I\l1II 01 squares of 
kll - .(12)2 - 1. Further (eq. (AI2)), ku - • - 2 
- 2and(eq. (AU» k12 - kll - .(1/2)2+4(0)2 - 1 
10 that the K matrix is liven by 

FinaUy (eq. (AI6)). 

Qz(Y) • 42 + 22 + J2 + 22 - (t9Y - (t3f 

• 25 - .2!! 4 

• 25 - 22.5 

• %.S 

and (eq. (A6)) 

• 2 

I. OPTIIIALITY .... n.ANDTHI 
CO_TIIICYOPTHIIOUATIONI 

Tbe lItimltOl'l deIcrIbId in .alOft 3 1lIIY be ... 
to ... "beIl",,} - 0,1 - 1, ... • c, cr2riol - I" u 
defined b, L. I. LaMotte (ret. 10). Tberel'ore. dae 
COlli .. , orequadon (A10) .......... or .... nak 
or K. II lICIbIiIbed u Lem ..... by LaMotte. That 
the ...... ton defined by equadon (All) ...... .,." _0" invlrilnt quadratic unbiased estimators 
1UIfIIl- that they .... admiuible in that ... that 
it. no other invarilftt quadratic unblaled atlnaatort 
have unilorml, 1_ variance (or In •. Further. II 
noted by LaMotte, the atimatorl (eq. (Al1) hive 
the property that in .,.y ... odel lor whicb I uniforml, 
bell u,t ... alOr exl.lI. equation (All) will be 
uniforml, bat. Finall" " may be seen thaI the "., ... 
..... " atilDatora (eq. (All» are also MINQUE u 
in 110 (ref •• 0 section 6) with" - I. No claim il 
made that this choice 01 the norm bas Ifty particular 
meri .. amcma tho rather pneral I .... ily or the ftOI1III 
covered by MINQUE lormulas. However. it appears 
reasonable to us that, in the absence or any theoreti
cal crileria for seieetlon of MINQUE norms, a norm 
leadiq to simple esti ... ators may be reprded .. 
...eritorious. 

Followina section AS In LaMo~te (ref. 10). it ma, 
be seen that ahe ranlc of K is eqUilto the number of 
linearly independent matrices .... ona "I Vi'. I -
1 •...• t + l. Thus. a linaular K may occur if the 
V;V/ mauices are nOI all linearly independent or if 
there exists (see eq. (AS» • linar combination or 
the 1l,1l/ matrices wbose columns are contained in 
the linear subspace spanned by tbe columns of X. In 
the nrst case. tbe sin,ulerity is caused by the desian's 
leadina to tbe Vi ... atrices; in the second. the 
sinsularity il caused by confoundina nxed and ran
dom effects. In either cue, equalion (0410) is COnsill
enl but lOme linear combinations of tbe variance 
components cannot then be unbiasedly .. dmaled. 
We should sa,..., however. tbal other special eases 
of MINQUE (nol necessarily invaria,,, to ,.) may 
also deserve panicuaar attention. 

The COftIistenl estimator 1t2 ""y terve II • searl
Ina value for the iteralive maxirr.um likelibood 
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alimation p~ure described by Hemmerle and 
Hanley (ref . .1). Under conain ...... Iarity conditions 
(not discuued hore).one sinale cycle of the Iteration 
will reault in uymplOtically emcient .tim.ton of 
.,2 and ,. If the iteration is carried 10 converpnce. 
solutioM of the ML equatiOM are reachocI. If ao ML 
eyela are performed. a consistent .. timalOr , of , 
can be computed from lhe aeneralized leut squares 
(ML) equations. 

" .... lNcn 

I. Searle. S. R.: Unar Modell. lobn Wiley A Son, (New York). 
1971 . 

2. Hanley, H. 0.: aad R-. t N. It: M.ximum LIkelihood 
blmadoll for .... Mlxld Anal,... of V.rlaace Model. 
1Iom",.II •• YOI. 54, 1967. pp. 930101. 

). Hemmerle. W. I.:.nd H.rd.,. H. 0.: Comsnnifta M.ximum 
Llkeltbood Et,lmawa for lhe MIIId AOV Model UII", lhe 
W·Tr.nstorm.lion. Technom'lria. vol. IS. 1973. pp. 819-131. 

(AI7) 4. RIo. C. I.: EIIimadon or VatIaacI and CCMriaace Compo. 
..... u-MINQUE Theory.lourna' of Mulllv.r .... An.I' .... 
vol. 1.1971. pp. 2"·2'5. 

II hu been shown by Hemmerle and Hartl." (ret. 3) 
that equation (AI?) can be computed direcdy from 
the U,U/ and X' U, malri.:cs withoul the inversion of 
the n )( II matrix H utin, their so-called W·trantfor· 
matlon.ln fKt. the Wo matrix (their eq. (19» is es
sentially liven by the Yi~matrices (seeachedule I) 
aniS by the conlrUII Y/r required in the computa
tion of Q,<r). Th. varianCKOv8riance mltri, of f 
can likewise be computed throuah the W -transfor· 
mation. 
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5. Lhi. L.: aftd Senl..,". J.: CompUlllion or MINOUE Variance 
Componeau EaUnu •. TecbnIcaI lepon 401. Deparlmaa, 
oIl ... 11a, Unlversi., of WlaOnsin. 1976. 

6. Haadmon. C. I.: EsahIIIlion of Variance and Covar"lI4II 
Componanll. Biomelria. vol. 9. 1953. pp. 226-252. 

7. Oaylor.D. \Y.: Lucu.H. L.; and Anderson. I. L.: Calculllion 
or ,be Eapecaed M .... Squarea by lilt Abbre .. ialld DooII .. II 
and Squ,. ROOI M.lb. BIom .. rica. YOl. 26, 19'70, pp. 
64106$6. 

I. Hanlly. H. 0.: E.,.ctetIou Variaftca and Ccwarlanca or 
ANOVA M .... $qui,.. by "Synl""II." 8lom.arlel. vol. 23. 
1967. pp. lOS· II 4. 

9. Rao. J. N. K.: On EXI*lIUonI VlI'iaII4IIIlIId CovariancIII or 
AHOV A Man Squaru tr/' "5)''''''IId.'' Biomalrics. vol. 24. 
1961. pp. 963-971. 

10. LaMo" •• L. I.: Quadrille EstimIIIoft or Varloee Compo
IlIIIIJ. '1om.,,1eI. vol. 29. 197). pp. )1 i.llO. 
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Appendix B 
The Approximate V.rlance of a Weighted Le •• t Square. 

I.tlmator With "Implrlcal Weigh." 

In tbis appendix, we prove a ..... theorem eon
ceml ......... ted llUI squartllOlllttl_ referred to 
a the Altken metbod. W. prove the theorem in a 
SOID .. bat more lIDenl rorm tban tIIIt required ror 
tbil paper. Accordintly. tb. notation ror tb. 
varianc:e-covaria matrix H'I altered a Ibown . 

Contider tbe linear model 

, • x., +. (81) 

wbert , is an ,..vector of oblervationl, X II an II )( P 
matrix or COIIIlInIl, , is a p-vtCtor or unknown 
paramellfl, and me residual vector • ba an II )( II 

Yariance-covariance matrix or the form 

Ew· H 

& 

• E 'f, (82) '-I 
wbert the C1 If. known matrices and the " are 
unknown parameaeu whieb bay. to be estimated 
rrom the dall vector ,. 

Consider now the weiahted leat squares estima
tor 

~. (x,fl-l X) -I (x'II- I,) (83) 

where 

(84) 

IJId the ',If' consiIIen' .. thuat"fl (computed from 
,) and are assumed to be approximately unbiased. 

U_the IOoCIl1ed A-metbod to ob&lln the variance 
of 9. we write 

£(9 - .,)(9 - .,). • [~]'H[P,] + 2[~'C~ 

+ ~'A['] (85) 

where la,/a,)' and la,/a')' are, respectively, 
the, )( II and II )( k matrices or Partial,derlYatlves of 
9 with reprd to tbe elements or, an4 ,evaluated It 
the expected val .. E, - x, and EI - '; H and A 
are. ~yel)'. the variance-coYariance matrices If 
, and Or.; and Cis thl COYI{iance matrix of, and . 
We now lhow that la,/all' - 010 that only the 
nnt term in equation (8S) needs to be retained for 
the , ..... thod. In order to obtain the deriYatives of ~ 
liyen by equation (83), we note Ihla. 10 nrst order. 

Therefore, writlna ",- ',- ',Ind Ho - H('/), we 
bave to nnt order 

IJId hence 

9. ~X'HoX)-' • (X'IIoX) -'X'H.-' 

• (~ 66,c~Ho -, X (X'HoX) ~ 

{X'Ho -', - X' Ho '( ~ 6' ,c,),,0 -',' (87) 
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If we therefore find the cOefficient of 19, at , - X,. 
we obtain 

(X'NOX)-I (X'NO -'Cllo -I x) (X'NO -1 X)-I 

-X'NO -IX'Y - (X'NOX)-I (X'N
O 
-ICill

O 
-IX'Y) .. 0 

(88) 
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Further 

(89) 

so that 

E(9 - 1) (9 - 1)' = (X'NO -IX)-I 1(810) 
I. 

c - (1. 

, 

Ii 
I' 

11 
I ~ 
11 
Ii I, 
Li 
: ~ 
'I 
'j 

I 

. ~ 
; ~ 
" 

i. 

I. 

: . . , 
.. . 
I ~ 
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Weighted Aggregation 

A. H. FelvaGII" 

INTRODUCTION 

In u sample survey such as LACIE, where one is 
piqued with measurement errors and loss of data. it 
miaht be possible to improve the precision of the 
overall estimate if observations thouaht to be of 
questionable accuracy are downweishted in the q
areption process. 

In the LACIE aareption 1000c, a "Group III" 
wheat area ratio estimate is currently made for a 
stratum, a substratum, or a collection of substrata 
which, either by desian or by loss of data, does not 
contain a sample seament. This ratio estimate is 
made by taking the estimated wheat area from sur
roundina or nearby strata or substrata with "800d" 
data and multiplyina it by the historical ratio of the 
Group III area's wheat to the neiahborina area's 
wheat. If the ratios of crop averqes between neish
borina political subdivisions do not chanae radically 
from year to year,the Group III estimate should be a 
reasonably accurate means of accountina for missina 
data. 

A naw in the LACIE procedure is that, if data 
from even one seament are available, that seament is 
used to estimate the wheat acrease in its stratum or 
substratum, no malter how many seaments were 
orilinally allocated in the samplina desian. Further
more. the wheat proportion estimates from some 
segments misht be of questionable accuracy because 
of not having acquired the data at the right limes in 
the growing season to discriminate wheat from other 
crops. As a result. wheat area estimates for strata 
containing insufficient data or poorly estimated sea
ments can be seriously distorted, thus affecting the 
large-area country production estimate . 

If one knows that a stratum wheat area estimate is 
likely to be poor because of the preceding factors, 

aNASA Johnson Space Center. Houston. Tens. 

then it is advantaaeous to replace the suspected esti
mate by a weishted aver. of itself with tho afore
mentioned Group III estimate of its wheat area. The 
size of the weishts depends on the dearee of confi
dence one has in the direct seament-based estimates. 
for example, the estimate for a stratum/substratum 
containiq secments with data acquired on only one 
Landsat pass would be more heavily weiahted with 
the Group III component than with the direct com
ponent. Conversely. a stratum which was thouaht to 
have reasonably aood acquisition patterns (or its sec-' 
ments would be estimated by livin, most of the 
weiaht to the direct component. 

The manner in which a weishted agreaation tech
nique can be implemented liven a set of weights is 
described in the followin, section. The problem of 
variance estimation is discussed in the section en
titled "Properties of the Estimate Q." and the ques
tion of how one might obtain the wei,hts in an 
operational environment is addressed in the section 
entitled "Determination of Weights." 

THE WEIGHTED AGGREGATION PROCESS 

Deflnltlona end Notation 

In the current LACIE Crop Assessment System 
(CAS), one has on hand sample-segment-based esti
mates of wheat acreage for strata containing at least 
one .. sample seament with usable data and historical 
wheat acreages for all strata in a country. In countries 
with detailed historical data. there are also estimates 
available for Group I substrata or Group II collec
tions of substrata containing at least one usable sam· 
pie seament as well as historical wheat acreases for 
all substrata. To avoid further confusion, the term 
"domain" will be used to mean a stratum in countries 
without detailed historical data and to mean either a 
Group I or III substratum or a Group II collection of 
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substrata in countries with detailed historical data" 
The following definitions can now be made. 

Let tf, be the "direct" or seament-based estimate 
of wheat acreaae for the Ith domain. (I - 1 •...• n), 
provided that domain has at least one processed sam
ple seament. For all domains. define 

I di· data exists for Itb domain 
d, = 

0, otherwise 
(1) 

In addition, let h, be the historical wheat acrease 
and w, a II ;ren weight (0 .. w," I) associated with 
the Ith domain. It is &ssumed in this section that the 
w, are known or computable; the problem of obtain
ina them will be discussed in the section entitled 
"Determination of Weiahts." 

Finally. for each domain. there is a prescribed set 
of other domains on which to ratio for the purpose of 
computins a Group III estimate of wheat acreage. 
Specifically, for the Ith domain '0 It there exists a set 
of other d':\mains S , such that %,. the Group III 
wheat acreage estimate for 1) ,. is given by 

z = I (2) 

Let the n x 1 vector bl - (bn, ... , b'n)Tbe defined 
by 

btl = 
1

1. q f! S, 

O. otherwise 

I For definitions of Groups I. II. and III and desianations of 
LACIE countries. see the paper by Feiveson et al. entitled 
"LACIE Samplina Desian." In the United States. a domain is 
either a county or a collection of counties within a Crop ReportinB 
District (CRD). 
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Thon, equation (2) can be written 

(3) 

I.tlm.tlon 

We now construct a set of wheat acrease estimates 
{bM-1, where ~ will be shown to be the limit of a 
conversent sequence of iterated estimates 
(II,M )~_o. At any Staae of the iteration, say the 
v+lst. 1I,(v+l) will be a weighted averaae between the 
direct estimate d, and a "historical" estimate zlv), 
which is defined in equation (5). 

To stan the iteration process, let 11,(0) - d,. I - I, 
2 •...• n. Then, the v + 1st iterated estimate is 
defined by 

where 

Note thai %lO) - z, and hence IIll) is a simple 
weighted averaae between d, and %" At later itera
tions, zlv) is similar to %,but uses 1I1v) in place of d,in 
equation (3). 

By leltins the n x I vector .(u) - (Ill v) , •••• 

an(v) T, and the n x n matrix 

• 

·.l 

1 
! • 

I ~ 
I .j 

I 
I 
I: 
i> 

!": 



:i 
i 
i 
I 

• 

then, equation (4) can be written 

,(11+1) • u + C,(II) (6) 

where u - (ul" .. , un) T and UI - will' 

From equation (6), it follows that 

,(11+1) '"' (I + C + c2 + ... + CII)u + C"+I,(O) 

hence, .(11) converges to a vector. if and only if the 
series I + C + C2 + ... converges. We now quote two 
theorems which will show that .(11) converaes to a 
for "reasonable" values of the matrix B - (bU) , 
where 

(7) 

In the following theorems, the function p(M), for 
any matrix M, is defined by 

p(M) = max I ~i(M) I 
i 

where ).j(M) is the ith eigenvalue ofM. 

Theorem J 

If M is an arbitrary complex n x n matrix with 
p(M) < 1, then I - Mis nonsingular, and 

(I - M)- 1 = I + M + M2 + ... 

the series on the right converging. Conversely, if the 
series on the right converges, then p(M) < 1. 

Thenrem2 

If A - (au) IIIii 0 is an" x n matrix, and x is any 
vector with positive components XI. x2.' ••• xn• 

These theorems mitY be found on pages 82 and 47. 
respectively, of reference 1. . 

In order to show equation (7), we will first show 
that p(C) < 1 and then use Theorem 1. We can at· 
tempt to show that p(C) < 1 by using Theorem 2 
with Xj - hi' Then, fOI fixed I, 

Thus, if WI > 0 for alii, by Theorem 2, we have p(C) 
< 1. In practice. however. some WI will b~ zero~ 
hence. some restrictions must be put on the B matrix 
to ensure p(C) < 1. A natural restriction to require 
is that bjj - 0 if "'j - O~ i.e .• if the direct estimate in 
the./lh domain is nonexistent or thousht to be com· 
pletely ,,()rthless (Wj - 0). then that domain should 
not be used in a ratio estimate for some other do
main. With this restriction. the C matrix now takes 
on the form 

o C1 
r X r r X (n-r) 

c-= (f) 
o C2 

(,,-r) X r. (,,-r) X (,,--r) 
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wb .. tho order of tho domaIu_ been rearr...... It thus follows tbat 
10 that "'\ - ~ - w, - o and ,,> 0 for) - r+ 1, ...... 

SInce tho GODZtI'O .... values of Cz are ... tbe 
nonzero .... values of 0, it is clear that p(O) -
p(~). By .."lyiq Theorem 2 to O2 as in tho pro
vious ..... apb. we now bave p(O) - p(~) < 1. 

By Theorem 1. tho series I + 0 + 02 + ... con
veraes to (I - 0)-1; bence. C" - 0 and 

= a 

PROPllma O'THllmMATI a .... 
SUppose a, is tbe true wbeat acreap for the Ilb d0-

main. If £(d~ - a, for w, pO and the ratio of tbe 
wbeat acreap in domain I to tbat of ilS ratio estima
tion set S, is the same for the currept year as it was in 
the year which produced h, then I is unbiased. 

To show unbiasedness under the precedina condi
tions, an induction aqument will be used. First. from 
equation (4). 

From the second assumption. 

... a consequence, rememberina that WI - 0 implies 
lhat bu - O. we have 
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• 01, (9) 

Suppose now that £(o,M) - 011' Then similarly. 

£(.,(".1)) • E(W,~) + (I - ~)£(z,( .. )) 

• w,er, + (I - WI)'" EE(b,./P')/E b,thk 
I k 

Hence. til") is unbiased for all 11. which implies 
£(") - al' 

Strictly speakinl. the w's are random variables 
because they are functions of local weather and crop 
distribution. Since a - (I - C)-IU. the conditional 
covariance matrix of a &lven w - (w" •..• WII) T is 
&lven by 

I ( CT)-l t • (I - C)- Wu I (10) 

where 9' u is the conditional covariance matrix of u 
liven .. The unconditional variance of a depends on 
hoy' w is computed and will not be discussed here. 

V.rI.nce of .... La,..·A ............ . 

The larae-area wheat acreaae estimate is sim,ly 
the sum of the estimates over the damains; i.e., A -'. 

I 

· I 
i 
I 

t 



~'I' As a result, the conditional variance of J is 
liven by 

(11) 

where • - (1, I, ... , 1) T. In the followina _tion, 
we shall examine how this compares with the 
variance of the LACIE estimate under certain condi. 
tions. 

latlmallon of V(.4) 

If an estimate of., u is available. it can be used in 
equation (10) to obtain an estimate of I and hence 
V(A). In LACIE-type operations, the dl can be 
assumed independent since they are based on inde
pendent data sets. 

The unconditional variance. say or l. of each dl can 
be estimated as is currently done in LACIE (see the 
paper by Chhikara and Feiveson entitled "LACIE 
Larae-Area Acrease Estimation" for details). If the dj 

and wI are "approximately" independent, the esti
mates ~ l can be used to approximate" u by 

• 1. .... ( 2 2 2 2) "'u .. lag WI TI •..•• Wn Tn 

Thus. 

(12) 

is the estimated variance of A. 

DETIRMINATION OF WEIGHTS 

Th. G.n.,al C ••• 

Other than using the obvious choke of Wi - 0 for 
domains with no data. there is no straightforward 
procedure for determining w. Ideally. one would like 

to choose w such that the mean-squared error of lis 
minimized, but this is imposaible without knowledp 
of the bia. If an estimate of 9" is available, it mlaht 
be possible to minimize the variance of .l(eq. (12» 
with respect to w; however, this Is a formidable blSk 
for arbitrary •. For the case • - .I, (- .. 7) some 
propess can be made a will be shown. 

Suppose one is estimatina wheat acreap for a 
relatively small rtBion in a country (such a a CRD 
in the United States), where the ratio estimation set 
is the totality of all domains in the resion. Then, ttle 
matrix • is all ones; i.e., 

(

1.1 ..... ') all 1.1 ..... 1 
I. I. .... I 

(13) 

In LACIE. withii. a CRD in the United States. 
this is actually the case. as lonl as there are at least 
three usable sample seaments in the CRD (see the 
paper by Chhikara and Feiveson for details) . 

In this situation. I - C - (I - .~.1). where v -
(vi' .... Vn) T and Vi - (1 - wi)hi/(h.). As a conse
quence. 

which gives 

:=u"'{ I r)veru (15) \1 .- v • 
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It follows chat 

--------
1 - t ~ (I - W/)h, 

. (16) 

where 

Todistinpaishe(luation (16) (rom thClaene~,1 cue 
of arbiuary I .. \\'0 will use the notation Ai for Kwhen 
• -.t .. 

If lhe wI are all zero or one, J, is the standard 
LACI£ estimator. To JOe tbis, suppose the domains 
are artanaed in or.r sucb lbat wt - Wz - ••• wk - 1 
and Wk+J - ••• wn - O. Then 
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h.1: dt '-I 
It 

E ", 1-' 

(17) 

wbere R is cbe Group III ratio as shown in equation 
(2) • 
• BlIIIIlNl ~tl"~ tl/AJ.-ln aeneral, lJ(includina 
"'uo,) is a biued estimator of lb. total wheac 
aereap A. even if the dl are unbiuod when WI 'Itt O. 
Let Of, be the true current-year wheat acreaae for D,. 
If we define IJ - (1 Of,)(1 hi) and I, - OfJ - ~hl' then 

-0 

It then follows that 

(18) 



I , 

'/ 

.in" A - I 0,. If E(d/) - 01 and V(d,} - a}. we 
have 

and. also. 

h. 2 Ew,lol 
v(1 ) _.;...1 __ 

J • [~Wlhlr 

(19) 

(20) 

If the ",are s~h that I I w,A < < I wp" then E(l)} 
.. A. Col\SCt.4uently. equation (20) can be minimized 
with respect to w to obtain an \pproximately 
minimum mean-squared error for X". Usina the 
Schwarz inequality. it can be seen that equation (19) 
is minimum when w, ex: (h,/(f ,2). The corresponding 
optimal varian" is given by 

v • h. 2 

opt t(:i)2 
i-I 1 

(Z1) 

Comparison with LACIE estimator.-Suppose we 
are estimatina wheat in a CaD with n counties and 
8 - J. ~uppose also that the nrl" k counties have 
usable data but the remainina n - k counties have 
lost all their data because of cloud cover. The LACIE 
estimate of A. the total wheat acreaae. is aiven by 
equation (17). whereas the "optimal" estimate is 
liven by lettina 

\

.!!t.. 
2' I " k w,· 0, 

0, I> k 

(22) 

where (fl- Var(d/). Substituting in equation (16). 
we have 

(23) 

Comparinl varianteS. we. see that 

(24) 

The varian" of lop, issimilarto equation (21) ex
cept the upper limit in the denominator sum is kin
stead of n~ i.e" 

(2S) 

Takinl the ratio of varianteS. we obta'n 

(26) 
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which i. always less man or equal to I, with equality 
when hi. a'. 

Uslna omcial LACIE _Iml. of wlthln-county 
variancea to obtain the a', II wa eVlluated for two 
CRD'., the North Central in Montana and the North 
Central In Kan ... In the Montanl CRD, II wa 0.57. 
which ..... ts mit weilhted ...... tlon would live 
a con.iclerably more accurate estimate than the cur~ 
rent procedure. In the Kania CRD. II wa almOit 1. 
here, the LACIE estimate wu quite eMclent. More 
work needilo be don. with exi.lina LACIE data to 
evaluale lhe wei"'ted technique takina into account 
chlqea in lhe a f due to acquisition patternl and 
more aeneral B matrices. Neither factor wu con
.idered in the preliminary calculations clescribecl 
herein. 

"~''''''--'-~--l 

.......... Cl 

I. Vi .... Rlchlrd 5.: Mllrlll herillv, Anllpl., Prenilce-HIII, 
1962. 
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D •• lln, Imp'.men.tlon, and R •• ulla 
of LACIE '1.ld R .... rch 

M. E ...... AI. C AleE."" •• W. A. Mlllllo.t _I. C H"".," 

INTIIODUCTION 

~ adVIftClllllllti have been made in recent 
,ean in lbe capability to 1CCIUire. pl'OClll, and in
terpret nmolll, IIIIIId muitiapecUal ..... urtmeftti 
of &be Iftlfl)' ret1ec1ld and emitlld from CfOPI.IOU •• 
and other EanJI surface f .. tuna. AI I .... ult of ex
perimenlllUCh II LAOE,lbe tecbnoloU iI moviq 
rapidl, toward operational applkalionl. Tbere ii, 
however, I condnuina need ror quantitative studlea 
of the mullisptclrll dlancteriltica of crops and lOlls 
if further advancements In lbe technoloty are to be 
made. In the P" man, .uch .tudi. were made in 
the bboratory because of I IIdc of instrumentation 
suitable for field .tucliel, but the applicability or 
laboratory studies iI paenll, limited. The deve1op
ment of HIlIOI' .,.tImI Clpable of c:ollectina bip
quality spectral measuremenll under fteld ~tionI 
hu mlde it pouible to pumae invtlliptionJ which 
would not baYe been pouible I few yean 110· 

A m~r elTon WII inhiated In the fall of 1974 by 
the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) with &be 
cooperation of the U.s. Depanment or Alriculture 
(USDA) to acquire fully Iftnotalld and calibrated 
multiaemporal .... or specual mcuureml1ltl and 
supponina aponomie and meteorolctUcal data (ref. 
l). The Purdue University Laboratory for Applica. 
tions of Remote 5eMinl (LARS) WII reaponsible for 
&be technical deI!an and coordi ... tion or the experi. 
ment, II well II for ~or ,onions or the data ac
quisition, proceuina. and .... Iy.is. Other orpntu. 
tions, particularly the Environmental Raearch In
stitute of Michipn (ERIM), TeXIS A A M Remote 

'Purdue Uftiwmity. West Lar'Yf'·..:.lncIiafta. 
~ASA JotuMon SpICll C.,...,. Houatott. T.&II. 
cEnwitonmenta. Re ... ,dlINlituIC of' Micbipft. Ann Afbot. 

Midtipn. 
dTellll A " M Uniwc"hy. Collett Slalion. Tew. 

SensI", c:encer. and Colorado Slate Unlvenit,. c0n
tributed 10 tbe exp.riment planninl Ind dlta 
Inal,... 

SpKtnI. aaronomie. and meteorOlolDl.......,. 
menll were made It LAQE _Il ... in Itansu Iftd 
North Dakota for 3 yean and in Souda Daleo .. for 2 
yean. Tho remot~ III..urements include 
dill acquired by truck-mounted spectrometers. I 
belicopter-borD. ,plenom.tll, an aircraft 
multilp.trll scanner (M55), and the LlAd .. , 
multilpectral scannen. n.. dltaare supplemtnlld 
by an ",lIIIIive lit of aaronomk and meteorololical 
dlta acquired clurina each million. 

The LAOE f10Jd mtUlII'tIIIeftU dlta form one of 
the mOIl cnmplete and best cIotumented data .... fie
quired for aarieullurll remote-senlinl research. 
Thus, they art w .. lsuited to serve II I data bate for 
raearch to (1) determine quantitatively the relation
ship of specUalto aaronomic chancteristiCI or crops. 
(2) define future senIOr .ystems, and (3) develop Id
vlneed data ana!,. techniques. Tbe data base is 
unique in cb. c:omprehenlivenaa of HIlSOfS and 
miasians over the same "'" throuPou' the POWina 
MIIOn and in the calibration of aU muJcllPteu.1 data 
to I common 'lIn4ard. 

eontinuina Iftllysi, of the field dall is proYidina 
illliJhl into the 'PtCl,aI properties, spectral iden
tification, and ...... ment of crops. The anaIy. in
clude devtlCt'ment of predictive relation.hips be
tween spectral variables .nd leaf IfCI index, biornua, 
plana Wlter content, and percent soil cover; deter· 
mination of ~he effe&.u of cultural snd environmen
III factors on ahe r~ec:trll renec:tanc:e or wheat; in
vesliptions of the ." «t,,1 separability of barley and 
spri", wheat; delamination of the earJy-seuon 
Landsat threshold for deleaion of wheat; Ind com· 
parisons of Landsat MSS and thematic mapper 
spectral bands for crop identification and assess
mel: 

The remainder of this paper describes the project 
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obJoc:tives. praentf an overview of the experimental 
approKh. delcriba the data ac:cauilition pfOIfIm. 
and disc ..... 1t4oc:ted resultl baed on ntld data. 
The: P'per end, with I IUIIII .. ar,. of the key ac
complllhmenb and raullI of &he experiment and 
recommenda'.ion. for future ntld raeardl. 

OI.l.CTlYD 

The overall objective of the LACIE Field 
Meaurementl Project WII to acquire. PNeal, and 
di.tribute to nMlrchen fully IM9IIted and calibra
ted multitemporal sell of I,*,nl meuuremenll 
over the WlYeIenath ranae of 0.4 to 15 mic:romeltrl. 
.k»na with I\IPPCYo tina qronomic and meteorololical 
.tata. These data would serve .. a da!.1 Due for (I) 
determinin. quantitatively the temporal .. pectrll 
characteristics of .prina and winter wheat. &he 1011 
backaround. and surroundin. confUli9n (fOPS; (2) 
deftnina future "''IltilP«lrll senior IYlltml~ and (3) 
deveIopin. advanced data proceain. and analYIII 
Icdaniques. 

5pec:iflc objeaives are lilted below for each of 
\heat catepriea. The obje(tiVtl emphuize analy ... 
to incr.... undenaandina of llricultural KtntI; 
however, the data may also be used to pursue sensor 
deaip and data proceaina objectives. 

1. Scene-related objectives 
a. Determination of the relltion of (rOJ) 

canopy chlrKterittics It:t:h II percenllOil cover .leaf 
artI indo. bioll\lMt. and plant water I»fttent to 
multitemporal ,,*,raI response 

b. Determination of the effoc:tl of cultural and 
environmental variabla on the spec,nl properties 
and spectra! identincation of wheal 

c. Determination of the spectrll dil
crt",inability of wheat. small.,ains. and other crops 
n I function of powth ..... 

d. Determination of ,he precence, severity. 
and extent of crop Itreaa such II drouiht. dileGsc, 
and wiftlerldll from spectral meuurementl 

e. DeterPlination of the )'ear-lo-year variatiun 
in the ~tion and spectr.' raponse of wheat and 
01_ crops 

f. Determination of the relation of arlin yield 
to the multitemporal lpectral fflIPOIIII of wheal 

.. Determination of the effects on spectral 
response of pomearic: faelorlsuch II Sun 1liiie. view 
anate. and canopy structure of wheat and other 
IIIectd crops 

h. Determinltion of the effOt! of the 1'
mosphere on the meuured .peclnl , .. ponses of 
wheat and other crops 

l. Determination of the chanctenltia and use 
of thermal meuurernents for dilcri:ninttion 0' 
wbeal from "ther crop. 

J. Vilidadon of canopy ref'o.ICtInct mocMl. 
2. Sensor .. ysaem ...... ted objectiVII 

I. Determinltil' n of opdmum or requared 
multilpecthl senior I~tem parameten includina 
spectral bands. lianaI-to-noiIe htio (SIN), no.· 
equivalent difTerence in ref1tctance (NE4¥). no .... 
equivalent difTerence in temperature (NEAT).I and 
"me and frequency of senaor overp .... 

b. Comparison and evaluaUon of Landlat MSS 
and thematic mapper Wlvelenpb. bands ror crop 
identincation and ..... ment 

3. Data-proc:tllina4YIlem-rfOlalld objective 
a. DeveIopmenl of advanced data proc:asina 

and anaIy. techniques that ... multitemporal. 
spltial. spectral. tnnsf\M1l\ed IptCtnl. ,nd andltar)' 
data characteristics 

OVavl .. 0' IXNIIIMINTAL APP"OACH 

An overview of the experimental approach is 
shown in f1aure 1. At the belinnina of the project. 
the tecbnical iuues and apec:iflc objectives to be ac1-
dtaIed with the netd IIltIIlIMIIentl dati lIere 
deflned. Thilled to lilt experimental deli.., for data 
ac:quiIition and p~na and 10 Che definilion of 
initial dati analysis plaM and produc:u. 

A multiltaae approach to da&a ecquilation WII 
taken, iac:ludina ami, vertical, U\d aemporll .tIIinI. 
Areal IIIDPlina WII eccmnplithecl with tell sitel in 
difTerent partI of the U.s. Oreat Plains. Vertic:aI ..... 
ina. or collection of data by different sensor I)'IIImI 

at different altitudes, ranaed from mobile IOWCfI to 
Landsat TemponlIy. data were collected It ,. to 21· 
day intervals to sample all imJk)l1Int IfOWth ...... 
and durina 3 yean to obtain • measure of the year-to
yltd' variation in pow"" conditions and their in
nuence on spectral retpOftII. 

M:uurcmentl were made It three LACIE tat 
littl dun", 3 crop years. 1975 to 1977. The .itea are 

tNE." end NUT .,. IIlftIUftI 0( IDioiInunl dtlCdable 
~ itt ICiIM ren.aaac:. aDd 1tftlptt1lUlt. 
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TECHNICAL EXPERIMENT DATA 
ANALYSIS ISSUES ...... -... DESIGN 
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YIELD ESTlMAnON 
CROP CALENDARS 
SOIL MOISTURE 
SENSOR DESIGN 

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS 

DESIRED ANALYSIS 
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APPROACH 
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REQUIREMENTS 
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LACE 
SAMPLE SEGMENTS 

NATURAL VARIATION 

ANALYSIS 
PRODUCTS 

nGURE l.-Qvenl,w of experillleD.tal approarb for LAct! ne" l'tSeIU'Ch. 

in Finney County, Kansas; Williams County, North 
Dakota; and Hand County, South Dakota. Finney 
County and Williams County were chosen to repre
sent winter and spring wheat growing areas, respec
tively. Hand County is typical of the transitional 
zone between winter and spring wheat growing areas. 

The primary sensors for data collection were 
truck-mounted spectrometers, a helicopter-borne 
spectrometer, an aircraft multispectral scanner, and 
the Landsat-} and ·2 multispectral scanners. Each 
sensor system has unique capabilities for acquiring 
spectral data. The spectwmeters produce the highest 
quality reflectance measurements but provide only 
limited measurements of spatial variability. On the 
other hand, an aircraft scanner provides spatial sam
pling of the scene and can obtain data at multiple 
altitudes, but its spectral coverage, although broader 
than that of a Landsat MSS, is limited to a fixed set of 
wavelength bands. The helicopter and aircraft data 
acquisition systems have the advantage of flexible 
scheduling and, therefore, provide greater oppor
tunity to obtain cloud-free data at critical crop 

.e''''"''$ ft-, . c·. r W 

growth stages than the Landsat system provides. 
Landsat provides wide-area coverage but is limited in 
its spatial resolution and the placement and number 
of spectral bands. 

The staging of data acquisition is summarized in 
figure 2. Helicopter-spectrometer and aircraft-scan
ner data were collected in a series of flightlines over 
commercial fields in the LACIE intensive test site in 
each of the three counties. Landsat MSS data were 
acquired and processed for the entire test site, as well 
as for surrounding areas. These data provide a 
measure of the natural variation in the temporal
spectral characteristics of wheat and surrounding 
cover types. 

The truck.mounted spectrometers collected 
spectra of crops in controlled experimental plots at 

. agricultural research statior'l near the test sites at 
Garden City. Kansas, and Williston, North Dakota. 
These data, combined with the more detailed and 
quantitative measurements of crop and soil condi
tions which were made at the experiment stations. 
enable more complete understanding and interpreta-
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lion of the spectra collected from commerdal fields. 
Past experience has shown that there are generally 
too many interactinl variables in commercial fields 
to determine exact causes of obser\led differences in 
spectral response; With data from plots where only 
two to four factors are Varied under controlled condi
tions, it is possible to determine more exactly and 
understand more fully the energy-matter interac~ 
tions occurring in crops. 

The spectral measurements were supported by 
descriptions of the taraets and their conditions. The 
observations. counts. and measurements of tbe crop 
canopy include maturity stage, plant heiliu. biomass. 
leaf area index. percent soil cover. and Brain yield. 
Also included are measurement conditions such as 
sensor altitude and view anIle. as well as measure
ments of the atmospheric and meteorological condi· 
tions. The data are supplemented by aerial photogra
phy and around-level vertical and oblique photo-
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graphs of the fields and lesl plots. 
A dalll library of all spectrsi. aSfonomic. 

meteoroloaical. and photosraphie data collected is 
maiotained at LARS. The data have been processed 
in slandard data formats and measurement units and 
made available to JSC-supported investjaators and 
other interested researchers. 

DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION, 
PROCESSING, AND DISTRIBUTION 

This section describes the acquisition. processing. 
Bnd distribution of the LACIE field measurements 
data. It begins by describina the test site.4I and the cx
periments at the aariculture experiment stations. 
followed by descrirtions of the sensors and sensor 
calibration. The procedures fur acquiring the 
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spectral, qronomlc, and meteoroloalcal data art then 
described. The section ends with a description of lhe 
data processine. libra..,. and analysis sy,.em5. 

T ....... end Ixperllnent Deeorlptloft 

The test sites (Ila. 3) were located in Finney 
County. Kansas; Williams County. North Dakota; 
and Hand County. South Dakota. Each site consists 
of a LACIE in't'rl~ive test site and. in Kansas and 
North Dak",,,. an aaricuUural researcll stallon. 
Measurements were acquired for l years at the Kan
sas and North Dakota sites and for 2 years at the 
South Dakota sito. 

The test sites were chosen to include as wide a 
ranse of imporlaRt wheat production areas as possi
ble. In addition. the Finney County and WUtiam5 
County sites were selected because of their prox
imity to qricwtural research slations. Personnel 
from the USDA Aaricultural Stabililation and Con
servation Service (ASCS) were available in each 
county 10 collect the required intensive tesl sile 
,round·truth data. 

Al the experiment station in Garden City. Kansas. 
experiments were condUcted on dry land and irri. 
Ilated win,,,r wheat and small ,rains" At the 
Williston, North Dakota. experimenl station. a 
small-srains experiment and a cull ural practke e,,
periment with sprine wheat were l.'Onducted. 

Inlt'ns;w 't'SI silts.-The intensive test sites are 8.1 
by 9.7 kilometers in size. Three niahllines. each 9.7 
kilometers lona. were located across each site. The 

INlINSIVl lut Silt 
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AOIUCUI WIIF ("""11111"'1 $lAhlllll 
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,"'UNSIV' "Sf SIU 
fiN"'('\< '':O\I'''IY "A"'SA' 

AIllm:\,\ I\IKIIVIKIMINI SIAllIlIII 
<lAIIDI'" ""Y kA"'SAS 

number or tletds of each m~or cover type in each 
site for 1976 is summarized in table I. 

Finney County. KIRSIS: The test slte is located in 
the Hlah Pllins Tableland physioaraphic area at 
latitude 38°10' N and Ionaitude 100043' W. Tho.va.
lion of the site is 900 meters. The sitt is OYtl"lid by 3 
to 10 meters of loess from the early Wisconsin .... 

The soils of the tost site art in the Mollisol order, 
Usloll suborder, and Araiustolls ,reat ,roup. 
Mollisols are soUs that have nearly black, ('riab ... 
orpnic-rich surface horiJons hlah in bases. Ullolls 
are formed in semiarid reaions; thoy are dry for lone 
periods and have subsurface accumulations of carbo
nales. The m~or soil series in lhe area are Richneld 
and Ulysses. which are deep, fertile, weU-drained. 
nearly level to potly slopina loamy soils or the up
land that art well suited to cultivation. 

Tho area has a distinct continental type of climate 
characterized by abundant sunshine and conslant 
wind. Most of thel prec:ipitaliun falls durlna lhe early 
part of the year. with a rapid deeUnt in the prob
abmty of ro:eivine adequate rainfall durina July and 
Auaust. Thus. the arowth cycle of winler wheat is 
well matched to the available moisture supply. 
Averaae annual precipitation for Finney County is 
48.S I.-entimeters: 14.3 centimeters from March 
lhrouah May. 20.1 centimeters from June throuah 
Auaust. 9.7 c.-entimeters from September throuah 
November. and 4.4 centimeters from December 
throush February. 

r .. su: I. -Nflmht, q/ Commt'fl'jal Fitt/cIs of Ea,'" 
(ntp (I/' Ol\'r' r.''F in tht ftf'ld MtDSfllWftctnts 

Ttsl Sirts, 1976 
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The m~or crops in Finney County are wheat and 
arain sorshum, which account for about 60 and 20 
percent. respectively, of the total cropland. The ma
jority of wheat is produced followina summer fallow 
practices. althouah an increasina amount is beinl ir
rlpted. Winter wheat is seeded in September or early 
October. then is dormant from December to Febru
ary. Green-up occurs in March; the crop is fully 
headed by mid-May; and harvest is typically com
pleted durina the first week of July. 

Williams County, North Dakota: This test site is 
located at latitude 48°19' N and lonaitude 103°25' W. 
It is representative of the cool semiarid areas of the 
northern Great Plains where annual precipitation 
averqes 11 to 18 centimeters. The site is at an eleva
tion of 6S0 meters and lies in the glaciated area with a 
drift mantle and an undulatlna to steep surface. 

The soils in the site are of the Mollisol order, 
Boroll suborder. with Williams and Williams-Zahl 
beina the m~or associations present. Both occur on 
undulatina to rollina landscapes and are well to ex
cessively drained. Much of the surface drainaae is to 
depressions. The soils were developed from 
calcareous glacial till and are suitable for cropland 
and pasture.. The soils of the Williams association are 
very productive. 

The climate of the area is typically continental, 
with lona cold winters, short w.1fm summers, wide 
diurnal ranges in temperature, frequent strona 
winds, and limited (as well as un~rtain and hiahly 
variable) precipitation. A veraae amoa;nts of pre
cipitation are 4.6, 15.5, 12.2. and 4.3 centimeters in 
the winter, sprina, summer, and fall, respectively. 

The miUor crop is wheat, which occupies about 70 
percent of the arain crop acreage. Both hard red and 
durum spring wheats are arown. Most of the wheat is 
grown on summer fallow land. The major cover 
types in the site are wheat, summer fallow, and 
pasture; limited acreages of rye, barley, alfalfa, and 
nax are also grown. The cropping calendar for the 
sprina wheats begins with seedbed preparation in late 
April to early May. Planting is generally in mid-May; 
heading occurs from late June to mid-July; and har
vest is from mid- to late August. 

Hand County, South Dakota: The test site is in the 
northeeentral Great Plains at latitude 44°34' Nand 
longitude 99°00' W. It is a transition area with the 
Corn Belt to the east. spring whent producina areas to 
the north, and winter wheat producina areas to the 
south. The boundary between the subhumid lowland 
of eastern South Dakota and the more arid Great 
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Plains area of central and western South Dakota 
passes through Hand County. The area is nearly level 
to gently undulatina. The principal soils of the test 
site are Houdek and Bonila, which are in the Mollisol 
order, Ustoll suborder. They are dark-colored per
meable loams underlaid by slowly permeable glacial 
till. 

Hand County has a continental climate. Winters 
are long and cold. and summers are warm. The 
ave,. annual precipitation is 47 centimeters; 
typically, 33 to 16 centimeters fall between April and 
September. The county is subject to frequent weather 
changes, and airmasses that pass throuah the area 
brina a wide variety of temperature and moisture 
conditions. 

The principal crops of Hand County are winter 
and spring wheat, pasture and hay, com. barley, and 
oats. Most wheat is grown following summer fallow. 

Agrlculnue experiment stGtIOlls.-Aaronomic ex
periments with wheat and other crops were available 
for study at the agriculture experiment stations at 
Garden City, Kansas, and Williston, North Dakota. 
The research farms are operated by Kansas State 
University and North Dakota State University. The 
advantages of using expc.rimental plots at the sta
tions were that (1) considerable amounts of 
agronomic data describina the treatments and their 
effects on the arowth and development of the crop 
could be readily obtained, and (2) sources of 
difference in spectral response could be more readily 
determined since only the factors of interest were 
varied while other factors were held constant. The 
replicated experiments were designed to provide a 
range of growing conditions typical of those found in 
the intensive test sites. The crops were planted, 
grown, and harvested usi:1g conventional practices 
and equipment. 

A small-grains and a wheat experiment were con
ducted at each location. The treatments and experi
mental designs for the 1977 crop year for each loca
tion are shown in figures 4 and 5. 

Garden City, Kansas: The objective of the small
grains experiment was to determine whether various 
small grains can be discriminated from each other on 
the basis of their spectral renectance. The experi
ment included four winter wheat varieties and one 
vllriety each of barley, rye, and triticale (fig. 4). 

The principal objective of the dry land and irri
gated winter wheat experiments was to characterize 
crop spectral response as a function of crop maturity 
and to relate the spectral response to crop variables 
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such as leaf area index and biomass and to cultural 
variables such as planting date. irrigation, and 
nitrogen fertilization. The treatments were selected 
to give a range of leaf area indexes and biomass at 
any particular maturity stage or measurement time. 

Williston. North Dakota: The objective of the 
small.grains experiment was the same as for the 

small-grains experiment at Garden City. This trial in
cluded two varieties each of hard red spring wheat, 
durum wheat. oats, and barley (tig. 5). 

The objective of the spring wheat experiment was 
to quantify the effects on spectral response of the 
major variables affecting wheat growth. develop
ment, and yield. The factors and levels of each factor 
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TABLE 11.-clttlrtlctt,Istics of the Multlspeclrtll Scantier 
$yItt"" 

~It L_.,,-I JSC JSC 
aM -1 Am MMS" 
MSS 

Speclral ranae. I'm .... 0.5101.1 0.410 Il 0.410 1.1 
10 to 12 

Number or banda ..... 4 24 11 
Total neld of vie", 

cIea ................ 11.56 80 110 
Normal operational 

altitude, km ........ 944 0.5106.1 0.5106.1 
Instanllneous neld of 

view, m .•.......... 79 11012 110 IS 
Precision of dall, 

bits ................ 5106 8 8 

lModIllar mulliblnd scalllltr, 

were (1) soil moisture-wheat in 1976 and fallow in 
1976. (2) cultivar--6tandard heiaht and semidwarf. 
(3) plantins date-earty and late, and (4) nitrogen 
fertilization-O and 34 kglha. 

S.n., D •• crlptlona 

The characteristics of the primary sensors used to 
acquire spectral data over the intensive test sites and 
agriculture experiment stations are described in this 
section. The sensors used in the intensive test sites 
included Landsat MSS, airborne MSS, helicopter
borne spectrometer, and tripod-mounted Landsat
band radiometers. The sensor systems acquiring 
spectral data at the agriculture experiment stations 
were the truck-mounted spectroradiometer and in· 
terferometer systems operated by LARS and JSC, 
respectively. General descriptions of the sensor 
systems are given in the following sections and sum
marized in tables II and Ill. 

Landsat multispectral scanner.-Landsat 1 and 2 
MSS data were acquired at 180day intervals. The MSS 
data have four spectral bands from 0.5 to 1.1 
micrometers. The sensor scans crosstrack swaths of 
185 kilometers. Computer-compatible tape (CCT) 
data aald imagery (both color and black and white) 
were requested for each cloud·free overpass of the in· 
tensive test sites. 

Airborne multispectral scanners.-Durinl 1975, the 
24-channel scanner (ref. 2) operated by JSC was tt,e 
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TABLE 111.-Ottlrtlcttri8llcs qfdte SpecltOnletn 
$yIttms 

CilGNfffr/lfk JSC FS.fl LARS JSCFSA~ 
Exotltlt 1« 

Speclral r ...... I'm ...... 0.410 2.5 0 .• 102 .• 0.4102.5 
11014 31014 31014 

$pectral1eIOlIat1aR .1 
1.0"m."m .......... 0.025 0.025 0.0064 

ScIn lime. ICInIIIc ...... I O.03J 10 2.0 10 
Field ohle •• " ....... 22 0.75. IS 11 
Normal opetIlllIIlII 

lll1l11da. m ........... 60 6 6 
Dall 1I0I'II0 rorm.1 ..... OI.llIllIpe Anlll1lllpe 01.1111 I.pe 
Camera 

Fo.:aI \eqI\I. mm ..... 16 5S 50 
Field ohlew. dea ..... l6 4J 46 
Film I"" ............ 70 mm llCIIor JS mm IlOIor lS mm ~'Olor 

"'1eId .-_~. 
llrield ..... 1I111e acquilllioII .,,_, 

primary scanner system; during 1976 and 1977. the 
11-channel modular multiband scanner (MMS) was 
used,2 Color and COlor-infrared photography was ob
tained durins the scanner flights to be used as 
reference data by analysts. 

He/lcopter-borni field spertrometer system.-The 
helicopter-borne field spectrometer system (FSS) ;s a 
filter wheel spectrometer instrument that is a 
modification of the 5-191 sensor used in the Skylab 
Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP) (ref. 
3). The FSS has been modified by NASA for mount· 
ins on a helicopter (fig. 6). The instrument produces 
data in l4-track digital format that are converted to 
CCT's for subsequent reformatting and analysis. 

The spectral ranle of the spectrometer is 0.42 to 
2.50 and 8.0 to 14.0 micrometers. The field of view is 
2r, whirh lives a spot size of 24 meters diameter 
from a 60-meter altitude. The helicopter flies at 100 
km/hr. The camera nas a 76-millimeter focal length 
and a 36° field of view, giving 40 meters square 
ground coverage. 

Truck-mou"ted spectrometer systems.-The Ex· 
otech Model 20C field spectrometer operated by 
LARS acquires !;pectral data over the visible, renec· 
tive infrared, and thermal infrared wavelength 
regions (ref. 4). The instrument consists of two inde~ 

2"Modular Muhib.tnd Scanner (MMS)," JSC Inlernal Note 
No. 74-FM-47, NASA Johnson Sr.ace Cenler, Houslon. Telt" 
\9'14. 
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To have comparable data. scene reflectance was 
chosen as the measured property rather than scene 
radiance. Scene reflectance is a property only of the 
scene. whereas scene radiance Is a property of the U· 
lumination alscr. Calibration taraely removes the 
etTects of varyina illumination and mwurement 
conditions because of chanaina Sun anale. at· 
mospheric conditions, and sensor. The bidirectional 
reflectance distribution function lives the most com
plete description of the reflectance characteristics of 
a surface. However. because this property is dimcult 
to measure. more. common use is made of the reflec
tance factor. 

Reflectance factor is defined as the ratio of inci
dent radiant flux reflected by a sample surface to that 
which would be reflected into the same reflected 
beam aeometry by a perfectly ditT,* (Lambertian) 
standard surface identically irradiated and viewed 
(ref. 6). Because the principal component of the irra· 
diance is direct solar irradiance and the measurement 
is made in a relatively small cone anaIe (lSo to 20°). 
the term "bidirectional reflectance factor" is used to 
describe the measurement. One of the directions is 
specified by the solar zenith and azimuth anales; the 
other is specified by the zenith and azimuth viewins 
anates. 

Because no perfectly reflectins ditTuser is availa
ble. painted barium sulfate (RaSO"> reference sur
faces. which are hishly diffuse. were used (tef. 7). 
The spectral bidirectional reflectance factor of these 
surfaces was measured in both the leboratory and the 
!teld by processes thai are traceable to the reflectance 
'of pressed barium sulfate (fig. 8). A correction usins 
the published reflectance of the pressed barium sul
fate enables the computation of an approximation of 
the bidirectional reflectance factor. 

Because of the presence of skylisht, the measure
ment is not strictly bidirectional. The process of 
eliminatins skylisht by subtracting the spectral 
response of the $hadowed scene and shadowed stan· 
dard has merit in that it could remove the etTects of 
the skylisht. However. the additional measurements 
and calculations add uncertainty to each computed 
reflecta tce. This uncertainty is greater than the 
effect itself (ref. 8). Furthermore. because the in
terest of the project was in producing data directly 
relatable to satellite data. which includes the etTects 
of the skylipt. the sinsle comparison method was 
used. Because the dominant effects are due to the 
directional nature of the irradiance. the term 
"bidirectional reflectance factor" is appropriate to 
describe the measurements. 
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Calibration 0/ "uck·mollnted sper"ometer 
s)'stems.-Temperature variations. dust. vibration, 
and other adverse factors associated with tield 
measurements require that calibration be performed 
at the field site. The procedures chosen reflect the 
availability of suitable standards and the principle 
that the calibration measurements be obtained under 
the same conditions as the ta.rpt measurements. 

The short-wavelensth unit was calibrated for 
spectral reflectance factor. A standard based on the 
hishly reflecting properties of barium sulfate was 
used as a basis for the reflectance factor calibration. 
The standards were prepared accordina to pro
cedures d-.ribed by Shai and Schutt (ref. 7). 

The painted barium sulfate field sandard was 
used to fill the field of view of the instrument under 
nearly the same conditions as for the measurement 
of plots. For the simplest calibration. the response to 
the standard. the response to the scene. the full-dark 
response (automatically provided durinl each 
spectral scan). and the spectral reflectance properties 
of the standard are used to compute the bidirectional 
reflectan~ factor. Since it is inconvenient to make 
this direct comparison for each measurement, lite 
solar port is frequently used to transfer the reflec
tance standard for the LARS Exotech 20C system. 

The calibration calculation consists of forming the 
ratio of the instrument response for the tarael to that 
for the reflectance standard and correctina for lite 
known reflectance of the standard. This procedure 
produces a reflectance factor for the liven Sun angle 
and normal viewing of the taraet. 

Durin, the calibration observations. the instru
ment was aimed straight down at the reflectance 
standard from a distance of 2.4 meters for the Ex· 
otech 20C system and 1 meter for the FSAS system. 
Care was taken to ensure that the standards were not 
shadowed and thai the illumination conditions were 
as similar as possible to the conditions of the obser-

ihl···~--~(·lm.·lIst~~~::~-.iIii" ....... sllliot .-I8Ij""",<"'.-' ..... Il/0l'.' 1II ..... 1_n .. r-tiial.iiif-.. -------------~~~· ~, .. ,~ .... ---.. 
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vation of the subject. Calibration observations were 
performed at approximately 1 S-minute intervals. 

Wavelenllh calibration of the reneclive 
wavelenlth unit was accomplished by irradlatina the 
solar pon with sources havina known spectral tines 
(ref. 9). The primary sources are the Ceneral Electric 
AIOO.H4T mercury vapor lamp and the helium 
PI uecker tube. A fleld wavelenath calibrator based on 
the helium tube was chosen for use because it has at 
least one strona line in the ranae of each section of 
the circular variable mters. 

Callbralion oj 1M htllropltNJomt flS.-The heU
copter-bome spectrometer was c:alibrated usina a 60-
percent renectance QRvas panel and the measure
ments made by the truck-mounted spectrometer of 
the canvas panel. These in tum were related to the 
measurements of the barium sulfate painted panels 
and the pressed barium sulfate standard. 

The calibration procedure used deals with limita· 
tions imposed by the size and location of the stan
dard by calibratina the instrument at a low altitude (6 
meters) and collectina data over the fllahtlines at 60 
meters. This procedure assumes that atmospheric ab
sorption and path radiance are negligible for a 6(). 
meter path. 

The absence of an onboard solar sensor intesrated 
into the instrument makes it desirable that calibra
tions be performed as frequently as possible. 
Therefore. the reflectance panels were centrally lo
cated and procedures were followed which allowed 
calibration within IS minutes of any data acquisition 
(beainning of each fliahtline of data collection). 

The data processina facility converts the FSS data 
to bidirectional reflectance factor based on the 
measurements made of the barium sulfate standard 
and the canvas panel. The calibration calculation 
consists of forming the ratio of the FSS response for 
the target to that for the canvas standard and correct
ing for the measured reflectance of the canvas stan
dard. This procedure produces a reflectance factor 
for the given solar illumination angle and normal 
viewing of the subject. 

Field calibratio:l of the FSS with respect to 
emissive radiation was accomplished by recording 
spc:c:tral observations of a blackbody at a temperature 
below ambient and another blackbody at a tem
perature above ambient. The subsequent scans of 
subject scenes were converted to spectral radiance 
using linear interpolation. 

Calibration of airbomt' MSS data.-The reflective 
data from the airborne MSS can be calibrated to 
reflectance using the five gray canvas panels located 

at the site and the spectral bidiroclional reflectlDCe 
factor meuurements made by the truck-mounted 
spectrometers over the canvas panels. The nominal 
reflectances of the panels are 6, 12, 18, 30, and 60 
percent. 

The 81'1)' pan"l reflectance faclOr and MSS 
tespOftSe data caUt::_ at low allitude (500 m ...... 
above the panels) can be related throuah lin .... 
rear-ion. The rear-ion equatloa can then be used 
to transform the low-allitude aJrbome MSS data to 
bidirectional reflectance factor. Fields overflown at 
the lower altitude can, in turn, be used as calibntion 
taraets to transform hlaher altitude data to bidirec
tional ret1ectance fact\)r. 

The emissive MSS data can be calibrated by means 
of the two blackbodies at known temperatures lo
cated in the scanner and viewed with each scan of 
the scene. 

Smsor COTfe/aliOll p~.r.-The three major 
sen~r systems-the truck-mounted spectrometers, 
the helicopter-borne spectrometer, and the aircraft 
MSS-can be correlated usina the spectral data col
lected by each sY!lltem over common taraets; i.e.. five 
6- by 12 meter ¥I '.y canvas panels (fla. 9). The 
aircraft scanner collected data over the panels durina 
each mission. The helicopter and truck spectronaeter 
systems measured the reflectance of the four darker 
JI'IY panels durina correlation experiments per
formed dUlina each crop year. The calibration 
mdlSurements made of the brishtest canvas calibra
f.ion panel by the helicopter and truck spectrometer 
systems were also used in i'')rrelatina the sensors. 

All the spectrometers were brought together in 
1977 for complete calibration and correlation. This 
included measurement of common taraets and 
reflectance standards (fig. 10). comparison of data 
collection procedures. and eva!uation of instrument 
performance. 

Data Acqulaltlon 

The collection of multispectral remote-sensina. 
agronomic. and meteorological data for the intensive 
test sites and agriculture experiment stations is de
scribed in this section. 

/n/~nslV(' It'st s/tes.-This section distusses spectral 
data collection procedures and the measurements 
and observations of crop. soil. and meteorological 
parameters in the intensive test sites. 

Spectral data collection: Helicopter·bome FSS. air
borne MSS. and tripod-mounted rtidiometer data 
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FlGI R.' ~ ,-C.n'.' IIr.~ -h' '''1 pllnI' l, used ror rorrl'lallon or 
,pt'(' lrOlllt'h' r ~)~ I('m~ and cilibralion or IIlrrrarl ~nnn('r dllla , 

- ~ .. 

FIG t R f. 111.- Trurl.. -llIounlt'd 'pl'r lrOIllI'It' r ,~'h' llI' oPt' r~h'd b~ 
1..\ It ~nd J~( ' pn' llliri lll! 10 IIIl':I'Un' Ihl' n ,nl'I' llllI ('I' ur lit.. 11 11 _ 

"" ('all bril l lUll IIU III'I In :I \l'1I'or (',Hh'lull"" t" IJI'rilllt' lIl. Tit I' 

I'lIllI"''''' l ~ rl! "1 .. », ""'U'Uh'd ,i",,,llulIl' lIu,l~ b~ Ihl" o' '~'II' ''' ' , 
II' .. l'It II' b) Ihl' hdkolll,' r 'IJI'(' IrIllII\'\t' r. 1\1 F\' lllh' II\{' ill'lrll 
IIWIII n " pon,1> IIh" , 

were collec led within a .1- or 4 -d lJ~ 1111 '~ Ion " ind w , 
Whcnc \cr po Sible, data II CT' ob l,lInc I )J1 Ihc~ll1c 
tla ' anu Ii mc .1 ' I he Lanu!lll ovcrpao; e , 

Thc hclic plcr ~I cC l romclcr UiJta wcrc unllll1ed 
un I.!r lablc JI11)u~phcn ' l' n itti)Os \\I\h 20 percenl 
or Ie !> douul'lI\cr al olJr clcnlli n angle 'rcater 
Ihan J 0 I Ihe IC I SIIC , SI,\ 9, -Io.ilolllclcr ni 'htil nc 
\\ erc 110\\ 11 b the helle pIer 111 Ihree 'ict of 1\11) 

linc" Fit 'hlltne: \II ' re flo\\ 11 JI .111 alliludc of (10 

Il1ctc! ,at 10 Io.m/ hr ground peed. and In .111 CLI"I· 
we ' l Ulrectl rl , Referenre p.1I1cll'althratiol1 l11eJ'IIJrC
m ~nt \Ierc m.lul: fr 01 .1 0-Il1Cler altllude 101-

Il1culatcl} eforc f ~ In' each !>CI of twill ,hlllile , 
rrelallon of pC 'lra al1d fidd., \\ a~ acclIl11pll\hed 
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Irip d W l\ ' u 'cd t coileci data rr m n 
li;,ld in the Finney ount · and William 
le' l ilC , he mca urcment. ere madl: III I' ur 
limc ' during the da I pr Vide ~ ur differl:nl un 
anglc ', painted barium ulfut field 'tandart.! I ' 

mc: 'ureu bctween Ihe meu 'uremcCllS of Ihe can py , 
The !>pcc l rul mea 'urement ' in ' lude wheal un p ' 
rencet.lI1ce, oil rcne 'wnee, Ih ratIo r dllTu l: I 
lotal i rr Idian C, and leaf tran ' millancc, 
dc ' 'npti n daw in ' lude leur arell Inde. i nw ' , 
number I' 1I11ers anJ 1':l\e ,and ph I 'raph ', Thc 
phol ~r II h' lI1c1udc vcrtlcal and 4.0 view ' anu pl.1I11 
pr file 'ene ', W ht:n I '''Ible. Ihc 'c uala .... cre a '
quireu at (i \ C mU lurily "Iage- (),cctJlin '. I II lerJ n!;t, 

lilting, n \ cring, and ripe al c\' 'ra l IOC:I\IOlh In 
Iypi 'al tidd:, 

A 'mnumll' dala 'ollec l i n: 'r noml ' mea'iure-
mcn I:. ,Ind nb cn ,ilion" \I ere anlulred u • 'cribln ' Ihc 
' \) l1llilllll1l1f each of Ihc fidu for \I hll'h pc ' Inti ual,l 
\\ cre l' lIel' leu, rhc'lc a 'rollonH ' UUIU dcs ' ribc Ihe 
wnUl l 101l of cal'h Icld a full) .1\ po 'ilble 11l1d MC 

U eu to .1 Yuunl flr ulfrcrence~ 111 thc ,>pcl'lr.11 
mea ur~ 11) ' n\'-. , The U"!.I \\ ere rc 'ordcu n ~t.lIld.trll 
rurm~, ke),pul1l'n ·;d. Inu Iriln.,mllleu I L AR ' or In
' lu'lIIln III Ihc U,II.1 h .. nl. D.lla dc., 'rt bll1g Jilliclu~ In 

111\: InlCI1 I\ C IC,I ,I IC., \I crc l'llllcl' lcJ b\ l '\D \ 
A ' • (rd 10) rhc ' 0110 \\ Ill' uUI.I \\ crc 'llilc tcd 
dunn· Ihe "I ran' IlIld 1.llIlrl \CI1 {Om:, field num er , 



acreaae. crop species and variety. irriptlon. ferdliza. 
tion, pllntlna date. and other deacriplive InfC'lrml
tlon. 

Periodic observltions coincldina with 1 andlat 
overp.... and aircnftlhellcopter ml.I.. were 
made to describe the condition or the netda. ne 
varilbles observed were maturity .... percent 1011 
cover, plant heiaht,surface moi.ture conditlon,stand 
quality, quality relative to other netda ill the lite. 
field operationl, density of stand. weed infestation. 
Ind ,rowthlyield detractants. Vertical 35·mUlimeter 
photoaraphs were taken, and additionll descriptive 
comments were added u appropriat .. Grein yields of 
selected fields were measured at harvest time. 

Meteoroloaical data collection: The fullowina It
mospheric and meteorolOlical meuuretnents were 
made in co~unction with FSS and aircran scanner 
data collection at the intensive test sites: pereen_ 
and type of cloud cover, wet and dry bulb tem· 
perature, barometric pressure, total irradiance, 
windspeed and wind direction, and optical depth at 
seven visi'ble and near·inf~red wavelenaths. Daily 
measurement records of temperature, precipitation, 
relative humidity, soil temperalure, and wind were 
obtained from the nearest weather lIalion. In addi· 
lion. rainfall wu recorded at six to eisht locations in 
each test site. 

Agr/fullu" tXlWr/mtnt slal/on.s.-The collection or 
spectral, aaronomic. and meteoroloaical data at the 
aariculture experiment stations is described in this 
section. 

Spectral data collection: The spectral data at the 
.. riculture experiment stations weooe collected by 
JSC at Garden City, Kansas. and by LARS at 
'Villiston. North Dltkota. The primary senwn were 
the Block wideband field interferometer and the Ex· 
otech Model 20C field spec:troradiometer. Durina 
1975. an Exotech Model 200 similar to the Model 
20C wu operated by the NASA Earth ResouKCS 
Laboratory at Garden City. The.e were aUlmented 
by Barnes PRT·S precision radiation thermometers 
boresi,hled with Ihe spectrometen. To obtain data 
th_t could be readily compared. the interferometer 
and specaroradiometer were operated followina simi. 
lar procedures. The instruments were operated from 
their aerial towers at 6 meters above the taraet to 
minimize the shadowing of skyli,l" and ),et ensure 
that the field of view of the instrument contained 
only the subject of interest. Care wu taken to avoid 
scene shadowina and to minimize the renective in· 
teraction caused by personnel or vehicles. The 
roUI;ne data·taking mode of lhe instruments is 

Itniaht doWa. Two meuuremtlllI of'" plot WIN 
made by movina thellftlOf 10 that a new .. e with
in the plot filled the t1eld or view. 

To minimize tho ..... ect of IOlar elevauon cbanpI 
on the IPICtnI I'IIPOftIe. meuuremenll were made 
only wbeD the Sun anaIt wu areater than 45· abcM 
the horizon in lbe tate aprina and summer and 
areater than 30" in tho late f"land earlYlPri .... 

Dall recorded at Ule time or each IIlUIUNIDlftt 
included date, time. reference illumination, air tem
perature. barometric prusure, relative humidity. 
windspeed and wind direction. perceIl_ and l)'pe 
of cloud cover. :teld of view.latitude.IOlllitude.1Dd 
zenith and azimuth view anales. Periodically durina 
the day. spectral meuurements of skylitht were 
recorded by spectrometen with a IOIar port. A 35-
millimeter color photOlflPh of each observation wu 
taken from the aerial lOwer • u were oblique around
level photoanphs of each plot. 

Aponomic data collection: Crop and lOil infor· 
mation for the plots at the research stations were col
lected at O.,\len City by JSC with auistance from 
the .... iculture experiment station penonnel and al 
Williston by LARS. At the beainnina of the season, 
information describina the species and cultivar, ire 
rilltion practices. fertilization histor)'. lOiltype. and 
plantina elate wu obtained for each plol. 

Observations made at the time of each million for 
each plot included maturity staae; plant heiaht; per. 
centlOiI cover; surface soil moisture and rouahness; 
stand quality; field operations sKh u cultivation or 
harvesth,,; stress factun (insect damaae. disease, 
nutrient deficiencies. moisture stress. weeds, or Iocta
ina); leaf area index; number of stems. leaves. and 
heads; fresh weitht of plants; dry weiahts of stems. 
leaves, and heads; and soil moisture profile. Vertical 
and oblique 3S·millimeter color photOlflPhs were 
taken, and grain yields were measured at harvest 
time. 

Meteoroloaical data collection: Percentaae and 
type of cloud cover. wet and dry bulb temperature 
(or relalive humidity). barometric preaure. total ire 
radiance. and windspccd and wind direction were 
meuured in ('orijunction with the truck.mounted 
spectrometer dall collection. Daily measurem~nt 
records of air temperature. humidity. radiation. 
wind, precipitation. and soil temperature were also 
obtained from the nearest weather station. 

Summar), ,,' dala afqu/~illon mi.u/ons.-Table IV 
summarizes the dala acquisition for the 1976 crop 
year at finne), County. Kansas. and Williams Coun. 
t)', North Dakota. for the m';or senson involved in 
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Ihe experiment. In each year. II in 1976. IAn effort tABU IV.-summo,J' oJ t.'a,,, Acquls'tlon by WIwo, 
wa made to obtain data at eacta of the imponant Growth SI(", ad SM." Syrrmr for KIIIIItII 
aruwth stqes of wheal al each level of the IImp"n, atld North Dakota Ttl' Slit" 1915· 16 
scheme, from controlled experimental plol to Land- r ... .,,,, !IImIIt t,1'tIt'III lit teen •. Whenever possible. helicopter tpeCtra and ....",., 

IfIlaIIlft tIcW "rowtlt.., aircraft Kinner data were lI.h.red near the time of. ....." illPltR IM~ "... 
Landaat overpan. A complete schedule of acquired MSS ~ ~. 1I'ft'MiMI. 

data for each location is liven in the data library "" 'Irr 

call1op diacuned in ttae followina section. /(l1/li_ 

"'t.I.1O I'Nlmlrltllce " " D ... ',..,. ....... ....,.,. 17.1975 

.. A ... .,....,..... Oc\.Z .. 6 EIfIIIrIIIICt x X X i 

Occ, 2010 21 ....... X X X • I 

N~. 1\ .n4 TIIterIftI " X " 
I 

An important apecl of the project wu to prepare 12 

the data for later analysiS accordina to uniform for- MM. "'10 TII""III " II: II: 
",1976 

mats and to retister lhe qronomic. meteorolOlical. M.r, .1010 TlIJerIQ X X x 
and meawremenl dall with Ibe tpOClrai data. Apr,2 

Followina processi"" data were cataloaed in the data Apr. 'nd '''Alilll X 
10 

library and distributed to interested researche". Sofl· Apr, 1110 21 JOI"11ftI X X " x 
ware for interactive plOlli. and analysis of tr',e data Apr, 27 Ind lainll", X 

hIS also been developed. It 
M.,.IO? Prebool X X x 

Da,o fIIOR'ssl",.--Before computer prr,' _ina. M., 141016 i0oi X x 
spectrometer data were evaluated manually us'na Mar 2410 n HfIdmI x x 
strip ch..... of raw dall, pholoaraphs, records of '1IIIe hnc!) Milk X 

IlIMnlOU DouIII x X III 
system parameters, and strip charts or irradiance '"1It 20 .nd RlPfllin, X x 
conditions. Computer process'.. of spectrometer 21 

data included calibration. daaa-quality evaluation, NIIt 1910 M.taR' X X X X 

'"I,. 2 reformani"" and SIOnsae. In order to compare data JII" 1 •• 1Id Poa,II''''''1 X 
from Ihe different spectrometers, the spectrometer 19 

data were processed in a slindardized format wilh 
,.."", n.4_ bandwidths of 0.01 micromeler from 0.4 to 2.4 

micrometers and ofO.OS·micrometer from 2.7 to 14 M., 1010 EIII'~ X X x 
micrometcrl. Spectrometer data were merpd with 14.197. 
ancillary data for storaae on nine-track computer· '1.,1'10 JO IMdIIftI X X x 
compatible tapes. JUIIt' 10 9 Jillenlll 

'_ISlo11 JOInlillJ X x 
Aircraft Stanner dall were fint converted to JIIM %S 10 11 locH X X X x 

visicorder imqcry for manual evaluation of data 1111,.4101 He ..... X X X X 
Jul, \J 10 11 UOI.tIII x 

quality. This imqcry i. I l3<enlimeler wide. 'ult 20 10 13 R!pC'IIIIII X X x 
medium-contrasl paper Itrip record of the data for JuI,. 11 111'1 Mllturt X x 
individual channell. Aircraft scanner data were also 4111610 U HIf~1 X X X 

Alii, 1110 10 PoaIhar\'", X " lubjected to computerized examination to validate 
the performance of the seI1M)fI and the dala·record· 
in. system. In addition. a strip chart of total irra· Landsat fr.mes. FoUowinS dlla~uality C\'alUUlion, 
dianec was used to verify the irradiance conditions Landsat MSS dall were processed to nine-track com-
duri .. ehe overfli,'Il. The scanner data were then puter-compatible tapes. 
processed to nine-track computer-compatible tapcs Da'Q library and dislrlbullon.-The multispectral 
in LAR~YS format. dall library maintained al LARS fur Ihe LACIE 

Landsat MSS data were previewed from black· Field Measurements Projecl (ontains ovel' 100 000 
and·white transparencies of Ihe imaae for each band spectra (correspondin, to measurements of over 800 
to cstablish dall quality and cloud rover (onditions plots and fieldJ) and over 2000 ob&erv'lions made 
within the intensive test sites and lhe complete with L.ndsac-band rldiomelen (ref. 11). The library 
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.... iDduda ..... bunclrecllCtMl of alrcraI\-and 

..... UIHCqUi .... _ dill. 
A datllibraly CIIIIoI WM prtpll'ld for each crop 

y_ conllinlna .. mary and .. ned IICheI:bUI or 
data acquiIflion by Iocatlon.1IftIOI' system. and miJ. 
lion. DitiCII data produnI .vai1e!t ro.a.nat,. In
dude LandA. and airborne an_ dI ... htticopw-
and lruck-tptC&rome&er Il*lrA and andllary .... 
and U'ipod-ndIomeIt tpICVI and ancUtary data ( ..... 
II). Aerial and IfOUIld-lewl pbolopaph,. acquired 
~d, widl speclromeltr and anner dill it 
also available. 

Dala bave betn roulinely dillribulld 10 
r ••• ben It ERIM. LARS.1Dd Ttul A & M in 
conjunction widl die Support.lna a.-arch PfOII'IID 
IPOftIOI'fId bJ sse. In addition. data have been pr0-
vided 10 .... NASA 00ddIrd Spece .1iJbl Center. 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies. and o.neral 
Electric Corporation. Copies or dati .... are pro
vided 10 qUllilled. in ....... inVllliaaton for the 
COIl of reproducina the dati. Requeatl for data 
$1ou1d be addraaed 10 Cbief'. Eanb 0bIerva1ions 
Divillon. Mail Code SF. NASA Johnson Space 
Center. Houston. TX n058. 

Ddl. tIIHIlpll."tI'mI.-LARSYS (Venioft l.l) is 
• fully documen&ed soIlware .)'ttem deIiped 10 pro
vide the lOOts for -)'IiI of ... dati (ref. 12). The 
paltern recoanhion and In"'flCtive data hancllina 
techniques in LARSYS have been used worldwide 
for anaIysiI of aircraft and Landllt scanner data in 
many applications. 

EXOSYS i. • .pecialized IIOftware .Yltem 
dtveIoped a. LARS for anal,.. of spec:aromtIet 
data. It provides reMlfChon with lhe capability 10 
1011 spectrometer data by combinations or rneatUI'Omen. (e .... solar elevation) and ancillary vari ... 
(e .... 1eaf IfeI indel'. Anal,... f .. lures of EXOSYS 
include the ability 10 compute functions of baftd. 
averapd ret1eclanea. perform correlations with 
crop panmelerl. and nt polynomial CUrVII 10 the 
dall usina a IeaIt squares technique. Initial results are 
reviewed and then sen. 10 a line prinw or a paphics 
plolter. 

IlllULTa 0' IILICTID OALY ..... ~ OP 
....., IIIAIUIIIIIINTI DATA 

To realize the full potential or remote tllnlin, f« 
crop identification. concIilion __ to and yield 
prediction. it is important 10 undenIInd anJ qua. 

r~ 
,"-" ...-----

f'lGURI ... ...(t,..."I ......................... LAClE ..... ............. ...,. 
liry the relation .,...... aponomic and spectral 
characIeriItiCI of crops. Equall, ,~, is Ibe 
development 01 improved capIbiIltlel fO!" amnaea, 
mtIIUrinI the spectral. lpatial. and IIIDporal van. 
lions of IIficuItu:-al scenes and for atractina 
meanin,ful information frOID tben data. The 
LACIE field lDIIIurements data make imponant 
contribulionl in both uf ..... area. The data III PIf
licuIarIy ... ul ..... many mMIUreIDentl and ob
len'ldons of the crops and .... earonomlc charac
teriIlicI were recorded dlrouahOul several I.Mons. 
Funbermole. complete spectra permi, si"lUlllkm ilf 
the reaponII in any specifted wlvelenatb bInd., and 
the radiometric calibnaion of the data permi .. valid 
comparilonllO be made amona difl'erenlllftlOfl and 
different data and locations of dau collection. 

Many or the facton afl'ectln. the retl«tance prop
ertiel of plant IeaWi have been idenlifted and in
VII1ipced throuah laboratorY meaurementl. nit 
relationships 0( phJ~ paramelen.1UCh 
• cbIorophyll concentration. Wlter contenl. and .... 
morpholotY. 10 the rd1ectance. tranlmitllftCll. and 
Ibsorpaion of IeaVII have been well .tabl .... . 
Some or tbe ptpen IQd reviewI delcribina ...... .... 
tionahips include Gales el at. (ref. 13). Irtece and 
HoImeI (ref'. 14), 0IuIman el at. (ref. 15). and 
Sindalr eI at. (ref. 16). 

Althouah know", of the renectanc:e chane
teriIlicI of .... leaves is bIIic 10 UPdenItandiaa me 
ref1ecIaDa properties of crop onopiel in ,he field. 

IOSI 



..... information ClAD.,. be anlled dIrecd, 10 .... 
n.ld sllualioa becIU.. Ib.r. ar. . 'iplnclal .. .,...... ""WIlD .... IPICVI or .... 1InII1Dd 
.... ...... or caaopiII. TIle ret1ec_ ~ 
terIIda or CIfiOPItl are .... _ .... , more camp'" 
dIIa ..... or ........ becIUII in CIDOp ...... 
III IIIID, 1lIOI'I iallnCl .... ""' ..... SollIe or &he 
more iIIIponanl qronomlc parameten lnftuendna 
.... reftectaace of fleId.trown canoplel .... tar .. 
index. blOIftIU. taf ...... cIItlribution ...... ~. ,..1 toll cover, and 1011 color. DUTII'IIlCtI in 
me. parIIIMctrI .... caUlld ." YUiltIoDI in man, 
cu1lUf11aad environ .... 1II fleton, "0adinI pllDI. 
i ... clate. cultlvu. .... ntt. feniHzatloa. soU 
lIIoIIWre. and .....,..tun. 

Tbe dall anal,. p.... of the LAOE netd 
re ••• reb bet.aa in 1976 by ......... several or the 
LAOE critical ..... panicularI, the ditcrilllination 
of wheat del ImIlI .,... More recendy, the 
.....,.. ha'/I been atended to ....... objectiva 
rIIIltd to future crop invenlOr)' 'jacemt. auc:h .. tbe 
UII or remote llllliaa to ...... information about 
crop COftdilion and yield. 8ecaUII it would not be 
poIIibIe to dIIcribe ldequateIy the results or all .... 
iaVlltip&ionl. NYtI'II studies thlt Ire rtp,..wive 
• lb. t,.,. of invatipdonl thIl have UIId neld 
mtIIUfIIIItnts clatl have been IIlected for thil 
report 

Several of the other lIudIa abat have UIId the 
LAOE fleId IUMUftlMftts dati Ire brieny aum· 
nwized .... L mdcrtbe .. II. (ref. 17) UIId .... 
spedrOInIttr III'J MSS dati '" limulat. and evaI ..... 
Iiternitive com'IInalionl of lcanner I,stem 
panmelerl for tbe mematic mapper.1UCb II the In· 
ItInlllllOUl field of view and .... -to-noiIe nlio. A 
comparilon of .... LandAt MSS and themalic map
per wlveltqlh banda for crop Ictentificalion has 
been nwde by Bauer .. al. (reC. 8). lni: lbennII 
meuurements from abe helicopter II*trometer 
have been examined by Harlan It al. (ref. 18), and 
Bauer It II. (ref. 8) devel~ a model dac:ribina the 
rad .... t temperature chv.ac:ter"Ucs or sprillS wheat 
canopiel ill relation to the l&&IO"'etry of w. canopy 
and environmental variables. A. pan of the LAC.E 
flfld measurements rtIPIch. Vanderbilt .. II. (ref. 
19) developed a method to obtain information on the 
pometrical pfOl*liel of crop canopies needed for 
canopy ref1ecw)Ce and radiant temperlture models. 
Berry and $mitt, (ref. 20) used LACIE field measure
ments dati U' lilt I canopy ref1ec:tance model to pr. 
diet the sp«tr-' response in the Landsat MSS 
wavclellith bands or winler wheal with varyi", 
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IIIIOIIftIl of.., ..... and • I f'unctIoa or Sun ..... 
A nondIItructiw metboci 10.,.. ....... Index 
involvlaa ... ,. or flllltized _II phot.,....111 
wa developed by Harlan .. II. (ref. '1) . 

Of' .... 1IIIIrcb objective liItec: in tbe .... lie-

don "f tbla paper. tile foUowtna are acid ..... II ex-
....,.. or currenl re •• lreb reaultt from LACIE f1eId 
mlllUl'llllllltl. 

•. To deIIrmine tbe rIIItlontbip of IIII'OftOIDic 
VIriIb .. such • bIomaa and leaf artI Index to 
multilpectnl ~ of aprinlwbta, 

2. To delerlftfne the tffecu of cultunt and en
vironmental flCIOfI on the IJ*UII respOftll or 
wbtIt 

1. To __ tilt JPICUII ditcriminabUU, of IPriaa 
whlll and other ..... u .,.... 

4. To cIeIennine tbe early-llllOll threahold for 
dettctIon of wbeat 

S. To compare and evaluate the Undr.at MSS and 
thematic mapper b.nds for prediction of erop caanpy 
vlliablel 

Tbe results obtained :~ date ror theM objectives 
are preltnted in aubJequent _tions. CoIIow"" a 
summary or the approadl UIId. 

..,.,. .......... ApproHII 

The data used for the anIIysea in this report were 
acquired duri",1975 and 1976 in K ..... and North 
Dakotl by the helicopter· Ind truck·mounted 
spectrometer 1)'1lIm'ltapproximately IO-co 14-day 
intervals duri", the wheatl .. cnvi", seasons. Bidirec· 
tional ret1ectan;e factor and aponomlc data wert ac
quired in approxim."'y 75 nelda from each of the 
inten.ive .... itel and 60 pl~. from the .... iculture 
ey.perimtnt .tltions. 

Correlation and flll'Mion analyses were used to 
relile bioloaicallftd physical variables ci5:ribi",the 
canopies to spectrll response. To retlte lhe renee· 
talK'! meuurernenu more directlY to Landsat. the 
Inal:'. were per(or",~ wina reflectanc:c dati 
.verapd into bands ccmespondini to &be Landw 
MSS ant.t lhematic" mapper ,,*1'11 bands. The 
"lNIelecklp" tran.(ormatbn (ref. 21) wu also used 
.0 determine the areennea IUlCI briahlRCII compo. 
nents of the Landsat MSS band reIlectinces (or some 
of the anal; •. 
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Frequently the question is 'asked whether resul .. 
from analyses of field measuremen .. data can be r0-
tated to and applied to Landsat MSS data. To belp 
answer this questiOft. analyses of the relatlonsbip 
between Landsilt MSS data and belicopter 
spectrometer measurements of the spectral response 
were performed (ref. 22). Landsat data for US fields 
and S dates were correlated with the reflectances 
measured by the helicopter spectrometer. The land
sat data were first adjusted usil'll the XST AI. 
aIaorithm (ref. 23) to minimize differences amona 
the five dates in Sun ...... and atmospberic condi· 
tions. As shown in tilUre 12, for MSS band 4 (O.S to 
0.6 micrometer), the two sets of measurements are 
bishly correlated; similar relationships were found 
for the other spectral bands. Usina empirical rela
tionships such as these, or results of radiative 
transfer modelina (ref. 24), crop discriminability can 
be predicted by relating measured reflectance 
differences 10 corresponding differences in Landsat 
signals. 

PrecIotion of Crop c.nop, CharacterIttIcs 
FI'OIR ReflectllnCe Me.lUrementa 

One of the m~or long-term goals of agricultural 
remote sensina is to estimate from spectral measure
ments crop variables that can subsequently be used 
to assess crop vigor or be entered into a yield predic
tion model. To achieve this goal, the complex rela
tionship between the spectral reflectance of crop 
canopies and their bioloaital and physical charac
teristics must be understood. 

One of the LACIE field research objectives (ref. 
25) was to determine the relationship of canopy 
characteristics to renectance and to assess lhe poten
tial for estimating these characteristics from 
remotely sensed measurements of reflectance. The 
variables selected for analysiS are indicators of crop 
vigor and growth, which could be uSCII to augment 
agromet models of crop growth and yield. 

This section treats the effect of v.fying amounts 
of veaetation and of maturity stage on the spectra of 
spring wheat canopies, the relation of canopy ~aria
bles to reflectance in different regions of the 
specuum, and the potential capability to predict 
canopy variables from reflectance measurements. As 
part of the analysis, the wavelength bands of current 

o "'1610263D 
1l0IRECTtONAt. REfLECTANCe FACTOR. PERCENT 

FIGURE 12.-..... rei ..... r ...... MIS lB' fItIlftIJter 
specb .............. _eliptCIraI ........ r.rn' ....... -
.Ita ..... 'I. ftnaey CewltJ. lausu (MSS .... 4. '.5 to u 
mtcreaaecer). 

and proposed satellite MSS systems were compared. 
The measurements were made at the Williston, 
North Dakota, Aariculture Experiment Station on 
nine different dates durina the summer of 1916. 

The amount of veaetatiOft present is one of the 
principal factors infiuencing the refiectance of crop 
canopies. Ftaure 13 illustrates the effect of the 
amount of vegetation (as measured by leaf area in
dex, percent soil CO\ler, biomass, and plam heisht) on 
the spectral response durina the period between 
tillering and the be&inning of headina, when the 
maximum green-leaf area is reached. As leaf area and 
biomass increase, there is a proaressive and charac
teristic decrease in reflectance in lhe chlorophyll ab
sorption region, increase in the near-infrared reflec
lance. and decrease in the middle-infrared reflec
tance. 

Plant development and maturity (as opposed to 
growth or increase in size) tause many chances in 
canopy geometry, moisture content, and pigmenta
tion of leaves. These changes are also manifested in 
the reflectance characteristics of crop canopies. 
Figure 14 shows the spectra of spring wheat at 
several different maturity stases (changes in the 
amount of vegetation are also occurrina). 

The linear correlations of five canopy variables 
with reflectances in lhe proposed thematic mapper 
(Landsat D) and Landsat MSS bands are listed in ta
ble V. The relationships of percent soil cover, leaf 
area index, fresh biomass, and plan I water content 
with reflectance in selected wavelength bands are 
shown in figure IS. The correlations and plots in
clude data from all treatments for the staaes of 
maturity when the canopy is green, seedling through 
flowerins. 
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FIGURE 1l.--tffHt of ltaf arellndex. pe~t _II to"er. dry 
blomL<;S. aod ,lant hel&hI on the spectral rtRedanff of s,dna 
wheat durlna Ihe period ~twHn IlIIerlnl and the Hllnnln, 01 
headlnl. when lhe mnlmum treen-leaf area III rtarhed. Data 
were Kqulrtd at Williston. North Dakota. from May 28 to June 
II. 1976. and 'ndude ,10111 with dlffertnf ROil moiliturt levels. 
,Iantlnl dates. nllrotlen fertilization. and rultl"an. 
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FlGlIRE 14.~pel'tral rtnertanr" 0' lIprlnl wh"al ranopl"s at 
IfYeral ma,urlt,. lItlles. Meaurem"ntll wert made al Wltlllllon. 
North Dakota, from May to AUlust. 1976. and Inrlude ,loti with 
dtrferent lOll mollllure lefels. plantlnl date5. nltrGlen '.rtlllu
lion. and ruUlnn. 
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TABLE V.-Tllt' Linear Colft'/atiOlls (r) of Reflectance! 
in the Propostd Thematic Mapptr and LllndsQt 

MSS Wa~/('ngt" Bands With Ptlffnt Soli CoW'r. 
Leqf AI'FO Index. FI'Fsh find Dry Bloma."s. 

and Plant WattrCOIIlenl 

W 0..",,,,,111 PrrrMI 

band. pm !OIl 
l'OlW 

0.45 1<10.52 -0.82 
0.52100.60 -.82 
0.63100.69 -.91 
0.76100.90 .93 
1.5S 10 1.75 -.85 
2.08 102.35 -.91 

O.S 100.6 -0.82 
0.6100.7 -.90 
0.7 '00.8 .84 
0.8101.1 .91 

I.ta.f FmII 
alPO biomass 
I"drx 

Themalic: IIttJIIPH 

-0.79 -0.75 
-.78 -.81 
-.86 -.80 

.92 .76 
-.80 -.83 
-.85 -.80 

Ltmdsal MSS 

-0.79 -0.81 
-.85 -.111 

.84 .57 

.90 .77 

Dry 
biomass 

-0.69 
-.77 
-.73 

.67 
-.79 
-.81 

-0.76 
-.74 

.46 

.68 

P/Ql/I 

" .. ," 
CfIIt/tltl 

-0.76 
-.82 
-.81 

.79 
-.84 
-.86 

-0.81 
-.82 

.60 

.79 

Fresh biomass. dry biomass. and plant water con
tent correlate most highly (table V) with reflectance 
in the middle-infrared band, 2.08 to 2.35 
micrometers. Percent soil cover and leaf area index 
correlate most highly with a near-infrared band. 0.76 
to 0.90 micrometer. The visible wavelengths were 
less sensitive to leaf area and biomass: similar results 
have also been reported by Colwell (ref. 26) and 
Tucker (ref. 27). Other canopy variables analyzed 
that were not correlated with reflectance were plant 
height, pertent green leaves. and percent plant 
moisture. 

These and other analyses of ttte data indicate that 
the amount of photosynthetically active (green) 
vegetation has a dominant influence on Ihe reflec
tance characteristics of crop canopies. This observa
tion is substantiated by the decrease in the correla
tion of canopy variables and reflectance as the 
canopy begins to senese: or ripen (refs. 25 and 28). 

Understanding the relation of the agronomic 
properties of crop canopies to reflectance in various 
regior,s of the spectrum is the first step in the 
development of models using spectral measure
ments. The remainder of this section describes the 
regression models developed for predil:tion of crop 
growth characteristics. 
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Table VI shows results for selections of one to six 
wavelenath bands to pfdtlct canopy variables, By 
computina ttll possible reamsions. the best subset of 
one 10 six wavelenath bands was selected. consider
ins Ihe amount of variability explained and the bias 
of the resullina rearession equation. The near- and 
middle-infrared bands were found to be most 
slronsl), related to the canopy variables. For leaf area 
index and percent soil cover. the 0.76- to 0.9(). 
micrometer wavelenath band accounts for more of 
the variation than any other sinale band. The 2.08- to 
2.3S-micrometer wavelenath band is the sinale most 
important band for predictina the variation in fresh 
biomass, dry blum ass. and plant water. The 2.08- to 
2.JS-micromcler wa .. 'elenath band is one of the two 
most imporlant bands in exploinina the variation in 
percent soil cover and one of the three most impor-

tant bands in explainina the vcriation in leaf area 
indelt, 

The relationships between the measured and pre
dkted leaf area index and percent soil cover are 
shown in liaure 16. Similar results were obtained for 
the other canopy variables. The results show that 
reflectance measurements in a small number of 
wavelenath bands in important resions of the 
spectrum can explain much of the variation in 
canopy characteristi\:s and can be used to estimate 
canopy variables such as leaf area index and biomass. 

Table VII sho"s the maximum Rl value obtained 
for predictions of each canopy variable usina the 
Landsat MSS bands, the best four thema!ic mllpper 
bands • .and all SIX reflective thematic mappe:r bands. 
In every case. the besl four themnlic mapper bands 
el(plained more of the varhltlon in a canopy variable 
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TABLE VI.-&Iectlon qfComblnatlons qftht Best 1. 2 •... 6 Wavelength Bands/or Estimating Percent Soil Cover. 
Leqf Area Index. Fresh Biomass. Dry Biomass. and Plant Water Content During the Seedling to Flower/", Stages 

o/Oop Development 

C"'""", No. R1 C Btmd! ettttmJ, I'm 
WUlab/~ band! (lJ 

etttmd 0,4S •. ) O,S1 O,S11O 0.60 0,6J 10 0,69 0.7610 0.90 US 10 J.1S 1.08 to 1.JS 

Percent I 0.86 112 X 
soil 2 .92 16 X X 
cover 3 .92 IS X X X 

4 .93 4 X X X X 
S .93 S X X X X X 
6 .93 7 X X X X X X 

Leaf' I .14 37 X 
area 2 .87 7 X X 
index ~ .88 2 X X X 

4 .88 4 X X X X 
S .88 S X X X X X 
6 .88 7 X X X X X X 

Fresh I .73 239 X 
biomass 2 .76 2tl X X 

3 . 83 109 X X X 
4 .88 . 41 X X X X 
S .90 12 X X X X X 
6 .93 7 X X X X X X 

Dry I .65 252 X 
biomass 2 .67 229 X X 

3 .81 78 X X X 
4 .14 44 X X X X 
5 .87 20 X X X X X 
6 .88 7 X X X X X X 

Plant 1 .75 201 X 
water 2 .77 175 X X 
tontent 3 .83 98 X X X 

4 .sa 34 X X X X 
5 .90 9 X X X X X 
6 .90 7 X X X X X X 

'tlIe repcssion eqUilion is unbiased when Ihe Cp .alue is less Ihan or cquallo Ihe number or lerms (wa .. len,.h bands, in Ihe CQUillOn. 

than the four Landsat bands. Addition of the other 
two thematic mapper bands resulted in small in
creases in the R2 values. 

The lower correlations (table V) and predictions 
(table VII) of the Landsat MSS bands compared to 
the thematic bands are attributed to the width and 
location of the bands with respect to the spectral 
characteristics of vegetation. For example, the data 
in table V demonstrate a disadvantage of collecting 
data in the 0.7- to 0.8-micrometer wavelength range. 
The inclusion in this band of the region (near 0.7 
micrometer) of rapid transition from the chlorophyll 
absorption region of the spectrum to the highly 
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reflecting near-infrared region (0.70 to 0.74 
micrometer) results in a weaker relation between 
reflectance and crop canopy variables. Similar results 
were reported by Tucker and Maxwell (ref. 29). This 
low correlation reduces the usefulness of the data in 
the 0.7- to 0.8-micrometer wavelength band. 

Effect of Agronomic and Environmental 
Factora on Spectral Reflectance 

The crop canopy is a dynamic entity influenced by 
many agronomic and environmental factors. The 
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nGURE 1 •• ....c0lllplU .. n of ..... nd .... pndt"ted pelftut 
soli fOYer amlluf area lnkll of sprl., wbeat. 

effects of several cultural and environmental factors 
0'\ the reflectance of sprins wheat were investigated 
usina data acquired at the Williston. North Dakota. 
Aaricuhure Experiment Station. The examples of 
spring wheat spectra from selected measurement 
dates shown in fiaure 17 illustrate the effects of 
available soil moisture. plantins date. nitrosen fer· 
tilization. and cultivar. Additional examples of crop 
spectra from the other test sites. crops, and years 
have been compiled by Hixson el at (ref. 30). 

The Waldron (standard height) cultivar planted 
early on fallow land with nitrogen fertilization was 
selected as a standard of comparison. One treatment 
at a time was varied from this standard, perminina 
comparisons of reflectance spectra measured on 
plots with different soil mo,sture levels, plantin8 
dates. fertilization, and cuhivar. All treatment com· 
parisons were made using spectra acquiF.:d on June 
18, 1976, durina the stem eXlension phase of 
development, except for the comparison of cultivars, 
which was on July 16, after headins. 

In 1976. the effee .. of available soil moisture on 
plant IfOWth and speetral response were quite sianin. 
tant. Wheat planted on fallow l!tnd had more tillers 
and, therefore. peater biomass. lear area. and pereat 
soil tOYer than the wheat crop IfOwn on land that 
had been cropped the previous year. These 
differences account for the decreased visible renee
tance, increased near-infrared renectance. and 
decreased middle-infrared renectanco in the fallow 
trtatment. The effeet of plantiq date on speetral 
response is also must rated in naure 17. The 
differences are attributed to differences in the 
amount of veaelation present, as well as differences 
in maturity stap. 

Adeline nit ... n fertilizer increased the amount of 
areen veaetation earty in the arowina season. The fer
tilized treatment had the spectral ch&racteristics of a 
areener. denser vesetative canopy-decreased red 
reflectance. slightly treater near-infrared reflectance. 
and reduced middle-infrared reneetance. 

The two wheat cultivars. Olaf (semidwarf. awned) 
and Waldron (standard beicht, awnless). were simi. 
lar in apl*rance before headina. After headina. 
some differences between the two cultivars were ap
parent but are prl:lbably not significanl. The Breatest 
speetral differences were in the middle infrared. in
dicaein. a difference in the moisture and biomass 
between the two cultivars at this growth st •. 

In one analysis (ref. 22). one-way multivariate 
analyses of variance were performed on the Landsat 
MSS band reflectance data from individual plots of' 

TABLE VII.-The R] Valueslor PredictiOllS 0/ Percent 
Soil Cover. Leaf Area Index. Fresh and Dry Blomau. 

and Plant Water C",,'enl With Four Landsat MSS 
Bonds. the Besl Four Thematic Mapper BlInds. a:td tbe 

Six Thematic Mapper Bands 

W Qwo/tltllh PrfMIl LN.f Frtsh Dry Plant 
bands soil QrtQ blomlW biOllltl&s waif'( 

nnw index toItttllt 

Landsat MSS 0.91 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.85 
bands 

Best four .93 ,81 .88 .84 .88 
themalM: mapper 
bandsl' 

Six themali, .93 .81 .91 .88 .90 
mapper bands 

'*sto." ,.hle \"1 
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spring wheat using data from the entire season. Soil 
moisture availability was found to be the most sig
nificant factor. A aecreased moisture supply, caused 
by planting wheal for a second year in succession on 
the same plot, both decreased the magnitude of areen 
development from that of wheat planted on fallow 
ground and delayed the date of maximum greenness. 
A similar delay in maximUM greenness was observed 
when the planting date was delayed by 10 days, but 
the difference in maximum greenness levels was not 
as pronounced as in the case where available soil 
moisture was reduced. 

IOS8 

Figure 18 illustrates the effects of the soil 
moisture and nitrogen fertilization factors on the 
maximum values attained by the greenness and 
brightness components of reflectance for the small
grains test plots. Maximum greenness is most 
affected by soil moisture as plentiful soil moisture 
produces more vegetation, which covers the soil. 
Nitrogen fertilization was observed to affect the 
greenness component in a similar fashion, with the 
greening value of nitrogen fertilizer being very evi
dent on those plots that were continuously cropped. 
Soil moisture also affected the brightness compo
nent. 
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These spectra and analyses illustrate the dynamic 
character of the canopy and the many factors that in
fluence the spectral reflectance of the canopy. More 
quantitative analyses of the effect of agronomic 
treatments and environmental variables on reflec
tance of wheat are currently being conducted. 

Spectral Discrimination of Spring Wheat 
From Other Small Grein. 

One of the critical issues that arose during LACIE 
was spectrally dlscriminatina sprins wheat from the 
other sprina small ,rains. These crops have similar 
reflectance spectra and crop calendars; consequently. 
LACIE initially did not attempt to inventory them 
separately. Instead. a small-,rains area estimate was 
obtained. and historical data on crop production were 
used to establish sprina·wheat-to-small-srains ratios 
for produdn, a sprina wheat estimate. It was found 
that these ratios could vary appreciably from year to 
year. introducing errors in the spring wheat esti· 
mates. Consequently. some supportina research 

effort was directed toward investiption of spectral 
techniques for achievina such discrimination (ref. 
22). Although mlijor emphasis was placed on 
analysis of Landsat data from LAC1E blind sites. 
analysis of field measurement data played a strons 
supportive role. alona with analysis of USDA crop 
statistics. Only data from the first 2 years were in
cluded in this analysis. An expanded small-srains ex
periment was conducted in 1977. 

The objectives of the analyses of field measure
ments data on spectral reOectance of wheat and 
small srains were (1) to characterize the spectral 
reflectance of spring wheat and other small grains as 
a function of time throuahout the growing season. 
(2) to characterize the sources and extent of 
variability to be expected. and (3) to develop dis· 
crimination techniques for distinguish ina between 
sprin, wheat and other sman grains through in
creased understandina of Landsal sianals for the....e 
crops. 

The chanae in spectral character of spring wheat 
reflectance at live maturity stages was illustrated in 
figure 14, while similarities and some differences of 
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sprina wheat. buley. and oats spectra on throe dates 
are shown in flauro 19. The spectral patterns 
throuahout the arowina season were determined for 
sprina wheat and other small pns. One technique 
wu to plot the time u_tories of transformed 
reflectanee values for these crops and look for 
differences that miaht prove useful for discrimina
tion. Linear combinations of values. analoaous to the 
tuseled-cap traDSformatioll of Landsat data <see 
next section). were used to form areenness and 
briahtness components of renectance. 

Flaure 20 presents spectral tnUectories for hud 
red sprina wheat. buley. and oats; durum sprina 
wheat is very similar to hud red sprina wheat. Each 
lnUectory is for a crop that had been planted on 
prior-yeu-fallowed soil (more available soil moisture 
than continuously cropped soil) and had been fer
tilized. Thus. they represent spectral patterns for the 
best arowina conditions available at the experiment 
station. Althouah the aenerat shapes of the spectral 
tr!\iectories are similar. several differences can be 
seen amona them; notably. barley attained areater 

. values in both sreenness and briahtness before head
ins and its briahtness upon ripenina was greater than 
that of wheat. Less distinctiveness was observed in 
the spectral characteristics of other plots with crops 
that were grown under less favorable conditions 
(rll.18). 

An analysis of color photoaraphs (fia. 21) and 
qronomic measurements (table VIII) made in con
junction with the spectral measurements helps to ex
plain the physical causes of the observed spectral 
differences and variability. Grown under favorable 
conditions. the barley had areater biomass. leaf area 
index. and pet'cent soil cover than sprina wheat. 
resultin. in hi,her maximum greenness values. The 
barley matured and ripened I week to 10 days before 
the spring wheat. Longer lighter colored awns. 
droopina heads. and greater soil cover all contributed 
to a areater maximum brightness for barley at 
maturity. 

In summary. analyses offield measurements data 
provided insiahts into the causes of the spectral 
characteristics of sprina wheat and barley that may 
prove useful for discrimination. For instance, 
differences in greenness and briahtness at heading 
and brightness at ripening and the timing of these 
events appear key to their spectral discrimination. 
One preliminary operational technique for direct 
spectral classification of spring wheat was ttlted dur
ing LACIE Phase III and improved techniques are 
currently under development. 
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Earl,-S.aeon Detection of Wheat 

In LACIE. it was found that euly-season esti
mates of winter wheat area tended to be low and 
unreliable. because the emergence and development 
of green vecetative cover on the soil are variable 
because of differences in plantiq dates. crop rota
tion. irrigation and fertilization practices. and local 
weather. 

A study was conducted usiq LACIE field 
measurement data to investigate the threshold of 
wheat detectllbility in Landsat data (ref. 22). Heli
copter-spectrometer and qronomic data acquired for 
10 dates during the 1975-76 ,rowing season at the 
Finney County. Kansas. intensive test site were 
analyzed. 

Figure 12 illustrated the reflectance spectra for 
fields with different amounts of vegetation. To relate 
these data to Landsat analysis. reflectance values for 
the Landsat MSS bands were computed. A useful 
technique for Landsat MSS data analysis has been to 
form linear combinations of the bands. definin, a 
new coordinate system for describing the data. One 
such transformation. the tasseled-cap transforma-
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BRIGHTNESS 
nGURE 1I.-c.mp.rIIoa or _IHIM pee........,.... ...... tnJedorln or ........... IIule' ............... _ .... t .... ... 
pe.th ...... are. felloWl: (I) M., ...... 1 .. : (I) J.e 3, tIllerl .. ; (3) J ..... jelaU .. ; (4) J.., I ......... ; (5) JaI, .s. milk; 
(6) J • ., 19, .... b; (7) Alii ..... , rlpe; (I) A ..... 6. ripe. Note: Barle, .M In th. _Ilk ... on Jul, I ...... ripe It, Jul, D. 

tion, defines a briahtness \'ariable that alines closely 
with the direction followed by reflectances of varied 
soils. Orthogonal to briahtness is the areenness varia
ble, which is oriented toward the spectral response 
from healthy green vegetation. These two compo
nents describe most of the variability observed in 
Landsat scanne{ measurements of agricultural 
scenes (see the paper by Kauth et Ill. entitled 
"Feature Extraction Applied to Agricultural Crops 
as Seen by Landsat"). A principal components 
analysis of the reflectances revealed that 98 percent 

TABLE V/II.- Agronomic CIt aracterlslics 0/ Small 
Grains on Three Measureme;,t Dates at Williston. 

North Dakota. Agriculture Experiment Statlotf1 

nate Small grains ~nt Leqf Fresh Maturity 
soil area biomass. stage" 

cover Index gbn} 

June 18 Sprina wheal SO 1.5 567 3.3 
Barley 90 2.9 1326 3.4 
Oals 80 2.0 1022 3.4 

July 16 Sprina wheal 30 .7 1162 S.1 
Barley 70 1.3 1686 S.2 
Oals SO 1.2 1388 5.1 

July 29 Sprina wheal 30 8S4 S.2 
Barley 60 961 S.4 
Oats SO 820 S.3 

5Th< plol •• rc 1M lime onCl.hown.n Ii ... ,... 191021. wcrc ,ro .. n on f.Uo .. lind. 
Ind r«elved nU'Qlt:n fertilizer 

bMIIUfIIY .. _ ))10 H .• Icm ulenllon; SI. milk; q. 10fl dou,h; n. hard 
doulh. S •. ripe. 

of the variability was in a plane analOlOus to the 
areenness and brightness pilUle for Landsat MSS 
data. 

Four fields with different manaaement practires 
were selected to illustrate the relationship of the 
greenness component of reflectance to measurement 
data (fig. 22). The absence of fall green developme~lt 
in the late-planted fields and the appreciable fall 
areening-up of the field that was irrigated and 
planted at the normal time are apparent. 

The proportions of late- and early-planted fields 
and irrigated and nonirrigated fields will vary from 
site to site. as will other factors that determine 
development rates. Yet, it is of interest to determine 
both how the collection of wheat fields in the Finney 
County site developed in 1915-16 and how well they 
would have been detected by a decision rule that 
called them wheat if their greenness component of 
reflectance exceeded a given threshold by a given 
date. 

To provide a quantification of the greenina-up 
characteristics of this group of fields, histograms 
were computed to describe the percentage of fields 
exceeding a given greenness value as a function of ac
quisition date. Figure 23 displays thelle results in two 
ways: (1) with fixed threshold levels 'lnd varied 
dates and (2) with fixed dates and varied thresholds. 
With a threshold of 0.06, 95 percent of the wheat 
fields would have been detected on the eighth mis
sion (May 6, 1916),63 percent of them on the sev
enth mission (April 18), and 38 percent on the sixth 
mission (March 31). For a lower threshold of 0.04, 
the corresponding percentages would have been 100, 
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86, and 62 for the eiahth. seventh. and sixth mis
sions. respectively. On the two next earliest acquisi. 
tions, fourth (November 11) and fifth (March 18). 
28 and 38 percent of the fields would have been 
detected. respectively. For a threshold of 0.02, 90 
percent of fields would have been detected at acquisi. 
tion:: .~ and S. The non wheat fields in this data set 
were also tested for tht Jreenness threshold crossin .. 
with JOod exclusion of them by the 0.06 and 0.04 
thresholds. For example. for the threshold of 0.06. 
only one field exceeded the threshold on the eiahth 
acquisition and none on earlier missions. As a point 
of reference. a root mean square error (RMSE) of 
0.018 in areenness would correspond to a two-count 
uncorrelated RMSE noise level in each Landsat 
band. 

The relationship betw~n the ,reenness compel
nent of measured renectance and tLe observed per· 
cent soil cover for the wheat fields was also analY7ed. 
A ,reenness renectance threshold of 0.02 corre-

sponded to 18 to 25 percent soil cover,one of 0.04 to 
30 to 35 percent. and ont; of 0.06 to 40 to 45 percent 
soil cover. These values need refinement because 
only coarse (20 percent) increments of soil cover 
were recorded for the fields analyzed. 

.U .... ARY 0' KIY ACCOMPLISHMINT. 
ANDRIIULT. 

The LACIE Field Measurements Project suc· 
cessfully acquired a larae amount of hi.h-quality 
spectral measurements durin. 3 years at three test 
sites in Kansas, South Dakota, and North Dakota. 
Analyses of these data are providina new knowledae 
about the spectral properties of crops in relation to 
their qronomic characteristics. 

Spectrda measurements were made of controlled 
experimental plots of wheat and other small arains 
usin, truck·mounted spectrometers and of cammer· 
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fit' 
ftGuuu,....,o. ....................................... .. ...................... 1M.'" ,.., ................ . 
(I' All ....................... ca., All fInIcdtII .. ...... .............. 
cia, l1tIdi of wheal and Olher c:rops by • helicopter
borne spoctromecer. an airborne sc:aaaer. and die 
Landsat MIS. The spectral dlta are tupponed by ex
tensive IIfOnomk: and me&eoroloaic:al m.....,. 
men" and obIenltionl. Toptber. die specVII. 
aponotrlC. and meteorolOlic:ll data form the mOlt 
comprehensive data lei DOW availablt ror apicultunt 
remotHenliq .....-ch. The data have been pro
caeed and provided ao investiptors who are now 
"III them in research proanm'~ they Ire available 
for use by other investip&orl. 
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TIle apabiUtr 10 .... tad ...,.. ...... 
-................. fIeID.., Id¥IIKIId durlaa die 
lAClB PIe1d .............. Project. One of .... I .. 
pOrIUt IaribUtel of die LACIE t1eId __ 
IPICUII data II ... ....,. ate IIdIonIetrIcaIIr .... 
bnttd. CallbradoD ..... YIIld .......... of 
.......... .. rro. ............... 1DdIor 
IoCIdou. 'tbe procedura lor field allbrIdoa or data 
bave .... dIfIaId lAd .... and tbe kDow1edae 
pIaed wlllcondDue 10 .. ."Hed ia fu .......... 
IkmI. 

The dewlaplDflllt ora compuwirat field rl.11I'Cb 
....... lid 1ft I ...... w ....... aad ItadItia 
10ft.... .,.. bu IiplftcaaU, _I .. d tbe 
apabilll)' to _,It IDd • ..".. ...... IkJIIb .. 
orlhe.,..,..1Id lII'OtlomJc cbIrIcWIIIicI or CfOPI 
and lOUt. 

A.notber rtIUh 01 dae LACI! fIeId ............ & 
..,....... it die deftAldoII or spedftatloDl of I 
IIIIIdardIIed. ftexibIe. aDd lCODOIDicII multiIpecU'II 
dItIlCqUiaitioa.,... for fteld 1WII'Cb. TIle iDItru
..... 1 .,. .... would COOIlI' of .. multibaad 
radiom"er. incluca'n, tbe tbematic ... pper 
WIVIIenItb binds. lid a dlta rec:on.Iint-bIalna-
playback module. Develop .... , lid _ of ...... 
atnameDt .,..... wiU mike it .... bI. lid lCOnom-
tell to Icquire and process clUbrated spectra' 
measurements from tripoda. trucka. or hftUcx)pterl 
over • wide variety of crops. Tbit approach 10 
spectril dall coIIecdoll wu 1UCCiIIIfuIl, lIIted_ 
LAO in 1977. Anal,.. of die LACIE ReId meuuremtnts data 
it providilll new knowledp lid undemIndilll or 
chi specuaI chancaeriltlca of wbeat and 1M bioloai
cII..pt)'lic:ll flClO... atrec:tina spectral fIIPODIL For 
eump". strona reladonships ha", boon found be
tween renectance and percent soil cover,1eaf area in
dex. biomaa. and plant w ..... COIltent, TheIe are fun • 
dlmefttll_ of crop viaor cbat can be .... in 
crop JI'OWlh IRd yield predicdOD models. In relatiDa 
aaronomic and spec:tral c:hanetcrIsdcl or wbeat, it 
hu been found thaa I middle-infrared ""veIIIlICb 
band. 2.08 to 2.35 micromecen. is molt 'r.... 'tant in 
explaini ... variation in biomau IRd plant w.ter con
tent. wberea • nea,-Inrrnd band. 0.76 to 0.90 
micrometlr.lCClOUftti for the most variation in per
cent soil cover and leaf area index. In eva:uatilllllll
lOt' c:harIcteriltia. it .... been determined dt~( the 
refteetivt wlvelen.th blnda proposed rOt ,he 
ahematic mapper are more .tronaI, related ao end 
bftter predJclors of the canopy variables thaD ahe 
Landsat MSS bands. In other Itudies. illliJhl5 for 
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development or discriminltion aecbnica- hive bien 
pined throuah ..... ,. or tbe spectnI diITerencea 
bel .... sprina wheat and barl.y and the apectnl 
development of wheat netdl early in the arowina 
1IIIOft. 

1IIC0000000DATIONI POll PII'nIIII PIILD 
_IAICH 

Althoulh &be LACE Field MIIIUI'IIIlIII" Projec' 
acquired I larp quantity or data. the sample of crop, 
loil; and weatber conditions wu lmaII, even for 
wheat, Each of the 3 yean in each lite wu _ .... , 
in IIrIIII of the weather and the crop fIIPOIIIIto il; 
however. \be crOp cannot be treated •• conttanl 
even if lbe weather doeI not vary lipUbnlly from 
year to year. Chanai ... ~lc conditions and ad
van~men.. in aaricultural technoloU will brina 
~h'''''1 in ~rop .nd loil m.naa ... nt ( •.•.• 
minimum till.) and even the crop itlelf (e .... in· 
troduction of lemidwlrf v.rleties of wheat). 
Meuuremen.. of wheat and i.. confusion cropl 
Ihould be ~ntinued over additional y~ if the full 
pot.tiII of the ~urrent elTon lito be achieved. 

AI "i .. looks ahead to the development or ..... 
food and fiber information SYltem ulina remoa. 
sentina techniquea. it i. critical 10 beain to make the 
field measurements required to understand the 
.pecu.l ~haracterilta of cropl other than wheal. 
lUCh u awn, IO)'beanl. rice. ~Ilon. and ran ...... d. 
One or the leaonI th.t should ~ from the 
LACIE Field Meuurements Project il the impor. 
tance of cond=na neld researc:h before the raults 
are needed to deIian • larawcate effon. Beause of 
the year-IO-year variation. in weather. several year. 
of data are required. 

The primary .... sors used for LACIE field 
meuurements were spectrometers capable or pro
duel", hiP-resolution spectr •. In the future. a IlIW 
apprGICh to the ~lIection of fiel~ measurements 
clalll will be needed because il will not be reuible 
simply to multiply the current approach by the in
creased number or crops and reaions that should be 
included in ruture experiments. Mullib.nd 
radiometer sy.tems can economically provide the 
nec:euary spec:aral meuurements. With these instru
menll. il will be pGIIible 10 acquire meuuremenll al 
more lita than is pOllible with the currently .vaila
ble hiah .. pec:tral-resolution spectrometer IYltems. 
And. it is more observ.tions or crops and soils under 
• wide variety or conditions (not detailed spectral 
measurements or a limited number or locations and 

. - ;:;;;c: 

crop anulilions) th.t 11'1 needed to incrtaa our un
dentlndlna of tbe spectral airacterlllia or 
IIrlcuItunl ....... There wID be I continuina need 
ror the bIIh ...... udon spec&romttII' .,.... to be 
used In ReId ... 1.I.ch, but ... complex ., .... IN 
also required that can be used to make ...... numben 
of 1IItIIUrIIII1D" II many Ii... economically and 
accurately. 

The approach to data ",tion IbouId include 
cooperative tfTorII with USDA~ Iandotrant UDiver.1., and commercial "" ... tiona to make detIUed 
crop.lOiI. and meteoroIoIIal .............. in con
""lied ploll. • WIll. lea intensive ot.rvalions or 
commercial ReIdt in .... "" 1\ .... 

In conclUlion. field r-.rdI II 1ft ..... tiaI c0m
ponent or tIhI development of tpIcuIlurai remote 
senlina. A sound fleId rtIIIIrCh propam can provide 
the bull on which Iaqer acaIe utelUte experimenll 
and operationall)'1tImI1N consuucted. The overall 
objectiVII or ruture f1eId ....... 1houIcI be to obtain 
• quantitative undemandina of the radiation charac
:(."..ucs of .,ricuIlurai crops and their soil back· 
pounds and to ..... the capabiUly or current. 
planned. and future MtellitllllllOl' I)'.-nI iO QP
tUte .vailable useful speetraI information. Field 
rtRII'Ch II • particularly important ~t or 
deveIopina remOCHenlina techniques for ""'na 
crop ~ndillon and predlctina ~p yields. 
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The USDA Application Test System 

FOREWORll 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is 
aware of the potential for using satellite remote-sens
ing techniques to SUI' port present and future USDA 
information requirements. The ability of key U.S. 
decisionmakers, both jo government and in private 
industry. to accurately a<:~s the production poten
tial of mlijor world crop .r;l tim~ly manner, as well 
as to assess world mark:. potential, has been eco
nomically rewarding to U.S. foreign trade. Com
modity experts of the FOIi.:ign Agricultural Service 
(F AS) of the USDA have the expertise to accurately 
analyze and evaluate foreign crop data but often do 
I\Ot have as timely and/or as ~omplete data for the 
formulation of their crop production forecasts. Inac
curate and/or untimely crop information can be cost
ly to U.S. foreigl1 trade. to the American farmer. and 
to the consumer. Crop production potentials can 
change very quickly because of the vulnerability of 
crops to the effects of weather and other natural 
phenomena. such as disease and insect infestation. 
For example. the impact of an acute event such as an 
overnight freeze can quickly change the\ production 
potential of a given crop and thus alter existing world 
market conditions. Understandably. more timely 
and more accurate foreign crop condition informa
tion can be of great benefit to U.S. foreign trade. 

The significance of the LACIE is that it demon
strates that current Earth resources and meteorologi
cal satellite data offer commodity experts and deci
sionmakers information that can potentially im
prove the timelinr.ss and accuracies of foreign crop 
producll,~n estimates. The users will determine the 
cost-eff~tive applications of remote-sensing tech
nology. The Application Test System (ATS) of the 
USDA was developed as a part of the LACIE and 
will be one of thr vehicles used to transfer remote
sensing technology in the future. Currently. the A TS 
is testinll and evaluating the latest :idLcllite and com
puter processing and analysis techniques in terms of 
their future application potential bv the USDA. 
USDA management will review A TS tests and 
evaluations of candidate techniques prior to making 

a decision on their transfer to operational elements. 
The A TS as part of the USDA will be responsive to 
chanaing and expanding user requirements. This 
year, for example, there were further clarifications of 
USDA requirements with the issuance of the Secre
tary of Agriculture's "Initiative for Aerospace Tech
nolOl}'," calling for improved information on the 
"early warning of changes affecting production and 
quality of renewable resources." As a result of the 
initiative, the A TS is beginning to test and evaluate 
present satellite and computer processing and 
analysis techniques as tools for timely assessment of 
crop conditions in foreign countries. The A TS is 
evaluating candidate techniques developed by 
LACIE as well as techniques developed by the 
general research community and by private industry. 

The purpose of this session is to describe tht ex
perienct: in technology transfer between the LACIE 
and the A TS: the technical and functional designs of 
the A TS; the A TS central data base concept and 
design; and the analysis component of the A TS. The 
following paragraphs present a brief description of 
each of the six papers presented in this session. 

"The Application Test System: An Approach to 
Technology Transfer" presents the approach. the 
achievements. and the shortcomings of the ex
perience in technology transfer between the LACIE 
and the ATS. 

"Functional Definition and Design of a USDA 
System" describes the design of a USDA prototype 
system that has many of the same characteristics as 
the LACIE system. This prototype system has not 
been implemented, but it is available if USDA man
agement decides to use it. 

"The Application Test System: Technical Ap
proach and System Design" describes the require
ments for and eventual design of a computer system 
for large-scale proceslling of Landsat data. The com
puter system is composed of modular off-the-shelf 
components of limited specialization and can readily 
accommodate stclte-of-the-lIrt changes in hardware 
and software technology. 

"Data Base De.~ign for a Worldwide Multicrop In
formation System" addresses the design of the 
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central data base supportina the A TS. The data base 
will support multicrop and multicountry information 
requirements identified by tho end users, as well as 
the everyday functional and analytical needs of the 
A 1'S crop and amaae analysts, manaaement, and 
system development teams. 

"The Application Test System: Experiences to 
Date and Future Plans" details the data analysis 
component of the A TS, describina bnth short- and 
lona-term analysis objectives. The A TS crop analyst 
uses a state-of-the-art interactive imaae processina 
system for the analysis of Landsat multispectral 
scanner (MSS) data. The analyst has available a 
central data base that contains valuable data records, 
such as historical and current Landsat MSS, 
meteorolOlical, and crop statistics data, based on a 
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unique 25- by 25-nautlcal-mile arid system. 
"Resource ModeUna: A Reality for Pqram Coat 

Analysis" describes a tool developed for man ... 
ment of the A TS. Given varyina requirements, the 
cost model can quickly assess, allocate, and manaae 
A TS resources. The model also provides budpt pro
jections and comparisons and personnel staffina re
ports. 

The A TS will continue tt' test and evaluate 
satellite and computer processina and analysis tech
niques in terms of their applicability to USDA infor
mation needs. The A TS state-of-the-art modular 
desian can readily accommodate chanles and 
therefore can be easily modified or auamented to 
support future USDA requirements. 
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The Application T.st System: 
An Approach to Technology Transf.r 

.4. C. .411f0111011," K. Bulow," F. C. Datlld,1J R. L. Packard," flIId F. W. Rave'" 

INTRODUCTION 

The Application Test System (A TS) of the U.s. 
Department of Aariculture (USDA) was imple
mented to test and evaluate the latest satellite and 
computer pr~essin8 and analysis technolosies in 
terms of their application feasibility by the USDA. 
Technologies to be evaluated include those 
developed, tested, and evaluated by the LACIE, as 
well as candidate technologies developed by the 
research community and private industry. This 
paper presents some background leading to the im
plementation of the A TS and discusses the tech
nology transfer experience between the LACIE and 
the ATS, highlighting the approach, the achieve
ments, and the shortcomings. 

COHCEPT AND APPROACH 

Technology transfer is a term most often used in 
the scientific community to define the movement of 
technical capabilities from a research and develop
ment (R&D) environment to a user-oriented group 
for application in an operational program. Although 
the basic tenn is simple in definition, the actual 
transfer of technology is not a simple, straightfor
ward process. A major problem area is the lack of 
effective interaction between the R&D community 
and the end user. Those elements of the technology 
which must be evaluated by the end user and con
sidered by the R&D community before the transfer 
is consummated include 

1. Technology applicability to user needs 
2. Technology cost/benefit trad~offs 
3. Personnel training in the use of the technology 

aU.S. Department or Agriculture. Houston, Texas. 
bNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston. Texas. 

4. Impact of chanaes in technoloay 
The sections that follow discuss some of the 

LACIE and A TS experiences for each of the prececl
inS user considerations in achievins effective 
transfer oftechnoloBY.lt is the belief of USDA man
asement that the A TS can be a sianificant vehicle for 
transferring satellite remote-sensing technology to 
the USDA 

Technology Appilcablllt, to U .. , Need. 

The technolOlties developed by the LACIE were 
designed to support an experiment objective of pro
viding end-of-season wheat-production estimates 
that were within.10 percent of true production 9 of 10 
years. When this performance criterion was docu
mented, explicit USDA aerospace and remot~ 
sensing information requirements were unknown. 
The basic premise throughout LACIE was that a 
country-level production ~timate was an absolutely 
essential ingredient. 

Prior to the LACIE, the USDA had been for
mulating departmental requirements which could be 
satisfied by using remotely sensed data. The work of 
the USDA Remote Sensing User Requirements Task
Force (RSUR TF) solidified a basic list of depart-. 
mental remote-sensing requirements in December 
1975 after the start of the LACIE. Without a set of 
specific user requirements, the LACIE established 
the requirement to inventory wheat production in a 
number of LACIE-selected countries. The LACIE 
goals were later modified to accommodate a number 
of user needs published in the list of RSUR TF r~ 
quirements. The timeliness and accuracy criteria for 
the LACIE wheat production reports were impacted 
by this list of user requirements. 

Ideally, a well·defined set of user requirements to 
guide t~e establishment of project objectives should 
have existed before LACIE was begun (see the ple
nary paper by Murphy et al. entitled "Technology 
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Transfer: Concepts, User Requirements, and a Prac
tical Application" for more detail). The LACU:: 
could then have been in a position to test and evalu
ate system components that were more directly 
responsive to user requirements. Nevertheless, it was 
possible for LACIE to essentially respond to anum· 
ber of user requirements during the 1975-77 time 
frame. 

Recently, the USDA has modified and enlarae<l 
their remote-sensin, requirements. This is reflected 
by the Secretary of Aariculture's "Initiative for Aero
space Technology" released in April 1978. The Secre
tary's Initiative, based on close cooperation with 
NASA, the Agency for International Development, 
and the Depanments of Interior and Commerce, in
cludes a priority listina of USDA's rnformation re
quirements that remote-sensina technology could 
support. The seven information requirements are 

1. Early warnina of changes affecting production 
and quality of renewable resources 

2. Commodity production forecasts 
3. Renewable resources inventory Ilnd assess-

ment 
4. Land use classification and measurement 
5. Land productivity estimates 
6. Conservation practices assessment 
7. Pollution detection and impact evaluation 
These new priorities documented by the user will 

serve as primary guidelines to future programs using 
remotely sensed data. In the near I'uture, LACIE 
technology will be expanded from a sinJle-crop ap
plication to a multicrop application. The LACIE 
techniques and planned follow-on applications es
sentially address the Secretary of Agriculture's infor
mation requirements for commodity production 
forecasts. In response to the Secretary's Initiative, 
the A TS is expanding its original design and imple
mentation plans of inventorying wheat production 
like the LACIE to test a crop condition assessment 
system that will detect and assess the impact of ab
normal events on agricultural production (see the 
paper by May et al. entitled "The Application Test 
System: Experiences to Date and Future Plans" for 
more detail). The ATS will also cont1bue to have the 
technical and analytical components required to im
plement a commodity production inventorying 
system developed and successfully demonstrated in 
the LACIE (see the paper by Evans et aI. entitled 
"Functional Definition and Design of a USDA 
System" for more detail). This capability will be 
tested and evaluated in the A TS during the next two 
crop seasons. 
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TechnelolV Coatl ..... tlt Trad.·Off, 

The ATS, together with USDA manqement in 
Washln,ton, D.C., will assess the immediate and 
",llure beneflts of the information produced by 
ren,ote-sensins technolo,y. Of equal importance is 
an &sessmenl of the cost-effectiveness of the tech· 
nolOl) (see the paper by Fouts and Hurst entitled 
"Resout~ Modeling: A Reality for Program Cost 
Analysis" for more detail). 

Present!). A ~ emphasis is on testing and evalua
tion of information produced by the crop condition 
assessment system. The A TS will perform tests of 
the system over selective asricultural areas of the 
world in order to evaluate A TS output products and 
system cost. The ultimatt. decision to transfer selec
tive techniques used by the Cr\iii ..:~ndition assess
ment system (such as Green Index Number in
terpretations and yield model estimates) to the end 
user will be made by USDA management in Wash· 
ington, D.C. The USDA manaaement will review 
A TS technical tests and evaluations, as well as cost 
evaluations. to assist in their d~ision on the transfer 
of the selective techniques to operational elements. 

The flexibility of the A TS computer hardware 
design and central data base system makes the A TS 
cost-effective as well as easily adaptable to applica
tions testing. The modular hardware design is com
posed of minicomputers, high-density disk drives, 
graphics terminals. interactive image analysis sta
tions, and other supportive equipment (see the paper 
by Benson et al. entitled "The Application Test 
System: Technical Approach and System Design" 
for more detail). The central data base is 
geographically oriented and will store historical and 
current Landsat meteorological and collateral data 
(see the paper by Drillers et aI. entitled "Data Base 
Desi8l1 for a Worldwide Multicrop Information 
System" for more detail). The data base will support 
a wide spectrum of application needs identified by 
the image and crop analysts as well as the everyday 
functional needs of A TS management and system 
development teams. 

'.rMnne' Tr.'n'ng'n the U .. of the 
Teohno'ogr 

The training of human resources in the use and 
application of a given technology is as much a part of 
the t~hnology transfer process as the transfer of 
concepts. algorithms, and procedures. Comprehen-
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sive tests and evaluations of candidate technolOSies 
could not be conducted without the technical 
knowledge needed to understand and implement a 
siven techl\olosy. Ultimately. personnel have to put 
the new procedures and techniques to use. All users 
of the technolOlY must have the opportunity to 
become thoroqhly acquainted with the new tech
noloay before its adoption. 

Because of this USDA management philosophy, 
USDA personnel were assigned to operational pro
ject elements durin. the LACJE to sain a better un
derstanding of remote-sensina technoloay. Personnel 
assigned to the Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) 
of the LACIE prepared monthly, unscheduled, and 
end-of-year crop production reports for each of the 
active LACJE countries. In additif)I1, USDA person
nel pined experience in the acqUisition, stor., and 
retrieval of Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) 
data as well as in the interpretation and analysis of 
the spectral data. A group of USDA analysts partici
pated in the testing and evaluation of an interactive 
imaae processing system for sample seament wheat 
area determination. These analysts became familiar 
with the latest techniques in MSS data analysis. 

The USDA personnel were also actively involved 
in testing and evaluating the development of crop 
yield models, crop calendars, and other crop
condition-related programs. Later in the project, 
USDA crop analysts helped to initiate a LACIE pro
gram that used vegetative indexes (transformed 
four-channel MSS data) to monitor moisture stress 
and crop conditioI'. 

All these experiences in the management, 
analysis, a.'ld reporting components of the LACIE 
during the period 1974-78 familiarized a core of 
USDA personnel with the latest satellite and com
puter processing and analysis technologies. 

Impact of Change. In Technology . 

The A TS will be minimally affected by expected 
changes in remote-sensing technology due to the 
implementation of a state-of-the-art computer 

\ system that is designed to readily accommodate 
'i7hange. The system relies on off-the-shelf compo
nrnts of limited specialization and is capable of re
sponding to state-of-the-art developments in hard
ware and software technology. The A TS, when 
directed by USDA management, can augment the 
present system configuration with additional 
minicomputers, or if technological advancements or 

additional needs warrant, it can replace present im
ase analYSis hardware with new and improved equip
ment that may be developed in. the future. 

IMPLeMeNTATION APPROACH 

Uter 'yet •• P"nnlne end 
Appllcetionl T •• t Group 

The first oraanized USDA effort to effect an appli
cation lest system was in 1976 when the User 
Systems Planning and Applications Test Group 
(USPATO) was organized. In this first step,lO auto
matic data processing (ADP) experlS under the man
agement of a USDA user were dedicated to develop
ina a system to meet USDA remote-sensina lOlls. 
They were given the reSponsibility of design ina and 
implementing a system capable of testing and 
evaluatina LACIE technoloay with respect to USDA 
requirements. Initially, the USPATG was primarily 
composed of ADP personnel. Later, USDA crop 
analysts formally trained in the use of interactive im
aae processing systems in the LACIE were added to 
the USPATO. NASA personnel have also been 
assigned to the USPA TO to help facilitate the 
transfer of LACIE technology. 

Initially, the A TS implementation approach called 
for (1) A TS personnel to establish A TS functional 
specifications and to be responsible for the practical 
assessment of technologi~ and (2) ATS personnel, 
augmented by contractor support. to be responsible 
for the detailed design and technical implementation 
of transferred technologies; A TS personnel will con
tinue to perform these functions, augmented by con
tracts when required. In all cases, the A TS is respon
sible for system operation and the preliminary 
evaluation of output products. Final evaluation of 
output products will be made by USDA management 
in Washington, D.C. 

Mech.nllm. for Technology Tran.fer 

The primary mechanisms for the transfer of 
LACIE technologies were the A TS written requests 
for proposals (RFP's), the preliminary and critical 
design reviews (PDR and CDR), the A TS Design 
Review, the Classification Procedures Advisory 
Team (CPAT), and the USDA LACIE personnel. 
During the ATS developm~nt period (fig. 1), RFP's 
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were written to establish A TS design specifications 
and the software/hardware composition of the A TS. 
The specifications included in the RFP's were an 
outgrowth of the technologies developed by the 
LACIE. and technical project personnel reviewed 
the RFP's for consistency with state-of-the-art tech
nology. Open CDR's were held by the A TS contrac
tors to present and review ATSIcontractor design 
specifications. A mechanism was established within 
the CDR that allowed non-Al'S personnel (other 
LACIE personnel) to submit discrepancy reports on 
a particular A TS design aspect. 

In October 1977. all aspects of the A TS were 
reviewed by LACIE personnel. The A TS design 
review was held over a 2-day period. During the first 
day. ATS personnel presented details of present and 
planned system capabilities. During the second day. 
review participants divided into small groups to 
review particular technical and analytical procedures 
to be implemented by the ATS, including analyst 
procedures. yield models. accuracy assessment pro
cedures. data base design, crop condition assessment 
approaches. early-season estimation approaches. and 
the LACIEI A TS interface. The resultant review re
ports from each of the groups were used to redesign 
many a.4IPects of the A TS and arc now part of the cur
rent implementation plan. 
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The CPA T developed early in LACIE was instru
mental in facilitating the transfer of LACIE sample 
segment classification technology to the A Ts. The 
CPAT was composed of personnel from NASA. 
USDA. and the Lockheed Electronics Company 
(LEC). 

Meetings were held between CPA T and A TS per
sonnel starting in March 1977 to review the LACIE 
classification procedures and to determine the ap
propriate design specifications. The knowledge 
gained by the A l's staff was later used to draft an 
RFP to acquire these same capabilities. Personnel 
representing the A TS and the Ford Aerospace &: 
Communications Corporation (F ACC) jointly 
designed and implemented a computer system capa
ble of supporting the testing and evaluation of 
LACIE classification algorithms. as well as other 
analytical techniques and procedures. TI:e LEC has 
been contracted to augment the A TS classification 
technology initially delivered by F ACC to include 
Procedure I (P-I), a key procedure developed in 
LACIE. 

The USDA LACIE personnel were instrumental 
in transferring the knowledge needed to implement 
many of the LACIE techniques. As stated pre
viously. USDA personnel were an everyday working 
part of the LACIE and, through their exposure to 
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daily operations. beQune familiar with many LACIE 
techniques. The successful implementation of many 
of the LACIE techniques by the A TS can be credited 
to the A TS technical staff trained in tbe LACIE. 

TICHNOLOGY TIANI,..ID . 

• .............. , IIId Produotlon 
A ........... oftw •• 

Tbe LACIE implemented a samplina ItratcaY 
desianed to provide end-of«llOD wheat production 
estimates that were within 90 percent of true pnxtuc.. 
tion 9 of 10 years. Tbe LACIE samplina stnteaY bas 
developed from one which allocated sampie sea-

The ATS has transferred an assortment oftechni- ments by political subdivision to the latest ItrateIY 
cal and analytical capabilities to support the impl.. 'bal aUocates sample seaments to relatively 
mentation. testi .... and evaluation of a crop condi· bomopneous .... icultural areas called aaropbysical 
lion assessment system and a production inventory- units or APU·s. Tbe latest S(Ul'lplinl straleaY desian 
ina system. Limited A TS developmental work has was implemented to pin sampling efficiency; i.e., to 
also been done. Those technolosies transferred from reduce the number of seaments required to acbieve 
the LACIE and presently uncleraoing further larp. an end-of-season 90190 ,"uraC)' aoal. 
area leanna and evaluation are itemized and sum- The A TS will perform a tarae-area test of the 
marized in the followina paraaraphs. • LACfE-developed samplina strateales and produc-

Sample Segment C ..... floatlon Algorlthml 

During the LACIE, a number of sample seament 
dassifiC3tion procedures desi8ned to produCt" a sam
ple segment wheat area estimate were developed, 
tested, and evaluated o.V'er varying aaricultural areas 
and conditions. The .t\ TS has adopted the following 
classification procedures rrom the LACIE: (1) the 
Analysl..selected Traininl Fields procedure. (2) the 
Designated Crop procedure, and (3) Procedure 1 or 
the Preselected Trainina Fields procedure. The A TS 
philosophy is to utilize alllhree procedures as analyst 
options for classifying a sample seament. Each pro
cedure has advantages over the others under certain 
sample seament conditions. For example, P·l 
worked fairly well in areas having small, randomly 
distributed fields and heteroaeneous signatures, but 
it was less optimal (more time-consumins) in 
asricultural areas havins relatively larae fields and 
homogeneous spectral signatures. In the latter case, 
the Designated Crop procedure would have been a 
more optimal analyst procedure to implement. 

The ATS acquired the Integrated Multivariate 
Data Analysis and Classification System (lMDACS) 
from the F ACC in part to implement the Designated 
Crop and the Analyst..selected Trainina Fields pro
cedures. Although IMDACS was not designed for 
t he A TS but rather is off-the-shel f software. A TS 
analysts have implemented the previously men
tioned procedures from the various IMDACS 
capabilities. The LEC. under a separate contract. has 
expanded processing options by augmentins 
IMDACS with the pol. 

lion .. tion alaorithms. The A TS will test and 
evaluate the APU and political subdivision ap
proacbes for sample seament allocation and produc
tion agreption in tar" areas of the United States 
and the U.S.S.R. durinal978-79. Althouah the ATS 
bas not installed the LACIE-developed production 
aureaation software, the ATS will utilize the 
alaorithms available at the LACIE. Future install· 
ment of these algorithms 0&:1 ATS equipment is pres
ently being considered. 

Currently, the ATS is evaluating tbe sample 
design and resulting allocation to support a crop con
dition assessment system. The sample seaments will 
be assessed for trop condition by USDA analysIS 
usinl various MSS data transforms. 

Yield Modell 

Durin, the LACIE. operational yield estimates 
were derived from the Center for Climatic and En
vironmental Assessment (CCEA) reaional yield 
models. The LACIE Research, Test, and Evaluation 
Group also evaluated th~ Kansas State University 
(KSU) yield model for future applications. The A TS 
will further test and evaluate these models over large 
areas in the United States and the U.S.S.R. 

Crop Ce.endar Modell 

The LACIE utilized the CCEA Crop Calendar 
Model to determine the timina of wheat growth 
staaes. The crop calendar information was used by 
LACIE crop analysts in the spectral analysis of the 
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MSS data. Understandina the relationship between 
the MSS data and the wheat crop calendar made the 
analyst job of MSS picture element (pixel) labelin, 
easier. The A TS obtained crop calendar results from 
the LACIE for sample segments in the United States 
and the U.S.S.R. durina the 1978 crop year. 

Additionally, the ATS will test and evaluate the 
KSU crop calendar model, II subroutine of the KSU 
yield model. The KSU and CCEA crop calendar 
results will be jointly tested and evaluated spinst 
around·truthed crop calendar information obtained 
from sample sites in the United States. 

V .... tetlw.lneI •• Approuh 
to Crop Condition A .... em.nt 

The A TS will further test and evaluate the use of 
veaetative indexes, such as the Kauth-Thomas sreen 
number, for crop condition assessment. A vegetative 
index number is transformed from the raw MSS 
disital data and is used for crop vigor assessment. 
The LACI~ used the vegetative index approach to 
monitor crop condition and soil moisture conditions 
in II large test region in the United States. These 
vesetative index numbers and their interpretations 
will support the operation and evaluation of the A TS 
crop condition assessment system. 

The paper by May et al. entitled "The Application 
Test System: Experiences to Date and Future Plans" 
discusses the implementation aspects of each of the 
LACIE·developed techniques transferred to the 
ATS. 

EVALUATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER EXPERIENCE 

A surface-level assessment of the technology 
transfer process between the LA(:IE and the A TS in· 
dicates a successful transfer. However, a more 
tenuous assessment of the technolOBY transfer proc
ess indicates that the process was extremely difficult, 
primarily due to the absence of an established 
mechanism within the LACIE to facilitate the 
transfer of the technol08Y short of a "turnkey" ap
proach. This approach does not conform to the 
changins needs of the user. The A TS approach to 
technology transfer is to test and evaluate tech· 
nol08ies the ATS ass~sed to support USDA infor
mation requirements when these requirements 
became known. 
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Initially,the ATS desisn effort was to support the 
further large.area testin, of a wheat production in· 
ventoryin, system similar to the LACIE. With 
broadenin, direction from USDA manaaement in 
support of the Secretary of AJriculture's Initiative 
for Aerospace Technolo,y, the system Itu to be 
capable of responding to a number of information re
quirements, includin, the early warnin, of chanles 
affectin. production and quality of !'enewable 
resources. Since the A TS approach clll1ed for a 
system design that was flexible. it has been relatively 
easy to adapt to changing U'lDA information 
requirements. 

The LACIEI A TS te=hnology transfer experience 
clearly identified the n!.led to define specific end-user 
requirements before the desisn implementation and 
testins of :'lew tech,niques and analysis capabilities 
and/or to provide e mechanism within a project to 
incorporate cha airlS or modified user requirements 
(i.e., technolOBY development must be responsive to 
end·user requirements). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The LACIEI A TS technolOBY transfer experience 
is not an example of optimal technology transfer 
desian. Certain aspects of this experience were ex
tremely beneficial. First, the A 1'5 desisned. imple. 
mented. and tested a computer system capable of 
supportinS the testing and evaluation of LACIE 
te~hnologies as well as technologies transferred from 
the research community and private industry. Sec· 
ond, the A TS incorporated many of the LACIE tech· 
niques and analytical procedures into its operations. 
such as classification algorithms, sampling strategy, 
yield models, and crop calendar models. Third, the 
A TS is staffed by personnel trained in the use of 
LACIE techniques and procedures. 

The unavailability of specific user requirements 
before the start of the LACIE complicated the tech
nology transfer experience between the LACIE and 
the A TS. As a result. 'he A TS is testins and evaluat
ing those LACIE and non-LACIE techniques and 
procedures that could support USDA information reo 
quirements. In this regard, the A TS implementation 
of a flexible system desisn adaptable to changins 
user requiremlmts is proving to be a cost-effective 
decision. 
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Functional Definition and De.lgn of. USDA Sy.tem 

S. M. Eva",,' E. R. Darlo,' lind G. L. DldclnlOlf' 

INTRODUCTION 

Durinl the initial phases of LACIE development. 
it was the leneral intent of the U.s. Department of 
Alriculture (USDA) to exploit the knowledae 
derived from the LACIE and to incorporate the 
verified technoloay into an operational system. 
Thus. as the LACIE evolved. the concept of testin, 
the technolOlY in a near-operadonal environment for 
transfer to a user system also evolved. 

This paper discusses the functional definition and 
desiln of a USDA system utilizin, the LACIE tech· 
nolOlY available as of June 1976. The oraanization 
and methods described herein are focused on LACIE 
technolOlY in terms of its transfer for user applica. 
tions. They are conceptual only and do not 
necessarily renect the system that is bein, imple
mented on behalf of the USDA. 

In the desiln and definition. it is intended that the 
system be responsive to USDA user requirements 
and utilize the most cost·effective technololY 
developed and tested durinl the LACIE. This 
luideline. as stated in the Manaaement Plan for the 
User Advanced System Desian (ref. I). necessitated 
that constraints be placed on the formulation oJ a 
desian· 

The availablt manpower to operate a USDA 
system was determined to be approximately 60 per· 
sons. To effectuate a system utilizin, this number 
and limited equipment resources. a S·day. 2-shift 
operation waS provided in the desian. The varied 
aaricultural disciplines involved and the probable 
la~!t of analysts' familiarity with automatic data proc
essinl (ADP) techniques were factors in the decision 
to use menu-driven software in the user system. 
where feasible. 

au.s. Departmenl of Aariculture. HOUilon. Texas. 

Evolvin, technololY in processin, remotely 
sensed data. the need to uparade equipment. and 
chanats in data sources and user requirements r. 
quired that the system be nexible. Security precau· 
tions for si!eauardin, croP estimate data were car· 
ried throUlh each section of the desian. The USDA 
luidelines for pneratin .. storin .. and transportin, 
sensitive data were used. 

A 7·day processin, time from receipt of 
multispectral scanner (MSS) data throuah report 
aeneration was levied as a requirement for system 
throuahput. 'ihis necessitated that the desian provide 
the capability. on the averaae. to process a 117. by 
196-pix~ i4ment in I.S 'hours. 

An additional desi,n constraint provided that 
Landsat MSS data be utilized with nexibility for 
future sensor systems. In accordance with the desian. 
nonspectral data would be formatted into a ariddcd 
system usinl a 2S·nautical·mile arid with each arid 
divided into quadrants. 

The basic concept for a nexible system was that 
the tolal system be operated throuah th:: data base. 
The system also wOlolld be kept modalar so that 
chanICs in alaorithms. new data sources, and addi· 
tional hardware and softwP.ie miaht be readily inte
arated to enhance or replace established c:om~onents. 
Also. the usc of standard off·the-shelf hardware 
would provide for reiatively easy uparadina. 

AU system software developed loclilly would be 
written in the COBOL anellor FORTRAN lanauaaes. 
in accordance with USDA standards. Exceptions to 
this rule would be on a case-by-case basis with suffi· 
cient justification to support them. 

An analyst "team" approach was mandatory in 
order to 'ensure avail3bility of resional aaric:ultural. 
ADP. and meteoroloaical expertise for the process
ina of Landsat data. n.e team would be l.'Onstruc:ted 
with each of the abo~e-mentioned disciplines repre
sented. ac:c:ordina to their approximate respective 
proportions of us •. 

AU software for anal,';;: ~I! would be tutorial with 
emphasis on relievin. the analyst of the respon· 
sibility of knowinl system commands. This required -
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the use of menus for appropriate procea selecllon 
and lupplem .. ned error condition informldon. with 
probable lolutlon Itepl dilplayed Interactively. 
Th_ constrlints are described in anew detail in 
ter .... of limaional requiremenll in I study ( ...... 2) 
done by the MITRE Corporation prior to the USDA 
desip effort. 

The USDA lOlls that were .tltocI in the LACIE 
Memorandum of Undentandlna datocl September I. 
1974. and the USDA decilion to commit rtIOUrceI to 
this .... eement were evolutionary in nature. Simply 
lIaled. these aoaIs were 

1. To participate in the development of a wheat 
estimation sy.tem throuah the exploiwion of dati 
collected by Eanh-orbhal IIteilite 'Ylte .... or' by 
other .Yltem. opera&ed by NASA and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
of the U.s. Department of Commerce 

2, To validate and lIIi.t in optimilina the LACIE 
tec:hnoiOlY developed by NASA and NOAA 

3. To train multidi.cipllned USDA analysll in 
LACIE techniques and related technolev 

4. To transfer elemenu of the optimized tech
nolOJ)' to a USDA operation,j environment based on 
proven COSI effecdveness 

S. To apply experience .. ined in the LACIE 10 
lSIesS the potential of other feasible projecll iden
tified by the USDA Remote Sensin, User's Requir. 
ment Tuk Force 

While the User Advanced System Desilft met all 
the objectives Stlted above, a set of more detailed 
lOlls was establi.hed to ,uide the technical defini· 
lion ane:( desilft. These objectives provided direction 
in terms of system confiaur1tion. system reliability, 
accuracy of results, and methodoiOlY employed. 
They are, in descendin, order of importance. limeli
nesS.lICcuracy. obja.'tivity, and continuity. 

Mi"oacc:uracy was not as impurtant as timeliness 
of information. This was based upon USDA man.
ment's dtc:ision thlt a crop estimation system must 
be able to deliver a wheal production animate by late 
March or early April (ref. 3, sec. 3.0). 

Accuracy was not dismissed u unimportant but 
was, however. treated in a prKtieal manner. At Ihlt 
poini in limc. Ihc LACIE KCuracy criterion wu 
90190 (thatthc LACIE U.S. Great Plains aI-harvest 
estimate be within 10 ~rccnt of the true value, with 
a probability of al least 0.9). It was recoanized that 
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dr.tic sys ..... d_1an modlRcation and rtcOnflau .... 
tion m .... t not be predicated on an 89-percent ao
curacy level for a _ven crop ,.. 

It wu ncopized. Il10. that the deIItn and 
mlthodololf .. tillud abould DOl nep" tb. 
aplaaltunl. economic. IIOJI'IPhic. .... deal. and 
olhwexpertiM contributed by I USDA anal", with· 
In the Iystem. On the other hand. procedures were 
intended to en.ure some continuity in the way dati 
were proc_eeI 10 thaI subjective input would not 
tend to distort the end faults. 

OHANlZAnON 

The followina sections briefly dele!ibe ... of the 
orpnluUonal elements in naure I. Deflnltions are 
primarily concerned wllb bIIic limction. and typII 
of personnel wlthln each elemenL 

,,.t ...... MIftt 

Project manaaement il I policymlkina adminis
trative role with ultimate raponsibilily for the entire 
system. llte system is complex Ind .ophisticatocl. 
requirin, specialized and experienced personnel to 

. perform the daily IIIks. Top-level manqement in· 
terfaces with the system lhroush departmental ex· 
ecutive manaaement. 

TMIInIH.ltaff 

The technical stiff is administratively controlled 
by project manaaemcnt and provides manqement.a 
pool of resources to be utilized as required. The tech· 
nical staff represents a specific skill mix; i.e .• com
puter specialists. systems ~aineerl. bud,.. analysts, 
economislI. systems analysts. soil scientisu, 
aaronomists. meteorolo,lIns, and remote-senKin, 
Scie!'.lisiS. 

Members of Ihis ,'OUp 3fC respollsible (or 
developin, and testina applications and special. 
purpose loflware and perform;n, systems mainte
nance. Support 1.0 perform these functions is r. 
quired by the data bMe manaacment aroup. 

Specialists on the technical staff arc responsible 
for analysis aclivity. A rqionaUy oriented team con
cept is planned. Since circumstances and politics 
could cause sudden and m~or emphuis shifts. Ihe 
orlan;z,uion is loosely structured to permit 
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MANAGEMENT 

TECHNICAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
STAFF ITAFF 

REIIARCH AND IVI1'IMI 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 

STAFF COMPONENT r------------., 
I • I , 
I GEOGRAPHICALL V I 

DATABASE OPERATIONS _1 
ORIENTED -L 

• : ADMINISTRATOR 
• DATAIASI 

• DAtAIAII I 

• I t. ______ 

------.1 , -'-. -' , 
DATA DATA 

REPORTING EVALUATION ACQUISITION ANALVSlS 
COMPONENT COMPONENT COMPONENT COMPONENT 

nGlJl£ I.-lJII)A ., .................. .......... 

.peci.lists in the various disciplina to contribute I. 
priorities demand. 

The tethnical Itarr supports the research. opera
tions, and Iystem. manqement components u 
resources and priorities allow. 

Senior Kientiltl from all disciplines are required 
to perform RAO luk. and func:tions. 

Requests for research in a liven area may be initi. 
ated by any User Advanc:ed SYltem IUAS) IlIrf 
member. but project manqcment would be the .p
provin,authority for the research. Additionally, the 
R&D Ilaff IUpports production operltionl by specill 
sludies of episodic evenll or day-Io-day proceslin .. if 
required. The R&D Iliff il controlled adminis
tratively by pr~«1 mlftqcment. 

Admlnlltratlve Staff 

The two primary functions of the adminiltrative 
staff are peflOftnel-rellted lervicel and manqement 
uliltance. The personnel func:tion. include luch 
responsibilities U plyroll. insurance. and pneral 
recordkeepinl. The man...,ent uli.tance (unc
tions include such responsibilities u budpt prepara
tion. contract services. (Kmties maintenlnte. and 
purchuin .. The adminisUltivc starr rcpor~ directly 
to the Project Manqer. 

.rlte ............... CompoI'Ient 

The primary func:tion of the IYltems manqement 
component is to serve II I coordinatinl and int.a
tin, unit for advanc;cd system relponses to require
ments. Data requirements are translated into spedn, 
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acquilition, anllYlil, Ind prOClllin, activities. 
ReaponsibillUes of the Iptems manqement compo
nent include the followi .... 

I. Traddna Ihe ltalUl of reaponaes to spedt1c ,.. 
quirements throuah the UIt of I chance control 
board or panel. 

2. Aa_ina .... impact and potential value of im· 
_en tina new requt ..... " or ttchnlqua Into the 
operaUonlisystem. Thr. dllcuaions and ltudies, 
it de&ermlnes the adcIilionlllwdware required; c0m

puter lIoflware IUPPOI1 Ivanlble or required to be 
wtil&en; data available to meet proceuina requ;,.. 
men", and impacu on dally operatiOlll. on analysis 
acuvlties, and on tbe data bile. BIItd on 111_ deter· 
minadonJ. a manqemeftt dcdIion is made to imp" 
meat or not to implement the propGHd requirement 
or technique. If approved. the IPten'll manaaement 
component coordinates the implementation and en
IUftI the in...,alion of a III0r0Ulhly lilted module. 

3. Servlna. tbe communicationllink 10 the en
vironment with .. "kh the operltional ')'I1Im must 
interface. Any dIanca in 'llislalive policy efflClina 
ell ...... in USDA operadons are coorctinatfd by this 
1fOUP· 

4. Providinl special l1udiea or reports requested 
by orpnlzauons other than thou considered part or 
lhe production system and the USDA. For example. 
a request by a member of Coqreu or I commercial 
oqanizadon could be coordinated with the USDA" 
Conareuionll Liaison Office and approprilte 
marketina and publi( reladon. offlc:a u rc..tUired. 
Thi. request would then be ... sed for impICl and 
tracked IIIrouah the system unlil tompletion of 1m
plemen"'tion or lhe _ilion 10 nOi implement. 

0IIeratI0na ...... 

The optratioftJ _1ion il responsible for the 
followina. 

1. S&:hedulina and eontrollina III dq-to-day ac· 
Iiviliea of the production IYltem requirina lhe use of 
the analysis .lations and their auoQllod ten«lI. 
purpose compuaers (or special-purpole hardware), or 
other reilled servicu such • keypunch I", 

2. Hardware maintenance, (om pUler IYIlem 
Gperllions and monitorinl, and lIpe and disk pICk 
library establishment and maintenance 

The operations.tIff is adminilUatively c:onuolled 
by project manqtment. The _lion hu a Ihift 
leader and an aid on ach .hift to review IYSlCm per-
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forlnance data and eftJure thlt corrective actions are 
taken. 

The responaibilitia of the clata bat administrator 
include lhe foUowina. 

I. o.y-to-day .. hnleal control of the production 
Iys&em clata bae. a ....... in tetra_ Nmp'ex Itrue
lUte .. "i", usen whh I wide variety of dlhl and 
data procasina requirtmenll 

2. Control of the 1000cal and ph,... data bue 
IUUCtur ........... ina die seaarhy and intetrit)· of the 
data bAle (includina recovery mechanisms), alld 
aranti,.. aca:n 10 the .... 

3. Control of the puralna Ind IUI.:~tquent releu
ina of IP8CI for Ifty data item to. be removed from 
thelysteln 

4. ~na the impact of user reQuetts on the 
entire community and makina dedlioftJ .. to which 
capabilities are molt prKticai or critical to be imple
men .. bind on .,' ..... ment ....... priori lies. 
lmplemenlilion COllI, resource availability. and 
other consideration. 

The data bile administrllor reports adminis
tratively 10 projecl m.naaemenl. 

The USDA requires a dOied-ioop information 
s)'ltem (fia. 2). This loop inWeal" the use of MSS 
and metIOrOloaical dalllO perform the identificalion 
and mensUration of cr"P type I'Id condition. Oener
,ted reports are then ulftlmhled, lion, with other 
.ys&em producll.to USDA evalUilora who refine the 
informalion (or a final product to be released to the 
public. . 

The dOIina of the loop aI.OWI lhe evaluatorl 10 
iuue requirements. because of product deficiencies 
or (hanlin, miuions. to sys\eIM manqemenl. Man· 
apment identiflll implCtl anQ develops Iha.e 
chanaet which are jUilified. Requiremenll from 
public poliC)' c:ould also be input to Iylteml man .. 
ment. 

The followi", parllfaphs describe ach of lbe 
components in the diqram wilh two eueptionl. 

1. The IPleml manqem.ml component hu been 
defined in the precedin,soclion. 

2. The data base component, thouab not indicaled 
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FIGURE Z.-USDA s)'stem product and Information now. 

on the chart. will be defined since it provides much 
of the interface between system components. 

The components in figure 2 are composed of hard
ware. software. and procedures, whereas the 
orgrdlizational elements in the preceding section 
define personnel and policy areaS. The interaction 
between these two structures is evident in figure I, 
with the data base component separating the two. 

Date Acqul81tlon Component 

The functions of the data acquisition component 
are (1) to serve as the focal point for transmitting 
data requests to, and receiving data from. sources ex-

ternal to the system; and (2) to perform require
ments processing, preprocessing of image, 
meteorological, and ancillary data, and communica
tions processing. With respect to requesl$ for specific 
full-frame acquisitions and the transmission of data 
from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), the dllta acquisition component is required 
to perform ~i1e following tasks. 

1. Store data on large-capacity random-access 
devices as they are received. 

2. Perform cloud-cover and quality checks on the 
segments, extract those which passed the editing, 
and place them on the analysis station data bases. 

3. ~nd reports describing the number and quality 
of segments to the analysis component. 
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4. Prepare:l data packet containina digital imqe 
and ancillary data for the analysis activity. 

S. Obtain and store NOAA and/or U.s. Air Force 
(USAF} qriculturallmeteorological (AGROMET) 
and meteorological data. The transmission of data is 
via communication link on a periodic basis; the data 
are temporarily stored on a random-access device. 
Extraction of the desired data and its required 
manipulation and placement in the data base is done 
on a non-real-time basis 

6. Handle and control other types of data such as 
historical data. recent attache reports. and research 
results available from various qencies. 

7. Reformat hardcopy items in digital form. if re
quired. and place them in the data base. or place 
hardcopy material in the system's reference library. 

Evaluation Component 

The evaluation cllmponent provides the advanced 
system with the user agency interface. product 
evaluation support, and the means for initiating new 
or ch"nged requirem&:nts based on product evalua
tion. 

Standard reports produced by the reporting com
ponent are availablc to the user agency facility im
mediately following validHtion. The schedule for 
gent!rating these reports is consistent with the user 
agency schedule for release of oflidal crop estimates. 
Generally, the transmittal reports estimate crop area, 
yield, and production to the country level, but the 
capability to provide estimates to the lowest level re
quired is availablc. Historical data reports art: also 
available. 

The system provides for generation of nonstand
ard data requests to meet specific user agencr needs. 
Designated user qency personnel identify specific 
data needed, such as crop effects from episodic 
cvents or correlation of mcteorologicHI data with esti
mates of erea, yield, and production. Users may 
access the data via interactive displays or hardcopy 
reports. 

User agency personnel evaluate results for ac
curacy, utility, and timeliness with respect to 
preestablished schedules. System results are com
pared with data from other USDA sour,,-es for ac
CUfa(Y. Utility evaluation wa!o to consider the ":\lm
pleteness, accessibility, ~md usability of system 
results. In addition, production sys!em support per
sonnel perfcrmed an analytical evaluation of results 
to improve sampling strateg)' and processing 
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techniques. 
For each crop year, a Product Evaluation Plan is 

pllll\ned covering (1) assessment of system results 
relative to data from other USDA sources, such as at
tache repcrts or foreign publications; (2) assessment 
of system results using around-truth (or analogous) 
data; and (3) simulation studies. 

Anal,s's Component 

l{espiJ,tsibilities of the analysis component in
clude generating estimates Jf crop acreage, yield, and 
production at all specified aeoaraphical hierarchical 
levels within the seven foreign countries. Standard 
statistics at these levels are ,"-omputed for acreage, 
yield. and production and combined with historical 
statistics to provide estimates of the analysis compo
nent performance accuracy. Computed estimates 
and statistics are stored in the data base. The analysis 
component also generates estimates for specified 
geographical areas associated with episodic events. 

Operational requirements include specifications 
of (l) geograpluclil areas for which periodic and 
unscheduled reports are requested, (2) sampling 
strategy, hierarchical definition, and sample unit 
allocation plan, (3) sizing parameters to control 
length of tables and memory allocation, and (4) data 
collection requirements for the data acquisition com
ponent, whkh consist of three functional elements: 

I. Classification to estimate wheat acreage for 
sample segments. 

2. Yield to estimate wheat yield for the yield 
strata. 

1 Crop aggregation to combine results from the 
dassification and yield clements and to compute esti
mates of wheat acreage, yield, production, and stand
ard statistics at specified hierarchical levels. Software 
is used to make reasonableness checks to assist in 
producing a valid product. 

The classification, yield, and crop aggregation 
elements are designed to use maximum analyst in
teraction during initial operations and incorporate 
techniques requiring less interactive (ontrol as such 
techniques are verified. The goal of the VAS is to 
make the transition operationally to a system l'er
forming the major amount of analysis with 
minimum analyst interaction. The ratio uf minimum 
to maximum intl!ractive data processing loads is in
fluenced primarily hy performance tolerances 
specified by the analyst or the s),stem!t management 
component. 
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Dltl .... Component 

The data base component provi<* the data inter. 
face between the system components. Each compo
nent receives data from. and places its results in, the 
data base for a,,'ceSS by otner components. 

HiJh·volume data sets such as' sample seament 
and full·frame imapry for use as an entity are stored 
in a sequentially orpnized data base. Storaae for 
other data sets is provided in the data base manaae
mentJquery data base, which permits the stor. and 
retrieval of data in a hierarchical, network. andlor 
chained mann~r. 

The intearated data base reduces the storqe of re
dundant items and. throush its logical structure. pro
vides rat'id storllle and retri~val of data as required 
by the various system components. This intesrated 
struetwe also introduces a common thread to the 
mlijority of data in the data base; i.c.. a ,ridded. 
Seosraphically referenced partition. 

The Data Base Manftlement System (DBMS) 
logically and physically defines the data base and 
provides storille and retrieval mechanisms. Since the 
system is oriented toward interactive analysis, rapid 
data base access is crucial. The hierarchy provided by 
the partitioned logical structure contributes toward 
meeting this goal because the user is able to reference 
various data types with a common attribute and 
reduce data base accesses and terminal entries. ('on
current access by interactive and bat\;h users pro
vides lldditional l1exibility and increases system 
throughput. The data base is the responsiilility of the 
data base administrator with software sU,lport from 
the technical staff. 

Reporting Component 

All scheduled and unscheduled rel'orts are pro
duced by the reporting component. These reports. 
placed in the data base, are made available to the 
USDA users via communh:ations link. The auto
mated reporting prol.-ess has a minimum capability to 
store report formats. provide reports at varyin~ 
levels ~f hierarchy. and provide proper security con
trol for sensiti\'e data. 

The reporting component supports predefined 
formatted and unformatted queries initiated by 
members of the production staff or by the USDA 
user. The query results are pre. .. ented to the USDA 
user in the same manner as the scheduled reports or 
to the production system user in hardcopy or display 

form. 
Both software and procedural checks are appliod 

to the reports prior to release to the evaluation com
ponent, with checks on format and completeness 
bel", performed manually. 

All software which interfaces with the analyst is 
tutorial in nature. with a menu presentation used IS 
often as feasible. The query lanluaae is such that 
non-c:omputer-oriented professional personnel could 
use it efficiently. Appropriate error messaaes and re
quired corrective measures are desipeel for clarity to 
the analyst. 

The reportina component is under administrative 
conttol by the project manaaement and su,ported by 
the technical staff, includina systems analysts and 
computer specialists. Analysts also have access to a 
status and trllCkina data tile and II production system 
library. which are described in the following sections. 

ItltUllnd Tracking 

The system design provides for a status and U'ac:k
ins data file to be available for the various man8l;t'
ment and technical groups to use in obtain ins infor 
mation required to efficiently manuse and control 
the production system. 

The status and tracking inforfluuion is provided 
by the various components of the production 
system. Required data could be placed in the status 
and tracking liIe by an analyst from an interClctive 
t",rminal or by a software module which is ,'art of a 
process. For example. the softwdre module which 
performs clustering writes II record to the status and 
tracking liIe after each clustering tusk. The n~~ord 
contains information identifying the se,.ment. date. 
and time of processing. 

The status and tracking f.le is de. •. lsned to provide 
data concerning all aspects of the system, includ,,\, 
system throughput and prex'Ossing statistics for man
agement. Data base activity is reported to the data 
base administrator. Ilnd reports on nearly all phases 
of the production are provided to the systems man
agement component. 

Production IVltem L1br.ry 

The production s)'stem library is un automated in· 
dex of all documents. IiIm products. various m4tps. 
and other hardcopy ancillary data soum:s requirl'd 
by the production system, An unulyst could enter II 
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query from a terminal and learn whether or not a 
given reference is currently available. If available, the 
item would be l088ed out to the requestins analyst by 
modifying the index record on the data base. 

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 

The USDA system design provides for a complex 
Data Processing System (DPS) for support. The DPS 
provides the data base, the processing capability, the 
crop analysis displays and processing. the rC\lort 
generation, and the mode of interface with the user. 
The DPS would be modular to allow phased imple
mentation and growth to accept expanded support 
requirements. The modular concept would result in 
the expected use of multiple small- to medium-class 
computers, with subsystems to function independ
ently. The data base subsystem would control data 
now. 

A set of small to medium computers, related pe
ripherals, and operating system software provides 
support to the DPS. Figure 3 presents a feasible 
equipment configuration with assigned processing 
functions. 

Comput •• 

All computers are standard products with re
quired interface devices, including necessary timing, 
lQJ&ic, and bufferinl to facilitate the computer-to
computer interface. The computer-to-computer in
terface provides the capability to pass the up-to-date 
status and trackin!l tables ~tween processors. The 
controlling Central Processing Unit (CPU) nass data 
requiring analysis or data base support in the status 
table. All computers monitor the status and tracking 
tables to determine when processing or a change in 
resource allocation is required. 

The computers have an interrupt structure within 
a CPU to allow control transfer to a new process. 
Changes in process control occur as a result of exter
nal or internal signals with interrupt logic able to re
spond to either response requirement. The computer 
systems have self-diagnostics under operator or tech
nical engineer control and are available to support 
processing at least 8S percent of the nominal 16-hour 
day. 

DATA BASE COMPUTER HOST COMPUTER 
• YIELD ANAL VSIS • HISTORICAL DATA 
• AGGREGATION • EVALUATION 
• REPORTING REPORTS 

CENTRAL I I COMPUTER 
(DATA 

ACQUISITION) 

ANALVSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS 
COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER 

(CLASSIFICATION) (CLASSIFICATION) (CLASSIFICATION) 

I 
THREE THREE THREE 

ANALVSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS 
STATIONS STATIONS STATIONS 

F1GlIRE 3.-Automatlc data proe_lnll support equipment. 
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Oper.tlng 8V.t ••• nd 8upport 8oftw.re 

The design provides for operating systems that are 
vendor standard products. No uniquely develooed 
code would be implemented into the system, except 
for the control of nonstandard interface devices. 
Methods ~f interfacing special devices or different 
vendor products would be ad~ed using standard 
"hooks" to the operating system. The design in
cludes provisions for incorporating future revisions 
of the operating system and user system unique 
operating system level software using a standard 
system build. 

Each operating system supports up to 12 concur
rent jobs in a multiprograming environment. The 
jobs are scheduled on a priority basis with the 
capability to change job priorities d)'l\amically. 

The system support software provides for 
user/computer interaction at the appropriate CPU's. 
An easy-to-use conversational languag~ is provided 
10 the user at interactive terminals. All applications 
software modules rely on system software to 
schedule, control, and translate mess''I8es to or from 
the interactive terminals. 

Interactive transaction-oriented processing is pro
vided by the system support software. The transac
tion processor maintains logs of the transactions con
ducted at the terminals. These are retained until the 
data base is updated and renect activated software 
processes and the operational revision level of each. 

Each operating system monitors and COil trois the 
devices assigned to the respective CPU's. Devices 
within a subsystem may be reassigned by the in
dividual computer operators. All devices can be 
reassigl'led from the operations manager console via 
the subsystem controlling CPU's. Status displays of 
all DPS resources are maintained for display at the 
operations manager console on a scheduled or a de
mand basis. 

SIMULATION 

Simulation was initiated in June of 1976 to track 
and verify It design (ref. 4) for the USDA system. As 
new hardware or design approaches were identified 
and quantified. they were then simulated to verify 
the adequacy of their approach. This allowed USDA 
to assess computer performance prior to making any 
capital investments. Since time was of essence, a 
simulation model had to be found that was availabll! 
locally at little or no cost to the Government. A 

thorough search uncovered an IBM proprietary 
model already installed at JSC that would be made 
available to USDA. This approach also had the ad
vantaae of providina USDA with local IBM person
nel who were intimately familiar with the model. 
thus eliminating the learningoCurve time require
ments. 

Performance prediction and design optimization 
of the user system required the support of simulation 
modeling. Simulation was required also. according to 
the Manaaement Plan (ref. 1), for economic analysis. 
Initial tasks of simulation were identifyins pro
cedural and feedback relationships among functions. 
identifying ml\ior modules and algorithms within 
each function. and iden!ifying module nows and 
resource requirenlents to include frequency of execu
tion. 

The parameters required to validate a candidate 
configuration were hardware configuration, wilh the 
relevant performance characteristics; software func· 
tions, with their relevant resource demand charac:
teristics: data base designs; and information proc:es~· 
ing system workloads in terms consistent with the 
use of the model. The task of simulation modeling 
then proceeded, and the system design was ~on· 
verted to an input form to begin simulation of both 
system performance and system throughput. 

System Performance 

The objectives of system performance modeling 
were to determine the critical rarameters affecting 
elapsed time and resource utilization for each proc
ess. This included rietermination of input/output ac· 
tivity ~ainst data files and "bottlenecks" impeding 
system performance. Another goal of system per. 
formance modeling was to evaluate special-purpose 
equipment. such as classifiers and mass storage 
devices. 

In order to achieve these goals. it was necessary to 
define the proposed hardware characteristics, system 
configurPtion. software design. operating system 
characteristics with specific services. and data base 
management funclions. Included in.the definitions 
were the size and rate of data transfers and inter· 
module communication. 

Sy.tem Throughput 

The objectives of throughput modeling were to 
determine the lime required to process a given data 
cycle and genenlle a specified report. This would in 
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turn determine the performance of critical sub
systems necessary to meet throushput criteria. The 
determination of the time required to process a 
priority episodic event in a fully loaded system was 
also an objective. These objectives would allow the 
evaluation of the processinB control alaorithm. 

The requirements for meetina these soals were to 
define the processinB cycle in terms of ~ch process
ina step. review and rework cycles. and reporting 
periods. In support of the processing steps. it was 
necessary to define data collection cycles. quantities 
of equipment and personnel. and work schedules. 

R.lUltl 

The simulation of a feasible system design pro
vided timely answers to system design questions. 
such as the ability of a minicomputer to handle the 
proposed geometric correction of MSS data. It was 
determined that this processing function could con
strain the types of computers which might be ap
propriate for the system. However. the use of an ex
ternal array processor reduced CPU requirements 
significantly and permitted large arrays of data to be 
maintained in memory without relying on page or 
mapping registers. 

Because of the time overlap of design and simula
tion, it was possible to elaborate on simulation details 
as the design proceeded and to modify the design 
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based on simulation results. One mlijor verification 
of the feasible system design was that an average 
sample segment process ina time was approximately 
1.8 hours, which supported the required system 
throushput and associated constraints described in 
the Introduction (ref. S). 
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Data aa.e De.lgn for a Worldwide Multlcrop 
Information Sy.tem 

W. G. Driggers. a J. M. Downs. a J. R. Hickman. a and R. L. PackartJil 

BACKGROUND 

Data base design for the U.s. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Application Test System (ATS) 
was based on a combination of data requirements to 
meet the needs of end users, remote-sensing analysts 
working with remote-sensing or crop-reporting pro
cedures, management, and the system development 
team. These different categories of planned A TS 
users sometimes view the same data items 
differently and use them differently. They also have 
differing needs for access to the data for processing 
or informational purposes. Furthermore, their needs 
tend to change at times. One of the primary concepts 
of the A TS has been to provide a central 
geographically oriented data base to serve varied ap
plication modes, as shown in figure 1 (also see 
reference 1). 

LACIE experience with data needed to support 
the crop estimation process was of significant value 
in establishing ATS data base requirements. Process
ing procedures using the LACIE Earth Resources 
Interactive Processing System (LACIE/ERIPS) 
provide ready access to digital imagery, fields defini
tions, and other data required for statistical separa
tion of spectral classes; these data are managed effi
ciently by the Information Management System 
(lMS) , a data base management system available on 
the IBM 360/370 series computers (refs. 2 and 3). 
Meteorological data used in estimating crop yields 
and crop calendar adjustments are extracted and 
processed at sites remote from other LACIE ac
tivities. Processing required for estimating produc
tion, aggregating results, and reporting results use 
still another set of computer hardware and software. 
Interfaces among these LACIE components (and 
other data sources, both manual and automated) 

aU.S. Department of Agriculture. Houston, Texas. 

have at times been awkward, time consuming, and 
difficult to control. 

Analysis of the need for improved data logistics 
indicated that requirements could be met best 
through implementation of a central data base, con
trolled by a generalized data base manasement 
system. This approach would make the data accessi
ble both to application software and to direct query 
by the various users. Use of a data base management 
system offers the potential for providing greater flex
ibility to meet changing requirements. Proper design 
for a central data base also provides an optimum bal
ance among data consistency, redundancy, access, 
and responsiveness (ref. 4). 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the A TS 
data base desisn approach and resources. Following a 
summary of requirements for data and information, 
the data will be described in more detail by category, 
with emphasis on those characteristics which in
fluenced the design most. Then the remaining steps 
of the design process will be discussed briefly. 

U.er Requirement. 

Current USDA priorities for the use of remote 
sensing have been defined as follows. 

1. Early warning of changes affecting production 
and quality of commodities and renewable resources 

2. Commodity production forecasts 
3. Land use classification and measurement 
4. Renewable resources inventory and assess-

ment 
S. Land productivity estimates 
6. Conservation practices assessment 
7. Pollution detection and impact evaluation 

ATS data base design must provide support for re
port preparation and information gathering in sup
port of these priorities. For example, early warning 
analysis of changes affecting production and quality 
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nGUIE I.-Applltallon/.ata bue Interfac:e. 

for a specific crop in a specific geographic area might 
require periodic reports as to climatic alarms in that 
area; the analyst assigned the early warning analysis 
task might also need to query selected weather data 
parameters for that area over some period of time. 
These needs should be supported by ready access to 
consistent data. 

Depending on the application. the user may need 
access to A TS data by geographic area or by some 
combination of geography and date or geography and 
crop. Weather data. for example. will be accessed 
only by geographic location and date. whereas a yield 
estimate is a function of both location and crop. A TS 
data base design must permit the user ease of access 
to data according to the most common relationships 
in which the user views the data; that is. the data 
relationships. as well as the data itself. must be part 
of the data base definition. 
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AMI,.t Requirement. 

The term "analyst" is used here to refer to an in
dividual who uses remote-sensing data to produce 
crop estimates and crop assessments. Several 
different processes must be supported to assist 
analysts with one or more of the following tasks. 

1. Imagery classification. In addition to storing 
and accessing the digital imagery and classification 
data. the A TS data base must support analyst queries 
of other data types. such as meteorological data or 
soils data in the vicinity of the segment being 
analyzed. 

2. Area estimation. 
3. Yield estimation. 
4. Crop calendar adjustment. 
5. Climatic alarm detection. 
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6. ProdUttion estimation. 
7. Sample allocation. 
S. Report pneration. 
9. Results evaluation. 

Similar types of data base support are required for 
these ditTerent wks. Data relationships are also Im
portant to the analyst, just as for the user. althouah 
the two are not necessarily interested in the same 
relationships. Users may need to access data on the 
buis of administrative boundaries. for example. 
while analysts may need acc:ess to the same data . 
types on the buls of proximity to a specific sample 
seament. 

Manaaement requirements of the A1'5 data base 
cover those data cateaories needed to assess the cur
rent status of remote-sensina processina activities 
and to plan future activities. Data describina process
ina backloa. computer system status. and current ac:
tivity related to specific crops and aeoaraphlc areas 
are needed. Status data must cover proc:essina of im
agery data and meteorological data and generation of 
reports. 

G .... , •• Requl' ..... n .. 

Larac volumes of data are required for the 
analysis of remote-sensing data. The data cateaory 
with the &reatest volume is the diJital Landsat imll
ery. Each sample seament currently used in crop 
assessment and estimation comprises 91 728 
spectral-intensity values, definina 22932 pixels; 
header data bring the total data to over 92 000 bytes 
(one byte for each intensity value) for each imlle. 
During the 1978 and 1979 crop years. an estimated 
2500 to 6000 imaces will be required. It is also impor
tant to provide fast display on the color cathode-ray
tube (CRT) screen for images, class maps, and 
masks. 

Significant volumes of meteoroloaical data are 
also required. In order to assist analysts in yield 
estimation, crop calendar adjustment, and imlle 
analysis, meteorological data parameters (for larac 
numbers of meteorolosical stationS" and arid cells) 
sholJld be retained on-line as lona as practical. At 
least 90 to 120 days of current meteoroloaical data 
and 10 years of historical meteorolOSiral dllta are re
quired. Historical agricultural data and crop estimate 
reports also require significant data volumes. 

Other .... eral requirements for the data bat In· 
dude minimum redundancy. dati consistency, ... 
of query and maintenance. and nexlbillty. Data reo 
dundanc), increases stor ... requirements and proc
_ina time. Redundancy also lncroues the risk of 
data inconsistency; that ii, when a data element ex· 
iSlI in more than one location. lbe risk of updatina 
one and not the other. il hlaher. Incollli ..... cy. In 
turn. reduces lbe usefulness and reliability of lbe 
data. Flexibility is needed to accommodate antici
pated chanaes in other data requirements . 

DATA CATIGORID 

Oqraphic entities used in the A 1'5 d8ta base 
strUcture include the LACIE aeosraphi~ hierarchy. 
qrophysical units. meteoroloaical stations, and arid 
cells. Definition of the relationships amona these en
tities is a key element in the data ,,_ structure. Most 
other A 1'5 data types are defir.ed with relation to one 
or more of these aeoaraphic entities. 

The aeoaraphic hierarchical levels currently used 
by LACIE are country, resion. zone, stratum, and 
substratum. The specific number of these levels and 
their identification with political or administrative 
boundaries vary from one country to another. For 
example, in the United States. a zone corresponds to 
a state. a stratum to a crop reporting district, and a 
substratum to a county; in the U.S.S.R., a stratum 
corresponds to an oblast and is the lowest level. 
LACIE codes are used to identify the hierarchical 
levels to the A 1'5 data base. The climatic crop region 
is a specific aroupina of some of the hierarchical en
tities for applying certain LACIE yield models (ref. 
S). 

Meteoroloaical stations are. for the most part, 
those World Meteoroloaical Orpnization (WMO) 
stations locat~ in the crop areas of interest. Standard 
WMO codes are used to identify the stations; sta
tions not in the WMO network are identified b)' call 
codes . 

The &rid cell entity used for the A TS data base is 
taken from 8n Air Force meteorological data arid, 
defined as a rectangular mesh on a polar
Itereoaraphic: plane (ref. 6). When projected onlO the 
Earth's Furface, the length of a side of a .,.id cell is 
approximately 2S nautical miles at middle latitudes 
(precise size and shape vary with latitude and 
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10IlJilude). Each arid cell is identified by an (I) 
pair, representina the matrix location with respect to 
the two axes on lhe polar-sterqraphic plane. The J
axis il parallel to the meridians which define 100-
eullonaitude and 80° west lonlltude. AlIorlthml are 
available for convertina from lalitude and lon,itude 
to an (I J) pair and vice versa. 

As described later in this paper, several data types 
pre recorded for the arid cell mesh. For lOme of these 
data types, each cell can be divided further into quad
rants (identified a A. a, C, and D); a quadrant is 
therefore about 12.S nautical miles on each side at 
the middle latitudes. For some purposes of the A TS 
data bae, each zone-level area (or stratum level. de
pendin, on country) in the aeoaraphic hierarchy is 
defined a the collection of arid cells contained in 
that area; this definition can be extended easily to 
hiaher levels of the hierarchy. 

Use of arid cells provides (1) a smaller aeoaraphic 
unitlhan other aeoaraphic areas used in LACIE for 
recordinl data and (2) a convenient method for 
analyzinl results over otherwise undefined 
aeoaraphic areas. 

The aarophysical unit (APU) provides definition 
of the two n:mainina A TS aeoaraphic entities. An 
APU is defined as an area with similar soils. climate. 
topoaraphy. and other aaronomic factors such as 
lan~ use intensity. The intersection of an APU and a 
zone-level or stratum·level aeoaraphic area is iden· 
tified as a refined stratum. In the A 15 data base. an 
APU is further defined as a collection of arid cells. 
One misht choose to consider the APU. as imple
mented for ATS. as an irreaular polYlon which can 
be converted readily to arid cells. 

Crop Semple. 

The crop sample unit used in the A 15 data base is 
the LACIE-defined sample seament (ref. 7). As in 
the three phases of LACIE. this sample is an area 
about S by 6 nautical miles (9.26 by 11.11 kilometers) 
in size. For a specific crop of interest. sample SCI· 
ments are assianed to each aeoar.phic area for which 
the crop is to be analyzed. In LACIE Phases I, II. and 
Ill. aeoJl'aphic areas to which sample sesments were 
allocated were defined by administrative boundaries. 
For the A 15. as in the LACIE Transition Year, sam· 
pie seaments are allocated by APU's and then appor· 
tioned to the refined strata comprisina each of the 
~PU·s. 
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Dllital imqery data for _h sample seament are 
extracted from Landsat sc:enes, each seene beina 
about 18S kilometers square in area on lhe Earth's 

. surface. The basic unit of imapry data is a pixel, or 
pictll ~e element. referrina to one in'tantaneGul field 
of view (about 1 acre in lize) u recorded by the 
multispectral scanner system (ref. 7), For the three 
LACIE "hues, the dilltal imapry data for a sample 
seament contained the four bands of multispectral 
data for 117Unes. each line containina 196 pixels. All 
diaital im .... currently in the An data but have 
these dimensions. The data bue desian, however, 
provides chanaeable limits for the number of chan
nels, lines. and pixels per linf in an imap. 

C ..... tt.tIon De .. 

In additiol'l to the dilital im.,y. several data 
types which are either used or aeneraled durin, lhe 
classification process are retained in the A TS data 
base. These include fields data. cl8lsificativn maps. 
dot definitions. and n'asles. Fields data are consislent 
with LACIE definitions; a label is assianed to each 
field. up to 10 vertices are permitted for each field. 
and a field class is aenerated for each field. A class 
(or classification) map has the same number of lines 
and pixels as the corr.:spondinl imlle and each pixel 
i\ wilned a class; three class maf'S are permitted for 
each seamen\. Dot definitions are consislent wi'" re
quirements for Procedure-I dots (Procedure I is a 
specific procedure for assianinl pixel classific.nions). 
In the expectation that masks may someday be re
quired for excludinl pixels assianed to the two 
classes. dC!lisnated other (DO) and desi,l'lated un· 
identifiable (DU), provisions have been made for 
storin, these masks in the data base. 

MeleorolOlloel De .. 

Meteorolo,ical data in the A TS data base will in· 
elude daily and historical parameters both for WMO 
reportin, stations and for the (I.J) arid cell mCfh. 
Daily meteorolosical parameters now available for 
WMO stations include maximum lemperature. 
minimum temperature. and 24.hour precipitation. 
Monthly summaries are prepared for climatic 
regions. as required for input to first-aeneration 
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LACE yield models. and will be prepared for in· 
dividualltation. II hiltorlcal data for ai-year period. 
Provltlor. il made for future expMlion, both in t)'pel 
of meteorolOlicai dati collected and in die ex_t or 
alobal coverqe. 

Future P'Ift. 1110 call for interpOlatiaa of ltation 
data 10 providt the nme daily meteorolOlicai 
param_1 for (I) arid CIlia in ClOp area or in
terfSL Historical summarl. will 1110 be prepared 
and will beIIn at that polnt in time when the 
capability il nnl availaNe. 

A.,........oD ... 

Aaronomlc data in the A TS data bile cIeflne ma
.Ior ::rOPI and their denlitia in the area of inlerelL 
Data on common uoppi ... practices, irrlption and 
drain .... predominant loil taxoncmty, and nominal 
crop calendarl have been .tlmuted and ncorded 
Ulin. varioUi information 10urceS. 

1. Maps. Operational Navilational Charts 
(ONC'" scale 1: 1 000 0(0) publif.hed by die Defense 
Mappin. Aleney are the basic maps for data deriva· 
tion. Soils mapi of the lin-,e s.:ale. developed at 
South DakU18 State Univer.ily under contract to 
USDA, are also used (refl. 8 and 9). 

2. Overlays. Transparent overlays to the ONC 
maps cuntaini ... qricultW'aVnonaaricultural delinea
tions, sample seament 'ocations, IOUS, APU bound
aries, and (I) Ifid !!ell delineations are used in 
recordina the data. 

3. Imqcry. Di&ital Landsat im.JCfY is used to 
assist in the definition and rccordina of some data 
parameters and in the refinomtnt of other estimates. 

In addition to the Ifid-oriented aaronomic data, 
information deKribi ... soil charKteristics has been 
incorporated into the uta base. Developed at Iowa 
State Universit)' under contrKt to USDA, chese data 
contain many encoded soil propertin (such as parti. 
cle size. mineralOB)'. available water capacity. per· 
meability. salinity. and land use suitability) for each 
soil series. From the many encoded properaies. those 
which appear to be of value in crop aseslment were 
extrKted for ,he A TS data base. These soils deta are 
queried by the crop anal),lt to aid in classifyin, im ... 
et)' and in ~rop assessment. 

The crop assessment procal, incluetin, acner. 
tion of reports. can require del!( rrom most of the 

other catllOri.. maintained in th. dill b .... 
Dopendlna on the spedt1c anllyst. boina pert'ormecS. 
reporll or the (ollowt ... typII would be required on 
demand. 

I. Crop area. yi.ld. and production _timalel for 
current crop year 

2. Climatic alarm. 
J. Water raoun:a 
4. Land raources 

80th tabular and araphic forllll are required. Re
tention periods for data in tIht various repOl1l pro
duced by A 1'5 will vary accordin, to sec:urlty require
merll •. OeneraJly, reports aenerated by die A TS .':t'iU 
be rellined on-line in lhe data base for atltllt 2 crop 
yean. 

HletorIoIlDate 

Historical meteoroloaical data and historical crop 
estimates (aenerated b), LACIE and by A T5) have 
been described in previous paraaraphs. Historical 
crop .timates aenerated b), the USDA Statistical R. 
portina Service (SRS) and Forti ... Aaricullurll Ser
vice (F AS) are maintained for specified crops and 
areas of interest. 

Statu. Data 

Pr~-essin. of data. both diJital 'mapr)' and 
mcteOroloJicai. is tracked from the tin:e the ch.ta 
enter the A TS. Processina status lummaries provide 
information r ..... dina what data are available. com· 
pleteness of results. and work backloa. 

DATA CHARACTIRIITICI 

louroe. 

A TS data lources are in _neral the same u 
LACIE data sources (lable I). For example. Landsat 
diJital im.ry and meteoroloJical data by station are 
e"trlt.ed either from LACIE sourc:a or from 
LACIE data files. and map overla),lto locate sample 
sepnents and to delineate .... icuUur.1 land usc are 
the same as those used for LACIE. In many cases. 
however. A TS has establilhed ill own data sources; 
this is partlcularl), true in the case of data recorded 
for the (lJ) Ifid cells-the A TS "ariddcd data"luch 
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TABLE I.-A TS Dat" Sorum 

RC'nHI typt 1ItI,. ItftfU SmIrno 

Counl,y, crop Counlry, mp, Ind ""11onIhip Encuded manually 
Oqhphh: hler.rchy HlehrchlcalpQIhphlc lewlt Encoded manuall, from ONC InIPI 
Sample IeImeni dekl'iplion Sample lllmen,ldenlilkalion Encoded manUln, from ONC 1ftIPI. "lntRI 

overlap 
Ref'erencc mIMI E,,,,1CtCd rtom LACtE dililllimapry dill 
locallon,lC\lw ImapltlQUllltlonl 
Soil (predominant) Encoded manUlD, from ONC,IOlII owrla,. 
CIuIIncaiion dli. (cUm.lle) (.",ma. aeneraled by appllcalion SOft"I" Ind lnalyst 

fteldt,tte.) definition 
Sample .. menl acqulsllion ....." .... r811 EII"lCled rtom LACIE 1m..." 

Cror dnelopmlfllltqel Nomlna ..... ncoded manualty 
Ad,/UIled ..... nted by Ippllcllion soft-... ,. 

IIId .nal, .. obIervllion 
Im ... H ... PI .. llni&nM,ifI EII'ncted From LACIE lmapry 
DUm.1k Daianaled unldeftllnable pllell for Otnereled by application son ... ,. .nd Inll", 

acquililion deflnilion 
Doll Dol InformailOn Oenen. b, Ippllcllion 1Oft .. 1" Ind anal, .. 

.,nmtlon 
C .... m.,. PI .. I daullkllion ror Imap Oeneraled by Ipp1lcallon softwlre Ind Inllyll 

dennilion 
DOmuk DeiWnaled olher plll.l. for Mlmenl Ot,..nled by appIicallon soft ... " .nd lnal". 

de''''ilion 
Fitkts FitId wrticel. ' .... lncallon Qenera_d by .pptlcaUon softwarc 1M analyll 

definition 
[y.IUAted ... m.nll Seam.nl result. from ,laulfic:alion Qenehlecl by .ppllcalion son ... " and lnalyll 

definition 
Crop ellimlltl Art •• yield, produc1lon by ItoInphl, LACIE-crana,.md from Crop Aut .. ment 

iOCIllon Subaystem dill but 
A 1'S--ccnenled by a,.,llc:ation sonwa,. 

Me&eorolotlcll (mellslllion Met llIlion Ioc:.Ilion Enc:odtcI m.ft~' rrom ONC ma,..~rla,. 
Daily met~IIIion Daily meleorolotlc:al paflmetefl Loaded periodically from mel dill prO\lI.d by 

-~ Nllional 0c:canIc: Ind Alrnoeph.ric Admin-
iIlnlion (NOAA' for LACIE 

SlIlion crop clala Crop calendar acljuslmenll Qencraled by .pplicalion IOftwar. 
I' (; limalic crop ,..ion V ield modell Encoded manual1y 

Vield monlhly rcporll V ield ,"imalel Otnef.1ed by .,,~ioHIlOflw.re 
Mtllummary-«lOndlly 1"",110 ,.ield modell Qf;tthled by .pplication IOftwar. 
APU ckKriplioh APU Iocalion. Ilriculluralarci Encoded manually from ONe mapl.l)~.rIaYI 

for APU and laricullUrlllrtll 

Renned ."Ilum O'qJraphl, location Otnenled by load pfOIr.m for APU dnc:ription 
HillOr!(a1 cia .. 

Aaric:ultufll Crop '1I1illlicl ex""," (rom USDA (SRS, F AS) .11 fUel 
Mcteorolotlc:al M.rleorolotic:alllllillic:l EXlracltd (rom NOAA dill nlel 
Crop cllim.1C1 Ellilfta ... .,nenlCd (rom rcmolO- Summlriud rrom ...,...I<"d crop ulima ... 

ItnWida •• .,nefllelt b, LACIE. An before purai", 
(rom on-line nita 

Climalic llarm. Stored Oft anal,... illlffUl:!inn 
Dall,. met-1fid ceO Daily mettorok'lical par,melt,. Oene,.led by application 1O(;wa,. 
Aaronomic-arid ceO A,ronomic ClCIOfi Encoded mlnuall)' rrom ONC ma,.. c:ole-r 

imlpry. overlaYI 
Oqflphic: hierarchy 

Soill-1rid cell SollllllOnomy. fealurel Enc:oclcd mlnuaJ!y from ONC map .. c:oIor 
imqcry.overla,.. 

SoiJa-tencr.1 5dit dtarlClCf~i..'I Loaded rrum aoUIlipt developed under USC/-
contract 
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. .. .1 

• loil. and lIfODomic clall. AlIIlown in \able I, ATIDATAIAIID_ 
.... , of lb. data .... Il10 ....... by IPPIIcMlon 
1Of'twn; IhiI appIi. PIf1iadIrI1 to cI..uIcadon ~ 
dill. 

The 1.1'1 Iwdwue conflpradon is .... on • 
DiItUd EquIpment Corpondon (DEC) PDP 11-70 

v-.. IIIIiAhnIt. Hardware , ..... lad_ ZS6K wordI 

Vol .. or_1O be I10rtd III lilt 1.1'5 data ... 
(5121 b)ta, of MlinItOfllll., "'.and tour kncIc 
..,. drives. The COIDpUIIr opeI'IIII under tbt lAS 

! inldall, are shown in lIbit II. In order 10 adma" ........ .,....,. _dud DEC 10ft ... praduct . 
! .. ... vohAAe. ............. IlGIII weft _,. dMribed in die paper.lI ..... "Tbt AppIicadol T_ 

Fint. il WII asumtd tha. tbt .. 10 be analyzed S,1UIm: T_nlal "" ..... and Sptem DtIip" by 
compr_ Ii' rtftMd IVI1Iln two ..... of tIM U.s. ........... 
I:mn& wbea. IfOWiaI ... (Mon ..... and Nor ... DIll tllselOFtwlre inti .. nle maftIIIIIIHIIl soft. 
DIIcoIa) and one APU in .... U.s.s.R . .."... .... ... 'or .... 1IqUII'I1laI ru. and •• 11 bile ..... 
1fOWlna ..... 1& wulllo ...... 1bI1 tile _lit 'm- ....... .,.... (DIMS) for the remlinlna daIa. 
., format would be the 111M • for Landut-2. Dill'" imtpry and odttr tup..voIume clatl .. 
reprdI .. of which _ellite provida the .... hIadIId • aequendll ..... .". Ibe IllAdard lAS F~1c 
Another unmptlon WII tbat botb stIlion and arfd. Cortlrol ServictL Tbit IPP'OIdt permiCl 1ft lIMIt to 
did meteOrOloJic:aJ cia.. would be sorted. Th_ be dilptared on Iht color COftIOIa wllb minimal K-
UlUlRpdon. an be tranllated fOUIbl, inlO .be c:eu thile. 11Il10 fadUtltta ernelena handlin, or Iht II followin, f.lP&* limile 266..,1e 1IImtftta. 1800 d .... ftcatlon proceu. 

1 ICqUisitionl. lSO mtteoroIoJiCll .... iont. and 3450 The DIMS UNd for otbei' A 1'5 rue. 'sIOMS-II. a 1 

arid cena.. The adm •• a shown in table II were based proprir,a.., product of Cullinane Corporation. IOMS 
on ahae limits. WII inh;.t., developed for UN on Iht IBM l6OIl7O 

__ c::omputcrl and later converted 10 run M the 
POP 11-70. IDMS-lIJUpPOfCl bom hierltCbicaland 
network.". or data sU'UCturtl •• specinect in lb, 
COOASYL Data Bue Tak Group Report (ref. 10). 

TABLE II.-A TS Da'il VoIum, F.Mimdt. IDMSoII provides separate lin .... fKllllla for 
data deflnitlon (OOL) and for data manipulation 

~ 0. .. """-. ".,..,,,,. JW -
(DML). botb of which art Ian .... extensions of 
COBOL. However. the S)'Item can be UHCI easily 

J~ ,.S orqISS 1.0qQ wilb the ocher Janpaps (FORTRAN and mICrO .. 
sembler) Which support CALL s .. tt:menll and is. in 

Claaltalloa dill 245 lie flCt. 10 UItd .". the 1.1'5 dtvtlopmena ........ Sever .. 

Support dill l$ IS 
concurrent UHtI can be supported by the IYltem. 

The entire ClOIIectJon of record "PfI wbich com-
SofIwut. work .... prise Iht dall bile is def'lned 10 IDMS-ll in Ildlema .... 50 58 UliftJ the DOL. The schema defines an data et. 

TOil' 3JO )95 men", I'ItOI'd types. phYlical .tI tlOr ... m.".na. 

AIIuIMd cIiIII IoId 
and lit rel.tionships in the da •• bile. The UHf can 
acceu the data bite onl, Ihrou,h • IUblchtml. • 

f'actotI sublet of the lChema predeIined 10 include II. data 
60",,... 558 660 and dill relationshipl needed for llpecif1c: data base 
'70 ptRltftt 470 565 application. 

10,.,.. . ., 49S 
In 'OMS-tl. the lit reladonlhip deflMl mos. of 

the IoaicII relationships amona the " .. QUI record 

--. ... ,1_ .......... 1CPIt-.ltJIdII ... ) '-' Iflloacla. "' ~., ,. 
t,pea. Each sea it • named collection of two or more 

• ,.-1 record typel-OM "OWUl''' record ',pe and one or 
t 4f\lllltll_ ... _II<IIIIJIIIIII» more "member" record lypes. Any record ,),pe can 
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serve as a member or owner record in any number of 
set relationships. Set relationships can be used to 
define complex structures an10n8 the record types in 
the data base (ref. 10). 

IDM8-ll also provides journllling of all data base 
accesses which result in changes to the data base. 
Together with the dump facility, this feature will be 
used to provide data base recovery in case of a 
system "crash." Special recovery procedures are also 
available for crash occurrences. 

Privacy provisioos are not as complete. Each ap· 
plication is assigned a subschema, which can only be 
accessed by usina a specified user identification code 
(VIC). A subschema Is constrained to use only the 
record types needed for the specific application, and 
this constraint can be extended to the data t.1~ment 
level Most of the security provisions are dependent 
upon operatin8 system capabilities. 

Quer, C.pability 

In addition to providing access to the A TS data 
base by means of application software, the crop 
analyst has direct access to data through a query 
capability. For example, the analyst might want to 
review weather conditions at WMO stations nearest 
a specific sample segment for 10 days prior to the 
most recent acquisition d::te. An example of a ter· 
minal display resultiflg from this type query is shown 
in figure 2. Other query capabilities exist for viewing 
soils datal anc' various segment.related data at the 
analyst terminal. 

STATION DATE MAX TEMPIF) MIN TEMP ( F) PRECIP(mm) 

XXX-YY 24-MAY-n 58 73 0 
25-MAy-n 58 75 0 
26-MAY-n 59 76 0 
2:--MAY-n 64 81 6 
2a-MAy-n 59 80 10 
29-MAY-77 61 80 0 
3O-MAY-n 65 82 0 
31-MAY-17 65 82 0 
l-JUNE-71 68 83 0 
2-JUNE-17 62 79 20 

XXX-ZZ 24-MAY-77 54 70 0 
25-MAY-n 55 71 0 
2:;.MAY-71 55 72 0 
27-MAY-77 55 73 0 
28-MAY-77 58 78 5 
29-MAY-77 54 78 20 
30-MAY-77 56 72 5 

FIGURE 2.-Query example. 
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Query capabilities developed for A TS use the 
- same data base facilities as application software. The 
initilll query packqe5 have. in fact. been developed 
and implemented as COBOL and FORTRAN ap· 
plications. These query packqes require that the 
user respond to prompts by furnishing specific 
parameters to be used in data retrieval. 

AT. D ....... Deilift Approach 

Data base design for A TS was an iterative process. 
Data elements were identified first on the basis of 
LACIE docl..'1entation and discussions with 
analysts. Record types for the data were then pro
posed and the resultina structure reviewed with the 
analysts. Several cycles of review and revision pre
ceded the current data base definitions. 

Record T,pel 

A TS record types were designed to accommodate 
al: data categories required for crop analysis. Data 
elements were identified and grouped according to 
usage, dependency, and source. Consideration was 
given to usage both by application software ~nd by 
means of direct query by the crop analyst operating 
at the console. Table III lists the record types 
(defined without regard to the specific implementa. 
tion) , approximate record lengths, and record occur· 
rences. 

Structure 

Record types defined fOf the A TS data base are 
shown in the data structure diagram in figure 3. Key 
geographic entity record types are bounded by 
h~avier lines in the diagram to emphasize their im· 
portance. It should be notea that the names shown 
for these record types are not precisely those used in 
the schema definition for the data base because of 
the need to abbreviate in the schema. Data relation· 
ships (not always the same as set relationships in the 
schema diagram) are also shown; that is. an arrow in 
the diagram indicates ease of access from one record 
type to another, but not necessarily through use of a 
pointer. A single arrow in one direction defines a 
one·to·one relationship; a dou!>le arrow in one direc
tion defin~ a one-to-many relationship. Omission of 
an arrow in one direction indicates that the need to 
access data in that sequence is not expected_ 



...... -~-'----- ........ -~.-..... ---

TABLE 111.-4. TS Record Types TABLE III.-Conciuded 

RfCfJrdtwe '-tit. O«unwnce Rerord twe u..,lh. Ckcu"",re 
bytes byfa 

Country n One tec:ord for edCh oountry HIs~ 80 0". record for each reportl .... 

Crop 24 One reoord for each crop qricultural levalllnit for each year 

Country.c:rop 32 One tec:ord for ead1 oomblna· Historic:al-crop uli· 60 One tec:ord for eadt reponlna· 

lion of c:ounll'y and crop mates levelllnit for each year 

Oe08raphic hierarchy 60 One reoord for eac:h stralunl or Historlc:al-met 64 One record for each met sl8tlon 

substratum for each month 

Sample seament (5$) 160 One tec:ord for each sample Status and tracklna- Undetermined 

desc:tiptlon seament Imqery 

55 acquisition 384 One reoord for each sample Status and trac:kina- Undetermined 

seament acquisition met 

l!Uqeline 800 One record foreach line (4 Enluated seaments 60 One tec:ord each time a sea· 

bands) of a sample selment ment Is classified and 

imqe evaluated 

DU mask 200 One reoord for each line of a AUreaaled mullS 300 One record for each reponina· 

seament acquisition level unit for each report 

0015 20 On~ reoord for each dot defined period 

for a seament under Pro-
cedure I 

Class map 200 One reoord for each line of a 
seament dass map (3 class SC ... meD .... n 
maps for each seament) 

00 mask 200 One reoord for each line of a 
Once the inherent data relationships were iden. 4 segment , 

Fields 80 One reoord for each rtek! tified, emphasis shifted to design approach using i 
" 

~ defined for a seament for techniques recommended for th"l A TS data base 1 
each of 2 crop years management system,IDMS-11 (ref. 11). Additional i j Met station 128 One record for each met station record types had to be defined wherever a many·to· 

:; 

Station crop data 24 One record for each computer- 1 .~ 
generated crop calendar ad- many relationship occurred. Location mode, record 

i '1 
justment at a met station key, and set relationships were defined for each :j 

Daily met-station SO One record for each day for record type. In some insblnces, a degree of data r~ I each met station dundancy was retained with the object of providing 
Climatic crop region 128 One record for eael. climatic more access paths and, as a result, possibly simpler crop region 
Met sum mary- SO One record for each climatic query structure (ref. 12). 

1 
monthly crop reaion for each month The A TS data base schema diagram Wf!S then 

Yield results 4S0 One record for each climatic developed on the basis of the foregoing definitions. 
crop region for each report Figure 4 shows the schema diagram developed for ~'. 

generated the grid cell area of the data base. Each block repre-APU description 64 One record for each APU 
Grid cell quadrant 128 One record for each grid cell sents a record type, defining the record name, record 

quadrant identification, size (in bytes), location mode, loca-
full grid cell 64 One record for each full grid tion key. dispo'iition of duplicates, and area name. 

cell Connectors between blocks represent set relation· 
Agronomic-srid ~ell ISO One record for ea~h grid cell ships and are annotated with set name, Iinkuge quadrant for each crop 
Uaily met-grid cell 96 One record for each da}' for (typ~ of pointers), membership option (for storage 

each fuli grid cell and removal), and logical order within each occur· 

1 
Agronomic-1!rid cell 150 One record for each full grid rence of the set. Record types outside the grid cell 

c.:11 area for which set relationships are defined with 
Soils-grid cell 40 One record for each grid cell record types inside the area are also shown, but with-

quadrant 1 Soils-general 960 One record for each soil II x- out annotation inside Ihe blocks. 
onomy family The final design step prior to coding consisted of l mapping the logical definitions to physical storage , 

ij 
j 

" 

,~ 
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AIlORIUAHL' 
IIfSOLTS 

~ALU"'lll) 
L":'OMfIllTS 

IMAGf LlNf 

Dl''''AS'' 

DOTS 

STA1"$ AND 
TRACIUNG ·lrMll. 

• CllUIIITM\, 
• R(UlOII! 
.10111 
• "R"TUM 

STA1I0III 
CROI'DATA 

$1 A lVS AIIIO 
TRACKING Ml1 

units. Record types were grouped into ureas accord
ing to the likelihood thu~ they would be used by the 
same applications. Areas were IlSsigned to physkal 
storage units so lIS to provide the necessary storage 
splice with the least likelihood of overnow. 

EXPERIENCE TO PRESENT 

PI.nn.dPh •••• 

Implementation of the initial A TS data base was 
planned to cover the first two Transition Years
FY78 and FY79. Emphasis during FY78 is on dem
onstration of the usefulness of query ,,·Ilpilbilitil."s to 
the image analyst. crop analysts, members of man
ngement, and other potential users. Usefulness of 
crop datil re:nc:sentation on a gridded geographical 
basis for the APU wiil also be analyzed. Emphasis 
during FY79 will be extended to analysis of other 
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00 MASK 

fI!LOS 

'''Imllle"" 
AliIlICULlUMA, 
l'Rf~ 1I11MAl15 

OAIL':.~f_~ ·1 
STA~ 

OAI'V MIT 
IlIIlDClU 

AGAONOr.t .. : 
GRlilCH' 

.~,------.... , ...... 

AlfiNIO 
STRATUM CRill' 

aspec;s of the data base. including dill'erent ap
proaches to imagen' storage and retrieval. interfacing 
more application software with the dahl base. and in
clusion of other l\ridded datll. 

Inltl.1 Ph ••• 

Nineteen record types deli9ed in the A TS data 
bllse !'chema were selected for the initial de\:~lop
ment. primarily on the busis of usefulness and logical 
load ~eqllen,,·e. Subschemata and loud programs ",ere 
de\'e'oped for these record types.l>llta were colk-cted 
or rl.'Corded and loaded into the data base. Simple 
Query programs, developed for some of the Jata ex
pected to be most useful to the analysts. are currently 
being tested. 

Use of IDMS-Il has provided solutions to mllny 
of the problems in implementing A lS. as hoped. 
However, some problems remain. Genendited Query 
capabilities of the S)'Slem are nut yet hl the desired 

.\ 
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:' r GE~aAPHIC; 

HIE!'tA~tHY .. • GRID-CELL-QUAD 
• ~ ~ ~ p' ---t:=T':T"':::1i'::-:-::'"'1 

3000 F CALC 

GRID-CEll 

SOILS-GENERAL 

ON 

GRID-CELL 

ON 

GRID-CELL 

GRID-QUADRANT 
N. OAf ASCENDING 

KEY: GRID-CELl-ID-Q 
I 

FULl-GRID-CELL 

3100 I F I 64 I CALC 

GRID-CELL-IO I ON 

GRID-CELL 

GC-MET -HIST 
NP. DA. DESCENDING 

KEY: DAT\-HIST -MET 

HIST MET -GRID 

3720 I F I 80 1 CALC 

HIST -MET -KEY I ON 

GRID-CELL 

nGVRE 4.-A TS Khema diagram. 

REFERENCES 

..... 

REFINED 
STRATUM 

MET 
STATION 

AGRONOMIC-GRID 

3200 1 F I 160 I CALC 

AGRONOMIC-KEY I ON 

GRID-CELL 

DAILY-MET-GRID 

37001 F 1 96 I VIA 

GC-MET I 
GRID-CELL 

stage of development, and problems remain in this 
area. A query language for data retrieval or update in 
an on-line, ad hoc environment is lacking. This 
necessitates development of menu-type query pro
grains for each type of query needed. Overhead, pri
marily with respect to disk storage requirements, is 
significant. Until implementation was well under
way, the ratio of actual data to total storage require
ments was not realized. At the present, however, it is 
not planned to reduce overhead storage requirements 
by reducing the number of pointers because an in
crease in processing time would probably result. 
Some operational problems have occurred, mostly 
because the system is new to the staff. 

I. User Requirements. LACIE-TOO201. USDA lACIE Project 
Office, Foreign Agricultural Service, Washington, D.C .• Oct. 
1975, pp. 61-71. 

The decision to use a generalized data base man
agement system to manage a central data base in sup
port of remote-sensing crop assessment appears to be 
sound.IDMS-IJ appears to be a good minicomputer
base system for this purpose. The USDA ATS staff 
expects to expand the A TS data base concept in 
FY79 and succeeding years. 

2. LACIE-2 Design Review Document. IBM Corporation. 
Houston, Texas, Nov. 1974. 

3. Earth Resources Interactive Processing System Require
ments. PHO-TRSI4. Philco-Ford Corporation. Houston. 
Texas, 1972. 

4. Martin, James: Computer Data Base Organization. Second 
edition, Prentice-Hall. New York. 1977. pp. 34-35. 

S. Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) Requirements. LACIE
COO200. Vol. IV. NASA Johnson Space Center. Houston, 
Texas. Oct. 1977. 

6. Earthsa! Spring Wheat Yield System Test 1975. Final Report. 
Earth Satellite Corporation. Washington. D.C.. Apr. 1976. pp. 
3-1 to 34. 
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7. LACIE Project Plan. LACIE-C0060S. NASA Johnson Space 
Center. Houston, Texas, Alii. 1975. 

8. Westin, F. C.: Landsat Interpretation-lntensive Use as 
Cropland. South Dakota Slale University. Brookinas. South 
Dakota, 1977. 

9. Westin. F. C.: Propess Report. Acrophysical Mapplna. South 
Dakota State University. Brookinas. South Dakota. Noy. 
1976. 
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The Application Te.t System: Technical Approach 
end System Design 

J. L Benson,II D. R. McClell""d.lIl D. Ttubel.lI""d R. F. Pumellb 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to provide insichl 
into the technical approach which was applied to the 
system desian of the U.s. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) Applications Test System (A TS). This in
cludes identification of requirements. assessment of 
remote-sensin, contributions, evaluation of existing 
techniques, and cost-effective development of a 
system desian which utilizes techniques and pro
cedures consistent with requirements. 

For many years, scientists and engineers have 
studied and proposed the potential roles of remote 
sensing in the manasement and exploration of Earth 
resources. It is currently estimated that operational 
use of Landsat data to derive agricultural crop infor
mation has a potential benefit of millions of dollars 
to the United States alone (ref. 1). The experience 
gained during the LACIE should result in the 
development of operational systems for processing 
Landsat data. 

A mlijor function of the LACIE has been the 
development, testing. and accuracy assessment of 
techniques derived to extract agricultural informa
tion from Landsat imagery. The project has demon
strated that techniques for classifying Landsat data 
have developed to the point where it is feasible to 
define systems for testing the LACIE-developed 
technology in a user application test. LACIE-proven 
technology has provided the basis for deriving infor
mation appropriate to a specific user; for example, 
the Foreign Agricultural Service (F AS) of the 
USDA. 

The USDA established the User Systems Planning 
and Applications Test Oroup (USPA TO) with the 
ground rule of using LACIE technology to define a 
system within specific USDA requirements. The 

aFord Aerospace" Communications Corporation, Houston. 
Texas. 

bU.S. Department of Agriculture, Houston. Texas. 

USPATO defined the user requirements for a pro
cessing system which could evolve from the LACIE 
and meet the USDA criteria for an operational 
system in the future. 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation 
(FACe) participated in a joint study effort with the 
USPA TO to develop a system design for large-scale 
processing of Landsat data The study resulted in a 
series ofreports (refs. 2to 7). the mostsignificant of 
which was a feasible design for a USDA system. 

The USPATO study team followed the classical 
approach of desianinS a system. The design approach 
look the logical steps of 

1. Identifying USDA requirements 
2. Assessing possible remote-sensing contribu

tions 
3. Evaluating existing processing techniques and 

procedures 
4. Developing a system design which utilizes the 

techniques and procedures to meet user require
ments in a cost-effective manner (ref. 5) 

S. Providing limited demonstration of an end-to
end system approach 

6. Updating system design and developing an 
operational data system 

Along with the user requirements for data con
tent, F AS established general guidelines for the 
system. The guidelines were prioritized for support 
of such design approach tradeoffs as timeliness of 
results, ease in developing the system, cost of operat
ing the system. and accuracy of results. 

USDA SYSTEM DESIGN STUDY 

The identification of USDA user requirements 
was the first step toward designing a specific USDA 
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processing system. The design was to provide the 
functional capabilities required for the inventory and 
reporting of agricultural crops and was to include the 
capability to be transferred to, and to in.erface with, 
existina user facilities. The complete ~U~A system 
(designated A TS) was to prov.ide" funct,ional 
capabilities for system manageni.el;n, data acquisi
tion, analysis, reporting, and evaluation (refs. 2 and 
8). The ATS provides the proceising capabilities 
necessary for the transfer and evaluation of required 
LACIE technology. 

The desijn of the A TS emphasized system 
transferability rharacteristics (i.e., use of high-level 
computer programing languages) as well as the 
ability to readily accommodate change. The resultant 
design was consistent with the mlijor system con
straints; i.e., timeliness of results, modularity, total 
"off-the-shelr' components, cost effectiveness, and 
accuracy. The design also stressed the development 
of an operational system responsive to USDA user 
requirements. Thus, the A TS employed rather than 
developed stat~-of-the-art technology. The system 
relies on off-the-shelf components of limited 
specialization and is capable of responding to state
of-the-art developments in hardware and software 
technology through modular changes. This allows for 
easy expansion of the A TS to provide a worldwide, 
multicrop information system. 

Finally, the A TS was designed for ease of utiliza
tion. It is intended for use by skilled resource 
analysts who normally will not be remote-sensing 
specialists. It was also important that the system sup
port a non-Iabor·intensive operation. This implies 
that, where possible, operations are to be automated 
'with manual intervention kept to a minimum. 

The study performed by F ACC demonstrated 
that the strenuous system requirements could be met 
with the following state-of·the·art systems compo
nents. 

1. Minicomputers 
2. Interactive image processors 
3. Low-cost array processors 
4. High-fidelity color displays 
5. Integrated data base management systems 
Based on the study and on other industrial sur-

veys, the USDA issued a Request for Proposal 
(RFP) for l2O-day delivery of the ATS. The system 
was to conform to the earlier guidelines, but addi
tional performance and capabilities requirements 
were imposed, including the following. 

1. The A TS must be capable of incorporating 
from one to five analyst stations. 
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2. A 117- by 196-pixel, four-channel imase must 
be classified into eight classes in less than 10 seconds, 
using the maximum likelihood classification rule. 

3. A 512- by S12-pixel ima,e must be similarly 
classified in less than 60 seconds. 

4. A 117- by 196-pixel, four-channel image must 
be clustered into 30 classes in less than 30 seconds. 

S. The ATS must process full-frame Landsat im
agery. 

6. The ATS must provide an integrated data base 
system for the management of massive volumes of 
data. 

7. The ATS must include an integrated interactive 
query apinst the data base. 

8. The A TS must provide extensive display 
capabilities. comprehensive analyst support func
tions, and pattern recognition functions. 

THE APPLICATION TEST SYSTEM 

The F ACC provided the processing system 
shown in figure I to the USDA for its A TS. The A TS 
represents a cost-effective, expandable system (ref. 
8). The host processor of the ATS is a Digital Equip
ment Corporation (DEC) Programed Data Processor 
Model 11-70 (PDP 11-70). The PDP 11-70 is a dual
bus computer capable of data rates from 0.8 
megabytes on the massbus, which is required in a 
data-driven system, The effective utilization of the 
cache memory buffer provides an effective instruc
tion cycle time of 300 nanoseconds. The main 
memory in the ATS host computer is 512 kilobytes, 
expandable to 4 megabytes. 

The processing load incurred by the clustering and 
classification of image data is met by the noating 
point system's API20B programmable noating-point 
array processor. The API20B, a "pipeline" type pro
cessor, is configured to provide the results of an addi
tion and a multiplication every 333 nanoseconds, 
with an expression capability every 167 nano
seconds. The use of the AP120B and well-balanced 
system software enabled the A TS to meet the 
stringent system throughput requirements. 

Image display and analyst interaction are provided 
at each of the three analyst stations. The A TS can 
support up to five stations if expansion requires. The 
image display equipment is an International Imagery 
Systems (115) Model 70 with nine 512 by 512 8-bit 
refresh memories and three graphics planes. It in· 
c1udes two 512 by 512 color monitors with a cursor 
under trackball control. The A TS '¥as delivered ini· 
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tially with one analysis station and has been ex
panded to three analyst stations. 

The on·line storage of data for the A TS is pro
vided by two 3()().mepbyte disks. The 333().type disk 
dri\'cs are capable of read/write operations at a data 
rate of 1.2 mepbytes pef second. The system was in· 
stalled with the disks on the PDP 11·70 unibus and a 
read/write rate of 600 kilobytes per second. The disk 
will be relocated to the massbus and upgraded to a 
full 1.2·mepbyle-per·second input/output capability 
in late 1978. 

The key to efficient hardware performance in 
response to analyst commands is the F ACC Intqra
ted Multivariate Data Analysis and Classification 
System (IMDACS). which has been under conlinu· 
inl refinement for multispecaral scanner and seismic 

data applications for 5 years. The basic structure of 
IMDACS is shown in fi8ure 2. The IMDACS opere 
ates on the PDP 11·70 under the DEC Interaclive 
Applications System (lAS). providina the user the 
capability to select and execute the major processing 
functions inleractively via the alphanumeric/ 
graphics terminal. The tutorial menu prompts dis
play to the user the processing options thai aro 
available and the definitions of input parameters to 
be specified for the processin, function. All analyst 
transactions are loged and may be output to the line 
printer upon conclusion of the processin .. 

The application software is structured alonl func
tional lines to support the processin, SlepS required 
in perform in. disital imaae analysis. The major soft
ware functions are summarized as follows. 
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1. Input Command Processor. The applications 
software supervisor and common point of interface 
for all IMDACS processors 

2. LOAD. Provides the capability to load digitally 
formatted imagery data from computer-compatible 
tape (CCl) to disk: also included are the 
preinitialization of image enhancements and display 
options, preprocessing of histogram tables. and chan
nel combinations (linear. ratio. or normalization) 

.1. IMAGE. Provides the capability to format. 
enhance. and display imagery from selected data 
channels interactively 

4. FIELD. Provides the capability to define. an
notate, and save irregular-shaped fields; also pro. 
vided are file maintenance utilities and fixed func
tion key capabilities for automatic recall and display 
of previously defined fields and annotations 

5. ST A TS. Provides for the computation. display. 
and storing of spectral signatures for defined fields: 
also included are related signature manipulation 
capabilities and the feature selection function 

6. CLASS. Performs maximum likelihood and 
mixture density classification of defined field~ and 
outputs Classification results in the form of class map 
files 

7. CLUSTER. Performs adaptive and interactive 
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clustering and outputs cluster results in the form of 
cluster map files 

Communication among the processors is facili
tated by a unified file structure. For example. 
statistics files can be built by either :~e statistics pro. 
cessor or the clustering processN and can be used to 
initialize either clustering or supervised classification 
processes. Thus. in addition to classical pattern 
recognition prtXessing sequen\..'es.IMDACS can con
trol new procedures such as "smalllields." a L ACI E
devc:loped area classification procedure. In the small
fields procedure. training and test regions or picture 
elements (pixels) are labeled ~y the analyst. Statistics 
of the training regions are computed. and the result
ing cluster statistics are then label~ in accordance 
with the labeled training data which are spectrally 
nearest the particular cluster mean. Mixture density 
classification is then initialized with the duster 
statistics. and signatures are grouped by class auto
matically. 

The follOwing image processing performance time 
periods have been measured on the A TS: 

\. 117 by 196 pixels. four channels. eight-class 
runs in 8.8 seconds 

2. 512 by 512 pixeis. four channels. eight-class 
runs in 57.8 seconds 
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3. 117 by 196 pixels. four channels. JO.duster 
runs in 16 sec:onds 

The performance times are achieved with a rom· 
bination of hiah .. peed input/output and hiah-speed. 
spec:ial·purpose peripherals. This performance. com· 
bined with the lAS multituk c:apabilh)' and the 1M· 
OACS throuahput eff1c:iency. provides s),l1ems c:ap .. 
ble of testina and evaluatin, various tec:hnoloaies 
anJ operational procedures for the processina of 
remote-sensina data in a spec:inc user environment 

System capabilities for supportina nonim.ry 
data processin, functions and for providina ancillary 
data support for imaae processina are provided by 
the Culliane Intearated Data Manaaement System 
(IOMS-II) and the FACC Query and Report Writer. 
both of which have been implemented on the PDP 
11·70 under the lAS. The IDMS was developed in 
strict compliance with the CODASYL standards. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The incorporation of new techn~lol)' into the 
user's operations is critical to the development of any 
application system. The A TS is lin example of a 
system with this capability. where LACIE tech· 
niques and procedures were merged with USDA re
quirements to define the design approach. The aoal 
of the definition and design study was to couple 
overall feasibility with an extensive and diverse pro
cessina capability whi,=h minimized manpower re
quirements. The design was translated into A TS re
quirements; the A TS was implemented according to 
these requirements; and evaluation report criteria 
were defined for t~ ',nolol)' transfer (ref. 9). The 
ATS is now successfully supporting USDA activities 
in Houston. Texas. 

The A TS is modular and can b..: expanded easily 
and modified piecewise as requirements may change 
because of changes in quantity or quality of input 
data or because of the desire and the ability to extract 
more and/or relevant information . 
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Re.ource Modeling: A Re.111y for progr.m COlt 
Anal,I'1 

L. D. FOIl"· tmd R. L. 11"",-

IN1'RODUCTION 

The ever.important question of monetary 
reaourcel required for the operation of. pernment 
PfOlrlm can be praented in several way •• Thi. ,. 
port convey. the approach, Implementation, oper .. 
tion, and utilization of a model to establish capital In. 
vestment and operational COStl!baed on &heir inter· 
relation.hips. de,endendes. and alternative actions. 

IACK.ROUND 

From itl inception, the LACIE had a .tated ob
jective 10 determine the COlt effectiveness of utilizina 
satellite and surface-derived data to monitor crop 
production and asseu the impacts of qricultural and 
meteoroloaical conditions affectlna potential produc
tion. The Office of Manqement and Budpt (OMB) 
wanted to know the COlt of .uch an operational 
sy.tem. Senior U.S. Departmenl of Alfiaalture 
(USDA) manqemcnt needed 10 know the COlts u
sociate4 with the implementation and operation of 
this type of system to make decisions on future com
mitments to the effort. 

The determination of all cost factors, 
interrelationships, and countless decision alterna· 
tives posed a complex problem. The Itrll"'t analyti
Citl approach would accomplish the identification of 
co.t factors and interrelationships, but to c;alaalate 
the COlts based on the interrelationships and count· 
la. conraaurations and decision alternativa It ill 
posed a monumental tIIk. Thus, the concept of 
developi", a model to ..... s the COlts provided a 
loaical and viable approach. 

'U.S. Deputme," of Apiculture. HouI"I'I. Tex ... 

The concept of model"" to provide information 
on which to base decisions it not now, althoulb each 
model hal unique attributes that are dependent on 
the environment to be mocIeIed. The COlt moclll 
developed for use in the USDA Applications Tilt 
Sy.tem (A TS) environment wu daiped UIinI buic 
COlt accountina principles intelhled with unique 
COIlaltribu_ The model i. a multiple of m_ COlt 
elements comprised of interrelated components that 
contribute directly Of indirectly 10 the total.chuted 
COlt •• These major COlt elementa have beta 
ca .... ized into capital inVeltmen .. and operational 
COItI and summarized into the standard IOvernment 
accountina dUlification object cl ..... 

The model provides a tool for manapment to 
analyze potential impacts of alternative scenariOi in 
a timel)' and efficient manner. The inidal use or the 
model wu to provide .lima .. of the resource re
quirements, inv.tments, and operational COlli...,. 
elated with a future operational USDA crop .... 
ment prOiftm. The model ha been continually 
modified to meet chanlin, requirements Ind pres
ently provides investment and operllina COlts by 
desipated scenariOl, personnel ltaffin, reports. 
budpt projections by decilion plCkqe, and required 
automatic dati procain. (ADP) information for 
OMB reports. 

MITHODOLOGY 

The information aenerated from the model can be 
presented in various WI),I, dependina on the in
tended use. The output format' were dictated by an 
analysis of the various users and consideration of the 
user's purpose for requirin,the data. Two ~or ec0-
nomic considerations are reflected in the output 
from the model. The fint il the manner in which 10 
prenot I IO-year COlt projection encompusina a 
IYltem life of 8 yean. The second conlideration is 
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Ihal of tho "sunk coa," c:oncepl, The rationale UIId in 
adaptina 10 that consideralion. i. pfelented in 
respective order, 

One method of preaenll", Ihe COlt projections is 
the accountinl c:oncepl of derreciallon, which amor
tizes tho QOIC of capilli tnwament ow th.,lft of 
the S)'ltem. Thi. is viewi", Ihe invatmtnt u • p,. 
paid operadna expense; however, a ~or diMltvan
"" is Ihal this does not reflect the projected actual 
cash now in ret,.1 10 time. Another method it the 
"present value" rule, which equata the fulure capilli 
and optfatin, expenditura 10 the preaent-day value 
of dotlvL The technique of diKounlinl the future 
cah now with rapect to the time incurred at an ap
propriate rate of int .... t I. used to make the adjust
menta to equate prtlent value. 

In accordance w jlh the OMI requirementa. Ihe 
latter method WII used 10 derive the preant value of 
retOUr" COlli over the Io.year lifapan of the pro
posed production syltem, The required discount in
teral rate of 10 percent will be UHd (I'ef. 1). The 
present value hu been calculated and i. ref1ec:ted in 
the summary and detailed reporll. 

The question of "sunk eoat"lIea in the definition 
and adaptation II it.~plia to the environment beina 
model«S. Sunk ~Itl are nonrecoverable raources 
that have been consumed u the rault of a prior deci· 
sion and have no direct operational benefit (ref. 2). 
Sunk costs are not altered by I chinle in the level or 
nature of an Ktivity and have no bearin. on current 
invalment decisionl. 

Th' utilization of satellite remote seMin, is tech. 
nolOlY on.nled. and the deve!:lpment or this t«h· 
nolOl)' is 10 dynamic that extensive research. 
followed by Ipplic:ation developntent. il neceaury to 
explc>it potential capabilities. Therefore. the costs ... 
tated to LACIE raearch and development and Land· 
sat are considered sunk ,osll and were nOl inc'UcJN 
in o;OIti", the future USDA sYltem. The c:osts uaod
ated with the application development and tal 
phues were indueled lince the techniques. pro
cedures. c:apabUilies. Ind equipment would be of 
direct benefit to the establishment of a future opera
tional system. 

AAUIIPTIONI 
I 

In order to eslIblilh model requiremenll. uaump
tiona were made to pide the c:ollettion and evil .... 
lion of pertinent data. These lIIUJIlpdons Wife used 
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in the model development to autde the inclusion and 
manipulation of the various COlt fKlon. 

1. A timtlplJn of 10 yean wu uted. repraenti", 
lhe procurement of hardware with respect to the 
ph .... in of the operationals)'Iaem and the remaini", 
life expectancy of the syllem. 

2. The LACIE COlli are daned "Iunk COIta and 
therefore are not included in the total toll for the 
operadonalsystem. 

3. COlli associated with lhe procurin, and 
launchi", of • "Iellite are not to be included in the 
total tOIt. However. the tOIl of the prodUCl (diailal 
im. dala) II provided by NASA is included in the 
lotal cost 

4. Current Oeneral Services Administration 
(OSA) fadllty rental rata are used for each pOtential 
location. 

S. Departmenta' and qency budaetin. policies 
were followed to derive varioUi toIt factofS used in 
the resources calculations. 

6. Personne''''aries are projected based on actual 
and projected positions and will be inflated S percenl 
each year for toIt-of.livina increases. 

The required computer-reilled hardware will be 
purc:hued. 

I. Operalina IYStcm software will be purchased. 
2. The applic:at:on prOlfaml will be developed 

ana '",plemcnted u a joint effort by contractors and 
USDA personnel. 

3. The conversion proarams will be developed 
and prOifamed by USDA personnel. 

I. The delian and implementation of the data 
bue will be accomplished by t:SDA personnel. 

2. The dilital i",* process;", Iystem desian 
provides for one or more resident lCOII'aphiCllly 
oriented data basel. 

t 

• 

\ 

\ 
j 
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1 
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'ereonnel 

1. Total manpower requirements will be dictated 
by management and lJSDA ceiling limitations. 

2. Operational manpower requirements will be 
assessed based on hardware c:onfisurations. 

3. Startup personnel will be fully trained in the 
exr ...eimental environment and transferred to the 
production system, thus eliminating consideration of 
m~or training COSts. 

Support Services 

1. The receiving station and preprocessing of 
satellite data to USDA requirements will remain at 
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 

2. The GSFC will provide imagery data in accord
ance with USDA requirements. 

Facilities 

1. The operational system, equipment, and per
sonnel will be located in a USDA facility. 

2. Facilities will require a site-preparation cJ}arge. 
3. Security and utility services will be accounted 

for in the facility rental rates. 
4. Charges for utilities for second- <lJ1d third-shift 

operations will be based on trends of actual charl!es 
ir.::urred by the existing USDA computer facilifies. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Initial model development and operatio!" was per· 
formed using a Digital Equipment Corporation 
(DEC) computer 11-45. Since the procurement of a 
DEC 11-70 by USDA. the model has been trans
ferred and is operational f)n the DEC 11-70. Thl! 
FORTRAN programing language was used because 
it lends itself to the concepts of modular programing 
through the use of sllbroutines and is more efficient 
in data manipulation and calculation. 

MODEL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

The approach for design and development of the 
cost model was to identify the cost categories il' the 
form of stated objectives. The objectives are a series 
of cost elements that, when combined, provide the 

total cost. Figure 1 provides a graphic view of this 
statement. 

Each cost element consists of com~onents that 
contribute directly or indirectly to the costs. These 
components are identified, the interrelationships are 
determined, and the components are formulated into 
a model. 

The model has been developed to process cost 
trade-offs dependent on alternative management 
decisions and to assess cost variations resulting from 
incorporation of new technology, optional system 
configurations, changes in volume of meteorological 
and satellite imagery data to be processed, and fre
quency of processi:tg reports. The resulting reports 
from the model provide the data to derive a range of 
expected costs. 

The objectives which formed the base for the 
model are the major elements that contribute to the 
cost of the system. When reported, they are grouped 
into investme!lt and operating costs. The cost catego
ries are identified as Hardware, Software, Conver
sion, Data Base, Relocation Expenses, Personnel, 
Facilities, ADP Services, Support Services, Research 
and Development, Administrative Support. and 
Other. 

The basic concept of the model is for each major 
cost element (stated objective) to perform as a sepa
rate program in calculating costs. Each program con
tains data dependency relationships. algorithms for 
data calculation. and predefined interrelationships 
between cost element programs. The relationship of 
one cost element to another within the model as they 

COMPONENTS COMPONENTS 

FIGURE 1.- Desltln Ind deyelopment of the (ost model. 
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provide results 10 a summary report is depicted 
lI'aphically in f18Ufe 2. 

Data are input to the model via computer ter
minal, allhouah data mayor may not be entered for 
each cost element. The baseline data are maintained 
in the model's data ftle. 

Each proaram (cost element) extracts the ap. 
propriate data from the file and performs predefined 
functions. Some data are passed from one proaram to 
another and are dependent on a predefined relation· 
ship. tbus providina the inputs nete~ary for the 
receivina pJ'08l'8lll to perform its calculations. Tables 
are used to test alternative assumptions and to pro
vide cost factors. 

The results from each cost-element proaram are 
summarized into investment and operalina costs by 
year. In addition, the yearly costs are discounted to 
present value and are summarized in a report. 
Detailed procedures for the development of the 
model are found in a USDA LACIE document ... Ap
proach to Cost Analysis" (ref. 3). 

The results obtained from the model (I) are used 
to assess and influence the design and development 
aspects of the USDA A TS; (2) provide management 
with a tool that can increase the competence of man
agement decisions; (3) guide management in deci· 
sions on scheduling equipment procurement~ and (4) 
are used to assess and influence future manpower 
and budget planning. 

the cost elements bound by the stated assumptions. 
The sensitivity of these cost elements as they affect 
the total cost is tested throuah alternatives. Each 
alternative represents some dqree of impact on the 
costs. Several of these alternatives are presented here 
to provide an understandlna of model capabilities. 

Alternative comparison capabiUty is provided 
throuah a Compare Routine. This routine compares 
the Summary File created by the model for various 
alternatives against a desianated base tile and outputs 
a summary deviation report by cost element. Several 
tables provide cost factors and a1aorithms for iden
tified alternatives. 

Alternative hardware confllurations are tested 
through the establishment of a file for each con
figuration. The model is then run for each conOlurs
lion. and the summary totals are input to a Compare 
Routine. This routine prepares a report on the devia
tions from the base conflJUfltion as determined by 
the system design personnel. 

Alternarive personnel-manpower approaches are 
tested by varying the numbers and types of posi
tions. treating a tile for each alternative. The alterna.
tives for personnel are closely associated with the 
alternative :.ardware configuration and manasement 
decisi"ns on the extent of goals and countries to be 
:ilonitored. 

Other alternative considerations by cost element 
are shown in the form of a decision tree. 

ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERATIONS Software 

The total coses are based on the combination of Costs vary ba. .. ed on the method of procurement. 

fiGURE %.- Cost ... t. 
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as shown in tigures 3 and 4. 

BUY (PACKAGel 

OEVElOf' 

COMBINATION 

PART OF HARDWARE 
PROCUREMENr 

CONtRACTOR 

GOVERNNIENT 

FIGURE 3.- P~urtment of systems software. 
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Support Servlc .. 

C()Sts Ilre impllcted based on the nlelhod of acquir. 
ine S,lur,'~ dllta. The AIt.:rnlilives Table provides cost 
fllCtor~ and al,lorithms rqllfdina method of \.'Om· 
municalion and ~OSI of dillii. Filures S. 6, and 7 
depict the vilrious types of support servil.'eS ,"'On· 
sidered. 

f.cllltl •• 

eusts for fadlitics vary depending on the polen· 
IhtllO\:'luion and extenl of modincalions (nl. 8). The 
Ahernatives Table provides the GSA lea.~(' rates for 
six ditlerenl gcogrllrhkalloctuit1ns. The table can bt 
updaled at un)' lime. hence not continintt it 10 an)' 
particular locali,lO. 

MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

The model is conslrucled of 12 separate I.'ost 
modules linked b)' a mllin summary Ilrottram 
module. In addition, tables rd~ted to "ltentative ap
proaches are l.!lllled by the var\\\us module.~ 10 pro
vide dahl for the calculation of ,lIternath'c l.'Osls, 
Subroutine Il\odules provide the data manipulations. 
c:tlculalions. lind outputs for the budtlet l,rojections. 
l'ersonnel Slam",. rCI'llftS. and comparison of custs 
for ~\ltcrnntivcs. FiLlure ~ is n simrlilil.'tt ntlW diutlnlOl 
llf the model. The Ll0\'l'ml1lCn t accountintt dt!ss 
codes .lre in.:orpor:ttl.'d flU ~udtlet ,,'h\ss determina
tion throU(!.h ,Inecl entry or internal jlfllLlmmin~ (fef. 
4). 

MODEL OPERATION 

I:'k.'h of the I.'ost-elcmcnl mtldulo. ha. .. ils \lwn dal:\ 
liles rlus .m)' llddilional files pll, .. sed 10 the mndule 
ffllm .mother Ilhldule. The \'arious module fiL,~ lire 
urtbllcd btL.'icd on II scemuiu In be tesled. To l'rtlvide 
1m underslandinlt of Ihe opemlion of Ihe cusl-elc· 
ment modules. each will be disl.·u. ..... ed in rehuion to a 
SiOlplilicd data now ,Iillllram lind the stated ohjeclivc 
of Ihllt module. Examples tlf the detailed outputs 
froOl the modules nrc found in appcndix A. All 
modules output detailed dahl lind summary totuls Itl 
the nud~ct lind Summllry File~, rcspectivel)', Arrcn
dix 8 I"fOvidcs cXllmplcs uf the tn"cslment 1m ,I 
Opcrutionul CO,"1 Summurr. DClnillluUgct ProJC(tion 

COMBINATION 

DEVELOP 

PART OF HARDWARE 
PROCUREMENT 

nGUll •• - PncUk'm.,,' of ""'".tlon Hft.a ... , 

COURIER 

D'Al·YP/UASEO 

MICROWAVE 

SATELLITE 

NASA (lSfC 

O(I'ARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR 

NOAA 

AIR FORCE 

elECTRONIC 
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nGURE 8.- Lomlon/modlftrallon alleraall'K. 

t 
/' COST / 

r ELlIENT 
MODULES 

·~-c;;;:~---"":::::::r::FlI.:E~ FILE 
r ~ , ----"? 

~~ I 'COST I "'S:Y ( ,SlMlARY' 
~~MOOEL~~~_~ \_ 8ASE __ ~ 

.-_ll ,J'm, ~~I L~ 
I PEIISOfINEL , 'DET::-c~'1T1 i 8UOGET f COMPAJIE, 
: ROUTINE! : ELEMENT~ \ FILE \' ROUTINE 

': - j "-----t- '--,-~ L ]_----J 
1';iIl~,- -ll- ___ L 'r ! 

I, PERSONNEL I ;R~RTII SU_V I --- :, COMPAIIISOM " 
STAFnIG II IV. COST J _. : : : 
~- LLEYEL.) '----_---- _ --.J '---
, PROFILE -' I SIUU I REPORT ; RClllTftE : I REPO~ 

-------- I' 
t ~j____, 

DETAIl. 1 I SI*MAIIV ' 
I !.JDGET I! REPORT i 
~~~!~~-----

FIGURE 9.- Simrlltted !low dla.ram of cosl model. 

• flOOR 
SPACE 
REQ'O 

• ANNUAL 
MAINT 
RA':E 
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nGVRE 10.- Hardware Module. 

Report, Budaet Projection Summary Report, Person
nel Starting Profile Report, and Skill Level Summary 
Report. 

Hlrdwlre Module 

The o~jective of the Hardware Module (fig. 10) is 
to identify hardware components to be procured by 
year and calculate the total cost per year, total overall 
cost, and other operational impacts. The input of 
alternative hardware component configurations 
allows for a cost-effective analysis between 
configurations and their impacts on operations. Basic 
data related to the har.twl!re components are input 
by year of scheduled acquisition and are processed, 
generating a detailed hardware cost report and Ol:tllut 
tiles for use by the Facility. Software. ADP Services. 
and Administrative Support Modules. 

Software Modul. 

The objective of the Software Module is to iden
fify the type of software and calculate the tot~1 soft
ware costs based on hardware to be procured and on 
defined software requirements. If application soft
ware requirements are not defined. then the module 
calculates cost based on a percentage of the hardware 
costs for that year. A report is generated containing 
detailed costs by year and summary costs. 

Conver.lon Module 

The (lbjective of the Conv'!rsion Module is to 
record and pro\'ide costs associated with the conver
sion of data files and application software from 
LACIE to the USDA environment. This module pro
vides for direct input of defined conversion require
ments and estimated costs. The output is a detailed 
listing of the cost~ and summary totals. 

Data aa •• Module 

The objective of the Data Base Module is to record 
and provide costs associated with the develop men t, 
implementation. data collection. and purchase of 
Data Base Management software programs. This 
module provides for direct input of defined func
tions and estimated costs. The outputs incluuc a 
detailed listing of costs by function and year. plus 
summ2ry totals. 

1 
1 

--.~ 
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The objective of the Personnel Module (rll. II) is 
to identify the skill levels required and salaries asso
ciated with each position within those skill levels. 
The manpower levellAnd skills are analyzed based on 
functions to be performed and the performance ,oals 
as defined in the Manaaement Plans (refs. Sand 6). 
Each position.lfade. step. and salary is input for the 
year required. The proaram calculates the succeedina 
year's salary based on a I.:ost-of.livins percentaae in
crease. Promotions are accounted for by entering the 
new salary in the year of the anticipated promotion. 
A detailed listing is printed and detailed data are out
put to a personnel subroutine. which provides a 
detailed staffing profile report and a summary of 
positions by skill level. Totals are passed to the files 
or modules for further calculation of cost impacts, 

Other Inv •• lmenla Module 

The objective t'f the Other Investments Module 
(fil. 12) is to establish other inilial costs incurred in 
implementing an operational system. Detailed cost 
components identified in this module include tele
phone installation. furniture procurement. site 
preparation. etc. Telephone installation and furniture 
costs are derived from algorithms using data passed 
from the personnel module and innuenced by the 
Alternatives Table. Input of known costs can be 
made through direct entry to the module file. 

Relocation Modul. 

The objecti ve of the Relocation Module (fig. 1 J) is 
to establish the cost to relocate pcrsonnel and equip
ment. depending on the number of pcrsonnel and 
alternative actions. A table is updated to provide thc 
alternatives with regard to time of relo~·l.Hion and 
number of personnel to be relocated. The cost assod· 
ated with the equipment relocation is a direct input. 
The calculations performed invol ... e algorithms 
utilizing data from the Personnel Module, the Alter
natives Table. and cost factors derivcd from analysis 
of current moving costs. Thc outputs include It 

dctailed repon of relocation costs and detailed and 
summary data passc,j to the 'Judge' and Summary 
Files. respa'lively. 

nGUII 11.- PeflOlllM'l ...... 1., 
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ADP I.nlc •• Module 

The objective of the ADP Services Module (fla. 
14) is to establish the cost of services directly related 
to the suppon of ADP operations. Primarily. these 
costs are for equipment maintenance and rental. 
Equipment rental data are entered directly into the 
file, whereas the calculation of maintenance costs is a 
function of data passed from the Hardware Module 
and accumulated for a total yearly cost plus the 
added cost for each succeedin, year of the equipment 
life. Since facility space is impacted by rental equip
ment, physical space data are passed to the Facility 
Module for further processina. A detailed report is 
printed and the respective data are passed to the 
Budget and Summary Files. 

Facility Module 

The objective of the Facility Module (fi,. IS) is to 
establish the size and cost of facilities required to 
house the personnel, equipment, and work areas as· 
sociated with a USDA environment. Three modules 
provide input data to this module, which has direct· 
entry capability. Additionally, the Alternatives Table 
is accessed to obtain dollar rates for various locations 
based on type of space'. The calculation of the space 
for personnel is based on GSA allowances. 
Algorithms are the basis for establishing costs using 
the table factors and additional·shift utility 
allowances. A detailed report i'i printed containing 
the total square feet of facility required by type of 
space and the cost for that space. 

Support Service. Module 

The objective of the Support Services Module is to 
identify, record. and calculate costs incurred for sere 
vices supplied by other governmental organizations 
and private enterprise in support of crop assessment 
operations. Two key alternatives impacting costs are 
tested in this module. The utilization of satellite com· 
munications versus courier service represents signifi· 
cant variances in costs. The calculation of satellite 
communication costs is dependent on the volume of 
data and time of transmission. The volume of 
satellite digital data required also impacts the cost of 
buying the data and is based on workloads associated 
with each geographic area to be monitored. 
Therefore, algorithms using tht; data volume. which 

IIlO 

WUt: 
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FIGURE 14.- ADP Se"l~es Module. 

DIIEeT INI'IIT: 

• "PE 01' SPACE 
• QUANTITY (IQ FT, 

FIGURE 15.- Facility Module. 

is a direct input, calculate both the cost of buying 
satellite data and the cost of transmitting the data. 
The Alternatives Table supplies the algorithm fac· 
tors, depending on the alternative to be tested. Other 
capabilities of this module include direct entry of 
known required services and associated costs. The 
output is a detailed report with data passed to the 
Budget and Summary Files. 

R •••• rch .nd D.v.lopm.nt Module 

The objective of the Research and Development 
Module is to record and provide costs associated 
with defined research and development functions. 
Input is direct through creation of several files, and 
alternative ~ost approaches are integrated into the 
total costs. 

____ BII:I _____ • ________________________ ~ _____ . __ .. -- ..... 
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Admlnlatratlve lupport Module 

The objet:tive of the Administrative Support 
Module (fiB. '6) is to identify, calculate, and/or pro
vide the total costs associated with the adminis.
trative support functions of a USDA operational en
vironment. Key eost components established in this 
module are personnel benefits, travel, trlinin&. sup
plies, telephone, and administrative overhead costs. 
Factors used in formulas to derive the costs are based 
on historical trend datd of the department. Personnel 
benefits are derived as a percentage or the total per
sonnel salary costs passed from the Personnel 
Module. Trainins, supplies, and telephone costs are a 
function or the number of personnel as passed from 
the Personnel Module. The administrative overhead 
costs are calculated on the total operational costs 
from the Summary File and then added to the total 
cost. Other known administrative costs may be input 
directly. 

The main summary program is the controlling 
program or the cost model. Through input data. it 
determines which table files to access and which files 
to open for output and calls the subroutine to process 
the data. 

The main summary program accepts the input 
data, sets up the calling paramet~rs, calls the ap: 
propriate subroutine to proces~ the ,18'a. and stores 
any returned data or parameters. Thl! validity chet:k· 
ing is performed in the subroUline. After all the input 
data have been processed. the main summary pro· 
gram produces th~ summary report. The source code 
for the main summary program is given in appendix 
C. 

The main summary program does not use over· 
lays. since it and the associated subroutines exet:ute 
in 26000 bytes of core. The main summary program 
uses standard linkages 01 the C ALL and parameter 
list to interface with the subroutines. 

SUMMARY 

The utilization of the cost model has provided 
data to OMB. senior USDA M'lagement. and Proj
ect Mana&ement and major inputs to the budget 
process for 1977. 1978. 1979, and 1980. The modular 
concept of the model simplified its design. imple· 
mentation. and operation. Approximately ) man· 
months were involved in the design. collection of 
cost factor data. and development of the interrela. 
tionships, algorithms. and alternative test capa· 

nGllRt 16.- Admlnllt .. "" Support Medal •• 

bilities; programing. implementation, and testing re
quired 3 man·months. The model was operational by 
July 1976 and provided the detailed ADP cost infor· 
mation for the OMB requested report on projet:ted 
expenditures for fiscal year (FY) 1977. A spet:ial 
OMB presentation in September 1977 required a 
detailed analysis of costs to be expected in an opera· 
tional system. The model was used to generate the 
data and provided a range of expet:ted costs depen· 
dent on alternative management det:isions. The 
model derived the information. together with a 
detailed Resource Analysis Report which suc
cessfully answered OMB's questions concerning 
costs (ref. 6). The Resource Analysis Report was up
dated in 1977 and amended in 1978. 

During 1977, it b«ame apparent that the exten· 
sion of the COSI model into the budget area would ex
pedite and increase the accuracy of the budget projec· 
tions. Approximately 2 man·months of design and 
programing were required to implement the budget 
routines into the model. The model was used to 
assess the cost impacts of various hardware design 
configurations !md influenced the selet:tion (If a cost· 
effective design and related specifications used in the 
procurement of the current system configuration. 
The implementation of the budget routine catogo
riles and accumulates the cost components into 
government accounting classes and provides both 
detailed and summary budget projet:tions. The 
budgets submitted for 1978. 1979. and 1980 were 
directl)' calculated by the model. With the initial im· 
plementation of zero-base budgeting (lBB) for FY 
1979, the model's alternative test capabilities easily 
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provided the budaet levels for the ZBB decision 
packqes. 

From early 1911 throqh the present. the model 
has been used to assess cost impacts and provide per
sonnel staffin. profiles associated with alternative 
manaaemenl decisions. It has been instrumental in 
addina competence to the manqement decisions in 
bud&etin •• project.oals. manpower plannina. and in
vestments in procurinl equipment, softWftre. and 
support services. 
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Appendix A 
Example. of Detailed Module Output 

DlTALID REPORT· HARDWARI 

NAME on "'ICE CURRENT fV:I - ,V 10 

DIll( CONTROLLER 11 .. , .., 1.1-1.1 
OIIl(UNITS ,. 11.0 ,.1 1 •. 1-•. 0 
MAO TAPE CONTROLLER 14 12.11 12.1 12.1-11.5 
MAG TAPE DRIVE a 14.0 aD 21.0-14.0 
GRAPHIC TERMICOI'IER 

" 
'.1 n u-o,o 

CARD RDRIPUNCH I 11.0 11.0 11.0-11.0 
CAROREAOER • 0.0 0,0- 0.0 
LINE "'INTER 1200V' 

DETAILED REPORT • CONVERSION 

ITEM CURRfNT fV 2 FV, fV 10 

DETAILED REPORT • PERSONNEL 

DETAILED REPORT • SOFTWARE 

NAME CURRENT FV 2 FVI 

COMPUtER OI-IW 0.0 
ANALVIT ITATION M 0.0 
COMMUNIC INTIRFACI 0.0 
HOlT COMP INTERFACE 0,0 
HOOT INTERFACE 
ARRAV PIIOC·IW 
APfLICATIOft IOt'TWARI 
IOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION 
,. BUDGET AO.I. 
TOTAL IOFTWARE 
'RESENT VALUE 

DETAILED REPORT • DATA BASE 

NAME 

OAT ... ASt MGMT PKG 
08 MOD IW 
,. IUDGU AO.I 

DETAILED REPORT • AELOCATION 

FV 10 

JONES. PATRICA 
llT£MPI 

42 
00 
0,0 
00 
00 

In .", ITEM CURRENT FV Z FV. fV 10 

LACIE ASSIGNfD 
MULTICROP 

t • 5 ttyC '_ 

00 
20M 2 .,.0 . 

:lrtz'r itte .. ' 1m 
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DETAILED RIPORT • OTHER COSTS 

ITIM 

DETAILED REPORT· FACILITIES 

ITtM CURRENT FY 2-FY • FY to 

COMPUTER "ACE RENTAL 
10FT 

1.2 lU-l102 
712.1 '111.1-1.,0.0 

OFFICE "'ACE RENTAL 
lOfT 
STORAGE ... ACE RENTAL 
10FT 
tOTAL RENTAL 
TOTAL IOUAR£ Ff 
PRESENT VALUl 

32.1 
_0 

DETAILED REPORT • SUPPORT SERVICES 

CURRENT FV II 

!MAllERY DATA .1.0 
METEOROLOGICAL OATA 00 
ANCILLARV DATA 0.0 
COMMUNICAT~NI 0.0 

OTHER 
tOTAL 
TOTAL IERVICI 
'RElENT VALUE 
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FVI FY 10 

DlTMED RaaGRT • ADP _VlCIS 

I'OUIIIMENT 

MAINU",ANCE 
RINTALI 
I'll ~ .MAGS NOI:,.,R 
ICEVl'UNCtWlIIII"11I 
WOflO NOC: IOUI' 
71IUDGU A1U. 
TOTAL _IIVICII 
NIIEIIIT VALUE 

.t ' .. 0 t14U unu 

0.0 

DETAILED REPORT • 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

ITtM CURRENT FV 2-FY I FV 10 

DETAILED REPORT • ADMINISTRATION 

ITEM CURRENT FV II FVI fV 10 

PERIDMIEL IENEFlTS 122.. 117.1-1104.' 532.' 
ADMINISTRAtlONlUl'I'ORT 110.0 111O.0- .... J Ill.? 
tRAV£L 75.0 7110-82.0 82.0 
IUl'l'UII IfU 12.3-•. 0 3I.1i 
tRAININO IIi.O 46.0-227. "'.0 
OFFICE lOUINtNT 00 0.0-0.0 0.0 
COMMUNICATIONS ID.I 11.2~.2 
OTHER _~"~~.7 
TOTAL ADMINISTR~iiA~ • 1211112IU 
PRlSENt VALUE ~.7 ·IU-&eU 631\.2 

& Mi'*;",,,. ~-

i 

I. 

, 

j 
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Appendix. 
Exam,,'e, of Detelled Dete .um .... " Report, 

1fNI ..... NT 
COlTS CU .... llllt''1'''1, -''1 ,. tOT"" P.V. 
MAllDWIIfIE _. .0.0 '77'" - ",.. ,-., 'nM.J 

•• ...0 .. 1.1- au MUA "".7 

",..2-,1IIMO.. 
1121.1 JOO1 .. - ...... 

IUDGtT PRO_noN SUMMARY RaIORT 

lOTA!. CURRENT 'Y2 F'I3_ "',. 

11 - I'fRIONNEl 
COWltllATl0f4 13U ,,,,r; • .I-at.1I 

U' - PEIIIONNEl 
IlNIFITI 3U 213 ..... - ..... 

21 - TRAVlL AND 
TIIANIPOIITATION 
O'PlI'tlONl 21.0 27,1i 30.0- .5.0 

22 - TRAHIII'OIlTATIOft 
OFTH'NOI U 

2J -IIINTI. 
- !g,' _Ii 

621,I-U1.3 
U 7,0- U 

.,1.7 111.1- 0.0 

laRANDTOTA .. , ... " 1111,' -.OIIU 

lOTAL 

3612.1 

.... 11.7 

271.0 

40.0 

•••• lillO,' .'" '713.1 
1371 .... 

CU ... 11IIt FYI ''13_'.10 
II. ADMIN....,..T , •• 

""EPAIIA flON 0.0 

NAMI ""'t/Olll GMDI CURRENT'V ,-n° 10 
f'WuC . .IOHNO PROoIMGII JOt ,., ... .U-II" 
.'TH.MAII'I tIt.eSle Jte., ",1 1U-1U 

n.," au 

SK'U LEVEL SUMMARY REPORT 

POlSIlIOtI CURRINt'V2 'YI FY.O 

tlO 

TOTAL 

, , 
---'I 
t---... o ---0 

1 
7 
o 
o 

illS 

1~ .. ~ .. ~~.~ ........ ~~ ...... ~ .... _ ........ ?~t.« •• · ... ttIW3~ •• '.tt.-'IS.,.tl'I'.SI'.'tll--.'M'." .. ~nza. .. ~-----··~ ,'be.- ' '7 e.. -

1 
I 
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AppendlxC 
Source Code for Main Summa" Program 

CSTS~ ~'S"TlfE" MnN caLLtNG PR'DGRlM -., 
ru~ t"~ ~Ubt iV'fEM 

*' 

------- .. -..--
8Ult ""Kat 

,UMiNalUM "IilCUIT( 10), !Nun, ( 7U , "'atll' V) ,CVCua, (IV) ,eca.C&lat (lV), 
• . OTCOSru,,), AOCtiSlUl)), RDl:~ U 0) , saCtJiT U 0), AMl:iJl1'rUl";' ,-._-
, TUTOP, 10), t '''U''( 10), 'U"VAII' IV), f~'Wl"( IU) ,~r<.;u.ruu), 
.. '-losurn 10), rSUFtUor , OCOIT "·0' ,-aiitOSTnO,.,Dieuitm,,· -.- , .. _-
• ""U'(IU),t&lCUat(IU),"lCU'T(I,,),'lCu.t'I.U),"~CU.t(IU),!UAl' .. I16(~J, 
• I<:OUR'(6) , " ... IIU 0) ~ rtt .. n 10), Td&'OCro) ,-InTCiHir;Ia)OMm ----,- .. , , 

hlt':G':K C"MCU 
RIl.. "'",cult· ,-.~ .... 
~'tl ,CO"k/'CU','uec','l"','H ','M~','U"'I 
u41l nu .. 7""u,-;r~(i'~'A-i",' ",,-, 'OO'-,'C:' r,--'·---_· __ ·_·------
Cl .... Alil~" (~,'''PII) 
CA&,1, AII,(;,,' h-"''fl I') , 
CA .... AIS,~~ 'l,'IIUC.CU') 
CA .. " "baIGh--(i,'1 Pk:RS.uUt') 
CA .... Alai,,. (lU,'lCCT.C~'J 

., -, REi" n~lOOl)-1iO'CT~COMCtr,-r ... on;· "-,_ .... - - '. -. -0 ___ • __ ,,-- ------

lUOl F~kMlI (~11,I'A1) 
. fCC:AD ,.( r~ 1 Oa2) 'Ti, .. ", 

1UO~ fOHMAt (10~ •• O) 
R'AD rl,10u~) TiL' 
~ .. lU (l,l~u~) lD"U 
elLC' "lJATE UDlTES) 

3 

4 

If (COM~u .N ... 1) ~u tu j 
'OtT :r- J-1,6 

I.iHtCM(J) - lCOUH(J) 
"CDliTINUe: 
I~ (CUMCU .N~. ~) ~~ to 4 
aa"4 K • 1,6 

lPH""lK) = lUUM(~) 
CONTI~UE 
If (LUCT .~ ... ~) l~HChf - ~U~l 
G~ Tu (10,~U,3~,40,~O,60),~~CT 
I' (~U'T .~~. V) ~~ 1~ ~ 
.~lf' (~,2uOl) &.Ott 

~uUl ~UkMAt (' A"UN~ ~UCAl10N ~UU~ ',II) 
~rup . 

~ l~~CNt. l~"~Nl + 1 
~U TU (1u,~O,$~,4U,V~~J,1~"'~f 

2U CA&'~ ASS1GN '2,'KC.lij~') 
I1ICl'tE (~,'1()1l l"~'&'C"· . 

101 rU~MAt ('l','~A~SA~ ~11, ',bA~) 
J,Llut4 • 4l 
(iU TO 70 

1U CA~L .S'l~N '7,"lC~L.ID&.') 
W~lT~ (),7U~) l~~lC" 

...... 
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" 
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~. 

• 

• 

.. 

lO~ 

tU 

'''' 
Ie) 

10. 

u" ..,,....-!' .. ___ .~~ -. 
_ • "~ ____ "S_~ ___ """ ___ ,,._"''''''';;l'''''1iI ._Ak_..,...,.....,. ___ .'""m __ • _ ...... _ .... 'l"b! __ 7 ~ _____ . _ .. 

fil1lMAr (11',' t'u~T 'Cul,a,lHS " OA4C) 
l~UN • 1 . 
~O 'to "0 
CALL A.&j~. ,.,'.A&~.I.~') 
~~IT£ (S,7~1) l~RtC~ 
rUHNAl "l','wA~" u.c. ',oAll 
ta.UN 8 • 

,,'" TO 7u 
C~La. A'll~" ,~,'~~.O.tdl,·) 
w"lr~ (~,7U4) ,~~tt" 
raMMA' ('l','~~' O~LLA~~ ',OA~' 
'''Uff 8 j ------------------ ---- ------------ ----~ - --------- - . 

50 

0" 

"u 
luOJ 

~U04 

G" '1'U 10 
CALL A'~l~N (~.·ur"~"l.I.~·' 
l&.U... 8 l 
~tJ ·to "0 
CAa,L Ai~l~N (~,'~f"~"~.t.&.·) 
!I.,UN • :l 
H~Au (l"UH,lu~j) TbL 
rtJ"~At (~f~.~,~f4.1,f).I,~4.1,tl.~,r •• 1) 
~Klt~ (~,~Ul0) '~A1LS 
~HlrL (),~uU4) INUt~ 
f~M"At ('U','~Aj)-
CALL H~O ("W~O'T,l~~~V,l".~~f,t~wrr,M~C~~l) 
,,,"" :i~ ·h. (Sw-CO-~·t, 'r~;p'v, '1'~fCbl' ~nwCu~ 0-"-- -.-, . , 
CALL COUV~~ (CVcuSt,t~VfV,tCVL.l) 
CALL 08A$~ (~dCUSt,T~bP~,tO~C~t) ,,-
CALL ~L~~UN ,~~Cu~t,l~H~V,~~H~bl,~~Ub) 
CAa,,, ~~a,u ("~<,:u:;'r, ',n~L"V, ·!'Mt:l.~t; ~ "'''Ub, llta..II) . 
CALa, utH~~ '~fCuSt,TOlfV,tutCbl,~~U~,l~~~,i~&.U) 
C:A~" AD~~LH (Au~~:H ,"'lA'UfV-, u1KS'j , Au~wiY, ~I~-'Ub"i) 
CAa,a, rAC (tACU~T,1rA~v,lrACSf,L~wtr,AubwtlIL~a,,~~u~,iDL.) 
CIlL&. KA~&) ltu)cu:;t; 'r~li..,\t , lK&)ttSt r-
CIlLL ~Ui~~" '~~cusr,Ts~~v,t.s~Cbl,Ib~,~U~Cu) 
uu dU J&1~10 ,- , 

IUrO~'J) • AUCUST(J) • ~AcOstlJ) • ~~CU~l(~) 
• + ';:>l.'TlsttJ) '+--"'H't"OSlC'Jr- ... - ,---- .'-,----

~o C"'HTltH.l~ 
CA~L 4U~1~ (AMCUST,tAMP\t,rAMC'l,N~U~,l~l~~,~~~u~l,I~L~J 
uu IlU 1.1 8 1,10 

- f1C\l~H~) -: tnICU~l'(l,,) + S .. Cu,sHLd • CV~ubL lL.) + 
, UbCOS1'~) • ~~cw~t(L.J • U1CU~"L.) 

... '-' ·ltiCubHa.;rll "PHCOSl((,J + AuCuSHL.) • fACuS1Ci,)'.-··-
• ROLubTl~) + A~CutSt(L.1 • :;SLU~llL.) 

"t'u:;·l'(~) '. l.lCUblU,d + luCl.,.'ll&.;) 
~u CUNTINue; 

CIla,L ~~~\tA~ (11Cu$1,)1~~Aa,,~1~~~L,rlC~1) 
CA&.L ~K~~~~ (tUC~bt,l~~VAI",~~~VAL,lU'~l) 
CALL elRi::VAL. 'Gl'CO:H, f'l'P VAL. , ~,h' V ~L, lirC6\') 
&)'.1 1 00 J&~, 1 U 
T~CST 8 r~c~t-~ tOCUbf(J) 

lUO CIJNU"'Yt. 
T~CST & f~~tSt I 0.0 
"'HITt:; (~,200~) 
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;'UO;' '''MMAT (' I' , '»., I ,atu,,':C'1't:U R~oUuKc,:I:.' ... "'''' 'Ute. 1J.,c;MAt .lU;4A~' , II • 
• 'U·,T.O,·~MUU~CtION, AR~A, Y'~~U "tIHA1.luft ~kjtc.~',II) 
~ "" .. 1.,6: (5,~cJl0J ·tl)A'h.' ..•. 

~OlU '''"MAr ('O','M~N UAt~ ',~A~) 
, · .... !tt; IS,;,uo.»··· .... -

~UOJ 'OMMAT "g',.x,'I.V~.t"~Nt Cu~t~','1'JV,'~~"~~~r',_A,'~r ~',.~. 
. ..- '. • ty 'll~ 4X ,'It' .... ~. ~-.. x, 'U' 5' , 4A-;' ,'r-'" , 'eX, '. \ 7', itX-,"n (",.)., 

• 'fY V','A,'ty lU',JX·IO'A~',JA,'~. v.') . i"U,,- (~, lOU:»)' tU;CUot, 'l'n"C4ti, ·t"iM"-v ~owCu:;" ·i6 .... C~.l" ,i'O. I'Y, 
• CYCU~U', ·rc;~c .. l', tc;v,v "htCUal, 'lUIU,;ait, lUb~V ,I'tM,;U.", ·i"e.'~l·, 1.u,; ... ·V, 
• 'O'ICOlt, tutC,t ;fOlt' ~ 't1C"U&t, '1' ,,(in' ,.{U"~A""~, \11" ~,,'" 

auo, 'UMMAt ('U·,Ol,'~AMU_A"c.',.",l~f~~l,l, 
._._', -. f'"{ft , '., '',,,It·fiAllil. •• ~ '1)'1 ;f~l'i;r,7;' -

• 'u','X,'CONV~H~ION',tJ1,1~f~.1", 
•. - • U 1', e.x, • UA'fA- .A·lh;· .. ·~111; 1l ... ~ 1 ~ I, 
• 'U',6X,IMC.~UCA110H ~A"c.NI~o',IJl,l~rb.l,l, 

- _ .. , •. -ru ' , bX, '''1 tt~" · , l' J 1 , 1 :tl"".l , I , 
• '~','A,·lotA~·,rJ7,11i~.1,1, 

.- '---'--',,,"';~:,";'I sr' v l~t·""~'iOt.:l ~'8x ~f" ~ 1, i'l) 
"'UTE (~,auoo) 

~uOi""'''' t'''uif''Ai-p'ijr; ti'; '1-~~t:"A a"' .... "', . C;uo" 8' ) 
w~lt~ (~,~gUl) PHCOol,I~H~V,.~Cu~t,rA~~v, 

, ..•.. ·Aut~at., tAU"Y'; .·ACIJlh, h'"I'Y , MaJCUIlH' , '1'MUlIV , 

• aocuar,t80..,~,tuCO't,T~Cot,r~~y~~,~~~~A~ 
~u1f1' -.. -.'''"",,,-f(T01-,il,"i·"t;",)U~"a:.~' , l'JY~·-1U ... it~ 1, "-A·~-t'b.1, I, 

• 'U',~X,'AU~'NlorRAfl~~·,rJl,10r •• l,bA,t~.1,1, 
.•.. ,. 'U',IK,'A'DP 'aLRvIcta',T37,10fl·~t,IX,'·H.l·",' 

• 'a)','x,'rA~1~111~a',tJ7,lot¥.1,dX,~b.l,l, 
- _ ...... - '1J "',·1Sx·,..~aDi\CR· ,. DEVE:~OPM£tlT "",1'37 ,1"0.-0; 1';8X ;rt;;l'-''''· -- , --. 

• 'u','x,'~U~~U"l 6~RVICe.o',t31,luf~.".A,rb.l,l, 
-- T - "'0";6"1', 'lOTAL' , tlT; 111'8.1, 1, .. '·- .. . •.. " 

• 'U',9X,'~ V',fj7,10t¥.1,tiX,r •• l,I/) 
- 'WRITE' t5;2~08) GTCOST,TTP1AL 

~uo_ rUM"'~' ('o·,.X,·~~AhU tutAL',IJJ,lUi~.l,l, 
._ ... - ''O'';''X,'TO'!'Aa.-V;""V."T ,TJ',lvTB.l) 

GIJ tu (110,1~O,ljU,1.0),lPHCNt 
-'no -·-.tun: t5,111VJ;lPR'fCI4-···· . 
l11U fOM"'At (11,'utUMt CU~L1NO ',o"~) 

'-Gu tlf 2uO 
12U .~lT~ (~,11~UJ,1~"TCH 

'1120- -- rORMi'l (11,'UkAwS.S CIT\ l,bAl)
GO TV 21U 

-'1]1)--11 ~ rn:, '5-,'Tt J OT,"IPR'l't'", .. · 
1130 'OMNAI (11,'Oh~~ UHLa:.A~b ',~A~) -' -- .... (ill'''- ntt· - . ---- - , 

14U W~lT~ (~,114U),lPkTCM 
n~T' -roOlt (l/"rO'wUR 1I.C.-·,oA~) 

Gv TO ~JO 
Wcr--'CUiL' ASntiW '.(1"; Yl"TCOL -: 0lIT '1'" ,-, -.---- .. -

WMIT~ (~,lU20) lPMTC~ 
1020 _. - FURMA"l "(' f1lRtCOL'LINS " 6A2) . 

\iU TO ·~OO 
'''21"0 - , CALli ASSl'" (8,' IC.OUt'· ) 

tll8 REPH()llrt"Ilw.ny OJ-' TJ II
ORl<.ilZ\'.'\L }JAti\'; lli PlJUU J 

.. ~ _______________ .... -... ·• .......... _~~u.=....ce ... ~, 
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2030 

'220-

2040 

230 

2050 
=:'OU 

2UbU 

• • • • 

w~ltE (~,2U30) l~~tC~ 
f"ORMK'f" (f KANSAS CITY • .642') 
\iU TO ~uo 
'C~l.ttl ASS1'\j" (fi,' N&WO. CtU l f ) 

w~lr£ '~f~U40) IPgtC~ 
VURMAt (T'N~. ORL~ANS ',oA,) 
(iU 'to ~uu 
CALLA$SIGN (6,·~vC.uUT·) 
WIC.it' (tf,~ut>U) 
"OfUtA'r (. WASHl~GTOR I.)C· .oA~) 
~lCllt ld,~UOU) nWCObt,tKw~,r,~H~~v,~.cu.~,tarc~t,"~~t, 
CvCUSI,fCVCST,tCVPV,DdCu~f.tUdC'l,fO&P"kECOSr~T~iCbl,
T~~PV,uTCuSr,l~fcs~,tuT~V,r.lCUSI,ljC'T,t'~VA~,~l~VA~, 
PRCoSt ,'n1ttfi'v , AfoiCOSt , 'tA#\~V , AuC'-IS't , 'tAllY" '-fAc.:O~i', r;"'''~'~ ~'taJCOS1'; , 
TICDVV,bb'Obf,lbSPV,lO~O'f,'~C~Tt~~~v~~,~l~~AL,~~~Obt,!t~~A~ 
F'UKMA'l" {&112~"b .lll ~'1ot fa d .11 r, ~ (lOt' 9 .l'i»" ",' ... . .. ' ... , , 
CAJ.,L CL(JSl:. (b) 
GJ TO j~. 
wKlTE (~,ZUU4) l~Ot~ 
U'tLUCt "~E.~ r GO til ';99 
!t&:.;WINU 1 
R~AD (1.1UU1) ~uCT,'OMCU,lwOt' 
Uti 1St' Ka l,lU 

t~CU'l(")" = 0.0"
I4ttCOol'(~) = 0.0 

......... ~. N~US(")'~z '~l . 
Au~Qr.1 (~) = 0 • U ' 
tlNCO&t(t'.) = 0.0 
n."Cu~r(,,) :: 0.0 
.swCuo'f(a{) :: 0;0 
(;VCU:Sl(A) = 0.0 
uacuS1'(a'\) = o~o 
i(t:.COb.1(a'\) = o.u 
utcuS'l'{.iI.) =0.0 
A()Cu~l(&O = 0.0 
t'"Cus'tt,,) = u.u 
K/JCUobH 1\) = o. (t 
d(';U~H (i\y-:-v ~~r" 
lu~U~1'(J\.) :: U.O 
"'l'(;u~l"l "') :: 0.0 
AMCOS'UfO :: 0.0 
b&(.;ul:n:(J\.}':: u.o 
J.'Ol'Oj:)(t'.) = 0.0 

-litiV-"LUO = u.o .' 
':I:'l'.-VA ... UO = 0.0 
t~"VA""tj(} '=" 0.0-· .-" ~.'" .. -. 

C-13 

'. 

.... '" ........ _ .... ,.~ ... --- ", .. -., . 
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· .. 
.. i'· ~. 

1'" · CUNt'l~tf~ , 
f'iClfi"O-;:o 

1120 

TIU'CSTao. Q 
fmra"';tr 
TirCSl aO.O 
taFpy 80.0 
TeVCST =0.0 
tfvlfv' aO'.O'-
TuBCS" =.,.0 
tiT.-"·· "O·~~
"'-Rcsr ao.o 
f,lf,,' =(":0 . 
Tdl::CST =0.0 n'pv .. · ... o·~'ir-
TOTcsr =0.0 
'foflSr'itr:o 
TADCST =0.0 
fAOfV-:q.u· 
TrAC&T =0.0 
't,'j"py-iC):u'-
TttDCSt =0.0 
'TltOPV-=--O~1i' 
T AMC&U' =0.0 
fAMPV :d.C:; ,. 
TLCST =0.0 
C}"'P'V 'L' =u'.' 0-
TOCSl' =0.0 
G2"PVA'C; "=0 .'(i" 
GU TO 5 

~~~ ~·tOP ., 
END 
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The Application Te.t a,.tem: Ixperlenees to Date 
Ind 'utur. PII. 

0.". M#q." P. "lhbuntt • _ H. L H..". 

INTRODUCTION 

The Applkation Test System (A TS) WII desllfted 
to test and evatuato the latest tecImolOlY in acquisi· 
tion, stoup. retrieval, analysis. and appUcation of 
remotely sensed data for appUcation f.biD., by 
the U.S. Department of Aariculture (USDA). The 
purpose or this paper is to describe the A TS analysis 
component focusioa on methods by wblcb the varied 
data sources are used by the A TS Iftalyst. AD inteanl 
part of the A TS is lbe team of USDA multidiscipli· 
nary analysts wbo analyze and interpret varied data 
sources includlna remotely sensed data. The A TS 
analysts bave aaricultural bacqrounds with educa· 
tion and experience in a wide spectrum of dis
ciplines. 

Material will be presented in two parts. Analyst 
trainina and initial processina of data within the A TS 
will be discussed first in the section entitled "Ex· 
periences to Date." The second section, entitled 
"Future Plans," will discuss short- and looa·term 
plans for the A TS. 

EXPERIENCEI TO DATI 

LACII ' ..... 111 Aotayltle. 

Durina Phase III (1977 crop year), USDA analysts 
operated and evaluated an interactive computer. 
linked classification system developed by the 
LACIE. The system was evaluated in terms of 
classification accuracy and seament throuah,Put effi· 
ciency. USDA analysts pined experience in analyz· 
ins Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) data on an 
interactive imap-processina system. Their imaae
processina experience played a larp role in the 

au.s. Department of Alriculture. Houston. Texu, 

doslan and implementation of the A TS interactive 
imqe.procealna system. Many of the analyst. 
de"*,, inefficiencies in the LACO! system ..... 
considered and corrected in the dosian of the A TS 
processlna system. 

The two maift components of the LACIE Imaae
procouina system were the General Electric 
IMAGE-IOO (1·100) and the Earth Rosourcos In· 
teractlve Procesaina System (ERIPS). The main pro
cossina procedure used to ailaIyr.e data on this 
system was Procedure 1 (p·l). P·l was developed to 
provide estimates or the percentaae or a seament 
devoted to wbeal production. Many of the problems 
encountered in seament classification durioa LACIE 
Pbase I (1975) and Pbase n (1976) were overcome 
by implementina P-l. Details of tbis procedure are 
discussed in reference 1. The analyst used the 1·100 
for displayina imaps and classification maps, select· 
ina and l&belins trainina fields. and evaluatina and 
reworkina the classification results. All clusterina 
and classification were completed on ERIPS. 

Many problems evolved because of the confisura· 
tion of the l·lOOlERIPS system. Interfacina prob
lems created a time delay between initial processioa 
and the receipt of results. It was hoped that the time 
I .. would be a day or two. but experience indicated 
an aver. time lapse of a week. Because of this, 
analysts bad to analyze and track up to nine 511-
ments at a time, ..... Uy decreasillJ analyst eff'lCiency. 
Inherent interfacina problems within the 1·1001 
ERIPS system have been eliminated by the A 1'5 due 
to its dependence on a sinale imap-processins com· 
puter. It must be noted that thf'll-l00IERIPS system 
was never meant to be an example of an opera· 
tionally optimal interactive imqe.processinl system '.,.~ 
but rather was purposely pieced topther to deter· .-
mine wbether interactive imap processiq could im· 
prove seament classification resUlts • 

The problems' and inemciencies found in the 
l·lOOlBRIPS system could be divided into five miVor 
cateaories: (1) the wron, capabilities were stressed. 
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(2) methods were needed to ease the man·macbine 
interface. (3) unnecessary data were provided to tbe 
analy .... (4) additional capabilities were needed. and 
(5) desian performar,CI needed improvemenL 

Tbe USDA analy.t team analyzed on tbe 
J.loo/ERIPS system selected seaments from the 
United States. Canada. and the U.s.S.R. The varied 
wbeat conditions throuahout the tbree-couotry study 
area enabled analys .. to become familiar with var,. 
ina cultural practices. weather conditions, farmi ... 
methods, and how these variable conditions affect 
wheat arowth and spectral response. 

It soon became apparent that a sinal" analyst· 
processina procedure wu not optimal for clusifyina 
Landsat data. P·l worked fairly well wben used in 
area havina small. randomly distributed fields and 
heteroaeneous siplatures, but it wu inemcient in 
qriculture area bavin. relatively larae fields and 
homoaeneous spectral siplatures. USDA analysts 
recommended that optional processina procedures 
should be developed for vary ina aaricultural condi· 
tions within a &eplent in order to make optimum 
use of analyst time. 

An outcome of the clusification procedures probe 
lem wu the application of the direct crop option, 
which is currently beina implemented by the A TS. 
This procedure Jives the analyst the capability of 
oudinina a desired field and obtainina the area with· 
in that field directly. Therefore, an areal estimate of a 
specific crop within a seament can be obtained 
quickly and does not require intermediate clusterina 
and/or classification algorithms as is the case with 
tbe analyst-selected training fields and the P·l 
options. 

The l·l00/ERIPS activity ailowed the USDA 
analysIS to conduct several research pilot studies. 
One of these studies focused on the early-season esti· 
mate problem. An early·season spring wheat area 
estima~e was made on a total of 17 segments: 11 from 
Canada; 3 from the U.S.S.R.; and 3 from the United 
Sta"". An early-season wheat area estimate is 
defined a~ !\n area estimate of wheat within a scene 
that is ohtained prior to Landsat-detectable 
emergence of all the wheat grown within that scene. 
A mlijority of the early-season spring wheat esti
mates were made from acquisitions acquired the first 
week of May 1977. A few estimates were made from 
acquisitions acquired during the fall of 1976. For the 
17 segments analyzed, the mean difference between 
the early-season estimates and the best at·harvest 
estimates was 1.8 percent. Additional information on 
this study is reported in reference 2. 
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Another .tudy conducted on thel·lOOlBRIPS wu 
the use of the veaetative index for crop iclentiflea
tlon. Veaetatlon indexes are computed from the raw 
multispectral scanner dialtal data and are used to 
determine vlletation denalty. Iretnn .... and 
physioloaical condition within a alven area. Con
.iderable research on the veaetation index conducted 
by LACIE (ref. 3) and other government apnci .. 
(ref. 4) revealed that it can be successfully used to 
detect drouaht and monitor plant and soli moisture 
conditions; however, few studies have examined the 
use of the veaetative index approach for crop iden
tification. One objective of the study on the 
Moo/ERIPS wu to investipte the usefulness of the 
veaetative index for schemes in crop identification 
and acreap estimation. The resul .. of this limited 
study show that the veaetation index can be used 
cost effectively to identify crops and natural veaeta
tion (ref. 5). 

The experience pined from I-IOO/ERIPS proved 
to be invaluable to the USDA. T~~ analysts received 
training in operatina an interactive systrm and were 
liven the opportunity to process and analyZe 
remotely sensed data. The immediate payoff hu 
been in the desian and implementation of the USDA 
ATS. 

ATI Proce"'111 Aollvill •• 

The USDA analysts conducted the first opera
tional tests of the ATS interactive imase-prJCeSsina 
system in December 1977. OriJinally, 72 U.S.S.R. 
seaments were selected for this test, but only 38 ses
ments were actually processed. (Various circum· 
stances, including cloud cover restrictions. prevented 
the analysis of the remaining 34 segments.) The data 
were acquired between seedbed preparation and 
wheat emergence. 

The designated crop option discussed earlier was 
used for analyzina these seaments. The wheat was 
only partially emelled on the imasery and, therefore. 
it would have been difficult to obtain meaninaful 
estimates using the conventional clustering and 
classification procedures. The designated crop pro
cedure enabled the analyst to obtain an area estimate 
of all the wheat fields within the segment. even 
thoUJh the spectral sianatures within the fields were 
inconsistent due to the partial emeraence of wheat. 
The analyst relied on his interpretation of the 
spectral signatures within the sample selment to 
determine the percentale of the segment planted to 
wheat. 
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Analyst procedures have been documented and 
are currently beina used in the trainlna of additional 
Imaae analysts. Each analyst hu used these pro
cedures u pan of a self-tralnlna course on the A TS 
equipment. Any new analysts to come aboard will be 
required to participate in a structured trainina course 
consistina of all aspects of remote sensina with 
empbasis on processina and analysis of tbe data. 

"'TUREPLANS 

Future plans as well as current pro8l'ams for tbe 
A TS are to develop tbe A TS Crop Condition Assess
ment (CCA) Group tbat will measure the impact of 
abnormal conditions (e.g., excessive moisture, 
drougbt, winterkill) affecting crop production. 
USDA analysts will assess tbe impact of events by 
usina remotely sensed data and conventional data 
sources now used by USDA foreian commodity ex
perts. The CCA Group will focus its efforts on 
assessioa tbe impact of events in countries wbere 
crop shortages and surpluses have a maUor impact on 
world commodity markets and prices. Important 
world crops such as wbeat, barley, rye, corn, soy
beans, sunflowers, rice, cotton, peanuts, and 
sorahum will be Included in tbe crop condition 
assessment proaram. Durins crop years 1978 and 
1979, ATS personnel will be developing the CCA 
Group to assess tbe condition of wheat in important 
foreian producins countries. 

Currently, USDA plans are to have tbe CCA 
Group assess the impact of events detected and re
ported to the CCA Group by the Joint Agricultural 
Weather Facility (JAWF). The JAWF is composed 
of personnel from the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration (NOAA) and the USDA. 
The JAWF will monitor and detect abnormal events 
usioa meteorologital and ancillary data sources. 
Unusual events detected by JAWF wili be reported 
to the CCA Group in a timely manner to hasten the 
re~lorting of impact assessments to key USDA com· 
modity experts and decision makers. 

Tbe CCA Group is composed of two imporunt 
components, the data base and analysis/reporting . 
The remainder of this paper will discuss the format 
and operations of these components. 

De .. 'e .. Component 

Both historical and current multispectral imagery, 
meteorological, and agricultural data are required to 

support the CCA Group. An efI1cllnt and fut 
system for stor .... retrieval, and analysis of the data 
is crucial for such a larp.scale project. The A TS ap
proacb to this data bandllna and analysis problem 
was to develop an automated, aeoaraphically 
oriented, &ridded data bue. The data base Is IX
panded u more countries and crops are added to the 
CCA unit. 

The entire aaricultural and potential qricultural 
universe is divided into arid cells. Each ,rid cell hu a 
unique latitude and lonaitude address and therefore 
can be sinaularly addressed by an "I" and .. J" iden
tification. Each cell is 25 by 25 nautical miles and can 
be further subdivided into quadrants. The followina 
is a brief list of the data stored within eacb cell. 

I. Country. resion. zone, and strata locations 
2. Five- by six-nautical-mile sample segment 

locations and associated data 
3. Crop types 
4. Percent aariculture 
S. Current and historical daily meteorological 

data, including maximum/minimum temperature, 
precipitation, snow cover, and wind velocity 

6. Soil data (quadrant level), including surface 
texture, depth, slope, drainage. available water
holding capacity. and moisture 

7. Yield models 
8. Crop calendars 
9. Historical asricultural statistics including area, 

yield. and production 
10. Agronomic data, includins irrigation type and 

percentage, fertilization metbod and percentale, 
tiJIaae practices, and cultivation practices 

Tbe analyst may access these data interactively 
while workins at the analyst station. The data will be 
presented as maps and/or tables on both the cathode
ray tube (CRT) screens and the line printer. The 
map!! will be displayed at different scales according 
to tbe geographical size of the area beins displayed. 
An example of a data information product is a map 
showing the irrigation distribution and density for a 
design "ted area specified by the analyst. A support
ive taDle will appear with the map specifying the 
types of irrigation within the desianated area. 

One of tbe maUor tasks of the A TS is to construct a 
data base for each country that has at least one of the 
maUor commodity crops listed previously. Durina 
crop year 1978, data bases are being constructed for 
Montana, North Dakota, and a selected area in tbe 
U.S.S.R. 
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The CCA analysis component will utilize veaeta
tive index numbers to measure bealth and viaor of 
the erop or crops of interest. Tbe v ... tative index 
number Is a traIlSformation of the MSS data into 
various descriptive components. One component 
measures anenness and is commonly known as a 
"anen number." These numbers meuure the ap
proximate amount of areen biomass in the scene and 
the relative viaor or health of tbat ,reen biomus. 

Currently. lbe A TS is testina under varyina 
qricultural conditio':s six different areen numbers. 
Upon completion of lbis testina exercise. lbe A TS 
will implement a areen number(s) that best detects 
crop vi.,r or condition. The six ,reen numbers in· 
clude the Asbburn Veaetatlve Index (A VI), the 
Kauth-Thomas Veaetative Index (KVI). the Perpen. 
dicular Veaetative Index (PVI). the Transformed 
Veaetative Index (TVI).the Leaf Area Index (LAI), 
and the Difference Vesetation Index (DVI). Existina 
literature on these veptative index numbers (refs. 3 
to S) bas been reviewed and considered by lbe A TS 
evaluators. 

The areen numbers will be used in combination 
with meteorological data to assess crop condition. 
Lookup tables showint lbe relationship between 
areen numbers and (l) soil moisture. (2) crop calen· 
dar. and (3) yield will be developed for specific 
aeo&raphir areas. These tables will aid the analyst in 
his assessment of crop condition. The method by 
which the areen numbers will be used for crop condi· 
tion assessment follows. 

The first step in usiDl ,reeD numbers will be to 
view the current Landsat imaaes of selected sample 
seaments for purposes of creating a map or imaae of 
lbe natural veaetation area (NV) and areas contain· 
ina the desired crop (DC). The A VI will be used, 
where possible. to automatically creale the NV map. 
A veraae areen numbers will be calculated and stored, 
from each of the veaetative index aI,orithms, for the 
entire sample seament. for the NV map. and for the 
DC map. Oreen·number isoline maps will be plotted 
and interpreted for crop condition. 

Historical Landsat imaaery will be acquired for 
the same seaments discussed in the previo,"s 
paraaraph. Oreen numbers will be calculated and 
stored for this historical imaaery, followina the pra. 
cedure described for current·year imaaery. The 
analyst will compare and evaluate the arcen numbers 
derived from the historical and current imapry. the 
NV map. and the DC map to determine the current· 
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year crop condition. Tbe crop calendar. soU 
moisture. current and historical meaeoroloatcal data, 
and yields derived for th_ seaments will be in
cluded in tbe analysis. The primary aoaI of this is to 
determine and assess the amount of cbanae in tbe 
crop. Tbis assessment will address a cbanae in 
quality. aMI extent, yield. and production. A report 
will then be aenerated documentiq this assessment. 

Curina 1978. ATS analysts will perform the steps 
just discussed for purposes of usessina the condition 
of tbe wheat crop in Montana. Nortb Dakota. and 
one selected area in the U.S.S.R. 

Yield models will be required to suppOrt the CCA 
Oroup. For 1978 and 1979, two principal wheat yield 
models are of interest to the A TS. They are the 
LACtE·t.ted CCEA model. developed by the 
Center for Climatic and Environmental Assessment 
(CCEA) of NOAA (refs. 6 and 7), and the ~ansas 
State University (KSU) model (refs. 8 and 9). Tbese 
two models will be implemented. tested. and evalu· 
ated by the A TS. Raults from the CCEA model are 
produced at JO..day intervals; the KSU model pre. 
diets yields at lQ.day intervals. 

The A TS will implement. en\!uate, and apply 
other crop models as they are developed and docu· 
mented in the research community. 

Durinal978. the A TS will implement and operate 
a wheat crop calendar. The crop calendar subroutine 
of the KSU sprina wheat yield model will be the pri· 
mary crop development model. Model results at 
selected weather stations are interpolated to the arid 
cell units of the data base. The model is run every 10 
days with daily meteoroloaical data. 

The A TS will implement. evaluate. and apply 
other crop development models as they are 
developed and documented in the research com· 
munity. 

Durint 1978, the ATS will implement and run the 
Versatile Soil Moisture Budaet (VSMB) model. The 
results are used in the KSU yield model. The VSMB 
subroutine will be extracted from the KSU yield 
model and run as a separate proaram. 

8UMMARY 

The A TS is chartered to implement. test. and 
evaluate technoloaies and capabilities for their ape 
plication feasibility by the USDA. The analysis and 
application of remotely sensed and other data is an 
important component of the A TS. Therefore, the 
remote-sensina analyst must be highly qualified and 
trained in order to support this component. 
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The USDA analysts had an opportunity to ,ain 
experience on an interactive ima,e-processin, 
tystem durina LACIE Phase III. Landsat data in S
b)' 6-nautical-mile format from the United States, the 
U.S.S.R., and Canada were analyzed and wheat area 
estimates determined. The varied wheat conditions 
allowed the analyst to study different qronomic and 
cultural practices. These differences necessitated that 
more than one processin, procedure be developed to 
handle the varied aaricultural conditions. To partially 
solve this problem, the A TS is currently implement
ina three processin, options, each developed for 
specific .. ricultural situations. 

While workina on the interactive system, the 
USDA analysts developed a list of recommendations 
and chanaes to the system. This list of items was con
sidered durin, the development of the A TS and has 
resulted in a system with capabilities and enhance
ments that are a direct outcome of the USDA analyst 
experience pined durina LACIE Phase III. 

Future plans for the A TS call for the development 
of the ATS CCA Group. The CC.\ Group will detect 
in a timely manner chanses affectin, production and 
quality of commodities and will assess the impact of 
the chanae. The A T5 is task:d to develop and inte
grate the elements of the CCA Group. These ele
ments are the central data base and the analysis com
ponent which utilizes Landsat data and yield, crop 
calendar, and soil moisture models. 

The A T5 personnel will develop the data base and 
analysis procedures for this system. The yield, crop 
calendar, and soil moisture models will be trans
ferred from LACIE Ilnd implemented in the A TS. 

In 1979 and the early 1980's, the CCA Group will 
be expanded to incl~tje additional crops and crop
producina resions of major importance in world 
trade. The A T5 will coordinate with add rely on the 
research community to develop" the technology 

NASA-JSC 

needed to support A TS objectives. Developed tech
nolaay will be transferred to the A TS for implemen
tation, testina. and evaluation prior to its incorpora
tion into an operational early warnin, system. 
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